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Filiform Silver, the Growth of, Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S.,

526
Finch's (Dr. Otto) New Guinea Collection, 327
Finland, Carnivora in, 1S4

Fire-Bail observed in the District of Aas, 375
Fischer (Dr. Theodor), on the Development of Coasts, 64
Fischer (Dr. Heinrich), Death of, 374
Fish : Arrival of Chinese and Japanese, 41 ; Ravages of Sea-

Lions on Californian, J. D, Redding, 41 ; (Observations on the

Effect of Certain Influences on Marine Fishes, 41 ; the Hatch-

ing of Fish Ova, 106 ; Relation of Yolk to Blastoderm in.

Brook, 335 ;
Naturalisation of Lobsters and other Fish in

Tasmania, 137 ; Fish-Culture at Delaford Park, 1S2 ; in

Canada, 302, 303 ; National Fish-Culture Association, 327 ;

Fish-Culture, 537 ; Instance of Vital Resistance in Fishes,

208 ; Fish Fauna of Lake Balkhash, Nikolsky, 327 ; Fish-

Breeding in the Lake of Como, 396 ; Star-Fishes from South

Georgia, 399 ; the Pelagic Stages of Young Fishes, Agassiz

and Whitman, 467 ; Torture of the Fish-Hawk, 520
Fisheries, Colonial, at Indian and Colonial Exhibition, 61

Fishery Board for England, 505 ; Scotland, 558
Fissures (Hill), near Dornsdorf, 464
Fitzgerald (Prof. Geo. Eras.), Admiralty Manual on Terrestrial

Magnetism, 246
Fletcher (Thos.), Ventilation, 153, 199
Flight (Walter, F.R.S.), Obituary Notice of, 85
Flint-knapping in Albania, 527
Flood Rock Explosion, Attempts to obtain Records of Earth

Tremors from. Prof. Mendenhall and Paul, 39
Flora of the Peruvian Andes, John Ball, 70
Flora, Nival, of Switzerland, 206

Flora, Fossil, of Basalt Rocks of Mull, J. S. Gardner, 285,

334
Flora of the Alps, Tourist's Guide to the. Prof. K. W. v.

Dalla-Torre, 557
Floras, Cretaceous, of Canada, Sir William Dawson, F. R. S.,

31 ; Cretaceous and Tertiary, of the United States, Leo
Lesquereux, J. .Slarkie Gardner, 196

Flower (Prof. \V. H., F. R. S.), an Introduction to the Osteology

of the Mammalia, 364
Flowering Plants, Symbiosis between Fungi and the Roots of,

Alf. W. Bennett, 212
Flowers, Mahwa, Prof. A. H. Church, 343
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves, Sir John Lubbock, Dr. Maxwell

T. Masters, 601

Foetus, Apncea of the. Prof. Zuntz, 143
Fog-Penetrating Power of Double Quadriform Burner, Prof.

W. F. Barrett, 335
Folic (M.), Secular Nutation of the Earth's Axis, 376
Folk-Lore Journal, 278
Folk-Lore ; Religious Beliefs of the Chersonese People, M.

Stephanoff, 496; Ceylon Orientalist, 518
Forbes's (H. O.) Exploration in New Guinea, loS, 2S0

Force in Modern Science, M. Hirn on, 213
Forecasts, Weather, Bishop of Carlisle, 79
Forel (Dr. F. A.), on Seiches, 184 ; La Faune profonde des

Lacs Suisses, Dr. G. F. Wollaston, 195
Forestry in Norway, 88
Forestry, John R. Jackson, 20i

Forests on Climate, Influence of. Dr. A. Woeikof, 190
Forests and Forestry in Poland, &c. , J. Croumbie Brown,

LL.D., 27
Formosa, the Aborigines of, 302; G. Taylor, 612
Forms of Ice, Rev. Geo. Henslow, 486
Fossil Crocodiles, History of, 331
Fossil Flora of Basalt Rocks of Mull, J. Starkie Gardner, 285,

334
Fossil Groups from Belgian Formations, E. Dupont, 333
Fossil Mammalia in the British Museum, Catalogue of the,

Richard Lydekker, 365
Foster (Prof. M., F.R.S.), Article on Physiology in the

Encyclopasdia Britannica, 121

Foucault's Revolving Mirror, Velocity of Light as Determined
by. Dr. Arthur Schuster, F.R.S., 439 ; J. Willard Gibbs,

582
Fox, the Behring Straits, 136
France: Travelling Juries on Science, &c. , 16; Anthropology

in, 18 ; Extension of Telephonic Communication in, 18, 106 ;

Ballooning in, 88 ; French Photographs of the Transit of

Venus, 89 ; French Institute, 159 ; Progress of the Study of

Natural Science in, 255 ; Birth- Rate in, 348 ; Topographical
Society of, 593

Franklin Institute, Journal of the, 309
Fraser (Lieut. -Col. A. T.), Tropical Dew, 583
Free Public Libraries, Thos. Greenwood, W. Odell, 459
Free Libraries, the Sheffield, 517
French Cochin China, Science in, 67
French Language in Canada, 497
Freund (Ernst), on the Coagulation of Blood, 395
Friction and Molecular Structure, Rev. Edward Geoghegan, 154 ;

Col. C. K. Bushe, 199
Friction, Tidal, and the Evolution of a Satellite, Prof. G. II.

Darwin, F.R.S., 367
Friederichsen (L., and Co.), Sea-Mills at Argostoli, 154
Fritsch (H.), Aurora, 559
Frog : Young, Development of Larvae of Rana escuknta, 95 ;

on Variations of Fat in Liver-Cells of, J. N. Langley,

F.R.S., 164; the Frog, Prof. A. Milnes Marshall, F.R.S.,

242
Frohlich (Dr.), Investigations into Theory of Dynamo-Electrical

Machines, 552
Frost in Devonshire, Henry Cecil, 418
Frosts, Anchor, T. Hands, 246; Dr. John Rae, F.R.S., 269
Fruits, Flowers, and Leaves, Sir John Lubbock, Dr. Maxwell

T. Masters, 601
Fungi and the Roots of Flowering Plants, .Symbiosis between,

Alf. W. Bennett, 212
Fungi, British, Dr. Cooke's Illustrations of, 464
Fungus, New Edible, 399
" Furcula" or " Furculum," R. W. .Shufeldt, 8

Gabbros, Dolerites, and Basalts of the Tertiary Age, Prof. J.
W. Judd, F.R.S., 263

Gadow (Dr. Hans), on the Reproduction of the Carapax in

Tortoises, 473 ; Remarks on the Cloaca and on the Copu-
latory Organs of the Amniota, 573

Gage (S. H. and S. P.), Aquatic Respiration in Soft-Shelled

Turtles, 548
Galloway (W.), the Coal-Dust Question, 197, 366, 441
Galton (Francis, F. R.S.), Conference of Delegates of Corre-

sponding Societies of the British Association held at Aberdeen,
81 ; Anthropology, 94; Hereditary Stature, 295, 317

Galvanometers, a New, 455 ; Maxwell's, Prof. .S. P. Thompson,

574 ; on Calibration of, T. Mather, 166 ; the Reading of

Small Angular Deflections, 610
Gamel (Mr.), Proposed New Greenland Expedition, 91
Garden, the Vegetable, MM. Vilmorin-Andrieux, Dr. Maxwell

T. Masters, F.R.S., 241
Gardner (J. Starkie) : Permanence of Continents and Oceans,

53 ; the Cretaceous .and Tertiary Floras of the U.S., Leo Les-
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quereux, 196; Fossil Flora of Basalt Rocks of Mull, 285, 334 ;

Parallel Roads, 343 ; L'Evolution des Phanerogaraes, MM.
Saporta and Marion, 388 ; on Grasses, 574

Garson (Dr. J. G.) : Dr. Paul Topinard's Elements d'Anthropo-

logie generale, 3 ; Eine exacte Methods der Craniographie,

Dr. C. Rieger, 314
Gas, Electricity, and Oil as Lighthouse lUuminants, Report to

the Trinity House on the Inquiry into the Relative Merits of,

271
Gas, Fog- Penetrating Power of Double Quadriform Burner,

W. F. Barrett, 335
Gas Analysis, Technical, Clemens Winkler, 603
Gas-Light, Dr. Auer's New, 208

Gases, Aerostatic Balance for Determining the Specific Gravity

of, 397
Gases and Liquids under Various Conditions of Temperature
and Pressure, Thos. Andrews, F. R. S., 550

Gaskell (Dr. A. H.), the Visceral and Vascular Nerves, 548
Gautier and Colson, on a New Method of Chloridation, 120

Gautier (M. Raoul), the Proposed Change in the Astronomical
Day, 592

Gautsch (Dr.), on the Use of Ruled Paper in Schools, 208
Gegenbaur's Morphologisches Jahrbuch, 473
Geikie (Arch., LL.D., F. R.S.), Louis Agassiz, His Life and

Correspondence, 289 ; Class-Book of Geology, 348, 554
Gemmell (J. \V. ), on the Magnetisation of Steel and Iron,

473
Geoghegan (Rev. Edward), \ riction and Molecular Structure,

154
Geography: Geographical Notes, 43, 63, 90, 108, 185, 280, 304,

377, 467, 520, 539, 567, 593, 612 ; Geographical Society of

Tokio, 44 ; Geographical Society of Lisbon, 44 ; Deutsche
geographische Blatter, 44 ; Vienna Geographical Society,

211; Geographical Society of Vienna, 593 ; Bulletin of Paris

Society of Geography, 211; Geographical Education, 273;
Want of Analytical Index in Geographical Books, 378

;

Geographical Education and Natural Science, Prof. H. N.
Moseley, F.R.S., 451 ; Statistics of Geographical Societies in

Europe, 468 ; Geography of the African Continent, 567
Geology: Prof. Prestwich, F.R.S., Geology, 16, 385; Geology

in the Malay Peninsula, 18 ; Geology of England and Wales,
Woodward's, 107 ; Geological .Society, 94, 166, 190, 262,

358, 502, 551, 574, 621 ; Geological Magazine, 159; Geology
of Malaysia, Southern China, &c., Rev. J. E. Tenison- Woods,
231 ; Old Sea-Beaches at Teignmouth, G. Wareing Oroierod,

263 ; the Marks of the Ice Age on the Northern Alpine
Slopes, 348; Class-Book of Geology, Arch. Geikie, F. R. S.,

348, 554 > Geologists' Association, 574 ; at the Science
Schools, 534 ; on Two Rhtetic Sections in Warwickshire,
Rev. P. G. Brodie, 551 : Geology of India, Contributions to

the, 574; Geology of Palestine, Edward Hull, F.R.S.,
60

1

Geometrical Teaching, Association for the Teaching of, 233,
277

Geometry, 88
Geometry, Analytical, a Treatise on, J. Casey, F. R. S., 172
Geometry, Elements of, G. Bruce Halsted, 340
Gephyrea, Report on the. Dr. E. Selenka, 410
Gerlach (Prof.), Method of Watching the Embryo-Growth in

Birds' Eggs, 497
Germ-Plasma considered as the Basis of a Theory of Heredity,

the Continuity of the. Prof. H. N. Moseley, F.R.S., Dr.
August Weismann, 154

German Alpine Lakes, Temperature of, 375
German Naval Observatory, 41

1

"Germanium," New Element discovered by Clemens Winkler,
418

Germany, Accidents from Lightning in, 425
Gessi (Romolo), Objects collected in East Central Africa, 468
Gibbs (J. Willard), Velocity of Light as determined by Fou-

cault's Revolving Mirror, 582
Giglioli (Prof), Italian Aid to Biological Research, 52
Gilbert (Prof J. H., F.R.S.), Chlorophyll, 91
Gill (Mr.), M. Lcewy's Method of determining the Elements of

Refraction, 566
Oilman (D. C), Benefits which Society derives from Univer-

sities, 281, 305
Girard (M.), Award of the Prix Montyon to, 347
Glacial Rivers, Deltas of, 343

Glacial Shell-Beds in British Columbia, G. W. Lamplugh,
621

Glacier Bay in Alaska, G. W. Lamplugh, 461
Gladstone (Dr. J. H., F.R.S.): Obituary Notice of Alfred

Tribe, l8o ; the Value of the Refraction Goniometer in Chemi-
cal Work, 352; the Growth of Filiform Silver, 526

Glasgow, the Present Position of the Museum and Art Galleries
of, 496

Glasgow, Proposed Photographic Exhibition in, 565
Glasgow, Report of the Mitchell Library, 590
Glazebrook (R. T., F.R.S.), Optical Theories, 18

Glows: Sunset, W. Ainslie HoUis, 198; Sunrise, R. T.
Omond, 487 ; Krakata"b Dust-, of 1883-84, 483 ; E. Douglas
Archibald, 604

Glycogenic Function of the Liver, 122
Goajira Peninsula, F. Simons's Exploration of, 185
Goat, Book of the, H. Holmes Pegler, W. B. Tegetmeier,
412

Godefifroy, Ethnological Collection, Sale of, 566
Godman and Salvin's Biologia Centrali Americana—Insecta :

Coleoptera, Vol. I., Part i, by H. W. Bates, 77
Gold-Mines, the Bommelo, Reusch, 17
Gold, Silver, c&c, Electro-Deposition of, A. Watt, 510
Goniometer, Refraction, Value of, in Chemical Work, Dr. J. H.

Gladstone. F.R.S., 352
Goodwin (W. L.), Tertiary Rainbows, 8
Gore (Dr. G., F.R.S.), the Whole Duty of a Chemist, 150 ; on

Resistance at Surfaces of Electrodes in Electrolytic Cells,

431
Gore's Nova Orionis, 235, 256
Gorebridge, Earthquake Shock felt at, 611
Grittingen, Royal Society of .Sciences of, 600
Gould (Dr.) his Work in the Argentine Republic, 9
Graber (Vitus), Die ausseren mechanischen Werkzeuge dcr

Thiere, 291
Granada, Earthquake at, 464
Granular Masses (" Dilatancy "), Prof. Osborne Reynolds,

F.R. S., on, 429
Grape-Vine Mildew, on the, Prof. Gaetano Cantoni, 473
Grasses, Australian, at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition,

301
Grasses, J. Starkie Gardner, 574
Gravis (A.), Recherches Anatomiques sur les Organes Vege-

tatifs de V Urtica dioica, 363
Graydon (N. A.), Recent Total Eclipse of the Sun, 29
Grayling Ova at the National Fish Culture Association, 591
Great Nebul.a, Nova Andromeda and its Relation to the, 89
Greaves (John), Elementary Treatise on Statics, 537
Greely (Lieut. ) : Arctic Expedition, 4S1 ; Microscopical Exam-

ination of Material from Intestines of Lieut. Kisslingbury,

Frank Crisp, 71 ; Lecture on his Arctic Expedition by, 90 ;

Lieut. Greely on Ice, Dr. John Rae, 126, 244; Founder's
Medal of the Royal Geographical Society Awarded to,

495
Green (J.), Proteid Substances in Latex, 382
Greenhill (A. G., F.R.S.), Differential and Integral Calculus,

Major Allan Cunningham, 412
Greenhow (Edward), Iridescent Clouds, 199
Greenland : Proposed New Expedition to, 91 ; East Greenland

Exhibition at Copenhagen, 375
Greenwood (Thos.), Free Public Libraries, W. Odell, 459
Greville Memoirs, the, i6 ; Greville's Respect for Science, 16

Grilleau (B. de), les Aerostats dirigeables, 460
Groth (P.), Physikalische Krystallographie und Einleitung in

die krystallographische Kenntniss der wichtigeren Substanzen,

316
Ground Temperatures and Wind-Holes, 312
Grunmach's (Dr. ) Barometrical Observations, 4S0
Guatemala, the Discovery of Ancient Sculptures in, Vreeland
and Brandsford, 17

Guerault (M. ), Death of, 449
Guinaus of Abra in Luzon, Prof. Blumentritt on the Tribe of,

378
Guppy (H. B.), Observations on the Recent Calcareous Forma-

tions of the Solomon Group, 202 ; Pumice on the Cornish
Coast, 559

Gurina, Prehistoric Settlements of, Dr. A. B. Meyer, 517
Guthrie (Prof. F., F.R.S.), on Molecular Equivalents, 21 ; a

New Musical Instrument, 335
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Gutta-percha of Bassia parkii, the, Meckel and Schlagden-

haufien, 120

Haast (Dr. Julius Von, F.R.S.), Visit to England, 423
Hnir : the Colour of, among Italians, 348; on Body, Abnormal
Development of, 326

Hake (H. Wilson), and A. Dupre, Short Manual of Chemistry,

602
Haliburton (Dr. W. D. ), the Blood of Decapod Crustacea,

472
Hall (Prof Asaph), Parallax of Nova Andromedfe, 566
Halle Verein fiir Erdkunde, 468
Hallstatt, the Prehistoric Necropolis at, 517
Halo, Solar : E. J. Stone, F.R.S., 222 ; with Parhelia, William

Ellis, 535 ; Variegated Iridescent Halo, G. H. Stone, 391
Halsted (G. Bruce), Elements of Geometry, 340
Hands (T.), Numerical Exercises in Chemistry, 99 ; Anchor

Frosts, 246
Hangsen-Blangsted (M. ), on Disagreement between Geo-

graphers as to Highest Peaks in Denmark, 468
Hansen (Dr. Andr. M.), "Seter," " Strandlinjer," or Parallel

Roads in Central Norway, 26S, 365
Harbours, Design and Construction of, Thos. Stevenson, Major

Allan Cunningham, 579
Ilarrar, Emir of, Massacre of the Members of a Geographical

Expedition by, 612
Harries (Henry), on Tracing a Typhoon to Europe, 205

Harvard College Museum Report, Prof Agassiz, 462
Harvard College Observatory, 376
Haslam (J. B.), Recent Star- Shower, 128, 230

H.atton (Frank), North Borneo, 267
Hauer(Ritter Franz von), the New Natural History Museum,

Vienna, 345
Hau^hofer (Dr.), Microskopische Reactionen, 174
Haviland (Cyril), Proposed Exploration of P.acific Islands,

280
Hawaiian Archipelago, Census of, 568
Hawks : the Torture of the Fish-Hawk, 520
Hayden (F. S.), Report of the U.S. Geological Survey of the

Territories, E. T. Newton, 193
Heape (Walter), on the Development of the Mole, 547
Heart, on Sulphate of Sparteine as Medicine for Irregular

Action of, Germain See, 120

Heat : Radiant Light and. Prof. Balfour Stewart, F.R.S., 35,

251, 369; Radiation of, from the same Surface at Different

Temperatures, J. T. Bottomley, 85, lot ; Prof. Langley's

Observations on Solar, 105 ; Invisible Heat-Spectra, S. P.

Langley, 332 ; Heat Quantities, Harry M. Elder, 391 ; Nu-
merical Examples in, R. E. Day, 558 ; Protective Influence

of Black Colour from Light and, Hon. Ralph Abercromby,

559 ; Lectures on Sound, Light, and, Richard Wormell,

580
Heavens, the Story of the. Sir Robert Stawell Ball, F.R.S.,

124
Heckel and Schlagdenhauffen, the Gutta-percha of Bassia

parkii, 120

Hedgehog, Climbing Powers of the, Robert H. Scott, 583 ;

Hyde Clarke, 604
Hedges (Killingworth), Recent Total Eclipse of the Sun, 6

Heer (Prof. Oswald), on the Nival Flora of Switzerland, 206

Hehn (Victor), Wanderings of Plants and Animals, Dr. Alfred

R. Wallace, 170
Heights of Clouds, N. Ekholm, 53 ; Thos. W. Backhouse,

486
Hellmann (Dr.), on Mountain Meteorological Observatories, 72

Helm Wind, the. Dr. A. Woeikof, 30 ; Lieut. -Gen. J. F. Tennant,

F.R.S., 54; William Marriott, 94
Helmholtz (Prof R. von, F.R.S.), on Electrolysis, 20; the

Action of Dust on Cloud-Formation in Saturated Air, 552

Hemsley (W. B.), Botanical Results of the Challenger Voyage,

338
Henry (Prof Joseph), Collected Works of, 302
Henry (MM.), the Pleiades as Seen and as Photographed,

592
Henslow (Rev. George), Effects of Solar Spectrum on the

Transpiration of Plants, 165 ; Forms of Ice, 486
Hepworth (Campljell M.), " Weatherology " and the Use of

Weather Charts, 512

Herat Valley, Col. Stewart's Account of the, 468
Herdman (Prof W. A.), on some Points in the Phylogeny of

the Tunicata, Dr. B. Uljanin, 546
Hereditaiy Stature, Francis Galton, F.R.S., 295, 317
Heredity, the Continuity of the Germ-Plasma Considered as the

Basis of a Theory of. Dr. August Weismann, Prof H. N.
Moseley, F.R.S., 154

Heredity, Ch. Van Bambeke on, 520
Herring Hatching, Prof Ewart on, 214
Herring, Habits of the, 349
Herringham (W. P.), on the Minute Anatomy of the Brachial

Plexus, 620
Herrings, Attempt to Natur.alise, at South Kensington Aquarium,

376
Herroun (E. J.), Electromotive Force of Certain Iron Cells, 93
Herschel (Prof A. S.), November Meteors, 102

Hesselherg (Dr. Karl), the Climate of Norway, 16, 277

Helerocephalus phillipsi, O. Thomas, 93
Heyes (J. F.), " Radical " or " Radicle," 559
Hicks (Henry, F.R.S.), Recent Researches in Bone-Caves in

North Wales, 166

Hirn (M.), on Force in Modern Science, 213

Histological Studies of Batrachian Larv«, Prof A. Kolliker,

473
History of British Birds, Henry Seebohni, 463
History of Elasticity, Dr. Karl Pearson, 53
Hoang-ho, Potanin's Journey to the Upper, 43, 304

Hoarding Insects, Bees and other, 64
Hoff (J. H. van't). Experiments on Phenomena of Phosphonium

Chloride during Decomposition, 63
Holden(Prof. E. S.), 61

Holder (Chas. F.), Marvels of Animal Life, 532
Hollis (W. Ainslie), Sunset-Glows, 198 ; a Meteor, 245

Hooker (Sir J. D., F.R.S. ), Scandinavian Ice-Floes, 79 ; Re-

tirement of, 88 ; on CasliUoa elastica, 165

Hopley (Miss Catherine C), a Family of Rare Java Snakes,

295
Hop-scotch, J. W. Crombie, 167

Horizon, Apparent Enlargement of Celestial Objects near the,

89
Hornaday (WiUiam T.), Two Years in the Jungle, 173

Horrified Cat, E. J. Dungate, 487
Hudson (W. H.), South American Bird- Music, 199

Huggins (Dr. W. H.), on Photographing the Corona in Full

Sunshine, 42
Hughes (Prof D. E., F.R.S.), 87
Hull (Edward, F.R.S.), Geology of Palestine, 601

Hunt (A. R.), Resting Position of Oysters, 8, 154

Hunter's (John) House, Dr. B. W. Richardson, F.R.S., 233,

275
Huxley (Prof T. H., F.R.S.), Resignation of the Presidentship

of the Royal Society, 16 ; Pension Conferred on, 105 ;
Address

to the Royal Society, 112

Hydrochloric and Hydrosulphuric Acids, Reciprocal Action o(

Salts of Antimony and, Berthelot, 287
Hydrography, 280
Hydrophobia and M. Pasteur, i, 423, 599; H. M. Tomhn,

245 ; Precautions against, 337 ; Deaths from, in Paris during

1885, 348 ; Proposed Hospital in Paris, 448 ; J. Chamber-

Iain on Pasteur's Cure for, 464
Hydrosulphuric and Hydrochloric Acids, Reciprocal Action of

Salts of Antimony and, Berthelot, 2S7

Hymenoptera, Nocturnal, of the Genus Bombus, Marquis G.

Doria, 392 ; Jno. C. Wilson, 487
Hypertrichosis, 326

lapetus. Orbit of, 303
Ice : Lieut. Greely on Floebergs, 126 ; Dr. John Rac, F.R.S.,

126, 244 ; Worms in, 399
Ice Age and the Northern Alpine Slopes, 34S

Ice Cavities, Prof Schwalbe, 312, 384
Ice-Floes, Scandinavian, Sir J. D. Hooker, F.R.S., 79; Rev.

A. Irving, 129

Ice- Forms, Peculiar, B. Woodd Smith, 461 ;
Rev. Geo.

Henslow, 486
Ichthyology, 333 ; Arrival of Chinese and Japanese Fish, 41 ;

ilie Pelagic Stages of Young Fishes, Agassiz and Whitman,

467
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Iddesleigh (Earl of), on Scientific Education, 160
lUuminants, the South Foreland Experiments with, 39
Images, After-, 270
Index, Analytical, Want of, in Geographical Books, 378
India : Transfrontier Surveys of, Scott, 44 ; Indian Antiquary,

210 ; H. F. Blanford on the Winter Rains of Northern India,

234 ; Dr. R. Norris Wolfenden on the Venom of the Indian
Cobra, 238 ; Cyclones in India and Telegraphic Warnings,

349 ; Survey of India, 441, 489 ; Indian and Colonial Exhi-
bition, Drawings of Australian Fish at, 233 ; Indian and
Colonial Exhibition, 278

India-rubber, on the Behaviour of Stretched, when Heated,
Herbert Tomlinson, 7

Indo-China, the Languages of. Prof. T. dc Lacouperie, 40 ; B,

de St. Pol Lias's Journeys in, 44 ; Confusion of the Names
of States in, 378 ; Entomology of, 575

IngersoU (E.), Effect upon Wild Animals of Settlements of
North America, 8g

Ingram (Percy T. ) November Meteors, 104
Injurious Insects, Reports on, Chas. Whitehead, Eleanor A.
Ormerod, 577

Inoculation as a Preservative against Consumption, M. Verneuil,

395
Inorganic Chemistry, Elements of, James H. Shepard, 98
Inorganic and Organic, Lessons in Elementary Chemistry, Sir

Henry E. Roscoe, F. R.S., 603
Insanity Statistics, 1S2
Insect Enemies, Theodore Wood, 6
Insect, Mimicry in a Neuropterous, Dr. E. R. Johnson, 365
Insects : Bees and other Hoarding, 64 ; Longevity of, 199 ;

Obnoxious, in Russia, 449 ; Injurious, Reports on, Chas.
Whitehead, Eleanor A. Ormerod, 577

Institute of Chemistry, Grant of a Royal Charter to, 73
Institution of Civil Engineers, 286, 382, 575
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 277 ; Annual Meeting,

351
Institution of Naval Architects, 585
Integer Numbers of the First Centenary satisfying the Equation
A' = B' \- C\ Sir G. B. Airy, F.R.S., 532

Integral Calculus, Differential and, A. G. Greenhill, Major
Allan Cunningham, 412

Intelligence of r)ogs, Mary Knott, 418
International Exhibition, Liverpool, C. E. De Ranee, 9
International Sanitary Conference of Rome, 1885, 25
Intra- Vascular Clotting, L. C. Wooldridge, 382
Invention, an Earthquake, D. A. Stevenson, 7, 534 ; Prof.

John Milne, 438
Ireland, Auroric Displays in, 537
Iridescent Clouds, "^Thos. W. Backhouse, 199, 486; Edward
Greenhow, 199 ; Prof C. Piazzi Smyth, 219 ; John Steven-
son, 220 ; W. Macgill, 219 ; John Thomson, 219 ; D. Patter-
son, 220 ; Charles Davison, 220, 292

Iridescent Halo, Variegated, G. H. Stone, 391
Iron, the Thermo-electric Quality, Effects of Stress and Mag-

netisation on. Prof. J. A. Ewing, 550
Iron, the Effect of Change of Temperature on the Velocity of
Sound in, Herbert Tomlinson, 582

Iron Ships, on the Use of Models for Instruction in the Mag-
netism of, 5S7

Iron and Steel Bars, Tensile Tests of, Peter D. Bennett, 351
Iron and Steel Institute, Annual Meeting of, 610
Iron Wires under Tension, Shelford Bidwell, 597
Irving (Rev. A,), Scandinavian Ice-Floes, 129
Irving (.'\.), Dissociation and Contact-Action, 485
Island, New, in the South Seas, 308
Islands situated far from a Continent, on Local Magnetic
Disturbances in. Commander E. W. Creak, F. R.S., 404

Ismidt, Earthquake in, 255
Isodynamic Surfaces of Compound Pendulum, F. E, Nipher,

332
Isopoda, Report on the, Frank E. Beddard, 409
Italy : Italian Aid to Biological Research, Prof. Trinchese,

Prof. Todaro, Prof. Passerini, Prof. Giglioli, Lieut. Chierchia,
and Prof. Dohm, 52 ; Thunderstorms in, 302 ; Climate of
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Mangin (Capt.), Death of, 88
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Prof. Douglas, 63
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Matter in Gaseous and Liquid States under Various Conditions

of Temperature and Pressure, Thos. Andrews, F.R. S.,
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Mauritius, Meteor Shower at the, C. Meldrum, F.R.S., 276
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Ewing, 68
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Mechanics, Elementaiy, O. J. Lodge, 28
Mechanics, Prof. Oliver Lodge, So
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Monge Reinstated in His Rights by Prof. Beman of the Uni-

versity of Michigan, U.S., and Boole Justified, Prof. J. J.

Sylvester, F.R.S., 581
Montsouris, Observatory at, 424
Moon, on the Photogr.aphing the Corona of the, in Full Sun-

shine, 42 ; Considered as a Planet, a World, and a Satellite,

James Nasmyth, 79 ; Temperature of the Surface of the, 210,

2It

Morgan (Prof. C. Lloyd), on the Sound-Producing Apparatus

of the Cicadas, 368 ; the Springs of Conduct, an Essay in

Evolution, Dr. Geo. J. Rom.anes, F. R.S., 436
Morley (Dr. H. Forster), Outlines of Organic Chemistry

Dr. F. R. Japp, F.R.S., 435 ; a Correction, 461
Morphologisches Jahrbuch (Gegenbaur's), 473
Morren (Prof. C. J. Edward), Death of, 423 ; Obituary Notice

of, 446 ; on the Sensibility and Movements of Plants, 520
Morris (D.), and the Public Gardens and Plantations of Jamaica,
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207 ; Offered the Assistant Directorship of Kew Gardens,
207

Morris (John), Obituary Notice of, 248
Morse (Prof), Japanese Homes and their Surroundings, 235
Mortillet (M. de), Resignation of, 137
Moseley (Prof. H. N., F. R.S.), the Continuity of the Germ-

Plasma considered as the Basis of a Theory of Heredity, Dr.
August Weismann, 154 ; Geographical Education and Natural
Science, 451

Moser (Dr. fames), 61
Mosses, Hand-book of, Jas. E. Bagnall, 557
Motion : Effect upon the Earth's, produced by Small Bodies

passing near it, 210; Prof. N. Joukowsky on the Laws of,

349
Motion of Projectiles, Law of the Resistance of the Air to the,

Rev. F. Bashforth, 604
Mott (F. T.): November Meteors, 103; Movement of Tele-
graph-Wires, 366

Mouchez (M.), on Celestial Photography, 383
Mounds, Ancient, in Canada, 279
Movement and Air Cure in China, the. Dr. D. ]. Macgowan,

465
Movement of Telegraph-Wires, F. T. Mott, 366
Movements of the Earth, Measurement of, with Reference to

Proposed Earthquake Observations on Ben Nevis, Prof. J. A.
Ewing, 68

Movements of Plants, Sensibility and, 520
"Muir Glacier" of Alaska : Notes on the, G. W. Lamplugh,
299 ; Lieut. Chauncey Thomas, 441

Mull, Isle of : Pisciculture at, 278 ; the Basalt Rocks of, J. S.
Gardner, 285 ; Fossil Plants from, J. Starkie Gardner,

334
Mullenhoff (Dr. ), Kepler's Description of the Structure of the

Bee's Cell, 407, 623
Munk (Prof. H.), on the Corpora Striata in the Pigeon, 216
Munro (D. R.), British Lake Dwellings, 334
Munro (Dr.) and Prof. Wrightson, Basic Cinder, 595
Murder, Bird-, Prof. R. Bowdler Sharpe, 553
Murphy

(J. J.), Blackberry Blossoms in November, 31 ; Black-
bird with White Feather, 176

Murray (G. ), Rhipilia, 478
y?/«j ?«/w«</i/r in the Behring Straits, 137
Mushrooms, Norwegian Toadstools, 213
Music, South American Bird, W. H. Hudson, 199
Mussel, the Fresh-Water, how it opens its Shell, Herr Pawlow,

106

Myzostoma, New British, P. Herbert Carpenter, F.R.S., 8

Nabriguas, Cave of, Emile Caitailhac on Human Crania found
in, 120

Naga Hills, Botany of the, C. B. Clarke, 550
Naples, Supposed Fall of an Aerolite in. Dr. H. J. Johnston-

Lavis, 153
Nasmyth (James), the Moon Considered as a Planet, a World,

and a SateUite, 79
Nation, the New York, on the Private Endowment of Research,

39
National Fish Culture Association, 348
Natural History Museum, the New Vienna, Ritter Franz von

Hauer, 345
Natural Philosophy, Outlines of, J. D. Everett, 78
Natural Science, Geographical Education and, Prof. H. N.

Moseley, F.R.S., 451
Natural Selection, Evolution without, Chas. Dixon, Geo. J.
Romanes, F.R.S., 26, 126

Naturalism, on the Ethics of, W. R. Sorley, 175
Nature and Her Servants, Theodore Wood, 150
Naumann (Dr.), Japanese National Survey and its ResuUs,
617

Naval Observatory, Washington, 376, 494 ; Report of the
Superintendent of the, G. E. Belknap, 330

Navigable Balloon, M. Renard on, 421
Navigation, Aerial, Dr. William Pole, F.R. S., 444
Nebula in Andromeda, Spectrum of the Great, 42 ; Nova
Andromeda; and its Relation to the Great Nebula, 89, 397

Nebula, New, Discovery of, by Photography, 235
Nebula Round Maia, 425, 518

Neesen (Prof.), Experiments on Sounding Air-Columns, 95
Nematodes, Metamorphosis in, Von Linstow, 329
Neptune, Observation of, occurring in Lamont's Zones, 498
Nerves, Visceral and Vascular, the, Dr. W. H. Gaskell,

548
Nettle, the Anatomy of the, A. Gravis, 363
Neuropterous Insect, Mimicry in a. Dr. E. R. Johnson, 365
New England States, Meteorology in the, 181
New Guinea : the Reported Massacre of the Expedition to, 44 ;

the Dutch Government and the Proposed Exploration of, 91 ;

Mr. H. O. Forbes in, 108, 280 ; Exploration of, 305 ; Dr. Otto
Finch's New Guinea Collection, 327

New South Wales, Technical Education in, 462
New York : Harbour, the Flood Rock Explosion and Earth

Tremors, 39 ; Pasteur Institute, 233 ; Agricultural Experiment
.Station for the year 1S84, Prof. John Wrightson, 243

New Zealand: Institute, 1S7; Coleoptera, 191; Salmon and
Trout Ova despatched to, 376

Newall (R.S., F.R.S.): Earthquake, 129 ; Curious Phenomenon
in Cephalonia, 270

Newall (H. F.) and Prof. J. J. Thomson on the Formation of

Vortex Rings, 356
Newbould (Rev. W. W.), Death of, 609
Newton (Prof. Alfred, F.R.S.), Article on Ornithology in the

Encyclopedia Britannica, 121

Newton (Prof. H. A. ), the Story of Biela's Comet, 392, 418 ;

Relation of Asteroid Orbits to that of Jupiter, 592
Newton (E. T.), Tertiary Vertebrata of the West, 193
Newton : His Friend : and His Niece, Augustus De Morgan,

557
Nicobar Islanders, E. H. Man, 190
Nikolsky, Fish-Fauna of Lake Balkhash, 327
Nile Basin, Stone Implements and Changes of Level in the,

F. Archer, S. Archer, 317
Nile Delta, on Specimens of the Deposits of the. Prof. J. W.

Tudd, F.R.S., 142, 317 ; Sir. J. Wm. Dawson, F.R.S., 221,

295. 4J7
Nineteenth Century, Astronomy during tlie, Agnes M. Gierke,

Sir Robert S. Ball, F.R.S., 313
Nipher (F. E. ), Isodynamic Surfaces of Compound Pendulum,

332
Nitrification, Warington on, 63
Nitrogen in Plants, Action of Argillaceous Clays in Fixation of

Free Atmospheric, Berthelot, 24
Nitrogen in the Soil, 46
Nival Flora of Switzerland, 206
Nocturnal Hymenoptera of the Genus Bombus, Marquis G.

Doria, 392 ; Jno. C. Wilson, 4S7 ; Non-Metallics, Chemistry
of the. Dr. E. B. Aveling, 557

North Borneo, Frank Hatton, 267
Norway: the Climate of, Dr. Hesselberg, 16, 277 ; Discovery of

Apatite in, Enoksen, 40 ; Meteors in, 61, 397, 424 ; Norwe-
gian Forest Association, 88 ; Norwegian North Atlantic Ex-
pedition, 1876-78, Zoology, Crustacea, G. O. Sars, 148;
Norwegian Toadstools, Dr. Schiibeler, 213 ;

" Seter,

"

" Strandlinjer," or Parallel Roads in Central, Dr. Andr. M.
Hansen, 268; Jas. Melvin on, 293 ; Hugh Miller on, 318 ;

Palimtrus vulgaris in Norwegian Waters, 279 ; Introduction

of the American Trout into (Salmo foiitinalis), 611 ; Nor-
wegian Native Minerals Used for Fabricating Objects of Art,

375 ; Aurora Borealis in, 397 ; Eartliquakes in, 397, 424,

591 ; Ethnographical Objects at Christiania University, 424;
Heri'ings on the Coast of, 497 ; Fall of Meteorite in, 537 >

Fishery Board in, 611
Nosiloff, New Route between Obi and Petchora Riyers, 186

Notions Generales sur I'Eclairage Electrique, Henry Vivarez,

342
,

Nouveaux Memoires de la Societe Helvetique des Sciences

Naturelles, 70
Nova Andromeda; and its Relation to the Great Nebula, 89
Nova AndromedEe of 18S5 and Nova Scorpii of i860, 466
Nova Andromed£E, Parallax of. Prof. Asaph Hall, 566
Nova Orionis, Gore's, 235, 256
Nova Scorpii of 1S60, Nova AndromedEe of 1885 and, 466
November, Blackberry Blossoms in, J. J. Murphy, 31
November Meteors : W. F. Denning, lOI ; Prof. A. .S.

Ilerschel, 102; Admiral Sir Erasmus Ommanney, F.R.S.,

Robert Leslie, and F. T. Mott, 103 ; E. F. Bates, Percy T,
Ingram, James Smieton, and G. J. Symons, F.R. S., 104
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Numbers, Integer, of the First Centenary, satisfying the Equa-

tion A' = B'+ C\ Sir G. B. Airy, F.R.S., 532

Numerical Examples in Heat, R. E. Day, 558
Numerical Exercises in Chemistry, T. Hands, 99
Nuova Scienza, on the Modern School of Metaphysicians, Prof.

Caporali's, 611

Nuovo Giornale Botanico Italiano, 189, 403
Nutation, Secular, of the Earth's Axis, 376

Obi and Petchora Rivers, New Route between, Nosilofif, 186

Obligado (Col.), Death of, 44
Observation of Neptune occurring in Lament's Zones, 498
Observatories: the Zi-ka-wei, 17; Hints on the Construction

and Equipment of, for Amateurs, G. F. Chambers, 56

;

Mountam Meteorological, Dr. Hellmann on, 72 ; Beloit

College, A. L. Chapin, 81 ; Dearborn, 107 ; Ben Nevis, 159 ;

Palkowa, 185 ; Leyden, 256 ; Report of the Superintendent of

the U.S. Naval, G. E. Belknap, 330 ; Rainfall on Ben Nevis,

347 ; Harvard College, 376 ; Astrophysical, of Potsdam, 376 ;

Naval, Washington, 376; German Naval, 411 ; Montsouris,

424; U.S. Naval, 494; Armagh, 498; Rousdon, Devon,

Cuthbert Peek, 538, 610
Observatoiy, Annual Companion to the, 396
Observers, School Children as, Mrs. Bryant, 94
Ocean, the, W. L. Jordan, 28

Oceans, Permanence of Continents and, J. Starkie Gardner, 53
Odell (W.), University Extension Movement, 344 ; Free

Public Libraries, &c., Thomas Greenwood, 459
Odling (Prof William, F.R.S.), Address before the Institute of

Chemistry, 73 ; Whole Duty of a Chemist, 99
Oil, Gas, and Electricity as Lighthouse lUuminants, Reports to

the Trinity House on the Inquiry into the Relative Merits of,

271
Old Sea-Beaches at Teignmouth, G. Wareing Ormerod, 263
011iff(A. S. ), Cryptoinmatus jansoni. Matt., 23
Ommanney (Admiral Sir Erasmus, F.R.S.), November Meteors,

103
Omond (R. T. ), Sunrise-Glows, 487
Ophthalmologic Education in the United Kingdom, Dr. R. E.

Dudgeon, 29
Optical Theories, R. T. Glazebrook, F.R.S., 1

8

Orange-Trees, Ravages of Larva of Longicorn Beetle on,

Macleay, 23
Orbit of lapetus, 303
Orbit of Tethys, 303
Organic Chemistry, Outlines of. Dr. II. Forster Morley, Dr.

F. R. Japp, F.R.S., 435; a Correction, 461
Organic and Inorganic Lessons in Elementary Chemistry, Sir

Flenry E. Roscoe, 603
Ormerod (Eleanor A.), Reports on Injurious Insects, 577
Ormerod (G. Wareing), Old Sea-Beaches at Teignmouth,

263
Orientalist, the Ceylon, 62, 518
Orientalists, Congress of, 234
Orionis, Gore's Nova, 235, 256
Orionis, New Star near x. P™f- A. Ricc6, 269
Ornithology, notes on, 93 ; Prof. Alfred Newton's article on, in

the Encyclopaedia Briiannica, 121

Osteology of the Mammalia, an Introduction to the, W. II.

Flower, F. R.S., 364
Otago University Museum, Notes from the, Prof T. JelTcry

Parker, 163
Otter-hunting in Behring's Sea, 136
Owen (Sir Richard, F.R.S.) : an Extinct Wombat, 94; De-

scription of Fossil Remains of Two Species of a Megalanian
Genus (Meiolania, Ow.) from Lord Howe's Island, 573

Oxford, Medical Study in, 445
Oxygen, Absorption-Spectrum of, 89
Oxygen, Chemical Results of Explosion of Carbon Monoxide

and, Traube, 63
Oxymetric Fluid (Schiitzenberger's) on a Photo-Chemical Reaction

of, Victor Jodin, 552
Oysters : Resting Position of, A. R. Hunt, 8, 154 ; Prof. W.

Turner, F. R. S. , 30; Dr. Karl Mbbius, 52; a Correction,

John A. Ryder, 80; J. T. Cunningham, 129; Artificial

Propagation of, W. K. Brooks, 329 ; Oyster-Culture in

Sweden, 537

Pacific Islands, Proposed Exploration of, Cyril Haviland, 280

Pahang, Explorations in. Rev. J. E. Tenison-Woods, 31
" Palan Byoo," or " Teindoung Bo," some Account of the, J.

Wood-Mason, 6
Palestine, Geology of, Edward Hull, F.R.S. , 6oi

ralinurus vulgaris in Norwegian Waters, 279
Palisa (Herr), Discovery of Minor Planets, 567
Panama Canal, Progress of the, F. de Lesseps, 552
Paper, the Use of Ruled, in Austrian Schools, 208

Paraguayans, Abnormal Development of Hair on, 326
Parallax of Nova Andromedaa, Prof. Asaph Hall, 566
Parallax of i|/^ Auriga;, Herr W. Schur, 612
Parallel Roads in Central Norway, " Seter," " Strandlinjer,"

or. Dr. Andr. M. Hansen, 26S ; Jas. Melvin, 293 ; Hugh
Miller, 318; J. Starkie Gardner, 343 ; Dr. Andr. M. Hansen,

36s
Parhelia, Solar Halo with, William Ellis, 535
Paris: Telephonic Communication between Rheims and, 18;

Brussels and. 375 ; Academy of Sciences, 24, 48, 71, 95,

120, 143, 168, 192, 215, 239, 264, 287, 311, 336, 359, 3S3,

406, 431, 455, 479, 503. 527. 552, 575. 599> 622 ; Prizes

given by the, 187, 215 ; Astronomical Prizes of the, 235 ;

and M. Paul Bert, 347 ; Award of the Prix Montyon to M.
Girard, 347 ; Appointment of a Committee on Hydrophobia,

448 ; Geographical Society, 44, 64, 108, 281 ; Medals for

1886 of, 467 ; Anthropological Society of, 89 ; School of

Ethnology, 105 ; Society of Geography Bulletin, 211 ; Paris

to Pekin over Siberian Snows, Victor Meignan, 219 ; Electric

Lighting of the Opera House in, 234 ; Use of Salt in Lique-

faction of Snow in, 326 ; Movement to Replace Wine by

Cider in, 327 ; Deaths from Hydrophobia in, during 1885,

348 ; the Tower of St. Jacques, 396 ; Proposed Loawy Equa-

torial-Coude in, 464 ; Proposed Erection of the Gigantic

Metallic Tower Invented by M. Eiffel at the Paris Exhibition,

611
Parker (Prof. T. Jeffery), Notes from the Otago Museum,

163
Parliament, Scientific Men in, 160

Parrot, Right-Footed, C. V. Boys, 8

Partenkirchen, Great Storm at, 190

Passerini (Prof.), Italian Aid to Biological Research, 52

Pasteur (Louis), and Hydrophobia, i, 159, 423, 44S, 464,

599 ; Pasteur Institute in New York, 233 ; the Cure of

Diphtheria, 423 ; Application of Pasteur's Meth id against

Rabies in St. Petersburg, 464 ; the Proposed Pasteur Insti-

tute, 479
Patterson (D.), Iridescent Clouds, 220

Paul (Prof.), Attempts to obtain Records of Earth Tremors

from Flood Rock Explosion, 39
Pawlow (Herr), How the Fresh-water Mussel opens its Shell,

106
Peach (Chas. William), Obituary Notice, 446
Peal, S. E., the Mithun, 7

Peale (A. C), on the Method of stating Results of Water

Analyses, 546
Pearson (Dr. Karl), History of Elasticity, 53 ; Obituary Notice

of M. Barre de Saint-Venant, 319
Peck (W.), the Apparent Movements of the Planets and the

Principal Astronomical Phenomena for the Year 1S86, 438
Peculiar Ice-Forms, B. Woodd Smith, 461

Peek (Cuthbert), Rousdon Observatory, Devon, 538, 610

Pegler (H. Holmes), Book of the Goat, W. B. Tegetmeier, 412

Pekin, from Paris to, over Siberian Snows, Victor Meignan,

219
Pelagic Stages of Young Fishes, 467
Pendulum, the Compound, the Isodynamic Surfaces of the,

F. E. Nipher, 332
Penhallow (D. P.), Tendril Movements in Cucurbitacese, 332,

548
Pennington (A. S.), British Zoophytes, 149

Pennsylvania, Fall of Huge Aerolite in, 183

Pennsylvania, Notes on the Physiological Laboratory of the

University of, N. A. Randolph, 126

Peptones, Alimentary Value of the, Prof. Zuntz, 144

Perak, Tribes of the State of, 377
Periods, Universal Secular Weather, E. Douglas Archibald, 52

Peripatus, Cape, on the Development of, Adam Sedgwick,

547
Permanence of Continents and Oceans, J. Starkie Gardner, 53
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Permanent Magnetic Polarity, Prof. Oliver Lodge, F. R. S.,

484
Perry (Prof. John), Note on Ramsay and Young's Paper on
some Thermodynamical Relations, 334

Perry (Rev. S. J., F.R.S.) and Prof. Balfour Stewart, F.R.S.,
on Magnetic Fluctuations of the Declination at Kew and
Stonyhurst, 262

Perthshire Society of Natural Science, 160
Peruvian Unit of Measure Preserved in the French Observatory,
on the Authenticity and Exact Value of the, M. C. Wolf,

503
Petchora and Obi Rivers, New Route between, Nosiloff, 186
Pelermann's Mittheilungen, 64, 211, 425, 567
Peters (Dr. C. W.), Double Star 6i Cygni, 350
Petrie (Wm. F.), Recent Star-Shower, 128
Petrography, a New Work on, 449
Petroleum-Wells, Reported Discovery of, at Jemsah, 496
Phanerogams, Evolution of the, MM. Saporta and Marion, J.

Starkie Gardner, 388
Phenological Observations for 1885, Rev. T. A. Preston, 190
" Philippine Types," Dr. Meyer's Album of, 591
Phillips (R. E. ) on the Construction of Modern Cycles, 132,

177
Philology, Comparative, Prof. T. de Lacouperie, 40
" Phonophore," New Telephonic Invention, Langdon Davies,
610

Phosphonium Chloride, Experiments on Phenomena during De-
composition of, J. H. van't Hoff, 63

Photography : Photographing the Corona in Full Sunshine, 42 ;

Photography of the Corona, Capt. W. de W. Abney, F.R.S.,

53 ; French Photographs of the Transit of Venus, 89

;

Jordan's Photographic Sunshine Recorder, 95, iSo; Composite
Photography, 182 ; Discovery of New Nebula by Photography,

235 ; Photography as a Means of Discovery in Astronomy,
Janssen, 287 ; Photographic Evidence as to the Constitution of
Sunspots, 328 ; Photography, Stellar, 376 ; Photographic
Study of Stellar Spectra, "Henry Draper Memorial," Edward
C. Pickering, 535 ; Photography, Celestial, M. Monchez on,

383 ; the Pleiades as Seen and as Photographed, MM. Henry,
592

Photometer, 42 ; Prof. Wilsing on the, 42 ; Mr. Chandler on,

42 ; the Wedge, Dr. Konig on the, 480
Photometry of the Pleiades, 161

Photometry, Colour, Capt. Abney and Gen. Festing, 525, 526
Phyllotaxis, on some Models Illustrating, Prof. T. Jeffery

Parker, 163; Dr. Maxwell T. Masters, F.R.S. , 176
Phylloxera, P. Boiteau, 336
Phylloxera at the Cape, 392
Phylogeny of the Tunicata, on some Points in the, Dr. B.

Uljanin, Prof. W. A. Herdman, 546
Physical Laboratory Practice, First Course of, A. M. Worthing-

ton, 580
Physical Society, 93, 166, 263, 334, 405, 478, 526, 574, 620
Physics at Johns Hopkins University, 237
Physics, Molecular, 330
Physikalische Krystallographie, P. Groth, 316
Physiology : Physiological Effects of Alpine Climbing, Observa-

tions on, M. Vernet, 18; Prof. M. Foster's Article on Physio-
logy in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 121 ; Physiological
Laboratory of the University of Pennsylvania, Notes on the,

N. A. Randolph, 126 ; Syllabus of a Course of Lectures on
Physiology, Dr. P. H. Pye-Smith, 150; Studies from the
Laboratory of Physiological Chemistry of the .Shefifield Scien-
tific School of Yale College for 18S4-85, 316

Pickering (Edward C), Photographic Study of the Stellar

Spectra, " Henry Draper Memorial," 535
Pickering (S. U.), Molecular Weights of Salts, 21 ; on Calori-

metrical Thermometers, 405
Pickering (W. H.), Photographing the Corona in Full Sunshine,
42

Picton.al Arts of Japan, W. Anderson, 386 ; F. V. Dickins,
.3S6, 418

Pierres a Cupules, 525
Pigeons, the Corpora Striata in. Prof. H. Munk, 216
Pigeons, Fancy, J. G. Lyell, W. B. Tegetmeier, 412
Pigments, Artist's Manual of, H. C. Standage, 530
Pilcomayo River, Exploration of, 521
Pile-Dwellings of Lake of Bienne, Skulls ound in. Dr. Studer,

17

Pinto (Major Serpa), Exploration of Africa, 521
Pisciculture, 41, 6: ; at South Kensington, 106, 278 ; at Isle

of Mull, 278 ; in Canada, 302, 303
Plagiostomata, the Anatomy of the Central Nervous System ot

the, Alfred Sanders, 333
Planets : the Moon Considered as a Planet, a World, and a

Satellite, James Nasmyth, 79 ; Telescopic Search for the Trans-
Neptunian, David P. Todd, 258 ; Apparent Movements of the

Planets, W. Peck, 438 ; Discoveiy of Minor Planets, Herr
Palisa, 567

Plantes, une Experience sur I'Ascension de la Seve chez les,

Leo Errera, 580
Plants, Action of Argillaceous Clays in Fixation of Free Atmo-

spheric Nitrogen in, Berthelot, 24
Plants and Animals, Wanderings of, Victor Hehn, Dr. Alfred

R. Wallace, 170
Plants considered in Relation to their Environment, 607
Plants, Sensibility and Movements of, the late Prof. Morren on,

520
Plants, the Transpiration of, the Effects of .Solar .Spectrum on,

Rev. G. Henslow, 165
Playfair (Sir Lyon, F.R..S.), Appointed Vice-President ot the

Council, 347
Pleiades, Photometry of the, l6i

Pleiades, the. Miss A. M. Gierke, 561

Pleiades as Seen and as Photographed, MM. Henry, 592
Pleiades Group, Photographic Map of, 599
Pleiades, the—Sonnet, 516
Pleomorphism of the Schizophyta, Prof. E. Ray Lankester,

F.R.S., 413
Poland, Forests and Forestry in, J. Croumbie Brown, LL.D.,

27
Polarisation in the Dielectrics, on the Influence of Magnetisation

on, E. van Aubel, 332
Polarisation of Light, Sir John Conroy on, 453 ; Herr Sohncke,

497
Polarity, Permanent Magnetic, Prof. Oliver Lodge, F.R.S.,

484
Polarity of Quartz, Permanent Magnetic, Dr. Arthur Schuster,

F.R.S., 391.441
Pole (Dr. William, F.R.S.), Aiirial Navigation, 444
Polejaeff (N.), Report on the Keratosa, 409
Political Economy, Text-Book of, Francis A. Walker, Prof. R.
Adamson, 457

Poppies, Double, and the Consolidation of Emb.ankments,

209
Potanin (G. N.), Journey to the Upper Hoang-ho, 43, 186, 304,

539
Potsdam, Astrophysical Observatory of, 376
Poulton (Edward B.), Snails Eating Whitening, 176; Special

Colour-Relations between Larva of Smtrinthiis octllatus and
its Food-Plants, 474

Poultry for Prizes and Profit, J. Long, W. B. Tegetmeier,

412
Powell (J. W.), on the Growth of Barbarism and Civilisation

from the Savage State, 537
Prehistoric Periods, the Three Great, 590
Prehistoric Remains found near Magdeburg, 450
Preston (Rev. T. A.), Phenological Observations for 1885,

190
Prestwich (Prof. Joseph, F.R.S.), Geology, 16, 385
Primaeval Times, Mammalia in their Relation to, Oscar Schmidt,

556
Prime Meridian Time, 259
Pringsheim (Dr.), the Action of Light on Gases, 287
Prisms, on the Flexion of, H. Resal, 552
Pritchard, Note on Sonnet to. Prof. J. J. Sylvester, F.R.S ,

558
Prjevalsky's Explorations in Central Asia, 108, 283, 468
Problem Papers, Solutions of Weekly, Rev. J. J. Milne,

391
Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South Wales, 189,

572
Proctor (Richard A.), Rotation of Mars, 81, 245
Projectiles, Law of the Resistance of the Air to the Motion of.

Rev. F. Bashforth, 604
Prominences and Magnetic Disturbances, 498
Prominences, Solar, Displacement of Lines in, 498
Prospector's Hand-book, J. W. Anderson, 317
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Protective Influence of Black Colour from Light and Heat,
Hon. Ralph Abercromby, 559

Proteid Substances in Latex, J. R. Green, 3S2
Protoplasm, Continuity of, 39S

Protozoa, Sponges, Ccelenterata, and Worms, Bibliography of,

D'Arcy W. Thompson, 174
Prussia, Amber-Digging in, 18

Psychis, Prof. Caporali on, 62
Pulkowa Observatory, 185
Pumice on the Cornish Coast, H. B. Guppy, 559 ; W.

Whitaker, 604
Putiatin (Prince), Important Archaeological Discovery, 61

1

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, 18S, 2S4, 547
Quartz, on (he Form of the Wave-Surface of, James C.
McConnel, 213

Quartz, Permanent Magnetic Polarity of, Dr. Arthur Schuster,

F.R.S., 391, 441
Quedenfeldt, Lieut., 27S

Rabies : Pasteur's Method against, Application in St. Peters-

burg of, 464 ; Proposed Hospital for Treatment of, 448, 479.
See also Hydrophobia

Rabot (Chas.), Explorations in Russian Lapland, 280
Races of Britain, the, John Beddoe, Chas. Roberts, 217
Radiant Light and Heat, Prof. Balfour Stewart, F.R.S., 35,

251. 369
Radiation of Heat from the same Surface at Different Tempera-

tures, J. T. Bottomley, 85, loi

"Radical" or "Radicle," H. G. Madan, 533; J. F. Heyes,

559
Radiolaria, W. H. Shrubsole, 154
Rae (Dr. John, F. R. S.), Lieut. Greely on Ice, 126, 244;
Anchor Frosts, 269

Railway- Sleepers, Steel, 41
Rain at Smyrna, Hyde Clarke, 154
Rainbows : Tertiary, W. L. Goodwin, 8 ; White, A. Ra"_isay,

391
Rainfall: at Ben Nevis Observatory, 159 ; Tropical, 277 ; of the

British Islands, 353
Rain-Gauges in Berlin, 72
Ramsay (Alex. ), Rudiments of Mineralogy, 316
Ramsay (A.), White Rainbows, 391
Ramsay (Dr. W.) and Dr. Young, on the Vapour-Pressures of

Mercury, 165 ; on Thermodynamics, 263
J^aiia esciiUnta, Development of Larv^ of, Yung, 95
Ranee (C. E. De), Liverpool International Exhibition, 9
Randolph (N. A.), Notes on the Physiological Laboratory of

the University of Pennsylvania, 126

Raoult (F. M.), Cryoscopic Method of Determination of Mole-
cular Weights, 120

Rats, Ferocity of, W. August Carter, 533 ; Dr. Geo. J. Romanss,
F.R.S.,513

Rausch (Dr.), on Meteors and Earthquakes in Norway, 424
Ravenstein (E. G. ), on Bathy-hypsographical Maps, 280
Ray, the Electric, Prof. Du Bois-Reymond on, 106
Rayleigh (Lord, F.R. S.), on the Clark Cell as a Standard of

Electromotive Force, 357 ; on the Velocity of Light as De-
termined by Foucault's Revolving Mirror, 439

Reale Istituto Lombardo, 381 ; Rendiconti of, 213, 473, 524,
597, 620

Reciprocants, on the Method of, as containing an Exhaustive
Theory of the Singularities of Curves, Prof. J. J. Sylvester,
F.R.S., 222, 331

Recorder, Jordan's Photographic Sunshine, 95, 180
Recoura (.\.), Isomeric States of Chlorides of Chromium,
479

Redding (J. D.), Ravages of Sea-Lions on Fish in California,

41
Rede Lectureship, Sir John Lubbock, F. R. S. , appointed to,

449
Redwood Scholarship, Proposed, 27S
Refraction, Astronomical, New Method of Determining the
Amount of, 303

Refraction in Astronomy, Use of, Lcewy, 287
Refraction Goniometer in Chemical Work, Value of the. Dr.

J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S., 352
Refraction, M. Lcewy's Method of determining the Elements of,

Mr. Gill, 566
Refractive Power, Note on some Organic Substances of High,
H. G. Madan, 335

Reinold (Prof A. W., F.R.S.), on the Size of Molecules, 20
Relief Fund, Scientific, 433
Kenard (M.), the Navigable Balloon, 421
Reptiliferous Sandstone of Elgin and the Upper Old Red

Sandstone, Prof. J. W. Judd,' F.R.S., 310
Resal (H.) on the Flexion of Prisms, 552
Research, the Private Endowment of, 39
Residual Magnetism in Diamagnetic Substances, Prof. J. A.
Ewing, 512

Resistance of the Air to the Motion of Projectiles, Law of the,

Rev. F. Bashforth, 604
Respiration (Aquatic) in Soft-Shelled Turtles, S. H. and S. P.

Gage, 548
Resting Position of Oysters, Arthur R. Hunt, 8, 154 ; Prof. W.

Turner, F. R. S., 30 ;a Correction, John A. Ryder, 80 ; J. T.

Cunningham, 129
Reusch (Dr.), the Bommelo Gold-Mines, 17
Reveillere (Commander), Ascent of Meikong Rapids by, 91
Revolution, Linguistic, 4S7
Revolving Mirror, Foucault's, Velocity of Light as Determined

by. Dr. Arthur Schuster, F.R.S., 439; J. Willard Gibbs,

582
Revue d'Anthropologic, 326, 524
Reynolds (Prof. Osborne, F. K.S. ), Dilatancy, 429; on the

Theory of Lubrication, 476
Rhatische Pompeii, Dr. S. Tenny on, 303
Rheims, Telephonic Communication between Paris and, 18

Rhipilia, a New Species of, G. Murray, 478
Ricco (Prof. A.), New Star near x Orionis, 269
Richardson (Dr. B. W., F.R.S.), John Hunter's House, 233,

275
Riddell's Binocular Microscope, J. Mayall, jun., on, 71
Rieger (Dr. C), Fine exacte Methode der Craniographie, Dr.

J. G. Garson, 314
Right-Footed Parrot, C. V. Boys, 8
Riley (Dr.), his Collection of Insects, 301
Ring, Bishop's, Edward F. Taylor, 533
Ring, Saturn's, Density of, 303
Ripper (William), Practical Chemistry, with Notes and Ques-

tions on Theoretical Chemistry, 459
Rivista .Scientifico-Industriale, 119, 213, 381, 524, 572
Roads, Parallel, in Central Norway, "Seter," " Strandlinjer,"

or, Dr. Andr. M. Hansen, 268, 365 ; Jas. Melvin, 293 ; Hugh
Miller, 318 ; J. Starkie Gardner, 343

Roberts (Chas.), the Races of Britain, John Beddoe, 217
Robin (Charles), Death of, 9
Robins (Edward Cookworthy), Science Schools at Home and
Abroad, Prof. T. E. Thorpe, F.R.S., 491

Rockland County, N.Y., Earthquake Shocks in, 375
Rocky Mountain Region, Botany of the. Dr. John M. Coulter,

433
Roland (Spring and). Measurements of Carbonic Acid in Air,

•83
" Romajie Kai," a Short Statement of the Aim and Method of

the, 487
Roman Alphabet Association of Japan, 487
Romanes (Geo. J., F. R. S.), Evolution without Natural Selec-

tion, 26, 100, 12S ; Evolution without Natural Selection,
Chas. Dixon, 26; Can an Animal Count?, So; Charles
Darwin, Grant Allen, Dr. Ernst Kraus, 147 ; the Springs of
Conduct, an Essay in Evolution, C. Lloyd Morgan, 436 ;

Ferocity of Rats, 513 ; Ferocity of Animals, 604
Rome, International Sanitary Conference of, 1885, 25
Rome in Winter and the Tuscan Hills in Summer, David Young,

342
Roots of Flowering Plants, Symbiosis between Fungi and the,

Alf W. Bennett, 212
Roscoe (Sir Henry, F.R.S., M.P.), Spectrum Analysis, 437 ;

Lessons in Elementary Chemistry, Inorganic and Organic,
603

Rosse (Earl of, F.R.S.), on the Changes of Radiation of Heat
from the Moon, 210
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Rotation-Period of Mars, 42 ; Richard A. Proctor, 8i, 245 ;

H. G. Van de Sande Bakhuyzen, 153
Roth (H. Ling), on the Orgin of Agricuhure, 599
Roumelia, Earthquake in, 255
Rousdon Meteorological Observatory, Cuthbert E. Peek's, 53S,

6io
Royal Agricultural Society, Journal of the, 21S
Royal Geographical Society, 160, 468 ; Founder's Medal of tlie.

Awarded to Major Greely, 495
Royal Institution, Lectures at the, 105, 208, 277, 348, 423, 536,

589 ; Actonian Prize, 423
Royal Meteorological Society, 94, 190, 334, 406, 551 ; Exhi-

bition of Barometers, 347, 449, 515
Royal Microscopical Society, 70, 167, 191, 327, 430, 527
Royal Physical Society of Edinburgh, 184, 238, 262, 285, 310,

333, 356, 381, 403, 453. 473
Royal Society, 87, 142, 164, 189, 213, 525, 549, 572, 597, 620;

Resignation of the Presidentship by Prof. Huxley, 16 ;

the New Council, 39 ; Mode of Admission into, 54 ; Address
of the President, Prof. T. H. Huxley, P.R.S., 112; New
Fellows, 589

Royal Society of New South Wales, Sydney, 191, 215
Royal Society of Tasmania, 61

Royal Victoria Hall, 302
Russell (Prof W. J., F.R.S.), on the Molecular Constitution of

a Solution of C ubaltous Chloride, 21

Russia: Cartographical Work in, 1884, 92; Geodetical Survey
of Ferghana, 137 ; Russian Chemical Society, 351, 591 ;

Obnoxious Insects in, 449 ; Proposed Russian Chinese Expe-
dition, 281 ; Russian Geographical Society, 161, 183, 520,
61:, 612; Cattle .Plague in Russia, 496; Russian Physical
Society, 591

Rutenberg Fund, Formation of a, at the Bremen Natural
History Society, 375

Ryder (John A.), Resting Position of the Oyster, So

Sadler (Herbert) and Latimer Clark, the Star Guide, 4S3
Safranine and Fuchsine in colouring Wines, Cazeneuve and Le-

pine, 95
Saharunpur Botanical Gardens, J. F. Duthie, 539
St. Austell, Earthquake at, 301
St. Elazey, Earthquake at, 301
St. Petersburg Electrical Exhibition, 277 ; Application of

Pasteur's Method against Rabies in, 464 ; Discovery of
Mineral Water in, 496

St. Thomas, Botany of, 91 ; J. Y. Buchanan, on the, 495
Saint- Venant (M. de). Death of, 254 ; Obituary Notice of, Prof

Karl Pearson, 319
Salmon : Saliiw font'malis. Introduction of, into Norwegian

Waters, 611 ; Salino salar and .?. ferox in Tasmania, Francis
Day, 8 ; Extraordinary Run of, 396 ; Importation of Ova of
Land-locked Salmon, 537 ; Spawning Salmonidse, 182 ; Arti-

ficial Spawning of, 209 ; Incubation of Eggs of, at the Buck-
land Museum, 210; another Consignment of Salmonidze Ova,
376

Salt (Sir Titus), Memorial, 89
Salt, Use in Liquefaction of Snow of, 326
Salts, Molecular Weight of, S. U. Pickering, 21

Salvin and Godman's Biologia Centrali-Americana— Insecta :

Coleoptera, Vol. I. Part I, 77
San Francisco, Earthquakes at, 88
Sandstone, Reptiliferous, of Elgin and the Upper Old Red

Sandstone, Prof J. W. Judd, F.R.S., 310
" Sanitary Assurance Association, 182
Sanitary Conference of Rome, 1885, International, 25
Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, 89
Sanitary Protection Association, 450
" Sanpo," the River, 304
Saporta (M. ) and M. Marion's I'Evolution des Phanerogames,

J. Starkie Gardner, 388
Sars (G. O.), Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition, 1876-78,

Zoology, Crustacea, 148 ; Report on the Schizopoda, 410
Satellite, the Moon considered as a Planet, a 'CVorld, and a,

James Nasmyth, 79
Satellite, Tidal Friction and the Evolution ot a, Prof. G. H.
Darwin, F. R.S., 367

Saturn's Ring, Density of, 303

Saxony, Cave-Dwellings in, 303
Scandinavia: Ice-Floes in. Sir J. D. Hooker, F. R.S., 79 ; Rev.

A. Irving, 129 ; After-Glows in, 137
Schaumberg (Jules), Death of, 516
Schellen (Dr. H.), Spectrum Analysis, 28

Schizopoda, Report on the. Prof. G. O. Sars, 410
Schizophyta, Pleomorphism of the, Prof E. Ray Lankester,

F.K..S.,4I3
Schlagdenhauften, Heckel and, the Gutter-percha of Bassia

farkii, 120
Schleswig-Holstein, the Prehistoric Antiquities of, Fraulein

Mestorf, 536
Schmidt (Dr. Oscar), Death of, 326 ; Obituary Notice of, 392 ;

his Work on Mammalia and their Relation to Primaeval

Times, 556
School-Children as Observers, Mrs. Bryant, 94
Schools, Science, at Home and Abroad, Edward Cookworthy

Robins, Prof T. E. Thorpe, F.R.S., 491
Schriften der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Danzig, 620
Schriften der Physikalisch-Oekonomischen Gesellschaft zu
Konigsberg i. Pr., 23

Schiibeler (Dr.), Norwegian Toadstools, 213
Schulze-Berge (Dr.), on the Conduction of Electricity in Di-

electric Media, 432
Sdiumacher (Gottlieb), Across the Jordan, 578
Schur (Herr W.), Parallax of 1//^ Aurigce, 612
Schuster (Dr. Arthur, F.R.S.), on Electrolysis, 20; Permanent

Magnetic Polarity of Quartz, 391, 441 ; Velocity of Light as

Determined by Foucault's Revolving IMirror, 439 ; on the

Diurnal Period of Terrestrial Magnetism, 614
Schiitzenberger's Oxymetric Fluid, on a Photo-Chemical Reac-

tion of, Victor Jodin, 552
Schwalbe (Prof. )," Ice-Cavities, 312, 384
Schwerin (Baron), Proposed Congo Expedition by, loS
Science in French Cochin China, 67
Science, Greville's Respect for, 16

Science at the Mansion House, 564
Science Schools at Home and Abroad, Edward Cookworthy

Robins, Prof T. E. Thorpe, F.R.S., 491
Science Teaching in Birmingham, 182
Scientific Men in Parliament, 160
Scientific Relief Fund, 433
Scientific Work, Science on, 254
Sclater (Dr. P. L., F.R.S.), on Calliste gouUii, 93
Scotland, Fishery Board of, 558
Scott (James George), Burma, as it was, as it is, and as it will

be, 531
Scott (Robert H., F.R.S.), Marine Climatology, 334 ; Climbing
Powers of the Hedgehog, 583

Scott, Transfrontier Surveys of India, 44
Scottish Geographical Magazine, 468
Scottish Geographical Society, 424
Scottish Meteorological Society, 44
Screw-Pile, the, Leaute, 552
Sculptures, Ancient, in Guatemala, the Discovery of, Vreeland
and Brandsford, 17

Sea-Fish, Observations on Effect of Certain Influences on, 41
Sea- Lions, Ravages on Californian Fish of, J. D. Redding, 41
Sea-Mills at Argostoli, J. Lloyd Thomas, 129 ; L. Frieder-

ichsen and Co., 154
Sea-Trout, Fertility of, 27S
Sea-Trout, at South Kensington Aquariam, 425
Seaman (Wm. H.), on the Method of Stating Results of Water

Analyses 546
Search, Telescopic, for the Trans-Neptunian Planet, David P.

Todd, 258
Searle (Prof Arthur), on the Zodiacal Light, 350
Secular Nutation of the Earth's Axes, 376
Secular Weather Periods, Universal, E. Douglas Archibald,

-,
,52

See (Germain), Sulphate of Sparteine as a Medicine for Irregular
Action of the Heart, 120

Seebohm (Henry), History of British Birds, 463, 519
Seeliger (Prof), New Star in the Great Nebula in Andromeda,
397

Seewarte, aus dem Archiv der Deutschen, 411
Seiches, Prof Forel on, 184
Seidlitz (M. ), Population of the Transcaspian Region, 186
Seismology : Attempts to obtain Records of Earth-Tremors
from the Flood Rock Explosion, Profs. Mendenhall and Paul,
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39 ; Measurement of Movements of t1\e Earth with Reference

to Proposed Earthquake Observations on Ben Nevis, Prof.

J. A. Ewing, 68 ; Seismic Oscillations Observed in Berlin,

Dr. Borsch on, 72 ; Seismological Society of Tokio, 235, 465 ;

Seismology in Japan, Prof. Milne, 465 ; New System of

Earthquake Observations in Japan, Seikei Sekiya, 603
Sekiya (Seikei), New System of Earthquake Observations in

Japan, 603
Selenka (Dr. E.), Report on the Gephyrea, 410
Sensibility and Movements of Plants, 520
Septic Organisms, Life History of, 430
" Seter," " Strandlinjer," or Parallel Roads, in Central Norway,
Dr. Andr. M. Hansen, 268, 365

Shadow, Sunrise, of Adam's Peak, Ceylon, Hon. Ralph Aber-
cromby, 532

.Shamanism in Upper Au-^tria, Dr. Zehden, 211
Sharpe (Prof. R. Bowdler), Bird-Murder, 553
Sheffield Free Library, 517
Sheffield, Scientific Scho il of Yale College (U.S.), 316
Shenstone (W. A ), Practical Introduction to Chemistry, 484
Shepard (Jas. H.), Elements of Inorganic Chemi-;try, 98
Sherman (O. T. ) on the Spectrum of the Great Nebula in

Andromeda, 42
Shida (Prof.), on the Automatic Record of Earth-Currents,

235
Ship Set on Fire by a Meteor, 516
.Ships, the Load-Lines of, 169
.Ships, Notes on the Straining of. Caused by Rolling, Prof.

Francis Elgar, 38

1

Ships, on the Use of Models for Instruction in the Magnetism
of Iron, 587

.Ships, War, on the Speed Trials of Recent, W. II. White,

585
** Shorn Pen," 190
.Shooting Stars in China, 3S3
Shower-Clouds, the Thickness of, 406
Shower, Recent Star, W. F. Denning, 127 ; J. B. Haslam, 12S

;

Wm. F. Petrie, 128; 1. F. Main, 128
Shrubsole (W. H.), R.idi ilaria, 154
Shufeldt (R. W.), " Furculum" or"Furcula," 8
Siberia: Yadrintseff on Civilisation among the Ural Altayans,

183 ; from Paris to Pekin over Siberian Snows, Victor
Meignan, 219 ; Dr. Bunge's Expedition to New Siberian
Islands, 539 ; Terrific Meteor in .Siberia, 591

Sicily, Tea Cultivation in, 279
Sidgwick (Adam), on the Development of Cape Peripatus,

547
Siemens (Sir William), Memorial Window, 104, 159
Signalling, Military, Mr. E. .S. Bruce's System of, 41
Silver, Filiform, the Growth of, Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S.,

526
Simons (F.), Exploration of Goajira Peninsula, 1S5
Singapore, Rainfall of, 302
Sitzungsberichte der physikalisch-medizinischen Societat zu Er-

langen, 524
Sklarek (Dr. W.), Resignation of the Editorship of Naliir-

fjrscker, 208
Skulls, Dr. Weissbach's Collection of, 160
.Skulls, Prehistoric Human, Dr. Studer, 17
.Skulls of Various Nations, 302
Smaland Amber-Diggings, the, 18

Smerinthus ocdlattis &ViA its Food Plants, Special Colour-Rela-
tions between Larva of, E. B. Poulton, 474

.Smieton (James), November Meteors, 104
Smith (B. Woodd), Peculiar Ice-Forms, 461
Smith (Chas.), Elementary .Mgebra, 413
Smith (Edgar A.), Report on the Lamellibranchiata, 4T0
Smith (Dr. P. H. Pye-), Syllabus of a Course of Lectures on

Physiology, 150
Smith (Willoughby), Magnetism, 364
Smith (W. Robertson), Kinship and Marri.age in Early Arabia,
Andrew Lang, 539

Smithsonian Institution, 106, 301 ; Anthropological Papers
issued by, 17 ; Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the,

for the year 1883. 126 ; and the Study of Ethnology, 374
Smyrna, Rain at, Hyde Clarke, 154
Smyth (Prof. C. Piazzi), Iridescent Clouds, 219
Snails Eating Whitening, Edward B. Poulton, 176
Snake-Stories, Travellers', Major Allan Cunningham, 222
Snakes, a Family of Rare Java, Miss Catherine C. Hopley, 295

Snakes, Do Young, take Refuge in the Stomach of the Mother ?

Prof. John Le Conte, 441
Snow, the "Binding" Effects of Intense Cold and Wind on,

349
Snovv, Use of Salt in Liquefaction of, 326
Snow-Covering and the Weather, Dr. Woeikof, 379
Societe de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle de Geneve, 88
Society of Arts, 88 ; Papers to be read at, 39 ; Lectures, 234
Sohncke (Herr), Polarisation of Light, 497
Soil, Nitrogen in the, 46
Solar Activity, Present State of the, M. R. Wolf, M. Tacchini,

398
Solar Diurnal Inequ.ilities of Terrestrial Magnetism, on the

Foices concerned in Producing the. Prof. Balfour .Stewart,

F.R.S., 613, 620
Salar Eclipse, Total. 1SS6 August 28-29, 184, 536
Solar Eclipses, the Brown Ring and, Dr. Zenker, 96
Solar Envelope, .Strticture of the, 328
Sol.ar H.alo, E. J. Stone, F.R.S., 222
Solar Halo with Parhelia, William Ellis, 535
Solar Heat, Prof. Langley's Researches on, 105
Solar and Magnetic Phenomena, Connection between, G. M.
Whipple, 559

Solar Parallax, Velocity of Light and the, 518
Solar Phenomena, Distribution in Latitude of, 498 ; on the

Latitudinal Distribution of the, observed during the Year
18S5, M. P. Tacchini, 504

Solar Prominences, Displacement of Lines in, 498
Solar Spectrum, Effects of, on the Transpiration of Plants, Rev.

G. Henslow, 165
Solar Statistics of 1885, 312
Solar System in Space, Spectroscopic Determination of the

Motion of the, 450
Sole, the Artificial Reproduction of the, 449
S3lid, on Determining the Specific Gravity of a Dense Solid,

J. Joly, 382
Solly (Mward, F.R.S.), Death of, 536
Solomon Group, Observations on the Recent Calcareous For-

mations of the, H. B. Guppy, 202
Sonnet—the Pleiades, 516
Sonnet to Pritchard, Note on, Prof. J. J. Sylvester, F. R..S.,

558
Sorley (W. R.), on the Ethics of Naturalism, 175
Sound, Heat, and Light, Lectures on, Richard Wormell, 580
Sound-Producing Apparatus of the Cicadas, on the, Prof. C.

Lloyd Morgan, 36S, 582 ; C. S. Middlemiss, 582
.Source of the Mississippi, Discovery of the, Henry Gannett,

221

.South American Bird-Music, W. H. Hudson, 199
South Australia, Weather in—Stevenson's Thermometer-Screen,
Clement L. Wragge, 533 ; Plan of, 567

South Foreland Experiments with lUuminants, 39
South Georgia, .Star-Fishes from, 399
South Indian Ocean, Upper Wind-Currents in the, and over

the North-West Monsoon, Hon. Ralph Abercromby, 460
South Kensington Aquarium, Proposal to Introduce Herrings,

376
South Seas, New Island in the, 308
Space, Elliptic, Dr. Robert S. Ball, F.R.S., 86
Spain, Earthquakes in, 88
Sparteine, Sulphate of, as a Medicine for Irregular Action of

Heart, Germain See, 120
Spectrum Analysis : Absorption-Spectrum of Oxygen, 89 ;

Spectrum of Cobaltous Chloride, 21 ; Dr. H. Schellen, 28 ;

Sir Henry E. Roscoe, F.R. S., 437 ; a New Absorption Spec-
troscope, Maurice de Thierry, 24; the Spectrum of the Great
Nebula in Andromeda, 42 ; Effects of the Solar Spectrum on
the Transpiration of Plants, 165 ; on the Spectrum of .\b-

sorption of Oxygen, N. Egoroff, 16S ; New Form of Spec-
troscope, J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S., 189; .Spectroscopic

Determination of the Motions of the Solar .System in Sp.ace,

450; on the .Spectra of Erbia, Wm. Crookes, F. R. S., 474;
on KadLant Matter : Note on the Earth Yo, William Crookes,
F'.R.S., 525; Colour Photoinetry, 525, 526; Stars with
Banded Spectra, N. C. Duner, Miss A. M. Cl;rke, 583 ; A.
Ricco on some Spectroscopic Phenomena, 599

Speech, the Photography of, 312
Speed Trials of Recent War- Ships, W. H. White, 585
Spermatogenesis, Dr. Biondi on, 360 ; Dr. Benda, 623 ; -Spey

Bay, the Salinity of the Water of, 264
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Sphoerotherium, G. C. Bourne on the Anatomy of, 120
Spindler, Winds on Shores of Black Sea, 1S4

Sponges of Australia, 359
Sponges, Coelenterata, Protozoa, and Worms, Bibliography of,

D'Arcy W. Thompson, 174
Spring and Roland, Measurements of Carbonic Acid in Air,

183
Springs of Conduct, an Essay in Evolution, C. Lloyd Morgan,

Dr. Geo. J. Romanes, F.R.S., 436
Square Bamboo, Dr. J. Macgowan, 560
Standage (H. C), Artist's Manual of Pigments, 530
Standards of White Light, 236
Stanforth (Robert), on the Viper, 176
Stars: Recent Star-Shower, W. F. Denning, 127, 152 ; J. B.
Haslam, 128, 220; Wm. F. Petrie, 128; J. F. Main, 128;

P.J. Denza, 150 ; John M'Kcague, 150; Robert H. West,
152 ; Arthur W. Waters, 152 ; C. A. Young, 152 ; E. J.
l.owe, 152; W. n. Lyne, 152; Alf. Carpenter, 221 ; a

Shower of Stars seen at Bagamoyo, 424 ; /3 or 6 Cygni?, 184 ;

.Suspected "New" Star, 185; New Instrument for Observ-
ing the Colours and Magnitudes of, 191 ; New Star in Orion,

255 ; New Star near % Orionis, Prof. A. Ricco, 269 ; Cheap
Star Maps, 255 ; Shooting-Stars in China, 383 ; New Star in

the Great Nebula in Andromeda, Prof. Seeliger, 397 ; Sun and
Stars, J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S., 399, 426, 469, 499, 540 ;

Binary Star 7 Corona; Australis, 425 ; Binary Star /3 Delphini,

518; Variable Stars, Edmund J. Mills, 440, 514; Jno.
Castell-Evans, 4B6 ; Star Guide by Latimer Clark and
Herbert Sadler, 4S3 ; Stars with Banded Spectra, Miss A.
M. Gierke, N. C^ Duner, 583

Star-Fishes from South Georgia, 399
Stas (J. S.), Royal Society Davy Med.al awarded to, 87
•Statics, Elementary Treatise on, by John Greaves, 537
Statistical Society, Jubilee Volume of the, 161

Statistics, Dr. Farr's Papers on, 89
Statistics on Insanity, 182

Stature, Hereditary, Francis Gallon, F. R.S., 29;, 517
.Stavanger, Discovery of Apatite, 137
Steam, Action of, on Carbonic Oxide, H. B. Dixon, 286
.Steel Railway-Sleepers, 41
Steel and Iron Bars, Tensile Tests of, Peter D. Bennett, 351
Steel and Iron, on the Magnetisation of, J. W. Gemmell, 473
.Stejneger's (Leonard) Expeditions in Behring's Sea, 44, 136
.Stellar Photography, 376
Stellar Spectra, Bright Lines in, l6i ; Photogr.aphic .Study of the

" Henry Draper Memorial," Edward C. Pickering, 535
Stephanoff (M.), Religious Beliefs of the Chersonese People,

496
Sterlet in Germany, Proposed Acclimatisation of the, 537
Stevenson (D. A.), Earthquake Invention, 7, 534
Stevenson (John), Brilliant Meteor, 176; Iridescent Clouds, 220
.Stevenson (Thos. ), Design and Construction of Harbours, Major

Allan Cunningham, 579
Stevenson's Thermometer-Screen, and Weather in South Austra-

lia, Clement L. Wragge, 533
Stewart (Prof. Balfour, F.R.S.), Radiant Light and Heat, 35,

25*, 369; and the Rev. S. J. Perry, F. R.S., on Magnetic
Fluctuations of the Declination at Kew and Stonyhurst, 262

;

and W. L. Carpenter, on Sunspot Areas, 525 ; on the Forces

concerned in Producing the Solar Diurnal Inequalities of

Terrestrial Magnetism, 613, 620 ; on the Cause of the Solar

Diurnal Variations of Terrestrial Magnetism, 620
Stewart's (Col.) Account of the Herat Valley, 468
Stockholm : Royal Academy of Sciences, 24, 216, 240, 456,
600 ; Sun-Glow at, 61 ; the Telephone in, 425

Stokes (Prof.) Proposed as President of the Royal Society, l6

Stokes (Prof. G. G., P.R.S.), Actonian Prize Awarded to, 423
Stone (E. J., F.R.S.), Solar Halo, 222
.Stone (G. H.), Variegated Iridescent Halo, 391
.Stone-Circles iu Cumberland, A. L. Lewis, 334
Stone Implements and Changes of Level in the Nile Basin, F.

Archer, 317 ; S. Archer, 317
Stoney (Gerald), Dynamics of Bicycling, 455
Stories, Travellers' Snake, Major Allan Cunningham, 222
Storm at Partenkirchen, 190
Story of the Heavens, Robert Stawell B.all, F.R.S., 124
Straining of Ships caused by Rolling, Notes on the, Prof Francis

Elgar, 381
.Straits Settlements, 302
Stray Balloon, Gen. Sir J. H. Lefroy, F.R.S, 99

Strohecker (Dr ), Remarkable Discovery of Rare Metals iu

Diluvial Clay, 46

1

S'roii^yhis axei. Dr. T. S. Cobbold, 334., 478
.Structure, Molecular Friction and, Col. C. K. Bushe, 199
Structure of the Solar Envelope, 328
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HYDROPHOBIA
"fSpo<l>o0iav Grteci appellant : miserrimum genus morbi.

ONCE more M. Pasteur is attracting tlie attention of

the civilised world by his brilliant investigations.

The disease which he hopes to prevent and ultimately to

erase from the records of human misery is happily rare,

but those who have watched it know that it is one of the

most terrible in its effects, and that it is incurable by any

means at present known. So strange are its symptoms

and ' its course, that it has been asserted to be no

real malady but a mere result of fright and superstition.'

But of its reality there is unhappily no room for serious

question.

It never arises of itself. Like small-pox and syphilis,

it is always the result of contagion, and the method and

conditions of its transference from rabid dogs or other

animals to man are well known. Hitherto the only

chance, when a human being has been bitten by a mad
dog, has been to remove or isolate or destroy the virus

by suction, or ligature, or cautery. And it has been

doubted whether these methods are really successful even

when the disease does not manifest itself afterwards.

For there is often reasonable doubt as to the nature of

the disease in the biter. All vicious dogs are not " mad,"

and all mad dogs are not truly rabid. And when, as

often happens, the dog has been at once destroyed, it is

impossible to supply deficiencies of previous observation.

Moreover, when bitten by a rabid dog, the sufferer may
yet escape, for the teeth may only have grazed the skin,

and not penetrated to the living tissues beneath, or the

poisonous saliva may have been mechanically wiped off

by the clothing which the teeth have pierced. As with

the venom of snakes, so with the saliva of rabid dogs : it

is not enough for it to be spread over the skin, for that

will not absorb it, nor even to be swallowed and taken

into the stomach, for there, as physiologists say, it is still

"outside the body," and, before it can be absorbed

' So, in the last century, Sir Isaac Pennington, Regius Professor of Physic
at Cambridge, and in recent times Prof. Mashka, of Prague.

Vol. xxxiii.—No. 836

undergoes such changes by the process of digestion, as

kill the germs or decompose the chemical compound.

The virus must be introduced into the living tissues

before it can be carried over the whole body by the

channels of the lymph and blood, and reach the central

nervous system, on which it exerts its characteristic

poisonous action. But, when once so introduced, there is

every reason to believe that the terrible effects are

constant and uniform. The state of the receiver of the

venom at the time may probably modify the rapidity of

absorption, as is the case with stimulants and with

poisonous drugs ; but so far as we know there is no

power in the most healthy organism by which the subtle

venom, once absorbed, can be neutralised or thrown out.

The methods above mentioned '—suction by the mouth or

by cupping glasses, ligature, and caustics or the actual

cautery—all aim at getting the poison out before it has

been absorbed. Often they come too late, often they

are impracticable or ineffectual from the first. However

long the time of " incubation " may be, the interval

between the reception of the virus and its spread over the

body, no method of preventing the terrible result is

known. The length of incubation is far longer than it

is in the case of small-pox, of cow-pox, of syphilis, and

other known contagions. In two-thirds of the cases col-

lected by Prof. Bollinger, of Munich, the interval of

incubation was under two months ; and probably it never

extends to so long a period as was formerly supposed.

The length of this period makes it almost certain that we

have to do, not with a mere chemical compound, as in the

case of subcutaneous injection of morphia, and probably

of the cobra-poison, but with a " particulate contagium,"

like that of small-pox and chicken-pox, with a living and

growing organism, like those of relapsing fever and of

anthrax.

Whatever the conclusions to which pathologists will at

last be led on these points, the important fact remains

that there is an interval of days or months in which the

latent plague, established in the patient's body, but not

yet ripe for mischief, may be attacked.

^ These are what were known to the ancients :— " Si rabiosus canis est.

cucurbitula virus ejus extrahendum est. Deinde . . . vulnus adurendum

est." Celsus de Medicina, lib. v. cap. xxvii. § 2.
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Experience has shown that it cannot be mechanically

removed b}' any surgical operation, nor chemically

neutralised or destroyed by any drug. The only promis-

ing path of investigation is to seek for some method of

forestalling the action of the virus by rendering the

organism unfit for its action, as patriots have ravaged

their fields and burnt their towns to save their country

from an invading army.

By this method Jenner robbed small-pox of most of

its terror and almost all its danger, so that where Jen-

nerian vaccination is thoroughly carried out, as in the

German army and in Ireland, small-pox is practically

extinct.

Pasteur's method of dealing with hydrophobia is avow-

edly based on the practice of vaccination ; but it is not

the mere introduction of the poison in a way that makes
its effects less dangerous, like the inoculation of small-pox

practised in the last century. Nor is it exactly analogous

to Jenner's vaccination, although that term is appropriated

by Pasteur himself. For in vaccination an allied disease

(or possibly small-pox itself, greatly modified by long

transmission through other organisms) is inoculated. In

either case the course and symptoms of cow-pox are dis-

tinct from those of the more serious disease against

which it protects. But in the case of hydrophobia, as in

that of " chicken-plague " and anthrax, the poison of the

same disease is transmitted through a succession of

' bearers " until it is so modified that it maybe safely

inoculated, and thus the altered virus protects from that

which is unmodified.

The " bearers " chosen for these experiments were rab-

bits. The test of the result was made, not upon human
beings but upon dogs, for M. Pasteur is a philanthropist

first and a zoophilist after. Fifty dogs were inoculated

with modified virus obtained from the bodies ' of rabbits

which had themselves been affected with rabies by inocu-

lation. Would a dog thus inoculated show the ordinary

symptoms of the disease? Would it, if bitten by a rabid

dog, or designedly inoculated with the unmodified venom
of rabies, be protected ? Would it, if infected with the

modified virus after such direct inoculation, still be safe

from its effects ? The results have, so far, proved the

affirmative to each of these questions. None of the
" vaccinated " dogs showed signs of the dreaded disease.

Then came two cases of human beings bitten by mad
dogs who were sent up to M. Pasteur in Paris from their

homes in Alsace. One of them, a grocer named Vone
(? Wohn), had escaped without rupture of the skin, and
was sent home with the comfortable assurance that he
had never been infected with the disease. The other, a

boy of nine years old, had been terribly worried on the

4th of last July ; not only bitten in parts covered by his

clothes but also on the hands. He was rescued covered
with foam, and bleeding from no less than fourteen

wounds. There was no question that the dog was
mad, and in all human probability this child, Joseph
Meister, was doomed to a certain and horrible death.

Such was the opinion of the eminent pathologist, M.
Vulpian, and he was supported in this judgment by Dr.

Grancher.

Under these circumstances M. Pasteur felt himself
justified in applying the means to this suffering fellow-

' Not ill! m>rroM-. as the 'I'iiiics states, but the spinal cord, inoclle ij>inierc.
'

creature, which had already proved efficacious in the

case of brutes.^

The inoculations were made with a subcutaneous

needle, began on the 7th, and were concluded on the 16th

of July. "Control experiments" were "made with the

same injections upon rabbits, and proved that the virus

was active. Moreover, since the effects of the modified

virus, when introduced into an unprotected animal, are

rapid and severe, and its period of incubation extremely

short, the result of the attempt to rescue the child from a

horrible death would soon be apparent. If he had died

of hydrophobia, it would probably have been within a

month. If he survived this period there was every reason

to hope that he would be as much protected against its

future manifestation as the dogs which had been tested

before.

Joseph Meister was in perfect health at the end of

August, at the end of September, and at the end of

October. M. Pasteur believes that he is safe from

hydrophobia for the rest of his life.

If similar cases should be followed by similar results,

medical science has for the first tiine a method of com-

bating a frightful and incurable disease.' But beyond

this, by inoculating dogs, as infants should be vaccinated,

they will be rendered insusceptible to rabies. Any mad
dog will be destroyed, and the dogs he has bitten will

escape. Thus the disease may, it is hoped, be extirpated

altogether.

These, however, are but hopes ; at present the whole

question is sub judice. Other competent observers must
repeat the experiments, and every result must be sub-

mitted to searching criticism. This is no slight on
M. Pasteur, it is only worthy respect to his genius and
his skill. For the credentials of the champion who has

undertaken the task of ridding the world of tliis horrible

plague of hydrophobia are well known.

M. Louis Pasteur won his spurs as a chemist. It was
his discovery of remarkable forms of crystallisation of

racemic acid which first made his name known, and
which gave M. Renan the opportunity for the exquisite

raillery with which the man of letters welcomed the man
of science to the Academy.

In dealing with the disease of silk-worms in the south

of France, Pasteur first handled a physiological problem,

and his thoroughness of research, fertility of resource,

and felicity in experiments ended in the best result

—

practical success as the result of strictly scientific in-

vestigation.

Pasteur subsequently investigated the so-called cholera

of domestic fowls, and by the method of " attenuated "

inoculation has succeeded in protecting them from a

destructive epidemic.

His far larger and more important work on the pre-

vention of splenic fever {c/iarbon or anthrax), the most
destructive plague among cattle, has had important and
useful results. It has in all probability sived countless

multitudes of sheep and oxen in France. In Algeria the

results were less satisfactory, and also in Hungary. On
the other hand Dr. Roy found the method valuable in La

'Lai ii-t de 2t enfant paraissant inevitable, je me decidai, non sans de
et cruelles inquietudes, on doit bien le penser, a tenter sur Joseph

:erj la niethode qui m'avait constamment reussi chez les chiens

"

ptis Reitdtis de I'Acadcmie des Sciences, October 26. 1885).
>ne other patient, a shepherd boy, who was bittentwhile gallantly attack-
rabid dog, has been inoculated, and ih; result is to be seen.
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Plata. The results of Pasteur's experiments on "pig-

typhoid " have also been criticised, and not without

reason, by Prof. Klein. It is foolish for newspaper corre-

spondents to attribute hesitation in accepting scientific re-

sults to jealousy. iMuchscrutiny will be necessary. Adverse

criticism will be welcomed. M. Pasteur's fame stands in

no need of artificial protection.

His past achievements are great : his last attempt was
prudent in conception, and carried out with untiring zeal

and admirable care. It deserves to succeed. If so, he

will again receive the applause of the civilised world ; if

not, he will have the sympathy and respect of every

pathologist.

It is melancholy to reflect that it would be practically

impossible for any duly qualified man in England to

repeat, to confirm, or to correct his results. We must

wait till a wiser and more humane public opinion

repeals the present restrictions upon investigations like

Pasteur's.

TOPINARD'S "GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY"
ileinenis d'Anthi'opologie ghierale. Par le Dr. Paul

Topinard. (Paris: A. Delahaye et E. Lecrosnier, 18S5.)

"f^HE study of anthropology has been pursued, especially

-«- of late years, with great zeal by many leading

savants, both in the Old and New World, and many
valuable contributions to our knowledge have been made
in all departments included under its extensive range.

This is more particularly the case with respect to that

part of the subject which deals with the anatomical

characters of the human body. Until this branch of

anthropology was so vigorously and successfully studied

by Broca, complete ignorance of many fundamental ques-

tions 'prevailed. The direct result of the work of that

great anthropologist was immense, while the indirect

result due to the incentive which he gave to the study of

anthropology generally cannot be over-estimated, but

may be inferred from the numerous societies devoted to

its study which have rapidly sprung up in various

countries. Broca must be considered the great pioneer

of modern anthropology, but his untimely death left his

work by no means complete, and many extensive fields

remained almost untrodden by the foot of the inves-

tigator. By the accumulated observations of his followers

these deficiencies have been in great part made good, and

the time had arrived when it was possible to form

generalisations from sufficient data, and when a compre-

hensive work embracing the whole subject was urgently

needed. For the production of such a work no one more

highly fitted could be found than Prof. Paul Topinard,

trained at the feet of the great master himself, possessed

of an extensive knowledge of his subject, and intimately

acquainted, by personal visits to the chief centres of

anthropological research, with the methods employed by

his contemporaries.

The volume before us deals with the elements of

general anthropology, and is the first part of Prof.

Topinard's contemplated work, which, when completed,

will consist of three parts, the second and third parts

being devoted to special anthropology and a general

survey of the whole subject, concluding with man's place

in time, his origin and future.

Prof. Topinard begins by giving an historical account

of the origin and development of anthropology, and
claims that it is not a new science developed during the

latter half of the present century, but that it has, during

the last twenty years, attained its adult age and gained its

independence.

He divides its history into different periods : (i) from
antiquity till the year 1230, the date of the birth of

human anatomy; (2) from 1 230-1 800, when anthropology

asserted itself under the influence of Buffon, Blumenbach,
Scenimering, and White

; (3) from 1800-1860, during

which time three important events occurred that mate-

rially assisted its development—viz. the founding of the

Society of Anthropology of Paris, the demonstration of

the high antiquity of man, and the promulgation of the

doctrine of evolution by Darwin. To these a 4th and
more recent period is added— viz. that during which
Broca's personal influence, aided by the advance of

natural sciences, gave great impulse to anthropology.

Each of these periods is considered in detail, and many
matters of much interest are discussed.

Chapters VII. and VIII. are devoted to generalities

including under this a definition of anthropology, its

object and the subjects which it embraces. Anthro-

pology is defined as the branch of natural history which

treats of man and of the human race. It includes two

distinct departments of study—viz. anthropology proper

and ethnography ; the former treating of the human
species and its varieties or races from a purely animal

aspect, and therefore essentially anatomical and physio-

logical in its nature ; the latter dealing with people and
intimately connected with sociology. For the study of

anthropology proper, anatomical and zoological know-
ledge is essential ; but such knowledge is not necessary for

the study of ethnography, as questions of race are excluded

from it. Having discussed the various essential and
accessory anthropological sciences, the place of anthro-

pology in science, the meaning of the terms, " characters,"

" types," " races," " people," " nationalities," &c., he pro-

ceeds in the ninth chapter to consider general methods ot

anthropological research. The different kinds of physical

characters and their study are first discussed. These are of

three kinds—morphological and anatomical, descriptive

and anthropometrical, and finally zoological and anthro-

pological. After a few remarks on anthropometry, and on

the comparison of measurement on the skeleton and on

the living, which are stated to be not generally directly com-

parable, an observation which entirely agrees with our own
experience, the subject of craniology is discussed, the vari-

ous points on the skull to which it has been found conve-

nient to give technical names are defined, and derivations

and meanings of various terms such as " brachycephalic,"

&c., applied to skulls to express their form, are explained.

In discussing the merits of instruments for measuring the

skull, their simplicity is insisted upon. The elaborate

instruments used in Germany, and by those who follow

the German school (of which happily there are few) are

very justly condemned. Broca's compas cPcpaisseiir

and the compas glissiire are figured and recommended.

These are certainly simple, but, after considerable expe-

rience in their use, we rather take exception to the former,

as not being very exact, on account of the measurements

being read off on a scale reduced to one-half the actu il
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length of the measurement. This may be avoided by

using Flower's craniometer, which has the further ad-

vantage that it combines both Broca's instruments in one.

The consideration of the characters used in the classi-

fication of races is begun in the tenth chapter. The first

of these d scussed is the hair. A very concise resumd is

given of the anatomy of the hair follicles and the develop-

ment of hair, its distribution, size and form in various

races. Six types of hair are described, and good illustra-

tions of each are given. The characters of the nose are

next considered. The anatomy of the soft and hard parts

forming it are dcjcribeJ and illustrated by means of

beautifully executed woodcuts. The nasal indices of the

skulls of various races are tabulated, and show clearly the

value of the form of the nasal opening as a race character.

In the living subject eight forms of nose are recognised

Tud figured. All of these are easily distinguishable, and

we would suggest the desirability of having cards with

these forms printed separately for the use of travellers as

a means of obtaining much more accurate information

than we now obtain from descriptions of this part of the

face, which are very frequently extremely vague and un-

satisfactory. If furnished with such a card the traveller

would be able to record the form of the nose by simply

noting the number of the type to which the nose of each

person examined corresponds. The table of nasal indices

in the living will prove useful for comparison with those

of the bony parts.

The colour of the skin, eyes, and hair are dealt with in

the following chapter in the same systematic manner as

the previous characters treated of. Prof Topinard con-

cludes that there aie only two types—the blond and the

dark ; that the other so-called types—yellow and red in

particular, can only in a very minor degree serve to dis-

tinguish races, and that colour as a rule is an .uncertain

character, liable to alter in individuals, and difficult to

determine and express. As a concession, however, to the

general practice, he gives a table of classification of races

by their colour under the three denominations—white,

yellow, and black.

The cephalic index, unlike colour, is described as a cha-

racter of prime importance in the classification of races^

since it indicates the general form of that portion of the skull

which contains the brain. Before the cephalic index can

have the same value in all cases, it is absolutely necessary

that there should be complete uniformity in the manner

of measuring the length and breadth of the cranium, the

two measurements from which it is deduced. Unfor-

tunately this has not hitherto been the case. French

anthropologists have uniformly measured the cranial

length as that between the most prominent points of the

glabella in front and the occipital behind in the mesial

line, and the breadth between the most widely distant

points on the same plane of the parietal or squamosal

bones at right angles to the length. This we contend is

the only satisfactory method of n\easuring these diameters.

In England the anterior point of length has been taken

until recently from the ophryon, while in Germany the

length is measured from the glabella to a point on a line

perpendicular to the most posterior part of the occiput

at right angles to a plane adopted by the Frankfort agree-

ment as the horizontal of the skull. The breadth likewise

has been differently measured on the parietal bones or on

the squamosals. Fortunately the methods of measuring

these diameters is uniform now in France, England, and

most other countries, except Germany. Skulls are classi-

fied according to their cephalic indices into three groups

—dolichocephalic, mesaticephalic, and brachycephalic

;

but the limits assigned to each group by different anthro-

pologists vary very considerably, as the tables in Prof.

Topinard's work will show. The limits assigned by the

author to each group are such as to commend his classi-

fication generally. He subdivides the dolichocephalic

and brachycephalic groups—the former into dolicho-

cephalic and sub-dolichocephalic, and the latter into sub-

brachycephalic and supra-brachycephalic, and gives these

subdivisions and the mesaticephalic group each a limit

of five units. Thus we have practically five groups

—

viz. dolichocephalic, where the index is between 65 and

69 inclusive ; sub-dolichocephalic, 70-74 inclusive ; mesa-

ticephaUc, 75-79 inclusive ; sub-brachycephaUc, 80-84

inclusive ; and supra-brachycephalic, 85-89 inclusive.

Skulls with indices below or above the extreme limits of

these groups are termed ultra-dolichocephalic and ultra-

brachycephalic respectively. This classification and the

limits of each class agree with the ideas on the subject

most generally entertained, and we would earnestly urge

their acceptance. In one small point the nomenclature

might be improved by the insertion of the word " sus,"

or in English supra, to distinguish the higher group

of the dolichocephalic class (if its omission is not an

overlook in the correction of the proof sheets of the

work) so as to make the nomenclature of this subdivision

correspond to that of the higher division of the brachy-

cephalic class
—" sus-brachycephalic." The tables of

cephalic indices of skulls and of the heads of various

races will prove extremely useful for reference.

Chapters XIII. and XIV. are devoted to statuie. The
development of the skeleton and its variations in height

are first considered ; then, secondly, the stature of the

inhabitants of different countries. These chapters contain

much information collected together from many sources.

The two following chapters treat of the weight and size

of the brain at different ages, and in different persons

and races, its relation to the weight and stature of the

body, and other questions of much interest regarding it,

which will well repay perusal by those interested in

neurology as well as anthropologists.

The next chapter (XVII.), on the cubage of the cranial

cavity, will be read with much interest, being a subject to

which Prof. Topinard has given special attention. It

reveals the great diversity of opinion which still exists

regarding the best method of measuring the capacity of

the encephalon. A system of cubage easy of application

which would yield constant results in the hands of different

operators, and at the same time indicate the actual size

of the encephalon would probably be readily accepted by
most anthropologists. Broca's system, which is perhaps

the one most generally used, gives constant results, but is

somewhat complicated and does not indicate the absolute

capacity. Even with its faults Prof. Topinard considers

it is the best method we have at present, he however
contemplates some modifications of it which will simplify

it and make it more satisfactory. This being the case it

is needless to criticise the cha^jter further at present, but

p.VjS on to the ne.\t s.ibject— viz. the skull itself, its
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measurements, and its characters—a most important part

of the work, occupying ten chapters. In the limited space

at our disposal it is impossible to enter into an examina-

tion of this part of the work adequate to its importance.

When it is studied in conjunction with Broca's " In-

structions Craniologiques," the results of more extended

researches on a larger amount of material and more

matured views are observable. Many measurements

recommended by Broca in his work published in 1876

were abandoned by him before his death or delegated to

a place of secondary importance. If any exception can

be taken to this part of Prof. Topinard's work it is that it

is too much an exposition of Broca's views to the exclusion

of those of the author. Broca's methods are strictly

adhered to in some instances where more independent

consideration with knowledge acquired since his death

might have resulted in a modification of the opinions

expressed regarding them.

After discussing the general development of the skull

and the relations between the configuration of the exterior

of the cranium and of the brain, the measurements of the

skull are considered. The skull is divided into a cranial

and a facial portion, and the measurements of each are

detailed and their relative importance pointed out. The

measurements of the cranial portion recommended and

the method of making them are those usually adopted ;

those of the facial portion, however, will give rise to some

discussion. The ophryon of Broca is shown to be some-

what unsatisfactory in its determination ; Prof. Topinard

with much pains shows that a better point is the super-

cilliary point, which corresponds to the most anterior part

of the brain, and is situated in the mesial line immediately

above the glabella on the level of aline drawn horizontally

above the supercilliary ridges. It seems to us absurd to

give a second name to a point so closely corresponding

to the ophryon, and we would consequently recommend
that the definition of the " point intersourcilier " should

be considered only as an amendment of Broca's definition

of the ophryon. Natural or pathological and artificial

deformities of the cranium and their effect on the brain

are very fully and ably considered and illustrated by

woodcuts. The vexed question of the proper plane of

orientation of the skull receives due consideration, and

the condyloalveolar plane, which was determined by

Broca after much research, is recommended as the best

and simplest. Of all the positions proposed we also con.

sider this the best, and hope to see it universally adopted.

From the skull in this position the prognathism of the

several parts of the face is easily determined by means of

a vertical equerry and a small triangular one. Prof.

Topinard finds that the prognathism which is most im-

portant in distinguishing race characters is the alveolo-

subspinal, and he figures five different typical modifica-

tions of the form of the face in this region. In his

remarks on Prof. Flower's method of indicating pro-

gnathism we think Prof. Topinard has misunderstood

the object of selecting the basio-nasial line as the

standard of comparison. This line is specially chosen as

being as nearly as possible the primary line of develop-

ment of the skull, and because it is more constant than

perhaps any other measurement of the skull. By means
of the indices measurements from the basion to the alveolar

point, or to the sub-nasal spine, with the basio-nasial

radius, the relative prominence of the various parts of the

face can be easily expressed, and compared in different

races. Though Prof. Topinard's method is perhaps the

more strictly correct one, that of Prof Flower has the advan-
tage in being the more practical, from its being simpler.

We may here remark regarding certain measurements
recommended by Prof. Topinard between the occipital

point and various points on the face, with the object of

indicating its profile outline, that we consider it would be
preferable if the basion was selected as the starting point

for them, instead of the occipital point, on account of the

former being much more fi.xed than the latter. The rela-

tive proportion which these radii bear to one another
according as the occipital point is situated high up or low
down on the occipital bone is very great ; indeed so much
so as to render their indices almost valueless for purposes

of comparison. This fact has probably been overlooked

by Prof. Topinard in his desire to obtain a method of

measuring the skull, which would be applicable also to

the head of the living person.

In treating of the facial index. Prof, Topinard adheres

to Broca's method of measuring the length of the face

from the ophryon. This point we consider very unsatis-

factory, as two observers will seldom place it at exactly

the same spot. The facial height is best measured from

the nasion, and we prefer the facial index of Kollmann to

that of Broca. The lines of contour of the face are valu-

able in demonstrating the relative proportions of the

upper and lower parts of the face to the maximum or

bizygomatic width, and supplement the facial indices.

The number of measurements of the mandible have

been much reduced by Prof. Topinard, and it is studied

more in connection with the skull, as it should be, than as

a mere isolated bone.

Chapter XXVII. contains a useful /v.f/cwt' of the various

systems of measurements of the skull employed in

Germany and England, a table of the measurements con-

sidered by the author to be of prime importance, and a

more extended list to be used in making more minute

researches. The method of orientation of the skull and

of making measurements in relation thereto, advocated

by the Frankfort agreement, is very justly condemned,

but in an unoftensive and truly scientific spirit.

The last chapters of the work treat of the characters of

the trunk and extremities, and contain valuable tables of

the proportions of these parts of the body in different

races. Throughout the work the characters in the living

subject are carefully considered side by side with those of

the skeleton, which is of great practical value not only to

the anthropologist alone but to artists and others wishing

to make themselves acquainted with the subject of human
morphology.

The work concludes with a carefully drawn up table of

directions and measurements of the body for the use of

travellers, which will doubtless prove very valuable, and

we hope will be the means of bringing us more exact

information regarding the physical characters of many
races yet imperfectly described.

The work is one in every respect worthy of the author,

and cannot fail of being highly appreciated by anthro-

pologists everywhere. We hope the time may not be far

distant when the other volumes promised will be in our

hands. J. G. Garson
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OUR BOOK SHELF
Our Insect Enonics. By Theodore \\'ood. 220 pp.
small Svo. (London : Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge, 18S5.)

Wf, have read the book through without discovering any-
thing (save in some questions that may be regarded as

essentially controversial) to find fault with. The illustra-

tions are not numerous, but to the point, and, although
somewhat coarse, are better selected than is sometimes
the case in books of this nature. There are fourteen

chapters in all, of which four are not inappropriately de-
voted to Aphides. The important subject indicated by
the title is treated calmly, and apparently with a view to

discourage the undoubtedly ill-effects produced by panic-
mongers in economic entomology. The first (or " intro-

ductory") chapter is well considered and well reasoned.

Some Account of the " Palan Byoo" or " Teindoung
Bo," {Paraponyx oryzalis), a Lcpidoptcrotis Insect-pest

of the Rice-Phiiit in Burma. By J. Wood-Mason,
Officiating Superintendent, Calcutta Museum. (Cal-

cutta, 18S5.)

A PAMPHLET of 12 pp., with a plate, concerning a

lepidopterous larva that damages, but does not, as a

rule, appear to kill the rice-plant. It is more useful as a

contribution to pure biology than to economic ento-

mology. It describes one of the few Lepidopterous
larvK that breathe mainly by gills (or branchis), and
from this cause is considered an ally of our common- little

aquatic moth known as Paraponyx stratiotalis. The
vernacular names by which the insect is known are not

such as to be readily remembered by " foreigners ;

" yet

it might have been better had the author not applied a

scientific name based solely on larva: and habits. All

babies are supposed to be very much alike, save to the

fond parents of each in particular.

those of 1536 and 1537 nt Monte Nuovo, and in the late Ischiau

sliock.s.

The thickness of ejected malerial.i is certainly gigantic, for the

maximum thickness of the Plinian eruption at Vesuvius was
under 10 nirtres, or just one-sixth that of Kratakab.

There is reference made to round concretions called " Krakatab
marbles " that are met with amongst the ejectamenta, as being
things so far unobserved. Of course, it is not possible to judge
clearly from the description, hut I have little doubt that they

may be similar to those met with in the marl-like tufa of Ischia

and others, commonly found amongst the ejectamenta of Monte
Nnovo, which at the latter locality are fossiliferous. They are

simply concretions in a marine resorted tufa.

The cooling of the atmosphere, referred to, at Batavia and
elsewhere at a moderate distance around the volcano, might be

explained by the vortex inrush of air towards the vapour column.

Observations of wind direction would be interesting as settling

this point.

Another question of interest that was raised is the cause of

non-correspondence of one part of the earth with another in

seismic or volcanic activity. If we suppose a volcano to be
supplied with magma by ramifications from large extensions of

fluid rock within our globe, the gradual absorption of water by
one of these ramifications, and the consequent increase in its

tension may be quite independent of another ramification not

far off, yet perhaps more or less favourably placed in relation to

porous strata and superincumbent pressure and the necessary

results.

I have drawn attention to these few points not with any
intention to undervalue the report, which has all the characters

of being one of the most important additions to the vulcano-

logical literature of the nineteenth century, but simply to prevent

certain unsound theories from becoming current.

Naples, October 26 H. J. Johnston-Lavis

The Recent Total Eclipse of the Sun

It may be interesting to your readers to supplement the

description given in Nature, vol. xxxii. p. 631, with the fol-

lowing notes which I have just received from a friend who
observed the eclipse at Nelson, N.Z. :

" As the period of

totality passed away, a bright point of light as from a diamond
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Krakatao

Although I have not yet had the good fortune of readint;

Dr. Verbeek's "Krakata~o," yet in the review published in

Nature of October 22 (p. 601) there are one or two points I

would like to draw attention to. In speaking of the earth-

quake of September, 1S80, we are told that it may have faciH-

tated the entrance of water by the Sunda fissure. If this were
so, it certainly seems a strange thing that no less than three-

years should be necessary to heat the water before the explosion

took place. I think that at present few geologists believe in

water gaining access to the magma by fissures while w-e neglect

percolation through porous rocks. It seems to me that the

above earthquake was the result of rupture and extension of the

magma-filled fissure towards the surface, in consequence of

which the final outburst was put off for a short time by increas-

ing the space for, and so lowering the tension of, the magma-
filled fissure. By a careful study of the products of many vol-

canoes I have .'hown how the magma gradually dissolves or takes

up within it water from the surrounding rocks, and as this is a

slow process, the longer a volcano remains inactive, other things

being equal, the more violent will be the subsequent erujition

and the more vitreous will be the pumice owing to the rapid

cooling of the magma froth in consequence of the large absorp-

tion of heat in converting the dissolved water into the gaseous
state of steam, in the same way that the temperature of seltzer

water falls on allowing the gas to escape on removal of the cork.

The above earthquake has its parallels in a.d. 63 at Vesuvius,

Total Eclipse of the Snii,
. :.'

,
-.<-|itL-nilici- o, i ::35-

of wonderful brilliance shot forth from the upper surface of the

moon, and at first this seemed to be only a flame, but it speedily

extended to the moon's shadow, passed downwards and to the

right, and totality was over." Another feature was the fall in

the temperature : " A thermometer which registered 50° at
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seven o'clock, stood at 30" immediately after totality ; the keen
breeze which was blowing before the sun was shadowed died

completely away at the time of totality." I inclose a photo-

graph whicli clearly shows the protuberances noticed by all the

observers. Killingworth Hedges
Westminster, October 30

An Earthquake Invention

The object I had in view in my former commimication to

Nature (vol. xx.tii. p. 213) on this subject, has been attained,

as the following quotations from Prof. Milne's letter in Nature
(p. 573) show : "I have no desire to claim the authorship of the

aseismatic joint ;" and again, '*! am as yet in the dark as to

who w.as the first inventor of the aseismatic joint."

Well, I can enlighten him, and I claim the invention for

Mr. David Stevenson, whose paper describing it was read before

the Royal Scottish .Society of Arts in 186S, and published in

their Transactiotn ; whose firm designed, superintended the con-

struction of, tested and sent out to Japan seven lighthouse

apparatus, carried on tables 8 feet in diameter, fitted with this

contrivance. Further Messrs. Stevenson designed two light-

house biiildiit^s, iron towers 29 feet in diameter at the base and
46 feet in height, with an aseismatic joint fl////t-/;-/'(2j£-, which were
constructed and ended in the work-yard of the contractors in

Edinburgh, .and finally, in 1869, shipped to Japan, but un-
fortunately they never reached their destination, as the vessel

went down on tlie voyage out.

There are three points in Prof. Milne's letter on which I wish
to make a few remarks. The first is to give the explanation

Prof. Milne asks as to the part the late Mr. Mallet took in the

invention of the aseismatic joint which I may observe Mr.
Mallet never claimed for himself. Mr. Stevenson consulted

with Mr. Mallet as to what was the exact micaniq7ic of an earth-

quake shock, and how he thought it would affect the delicate

apparatus usually placed in a lighthouse. This information

Mr. Mallet furnished, but so far from suggesting a Ijall and
plate joint, he expressed a fear that the superstructure, if placed

on balls as proposed by Mr. Stevenson, would be thrown down, and
in a letter dated March 14, 1868, acknowledging a copy of the

Scotsman newspaper, containing a notice of Mr. Stevenson's

paper, he says that if the balls and plates proposed are confined

to the apparatus in the light-room, he "would augur much
more favourably of the result being satisfactory," but that his

"own notion for Japan or other shaky places would be to make
all the towers rather of timber or of boiler plate work." This,

I think, should put Prof. Milne's mind at rest on this point.

The second point is with reference to ball and plate seismo-

graphs. I never described a seismograph, but my brother did,

in 1883, in Nature, vol. xxviii. p. 117, though, so far from
claiming the idea as original, he says :

" The idea of the instru-

ment I propose was suggested to me by the aseismatic arrange-

ijient designed by my father, Mr. David Stevenson, for averting

damage to buildings and lighthouse apparatus in countries

subject to earthquakes."

I entirely agree with Prof. Milne that the joint employed in

ball and plate seismographs, lamp tables in Japanese lighthouses,

model houses, and the Professor's own dwelling-house, all " in-

volve the same principles, and they only differ in their dimen-
sions," and my point is that Mr. David Stevenson was not

only the original inventor of this contrivance, but, what is of

far more importance, suggested and carried into practice the only

known method of mitigating the effects of earthquake- shocks on
buildings, and the astatic house of which Prof. Milne reported

such good results to the British Association of 18S5, which is

described in Nature, vol. xxxii. p. 527, as being "rested at

each of its piers upon a handful of cast-iron shot each a quarter

of an inch in diameter " placed "between flat iron plates," is

obviously merely a modification of the same principle.

The third point is as to the success of the .aseismatic joint. It

does seem a little curious that Prof Milne, in the Transactions,

lliitish Association of 18S4, when he appeared to me and to

others to claim the invention for himself, thought it perfection,

Ih jugh now he appears to have changed his mind. I do not
think, however, it affects the question .at issue, whether the

a eismatic joint is a success or not ; but that it is a success will

be seen from Prof. Milne's own reports in the Transactions of

the British Association, and from the following information

which was supplied by Mr. Simpkin in 1884, who had just re-

turned from Japan, where he was eng.aged in the lighthouse

service. At Isuragisaki and Kashmasaki lighthouses the aseis-

matic tables were firmly strutted with timber to prevent any
motion, as inconvenience was felt from the oscillations of the
table when w inding up the machine, the steadying screws sent
out with the apparatus for the purpose of temporarily doing so
h.aving for some reason not been put in at these stations. These
tw o are the only lighthouses at which any damage has been done
by earthquake, while those stations at which the tables are in

operation have never suffered at all, although they have been
repeatedly subjected to shocks ; but for full particulars as to

this see Nature, vol. xxx. p. 193, and vol. x.xxii. p. 316.
Prof. Milne excuses himself on the ground that he was 10,000

miles away from a library and never saw Mr. Stevenson's paper,
but surely Nature finds its way out to Japan, and this subject
has been referred to in your columns fiequently ; it was also

discussed in 1876 before the Institution of Civil Engineers, and
an account of it was published in their Transactions : but, after

all, the apparatus was actually at work in Japan where he was
Imng. D. A. Stevenson

84, George Street, Edinburgh, October 19

The Mithtin

I was glad to see in Nature of July 16 (p. 243) that Mr.
W. F. Blanford had drawn attention to the extraordinary mis-
take made by Dr. Kuhn in considering the gayal and gaur
specifically identical, and their differences as due to domestica-
tion. If this latter were true we should see endless intermediate
forms instead of two invariably distinct. To those who know
them in their habitat the confusion must seem extraordinary,

even though both are here called " Mithun." The gayal {B.

frontalis, v. gavasus) is known (domestic only) all through these

hills, and not in the plains ; is pied black and white, with pink
muzzle, white legs, and the tips of the horns point outwards.

Tile gaur (B. gatirus, v. cavifrons) is only known wild, in the
hills and also plains, never pied, has white legs, and the tips of

adult horns invariably point inwards. The gayal domestic, and
never known wild ; the gaur wild, and never known domestic

;

and they do not cross. I have known both here now many years,

and had good opportunities of observing and contrasting them.
I have had a fine bull gaur feeding along beside me at twenty
yards in short grass for over quarter of an hour, as I sat motion-
less in my Rob Roy canoe, an enormous Dontal (tusker) elephant
at the same distance off on the opposite bank ; each occa-

sionally left off to sniff me, but resumed again, taking me, in

brown-grey costume and grey-coloured canoe, for a snag in mid-
stream (which stream was deep and stagnant). It is not always
easy or possible to point out to such a man as Dr. Kuhn that the

study of the "dry bones" of an animal is really but half the

battle in comparing it with its allies. The study of specific dis-

tinctions should include the whole animal, alive as well as dead.

But the clearest proof that these two distinct forms are not

due to domestication is that, instead of endless intermediate
forms, we find absolutely none. S. E. Peal

Sibsagar, Asam, September 26

On the Behaviour of Stretched India-rubber when
Heated

I SHOULD like to make the following remarks with reference

to the letter of Mr. H. G. Madan which appeared in the last

number of Nature :

—

(a) Though the fact that india-rubber becomes kot when
stretched might be, and no doubt is to be, partly attributed to

molecular friction, we cannot thus account for the cooling which
resulted from contraction in the experiments of Joule and Sir

William Thomson.
(/') Te.xt-books as a rule are not, I am afraid, sufficiently ex-

plicit as to whether the stretched india-rubber is contracted in

vohime when heated, or only in length. Thermodynamic theory

does not require, in order that longitudinal pull should produce
rise of temperature, that the volume should be diminished when
the temperature is raised, and the results of Joule's experiments
are in reasonable accord with theory.

(c) The real state of things seems to be that the effect of

heating a stretched piece of india-rubber is to lengthen it if

the tension is small, and to shorten it if the tension is large (Hr.
Schmulewitsch, Vierteljahrschrift dcr Natitrforsch. Ctsellschaft,

Zurich, xi. 202) ; thus, for a certain tension there will be neither

elongation nor contraction, and my own experiments on the
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effects of stress on the physical properties of matter lead me to

infer that the critical tension will be lower the higher the tem-
perature. Herbert Tomlinson

King's College, Strand, October 31

The Resting Position of Oysters

As your correspondent, Mr. J. T. Cunningham, expresse-; a

doubt as to the evidence on which the current belief of concho-

logists is founded that oysters rest on the convex valve, I beg to

inclose a cluster of three, brought to me among others from
Torbay this morning. Th':y are all attached by their convex
valves, and confirm the descriptions of Messrs. Woodward,
Jeffreys, and Huxley.

Mr. Cunningham's Sertularia and Thuiaria go to prove that

he has seen oysters from the Firth of Forth that rested on their

flat valves. This is easily accounted for. Solitary, unattached

oysters, resting on the sea-bottom, would easily, from their

peculiar form, be turned over by wave-currents (if exposed to

them) ; or they might fall on their fiat valves when thrown
overboard by dredges as too young for market. In either case,

once overturned, tiiey would be powerless to regain their natural

position.

With regard to the Pectens, Mr. Cunningham does not specify

the species found covered, as to the convex valves, with Balanus,

&c. In two such common sorts as P. maximus and P. opercu-

laris, we find in the one the under-valve more convex, in the

other the upper valve. In each case the moUusk rests on the

same valve. Arthur K. Hunt
Torquay, October 27

Salmo salar and S. ferox in Tasmania

In your issue of October 29 is a communication from Mr.
Saville Kent, in which he "concludes that no true salmon has

yet been established in the lakes and rivers of Tasmania. The
fish of large size which abound in the great lakes and other large

sheets of water are really essentially the same as the great lake

trout, Salmo ferox, of Great Britain.

"

Respecting the jalmon, although very possibly Mr. Kent has
not yet seen a true one in Tasmania, such does not abso-

lutely prove their absence. In the Field of last May I drew
attention to an undoubted salmon smolt, 9 inches long, which
was sent home from Tasmania by Mr. Robins, on January 3,

1880, and is now in the national collection.

As regards the great lake trout, I observed in the Proceedings
of the Zoological Society, January 15, 18S4, that the original

stock of British fresh-water trout from which ova were procured
to send to Tasmania, were solely obtained in Hampshire and
Buckinghamshire, localities where the great lake trout is not
found, unless it is merely a variety of the brook trout.

The late Mr. W. Arthur, whose recent death at Dunedin
will prove an irreparable loss respecting these investigations,

sent me two specimens in ice in July 1883. One was a male,

yi\ inches long, the other a female, one inch less. I remarked
that "these two beautiful specimens of trout are so exceedingly
similar to so-called lake trout, that any ichthyologist who be-

lieved in the numerous species of this fish, and was unaware
from whence they came, would undoubtedly term them Salmo
ferox."

Whether Mr. Saville Kent in the note in question considers

the great lake trout, S. ferox, a distinct sjiecies from the brook
trout, S. ferio, seems left to the reader to surmise. Should he
be correct in his identification (as I believe him to be), then the

great lake trout has been raised from the eggs of the small brook
trout, showing it to be merely a variety which, under favourable

conditions, will attain to a large size. Francis Day
CheUenham, October 30

A Right-footed Parrot

If my memory does not deceive me, Mr. Romanes asked some
months ago for an account of any peculiarities shown by parrots,

in which case you may be able to find a corner for the following

incident :
—

Last Sunday I gave our parrot—an ordinary grey bird— the

hardest walnut I could find, as when busy cracking the shell she

is less noisy. After struggling for a long time in vain, at first

on the perch and then on the bottom of the cage, holding the

walnut as usual with tlie right foot, she changed feet, whether
because the right foot was tired or not I cannot say ; but now

utterly failed to make the walnut reach her beak. Time after

time the walnut was raised above the bird's head, rather over
the neck. At the same time she was unable to stand steady,

but fell over and rested on her rijjht wing. After about a

dozen fruitless attempts, and by the time every one in the

room was shaking with laughter, she flung the walnut down
with a shriek and returned to her perch. C. V. Boys

The New British Myzostoma

Since recording the discovery of an encysting Myzostoma on
the Comatulfe of Milford Haven (Nature, August 27, p. 391)
I have examined a large number of oiher examples oi Antedon
rosacea from different British localities ; and I have found
Myzostoma cysis or other modifications of the pinnule-joints on
individuals from Torquay, Cumbrae, Arran, and Oban, while in

one or two cases the arm-joints are also affected. Prof. A. C.
Haddon has kindly sent me some Comatute which he dredged
last summer in Berehaven, County Cork, and in Dalkey Sound,
County Dublin, and I have found slightly malformed pinnules in

one individual from each locality, though there are no traces of

definite cysts. It is clear, however, from what has been said
above, that this encysting Myzostoma has a tolerably wide distri-

bution in the British area ; and I shall be very glad to hear of
its discovery on Comatulae from other localities than those which
I have mentioned.
The cysts are fairly conspicuous on the Cumbrae specimens

(dredged by Mr. Sladen), though nothing like the size of those
which occur on the Crinoids of more tropical seas ; and I sup-

pose that this is the cause of their having so long escaped the

notice of the many naturalists who have dredged at this locality.

Now, however, that attention has been directed to them, it is

quite possible that they may be discovered at Roscoff and at

various localities in the Mediterranean, where .Aniedon rosacea is

equally abundant. P. Herbert Carpenter
Eton CoUcsje, October t,i

Tertiary Rainbows

The following extract from my journal may be of interest

with regard to the subject of "Tertiary Rainbows " :

—

"May 5, 1SS5.—Extraordinary display of rainbows at 4.30
p.m. on Grand Trunk Railway between Knigston and Montreal.
Six bows in all were seen. The primary was flanked on the

inside by four bows quite near, and on the outside at some
distance by a fifth."

The bows were all quite distinct, but of c lurse of decreasing
brightness in passing from the primary inward. They were
noticed by several persons besides myself.

W. L. Goodwin
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, October 15

"Furculum" or "Furcula"

Dr. Sclater in his letter to Nature (vol. xxxii. p. 466)
calls attention to a very interesting point in regard to the use of

the wordfiirculiim, asking, as he does so, for its authority. Not
only are the eminent anatomists— Balfour, Huxley, and RoUeston
—mentioned by him, authorities for it, but the majority of ana-

tomical writers, both of the Continent and Great Britain ; they

having also lent their influence, through custom, to the intro-

duction of this word. In this country the same holds true, and
the use of the term furculum for furcula receives the support of

such high authority as Marsh (" Odontornithes," p. 58, Fig. 14/)
and many others.

Dr. .Sclater further states that he has failed to find its use
sanctioned by any dictionary. For the large dictionaries of the
language this no doubt is true, but in quite a number of works
upon anatomy that present us with a " glossary of terms," we
find the wio\i\furculum given, and not furcula, as, for instance,

see " Elements of Zoology," by M. Harbison, Head Master,

Model School, Newtownards, and " Handbook of Vertebrate

Dissection," Part II., by Martin and Moole. More than this,

furculum is the only word given in certain scientific dictionaries,

as Dunman's "Glossary of Scientific Terms," London, 1878,
and published by D. Appleton and Co., New York, 1879.

I find myself also in the same category, deserving the censure

of your correspondent, and agree with him entirely in the incor-

rect use of the wordfurculum for furcula, or still more properly
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as he suggests, tliough perhaps less convenient term, os furcula-

torium. R. W. Shukeldt
Fort Wingate, New Mexico, October S

Metric or English Measures?

Would any of your readers have the great kindness to give

me their opinion on the following question ?

In writing a school-book in which such branches of physics as

dynamics and heat are to be treated in a very elementary but

exact way, would it be best to use the metric system or the

English system of weights and measures ?

Personally, I am strongly inclined to take the former course ;

it seems to me that as soon as a boy's scientific education begins

he should make acquaintance with the units of measurement
now generally adopted by scientific men throughout the world.

E. R. P.

CHARLES ROBIN

ON the 6th of last month died in Josseron (Depart-
ment I'Ain) Charles Robin, sixty-four years old. He

was one of the few men in Europe who may be justly con-
sidered the founders of modern histology. Although some
of his views, as, for instance, on the formation of cells out
of a blastema, are now only of historical interest, there
remain a considerable number of valuable facts which he
has contributed to histology, anatomy, and zoology. A
chair of General Anatomy was created for him in 1862 in

the Paris Faculty of Medicine, and here he always col-

lected round him a number of ardent students who, under
his direction and imbued with his ideas, did excellent

work in histology. He was, in fact, until a few years
back (until Ranvier) the only exponent of and original

worker in histology in France. There is hardly a chapter
in this science to which he has not largely contributed.

His chief works are "The Natural History of Vegetable
Parasites in Man and Animals "

;
" On the Tissues and

Secretions "
; and his many articles in the " Dictionnaire

Encyclopddique des Sciences Medicales."

THE LIVERPOOL INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION

'T^HE credit of the inception of the idea of the practica-
* bility of carrying on an International Exhibition at

Liverpool appears to be due to Alderman David Rad-
cliffe, the present Mayor of the City, who laid it before
Lord Derby, who at once became the first guarantor of a
fund which now exceeds 60,000/. The support this move-
ment has now secured in England and on the Continent
renders its success assured.

It is a matter of surprise that no International Exhibi-
tion has ever yet taken place in the North of England,
when the fact is remembered, commented on by Lord
Derby at the last annual banquet given to him by the
Mayor of Liverpool, that the inhabitants of that City
and the district lying within a radius of fifty miles
of it are as numerous as those of the City of London,
and the greater London, which lies within a radius
of fifty miles of St. Paul's. The value of e.xliibi-

tions it is difficult to over-estimate. X'isitors however un-
intelligent must of necessity learn something of the
processes and methods carried out by their countrymen
in the arts and manufactures, while the exhibitors in-

crease their technical grasp, and get their thoughts
removed from stereotyped grooves by the inspection of
products from countries where workmen obtain so much
larger a share of technical education, based on practical
science, than is accorded by the education department of
this country.

Placed as is Britain, as it were between Europe
and America, an Exhibition of Navigation and Travel

would at all times appear to be singularly appropriate

:

but this has still greater significance at Liverpool, itself

the second, if not the first, seaport of the world. This
is rendered still more important from the evident care
evinced by the projectors that the Exhibition should be
on a scientific basis, and that it should be the means of
spreading accurate scientific and technical knowledge in
the construction and manipulation of all the appliances
of locomotion, travel, and transport by sea and land, by
rivers, by air, or through cultivated lands, or across the
desert. In addition to this it is proposed, should, as is

hoped, a surplus be realised at the end of the Exhibition,
that it be devoted to the foundation of a school of tech-
nical education, to be called after the late Prince Leopold,
whose last public appearance in Liverpool was marked
by special advocacy of the claims of technical education.
Commerce and manufactures are also to be represented,

including all substances used in the arts derived from
animals, from vegetables, and from metallic and non-
metallic minerals.
The Corporation of Liverpool has granted a site of 35

acres near the Edge Hill Station of the London and
North-Western Railway ; fountains, bands, and electric

illuminated trees are to reproduce the features of South
Kensington, and the scheme is not only supported by the
cities of the north, but by Paris, Vienna, and Berlin,
while Belgium, Sweden, and other countries, and the Isle
of Man, are applying for courts. The Exhibition will be
opened in May next year, and continue open for six
months. C. E. De Rance

DR. GOULD'S WORK IN THE ARGENTINE
REPUBLIC

\\^E have from time to time during the last fifteen
* » years recorded the progress made by Dr. Gould in

his stupendous work on the southern stars. lie has now
returned to the United States, and we are glad to be able
to give an account of the reception he met with on his

return. Rarely has such a reception been better deserved,
and carried out as it was it did credit to science all the
world over, as well as to the country and the man most
closely interested.

A letter signed by upwards of eighty of the most pro-
minent men in Boston awaited Dr. Gould's arrival, asking
him to fix a date " when it will be agreeable for you to

meet us at a dinner, that we may welcome )ou home."
Pursuant to arrangement a reception and dinner took

place at the Hotel Vendome, Boston, on the evening of
;\lay 6, 18S5. The Hon. Leverett Saltonstall presided,
and, after the banquet, arose to introduce the guest of the
evening. The president referred to Dr. Gould's early
career and his hard work :

—
" We have thus met," he said,

" that we may extend to Dr. Gould our most cordial

welcome, to show him our high respect for his character
and attainments, to express to him our deep sympathy
for all the severe trials he has been called upon to

encounter, and to prove to him in every possible way
how proud we are of his high fame, world-wide, as one of
the greatest astronomers of this or any former age. . . .

" When the opportunity presented itself for doing a far

greater work than that, in my opinion, accomplished by
any astronomer now living, and equalled in extent and
importance by but few in any previous age, a work so

vast in its design that its mere suggestion might well

have staggered a much younger man, he already having
passed what is considered the prime of life, courageously
took the great step and exiled himself from home, con-
scious that it was a work which he could scarcely hope to

live to complete. He buried himself in a country so far

away and so little known that it might well have seemed
another world, and with no hope of reward such as the

world generalk' values for all the cause he loves with
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such devotion—the cause of science. He sailed with his
family for Buenos Aires, and there for fifteen years he
has been searching the heavens by night, and making his
calculations by day, till he has finished a complete cata-
logue of the stars of the southern hemisphere. And in
this great work, the greatest perhaps ever known, an exile
from home, almost alone and unaided, feeling that on the
continuance of his life and strength depended its accom-
plishment, he braved and endured all with a courage and
devotion worthy of our highest admiration."

In reply to the toast of "his health, Dr. Gould spoke as
follows :

—

My Dear Friends,—Would that I knew how to give some fit

expression to my deep sense of your kindness, and to my gratitude
for this delightful manifestation of your approval and regard. No
man could fail to be profoundly moved, or to indulge a pardonable
pride, under such circumstances ; and it is only natural that one,
who is perhaps too sensitive to the opinions of those whom he
loves and esteems should find it difficult to control his emotions
or to give full utterance to his thanks.

If the pursuance of my appointed task has entailed sacrifices,

the chief among them has certainly been the long separation from
the friends at home, whose companionship, encouragement and
sympathy were always my greatest source of happiness, outside
the narrow limits of domestic life. But there has been something
more than mere separation ; for, however cherished and abiding
may be our memory in the hearts of the friends spared to us for
that reunion to which we are always yearningly looking forward,
there still remains the consciousness that we have ceased to form
an element in their lives, and that all human associations become
dulled by the lapse of time. Had I been able to foresee this
welcome from those to whom I am most closely bound by ties of
affection, sympathy and respect, the anticipation would have
lightened many a wear}- hour, and given new strength when
courage threatened to fail.

You, my dear classmates of forty years ago, like the other
friends around us here, need not be reminded that public speak-
ing was never comprised in the short list of my attainments. It
will not surprise you ihat fifteen years' disuse of our native
language should have given me no greater command of it, nor
that an unremitting employment of telescopes and logarithm-
tables, should have made it no easier to face a large assemblage,
even though composed only of kind and indulgent friends. All
that I can do is to offer to all of you my overflowing thanks, and
to assure you that the long severance from friends and country,
now at last ended, shall give greater earnestness to my resolve
to atone in the future, as well as may be, for the past neglect of
my duties to them and to this community, in which I will never
abdicate my priceless birthright.

_
As you have implied in your too flattering words, that incen-

tive has never been wanting during my expatriation, which
came from the consciousness that whatever it might be within
my power to accomplish well, would be credited in part to our
native land. It is a source of pride to the Argentines that their
political organisation was modelled upon that of the United
States—that their precedents in constitutional law are based
upon the decisions of North American courts, and that the
word " America" vibrates in their ears with the same melody
we know so well. If a conquest from the realm of the unknown
be made by American effort, they rejoice in it, before considering
which is the hemisphere whence the soldiery came. And the
success of any laudable effort emanating from this western hemi-
sphere is doubly prized by them when the two Americas have
united for its accomplishment.

Science knows no narrow bounds of nationality
; yet who

would be so cruel or so unwise as to censure, or attempt to
weaken, the intense stimulus which is given by the hope that
what honour may attach to a good work will be reflected upon
one's own country ? Does not a part of the world's tribute to
a Franklin, Fulton, Bache, Henry, Agassiz, or Peirce—to an
Irving, Bryant, Prescott, Motley, or Longfellow (I name only
such as have left us)—belong to their country ? And is it ijot a
wholcLome incentive to the labourer that he should feel that a
portion of his reward will be assigned to his country, or even in
a wider sense, to his own continent, when this has started late
in the race, handicapped by the shortness of its history and the
restrictions of its past opportunities ?

From this point of view it may not be unseemly if I comply

with the request to relate briefly what has been attained at Cor-
doba in these fourteen and a half years, chiefly by North
Americans, labouring in the service of the Argentine nation,
which has never failed to aftbrd them all needful support and
encouragement.
The undertaking began, as you know, with the project of a

private astronomical expedition, for which my friends in Boston
and its vicinity had promised the pecuniary means. The selec-
tion of Cordoba, as an especially desirable place, was chiefly
due to our lamented countryman, Gilliss, whose astronomical
mission to Santiago dc Chile had resulted in extensive and valu-
able observations of southern stars, and in the establishment of a
national observatory, while it had enabled him to form a sound
judgment as to the relative advantages of different points in

South America for astronomical purposes, notwithstanding the
total want of trustworthy meteorological data. This choice of
place was confirmed by the counsel of the Argentine ^Minister to
this country. That minister was Sarmiento, a man who needs
no encomium here, for, during his brief residence in the United
States, he gained an exceptional number of friends and admirers.
He transmitted to his Government, then under the presidency of
Gen. Milre, my application for certain privileges and assur-
ances, all of which were at once cordially conceded ; but his

interest in the plan became furthermore so great that when, soon
afterwards, he was himself elected President, he obtained the
assent of the Argentine Congress to the establishment of a
national observatoi-y, and wrote asking me to change my plans
accordingly. The official invitation was sent in due time by the
Minister of Public Instruc'ion, Dr. Avellaneda. The Govern-
ment assumed the expense of the instruments and equipments
already bespoken, and authorised the engagement of the requisite

assistants.

In 1874 Dr. Avellaneda succeeded .Sarmiento in the presi-

dency, and in iSSo he was himself succeeded by Gen. Roca.
Thus, four successive administrations have encouraged and sus-

tained the undertaking ; and, notwithstanding the high political

excitement which often prevails, and might easdy have disinclined

the members of any one party to give cordial aid to institutions

established or fostered by its opponents, there has never been
wanting a spirit of decided friendliness to the Observatory and to

the scientific interests which have been developed under its

auspices. No president of the nation, and no minister of the
department under which the Observatory is placed, has failed to
give strong practical evidence of his good will ; there has been
none of them to whom I do not owe a debt of gratitude ; I have
never made an official request which has not been granted, and
almost always in such a way as to enhance the favour. And, just

as the official founders of the Observatory met us with a cordial

welcome on our arrival, so the Government of to-day has over-

whelmed me with kindness and tokens of regard on my de-
parture. On ihe very last evening before embarking—when it

was my privilege to receive the farewells of a crowded .assem-

blage in the halls of the Argentine Geographical Institute, and
to hear words of sympathy and commendation from the lips of
Gen. Sarmiento, my earliest Argentine friend, speaking in behalf
of that Society— I replied, in the few words which alone were
possible at the time, but with all sincerity and truthfulness, as

follows :

—

" It was you, sir, who provided the opportunity for which I

was yearning ; it was the Argentine Republic which made it

easy for me to avail myself of it ; it has been the National
Government which, in its various phases, and under so many
different administrations, always provided all needful means and
resources ; it is the Argentine people which has accompanied me
in my tasks, giving support by their sympathy and incentive by
their kindness."

The original purpose of the expedition was to make a thorough
survey of the southern heavens by means of observations in

zones between the parallel of 30° and the polar circle ; but the
plan grew under the influence of circumstances, until the scrutiny

comprised the whole region from the tropic to within 10° of the

pole—somewhat more than 57° in width, instead of 37°. Al-
though it was no part of the original design to perform all the

numerical computations, and still less to bring the results into

the form of a finished catalogue, it has been my exceptional

privilege, unique in astronomical history so far as I am aware, to

enjoy the means and opportunity for personally supervising all

that vast labour, and to see the results published in their

definite, permanent form. Of course this has required time.

The three years which I had purposed devoting to the less
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complete work have been drawn out to nearly fifteen ; and you
will comprehend what that implies for one who loves the friends

of his youth, his kindred, and his country. Yet even here there

has been consolation. For, while the work has demanded all

that period, it did not absorb the whole time, and opportunity

was left for other studies. Among the astronomical ones it has

been possible to examine all the stars as bright as the seventh

magnitude, up to 10° of north declination, for careful estimates

of their respective brilliancy, and to refonn the arrangement

and boundaries of the southern constellations. Also to carry

out the observations and computations for another stellar cata-

logue, more precise than that of the zones, and extending over

the whole southern hemisphere. The total number of stars in

this catalogue is less than in the other ; but that of the ob-

servations is greater, since each star has been observed several

times, as well as with greater precision. This catalogue, too,

is at last finished and in the hands of the printer, and thus

it is that I am once more at home with you, my cherished

friends.

I am hopeful that the data now collected may throw some
additional light upon the great problem of the distribution of the

stars in space. Yet, even should these prove insufficient, there

is reason to believe that the new labours, already begun by my
successor, Dr. Thome, who has been connected with the ob-

servatory from the veiy first, will provide whatever additional

information may be needful for the purpose. Among the other

researches which have gone forward, while the preparation of

the zone-catalogue dragged its slow length along, has been a

study of the meteorology of the country. The absolute lack of

information on the subject had forced itself unpleasantly upon
my notice when endeavouring to select the most suitable place

for the observatory ; and, ps it would have been disgraceful for

any scientific inquirer to reside in the country without trying to

supply the want in some degree, I succeeded in enlisting the aid

of various educated men and women in different parts of the

countryandadjacentones. Tne Government and Congress acceded

to my recommendation that a modest sum should be annually

appropriated for the purchase of barometers, thermometers,
rain-gauges, &c. , to be lent to volunteer observer-;, and for

arranging, computing, and publishing the results. In this way
was organised, in 1S72, the Argentine Meteorological Office,

which has established no less than fifty-two stations, scattered

from the Andes to the .\tlantic, and from Bolivia to Tierra del

Fuego. At the end of the year 1884 there were already twenty-

three points at which the observations had been continuously

made, three times a day, for at least four years, and sixteen

others at which they had already been continued for more than

two years. These have provided the necessary data for con-

structing the isothermal lines, with tolerable precision, for all of

South America from the torrid zone to Cape Horn. Some
little has also been accomplished in determining local constants

of terrestrial magnetism ; and our determinations of geographical

position have nearly kept pace with the extension of the tele-

graph wires. The beats of the Cordoba clock have been heard

and automatically recorded amid the plash both of Atlantic and
Pacific waves. And the series of longitude determinations

made by the United Stales naval expeditions, between Buenos
Aires and Europe on the one side, under Capt. Green, and
between the United States and Valparaiso under Capt. Davis

on the other, give, when combined with the two South American
measurements, values for the longitude of Cordoba, which differ

only by one-sixth of a second— this being the total amount of

the aggregate errors of the several determinations in a series

which, passing through Brazil, the Cape Verde Islands,

Madeira, Portugal, England, Ireland, Newfoundland, the

United States, Central America, and down the coasts of

Ecuador, Peru, and Chile, completes the full circuit at Cordoba
again.

But I will not descant upon collateral matters, nor convert

this gathering of friends into an astronomical lecture-room.

There are but two points more that I wish to mention.
One is, that I cherish a hope that our sojourn at Cordoba may

hereafter be considered as marking an epoch in a new method of

astronomical observation, namely, the photographic. The in-

ception and introduction of this method belongs to our country-
man, Mr. Rutherfurd ; and it was only through his friendly aid

in several ways that I was enabled to give it a larger scope, in

spite of many obstacles. Now I can report that every important
cluster of stars in the southern hemisphere has been repeatedly

photographed at Cordoba with a precision of definition in the

stellar images which permits accurate microscopic measurement ;

that these measurements are at present actively going on, and
that the Argentine Government has undertaken to provide the

means for their continuance under my supervision. It may be
that I over-estimate the importance of this new method ; but I

confess that my expectations are very high. Another year ought

to show us whether they are exaggerated or not.

The other point is, that a very large share of the merit which
you so liberally attribute to me belongs to the faithful staff cf

fellow workers, with whose assistance I have been singularly

favoured. Their unselfish devotion to the great undertakings ir,

which they took part, their loyalty, trustworthiness and ability,

have, in the great majority of cases, been beyond all praise.

Happily, their faithful and inestimable services to science are

placed on durable record ; and yet unborn astronomers will know,
at least in part, how great have been their deserts. The senior

of them. Dr. John M. Thome, whose services began in 1S70,

before \^'e started southward, is now director of the Observatory,

where he has begun a new and important work, which will do
honour to him and to the institution. Another, Mr. Walter G.
Davis, who has laboured most earnestly and efficiently for eight

and a half years, is now director of the Meteorological Office,

which is assuming large proportions, and under which he is now
organising at Cordoba a meteorological station of the highest

class. One noble young man, Mr. Stevens, was summoned,
without an instant's warning, to a higher rewar I than earth could

give, leaving no memories behind him other than of affection,

admiration, and respect. It was a sore loss for us, and for the

bereaved parents in New Hampshire, to whom he was their only

earthly stay and staff. Had he lived, his friends and country

would have had abundant cause for pride in him. As it is, the

number of those who love and honour his memory may perhaps

be smaller, but their pride and admiration are no less, than had
they seen the full harvest instead of the rich promise only. Mr.

Bachmann, a native of Austria, who laboured with us for more
than ten years, is now at the head of the Argentine Naval

Academy in Buenos Aires, with more than three hundred pupils

and an elegant little observatory, where he finds repose from

administrative cares, in astronomical work analogous to that to

which he gave his energies at Cordoba. He has already under-

taken some longitude-determinations and arranged a time-ball,

which is probably by this time giving daily signals by which the

shipping in the outer roads, twelve miles away, may correct and

rate their chronometers.

I have spoken longer than I intended, but will make no
apologies, for I know your friendly indulgence. It only remains

to say, for these Argentine scientific institutions, that I believe

their success is now assured. They will enter upon new and
enlarged fields of usefulness, as indeed they ought, for the world

moves. And for myself, that the remembrance of this occasion

and of your goodness will be a source of pride to me through

life, and to my children afterwards.

Hardly had the sound of Dr. Gould's voice died away
when he was the recipient of a splendid ovation, the

guests of the evening seeming to vie with each other in a

generous rivalry as to which should outdo the other in

rendering honour to the distinguished guest of the

evening.

The chairman, in introducing Dr. Oliver Wendell

Holmes, pleasantly referred to him as not a sinall star,

but one of the first magnitude. Dr. Holmes received just

such a welcome as he is entitled to, and which is always

accorded him, and in response thereto read the following

poem, which was received with round after round of

applause :

—

A Welcome to Dr. Benjamin ApxHORr Gould

Once more Orion and the sister Seven

Look on thee from the skies that hailed thy birth-

How shall we welcome thee, whose home was Heaven,

From thy celestial wanderings back to earth ?

Science has kept her midnight taper burning

To greet thy coming with its vestal flame :

^

Friendship has murmured, " When art thou returning?

"Not yet ! Not yet !
" the answering message came.
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Thine was unstinted zeal, unchilled devotion,

While the blue realm had kingdoms to explore

—

Patience, like his who ploughed the unfurrowed ocean.

Till o'er its margin loomed San Salvador.

Through the long nights I see thee ever waking,

Thy footstool earth, thy roof the hemisphere.

While with thy griefs our weaker hearts are aching,

Firm as thine equatorial's rock-based pier.

The souls that voyaged the azure depths before thee

Watch with thy tireless vigils, all unseen

—

Tycho and Kepler bend benignant o'er thee.

And with his toy-like lube the Florentine

—

He at whose word the orb that bore him shivered

To find her central sovereignty disowned,
While the wan lips of priest and pontiff quivered.

Their jargon stilled, their Baal disenthroned.

Flamsteed and Newton look with brows unclouded.

Their strife forgotten with its faded scars

—

(Titans, who found the world of space too crowded
To walk in peace among its myriad stars).

All cluster round thee—seers of earliest ages,

Persians, lonians, Mizraim's learned kings,

From the dim days of Shinar's hoary sages

To his who weighed the planet's fluid rings.

And we, for whom the northern heavens are li^h'ed.

For whom the storm has passed, the sun has smiltd,

Our clouds all scattered, all our stars united,

We claim thee, clasp thee, like a long-lost child.

Fresh from the spangled vault's o'crarching splendour,

Thy lonely pillar, thy revolving dome.
In heartfelt accents, proud, rejoicing, tender,

We bid thee welcome to thine earthly home.

The Rev. James Freeman Clarke in saying a word in

honour of " our friend, the eminent astronomer, who is

our guest to-night," remarked that

—

"We are on the verge of still greater discoveries than any
yet made, and our own country is prepared to do its full part in

the work. When the Russian Government wishes for a better

telescope than any now in Europe, it sends to Cambridgeport to

get it. Mr. Rutherfurd invents an instrument which gives us

the best photographs of the moon ever made. The Washington
Observatory discovers the two satellites of Mars. Prof. Langley,
in the midst of Pittsburg smoke, has made observations with
instruments of his own invention, with an account of which he is

now arousing great interest araongthemenof science of England.
Dr. Peters, of Clinton, N.Y., and Prof. Watson, of Ann Arbor,
have been the chief discoverers of the asteroids. Prof. Young
and Harkness first gave, in 1S69, the true theory of the solar

corona. The two Bonds, at the Cambridge Observatory, have
taken rank among the chief astronomers of our time. Our
friend. Prof Pickering, amid all his other labours, has invented
instruments of precision by which the light of the stars can be
measured with accuracy. And now we welcome home Dr.
Gould, who has given long years of labour in a far-off land, away
from home and friends, to complete his great work of a catalogue
of the southern stars. To him and to his noble wife who shared
l.ii labours, sustained his courage, was his companion in his

sacrifices, we give our thanks and our love to-night. We
sympathise with him in that great loss, and we thank God with
him that he and she had this great opportunity, and that they
were able to share together, side by side, the consciousness of
doing a work which will never be forgotten."

Other tributes were paid to the work of Dr. Gould by
Prof. Levering, of Harvard, Prof Pickering, of Harvard
Observatory, Dr. William Everett, Prof W. A. Rogers,
of Harvard. The last-named said that there is no
exaggeration in the statement that the work which Dr.
Gould has accomplished during the past thirteen years is

without a parallel in the annals of astronomy.

" First of all it needs to be said that in 1S70 there was no
Cordoba Observatory. I susj^ect, also, that it must be said that
astronomers had at that time little faith in the fulfilment of plans

which required that the Government of a South American Re-
public should persistently pursue, for a series of years, that wise,

enlightened and liberal policy which has made the Argentine
Republic a conspicuous example of !he way in which a govern-
ment may foster learning and research w ith the most encouraging

results. I do not know of a better way to give a clear idea of

the magnitude of this work than by comparing it with similar

work done previous to 1872. There are in the northern heavens,

between the north pole and a little distance below the equator,

about 4500 stars visible to the naked eye. These stars have
been oljserved with more or less regularity at various observa-

tories since about 1750. Within the same limits there are about

95,000 stars as bright or brighter than the ninth magnitude,
which are usually observed in narrow belts or zones, and such

stars are usually referred to as zone stars. The bright stars are

common to nearly all general catalogues, but the positions of the

fainter stars depend for the most part on two or three separate

observations. Dr. Gould has formed two catalogues since 1872

—a general catalogue of stars extending to the south pole, con-

taining 34,000 stars, and a catalogue of zone stars, numtiering

73,000. These two catalogues 1 epresent about 250,000 separate

observations. It is stated in one of the printed volumes that the

chronographic register of the transits, the pointing of the tele-

scope for declination, and the estimation of the magnitude have
all been done by Dr. Gould personally. The distinct and
Sep irate observations involved in this work must certainly exceed

1,000,000. I suppose there must be several gentlemen present

who have a realising sense of what a million really means, but

for myself I commonly say that it seems to me to be a very large

number. Having made less than 50,000 observations during

the lime covered by Dr. Gould's observa'ions, can you wonder
that this work, which seems so far beyond the limit of human
enduiance, is at once my amazement, my admiration, and—

I

must add—my despair ? The whole number of stars in the two
Cordoba catalogues is nearly three times as great as in any single

catalogue thus far constructed ; and it must be remembered in

this connection, that the great catalogues of Lalande, of Bessel,

of Argelander, and of Schjellerup, represent the labours of a
life-time. The total number of stars in all catalogues formed
previous to 1870, is about 260,000 as against the 105,000 stars

in the Cordoba catalogues. But there is another comparison
which may be made, which will reveal yet more clearly, not only

the magnitude of the work which Dr. Gould has now finished,

but the intense energy with which it has been pushed to com-
pletion. Since 1869 a confederation of fourteen observatories,

situated in different parts of the world, has been engaged in the

accurate determinations of the positions of the 100,000 stars to the

ninth magnitude, in the northern heavens. Up to 18S2 a total

of about 346,000 observations had been made. Considerable

progress had been made in this work before Dr. Gould left this

country for South America. His work, involving two-thirds as

many observations as all others cornbined, is completed, and is

all in the hands of the printer, while the actual formation of the

catalogue to be issued under the direction of the Astronomische
Gesellschaft can hardly be said to have been begun."

TELPHERAGE

ON Saturday, October 17,3 special train from Victoria

conveyed a party of about 200 guests, among whom
were many leading electricians, engineers, and other well-

known men of science, to Glynde, in Sussex, to witness
the ceremony of the opening of the first telpher line

erected in this country. The ceremony was performed
by the Viscountess Hampden, and was of an exceedingly
simple character ; on lifting a small box containing a
present which the Chairman of the Company invited her
ladyship to accept, electric communication was instantly

established between the dynamo in the engine-house and
the telpher line, and a train loaded with clay at once
began to move up an incline towards the Glynde Railway
Station, amidst the applause of the assembled spectators.

Whether this ceremony, which brought so many distin-

guished visitors down to Lord Hampden's estate on
Saturday, is the inauguration of a great commercial en-
terprise is beyond our province to inquire ; but it is

unquestionable that the slight flash seen when Lady
Hampden lifted the little box lying on the table in front
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of the engine-house marked the beginning of a new
departure in electro-technology.

Telpho'age has been defined as the transmission of

goods and passengers by means of electricity without

driver, guard, signalmen, or attendants. The conception
of propelling electrically a continuous stream of light

trains along an elevated single rail or rope was due to the

late Prof. Fleeming Jenkin, but, as stated by him in his

introductory address at the University of Edinburgh, he

did not see his way to carry this conception into practice

until he read the account of the electrical railway ex-

hibited by Professors Ayr ton and Perry at the Royal
Institution in 1882, when the idea of subdividing the

rubbed conductor into sections and providing an absolute

block for automatically preventing electric trains running
into one another was first publicly described. A com-
bination between these three gentlemen was then eftected,

which led ultimately to the formation of the Telpherage

Company and to the series of experiments, lasting for

over two years, on actual telpher lines erected at Weston
in Hertfordshire, on the estate of Mr. Pryor, the chairman
of the company. Various devices were worked out form-
ing the subject of patents, which, together with the other

patents of Professors Fleeming Jenkin, Ayrton, and Perry
in telpherage, previously taken out, are possessed by the

present Telpherage Company. At the commencement of

this year matters had sufficiently advanced for the erec-

tion of commercial telpher lines, and as a tramway or

road would have much interfered with the grazing and
hay growing carried on in the fields at Glynde, and, as in

addition these fields are under water during the winter,

telpherage appeared to furnish the cheapest and most
suitable mode of carrying the clay from the clay pits to

the London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway. Con-

sequently the Susse-x Portland Cement Company decided
to adopt this method of transport.

The line now opened is nearly a mile long, and com-
posed of a double set of steel rods each 66 feet long,
three-quarters of an inch in diameter, and 8 feet apart,
supported on wooden posts standing about 18 feet above
the ground, as seen in our illustration (Fig. i), which is

from a photograph taken of the line just before it crosses

the stream. On the death of the late lamented Prof.

Jenkin the construction of the Glynde telpher line was
left for completion in the hands of Prof. Perry, who was
then appointed the engineer to the company. The new line,

it must be understood, is more than a mere experimental

attempt. Although, as scientific men will appreciate, a

new undertaking must necessarily involve much tentative

experience, the programme carried out on Saturday
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marked the final result of the experiences gained by the

constructors under the direction of Prof. Perry, and the

Company are now regularly delivering clay at the Glynde
Railway Station for the use of the Newhaven Cement
Company at a price, as we are informed, of 'i\d. per ton.

The garlanded train which passed along the steel rod-

way on Saturday consisted of an electric locomotive, seen

in" Fig. I at about the middle of the train and propelled by
the electromotor M, and ten skeps, or buckets, which hang
by their travelling wheels from the steel line. Each skep

weighs loi lbs., and carries 250 to 300 lbs. of dry clay,

and, by distributing these evenly and somewhat widely

apart, the strain on the steel line is small although the

total weight of the train and clay is about two tons, also

as equal weights are simultaneously ascending and de-

scending similar inclines on the several spans the effect

of the sag on the mechanical resistance of the train is

neutralised, and little more resistance is experienced than

in hauling a similar train along a rigid road. The rate of

travelling is 4 to 5 miles an hour about two electric horse-

power only being necessary to be furnished at the engine-

house to propel the train at this speed, and the train is

under the control of a workman, who, by touching a key,

can start, stop, or reverse the train at pleasure. On the

arrival of each telpher train at the railway siding the

H \l

clay is emptied into the railway waggons bytthe skeps
being tipped over, this being effected either by a man
touching with a pole the handles which are seen in Fig. i

hanging down from the skeps, or automatically by these
handles coming successively into contact with a wooden
arm padded with india-rubber which is made to stand
out from the post where it is desired the clay is to be
emptied. One train will deliver the minimum amount of

clay (150 tons per week) required by the Cement Company,
but, if necessary, twenty trains can be run on the line

without fear of a collision as an absolute automatic block
is provided, and the trains are, moreover, governed auto-

matically so as to run up or down an incline at the same
speed.

This automatic governing of the speed of the train is

effected in two ways—first, there is a governor attached

to each motor, which interrupts the electric circuit, and
cuts off the power when the speed becomes too high

;

secondly, there is a brake which is brought into action

should the speed attain a still higher value. To avoid
the formation of a permanent electric arc when the circuit

is broken, the governor (Fig. i) is so arranged that the

diverging weights are in unstable equilibrium between
two stops—they fly out at about r/oo revolutions per
minute of the motor, and fly back at about i6ao. When
the circuit is closed the current is conveyed across the

metallic contact at C. When the weights \v w fly out this

contact is first broken, but no spark occurs because a
connection of small resistance is continued at B between
the piece of carbon and a piece of steel, which being
pressed out by a spring follows the carbon for a short

distance as the arm A begins to fly out. This contact is

next broken, producing an electric arc, which however is

instantly extinguished by the lever A flying out to the

dotted position. The brake is shown on Fig. 3, and con-

sists simply of a pair of weights, WW, which at a limiting

speed greater than 1700 revolutions per minute of the

motor press the brake blocks B B against the rim C C, and
introduce the necessary amount of retarding friction. In
practice, however, with the gradients such as exist at

Glynde, and which do not exceed i in 13, the economic
method of automatically cutting off the power with the

governor is all that is necessary to control the speed of

the train ; the brake rarely coming into action. With
steeper gradients, however, the brake would undoubtedly
be very useful.

The current required is 8 amperes per train, this

current being measured by an ammeter in the engine-
house, and by roughly timing the intervals when no current

is being given to a train, that is, when the governor is acting,

the particular hill the train is descending can be electrically

determined by practice, and so the progress of a train

^-=- -Af-©_
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along the telpher line can be approximately followed by
simply watching the ammeter in the engine-house. The
electric current is supplied from a 200-volt dynamo driven

by a steam-engine, and controlled by a Willans electric

governor which automatically varies the speed of the

engine and dynamo so as always to keep the electro-

motive force at 200 volts whatever be the number of

trains -running ; hence the starting or stopping, of one
telpher train in no way affects the speed of the remainder.

It is obvious that water-power or any other source of

power can be used where available, even when the

source of power is at a considerable distance from the

line. By means of compensating gear the tension of the

line is so regulated that it can never exceed actons on

each rod, whatever the temperature, and for straining the

steel rods, when first erected, up to the right tension an

ingenious arrangement has been devised during the con-

struction of the line of vibrating them and determining

the strain on a rod from the number of vibrations it

makes per minute.
The way in which a single wheel track is made to serve

for one train, or rather two wheel tracks for two trains,

instead of the necessity of having four wheel tracks for

two trains, as in the ordinary electric railways, is seen

from Fig. 4. D is the dynamo maintaining two long con-

ductors permanently at different potentials indicated by
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the signs + and - of each section. The wheels l and T
of one train, and Li and Ti of the other, are insulated from

their trucks and joined by a conductor attached respec-

tively to the terminals of the motor M and Mj. A current

consequently is always passing from a + section to a —
section through each motor. Mechanically then each

train is supported by what is practically one continuous

steel rod, but in reality at the tops of the posts the rods

are electrically subdivided into sections and joined across

by insulated wires, one of which may be seen at the top

of the posts in Fig. I. The wires connecting the two
skeps with the motor, shown in Fig. 4, are not seen in

Fig. I, as they were too thin to appear in the photograph
from which this figure was taken. To prevent the metallic

wheels of the skeps short circuiting the two sections as

they cross the tops of the posts, there are insulated gap
pieces, which may be seen in Fig. I, at the tops of the

posts where the steel rod is electrically divided.

Various devices have been tried for gripping the rod to

obtain the hold necessary to enable the locomotive to

haul the train, and these, with many ingenious plans of

nest gearing {or economically communicating the power
given out by the very quickly revolving electro-motor to

the much more slowly moving wheels of the telpher loco-

motive, formed the subject of Prof Jenkin's lecture at the

Society of Arts in the spring of 1884. Practically, how-
ever, it is found that for moderate inclines direct driving,

with pitch chains, of two wheels with india-rubber treads

gives a gravitation grip sufficiently large for satisfactory

haulage ; hence the expense of the locomotive, the com-
plexity and wear and tear of its parts combined with the
risk of its getting out of order have been all most mate-
rially reduced during the last twelve months.
As the result of the experience gained in the con-

struction of the Glynde line, it is estimated that a
similar line could now be erected at short notice for a
total cost of 1200/., including engine, dynamo, permanent
way, and five trains, with locomotives to carry 100 tons
daily ; the working expenses, including coal, attendance,
and depreciation, being less than yi. per ton per mile upon
the material carried. A double Ime like that at Glynde,
ten miles long, worked heavily, would carry material at a
cost of 2d. per ton per mile, the skeps being empty on
their return journey. The larger part of the original cost

of the Telpher line is due to dynamos and rolling stock.

This plant can be increased, as we are informed, in pro-
portion to the work required, so that there is a very
moderate increase of cost in the rate per ton per mile for

a small traffic, as compared with a larger one. On the
other hand, a line constructed for a small traffic will

accommodate a much larger one with no fresh outlay on
the line itself

Leaving these facts and figures to speak for them-
selves, it now only remains to point out the advan-
tages claimed for this system of electric carriage. In
the first place the facility with which such a line can be
run up and carried over uneven ground or across streams,
high fences, and deep ditches, where an ordinary railway
would involve serious expense, is sufficiently obvious. A
Telpher line need not, as a railway necessarily does,
impede the ordinary agricultural operations, but may be
carried over fields and pasture lands with little incon-
venience. The Telpher line is, moreover, in itself a
source of power which can be simultaneously tapped at

any desired points and made to assist in the work of
agriculture, as the visitors on Saturday had an oppor-
tunity of witnessing when, by means of a motor con-
nected with the line, a turnip-cutter was put into opera-
tion. The possibility of utilising natural sources of power
like falling water, and of working the line at great distances
from such sources will, as already stated, be evident to our
readers. A special advantage claimed for the new system
is the ease with which the trains can go round sharp
curves without loss of power, since electricity, having no

momentum, experiences no loss in going round a corner,

whereas, with the overhead wire haulage system, as used

in Spain and elsewhere, there is both considerable friction

and great wear and tear of the running wire ropes where

they go round sharp curves.

The constructors of the Glynde Line are careful to

point out that the present line is far from perfect ;
un-

necessary gradients have been introduced in order to

show how the system can be carried over uneven land,

and many other improvements have suggested them-

selves in the course of their experience, of which ad-

vantage would be taken in future undertakings. In face

of these disadvantages, the success which marked
Saturday's proceedings renders Telpherage, as a system,

a very hopeful and cheap method of transference, and the

Company is to be congratulated in having taken the first

initiative step in this new application of electricity.

That Telpherage will ever come into serious competition

with the large railways is not intended, for the state-

ment made by the Company is to the effect that the

function of the Telpher line is not to compete with rail-

ways, but to do cheaply the work of horses and carts,

light tramways, and the wire rope haulage system, and
this, we think, it has a good chance of successfully

accomplishing.

THE MELDOMETER
THE apparatus which I propose to call by the above

name (fxeXSui, to melt) consists of an adjunct to the

mineralogical microscope, whereby the melting points of

minerals may be compared or approximately determined
and their behaviour watched at high temperatures either

alone or in the presence of reagents.

As I now use it it consists of a narrow ribbon of plati-

num (2mm. wide) arranged to traverse the field of the

microscope. The ribbon, clamped in two brass clamps
so as to be readily renewable, passes bridgewise over a

little scooped-out hollow in a disk of ebony (4 cm. diam.).

The clamps also take wires from a battery (3 Groves cells),

and an adjustable resistance being placed in circuit the

strip can be thus raised in temperature up to the melting

point of platinum.

The disk being placed on the stage of the microscope
the platinum strip is brought into the field of a i" ob-

jective, protected by a glass slip from the radiant heat.

The observer is sheltered from the intense light at high

temperatures by a wedge of tinted glass, which further

can be used in photometrically estimating the temperature

by using it to obtain extinction of the field. Once for all

approximate estimations of the temperature of the field

might be made in terms of the resistance of the platinum

strip, the variation of such resistance with rise of tempe-
rature being known. Such observations being made on a

suitably protected strip might be compared with the

wedge readings, the latter being then used for ready de-

terminations. Want of time has hindered me from making
such observation up to this.

The mineral to be experimented on is placed in small

fragments near the centre of the platinum ribbon, and
closely watched whiie the current is increased, till the

melting point of the substance is apparent. Up to the

present I have only used it comparatively, laying frag-

ments of different fusibilities near the specimen. In

this way I have melted beryl, orthoclase, and quartz. I

was much surprised to find the last mineral melt below
the melting-point of platinum. I have, however, by me
as I write, a fragment, formerly clear rock-crystal, so

completely fused that between crossed Nicols it behaves
as if an amorphous body, save in the very centre where a

speck of flashing colour reveals the remains of molecular

symmetry. Bubbles have formed in the surrounding

glass.
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Orthoclase becomes a clear glass filled with bubbles :

—

at a lower temperature beryl behaves in the same way.
Topaz whitens to a milky glass—apparently decom-

posing, throwing out filmy threads of clear glass and
bubbles of glass which break, liberating a gas (fluorine?)

which, attacking the white-hot platinum, causes rings of

colour to appear round the specimen. I have now been
using the apparatus for nearly a month, and in its earliest

days it led me right in the diagnosis of a microscopical
mineral, iolite, not before found in our Irish granite, I

think. The unlooked-for characters of the mineral,

coupled with the extreme minuteness of the crystals, led

me previously astray, until my meldometer fixed its fusi-

bility for me as far above the suspected bodies.

Carbon slips were at first used, as I was unaware of the
capabilities of platinum.

A form of the apparatus adapted, at Prof. Fitzgerald's

suggestion, to fit into the lantern for projection on the

screen has been made for me by Yeates. In this form
the heated conductor passes both below and above the
specimen, which is regarded from a horizontal direction.

J. JOLY
Physical Laboratory, Trinity College, Dublin,

November i

NOTES
Our readers will hear with regret that Prof. Huxley has

placed in the hands of the Council of the Royal Society his

resignation of the office of President, and that the Council have

felt it their duty to accept that resignation. It would appear

that Prof. Huxley had wished to resign so long ago as November
last, when he had decided to winter abroad, and again, last

summer, he definitely placed his resignation in the hands of the

Council. On both these former occasions Prof. Huxley was

induced to continue in office, in the hopes that he would soon

regain complete health. On the present occasion we gather that

the resignation was accepted, because, though Prof. Huxley is

rapidly improving in health, the cares of the presidential chair

seemed likely to prove a hindrance to his complete recovery

being so rapid as could be desired. We feel sure that the whole

scientific world will share the regret of the Council of the Royal

Society at the necessity of such a step, but we also feel that

every one must recognise the wisdom of the decision. We may
add that every one hopes that freedom from the responsibilities

of office may soon convert the marked improvement in Prof.

Huxley's health, visible to all his friends, into complete and

perfect restoration.

We understand that Prof. Stokes has consented to allow

himself to be nominated as Prof. Huxley's successor in the

presidential chair. We believe that this choice of the Council

will give universal satisfaction to the Fellows of the Society
;

while it makes Prof. Stokes doubly the successor of Newton,

it does honour to the Society.

A CONSIDERAHLE portion of the "Zoological Record " for

1884 has already been issued to subscribers ; the Reports on

Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, and Hymenopteri, by Mr. W. F.

Kirby, were issued in September, and those on Reptiles, Fishes,

Mollusca, Tunicata, Polyzoa, and Brachiopoda last week. The

remaining parts are in a very forward state, Mr. W. L. Sclater,

B.A., having undertaken the Mammalia in the place of Dr.

Murie.

The French Government has just created a certain number of

travelling-juries. This is a modified form of an institution esta-

blished by the first Republic. In the organic law of the Institut

it was ordained that the Institut was to select yearly ten citizens

to travel abroad and collect information useful to science, com-

merce, and agriculture. These scientific travellers will not be

appointed by the Academy of Sciences or the whole Institut, but
by a special administrative commission on the basis of a com-
petitive examination.

While so much public attention is attracted by the second

part of the Greville "Memoirs," it will interest our readers to

learn that the acute and observant Clerk to the Council, who, on

the whole, had a very low idea of the great men with whom he

came in contact, possessed a great respect for the men of science

of his generation. Under March 17, 183S, we find the follow-

ing interesting entry ("Memoirs," vol. i. p. 78):
—"Went to

the Royal Institution last night in hopes of hearing Faraday

lecture, but the lecture was given by Mr. Pereira upon crystals,

a subject of which he appeared to be master, to judge by his

facility and fluency ; but the whole of it was unintelligible to me.

Met Dr. Buckland and talked to him for an hour, and he intro-

duced me to Mr. Wheatstone, the inventor of the electric tele-

graph, of the progress of which he gave us an account. I wish

I had turned my attention to these things and sought occupation

and amusement in them long ago. I am satisfied that, apart

from all considerations of utility, or even of profit, they afford a

very pregnant source of pleasure and gratification. There is a

cheerfulness, an activity, an appearance of satisfaction in the

conversation and demeanour of scientific men that conveys a

lively notion of the pleasure they derive from their pursuits. I

feel ashamed to go among such people when I compare their

lives with my own, their knowledge with my ignorance, their

brisk and active intellects with my dull and sluggish mind,

become sluggish and feeble for want of exercise and care."

The first volume of "Geology, Chemical, Physical, and

Stratigraphical," by Prof. Joseph Prestwich, F.R.S., will be

ready for publication immediately by the Clarendon Press-

This work is a general treatise on Geology adapted both for

elementary and advanced students. Vol. I. treats of questions

in chemical and physical geology, and special attention is paid

to such subjects, among others, as Hydro-Geology, the geological

bearings of the recent deep-sea explorations, volcanic action,

joints, mineral veins, the age of mountain ranges, and meta-

morphism. Vol. II., which is far advanced, treats of strati-

graphy and palceontology,, and touches upon various theoretical

questions. The author advocates the non-uniformitayian views

of geology. The book is copiously illustrated with woodcuts,

maps, and plates.

Father Denza, according to the Times Rome correspon-

dent, writing from the Observatory of Moncalieri, gives inter-

esting particulars of a remarkable shower of dust which fell in

various parts of Italy in the night of October 14-15. This

dust-shower accompanied the violent gale of wind which

occurred at the time, and seems to have fallen thickest in

places situated more or less in the latitude of Rome. Father

Denza regards the dust as meteoric. Mr. Abercromby writes

to the Times to point out that this is probably premature, if by

meteoric Father Denza means the product of meteors. But is it

not probable that by meteoric sand he simply means sand which

falls as "a meteor" or meteorological phenomenon? As Mr.

Abercromby points out, this dust probably came from the

Sahara.

An interesting series of papers, copiously illustrated by ch.arts,

and comparative tables, is appearing in Naturen, on the climate

of Norway. The author. Dr. Hesselberg, enters fully into the

various causes on which depend the great differences between

the inland and littoral climates, and notes in detail the varying

relations of temperature for each month in the interior, and on

the coast. From these tables it would appear that while in

Norway, generally, the five months, from November to March

inclusive, exhibit a purely winter temperature, no single month
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presents throughout a complete summer temperature. The

remaining four months pass through the various stages of tem-

perature between winter and summer. In the more northern

and more elevated parts of the interior not a single month of the

year is free from the risk of night-frost, while in such localities

frost occurs on from 225 to 230 days in the year. On the coast-

lands, on the other hand, the mean winter temperature is gene-

rally from 2° to 3° Cels. above the freezing point, and here the

greatest cold occurs in February, while in the interior December

and January are the coldest months.

We learn, from a recent report by Herr Reusch, of the con-

dition of the Bommelo gold-mines worked by Messrs. O.scar and

Daw, that gold to the value of 8000 kroner has been obtained

during the three months in which these works have been in

operation. The writer believes the mines may be made remu-

nerative, but only moderately so, and provided they are worked

with care and economy, and he emphatically warns his country-

men not to waste time and money, as has frequently been done

in Norway, in seeking for gold in localities where the existence

of any appreciable quantity of quartz is not well attested before-

liand. He, moreover, points out the fallacy of believing that

any large proportion of the auriferous quartz deposits of Norway

are capable of yielding more than the mere fragmentary traces

which are so constantly met with. Quite recently, indeed, the

presence of gold has been shown in new localities, Herr Hansen

having obtained in the quartz at Haugesund a number of micro-

scopically small granules of the precious metal with titanic iron,

while at Msland, in Bommelo, about four miles from the spot

where the first finds were made, he extracted gold after crushing

and washing the white quartz which occurs in large lumps, accu-

mulated on a hillock about 5 feet high, by 36 in length, and 13

in breadth.

PfeRE Dechevrens, the head of the Zi-ka-wei Observatory

near Shanghai, has published a pamphlet entitled, "The
IVIeteoroIogical Elements of the Climate of Shanghai ; Twelve

Years of Observations made at Zi-ka-wei by the Missionaries of

the Society of Jesus." It is a series of tables containing "all

the information that meteorology can supply concerning the

climate of Shanghai." A complete meteorological period in

China is said to be about eleven years, and consequently this

pamphlet em'-races one such period. The tables show maximum
and minimum, mean and normal readings of the barometer and

thermometer, intensity of solar radiation, relative and absolute

humidity, nebulosity, rainfall, and direction and velocity of the

wind for every month throughout the twelve years, conveniently

tabulated for comparison. There is also a table of eight years'

observations of ozone, and a special section is devoted to terres-

trial magnetism. Explanations are given in most cases of the

methods of taking the various observations, and the objects

which they serve. The readings are all given according to

English methods of computation ; but for the convenience of

those who are more familiar with the metric barometer scale and

the centigrade degrees of temperature, tables for the conversion

of the English into the Continental systems are given.

Amongst the anthropological papers recently issued by the

Smithsonian Institution, special intere t attaches to the memoir

by Lieut. C. E. Vreeland and Dr. J. F. Brandsford on the

antiquities recently discovered on the Pantaleon estate, near

Santa Lucia, Guatemala. This place, which lies about

thirty miles north-west of Escuintla on the railway from

San Jose to the city of Guatemala, \\as visited in 1S84 by

the authors for the purpose of photographing the objects,

which had here been observed two years previously by Dr.

Brandsford, and earlier by Dr. Habel. Several of the finest

specimens had been removed to Berlin, where an account

of them was published by Dr. Adolph Bastian. Those here

described and figured from the photographs form a group of

remarkable sculptures, all of black basalt or hard lava mounted

on a low wall round the fountain of the Pantaleon courtyard,

and disposed in front of a grand central piece raised on a pedestal.

This figure, which is in an excellent state of preservation, the

nose alone being injured, is a new revelation in native American

art, characterised by great strength and simplicity of outline.

It is well formed, the lines simple and clearly cut, without a

trace of the usual conventional style. Majesty is so plainly

stamped on the countenance, that it was known to the Indians by

the name of El Rey—the king. The brow, the eyes, and the

nose, as far as can be judged, are in good shape and well pro-

portioned ; the mouth hard, the chin firm and full of character.

Near it stands the head of an old person whose venerable

appearance is heightened by the deep lines on brow and cheek.

In contrast to this is another head of an old person, where calm-

ness of expression is replaced by the inexpressible sadness of

age with blindness. As in the case of some other figures, the

eyes are here represented as hanging from the sockets, the balls

resting on the cheeks. The chin and lower lip protrude, while

the upper lip has fallen in as from the loss of teeth. To the

long ears are appended large pear-shaped ornaments, and the

turban-like headdress is surmounted with a little Tam O'Shanter

cap. All the figures show real artistic skill, far beyond the

elaborate but fantastic style of the conventional sculptures found

at Copan and other parts of Central America.

A BORE-HOLE made about two years ago to a depth of

52 metres into the older Devonian strata near Burgbrohl on the

Rhine, yields a large and steady supply of carbonic acid gas

(with water) which is variously utilised. In a recent paper to

the Niederrheinische Gesellschaft in Bonn, Herr Heusler says

the normal quantity of gas amounts to about 2160 cubic metres

in twenty-four hours. The supply having proved constant, a

compressing apparatus was set up last autumn ; the gas being

taken directly over the bore hole. The present system produces

per minute from 500 litres of gaseous CO;., I litre of liquid,

weighing I kilogram. As the liquefaction depends on the

external air- temperature, and is impossible at a temperature over

30-9 C. (the critical point), it is necessary in high temperatures

to cool the apparatus, and the water of the spring (which keeps

at 12°) serves for this. The pressure employed ranges from

about 50 to 70 atmospheres. The wrought-iron vessels for

despatch of the liquid contained about S litres, or 8 kilograms,

and are tested to about 250 atmospheres ; they very rarely

explode. The enormous expansion of carbonic acid with rise

of temperature yields a pressure which is utilised, it is known,

for compression of steel and other casts, and Messrs. Krupp at

Essen have thus got, e.g. a pressure of 1200 atmospheres for a

temperature rise of 200' C. Among other rises are pressure of

beer, impregnation of natural water, apparatus for fire extinction,

motor force for torpedoes, &c. Solid carbonic acid is to a large

extent produced from liquid by opening the cock of the vessel

into a canvass bag tied over the mouth.

Ix his recent investigation of pile-dwellings of the Lake of

Bienne, Dr. Studer has met with two extreme types of human

skulls—the brachycephalic and the dolichocephalic ; the former

(at Schaffis and Luschery) belonging to the pure Stone period,

and the latter (found at Vinelz and Sutz) to the Bronze period.

The facts point to an invasion by the bronze men, involving a

complete transformation of the group of domestic animals ; the

horse appears for the first time, and new races of sheep and dogs

drive out the old forms of the Stone period. The occurrence of

mesocephalic, and even much shortened, skulls in the Bronze

period shows that there was no extinction of the brachycephalic

race, but that the two races mixed. This mixture of races in

prehistoric times increases the difficulty of tracing back the skull-
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forms of the present population. Dr. Studer suggests that the

Rhaetian short-headed type may be referred to the old dwellers

of the Stone period, in which case the prevalent dark hair, eyes,

and skin of the present natives of Graiibiinden may recall the

aspect of the older prehistoric race. There is also a large dark

population about the lakes in Canton Berne.

M. Vernet has recently made a number of physiological

observations on himself during eighteen ascents of high Alpine

summits (between 1680 and 4638 metres in height). He finds

that the strong muscular efforts made both in mounting and

descending caused a rise of temperature of about I •64° to i'70°

C. on an average ; a rise in the pulse from about 75 to 83 in a

minute, and an increase in the respiratory acts from about 21 to

25 in a minute. A few hours' rest after the effort ceased brought

back the temperature to its normal value. Other muscular efforts,

such as riding, wood-sawing or chopping, &c., had quite the

same effect. The author's observations are detailed in the

Arc/lives dcs Sciences.

The School of Anthropology, created a few years ago under

the auspices of the city of Paris, has opened its 18S5-86 session.

The course of lectures delivered by M. de Mortillet on pre-

historic anthropology will be illustrated for the first time by a

series of projections. English anthropologists will learn with

pleasure that M. Gabriel de Mortillet, who was one of the com-
panions of Agassiz, has been elected representative of the Seine

et Oise Department.

The engineers of the French Service are establishing a tele-

phonic communication between Paris and Rheims, 160 kilometres

from Paris. The Paris terminus of this line will be the Exchange.

A sum of one franc for each five minutes will be charged for

conversation. As soon as this line is finished the work will

begin of connecting Rouen with Paris (126 kilometres). Rouen
has been already connected with Havre, 78 kilometres distant,

by a telephonic line. Conversation between these two cities

is very easily held. It is the success of this system which led to

further extension on larger distances.

On October 9, between 9 and 10 a.m., two severe shocks of

earthquake were felt on the Lis Island, in the parish of Sorunda,
in Sweden. In the school-house, while teaching was going on,

two severe shocks were felt like two blows from an enor-

mous hammer in the north-western corner of the building.

In this corner the windows rattled, the floor swayed, and
rumbling like that of distant thunder was heard. Simultaneously
a great thunderstorm passed over the district, accompanied by
heavy rain. It has, however, been ascertained beyond doubt
that the shocks were not due to the former, as the shocks were
felt by many persons out of doors. The earthquake went from
west to east.

Since 7S80, when diggings for amber were commenced under
the Smaland Peninsula in East Prussia, the yield of the veins

here has greatly increased. In 1S64 the revenue was 1700.''.

against 25,000/. in 1883.

Mr. William Cameron, F.G.S., the Singapore papers
state, has been appointed Honorary Explorer and Geologist to

the Straits Settlements. "Honorary Explorer" is a curious

office, and we cannot recollect ever having heard of one before
;

but as Mr. Cameron, it is to be presumed, has accepted these

two honorary offices, they must be of some assistance to him in

his explorations in the Malay Peninsula. One so rarely hears
of an Honorary Colonial governor, secrelary, treasurer, or other
official, that an " Honorary Colonial Explorer" is something of

a rara avis, and as such deserves to be specially chronicled.

The additions to^the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Macaque Monkey [Macacus cynonwlgus i )

,

a Bonnet Monkey {A/ucacus siiiicns] 9 ) from India, presented by
Mr. C. E. McCheane ; a Macaque 'Monkey {Macacus ctio-

molgus i ) from India, presented by Mr. C. Canfor ; a Mexican
Deer (Cariacus mexicanus i ) from Florida, presented by Mr.

G. B. H. Marton ; two Spotted- tailed Dasyures (Dasyiirus

luaculatus i 9 ), three Short-headed Phalangers [Belideus hrivi-

ceps <J i 9 ) from South Australia, presented by Sir W. C. F.

Robinson, K.C.M.G. ; an Osprey {Pandion haliivtus), captured

at sea, presented by Capt. Morgan ; an Alexandrine Parrakeet

[Pahsoriiis alexandri) from India, presented by Mr. Chas.

Williams
; a Black-eyebrowed Albatross (Dioniedea melanophrys)

from False Bay, South Africa, a Vulturine Eagle {Aquila

verreauxi) from South Africa, a Sharp-headed Lizard {Lacer/a

oxycephala) from Madeira, presented by Mr. W. Ayshford
Sandford, F.Z.S. ; a Black-crested Eagle [Lop/totetus occipitalis)

from South Africa, presented by the Lady Robinson : a Rufescent

Snake [Leplodira rufesccns), a Hoary Snake {Corondla caiij), a

Keeled Euprepes {Euprepes carinatus), five Rough-scaled

Zonures {Zonurus corydlus) from South Africa, presented by the

Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S. ; three Grey-breasted Parrakeets

[Bolborhynckus monachus) from South America, a Pale-headed

Broadtail [Plaiycercus pallidiceps) from North-East Australia,

deposited
; two Lesser Vasa Parrakeets

(
Coracopsis nigra] from

Madagascar, purdiased.

Mercury
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^olid tlieory are considered—De St. Venant, Sarraii, Lorenz.
Stokes, Lord Rayleigh, Kirchhoff, and others.

The third section is devoted to theories in which the mutual
action between the matter molecules of the transparent body and
the ether is considered as the main cause of refraction, dispersion,

and other phenomena.
The chief workers in this field seem to be Boussinesq,

Sellmeier, Helmholtz, Lommel, Ketteler, Voigt, and, in his

lectures at Baltimore, Sir W. Thomson.
The fourth and last section deals with the electro-magnetic

theory of Maxwell, and the developments it has received from
the hands of Helmholtz, fl. A. Lorentz, Fitzgerald, J. J.
Thomson, Rowland, and Glazebrook.
The report is devoted strictly to general optical themes. This

has been required by the necessities of both space and time,

and, as a consequence, the optical papers of many most dis-

tinguished workers, such as Fizeau, Janiin, and Quincke, are

hardly noticed, e.xcept in so far as the results at which they have
arrived bear on some point or other of the general theory.

There is ample room for a report dealing with optics from an
experimental standpoint which should airange and compare the

conclusions of various experimenters on debated points.

Turning, then, to the sections in order : in the second section,

which deals with the elastic-solid theory, the optical properties

of media are considered on the hypothesis that they arise entirely

from differences in the rigidity or in the density of the ether in

these media.

While the development of this theory has taught us much, we
are driven to conclude that the fundamental hypothesis will not
account for all the optical phenomena.
The papers of Stokes on diffraction, of L. Lorenz and Lord

Rayleigh on refraction and the scattering of light by small

particles, have proved conclusively that we must look to differ-

ence of density, or of apparent density, in the media to explain

the phenomena, and not, as was suggested by MacCullagh and
Neumann, to difference of rigidity.

With this conclusion Fresnel's hypothesis that the direction

of vibration in polarised light is normal to the plane of polarisa-

tion is necessarily connected.
On the other hand, the only strict elastic-solid theory of

double I'efraction is that of Green, and according to it, if we
suppose the medium initially free from stress, the direction of

vibration lies in the plane of polarisation, and even this conclu-

sion is only arrived at by supposing certain arbitrary relations

between the coefficients.

These two conclusions, then, of the elastic-solid theory are

hopelessly at variance. It is true that, by supposing the medium
initially to be in a state of stress. Green arrived at a second theory

in agreement with his theory of reflection, but this agreement is

gained by the introduction of a second set of arbitrary relations.

In connection with this point I should mention that it seems

to me that Green's theory of reflection can be reconciled with

experiment by adopting the suggestions of Lord Rayleigh as to

the refractive index of the media for the normal waves.

The elastic-solid theory also fails to explain anomalous dis-

persion and metallic reflection. Cauchy's expressions for the

mathematical analysis of the latter agree with experiment ; but

then they require that iT- should be complex quantity with

its real part negative, and this involves the instability of the

medium as regards the problem of ordinary dispersion. Cauchy's

theory has been advanced by the writings of Sarrau ; while the

investigations of Ketteler have shown that a formula of the

form—

A' h*

agrees very closely with experiment.

.Stokes has given us an explanation of aberration by showing
us that we may suppose the ear:li to move through space and
carry the surrounding ether with it, the ether at some distance

fro a it being at rest
; provided that the motion thus produced

in the ether be irrotational, all the known phenomena of aberra-

tion will follow. And he has further shown us that any small

tendency to variation from such irrotational motion will call into

action the rigidity of the ether, and be propagated into space

with the velocity of light. According to the views developed in

these papers of Prof. .Stokes, the ether may be treated as a

perfect fluid for the large motions produced in it by the motion
of the earth ; while at the same time it has rigidity, and obeys

the equations of an elastic-solid for such small motions as are

involved in the passage of a wave of light.

liT dw

According to the views dealt with in the second section, the

ether is of the same density and rigidity in all transparent media.
For such media, however, its motions are affected by the pre-

sence of the molecules of the medium. Some of the energy of
the incident light may be used up in setting these matter-molecules
into motion. The amount required for this depends on the
nature and properties of the matter-molecules, and hence is

different for different media and for waves of different length.

This gives rise to reflection and refraction.

There are indications in the writings of Fresnel that he looked
to some explanation himself, but it seems to be to^Boussinesq
that we owe the first real development of the theory.

He forms the equation of motion of the ether and matter
combined on the supposition that the forces on the matter arising

from the direct action of surrounding matter are owing to the

smallness of the displacements negligible. He then supposes

that the matter displacement t'may be expanded in terms of the

ether displacements « and its differential coefficients, and finally

arrives at equations of the form

{p +^/)'^ = B^"-t, + C'^-^, &c.

where
5 du

dx dy az

B and C involve the period, p is the density of the ether, and p
'

of the matter ; and hence dispersion is accounted for. Double
refraction is explained by supposing .4 to be a function of the

direction, while B and C remain constant ; and for this reasons

are given, and it is shown that on certain other hypotheses this

leads to Fresnel's theory. This theory deals also with the

phenomena of elliptic polarisation in quartz, and of aberr.ation.

In Boussinesq's theoi-y the motions of the matter particles are

neglected, except in so far as they act on the ether and modify

its motion. Sellmeier was the first to see that reflection and

refraction would be profoundly modified in the cases in which

the free period of the matter particles agrees with that of the

incident light, and when, therefore, the energy in that light is

absorbed in setting the matter into motion. His work was

continued by Helmholtz, Lommel, Ketteler, Voigt, and Sir

W. Thomson.
The equations of motion employed by all these writers are the

following :

Jll'^ X VA + X',
df

.d-U _

df-

In these equations X represents the force on the ether, in the

element of volume considered, arising from the surrounding

ether ; X', from any external impressed forces ; and A, from

the matter ; while K-, »', and A, are the same for the matter.

According to all X = X' = o. We must also have A + A = o.

The difference in the theories consists in the different forms

given to A.
Sellmeier, Thomson, and Helmholtz put A = 0- {u - U).

Lommel puts A =^ $'^ ^ {11 - U). The results of Ketteler's

theory are, except in one small and, I venture to think, non-essen-

tial point, identical with those found by putting A = $'- —-^
^ dt'

{11 - U) (Ketteler obtains his equations in a different form

from the above). Voigt investigates the general form possible

for A consistent with the propagation of a plane wave and the

conservation of energy. He finds

,0 rf" . _ ., d-

_-— = Sf + A + ^ .

-i =

-taking waves travelling; put-

..i^+^ d.^

For the v.alue of .^'.all the aulhi

parallel to =

—

while Voigt adds the term -^. For » all Init Voigt and Thom-

son write

—

Thomson objects to the term — as involving a viscous ex-

penditure of energy. Voigt argues, with Boussinesq that in
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ordinary transparent media U is so small compared with u that

it may be neglected, and puts it zero everywhere.

The results of the various theorie? differ in the form they give

for the dispersion formula. Lommel's theory has been shown
by Voigt to be untenable. The theories of Helmholtz, Thom-
son, and Sellmeier lead, when /' is small, to the same result, and
give

'n-

which Ketteler's gives

m"= I + + 2

T is the period of the ether vibration, k of the matter vibration,

and q, D, &c., are functions of the constants.

Voigt's formula, since he does not consider the matter motion,

is different and not so general.

With regard to these formula;, I am not aware that Helmholtz's

has been tested by comparison with experiment. Ketteler's has,

and agrees excellently over a long range of values of t.

Double refraction is generally explained by sujiposing /3- to

be a function of the direction ; but, as Sir W. Thomson has

pointed out, this involves for Helmholtz's theory—he did not,

however, apply his formulae to crystals—dispersion with double
refraction. For Ketteler's theory this is not the case. y. can
be a function of the direction independently of t.

The mechanism which would make the action between the

matter and ether in each element of volume a function of the

acceleration is perhaps not so easy to conceive a; that supposed
by Helmholtz and Thomson ; but still Ketteler's theory seems
to overcome some of the difficulties inherent in the latter.

Either of these theories can be shown to lead to Fresnel's

wave-surface, provided we do not consider it necessary that the
vibrations should lie in the wave-front. The vibration, as

indeed Ketteler and Boussinesq have pointed out, will be nor-

mal to the ray. In all other respects Fresnel's construction will

hold.
I

Ketteler and Voigt have tried, without much success, to apply I

their theories to reflection and refraction. I

Thomson, in that most valuable appendix to his Baltimore
lectures, has given a complete theory. This can be readily

adapted to Ketteler's theory, and the results in many points
agree in a striking manner with experiments both for transparent
and op.aque bodies. The occurrence of a real negative value
for /u- is explained by the supposition that the period of the
incident light is higher than the highest possible mode of vibra-
tion for the matter-molecules in the medium.
The l.ast section deals with Maxwell's eleclro-ma^netic theo: .

of light.

Electro-magnetic disturbance travels in air with a velocity
equal to that of light ; and in a double refracting medium obeys
Fresnel's laws. The difficulty lies in giving a physical explanation
of light motions, an:! of accounting for the mechanical structure
of the ether required by the theory. No complete theoiy of dis-

persion has yet been given. The work of Willard Gibbs does
not explain why there is no dispersion in a vacuum. The
objection made to Cauchy's theory holds good. It is probable
that some theory such as is developed in the third section may
be successfully applied to the electro-magnetic disturbance.
The theory has the great advantage of connecting naturally

with the theory of light the important electro and magneto-
optical discoveries of Faraday, Kerr, Kundt, and Quincke, and
to the development of this much is due to Prof Fitzgerald. The
theory of reflection and refraction as at present developed is only
approximate.

ELECTROL YSIS
pROF. LODGE opened the discussion at the Aberdeen
* meeting of the British Association on Electrolysis by
reading a paper, the notes of which have already appeared in

Nature.
Sir W. Thomson referred, in his remarks on Prof. Lodge's

paper, to a matter of importance in electro-plating—viz. the
selection which takes place in the electrolysis of solutions con-
taining several salts, as, for instance, in the electrolysis of copper
sulphate containing ferrous sulphate, which, when decomposed
by a strong cun-ent gives a deposit containing impurities, where-
as a slower decomposition yields a very pure deposit. Sir W.
Thomson spoke also of the necessity for the careful investigation

of those cases in which the formation of deposits between the
electrodes had been observed, and it would be important to
know whether deposits could be formed in the line of conduction
without a nucleus at all. Such matters are of importance to physio-
logy, indicating a possible danger in the passing of long con-
tinued currents through the human body.

Prof. Schuster explained the views propounded by Von
Helmholtz in his recent papers on this subject. Helmholtz
explains the phenomena of electrolysis by assuming a dif-

ferent .attraction of different chemical elements for electricity.

Tf this be admitted, most of the difficulties connected with
the phenomena of contact electricity disappear. In electrolysis

the element (say hydrogen) charged with positive electricity

travels to the negative electrode and forms a coating over it.

Any electromotive force, however small, is sufficient to produce
this effect, as no work is done. The hydrogen does not appear
as free hydrogen, however. It is only liberated when the
electromotive force is sufficient to produce a transfer of the
positive electricity from the hydrogen molecule to the electrode.
When the dissociated elements appear in a neutral state an
interchange of the electricities of the elements must have
occurred before dissociation. In this way we may explain the
conversion of stannic in stannous chloride, v/hich was mentioned
by Prof. Armstrong in his address. Prof. Schuster did not
think that Prof. Lodge had laid suflficient stress on the fact that

in very dilute solutions an ion has the same rate of transference,
no matter with what element it was combined. This fact affords

strong evidence in favour of the above views, from which it

follows as a necessary result. Prof. Schuster also explained his

own views of the discharge of electricity in gases. He believes
that the phenomena present some analogy to those exhibited
in electrolysis of liquids. The phenomena exhibited at the
negative pole are, he thinks, due to dissociation of the compound
molecule. They do not appear in the case of monatomic
mercury vapour. Experiments which he hopes to conclude in

the next few months will decide whether or not the law of the
constancy of molecular charge holds.

The next contribution to the discussion was a paper by Dr. C.
R. Alder Wright, containing an account of the nature of his

investigations, conducted witli the view of measuring Chemical
Affinity in terms of E.M. F.

On the Sensitiveiitss to Light of Selenium and Sulphur Cells,

by Shelford Bidwell, M.A., LL.B.—The author suggests that

the operation of annealing in the making of selenium cells in-

creases the sensitiveness to light by promoting the combination
of the selenium with the metal of the electrodes, forming a
selenide which completely surrounds the electrodes, and is, per-

haps, diftused throughout the selenium when in a liquid con-

dition ; further, that the apparently improved conductivity of

the selenium, together with the electrolytic phenomena which it

exhibits, are to be accounted for by the existence ot this selen-

ide. This view finds considerable support in the fact that cells,

constructed with sulphur, replacing the selenium and containing

a proportion of silver sulphide, are all more or less sensitive to

light, and exhibit properties of annealed selenium. The author
also read a paper On the Generation of a Voltaic Current by a

Sulphur Cell with a Solid Electrolyte, a short account of which
has already appeared in Nature (vol. xxxii. p. 345).

MOLECULAR HEIGHTS
T""HE discussion on the Molecular Weights of Liquids and solids

was opened in Section B of the British Association by the
reading of a paper by Prof A. W. Reinold, F. R. S., the subject

of which was the Size ofMolecules. In this paper an account was
given of the different lines of argument by which Sir W. Thomson
has been led to form an estimate of the size of molecules. The
estimate is based upon four lines of argument—the first, from
the refractive dispersion of light ; the second, from the phe-
nomena of contact electricity ; the third, from liquid films ; and
the fourth, from the kinetic theory of gases. All four agree in

showing that in liquids and transparent solids the mean distance
between the centre of contiguous molecules is something between
i/ioth and i/200th of a millionth of a millimetre. Recently
Exner (Monatschrift fiir Chemie, vi. 244-27S) has proposed
another method for estimating the diameter ofgaseous molecules,

the results obtained by this method being slightly smaller than
those deduced from the above. The author gave an account of

his experiments on soap-films, conducted conjointly with Prof
Rucker (Nature, vol. xxxii. p. 210), the results of which are
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not out of accord witli Sir W. Thomson's estimate of the size of

molecules.

On Macro-molecules, with the Determinations oj the Form of
some of them, by Prof. G. Johnstone Stoney, D.Sc, F.R.S.

—

The author suggested that the molecule of a crystal, which in

all probability, consists of several chemical molecules, should be

termed a macro-molecule. He then went on to show that it is

possible to deduce the form of the macro-molecule from the

composition of the chemical molecule ; this he illustrated by the

cases of iron pyrites, boracite, and quartz.

An Approximate- Detertnination of the Absolute Amount of
the lVeif;kt of Chemical Atotns, by Prof. G. Johnstone Stoney,

D.Sc, F.R.S.—The author showed that the mass of a molecule

of hydrogen is a quantity of the same order as a decigramme
divided by lo-''

—

i.e. a twenty-fourth decigrammet, which is the

same as the twenty-fifth grammet. (The grammets are the

decimal sub-divisions of the gramme, of which the first is the

decigramme, the second the centigramme, &c.) The mass of

the chemical atom of hydrogen may be taken to be half the

twenty-fifth of the grammet. This value is based on the con-

clusion arrived at by several physicists—that the number of

! molecules in a cubic millimetre of a gas at ordinary tem]jerature

and pressure is somewhere about a unit eighteen {10''^), from

which it can be shown that the number of molecules per litre

must be about a unit twenty-four (lO'-^j. From this, together

with a knowledge of the weight of a litre of hydrogen, the above

value for the mass ofa molecule of hydrogen has been deduced. The
mass of a molecule of hydrogen being known, it is possible now

]

to determine approximately the masses of all other simple sub-

stances and of compounds also.

Prof. Osborne Reynolds then made a communication to the

Section on the subject of Dilatancy, which was also read before

Section A (see Nature, vol. .\.Kxii. p. 535).
On Physical Molecular Equivalents, by Prof. F. Guthrie,

F.R.S.—The author pointed out that the cryohydrates are solid

compounds of water and salts possessing very low melting-points,

I in which the mass ratios, whilst definite, are other than those of

the ordinary chemical mass ratios. Another class of somewhat
similar compounds has been discovered, which are quite analo-

gous to the ordinary hydrates, and to these the name sub

cryohydrates has been given. Metallic alloys are true homo-
logues of the cryohydrates ; the ratios in which metals unite to

form the alloy possessing the lowest melting-point are never

atomic ratios, and when metals do unite in atomic ratios the

alloy produced is never eutectic, i.e., having a minimum solidify-

ing point. Thus pure cast-iron is not a carbide of iron, but an
eutectic alloy of carbon and iron. Similar hyperchemical mass
ratios are found to exist amongst anhydrous salts ; when one
salt fused fir se acts as a solvent to another salt, forming cutcctie

salt alloys, similar to ff/teVjV metallic alloys and the cryohydrates.

The study of solution aftbrds other instances of masses of unlike

matter dealing critically with one another when not in any in-

tegral ratio of their molecular masses. Liquids, unsuspected of

having chemical or physical lelationships, are found, when
mixed with one another, either to get warm and finally lose

volume, or get cool and gain volume. In the first place che-

mical union is supposed to take jjlace, and it appears ceri.Tin

that chloroform unites chemically with alcohol, ether with amyl-

ene, and benzene with ether, forming bodies analogous to the

sub-cryohydrates and their prototype the sub-cryohydrate

CjHgO -I- 4H„0. The examination of those cases in which
expansion and cooling results from admixture, shows that the

maximum effects are produced when the admixture takes place

in certain simple molecular weight ratios. This the author pro-

poses to call the maximum molecular repulsion, which, in the

case of carbon disulphide and chloroform, is attained with a

mixture in which the molecular ratios are a-^ I : i. Mixtures in

these proportions are found to show abnormally high vapour-
tensions. And the author has made experiments which appear
to show that, when carbonic acid and hydrogen are mixed, the

joint volume is measurably greater than the sum.
On the Evidence Deducible from the Study of Salts, by

Spencer Umfreville Pickering, M.A.—In this paper the author
deals with the evidence as to the molecular weights of salts,

derived from a study of the composition (i) of hydrated salts :

(2) of basic salts ; (3) of double salts. lie also criticises the

evidence deducible from experiments on hydration, dehydration,

and the vapour tension of hydrated i-alls, and finally examines
the conclusions drawn from the c.olorimetric investigations of

such compounds. The conclusions arrived at by the author are

that, although in a few isolated cases the molecular weights ob-
tained would appear to be greater than the analytical results
necessitate, still, in a vast majority of cases there are no grounds
for multiplying these weights, and indeed there is a considerable
mass of evidence in favour of adhering to the simplest possible
formula;. Such a conclusion may, at first sight, appear opposed
to conclusions drawn from other sources. On the one hand the
author considers it undeniable that if we succeed in determining
the number of replaceable portions of the elements in any com-
pound, we determine ex hypothesi the number of atoms in the
molecule, that is, the molecular weight ; and whilst the data at
our disposal at present are of the most meagre description,
nevertheless a,re such as seem to point to the simplicity of these
molecules. On the other hand, considerations based on the
crystalline form and other physical properties of bodies force on
us the conclusion that liquid and solid molecules are in all

probability of a very complicated nature, certainly more com-
plicated than gaseous molecules. Both these conclusions the
author considers to be reconcileable with one another and con-
tends that because the smallest particle of a substance which
enters into a chemical reaction may be simple, there can be no
reason why many of these particles may not agglomerate and act

in unison as regards certain physical forces. That this agglom-
erate does not act as a unit towards chemical forces would
simply imply that the force which unites the individuals consti-

tuting it is not chemical force, or is chemical force of such a
weak nature that, in presence of the strong chemical agents we
make use of, it is inappreciable. The molecule of a chemist is

not necessarily identical with the molecule of the physicist.

On the Molecular Weights of Solids and Salts in Solution, by
Prof. W. A. Tilden, D.Sc, F.R.S.—Accepting the conclusion
that bodies in the solid state consist of units or molecules of a
very complex character, and made -up of a number of such
smaller aggregates as compose the molecules of gases, the
author is inclined to go further, and sees no reason for limiting

the number of small molecules, which may thus be bound
together to form a physical unit. From the law of Duloug and
Petit, and of Neumann's law, it would appear that in solid ele-

mentary bodies, and in salts, &c. , there is n.) difference between
molecule and mass, and that the physical unit is the atom. The
facts known concerning specific volumes and refraction equi-

valents support such a conclusion. According to this view solid

bodies are composed of atoms, which are only distributed into

molecules capable of independent existence ; when the body
becomes a fluid. Such a view implies that chemical combina-
tion between atoms and the combination of molecules which
ensues when a gas or liquid returns to the state of a solid are

phenomena of the same nature, which agrees with the commonly
recognised resemblance between the process of dissociation and
those processes of fusion and evaporation. Another consequence
of this view is that the idea of limited valency must be confined

to gaseous substances. With regard to solutions, many facts

are known, which indicate that the molecules of dissolved sub-

stances are smaller than those of solids. With regard to the

question of water of crystallisation, the author does not alto-

gether agree with the views of Dr. Nicol (see Report on Solution,

Nature, vol. xxxii. p. 529), but considers that the composition

of the salt molecule in solution is dependent chiefly upon tem-

perature, and in such a way that the dissolved molecule retains

the same amount of water as the crystals formed at the same
temperature. As the temperature rises these molecules undergo
a gradual dissociation, and at a certain temperature the salt

molecules lose this water and become anhydrous.

On the Alolccular Constiiiition ofa Solution of Cobaltous Chlor-

ide, by Prof. W. J. Russell, Ph.D., F.R.S.—A thin layer of

cubaltous chloride gives an absorption spectrum consisting of

two broad, ill-defined bands. If the chloride be mixed with

potassium, sodium, or calcium chlorides, the spectrum of these

mixtures, both in the solid and fused state, is ditferent from that

of cobaltous chloride, and consists essentially of four bands, two
of which are marked and characteristic. This same spectrum is

obtained with solutions of cobaltous chloride in absolute alcohol,

in amyl alcohol, in hydrochloric acid, or in glacial acetic acid.

This spectrum would, therefore, appear to be that of cobaltous

chloride in an altered molecular state. The spectrum of an

aqueous solution is again different, and consists of one broad

band nearer to the blue end than the other bands, but the addi-

tion of cobaltous chloride to such a solution, or of such bodies as

].iossess an affinity for water, causes a reversion of the spectrum

to that of the anhydrous cobaltous chloride. Heat also produces
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the same effect, and it would appear from these resiihs that the

anhydrous chloride can exist in aqueous sohitions. The changes

in the character of the spectrum of an aqueous solution produced

by heat may be explained as arising from a dissociation of some

of the hydrates existing in the solution, and the production of

anhydrous cobaltous chloride. Further, the fact that those solu-

tions containing the anhydrous salt more readily transmit the

blue rays and absorb the red rays, whilst those containing

hydrates in solution more readity transmit the red rays, would

indicate that the molecule of the hydrate is smaller than that of

the anhydrous salt. The action of water on the anhydrous salt,

therelore, is not to form an additive compound, but to split the

molecule of the anhydrous salt and form one in which water

replaces cobaltous chloride.

In the discussion which followed the reading of these papers

Prof. Ramsay said that the density of a saturated vapour

alTorded a clue to the molecular complicity. Now while a liquid

such as water or alcohol gave a saturated vapour, which at a

sufficiently low temperature and corresponding low pressure had

normal density, the saturated vapour of acetic acid, on tlie

contrary, had an increasing density with fall of temperature,

this density showing that the molecule has passed the stage

CjHgOj and is on its way to CgHj.iOu, if the results are to be

explained by agglomeration of simple molecules at all.

Dr. Gladstone remarked that from the evidence of coloured

salts in solution such as the sulphocyanidesof cobalt, he believed

that a dissolved salt might be in an anhydrous condition and
might become more and more hydrated as the mass of water in its

presc nee is increased or its temperature lowered. Evidence of other

changes might also be obtained from the colour of solutions.

He did not think that the refraction of light by a body is often

likely to tell anything about its molecular volume ; but in the

case of the polymeric olefines, C„H2„, the specific refraction and

dispersion will probably decrease considerably as the value of /;

becomes greater, on account of the increasing proportion o

carbon in the normal condition.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge.—The following have been appointed examiners

for the ensuing year :—Physics and Chemistry : Prof. Schuster,

F.R.S., and Mr. R. T. Glazebrook, F.R.S. ; Chemistry:
Messrs. A. Scott and W. J. Sell ; Mineralogy : Prof. Liveing

;

Geology : Messrs. J. J. II. Teall and J. E. Marr ; Botany :

Messrs. \V. Gardiner and H. M. Ward ; Human Anatomy

:

Profs. A. Macalister, F. R.S., and G. D. Thane ; Comparative
Anatomy : Mr. A. Sedgwick ; Physiology : Prof. Michael

Foster, Sec. R.S., and Mr. A. S. Lea ; Pharmacy and Pharma-
ceutical Chemistry : Prof. Wyndham Dunstan.

Mr. F. H. Neville, Sidney Sussex College, is appointed as

teacher of chemistry with reference to certificates for M.B.
In the late Higher Local Examinations the arithmetic and

Euclid were fairly well done.

In Algebra and Trigonometry the cases of gross failure were
fewer, while the work of the better candidates was not so good
as last year.

Considerable care had been taken to apprehend the facts of

Mechanics, but some candidates merely stated a result when
asked to " prove " or " establish" it ; and when asked to draw
inferences by means of the laws of motion, they drew inferences

from quite other considerations, A certain amount of know-
ledge of Decriptive Astronomy was shown by some of the

candidates : two of the twenty-two obtained more than half

marks.
Only four candidates took the paper in Differential and In-

tegral Calculus. Two of them showed a sound knowledge of

the early definitions and rules for differentiation ; the other two
(who alone attempted the last eight questions) were less success-

ful on the whole, and had confused ideas on the elementary
parts of the subject. No marks were obtained in Integral

Calculus.

In the Elementary Natural Science paper the work was as a

whole extremely poor, notably in Chemistry.
In Physics the candidates seemed to possess very little power

of giving concise and definite answers. The attempts to describe
experiments and experimental proofs of physical laws were re-

markably weak, and might be described as a mere echo of

experimental lectures only partially understood ; they showed
none of the results that might fairly be expected from a careful

consideration of those facts and piinciplei which were clearly

within the candidates' reading.

In Physical Geography and Geology most of the papers were
good, but none excellent.

In Physiology the answers were on the whole satisfactory,

while three or four papers showed that the writers had gained
a very creditable acquaintance with the subject.

In Zoology most of the papers were far from creditable, and
exhibited but little real or intelligent knowledge. The answers
to the practical questions were uniformly bad.

In Botany the candidates displayed but little knowledge of

what is meant by the terms "growth," and " collateral," and no
one gave a good description of the method of measuring growth.

The plant given for description was fairly well described, but

the floral diagram was in many cases imperfect. The germina-
tion of a seed was not well described. Several students

described Penicillium, Miicor. and Agariciis, as parasites.

At Gonville and Cains College an examination will be held on
December 8 for open scholarships and exhibitions. Natural

Science candidates, who must be under nineteen years of age,

will be examined in Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Animal
Physiology ; proficiency will be expected in at least two of these

subjects, of which chemistry must be one. Further information

will be given by the tutors.

At the annual election on November 2 at St. John's College,

the following were elected to Fellowships :—A. Harker, M.A.,
Eighth Wrangler 1882, First Class Nat. Sciences Tripos

(Physics) 18S3, Woodwardian Demonstrator in Geology; D. W.
Samways, M.A. (D.Sc. London), First Class (with distinction in

Physics) Nat. Sciences Tripos, iSSi, University Extension

Lectures in Physics and Physiology ; W. H. Bennett, M.A.
(M.A. London, Mathematics), First Class Theological Tripos

1882, Tyrwhitt Hebrew Scholar; W. Bateson, B.A., First

Class Nat. Sciences Tripos (Zoology) 1883, Assistant Demon-
strator of Animal Morphology; R. W. Hogg, B. A., Sixth

Wrangler 18S3, First Class, Part III., Mathematical Tripos,

1S84.

The annual election of Fellows of St. John's College, Cam-
bridge, took place on Monday, when the five vacancies were
filled up by the election of the following graduates of the

College :—

•

(i) A. Harker, M.A., 8th Wrangler, 1882— First-class Natural

Sciences Tripos, Part I., June, 1882, Fir.st-class Natural Sciences

Tripos, Part II., June, 1883, for Physics, Woodwardian
Demonstrator in Geology.

(2) D. W. Samways, M..\., D. Sc. London— First-class Natural

Sciences Tripos, 1881, distinguished in Physics.

(3) W. H. Bennett, M.A.
(4) W. Bateson, B.A.—First-class Natural Sciences Tripos,

Part I., June, 1SS2, and Fii-st-class Natural Sciences Tripos,

Part II., June, 1883, for Zoology and Comparative Anatomy,
Assistant Demonstrator in Animal Morphology.

(5) R. W. Hogg, B.A., 6th Wrangler, June, 1883, and in

the first division Mathematical Tripos, Part III.. January, 1884.

Preliminary Scientific Examination of the Uni-
versity OF London.—The following statistics of the Pre-

liminary Scientific Examination for the degree in Medicine of

the University of London are of importance as conclusively

proving that those members of the medical profession who so

urgently declare this examination to be too severe are entirely

misinformed. At the examination in last July there passed from
all parts of the United Kingdom 159 candidates. Nearly an

equal number were rejected ; but that this is owing to the fact

that the candidates had not sought the usual and proper methods
of preparation, and not to the fact that the examination is a

specially difficult one, is proved by the following important

facts :—63 candidates entered for this examination, stating that

they had prepared for the examin.ation wholly or in part at Uni-

versity College, London. Of these 63 c,andid.ates 52 passed,

and several took honours. Thus less than one-fifth were rejected

of those candidates who attended the carefully-organised teach-

ing of University College. This is an exceedingly small propor-

tion of failures for any pass examination. From other London
colleges a much smaller number of successful candidates is

recorded. The largest number after the University College list

is that of St. Bartholomew's Medical School. Instead of 52 we
fine here, however, 16. Then come Guy's, St. Thomas's, and
King's College, each with 11, London Hospital with 5, St.

Mary's with 3, and St. George's, Middlesex, and Charing
Cross, each with I. These figures lend strong support to the
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suggestion which has so often been made, that the Hospital

schools would do well to cease the attempt to teach purely

scientific subjects, and should recognise the Faculty of Science

of University College as the common preliminary scientific

school for all London hospitals. The students themselves, it is

obvious, already take this view. Of the 52 successful candidates

belonging to the Faculty of Science of University College only

12 have entered the Faculty of Medicine of that institution.

The remaining 40 have selected their liospitals without prejudice.

Several have obtained entrance scholarships at the large London
hospitals.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
BiiUelin de rAcadhiiie Royah de Belgique, July.—Observa-

tions on the planets Jupiter and Venus, made at the Astronomic

Institute of Ongree, by M. L. de Ball.—On the eurites, or older

i-hyolithic formations of Grand-Manil, by M. Ch. de la Vallee

Poussin.—On the pretended bacterirn origin of diastase, by M.
Emile Laurent.—On the organic structure and growth of

Phycomyces nilciis, by the same author.—On the Devonian lime-

stones of coral origin and their distribution throughout the

palEeozoic formations of Belgium, by M. E. Dupont.—The:>ry

of elliptic functions : Hermite's equation, by M. J. A. Martius

da Silva.—The philosophic system of the Bhagavadgita, by M.
Le Roy.—An unpublished Latin inscription referring to T.

Desticius Severus, Procurator of Gallia Belgica, by M. Bartolini.

—Origin of the Flemish inhabitants of Belgium, with pre-

liminary remarks on the Suevi of Flanders, by M. Alph.

Wauters.
August.—Fresh researches on the appai-ent enlargement of

the sun, moon, and stars at the horizon, by M. Paul Stroobant.

—Reaction of the sulphate of barium and the carbonate of

sodium under the influence of pressure, by M. W. Spring.

—

Note on the lower Devonian rocks of Belgium : the pudding

system of Weris and its transformation, by M. E. Dupont.

—

Experimental researches on the sense of sight in insects : Do
insects distinguish the outlines of objects? by M. F. Plateau.

—

Determination of an empirical relation connecting the tension of

vapour with the coefficient of internal friction in Huids, by M. P.

De Heen.—The eurites of Grand-Manil (continued), by M. Ch.
de la Vallee Poussin.—Biographical notices of Mathieu de
Morgues and Philippe Chifflet, by M. Auguste Castan.—On
the old Persian, Hindu, and Chinese literatures, by M. Ch. de
Harlez.—Note on the domain of the Aduaticse, and on some
other questions of ancient Belgian geography, by M. L. Vander-
kindere.

Schriflen der Physikalisch-OkonoiniscUen Gesdlsfhaft zii R'onigs-

iei-g I. Pr., 25th year (1884).— 1st and 2nd parts.—Memorial
address on Oswald Heer (with list of works) by A. Jentzsch.—On
the development of the oil-vessels in the fruits of Umbellifera:,

by J. Lange.—Festival address on the centenary of Bessel s birth,

by I. Franz.—Correction of Sanio's memoir on the numerical

relations of the flora of Prussia, by J. Abromeit.—Reports on
local botany, museum collections, &c.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Mineralogical Society, October 20.—The Rev. Prof.

Bonney, President, in the chair.—Messrs. F. R. W. Daw, John
Daw, Jun., G. F. Kung, and C. C. Ross, M. P., were elected

members. The following were elected officers and Council for

the ensuing year:—President: L. Fletcher, F.G.S. ; Vice-
Presidents: Rev. S. Haughton, F.R.S., Rev. Prof. T. G.
Bonney, F.R.S. ; Council : C. A. Burghardt, LL.D., A.
Geikie, F.R.S., Rev. H. Gurney, M.A., Hugo Mliller, F.R.S.,
Rev. W. W. Peyton: Treasurer: R. P. Greg, F.G.S.

;

General Secretary: R. H. Scott, F.R.S. ; Foreign Secretary:
T. Davies, F.G.S.; Auditors: B. Kitto, F.G.S., F. W.
Rudler, F.G.S. The Secretary read the following Report of

Council :—The balance-sheet for the year 1884, which appeared
in No. 28 of the Journal, showed that the finances of the
Society were in a healthy condition, the excess of assets over
liabilities amounting to 215/. I2j. 4a'. The number of Members
and Associates elected during the year has been seven, and the
number of resignations five, while the names of four Members
and one Associate have been removed from the list for non-pay-

ment of subscriptions for three years. The Council regret that

they have to report also the death of Alexander Murray,

C.M.G., of St. John's, Newfoundland. Three meetings have
taken place since the last anniversary : those in December and
March were held in the Museum of Economic Geology, by kind
permission of the Director-Genera! of the Survey ; the third

was held in Glasgow in the month of June, in the rooms of the

PhilosophicaljSociety. This, the second Scottish meeting, was,

like its predecessor in 1SS4, a decided success. Three parts of

the Jonrnal have been issued during the year. Among their

contents the Council would especially draw attention to Mr.
Miers' contributions, including his careful index to the mineral-

ogical literature of the year. Herr Sjogren's paper on graphite

also deserves notice ; it is a translation from the Swedish, as it

originally appeared in the Forhandlingar of the Stockholm
Academy. In conclusion the Council would only remind the

members that it is very desirable that they should co-

operate actively in the working of the Society by the

contribution of papers to be read at its meetings and
published in its yournal. It is by such co-operation alone

that the Society can be maintained in a stale of vigorous

activity. The President then delivered his address, which
will appear in the Journal. Prof. Bonney then vacated

the chair, which was taken by the newly-elected President, Mr.
Fletcher, and the following papers were read':—H. A. Miers,

on a crystal of orthoclase.—R. H. Solly, notes from the Mine-
ralogical Laboratory, Cambridge, being an account of the fol-

lowing minerals :—garnet, axinite, asbestus, and semiopal from

the Mid-Devon Copper Mine, apatite or Francolite from the

Levant Mine, and Fluor Spar from Holmbush.—Dr. Max
Schuster, results of the crystallographic study of danburite.—W.
E. Dawson, analysis of a supposed new chromate of lead from

the Transvaal.— Prof. Lewis exhibited a fine crystal of cole-

manite ; and Mr. Fletcher exhibited some Roman coins found

near Chester and presenting crystals of cuprite.

Sydney

Linnean Society~of New South Wales, August 26.

—

Prof. W. J. Stephens, M.A., F.G.S., President, in the chair.

—

The following papers were read :— List of plants in use by the

natives of the Maclay Coast, New Guinea, by N. de Miklouho-
Maclay, with botanical remarks by Baron Ferd. von Miiller,

K.C.M.G., &c. Baron Maclay in this paper gives (i) a list of

the plants used as food, dividing them into those cultivated and
those growing wild

; (2) those cultivated as stimulants or for

medicine ; (3) those useful in various ways for household pur-

poses ; and (4) those introduced since 1871. An Appendix by
Baron Midler gives an account of some of the plants mentioned

by Baron Maclay and gives a description of a new species named
Bassia maclayana.— Catalogue of the Coleoptera of Australia,

by George Masters. This is the first of a series of papers

intended by Mr. Masters to make a complete and perfect list of

all the kno.vn species of Coleoptera in Australia. The present

part comprises the Cicindelidae and Carabids, and numbers 950
species.—Descriptions of three new Port Jackson fishes, by J.

Douglas-Ogilby, Assistant Zoologist, Australian Museum. The
three species here described are Scyllium atialc, HeiiasUs i»t-

maculatiis, and Pempheris lineatus,—Mr. Macleay exhibited a

section of a branch of an orange tree completely perforated by

the larva of a longicorn beetle. Also three specimens of a

beetle found in the perforated wood. The exhibit had been sent

by Mr. M. de Meyrick, a member of the Society, who stated

that many orange trees had suffered in the same way in the

neighbourhood of Penrith. Mr. Macleay said the injury was

caused by the larva of Monohainmusfiilulator, a grub destructive

to all kinds of fruit trees, but, as far as his experience went, its

ravages were confined to old or decaying trees, and it would be

interesting to know if in any instance it had been found to attack

young and vigorous plants. The accompanying beetles were
heteromerous insects of the genus Amarygmus, and were not in

any way the cause of the injury to the tree.—Mr. A. Sidney

Olliff exhibited specimens and sketches of Cryptomuiatus

jansoni, Matt., a curious beetle which was found under the fur

of the common rat in Tasmania, and said that he believed new
and interesting species with similar habits might be found in

Australia if the smaller mammals were examined when freshly

killed. Two allied species were known from Peru, one ol

which was found in the fur, and also in the nests, of mice. The
specimens exhibited were captured by Mr. A. .Simson and had

been obtained from Mr. Morton, of the Hobart Museum.
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Paris

Academy of Sciences, October 26.—M. Bouley, President,

in the chair.—A means of preventing rabies from the bite of a

mad dog, by M. L. Pasteur. After almost endless experiments

the author announces that he has at last succeeded in obtaining

a practical and prompt prophylactic remedy, which has already

proved sufficiently efficacious in the case of dogs, to justify the

belief in its gener.al efficacy when applied to all animals, includ-

ing man himself. A full account of the process will be found at

p. I of this week's NATURE.—Direct fixation of free atmospheric

nitrogen in plants through the agency of certain argillaceous

clays, by M. Berthelot. Some years ago the author found that

to atmospheric electricity was largely due the attraction of free

nitrogen to the immediate elements of vegetable nrgnnisms.

After fresh experiments conducted for two years at the Meudon
station for vegetable chemistry, he has now discovered a new
and perhaps a more general cause of this arrestation in the silent

but incessant action of argillaceous clays and of the microscopic

organisms contained in them. In this memoir he gives the

results of over 500 analyses of four different clays constituting

five distinct but simult.aneous series of experiments in a closed

chamber, in a field under shelter, on top of a tower 28 metres

high without shelter, in hermetically sealed flasks, and lastly in

soil artificially sterilised.—Note on the Cynthiadte of the French

seaboard, by MM. H. de L.acaze-Duthiers and Yyes Delages. In

the present paper the authors restrict their remarks to the typical

Cynthia morns, a characteristic group ofsimple ascidians occurring

in the English Channel, in the Atlantic, and in the Mediterranean.

The several varieties are determined and the anatomy of the whole

group described in detail.—Note respecting some recent com-
munications on waterspouts, by M. Faye. The author's remarks

refer to the report issued by the United States Army Signal

Service on the thirteen tornadoes of May 29-30, 1879, the most
complete and elaborate account of these phenomena hitherto

published.—Experiments on the transmission of force by electri-

city between Paris and Creil, by M. Marcel Deprez. These
costly experiments, begun on October 17, 1884, and carried out

with the aid of MM. Rothschild, have so far proved very satis-

factory. In a future communication complete tables are pro-

mised of all the electric and mechanical data of the experiments

hitherto made both by the author and by M. Collignon.—On
the propagation of motion in bodies, and especially in perfect

gases, by M. Hugoniot.—Note on a new process for making
hydrjgen g.as, by MM. Felix Henibert and Henry. By this

simple and economic process hydrogen gas available for nume-
rous combinations applicable to the arts and industries may be

produced at the rate of o'oi5 franc the cubic metre.—Discovery

of a new planet {No. 25^, of 13th magnitude) at the Observatory

of Nice, by M. Perrotin.—Remarks on the new star in the

nebula of Andromedn, one illustration, by M. E. L. Trouvelot.

This new star A, as well as the already discovered B,

would appear to form part not of the nebula itself, but

of the Milky Way. — Application of M. Lcewy's new
methods for determining the absolute co-ordinates of the circum-

polar stars, without the necessity of ascertaining the instrumental

constants (polar distances), by M. Henri Renan.—Questions

relating to a bundle of plane cubic figures (continued),

by M. P. H. Shoute.—On birational plane geometrical trans-

formations, by Mr. G. B. Guccia.—General differential equa-

tions reducible to quadratures, by M. Wladimir Maximowitch.
—Note on a new absorption spectroscope, by M. Maurice de

Thierry. This apparatus enables the observer to study fluids

under a thickness of 3 to 10 metres, and to detect the presence of

oxyhemoglobine in a liquid cont.aining not more than i-5,ooo,oooth

of that substance. It is an instrument of extreme precision,

capable of rendering great services to forensic medicine, physics,

and biological chemistry, by facilitating the study of the absorp-

tion spectra of fluids examined under a great thickness.—Note
on a new neutral carbonate of magnesia, by M. R. Engel.

This is an anhydrous carbonate absolutely different both from

the natural neutral carbonate (COgMg) and from the crystallised

and anhydrous neutral carbon.ate artificially obtained by M. de
Senarmont.—On the volatile property of the mixed organic

compounds, by M. Louis Henry.—Note on the zymotic proper-

ties of four kinds of virus : those of the spleen, of puerperal

septicemia, of gangrenous septicemia, and of the symptomatic
charbon of the ox, by M. S. Arloing.—On the existence of two
kinds of sensibility to light—the sense of colour and of form, by
M. H. Parniaud.—On the phy.^iological action of the sodic

sulpho-conjugate of roceUic acid, by MM. P. Cazeneuve and R.

Lepine.—On the circulation of the blood in the nerve-cells of

the intei-vertebral ganglia, by M. A. Adamkiewicz.—On the

method of distribution of certain sympathetic intra-cranial

chord-, and on the existence of a sympathetic root of the ciliary

ganglion in the goose, by M. F. Rochas.—On the development
of the nem.atodes (second note), by M. P.aul Hallez.—Fresh
researches on the influence of shocks on the egg-germ of the hen
during the period between laying and hatching, by M. Dareste.

Theoretical researches on the distribution of heat on the surface

of the globe, by M. Alfred Angot.—On the varying dates of the

vintage season in France since the year 1236, by M. Alfred

Angot.—Application of thermo-chemistry to the explanation of

geological phenomena : carbonate of zinc, by M. Dieulafait.

—

On the green luminous ray observed at sunset in the Indian

Ocean, by M. Treve.—Remarks on M. G. Arth's recent note

regarding the action of the nitrate of anhydrous ammoniacal
ammonia on some metals, by M. Ed. Divers.

Stockholm

Academy of Sciences, October 14.—The following papers
were presented for insertion in the Society's yournal:—

A

monographic revision and synopsis of the Microceridae and Pro-

tomantinida>, by Prof. Aurivillius.—Lois de I'equilibre chimique
dans I'etat dilae, gazeux on dissous, by M. T. H. vant Hoft'.

—

On the distribution of the sexes in Acer platanoides, L., and in

some other species of Acer, by Prof. V. Wittrock.

—

Codiohiin

ppiyrhizuffi, n.sp. , a contribution to the knowledge of Codiolum
A. Braun, by Herr G. Lagerheim.—Contributions to the know-
ledge of the specific warmth of some minerals, by Dr. W. Obeig.
—On Petrus de Dacia, by Dr. G. Enestrbm.—The osteology
and exterior conformation of Sowerby's whale {Microptcron

bidens. Sow.), by Dr. Carl Aurivillius.—Researches on remains
of the limbs in the Ophidians, by Miss Albertina Carlsson.

—

Investigations into some sources of error in measuring the amount
of the rainfall, by Dr. S. A. HJeltstrbm.
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THE INTERNATIONAL SANITARY
CONFERENCE OF ROME, 1885

T''HE first volume of the Proceedings of the Inter-

national Sanitary Conference of Rome has been

issued just at the time when the question of the re-

assembling of the Conference is a matter of diplomatic

discussion. The Roman Conference of this year was

brought together by the Italian Government because it

was felt that, after the cholera experience of 1883 in

Egypt and of 1884 in Southern Europe, advance might

be made in determining the bases of an International

Code as to quarantine or other preventive measures. The

previous Conference had been held at Vienna in 1874,

and the conclusions then arrived at had indicated sub-

stantial progress since the preceding meeting at Con-

stantinople in 1866. Under these circumstances nearly

all civilised Governments responded to the appeal of

Italy, and five delegates were deputed to represent this

country. Two of these. Sir W. Guyer Hunter and Dr.

Thome Thorne, acted with the British Ambassador at

Rome for Great Britain, and Sir Joseph Fayrer with Dr.

Timothy Lewis went as representatives of our Indian

Empire. Soon after the opening proceedings, a Technical

Commission, consisting of the medical delegates, was

formed, and it is essentially with the proceedings of that

Commission that the volume referred to has to do.

With the ready assent of Dr. Koch, the Commission

decided at the onset not to discuss scientific questions

bearing upon etiology or otherwise, and the series of

resolutions arrived at deal almost exclusively with the

measures which are deemed necessary to prevent the

spread of cholera in Europe. Perusal of the proceedings

at once shows that the Powers bordering on the Medi-

terranean had one principal object in view. They were

convinced that shipping passing from India via the

Suez Canal constituted the great source of danger to

ports on the basin of the Mediterranean ; they knew

that the sanitary state of the majoiity of those ports

could not withstand the importation of infection ; hence,

cost what it might to other nations, they were de-

termined to place restrictions upon shipping passing

through the canal. It is true that the utter failure of

quarantine measures had once more been abundantly

shown during the 1884 epidemic, and for this reason the

Commission decided to drop the word quarantine alto-

gether ; and they proposed, instead of the ten days'

quarantine which had been sanctioned at Vienna, to

recjuire a detention of five days for the purposes of
" observation." But. as was pointed out by the English

delegates, this was quarantine pure and simple, for it

involved the disembarkation of all on board vessels which

might be regarded as infected by some internationally

appointed officer, and the detention of men, women, and
children in the filthy lazarets of the Red Sea shores for

as many consecutive periods of five days as the officer in

question might choose to dictate, so long as he could

regard any one amongst the persons thus isolated as
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having suffered from symptoms which in his opinion

resembled cholera. As regards European protection, it

was also contended that such a measure was unnecessary

in the case of British ships, and the Commission were

twice challenged to give a single instance in which

cholera had been brought into the continent of Europe

by means of a British ship coming from India. And if it

was unnecessary, it was contended that, provided British

ships touched at no ports on their way home, they should

be allowed the free passage of the Suez Canil as of an

ordinary arm of the sea.

But quarantine restrictions were not only held to be

unnecessary, they were also shown to be distinctly mis-

chievous in so far as they led the inhabitants of threat-

ened countries to rely on Government measures of that

description instead of adopting measures of sanitation

which constituted the true remedy against cholera spread.

And here the experience of England was shown to be

strikingly opposed to quarantine. It is now some ten

years since England, adopting one of the alternative

measures sanctioned at Vienna, decided that since

quarantine must always fail, the country would place its

trust in an inspection of in-coming vessels, together with

the immediate isolation of the sick in hospital, and in

securing such improvement in the sanitary state of the

country as would tend to remove the conditions favour-

able to the diffusion of cholera if imported. And Dr.

Thorne Thorne, whilst pointing out in detail that during

that period of ten years our sanitary authorities had
spent some 27,250,000/. in large public health works and

that this had in truth been a remunerative expenditure by

reason of the saving of life which had followed it, asked

what country had shown a greater proof of the value it

set on human life than England had, and contended that

it would be an unfortunate day if we were to replace such

a system by the imposition of a five days' quarantine.

Indian statistics proving similar results were also brought

forward by Sir Joseph Fayrer, and they must be regarded

as unanswerable.

In short, the English delegates contended that we must

look, above all, to improved sanitation in order to get rid

of the danger of cholera ; that countries which are taught

to rely on the false security of quarantine measures and
sanitary cordons will not at the same time spend their

money on sanitation ; and that the very countries which

had fitted themselves to resist cholera by making real

and substantial progress as regards sanitary improve-

ments, and had thus effected a saving in life from infec-

tious diseases, were those which had determined to place

little or no trust in measures of quarantine.

Compared with the resolutions of the Vienna Con-

ference, the conclusions arrived at in Rome do in many
respects admittedly afford evidence of considerable

advance, but they are vitiated by the initial error of

trusting to ^.modified quarantine restrictions, instead of

boldly facing,the need for improved sanitation. As yet

these conclusions are those of the Technical Commission

only, and it remains to be seen whether, since the English

delegates are opposed to their colleagues on a matter of

such vital principle, any object will be gained by the

re-assembling of the Plenary Conference, to discuss the

recommendations made bv the Commission.
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''EVOLUTION WITHOUl NATURAL
SELECTION "

Evolution without Natural Selection; or, The Segrega-

tion of Species without tlie Aid of the Darwinian
Hypotliesis. By Charles Dixon. (London : R. H.

Porter, 1885.)

^''HE title of this little book is misleading. Far from
offering any account of evolution without natural

selection, the author habitually ascribes to natural selec-

tion the lion's share of the work, only reserving a few odds
and ends of small detail as results ascribed by him to

other agencies. Such odds and ends have reference

almost exclusively to minute differences of coloration in

allied species of birds—the argument being that these

differences are too minute to count for anything in the

struggle for existence, and therefore cannot have been
due to survival of the fittest. Now, although Mr. Dixon
has presented in a brief and very readable form a con-

siderable number of most interesting facts upon this

head, they cannot be said to have any bearing upon the

Darwinian hypothesis. For even if it were conceded,

for the sake of argument, that all the cases given of slight

variation in allied species are without utilitarian signific-

ance (although this would be a large concession), we
should still be well within the four corners of Darwinism.
It is the very essence of the Darwinian hypothesis that

it only seeks to explain the apparently purposive varia-

tions, or variations of an adaptive kind ; and, therefore,

if any variations are taken to be non-adaptive, ex liypo-

tlicsi they cannot have been due to natural selection.

ISut as such variations are, even upon the showing of our
author himself, for the most part rare and always trivial,

they may be freely presented to the anti-Darwinians

without any loss to Darwinism. Indeed, Mr. Darwin
himself has clearly recognised the occurrence of such

trivial specific characters, and observes that if they are
' really of no considerable importance in the struggle for

life, they could not be modified or formed through

natural selection." But it is no part of the theory of

natural selection that it should necessarily occupy the

whole field of possible causation in the genesis of species.

It is surely enough if it be taken to explain all cases of

adaptation; and this, if we understand him aright, Mr.
Dixon is prepared to allow. Thus, for example, he

says :
—

" We can therefore understand how the modifica-

tions which many species have undergone, through clim-

atic and other causes, have been taken advantage of

when they began to he of service; although at the time

the modifications took place they were not of the slightest

use I " The note of admiration here seems to imply, in

accordance with the whole tone of his book, that the

writer considers this view to be in some way an important

emendation of Darwinism. But, in point of fact, it is

Darwinism pure and simple. For Darwin is most express

in affirming that natural selection cannot be supposed
the original cause of variation, being only called into

play when the variations, as Mr. Dixon says, begin to

be of service. What these original causes of variation

may be is a distinct question, and one which it remains
for the future to answer. For, as we shall immediately

proceed to show, Mr. Dixon has not Ijeen successful in

furthering the solution.

The influence on which he chiefly relies is that of iso-

lation, and he has gathered a number of interesting facts

whereby to justify his opinion. It is needless to say that

this opinion also is quite in harmony with Darwinian

teaching ; for when a section of a species is geographic-

ally isolated, the constituent members of it are virtually

confined to a world of their own whereon to begin a new
course of history, and being thus cut off" from interbreed-

ing with the main stock, there is nothing remarkable in

the fact that, under sii^h circumstances and in some cases,

the history of the isolated section should not run perfectly

parallel with that of the main stock. This, indeed, is

Mr. Dixon's own view, and we should have no criticism

to offer upon it, if, on the one hand, he did not present it as

anti-Darwinian, and ifon the other hand he had been more

clear in distinguishing between a condition and a cause.

He everywhere speaks of isolation as the cause of minute

specific characters ; whereas it is obvious that at best it

can only be the condition to the operation of causes, the

nature of which it apparently does not occur to him to

suggest.

Another agency invoked by the writer as a direct cause

of variation is climate. But here again his views cannot

be said to be anti-Darwinian, save in so far as they

appear to err on the side of exaggeration. For even Mr.

Spencer—who, by the way, ought to have been men-

tioned by Mr. Dixon as having long ago argued in

favour of such direct causes of variation—would scarcely

go so far as to attribute to climatic influences variations

of a protective kind. This, however, is done by Mr.

Dixon ; but he maintains a judicious silence upon the

closely-allied topic of mimicry. Yet such remarks as the

following apply with even more force to the facts of

mimicry'than to those of protection :
—" If the colour was

donned from protective motives, to escape some special

enemy, it seems impossible not to believe that the species

would have become exterminated long before the pro-

tective colour reached a beneficial degree of development.'

Does Mr. Dixon believe that the exquisite details of form

and colour whereby an insect is made to resemble a leaf

can reasonably be ascribed to climatic influences ? If not,

what becomes of his argument touching the much less

remarkable cases of protective colouring ?

There still remains one other criticism of a general

kind which it seems impossible to avoid making. On
p. 7 it is said :

" Natural Selection is probably the most

potent agent in the evolution of new species only at such

times when the earth is undergoing violent changes. . . .

We can conceive how, as soon as violent changes once

more pervade the world, the struggle for life will be

infinitely greater than it is now. Then species will be

matched against species, race against parent form, or

race against race ; all Nature will be thrown into a kind

of chaos ; and then Natural Selection will adjust the

disordered balance," &c., &c.

Now, this passage, which appears to be intended as

conciliatory to Darwinism, is the only really anti-

Darwinian passage in the essay. For not only are the

views expressed by it in direct contradiction to the now
universally-.accepted teaching of uniformitarianism, but

they equally run counter to the emphatic contention of

Darwin, that the great merit of his theory consists in its

agreement with that teaching. Not in chaos or in
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cataclysm is the influence of natural selection to be

sought, but in forest and in field, in river, lake, and sea,

where all may seem most orderly and elocjuent of

peace.

But although we are thus unable to commend Mr.

Dixon's philosophical views on topics connected with

natural history, we should be sorry to take leave of his

work without explicitly stating what has already been im-

plied—namely, that his facts are better than his theories.

On this account we consider that his essay well repays

perusal, and therefore recommend it to the notice of

zoologists. George J. Romanes

FORESTRY IN POLAND
Forests and Forestry in Poland, Lithuania, the Ukraine,

and the Ealtic Provinces of Russia. With Notices of
the Export of Timberfrom Memel, Dantsig, and Riga.

Compiled by John Croumbie Brown, LL.D., iS:c.

(Edinburgh ; Oliver and Boyd. London : Simpkin,

IVIarshall, and Co., and William Rider and Son,

1885.)

THIS is another contribution of Dr. Brown's to the

subject of forestry and to the furtherance of the

formation of the Museum and School of Forestry in Edin-

burgh, which, it was thought, might be the outcome of the

Forestry Exhibition held in the Scotch capital last year.

The consideration of the establishment of a forest school

has since occupied a wider range of thought, consequent

upon the action of Sir John Lubbock in the House of

Commons, and in connection with this Dr. Brown's latest

volume will probably be of some interest in showing

what is effected in forest matters in countries somewhat
beyond the track of the ordinary English traveller, not-

withstanding that Dr. Brown has given us similar books

to the present on the forests of Norway, Northern Russia,

the Ural Mountains, &c.

The present book commences with a very readable

comparison of the facilities of travelling in Poland,

Lithuania, Courland, Estonia, and Livonia some forty

years since and at the present time.

In the first chapter the character of the country along

the railway for some 200 miles from St. Petersburg to-

wards Poland is described as a dead level of marshes

and bogs ; such dry land as there is being to some extent

covered with trees probably of no great age, " appar-

ently," Dr. Brown says, " the scraggy representatives of

extensive forests of a former day." Nowhere are such

forests as may be seen in travelling in the Governments
of Olonetz and Archangel in Northern Russia, and of

Moscow, Orel, and others in Central Russia.

Entering Poland at Kovna, about 200 miles from Duns-
burg, and advancing through the eastern portion of that

country, Dr. Brown says the traveller remarks that agri-

culture appears to be carried on with a more scientific

character than in the lands through which he has been

passing. Agriculture seems also to be more remunerative
;

the crops are thicker. The fields are sown with wheat,

whereas to the north of Kovna barley, oats, and flax alone

are cultivated. .All the more valuable cereals seem to

flourish in Poland, and in passing through this district

there is produced an impression that the soil is more

productive than it is further to the north ; that the climate

must be more equable ; and the superficial aspect of the

land being more undulating, and at the same time more
thickly wooded ; that as an agricultural district it must
be at least 50 per cent, superior to the Governments of

St. Petersburg and of Pskoff. In Poland both wheat and
wool are raised for exportation. Large crops of potatoes

are grown for the production of spirits by distillation, and
beetroot for the manufacture of sugar ; and wood for

building purposes is exported largely. The Scotch fir

{Piniis sylvestris) and the oak {Quercus Robur) are of very

superior quality.

The trees in this district are described as being different

in character from those of the region traversed in coming
hither. In the earlier stages of the journey they con-

sisted almost exclusively of firs, birches, and willows,

while around Berdicheff in Poland the woods are com-
posed in a great measure of oaks, elms, and chestnuts.

Dr. Brown's second chapter is devoted to forest ex-

ploitation, and the third chapter to the important sub-

jects of area, distribution, management, and produce of

forests. The information under these heads is, however,

to some extent technical and statistical. Some interesting

facts are cjuoted regarding what may be called bye-pro-

ducts of the forest, such, for instance, as honey, which is

collected by the bees largely from the flowers of the lime-

tree, as well as from the thyme, hyssop, and buck-

wheat.

Regarding the schools of forestry in Poland, the most

important arrangements for the study of forest science

and economy by forest officials are at Novoi Alexandria.

Of these arrangements details are given, from which it

seems that the institute is ranked as a college of the first

class with two sections—one devoted to the study of rural

economy and agriculture, the other to the study of forest

science and forestry, with a farm, forest, and an extensive

domain attached to it, the whole being placed under the

Minister of Public Instruction at Warsaw. The staff of

officials includes a director, inspector, five professors, eight

tutors and three teachers, a laboratory superintendent, a

mechanic, foreman of the workshop, land steward or

manager of the estate, gardener and assistant, surgeon,

secretary, book-keeper, and a superintendent of buildings.

No professor can hold two chairs, and any of them after

twenty-five years may be again and again reappointed for

successive terms of five years each. A Board of Manage-

ment, consisting of the director, inspector, and two pro-

fessors, has the charge of expenditure to the amount of

300 roubles, to be sanctioned by the director ; the ex-

penditure of sums between 1000 and 5000 roubles requires

the sanction of the Council ; and the expenditure of sums

above this amount that of the Ministry. The course of

instruction embraces a very wide range of subjects. The

instruction is given in the Russian language. Each pro-

fessor and tutor is required to give six lectures a week,

and teachers to spend twelve hours a week in class

duties.

In the second part of Dr. Brown's book, which is

devoted to Lithuania, the chapters are apportioned to

considerations of the people, the aspects of the country,

forests of the Dnieper, while Parts III., IV., and V. are

respectively given up to the Ukraine, the timber exports

of the Baltic, and the Baltic provinces of Russia.
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OUR BOOK SHELF
Elementary Mechanics. By O. J. Lodge. (London and
Edinburgh: Chambers, 18S5.)

This is a revised edition of Prof. Lodge's Text-Book :

—

not much altered, so far as we can see even by the help

of the rapid yet searching stereoscopic squinting, from
the former edition. Why a writer, who begins by
acknowledging his indebtedness to the really scientific

works of Thomson andTait, Clerk-Maxwell, and Clifford,

should make frequent references to the merely " popular"
and singularly loose brocluires of Deschanel and Ganot,
is a question more easily asked than answered. But it is

totally unintelligible to us that, having begun with

classical works, he should proceed to " recommend real

students to read one or other " of theie poor compilations.

Was it not Horace Smith who said :

—

" Is there such scanty store of standard works,
That students must be fed on foreign trash ?

"

But Prof. Lodge's own standard is far above that of the

books to which he, unfortunately and unaccountably,
refers his "real students." His work is a curious one.

There is scarcely a trace of the dogmatism which is

asserted to be so natural to the genus Professor ! The
author seems to place himself on the same level with his

reader, and anxiously to seek for confirmation of his own
statements in the assent of his pupils. This is, to say the

least, unusual ; but we cannot at once either commend,
or find fault with, it. It is a new departure, and its value
and usefulness must be judged by its success.

There are a few elementary, but important, points in

Dynamics, by his treatment of which every author on the

subject shows at once whether he is " sound in the faith
"

or not. On the whole. Prof Lodge passes these tests

with credit ; and the rest of his book is of a much higher
order than the run of elementary treatises.

There are, however, here and there some singular slips,

which should be corrected in future editions. We note
only one or two, but even these are destructive of the
character for definiteness and accuracy which should be
the leading feature of every scientific book. Thus, in

§5 (where, unfortunately, a " statical " definition of force is

introduced as well as a " kinetic " one) we are told that

change of mo/ion. "is called" Acceleration : though in

later sections the true meaning :—i.e. Rate of Change of
Velocity :— is assigned to Acceleration. To the mere
popular reader this may appear hypercriticism ; but
science is most careful to distinguish not only between
Change and Rate of Change, but also between Motion
and Velocity. Again, in § 16, serious confusion is intro-

duced by the statement that the velocity of a point at

unit distance from an axis "is called" the angular velo-

city of the rotating body. Prof Lodge knows perfectly

well that it is not so, and that none but unscientific people
could confound a quantity of dimensions [T"i] with an-
other of dimensions [LT"'] ; even when, as in the present
case, their nutncrical values happen to be equal. We are
tempted to seek an explanation of, and thus to find an
excuse for, these andother similar slips, in his inexcusable
partiality for the works of Deschanel and Ganot.

P. G. T.

The Ocean, &c. By W. L. Jordan. .Second Edition.
(London: Longmans, 1S85.)

Of this elaborate work it is enough to say that it is based
on " The .New Principles of Natural Philosophy." These
principles \ye sketched (June 21, 18S3) in an article

which, as his mode of ac nowledgment showed, was by
no means satisfactory to our .Author. That Vis Ine>-tice

was entirely misunderstood by Newton, and that ten-

resisted motion ultimately comes to rest, are among the
chief foundations of this work ! That a terrestrial globe
whose frame is carried round through a portion of a
curve, and then suddenly stopped, will rotate in conse-

quence, is conceivable : but we should try to explain the

fact by bad centering, or some such cause : certainly not

by the assumption that, during the curvilinear motion,

one part of the equator had necessarily a greater linear

velocity than the opposite part. Our Author does not

seem to be acquainted with the most elementary properties

of the kind of motion called Translation ! But this is

merely, on his part, the most recent revival of Jelinger

Symonsism :—for it assumes the fundamental tenet of

that peculiar heresy ; viz. that a body, which revolves

round a centre, is not rotating if it turn always the same
side to the centre. It is needless to say more on this

melancholy waste of time, trouble, and ready money (the

latter especially) : on the part of an author who has been

complimented by a reviewer of one of his other works as

having " a familiar acquaintance with questions of

finance." See Advertisement appended to the present

volume. P. G. T.

Spectrum Analysis. By Dr. H. Schellen. Translated

from the Third German Edition by Jane and Caroline

Lassell. Edited, with Notes, by Capt. Abney, R.E.,

F.R.S. (London: Longmans, 1885.)

This is the second editiin rf a well known book: in its

general arrangement the. : is little departure from the

first, which appeared in 1872. While the German edition

from which it has been translated was being prepared,

the author unfortunately died ; it is not to be wondered

at therefore that the present reprint does not reflect the

present state of our knowledge so accurately as did the

former one ; indeed there is evidence that the German
editor has been compelled by the sad circumstances under
which this task devolved upon him to take what was
readiest to his hand.
Some of the material however is very valuable : thus,

for instance, we have a complete and well illustrated

account of Vogel and Huggins' work on the spectra of

stars, much interesting information concerning Prof

Rowland's new concave gratings ; while the English

editor has added a full account of Abney, Festing, and
Langley's work on infra-red spectra, and Abney and
Schuster's discussion on the photographs taken during

the eclipse of 1882. With these exceptions the English,

French, or Italian work accomplished during the last ten

years is but imperfectly referred to. The names of

Thollon and Tacchini, to say nothing of Crookes and
Hartley, not even being in the index. To the student

therefore the book is worse than useless, it is misleading.

The popular reader, however, who does not care too

much for completeness will find much information con-

veyed in a pleasant form. The main branches of the

science, both in its terrestrial and celestial applications,

are dealt with, and the methods of work are given. Great

interest also attaches to the various forms of instru-

ments used in the new science ;
many of these are

described, from a new form of pocket spectroscope

—

which we learn from the index was devised by Capt.

Abney—to the more complex apparatus designed by
Vogel, von Konkoly, and others.

The theoretical parts are perhaps most to be avoided.

The chapter on the plurality of spectra, for instance,

will help the reader very little in coming to a conclusion

upon a subject of fundamental importance. Such a state-

ment, too, as that on p. 268, " That Kirchhoff's theory

has received full confirmation from the observations of

solar total eclipses" is not so true as the writer evidently

thought it to be.

Again, on the question of the change of refrangibiliiy

of light due to the motion of a light source towards or

from the eye. The complete statement made by Fizeau

in 1848 appears to be unknown to the author, who attri-

butes the solution of the problem to Mach, of Prague, in

the year i860.

The translators have done their work throughout in a
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very admirable manner, showing that they possess a

perfect acquaintance with the subject.

There are, however, a few minor blunders ; thus, for

instance, the substitution of the word "length" for

"longitude " in connection with the perihelion and node,

plays havoc with the elements of a comet's orbit, given

on p. 584, while the diagram on p. 387, illustrating the

change of wave-length, is rendered unmtelligible by the

misplacement of the figures indicating miles per second.

A Practical Arithmetic on an entirely New Method. By
John Jackson. (London: Blackie, 1885.)

Principles of Arithmetic. By Homersham Cox, M.A.
(Cambridge : Deighton, 1885.)

As the title-pages indicate, these Attack the subject from

quite different sides : the former is eminently practical,

and everything unpractical is carefully eschewed : the

latter goes into the principles and considers all from the

theoretic side, giving very little practice.

Mr. Jackson aims at giving the easiest and shortest

rules he can ; explanations are few, the deficiency to be

met by black-board illustration. The fractional form for

the solution of questions is adopted in the advanced rules
;

but the most noticeable feature is the exclusion of the rule

of " subtraction " and the substitution of what the writer

calls " incremental or complementary addition." To take

an example in compound complementary addition :—

A

pays a bill of 15^-. %\d. with a sovereign ; the tradesman

says, " 15.?. %\d. with a farthing (puts it down) make
I5.f. ()d., and yl. (puts it down) make 16^-., and 4^. (puts it

down) make one pound.'' There is no new difficulty in-

troduced here, and a beginner is taught a good practical

lesson. There is a vast collection of examples, numerous
e.xamination papers, and a good store of sums worked
out on the usual plan, as well as on that put forward by
the writer. There are 25 pages of tables containing

specific gravities, a mariner's compass, a perpetual calen-

dar (to A.D. 1925), compound interest results, square and
cube numbers, prime numbers and logarithms. Some
space, as might be expected, is devoted to "mental arith-

metic." We have shown, we think, that this book well

merits its title of a " practical " arithmetic.

IVIr. Cox at once states " the object is to give an ac-

count of the principles of arithmetic, omitting all merely
mercantile applications." The author takes as his guide,

in the main, Cantor's " Geschichte der Mathematik,"
consulting also Hankel and Nesselmann (" Algebra der
Griechen ") ; but " the conception of the subject as a

whole, and many of the details, have been taken from the

mathematical portions of the works of Auguste Comte,
and in especial from his last great work, the ' Synthese
subjective.'

"

There is no index nor table of contents, which is a
drawback to the ready use of the book. There is an in-

troduction, and then come seven chapters. Chapter I.

discusses Numeration ; Chapter II. is devoted to the first

four rules in four sections ; Chapter III., on Properties of

Numbers, is divided into four sections: (i) Theorems
(the commutative, the associative, and distributive)

; (2)

G.C.M. ; (3) Prime and Composite Numbers
; (4)

L.C.M. Chapter W., in four sections, treats of the four

rules for fractions, and in the fifth section discusses Ratio
and Proportion. Chapter "V., in six sections, treats of

Decimal fractions. Chapter "VI., in four sections, dis-

cusses powers and roots, with geometrical illustrations

and resumes (in Section IV.) the subject of Ratio and
Proportion (applied to incommensurable quantities).

Chapter VII., in three sections, resumes the discussion
of Properties of Numbers, as regards Permutations, the

Arithmetical and Geometrical Progressions, and Figurate
Numbers. There are a few exercises appended to the
sections. The book in parts reminds us much of De
Morgan's Arithmetic : it will be valuable for teachers,

even if they have read the works cited in Mr. Cox's pre-

face. It is by no means a school-book, though senior
boys may derive much interest as well as profit from its

perusal.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor does not hold himselfresponsible/or opinions extiresseti

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return^
or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
iVo notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[The Editor urgently re(]uests correspondents to keep their letters

as s/iort as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

ofcommunications containinginterestingand novel facts.\

The Recent Total Eclipse of the Sun

By last mail I sent you a brief account of my eclipse observa-
tions at Tahoraite on the 9th inst. , and a diagram illustrating the
corona. Owing to a miscalculation as to closing time of mail

the account had to be very hurriedly written ; there was no time
to revise it or to find out the longitude and latitude of the point

of observation, but this information I am now able to supply

from the Trigonometrical Survey Records at Napier :

—

Centre of railway station 1 Longitude Latitude

at Tahoraite, Hawkes- / 176° 5' 7"'o7 ... 40° 13' I7"'22

bay )

The longitude and latitude of the nearest Trigonometrical Station,

No. 83, from which the above were calculated, seems to have
been origin.ally fixed with reference to Trigonometrical Station

No. 60, Lighthouse Reserve, Napier, whose latitude then, ac-

cording to observations taken in January 1871, was 39° 28' 47"'30.

According to fresh observations taken in February 1S85 the lati-

tude of the same point is 39° 28' 43" '52 ± 0° o' o"'04. If both
series of observations are correct, a reduction in latitude to the

extent of about 3"'78 must have taken place since 1871.

Considering the position of New Zealand at the Antipodes of

Europe, where a reduction of latitude seems to have occurred, a

reduction like the one above indicated, bearing as it does on a

very interesting question, has particular importance and urgently

calls for confirmation. As mentioned in my last letter, the

corona reminded me of an auroral display. The rays all seemed
radially disposed and perfectly straight with well defined edges.

The differences in length were very remarkable. All the ob-

servers I have spoken to agree as to the position of the longest

ray, but not as to that of the others. The public attention was,

however, fixed on the red protuberances and the other pheno-
mena of the eclipse, and little notice was evidently taken of the

corona. N. A. Graydon
Hastings, Hawkesbay, New Zealand, September 25

Ophthalmologic Education in the United Kingdom

I DID not see your notice of my translation of Fuchs's
" Causes and Prevention of Blindness" imtil to-day. I find two
accusations brought against me, which I do not admit to be
well founded.

(l) I am accused of "mistranslation" because I have often

rendered " Augenheilkunde " by the word "ophthalmology."

You state that "the treatment of diseases of the eyes'

would be the correct translation. "Ophthalmic medicine,"

which is my altern.ative. translation, is more correct than the

translation you offer ; but ophthalmology is quite sufficiently cor-

rect, and in many cases is employed by the author indifferently

with " Augenheilkunde," to express the same thing. No doubt

"ophthalmology," etymologically considered, is a more com-
prehensive word than " Augenheilkunde " or its English

synonym " ophthalmic medicine ;" but custom has sanctioned its

employment in the limited sense of the latter word in Germany,
in France, and in this country. Thus the Professor of

Ophthalmic Medicine in Vienna was Professor of Ophthalmology.

Fuchs constantly speaks of " ophthalmological clinics," and in

many of the medical schools of this country the lecturers on
what is in other schools called "ophthalmic surgery," " diseases

of the eye," &c., are called lecturers on "ophthalmology" (King's

Ciillege, Yorkshire College, Liverpool University College,

Owens College, Catholic University School of Medicine,

Dublin).
• (2) I am blamed for not correcting Fuchs when he says, "As
a rule no regular lectures on ophthalmology (Augenheilkunde)
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are delivered in tbe medical schools of Great Britain and Ireland."

You say :
" Syslematic lectures are delivered in every medical

school in the United Kingdom ; and it is difficult to believe that

the translator could have been unacquainted with the fact."

Now, I do not admit that it is the duty of a mere translator to

correct all the errors of the original, and, as a matter of fact, I

have, I think, only once put the author right (at p. leg) ; but I

do not admit the author to be wrong in his assei'tion. Looking
through the Medical Directory for this year, I find that eleven

medical schools make no jjrovision whatever for ophthalmological
instruction, and I doubt very much if the "Ophthalmic Demon-
strations," " Clinical Lectures on Diseases of the Eye," " Oph-
thalmic Surgery," &c., advertised at many of the other schools,

would properly come under the head of Dr. Fuchs's "regular
lectures," or the "systematic lectures " you speak of. As it is

upwards of forty years since I was a student at a medical school,

I may of course be mistaken respecting the present state of

ophthalmologic education in this country ; at all events, I had
not any knowledge of an opposite state of things which would
have enabled me to say that Dr. Fuchs was wrong in saying that

"aj a rule no regular lectures on ophthalmology are delivered
"

in our medical schools, and the facts I have given above seem
to prove that " regular lectures " on ophthalmic medicine are

still the exception in the medical schools of the United Kingdom.
R. E. Dudgeon

53, Montagu Square, November 4

[We have i-eferred Dr. Dudgeon's letter to the writer, who
replies as follows :

—

Dr. Dudgeon's letter will not bea' a moment's examination.

In the first place he misstates what he calls the " first accusa-

tion." He was not accused of "often" rendering "Augen-
heilkunie" by "Ophlh.ilmology," but of having done so in one
particular place, in which the eft'ect of the mistranslation was to

give a certain amount of cilour to a statement which, in the

original, was wholly untrue.

It is obvious that "Ophthalmology" is neither English,

French, nor German. It is common to all three, and the forms

of it differ only in termination. " Ophthalmologic " should be

rendered by "ophthalmology," and vice v^rsA. Its meaning
embraces everything appertaining to the eyes, and its German
equivalent is " Auijenlehre."

" Augenheilkunde," on the other hand, is a word of limited

significance, the meaning of which embraces only the treatment

of aflections of the eyes. Dr. Dudgeon's suggested rendering,
" Ophthalmic Medicine," is so far inadequate that it might not

be understood to include surgery, and it could hardly be
understood to include the use of optical appliances. " Augen-
heilkunde" fonns part of ophthalmology, an important part

indeed, but a part only.

Dr. Fuchs .asserted that, "as a rule, no regular lectures on
'Augenheilkunde' were delivered in the medical schools ofGreat
Britain and Ireland." This assertion, very possibly made in

honest ignorance, is absolutely the reverse of the truth. Dr.

Dudgeon altered it into the statement that "no regular lectures

on ophthalmology " were so delivered. This, in a sense, is

true ; because the lectures, which cover the whole extent of

"Augenheilkunde," neither cover, nor attempt to cover,
" ophthalmology."

I do not think it is too much to expect that a translator shall

correct a misstatement in the original work, especially when that

misstatement is one which casts a wholly unmerited stigma upon
the institutions of the translator's native country. Instead of

correcting it. Dr. Dudgeon casts it into an altered form, in

which it may be said to be true literally, although calculated

to produce an entirely erroneous imjjression upon the reader.

Dr. Dudgeon must not go to the extremely condensed state-

ments of the A/eJical Directory for complete accounts of the

work done by British Schools of Medicine, but to the pro-

spectuses of the schools themselves. There are thirteen such

schools in London, and regular lectures on "Augenheilkunde"
are delivered at all of them ; at Bartholomew's by Messrs.

Power and Vernon ; at Guy's by Mr. Higgins and Dr. Brailey
;

at King's College by Mr. MacHardy ; at the London by Mr.
Waren Tay ; at the Middlesex by Mr Lang ; at St. George's
by Mr. Brudenell Carter and Mr. Frost ; at St. Mary's by Mr.
Critchett ; at St. Thomas's by Mr. Nettleship ; at University

College by Mr. Tweedy ; at the Westminster by Mr. Cowell
;

at the West London by j\lr. Vernon ; at the School of Medicine
for Women by Mr. Mackinlay. At Charing Cross the lectures

are delivered by arrangement with the staff of the adjacent

Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital. It would be tedious to

enter into particulars with regard to the provincial, Scotch, and
Irish schools, but similar lectures are delivered in all of them.]

The Helm 'Wind

The helm wind oi Cumberland has been the subject of much
discussion in England. I wonder how the true explanation has

not been found, viz. that the helm 'oindis a bora, i.e. identical in

character with the extremely strong dry east snd north-east winds
blowing on the coasts of Istria and Dalmatia, as well as on the

north part of the east coast of the Black Sea, especially at Novoros-
siisk. At the latter place it blows from the Varada chain, about

2030 feet high, and, as with the helm wind, it is not felt a little

distance to the east. I give the translation of a passage on the

bora in my book on "The Climates of the World" :
—

" Seamen call the bora an air-waterfall. There is reason to believe

that it begins when the stable equilibrium between the air-strata on

the mountain and the bay is disturbed, i.e. when the latter is more
than 10° warmer than the former. The Varada chain falls in

a gentle slope eastward towards the broad Adegoa valley, to the

north-cast of which is the Svinzovy (Lead) chain. In this

walled-in valley the temperature is much lower than on the

coast, especially in winter and autumn, and when the cold air

fills it to overflowing there arises an unstable equilibrium towards

the west, and the colder it is on the mountain in comparison to

the bay, the stronger is the reaction, ;' e. the bora."

Here also the b^r.i may arise, not only on account of a strong

local cooling of the air in the Adegoa valley, but also accompany
general north-east winds to the north of the Caucasian chain.

They bring cold air from afar, are sometimes prevented by the

Varada chain from .'inking to the sea-level, and during this time

the equilibrium is disturbed and they appear as bora, even if

they blow as gentle farther to the east.

/ have no doubt the En:^iish helm win i is also due to a ais-

turhed equilibrium. The east is colder than the west, and the

contrast is stronger when east winds blow, i.e. local radiation

makes the east yet colder, and in short a difference of tempera-

ture of about 14° is likely to occur between the Cross Fell

Range and the Penrith v.alley. In summer the wind is not felt—

•

the west being then colder th.an the east ; and it is less frequent

in winter than in November, March, and April, because the

prevailing west winds and the cloudy weather which necessarily

accompanies them equalise the temperature.

St. Petersburg, October 19 [31] A. Woeikof

The Resting Position of Oysters

The evidence adduced by Mr. Cunningham to prove that

oysters rest on the right or flat valve in their natural state seems
conclusive. Remembering, however, that I possessed a young
oyster-shell detached from a sandstone rock years ago on the

coast of Arran, I turned to it, and was surprised to find that

the lower or attached valve was unmistakably the larger, overlap-

ping the other at the hinge and all round. I have another single

valve of some foreign s]jecies taken from a Haliotis shell, which
furnishes similar evidence. Apparently, therefore, in the young
or attached state it is the larger or convex valve which is the

lower, and probr.bly this is the evidence on which the ordinary

statement in conchologic.al books rests. It will be curious if

the truth turns out to be that the oyster changes its position

when it becomes unattached. Perhaps the remarkable inequali-

ties in the shape of the convex valves may arise from the in-

equalities in the objects to which they are originally fixed.

W. Turner
27, Queen's Crescent, Edinburgh

The Australian Lyre Bird

Having been stationed at intei-vals for some years on the

mountains of Eastern Manaro, in the southern part of New-

South Wales, the habitat of the Lyre Bird or Native Pheasant

{Menura supi-ba or Paradisea), I have thought some fuller

particulars regarding its habits, than are usually obtainable,

might be interesting to your readers.

This range of mountains, the more sheltered sides of which

form the home of these interesting birds, attains a height of over

4000 feet above sea level. The sides, sloping towards the

coast at a general angle of about 45°, are heavily timbered with
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eucalypti, wattle, and musk trees, and covered with a dense

undergrowth of ferns and creepers, the gullies being filled with

tree ferns. Generally speaking there is a noticeable abence of

game, but at certain seasons the forest resounds with the varied

cries of the male lyre bird. The hen builds her nest at the foot

of a trunk of a tree, of twigs and bark, lining it with dried feins

and grass, and leaving an opening in the front of the top. Here-

in she deposits the one egg on which she sits to incubation (for,

as an Irish friend said, "she only lays one egg at a time"),

leaving the nest daily for food. The country abounds in the

hills of ants, from those of the large bull-dog ant, an inch long,

to those of a small black variety, and it is upon these insects

and their larva; that the lyre bird chiefly subsists. The bird is

of a sooty black colour, with a body somewhat larger than that

of a pigeon, but has a tail of graceful form and beautifully

marked. Ordinarily, this tail is simply carried behind like a

peacock's in repose, but if found upon their " dancing beds
"

with head erect and tail expanded over the back they are

decidedly handsome. These "dancing beds" are patches of

comparatively clear ground, from one to two yards in diameter,

with the ferns trodden smoothly upon the surface, upon which
tile birds assemble, and dance and strut to their apparent great

delight. The original cry or call of the lyre bird is a very

simple one, but his adopted one partakes of that of every sound
he hears ; for he is a most wonderful mocker, not only of other

birds, such as the parrot, cockatoo, yang yang, or magpie, but

he will imitate, to the life, the bullock driver with his whip, the

step of the teamster's horses, the rasping of the cross-cut saw,

and the blows of the axe and tomahawk, and more wonderful

still, more than one of these at the same time, so that the

solitary explorer is led to believe he has suddenly come upon
pioneers of civilisation in the heart of the forest.

The male bird is exceedingly pugnacious, and this fact is

made use of by the settlers to his destruction, for his tail is worth

$3. By imitating one of his prominent calls, the hunter can

lure him within gun-shot, although naturally very shy

;

he comes to repel a fancied intruder into his domain. His
flesh is very dark-coloured and coarse, and only used as food in

cases of necessity. Many attempts have been made to rear

the birds in captivity, and there is a report that one has been
successful. With this exception, which I cannot authenticate,

I never heard of any result but failure.

The sound of his call so alters in proportion as his tail is in

full feather or indififerently ornamented, that hunters can judge
from that whether or no any individual bird is worth pursuit.

My apology for asking for so much of your valuable space

must be in the fact that until I set myself the task of getting the

above information, I could not obtain it from published accounts.

Alfred IvIorris

Railway Survey Camp, Manaro, New South Wales,
September i

Blackberry Blossoms in November

I HAVE this day seen blackberry blossoms in a hedge on this

road, and yet the autumn has been rainy and inclement.

JosEVH John Murphy
Osborne Park, Belfast, November 10

EXPLORATIONS IN PAHANG
pAHANG is a small state in the Malay peninsula on
•' the eastern side of the dividing range, with a coast-

line on the China Sea. The territory is almost exclusively

occupied by Malays, who live on the banks of the rivers
;

but in the unexplored forests of the interior near the

mountains there are a few tribes of wild aboriginal Sakeis.

Though Pekan, the capital, is not quite 200 miles from
Singapore, it is rarely visited by Europeans. It is

situated at the mouth of the river Pahang, and on this

stream the bulk of the population is to be found. The
Pahang is the main artery of communication with the
interior. Its course is inaccurately laid down on the map
published by the Straits Government in 1879. Quite
recently, however, Mr. W. Cameron, a surveyor, has by
his own efforts, unassisted by the Government, mapped
the whole course of the stream, and his map, not yet

published, is in the hands of the Straits branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society. Recently also the river was ascended
by Mr. G. Scaife. He went up by the Semanten River
and one of its tributaries to the dividing range, and then,

accompanied by Malays only, he crossed to Klang, in

Selangor, in three days, and so reached the western
coast. In May of this year Mr. Swettenham, the Govern-
ment Resident in Selangor, succeeded in passing the

dividing range fiom Perak by ascending the River Slim.

Having descended on the eastern side of the mountains
he reached the Lipis River, down which he came on rafts

to the Pahang, and so on to Pekan. The whole journey
occupied one month.

It may seem strange that a territory so near Singapore
should be so little known. The reasons for this are that

on the land side its jungles and forests are very inac-

cessible, and that for si.x months of the year, when the

north-east monsoon is blowing, the rivers and coast-line

can scarcely be approached from the sea. Pahang has
always had a peculiar interest because of the large and
rich gold mines said to exist within its limits. Curious
specimens of nuggets are constantly reaching the British

settlements from this locality.

In July last I started from Singapore with the intention

of seeing some of the gold fields and generally to examine
the geology of the river and some of its tributaries. I

was accompanied by Mr. H. G. James and Mr. Scaife. A
small steam lauirch had been sent on previously, and we
hoped by its means to save time and the inconvenience
of depending on native boatmen.

Pekan, the capital, lies about six miles above the

mouth of the river. It is a small town of perhaps 1500
inhabitants. It is well laid out in rectangular grassy

streets. The sides of these are formed of high bertane

fences, within which, buried in tropical foliage, are the

detached bungalows of the inhabitants ; the houses are

built high off the ground with attop roofs. There is one
street of wretched Chinese shops called the market. In

the midst of this is a somewhat pretentious two-story

palace for the Sultan. Close by are many sheds built for

games for royal diversion, amid which is a conspicuous
inclosure covered in, where for many hours almost daily

his Highness plays at top-spinning with his nobility and
gentry.

He received us courteously at midnight (a common
hour for receptions) and seemed quite pleased to have
his country visited by Europeans. He gave us a letter

commanding all chiefs (Datus) to give us any help we
might require. He does not affect any royal splendour,

but is very simple in his habits. He is a liberal-minded

man, who might do inuch but for his indolence.

We started with a party of thirteen in a large river

prahm, in case the launch should fail us, which it

promptly did. Though only drawing 2 feet S inches we
lost four days in advancing fifteen miles. At last the

shallows stopped us altogether, and we had to take to the

prahm. The Pahang drains an immense basin and is fed

by innumerable tributaries, so that it is rather disappoint-

ing to hnd that unless in times of flood it is only

navigable for the small prahm of the Malay. The largest

of these scarcely draws two feet of water.

The channel is from 300 to 600 )-ards wide, interrupted

continually by jmigle islands and large sandbanks. On
the latter pea-fowl {Pavo javaiuciis) are commonly seen.

The banks are lined at intervals with small villages.

They may be known at a distance by the clumps of cocoa-

nut and betel palm. On our approach we frequently

heard the wooden gong or drum echoing with singular

clearness through the forest. It reminded one of what
Stanley tells us of the River Congo, except that the

Pahang natives are very peaceable. The vegetation was
of the usual Malay character. The common trees were

Ficus, Phyllanthus, Vitex, Castanopsis, Garcinia, Diptero-

carpus, Fagrffia, Hibiscus, c&c, with creepers and vines

innumerable, especially Bauhinia, Vitis, Ipomtea, Entada,
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and Mucuna. I saw very little that was new to me, but

there was no time for any search. At forty miles we
came to the River Lint, which at one time had a great

reputation for its gold mines. Two Europeans have started

to prospect the locality. We met with them on our

return. They had found traces of very extensive work-

ings in former times, but the whole are quite abandoned.
The country around is hilly, and the banks of the river

are beautifully picturesque. Scarcely any natives live in

the vicinity.

We passed many small tributaries to the right and left.

and at ninety-one miles, or eight days, from Pekan passed

the Semanten; a large affluent coming from the west.

Our course had been west hitherto, but now turned

to the north-west. Our progress was but slow. We
had hired a second boat, and both had to be urged
against a strong current by means of long poles

—

the usual mode of up-stream progress in the Malaysia.

One seldom averages more than a mile an hour in this

way.
At about 130 miles we passed the Tomoleng, a large

stream to the right. It was up this, I believe, that Baron
Maclay passed in 1875. The river to the left is called

the Jelis -or Jelai. Between the two there is a very

small stream which is called the Pahang. In Cameron's
map the Jelai is marked as the Pahang, but the natives

do not call it so. The Jelis is still a line river, with fewer

sandbanks, and I think a deeper bed. Fifty miles further

we reached the Lipis. Where we left the Jelis it was
still an important stream at least 200 yards wide. The
Lipis is also a good stream, half the width of the former.

We only went about ten miles up it, and at that distance

or less caine to Punjom, a large village, the second in

importance to Pekan. We found that the cholera had
just visited the place, and carried oft' half the inhabitants,

and we found subsequently that several other villages had
been visited, or were actually suffering from this terrible

epidemic.
About three miles from Punjom is a celebrated gold

mine at a village called Jelai, which has been worked for

centuries. The formation is just like what is seen in the
auriferous districts of Australia—that is to say, highly

inclined slate schists and sandstones with quartz lodes
containing the gold. The mines, I am told, have been
worked in succession by Siamese, Malays, and Chinese.
At present about thirty Chinese are employed, with a few
Malays, who wash the sands for gold dust. The locality

is very curious, from the evident antiquity of the work-
ings. An enormous quantity of material has been
quarried away, and shafts have been sunk in the solid

rock. Subsequently the rock has been removed, leaving
traces of the shafts on the faces of the quarries. It seems
as if the miners had found gold in the alluvium, and
then had removed the rock in searching for more. The
lodes were scarcely touched, probably being too hard.

But just beside the lodes the casing with some pockets of

pyrites have been taken out in small quantities and are
still worked. Doubtless these ores are rich, but a small
quantity of free gold dust is all that these mmers get.

The ground for acres around is covered with refuse

heaps, and after each rainfall the native women and
children maybe seen searching for specks of gold in the
sand. There is a good deal of iron pyrites in the heaps,
and as this gradually decomposes, the gold is liberated

in the form of fine dust. The mine is about to be worked
by a European company.

I returned from Punjom down the Pahang as far as the

Semanten, and ascended that river almost due west for

about 50 miles. It then forks into the Karau (W.N.W.)
and the Brentong (S.W.). As the latter was a series of
rapids we changed our boats for small canoes. The water
is very deep in places, but shallow at the rapids, where it

fails over barriers of beautiful black marble with white
veins, or over slate rocks, highly inclined and much

jointed. It took us a whole day to ascend about 15 miles,

as there was a fresh in the stream. This made the work
of poling up the rapids diflicult and exciting. After the
first few miles we saw no habitations, but we met small
bamboo rafts carrying down ingots of tin from the village

of Brentong. The river flows in a channel about 50 yards
wide, through a dense forest echoing with the cry of the
large black siamang or gibbon monkey {Hylobaics syn-
dactylus ?). Occasionally we heard the peculiar warning
shriek, as I may call it, of the wild aboriginal Sakei.

We left our canoes at the junction of a mountain
torrent called the Dua. Here we camped one night, and
then crossed to the sources of the stream, passing over
several high mountain spurs from the main divide. In
the mountains we found a few Malays washing stream tin

from a shallow, coarse gravel. This consisted of broken
Palaeozoic slates and sandstones. We visited two or three

mines of this kind in various places in the ranges.
Travelling was very difficult, because of the undergrowth
amid a fine forest of Dipterocarpus, oak, chestnut figs.

Dammar, Fagrsa, &c., with much Bertam palm (Hugues-
sonia). Tracesof tigers and elephants numerous. Game
plentiful. In the river a very large barbel and a smaller
one abundant {Barbus biirmanicus and Kolus ?), both
tasteless fishes and full of bones. We found also an eel-

like voracious fish, which I took to be Ophioccphalus
niumpe/lcs, excellent eating, but uncommon. 1 have
found the same fishes in all the mountain rivers of the
Malay peninsula.

We returned direct to Pekau from the Sungei Dua,
having spent about five weeks in the boats. Throughout
we found the people aftable and courteous, not timid of
strangers, though some of them had never previously
seen white men. Their only medium of exchange is a
tin coinage, shaped for the most part like an old-fashioned

square inkstand. They objected to receive the smaller
silver coin of the Straits Settlements, but would take an
empty bottle or a meat or biscuit tin in exchange for a
fowl, and fruit such as bananas, cocoa-nuts, mangostems,
and papaws, besides tapioca, maize, and brinjals.

We saw a few slaves, who seemed to be Sakeis or
Africans. The whole population of the State can scarcely

be 50,000, of which probably not 500 are Chinese.

About half way between the dividing range and the sea
there is a belt of detached conical steep mountains 1500 to

2000 feet high. From the specimens of rock abutting on
the River Pahang I judge these hills to be volcanic, and
to consist of trachytic and felspathic rocks. I also found
in the bed of the stream isolated patches of andesite,

felsite, molaphyre, and limestone. In respect to the vol-

canic rocks the eastern side of the Malay peninsula differs

much from the western. J. E. Tenlson-Wood
Singapore, August 28

P.S.— I have just seen in a number of Nature, pub-
lished in the early part of this year, a letter from Mr.
L. Wray, jun., correcting what he considers certain mis-
takes of mine. It is due to your readers to state that I

do not accept any of these corrections. During the long

period that I have spent in exploring in these regions,

Mr. Wray travelled with me for about a fortnight. I

should like to repeat that I have never seen on the Malay
peninsula any sign of upheaval or subsidence. The
instance Mr. Wray refers to at Matang obviously admits
of a very different interpretation.

THE CRETACEOUS FLORAS OF CANADA '

Geological Relations of the Floras

T N a memoir published in the first volume of the
' Transactions of this Society I have given a table

of the Cretaceous formations of the western North-
' By Sir William Dasvson, F.R.S., &c. From advance sheets of a memoir

to appear in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada.
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West Territories of Canada, prepared by Dr. G. M.
Dawson, and have fully stated the geological position of

the plants at that time described. The new facts de-

tailed now require us to intercalate in our table three

distinct plant-horizons not previously recognised in the

western territories of Canada. One of these, the Kootanie
series, should probably be placed at the base of the table

as a representative of the Urgonian or Neocomian, or, at

the very least, should be held as not newer than the

Shasta group of the United States Geologists, and the

Lower Sandstones and Shales of the Queen Charlotte

Islands. It would seem to correspond m the character

of its fossil plants with the oldest Cretaceous floras recog-

nised in Europe and Asia, and with that of the Komd
formation in Greenland, as described by Heer. No
similar flora seems yet to have been distinctly recognised

in the United States, except, perhaps, that of the beds in

Maryland, holding cycads, and which were referred many
years ago by Tyson to the Wealden.
The second of these plant-horizons separated, according

to Dr. G. M. Dawson, by a considerable thickness of

strata, is that which he has called the Mill Creek series,

and which corresponds very closely with that of the

Dakota group, as described by Lesquereux, and that of

the Atan^ and Patoot formations in Greenland, as

described by Heer. This fills a gap, indicated only con-

jecturally in the table of 1883. Along with the plants

from the Dunvegan group of Peace River, described in

1883, it would seem to represent the flora of the Ceno-
manian and Turonian divisions of the Cretaceous in

Europe.
Above this we have also to intercalate a third sub-flora,

that of the Belly River series at the base of the Fort

Pierre group. This, though separated from the Laramie
proper by the marine beds of the Pierre and Fox Hill

groups, more than 1700 feet in thickness, introduces the

Laramie or Danian flora, which continues to the top of

the Cretaceous, and probably into the Eocene, and in-

cludes several species still surviving on the American
continent, or represented by forms so close that they may
be varietal merely.

Lastly, the subdivision of the Laramie group, in the

last Report of Dr. G. M. Dawson, into the three members
known respectively as the Lower or St. Mary River series,

the Middle or Willow Creek series, and the Upper or

Porcupine Hill series, in connection with the fact that the

fossil plants occur chiefly in the lower and upper mem-
bers, enables us now to divide the Laramie flora proper
into two sub-floras—an older, closely allied to that of the

Belly River series below ; and a newer, identical with that

of Souris River, described as Laramie in Dr. G. M. Daw-
son's Report on the 49th Parallel, 1876, and in the Report
of the Geological Survey of Canada for 1879, 'I'ld which
appears to agree with that known in the United States as

the Fort Union group, and in part at least with the so-

called Miocene of Heer from Greenland.
From the animal fossils and the character of the flora

it would seem probable that the rich flora of the Creta-

ceous coal-fields of \'ancouver Island is nearly synchron-
ous with that of the coal-bearing Belly River series of the

western plains.

It will thus be seen that the explorations already made
in Canadian territory have revealed a very complete series

of Cretaceous plants, admitting, no doubt, of large addi-

tions to the number of species by future discoveries, and
also of the establishment of connecting links between the

different members, but giving a satisfactory basis for the

knowledge of the succession of plants and for the deter-

mination of the ages of formations by their vegetable
fossils.

The successive series may be tabulated as follows, with
references for details to the fuller table in my memoir of

Successive Floras and Sub-Floras of the Cretaceous in
Canada {in Descending Order)

/

P(

Floras and Sub-Floras

Upper Laramie or Por-
cupine Hill Series

Middle Laramie or Willov
Creek Series.

Lower Laramie or St.

Mary River Series

Fox Hill Series

Fort Pierre Series

Belly River Series. (See
note.)

Coal Measures ofNanaimo,
B.C., probably here ...

Dunvegan Series of Peace
River. (See note.) ...

Mill Creek Series of Rocky
Mountains

Suskwa River and .Queen
Charlotte Island Series.

Intermediate Series of

Rocky Mountains

Kootanie Series of Rocky
Mountains

Platanus beds of Souris

River and Calgary.

Report Geol. Survey of

Canada for 1S79, and
memoir of 1885.

Lemna and Pistia beds
of bad lands of 49th
Parallel, Red Deer
River, &c., with Lig-
nites. Report 49th
Parallel and memoir
of 1885.

Marine.

Marine.

' Sequoia and Brasenia
beds of S. Saskatche-
wan, Belly River, &c.

,

with Lignites. Memoir
t of 1885.

Memoir ot 1SS3. Many
Dicotyledons, Palms,
&c.

Memoir of 1883. Many
Dicotyledons, Cycads,
&c.

Dicotyledonous leaves,

similar to Dakota Group
of the U.S. Memoir
of 1885.

i Cycads, Pines, a few

) Dicotyledons. Report

) Geol. Survey. Memoir
( of 1885.

( Cycads, Pines, and Ferns.

/ Memoir of 1885.

Note.—Though the flora of the Belly River Series very

closely resembles that of the Lower Laramie, showing tha

similar plants existed throughout the Senonian and Danian
periods in North America, yet it is to be anticipated that specific

differences will develop themselves in the progress of discovery.

In the meantime it scarcely seems possible to distinguish by

fossil plants alone the Lower Laramie beds from those of Belly

River, and if these are really separated by 1700 feet of marine

strata, as is now believed on stratigraphical grounds, the flora

must have been remarkably persistent. The Dunvegan series of

Peace River probably corresponds in time with the marine

Niobrara and Benton groups farther south, and the Mill Creek

with the Dakota group
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Physical Conditions and Climate indicated by the Cre-

taceous Floras.— in the Jurassic and earliest Cretaceous

periods the prevalence, over the whole of the Northern

Hemisphere, and for a long time, of a monotonous

assemblage of Gymnospermous and Acrogenous plants,

implies an uniform and mild climate and facility for inter-

communication in the north. Towards the end of the

Jurassic and beginning of the Cretaceous, the land of the

Northern Hemisphere was assuming greater dimensions,

and the climate probably becoming a little less uniform.

Before the close of the Lower Cretaceous period,

the dicotyledonous flora seems to have been intro-

duced, under geographical conditions which permitted

a warm-temperate climate to extend as far north as

Greenland.
In the Cenomanian we tind the Northern Hemisphere

tenanted with dicotyledonous trees closely allied to those

of modern times, though still indicating a climate much
warmer than that which at present prevails. In this age

extensive but gradual submergence of land is indicated

by the prevalence of chalk and marine limestones over

the surface of both continents ; but a circumpolar belt of

land seems to have been maintained, protecting the

Atlantic and Pacific basins from floating ice, and per-

mitting a temperate flora of great richness to prevail far

to the north, and especially along the southern margins

and extensions of the circumpolar land. These seem to

have been the physical conditions which terminated the

existence of the old Mesozoic flora and introduced that of

the Middle Cretaceous.

As time advanced, the quantity of land gradually

increased, and the extension of new plains along the older

ridges of land was coincident with the deposition of the

great Laramie series and with the origination of its

pernliar florn, whiih indir.ites a mild climate and con-

siderable variety of station in mountain, plain, and
swamp, as well as in great sheets of shallow and weedy
fresh water.

In the Eocene and Miocene periods the continent

gradually assumed its present form, and the vegetation

became still more modern in aspect. In that period of

the Eocene, however, in which the great nummulitic
limestones were deposited, a submergence of land

occurred on the eastern continent which must have
assimilated its physical conditions to those of the

Middle Cretaceous. This great change, affecting materi-

ally the flora of Europe, was not equally great in America,
which also by the north and south extension of its moun-
tain chains permitted movements of migration not possible

in the Old World. From the Eocene downwards, the

remains of land animals and plants are found only in lake

basins occupying the existing depressions of the land,

though more extensive than those now remaining. It must
also be borne in mind that the great foldings and fractures

of the crust of the earth which occurred at the close of

the Eocene, and to which the final elevation of such
ranges as the Alps and the Rocky Mountains belongs,

permanently modified and moulded the forms of tlie

continents.

These statements raise, however, questions as to the

precise equivalence in time of similar floras found in

different latitudes. However equable the climate, there

must have been some appreciable difference in proceeding
from north to south. If, therefore, as seems in every way
probable, the new species of plants originated on the

Arctic land and spread themselves southward, this latter

process would occur most naturally in times of gradual
refrigeration or of the access of a more extreme climate,

that is, in times of the elevation of land in the temperate
latitudes, or conversely, of local depression of land in the

Arctic, leading to invasions of northern ice. Hence the

times of the prevalence of particular types of plants in

the far north would precede those of their extension to

the south, and a flora found fossil in Greenland might be

supposed to be somewhat older than a similar flora when
found farther south. It would seem, however, that the

time required for the extension of a new flora to its

extreme geographical limit, is so small in comparison

with the duration of an entire geological period, that

practically, this difference is of little "moment, or at least

does not amount to antedating the Arctic flora of a par-

ticular type by a whole period, but only by a fraction of

such period.

It does not appear that during the whole of the Cre-

taceous and Eocene periods there is any evidence of such

refrigeration as seriously to interfere with the flora, but

perhaps the times of most considerable warmth are

those of the Dunvegan group in the Middle Cre-

taceous and those of the later Laramie and oldest

Eocene.
It would appear that no cause for the mild temperature

of the Cretaceous needs to be invoked other than those

mutations of land and water which the geological deposits

themselves indicate. A condition, for example, of the

Atlantic basin in which the high land of Greenland should

be reduced in elevation and at the same time the northern

inlets of the Atlantic closed against the invasion of Arctic

ice, would at once restore climatic conditions allowing of

the growth of a temperate flora in Greenland. As Dr.

Brown has shown (" Florula Discoana "), and as I have
elsewhere argued, the absence of light in the Arctic

winter is no disadvantage, since, during the winter,

the growth of deciduous trees is in any case sus-

pended, while the constant continuance of light in the

summer is, on the contrary, a \ery great stimulus and
advantage.

It is a remarkable phenomenon in the history of genera

of plants in the later Mesozoic and Tertiary, that the

older genera appear at once m a great number of specific

types, which become reduced as well as limited in range

down to the modern. This is no doubt connected with

the greater difterentiation of local conditions in the

modern ; but it indicates also a law of rapid multiplica-

tion of species in the early life of genera. The distribu-

tion of the species of Salisburia, Segi/oia, Platanus,

Sassafras, Liriodendron, Magnolia, and many other

genera, affords remarkable proofs of this.

Gray, Saporta, Heer, Newberry, Lesquereux, and
Starkie Gardner, have all ably discussed these points

;

but the continual increase of our knowledge of the several

floras, and the removal of error as to the dates of their

appearance must greatly conduce to clearer and more
definite ideas. In particular, the prevailing opinion that

the Miocene was a period of the greatest extension of

warmth and of a temperate flora into the Arctic, must be
abandoned in favour of the later Cretaceous and Eocene ;

and if I mistake not, this will be found to accord better

with the evidence of general geology and of animal
fossils.

Note.—While this memoir was passing through the

press, the Report of Mr. Whiteaves, F.G.S., Palaeon-

tologist to the Canadian Survey, on the invertebrate

fossils of the Laramie and Cretaceous of the Bow and
Belly River districts appeared (" Contributions to Canadian
Palaiontology," vol. i. part I, S9 pp. and 11 plates). This
valuable Report constitutes an independent testimo.iy,

based on animal fossils, to the age of the beds in question,

and accords in the main very closely with the conclusions

above derived from fossil plants. Unfortunately, how-
ever, no animal remains have yet been found in the

Kootanie series, and the only fossil recorded from the

Mill Creek beds is a species ol hioccramus characteristic

in the United States of the Niobrara and Benton groups,

a position a little higher than that deduced from the

plants.
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RADIANT LIGHT AiVD HEAT'
IV.

Radiation and Absorption— Celestial Applications.

THE continuous emission of light and heat from the

sun and stars through long periods, consisting of

millions of years, cannot fail to strike us with amazement,
more especially if we regard the great intensity of this

radiation. It has been conjectured that the amount of

solar heat received by the earth in one year would liquefy

a layer of ice 100 feet thick, covering the whole surface of

the earth. Now if we, bear in mind that the solar heat
reaching the earth at any time is only irgTjgg'ijijgoij of that

which leaves the sun, we may obtain some conception of

the enormous radiation from our luminary. It has been
calculated by Sir William Thomson that if the sun were
a hot solid body, such as carbon, its surface would cool in

a few minutes of time. It therefore becomes an object

of great scientific interest and importance to discover

what is the nature of the peculiar machinery which
enables the sun to continue, without interruption, dis-

charging, as it does, into space such enormous quantities

of radiant energy. The reply to this question can best be
given by a detailed study of the surface of the sun.

Whether viewed telescopically or spectroscopically, this

surface is by no means that of a globe of uniformly

luminous heated matter. Let us begin by e.xamining this

surface telescopically.

Shortly after the invention of the telescope Galileo and
Scheiner showed that the disc of the sun is far from being

uniformly luminous, since it frequently presents the ap-

pearance of having large spots on its surface. This is a

fact which had been previously known to the Chinese.

Further research showed that these black spots exhibit at

least two degrees of darkness, consisting of a central

intensely dark umbra, surrounded by a penumbra, or

semi-dark border. We know now that even the umbra
is not absolutely black, but consists of matter at a tem-
perature comparatively low as regards the sun, but com-
paratively high as regards the earth. It was likewise

found in the course of telescopic research that there are

patches which are brighter, not darker than the average
solar surface m- photosphere, 3.ViA these bright patches have
been termed /tjcv/te.

Thus we have on the solar surface things with three

degrees of brightness, consisting of the normal solar

surface or photosphere, of the spots which are darker
than it, and of the faculas, which are the brightest of all.

* Continued from vo'.. xxxii. p. 551.

The facula; are more especially to be found in the neigh-
bourhood of spots.

These are the phenomena which may generally be
viewed on the sun's surface on any occasion by means of

an ordinary telescope. Nevertheless, there are occasions
on which we shall find no spots. Schwabe, a German
observer, after forty years' patient study of the sun's

surface, was successful in detecting a periodicity of these
phenomena. There are certain years of maximum and
other years of minimum sun-spot frequency, and the
average distance from one maximum to the next, or from
one minimum to the next, is about eleven years.

I have said nothing hitherto about the rotation of the

sun, which was discovered by means of the apparent

motion of the sun spots over the solar disc. This rotation

takes place in about twenty-six days, and its plane is not

far removed from the ecliptic, or that in which the earth

moves around the sun, the two motions being likewise in

the same direction. It has been discovered by Carrington

that, as a rule, spots are confined to the regions around

the solar equator, never by any chance appearing at the

poles.

The nature of these spots has been a subject of much

i\Si«:vA'«^^

discussion. Professor Wilson, of Glasgow, was the first to

bring forward evidence indicating that they are below the

general level of the solar surface—pits, in fact, the bottoms

of which are intensely black, while the sloping sides are

less so. This evidence consisted in the fact that when
near the sun's border that portion of the penumbra of a

spot which is next the visual centre is hidden from our

view, a behaviour which is illustrated in Fig. II. Again,

it has been pointed out by the Kevv obser\-ers that the

bottom of a spot is blacker because it is colder than the

general surface, and they have likewise brought forward

evidence to show that this diminution of temperature has
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probably been produced by the downrtish of comparatively
cold matter from above, a conclusion which has since been
abundantly verified by spectroscopic observations.

In fine, these phenomena attest the existence o: an ex-
tensive and extremely active solar atmosphere, vv'hich

grows quickly colder as we ascend from the sun's surface,

and a spot with its accompanying faculae may perhaps be

looked upon in the light of a celestial hurricane or hail-

storm.

We have in the spot the downrush of a vast quantity of

comparatively cold matter from above, and in the
faculse the necessary re-action of this, or the uprush
of comparatively hot matter from below, the scale
of the operation being occasionally of such a vast
magnitude that thirty or forty of our earths might
be buried in the pit which represents a spot.

What we have on a large scale in spots and
facula; we have on a small scale all over the sun's

disc. When viewed with a powerful telescope the

brightness of his disc is found to be far from uni-

form, the whole surface being made up of bright

and dark patches existing side by side. This
mottled appearance was first noticed by the elder

Herschel. who considered the pores, as he termed
them, to be small spots—a conclusion which has
since been abundantly verified by the spectroscope.
(Hiite recently M. Janssen, the well-known French
observer, has obtained admirable photographs of

the sun, exhibiting this mottled appearance on a
very large scale. In Fig. 12 we have a picture of a
cyclonic sun spot, while in Fig. 13 we have one of

faculse surrounding a spot seen near the sun's edge.
Fig. 14 again is a picture by Secchi exhibiting the

general mottled appearance round a spot, and the

lengthening out of the irregular masses into "straws"
in the penumbra.
The phenomena which I have just described are

those which are seen projected upon the solar disc.

I now go on to describe those which take place

near his border. On the occasion of total solar

eclipses red flames, or /iroini'nences, are seen to

surround the darkened disc of our luminary. At
lust it was not known whether these belonged to

the sun or not, but we are now quite certain that

they are true solar appendages. On the same
occasions we have, in addition to the red flames,

a solar corona, or glory, extending sometimes to a
\ery great distance around the solar disc, perhaps
even a million of miles or more. Recent observa-
tion has proved that this corona is likewise, in part,

at least, an undoubted solar appendage.
Having now described the results given us by

telescopic observation, let nie proceed to those

which the spectroscope reveals. Allusion has
already been made to the dark lines which occur
in the solar spectrum, and which form the charac-

teristic diflerence betwixt his spectrum and that of

the electric light. We have also mentioned the

fact that the double solar line D corresponds quite

exactly in spectral position with the bright lines

given out by incandescent sodium, and that Prof.

Stokes conjecturedfromthis coincidence that sodium
must exist in the solar atmosphere at a compara-
tively low temperature.

Professors Bunsen and Kirchhoff in their spectro-

scopic researches greatly extended this branch of

inquiry, showing that many of the dark lines of the

solar spectrum are coincident in spectral position

with bright lines seen in terrestrial spectra, and
concluding that the gaseous substances which
afford these spectra must occur in a comparatively

cold state in the atmosphere of the sun. The fol-

lowing substances have thus been found to occur

in the atmosphere of our luminary—hydrogen,

magnesium, calcium, sodium, iron, nickel, man-
ganese, chromium, cobalt, barium, copper, zinc,

titanium, aluminium.
The spectroscope has been applied with equal success to

tlie border or limb of our luminary. It was a subject of

some surprise that the red flames seen at the time of a

total eclipse should be invisible on other occasions ; and
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this perhaps induced observers to imagine that they were

not true solar appendages. Independently and nearly

simultaneously Janssen and Lockyer showed that these

red flames may be rendered visible on ordinary occasions

by means of the spectroscope, and they are now the daily

study of solar observers. It has been shown that they

consist chiefly of incandescent hydrogen, and the reason

is very obvious why we cannot see them without the

spectroscope. The glare of light around the sun's disc

sisting of rays of a great many refrangibilities which are

spread out into a long ribbon by the spectroscope, and
consequently diluted. On the other hand, that from the

red flames consists only of one or two widely-separated

refrangibilities which are not spread out, and therefore

not diluted. The consequence is that the red flames

give us a few bright spectral lines standing out in a solar

Dl D?

(a strictly tenestrial phenomenon due to reflexion) is in

general so strong compared to the light from the red

flames, that it is impossible for the eye to distinguish

the latter. Now during a total eclipse this glare is re-

moved, and hence the eye can see the red flames. But
in the spectroscope we have a means not so much of

removing as of diluting the glare, while at the saine time

the light from the red flames is not diluted. This arises

from the fact that the glare is ordinary sun-light, con-

spectrum so diluted as to be almost invisible,

we have a representation of the eclipsed sun

red flames near the sun, and the corona ex

great distance around his disc : while in Fi

In Fig. 15

showing the
tending to a
16 we have

19.—Exhibiting the sp 1 of the chromosphere above and that of the photosphere belo

an enlarged view of one of the red flames, showing the

curious shapes which these phenomena frequently assume.

The application of the spectroscope by Lockyer and
others to selected portions of the solar disc and its sur-

roundings has been most fruitful in its consequences.

One of the first results obtained by Lockyer was the

arrow-shaped appearance of the bright line F of the

sun's atmosphere, when the slit of the spectroscope is

made to form a continuation outwards of the solar radius
;

that is to say, is perpendicular to the rim o^ the sun.

I This is shown in Fig. 17, and the explanation is very

simple. It will be remembered that the line F of hydrogen

I

is one which is very susceptible to an increase of pressure.

It is therefore much wider at the bottom of the solar

atmosphere than at the top, thus presenting the appear-

ance seen in the figure. When the same observer applied

the spectroscope to a sun-spot there was found to be a

thickening of various absorption lines in the region of

i
the spot, thus indicating an increase of pressure, and

: proving that a spot is a phenomenon that occurs below
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the general surface of the photosphere. In Fig. 18 we
have the spectrum of a sun-spot as given by Young, ex-

hibiting this thickening in the double line D,a line which,
like F, is eminently susceptible to variations of pressure.

It is, however, erroneous to suppose that the solar

atmosphere consists entirely of the red prominences
already mentioned. These denote merely (.is their name
indeed implies) the most violently agitated portions of an
atmosphere surrounding the whole sun. Lockyer has
named tliis atmosphere the chromosplicrc, and it extends
to an average height of about 4000 miles above the
surface of the sun. In Fig. ig we have a picture of the
spectrum of the sun's photosphere below and of the
chromosphere above.
One prominent constituent of the chromosphere is

hydrogen, but we have here a very strange circumstance.
Besides certain well-known hydrogen lines, we have in the
chromosphere spectrum an orange-yellowline near D, which
we cannot identify with the spectrum of any terrestrial

substance. It is probably due to some unknown gaseous
body which is mixed up with the hydrogen in the atmo-
sphere of our luminary. Again, in the solar corona, we
have a green line which we likewise cannot identify ; but
our opportunities of examining this region are so few
and so transient that any conclusion we may come to with
respect to its lines must be regarded as provisional.

B.ALFOUR Stewart

( To he conti?iueii.)

BULLETIN OF THE UNITED STATES FISH
COMMISSION FOR 1884 ^

T^Cl those who are not already familiar with this publica-
• tion, it is necessary to explain that the bulletin is a

journal whose successive numbers appear at short but
irregular intervals, each number containing a small collec-
tion of brief articles, notes, and reports, on subjects con-
nected with the work of the Commission. At the end of
each year the numbers that have been issued during its

course are collected into a single volume and republished.
Some of the notes and articles in the volume for 18S4

have but a very remote connection with fish or fisheries,

^ broad as is the interpretation given to those terms by the
American Commission. In most cases it may be conceded
that the information given has some relation to the supply
of human food derived from aquatic organisms, or at any
rate some bearing on aquatic life. But it is difficult to see
the connection between a report on the sanitary condition
of the inhabitants of Old Providence Island and the sub-
ject of aquiculture. The Report referred to contains many
interesting facts concerning the fecundity, education, and
diseases of the people mentioned : it would form a
valuable contribution to a medical journal, but the fact
that its author was surgeon on board the Albatross when
he acquired the knowledge of his subject is scarcely
sufiicient to prevent surprise at the appearance of a
sanitary report in the Fish Commission Bulletin.
A considerable proportion of the volume is occupied

\yith reprints and translations from journals and publica-
tions of other countries, and nearly all of these are in-
teresting and useful. By the republication of these foreign
papers the Bulletin becomes a guide to the knowledge of
what is being done in aquicultural enterprise in all parts
of the world. Among the reprints are several from
British journals—for example, the articles which appeared
last year in Nature on the capture of fish larva; by
Utricularia, and an article on the sea-serpent by Richard
A. Proctor, which is taken from the Nciocaslle Weekly
Chronicle.

Dr. P. Brecchi's Report on the condition of oyster-
culture m France in iSSr, originallv published in the
Journal Officiel, is given in full ; and there are also

' Proc. of the U.S. National Museum, vol. vll. 1334. (Washington, 1885.)

several other useful articles on the subject of oyster-culture.

Mr. John A. Ryder contributes a description with illus-

trations of a new sand-diaphragm to be used in the cultiva-

tion of oysters in marine povids, and a report on the

condition of the oyster fishery at St. Jerome Creek.
Lieutenant Francis Winslow reports on some experiments
made in 1883 on the rearing of oyster larvte. The ex-

periments were not completely successful, and the problem
of establishing a working system of oyster-culture on the

east coast of America still affords scope for the energies of

the Fish Commission.
Several articles and reports contain data from which

may be ascertained the extent and success of the efforts

W'hich are being made to acclimatise various species of

fish in waters far distant from their native homes. The
introduction of American fish into French streams has
been in many cases successfully accomplished by the

Societe Nationale d'Acclimatisation. Details of the ex-

periments are given in an article compiled from the

monthly bulletin of the Society. Pisciculture and the

acclimatisation of new species in Germany is treated in

several articles by Max. von dem Borne,who is the founder

and owner of a large piscicultural establishment at

Berneuchen. The bare record of the successful trans-

mission of whitefish eggs to Nelson, New Zealand, and of

American black bass to the river Nene in England, is

contained in letters which are reprinted.

Reference to any particular article or subject in the

volume, in spite of its extremely heterogeneous character,

has been made perfectly easy by the number and com-
pleteness of the indexes with which it is provided. In

the table of contents the names of all the contributors are

given in alphabetical order. A topical synopsis follows,

in which the various subjects treated in the articles and
notes are given under five headings. Finally, at the

end of the book, is an accurate and complete general

index.

The Proceedings of the United States National Museum
is published on the same plan as the Bulletin of the U.S.
Fish Commission. In the " advertisement " to the volume
before us (vol. vii. 1884, Washington, 1885) we are told

that the series was commenced in iSySto provide a means
for the prompt publication of descriptions of the new and
interesting material which was being sent to the Museum
l5y the activity of the collectors employed in its interest.

The articles are published in signatures, one of which is

issued whenever printed material to the extent of sixteen

pages has accumulated. The produce of each yea.r is

issued as an annual volume. The articles consist of

papers by members of the scientific coips of the Museum,
of papers by otheis founded on the collections in the

Museum, and of interesting extracts from the correspond-
ence of the Smithsonian Institution. The more extensive

and complete publications of the Museum are issued in

the series of Bulletins. Both series are published at the

expense of the Interior Department, under the direction

of the Smithsonian Institution, and with the supervision

of Mr. Spencer F. Baird, director of the National Museum.
The present volume, containing a large proportion of

articles on fishes, has been edited by Dr. Tarleton H.
Bean, curator of the Department of Fishes.

A considerable number of new species of fish are described
in this volume. Dr. Bean describes a new species of Core-
gonus from Alaska, two new species obtained by the Fish
Commission, and two from Jamaica. Mr. David Jordan
contributes notes on a collection of fishes from Pensacola,

Florida, with two new species, one of Exoccetus ; and
nine other short papers on collections of fishes from
Mexico. Florida, and the Mississippi. The same natural-

ist, in collaboration with Ch. H. Gilbert, gives four, with

Seth E. Meek two, and with Joseph Swain six, notes on
fishes. The volume contains several additions to the

natural history of the Commander Islands in the Behring
Sea. One of these is a refutation, by Leonhard Stejneger,
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of the story reported by Nordenskiold, that a sea-cow

{Khytina gigas) had been seen aUve in 1 854. There are

two plates : one of the Saccopharyngoid Ophiognathtis

aiiipullaceus, the other of some new shells from Alaska.

The index is as complete as usual in American books of

this class.

NOTES
The following is a list of the names which the President and

Council of the Royal Society will recommend to the Society at

their forthcoming .A.nniversary Meeting on the 30th inst. for

election into the Council for the ensuing year :—President,

Prof. George Gabriel Stokes, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D. Trea-

surer, John Evans, D.C.L., LL.D. Secretaries: Prof. Michael

Foster, M.A., M.D., The Lord Rayleigh, D.C.L. Foreign

Secretary, Prof. Alexander William Williamson, LL.D. Other

Members of the Council : Prof. Robert B. Clifton, M.A., Prof.

James Dewar, M.A., Prof. William Henry Flower, LL.D.,

Archibald Geikie, LL.D., Sir Joseph D. Hooker, K.C.S.I.,

Prof Thomas Henry Huxley, LL.D., Admiral Sir A. Cooper

Key, G.C.B., J. Norman Lockyer, F.R..A..S., Prof. Henry N.

Moseley, M.A., F.L.S., Prof. Bartholomew Price, M.A., Prof.

Pritchard, F.R.A.S., William James Russell, Ph.D., Prof. J. S.

Burdon Sanderson, LL.D., Prof. Arthur Schuster, Ph.D.,

Lieut. -Gen. R. Strachey, R.E., C.S.I., General James Thomas

Walker, C.B.

We greatly regret to announce the death, on Tuesday, of Dr.

W. B. Carpenter, at the age of seventy-three years. His death,

it would seem, was the result of an accident a few hours before.

The funeral will take place lo-morrow (Friday) at Highgate

Cemetery. We hope next week to refer at length to the scien-

tific work of Dr. Carpenter.

A VERY remarkable article appears in the Nation of October

29, on "The Private Endowment of Research," remarkable as

appearing in a paper like the Nation, published in a " practical
"

country like America. " Society," the Nation says, " may not

be prepared to interfere with the breeding of great men, but

when they have once been sporadically produced there is no

reason why it should not concern itself with their careful pre-

servation. In a state of nature there is a sure process for

securing the supremacy of the most perfect individuals of a race,

but the qualities which make the human being great are not

always qualities which fit him for taking part in the vulgar

struggle for existence. . . . Huxley has well said that any country

would find it greatly to its profit to spend a hundred thousand

dollars in first finding a Faraday, and then putting him in a

position in which he could do the greatest possible amount of

work." To expose a man of genius, according to the Nation,

" to the same harsh treatment which is good for the hod-carriei

and the bricklayer, is to indulge in a reckless waste of the means

of a country's greatness. But instead of the rarely-gifted being

treated more favourably by the present highly scientific genera-

tion, they actually receive less consideration than they have done

in many past ages of the world. . . .The waste of water-power

at Niagara (tire article concludes) is as nothing compared with

the waste of brain-power which results from compelling a man

of exceptional qualifications to earn his own living. The owner

of a great estate admits that the important charities of his town

have a well-founded claim upon his purse ; it would not

require a very great change of heart for him to feel a vivid sense

of shame if a few scholars are not carrying on their researches

at his expense."

The following papers (among others) will be read at the

Society of Arts during the present Session :—Apparatus for the

Automatic Extinction of Fires, by Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson ;

The Load Line of Ships, by Prof. Francis Elgar, F.R.S.E.
;

Technical Art Teaching, by F. Edward Hulme, F. L, S. ; The

Treatment of Sew.age, by Dr. C. Meymott Tidy ; Calculating

Machines, by C. V. Boys ; The History and Manufacture of

Playing Cards, by George Clulow ; Domestic Electric Lighting,

by W. H. Preece, F.R.S. ; The Scientific Development of the

Coal Tar Industry, by Prof. R. Meldola, F.C.S. The First

Course of Cantor Lectures will be on " The Microscope," by

John Mayall, Jun., on November 25, 30, December 7, 14, 21 ;

the Second Course will be on " Friction," by Prof. H. S. Hele

Shaw, on January 18, 25, February i, S ; the Third Course

will be on "Science Teaching," by Prof. F. Guthrie, F.R.S.

,

on February 15, 22, March I ; the Fourth Course will be on

"Petroleum and its Products," by Boverton Redwood, F.C.S.,

on March 8, 15, 22, 29; the Fifth Course will be on "The

Arts of Tapestry-Making and Embroidery,' by AlanS. Cole, on

April 5, 12, 19; and the Sixth and concluding Course will be

on " Animal Mechanics," by B. W. Richardson, M.D., F.R.S.,

on May 3, 10, 17, 24, 31. The two Juvenile Lectures on

"Waves" will be given by Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson on

Wednesday evenings, December 30, 1S85, and January 6, iSS5,

for which special tickets will be issued.

Science contains accounts by Profs. Mendenhall and Paul of

the attempts made to obtain records of earth tremors from the

explosion at Flood Rock at the entrance to New York harbour.

Arrangements to secure observations were made by the Geo-

logical Survey, together with representatives from the Naval

Observatory and Signal Service. The apparatus used by the

Naval Observatory party was that usual in mercury observations,

and three seismoccopes, one chronograph, and a number of

chronometers. Unfortunately the firing of the mine was delayed

for fourteen minutes, and this prevented good observations being

taken at many places. The reports so far received indicate that

out of seventeen stations (three occupied by geological survey

parties and fourteen co-operating with them) five watched till

the disturbance came, and got more or less satisfactory observa-

tions. At one of these the rock was directly in sight, and the

others were so near that the observers felt sure that it had not

escaped them. Four observed and timed some slight disturb-

ances between llh. 3m. and lih. 7m., and, attributing them to

the explosion, ceased watching for more, and either missed it

entirely or were taken by surprise ; two heard nothing at all up

to about ilh. lom., and so ceased observing and missed it, and

six were yet to be heard from. It will thus be perceived that the

results with regard to earth- tremors, which there was every

reason to expect from this colossal explosion, have been greatly

diminished by the long delay in firing the mine.

Part II. of the Report of the Trinity House Committee on

the recent experiments with electricity, gas, and oil as light-

house illuminants at South Foreland, which is now issued, con-

tains some interesting details in connection with the trials. The

first portion is devoted to illustrations of the arr.angements made

at the South Foreland for exhibiting, observing, and measuring

the lights. The second section consists of the report of Prof.

W. Grylls Adams, F.R.S., of King's College, London, on the

electric light apparatus employed in the production of the light

shown from A tower. Following upon Prof. .\dams's report is a de-

tailed description by Baron .\. de Meritens of the magneto-electric

machines supplied by him for the experiments. This communi-

cation shows the principles of construction of the machines and

the mechanical disposition of the magnets. Section IV. is a

detailed record of the photometric observations made by Mr.

Harold Di.xon, of Balliol College, Oxford, and referred to by

him in his report in Part I. The record consists principally of

tables showing the work done on each night. Following this

are some remarks upon the pentane standard devised by Mr.

Vernon Harcouit, and adopted as the basis of measurement

throughout the trials. Soaje interesting experiments to ascertain
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the effect of different atmospheric pi'cisures upon this flame are

described, in connection witli wliich Mr. Harcourt and Mr.

Dixon went to the summit of Ben Nevis. They found that the

variation iu the burning of the pentane flame due to variation in

atmospheric pressure was less than had been anticipated, and tlia'

consequently no correction for such variation was necessary for the

photometric results obtained at the South Foreland. Sections

v., VI., and VII. deal with a very important question. A
tabular statement is given illustrating the range of temperature

within the gas and oil lanterns during the working of the higher

power of these illuminants. In the gas lantern three of the four

lens panels used to illustrate a fixed light have been seriously

damaged, as shown by copies of photographs published. Tne
lowest panel has not suffered. *i In the oil and electric lanterns the

lenses are uninjured. The inference is that the damage has been

caused by the direct or indirect action of heat. Section VIII.

consists merely of a reproduction of a table from Mr. Thomas
Stevenson's work on lighthouse construction and illumination in

reference to the penetrating power of lights in relation to the

increase of their intensity. Section IX. gives the result of

observations made to ascertain the suitability of the respective

illuminants for the exhibition of coloured sectors of light. The
question of duration of flashes is dealt with in Section X. Under
the heading " Divergence of Beam " Section XI. deals further

with this question of the size of the beam. Section XII. con-

sists of reports of experiments with sky-flashing lights, the object

being to illuminate the clouds with sudden beams of light. In

Section XIII. are given some memoranda for consideration in

estimating the expenses of first cost and maintenance for light-

houses illuminated by gas. Section XIV. consists of a table

showing the duration of fog at lighthouse and light-vessel stations

on the English coasts, compiled from four years' records. Sec-

tion XV. is a summarised journal of the lights shown each night

during the year of the experiments.

It is stated that in order to make adequate provision for

medical education in Japan, the Government intends dividing

the country into six medical divisions, and to establish a medical

college in each, in which the future surgeons and physicians will

be trained.

On the 20th ult. Prof. Teirien de Lacouperie delivered the

first of a series of lectures at University College, Gower Street, on

the Science of Language and its recent progress, in connection

with the languages of Indo-China. These languages, the lecturer

said, are a new field of research in comparative philology which

may lead to the reconsideration of several vital problems in

the science of language. They offer a more satisfactory solution

of these problems, and one more in accordance with the known
facts of language past and present, but their influence has hitherto

been injurious to the progress of linguistic science. The classi-

fication of languages into monosyllabic, agglutinative, and inflec-

tional, is, he said, now recognised to be inadequate, and was

based on a hypothesis of a primitive monosyllabic stage in the

histoiy of human speech which has never existed. The languages

of Thibet, Burmah, Pegu, Siam, Annam, China, are generally

called monosyllabic, and are still erroneously supposed by many
to be living illustrations of the imaginary primitive language of

monosyllabic roots. Such monosyllabism does not and never

did exist. There are, the Professor said, three sorts of

monosyllabism only—one of decay, one of writing, and

one of elocution. It is to the last that the tongues

of South-Eastern Asia belong, while the monosyllabism

of English belongs to that of decay. The languages of the

Far East, according to Prof. Lacouperie, belong to two great

stocks—the Turanian and Himalayan—besides a residuum of

Negrito and Papuan dialects. Turanian is represented by the

great Kuenlunic branch, including (a) the Chinese family, {h)

Tibeto-Burman group, (<") Yao-Karen group, ((/) Dravidiau

family. Himalayan includes two great branches : (l) Indian,

for the Kolarian languages, &c. ; (2) Indo-Pacific, with four

divisions— (fl) Mon-Taic, subdivided into two families—(i) M5n-
Annam, (2) Tai Shan— (/>) Malayan, (c) Polynesian, (,/) Micro-

nesian. The second lecture, on the formation, evolution, and
influence of Chinese, will be dehvered on the 17th instant.

At a recent meeting of the Manchester Literary and Philo-

sophical Society the special thanks of the Society were offered

to Mr. Henry Wilde for the great liberality recently displayed

by him in connection with the changes recently made in the

building belonging to the Society, and in which it holds its

meetings. When it was determined that new libraries should

be erected to accommodate the rapidly increasing number of

the Society's books, Mr. Wilde contributed the sum of 500/. to

the building fund. The difference between the elegance of the

new rooms and the dilapidated condition of the old ones offended

Mr. Wilde's eye, and he resolved that he would, at his own
expense, undertake their renovation. This he has now done at

an additional cost to himself of 1 100/. But the contribution of

that money is only a part of what Mr. Wilde has done. He has

personally superintended all the details of the work, rarely

missing a day, during the last three months, in devoting several

hours to that purpose. The results obtained evince at once the

taste Mr. Wilde has displayed in regulating the style and
character of the decorations.

We learn from a communication in Naturen that apatite has

been found by Herr Enoksen, within the last few months, in

certain parts of Norway where its presence had not previously

been detected. The importance of this discovery to local

industry is all the greater, owing to the fact that the Bamh beds,

which have hitherto been the principal source froai which this

valuable mineral has been derived, are in the hands of a French
company, which purchased them some {years ago for 350,000
kroner, and still monopolises the trade. The demand for the

mineral is, moreover, very considerable in Norway, 'one Nor-
wegian factory, the chemical works of Stavanger, taking from
the Company about 1000 tons annually, at a cost of loo kroner

per ton. According to the well-known geologist, Herr Hans
Reusch, there is every reason to expect that apatite will be
found with tolerable frequency in Norway when working engi-

neers have learnt to distinguish it from the numerous valueless

minerals, to which its variability of colour gives it some resem-

blance—for the geological formation in whicli it has now for the

first time been detected near Stavanger, is not ofuncommon occur-

rence in Norway. The little island of Hille, lying about five

miles to the north-east of Stavanger, where Herr Enoksen has

been so fortunate as to find true apatite, exhibits no products of

eruption, but has extensive deposits of mica schist, largely

intermixed with hornblende, and finely granulated gneiss.

Here apatite is found near titanic iron in isolated masses,

varying in size from a man's head to that of a nut. It occurs in

various parts of the island, but its true character was not

detected till Herr Enoksen showed that a piece of a stone not

uncommon in the Hille schists, which had been sent to him as

a scapolite, was in reality a fragment of genuine apatite. This

unexpected discovery has given great impetus to the further

search for this valuable mineral, which, as we learn from recent

reports, has also been found in the hornblende schists of the

Egersund.

-An attempt has been recently made by Herr Liznar, of the

Austrian Meteorological Society, to determine the daily course

of cloudiness over different parts of the earth's surface. In most
places there are two maxima and two minima in the day. He
distinguishes four types, viz. :—(i) A maximum about midday, a

minimum in the evening ; this occurs, e.g. at Madrid (the maxi-

mum in summer becomes as late as 4 p.m.). (2) A maximum
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in the morninn, and a minimum at midday ; tliis is found at Los

Angeles on the plateau of the Rocky Mountains. (3) Two

maxima and two minima : the chief maximum in the morning,

and the chief minimum in the evening ; this type being met with

in Vienna in winter and autumn, and in Bombay. (4) Two

maxima and minima, but the chief maximum about midday and

the chief minimum in the evening ; this is the case at Vienna in

summer and spring. The greatest amplitude of cloudiness ap-

pears at the stations on the Rocky Mountains plateaux ;
the sky

being sometimes quite covered with clouds in the morning, and

quite clear a few hours later. It is curious that the Sherman

Station has a cloudiness exactly opposite in its course to that of

Los Angeles. This meteorological element perhaps deserves

more consideration than it has hitherto received.

A CORRESPONDENT of the North China Herald calls attention

to a strange instance of Chinese belief and practice with regard

to the human soul, which lately came under his notice. Lying

awake at 3 a.m. he heard in the street close to his house two

strange answering voices. Evidently two persons were engaged

in this weird dramatic ])erformance, one representing a departing

soul, the other acting as the friends and relatives deprecating the

departure. The first actor gave a low, prolonged cry, which

was answered by a loud and earnest " Come, come." After a

pause, the cry and the answering call were repeated ; this went

on for about ten minutes, when suddenly the inarticulate cry

ceased. The second actor, in an agony of distress at the de-

parture into the unseen of the soul he had been entreating to

stay, shouted loudly in a voice, which he no doubt hoped would

reach to the confines of the spirit world, " Return, return—come,"

at the same time calling by name. Then there was another

pause, presently the low cry was heard as at a distance. " Come,

come," eagerly responded the actor ; and now the ciy and the

answer followed one another more rapidly till the cry seemed

close to the caller, and in a smothered chorus as of welcome, the

performance, which was probably directed by a Taoist necro-

mancer, ceased. It is described as being strangely impressive

in the stillness of the night, notwithstanding the grotesqueness

of the superstition ; but of course it was not known whether

there was actual death in this case, within twelve hours of which

the Chinese call for the soul to return, or whether it was only

a case of serious illness, fainting, or collapse. This peculiar

custom, it appears, v aries in different parts of China. Up the

Yangtsze it is usual for two women to perform the office. When

a man dies suddenly the women walk through the streets, one

calling out the name of the deceased, and the other responding

"lam coming," the idea being to prevail on the wandering

spirit of the deceased to return to its material abode, which, it is

presumed, it has temporarily abandoned.

A NEW course of lectures has been established at the College

de France on the mechanical theory of heat, magnetism, and

electricity. The course will be given by M. Bouty.

On October 22, at about 6 p.m., a slight shock of earthquake

was felt at Ramsjo, in Sweden. It went from east to west, and

lasted only a few seconds.

A LARGE consignment of Chinese and Japanese fish has lately

reached this country, including the variegated goldfish, the nigger

goldfish, the veil or fantail, the fnngetail, and the nymphi.

Some specimens have been on view at the Inventions Exhibition

Aquarium, as well as some Russian loach and Hungarian beard-

fish. A large conger eel weighing 30 lbs. , which had been in

the tank for a long period, has just died.

Mr. Joseph D. Redding, a California Fish Commissioner,

writes to Prof. Baird stating that he has invited investigation

into the question of the devastation caused by sea-lions in the

bays and seas of San Francisco, where they abound in very large

numbers. They are very voracious, and it is alleged that they

destroy hundreds of thousands of pounds of edible fish daily ;

whilst fishermen declare that their business is rapidly declining

in consequence. Mr. Redding intends to present an exhaustive

report to the California Legislature and to the United States

Fish Commission.

The observations that are to be undertaken by the National

Fish Culture Association with a view to discovering the effect of

certain influences upon marine fishes will be commenced this

month. The stations fVom which observations will be made in

the first instance are the Seven-Stones, the Royal Sovereign,

and the Outer Dowsing. Besides these, other localities will be

visited from time to time by observers appointed for the purpose,

who will make the most complete investigations as to surface

and bottom temperatures of the sea, the density and transparency

of the water, the temperature of the air, &c. The question as

to the declension in the yield of certain fisheries and the deve-

lopment of others will form the subject of inquiry, as will also

the question of restoring depleted fishing-grounds to their former

fertility.

A society for popularising the use of scientific methods has

been established in France under the name of the Topographical

Society. It held its festive meeting on November 8 in the large

hall of the Sorbonne ; M. Ferdinand de Lesseps was in the chair.

We understand that Messrs. Macmillan and Co. will shortly

publish a book on Elementary Algebra, by Mr. Charles Smith,

the author of well known and popular treatises on Conic Sec-

tions and Solid Geometry. After the severe remarks made by

Prof. Chrystal at the last meeting of the British Association on

the teaching of elementary algebra, a new work on this subject

will be looked for with more than usual interest.

The Belgian Technical Railway Commission has pronounced

in favour of experiments on a large scale with steel railway

sleepers. It is announced that the first trial will be made on

60 kilometres of line.

Mr. Eric Stuart Bruce has been carrying on experiments

at Chatham for the English Government, with a view to the

adoption of his system of military signalling. The official trial

of his invention took place on October 17. To test the sig-

nalling apparatus the balloon was sent up four or five miles from

Chatham and allowed to ascend 500 feet, when a series of

sentences were flashed by the Morse system. The oflicers of

the Royal Engineers who were deputed to inspect the apparatus

have pronounced the experiments "eminently satisfactory." It

has been suggested that this translucent balloon may be utilised

for other military operations besides signalling—such as for a

" point light," for concentrating forces by night ; and owing to

the wide area which is illuminated by the balloon, it has been

proposed to use it for lighting working parties.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus S )

from India, presented by Mr. Montague C. Clark ; a Gannet

{Su/a litissana), British, presented by Mr. H. Archer ; a Tawny

Owl (Syrnium aluco), British, presented by Mr. J. Hillier ; a

Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacalua galcrita) from Aus-

tralia, presented by Mr. C. A. O. Marsham ; a Squirrel Monkey

(Chrysothrix sciurea 9 ) from Guiana, a Ruffed Lemur {Lemur

varius i ) from Madagascar, a Macaque Monkey (Macacus cyno-

molgus ? ) from India, a Capercaillie ( Tetrao urogallus 6 ) from

Norway, deposited ; a Brazilian Tree Porcupine (Sphingurus

prehensilis), a Naked-throated Bell -bird {Chasmorhynchus tiudi-

aillis) from Brazil, two Blue-winged Teal [Querqucdula cyaiio-

plera) from South America, five Lesser Snow Geese {Chen

albatus) from Alaska, purchased; five Golden-bellied Beaver

Rats {Hydromys chrysogastei-) from Australia, received in ex-

change.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Rotation Period of Mars.—The seventh volume of

the Annals of the Leiden Observatory contains a very thorough

and painstalcing investigation by Prof. Bakhuyzen of tlie

rotation period of the planet Mars. In previous determinations

one of two courses has usually been adopted, either to compare

drawings of Huygens or Hooke with the most recent observa-

tions attainable, or to discuss some modern series which seemed

to promise to co.iipensate for its restricted lange by its greater

accuracy. Prof. Bakhuyzen has, however, endeavoured to

utilise the entiie mass of observations at his disposal, so as to

avoid the sources of error to which the other methods are liable,

and he possesses a great advantage over earlier investigators, in

having access not only to the numerous observations made in

1877 and 1879, but al;o to the great series of more than 200

drawings which Schroeter had prepared for his projected " Areo-

graphischen Beitrage," and which, becoming the property of the

University of Leiden in 1S76, was edited and published by Prof.

Bakhuyzen in iSSi. Prof. Bakhuyzen, in the reduction of these

drawings, has adopted provisionally Schiaparelli's position for

the pole of Mars—R. A. 317° ^d'-o, Dec. 53° 25' '4, mean equinox

of i833"0—and Proctor's rotation- period— 24h. 37m. 2274s.

—

and deduces corrections to these elements from a comparison of

the results obtained by reducing the various observations at his

command with them. His first step is, from a discussion of the

drawings of Kaiser, Lockyer, Lord Rosse, and Dawes, made
during the oppositions of 1862 and 1S64, to obtain the time of

transit on January i, 1863, of his adopted prime meridian over

the Martial meridian which passes through the earth's north

pole, choosing as his prime meridian the one which lies 2° to the

east of the centre of Madler's point a, corresponding almost

exactly to 'Achl^fpsxeWW Fasii^inm Aryn, or to Proctor's Daivis

Forked Bay, he finds the time of transit over the meridian passing

through the north pole of the earth on January i, 1863, to be

2oh. 27 om. ± 40m, Berlin M.T. The areographic longitude

of the centre of the Oailns, the conspicuous circular .spot, called

by Green the Terby Sea, and by Schiaparelli Lacus Soils,

will be, with this prime meridian, 90'S7°. The second

section contains the determination of the areographic

longitudes of ten of the most conspicuous and easily

identified markings on the surface of Mars as inferred

by means of the above elements from the drawings of various

observers from the time of Hooke and Huygens up to 1S79.

For the last-named year only Schiaparelli's observations are

used, but for 1877 there is an abundant supply, there being

available, besides the observations of Schiaparelli, the drawings

of Lohse, Green, Dreyer, and Niesten. Beer and Madler's

drawings aflbrd material for 1830, Herschel and Schroeter give

a very full series from 1777 to 1803 ; and Huygens and Hooke
supply a few drawings from 1659 to 16S3, from which the longi-

tude of Madler's/, the Kaiser ox Hour-^lass Sea, Schiaparelli's

Syrtis Major, can be inferred. These longitudes are discussed

in the third section, and a corrected rotation period is obtained

of 24h. 37ni. 22'66s ± o'oi32s., a value exceedingly close to

the mean of the best previous determinations, which are as

follows :
—

Kaiser, 1S64
Kaiser, 1873
Schmidt, 1873
Proctor, 1868

24 37 22-1

59>
•57

735

Proctor's value is clearly too large, a comparison of the mean
longitudes obtained for the Kaiser Sea with his period showing
a steady decrease for successive oppositions ; the only observa-

tions which stand conspicuously out from the rest being those of

Hooke, upon which he had based his determination. There can

be no doubt that I'rof. Bakhuyzen's value is a distinct improve-

ment ujjon the earlier ones, and that its uncertainty lies only in

the second place of the decimals. A table for computing the

time of transit of the prime meridian over that meridian of Mars
which passes through the earth's north pole, completes the

memoir.
Prof. Bakhuyzen supplies also a short note as to changes on

the surface of Mars. The most conspicuous of all the markings
on the planet's surface has always been the Kaiser Sea ; but the

drawings of Schroeter and Herschel, as Dr. Terby has already

pointed out, exhibit a second marking near it, nearly as con-

spicuous, and very similar in shape and size. There can be no
doubt that the only modern representative of this spot is Hiti;-

:^ns Inlet. Schiaparelli's Cyelopiwi, a narrow streak, by no

means easily observed, and now entirely unlike the Kaiser Sea in

shape. Prof. Bakhuyzen also considers that there is sufficient

evidence for thinking that Schroeter on several occasions ob-

sen'ed Schiaparelli's Laslrygoniini—one of the most difficult

objects on the planet—which could scarcely have been the case

had it not been much more conspicuous than it has been of late

years. These changes, Prof. Bakhuyzen thinks, lend a high

degree of probability to the theory that certain districts of Mars

are covered by liquid.

The Spectrum of the Great Nebula in Andro.meda.—
iMr. O.T. Sherman, assistant at Yale College Observatory, reports

in Seience (vol. vi. Nos. 1 38 and 141) the discovery of three bright

lines in the spectrum of this nebula. Of these the most refrangible

corresponds to H/3, and the w-ave-lengths of the other two are

given as S3i2'5 and 5594-0. It is suggested that the second of

these lines is the well-known coronal line 1474 K, and that the

third is one of the feebler coronal lines which Prof. Young
observed in the 1869 eclipse, viz. the one at 1250 ± of Kirch-

ho2"'s scale. The observation, if confirmed, will go far to settle

the disputed question as to whether the Nova is really or only

apparently connected with the nebula, for two bright lines, of

which one is probably 1474 K, have been observed in the spec-

trum of the former at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.

The Wedge Photometer.—Dr. Wilsing in the Aslroiio-

?iiisehe Naehriclilen, No. 2680, criticises at considerable length

several points with regard to Prof. Pritchard's use of the wedge
photometer at the Oxford Observatory. Dr. Wilsing considers

that Prof. Pritchard's investigations as to the figure of the wedge

and its selective absorption leave nothing to be desired, but that

the state of our knowledge of the physiological side of the ques-

tion is ' still very incomplete. Experiments w hich Dr. Wilsing

has made with two wedges of his own have convinced him that

the variations in the sensibility of the eye are neither slight nor

unimportant, and that they occasion discordances in the obser-

vations considerably greater than Prof. Pritchard is inclined to

admit. Dr. Wilsing also finds that comparisons of differently

coloured stars give results not directly comparable with eye

estimations. He objects to theu-eof the method of limiting

apertures for the determination of the value of the wedge con-

stant, and points out that the influence of the intensity of the

background affects Prof. Pritchard's magnitudes of the fainter

stars very percepiibly. Despite all these drawbacks, however,

he regards the wedge photometer as a useful addition to our

equipment.

Mr. Chandler, who must at Harvard College enjoy special

facilities for making himself well acquainted with the working ot

different forms of photometers, has recently expressed his pre-

ference for Argelander's methoti. There can, however, be no

doubt but that the labours of Profs. Pritchard and Pickering

have greatly advanced our knowledge of the comparative bright-

nesses of the northern stars.

Photographing the Corona in Full Sunshine.—Mr.
W. H. Pickering, of Harvard College, made a series of

attempts duringthe partial eclipse of last March 16, to oblain a

photograph of the corona. In this he was quite unsuccessfid,

for, though his plates showed several corona-like markings, they

were clearly not due to the true corona, as they were found in

front of the moon as well as on the sun's limb. From tliis Mr.

Pickering was evidently led to conclude that the results which

Dr. Huggins had obtained were probably of a similar character,

and he expressed as much in a letter to Science. Dr. Huggins

in reply pointed out that Mr. Pickering's method was faulty

and was calculated to produce such false images. The latter,

therefore, somewhat modified his apparatus, without, however,

altering the two points which Dr. Huggins considered most

erroneous—viz. the use of an object-glass instead of a reflector,

and the placing his drop-slit close in front of the object-glass

instead of in its primary focus. The result has been that he has

obtained photographs free from false coronx, but showing no

real ones. At the same time he has made experiments which

convince him that to produce a perceptible image of a coronal

rift it is necessary to be able to discriminate between degrees of

illumination which do not differ from each other by more than

one-tenth the intrinsic brilliancy of the full moon. He con-

siders that the eye is more able to detect small differences of

light than a photograph is, and states that the moon cannot be

photographed in full daylight, even though it may be easily

seen. His investigations also lead him to think that even in the

clearest weather the atmospheric illumination is 300 times as
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bright as it should be for it to be possible to obtain any imxge

of the corona. To these points Dr. Huggins has replied in the

Observatory for November. Dr. Hiiggins states ihat he has

had no difficulty at all in photographing the moon in full sun-

shine, and that the observations of Prof. Langley and others of

Mercury and Venus, which have been seen as black disks before

they reach the sun, proves that the corona must have a sensible

brigh'ness as compared .with the atmospheric illumination.

He also points out that Mr. Pickering fails to obtain any trace on

his photographs even of the defects of his own instrument. Dr.

Huggins declines further discussion, preferring to wait the re-

sult of the work now being carried on by Mr. Ray Woods at

the Cape Observatory. Mr. Pickering replies in Sciena: for

October 23, admitting the possibility of photographing the moon
in full sunshine, but contending that these very photographs of

the moon supply an additional proof of his opinion that tlie

light of the atmospheie near the sun is more than 300 times too

intense for it to be possible to obtain a photograph of the corona,

since the sky light near the sun was fifty times as bright as that

near the moon, and coronal photogra)5hs, to be of any use,

should be able to record differences of illumination of only one-

tenth the brightness of the full moon.
He explains the visibility of Venus and Mercury as being

caused by the refraction of the sun's light through their atmo-

spheres, the black disk being thus surrounded by a narrow
luminous ring.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK, 1885, NOVEMBER 15-21

(For the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at

Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24, is here

employed.)
At Greenwich on No~ce}uh;r 15

Sun rises, yh. 2im. ; souths, iih. 44m. 48 '43. ; sets, l6h. 9m.
;

decl. on meridian, 18° 37' S. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

igh. 49m.

Moon (one day after First Quarter) rises, I3h. iSm. ; souths,

iSh. 37m. ; sets, oh. 3m.'" ; decl. on meridian, 8' 43' S.

1'l.inet Rises Souths Sets Decl. on meridian

Mercury ... 9 6

Venus ... II 28

Mars ... 23 40*

Jupiter ... 2 14
Saturn ... 18 48*

12 54 . . 16 42 ... 24 8 S.

15 2 ... 18 36 ... 25 59 S.

6 46 ... 13 52 ... 12 2 N.
S 23 ... 14 32 ... I 5 N.
2 56 ... II 4 ... 22 20 N.

" Indicates tliat the rising is that of the preceding and the setting that of
the fallowing day.

Occnitatio,, ofStir by the Moon
Correspondin.

Nov. Star Mag. Disap. Reap.
tex to right for

inverted image

No

.. B.A.C. 8365 ... 6i ... 22 41 ... 23 44 ... 166 29S

Phenomena ofJupiter s Satelliti s

... 4 35 II. tr. ing.

... 6 56 I. tr. ing.

... 3 16 -I. eel. disap.

6 34 I. occ. reap,

of Jupiter's Satellites are such as

15 ... 5 o IV. OCC. reap. 17
16 ... 2 45 HI. eel. disap.

1 20
16 ... 5 51 III. eel. reap. 21

16 ... 6 47 III. occ. disap. 21

The Occultations of Stars and Phenomena
ire visible at Greenwich.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
The last number of the Izvestia of the Russian Geographical

Society (xxi. 3) contains a variety of interesting papers. M.
Ivanoff describes some Turkestan antiquities : namely, the
Akhyr-tash, situated at the foot of the Alexander ridge, twenty-
seven miles from Aulie-ata, one of the grandest buildings of
antiquity, which covers nearly 20,900 .square yards, and must
have been some projected immense temple or palace ; it was
built from immense stones, weighing about one ton each, and
brought from Tash-tube. M. Ivanoff gives for the first lime a
plan and a detailed description of the ruins of this immense
building. Stone idols on the Issyk-kul, as also a burial-ground

on'the shores of the same lake, are described and represented by
drawings. The whole is a most valuable contribution M.
Trusman's paper on Finnish elements in the Gdov district of

St. Petersburg will be welcome to Russian archceologists.

Capt. Gedeonoff gives a list of forty-three places in the Trans-
caspian region, whose positions have been determined by means
of astronomical observations, as also their heights, determined
by barometrical measurements. We notice the following

:

Khiva (house of Mat-murat), 41° 23' o"'i N. lat., 60° 22' i8"'9

E. long., 351 feet above the sea-level ; Merv (Koushut-khan-
kala), 37-' 35' 37"-6 N. lat., 6l" 50' 27"-9 E. long., 565 feet

;

and Tchardjui, 39° i' 33"'S N. lat., 63° 36' I2"'9 E. long., 433
feet. M. Konshin's paper on the Sary-kamysh lake basin and
the western basin deserves more than a short notice, as it sums
up the latest researches in this region, and presents the whole
que-tion as to ilie bed of the Amu-daria in qu'.te a new
light. A report on cartographical work in Russia in 1S84 will

be summed up under a separate head, as also two letters from
Col. Prjevalsky and M. Potanin. Finally, the same issue con-
tains two most valuable maps, by Gen. Tillo. One of them, on
a larger scale, gives the lines of equal magnetic intensity, full

and horizontal only, for Russia in Europe, reduced to the year
1880. On this map all places wdiere observations have been
made, as also where anomalies have Ijeen observed, are marked.
Two other maps, on a smaller scale, give the lines of equal
secular variation, both of the horizontal and of the total mag-
netical intensity. All three have explanations in German.
These maps thus complete the remarkable work on "Earth-
Magnetism in Russia," undertaken a few years since by M.
Tillo, and already mentioned in Nature.

The last news from M. Potanin's expedition is embodied in

a letter, dated San-chuan, January 25, and published in the
last issue of the St. Petersburg hvatia (,Nxi. 3). Leaving .San-

chuan on November 14, M. Potanin followed the right bank of
the Hoang-ho up to He-cheu. The same red sandstones and
conglomerates, covered with loess, were met with ; the ridge
which separates the Hoang-ho from the Tao-ho, intersected by
deep ravines, is all covered with cornfields and villages ; the soil

abounding with moisture, villages are situated as high as 2000
feet above the bottom of the valleys. Crossing the Tao-ho and
next the Da-sya-ho, the little half-ruined town of He-cheu was
reached. The Da-sya-ho River is formed by the junction of
three rivers—the Huishu, the Tumun, and the Leu-guan

—

situated 70 li above tlie town. This last river was followed
by the expedition, and its source was reached after a two days'

march. Its valley is wide and well-peopled in its louver half,

the upper one being a mere gorge thickly covered with brush-
wood, and quite unpeopled. Crossing a ridge at the sources of the
Leu-guan and its tributary, Urunka, the broad valley of the
Tchitai was next reached. Its banks consist also of sandstones
and conglomerates, and it is thickly peopled with Salars, its

upper part being occupied by Tanguts. Descending this valley,

a two days' march brought the expedition to the confluence of the
Tchitai with the \'ellow River ; and another two riays' march
brought them to San-chuan. On this stretch the \'eIlow River
flows in a narrow gorge between steep crags of the red sand-
stones and conglomerates, and the road ascends these crags or
follows their slope on narrow wooden balconies, or by flights of
steps cut in the hard rock. The right bank of tbe river is

inhabited by Salars. They have maintained their Turkish
language in great purity. The men wear a Chinese dress, but
the women wear broad trousers, and a broad overcoat with
sleeves, and a pointed bonnet which covers the upper part of the
back. They are all Mussulmans, but their mosques are of
Chinese architecture, and are decorated with dragons, lions, and
tigers. Above its gorge the Yellow River flows through a de-
pression seven miles long and less than two miles wide,
which has received the name of San-tchuan, or Gurban-tala,
and ii pe )pled exclusively by Mongolian Shirongols. Their
central village is Ni-ja. The Shirongols seem to belong to the
same stem as that described by M. Prjevalsky under the name
of Dalda in the vicinity of Kuku-nor. Both are called Tu-jen
by the Chinese. If this supposition is correct, they would appear
to occupy the territory fiom the longitude of He-cheu to that of
Gan-cheu. They speak Mongolian, with an addition of Chinese
words, l)ut have some words of their own which must be re-

mains of the Language they have spoken in their former
territory, the Urdus. Their dress is Chinese, but the women
have maintained the same trousers as the Salars, and their

houses have much likeness with those of these last. They live
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on agriculture and gardening. All the religions of the region are
met with among them. Around He-cheu they are all Mussul-
mans ; but families having several male children send one
of them to a Laniaite monastery so as not to divide their land-
holdings too greatly, and so a class of Buddhist Lamas has arisen.

Those who have received Chinese instruction follow the teach-
ings of Confucius, while the remainder go indifferently to Bud-
dhist or Chinese temples, and many have Shamanist divinities.

As to IVI. Berezovsky, he has left the expedition and has taken
another route, viCi Hoy-syan ; he proposes to rejoin MM.
Potanin and Skassi on their way to the south.

The expedition which is reported to have been massacred in

New Guinea was sent out by the Geographical Society of Aus-
tralasia, founded in May lS8^. The commander, Capt. Heniy
Charles Everill, had been selected from a number of candidates,
and his staff included a naturalist, a surgeon, two sub-leaders,
one on land and the other on sea, a photographer, three natural
history collectors, a surveyor, an engineer, and a "general
utility " volunteer. Very full instructions were drawn out for

the expedition, while considerable discretion was left to the
leader to adapt his operations to circumstances. The instruc-

tions included directions not only for surveying work, but for

observations on the natives, on zoology, botany, and geology,
with directions for the collection and preservation of specimens.
The expedition was to enter the Aird River, which is probably
only an east arm of the Fly River. As a matter of fact, a tele-

gram of September 22 announced the arrival of the Bonito (the
vessel in which the expedition sailed from Sydney) in the Fly
River. It was to penetrate as far as possible into the interior.

The Australasian Society contributed 500^ to the expedition of
Mr. H. O. Forbes, who, according to latest news, was at Port
Moresby preparing to penetrate into the interior. Happily the
report of the massacre is discredited by the British resident on
Thursday Island.

The Geographical Society of Lisbon passed a resolution at its

last meeting asking the Portuguese Government to make a
money grant by way of remuneration to the explorers MM.
Capello and Ivens, and to pay the cost of publishing not less

than 5000 copies of the account of their journey. It was also

resolved to address every commercial association throughout the
country pointing out the necessity of establishing a company or
society for the purpose of investigating colonial markets hitherto
imperfectly known, but of which M.M. Capello and Ivens are
showing the importance.

At the last meeting of the Paris Society of Commercial Geo
graphy on the 20th ult. , the Burmese Envoy being present, M.
Bran de Saint Pol Li.as described his recent journeys in Indo-
China, which appear not to have extended far beyond Saigon,
Cambodia, and the delta of the Red River. Indeed, travel even
in these c jmparatively frequented parts of the peninsula must
have bc'-n difficult when the traveller was there, for the greater
part of Tonquin and Cambodia was in rebellion at the time of
his visit.

The BitlU'iin (2= trimestre, 1SS5) of the Paris Geographical
Society, just published, contains a long report on the labours of
the society, and on the progress of the geographical sciences, by
M. Maunoir, the secretary. The work is, as usual, well and
thoroughly done. The only other p.aper in the number is a
description of the regions of Algeria traversed by the meridian
of Paris, by Commander Derrien. This is accompanied by a

map, and describes in succession, and with great detail, their
orography, hydrography, geology, military roads, meteorology,
military and administrative divisions, and also discusses the
origin of the tribes of the Jebel Amour.

The Geographical Society of Tokio appears to be steadily
pursuing its work. The recent numbers of its Journal, which
we have before us, show much activity in regions around Japan.
Amongst the papers in the sixth volume we notice the follow-
ing :—The five races of the Chinese Empire, and their ancient
progress, by Mr. Otori ; the interior of Northern Corea, by Mr.
Kaizu ; travels in Siam ; notes on Thibet (compiled from Euro-
pean sources) ; Formosa under the Chinese ; Manchuria : recent
events in Annum ; travels in South-eastern Russia ; the salt-tax
in China ; colonisation in Saghalien (a review) ; Formosa during
the Dutch occupation ; historical notes on the relations between
Russia and China ; notes on the aboriginal language of For-
mosa, with a considerable vocabulary ; Candaharand the Lower
Cabul Valley, with a sketch map ; the mines of Central Japan,

with a map, and various other minor communications. The
first number of the tenth volume contains a paper by Mr.
Akamatsu on the origin and condition of the Chinese emigrants
to the Philippines, based apparently on the writings of Prof.
Blumentritt on the subject ; and one on the longitude of

Japan, l>y Mr. Arai, the head of the meteorological bureau.
The yoit7->ial is printed in Japanese, but a short table of
contents is appended in English.

The leading paper in the current namijer t^Helt 3, Band viii.) of
the Deutsche Geograpliiscltc Blatter, the 1 rgan of the Geographical
.Society of Bremen, is one by Leonard Steineger, describing a
voyage around Behring Island, off the coast of Kamchatka, in

the autumn of 1882. It describes at some length the incidents
of the voyage, the capabilities of the island, &c. The writer
visited and describes the ruins of the hut in which Behring and
his companions wintered 141 years previously, and where the
traveller himself died, and was buried. Llr. von Steiner com-
piles from Mr. Im Thurn, an account of the Indians of
Guiana. The usual geographical news concludes the number.

Mr. Scott, of the Indian Survey Department, recently de-

livered a lecture at Calcutta on the transfrontier surveys of

India, in which he pointed out that 20,000 square miles on the
immediate north-western frontier needed exploration. Here lie

the Kafila routes into Afghanistan, which he much regretted

had not been used for tlie advance into .Afghanistan instead of

the hot and thirsty Bolan Pass. He suggested that the rules

against British officers crossing the frontier should be relaxed,

and that they should be permitted to accept invitations, with a
guarantee of safety, by native ofhcers to their homei across the
border.

The death of Col. Obiigado, of the Argentine Army, on
September 22 at Buenos Ayres is announced. In recent years

he had made many scientific explorations on the coasts and in

the interior of Patagonia. He traversed the forests in the basins
of the Negro, Limay, and Nanquen rivers, which had never
l)een explored before ; and several places in these regions now
bear his name. His death was due to ill-health, caused by his

jr>urneys in Patagonia.

The last issue of the MittheHiiuiien of the Geographical
Society of Vienna contains two papers on the Carolines ; one by
Prof Blumentritt describing the historical relations of Spain to

the archipelago. He makes more interesting quotations from
books used in Spanish schools, m which the Carolines are men-
tioned amongst the colonies of .Spain, and the usual elementary
school-book information is given about them. The secretary to

the Society also gives a map of the group, with much geo-
graphical and other information respecting them. Herr Jtilg

concludes his paper on the erosive action of the sea, and the
usual current geographical information brings the number (Band
xxviii. , No. 10) to a conclusion.

THE SCOTTISH METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
A T a meeting of the Directors of the Ben Nevis Observatory^ held on October 30, it was intimated that during the

summer Prof. Ewing, of Dundee, had visited the Observatory to

make arrangements for the observations on earthquakes and
earth movements which it had been resolved to carry on there.

Prof. Vernon Harcouvt and Mr. Harold Dickson, both of

Oxford, also spent some time at the Observatory conducting
experiments and observations on the intensity of light in flames,

it being necessary, in connection with the important practical

question of a satisfactory determination of the light-giving

qualities of coal gas supplied to the public, to make experiments
on such a situation as Ben Nevis, where barometric pressure is

low. Mr. H. N. Dickson resided two months at the Observa-
tory, being chiefly engaged in carrying out, under the superin-

tendence of Prof. Tait and Mr. Buchan, a valuable series of

observations and experiments on the methods of observing the

temperature and humidity of the air. For this purpose the

season was a singularly suitable one, on account of the extremes
of temperatures and humidities the weather presented during
the summer on the Ben. As regards the humidity, where there

were of course abundant opportunities of studying the behaviour
of the instruments in an atmosphere completely saturated

through a wide range of temperature, many cases occurred of

excessive and protracted dryness of the atmosphere. On one
occasion, in September, no deposition of dew took place on
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Ejof. Chrystal's condensation hygrometer, though its tempera-

ture was lowered to 9°'o. These quite exceptional arid states of

the air on Ben Nevis during the past summer are of the greatest

interest, especially in their relations to the unprecedentedly

severe early frosts which were so destructive to the potato and

cereal crops over extensive breadths of the country during Sep-

tember. It was reported that since the middle of August sub-

scriptions to the amount of about 300/. had been already received

from the original subscribers, and it was resolved to make the

claims of the Observatory more widely known. At the same

meeting the Council resolved that the discussion of the ob-erva-

tions of the temperature of the sea round Scotland be undertaken

by the Scottish Marine Station at Granton chiefly with the view

of constructing isothermal maps of the sea for each month

round the Scottish coasts. The Secretary reported that he had

duiing the summer inspected twenty-six of the Society's stations.

The Duke of Buccleuch, and Messrs. Donald Beith, W.S. ;

Robert Irvine of Royston; B. N. Feach, Geological Survey : and

John Horn, also of the Geological Survey, were elected members

of the Society.

T
ON THE INTELLIGENCE OF THE DOG '

HE man and the dog have Jived together in more or less

intimate association for many thousands of years, and yet

it must be confessed that they know comparatively little of one

another. That the dog is a loyal, true, and affectionate friend

must be gratefully admitted, but when we come to consider the

psychical nature of the animal, the limits of our knowledge are

almost immediately reached. I have elsewhere suggested that

this arises very much from the fact that hitherto we have tried

to teach animals, rather than to learn from them—to convey our

ideas to them, rather than to devise any language or code of

signals by means of which they might communicate theirs to us.

The former may be more important from a utilitarian point of

view, though even this is questionable, but psychologically it is

far less interesting. Under these circumstances it occurred to

me whether some such system as that followed with deaf mutes,

and especially by Dr. Howe with Laura Bridgman, might not

prove veiy instructive if adapted to the case of dogs. I have

tried this in a small way with a black poodle named "Van."

I took two pieces of cardboard about 10 inches by 3, and on one

of them printed in large letters the word "food," leaving the

other blank. I then placed two cards over two saucers, and in

the one under the "food" card put a little bread and milk,

which "Van," after having his attention called to the card, was

allowed to eat. This was repeated over and over again till he

had had enough. In about ten days he began to distinguish

between the two cards. I then put them on the floor and made

him bring them to me, which he did readily enough. When he

brought the plain card I simply threw it back, while, when he

brought the food card, I gave him a piece of bread, and in about

a month he had pretty well learned to realise the diflference. I

then had some other cards printed with the words "out," "tea,"

"bone," "water," spelt phonetically, so as not to trouble him

by our intricate spelling, and a certain number also with words

to which I did not intend him to attach any significance, such as

"nought," "plain," "ball,"&c. "Van" soon learned that

bringing a card was a request, and soon learned to distinguish

betvveen the plain and printed cards ; it took him longer to

realise the difference between words, but he gradually got to

recognise several, such as "fooil," "out," "bone," "tea," &c.

If he was asked whether he would like to go out for a walk, he

would joyfully pick up the "out " card, choosing it from several

others, and bring it to me, or run with it in evident triumph to

the door. I need hardly say that the cards were not always put

in the same places. They were varied quite indiscriminately

and in a great variety of positions. Nor could the dog recognise

them by scent. They were all alike, and all continually handled

by us. Still I did not trust to that alone, but had a number

printed for each word. When, for instance, he brought a card

with "food" on it, we did not put down the same identical

card, but another bearing the same word, when he had brought

that a third, then a fourth, and so on. For a single meal,

therefore, eighteen or twenty cards would be used, so that he

evidently is not guided by scent. No one who has seen him look

down a row of cards and pick up the one he wanted could, I think,

doubt that in bringing a card he feels he is making a request,

' Abstract of paper by Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M.P., F.R.S., re.ld at

the Aberdeen meeting of the British Association.

and that he can not only distinguish one card from another, but

also associate the word and the object. This is, of course, only

a beginning, but it is, I venture to think, suggestive, and might

be carried further, though the limited wants and aspirations of the

animal constitute a great difficulty. My wife has a very beautiful

and charming collie, " Patience," to which we are much attached.

This dog was often in the room when "Van" brought the food

card, and was rewarded with a piece of bread. She must have

seen this thousands of times, and she begged in the usual

manner, but never once did it occur to her to bring a card. She

did not touch or indeed even take the slightest notice of them.

I then tried the following experiment :— I prepared six cards

about 10 inches by three, and coloured in pairs—two yellow,

two blue, and two orange. I put three of them on the floor,

and then holding up one of the others, endeavoured to teach

" Van " to bring me the duplicate. That is to say, that if the

blue was held up, he should fetch the corresponding colour from

the floor ; if yellow, he should fetch the yellow, and so on.

When he brought the wrong card he was made to drop it, and

return for another till he brought the right one, when he was

rewarded with a little food. The lessons were generally given

by my assistant. Miss Wendland, and lasted half an hour, during

which time he brought the right card on an average about

twenty-five times. I certainly thought that he would soon have

grasped what was expected of him. But no. We continued

the lessons for nearly three months, but as a few days were

missed, we may say for ten weeks, and yet at the end of the

time I cannot say that "Van" appeared to have the least idea

of what was expected of him. It seemed a matter of pure

accident which card he brought. There is, I believe, no reason

to doubt that dogs can distinguish colours ; but as it was just

possilile that " Van " might be colour blind, we then repeated

the same experiment, only substituting for the coloured cards

others marked respectively I., II., and III. This we continued

for another three months, or, say, allowing for intermissions,

ten weeks, but to my surprise entirely without success. I was

rather disappointed at this, as, if it had succeeded, the plan

would have opened out many interesting lines of inquiry. Still

in such a case one ought not to wish for one result more than

another, as of course the object of all such experiments is merely

to elicit the truth, and our result in the present case, though

negative, is very interesting. I do not, however, regard it as

by any means conclusive, and should be glad to see it repeated.

If the result proved to be the same, it would certainly imply

very little power of combining even extremely simple ideas. I

then endeavoured to get some insight into the arithmetical con-

dition of the dog's mind. On this subject I have been able to

find but little in any of the standard works on the intelligence of

animals. Considering, however, the veiy limited powers of

savage men in this respect—that no Australian language, for

instance, contains numerals even up to four, no Australian being

able to count his own fingers even on one hand—we cannot be

surprised if other animals have made but little progress. Still,

it is surprising that so little attention should have been directed

to this subject. Leroy, who, though he expresses the^ opinion

that " the nature of the soul of animals is unimportant," was an

excellent observer, mentions a case in which a man was anxious

to shoot a crow. "To deceive this suspicious bird, the plan

was hit upon of sending two men to the watch-house, one of

whom passed on, while the other remained ; but the crow

counted and kept her distance. The next day three went, and

again she perceived that only two retired. In fine, it was found

necessary to send five or six men to the watch-house to put her

out in her calculation. The crow, thinking that this numlierof

men had passed by, lost no time in returning." From tljis he

inferred that crows could count up to four. Lichtenberg men-

tions a nightingale which was said to count up to three. Every

day he gave it three mealworms, one at a time ;
when it had

finished one it returned for another, but after the third it kn.-w

that the feast was over. I do not find that any of the recent

writers on the intelligence of animals, either Buchner, or Peilz, or

Romanes, in either of his books, give any additional evidence on

this part ofthe subject. Thereare,however, variousscatterednotices.

For instance, there is an amusing and suggestive remark in

Mr. G.alton's interesting "Narrative of an Explorer in Tropical

South Africa." After describing the Damana's weakness in cal-

culations, he says :
— " Once while I watched a Damara flounder-

ing hopelessly in a calculation on one side of me, I observed

'Dinah,' my spaniel, equally embarrassed on the other; she

was overlooking half a dozen of her new-born puppies,
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which had been removed two or three times from her, and her
anxiety was excessive, as she tried to find out if they were all

present, or if any were still missing. She kept puzzling and
running her eyes over them backwards and forwards, but could
not satisfy herself. .She evidently had a vague notion of count-
ing, but the figure was too large for her brain. Taking the two
as they stood, dog and Damara, the comparison reflected no
great honour on the man." But even if "Dinah" had been
clear on this subject, it might be said that she knew each puppy
personally, as collies are said to know sheep. The same remark
applies generally to animals and their young. Swans, for in-
stance, are said to know directly if one of their cygnets is missinsj,
but it is probable that they know each young bird individually.
This explanation applies with less force to the case of eggs.
According to my bird-nesting recollections, which I have re-

freshed by more recent experience, if a nest contains four eggs,
one may safely be taken ; but if two are removed, the bird
generally deserts. Here, then, it would seem as if we had some
re.ason for supposing that there is sufficient intelligence to dis-
tinguish three from four. An interesting consideration arises
with reference to the number of the victims allotted to each cell

by the solitary wasps. One species of Ammophila considers one
large caterpillarofiVi'fj'Mrt sege/um enough ; one species of Eumenes
supplies its young with 5 victims ; another 10, 15, and even up to 24.
'1 he number appears to be constant in each species. How does
the insect know when her task is fulfilled ? Not by the cell being
filled, for if some be removed she does not replace them. When
she has brought her complement she considers her task accom-
plished, whether the victims are still there or not. How, then,
does she know when she has made up the number 24? Perhaps
it will be said that each species feels some mysterious and innate
tendency to provide a certain number of victims. This would,
under no circumstances, be any explanation ; but it is not in
accordance with the facts. In the genus Eumenes the males
are much smaller than the females. Now, in the hive-bees,
humble-bees, wasps, and other insects, where such a difference
occurs, but where the young are directly fed, it is of course
obvious that tlie quantity can be proportioned to the appetite of
the grub. But in insects with the habits of Eumenes and Am-
mophila the case is different, because the food is stored up once
for all. Now, it is evident that if a female grub was supplied
with only food enough for a male she would starve to death :

while if a male grub were given enough for a female it would
have too much. No such waste, however, occurs. In some
mysterious manner the mother knows whether the egg will pro-
duce a male or female grub, and apportions the quantity of food
accordingly. She does not change the species or size of her
prey ; but if the egg is male she supplies 5 ; if female, lo
victims. Does she count ? Certainly this seems very like a
commencement of arithmetic. At the same time it would be
very desirable to have additional evidence how far the number is

really constant. Considering how much has been written on
instinct, it seems surprising that so little attention has been
directed to this part of the subject. One would fancy that there
ought to be no great difficulty in determining how far an animal
could count ; and, whether, for instance, it could realise some
very simple sum, such as that two and two make four. But
when we come to consider how this is to be done the problem
ceases to appear so simple. We tried our dogs by putting a
a piece of bread before them and preventing them from touching
it until we had counted seven. To prevent ourselves from un-
aitentionally giving any indication we used a metronome (the
.nstrument used for giving time when practising the pianoforte),
and to make the beats more evident we attached a slender rod
to the pendulum. It certainly seemed as if our dogs knew when
ihe moment of permission had arrived ; but their movement of
taking the bread was scarcely so definite as to place the matter
beyond a doubt. Moreover, dogs are so very quick in seizing
.any indication given them, even unintentionally, that, on the
whole, the attempt was not satisfactory to my mind. I was the
more discouraged from continuing the experiment in this manner
by an account IVIr. Huggins gave me of a veiy intelligent dog
belonging to him. A number of cards were placed on the
ground, numbered respectively I, 2, 3, and so on up to 10. A
question is then asked : the square root of 9 or 16, or such a
sum as 6 X 52 - 3. Mr. Huggins pointed consecutively to the caivjs,

and the dog barked when lie came to the right one. Now Mr.
Huggins did not consciously give the dog any sign, yet so quick
was the dog in seizing the slightest indication, that he was able
to give the correct answer. This observation seems to me of

great interest in connection with the so-called "thought-reading."
No one, I suppose, will imagine that there was in this case any
" thought-reading " in the sense in which this word is used by
Mr. Bishop and others. Evidently "Kepler" seized upon
the slight indications unintentionally given by Mr. Huggins.
The observation, however, shows the great difficulty of the sub-
ject. I have ventured to bring this question before the Section
partly because I shall be so much obliged if any lady or gentle-
man present will favour me with any suggestions ; and partly in
hope of inducing others with more leisure and opportunity to
carry on similar observations, which I cannot but think must
lead to interesting results.

Dr. Flower remarked that the crowded state of the room was
sufficient evidence of the interest taken in whatever of the
numerous subjects Sir John Lubbock cared to enlighten them
upon. Sir John Lubbock was unable to make his dog count seven

,

but .a dog at a place where he (Dr. Flower) was living recently
certainly knew when the seventh day of the week came. The
dog, most eager on every otherday of the week to go for a walk,
betrayed no desire to go on Sunday when his master took up hi<
hat and stick to go to church. It struck him that the method
which Sir John had adopted was the only one by which they
could put themselves in relation to the minds of these animals

—

namely, the method of kindness and encouragement. Too
many had tried to do these things by a system of intimidation
and cruelty, but he did not think they could really know what
dogs could do, and bring out their faculties, without ipatience
and perseverance, encouragement, and uniform kindness.

Miss Catherine Rae explained the way in which she got a dog,
within three weeks, to ring a bell. She began by letting "Tiny '

smell the bone of a mutton chop, and then tied the bone to the
string of the bell. At first "Tiny" was in a great tremor, but,
by taking her very kindly and stroking her, she found that she
could induce her to pull at the bone and so to ring the bell.

.•\fter that she tied a small piece of wood to the string, but the
dog would not pull it. At last she pulled her gently back till

the bell rang, and in this way, in the short course of three weeks,
with not more than one or two lessons a day, the dog would gi

and ring the bell by being told— " ' Tiny,' go and ring the bell.

'

At the end of three weeks she gave an evening party, and during
the evening they were all electrified by the sudden and violent
ringing of the belh "Tiny " had been neglected to be indulged
with any tit-bit, and had taken this means of receiving atten-
tion.

Miss Becker said, with regard to the experiments with the
crow mentioned by Sir John, to show that it could not count
beyond three, that something of the same kind might happen
with a person. Place three eggs upon the table, and any one
could say there were three ; but if there were twelve he would
rec|uire to count them to be sure of the number.

Mr. C. C. Walker gave an instance of a dog being taught
politics. He belonged to a family where Liberal politics pre-

vailed, and the dog showed his sympathy by growling fearfully

when the name of "Dizzy " was mentioned, and at the name of

his master giving expression to unbounded delight. Similar
demonstrations at public meetings, he added, were often made
with as little intelligence as those of the dog.

Some other remarks were made, one gentleman suggesting
that as long as the dog was ignorant of the words " one," "two,'
"three," "four," he would not be able to counter get beyond tht

mere perception of magnitude.
Sir John Lubbock thought with reference to the question ol

Sunday that there were so many slight indications in the house-
hold generally to distinguish the day that he had never been
able to regard that as proof of a dog counting, although it wa-
a very interesting fact in itself. As regards several of the other
cases they were clever tricks, but his suggestion was to operate
in exactly the opposite direction ; not to teach the dog, but tu

enable the dog to communicate with us.

NITROGEN JN THE SOIL
"pACH of the elements required for building up the frame of
'-' animals and plants is of equal importance from a scientific

standpoint, but in agriculture the various salts and substances

which yield food for crops or for cattle must necessarily be valued

according to their cost. There are exceptions to this rule, no
doubt. Gypsum is a cheap manure, but it has sometimes doubled
the clover crop, and kainit salts are comparatively cheap. Yet
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for some crops, especially potatoes, in cases of a deficient supply

of potash in the soil, they have sometimes proved invaluable.

In general, however, cost and efficiency are closely associated,

and as plants and animals are almost alike in their chemical

composition the same rule as to the value of their conUituents

holds good. Vou may |)urchase starch and the carbo-hydrates

at a much lower rate than the nitrogenous substances in food.

Turnips, bread fruit, and bananas, consisting chiefly of carbo-

hydrates, are sold by their respective growers at a very different

and mucli lower price than milk or peas, which are rich in albu-

minous elements. In every form nitrogen is always compara-
tively costlj'. The albumen in eggs, the fibrine in cereals, the

casein in milk, and the legumin in peas and beans, all owe their

importance and cost to this particular element, which is the

source of force and vigour, of the labour of the hardest-worked
cattle and men, of lean meat and muscle.

Considering the limited supply of nitrogen and the cost of

obtaining it, it is not su.prising that it should often be present

in cultivated soils in quantities insufficient for a full cop, and
that the land, when dressed with salts of nitrogen, should answer
to their touch as a horse does to the spur. In the Rothamsted ex-

periments the unmanured field yielded for years about fourteen

bushels, or half a crop, till a dressing of nitrogen was given to

it, when immediately the crop was doubled, nitrogen having
been, as it often is in clay soils, the one thing needful to a full

crop. Sir John Lawes has been sometimes asked by American
farmers how to restore the exhausted fertility of their fields, so

that the land, yielding fourteen bushels per acre, which is about

the average of corn-exporting countries, might be induced to

return twice as much. It is fortunate for English farmers that

Sir John can only send advice into the far West ; he cannot
send nitrogen.

Some years ago the agricultural community was flattered by
the immediate prospect of a never failing supply of nitrogen.

The marvels of chemistry and analysis had recently been un-
folded by the writings of .Sir H. Davy and Baron Liebig, and
the efficacy of guano had accustomed farmers to the new method
of supplying nitrogen to the land in concentrated forms and from
sources outside the farmyard. Then came the promise of ob-
taining nitrogen from the atmosphere. The agricultural classes

are rarely much moved by anything but bad weather and falling

prices, and the chemists had explained to them that the nitrogen
of the atmosphere, existing as it does in a free state mixed with
oxygen, was not available for agricultural purposes. If it could
be induced, they were told, to enter into combination with
hydrogen the result would be ammonia, an invaluable manure.
This was understood by farmers, and a great sensation was
occasioned among them when Mr. Nasmyth, the inventor of the
steam hammer, proposed to control the supply of the most costly

of plant constituents by knocking it out of the atmosphere. It

is easy to see that if Mr. Nasmyth had succeeded in knocking
nitrogen and hydrogen into combination at a moderate cost, a
revolution in the price of manures and of food must have speedily
occurred.

But as the plan failed and as plants still " live and move and
have their being" in the midst of an element which they cannot
feed on, it was certainly surjjrising to learn lately that nitrogenous
manures had ceased to produce their accustomed effect. The
phenomenon occurred at the Duke of Bedford's experimental
farm at Wobuvn, where, according to official statements, the
yield of wheat manured by the dung of animals fed on maize
proved as abundant as the crop which followed from manure
produced by the feeding of cotton cake, which enriches the
excreta with far more nitrogen than that produced by feeding
maize.

The Woburn experiments were instituted by the Royal Agri-
cultural Society and w^ere placed under the manageinent of its

chemist, the late Dr. Voelcker, for the purpose of testing the
value of manure obtained by the consumption of different kinds
of food and to compare the eftects of such manures with those of
artificial manures. It is evident that in such 3 comparison the
land to which the various fertilisers were applied should have
been of similar quality. But there are other disturbing causes
which may vitiate experiments of this kind, and these were not
at first generally recognised. The mistake occurred in some
rotation experiments in which the manure derived from cotton
cake containing about 40 per cent, of nitrogenous constituents
was compared in its results with that obtained from maize, a
cereal containing only 10 per cent, of albuminoids. The results
of these experiments were known to the agricultural community

before the report of Dr. John Voelcker, who has succeeded his

late father as chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society, had
been made, and much surprise was expressed that at the close of

the second rotation the cotton cake had not shown any decided
superiority over the maize. It has been recently explained in

an official report on the "Objects, Plan, and Results of the

Woburn Experiments," that this was "probably due to the large

amount of unexhausted manure in the land." Before commenc-
ing experiments, therefore, on the comparative value of manures
the land should be exhausted by repeated scourging crops, as at

Rothamsted, where in some cases the deep-rooting Bokara
clover has been grown for the special purpose of [reducing the

fertility of the sod to nil.

It haslongsince been established that nitrogen is neither absorbed
by plants from the atmosphere nor conveyed into the soil to any
appreciable extent in any way except by the direct application of

manure : still there are some crops which collect nitrogen and
leave the surface-soil richer than before. Red clover is usually

grown as a preparation for wheat, and although clover hay must
necessarily withdraw a great deal of plant-food from the soil, it

does not prove exhaustive in practice because the deep and fleshy

roots of the plant collect nitrogen from the subsoil and, in their

decay, supply it to the growing wheat-crop. Under such

circumstances a strong nitrogenous manure may not be required,

and may perhaps prove less desirable than a weak manure con-

taining less nitrogen. Enough has been said to show that the

field experiments which are now becoming popular, and which
are being instituted at many "stations" throughout the country,

will require great care and the supervision of managers who
possess a competent knowledge both of "practice and science."

H. E.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

London.—In accordance with resdutions passed at the extra-

ordinary meeting of the Convocation of the University of London
held on July 28 last, an adjourned extraordinary meeting of the

House was held on Tuesday week in the University Building,

Burlington Gardens, which was very numerously attended. The
Chairman of Convocation (Mr. F. J. Wood, LL.D.) presided,

and in his opening address explained his ruling that under the

said resolutions the business pending before the former meeting

might now be proceeded with, and invited the House to resume

the debate accordingly. At the time of the adjournment the

House had a motion before it, made by Lord Justice Fry, for the

reception and adoption of the report of the special committee

appointed to cmsider the project of the " Association for Pro-

moting a Teaching University for London." To this motion an

amendment had been moved by Mr. J. W. Bone, seconded by
Mr. Philip Magnus, omitting all the words in the original motion

after the word "received." At Tuesday's meeting leave was

given to Lord Justice Fry to accept the amendment, which thus

became a substantive motion, to which his Lordship, however,

immediately proposed to add "And that the House now con-

sider what amendments, if any, ought to be made in the said

scheme, and that such amendments, if any, be by way of instruc-

tion to a committee of revision." For Lord Justice hry's motion

76 only voted against 122 who negatived it. Ultimately after a

three hours' sitting the debate was adjourned to Tuesday,

December 8.

Alderman Sir R. N. Fowler, Bart., M. P., has consented

to present the City and Guilds of London Institute's Scholar-

ships, Prizes, and Certificates at a meeting to be held on
Wednesday evening, December 9, at the Salters' Hall, St.

Swithin's Lane, E.C. The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor will

preside.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Miltheilungen der Naturforschindcn GeuHschaft hi Burn, Nos.

1064. to 1091, 1883-4 (three parts).—Contributions to the

doctrine of metal-poisoning, by J. Marti.—Terrestrial and

fresh-water moUusca collected in the neighbourhood of Berne

and Onterlacken, by G. Regelsperger.—An automatically-

acting thermograph, by G. Hasler.—Influence of sexual excita-

tion on the composition of cow's milk, by F. Schaffer.—Furthei

paper on the animal world in the pile-dwellings of the Lake of

Bienne, by Th. Studer.—On a parasite in the intestine of the

horse, by M. Flesch.—On the nature of odorous matters and
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the causes of smell, by A. Valentin.—Mathematical considera-

tions on the structure of bees' cells, by A. Jonquiere.—On the

inhibitory mechanism of the heart, by A. Clause.—On the

separation of manganese and nickel by means of ozone, by V.

Schwarzenbach.—On determinate integrals, by J. H. Graf.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Zoological Society, November 3.—Prof. W. H. Flower,

F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. Sclater exhibited the skull

of a Tapir received by the Society in May, 1878, which was

then described as Tapirus roulini, but which had since been

found, upon anatomical e-\amination, to be merely a dark variety

of Tapirus americanus.—A letter was read from Mr. J. Cald-

well, C M.Z.S., of Port Louis, Mauritius, announcing the

finding of a new deposit of dodo-bones in a small cavern in the

south-west part of the island.—An extract was read from a letter

addressed to the Secretary by Dr. F. H. Bauer, C.M.Z.S., of

Buitenzorg, Java, containing some notes on the Flying Lizard

(Ptychozoon homalocephalnm) of that island.—Prof. Bell exhibited

and made remarks on a fine specimen of the Decapod Cnistacean,

Alpheiis megachdes, obtained by Mr. Spencer at Herm, Channel

Islands.—Mr. Martin Jacoby communicated the second portion

of his paper on the Phytophagous Coleoptera of Japan obtained

by Mr. George Lewis during his second journey, 1880-81. The
present part treated of the Halticinfe and Galerucince of Mr.

Lewis's collection.—Mr. A. G. Butler read a paper containing an

account of two collections of Lepidotera recently received from

Somali Land. Mr. Butler considered that the Lepidopterous

fauna of Somali Land was essentially Arabian in character.

—

Mr. L. R. Lydekker, F.Z.S., described a last upper molar of a

Mastodon, which had been obtained by Mr. A. H. Everett,

C.M.Z.S., in Borneo, and referred it to a small race of M.
latidtns, previously known only from the Pliocene Siwaliks of

India and Burmah. The specimen was of much interest, as

increasing our knowledge ot the eastern range of the Siwalik

mammals.—Mr. W. T. Blanford, F.R.S., read a monograph of

the genus Paradoxunis. After a critical examination of a large

series of specimens Mr. Blanford came to the conclusion that it

would be necessary to reduce the numerous so-called species of

this genus to about ten well-marked forms.—Mr. W. T. Blan-

ford, on behalf of Mr. J. A. Murray, read a paper containing

the description of a new species of Mus from Sind, proposed to

he adled Mus g-/miiowi.—Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.Z. S., read an

account of the specific characters and structure of some New
Zealand earthworms of the genus Acanthodrihis.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, November 2.—M. Bouley, Presi-

dent, in the chair.—The Perpetual Secretary announced the

death of M. Joly, Corresponding Member of the Section for

Anatomy and Zoology, who died at Toulouse on October 17,

1885.—Remarks on the subject of M. Hirn's recent experi-

ments on the velocity of gases with a view to testing the truth

of the kinetic theory of gases, by M. Faye. The author infers

from the results of these experiments that the kinetic hypothesis

will have to be reconsidered, if not absohitely rejected. The
limit which it imposes on the velocity of gases under certain

conditions of temperature and pressure is shown to be imaginary.

—Fresh researches on the origin of the glandular nervous fibres

and of the vaso-dilator nervous fibres which form part of the

chord of the tympanum and of the glosso-pharyngian nerve, by

M. Vulpian.—Remarks on M. IT. Filhol's new work entitled

" Recherches zoologiques, botaniques, et geologiques faites a

I'lle de Campbell et en Nouvelle-Zelande," by M. Alph. Milne-

Edwards. The researches embodied in this work tend to

show that since the Chalk or beginning of the Tertiary

epoch Campbell Island can have formed no part of New-

Zealand or of any other Australasian region.—Solution of a

question of indeterminate analysis constituting a fundamental

principle in the theory of the Cremona transformations, by M. de

Jonquieres.—Experimental researches on the temperature ob-

served in the mother at the moment of delivery and of the child

at birth : comparison of these two temperatures, by M. Bonnal.

—On the attenuation of the virus of ovine variola, by M. F.

Pourquier. From his researches, continued for a period of seven

or eight years on the principles established by M. Pasteur, the

author concludes that it is possible to attenuate this virus, to

transform it into a true vaccine, and thus avoid the serious losse

hitherto incurred by inoculating sheep against the disease.—On
the Cremona transformations in a plane of « order, by M. G. B.

Guccia.—On the decomposition of quadratic forms, by M.
Benoit.—Note on the theory of M. Helmholtz respecting the

preservation of solar heat, by M. Ph. Gilbert.—Note on the

doubly-refracted dispersion of quartz, by M. J. Mace de

Lepinay.—On the theoric distribution of heat over the surface of

the globe, by M. A. Angot.—Combination of the nitrate of silver

with the alkaline nitrates (nitrates of potassa, rubidium, am-
moniac, soda, and lithine), by M. A. Ditte.—On the anhydrous

chloride and silicate of cerium, by M. P. Didier. Having
already determined the action of hydrosulphuric acid on the

anhydrous chloride of cerium, the author now communicates a

process for preparing this substance, and describes' some other

compounds obtained by its means by the dry process.—Note on

the Asteriadte collected during the Talisman expedition, by M.
Edm. Perrier. As many as fifty-four species, represented by
nearly 200 specimens, were obtained on this occasion, some
fished up from depths exceeding 4000 metres.—On the respira-

tion of leaves in the dark: carbonic acid retained by them,

second note, by MM. Deherain and Maquenne.—Note <.i!

artificial earthy specular iron, by M. Stan. Meunier.—On the

zymotic properties of charbon and septicemic blood, by M. A.
Sanson.—On the transmission of virulent glanders to the pig,

by MM. Cadeac and Malet.—Treatment of mildew in the vine

by means of the sulphate of copper, by M. A. Miintz.—The
suljjhate of lye-ashes and its employment against animal and
vegetable parasitic diseases, by Vl. Duponchel.—Account of a

remarkable meteoric phenomenon observed at Pondicherry on

June 13, iSSs, by M. C. Andre.
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LOOMIS'S "CONTRIBUTIONS TO
METEOROLOGY"

Conti-ibulions lo Meteorology. By Elias Loomis, LL.D.,

Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in

Yale College, &c. Revised Edition. (New Haven,

Conn., U.S., 1885.)

T T is now fifty years since Prof. Loomis's attention was

directed to the study of meteorology, his interest in

the subject having been awakened by Redfield's investi-

gations respecting the phenomena and laws of storms.

During the first forty years his principal writings were

elaborate discussions of the great storm which occurred

in America in December 1836, and an equally remarkable

storm which occurred in Europe shortly after the American

storm, and an account of another United States storm in

February 1842, which in a part of its course was accom-

panied by a tornado of unusual violence. The chief out-

come of these investigations was a new method of charting

observations, now so familiar to all the world in our

weather maps, and the demonstration of the capital fact

in meteorology, that in storms the movement of the wind

is spirally inwards, circulating from right to left about the

centre of the cyclone.

The generally imperfect character of the barometric

observations for a long time precluded all attempts at any

satisfactory investigation of the storms and weather of

the United States ; and it was not till 1871, when the

Signal Service was organised, with its uniform methods

of observation and reliable barometers, that the data

required for the investigation was supplied. When two

years' observations had accumulated, Prof. Loomis

resumed his inquiries, and from July 1874. a series of

papers by him, entitled " Contributions to Meteorology "

have appeared from time to time in the American Journal

of Science. A large number of these we have noticed in

Nature as they appeared. As the subjects investigated

were taken up without any regard to systematic order,

and as a change of views has necessarily come about as

the investigations proceeded. Prof. Loomis has wisely

resolved to reduce them to a more systematic form and

incorporate into the revised work the results of observa-

tions now available, not only from the United States, but

also from Europe and other parts of the world. The
present pamphlet contains the first chapter of this revision,

and the subject dealt with is the areas of low atmospheric

pressure, their form and magnitude, and the direction and

velocity of their movements.

As regards the forms of areas of low pressures, or

cyclones as they are conveniently termed, the greatest and

least diameters of all the cyclones represented on the

Weather Maps of the Signal Service during a period of

three years were actually measured, with the result that

the average ratio of the longest diameter to the shortest

was I '94. In 53 per cent, of the whole number of cases

the ratio was r5 ; in 33 per cent. 2 ; in 1 1 per cent. 3 ;

and in 3 per cent. 4. Similarly the .Atlantic storms, as

delineated on Hoffmeyer's charts for a period of three

years, have been examined, and the measurements show

that the ratio of the longest diameter of the cyclones to
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the shortest is 170 ; and that while in 54 per cent, of the

whole number of cases the ratio was I'j, in 17 per cent,

it was 2, and in i per cent. 3—thus showing a marked
deficiency of very elongated low pressure areas over the

Atlantic Ocean as compared with the United States.

Observations show that the longest diameter of cyclones

may be turned in any azimuth. In the States it is most
frequently directed towards a point somewhat East of

North, the point towards which the longest diameter is

most frequently directed being N. 36° E. The average

direction is sensibly the same for the cyclones of the

Mississippi Valley and for those of the Atlantic coast.

Over the Atlantic Ocean the direction of the longest

diameters are more equally distributedin azimuth than they

are in the United States, but the point towards which the

longest diameter is most frequently directed is N. 35' E.,

which corresponds almost exactly with the direction found

for the LTnited States.

The cyclones of the tropics frequently exhibit a violence

greater than is ever known in the storms of the middle

latitudes, but their geographical extent is comparatively

small. The inclination of the winds inwards upon the

centre is shown to be more strongly marked in tropical

cyclones than in most storms of the middle latitudes.

From an examination of the weather maps of the Signal

Service it is found that in the United States a low pressure

area, with only one system of cyclonic winds, frequently

has a diameter of 1600 English miles, and Hoffmeyer's

charts show that cyclones over the Atlantic have

frequently diameters of 2000 English miles. Widespread

areas of low barometer, having several centres of cyclonic

action, may have a diameter of 6000 English miles or

may even form a belt extending nearly, if not entirely,

round the globe between the parallels of 40° and 50° N.

lat. On the other hand, tropical cyclones are often only

500 miles in diameter, and are occasionally of still less

dimensions.

When low pressure areas are very much elongated, two

or three cyclonic centres are frequently included within

the same area of low pressure. Though these cyclonic

centres are occasionally of equal depth, yet they are more

generally of very unequal depth and intensity. The
weather charts of the morning of March 9, 1S76, showed

a very large area of low pressure overspreading Europe

and the Atlantic Ocean, having a principal centre of low

pressure in the north of Scotland, around which violent

winds prevailed, rising to 12 on Beaufort's scale, with very

steep gradients on the western side of the cyclone. About

the same time, and within the same widespread low pres-

sure area, there were four other cyclones, with their

centres at St. Petersburg, South Russia, south coasts of

the Black Sea, and over the Caspian Sea, respectively.

As an illustration of one of the more extensive areas

of low pressure. Prof. Loomis adduces the great baro-

metric depression of June 7, 18S2, as shown on the

International Weather Map of the Signal Service of that

day. This area of low pressure covered the whole of

Asia, apparently extending from the equator to a consider-

able distance beyond the North Pole ; it covered the

whole of Europe with the exception of a small portion of

its southern margin, and also the northern part of the

Atlantic Ocean and stretched across the central portion

of North America to the Pacific Ocean : thus extending
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through 320 degrees of longitude. The principal low

centre, 2g'2oo inches, was north of the Caspian Sea ;
a

second low centre, 29'4oo inches, was over the northern

part of India ; a third low centre, 29600 inches, over the

(}ulf of St. Lawrence ; a fourth low centre, 29'8oo inches,

over China; a fifth low centre, 29'8oo inches, north-east

of Japan; and if every part of this large portion of the

earth's surface had been sufficiently represented by

observing stations several other subordinate low centres

would doubtless have been exhibited. On the other hand,

a centre of high pressure, 30-400 inches, was found over

the Atlantic Ocean ; a second, 30-200 inches, over the

south-eastern part of the United States ; and a third,

over the eastern part of the Pacific near latitude 30° N.

The area of high pressure formed a belt closely following

the parallels of 30"—35' and extending through at least

240 degrees of longitude, but interrupted by the Asiatic

Continent.

We drew attention five years ago to the all-important

bearings of these areas of high and low pressure on the

weather in all the regions of the globe over which anom-

alously high arid low barorneters at any time prevail

(Nature, vols, xxi., xxii. and xxiii.). But the importance of

this department of meteorology is much enhanced when it

is considered that it is through a careful record of the ap-

pearance and disappearance in dift'erent regions of the

globe of these cyclonic and anti-cyclonic areas and an

investigation of the causes determining their form, position,

and intensity from time to time that we may hope to

reach the solution of the problem of the weather. In

prosecuting this large inquiry, the results of Prof. Loomis's

careful measurements of meteorological phenomena, as

detailed in the revised edition of his "Contributions"

now before us, form one of the best guides we at present

possess.

DirectioiofMo'i'ctucnt pfAreaspfLo7u Pressure.—Areas

of low pressure,or cyclones.seldom remain stationaryin the

same position for many hours. The centre of low pressure

generally changes its position steadily from hour to hour,

and everywhere there is observed a marked uniformity in

the direction of this movement. Prof. Loomis gives

several charts showing the progressive movement of

cyclones in different parts of the world, including one

showing nearly all the different storm tracts delineated

on the International Weather Maps of the United States

Signal Service for a period of more than four years.

Maury's Storm Charts are also brought under review.

The lowest latitude reached by the centre of any cyclone,

which has been distinctly traced, is 6^ I' N., and there are

only eight cases of cyclones whose paths have been traced

to points south of lat. 10° N.

Observations indicate that, both in the Pacific and

Atlantic, gales are of extremely rare occurrence within

six degrees of the equator, and, when they do occur, the

barometric depression is small, and the cyclonic character

of the winds indistinctly marked. But in low latitudes, a

little higher than six degrees, gales are more freciuent

over the Pacific than over the Atlantic Ocean.

Tropical storms which are found to pursue a westerly

course are limited to two regions of the globe—viz. the

Atlantic Ocean, but particularly its western portion, near

the West India Islands, and the region south of the

continent of Asia. As regards the Pacific, no cyclone has

ever been observed, except near Asia or its outlying

islands.

As regards the tracks of tropical cyclones in the neigh-

bourhood of the West Indies, the teaching of the data

represented on the International Charts is that nearly all

the areas of low barometer which occur within the tropics

and advance westwards, instead of following the ordinary

course of the trade winds, advance in a direction some-

what north of west. Of these West Indian cyclones, 08

per cent occurred in August, September, and October,

thus leaving only 12 per cent, for the other nine months

of the year. On the other hand, of the Asiatic cyclones

52 per cent, occurred in September, October, and

November, and 43 per cent, in April, May, and June, thus

leaving only 5 per cent, for the other six months. There

is, therefore, a marked seasonal difference as to the

frequency of the tropical cyclones of the Atlantic as com-

pared with the Pacific : in the Atlantic they are almost

exclusively confined to the autumn, but in the Pacific

they are nearly as frequent in spring as m autumn.

The average direction of the course of the Asiatic

cyclones, while moving westward, is 38° north of west,

which closely accords with that found for West Indian

cyclones. But, as regards the onward progress of tropical

cyclones, whdst Asiatic cyclones advance westwards at

the average rate of 8 English miles per hour, the average

velocity of West Indian cyclones is double that amount.

Asiatic cyclones come around to a due north course about

lat. I9°-S N., but West Indian cyclones do not assume

a due northeriy course till, on the average of instances,

lat. 30° N. is reached. In the Pacific the average course

of cyclones, after turning eastward, was 35° E. of N.,

and their velocity was 9-8 miles, which is scarcely half of

the velocity of the West Indian cyclones. These striking

and vital differences between the tropical cyclones of the

Atlantic and the Pacific will doubtless play no unimport-

ant part in the development of the theory of the cyclone.

An examination of Prof Loomis's chart of storm-

tracks for the northern hemisphere, with wind charts

indicating the prevailing direction of the wind, shows a

remarkable correspondence between the two classes of

facts. Examining the point more narrowly. Prof Loomis

finds that for the middle region of the Atlantic, near lat.

50°, the average direction of storm paths corresponds very

closely with that of the average direction of the wind
;

but in the western part of the Atlantic the average course

of storms is considerably more northerly than that of the

wind, while in the eastern part it is more southerly.

These results, which fairly accord with those derived

from tropical storms, seem to indicate, in the opinion of

the author, that in the middle latitudes of the northern

hemisphere the direction of progress of storm-centres is

not the same as that of the average wind, but is sensibly

affected by some other causes ; and that the results de-

rived from observations in the China Sea indicate that

one of the causes is the prevalent direction of the wind

which immediately follows a storm. The subject is

further prosecuted by an examination of the prevailing

winds and storm-tracks during the three winter months

for the ten winters ending 18S2 of that portion of the

United States between long. 90° W. and the Rocky

Mountains. The result of this somewhat exhaustive

comparison is similar to that derived from the observa-
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tions on the Atlantic—there being observed no rigorous

correspondence between the average direction of the

movement of storm-centres and the prevailing wind
;

but that in some regions the average course of storm-

centres is more northerly than that of the wind, and in

some regions more southerl)'.

While in middle latitudes the generally progressive

movement of cyclones is in an easterly direction, cyclonic

areas are occasionally observed, both in Europe and

America, advancing to westward. After a careful in-

vestigation of forty-one of the most decided cases whicli

have occurred of these westerly movements of cyclones,

it is considered that the following conclusions are

warranted—viz. that the westerly movement of low-

pressure centres is due to a fall of rain or snow, in most

cases unusually great, in the region towards which the

low centre advances ; and the influence of one low-

pressure area acting apparently as an attractive force

upon another adjacent low-pressure area ; to the influ-

ence exerted by two areas of high pressure, not far apart,

by which a new movement is imparted to the air included

between them, a new low centre being sometimes de-

veloped ; or to the influence of a high pressure on the

north-east side of a low-pressure area, when the gradients

on the south-west side of the low area are slight, in

which case the centre of the low-pressure area may be

crowded towards the south-west.

Rate of Progress of Cyclones.—The rate of progress of

the United States storms' for thirteen years has been

calculated, and the results arranged according to the

months, and expressed in miles per hour. The average

rate of progress for the year is 2S'4 miles, rising to the

maximum, 34'2 miles in February, and falling to the

minimum, 22'6 miles, in August. As regards different

years, the variation is also much greater in the winter

than in the summer months. Thus, in November, 1S78,

the rate was 2r2 miles per hour, but in the same month
of the following year it was 407 miles ; and, on the other

hand, in July, 1882, the rate was iQ'S miles, but in July,

1881, it was 26'6 miles—the difference between the

extremes of November being thus i9'5 miles, and in July

only 6'8 miles.

In Europe during the five years ending iSSo the mean
annual rate of progress was 167 miles, rising to the

maximum, ig'o miles, in October, and falling to the

minimum, i4'o miles, in August. Hence the onward
movement of storms in the United States is two-thirds

greater than in Europe, the rate of excess for the United
States over Europe being i '9 in winter, and i'5 in summer.
On the mean of the year the average onward movement
of storms is, in miles per hour, 28'4 for the United States,

i8-o for the middle latitudes of the Atlantic, 167 for

Europe, 147 for the West Indies, and 8-5 for the Bay of

Bengal and the China Sea.

Prof Loomis is led to conclude that the general system
of atmospheric circulation, consisting of the trades of
equatorial regions and the westerly winds of the middle
latitudes, is the primary cause which determines both the

direction and velocity of the movement of storm centres
;

but as respects each individual storm, the determining
cause is not so much the average system of atmospheric

circulation, as the general movement of the atmosphere
going on at the time, and in the vicinity of that particular

storm. The influence of this general movement is, more-

over, materially modified by a variety of causes, among
which may be enumerated the rainfall, and the position of

the region over ivhich it falls with respect to the centre of

the storm ; the size and position of neighbouring areas of

high and low pressure, the distribution of temperature,

and the physical configuration and character of the

surface.

In further prosecuting this important discussion, the

time has perhaps now come for meteorologists to give

more consideration and weight to the physical conditions

of the cyclone, more particularly to the method of distri-

bution of temperature and aqueous vapour within and in

the more immediate neighbourhood of the cyclone. This

point, which was so strongly dwelt on and urged by Dove,

has for some time past been allowed to fall too much into

the background. A cyclone is not merely a system of

low pressure with winds all around blowing vorticosely

inwards upon the centre ; but it is further distinguished

by this, that the atmosphere in front of its path is

relatively warm and moist, and in the rear cold and dry.

These features are seldom kept so steadily in view by
meteorologists as they ought to be in the discussion of

such questions as Prof Loomis has here brought under

review.

One outstanding difference of the storms of America
and those of Europe is that nearly all of the American
storms originate on the continent, not far from the Rocky
iVIountains, whereas the storms of Europe originate mostly

on the ocean. It is not improbable that more than one
of the important points of difference between these two
classes of storms sliown by Prof Loomis have their ex-

planation in the different conditions under which they

have their origin.

OUR BOOK SHELF
A Treatise on the Calculus of Variations. By L. li.

Carll, A.M. (London: Macmillan, 1885.)
A Text-Book on tlie Method of Least Squares. Bv

Mansfield Merriman. (London: Macmillan, 1S85.)

Both these works by American mathematicians have
been, we believe, printed in America, and are now intro-
duced to the attention of English students by Messrs.
Macmillan. They are first-class representatives of the
good work now being done in this field : we have
(Nature, vol. xvi. p. 21, vol. x.xvi. p. 59) already given
account of other .American mathematical publications.

Mr. Carll, on his title page, states that his treatise is

"arranged with the purpose of introducing, as well as
illustrating, its principles to the reader by means of
problems, and designed to present in all important parti-
culars, a complete view of the present state of the science."
The subject is one which certainly has not engaged the
time of our book-compilers, for w^hich good and sufficient
reasons might be assigned. In iSio, as Todhunter
writes, a work was published by Woodhouse, which has
obtained a high reputation for accuracy and clearness.
That work was not followed by any systematic treatise in
English until the year 1850, when Mr. Jellett brought out
his valuable "Elementary Treatise on the Calculus of
Variations," an octavo volume of 377 pages, with an
introduction of 20 pages. In the later editions of Mr.
Todhunter's integral calculus are gi\-en such portions of
the subject as are generally read by students. The same
writer's "History "and "Researches" should be in the
hands of all who desire to get up this branch thoroughly.
After the lapse of so long an int-^rval as thirty-five years
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we are not surprised to find that Jelletf's work is difficult

of access to general readers, and on this ground, if on no
other, we welcome the present attempt to Ijring the

"Calculus" to the fore again. The author follows Airy
and Todhunter in the view he takes of a variation, and
Jellett and Strauch in the treatment of varying functions,

but he has not neglected to give fairly full accounts of
the conceptions and methods of other writers.

A good deal of the preface is taken up with details

which might well be omitted should the work reach a
second edition, as we hope it may.
There are in all five chapters (568 and xvii. pages)

printed in good type and in e.xcellent style.

Chapter i., maxima and minima of single integrals,

involving one dependent variable is broken up into ten

sections : Chapterii.,maxima and minima of single integrals

involving two or more dependent variables in two sec-

tions : Chapter iii., maxima and minima of multiple
integrals in six sections. Chapter iv., applications to

determming the conditions which will render a function
integral one or more times in two sections.

Chapter v. gives a historical sketch of the rise and
progress of the calculus of variations founded upon Tod-
hunter's "History," and closes with an account of the
" Researches in the Calculus of Variations," referred to

above.
We have nothing to say of Mr. Merriman's work in

addition to what we have said already (N.^ture, vol.

XXX. p. 334) ; the works are identical, except in the title

pages.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[T/ieEditordoes not hold himselfresponsible/or opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return^

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[ The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

ofcommunications containinginterestingand novel facts.'\

Italian Aid to Biological Research

The Committee appointed by the Royal Academy of the

Lincei in Rome at the request of H.E, the Minister of Naval

Affairs, to see that the best possible use in the interests of

science be made of the natural history specimens collected by

officers of the Royal Italian Navy, wishes to make known to

all students of biology that rich material for study, consisting

of a certain number of plants and extensive collections of ani-

mals of nearly all classes, is at present deposited at the Zoologi-

cal Station at Naples. This material has all been collected by

the officers of the Royal Navy, principally by the Viltor Pisani

in a recent voyage round the world, and by other Italian men-

of-war in the Red Sea and the .<^gean Sea. These collections

have been preserved by the best and most modern methods, and

can be used for histological and morphological researches, in

accordance with the actual requirements of science, as well as for

systematic and faunistic investigations. The Committee places

this rich material at the disposal of the men of science of all

countries who will ask to take part in its illustration, either to

complete monographs in course, or for monographical works or

for special research on any organic system of a given group.

The requests, on which the Committee will decide, are to be

seHt to Prof Trinchese, University of Naples.

Prof Tri.nchese, Naples

Prof Todaro, Rome
Prof Passerini, Parma
Prof. GlGLIOLI, Florence

Lieutenant Chierchia (Royal Italian Navy),
Naples

Prof. DoHRN, Naples

The Resting Position of Oysters

In a letter from Mr. J. T. Cunningham in your impression of

Nature of October 22 (p. 597) it is sought to show that the

oyster does not rest on its left but on its right valve. The
evidence which appears to him conclusive on this question is

" that the right fiat valve is always quite clean, while the convex
valve is covered with worm-tubes (Stylea grossularia) and
Hydroids.

"

This observation is correct on the whole, but not decisive for

the question under consideration. After reading Mr. Cunning-
ham's letter I proceeded to examine 140 oysters in my collection

of Schleswig oysters, and found only on a few right valves a

worm (Pomatociros tricuspis) or a Cirripede [Balanus crenatus),

whereas on many left valves I distinguished sponges (Halt-

chondria panicta), Alcyoniurn digitatum, Hydroids {Strtztlaria

argentca, Tubularia indivisa, Eadendrium rameum), Bryozoa
(.4U-yonidiu7H gelatinosum), Balanus crenatus, Pomatoceros tri-

cuspis, or Sabellaria anglica. Of the 140 oysters examined 43
still bore on their shells the body on which as spawn they had
reared themselves, namely pieces of oyster-shells, Mylilus edulis,

Alya arenaria, Mya truncata, Cardium edule, or Buccinum
undatum. All these adherent bodies were attached to the

nucleus of the left valve, not one single piece to the nucleus of

the right. And this is a circumstance decisive in the question

raised by Mr. Cunningham. The places on the right valve,

where living animals rest, did not stick close to fixed bodies,

but the water flowed freely over them, thus admitting embryos
to settle on them. The bottom of oyster banks is not a smooth
surface, but is formed mainly of old oyster-shells on which many
living oysters do not assuredly plant themselves closely and hori-

zontally, but lie often obliquely. It is thus that Hydroids, Sponges,

Alcyonium, and Alcyonidium, having settled on the right lower

valve, are enabled to grow freely in the water and without let or

hindrance develop to the length of four or five inches.

Kiel, October 31 Karl MoBrus

Universal Secular Weather Periods

I DO not want to pose as a statistical cycle-hunter, or to bolster

up any mere apparent local periodicity of a certain meteoro-

logical element, but I wish to place before your readers the ap-

pended independent paragraphs from two journals, one on each

side of the Atlantic, and to ask any unprejudiced person if we
have not here some preliminary evidence (all the more valuable

from its being so evidently incidental and unconscious) in favour

of the march of certain secular weather areas, possibly connected

with barometric waves, similar to those traced out by Messrs.

Chambers and Pearson in India, across the Atlantic, from
America to Europe.

I would not submit such slt;nder evidence to criticism were it

not that it concurs entirely with certain views put forward by
myself in a recent paper in the Royal Meteorological Society's

Quarterly Jou> nal, on "The Height of the Neutral Plane of

Pressure in India," and that I have long felt that the entire

question demands attention both on scientific and economical

grounds. Also both paragraphs include last year, thus bringing

the apparent periodicity up to date.

Being at present fully engaged in two other branches of re-

search, I am unable just now to take up this hopeful and important

problem, but I would suggest that if we ever intend to forecast

the general character of the weather of a season or year, which
even in this country undergoes long periodic changes, during

which it remains for weeks and months together of the same
type, some such method as the following must be adopted :

—

Annual and seasonal mean barometric charts must be con-

structed from records at principal stations in America, Europe,

and Asia for the past fifty or sixty years, and from them baro-

metric abnormals for each year, and for each season, must be

calculated, and charted. An examination of these ought to

throw great light on, if not to some extent solve, the question of

the motion of the larger pressure areas which in turn guide and
control the motion of the smaller diurnal systems. The work
would, I admit, be one of some considerable magnitude, but

surely it is one imperatively demanded in the interests of

the science, besides being a priori likely to yield valuable

results. It has long been a cherished idea of mine to endeavour
to carry out the scheme myself, and it is only because I feel pre-

cluded from doing so at present by the pressure of other work
that I throw out the suggestion for the benefit of any who feel

disposed to take it up.
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The paragraphs are as follows :

—

Mr. Baldwin Latham, in a discussion wliich ensued upon the

Report of the Committee on Decrease of Water Supply
{Quarterly Jotirnal Roy. Met. Soc, p. 22:j), said :

—

" The records showed that there appeared to be a recurrence of

low water every ten years. There was lower water in 1824 and

in 1835 ; the period 1844-5 was low, especially when compared
with the years immediately before and following ; 1854 was re-

markably low ; also 1S64-5, 1874-5, ^'^^ "ow they come to the

present low period of 1884-5.
" As to what was the cause of this marked periodicity it was

very desirable to ascertain, and, having pointed it out, probably

some light might be thrown on the subject."

The other is from the American Meteorological yoiirnal 'anie.x

the heading "Cold Winters in Michigan," and the writer

says :

—

" It is interesting in this connection to notice that the local

reports of extremely cold winters place them at intervals of be-

tween ten and eleven years. . . . The winter of 1842-3 is thus

shown to have been extremely cold ; also the winter of 1853-4 ;

the winter of 1863-4 noted for its terribly cold new year ;

the winter of 1874-5, when the frost penetrated into the ground
in Port Huron four to six feet, there being scarcely a thaw
between January i and the middle of March ; and, lastly, the

winter of 1884-5, which beats the record for extreme cold

during January and February."

I may add that before I had seen either of these paragraphs

I had concluded from other sources that the years 182 1 -2-3-4,

1833-4, 1844-5, 1866-7, and 1875 -7 were characterised by mild

winters in Europe and unusual cold in Iceland and America,

being preceded in most cases by drought during the summers ;

but of course this represents merely the result of a preliminary

glance at some reneral records of noteworthy seasons.

November 9 E. Douglas Archibald

photography of the Corona

I HAVE been following with interest the communications

which have been made from time to tim; to Science by Mr.
W. H. Pickering regarding the photography of the corona in

full sunshine. Whilst admiring the manner in which he has

built up his theoretical objections to its possibility, I am
forced to dissent from his deduction from the fact that the

theory does not fit in with the results actually obtained during

the eclipses observed in Egypt and the Caroline Islands. I

iiave in my hands at present spectrum and other photographs

of the corona made during the expeditions to those localities,

and from them I gather he has evidently much underestimated

the photographic brightness of the corona as compared with

that of the sky. As I propose shortly to read a paper before the

Royal Society on the subject, I cannot enter into details at the

present moment. K\\ I will say is that the comparative photo-

graphic intensity of both can be estimated with approximate
exactness from the data I have by me.

I write this for insertion in your columns, as in your last issue

you have a note regarding Mr. W. II. Pickering's communica-
tions on this subject.

"
W. de W. Abney

Permanence of Continents and Oceans
Many naturalists are accustomed, in lecturing, to speak of

the existing ocean basins as "permanent." Though this must

to a large extent be a true statement, many geologists at all

events must be perfectly aware that the former distribution of

life requires that nearly all lands however remote at present,

must have been, perhaps more than once, in connection with

each other. Tropical South America is perhaps the most iso-

lated continental province now existing. I would ask these

naturalists to explain how its species of tropical genera not

peculiar to it got there, and how many of them came to be
represented in Europe in Tertiaiy times.

That the lands are always chiefly centred about the same
spots, and also the converse, would, I think, be an acceptable

way of putting it ; but that the Atlantic was never bridged

except towards the Arctic and Antarctic circles, is a statement

that is unwarrantable because contradicted by unimpeachable
evidence. J. Starkie Gardner

History of Elasticity

In order to estimate Poncelet's services to the theory of elas-

ticity I am extremely desirous of examining certain works by

him. These works are not to be found in the London or Cam-
bridge Libraries, and the Paris booksellers to whom I have
applied despair of being able to procure copies. It will hardly
be possible for me to go to Metz to examine them before the
publication of the first volume of the " History of the Mathe-
matical Theories of Elasticity." Possibly some of your readers
may know of the existence of accessible copies in this country. If

so, I should esteem it a great favour if they would communicate
with me at University College.

In 1827-29 Poncelet gave at Metz a " Cours de Mecani^ue
Industrielle aux Artistes et Ouvriers Messins." In this "Cours"
various important points of theoretical elasticity were considered
for the first time.

It was published as follows :

—

(a) Part I. Lithographed edition, Metz, 1827.

(/') Part II. First edition lithographed 1828 ; second edition
lithographed 1831.

(c) Part III. Lithographed edition, 1831.
[d] Part I. First printed edition, Metz, 1829 ; second printed

edition, Metz, 1831.

It is needful to remind your readers that there are numerous
other works entitled " Mecanique Industrielle," by Poncelet,
published at Liege, Paris, and Brussels, differing from each
other, and entirely from the above. These I have examined,
but they do not contain what I require. Karl Pearson

University College, London, November 15

The Heights of Clouds

In the very favourable notice of our " Mesures des Hauteurs
et des Mouvements des Nuages," in N.ature of October 29
(p. 630), there exists a misunderstanding as to the probable
errors of our measurements, which makes our observations seem
much more inexact than they really are. I therefore ask your
permission to correct it.

Mr. W. de W. A. says :
" Perhaps one of the most easily-

observed clouds is the cumulus, and we find from a table given

that \\\Q. probable error of ohserva'.ioii is very considerable." But,

in fact, what is there referred to as an error of observation is not

such an error; it is the probable uncertainty ("incertitude

probable") depending on tiie variability of tiie pJieuonienon itself.^

This is expressly stated in the treatise. On p. 39 (that following

the table quoted) there may be read :
*' L'incertitude calculee

comprend ainsi et celle dependant de la variation des hauteurs

des nuages, et celle provenant des erreurs d'observation. Celle-ci

est cependant assez petite par rapport a la premiere et i pen
pres constante pour les differentes heures du jour, comme on le

trouvera en la calculant separement a I'aide des erreurs moyennes
/«." That mean error m is just the mean error of observation in

the height of a cloud, and in our " list of observations " we have

given it for every observation, as well as the corresponding mean
angular error of the observation. By calculating the probable

error of an observation of cumulus by means of those values of

mean errors we have found it to be 35 metres (instead of 74S

metres, as Mr. W. de W. A. thinks it to be), and the probable

error of the mean is found to be 3 metres (instead of 40 metres),

the whole number of observations being 134.-

Thus the above assertion is fully justified, viz. that the errors

of observation may be quite neglected when compared with the

uncertainty depending upon the variability of the heights of the

cumuli from one cloud to another. That variability is itself a

phenomenon worthy of investigation, varying as it does accord-

ing to the hour of the day and the barometrical state of the

weather, and that is the reason for which we have calculated it.

As to the mean angular error in observing a cloud, we have

found it very often to be inferior to that obtained in observing

the centre of the sun, and in all the better observations that

error is fully comparable to the error in observing the sun, as

may be seen from our treatise. This proves that, for such

observations, the uncertainty of an identical point of cloud did

not exist at all, the whole uncertainty depending on the unavoid-

able instrumental errors. Still it may be that the errors are

For the figures in the table quoted represent simply the probable differ-

ence of an observation (of the mean found) from the true mean calculated by

the method of least squares.
' For the higher clouds, as the pure cirri, this error w.-is often very great

indeed, but it was so because their distance was much too great when com-

pared with our basis, the parallax obtained being not greater than 1° or 2°.

This year {18S5) the measurements are regularly pursued from the ends of a

basis of 1302 metres, and we can now determine with great accuracy the

height even of the most elevated cirri, as well as their horizontal and vertical

velocities.
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somewhat less in using a photographic Ihcoilolite than in using
our instruments. But on the other hand our method enables us

to ciliserve the clouds even in twilight and moonlight, in rain

and storm. Also, it is, no doubt, much cheaper tlian the photo-
graphic one. N. Ekhoi.m
Up ala, November 6

The Helm Wind

Some years ago I passed a summer at Melmerby, which is

-about the best place for seeing the " helm,'' which is incorrectly

described as affecting the Penrith valley (for, in fact, it never

c\lcnds to Penrith) by your correspondent, M. WoeikofF.

Melmerby is at the foot of the Cross Fell range, and gets the
" helm " with great violence. When an easterly wind co.iies

on, the summit of Cross Fell becomes clouded ; it puts 011 its

I dm : then from this a violent cold wind pours down the hill-

side (which is steep) and rises up again at no great distance.

At Melmerby, and places similarly situated, there is clear sky,

for the moisture in the sky is invisible, but further from the

range it is precipitated where the current rises, and there is

cloudy sky, without the strong wind. The phenomenon is, in

fact, precisely that at Table Mountain, where the cloud on the

crest IS called the " table-cloth."

Judging from M. Woeikoff's description there seems to be a

difference in the phenomena. Probably owing to the ^eullt:

ilopes of the Varada chain the air does not seem to rise again,

and there is no cloud-lwnk parallel to the chain. It would
seem, too, that the wind extends to the i;v.iY, unless there is a

misprint. J. F. Tennant
37, Hamihon Road, Ealing, W., November 13

THE MODE OF ADMISSION hVTO THE
ROYAL SOCIETY

OUR conlenipornry Science, in the last number whic
has reached this country, makes some remark,

concerning the admission of candidates into the Royal
Society, against which, in the interests of truth and
accuracy, it is our duty to protest, the more especially as

it is also implied that the French system of canvassing
those who are already Fellows of the Society is also

adopted.
The statements actually made are (i) that there is an

"actual competitive examination, on the result of which
a certain number of successful candidates are annually
chosen," and (2) " that the English method has the addi-

tional disadvantage that it does not secure the men
whom it is most desirable to honour." We read also,
" During the schoolboy period the distinction between
different individuals is a distinction of learning, and an
examination is not unfitted to discover the boy who
deserves reward. But learning is not the quality which
a State needs to make it great. Casaubons are not the

kind of men who have built up English science. The
qualities which ought to be encouraged, and which it

should be a nation's delight to honour are qualities too

subtle to be detected by a competitive examination."
For the benefit of our transatlantic brethren we may

as well state the facts as we know them. For reasons
into which we need not enter here, as they do not aiTcct

the question at issue, nearly forty years ago the Royal
Society determined to limit the yearly admissions to

fifteen ; and to throw upon the Council the responsibility

of selecting the fifteen who are to be nominated for elec-

tion, a general meeting of the Society reserving to itself

the right of confirming or rejecting such nomination. It

may be instructive to remark that for thirty years that

right has not been exercised.

The way in which the matter is worked is as follows :
—

The friends of a man, who are already in the Society,
and who think he is entitled to the coveted distinction,

prepare a statement of his services to science, in

many cases without consulting him in any way. This
paper thus prepared is sent round to other Fellows of the
Society, who are acquainted with the work of the candi-

date, and who sign it as a testimony that they think he
is worthy of election. In this way when the proper time
arrives some fifty or sixty papers are sent in to the
Council for their consideration. In the Council itself we
may assume that the selection of the fifteen is made as
carefully as possible in view not merely of individual claims
but of the due representation of the different branches
of science. It is not for us to state the safeguards or

mode of procedure adopted, but we think we may say
that the slightest action or appeal to any member by the
candidate himself would be absolutely fatal to his election.

Finally, we may say that, years back, when a heavy
entrance fee had to be paid, there were cases in which the

question had to be put to one whose friends were anxious
to see him elected, whether he would accept election.

The small yearly subscription of 3/., now the only sum
payable, makes even this question unnecessary at the

present time.

ON MEASURLYG THE VIBRATORY PERIODS
OF TUNING-FORKS

nPHE tuning-fork when its nutnber of double vibrations,
' to and fro, in a second, or briefly its frequency, has

been ascertained, is a most convenient instrument for

measuring minute divisions of time. As such it is now
extensively used for phj'sical, physiological, and military

purposes (velocity of bullets and cannon balls). The
antecedent difficulty of ascertaining the frequency, is

however very great. The old processes, sufficient for

roughly ascertaining musical pitch, and dependmg upon
wires of known weight, length, and tension, or the action

of the siren, are totally insufficient for modern purposes.

It was the contradictory nature of the results furnished

by the monochord in the division of the Octave into

twelve equal parts that led Scheibler to his system of a

series of tuning-forks diflering from one another by known
numbers of vibrations, leading to countable beats, and
extending over an Octave. Nothing can be more con-

venient to use than such a series of forks for all musical

purposes. They enable the frequency not only of any
small as well as large tuning-fork, but also of any sus-

tained tone to be ascertained w-ithin one-tenth of a vibra-

tion, that is, one vibration in ten seconds. The writer

has for some years been in the constant habit of using

such a set of forks with the most satisfactory results. His
own forks were measured by Scheibler's (exhibited in the

Historic Loan Collection of Musical Instruments at the

Albert Hall this year), but extend over a greater range,

from about 224 to about 5SS vib., that is, rather more
than an Cctave and a major Third. The great advantage

of such a tonometer is extreme portability, immediate
application to any sustained tone (even that of a pianoforte

string), and the independence of the result from any
(almost always imperfect) estimation of unison by a

musical ear. There are of course antecedent difficulties

in ascertaining the pitch of each particular fork, but these

are overcome by patient observation, the extension of the

series beyond an Octave furnishing in itself the required

check.

Scheibler died in 1S37. In 1879 Prof. Herbert MacLeod
and Lieut. R. G. Clarke, R.E. {Ptoc. R. Soc, vol. xxviii.

p. 291, and Philosoph. Trans., vol. clxxi. p. l) invented

an optical arrangement, which under proper management
(but the manipulation w-as very difficult) gave excellent

results for large tuning-forks, like those of Koenig. And
in 18S0 Koenig {Wiedemann's Annalen, 1880, pp. 394-

417) invented a clock method for ascertaining with

extreme accuracy the frequency of one large standard fork

of 64 vib. at 20" C. Before both Prof. .MacLeod and Dr.

Koenig, Prof. Alfred Mayer, of Hobokcn, New Jersey,

U.S., had invented a most careful and ingenious electro-

graphic method, of which a full account has just appeared

in vol. iii. ofthe Transactions ol the National Academy
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of Sciences, U.S.' Briefly this last method consists, first,

of making the tuning-fork itself, by means of an added
style of extreme tenuity, scribe its vibrations as sinuosities

in a curve on a revolving cylinder of smoked paper, an

old conception ; and, secondly, of determining the exact

number of such sinuosities as occurred in a second, by
means of electricity, which was entirely new, and in which
lies the pith and difficulty of the method.
When in 1S79 the writer was collecting materials for

his "History of Musical Pitch" {Joitrn. of Soc. Arts,

March 5 and April 2, 1S80, and January 7, 1881), it

became necessary to verify Scheibler's forks, and to do so

he had five large forks constructed, giving the pitches of

certain forks preserved in the Conservatoire at Paris.

These forks he measured with great care by Scheibler's

tonometer, and then Prof. MacLeod measured them by
his process, after which they were sent to .America to be
measured by Prof. Mayer (the particulars of his measure-
ments of these forks are given in his paper cited above),

and on their return they were remeasured by the writer

with the scribing-points on, and by Prof. MacLeod with

the scribing-points on and oft', in order to ascertain the

flattening caused by the scribing-points, and also any
losses that might have been occasioned by the journey.

The sum of the two affected only the second place of

decimals, except in one fork, where they amounted to

02 vibrations. By adding these, and also correcting for

temperature, the result was an agreement of all the three

methods within o'l vibrations.'^

But Prof. Mayer's results are given to three places of

decimals, which it would be extremely difficult to check,

not only because of the delicacy of the measurement, but
on account of the alteration of pitch by temperature, and
the uncertainty which prevails over the coefficient of

alteration. Thus for 1° F. Prof. Mayer considers this

coefficient to be '00004638, or i in 21 561 ; Prof. MacLeod
takes I in 20,490, and Dr. Koenig as i in 16,097, or in

i6,ii2, or 16,000. The writer's own experiments, between
59° and 175° F., gave i in 18,280. For all ordinary
purposes i in 20,000 may be conveniently used. But the
coefficient certainly alters with the size, shape, and
quality of the fork observed, and hence it is necessary to

correct each observation for temperature separately,

. before taking the mean, as Prof. Mayer has done. Under
these circumstances, at most 2 places of decimals (per-

haps only i) out of 3 of Prof. Mayer's means can be
trusted. That is, it is doubtful whether his process for

measuring the frequency of tuning-forks is superior to

Scheibler's, properly carried out.

The difficulties of the process, which caused Prof.

Mayer much trouble to overcome, may now be referred

to. The kernel of the method consists in a very exact
assignment of the beginning and end of each second on
the sinuous curve of vibrations. This is obtained from a
clock, the rate of which has to be ascertained. Its pendu-
lum is armed with a point which cuts through a globule
of mercury in a cup, screwed up to be small and rigid,

and, as this globule rapidly becomes oxidised, by the
passage of electricity, it must be renewed for each experi-
ment. The spark from the inductorium at every contact
of the pendulum and mercury, must make a single per-
foration of the smoked paper covering the cylinder. To
effect this the strength of the current must be carefully
regulated, as otherwise a great number of holes may be
made. The paper is very interesting on this point, which
is well illustrated by experiments and a diagram. Other

' " On a method of precisely Measuring the Vibratory Periods of 'J'uning-
Forks, and the determination of the Laws of the Vibrations of Forks ; with
special reference of these Facts and Laws to the Action of a Simple Clirono-
scope."

'^ Prof Mayer measured, at temperalures varying from63'3 F. to 69*25 F.
The standard temperature of the writer was 59° F. = 15° C , the temperature
at which the Diapason Normal in Paris has been settled. It may Ije men-
tioned that in Prof. Mayer's tables .\iii. and xiv. of this paper, the titles have
been transposed ; the first related to the Tuileries fork, 434 vib., and the
second to the Feydeau fork. 422 8 vib., and not conversely as printed.

precautions are necessary, but the above two are the most
important. The primary coil of the inductorium and the
clock (through the pendulum and globule of mercury) are

placed in the circuit of a voltaic cell. The fork and
cylinder (separated from the style by the thickness of the

smoked paper) are placed in the secondary circuit of the

inductorium. The work of the for'ic on the paper in scribing

was found not to flatten by more than '004 vib. The flatten-

ing from the appended scribing-point was shown by Prof.

MacLeod's measurements of the writer's forks to vary
from '02 1 to '0475 vib. It therefore always sensibly

affected the second place of decimals, showing that the

results for determining the frequency of an unarmed fork,

when the effect of the arming could not be determined (as

it cannot be by Prof. Mayer's method), could not be
trusted beyond one decimal place. This limit can be
reached very simply without all this apparatus and these
precautions, by simply counting the beats of good forks

within ideating distance of each other. Prof. Mayer's
method, therefore, does not surpass Scheibler's for simply
determining the frequency of tuning-forks, but is fully

equal to it, provided the forks are sufficiently large.

Neither Prof. Mayer's nor Prof. MacLeod's process is

applicable to small forks. The writer is doubtful whether
the passing of a current through one prong of the fork

and not the other may not affect the period of the fork.

The necessity of screwing the fork on to a block (as

indeed .of screwing it into a resonance box) is always
dangerous from the possibility of twisting the prongs.
The writer has known of a fork which was tlrus consider-

ably altered. The frequency of a fork screwed on to

block in this way is not the same as that of a fork on a

resonance box. Prof. Mayer has himself, in his paper,
determined that the amount of correction for support and
scrape may amount to - '026 vib. Prof. Mayer does not

renew the excitation with a bow during the same obser-
vation, as Prof. MacLeod had to do, and he has shown
that the frequency is practically independent of the
amplitude of vibration.

Prof. Mayer did not himself apply his instrument to

determine the frequency of forks generally, but, as he
states in the title of his paper, specially as a chronoscope.
In that case the above difficulties disappear. What is

wanted to know is the exact number of vibrations of the

scribing-fork as it scribes, affected by all the circum-
stances mentioned—screwing, scribing, passage of elec-

tricity, &c. We are not in the least concerned to discover
the frequency of the unscrewed, unarmed, unelectrified

fork. Even temperature is of no conseciuence, provided
it be uniform during the experiment. The velocity of
rotation of the cylinder is also immaterial, provided it be
constant for one doulole vibration, which can hardly help
being the case for such a small fraction of a second.
There is only one source of error, the inecjuality of the
seconds' penduhim, arising from the globule of mercury
being of a sensible magnitude, so that an appreciable
time is occupied in traversing it (eliminated by counting
the sinuosities for every two seconds instead of everv
second), and the inevitable want of true centering of the
globule and pendulum (eliminated by taking a mean).
Prof. Mayer's arrangement then becomes an extremely
simple and also an extremely accurate means of measur-
ing short intervals of time within, to a certainty, one-
hundredth of a vibration of the fork. Thus, if the
fork gives 400 vibrations in a second, the measure-
ment would be correct to one-forty-thousandth part of
a second !

Prof. Mayer concludes his very valuable and interesting

paper—which is recommended to the attention of all ex-

perimenters requiring accurate chronoscopic observations
—with showing the arrangement for experimenting with
this chronoscope " on the velocities of fowling-piece shot
of various sizes projected with various charges of powder
from 12- and lo-gaugc guns," with a diagram giving the
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position of the wires and make-circuit lever, and tables

of the results, and says, finally :

—

" The simplicity and inexpensiveness of the chrono-
scope we have described in this paper, its accuracy, and
the ease with which it is used, must commend it to all who
will give it a trial under the conditions of the action

which we have endeavoured to set forth in this paper.

Another of its advantages is that its records on the paper
covering the cylinder are easily rendered permanent by
drawing the unsmoked side of the paper over the surface

of a dilute solution of photographic negati\e varnish con-

tained in a wide sliallow dish. On the records may be
written with a blunt style the nature of the experiments
they record before the carbon is fixed by the varnish,

and then they can be bound together in book-form for

preservation and reference."

Alexander J. Ellis

HINTS ON THE CONSTRUCTION AND
EOUIPMENT OF OBSERVATORIES FOR
AMATEURS

IF it were necessary to offer any apology for the short

series of articles of which the first is now presented

to the readers of Nature, it might be found in the fact

that, so far as I know, nothing fulfilling the above title

has been put into circulation in England for more than

forty years. This is the more remarkable when one con-

siders the great development of astronomy in this country
during the present generation, a development the credit

of which is far more due to amateur effort than to the

influence of Governments or public establishments. The
reason I have fixed upon the year 1844 is that that was
the year in which Admiral .Smyth published his well-

known " Bedford Catalogue of Celestial Objects," to which
he prefixed certain chapters dealing with the construction

and management of small observatories.

Those chapters have never been reproduced in any
form, partly, no doubt, for the reason that they are a good
deal out of date ; but they are still capable of furnishing

many useful hints to any one who wishes to write on the

subject of observatories.

It is not too much to say that the Bedford Observatory
has directly or indirectly served as the model for nearly

all the private observatories of moderate dimensions since

erected in England, and it is equally certain that, what-

ever may be the changes which considerations of finance,

or architecture, or geology, may render expedient in par-

ticular instances, no important alterations need be made
in the main features of the Bedford Observatory, although

upwards of half a century has elapsed since it was erected,

and more than forty years have passed away since it was
pulled down.

In order to compress as much information as possible

into a small compass I propose to classify what I have to

say in such a way as shall successively conduct the reader

step by step through the stages which he himself will have
to pass through between the time when he determines to

erect an observatory and the time when he finds himself

the happy possessor of the completed building. Of tele-

scopes as such I shall here say nothing, and the only other

prefatory remark which seems requisite is this : that an
amateur astronomer with only a given and moderate sum
of money to lay out will do well to appropriate an ade-

quate part of his funds to the purchase of a fairly good
stand and of a suitable structure in which to house his

instruments, rather than spend too much on his tube and
then be obliged to starve the stand and to put up with

inadequate shelter from the weather or no shelter at all.

To begin, therefore, at the beginning.
The Choice of a Site.—As to this the amateur will

probably in most cases be obliged to suit himself as best

he can. If his garden otters any varieties of site, he
should endeavour to secure one on slightly rising ground.

with an uninterrupted horizon to the south (for meridian
purposes) and to the west (for comets and inferior planets
in the vicinity of the sun at sunset). A clear horizon to

the east is of less inoment, unless searches for comets
before sunrise are intended to be systematically carried
out.

In making preparations for building an astronomical
observatory—and occasionally, indeed, for other purposes
—it is necessary to know how to set out a meridian line.

Of course this may be done by means of a mariner's
compass (correcting for the magnetic deviation) ; but
there are other ways of doing this independently of a com-
pass, and as it is not always easy to ascertain the devia-
tion a statement of at any rate one of these other ways,
as given by Challis, will be useful. .Set up a pole at the
spot through which the proposed meridian line is required
to pass, using a plumb-line to ensure the pole being
vertical. Draw around the pole as a centre several con-
centric horizontal circles, and mark the points of coin-

cidence of the extremity of the shadow of the pole with
these circles both before and after noon. Then if the

two points on each circle be joined by a chord the mean
of the directions of the middle points of the chords from
the pole will be approximately the direction of the
meridian line. This method answers best about mid-
summer when the sun's diurnal path is high in the

heavens, and the change of declination is small. A little

forethought must be displayed in suiting the dimensions
of the circles to the height of the vertical pole employed.

pl.in of the Bedford Observatory.

Foundations.—The foundations of an observatory

are a matter of great importance, and unless a rock ' or

chalk bottom can be readily obtained, an artificial

bottom of concrete, more or less thick according to the

height of the intended superstructure, must be made.
This of course applies to the piers which are to carry

instruments. In the case of the observatory itself,

especially if the material of the fabric is to be of wood,
which is so often used, the ordinary precautions against

settlement taken by a competent builder will suffice. As
no fire-place is permissible in an observatory because of

the disturbing currents of air to which fires give rise,

special precautions must be taken to protect the build-

ing and its contents against aamp, and the consequences

thereof. In heavy clay soils clear away the soil all around
the outside of the observatory by making a trench, say

10 feet wide and 4 feet deep, and fill up the excavation

with broken bricks, coarse gravel, or other hard porous

material. Provide by suitable gutters and pipes, that all

rain-water falling on the observatoiy shall be carried

away to a distance as quickly as possible.

Details of the Structure of the Observatory.—Fig. i

represents the ground plan and Fig. 2 the elevation of

the Bedford Observatory. The external dimensions were
about 35 feet by 13 feet 6 inches. The building was
divided into two apartments: (i) an equatorial room,

circular, and 15 feet in diameter on the inside; and (2)

a transit-room, 17 feet by 12 feet on the inside, and 10 feet

ist stable possible, and somerily the

ndy substratum best.
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high. At Bedford the transit room contained a transit

circle and a transit instrument, with a clock so placed

that it could be used with either, as wanted ;
but an

ordinary amateur will only need to have one meridian

instrument, and the surplus space may advantageously

be partitioned oft' to form a calculating-room, or the

space may be used as an ante-room, and the entrance

door put there, and not on the north side, as at Bedford.

It will now be convenient to describe the several parts

of an observatory more in detail.

TIic Equatorial Room.—The equatorial being the

principal instrument in every amateur's observatory, the

provision made for its accommodation deserves attention

first. It is not an uncommon practice to arrange that

the floor of the equatorial room shall be 2 feet or 3 feet

below the level of the adjoining room, and where a large

equatorial is worked with a small transit instrument used

merely for setting the clock, and economy and difficulties

of site have to be considered, a sunken equatorial room
may be unavoidable. But all the same the practice is

highly inconvenient and ojectionable. An observer should

be able to move rapidly from one part of his observatory

to another in the dark, and without having to think of

steps up or steps down. Moreover, in order to secure free

internal ventilation nothing more substantial than a green

baize curtain should separate the equatorial room from
the transit room, and it is obviously not safe to use such

Fig. 3.—Diagram showing ribs of a dome intended to be covered with
copper or sheet iron.

a curtain where it will conceal a difterence of level of 2

feet or more.
Fig. I contemplates an equatorial of what is called the

" English " form, with two separate piers for the support
of the polar axis ; but this construction of equatorial has

become almost obsolete, owing to its numerous practical

disadvantages, and the " German " form, with one pier

and pillar, centrally placed, is now all but universally

used, at least by amateurs.

The construction of a roof for an equatorial room
(technically called the " dome," whatever may be its

precise form) is a great crux to the intending builder of

an observatory. Theoretically the hemisphere is the

proper form, and roofs truly hemispherical are occasion-

ally met with ; but they are e.xtremely troublesome and

expensive to m.ike, and can only be tackled by pro-

fessional engineers.

Fig. 3 represents the skeleton framework of such a

dome of large dimensions, before the sheet copper, or

other material to be employed in covering it, has been

been put on. Of late years, especially for large observa-

tories, " drum " domes have come much into use as com-

paratively easy to construct, and capable of being made
strong and watertight ; but they offer much resistance to

the wind, and architecturally are bound to be ugly.

For the purpose of protecting the smaller sizes of equa-

torial, say those from 4 inches to 7 inches in aperture, a

polygonal dome is recommended. Or, in the case of

equatorials of the smallest size, say from 2i to 5 inches,

the roof of the equatorial room may be flat, and arranged

to open by sliding it to one side. Such a sliding roof

should not be quite mathematically flat but should have

a slight inclination, to throw off the rain.

Whatever be the form of the dome chosen the problems,

Fig. 4.—Wooden Observatory erected at Eastbourne in 1834-

how to uncover a slit in it, and how to move the whole of

it, are matters which require in all cases careful con-

sideration. Where the dome is a large one, say more
than 12 feet in diameter, the shutters which close the slit

should slide. They may slide laterally on a suitable

staging (as in Fig. 4), or they may slide up and down.

The latter is a very convenient expedient, especially when
the observatory is to be erected in a situation exposed to

strong winds, or when the telescope is to be much used

on the sun ; for the observer can open just so much space

as will uncover the whole aperture of the telescope, and

can keep himself and the greater part of his telescope

protected from the direct impact of the wind, or the direct

rays of the sun, as the case may be. When arranged in

the best form the shutters will be three or four in number,

each protecting a third or a fourth of the slit, measured

vertically. Each shutter must have its own rabbet, and

its own ropes and pulleys, in order to enable the observer

to open at one time only so much of the whole slit as is

necessary to enable him to scrutinise the particular por-

tion of the heavens which he desires to examine. The

advantage of thus being able to shelter himself and his

telescope will soon be appreciated in windy weather, or

under a meridian sun by the owner of an observatory

fitted with sliding shutters.

Another important matter is the question of the bear-

ings on which a dome is to be mounted. Large domes

can only be made to move with facility by the aid of

mechanical appliances which are often in practice both

complex and cumbersome, and needing much muscular

effort on the part of the person who has to move the
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dome. Where the weight of this does not exceed a ton,
a set of grooved wheels running ina concave wall-plate of
iron generally works well. For weights be)-ond this,

special mechanical appliances must be used, which it is

foreign to my present purpose to treat of. On the other
hand, light domes—by which is meant domes up to, say,
half a ton—are best dealt with by being mounted on iron
balls (cannon balls in fact) travelling on a circular wall-
plate, and kept in place by an upper plate, the arrange-
ment being such as is indicated in Fig. 5.

The ironwork may be simplified in character and
lessened in weight if the upper plate, which in Fig. 5 is,

like the lower one, a solid casting, is replaced by two
detached rails about an inch square in section and placed
about 3 inches apart. The balls need only be three in

number where the diameter of the dome does not exceed
10 feet. If the diameter is greater than that a fourth ball

may be desirable in order to distribute better the weight,
and lessen the risk of the framework of the dome being
strained. The diameter of tlie balls may be 4 or 5 inches
(say 24-pounder or 32-pounder balls), and the more truly
sphericalthey are the less the friction, and consequently the
less the muscular effort, required to impart motion to the
dome ; and to this it may be added the less likely are the
balls to approach one another after being some time in

use and so in a sense dismount the dome. When this

does happen the dome must be slightly prised up by means

Fig, 5.—Section of beaiiii^s for a dome (Bedford Observatory)

of a lever or jack, and the balls separated and set at a

distance from one another of 120'' or 90°, according as

there are three or four of them.
Where the dome is a light one, mounted on cannon

balls, motion may be imparted to it by the simple process of

pushing a long and strong handle which descends from
the roof to a sufficient distance towards the iloor ; in

other words, which is 4 feet or 5 feet long. Where a

handle of this sort is used it should be affixed to the

dome by strong screws or bolts, exactly opposite the

shutters which cover the main opening, because when so
placed the observer can grasp the handle and bring the
openings exactly to that part of the heavens to which he
has pointed his telescope, and can be sure that he has
done so. In this facility of being able to watch how far

the dome is moved resides the great advantage of the
fixed handle ; its disadvantage is that the observer in

moving the dome has to follow it himself by walking
around on the floor. To obviate this inconvenience, such
as it is, some prefer a fixed wheel permanently attached to

some one place in the wall of the observatory, and having
cams in its periphery to catch suitable pins attached at

short intervals to the inside circumference of the revolving
dome.
Whatever may be the form of the dome, it is evident

that in plan it must at the bottom be circular, and that

the wall-plate must be circular also, and of the same
dimensions. But the plan of the equatorial room, as
regards its walls and floor, is another question. Where
the room is large, say 15 feet or 20 feet, or more, in

diameter, it will be best that it also should be circular, or
perhaps octagonal. Where, however, the dome is not
more than 12 feet across, and consequently the whole
establishment is on a small scale, there are great advant-
ages in making the equatorial room square. In such a
case the corners will be found very useful for various
purposes : for instance, in one a desk or writing-slab may
be fixed ; in another, the clock ; in a third, a lamp

;

whilst the fourth corner may take a chair or a stool. In
other words, the corners become available as places of
refuge for things and persons whilst the observer is turn-

ing the dome round from one part of the heavens to

another. Moreover, the cost of building a scjuare room
is less than the cost of building a polygonal one, because
the difficulty is less, be the material brick or wood. If

wood is employed for the walls of an observatory, it will

in all cases be desirable to place the frame on a dwarf
wall of brickwork rising at least 2 feet above the general

level of the ground.
The floor must be supported on joists^ trimmed so as

to form square frames around the piers which are to

carry instruments. This will enable the floor-boards to

be fixed firmly, yet quite clear of the piers, and will pre-

vent tremors, caused by persons passing over the floor,

being conveyed to the piers, and so to the instruments.

-A free circulation of air must be secured by means of

small brass ventilating gratings suitably disposed around
the floor near the walls.

Alaking due allowance for the different purposes for

which it is to be used, many of ther remarks just made
with respect to the equatorial room will apply also to the

transit room. The main part of the roof is a fixture, but

an opening about i foot 6 inches wide has to be made
right across the top, and to be continued into the north
and south walls from the eaves downwards towards the

floor, so as to enable the observer to sweep the meridian
with the transit instrument from the south horizon

through the zenith to the north horizon. The openings
must be protected by shutters, which may either slide or

lift. For large observatories Grubb has devised a form
of balance shutter which swings, and is said to work well.

In cases where the top transit shutter, which consti-

tutes part of the roof, is in the form of a flap and lifts, it

must be counterpoised by a weight or weights travelling

up and down inside the room. '1 he vertical shutters must
be treated as casements, and be fitted with handles and
fastenings accordingly. The remarks made in speaking
of the equatorial room as to the advantages offered by
sliding shutters or sashes, apply equally to the case of

sliding shutters for a transit room.
Light should be obtained for an observatory by inde-

pendent windows, and not, as in Fig. 2, by panes of glass

inserted in the shutters ; for glasses are very apt to get

broken by the constant moving of the shutters.

The transit instrument as such I need not describe in

detail, but it may be worth while to show how a transit

instrument is mounted where space is no object, and the

instrument is intended for the determination of Right
Ascensions rather than for the commonplace purpose of

setting a clock.

The transit instrument at Bedford consisted of a tele-

scope of 3i feet focal length furnished with an object-glass

whose aperture was 3j inches ; the telescope was sup-

ported by broad cones forming an axis 28 inches long,

the pivots of which rested on covered Y"s offering a surface

of polished Brazilian pebble an inch in bearing, and
which (owing to their bases being hemispherical and
working in corresponding sockets) held their propor-

tionate weight, as well as ensured the axis of the pivots

being always strictly in the same right line. The Y's
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were placed on improved chucks whose azimuthal and

vertical motions were effectually secured from dust and

injury, and left the shoulders of the pivots just sufficient

room for movint; without friction ; the Y's were morticed

upon 2 piers of Portland stone rising 5 feet 7 inches above

the floor, and which with their bases weighed a ton each.

The axis of the instrument was perforated at one end in

the usual way for the admission of light from a lamp at

night, but it also contained a contrivance for regulating,

by means of a milled head on the telescope tube, the light

falling on the wires ; and there was, moreover, a rack-

screen to the lamp for the same purpose. In the optical

focus were five principal vertical wires (besides two for the

Pole-star) crossed by one horizontal wire ;
with a slide

and divided scale for bringing the axis of the eye tubes

exactly over the respective wires, and thereby destroying

parallax. This part of the tube was also fitted with a

simple means for adjusting the eyepiece to the solar focus,

and for taking out the frame bearing the spider lines in

case they needed examination or repair. For setting the

telescope the eye-end was furnished with two circles, 5

inches in diameter, each provided with a level and show-

ing altitudes and zenith distances. But it is strongly

recommended that such circles should in all cases be

graduated and adjusted so as to show declinations.^

Setting circles attached to the eye-ends of telescopes

are so e.xtremely convenient for approximate settings that

it is a matter of surprise that they are not more generally

used. They are thought to have been invented by

Troughton, and to have been first applied in 1S16 to the

Greenwich transit instrument. As to this, Smyth has a

note as follows :—" Mr. Jones lent me a note-book of the

late Mr. Walker, of Eidouranion memory, in which he

describes a visit he made to the celebrated Jesse Ramsden
in 1780 ; and mentions that he was shown an ingenious

mode of elevating a transit instrument by a circle of about

3 inches diameter and a level at the eye-end. The vernier

fixed and the circle with its attached level movable. To
this statement is the sketch of a telescope so fitted, the

accompanying portion of w-hich I traced."

Meridian Mark.—This is an accessory to the transit

instrument, so useful and so convenient that it is a matter

of surprise that a meridian mark is not more generally

provided in connection with transit instruments. It

afibrds by day, and, if illuminated, also by night, a means
of verifying the meridian adjustment of the transit instru-

ment. Fig. 8 represents the meridian mark used in

connection with the Bedford Observatory. A plate of

brass about 4-ioths of an inch thick, 5 inches long, and

3 inches wide was fastened by four screws, passing

through its corners, to a stone, into which four brass

sockets to receive them had been made fast by molten

lead. On this plate it was arranged that another of the

same thickness should slide ; this was 3* inches long by

\\ inches broad, and was attached to the former by dove-

tailed side-pieces, and was capable of being adjusted by

two long screws pressing against its ends. In the

sliding plate there were four slots to receive four capstan-

headed screws, by means of which the sliding-plate could

be firmlv made fast to the fixed plate after the mark had

been duly adjusted to the meridian. This done, the end

screws were withdrawn to prevent the possibility of their

^ If information is needed as 10 hov

may be made to Challis's " Lectures c

this is to be brought about I

1 Practical Astronomy," p. 26.
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being tampered with and the mark displaced from the
meridian. On the sliding plate there was soldered a
square piece of silver exhibiting a well-defined black cross,
the centre of which was to mark the actual meridian. As
this cross taken by itself hardly afforded sufficient
vertical length for comparing the wires of the transit a
small circle of silver (with a black dot in its centre) was
placed above the cross as an auxiliary mark. This silver
circle, like the larger silver plate below, was capable of
lateral motion by means of capstan-headed screws which

d by Ramsden.

could be removed when the dot had been brought exactlv
over the cross below. The stone to which the mark was
fixed was firmly morticed into a dwarf pier, to guard
against lateral movement, and the whole superstructure
was firmly bedded on a solid substructure sunk into the
earth. It is of the utmost importance to guard against
settlements likely to cause any lateral movement, for it

must be remembered that with a 50-foot radius a dis-
placement of about 3-ioooths of an inch is equivalent to one
second. The remaining and important part of the

arrangement at Bedford was a 4-inch lens of 49^ feet
focus, being exactly its distance from the diaphragm.
This lens was mounted in a brass collar, and having been
attached by screws to a plate of cast-iron, was let into
the wall of the transit window in a line with the transit
instrument and the meridian mark. It is evident that the
rays of light from the meridian mark become parallel after
passing through the lens, and that the diaphragm can
therefore be viewed through the telescope of the transit
instrument as adjusted to solar focus. Another con-
sequence of the rays being rendered thus parallel, is that
no parallel motion of the transit axis would cause a
change in the place of the object seen, so that the
meridian is a line drawn from the diaphragm through the
axis of the lens : and provided that these two points
remain rigidly permanent, they oft'er all the advantages
of a very distant meridian mark. And after all, a distant
mark when obtainable can still be used as a check to the
home mark. It will often happen that an observer will

be able to find at the distance of a mile or two, or even
of several miles, some well-defined line or point

—

e.g. a
window sash, or the pinnacle of a church, or a piece of
squared stone, which will serve him as a meridian mark
for the simple reason that it lies in the meridian of his
transit instrument.

Clocks.—A clock is a very important article of furniture
in every observatory.

!'':':!!

Whilst a proper sidereal clock showing twenty-four
hours is what an amateur should have, he can very easily
make shift with a much less pretentious time-piece,
especially if his equatorial is provided with the best
modern form of driving clock which only requires to be
set once, or occasionally, during an evening's work.
Indeed all that is essential in such a case is really a good
dming-room clock (with its pendulum adjusted to sidereal
time) which once set at the commencement of an evening
by means of a transit instrument can be depended upon
to mamtain a tolerably even rate for half a dozen hours.
The price of sidereal clocks for observatory purposes has
been much reduced of late years, and from 20/. to 30/.
will now command a fairly good one.
Where an observatory includes a transit room the clock

should of course be placed so as to be visible both to an
obser\'er sitting at the transit instrument and facing the
direction in which transits are most usually taken (that is,

for the northern hemisphere, south) and also visible to an
observer working with the equatorial. This desirable
combination makes it expedient that the equatorial room
should be at the west end of the buildings ; but local
reasons connected with the site of the observatory may
not always render this possible.

For the clock there should be provided a stone pier

constructed and isolated with much the same precautions
as those already suggested in respect of the piers prepared
to carry the telescope.

On the top of the clock case there is sometimes placed
a " Hardy's noddy.'^ This is a small and sensitive
inverted pendulum inclosed under a glass bell and standing
on a frame provided with three adjusting screws to level
it. The use of the noddy is to discover whether the
pendulum of the clock imparts any motion to its supports.
But this is a refinement with which in a general way
amateur observers need not concern themselves.

Meteorological Instruments.—.Although an astronomical
observatory is one thing and a meteorological observatory
is altogether another thing, yet every astronomical
establishment should be provided with a few of the more
ordinary meteorological instruments, even though their
owner does not profess to be a meteorologist. All astro-
nomical observations are in a measure affected by
changes in the temperature and humidity of the air

;

consequently, a self-registering maximum and minimum
thermometer, a hygrometer, and a rain-gauge should be
regarded as indispensable accessories to every observa-
tory. No doubt, also, the desirability of having a
barometer will naturally suggest itself, though its astro-
nomical usefulness is very small indeed—by which I
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mean that changes of pressure only require to be taken

account of in the very exact instrumental observations

carried out in first-class observatories. It is also im-

portant that a respectable weathercock should be in sight,

for the direction of the wind exercises, as is well known,

a potent influence on the condition of the air, as revealed

by the scrutiny of a celestial object through a telescope.

A good " Six's " thermometer is quite good enough for

general purposes, although not a self-registering instru-

ment of the highest scientific precision. As a hygrometer,
" Mason's wet-and-dry-bulb " instrument leaves nothing

to be desired.

The one special precaution of a meteorological charac-

ter to be taken in connection with all astronomical ob-

servations, whether made in an observatory or in the

open air, is that equality of temperature should be secured

everywhere. Whilst the due ventilation of the observa-

tory should at all times be provided for, it is absolutely

essential, in order to insure good results with every kind

of instrument, that all doors and windows should be
thrown open, so as to obtain a free current of air every-

where for fully half an hour before observations are to

be begun ; in hot summer weather, indeed, a longer time

will generally be found necessary. The object of these

precautions is obvious enough : it is to insure the inside

air and the metal of the instruments being cooled down
(or, as it may sometimes happen, being warmed up) to

the temperature of the external air. In order to learn

whether this equality exists, every observatory should

have a thermometer outside as well as inside. The
former should be hung on the north side, away from the

sun, and, if possible, not actually in contact with the

observatory itself G. F. CHAMBERS
{To be cojititiucd)

NOTES
We learn with much pleasure from Science the election of

Prof. E. S. Holden to be President of the University of Cali-

fornia, and Director of the Lick Observatory. Prof Holden's

resignation as Director of the Washburn Observatory at Madison,

Wis., takes effect on January i next. His appointment as

Director of the Lick Observatory will hardly be a matter of

surprise to those who are aware that, as consulting astronomer,

he has virtually had the direction of the work as it has pro-

gressed, visiting the site on Mount Hamilton in 1881, and again

in 1S83 and 1884. Very happily the choice both of the Lick

trustees and of the regents of the University has fallen upon
Prof Holden. It is understood that, in his letter of resignation

to the regents of the University of Wisconi-in, he strongly urges

the name of Prof W. A. Rogers, of Harvard College Observa-

tory, as his successor.

The wealthy American, Senator .Stanford, proposes to esta-

blish a Cahfornian University. He intends to give to it, besides

estates worth 5,303,000 dollars, a donation in money increasing

its endowments to 20,000,000 dollars. The University will be
located at Palo-Alto, thirty miles from San Francisco, and is

apparently to be modelled somewhat after the plan of the Johns
Hopkins institution.

The prospectus has been issued by Herr Fischer, publisher, of

Jena, of a new scientific periodal entitled Zoologische Jarhbiichcr :

Zeitschrift filr Systematik CeograpJiie und Biologic der Thieve,

which is to be brought out under the editorship of Dr. J. W.
Sprengel, of Bremen. Notwithstanding the vast number of

scientific journals, both author and publisher think that this

department of science does not receive the attention which it

deserves. It is not excluded, they say, from scientific periodi-

cals ; but communications relating to it appear more or less as

strangers by the side of others. The new periodical will be

wholly devoted to this class of subjects. In the first section the

papers will, for the most part, be of a higher kind than the

mere description of new species, except those for which no

special journal exists. The geographical section will contain

studies on the distribution of all kinds of animal and vegetable

life, and special attention is promised to the biological section.

Contributions will be received in German, French, English, and

Latin. The periodical will appear quarterly, each four issues

making a volume.

The success of the last electrical exhibition at the Paris

.

Observatory was so complete that the International Society of

Electricians is preparing another for next spring.

.\ GE.\ERAL meeting of members of the French Association

for the Advancement of Science has been summoned to approve

of the fusion with the Societe Franijaise. Lectures and meetings

will take place this year under the patronage of the united

societies as a single body.

The well-known electrician, Dr. Janies Moser, who was

working for .some time at Prof Guthrie's laboratory, has been

appointed s.% privatdoceut at Vienna University.

The Colonial fisheries are to form a prominent feature at the

Indian and Colonial Exhibition which is to be held next year.

The Aquarium will be considerably enlarged, and special tanks

are now being prepared for the reception of the various fish from

the Colonies. A tank of colossal proportions is to be allotted

for the purpose of exhibiting turtles in large numbers which will

be despatched from India together with other specimens in the

early part of next year. We do not yet know what fish are to

be forwarded from the various colonies, but the utmost care will

have to be exercised and the most perfect arrangements made
in order to provide for their various necessities. The collection

promises to be one of great interest and value, although its

success all depends upon how the fish withstand the long

journeys to which they will be subjected.

Towards the end of October the remarkable sun-glows

were again seen at Stockholm. In the western horizon a yellow

cloud-bank, strongly illuminated, appeared behind a number of

tiny clouds, greyish in colour, the sky above the former, to a

height of about 45^, being lurid, entirely colouring the clouds.

Later on in the evening the glow imparted to the edges of the

clouds the most remarkable reflections of colour, varying from

ochre to yellow, violet, and pink, with shadings of blue. At

times the higher-lying clouds formed most remarkable forma-

tions. It seemed that the glow was situated between cumulus

and cirrus clouds.

On October 21, at about 5 a.m., a brilliant meteor was

obi-erved at Skaado, on the south-east coast of Norway. It

appeared first near the zenith, and describing a circle of about

70", dis.appeared in the south-west, about 20° above the horizon.

In spite of the sky being covered with clouds, and its being still

dark, the country around was lit up as in daylight, objects being

clearly discernible at a great distance. As no sound or explosion

was heard, it is assumed tha' the track of the meteor lay in the

upper parts of the atmosphere.

Some Thames trout are being spawned at Sunbury by the

Thames Angling Preservation Society, who are doing their

utmost to replenish the stock of this fine species of Salmonidcc,

which, unhappily, have now become a rarity. The ova will be

incubated by the National Fish Culture Association, and the

fry will ultimately be deposited in one of the Thames nurseries.

The Catalogue of the Library of the Royal Society of Tas-

mania is a considerable volume ; and it is a matter of some

suqjrise to find that men of science in this distant colony have
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such an excellent libiaiy as this. It embraces every class of

literature, and appears especially rich in periodicals, and in

works relating to Australasia.

The last " Circular " of the Johns Hopkins University Library

contains a list of the periodicals, including the scientific and

literary publications of various societies, regularly received.

Although newspapers and official reports are omitted, the list

extends over eleven closely-printed columns, and probably con-

tains the name of every periodical in tlie world in any way

connected with science.

An inleresling bi-monthly periodic.il has just made its appear-

ance in Colombo. It is entitled the Titprobaniaii ; a Dravidiaii

jfournal of Oriental Studies in and around Ceylon in Natural

History, Archctology, Philology, History, <Sr=c.," and is edited by

Mr. Nevill, F.Z.S., of the Ceylon Civil Service. The first

number contains various notes and queries, relating mainly to

scientific subjects, and articles on Tamil inscriptions in Ceylon,

comments on Ptolemy's geography, on Ceylonese inscriptions in

the Asokha dialect, archaeological reports on Ceylon (No. l),

and on the Vaedda dialect. The whole of the contents of

the thirty-two pages of the first issue is from the pen of the

editor, who hopes to make his periodical a storehouse of details,

available hereafter for the elaboration of any special subject

connected with the Tamil and other Dravidian races. He
promises to do his utmost to procure for investigators in Europe,

America, or elsewhere, any local information of scientific

interest that they may ?eek. We hope the venture will have

the success which the editor's learning and enterprise so well

deserve.

We are glad to notice the re-appearance of the Orientalist,

another Ceylon periodical, containing articles of much scientific

interest, and which has been noticed in Nature. It ceased

publication for some months, but the editor is now publishing

double numbers to make up for lost time, which, it is only fair

'o add, was due to negligence of subscribers, not to that of its

learned editor.

The present number (x. No. 23) of Excursions et Recon-

naissances of French Cochin China contains the fourth part of

M. Landes's article on Annamite tales and legends ; but it is

mainly occupied with the continuation of M. Tirant's long

account of the fishes of Lower Cochin China and Cambodia.

The inliabitants of Srinagar, Cashmere, have again been
thrown into a state of alarm and consternation at the recurrence

of earthquake shocks there. The first shock—a severe one

—

was feU on the night of the 15th inst., and this has been followed

by a constant series of slighter ones.

The last number of La Nuova Scienza contains instructive

papers on " Modern Italian Thought," on " Cosmic Evolution,"

and on the " German Pessimist Philosophy." The first of these

papers deals with Prof. G. Sergi's " Origin of P.sychic Pheno-

mena" (IMilan, 1885), which forms the fortieth volume of the

Italian "International Scientific Library," and which contains a

useful summary of the arguments of physiologists and psycho-

logists on the genesis and nature of psychic force. Sergi con-

tends that psychis is merely a function, or rather an implement
of the body, analagous to the teeth, claws, and other offensive

and defensive members. Against this materialistic conception

Prof. Caporali, author of the paper in question, and editor of
La Nuova Scienza, contends that pscyhis is inherent in all forms
of matter, from the atom to the highest organisms, and that it is

the cause, not the effect, of motion, that is, of all progress and
evolution. It is an error to suppose that the organ originates

the psychic function, for the function precedes the organ. The
lowest organisms, such as the amcebae, have no differentiated

organs, yet they exercise psychic functions, as shown by O.

Zacharia in his new work on " Organismen ohne Organe''

{iS'85). Hence, to regard psychis as a mere function of the body,

and introduce it later into the fully-developed nervous system

as the product of the system, is neither philosophic nor scientific.

The article on the German Pessimist school contains biographical

notices and short summaries of the teachings of Schopenhauer,

Von Hartmann, Geiger, Noire, and other exponents of that

philosophy. The Nuova Scienza, which continues to be con-

ilucted with remarkable learning and ability, deserves more

general recognition than it appears to have yet received in this

country.

Telegraphs are extending with extraordinary rapidity over

Southern China. At the present moment Pekin in the far north

is connected by a direct line through Canton with Lungchow on

the frontier of Tonquin, the extension from Canton to the latter

place being made during the recent war, purely for military pur-

poses. Thus we have one great line stretching through the

Chinese Empire from north to south, and at the present moment

an important line is being constrticted along the southern borders

of China through the provinces of Kwangtung, Kwaugsi, and

Yunnan. Starting from Nanking in Kwangsi, where it joins

the Canton-Lungchow line, it will extend for nearly 600 miles

to Mung-lih in South Yunnan, running for half the distance

along the Yukiang, the name of the Canton river in its upper

course. The work is bein'^ carried out by the Chinese them-

selves with the assistance of one European, and it is stated that

during the recent war the Canton authorities equipped a com-

plete field telegraph staff, the members of which were so tho-

roughly trained that they have been able to put up 35 miles of

line in a single day for war purposes. Telegraphs have now

secured a firm footing in China, and their extension over the

whole country is a matter of time only, aided perhaps by politi-

cal events. In the great movement towards a centralised

Government now progressing in China the telegraph line will

play a vital part, for it will utterly destroy the semi-independence

of the provincial viceroys, hitherto secure in their remoteness

from the seat of government.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Green Monkey {Cercopit/tecus callitriclt2ts9
)

from West Africa, presented by Miss Hodgson ; a Macaque

Monkey [Macacus cynomolgus i ) from India, presented by Mrs.

Berens ; an Arabian Gazelle {Gazella arabica 9) from Arabia,

presented by Mr. John Patton ; two Short-headed Phalangers

{Belidens brcviceps 9 9 ) from Australia, presented by Mr. P. S.

Abrahams, F.Z.S. ; a Ring-necked Parrakeet (Palceornis tor-

quattts) from India, presented by Mrs. Morgan ; two Indian

Cobras {Naia tripudians) from India, presented by Mr. W. G.

Burrows ; two European Tree Frogs (Hyla arborea), European,

presented by Mrs. A. Bratton ; two Catfish [Amiurus catus)

from North America, presented by the National Fish Culture

Association ; two Mule Deer {Cariacus maciotis 9 9 ) from

North America, a Triton Cockatoo (Cacatua triton) from New
Guinea, deposited ; two Barbary Wild Sheep {Ovis trage-

laphus i 9 ) from North Africa, four Spotted-billed Ducks

{Anas poicilorhyncha S 6 9 9 ) from India, purchased ; a Sam-

bur Deer {Cervi/s aristotelis 9 ), born in the Gardens.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK, iSSs, NOVEMBER 22-2S

(For the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at

Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24, is here
employed.

)

At Greenwich on November 22

Sun rises, 7h. 33m. ; souths, iih. 46m. 22*9s. ; sets, i6h. om.
;

decl. on meridian, 20° 15' S. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,
2oh. 7m.
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Moon (at Full) rises, l6h. 43m. ; souths, oh. 25m.

Sh. 14m.*; decl. on meridian, 17° i' N.

Me
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heading "World: Atlas: Modern," p. 4491, where will be
found probably the most complete list of Mercator's atlases

extant, ranging from 1495 to 1636.

At the meeting of the Geographical Society of Paris on the

6th instant, M. Germain, who presided, pronounced a eulogium
on Milne-Edwards. M. Duveyrier called attention to a report

addressed to the Spanish Government by Capt. Bonelli, relative

to the Spanish possessions on the West Coast of Africa, according

to which it appeared that the writer claimed on behalf of Spain
nearly a hundred kilometres of the coast belonging to the French
in Senegal. A letter was read describing the departure from
Buenos Ayres of M. Thouar on a new expedition to complete
his work on the Pilcomayo. A note was read from M. Venukoff
on the recent incidents of Russian geographical exploration.

M. Chaffaujon described his late explorations in the basin of the

Orinoco, to which we have already made frequent reference.

The current number of Pclerinaiin 5 Milthciliiiigcn has for its

first article a lengthy communication by Dr. Theodor Fischer on
the development of coasts. His conclusion is as follows :

—

Wherever the sea by breakers and currents has exercised a pre-

ponderating influence on the form and development of coasts,

whether flat or precipitous, the line of coast takes the form of a

succession of arcs, in the case of steep coasts with a short, and
of flat coasts with a long, radius ; where the coasts exhibit other

features than these, although the action of the sea be not wholly
excluded, yet other causes, especially tectonic alterations in the

surface and movements of the earth's crust, are more powerful
or are very recent. Herr Langhaus gives a map of the

Cameroon Mountains, with an accompanying description, con-
taining a short sketch of recent exploration in the region. Dr.
Boas writes on the topography of Hudson's Bay and Hudson's
Straits, with a map ; and Herr Wichmann describes the new
republic in South Africa, also with a small but remarkably clear

map by Dr. Havernick. The usual geographical and critical

notes and lists conclude the number.

M. Eugene Aubert has been charged by the Ministry of
Public Instruction with a scientific mission to the basin of the
Amazon.

BEES AND OTHER HOARDING INSECTS^
Their Specialisation into Females, Males, ami IVofkers

TN discussing the differentiation of bees into females, males,
and workers, I shall have no need to call your attention to

any new discoveries in the world of wonders among those

minute creatures that we have had with us for all ages, and
whose life we are just now beginning faintly to understand. My
illustrations will be drawn mainly from other orders, in which it

will be impossible for me to make a mistake without its being
readily seen by some of the general public as well as the
specialists.

The limits of this paper will not permit elaborate definitions,

or fine discriminations, and I have therefore to ask that you will

kindly make your own definitions, taking care to give to my
words in general the narrowest sense compatible with the use to

which I apply them.
From the creatures and the plants, that man has domesticated

for his use, we have learned nearly all of the lessons in heredity,

which we have no good reason to unlearn, and my first illustra-

tion shall be from one of these, the barn yard fowl.

If we mate a Black Spanish fowl with a Buff Cochin, and
hatch out the eggs as the bees do theirs, in an incubator, till ue
have a hundred chicks, among these we shall find a very great

diversity. Some when fully grown will be nearly, if not quite,

as heavy as the Buff Cochin, and some will weigh little, if any,
more than the Black Spanish. Their respective weights will

probably vary between those natural to their sex in the two
varieties to which their progenitors belong, but much the larger

number will be very nearly half way between. And as colour

is not necessarily correlated with weight, it is quite possible that

the heaviest chick will be the blackest ; that is to say, that he
may take his colour almost entirely from one parent, and his

weight and form from the other. In colour every one of the
hundred chicks will, when fully grown, be in some degree dis-

tinguished from every other ; and if we take colour, size and
form together for our guide, there will not be one among the

whole number that we cannot readily distinguish from every

other. Now this particular cross from the great difference in

size, form and colour of the parent stock enables us to see very

clearly a fact which the closest and most careful investigation

shows to be a general law. It is this :

All offspring are variable by heredity. AnJ under some circum •

stances the variations are 7vide.

Nearly every youth, who has amused himself with an
aquarium, knows that he can dwarf his fish if he chooses to do
so. Other things being equal, the weight of a fish depends
upon the amount of food it is allowed to consume. This vari-

ability is so great among fishes, that of two as nearly alike as

possible, either one may be fed so that he shall exceed a pound
in weight, before the other, receiving very little food, shall turn

the scale at an ounce.

Thus insufficiency of food affects the development of all

organs. All breeders of animals have some knowledge of this

fact as applied to their own business, and of which our fish

merely affords a striking example. It is an inevitable deduction,

that when the food is of the general quality which is suitable for

the due nourishment of all the organs but is insufficient in

amount, the stronger organs, if such there be, will take more
than their share, and the weaker oigans will go to the wall.

From this matter of food supply we have a general law, which
may be stated as follows :

Living creatures are variable from the amount and quality of
theirfood. And among some orders the limits of this variation

are wide.

It is scarcely necessary for me to go into the fact that the

insects, being exposed to more extreme vicissitudes than the

larger orders of animal life, are much more variable in almost

every respect. It will be interesting, however, and it may be
instructive in the line of our inquiry, to point out some powers of

variation in sex in a very common plant, which, while they are

very much greater than those of the bee, have some points of

striking resemblance.
Indian corn is pictured to the unobserving mind as a plant

bearing something good to eat at the side and a tassle on the

top. The botanist tells us that the tassle on the top is a male
plant, that at the side is a female plant or perhaps more than
one, that all these are joined upon one stalk, and that the some-
thing good to eat is the product of the female plant, fertilized

by the pollen of the male. All this is fact as far as it goes ; but

it gives us no conception of the whole truth.

On going into the field in bloom we find that nearly all of the

stalks have tassels on the top ; they are male plants. In a good
field we shall find perhaps half of them with reproductive

females at the side, say two good ears of corn to a hill. There
are, therefore, nearly twice as many perfect males as there are

of perfect females. We find also that the undeveloped females

are very numerous—from one to half a dozen on a stalk. And a

close examination shows that the number of females that become
developed is .almost entirely a matter of food. Such an investi-

gation shows also some plants bearing only a female on the

stalk and some that are entirely undeveloped in both sexes.

Thus in our field of Indian corn we have male stalks, male
and female stalks, female stalks, neuter stalks. And the stalks

that bear developed male and developed female individuals all

have (a) a male individual on the top, (i5) one, two, or three

females at the side, {c) one to six undeveloped females at the

side, and possibly with, possibly instead of these {c) they may
have {d) one to half a dozen buds and germs of females at the

side.

If, when the corn is ripe, we go with the farmer and gather a

basketful, we shall invariably find that on each ear there are

kernels less perfectly developed than others, and we shall have
every reason to believe that in the basketful there are some
kernels that could not reproduce, that some kernels would repro-

duce but would, under the most favourable circumstances, give

but imperfect offspring, and that there would be a very wide
range in the degrees of the imperfection of the plants produced
from these imperfect kernels.

As a matter of fact, the farmer in planting, selects with care

the most perfect ears, and the most perfect parts only of the ears

so selected, and yet we have the males, the females, and the

neuters or the undeveloped foi the result as I have described

them.
Indian corn is so extremely variable in this matter of sex,

that careful experimenting in this direction would' be likely to

give most interesting results in a single lifetime.
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Having now illustrated some principles of variability, and
given some idea of the extent to which it may go, under our

ov\n observation, we must deal with the question before us by
way of hypothesis.

Let us suppose a primitive or typical Bee among the honey-

seeking insects of early days. She is necessarily a creature

having such attributes as are common to all species of bees which
are her offspring, but in many respects she is very unlike our

Hive Bee of to-day. We see her at a time when this typical

species has already learned the wonderful lesson of thrift. She
stores honey in times of plenty to provide for times of want.

She is feeding her offspring from her stores. As the keen com-
petition of life goes on, she must provide for the wants of her

offspring for an ever-increasing period, and, as her powers in

this respect are taxed to the utmost, her powers of reproduction

are of necessity diminished ; she produces some imperfect eggs,

and she produces fewer eggs. Still, the vast majority of her off-

spring perish, eitlier for lack of sufficient food or as prey to

natural enemies before their power of self-defence are sufficiently

developed for successful flight or resistance.

It is quite reasonable to suppose that the bee has been sub-

jected to such vicissitudes as these. The extraordinary differ-

ences in the sizes of the various living species of bees would
indicate the truth of the theory of insufficient food as far as we
have yet followed it. If we have a species of bee only one-

eightli of an inch in length while some others are an inch and a

quaiter in length and stout in proportion, it will take one thous-

and (1000) of these Lilliputian bees to weigh as much as a

single specimen of one of these largest species. Is it not most
reasonable to suppose that this tremendous variation in size is

chiefly due to the matter of food supply, as is the well-known
fact in the very large variation we can thus make in the size of an
individual fish?

Now \\ hen the food supply is so very scant that the size of the

offspring is necessarily much dwarfed, evidently the weakest
will die in the process of rearing ; evidently also the mother-bee

whose reproductive powers are the weakest as to the number of

offspring, and whose maternal in-tincts are the strongest, that is

to say, the one that lays the fewest eggs and takes the best care

of her young, will best succeed.

If any broods of young perish altogether from famine, it will

be those that are so numerous as entirely to overtax the powers
of the mother-bee in feeding them. Thus we gradually approach

a time when the care of the mother-bee extends to a period in

the life of the offspring when they appreciate and respond to

her affection. The offspring are still numerous and the struggle

for existence is severe. The food supply is sufficient to bring

the young to that point in existence when they are capable of

applying with some prospect of success the instinct, that is to

say, the congenital knowledge, inherited from the mother. And
as the mother-bee continues after this period to help them in

their struggle for existence, they see and understand her assist-

ance, and they necessarily respond to her affection. Here is

definitely established filial love, in response to maternal affection,

and it is necessary that this filial love should be established in

strength even in this little insect before it is possible that the

specialization under consideration sliall commence. It must not

be supposed that the size of these tiny creatures renders them
incapable of this strong feeling—we must in this respect as in

others go by the evidence of our senses and the necessities of the

ease. Without strong aftection the whole life of these bees is

quite inexplicable, while with it their conduct is the natural out-

come of a certain amount of intelligence applied to certain

conditions of existence.

Among all creatures nursed with a mother's care, filial love

grows stronger and stronger according to the capacity and cir-

cumstances of the offspring and the strength of that aftection

whicli calls it forth. But when the time for mating approaches

the young seek other relationships and so far as it is incompatible

with these does filial love decay.

But what happens if the young are by nature incapacitated for

these other relationships ?

Then filial love necessarily grows with the individual and
strengthens with her strength.

The mating instinct may be almost or wholly lacking ; and,

if wholly lacking, then all of that part of the highly nervous

organization inherited from the mother tliat is devoted to the

affections will have no other outlet than in filial love.

The common life around us, and man himself will perhaps

afford us some partial illustrations of this necessary law. The

best illustration outside of the insect world is one of which the

facts may be easily ascertained by any person who will make the

inquiry.

The breeding of mules is an important industry. The horse

and the ass are capable of strong affection, but their colts seldom
develope a filial love which has a controlling influence on their

adult life.

But the mule, the hybrid between the male ass and the female
horse, except in very rare instances, is congenitally incapable of

reproducing its kind. It has more 01 less of the instinct for

mating, but it necessarily does not have the strong sexual passion

of a perfect equine animal. Its love for its mother however
amounts to a master passion ; it is not spasmodical, but it is

intense and it continues as long as there is an opportunity of

showing it. It is capable of transfer to another object and
those who breed mules in large numbers take a useful, instructive,

and amusing advantage of this fact.

When the young mules are weaned, the mothers are with-

drawn from their company, and one, otherwise worthless old

mare is substituted for many mothers. The poor young things

turn to the good-natured old mare as to a very goddess ; while

she receives their worship with the equanimity of her sex, never

hinting in the mildest terms that it is an idolatry that should be
abated. As the dil.apidated goddess herself may be depended
upon for her staid qualities, it follows that her worshippers are

tliereby kept out of mischief. And the poor mule is not a

backslider, it is always a consistent worshipper.

I liave stated that filial love is absolutely necessary to the

specialisation under consideration. It should be added that it

mu-t be intense in its character and capable of replacing to a

large extent the maternal instinct of the perfect creature.

From the fact that insufficiency of food would aft'ect the

growth of all organs we deduce the further fact that it would
affect weak organs the most, giving those. not congenitally

perfect an irregular development. It follows also that if a very

young animal congenitally perfect, receives for a long period

only sufficient food to sustain life, the organs not vital will be

more or less dwarfed in their proportions, as compared to the

vital organs.

For here the law of parsimony is absolute. The vital organs

must receive a certain supply, or the life perishes. The non-

vital organs make no such imperative demand, and they conse-

quently get less in proportion. And an organ that is entirely

useless to the life of the individual, would under such circum-

stances receive no nourishment whatever ; excepting only as it

is correlated to the organs that are useful or vital. The repro-

ductive organs of the young of all species are entirely useless to

the life of the individual ; their powers are latent, and, excepting

as they are correlated to other organs, they make no demand for

nourishment. Starvation must therefore dwarf the reproductive

organs of very young individuals, in proportion to those which
are very important, or absolutely necessary to life. In plants

this fact is constantly shown all around us and our maize is a

striking example.
The reproductive powers of swine are very great. But a

young pig that is half-starved will not only have its reproductive

powers very much retarded in their growth, it will have them
diminished in their ultimate strength. This is a matter in which
general observation furnishes the proof. I have not asked fish-

culturists the question but I am absolutely certain that, other

things being equal, the number of fish-eggs will depend upon
the size and thrift of the individual, and these, other things

being equal, depend upon the question of food.

It is easy to imagine a possible case among the vertebrates or

even the mammals in which a perfectly normal organism by long

continued insufficiency of food, is allowed a slow development of

those organs that are absolutely necessary for its life, and of the

others most nearly correlated to these, while the organs of re-

production, in the incipient or undeveloped stage in which they

were when starvation commenced, still remain till they become

fixed and immutable, notwithstanding any abundance of food

that may be given at a later period of life.

Let us now go back to the variability of eggs as shown by our

hundred chicks or the variability of seeds as shown by our ears

of corn. This variability is variability of the germs, and this is

congenital variability. This variability as shown in the hundred

chicks gives us from three to six pounds for their adult weight

and they all differ in colour, form, or both.

We take no account at present of the fact that our primitive

bee as shown by her offspring of to-day was far more variable
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than fowls, but we note that she was a hoarding insect, gathering
with great care and industry in good times food for times of

scarcity ; that she supplied her young from her stores ; and that

they responded to her maternal cares with filial affection.

We left her at a time when the struggle for existence was keen
and some of her offspring starved through no fault of her own.
She was exhausted with a constant search for food and the cares

of a numerous and starving family.

This necessarily involved the fact that her reproductive system
was quite out of balance, she was incapable of producing as

many eggs as her progenitors, and many of those that she did

produce were imperfect.

Of these imperfect eggs some addled and some hatched out
imperfect offspring.

At this point we proceed to inquire into the nature of the
imperfections of the offspring.

There would probably be quite a variety in these defects.

One might be wanting in legs, another deficient in wings,
another insane, another deaf, another possibly congenitally
blind, or perhaps wanting in that sense, whatever it is, by which
ants and bees intelligently converse with their fellows.

All of these and many other congenital defects are possible

and even probable, because we see them in other and the least

changeable orders and species of creatures.

But the greatest in number of all the very important defects

would be defects of the reproductive organs ; because they are

the organs in the mother which have been most affected by her
unfortunate environment.

Under these circumstances, what must become of all the
imperfect offspring in a sharp straggle for existence ?

Manifestly all wanting in legs, or wings, or eyes, or in any
organs necessary for quick and intelligent movements in attack-

ing or resisting enemies, or in collecting food, must die at an
early age, notwithstanding any possible care of fhe mother.

Manifestly none of those defective in the reproductive organs
would so die, unle-s they were also defective in some other
particular, unless indeed the struggle became so keen that

perfect and imperfect went to the wall together.

Manifestly also these insects thus congenitally imperfect in

the reproductive organs would have a great advantage over all

others in the struggle for existence, from the time at which the
reproductive period in those ethers commenced.

If altogether incapable of reproduction, they would have
vitality enough for themselves and a surplus to expend.
The energy inherited from the hardworking progenitors would

be too great for idleness. The surplus must be expended at the
dictates of love or hate. Hate, beyond that healthy indignation
at attack or imposition which is necessary to self-protection, is

unnatural to such beings.^ But they have one to love, and that

is the mother. The perfect offspring depart to reproduce their

kind, and the one, two, three, or the dozen of the imperfect
ones, stay behind with the mother bee, or if she dies they
transfer their afiection to some one of their perfect sisters.

Now another hoard of honey must be gathered, and another
lot of eggs laid, hatched out and cared for. The female bee
works industriously and, true to her instinct, denies herself of
necessary food that she may lay by the more for her future
offspring.

And now these creatures, happy in their deprivation, capable
of supplying their own wants with ease, insist on gathering food
for the mother-bee. She takes it with e.igerness, tastes .and

stores it away. And after the young are hatched out, the like

attempt to feed the mother-bee results in feeding them. Thus
this family have for a time a great advantage in the struggle for

existence and there is a perfectly adequate motive for the conduct
of the kind little creatures who minister to the wants of the
mother-bee.

Still this happy family is not precisely the foundation of our
modern bee-hive ; it is really too affluent for complete success.

The mother-bee, no longer overworked, recovers her health
and unfortunately lays perfect eggs ; with the help of the nurse-
maids she rears her young without overtaxing her powers. Her
family and any others like it have very decided advantages over
the old type, to which nevertheless they inevitably revert, to fall

into a state of starvation as before ; for, in this family, the
nursemaids have, and can have, no probable successors while
there is plenty to eat.

If this happens to one family of bees, it will probably happen
Lubbock's instances of ants att.-icking strangers antl not rescuing friends

by no means demonstrates the opposite of this proposition.

to many families. The temporary affluence of one family caused
by the presence of the helpers will itself increase the depth of
poverty in the neighbouring families, and this poverty will give

them helpers in undeveloped bees in the next generation, by
which in turn they will be raised to affluence. Thus there will

be alternating generations of bees—that is to say, generations
with helpers, followed by generations without them.
Among those that go forth from the mother-nest to find mates

and rear families of their own are some that are congenitally

weak in the reproductive organs. The majority of these meet
with sound mates and the variation dies out. But some individ-

uals thus congenitally imperfect meet with like mates. The
congenital weakness of the reproductive organs is intensified in

the offspring. The majority are perhaps so imperfect as not to

be able to reproduce their kind. Any of these that reach
maturity will be glad helpers of the mother-bee.

Their less imperfect brothers and sisters are defective in many
degrees. The offspring of one never reach maturity. Those of
another nearly all thrive and there are a dozen reproductive
females among them.

In their migrations at swarming time these bees sometimes
become established near less affluent families, congenitally

perfect, and are sometimes crossed with them.
Here we have the bees in a condition of the greatest

variability as to reproductive powers, but all of those that are

getting on well in the world have among their offspring some
that cannot reproduce, and helpers are consequently numerous.
About this time the paupers are established as a distinct

variety. Sick and discouraged with the unsuccessful battle of

life, they are more or less tolerated in the affluent families of

their neighbours. But when they have recovered their bodily

strength, they have not also regained their mental balance.

They have become accustomed to a life of tolerated dependence ;

so they live in the nest and lay eggs to be reared by their in-

dustrious neighbours. Sometimes the imposition becomes tO(i

great for good nature to stand and there may be a terrible slaugh-

ter of the innocent paupers and their offspring. The ones how-
ever that most nearly resemble the useful members of the com-
munity escape destruction and thus are established the Cuckoo-
Bees, their simulation of virtue being ever the closer as indigna-

tion increases at their vice.

The varietie-; become extremely numerous ; many of them
however becoming rapidly extinct. At first in all families

where there are helpers there are almost or perhaps quite as

many undeveloped males ; but this being for bees a hurtful

variation the tendency of natural selection is to their diminution.

On the whole those families are the most successful in which
there are the largest number of undeveloped females.

All this time experience is being gathered in the mothers and
differentiated .and stored in their systems, to re-appear as instinct

and intelligence in the offspring.

Sometimes the most affluent fainilies come to want, and
perfect females are dwarfed in their reproductive organs by
scarcity of food and are only capable of being helpers.

From all this diversity there is at last a type evolved which is

on the whole the best for the majority of the bees. This type

is one involving a degree of imperfection in the reproductive

organs of all offspring unless highly stimulating food in large

quantity is supplied from a very early stage of growth. Thus
the normal product is simply a helper and the number of males

and females in proportion to the number of helpers and the

food supply is a matter entirely under the control, not of chann
nor of the mother, but of the commimity. This then, I thinl:.

is the foundation of the Hive-Bee family, the highest type > ;

the flying Hymenoptera.
As instinct enlarges and intelligence increases, the helpers

take more and more upon themselves the care of the household.

They become pre-eminently the workers, and their officious

interference is continually stopping the mother-bee's toil, and
stuffing her with the best food they can obtain. She gives

herself up more and more exclusively to the work of reproduc-

tion, and her powers increase till she becomes capable of chang-

ing food into eggs and individually starting a hundred thousand
existences in her single lifetime.

Between this highest type of the bee and the lowest, we find

several hundred varieties all capable of explanation, either as

progressive or retrogressive developments from our primitive

bee. i\I,any of them are highly specialised in their social habits,

and it seems to me that all those that have two fully developed
sexes and one or more undeveloped sexes, must necessarily have
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thiift, intelligence and filial love as the foundation without

which it is impossible that such creatures should of themselves

build up such a singular condition.

It seems to me that hunger, something approaching starvation,

i> necessai'y as a beginning of the specialisation. Now we all

know that from their capacity to increase with enormous rapidity

some insects are subject to great vicissitudes in the matter of

food. The locusts, for instance, increase in numbers till, having

eaten everything in their native habitat, they leave it in dense

masses that obscure the heavens and which devastate vast

regions. Of the next brood, immensely more vast in numbers
than even these, comparatively a small remnant reach maturity,

and scarcely any reproduce their kind. The race grows u]i again

fi'om the few starved individuals too weak to leave the old

habitat and of wliich a few manage to survive long enough to

lay some eggs. Those doubtless produce many imperfect

insects, but these specialisations are not useful to the race in this

ca^e, and they cannot survive. I think it likely, however, that

man could specialise locusts and many other insects in this way
without diliicidty. I think it likely that he could with great

care so specialise fish and possibly fowls and with great patience

and much difficulty some of the mammals. I think also that if

mules were from a thrifty hoarding stock like squirrels they
would be in the habit of feeding the old mare as the workers
feed the mother-bee. But while it may he allowable to mention
these as interesting possibilities I do not propose to discuss them
in this paper.

There is another element which is, I think, very important in

fixing the definite type of the workers, and which I had intended
to discuss. But while I think that element important in the bee
and perhaps absolutely necessary for the still higher specialisa-

tion of the ant, I think also that a permanent body of workers
is necessarily evolved from the conditions which I have assumed
as natur.al and proper to the primitive bee.

To recapitulate in few words :

I presuppose a primitive bee fertile and affectionate, hoarding
and intelligent.

I show that great want will necessarily diminish the number of

her eggs.

That it will render some eggs imperfect by deranging the
reproductive organs of the mother.

that consequently some of the offspring will be defective in

the reproducing organs.

That while other imperfect bees will generally die before
maturity, those imperfect only in the reproductive organs will

live if the perfect oft'spring live.

That some of these being incapable of mating, will not go
away for that purpose, but will stay with the mother-bee.

That, having surplus energy to expend, they will use it in

accordance with the instinct of the race in gathering and
storing food.

That the surplus food will be utilised by the mother-bee, and
that therefore this family will be affluent.

That, being affluent, the formerly overtaxed mother will recover
her health, and that her oftspring will thereafter be perfect.

That consequently these nursemaid-bees will have no
successors, and the family will therefore be again reduced to

want.

That some bees of the same hatch with the nursemaids will

be ongenitally imperfect, notwithstanding that they leave the
mother and find mates.

Tliat the offspring of congenitally imperfect bees will be
extremely variable.

That some of this oftspring will be unable to reproduce and
that they will remain with the mother-bee as nursemaids or
helpers.

That these helpers from the congenital imperfections of their
mothers will have successors ; substantially as is seen among the
hive-bees and the humble-bees of the present day, and

That the variation thus started will eventually be reduced to a
definitytypeorto definite types—by the survival of the fittest.

That whatever other circumstances may aid in producing the
result in question, this is sufiicient of itself to account for the
specialisation of the bee and the ant into females, males and
workers.

- SCIENCE IN FRENCH COCHIN CHINA
\\^^ h^ve already referred to an official publication of the

French Colonial Government in Saigon, entitled Excui-
sioits ct Recoiinaissauccs, which appears every two months, and is

wholly devoted to recording the investigations made by French
officials in French Cochin China and the neighbouring semi-
independent and independent States. The course and results of
the numerous scientific missions despatched to these regions by
the Ministers of Education and the Colonies, as well as the
travels and researches of private individuals, are published in

this periodical ; and as there are six numbers published annually,

of about 200 large octavo pages each, it will readily be perceived,

apart altogether from the dearth of information, other than
political, with regard to the great Indo-Chinese peninsula, that

these volumes form a mine of knowledge of the most authentic
and trustworthy description, for the writers are for the most part

men who have been specially selected in France to study the
subjects with which they deal. Unfortunately, however, the
publication is but little known in this country, no copy being
obtainable in some of our largest official libraries. As it is on
sale in Saigon, and doubtless also in Paris, there is no reason
why a periodical so valuable should not be made accessible to

English students.

We have before us the three last numbers, and from them it is

possible to obtain an idea of the scientific work which the

French are performing in their new possessions. No depart-

ment of research escapes their attention, and they are indefatig-

able in studying the country and people for whose welfare

they have now become responsible. In one respect these

volumes resemble those of many learned societies in India and
elsewhere : they are extremely varied in their contents. Shafts

have been driven in all directions, and the result is here ; but
when we recollect the short period that the French have been
even at .Saigon, the still shorter period that they have been able

to travel in the interior, it will be apparent that no merely private

society could accomplish the work done here. The traveller in

most parts of Cochin China still requires a guard of twenty or

thirty tiyaillcurs, which can only be provided by the Government.
Again, few private persons, however enthusiastic, could aft'ord

to spend several years travelling over every part of Cochin
China in search of ancient inscriptions, as M. Aymonier has
done. Such work as this could, under the circumstances, only
be performed with the assistance of Government ; and it is

greatly to the credit of the French Government that amongst
its responsibilities in connection with colonies in the East, it

recognises that of thoroughly investigating in a scientific manner
the people and territories around them. It has often been said

that the Fi'ench are more sympathetic rulers of subject races than
the English, and that they succeed sooner in gaining their

affijction ; whether this be true or not, it is certain that they go
the right way to rule properly, by setting themselves at the out-

set to comprehend what manner of people and of country it is

that they are called upon to rule. Science, at any rate, gains by
the French practice a consideration which is not very often

present to the minds of our colonial rulers.

Geography naturally plays a considerable part in the Excur-
sions et j\ecoiitiaiisat:cis, for a great part of Cochin China is

still a terra incognita. For a like reason there is much that is

specially ethnological. Thus, in the numbers before us we have
two papers on the Mois tribes : one by M. Nouet, recounting a

journey amongst the Mois on the north-eastern frontier ; the

other, by M. Humann, on the independent Mois. In the first

these curious people are described as slothful and careless,

knowing nothing of money, wandering about from place to

place in search of subsistence, without any industry beyond
producing articles which are absolutely necessary, and always
hungry. They are excessively timid, flying into the forest on
the approach of a stranger ; they have no writing, and appear
to have no religion either; they bury and burn the dca i, but

there are no subsequent ceremonies in connection with the de-

parted. Even those within French territory lead a sav.age life
;

their existence is described as, not dying of hunger, rather than
positive living. But the race is disappearing slowly from misery
and disease ; the prohibition against burning the forests is said

to bear hardly on them, as it is the only method they know for

clearing patches for the cultivation of their rice. The inde-

pendent tribes, described by M. Humann, are braver than those

which are found further south ; they can work in iron, and
appear more provident and less nomadic. But they live amongst
the mountains, whither they have fled before the Annamites on
one side and the Siamese on the other.

Dr. Tirant contributes a very long paper, extending over the

last three numbers, on the reptiles of Cochin China and Cam-
bodia. It does not profess to be complete, for an exhaustive

study of the subject would require collections and books n it to
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be obtained at Saigon. That it must be tolerably full, however,
appears from the list of serpents, of which there are 87 in all,

17 being poisonous, the rest harmless. The scientific name,
the Annamite and Cambodian names, are given in each case.

The inscriptions scattered all over Cambodia, which, like

the great ruins of Angkor, have come down from an earlier

civilisation which has otherwise disappeared, have attracted

much attention, and have now apparently reached a stage

in which scholars are violently quarrelling about them.
Papers on them, generally accompanied by copies of the
inscriptions, appear in every number of the periodical. M.
Aymonier was specially sent out from France to study them,
and in less than three years he succeeded in obtaining a

corpus of about 350 inscriptions. These are in many languages,

the principal, however, being in Khmer, or ancient Cambodian ;

and their examination has thrown much light on the history of
Cambodia in ancient times, and possibly on the ethnological

problems of the Indo-Chinese peninsula. The general result of

the investigation so far, represents the distribution of the in-

habitants of the southern part of the peninsula in the first

centuries of the Christian era as follows :—The Annamites were
still confined to Tonquin, while the Chams occupied the coast of

the present Annam ; tribes more or less numerous called Chongs,
Kouis, .Samre, &c. , occupied the present Cambodia and Southern
Laos. Probably their social state was more advanced than that

of the tribes still existing between the valley of the Meikong and
the coast of Annam. The Laotian people spread along the
valley of the Meikong from Luang Prabang in Siam to Lokhon,
while the Siamese were scattered about in principalities in the
centre of the country now occupied by them. There existed a
primitive religion amongst all these tribes : in April they rendered
homage to the spirits of the high places, and in October they
offered of the fruits of the earth to the manes of their ancestors.

They knew of the use of iron and made arms and tools for

themselves, and they cultivated rice. Then came Indian traders,

who penetrated by the Meikong River, founded small colonies,

and reduced some of the natives to slavery. They established

independent states, and from them we get the name Cambodia,
originally a title of honour. Thus the present population of
Cochin China is the result of two totally distinct races and
civilisations—Indian and the aboriginal native. The inscrip-

tions give the history of the Khmer dynasty down to the twelfth
century.

M. Landes writes on the folk-lore of the Annamites, while
M. Aymonier has another long paper entitled "Notes on the
Laos," being a series of observations made during journeys in

the Laos country, which he has not been able to work up into

a connected paper on this curious people. They embrace every
conceivable subject relating to the Laos: the geography of the
country, their ethnological features, customs, rites. There are

up to the last issue seventy-nine of these notes, referring to as
many different points connected with these tribes.

A lengthy report by Dr. Burck, Director of the Botanical
Garden at Buitenzorg, in Java, is printed. It contains an
account of his exploration in the highlands behind Padang, on
the west coast of Sumatra, in search of the trees which produce
guttapercha. The present state of the subject is this : Specimens
of guttapercha are found in considerable quantities in trade, but
it is impossible with our present knowledge to determine the
botanical origin of a single one of these specimens. The Dich-
opsis giUta (Benth.), the Isonandra gutta of Hooker, is the only
speciesoftreeproducing guttapercha of which botanical specimens
have been sent to Europe. But it has never been exactly and
completely described, for no man of science has seen the fruit or
seeds in their maturity. No one can at present affirm with
certainty the origin of such or such a kind of guttapercha in

trade. Dr. Burck maintains that the tree has never been found
at Singapore and that since the disappearance of the forests

there no one can affirm that the Dtchopsis gtit'a can be found in

its
^
wild state. The paper is of considerable length and the

writer disputes certain statements in the Kew reports with refer-

ence to the trees producing guttapercha and the places where
they are found. An account of a journey in Siam and a trans-

lation of a long Tonquinese poem with copious explanatory notes
and an excursus on Annamite literature are the remaining papers
of these three numbers, the product of six months' work. At
this rate the eastern part of the Indo-Chinese peninsula cannot
long remain unknown to Europe.

Since the above was in type we have received the succeeding
number (vol. ix. No. 22) of the periodical here referred to. It

contains a report from M. Aymonier on a further journey of his

in search of inscriptions, and describing in some detail the tribe

of Chams in Cambodia. He promises a complete work later

on this tribe in the province of Binthuan, which have been almost
wholly unknown hitherto. The same writer concludes his valu-

able notes on the Laos, the present instalment dealing with the
Kouis, the Khmers, and the province of Korat. These notes
occupy more than half the whole number, and, in the present

slate of our knowledge of the Laos tribes, are simply invaluable,

supplying as they do the results of long and close observation on
the part of the only Euro]5ean traveller who has yet had an
opportunity of living and travelling amongst them. M. Baux
has a short encyclopedia sort of article on tea, which is of no
especial note. M. Landes continues his folk-lore of Annamites,
under the title " Contes et Legendes Annamites. " So far he
has given fifty popular tales and fables, in which we find many
old friends. Androcles and the lion reappear, for example, as

the midwife and the tigress, the reward being a pig caught by
the latter and carried as a present to the woman. Dr. Tirant,

having concluded his study of the reptiles, commences in this

number a paper on the fishes of Lower Cochin-China and Cam-
bodia. Fishes play here a preponderating zoological role

;

Southern Indo-China forms an ichthyological province closely

allied with Malayasia ; Lower Cochin-China in particular has
curious affinities in this respect with Borneo. The present

number contains only the first instalment of Dr. Tirant's
" Notes," as he modestly styles a paper of great research and
investigation.

ON THE MEASUREMENT OF MOVEMENTS
OF THE EARTH, WITH REFERENCE TO
PROPOSED EARTHOUAKE-OBSERVA TIONS
ON BEN NEVIS'

TV'] EASUREMENTS of earth-movements are of two distinct

types. In one type the thing measured is the displace-

ment, or one or more components of the displacement, of a

point on the earth's surface. For this purpose the mechanical
problem is to obtain a steady point, to be used as an origin of

reference, and this is effected by making use of the resistance

which a mass opposes to any change of motion. This may be
called the Inertia method of observing earth-movements. It is

applicable to ordinary earthquakes, and also to the more minute
earth-tremors which would pass unnoticed if instrumental means of

detecting their presence were not employed. Tlie steady point

is to be obtained by suspending a heavy mass (with one, two, or

three degrees of freedom) in such a manner that its equilibrium

is very nearly neutral. Any moderately sudden displacement of

the ground in the direction in which the mass has freedom to

move leaves the mass almost undisturbed, and the displacement

of the ground is therefore easily measured or recorded by a suit-

able autographic arrangement, which must be so designed as to

introduce exceedingly little friction.

The second type of measurement is that in which the thing

measured is any change in the inclination of the surface of the

ground relatively to the vertical. Movements of this class have
been examined by d'Abbadie and Plantamoiu', and also by G.
H. and H. Darwin, who have given the results of their observa-

tions to the British Association in two reports on the lunar dis-

turbance of gravity (1S82-3). Perhaps the most convenient

name for these movements is " earth-tiltings." They are mea-
sured by what may be called the Etjnihbrium method. A
pendulum, suspended in a viscous fluid, is employed to show,

by its equilibrium position, the true direction of the vertical,

and that is compared with the direction of a line which is fixed

relatively to the surface of the ground ; or, instead of a pendu-

lum, a dish of mercury or a pair of spirit-levels are employed
to define a truly horizontal surface, and the tilting of the earth's

surface relatively to that is observed. This method is prac-

ticable only when the displacements of the surface have so great

a vertical amplitude, in comparison with their horizontal wave-
length, that the slope of the wave is sensible ; and, further, only

when the changes of slope occur slowly enough to put the inertia

of the pendulum or fluid out of account.

On the other hand, the inertia method is applicable only

when the displacements have so short a period, in comparison
with their amplitude, that the acceleration of the ground, during

' Paper read before Section A of the British Association at Aberdeen, by
Prof. J. A. Ewing, of University College, Dundee, (.\bstract.)
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the greater part of the motion, is large relatively to the frictional

resistance of the suspended mass.

Between ordinary earthquakes and tremors, on the one hand,

capable of observation by the inertia method, and slow earth-

tiltings, on the other, capable of observation by the equilibrium

method, it is at lea^t possible that there may be many move-

ments, not reducible to either type. For example, if successive

upheaval and subsidence of small amphtude \\ ere to occur with

a very long horizontal wave-length, and with a period of (say) one

or two minutes or more, it would be practically impossible even to

detect its existence by either of the methods named, unless by

chance it were repeated several times with uniform period in the

presence of a very frictionless vibrator whose free period

happened to agree nearly with the period of the disturbance
;

even then, no measurement of its amount could be made. We
are in fact forced to classify earth-movements under the two

heads which have been named, not because there is any necessary

discontinuity between the two, but because they must be treated

by two entirely distinct modes of observation.

For the measurement of palpable earthquakes by the inertia

method, the writer has devised many instruments which have

been successfully applied to the registration of Japanese earth-

quakes, and which are describetl in a memoir on earthquake

measurement, published in 18S3 by the University of Tokio. He
has not attempted in any case to give the astatically suspended

mass three degrees of freedom, and notliing would be gained by

doing so. An instrument with two degrees of freedom is now ex-

hibited to the Association. It consists of an ordinary pendulum
coupled with an inverted pendulum, in such a manner that tlie

two bobs move together in any horizontal direction. This com-
bination of a stable with an unstable mass can be adjusted to

give any desired degree of astaticism. In practice it is con-

venient to allow the joint mass to have a free period of from five

to ten seconds, the period of ordinary earthquake waves being

much less than this. A long and light lever, pivoted to the

frame of the instrument at one point, and to the steady mass at

another, forms a registering index, by which a magnified trace

of the earth's horizontal movement is deposited on a fixed plate

of smoked glass with the least possible friction.

In another instrument two components of horizontal motion
are separately determined, each by a horizontal pendulum,

tilted slightly forwards to give a small degree of stability, and
furnished with a multiplying pointer. In this instrument the

pointers trace the successive movements of the earth on a plate

of smoked glass which is kept revolving uniformly by clockwork.

The velocity and acceleration of the movements are deducible

from the records. This is the standai'd form of seismograph

employed by the writer, and, to make the information it gives

complete, another instrument for registering (on the same plate)

the vertical motion of the ground is added.

The vertical-motion seismograph is a horizontal lever, sup-

ported on a horizontal fixed axis, and carrying at one end a

heavy mass. A spring attached to a tixed point above holds up
the lever by pulling on a point near the fulcrum. To make the

mass nearly astatic tlie point at which the spring's pull is applied

is situated below the horizontal line of the lever, so that when
the spring, by (say) being lengthened, pulls with more force, the

point of application moves nearer the fulcrum, and the moment
of the pull remains very nearly equal to the moment of the

weight.

Apart from its application to palpable earthquakes the inertia

method is to be appUed to minute earth-tremors of the kind ob-

served in Italy by Berlelli and Kossi, which are probably to be

found wherever, and whenever, one searches for them with

sufficient care. Bui in dealing with them no mechanical means
of recording can well be applied, on account of its friction, and
a still more frictionless method of suspending the lieavy mass is de-

sirable. The writer prefers for this purpo-e a mode of suspension

based on Tchebicheif's approximate straight-line motion ; and to

detect the movement of the ground he observes, by a microscope
fixed rigidly to the frame of the machine, the displacement of

the frame with respect to the suspended mass. This is Bertelli's

method, except for the substitution of a nearly astatic mass for

the stable mass used by him—namely, the bob of a short

pendulum—which of course gives a mi-leading magnification of

certain vibrations.

The writer was recently requested by the Directors of the
Ben Nevis Observatory to design seismometers for use there, and
obtained a Government grant for their construction. The
equipment at Ben Nevis will include recording-seismographs.

and a micro-seismometer of the kind just described. To measure
slow earth-tiltings an instrument is being constructed in which a

modification (due to Wolf) of d'Abbadie's arrangement (de-

scribed in Prof. Darwin's Reports) is followed. Light from a

lamp travels some twenty feet horizontally to a mirror inclined

at 45° to the horizon. It passes vertically down through a lens

which brings the rays into parallelism. They then strike two reflect-

ing surfaces—one the surface of a basin of mercury, the other a

plane mirror very rigidly fixed to the rock. The rays come
back to form two images near the source, and any relative dis-

placement of the two images is measured by a micrometer-

microscope. In the choice and design of this instrument the

writer has to acknowledge much assistance from Prof. G. H.
Darwin. This apparatus, like the others, was intended for Ben
Nevis, but a visit to the Observatory there has convinced the

writer that to use it on that site, and in the atmosphere which
prevails on the top, would be a matter of extreme difficulty, and
that, in the first instance at least, observations should be made
with it on lower ground.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge. — Prof. P. G. Tait has been elected an

Honorary Fellow of Peterhouse ; and Mr. T. T. JefFery, M.A.,
a Fellow of the same College.

Mr. J. Larmor, M.A., of St. John's College, has been

appointed one of the University Lecturers in Mathematics, and

also Examiner for the First Part of the Mathematical Tripos of

1886.

The Syndicate appointed to re-arrange the additional subjects

of the Previous Examination have reported in favour of adding

Elementary Dynamics to Statics, and reducing the Trigonometry

to what is needed for the Examination in Mecli.anics ; Mathe-

matical Honour students, they recommend, shall no longer be

required to pass this Examination, but instead be required to

pass in either French or German. Physical Science and Bio-

logy are still to receive no recognition even as optional subjects.

Dr. Burghardt, Lecturer in Mineralogy in Owens College,

Manchester, is appointed to examine in Mineralogy in the

Natural Sciences Tripos ; Prof Ray Lankester, F.R.S., to

examine in Zoology and Comparative Anatomy in the same

Tripos, the First M.B., and the Special Examinations.

Christ's College offers Scholarships and Exhibitions for

Natui"al Science, the Examination beginning January 5, 1886.

The Examinations at Jesus College begin on the same day.

The Special Boards for Physics and Chemistry and for

Biology and Geology have issued the following notice with

regard to the First Part of the Natural Sciences Tripos :

—

In Part I. of the Examination all the questions will be of a

comparatively elementary character, and will be such as to test

a knowledge of principles rather than of details. Specimens

may be exhibited for description and determination.

In Physics the questions will be limited to the elementary and

fundamental parts of th-i subject, and, in particular, special at-

tention will be paid to the definition of physical quantities, the

general principles of measurement, the configuration and motion

of a material system, the laws of motion, the comparison of

forces and of masses, and the properties of bodies. In Sound,

Light, Heat, Electricity and Magnetism, only the fundamental

laws, their simpler applications, and the experiments which

illustrate them, will be required.

In Chemistry the questions will relate to the leading principles

and experimental laws of Chemistry, the properties of the com-

moner elements and their principal compounds, the outlines of

Metallurgy, and simple qualitative and quantitative analysis.

In Mineralogy the questions will be confined to elementary

Crystallography, the general properties of minerals and th.-

special characters of those species only which are of comm >n

occurrence or of well-known mineralogical importance.

In Geology the questions will be limited to Physical Geo-

graphy, the interpretation of the structure of the crust of the

earth and the history of its formation, so far as to involve only

the elementary parts of Palfeontology and Petrography.

In Bot;my the questions will relate to the elementary parts of

Vegetable Morphology, Histology, and Physiology ; and to the

principles of a natural system of classification as illustrated by

the more important British natural orders. Candidates will be

required to describe plants in technical language. Questions
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will not be set on Vegetable Palajontology or the Geographical
Distribution of Plants.

In Zoology and Comparative Anatomy minor details will not
be included in the questions relating to classification. Geo-
graphical distribution of animals is held to be a part of Zoology,
and Comparative Anatomy includes the structure of extinct as
well as of recent forms.

Human Anatomy will include the mechanism of the human
body, the comparison of its parts with those of lower animals,
its development, c&c. ; but the questions will be of a simple and
elementary character.

In Physiology the questions will be of a comparatively ele-
mentary character.

A practical examination will be held in each of the above
subjects.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
VirhawUungen dcr S(hwdz:rischen Nalurforschenden Gcsell-

schaft ill Zurich, August 7-9, 1S83.—We note here the opening
address by Prof. Cramer, on unicellular fungi.

Verhandluns:en dcr Nalui-Jtistorischm Vcreines der prtusdschin
Rheiulandt; Weslfalens, itnd der Ke!:-Be^irks Osndriick, 42nd
year, first half, 1885.—The greensand of Aacken and its mollus-
can fauna, byj. Bbhm.—The forest vegetation of the outer North-
western Himalaya, by D. Erandis.—On Devonian Aviculacea\
by O. Follmann.- The biology of water plants, by H. Schenck.
Nouvmux Manoires de la Sociili Helvdiqiie des Scienca

Naturdles, vol. xxix. part i, 1884.—Geological sections of the
Tunnels of Doubs, by M. Mathay.— On the nisal flora of
Switzerland, by M. Heer. Fossil woods from Greenland, by
M. Beust.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Mathematical Society, November 12.—J. W. L. Glaisher,
F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. L. J. Rogers, Balliol
College, Oxford, was elected a member.—The following gentle-
men were elected to form the O^uncil for the ensuing Session :—
President: J- W. L. Glaisher, F.R.S. ; Vice-Presidents-
Dr. O. M. Henrici, F.R.S., Prof. .Sylvester, F.R.S., J. J.
Walker, F.R.S.

; Treasurer: A. B. Kempe, F.R. S. ; Secre-
taries : M. Jenkins, R. Tucker ; other Members of the Council •

Prof. Cayley, F.R.S., Sir J. Cockle, Knt., F.R.S., E. B.
Elliott, A. G. Greenhill, J. Hammond, H. Hart, C. Leudesdorf,
Capt. P. A. Macm.ahon, R.A., Samuel Roberts, F.R.S.—The
following communications were made :—On waves propagated
along the plane surface of an elastic solid, by Lord Rayleigh,
F.R.S.—On the application of Cliftbrd's graphs to ordinaiy
binary quantics, by A. B. Kempe, F.R.S. (Messrs. Hammond
and Macmahon put questions to the author).—On Clifford's
theory of graphs, by A. Buchheim.—On unicursal curves, by
R. A. Roberts.—On some consequences of the transformation
fDtnnUa y = iin{L + .4 + B + C +. - ), by J. Griffiths.

Linnean Society, November 5.—Sir John Lubbock, Bart
President, in the chair.—Mr. T. Christy exhibited orchids of
the genus Catasctum, showing that owing to the plants havinc
been moved, the flower in botli instances had become mab
formed.—Mr. E. A. Heath showed a golden eagle in its cha-
racteristic plumage of the second year.—Mr. J. Carter exhibited
a collection of seeds, lately introduced, remarkable for their
peculiarities as specimens under the microscope.—There was
shown for the Baron von Mueller a collection of skeleton leaves
of species of Eucalyptus, prepared by Mrs. Lewellin of Mel-
bourne. These confirm Baron von Mueller's observations as to
definite layers, and the relation of these to the skeletonising
process.^ The leaves in decaying pioduce no bad odour. Von
Mueller's observations do not suijport M. Riviere's statement
that the bamboo is as good as eucalypts to subdue malaria ; the
former dry up, but do not exhale volatile oil as do the latter,
and the eucalypts moreover absorb moisture as quickly as
Willows, Poplars, and Bamboos.—Dr. Ondaatje showed
examples of walking-slicks from Ceylon palms, viz. the Kittool
Palm {Cayo/a urens), the Areca and Cocoa-nut.—Mr. J. G.
Baker made remarks on an exhibition by Mr. Thiselton Dyer
of Darwin's potato (Solaman nwglia), grown at Kew, the
weight of twelve tubers being 28 oz. ; also the "papa de Oso,"

Bear's potato {S. iuherosum, var.), grown out of doors from
tubers received from Dr. Ernst of Caracas, who obtained them
from Merida, where they are found wild.—Then followed a
jiaper, viz. contributions to the flora of the Peruvian Andes,
\\ith remarks on the history and origin of the Andean flora, by
Mr. John Ball. In this paper the author says that his state-
ments chiefly refer to the western slope of the Cordilleras.
From the collections made and other data, so far, therefore, a
this region of Peru is concerned, it may confidently be averre
that the limit of Alpine vegetation has been placed by previous
writers on the subject far too low. In the present instance
there can be no serious error as to heights, seeing these are
based on those of the railway engineers. The explanation of
this relatively high extension of the temperate flora depends on
the peculiar climatical conditions. Rain occurs but sparingly,
the nights are cold, hut frost scarcely known ; whereas in the
plateau region eastward storms, heavy snow, and frosts are frequent
The vegetation of the region visited Mr. Ball divides into a sub-
tropical dry zone from coast to 8000 feet, a temperate zone reach-
ing to 12,500 feet, and an .Alpine zone upwards to 17,000 feet,

above the sea-level. As regards the proportion in which the
natural families of plants are represented in the Andean flora,

the CompositDS amount to nearly one-fourth of the whole species,
the grasses equal one-eighth, the Scrophularineae supply five per
cent., while Crucifera;, Caryophylle^e, and Leguniinosa; each arc
represented by about one-thirtieth of the whole. The Cypeiace;t
are conspicuous by their absence ; a remarkable feature is the
presence of four Crassulacefe. If we take the proportions of tlu
endemic genera and sjiecies as criteria, tlien, as far as material
admit, the Andean flora appears to be one of the most distinci
existing in the world. Mr. Ball agrees with those who think it

probable that the south polar lands constitute a great archipelago
of islands. To this region in question he is inclined to refer the
origin of the Antarctic types of the South American flora.

—

The first part of an exhaustive monograph on recent Brachio-
poda, by the late Dr. Thos. Davidson, was read by the Secretary.
In this part of his contribution the author reviews the labours
of his predecessors in the field, with regard to the shell, to
the anatomy of the adult, and to the embryology. As regard^
the perplexing question of affinities he remarks :

—" Now,
although I do not admit the Brachiopoda to be worms, they
may, as well as the MoUusca and some other groups of inverte-
brates, have originally diverged from an ancestral vermiform
stem, such as the remarkable worm-like mollusk Neoiiieiiia would
denote." He lays stress on the brachiopodous individual being
the product of a single ovum, and not giving rise to others by
gemmation. He considers that the shell, the pallial lobes, the
intestine, the nerves, and the atrial system, afford characters
amply sufficient to define the cla=s. The greatest depth at which
a living species has been found alive has been 2990 fathoms.
As to classification, he groups the recent species into two great
divisions :—(i) Anthropomata (Owen) = Clistenterata (King),
(2) Lypomata (Owen) = Tretenterata (King). The Anthropo-
mata he groups in 3 families :— 1st Fam. Terebratulacese, with 7
sub-families and 13 genera and sub-genera, 70 species, and 21
uncertain species. 2nd Fam. Thecideidae, with I genus and
2 species. 3rd Fam. Rhynchonellida?, i genus, i sub-genus,
and 8 species. The Lypomata he also groups into 3 families, 5
genera and sub-genera, 23 species, and 7 uncertain species :

—

1st Fam. Craniidas, with i genus and 4 species. 2nd Fam.
Discinid^, with i genus, i sub-genus, and 8 species. 3rd Fam.
Lingulida?, with i genus and i sub-genus, and 1 1 species. He
does not concur with M. Delongchamps' scheme (1S84) of
classifying the Terebratulina, bringing forward Mr. Dall's ob-
servations on IValdhcimia floridana, of delicate spiculae in the
floor of the great sinuses as telling evidence against the aiTange-
ment. Dr. Davidson then proceeds to treat of the various
genera and species, adding remarks in detail on the Terebratu-
lacete from his standpoint, and throughout gives copious descri])-

tions and observations on each.

Royal Microscopical Society, October 14.—The Rev. Dr.
Dallinger, F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. Crisp exhibited
D'Arsonval's water microscope, a suggestion for improving the
means of focusing. The body-tube of this extraordinary instru-

ment contained a glass cylinder which was connected by an
india-rubber tube with a syringe. On turning the handle of the
syringe water was forced into the cylinder, and the focus was
altered according as more or less water was jnimped in. Of
course, an alteration offocus did result from the operation, but the
arrangement destroyed the correction of the objective, and wa'
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otherwise objectionable.—Mr.J. Mayall, jun., described Riddell's

binocular microscope, which was exiiibited by Mr. Crisp, and

was of considerable interest, as having been the first binocular

microscope with a single objective. He pointed out as a note-

worthy feature that it was provided with a means of separating

the prisms, so as to give to each eye-piece a full field of view.

There was also a screw with a riglit- and left-handed thread for

separating the tubes to suit the width between the observer's eyes.

An ingenious application of reflectors at the topof the eye-pieces

effected a perfect inversion of the image, so that the instrument

could be used for dissecting purposes. It was also a point of

special intere-t in the history of the development of the

l)inocular microscope, that so early as this Prof Riddell had

applied two mirrors for the purpose of equalising the illu-

mination in both fields.—Mr. Crisp exhibited a "twin"
simple microscope having two lenses of different powers,

also two forms of magnifiers sent by Mr. Hippisley as

examples of the capabilities of lenses made out of spherules

of glass, and of a simple method of holding them.—Dr.

Maddox read his paper, further experiments on feeding

insects with the curved or "comma" bacillus.—Mr. Crisp said

they had received six slides of material taken from the intestines

of Lieut. Kisslingbury, U. S. N. , one of the victims oftheunfortunate

Greeley Arctic Expedition. When the question of cannibalism

was being discussed, his body was exhumed, and a good deal of the

flesh was found to have been cut oft' the bones. In order to ascer-

tain if possible what was the last food of which the deceased had

partaken, and to establish whether the officers had joined in the

cannibalism ofthe men, the contentsof thestomach were submitted

for examination. The letter of Mr. C. E. Ailing, accompanying

the slides (which were sent by Dr. Mandeville and himself) was

read to the meeting. Mr. Groves said that although it might

be possible to say, from an examination of these slides, whether

the material consisted of the flesh of a mammal, a bird, or a

fish, it would be quite impossible to say if it was human
flesh or not, unless it happened that some hair had been

taken with it. Mr. Crisp said that this ojiinion was confirmed

by Prof Stewart of the Royal College of Surgeons, who, how-

ever, thought that a means of identification might be found in

the small hairs of the general suiface of the body. The slides,

however, showed no such hairs.—Mr. P. D. Penhallow's note

as to a handle for cover-glasses was read.—Mr. C. Beck ex-

hibited a compact form of Mr. Stephenson's catadioptric illu-

minator.—Mr. Kitton's and Mr. Kain's notes on balsam of Tolu

were read, and Mr. Kitton's note on a new diatom, Navicida

Diirrandii.—Mx. J. C. Stodder's note was read, giving the

views held by the late R. B. Tolles on the formation of a small

.battery of objectives to cover reasonably well all the require-

ments of the general microscopist : 3 in., I in. (30°), 4-10 in.

(110° dry), I -10 in. (oil-glycerin-water immersion with a balsam

angle of not much less than 120° for best results).—Mr. C. D.

Ahrens' paper on an improved form of Stephenson's erecting

and binocular prisms was read, in which he proposed to unite

the lower prisms by a wedge of glass. He also proposed an

alteration in the upper prisms (when they are used in place of a

plate of glass).—Mr. T. B. Rosseter's paper on the uses and

construction of the gizzard of the larva of Cordlira plumicoriiis

was read by Prof Bell, and prepared specimens in illustration

exhibited.—Mr. Dowdeswell's paper on the cholera comma-
bacillus was read.—The President called the attention of the

meeting to the death of Mr. Robin, the eminent histologist, and

one of the Honorary Fellows of the Society.—Seventeen new
Fellows were elected and proposed.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, November 9.—M. Jurien de la

Graviere in the chair.—Determination of the mechanical work
effected in human locomotion (one illustration), by MM. Marey
and Demeny. This is an attempt to estimate the quantity of

muscular energy developed by man in the various forms of loco-

motion from the physiological standpoint, which is shown to be

diflerent from the mechanical. Three chief elements in the

measurement of muscular action in horizontal movement are

here considered separately : The labour expended along the

vertical ; the labour expended along the horizontal ; and the

labour required for the oscillation of the lower member during

its suspension.—Variations in the mechanical labour expended in

the difl'erent attitudes of man during locomotion (three illustra-

trations), by the same authors. The estimates here recorded are

the results of experiments made on two persons only, walking

and running on the level. The experiments will require to be

repeated on a large number of subjects in order to determine the

influence of weight, height, slope of the ground, and thus arrive

at a mean average.—On the radicular nature of the stolons of

Nephrolepis : a' reply to M. P. Lachmann, by M. A. Trecul.

—

On the derivation of the solutions in the theory of the Cremona
transformations, by M. de Jonqui^res.'—Note on the combe of

Peguere, near the thermal station of Cauterets, Pyrenees,

by M. Demontzey. The destructive landslips to which this

upland valley has long been subject, are shown to be

due to denudation and erosive action, hence may be pre-

vented by gradually restoring the vegetation along the steep

slopes of the surrounding mountains.—Experimental researches

tending to show that the muscles affected by rigor mot lis

remain endowed with vitality till the appearance of putrefaction,

by M. Brown-Sequard. Experiments made on dogs some days

after being killed seem to render it probable that muscular

rigidity is not a state of absolute death, but a transition from

life to death, a transition which may last for weeks.—On the

action of a mixture of sulphate of copper and lime on the

mildew of the vine, by MM. Millardet and U. Gayon.

—

Analytical theory of the movements of Jupiter's satellites,

second part : Reduction of the formulas to numbers, by M. C.

Souillart.—An undated letter of the Countess de Lafayette

(reign of Louis XIV.) addressed to Segrais, and inviting

him to witness " the experiment with an artificial fire giving

warmth the whole day for two sous," by M. Feuillet de Couches.

—

Application ofM. Lcewy's newmethodsforthedetermination ofthe

absolute co-ordinates of the circumpolar star's without the necessity

of ascertaining the instrumental constants (right ascensions), by M.
Henri Renan.—On the numerical tables intended to facilitate

the transformations of co-ordinates in astronomical calculations,

by M. Vinot.—On the irregular integrals of linear equations, by

M. H. Poincare.—Note on the compressibility of fluids, by M.
E. Sarrau. The formula

—

A' T K
T{v + /3)-

proposed by M. Clausius for carbonic acid, in which / = the

pressure, v = volume, and T = absolute temperature, is shown

to be applicable to other gases. The author claims that for

these gases he had deduced the elements approaching the critical

point before the experiments of MM. Wroblewski and Olszew-

ski.—On two new kinds of radiophones, by M. E. Mercadier.

With these instruments, which he names the " thermo-electro-

phone " and the " thermo-magnetophone," the author thinks it

will be possible, with an intense solar radiation, to reproduce

articulate speech.—An explanation of the anomalous magnetic

effects produced by the discharges of condensers, by M. Ch.

Claverie.—Note on Schlcesing's law respecting the solubility of

the carbonate of lime by carbonic acid, by M. R. Engel.—On
a coloured reaction of rhodium, by M. Eugene Demarijay.

Certain blue solutions of rhodium yield with potassa a greenish

precipitate, which changes to a dark blue in acetic acid. This

colouration appears due to the formation of a salt corresponding

to the green hydrate of bioxide of rhodium.—On the antiseptic

and other properties of rosolene (retinol, CjjHje), by M. Emile

Serraut.—On the root of Danais fragrans, Comm. (yellow

liane) and its chemical composition, by MM. Edouard Heckel

and Fr. Schlagdenhauffen.—On the composition and fermenta-

tion of interverted sugar, by M. Em. Bourquelot.—On the

hypnotic properties of phenylmethylacetone (acetophenone), by

MM. Dujardin-Beaumetz and G. Bardet.—On the nervous

system of Phylloxera, by M. Victor Lemoine.—On the Limacioe

of the neighbourhood of Saint-Vaast la Hougue, department of

La Manche, by M. S. Jourdain.—Variations in the respiration

of plants at the different stages of development, by MM.
G. Bonnier and L. Mangin,—On a rare amygdaloid granite

from the Riaille Quarry, Saint-Hilaire de Loulay, Vendee,

by M. Stanislas Meunier.—On some fragments of human

skulls and a potsherd found in immediate association with

two skeletons of Ursits spdaus in the Nabrigas Cave,

Lozere, on August 28, 1885, by MM. E. A. Martel and L.

de Launay. The discovery of these remains seems to place

beyond doubt the existence of man already possessing a know-

ledge of the potter's art at the epoch of the Cave bear in the

Lozere district.—On the relation of whirlwinds and waterspouts

to cyclones, by M. Ad. Nicolas.—Remarks on M. Jourdy's

"Geology of East Tonkin," by M. Albert Gaudry.
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Berlin'

Meteorological Society, October 13.—The President,

Gelieimrath Dr. Thiel, reported that, in accordance with a

resoKition passed by the Society in furtherance of the esta-

blishment of a thiclcly planted series of rain-stations, rain-gauges

had been set up at seven places in the outskirts of Berlin to the

north-west and west, and since July had been working well. It

was to be hoped that their number would soon be increased and

that a lengthened series of observations would yield data for an

exact determination of how closely rain-gauges must be placed

to each other, in order to obtain a correct representation of

the rainfall of any district.—Dr. Hellmann then, after a brief

historic survey of the institution of meteorological stations at

high points, gave a full description of the meteorological ob-

servatory at Ben Nevis in .Scotland, which he had visited in

August last. The topographical situation of the station, the

construction and position of the instruments, .and the mode of

observation were set forth, while some of the climatic peculiari-

ties of this station, such as its great humidity, its small ye;irly

and daily variations of temperature, its scanty sunshine, the

frequent reversal of the change of temperature with the height,

and other particulars, were also remarked on. Following up
the minute description of this important high station in Scotland

Dr. Hellmann enumerated all the stations on the peaks of

mountains that had hitherto been erected, which comprised

only the Puy de Dome and Pic du Midi in France, the Santis

in Switzerland, the Schafberg and Hochobir in Austria, the

Schneekoppe and Brocken in Prussia, and Mount Washington
and Pike's Peak in the United States of America. Of these

stations only the two French, the Swiss, and the Austrian were of

the first rank, or between the first and second rank. In addition to

these stations on mountain tops there was a whole series of liigh

situated meteorological stations on mountain passes and plateaus

in operation, which collected valuable material towards the

meteorology of the higher atmospheric strata, in Italy, Switzer-

land, Germany, India, South America. In the case even of

a temporary residence at high situated points brief but very

valuable series of observations had been gained—at Ararat, for

example. It must, nevertheless, be the endeavour of scientific

meteorology to increase tlie number of mountain-top stations of

the first rank, and the speaker expressed the hope that umler

the contemplated reorganisation of the meteorological service

in Germany, and particularly in Prussia, at least one mountain-

top station of the first rank, namely, on the Schneekoppe, which

was very peculiarly adapted for this purpose, would be esta-

blished. In the discussion wliich followed it was maintained on

one hand that self-registering instruments at high stations were

perfectly useless, and on the other hand that even tourists, many
of whom every summer reached heights beyond 4000 metres

high, might, by means of portable pocket instruments, supply

contributions quite available towards the meteorology of the

higher strata. A member of the Society gave some proofs to

this effect, and mentioned the remarkable fact that the red-

brown ring round the sun, which he had everywhere seen dis-

tinctly, appeared from Monte Rosa, not red-brown, but very

distinctly reddish-yellow.—Dr. Borsch related that during a

determination of longitude between Berlin, Breslau, and Konigs-

berg, the observer in Berlin on August 2 was sensible of such

lively disturbances of his level that he was obliged to discontinue

for a time the use of the transit instniment, and considered the

oscillations to be seismic. When he afterwards read in the

newspapers of violent earthquakes in the interior of Asia having

happened at the same time, he made inquiry of the observers

at Breslau and Konigsberg, and learnt that they too had been

disturbed by lively oscillations of the ground. These vibrations

had been all the stronger the more to the east was the station, a

circumstance which likewise pointed to a connection with the

earthquakes of the interior of Asia. More careful observation

of such phenomena would render possible the exact measurement
of the propagation of earth-vibrations.

Vienna

Imperial Academy of Sciences, July 2.— Researches on

the structure of striped muscles, by A. Rolett.—Contributions

to general nerve and muscle physiology (eighteenth communica-
tion), on inhibitory effects produced by electrical stimulation of

striped muscles and on positive cathodic polarisation, by W.
Biedermann.—On pyroracemic glycide ethers, by F. Erhair" —
Contributions to the theory of respiratory innervation (fifth com-
munication), by Ph. Knoll.—Studies on the endosperm of some

Graminea;, by E. Tangl.—On a new hydrodensimeter, by A.

Handl.—On the nutrition of ganglion cells, by A. Adamkiewicz.

—On cyanhydrines of nitroso-compounds, by E. Lippmann.

—

Contribution to the knowledge of dichinolins, byO. W. Fischer.

—On benzoyl-ecgonine and on its transformation to cocaine,

by Zd. H. Skraup.— Statistics of earthquakes from 1S65 to

1SS5, by W. C. Fuchs.—Contribution to the morphology and
anatomy of the Coccida, by E. Witlacil.—On the Lower
Eocene formation of the Northern Alps and on its fauna

(Part I. Lamellibranchiatfe), by K. F. Frauscher.—On para-

chloraldehyde, by C. Natterer.—On the action of phenol

and sulphuric acid on hippuric acid, by T. Zehenter.

—

On tlie gum-ferment, a new diastatic enzyma, by which the

formation of gum and mucilage in the plants is induced, by E.

Wiesner.

July 16.—Note on the meteorites of Angra dos Rais (Brazil),

by" G. Tschermak.—A contribution to the theory of the

mechanics of explosion, by E. Mach and T. Wentzl.—On the

anatomy of Tyroglyphida;, by A. Nalepa.—Contributions to the

theory of respiratory innervation (sixth communication), by Th.

Knoll.— On the products of decomposition formed by the action

of hydrochloric acid on albumins ; II. on elastin, by T. Hor-

baczewski.—Researches on the cloacal epithelium of Plagiosto-

mata, by T. H. List.—On chloro- and bromo-derivatives of

phloroglucin, by R. Benedict and K. Hazura.—On the action of

potassium cyanide on dinitro-derivatives of organic bases, by E.

Lippmann and F. Fleissner.—Note on hydrobromo-apoquinine.

by P. Julius.—On the action of ammonia on anthragallol, by G.

von Georgevics.—On the behaviour of liquid atmospheric air,

by T. Wroblewski.—On ethylsulphuric acids of some carbo-

hydrates, by M. Hcenig and St. Schubert.—Contribution to

chemistry of cerium-metals, by B. Brauner.—On the elements

and ephemeris of Barnard's (Nashville) comet (July 7, 1885), by

E. Weiss.—On the meteoric fall observed on March 15, 1885,

by E. Holletschek. —Studies on pyridine-derivatives, by H.
Weidel and F. Blau.—On the electric and thermic properties of

salt-solutions, by James Moser.—On the formation of striped

fibres from sarcoplasts, by T. Paneth.
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THE WHOLE DUTY OF A CHEMIST

ON the 6th instant there was a meeting at the rooms

of the Chemical Society in the afternoon, and a

dinner in the evening, to celebrate the grant of a Royal

Charter to an Institute of Chemistry.

The stated object of the Institute is to do for chemists

what has been done for the members of different pro-

fessions and trades by such bodies as the College of

Physicians, the College of Surgeons, the old Guilds, and

the modern Trades Unions.

This is possibly a very desirable thing to do, but to the

student of pure science the creation of the new cor-

poration possesses no other interest than that which

results from the consideration of its prospective influ-

ence on the progress of science. Indeed the intention is

so entirely commercial that we should not have referred

to the new body at any length in these columns if the

President, Prof. Odling, in an address delivered on the

occasion, had not enunciated views which we believe all

true men of science will read with pain, and against which

we feel it ourbounden duty to make a protest.

Before we proceed to deal with the address itself, it will

be well to clear the ground by a few general considerations

touching the applications of science to industry, and the

manner in which, time out of mind, and we hope for all

future time, scientific principles have been and will be

brought down to be utilised in the ordinary affairs of life.

First of all, it will be readily conceded that in the present

state of civilisation there is scarcely any handicraft or

manufacture or process in which some scientific fact or

principle does not lie at the root of the matter. Our
boots are the results of scientific applications, our clothes

are the result of scientific applications, the materials

depend upon science, the fit depends upon science. If

one had to define offhand the difference between a profes-

sion and a trade requiring skill in making certain articles,

one would say that the profession required more science

than the trade, that is, there is not a difference of quality,

but of quantity. The bootmal-cer that makes a boot, and
the surgeon that cuts off a toe, both deal, if they do their

work well, with the anatomy of the foot, but we expect

the professional surgeon to know more about this anatomy
than the shoemaker. Further, any science in the process

of the amalgamation of its applications with other similar

amalgamations at first begins by being in the hands of a

few individuals, let us say of high training ; it becomes
generalised, and then finds itself in the hands of a greater

number of individuals probably less highly trained, and
so on, till each special application of science becomes the

common property of the community.
All fond, then, so far as science is concerned, we

can recognise no distinction between a profession and a
trade, or we may use the words an industry, if any one
likes them better. These industries or professions once

started are kept alive and fostered, and made more useful

for mankind, by the perpetual introduction of new scien-

tific facts and processes. This is as true for the im-

provement in leather and cloth manufactures, as it is in

the curing of hydrophobia, which may some day come.
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Chemical science, for example, is the very sap of the
chemical industries, and there is the most intimate and
the most direct connection between the researcher and
the manufacturer. A Reichenbach discovers paraffin,

and a Young straightway turns it into candles. Andrews
demonstrates the true principles of the condensation of

gases, and these principles are forthwith applied to the

construction of a freezing-machine. The history of tech-

nology teems with instances of this kind. Indeed, some
of the huge manufacturing concerns of the Continent are

driven to anticipate the output of the purely scientific

laboratories of the Universities and higher schools by
employing investigators for themselves : the great colour-

making manufactory at Ludwigshafen has two score of

chemists at work on the industrial development of the

chemistry of aromatic compounds. Now these investi-

gators are in the first instance made by the Universities :

they are the product of their great chemical schools

—

they are men who have caught something of the spirit of

that noble army of teachers who have dedicated their

lives to the advancement of natural knowledge for its

own sake without thought of guineas or " leading pro-

fessional position." The growth, then, of the chemical

trades must depend ultimately on the help which chemists

are able to give to the chemical traders. This help must
consist either in new knowledge to be furnished directly

by the chemist, or indirectly by the men whom he has so

trained that they may know how to seek for it and to find

it. Have we not here the true function and real duty of

"those of us occupying the leading position in the pro-

fession" or "who have already attained the higher steps

of the ladder of success," if such men are connected with

an University ?

The honour given to teachers from the beginning of

time was accorded to them not merely for their learning

but for the new knowledge they produced and taught.

They were the guardians of the sacred fire ; and the

reverence with which they were regarded depended upon
the constancy with which they fed the flame. The esti-

mation in which men of science are held to-day, even if

they are not teachers, is due to the national benefits which
they confer by giving their lives to learning, teaching, and
to writing books for others ; and because such men are

regarded as the highest benefactors of our race and the

founders of our modern civilisation. The nation re-

members them even if they often forget themselves.

Such men, however, do not exhaust the number of

those who have studied science or who perform useful

scientific functions. But the point is, however useful this

other class of men may be—like the bootmaker and the

tailor, who are eminently useful in their way—their know-
ledge is merely a stock-in-trade to which they look for

their livelihood. We have nothing whatever to say

against these men, but it is imperative that we should

point out that if their object in life is merely to get money
the public estimation of them cannot be expected to be

the same as that accorded to those whose lives are

devoted to the public good. Is it possible to tell one kind

of man from the other .''

This can be easily done. Let us assume that he is

a professor of science at a well-known seat of learning.

Are his lectures the best possible, or does he simply lose

the time of his students for so many hours per term .?
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Is he the life of his laboratory, always there, always

setting an example to his students of patient and con-

tinuous research ? What is the number of researches

produced per annum, and what is their value ? Do his

students revere him or think little of him ? Do they give

any indications of benefiting by his instruction ? Has he

founded a school ? Has he impregnated his assistants with

the love of new knowledge, and do they spend their time

in getting it ? Or, again, is he the friend of manufacturers

a grata persona to limited liability companies? Is he a

noted expert in our courts of law? Is he never seen in

his laboratory ? Is the laboratory now silent, its appli-

ances rotting from disuse, and its old reputation for

research become merely the shadow of a shade ?

It is really quite easy to find out whether this pro-

fessor of science is doing his duty or neglecting it
;

whether the getting of knowledge or the getting of money
is foremost in his thoughts.

The dignity of a professor in a seat of learning

is closely associated with the dignity and the honour

of the seat of learning itself. An University which

appoints a man to a professorship places its honour

in his keeping so far as his science is concerned-

Now the members of an University, even though they

may not be especially learned in any particular branch of

knowledge, soon know, perhaps even by a kind of instinct,

whether a professor is upholding the honour of the alma
mater^ in the welfare of which they are all interested ; or

whether by forsaking the fair fields of knowledge, and by
thinking only of self and pelf, he is dragging her reputa-

tion through the mire. This feeling in an University affords

another criterion which may be safely relied on if we wish

to know whether or not a professor is doing his duty.

Take another case. Let it be that of one who is

engaged in commercial matters—whether large or small

is immaterial to our argument—into which scientific prin-

ciples and ideas largely enter ; or let us assume him
to be engaged, on the strength of his scientific attain-

ments, by a Government department or an industrial

body which wishes to utilise his knowledge. Does
he expand his routine work into an opportunity of

enriching science ? Does he make himself the recognised

master of a large field of knowledge which he gives to

the world ? Do his labours confer honour on himself or

on the body with which he is connected ? Or, on the other

hand, is his name never heard at a scientific society? does
he merely, in short, content himself with the perfunctory

performance of the work by which he makes his money ?

We have referred to the dignity of a man of science

;

what does this mean ? The view it expresses is simply
the modern view representing that feeling of olden

time which made teaching so honourable while trade

was despised. Then, as now, the man was often

poor, but he spent his life in doing a common good,
while the trader was often rich, and dispensed his

wares for his own advantage. Nowadays the dignity

of a leading man of science is somewhat difticult to

define exactly, but the same idea lies at the bottom
of it. It is known that he cares more for science

than for mone>-. It is known that his whole heart is in

his researches
; even when they happen to be profitable

to himself or to others, he is still not a money-grubber.
This dignity is not confined to professors, but a man to

possess it must be something more than commercial or

professional. We cannot imagine a bootmaker or a tailor

on the council of the Royal Society, but yet he employs

scientific processes to get his money as much as a

chemist does who spends his time in commercial

analyses or in courts of law. To come back to our

criterion, we think we have indicated that there are various

ways in which men of science can be allocated in the two

classes to which we have referred.

We now proceed to refer specially, and as briefly as we
can, to Prof. Odling's address. It begins with a history

of the movement, and then goes on to show the ever-

increasing need there is of "professional services" which
are rendered by men of various grades, " from those of

us occupying the leading positions in the profession, to

the most humble individual practising in our ranks." We
are dealing, then, with the chemists employed by Govern-

ment and large corporations, as well as "experts "and
analysts ; and among these latter not only with the man of
" leading position " who charges ten guineas for analysing

a sample of water, but with the assistant who actually does

the work for the not excessive sum of half-a-crown.

We next read as follows :
—

" It would seem, however, from observations not unfrequently

li.izarded by some very superior persons, whose happy mission
it is to put the rest of the world to rights, that there is some-
thing derogatory to the man of science in making his science
subservient in any way to the requirements of his fellows, and
thereby contributory to his own means for the support of him-
self and of those depending upon him. Now, on this not un-
comm:)n cant of the day a little plain speaking would seem to

be very much wanted. While the investigation of nature and
the interpretation of natural law are admittedly among the

highest, as they are among the most delightful, of human occu-
pations, the right application of natural law to effect desirable

objects is in itself a scarcely less worthy occupation ; many of

these objects being of paramount importance, and attainable

only by the exercise of high scientific sagacity aid skill, aided
by a fertility of resource and a persistent elasticity of spirit,

ready ever to cope with the successive novel difficulties found to

be continually opposmg themselves."

On this we have to say—and we shall return to the

point further on—that we know of no one who has made
the abstract proposition which Prof. Odling condemns.

We are prepared to say, however, that in the opinion of

many who are not men of science, the appearance of a

man of science, occupying a "leading position" as an

e.Kpert in a court of law, whose "devotion" to his em-

ployer causes him to apparently contradict the statements

of another man of science on the other side, doubtless

equally " devoted," does not add to his dignity. A well-

known lawyer, now a judge, once grouped witnesses into

three classes; simple liars, damned liars, and experts.

He did not mean that the expert uttered things which he

knew to be untrue, but that by the emphasis which he

laid on certain statements, and by what has been defined

as a highly cultivated faculty of evasion, the effect was

actually worse than if he had.

It is consoling to think that the qualities most valuable

in an expert, since experts there must be, are not those

for which men of science are best known. Coolness

under cross-exanrination, verbal de.xterity, a read)' wit,

not too much knowledge or conscience, the fidelity of a

partisan, or rather ^^professional devotion," and a dash

of impudence, are quite as frequently the passport to the

"professional eminence" of an expert as scientific ability.
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Surely it is not necessary for us to point out the

sophistry and fallacy of the argument that " the right

application of natural law to effect desirable objects is

in itself a scarcely less worthy occupation " than " the in-

vestigation of Nature and the interpretation of natural

law," when such applications are made at the instigation

of an individual—a client—who pays for such application

of natural law at the rate of so many guineas a folio ; and
who, if it suits him, may then proceed incontinently to

suppress " the right application of natural law." Are we
to elevate such service as this to a high moral platform,

and claim for it the same homage or appreciation which
is accorded by the outside world to work done unselfishly

and for the benefit of the whole community ?

Prof. Odling strengthens his view that we should by
the following considerations :

—

"In this matter, as in so many others, the sense of pro-
portion is but too often lost sight of. Because the investi-
gations of a Newton, a Darwin, a Dalton, a Joule, and a
Faraday have an importance of which few among us can
adequately conceive even the measurement ; because
among the scientific men now or but lately living in our
midst are to be found those whose investigations in pure
science have not only won for them a high renown, but
have earned for them the gratitude, and should have ob-
tained for them the substantial acknowledgments, of their
country and the world

; and because even the minor in-
vestigations and discoveries, placed before the world for
the world's use, and not merely to enrich a firm, that are
ever being made in pure science have all of them their
merit and their value, it does not follow that the mere
accomplishment, it may be in an abundant leisure, of two
or three minor investigations, however creditably con-
ducted, are to lift their authors into a scientific position
altogether above that of men whose laborious lives have
been spent in rendering their great scientific attainments
directly serviceable to the needs of the State and of the
community. The accomplishment of such-like investiga-
tions does not entitle their authors to claim exemption
from the duty of earning their own livelihoods or give
them a claim to be endowed by the contributions of
others with the means to jog leisurely along, without re-
sponsibilities and without anxieties, the far from thorny
paths of their own favourite predilection. However
heterodox it may be thought by some, the best of all en-
dowments for research is unquestionably that with which
the searcher, relying on his own energies, succeeds in
endowing himself. The work to which our natures are
repugnant, not less than the work which entrances us and
hardly makes itself felt as work at all, has to be done. In
some degree or other, we have most of us to obtain our
own livehhood

; and harsh as may seem the requirement.
It will, I suppose, be conceded that the necessity put
upon the mass of mankind of having to earn their daily
bread is an arrangement of Providence which has on the
whole worked fairly well ; and, further, that the various
arrangements hitherto tried for exempting certain classes
of men from the necessity of having to earn their
daily bread, in order that they might give them-
selves up to the higher spiritual or intellectual life,
have scarcely, to say the least of them, worked quite
so satisfactorily as they were intended to. All of
us are, without doubt, qualified for higher things
than the mere earning of our daily bread ; but the
discipline of having to earn our daily bread is, in more
ways than one, a very wholesome discipline for the mass
of us, and even for the best of us. It may here and
there press hardly on particular natures, but it is rarely
an impediment to the achievement of the highest things
by those having the moral qualities, the judgment, the

determination, and the self-denial necessary above every-
thing el-:e for their achievement. Not a few of us may
consider ourselves fitted for higher work than the god's
provide for us, and fondly imagine what great things we
should effect if we could only have our daily bread
supplied to us by the exertions and endowments of other
less gifted mortals. But experience is not on the whole
favourable to the view that, the conditions being pro-
vided, the expectation would be realised. Experience,
indeed, rather favours the notion that it is primarily the
necessity for work, and association with those under a
necessity to work,—those in whom a professional spirit

has been aroused, and by whom work is held in honour,

—

that creates and keeps up the taste and the habit of work,
whereby the vague ambition to achieve is turned to some
productive account. Take, say, a thousand of the most
eminent men the world has produced, and making no
allowance for the large influence of descent or training,
or of association with those to whom work is a necessity,
or having been a necessity has become a habit, consider
what proportion of these men have, by their means and
position in early life, been free from any stimulus
or obligation to exert and cultivate their powers

;

and consider, on the other hand, what proportion
of them have been stimulated to exertion and success by
the stern necessity of having either to achieve their own
careers, or to drop into insignificance, if not indeed
into actual or comparative degradation and poverty. We
ought, indeed, all of us to be students, and to be above
all things students ; but the most of us cannot be, nor is

it desirable, save in the case of a special iitvi, that we
should be only students. We have all our duties to fulfil

in this world, and it is not the least of these duties to
render ourselves independent of support from others, and
able ourselves to afford support to those depending upon
us. Fortunate are we in being able to find our means of
support in the demand that exists for the applications of
a science which has for its cultivators so great a charm.
To judge, however, not indeed by their coyness when ex-
posed to the occasional temptation of professional work,
but rather by their observations on the career of others,
the most sought after and highest in professional repute,
the pursuit of professional chemistry is, in the opinion of
some among us, a vocation open to the gravest of censure.
It is praiseworthy, indeed, for the man of science to con-
tribute to his means of livelihood by the dreary work of
conducting examinations in elementary science for all

sorts of examining boards, and by teaching elementary
science at schools and colleges, and by giving popular
expositions of science at public institutions, and by ex-
changing a minor professorial appointment, affording
abundant opportunities for original work, in favour of a
more lucrative and exacting appointment involving duties
which, if rightly fulfilled, must seriously curtail these same
opportunities. It is praiseworthy of him to add to his
means by compiling manuals of elementary science, and
by writing attractive works on science for the delectation
of general readers

; but it is, forsooth, derogatory to him,
if not indeed a downright prostitution of his science,
that he should contribute to his means of livelihood by
making his knowledge subservient to the wants of depart-
ments, corporations, and individuals, alike of great and
small distinction, standing seriously in need of the special
scientific services that he is able to render them.
"A glance back suffices to show how foreign to the

ideas of the great men who preceded us is this modern
notion of any reprehensibility attaching to applied or
professional science. In his earlier days. Prof. Faraday
was largely employed in connection with all sorts of prac-
tical questions, and until almost the close of his life, con-
tinued to act as scientific adviser to the Trinity House.
No man was more constantly occupied in advising with
regard to manufacturing and metallurgic and fiscal ques-
tions than Prof. Graham, xyho ended his days holding the
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official position of Master of the Mint ; a position in

whicli he succeeded another eminent man of science, less

known, however, as a chemist than as an astronomer, Sir

John Herschel. . . .

"So far, moreover, from his professional eminence and
usefulness being made a matter of reproach to the scien-
tific man, it should constitute rightly a claim to his higher
consideration ; and far from being accounted a disparage-
ment, should be held as an addition to his scientific

standing. In the professions most allied to our own on
the one side and on the other this is well recognised. The
physician and the engineer are not merely students of
pathology and of mechanics, however important may have
been their contributions to pathology and mechanics re-

spectively, but they are the distinguished craftsmen in

their respective arts. And whether or not they may have
made important contributions to pure science, their rank as
eminent scientific men is everywhere and rightly conceded
to them. A lucky chance happening to any professional
man may indeed bring him to the front, but no succession
of lucky chances can ever happen that will of themselves
prove adequate to keeping him there. Great qualities
are ever necessary to sustain great professional positions;
and to be for years one of the foremost in a scientific

profession is of itself at least as substantial an evidence
of scientific attainment as is the publication of a memoir
on some minute point, say of anatomy, or chemistry, or
hydrodynamics, for example. And it is so recognised,
and very properly recognised, even in quarters where
pure science admittedly reigns supreme. Leading engin-
eers and leading physicians and surgeons are every year
admitted into the Royal Society, not on account of the
importance attaching to any special contributions they
may have made to mechanical or pathological science, but
mainly because of their eminence in their several profes-
sions, in which to be eminent is of itself an evidence of
scientific character and of extensive scientific knowledge.
It may indeed be taken as beyond question that to obtain
and retain a leading position in a scientific profession,
needs among other things the possession of high scientific

attainments. I say among other things, for without
moral qualities in a notable degree, sympathy, endurance,
courage, judgment, and good faith, no such professional
success is conceivable. Professional eminence is the ex-
pression necessarily of scientific ability, but not of scien-
tific ability alone. The self-engrossing science of the
student has to be humanised by its association with the
cares and wants, and the disappointments and successes
of an outside world."

Having given this long extract from the address, we
now proceed to remark on certain parts of it.

In the whole of Prof. Odling's references to the endow-
ment of research, which was so warmly advocated by his

predecessor at Oxford, Sir Benjamin Brodie, there is much
evidence that he h as not even begun to understand the

question. No one has ever proposed to endow research

for the benefit of the researcher, or to endow researches

which are immediately remunerative. The highest needs

of the nation and of learning have been alone considered.

The idea of endowment was only suggested for the en-

couragement of such researches as promised no immediate
return in the shape of utility, except as pure knowledge.
Prof. Odling seems to imagine that if the Fellowships of

an University were awarded to men of eminence in

science or who had given proof of skill in research,

the Fellows would be but charity-boys of larger growth.

When Prof. Huxley told the Americans that any country

would find it greatly to its profit to spend 100,000

dollars in first finding a Faraday, and then putting him
in a position in which he could do the greatest possible

amount of work, he was not thinking that Faraday would
thus be enabled to give nice dinners, but of the results of

that greatest possible amount of work—the new know-
ledge that would be certain to be garnered and utilised

some day for the nation's good. The endowment of

research, or aid to research in any form, seems to be so

objectionable to the President of the Institute, that the

winding up of the Research Fund of the Chemical Society

would seem to be one of the most desirable things of the

present time, if his opinion is to prevail.

Prof. Odling employs in his argument a well-known

method of procedure often used to throw dust in the eyes

of a jury. He has put up a bogus case in order to de-

molish it very much to his own satisfaction. We fear that

in this process he has been guilty of much, doubtless un-

conscious, misrepresentation of many revered names in

science. This dummy is the assumed opinion of men
of science that a man of science should do nothing to

help industry directly. This opinion, as we have before

stated, nowhere exists. The opinion does exist, as we
have already implied, that such assistance must not inter-

fere with higher work if higher work has been under-

taken ; and the general consideration of the man of

science has risen enormously when it has been known
that such aid, when given, has been given openly to all-

comers, and not in secret to him who could pay the

highest fee. Prof. Odling, in apparent justification of his

case, quotes, amongst others, the names of Faraday and
Graham, and states roundly that they have done the

thing to which the superior persons to whom he refers

object. This is untrue ; no men were more faithful to

their trust than Faraday and Graham, and the proof of

our contention lies in the fact that their names are

honoured among us while others, their contemporaries,

the Ures and Lardners of that day, although men of

tremendous "professional eminence," are already for-

gotten, or live only in the pages of a Thackeray. It has

been stated over and over again that such was the fidelity

of Faraday to his trust that he refused sums which would

have amounted in the aggregate to a large fortune which

were oft'ered to him by manufacturers and others to tempt

him to neglect his public work for their private advantage.

It was a subject of pride to him that he had refused pay

for all work he had done for the Government except on one

occasion when he accepted it for the sake of a coadjutor.

The volumes of Faraday's and of Graham's researches,

not to mention those of other honoured names, represent-

ing their fidelity to pure investigation during the whole of

their working lives, are, after all, the best answers to

Prof. Odling, and when we contrast their faithful and long-

continued activity in this direction with that of others

which began with almost as fair a promise, and then

suddenly, before the men were in their prime, was seized

by a paralysis or else diverted into other channels,

we have an indication, by no means to be despised, of the

possible result of merely commercial work.

We believe that some chemists, although they hold the

views which we express in this article, have allowed their

names to be connected with the new institution, because

they think that it may eventually, somehow or other, aid

chemical education in this countrv. We think that this

is an error. The College of Physicians has been pointed

out as a precedent for the Chemical Institute. Now what
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has the College of Physicians done for medicine and

for medical education? Although it was one of the

first founded of the Professional Guilds, we have had
repeated occasion to point out in these cokmms that in

the opinion of the most competent authorities, medical

education even to-day is the worst organised and least

effective.

The latter part of the extract gives Prof. Odling's view

as to the easy admission afforded by professional eminence

into the Royal Society. As regards engineers, we have

never heard of any one being elected into the Royal

Society except on the ground of his contributions to

science. Commercial or professional eminence has, so

far as we know, not been considered. As regards

doctors, owing to the ancient ties of the Royal Society

with medicine, we believe that it has been the custom to

consider, in judging their claims, that marked eminence

in their profession should be taken into account ; but

professional eminence alone does not decide the choice.

In saying this we do not express our own opinion merely
;

and we must add that there is no written law in the

matter, the decisions each year resting with the Council

of that year, and the Council, as is known, is an ever-

changing body.

The latter part of Prof Odling's address, which we
have not space to give at length, deals with the ad-

vantages which in his opinion are likely to result from

the new organisation. He also gives some paragraphs

from the preamble of the charter under which the Insti-

tute has now been incorporated. One of these paragraphs

runs as follows :

—" That the said Institute was not esta-

bhshed for the purposes of gain, nor do the members

thereof derive or seek any pecuniary profits from their

membership." We confess we find it difficult to har-

monise this extract from the charter with the general drift

of the part of the address now under consideration ; for

although Prof Odling frankly acknowledges, to quote his

words, "to those of Uj who have already attained the

higher steps on the ladder of success it can scarcely

afford any personal advantages whatever," it is clear that

this is not to obtain universally. Among the " advan-

tages " we find not only " gain to the public " but " gain

to ourselves "
; we read of " noteworthy advantages, social

and material, to the persons " who form the Institute.

We also read :
" Among its other objects, the Institute of

Chemistry exists undoubtedly for the purpose of improv-

ing the position and prospects of professional chemists "
;

we further find that the Institute "will add alike to the

social and substantial attractiveness of the chemical pro-

fession."

We do not find too many references to researches not of

a directly remunerative kind, but Prof. Odling makes
one concession : he thinks that among the members of

the Institute " some proportion, at any rate, will find the

pursuit of research the vocation for which they are espe-

cially qualified, and for which they will, IN THE SEED-

SOWING TIME OF THEIR LIFE, be willing to make, as

others have made before them, even considerable pro-

fessional sacrifices."

Ilias in mice. In the phrase we have put into capitals

we have the real key to the address. It would appear

that the life of a chemist shoidd be divided into two

periods—Seed-time and Harvest. Research may be the

seed, the harvest must be gold. The continued pursuit

of truth, the continued love of science for its own sake,

may be left to the unwise. The ideal chemist is one who
uses research only as an investment. He carefully limits

it to his earliest years. By it he is to gain a reputation

as a man of science. His reputation thus gained procures

for him a post of high scientific honour and position.

The " seed-sowing time " is now over. The golden

harvest is ripe. It has to be reaped and garnered. The
duties of the position of honour obtained by the original

investment are therefore to be thrown to the winds in

order that this may be done. He is now a man of " pro-

fessional eminence" : he is now on " the higher steps of

the ladder of success."

Does any one think that his electors have a right to

protest or his friends to lament .-' Certainly not ; they

have no such right. Their feelings have simply arisen

from their ignorance of the Whole Duty of a chemical

Man.

In these days of rapid intercommunication among
nations we know that Prof Odhng's address will be carried

to our brethren beyond the seas and to many centres of

scientific activity in other lands. We wish it to be known,
therefore, that the spirit it breathes is an alien spirit,

repugnant to students of pure science in this country.

CENTRAL AMERICAN COLEOPTERA
Biologia Cen/rali-Americana. Insecta : Colcoptera. Vol.

I. Part I. By H. W. Bates. (London : R. H. Porter,

18S1-S4.)

THIS part of Godman and Salvin's great work is now
complete, and though called a part is practically a

volume, with introduction, indices, and completed pagina-

tion ; its publication has extended over four years. It

deals with the two great families of carnivorous beetles

—

the Cicindelidfe and Carabidx—and consists of 316 pages

of letterpress and thirteen plates of coloured figures. The
number of species of the two families recorded from the

region is 1086, belonging to 154 genera. Nine new

genera and about 450 new species are described, this

latter figure including, however, a certain number of

species characterised for the purposes of this work in the

j"r«vrrf/Vzg-J- of the Zoological Society for 1878 and a few

others similarly dealt with in the Annals and Magazine

of Natural History. In his introduction the author

touches on some points of geographical distribution, and

states that the inclusion of the central highlands of

Mexico and Guatemala in the Nearctic province by

Wallace is not supported by these insects, but that on

the contrary they markedly confirm the essentially Neo-

tropical character of the Central American fauna. He
also is inclined to adopt the opinion that the Central

American region comprises two distinct sub-provinces, as

proposed by Salvinfrom his study of the birds, the line of

division passing probably across Nicaragua ;
and con-

siders that even the more northern of these sub-provinces

is not a southern extension of the Nearctic province, but

rather a remarkably distinct sub-province of the Neo-

tropical fauna.

In the body of the work the distribution and extent of

each genus is briefly stated, and, so far as known, every
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locality within the region for each species is recorded
;

thus, as so iarge a number of new species are described,

it is evident that the volume will be an indispensable

necessity to every future student of the Neotropical

Adephaga. It contains moreover what is practically a

new classification of the family Carabidie. Its author

has long been known and respected as an entomological

systematist, for it is now nearly twenty-five years since he

inaugurated a rational classification of the Rhopalocera or

butterflies. He has been recognised since the death of

Baron Chaudoir as the one entomologist possessing an ex-

tensive yet intimate knowledge of theCarabidas of the whole

world. But Chaudoir, though he published a crowd of

valuable memoirs on the family, died without leaving

behind him any general work on its classification. It

is therefore a matter for congratulation that the author

of this beautiful volume has presented us with a syste-

matic arrangement as complete as the faunistic nature

of the work permitted ; it is one that requires, indeed,

comparatively little supplement from the faunae of other

countries to render it quite complete. Assisted by the

labours of LatreilIe,Dejean, Lacordaire, Schiodte, Leconte,

and Chaudoir, and availing himself largely of the valuable

work recently published by Horn, he has been able to

form of the numerous sub-families, which are the equiva-

lents of Horn's tribes, aggregates of greater importance,

which he terms subdivisions. The family Carabids is of

such enormous extent— 12,000 species being known, with

a vast number of others to come—that the necessity of

some series of intelligible aggregates subordinate to the

division, but superior to the tribe or sub-family, is un-

deniable, and Mr. Bates' attempt to furnish such a series

is therefore of great value, even though his subdivisions

are at present capable of only loose and partly traditional

definition. The division II, of Carabid^ comprises eight

of these subdivisions based chiefly on the form and
sexual clothing of the male tarsi and on the form
of the apices of the elytra. It is evident that the

classification of such an enormous comple.>c as the

Carabidas will require for its perfection the combined
efforts of many naturalists, and if Mr. Bates's subdivisions

are sufficiently natural they will be gradually evoluted and
perfected by others, and we may therefore indicate that

the first of them, viz. the Diversimani or Pedunculati

seems scarcely tenable. The variability of structure or

an organ amounts only to a negative, not a positive state-

ment, and is therefore useless for practical purposes ; and
if we add to this, that other characters now considered in

the Carabida: to be of much importance, such as the

number of glabrous joints at the base of the antennas, are

also subject to much variation in the aggregate, it is evi-

dent that a change in its composition is inevitable. We
would also venture to call in question the propriety of

treating the Pseudomorphinffi as merely a sub-family of

Truncatipennes. Horn accords them the much higher

rank equivalent to the " division " of Bates, and as they

are to a considerable extent synthetic between the univer-

sally recognised two great divisions of Carabida, it is

probable that this will, from a systematic point of view,

prove nearly correct. Bates, however, only expresses

himself with considerable hesitation on this point, and as

the group is chiefly Australian, it will devolve on some
student of the Australian fauna to work out this ques-

tion of primary importance to the classification of the

Adephaga.

The thirteen plates with which the volume is adorned

supply coloured figures of no less than 325 species repre-

senting upwards of 100 genera. The figures are litho-

graphs coloured by hand, and though they are, we believe,

about the best that can be obtained in this country at

present, they are certainly not equal to some of the

refined lithographic figures of insects that have in recent

years been produced in Austria ; they are, however, so

good as to enable the species to be recognised from them
with certainty, and will therefore be a very welcome boon

to entomologists.

Messrs. Godman and Salvin, the editors of the work,

are to be congratulated on this satisfactory completion of

the first part of the Coleoptera. No faunistic work that

has hitherto been published gives anything near to so

complete an idea of the vast wealth of tropical nature in

insects, it being usual for only a few of the more con-

spicuous forms of this class to be described or illustrated
;

and if the Insecta can be completed in a manner at all

corresponding to this first instalment, we shall have a

work quite without rival in its way, and that will be

painted out as an illustration of what can be accomplished

in our country and generation by the liberality and energy

of private individuals. The assistance rendered to science

by the publication of this volume has been supplemented

by the presentation to the nation of the magnificent col-

lection of Geodephaga accumulated by Mr. Godman for

the purposes of the work ; it consists of gS6 species, and

nearly 8000 specimens, something like 400 of the species

being represented by the typical examples, and is now in

the British Museum of Natural History at South

Kensington. D. S.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Outlines of Natural PJulosopliy. By J. D. Everett.

(London : Blackie and Sons, 1885.)

' This book is intended to supply the widely-felt want of
a work at once easy enough for a class reading-book and
precise enough for a text-book." " The woodcuts with
which the work is profusely illustrated are not thrown in

for mere ornament, but have been carefully dcsigtied and
selected for the elucidation of the text, and are fully ex-

plained." Had it not been for the single word which we
have put in italics in the second of these extracts from
the Preface, we should have at once concluded, from its

general tenor, that this work was written to explain a long
series of plates (most of them unmistakably French)
which have already done duty in various elementary
books. We were reminded of Warrington's exhortation,

when he brought the proof-plate to Pendennis :

—
" Now,

boy, here's a chance for you. Turn me off a copy of
verses to this."

These plates form a wonderful collection. Some are

really excellent ; not only from the scientific, but even
from the artistic, point of view. In others, notably
Figs. 88, 93, 94, loi, 102, 130, 160, the artistic pre-

dominates over the scientific to such an extent as to

render them positively misleading to the beginner. Thus
in Fig. 88 the shadow of a sphere, cast by a luminous
point on a plane, is drawn in such a manner as to outrage
all the Laws of Projective Geometry ; and the pleasing
sketch Fig. 93 can only be explained (if at all) by a most
peculiar state of the air over the still water. Thus, the
eaves of a house are depicted as seen by reflection at a
portion of the water-surface, from which (as the drawing
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shows) they are absolutely concealed by a hedge, while

the image of the sloping roof above appears exactly as

the roof itself does to the distant spectator who is nearly

at the same level ! Such at least must be the case, unless

we make the audacious supposition that the more distant

parts of this picture represent a flat surface, the drop-

scene of a theatre ! ! Let the reader try to put his hand
and its images in the aspects shown in Fig. 94 ; or let him
try, as in Fig. loi, to see by aH but direct reflection in a

concave mirror an object situated far beyond its rim !

On the other hand there are some wierd or Rhada-
manthine scenes (as Figs. 134, 135, 13S) ; and a couple at

least (Figs. 99, 139) quite Lavaterian in their graphic
realisation of human imbecility.

With such a frame-work or skeleton what could be
expected of the book ? Certainly not much ; and it is so

far to the credit of Prof. Everett that he has realised a
fair amount of that little. But to what class of readers

this book can possibly be of use, is one of those un-
fathomable questions which only a Mental Philosopher
dares to attack. There is not, so far as we have seen,

any rcasotiing in the book. Statements merely, and
illustrated by pictures ! To each paragraph, when the

imprint of its figure-nucleus or c/zV/w'has been exhibited,

we might append a slight but important variation of the

usual mathematical formula :

—

OUOD ERAT MONSTRANDUM !

The Moon, Considered as a Planet, a IVorid, and a Satel-

lite. By James Nasniyth, C.E., and James Carpenter,

F.R..'\.S., late of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.
With 26 Plates and numerous Woodcuts. (London :

Murray, 1885.)

This is a third edition of a book which we have already
reviewed in our columns. The two previous editions

were issued in the quarto form, the present one is in the

octavo. It is well known that this work contains the

most exquisite illustrations of lunar phenomena extant.

They chiefly consist of photographs of models which,
when placed in the sun-light, faithfully reproduce the
lunar effects of light and shadow. Lovers of astronomy
are much indebted to Mr. Nasmyth for his brilliant idea,

and it is to be hoped that this re-issue in a cheaper form
will bring this admirable volume within the reach of many
who have previously been debarred from perusing it.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editordoes not hold hi/nsetfresponsible/or opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[ The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

ofcommunications containinginterestingand novel facts.^

Weather Forecasts

In your number for November 2, 1882, you were kind enough
to insert a letter from me on the subject of " Weather Fore-

casts." The letter was occasioned by what appeared to me a

conspicuous failure in the forecast which was published in the

newspapers for October 24. In consequence of communications

which followed the publication of my letter and my own con-

sideration of the subject, I was led to move in the Huuse o

Lords for a Return of the "Storms which have visited the

British Islands between Januaiy I, 1874, and December 31

1883, and of which no warning has been issued from the Meteoro-

logical Office ; with a Notice of the Quarter from which each

Unwarned Storm has reached the Coast." This Return, which

"as ordered to be printed August 7, 1884, is in some respects a

remarkable document. It contains a recoid of nearly 120 un-

warned storms, or an average of nearly 12 in each year. Large
as this number appears to be, I was not encouraged by the

correspondence which I had with several experts to hope that

much could be done to improve the system of forecasting, and I

have taken no further action.

One point, however, connected with the Return appears tc

me to deserve notice.

On examining it I found to my surprise that the storm of

October 24 was omitted altogether. This seemed to me to be

strange ; but my friend, the Rev. F. Redford, a well-known

local meteorologist (since deceased), gave me some technical

explanation of the omission with which I was compelled to rest

content. In the interesting Blue-Book, however, entitled

"Principles of Forecasting by means of Weather Charts, by the

Hon. Ralph Abercromby," issued by the authority of the

Meteorological Council, I find the failure connected with the

great storm of October 24, 1882, duly chronicled and recognised.

These are Mr. Abercromby's words (p. gi) :

—

" Our last illustration will be that of a kind which fortu:~ateIy

rarely occurs, viz. the sudden formation of a cyclone in an unex-

pected position, which entirely upsets all forecasting. In Fig.

62 [the figure is of course here omitted] we give a chart for

6 p.m., October 23, 1882. In it we see the most familar fe.atures

of the westerly type of weather, and though the barometer was
falling over the Bay of Biscay and rising over Scotland, there

was no reason to expect that the ordinary sequence of that kind

of weather would be disturbed, that is to say, that west and

south-west winds, with rather showery weather, would prevail.

Accordingly the following forecasts were issued."

Then follows the table of forecasts as given in my letter before

referred to, and ending with "Warnings, none issued."

" When we come to look, however, at Fig. 63 [this figure

here omitted], the chart for S a.m. the following morning, we
find that a small well-defined cyclone had formed during the

night over the English Channel, which moved during the day

towards north-north-east, and thereby produced continuous rain

with complete shifts of the wind through 180° in many parts

of the country, so that the forecasts issued were a complete

failure."

Now, observe Mr. Abercromby's practical conclusion :

—

" It may be well to consider how failures of this sort may be

guarded against. The answer undoubtedly is, by taking ob-

servations at shorter intervals than fourteen hours, as on this

occasion. On diis particular night a halo—a sure sign that the

cyclone had begun to form—was seen near London at to p.m.,

and it is therefore certain that if the observations could have been

taken at 11 p m., or midnight, such a completefailure vr'ght have

been avoided."

These words seem to imply that something more might be

done to give warning of storms. If we undertake to give these

warnings, we ought not to let any question of expense stand in

the way of making the warnings as complete and as correct as

possible. An unwarned storm occurring on an average once a

month is a serious consideration. It is not worthy of the

greatest maritime nation in the world to be neglectful or

niggardly in this matter. H. Carlisle

Rose Castle, Carlisle, November 20

P.S.—I forward herewith a copy of the Return of " Unwarned

Storms."

Scandinavian Ice-Flows,

Referring to the map in CroU's " Climate and Time," which

is leproduced in his "Climate and Cosmology" (p. 133), and

which traces the ice-flows of the Glacial period from the two

sides of the Scandinavian peninsula, it will be seen that the said

flow bifurcates in the North Sea, and that the bifurcation is at

the position of the Dogger bank. I should be glad to be in-

formed whether this fact has been observed or commented upon

in any geological work. J. D. Hooker
Kew, November 23
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Can an Animal Count ?

Sir John Lubbock, in his interesting paper on animal intel-

ligence (Nature, vol. xxxiii. pp. 46-7), virtually puts this

question with reference to the dog. But the question whether
a dog, or any other animal, can count will depend upon what
we mean by counting. In the ordinary and correct signification

of the term, counting consists in applying conventional signs to

objects, events, &c., as when we say "one," "two," "three,"
to the striking of a clock. Clearly in this sense there is no
reason to suppose that any animal can count. But there is another
sense in which the term " counting " may be used

—

i.e. as desig-
nating the process of distinguishing, with respect to number,
between the relative contents of two or more perceptions.
While addres.sing an audience of 100 individuals a lecturer can
immediately perceive that it does not contain 1000 ; and even
without, in the true sense, counting them may make a tolerably
close guess at their number. The accuracy of such a guess will

depend upon two conditions. The first of these is the number
of units to be computed, and the second is the previous jDractice

he may have had in that kind of computation. Thus, every
man is able to tell the difference between one and two, two and
three, &c., up to perhaps seven and eight objects or events,
without resorting to the e.Npedient of marking olf each with a
separate sign. But somewhere about this point most persons
require to adopt a system of numerical notation, if they desire
to be accurate ; and probably no one, without either special
practice or some such system, could be perfectly sure whether he
held eleven or twelve shillings in his hand, or whether a clock
had just struck eleven or twelve. Indeed, it is just because of
the rapidly-increasing difficulty of thus computing diminishing
diflferences of ratio by immediate perception, that primitive man
first lays the foundations of arithmetic by marking off the objects
or events upon his fingers and toes. As already indicated, how-
ever, special practice makes a great difterence in tlie accuracy
with which such instantaneous computation can be made.
Several years ago Prof. Preyer, of Jena, tried some experiments
upon this subject, and found, if I remember correctly, that after
a course of special training one might acquire the power of
instantaneously distinguishing between twenty and twenty-one
dots promiscuously scattered over a piece of paper.
Now, it is clearly only in this way that animals can be sup-

posed to count at all ; and, therefore, the only question is as to

how far they are able to take immediate cognisance of the pre-
cise numerical content of a perception—or, in the case of a
series of events, how far they are able to take similar cognisance
of their past perceptions. But, as Sir John Lubbock observes,
there is no record of any experiments having been made in this

direction. Houzeau (tom. ii. p. 207) says that the mules used
in the tramways at New Orleans are able to count five ; for they
have to make five journeys from one end of the tramway to the
other before they are released, and they make four of these
journeys without showing that they expect to be released, but
bray at the end of the fifth. If this is really a case of " count-
ing," in the incorrect sense of the term (and not due to observing
some signs of their approaching release), it is probably due to

their perception of a known amount of fatigue, a known duration
of time, or some other such measure.

Several years ago my sister tried to teach an intelligent terrier

to fetch a stated number of similar little woollen balls placed in

a box at a distance from herself—the number stated, or ordered,
being purposely varied from one to six. But although she is

good at teaching animals, and here went to work judiciously in

ways which I need not wait to describe, the result, as in the
case given by Sir John Lubbock, was a total failure.

My object in making these remarks is to point out that in

experiments of this kind the game seems scarcely worth the candle.

Even if it were proved that a dog could "count" up to any
particular number, all that we should have proved would be that

the dog is able to distinguish between the degrees of two or

more jjerceptions of a given kind ; we could not thus prove any
abstract conception of number on the part of the animal, such
as is implied on the part of the " Damara floundering hopelessly
in a calculation." Howsoever hopeless such floundering may be
if the man is really calculating— i. e. employing some system of

numerical signs—his operations are being conducted on a totally

different psychological level from those of the bitch who, in

surveying her litter of puppies, perceives that there is not so
great a mass of them as she reinembers to have perceived before.

Psychologically considered, the artifice of numerical notation is

as far above any such faculty of simple perception, as the artifice

of alphabetical writing is above that of simple association. I

cannot doubt that a moment's thought would have shown Sir
John Lubbock how needless was his precaution—while esta-
blishing certain associations of ideas in a dog's mind between
written words on a card and the things signified—of spelling
the words phonetically, "so as not to trouble him by our
intricate spelling."

It is a most interesting fact that a dog's attention can be so
far fixed upon written signs that a special association of ideas
admits of being established between them and the things signi-

fied ; but the psychological distance between establishing such a
special association and spelling a word is so enormous as not to
admit of computation. And similarly, even if my sister had
succeeded in teaching her terrier to fetch a stated number of
balls at word of command, no one could have supposed that she
had thus taught the animal to count, in the sense of employing
any .system of numerical notation : she would only have proved
the degree in which this animal was able to perceive, without
counting, the different appearances presented by this, that, or
the other volume of balls in a box.

George J. Romanes

Lodge's "Mechanics"

Permit me to thank Prof. Tait for his kind and amusing
criticism of my little book. I am struck with comic horror at

the thought that anything in the preface can be construed
into a comparison between works like Thomson and Tait,

Clerk-Maxwell and W. K. Clifford, with such elementary
picture-books as Deschanel and Ganot. I do not indeed
share Prof. Tait's contempt for these "foreign" books; a
student will find in them details, about (say) barometers or air-

pumps, for which he may search the other works mentioned in

vain. I did not urge students to read Thomson and Tait,

because to those who can the advice is superfluous ; to those
who cannot it is disheartening. I did, and do, recommend
such junior students as we get at provincial colleges to read
easy works on Physics—not always because they contain a
profound and satisfactory statement of principles, for how few of

them do, but because they explain a multitude of details and
experimental developments with which it w.as unwise to encumber
a little book dealing mainly with vital principles, and aiming
at being, in its humble way, an introduction to the classics of

the science.

My book is primarily intended as milk for babes ; and while
it would be cruel to tell a baby to look at the sun, it is possible

to direct his attention to a gas-light with some pleasure and
satisfaction. Oliver Lodge

University College, Liverpool, November 13

The Resting Position of the Oyster—A Correction

In a late number of Nature (vol. x.i.xii. p. 597) Mr. J. T.
Cunningham makes the extraordinary announcement that Wood-
ward, Jeffrey, and Huxley were wrong in asserting that the

oyster rests on the left side. I am in a position to state with
positive certainty that it is invariably the left valve of the fry of

the oyster which becomes affixed to a foreign object. I have
examined thousands of very young adherent spat ranging in size

from i-90th of an inch to 2 inches in diameter, and have never
found an exception to this rule. Besides the positive statements

to the same effect made by Huxley and others, I would refer the

reader to a brief paper by myself entitled " On the Mode of Fixa-

tion of the Fry of the Oyster " {Bull. U.S. Fish Commission, vol.

ii. , 1S82, pp. 383-387) ; but I would caution the reader that Figs.

3 to 8 were reversed through an unfortunate oversight, as the apices

of the umbos of all the larval shells figured on p. 387 should be
directed to the left instead of to the right side. This blunder of
the artist is pointed out in the explanation to plate 75, where
the figures from the above-cited notice are reproduced in my
paper entitled " A Sketch of the Life-History of the Oyster,"

forming Appendix II. to "A Review of the Fossil Ostreidas of

North America," by Charles A. White, M.D. , and Prof. Angelo
Ileilprin. In another paper of mine, " The Metamorphosis and
Post-Larval Development of the Oyster," Rep. U.S. Fish

Commissioner, Part 10, for 1SS2, p. 784, Fig. 2 shows the larval

shell, L, of the young spat in normal position, with the umbo
directed to the left. This figure may be compared with advan-
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lage in respect to the points raised here with the figure of the

external anatomy of the adult on plate 73 in my " Sketch of

the Life- History of the Oyster," already cited.

Mr. Cunningham's inference that the left valve, usually

regarded as the lower one, is really the upper, because he finds

worm-tubes and hydroids most abundant on the convex or left

valve, is founded upon an imperfect acquaintance with the habits

of the oyster. For, if living oysters are thrown into the water

they will invariably fall upon the bottom with the left valve down-
ward. If dead oyster-shells—free valves—be similarly thrown

into the water, they will invariably fall with the hollow side up,

and the convex one down. And furthermore, both living and dead

shells remain in just the position in which they fall. Dead
shells sown as cultch, or collectors, fall in such a position, and

most of the spat is "caught'' on the exposed parts of the under

surface of such shells, whereas little is found on the upper

surface. The reason for this is that the sediment which is

deposited on the upper surfaces, asphy.xiates the young oyster-

fry and the other larvte which affix themselves before they can

become established and strong enough to resist its effects. The
affixed organisms on the exposed inclined under surfaces of the

shells, are, on the other hand, protected from the accumulation

of sediment.

It is also well known that the right valve of the oyster is

always the most deeply pigmented, while the lower or left one

is paler. This is always the case when oysters lie almost flat on
the bottom. When crowded together on the natural banks in a

vertical position, there is less difference between the colours of

the valves. This difference is obviously due to some influence

exerted by the position of the aspects of the body of the animal

in respect to light, the same as in land and aquatic animals

generally. I would conclude, for this last reason alone, that the

right valve of the oyster is normally always uppermost, were it

not for the fact that I have observed all the stages of transition

from the spat to the adult condition in confirmation of such a

conclusion. It is true that many young oysters have the right

valve looking down when allowed to grow upon cultch or shells

which have been sown upon the bottom to favour the collection

of the spat, but that circumstance by no means subverts the

conclusions of such cautious and careful observers as Brooks,

Woodward, Jeffrey, Huxley, Horst, and others.

John A. Ryder
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, U.S.A.,

November 1

1

The Rotation Period of Mars

One or two points in Prof. Bakhuysen's investigation of the

.rotation period of Mars require correction :

—

First, my determination of the period, as finally corrected,

|was 24h. 37m. 22725., correct within 002s. The correction

arose from the detection of a small clerical error. My final

result was deduced from a comparison of observations by myself
in 1873, with observations by Kaiser in 1864, Madler in 1830-

1837, Sir W. Herschel in the last quarter of the eighteenth cen-

tury, Huyghens and Hooke in 1666. I have since used the

•best observations during the oppositions of 1S81 and 1S83, with-

out finding any occasion for changing my result even by one-

j

hundredth part of a second, though I place no reliance on the
' second decimal figure.

But, secondly. Prof. Bakhuysen, like Mr. Denning some time
'since, has taken Kaiser's result uncorrected for the clerical

errors—very seriously affecting it—which I detected in 1873.
Kaiser counted three days too many in comparing Hooke's ob-

j

servation with his own : one day through a mistake in cor-

irecting for change of style, and two days (apparently) from
! counting the years 1700 and 1800 as leap-years. His thus
taking three days too many of terrestrial time had the effect

—

I

since three corresponding Martian rotations were taken in—of

I

introducing a deficiency amounting to three times the excess of
a Martian over a terrestrial day, that is, 3 X 37m. 227s., or

67,281 tenths of a second. This, divided by the total number of
Martian rotations, about 88,900, gives as a correction about
o'077s. to be added to both Kaiser's estimates, making them

I respectively 24h. 37m. 22'697s. and 24h. 37m. 22'668s., the
jmean of which, 24h. 37m. 22'6S25s., is practically the same as
the value I assigned, viz. 24h. 37m. 227s.

I think it probable that Schmidt (and perhaps Prof. Bakhuy-
sen, too) followed Kaiser so far as the error of three days was

1

concerned. It would naturally be taken for granted that this

part of Kaiser's work was free from error. If I had not been
determined to find out where and how Kaiser's calculations

differed from my own, I should not have found out his mistake,

for certainly one would not expect to find two large errors in a

work perfectly free from small ones. But so it was. I may
remark that Prof. Newcomb, of Washington, went through my
calculation, finding it correct, and that Kaiser really had made
the mistake I indicated.

As this correction re-established what Kaiser had doubted,
the accuracy of Hooke's observations, and of my own interpre-

tation of them. Prof. Bakhuysen's correction is scarcely ad-
missible. For a difference of o"o6s., multiplied by 88,900 for

the Martian rotations between Hooke .and Kaiser in 1873, gives

a total discrepancy of an hour and a half, nearly all of which
must be assigned to Hooke's observations and Huyghens'
(which I brought into agreement with Hooke's by correcting

Kaiser's one-day error for change of style).

RicHD. A. Proctor
5, Montague Street, Russell Square, W.C., November 23

Beloit College Observatory

My attention has been called to a paragraph in Nature
(vol. xxxii. p. 514), which, quoting from Science, speaks of

"the Astronomical Observatory of Beloit College as closed for

lack of funds. " 1 1 is not strange that you express surprise at

this announcement. Permit me to say that it is positively

untrue. So far as I can learn, the only authority for it is a

strange and entirely unwarranted statement from our late

Director. Mr. Tatlock's connection with our Observatory
closed on July t last. Within one week of that date Mr. Charles
A. Bacon was appointed his successor, and a few weeks later

he appeared and took charge. He has already proved himself

competent, both as an observer and as an instructor. New
arrangements are made for both meteorological and astro-

nomical observations, and special attention will be given to

solar and spectroscopic work. Though not richly endowed,
our "Smith Observatory" is well equipped, and under its

present direction its facilities will be made helpful to both the

advancement and the diffusion of science. A. L. Chapin
Beloit College, Wisconsin, October 31

CONFERENCE OF DELEGATES OF CORRE-
SPONDING SOCIETIES OF THE BRITISH
ASSOCIATION, HELD AT ABERDEEN
A NEW branch of the British Association glided un-
**- obtrusively into e.\istence at Aberdeen, under the
new rules passed in the previous year : I mean the Con-
ference of Delegates of Corresponding Societies. The
Committee to whom the general arrangements connected
with this new branch is intrtisted are now issuing a
circular to the Corresponding Societies, signed by myself
as its Chairman, and by Prof. Meldola as its Secretary,

in which they give an account of the proceedings at

Aberdeen, with comments thereon. Much of this will be
of general interest, as it helps to explain the functions

of the Conference, which, as the proceedings showed,
were imperfectly understood by many of the delegates

themselves. The report is too long to ask you to print it

in full, and on the other hand its general purport is more
easily seized by leaving out details. I therefore limit

myself to sending you extracts from it, with connecting-

links of e.\planation to make them read continuously.

The Corresponding Societies Committee of the British

Association beg to lay the following statement of work done at

Aberdeen, with comments thereon, before the Presidents and
Councils of the various Societies whose applications for enrol-

ment as Corresponding Societies of the British Association had
been granted.

The Conference of Delegates was held on Thursday, Sep-
tember 10, and on Tuesday, September 15, both meetings
having been called at 3.15 p.m., and lasting in each case about

one hour.
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(Here follows a list of the various Corresponding
Societies and of the attendance of their respective

representatives.)

At the first meeting

The Secretary read the first report of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, which had been presented to the Council
and accepted by the General Committee of the British Associa-

tion. Methods of procedure were then discussed, and explana-
tions as to the functions of the Conference were given by the

Chairman and Secretary in reply to questions or otherwise.

After some informal conversation, invited by the Chair-
man for an interchange of views, in which suggestions
were made as to the nature of the work which miglit be
taken up by Local Societies,

The Chairman explained that ah hough individual delegates might
perhaps like to lake advantage of the Conference to mention in-

formally and when time permitted, any work in which their

Society was engaged, with the object of comparing views with,

or obtaining assistance from, their brother delegates, it did not

fall within the functions of the Conference to .suggest or to

initiate any scheme of local investigation. It was their function

simply to consider how such schemes of the kind, as had been
previously considered and adopted hy the British Association,

through its General Committee, could be best carried out. If

any delegate desired to formally propose to the Conference any
subject for local investigation, he must do so through the regular

channels along which all proposals that receive the sanction of

the British Association have to pass. In such cases the subject

must first be brought before the Committee of the Section
within whose province it lies. It is for that Sectional Com-
mittee in the first instance to discuss its merits, and if they
approve of the idea they will forward it, backed with their

approval, to the Committee of Recommendations, whose duty tt

is to revise all such proposals, especially when they involve
grants of money, and to submit tliem in their revised form to the
General Committee, under whose sanction they become invested
with the full authority of the British Association. Every pro-

posal that has been appro\ed by a Sectional Committee, and is

concerned with local investigation, will be forwarded under the
new rules by the Secretary of the Section to the Secretary of the

Conference, at the same time that he forwards it to the Com-
mittee of Recommendations. The hour and day of the meetings
would not admit of delaying the consideration of the proposals
by the Conference until they had passed through their final

stages and had received the formal sanction of the Association,
but practically little or no difficulty will arise from this forestall-

ment of their final approval, because it is a matter of experience
that the deliberate approval of a Sectional Committee is rarely
over-ruled on after-consideration, except it be on the grounds of
finance, in which case the investigation would simply be aban-
doned. The real point of importance is that every proposal
should pass its first and principal ordeal before a Sectional Com-
mittee before it becomes admissible as a subject of formal con-
sideration by the Conference of Delegates. He also reminded
the Conference that, in accordance with Rule 7 of the rules

relating to Corresponding Societies, " The Conference may also
discuss propositions bearing on the promotion of more systematic
observation and plans of operation, and of greater uniformity in

the mode of publishing results."

At the second meeting of the Conference the following
recommendations for the appointment of Committees
intrusted with local inquiries were read to the Con-
ference :

—

(i) For the purpose of defining the racial characters of the
inhabitants of the British Isles. Dr. Carson explained the
objects of this Committee, and invited tlie co-operation of the
Local Societies.

(2) For the purpose of recording the position, height above
the sea, lithological characters, size, and origin of the erratic

blocks of England, Wales, and Ireland, reporting other matlers
of interest connected with the ^ame, and taking measures for

their preservation.

(3) For the purpose of investigating the circulation of the
underground waters in the permeable formations of England,
and the quality and quantity of the water supplied to various

towns and districts from these formations.

(4) For the purpose of inquiring into the rate of erosion of the

sea-coasts of England and Wales, and the influence of the arti-

ficial abstraction of shingle or other material in that action.

Mr. C. E. De Ranee made brief statements explanatory of the

work of each of the three foregoing Committee?, and pointed out

the manner m which assistance could be rendered by the Local
Societies.

A letter was read from the Secretary of .Section D, trans-

mitting a recommendation that the subject of the preservation of

the native plants of this country should be brought under the

notice of the Local Societies, and deputing Prof W. Hillhouse

to bring this subject before the delegates present at the Con-
ference.

In accordance with the foregoing recommendation. Prof
Hillhouse gave numerous instances of the extermination of rare

plants from certain localities by dealers, to whom their habitat

had become known. He stated that, having been empowered
by the Sectional Committee to represent their views on this

subject, he had thought it desirable to draw up the following

protest :

—

" We view with regret and indignation the more or less com-
plete extirpation of many of our rarest or most interesting native

plants. Recognising that this is a subject in which Local Societies

of naturalists will take great interest, and can exercise especial

influence, we urge upon the delegates of Corresponding
Societies the importance of extending to plants a little of that

protection which is already accorded by legislature to animals

and prehistoric monuments, and of steadily discouraging and,

where possible, of preventing any undue removal of such plants

from their natural habitats ; .and we trust that they will bring

these views under the notice of their respective Societies."

It was then arranged : (l) That the above gentlemen (or, if more
convenient, the Chairman or the Secretary of the Committees
they severally represent) should communicate witli each of the

delegates as soon as the details of their proposed investigations

had been matured. {2) That each delegate should thereupon

do his best to interest the members of his Society, and, if

thought desirable, the Society itself, in the subject of investiga-

tion, and should send to his correspondent the names and
addresses of such persons in his neighbourhood as might be
likely to render willing and effectual help, so as to put him at

once in direct communication with them.
It was further agreed that, with the view of making the dele-

gates personally acquainted with one another, it was advisable

to give them an opportunity of dining together at an early day
during the meeting, and Prof Meldola was authorised to make
the necessary arrangements for tlie following year at Birming-

ham. Thursday was suggested as a convenient day for the

dinner, but it seems better on reconsideration to adopt Wednes-
day, at 6. After the dinner the delegates would proceed to the

places reserved for them at the opening evening meeting to he.ar

the President's address. Particulars of the place and cost of

the dinner, &c. , will be posted on the notice board in the

reception room.
The Corresponding Societies Committee have now to point

out that, although thirty-nine Societies were admitted as Cor-

responding Societies, only t\iii»nty-thi-ee of them nominated
delegates. Of the twenty-three delegates only eleven were
present at the final meeting to hear the explanations of

the gentlemen who attended f^r the purpose of making
them, and of placing themselves in personal communica-
tion with the several delegates. The Committee feel sure

that the delegates who failed to attend the Conference had
not realised the character of the engagement into which
they had entered, and that they must have erroneously

regarded their title and privileges as purely honorary, and
their duties as sinecures. The Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee desire it to be clearly understood that such is not the

case, as the work intrusted to the delegates is real and im-

portant. Conspicuous notices of the times and place of meeting

of the Conference had been posted in prominent positions in the

reception room and in the sectional rooms, so that ignorance of

the meetings could hardly be pleaded in excuse. The position

of each delegate is that of a person of scientific influence in his

own neighbourhood, who, by the acceptance of his title and its

privileges, pledges himself to act as a friendly intermediary

between those Committees of the British Association who are

occupied with local investigations and the local scientific men
who are known to him. It is his duty to make himself well

informed of the n.ature of the proposed inquiries sanctioned by
the British Association as personally explained by the represent-
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atives of the respective Committees, and to qualify himself as

far as possible for the honourable post of local correspondent.

It is in return for the prospect of this very valuable assistance

that the position of a member of the General Committee is

granted to each delegate, and the privilege is accorded of having

published in the Reports of the British Association a catalog le

of the local investigations of the Society which he represents.

Hereafter the Corresponding Societies Committee will take into

consideration the advisability of not recommending for re-

election those Societies whose delegates fail to attend the

meetings of the Conference without adequate explanation.

These views were expressed by tlie Chairman at the second

meeting of the Conference, and they appeared to be fully in

harmony with the feelings of the delegates who were present.

The above e.xtracts contain all that is of general im-

portance in the circular letter. Whether or no the Con-
ference of Delegates will grow into an important branch
of the British .'\ssociation remains to be seen. The rules

under which it is established ought to secure it from the'

danger of provoking the jealousy of Local .Societies by
the assumption of a dictatorial attitude towards them and
by interfering in their concerns ; on the other hand they
as surely prevent it from growing into the anomalous office

of an iiiipcrhim in impcrio as regards the British Associa-
tion. Consequently the success of the Conference appears
wholly to depend on an abundant and continuous supply
of good work being found for it to do, and on a sufficiency

of zeal among the delegates to perform their duties

efficiently. Fr.^ncis G.\lton

DR. CARPENTER, C.B., F.R.S.

A SHORT sketch of the life and work of the eminent
-^~^ naturalist who has recently passed from among us
will be welcome to the readers of N.^TURE.
William Benjamin Carpenter was born at Exeter in

1813, and was the fourth child and eldest son of Dr. Lant
Carpenter, a Unitarian minister. His sister, Mary Car-
penter, who died a few years since, achieved the most
important work as a philanthropist, in relation to the
treatment of prisoners and to questions affecting our
Indian fellow-subjects, and will be remembered by future
generations with no less gratitude than her brother.

In his childhood Dr. Carpenter received an excellent
education, comprising both classics and the principles of
physical science, at the school established by his father

at Bristol, and it was his intention to adopt the profession
of a civil engineer. He was, however, persuaded to

accept the opportunity offered by a medical practitioner,
Mr. Esthn, of Bristol, and to enter on the study of medi-
cine as apprentice to that gentleman. Shortly after this

he was sent, as companion to one of Mr. Estlin's patients,

to the West Indies, and on his return from this visit he
entered, at the age of twenty, the medical classes of
University College, London. After passing the examina-
tions of the College of Surgeons and the Apothecaries'
Society he proceeded to Edinburgh, where he graduated
as M.D. in 1839.

His graduation thesis on '• The Physiological Inferences
to be deduced from the Structure of the Nervous System
of Invertebrated Animals" excited considerable attention,
especially on account of the views which he advanced as
to the reflex function of the ganglia of the ventral cord of
Arthropoda.
From the first Dr. Carpenter's work showed the tend-

ency of his mind to seek for large generalisations and the
development of philosophical principles. He was a natu-
ral philosopher in the widest sense of the term—one who
was equally familiar with the fundamental doctrines of
physics and with the phenomena of the concrete sciences
of astronomy, geology, and biology. It was his aim, by
the use of the widest range of knowledge of the facts of
Nature, to arrive at a general conception of these pheno-
mena as the outcome of uniform and all-pervading laws.
His interest in the study of living things was not therefore

primarily that of the artist and poet so much as that of
the philosopher, and it is remarkable that this interest

should have carried him, as it did, into minute and elabo-

rate investigations of form and structure. Although some
of his scientific memoirs are among the most beautifully

illustrated works which have been published by any natu-
ralist, yet it is noteworthy that he himself was not a
draughtsman, but invariably employed highly skilled

artists to prepare his illustrations for him. Yet we cannot
doubt that the man who, with his dominant mental ten-

dency to far-reaching speculations, yet gave to the world
the minute and ingenious analysis of the beautiful struc-

ture of the shells of Foraminifera, had an artist's love of

form, and that the part of his life's work (for it was only a
part among the abundant results of his extraordinary
energy) which was devoted to the sea and the investiga-

tion of some of its fascinating living contents, was thus
directed by a true love of Nature in which ulterior philo-

sophy had no share.

Two books, Dr. Carpenter has told us, exerted great

influence over his mind in his student days : they were
Sir John Herschel's " Discourse on the Study of Natural
Philosophy '' and Lyell's '' Principles of Geology"—that

great book to which we owe the even greater books of
Charles Darwin. Taking the " Principles" in some way
as his model. Dr. Carpenter produced in 1839 his first

systematic work, under the title " Principles of General
and Comparative Physiology, intended as an Introduction
to the Study of Human Physiology and as a Guide to the

Philosophical Pursuit of Natural History." Admirable
as was the execution of this work in many ways, its great
iTierit lay in the conception of its scope. It was in fact

the first attempt to recognise and lay down the lines of a
science of " Biology " in an educational form. Carpenter's
" Comparative Physiology " is the general or elementary
" Biology " of the present day—traced necessarily upon
the less secure foundations which the era of its production
permitted, viz. one year only subsequent to the date of
Schwann's immortal '" Microscopical Researches."
For five years Dr. Carpenter remained in Bristol, com-

mencing medical practice and marrying in 1840; but in

1844, feeling a distaste for the profession of medicine, he
removed to London in order to devote himself entirely to

a literary and scientific career. He was encouraged to

take this step by the success which his " Comparative
Physiology " obtained, a secontj edition having been
called for within two years of the publication of the first.

He was appointed FuUerian Professor of Physiology in

the Royal Institution during his first year in London, and
Professor and Lecturer at University College and at the

London Hospital, whilst he was also elected a Fellow of

the Royal Society.

In 185 1 Dr. Carpenter became Principal of University
Hall, the residential institution attached to University

College, where he remained until 1859. During this

period he remodelled his treatise on Physiology, issuing

the more general biological portion as " Comparative
Physiology," whilst that portion dealing with the special

physiology of man and the higher animals appeared as

his well-1-cnown " Human Phj'siology,'' which subse-

quently ran through many editions. The " Human
Physiology" is remarkable in the first place for the

chapters on the physiology of the nervous system, and
especially for the theories enunciated with regard ic the

relations of mind and brain, and the attempt to assign

particular activities to particular portions of the cerebral

structure. In arriving at his conclusions Dr. Carpenter
had to depend on arguments drawn from the facts of

comparative anatomy and of diseased or abnormal con-

ditions in man. Tliere is no doubt at the present day of

the acuteness which he displayed in his treatment of the

subject, and of the truth in a general way of the results

which he formulated. Experiment and a wider range of

observation have to some extent corrected—but on the
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whole rather extended and confirmed—the doctrines of the

early editions of the " Human Physiology" in regard to

this subject, so that he was able only a few years since to

separate this portion of the work and issue it as

a separate book, the " Mental Physiology," in which
is contained by far the most complete, consistent, and
readable account of the phenomena of mind, and their

relation to the actual structure of the brain, which exists.

Such topics as Instinct, Mesmerism, Somnambulism,
Unconscious Cerebration (his own phrase), &c., are dis-

cussed in a masterly way, and with an abundance of illus-

tration and knowledge which renders the work one of the

greatest value even to those who may differ there and there

from its theoretical conclusions.

About the period of his removal to London Dr. Car-

penter began to occupy himself with the minute study of

the structure of the calcareous shells of the Mollusca

—

being led thereto by a desire to compare the results of

the operation of living matter upon distinctly mineral

compounds (such as carbonate of lime), by way of com-
parison and in illustration of the rapidly accumulating
knowledge of cell-structure in the softer parts of living

things. This study, which resulted directly in some
valuable contributions to our knowledge of the structure

of shells, shown by these researches to be far more com-
plex than had hitherto been supposed, led on the one
hand to Dr. Carpenter's permanent identification with

the pursuit of research with the microscope, and on the

other hand to those admirable investigations of the struc-

ture and law of growth of the shells of the minute
Protozoic Foraminifera which constitute his most weighty
contribution to the special literature of science. His
microscopic studies bore fruit in the publication of " The
Microscope and its Revelations." the sixth edition of
which was issued in 18S1. The studies on the shells of

Foraminifera were continued throughout his life, being
published in four memoirs in the PSiilosophical Transac-
tions, and in a richly illustrated monograph produced by
the Ray Society in 1S62, whilst the last of his memoirs
in the Philosopliital Transactions was that on Orbitolites

bearing date so late as 18S2. It was on this subject that

Dr. Carpenter was busy at the time of his death, having
during the past few years accumulated a wealth of mate-
rial and drawings in support of his contention that the
Eozoon canadcnsc discovered by Logan in the Laurentian
rocks of Canada exhibits the distinctive structure of the
shell-substance of the higher Foraminifera. There is

reason to hope that the memoir which he had nearly
completed on this subject may yet be brought by his son.
Dr. Herbert Carpenter, into a finished form and pub-
lished.

At the age of forty (1S53), what with his larger and
smaller books, his original researches, his lectures on
medical jurisprudence at LTniversity College, and numerous
popular lectures on scientific topics. Dr. Carpenter's life

was unusually laborious and productive.
In 1S56 he was appointed Registrar of the University

of London, and for twenty-three years administered the
onerous duties of that office in such a way as to contribute
in no small degree to the success of the University, and
above all to the maintenance of the high character of its

degrees and the ample recognition of the study of natural
science for which the University is now distinguished.
He was able now to give a larger amount of time than

formerly to his original investigations, and, in his summer
holidays at Arran and elsewhere, commenced, amongst
other studies, those researches on the structure and de-
velopment of the beautiful little feather-star, which were
from time to time published in the Philosopiiical Trans-
actions, and led to his association with Wyville Thomson,
and thus to the deep-sea explorations of the Liglitning,
and subsequently of the Cliallenger.

Carpenter's memoirs on Comatula give a very full and
beautifully illustrated account of the structure of the

skeleton of the feather-star, but for many years the view
which he entertained with regard to the nature of the
axial cord which runs through the segments of the arm-
skeleton of that animal was regarded by all other ob-
servers (with scarcely an exception) as erroneous. Dr.
Carpenter considered these cords as nerve-cords, and
after his retirement from official life he made a special
visit (only five years or so ago) to the marine laboratory
erected by Dr. Dohrn at Naples, in order to test his
views by the repetition, on an extensive scale, of experi-
ments which had already appeared convincing to his

mind. These experiments, and others since carried out
by younger naturalists, have at length fairly established
the view for the truth of which the veteran observer had
long contended.
The deep-seaexplorations which Dr. Carpenter, assisted

by Prof Wyville Thomson, arranged, and for which he
succeeded in obtaining the aid of ships of the Royal
Navy, were designed not merely to search for organisms
in the great depths of the ocean, but especially to study
the ocean currents both deep and superficial, Dr. Car-
penter having a strong desire to enter upon the explana-
tion of the great physical phenomena presented by the
ocean. He himself took part in the earlier expeditions
in 1 868 and subsequent years, and though unable to leave
the ties which bound him to home, so as to join the long
Cliallcngcr Expedition, yet he closely watched the results

then obtained, and embodied the whole of his observa-
tions, and those reported from the Challenger, in some
extremely suggestive and important memoirs and lectures
on ocean circulation.

In 1879 he retired from the Registrarship of the Uni-
versity of London with a well-earned pension, and was at

once chosen as a member of the Senate of that body.
He now devoted himself with unabated vigour to the
prosecution of his studies on Foraminifera and on Coma-
tula, and to more theoretical matters, such as ocean-
currents, and the explanation of the frauds of spirit-

mediums. Though released from the duties of office, he
was still a constant attendant at the Senate of the Uni-
versity, he rarely missed a meeting of the Royal Society
or one of the annual gatherings of the British Associa-
tion, and, besides undertaking the administration of the
Gilchrist trust, delivered many lectures in all parts of the

country himself—both independently and as an emissary
of the trustees. The scheme of lectures and scholarships
instituted by the Gilchrist trustees, which is effecting an
important educational work in natural science among
classes of society excluded from regular University teach-
ing, is Dr. Carpenter's work. He wrote at this time in the
interest of the public health some admirable articles on
vaccination, as in earlier life (1849) he had from a similar

point of view treated the subject of alcoholic liquors, and
had urged the arguments for total abstinence. When past
seventy years of age he did not shrink from a journey to

the United States, where he spoke and lectured with un-
flagging vigour. The last public movement in which he
took an active part was the foundation of the Marine
Biological Association, of which he was a Vice-President,

and which is about to carry out, by means of its laboratory
on Plymouth Sound, a suggestion which is traceable to

his own proposition for the thorough exploration and
study of Pililford Haven.
The abundant and noble achievements of Dr. Car-

penter's public and scientific career did not pass without
recognition in the form of awards and titles. He received

in 1 86 1 one of the Royal medals awarded by the Council
of the Royal Society, and in 1S83 the Lyell medal of the
Geological Society. In 1S71 he was made an honorary
LL.D. of the University of Edinburgh, and in 1872 he
was President of the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, when it met at Brighton. In 1873 he
was elected Corresponding Member of the Institute of

France, and on his retirement from his official position
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at the University of London in 1879 he was nominated

C.B.
It is impossible to do justice to Dr. Carpenter's

character as a scientific man in a few lines : here no

attempt has been made to do more than indicate in

something Hke chronological order and connection of

subjects the vast amount of work which he accomplished.

Upon the present writer, whose father was his fellow-

student at University College, and who has enjoyed since

boyhood the privilege nf his friendship, Dr. Carpenter

always produced the most vivid impression of a man
of indomitable energy, who had accepted as the highest

duty and keenest delight of his life, the promotion,

whether by advocacy or by research, of true knowledge.

The tenacity and vigour with which he was wont to

expound his views on such matters of research as at the

time occupied his thoughts, and the importance and
respect which he assigned to all genuine research, were

evidences of an earnest and just nature which evoked
sympathy and esteem in all men of kindred pursuits.

In reference to Dr. Carpenter's private life and tastes,

the following extract from a weekly contemporary states,

with the authority of a member of his own family, what
might, in its absence, have been here less completely

indicated. The journal to which we are thus indebted is

an organ of the Unitarian Church, of which body Dr.

Carpenter was, throughout life, an active and orthodox

member, a fact which may or may not be brought into

connection with the fact of his incomplete acceptance of

the leading doctrines of Darwinism, though the latter

would by no means necessarily follow from the former.
" He was well versed in literature, and turned for re-

freshment in hours of weariness to his favourite Scott.

Political memoirs of his own time were read with the

keenest relish, for he had early learned from his father.

Dr. Lant Carpenter, to take a high view of a citizen's

obligations, and the Bristol riots, which he had witnessed,

made a life-long impression upon him. A brief sojourn in

Italy called forth a susceptibility to the enjoyment of art,

which was a surprise even to himself ; and in music, from
the time that he had taught himself as a young man to

play on the organ, he found unfailing recreation. Nature,
likewise, in her vaster as well as her microscopic forms,

was for him full of charm and delight, and from every

excursion he carried back memories which remained
singularly vivid and distinct. In society his immense
stores of information, his sympathetic interest in others,

his thorough enjoyment of humour though he felt unable
to originate it, made him a genial and ever-welcome com-
panion, while his friends learned how strong a confidence
might be placed in his faithfulness. Many young men
found unexpected help and encouragement in him, and
he rejoiced when he could open a way to those who were
involved in the struggles through which he had himself

once passed. The dominant conception of his life—as

was fitting in one of Puritan descent—was that of duty.

And if this sometimes took austere forms, and led him
to frame expectations which others could not always
satisfy-, an enlarging experience mellowed his judgment
and enabled him to apprehend their position from their

point as well as his own. Released from the pressure
and strain of earlier life, he was able to give freer play to

his rich affections ; and in his own family they only know
what they have lost who will never again on earth feel

his support as husband and father, brother, and friend."

E. Ray Lankester

WALTER FLIGHT, D.Sc, F.R.S.

THE close of this year has witnessed the termination
of another bright and promising life, ended all too

soon for the hopes and expectations of his many friends.

Walter Flight was the son of William P. Flight, of

Winchester, in which city he was born on January 21,

1841. He was sent, after a period of pupilage at home,
to Oueenwood College, Hampshire, in the days when
George Edmondson was head master, and Tyndall and
Debus were the teachers of science. From Oueenwood
he went to the University of Halle, where, in the labora-

tory of Prof. Heintz, he pursued his chemical studies

during the winter session of 1863-64. During 1864 and
1865 he entered the University of Heidelberg, where, in

the laboratories of the celebrated Profs. Bunsen, Kopp,
and Kirchhoff, he applied himself early to acquire that

thorough knowledge of the various branches of theoreti-

cal and practical chemistry, and that marked facility for

overcoming experimental difficulties which characterise

the practised and careful worker. From Heidelberg

Flight passed to the University of Berlin, where he re-

mained until 1867, studying and working in Prof. Hof-

mann's laboratory, and for a time filling the office of his

Secretary and Chemical Assistant.

Returning to England in 1S67, he graduated D.Sc. in

the University of London, and in the following year was
appointed by the Senate to the office of Assistant

Examiner under Prof. Debus (his former teacher at

Oueenwood). On September 5, 1867, Dr. Flight was
appointed an Assistant in the Mineralogical Department
of the British Museum. Here, under the direction of

Prof. Maskelyne, the Keeper of Mineralogy, he com-
menced a series of researches into the chemical composi-

tion of the mineral constituents of meteorites and the

occluded gases they contain. Many of the methods by
which he carried out these investigations were originated

by him in the course of the research, and displayed in a

remarkable degree his skill and ingenuity in chemical

manipulation.

He was shortly after this date appointed Examiner in

Chemistry and Physics at the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, and in 1S76 Examiner to the Royal Military

Academy, Cheltenham.
For several years Dr. Flight served on the Luminous

Meteors Committee of the British Association, to which

he lent much valuable assistance.

Between the years 1864 and 1883 he was author of

twenty-one original papers, including "A Chapter in the

History of Meteorites," which appeared in a succession

of twenty-three articles in the Geological Magazine in

1875, 1882, and 1883. He was also joint author or con-

tributor of results to many other papers, chiefly on the

chemical composition of minerals. His important memoir
on the Cranbourne, Rowton, and Middlesbrough

meteorites was read before the Royal Society in 1882,

and he was elected a Fellow in the following year.

In 1884 he was seized by illness which prostrated his

mental powers, and rendered it needful for him to resign

his appointment in the British Museum in June last, and
notwithstanding every care which medical skill or afiec-

tion of friends could devise, he succumbed on November 4,

leaving a wife and three young children to deplore his

early loss.

ON RADLA TION OF HEA T FROM THE SAME
SURFACEATDIFFERENT TEMPERA TURES
FOR some time past I have been engaged in experi-

menting on the radiation of heat from the surfaces

of wires in air and in vacuum, and I have obtained

results which have been partially communicated in

papers to the Royal Society (1S84) and to the British

Association at its last two meetings. I am at present

preparing to publish further determinations of emissivities

in absolute measure. In the meantime, however, I have

obtained a result of some importance which may be

of interest to the readers of Nature.
Stefan has given a law, which is well known, as to the
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dependence on temperature of radiation of heat from the
same surface—namely, that the radiation is in proportion
to the fourth power of the absoUite temperature. This
law was deduced originally from certain experiments of
Prof. Tyndall on radiation from a heated platinum spiral

{Pogg. Atin., Bd. c.xxiv., quoted by WuUner, " Exp.
Physik," Bd. iii. 1885). The law has been also con-
sidered by other writers, including Christiansen {Ann.
del- PhysUc und C/icmie, Bd. xix. 1883), and they have
adduced experiments which seemed to them to confirm it.

The method of experimenting which I employ makes
it easy to test the truth of such a law, and in fact to find

the law, and 1 have accordingly made the necessary
calculations for the former purpose.

In my experiments a current of known strength is

passed through the wire under examination, and the
increase in the resistance of the wire due to heating by
the current is determined while the current is passing
through it. When the temperature of the wire has be-
come constant, the heat generated by the current (which
can be calculated in absolute measure) must be equal to

that emitted by the surface of the wire plus that lost at

the ends of the wire by conduction. The temperature of
the wire at the moment is also ascertained from its resist-

ance (as was done by Siemens in his experiments on
resistance of platinum wire at different temperatures,
Prcc.K.S., vol. xix. p. 443). I have recently been experi-

menting on platinuni wires in a high vacuum down to

about 1/20 BE. (one twent\--millionth of an atmosphere),
as was described to the British Association at its meeting
at Aberdeen.
The results quoted in Table I. below- were obtained

with a straight platinum wire about half a metre long,

004 cm. in diameter. It was contained in a glass

tube about o'6 cm. in internal diameter, and was sealed
into the tube at the two ends, the exhaustion being made
by a small side tube. The exhaustion at the time of the
experiment, as measured by a McLeod gauge, was 1/15 M.
The temperature of the room during the experiment was
15° C.

The following two tables show the results of the ex-
periment, and also a comparison of these results with
the increase of emissivity with absolute temperature
calculated according to Stefan's supposed law. Four
cases have been taken which are numbered in the
first column of each table. For these the current, C, and
the resistance of the platinum wire, R, as found by expe-
riment, are gi\'en in the second and third columns of
Table I. The energy lost by the wire, C-R, called e in

Table II., and the estimated temperature Centigrade are
given in the fourth and fifth columns of Table 1. The
temperature of the surroundings at the time of the experi-

ment was 15° C. In the second table, the second, third,

and fourth columns show the absolute temperatures of

the wire and surroundings, and the energy lost, e, or C-R.
Column 5 shows the ratios of the energy lost in the
several cases to that lost in Case i, taken as unity. Ac-
cording to Stefan's law the heat emitted from the wire
ought to be given by

W = A(S^ - T<),

where S is the absolute temperature of the wire, and T
that of the surroundings. Hence if Si, Tj denote those
temperatures in Case No. i, and if the heat emitted in

this case be taken as unity, the heat emitted with any
other temperatures, S and T, would be

g4 _ ^4

Si' - Ti'-

This ratio, for the temperatures of the several cases, is

given in the sixth column of Table II. ; and it will be
seen by comparison with Column 5 of that table that the
increase of loss of heat with increase of temperature does
not follow any such exceedingly rapid law.

Table I.

—

Rdsulls ofExperiment

Tempera- j,
^;,i,M—

, Lent.-
^f^;^,

Resistanci

C
I xo'i69

2'2X •169

65 X -169

R
1-087

1-371

C=R
1-087

6-636

78-12

9S-06

25
. no

( Wire per-

. 525* I ceptibly red

( in the dark
( Wire dis-

. 550 \ tinctly red

( hot

jstimate of temperature• Temperature 525° taken according to Draper's
of a body just visible in the dark.

Table II.

—

Comparison of Experimental Results with Calcula-

tion in accordance with Stefan's Laiu

Absolute Absolute
tempera- tempera- Energy

j,^,;^ r^,;„
:ofs Itted
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spending to the various values of X. Tliis series we call

a " straight hne." But we here make no implication of

any geometrical character attached to the line. It is

merely a collocation of points, where each point is a

group of four symbols and nothing more.

Each point on the line is thus correlated with a specific

value of the numerical magnitude X, and thus if we have
two points we may refer to them as the points X and /ix

respectively.

As we are free from any geometrical meaning of our

symbols, we can only introduce the expression " distance

between two points" by defining precisely what is meant.
The distance will be a function of X and /i, whose form is

to be decided by the properties which we desire to attri-

bute to it. We may therefore select certain laws which
we desire this function shall obey, and then discover what
function will satisfy the conditions necessary.

We may take -a hint from our familiar geometry as

to the conditions to be imposed upon the distance function.

If A, B, C be three points upon a straight line, then there

is no more fundamental notion of distance than that

implied in the equation

AB + BC=AC.
We shall accordingly insist that our distance function
shall be obedient to this law (which we may call Law I.).

If, therefore, X, /i, c be three points upon our straight line,

and if /(X, /j) denote the distance from X to ji, then we
find

/(X,^)+/(;x, .)=/(\, .),

and as jx must disappear from this equation we have

The first step in the construction of an appropriate dis-

tance function has thus been taken, but we have still a
wide range of indeterminateness, for </)(X) may of course
be any conceivable function of X. It will therefore be
competent for us to select some additional law and to

insist upon obedience to it also.

Again we revert to our familiar geometry for a sugges-
tion. In that geometry it is assuredly obvious that the

distance between two points cannot be zero unless the

two points are coincident. Trite as this condition may
appear, it is yet sufficient to clear every trace of indeter-

minateness from the form of
<f>

: we shall term this

Law II.

Combining Laws I. and II. it will be easy to show
that if P be a point on the line then there can only be
one point, Q, on the line at a given distance from P, for,

suppose that there was a second point, Q', then we have,
by Law I.,

PQ + QQ' = PQ ;

but if P(2 be equal to PQ, then

QQ = o,

from which, by Law II., we see that Q and (2 must be
identical.

If the point P be defined by X, and the point Q at a
given distance therefrom be defined by /i, theia the relation

between X and ^ must be of the one-to-one type. The
distance given, we must therefore have some equation of
the form

AXfx. -{ B\-\- Cii-\- D = o.

Any constant values for A, B, C, D will be consistent
with the conditions, but we can without loss of generality
simplify this equation. If we make X = /i we obtain the
quadratic

^X--+(5+C)X+Z? = o.

We thus see that there are in general two critical

points on the line corresponding to the roots of this

equation. If we choose these two points for x and y,
which is of course possible without sacrifice of generality,
the roots of this equation should be o and 00, or in other
words the constants A and D must be each zero. We

thus see that by an appropriate choice of the fundamental
points the relation between X and ji assumes the simple
type

B\ + C> = o,

or, finally,

X = kij.,

in which /i is a function of the particular distance between
X and jx.

We have, however, seen that the distance is also to be
expressed in the form

0(X) - 4>{^).

This must therefore be a function of k, that is, of X -^ ^,
and thus we have

c^(X) - ,^(m) = /^(-).

From this equation the particular value of the distance
has disappeared. It must therefore be true for all values
of X and all values of /x. It must remain true if differen-

tiated either with respect to X or /i. We therefore have

<^'(X)

^jX-

\^/
whence

but as X and
i>.

are independent this requires

H
x'

<^'(X)

4>{\) = H log X,

whence finally we see that the distance between the two
points X and /j. is

//log^,
A'

where i/ is a constant.

There seems nothing arbitrary in this process. We
have set out with the two laws I. and II., and we have
without any other assumption been conducted to the
logarithmic conception of distance which lies at the

foundation of the elliptic geometry. We might almost be
tempted to ask how any other conception of distance can
be reasonable. The two laws assumed are obviously true

on any intelligible conception of distance, and yet they

conduct to the logarithmic expression and apparently to

nothing else.

It remains to shovv' where the assumption made in

ordinary geometry comes in. Hitherto we have not
restricted the generality of the constants A, B, C, D
which enter into the equation between X and jx. Euclid,

however, demands that the expression

{B+Cy - 4AC
shall be equal to zero. This has the effect of rendering

the quadratic equation a perfect square. The logarithmic

theory is accordingly evanescent, and we have to resort

to the specialised conception of ordinary distance.

Robert S. Ball

NOTES
The Council of the Royal Society at their last meeting

awarded the Copley Medal to Auguste Kekule, of Bonn (For.

Mem.R.S.), for his researches in organic chemistry, and the

Davy Medal to Jean Servais Stas, of Brussels (For.Mem.R.S.),

for his researches on the atomic weights. At the same meeting,

Prof. D. E. Hughes, F.R.S., and Prof. E. Ray Lankester,

F. R.S., were nominated for the Royal Medals—the former

eminent for his electric researches, and the latter for his services

to embryology and animal morphology. Her Majesty has since

signified her approval of these nomination?.
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The anniversary meeting and annual dinner ci the Royal

Society will take place on Monday next—St. Andrew's Day.

The session of the Society of Arts was commenced on

Wednesday last by a most important address by the President,

Sir F. Abel, on Appliances used in Mines. We shall give this

on a subsequent occasion.

Sir Joseph Hooker, we learn, retires, after a tenure of

twenty years, from the Directorship of Kew Gardens on the

30th of the present month.

The Savilian Professor of Geometry, J. J. Sylvester, M.A.,

Hon. D.C.L., proposes to deliver a public lecture on Satur-

d.ay, December 12, at 4.45 p.m., in the Mathematical Lecture

Room in the University Museum, Oxford, "On a General

Theory of the Necessary Singularities of Curves of Unspecified

Order." The lecture, although presupposing some elementary

knowledge of modern algebra, will not go into details of calcu-

lation, but will have for its principal object to bring to light the

existence of a new world of algebraical forms, co-ordinate in

extent and parallel in character, genesis, and laws of association

with those which occur in the theory of invariants.

We hear with regret that there is a possibility of the

Zoological Record being discontinued after the close of the next

(the 2ist) annual volume, unless additional support be received

from those most intimately concerned in the welfare of this

useful and (to zoologists) indispensable resume of the work done

in each year. It will be a standing disgrace to British,

Colonial, and American zoologists, if they allow the Record to

lapse on attaining its majority. Those who have worked with

it cannot but acknowledge the aid it has afforded them ; those

who work without it run the risk of finding themselves antici-

pated. There are probably many local societies, public

libraries, institutions, and private individuals that have not yet

supported it, but should do so. The Zoological Record Asso-

ciation consists of members and subscribers. Members render

themselves liable to the extent of 5/., and on the exhaustion of

this sum can withdraw or renew their membership. They
receive the annual volume, and the average cost to them has at

present amounted to about 24J. Subscribers pay annually l/.,

for which they receive the volume, and incur no further liability.

All those who are interested in the continuance of our Zoological

Record, and who are not already amongst its supporters,

should lose no time in communicating with the Secretary of the

Zoological Record Association, Mr. H. T. Stainton, F.R.S.,

Mountsfield, Lewisham, London, S.E.

The Elizabeth Thompson Science Fund, which has been

established by Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson, of Stamford, Connecti-

cut, " for the advancement and prosecution of scientific research

in its broadest sense," now amounts to $25,000. As the income

is already available, the trustees desire to receive applications for

appropriations in aid of scientific work. This endowment is not

for the benefit of any one department of science, but it is the

intention of the trustees to give the preference to those investi-

gations, 7tot already othenvise providedfor, which have for their

object the advancement of human knowledge, or the benefit of

mankind in general, rather than to researches directed to the

solution of questions of merely local importance. Applications

for assistance from this fund should be accompanied by a full

statement of the nature of the investigation, of the conditions

under which it is to be prosecuted, and of the manner in which

the appropriation asked for is to be expended. The applications

should be forwarded to the Secretary of the Board of Trustees,

Dr. C. S. Minot, 25, Mount Vernon Street, Boston, Mass.,

U.S.A. The first grant will probably be made early in January,

1886.

La Societe de Physique et d'Hittoire naturelle de Geneve
offers a prize of 500 francs for the best unpublished monograph
on a class or family of plants. The prize was founded by A.

P. de Candolle. Manuscripts may be written in Latin, French,

German (in Roman letters), English, or Italian, and should be
sent in to the President of the Society before October 1, 1889,

to the Athenajum, Geneva. Members of the Society are not

permitted to compete, and the prize may be reduced, or not

awarded at all, in the event of the essays being insufficient, or not

conforming to these rules. The Society hope to be able to give

the successful monograph a place in their Transactions, should

that mode of publication be agreeable to the author.

Telegrams frjm Madrid state that earthquake shocks have

again occurred at Velez Malaga, on the coast of the province of

Malaga. There appears also to be some seismic movement on
(he opposite African coast, producing landslips of cohsiderable

magnitude close to the Mediterranean, while the bed of the sea at

the points affected is reported to have sensibly risen. There
have also been sharp shocks of earthquake in Andalusia,

especially at Alhama, which suffered so much last year.

Dr. Forel writes that the following shocks of earthquake

have been observed in Western Switzerland :—November 15,

2h. 15m. a.m., at Sion, Gryon, OUon, or the same region which

was affected on September 26 last ; November 18, gh. 25m.

p.m., Chevroux, south-east bank of Lake Neuchatel ; November
20, 5h. 45m. a.m., at Gondo, on the south face ofthe Simplon.

Several great earthquake waves from the Pacific were ob-

served at San Francisco on November 19 between i and 8

o'clock p.m. at intervals of thirty-five minutes.

Brigade- Surgeon Aitchison, the naturalist with the Afghan
Boundary Commission, arrived in England on the 23rd inst.

He brought his numerous collections with him as far as Batoum,

and there shipped them on an English steamer for London. He
has succeeded in obtaining a very fine specimen of a tiger from

Turkestan, which, if it should reach England alive, will be

unique of its kind, as no living spi;cimen of this animal from

those districts has as yet been brought to Europe.

Capt. Mangin, the inventor of the system of optical tele-

graphy as now practised in the French Army, has died suddenly

from an attack of apoplexy at the early age of forty-five.

The committee for erecting a statue in commemoration of

the late Dr. Broca has opened a public competition for this

monument.

The French Minister of War has granted new credits to the

Meudon aeronauts for the construction of a larger balloon.

Workmen are enlarging the shed for building the apparatus.

M. Menier, the well-known electrical engineer and con-

tractor, has purchased a large property, rue de Chateaud'un

(Paris), and is rebuilding it on a new system. He will sell

electric light to all the lodgers in the house at a reasonable rate.

It is the first time this speculation has ever been tried in Paris.

We understand that the Science and Art Department have

given their sanction to the exhibits from the Buckland Museum
Collection being retained by the South Kensington Aquarium

authorities until the close of the Indian aud Colonial Exhibition

next year. A better position f^r them could not be found, more

especially as the casts of fish hung upon the walls are in bon

accord with the living specimens in the tanks.

The Norwegian Forest Association, started in 1881, is making

very good progress. At present there are about 250 members.

The Association's journal for the current year, embracing some

300 pages, contains a number of important papers by the most

eminent Norwegian writers on the subject of forests and forest

culture. A meeting for the discussion of important subjects

takes place annually. The question of preserving the old and

cultivating new forests appears to be coming more and more to the

front in Scandinavia, where the Government has now esta-

blished several schools with plantations for the cultivation of

young plants. In Sweden the children of the rural Board-
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schools are often employed on fine days in planting out young

trees. Thus during last summer some thousand acres have been

planted in a single parish alone. Of late years private indi-

viduals too have done a great deal to retrieve the deforestation

which has been going on by planting new trees. In one single

parish in Norway, for instance, a proprietor has planted on

waste land no less than a quarter of a million of spruce, fir, and

larch trees, all obtained from the Government nursery. The

price of the young plants is one farthing, and only 10 per cent,

of the plants die. Afrer thirty years each is valued at 70'. in the

ground. These are of course valuations in a country where both

labour and timber are cheap.

We learn that Dr. J. G. Garson has just been elected a Cor.

responding Member of the Anthropological Society of Paris.

A.S a memorial to the late Sir Titus Salt, and in recognition

of his benefactions to Saltaire, the Governors of the Salt Schools

have decided to build a new Science and Art School, costing

about 6000/. The building will be completely finished by May

15, on which day will be opened an important exhibition on the

lines of the late International Inventions Exhibition. For this

purpose the present buildings and a field of six acres will be

utilised. The arrangement and supervision of the lighting and

other electrical work have been intrusted to Messis. Woodhouse

and Rawson, of London.

In the last number of the Bulletin of the American Geo-

graphical Society, Mr. Ernest Ingersoll publishes a paper on

the manner in which the settlement of North America has

affected its wild animals. He takes in succession the customary

divisions of animal life— mammals, birds, reptiles, fishes, and

the almost counties^ invertebrates, and shows how far these

prevailed geographically in historical times, and how they have

now either disappeared altogether, or been driven northwards

into the Canadian forests, or, in the case of fish, away from the

coasts. Mr. Ingersoll thus ranges over the whole animal

kingdom , and in every department he has to record destruction—
in many cases wanton and useless—and disappearance. It is a

most instructive and interi;stiDg paper.

The Sanitary Institute of Great Britain has just completed

the preparation of a volume which will be of great interest to

the statistical world, containing selections from the reports and

writings of the late Dr. W. Farr. The selection of the papers

and reports and the editing of this work have been undertaken

by Mr. Noel A. Humphreys, of the Registrar- General's Office.

The volume consists of 550 pages and is divided into six parts :

(l) population, (2) marriage, (3) births, (4) deaths, (5) life

tables, (6) miscellaneous. It has long been the source of much
regret among students of vital statistics, and others practically

interested in that branch of sanitary science, that from the form

and manner of the publication of Dr. Farr's valuable papers on

statistics they have not been generally available, being scattered

over a long series of Blue-Books and other Reijorts. The
object of the Institute in publishing the selection is to give those

interested in the subject a ready means of studying the valuable

writings and tables of that eminent statistician.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Rhesus Monkey {Macacus rhesus 9 ) from

India, presented by Mrs. Berry ; two Black-eared Marmosets
{Hapalc pcnicillala) from South-East Brazil, presented by Miss

L. M. Graham ; two Emus {Droiiiaiis nova-hollandicT) from

Australia, presented by Lord Northesk ; an Emu {Dromaus
nova-hollandiie) from Australia, presented by Mr. A. Garrett

Smith ; a Cuvier's Podargus [Podargus cuvieri) from Australia,

presented by Mr. Cromwell Collins ; a Tawny Owl [Syrnium
aluco), British, presented by Mr. Phillips ; an Anaconda
(Eunectes murinus) from Demerara, presented by Mr. G. H.

Hawtayne, C.M.Z.S. ; a Robben Island Snake (Corondla

p/iocarum), a Hoary Snake (Coronella eana) from South Africa,

presented by the Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The French Photographs of the Transit of Venus.—

The measurement of the 700 photographs obtained at the various

French stations during the transit of Venus, 1882, is about to

be commenced. An office has been organised for the purpose,

the necessary credit has been granted, and a measuring instru-

ment, belonging to the Meudon Observatory and lent by M.

Janssen, has been supplied. This will be replaced in January

next by a smaller one by the same makers, MM. Brunner,

Freres. The measurements, it is expected, will be completed

in fifteen months.

The Absorption-Spectrum of Oxygen.—M. Janssen,

continuing at the Meudon Observatory his important and diffi-

cult researches on the spectra of the gaseous constituents of the

terrestrial atmosphere, has recently given {Coiiiptes rendus, vol.

ci. No. 14) a brief notice of the results he has obtained. The
spectrum of an intensely brilliant light is viewed through a

tube 60 m. in length containing oxygen, the pressure of the gas

being constantly increased up to a pressure of 27 atmospheres.

With the increase of pressure, dark lines or groups of lines

appear. The first to appear are those groups in the red, which

M. Egoroft", who was the first to observe them, considered to be

the A and B of the solar spectrum. With higher pressures, and

a more brilliant source of light, lines are suspected between A
and B and between B and C. Lastly, with the greatest pressures

three dark bands appear ; one near o, one near D, but more

refrangible, and one in the blue. The solar spectrum does not

show any similar bands, which, therefore, can scarcely be

ascribed to oxygen in the state in which it exists in our atmo-

sphere.

The Apparent Enlargement of Celestial Objects

near the Horizon.—M. Paul Stroobant has recently devoted

a considerable amount of care to examining the cause of this

well-known phenomenon. His experiences lead him to reject

the theories most commonly received, that the appearance is due

either to comparison with terrestrial objects, or to the "flattened

arch " shape ascribed to the celestial vault. E.vperiments made

with pairs of electric sparks in a lofty hall, showed that if the

two sparks overhead were 100 mm. apart, the pair on a level

with the eye, and equally distant from the observer, needed only

to be 81-5 mm. apart to seem separated to a similar extent.

Comparisons of various pairs of stars gave a similar result, and

the following formula was found to represent the apparent size,

G, of a celestial object, at any given altitude, H, when the size

on the horizon was taken as ICX) :

—

G = 100- 19 sin H.

Beside this relation, depending evidently on some physiological

effect connected with the position of the head, M. Stroobant

found that an increase in the brightness of an object caused an

apparent diminution in its size, and vice versd. The great

apparent size of the moon at rising was therefore, he considered,

largely due to its comparative faintness when near the horizon.

Nova Andromed.-e and its Relation to the Great
Nebula.—There seems to be considerable difference of opinion

as to whether the new star is to be regarded as having a real

physical connection with the nebula, or as being connected with

it in appearance only. M. Trouvelot {Comptes rendus, vol. ci.

No. 17) ably pleads for the latter view. Comparing the present

aspect of the nebula with the chart he made of it in 1874, he

finds two new stars in the central district, one being the present

Nffva, the other a star of the 13th or 14th magnitude, which pre-

cedes it by about 20s. But he believes that the nebula itself

has undergone no change during the appearance of the Nova,

the impressions to the contrary being, he thinks, due to the superior

light of the star having overpowered for a time the suiTounding

portions of the nebula ; so that the arguments founded upon

these supposed or apparent changes lose their force. The 1874

chart shows some 1283 little stars, which by their feebleness

and crowding present the characteristic features of the Milky

Way, which indeed appears to extend somewhat beyond the

nebula ; and these stars also appear to become less and less

numerous the farther the observer travels from the Milky Way.
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But none of the stars visible upon the nebula show diffused or

ill-defined borders ; so that they are probably neither in the

nebula nor behind it, but before it, and forming part of the

Milky Way. And as the two new stars alluded to are also

well and clearly defined, he argues that they also are connected

with the Milky Way, and not with the nebula, which he regards

as lying behind it.

The Nice Ouservatory.—The great objective of 30 inches

diameter, intended for the Nice Observatory, and the glass for

which was supplied by M. Fell, has just been completed by the

Brothers Henry, and has been placed in the hands of M. Gautier,

who is constructing the equatorial, which he hopes to finish by

April ne.\t.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK, 1885, NOVEMBER 29 TO DECEMBER 5

(For the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at

Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24, is here

employed.)
At Greaimich on November 29

Sun rises, 7h. 43m. ; souths, iih. 48m. 3573. ; sets, I5h. 54m. ;

decl. on meridian, 21° 34' S. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

2oh. 29m.

Moon (at Last Quarter) rises, 23h. l6m.* ; souths, 6h. 9m. ;

sets, I2h. 49m. ; decl. on meridian, 6° 58' N.

Mercury ... 9 45 ... 13 20 . .

Venus ... II 25 ... 15 14 ...

Mars ... 23 22* ... 6 16 ...

Jupiter ... I 31 ... 7 36 ...

Saturn ... 17 49* ... I 58 ...
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wlielher such an ice-cap increased by more than three or four

inclies yearly, so that from 3000 to 4000 years might easily have
elapsed since the incipient birth of the berg in question. Lieut.

Greely advocated future Arctic exploration in the direction of

Franz Jcsef Land.

M K. Gamel, at whose sole expense the late expedition to the
Kara Sea, under Lieut. Hovgaard, was undertaken, intends,
provided his enterprise be seconded by the Government, to send
his steamer Dijviplina next summer on an expedition, under an
officer of the Danish Koyal Navy, to the east coast of Green-
land, to explore and lay down the coast-line between 66°'o8,
the farthest northward point attained by Capt. Holms's expedi-
tion, and 70°.

According to the Gaz-.tte Geogi-aphique, M. MoUer, who was
recently charged with a mission of botanical investigation to the
Island of St. Thomas, has returned to Lisbon. He has brought
with him a large number of interesting specimens, not only of
the botany, but also of the geology, of the island. These have
been placed for investigation in the hands of M. Henriques, the
Professor of Botany of the Coimbra University. M. MoUer
has also made some important additions to ancl corrections in
the map of St. Thomas recently published. He has proved
that the highest mountain in the island is the Peak of St.

Thomas, and that its height is 2142 metres.

An officer of the French Nav)', Commander Reveillere, has
succeeded in a daring attempt which he made recently to ascend
the rapids of the Meikong, beyond Sambo j, in a steamer.
Samboc is the chief Cambodian town on the river, and at one
time it was thought impossible for a steamer even to reach that
point. A short distance above the town commences a series of
rapids, which last for about forty miles, and which in parts
apjiear as formidable obstacles to navigation as the cataracts on
the Nile. Commander Reveillere, however, succeeded in over-
coming them, but only after such exertion and danger as make
it clear that in their present state they present an insuperable
barrier to navigation for commercial purposes. He proposes a
thorough hydrographic study of this section of the river at low
water, and he is convinced that the famou; barrier will turn out
to be merely a mass of trees which has got permanently fixed
there and is maintained by annual additions, but which cm be
removed without difficulty by means of explosives. Beyond the
rapids is the town of Stung-Treng, where the greater part of
the commerce of the Laos reaches the river, and hence the
advantage of a navigable passage. Commander Reveillere
concludes his account of his feat by recommending "a
serious hydrographic campaign in the rapids of the Meikong,
and in the lower Laos." The Meikong is one of the greatest of
the great rivers of Asia ; it was first thoroughly explored fifteen

ye.rrs ago by a mission under Lagree and Garnier, which came
to the conclusion that this magnificent water-way was useless
for trade purposes on account of its rapids.

Lieut. Allem has lately returned to San Francisco from a
successful exploration of Ala>ka, undertaken by direction of the
United .States Government. He left Sitka in February, going
to the mouth of the Copper River, which he ascended as far as
the great mountain range of Alaska. He crossed the mountains
with snow-shoes, coming to the sources of the Tennah, which
river he followed for 800 miles to its junction with the Takon,
and he descended this latter river to its mouth, a journey of
between 400 and 500 miles. From the mouth of the Takon he
went to Fort Michael, on Behring's Straits, whence he came
home.

The proposal that the Netherlands Govern.neiit should make
a grant to the Dutch Geographical Society towards the expenses
of the projected scientific expeditiin for the exploration of the
half of New Guinea belonging to Holland has been rejected by
the Second Chamber by a large majority, there being forty-nine
votes against the motion to twenty-one in favour of it. In the
debate most of the speakers expressed their conviction of the
desirability of the expedition maintaining the character of a
purely private enterprise.

A new edition of Dr. Hunter's " Indian Gazetteer of India "

in twelve volumes is in the press. Several of the volumes will
be published in the course of the next few weeks.

The November number of the Austrian Mutatsschrift fur
den Orient contains a long communication from Dr. Lenz, from
Ango-Ango, with reference to his expedition to the Congo. It

deals mainly with the superficial aspects of the various settle-

ments on the West Coast of Africa, of the trade there and its
future prospects, and especially with the prospects of Austrian
trade.

Under the title, " La Coree avant les Traites," M. Jametel,
a French writer on the Far East, has published, in a hrochiire of
about eighty pages, four articles which he contributed to receut
numbers oiLa Revue de Geographic. He describes the voyage from
Nagasaki to Fusan, a Corean port then only opened to Japanese
trade, and gives a sketch of the history of the peninsula from
early times

; finally he describes the Japanese settlement at
Fusan and the neighbouring Corean town of Toraifu, and adds
a few words about the Island of Quelpaest. The account is

very lively and amusing, but it can hardly be said to add much
to our geographical knowledge of Corea, small as that was
before the treaties.

CHLOROPHYLL^
A LL who are accustomed to observe vegetation must have

been struck with the great variety of shades of green
which the foliage of difierent plants presents. Without pre-
tending to generalise further, it may be stated that, at any
rate so far as our common agricultural plants ai-e concerned,
they show somewhat characteristic shades of colour, according
to the Natural Order to which they belong—the Leguminosse
differing frooi the Gramine;-c, the Cruciferje, the Chenopodiacese,
and so on. But the same description of plant will exhibit very
characteristic differences, not only at different stages of growth,
but at the same stage in different conditions of luxuriance, as
aflfected by the external conditions of soil, season, manuring,
&c., but especially under the influence of different conditions as
to manuring.

The Rothamsted field experiments have afforded ample op-
portunity for observations of this kind ; and it has been quite
evident that, in a series of comparable experiments with the
same crop, depth of green colour by no means necessarily im-
plied a finally greater amount of carbon assimilation ; whilst we
have long ago experimentally proved that the deeper colour was
associated with relatively high percentage of nitrogen in the dry
or solid substance of the herbage ; and this obviously means a
lower relation of carbon to nitrogen.

Mentioning these facts to Dr. W. J . Russell, who has devoted
so much attention to the subject of chlorophyll, he kindly under-
took to make comparative determinations of the amounts of
chlorophyll in parallel specimens, in which we were to deter-

mine the per-centages of dry matter and of nitrogen. Accord-
ingly in June, 1882, during the period of active vegation, Ur.
Russell spent a day at Rotharrrsted for the purpose of collecting

appropriate samples, which were taken from several differently-

manured Idiots of meadow-grass, wheat, barley, and potatoes,

respectively.

The following table gives the results of some of these experi-

ments ; namely, the percentages of nitrogen, and the relative

amounts of chlorophyll, in the separated gramineous and the
separated leguminous plants in the mixed herbage of grass-land

;

in specimens of wheat grown by a ]Durely nitr'ogenous manure,
and by the same nitrogenous manure with a full mineral manure
in addition ; and in specimens of barley grown by a purely nitro-

genous manure, and by a mixture of the same nitrogenous
manure and mineral manure in addition. It is to be borne in

mind that the specimens were collected while the plants were
still quite green and actively growing. It should be further

explained that the amounts of chlorophyll recorded are, as stated

in the table, relative and not actual ; that is to say, the figures

show the relative amounts for the individual members of each
pair of experiments, and not the comparative amounts as

between one set of experiments and another.

It will be seen in the first place that the separated leguminous
herbage of hay contained a much higher percentage of nitrogen

in its dry substance than the separated gramineous herbage ; and
that, with the much Irigher percentage of nitrogen in the legu-

minous herbage, ther-e was also a much higher proportion of

chlorophyll. Under comparable conditions, however, the

Leguminosx eventually maintain a much higher relation of

nitrogen to carbon than the Gramineae ; in otlier words, in their

^ " Note on some Conditions of the Development, and of tfie Activity, of
Cliloi-opliyll." By Prof. J. H. Gilbert, LL.D., F.R.S. Read in Section B
at the me^tins of the British Association at Aberdeen, September, 1SS5.

(Abstract.)
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case carbon is not assimilated in so large a proportion to the

nitrogen taken up.

Next, it is to be observed that tlie wheat plants manured
with ammonium-salts alone show a much higher percentage of

nitrogen than those manured with the same amount of ammo-
nium-salts but with mineral manure in addition. The high
proportion of chlorophyll again goes with the high nitrogen
percentage ; but the last column of tlie table shows that, with
the ammonium -salts without mineral manure, with the high
percentage of nitrogen, and the high proportion of chlorophyll,

in the dry substance of the green produce, there is eventually a

very much less assimilation of carbon. The result is exactly
similar in the case of barley ; the plants manured with ammo-
nium-salts alone showing the higher percentage of nitrogen, and
the higher proportion of chlorophyll, but eventually a much
lower assimilation of carbon.

It is evident that the chlorophyll fonnation has a close con-
nection with the amount of nitrogen assimilated, but that the
carbon assimilation is not in proportion to the chlorophyll
formed, if there be a relative deficiency of the necessary mineral
constituents available. No doubt there has been as much, or
more, of both nitrogen assimilated and chlorophyll formed, over
a given area, where the mineral as well as the nitrogenous
manure had been applied, the lower proportion of both in the
dry matter being due to the greater assimilation of carbon, and
consequently greater formation of non-nitrogenous substances.

It is of interest to observe that these results of experiments in

the field are perfectly consistent with those obtained by vegetable
physiologists in the laboratory ; they having found that the
presence of certain mineral or ash constituents, and especially

that of potassium, is essential for the assimilation of carbon, no
starch being formed in the grains of chlorophyll without the aid
of that substance. Sachs says:—"Potassium is as essential

for the assimilating activity of chlorophyll as iron for its

production."

Relation hchueen Nil.

Formation, ai

«en Accumulation, Chlorophyll
' Carbon Assimilation.

epresent determinations in the not fully d
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The following maps, published by the IVIilitary Commissariat,

deserves also a short notice :—A map of European Russia,

showing for each government the surplus, or the want of, rye

raised within the government, as also its price, which map leads

to very interesting geographical conclusions ; a map showing the

average crops proportionately to the population ; and a map of

the sheep-breeding in Russia.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge.—The first award of the Smith's Prizes under

the new regulations has been made. They are now given to

the Bachelors of Arts wiro send in the best essays on any

subject in Mathematics or Natural Philosophy before the end

of the Lent Term in the second year after each Mathematical

Tripos. Thus the competitors this year took their degree in

the Mathematical Tripos of 18S3-84. The Smith's Prizes this

year are awarded to two essays declared equal in merit, viz.

that of Mr. H. E. G. Gallop, Fellow of Trinity College,

Second Wrangler in 1883, 1st Division in Part III., 1884,

subject, "The Distribution of Electricity on the Circular Disk

and Spherical Bowl " ; and that of Mr. R. Lachlan, Fellow of

Trinity College, 3rd Wrangler, 1883, 1st Division in P.art III.,

1884, subject "Systems of Circles." It is further announced

that the essay by Mr. C. Chree, Fellow of King's College, on

"Elastic Solids," and that of Mr. A. N. Whitehead, Fellow of

Trinity College, on the " General Equations of Hydrodynamics,"

deserved honourable mention.

The Special Board for Medicine have reported in favour of

the immediate appointment of a Demonstrator of Pathology,

with a stipend of 100/. a year, to assist Prof Roy, who now
gives systematic lectures three times a week, conducts a practical

course for two hours twice a week, and undertakes the autopsies

at Addenbrooke's Hospital.

The Chemical Laboratory Syndicate have recommended the

acceptance of Messrs. Bull, Sons, and Co.'s tender (Southamp-

ton) for 19,300/.

The following appointments to Syndicates and Boards have

been made :

—

Botanic Garden : Messrs. A. H. Cooke and W. Gardiner.

University Library : Prof. A. Macalister.

Museums and Lecture Rooms : Messrs. E. H. Morgan and

R. T. Caldwell.

Local Examinations : Mr. J. W. Hicks.

Observatory : Dr. Routh and Mr. J. Larmor.

University Press : Prof. A. Macalister.

State Medicine : Prof. Latham and Dr. D. McAlister.

Mathematics : Dr. Routh.

Physics and Chemistry : Mr. C. Trotter.

Biology and Geology : Mr. W. Gardiner.

Great opposition has been given to the new proposals as to the

additional subjects of the Previous Examination required of

candidates for honours. As Mr. Oscar Browning said,

"dealing with this subject seemed to cast an evil influence over

every one who takes it in hand." The fact is the University,

containing strong elements attached to and conne.ne 1 with the

Public School system, refuses to boldly grasp the nettle and

introduce English, Modern Languages, or Physical Science into

its schemes for the Ordinary Preliminary Examination, and
finds itself consequently in endless difficulties whenever it

touches the question.

In addition to the practical instruction in Biology (Zoology and
Botany), in preparation for the Preliminary Scientific and B.Sc.

Examinations at the University of London, which we have already

announced as being given at Bedford (Ladies') College, York
Place, Baker Street, we are informed that a class in Geology
and Physical Geography has now been formed, in accordance

with the requirements of the University, and that it will be
conducted by Miss Mary Forster.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Chemical Society, November 5. — Dr. Hugo Midler,

F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. Leonard de Koningh
was admitted a Fellow of the Society.—The following papers

were read :—The influence of silicon on the properties of cast.

iron, part 2, by Thomas Turner, Assoc. R.S.M.—Modifications
of double sulphates, by Spencer Umfreville Pickering, M. A.—
The relation of diazobenzene-anilide to amidoazobenzene, by

R. J. Friswell and A. Green.—An examination of the phenol

constituents of blast-furnace tar obtained by the Alexander and

McCosh process at the Gartsherrie Iron Works, part i, by Watson

Smith, J. F. H. Coutts, and H. E. Brothers.—The decompo-

sition of potassium chlorate by heat, by Frank L. Teed, F.C.S.

Note on the refractive power of metacinname (metastyrole), by

H. G. Madan, M.A., F.C.S.

Zoological Society, November 17.—Prof. W. H. Flower,

F.R.S., President, in the chair.—The Secretary exhibited to

the meeting two curious Millipedes, believed to be Spirostrcptiis

annulipes, which had been sent home from the Cape by Mr.

Fisk for the Insect House.—An extract was read from a letter

addressed to the Secretary by Major S. W. Yerbury, respecting

the exact locality of a Chameleon {Chanuvleon calcarifer) pre-

sented to the Society by that gentleman in June, 1885. Major

Yerbury had obtained this specimen near Aden.—Mr. Sclater

exhibited and made remarks upon two Newts [Molge vUlata)

transmitted to the Society by Dr. E. B. Dickson, of Constan-

tinople, C.M.Z.S., by whom they had been obtained from

Brussa, Asia Minor.—Mr. H. E. Dresser exhibited and made

remarks on a female specimen of the Kildeer Plover [Aigialitis

vociferd), killed, in January, 1885, by Mr. Jenkinson on the

SciUy Isles ; and a young female Desert-Chat (Saxicola deserti)

obtained near Spurn Head, Lincolnshire, in October, 1885.-—

Prof. F. Jeftrey Bell exhibited and gave an account of a speci-

men of a species of Balanoglossus obtained by Mr. Spencer at

Herm, Channel Islands, being the first recorded instance of the

occurrence of this Hemichordate in any part of the British seas.

—Mr. F. E. Beddard read the first of a proposed series of notes

on the visceral anatomy of birds. The present paper treated of

the so-called omentum of birds and its homologies. It was

pointed out that this structure, present in many birds, but appa-

rently absent, or only present in rudiment, in a few others, was

represented by a structure having similar relations in the Croco-

dile, but in no other reptile.—Mr. Oldfield Thomas read a de-

scription of Heterocephalns phillipsi, an extremely remarkable

burrowing Rodent from Somali-land, belonging to a genus of

which tlie only other known species was based upon a single

specimen obtained by Riippell's collector in Schoa. Mr. .Thomas

considered the affinities of this Rodent to be with Georychus and

Balhyergus.—'Sir. Sclater read a paper containing a description

of an apparently new species of Tanager of the genus Callisle,

based on a specimen formerly in the Gould Collection, now in

the British Museum. Mr. Sclater proposed to dedicate this

bird to its former owner as Callistc gotddi.^M.x. Boulenger gave

the description of a new frog from Perak, Malacca, which he

proposed to name Mcgalophrys loiigipes.

Physical Society, November 14.—Prof. Guthrie, President,

in the chair.—Mr. G. M. Whipple described and demonstrated

experimentally the process of testing thermometers at and near

the melting-point of mercury, as carried on at Kew. About

20 lbs. of mercury are poured into a wooden bowl and frozen

by carbonic-acid-snow and ether ; the mercury is stirred with a

wooden stirrer, and the snow is added till the experimenter

feels, by the resistance to stirring, that the mercury is freezing.

The stirring is continued for some time, which causes the mer-

cury to become granular instead of a solid mass. The ther-

mometers are then inserted, together with a standard, and

compared. About 100 mercury or 40 spirit thermometers can

be thus examined in half an hour, using about 200 gallons of

carbonic acid gas compressed sufficiently to form the snow.

The bowl, ether, and mercury are cooled first to - 10° C. by an

ordinary freezing-mixture. The average correction at the melt-

ing-point of mercury is now less than 1° F. ; when the process

was introduced in 1S72 it amounted to 5°, but has stetdily de-

creased.—On the electromotive force of certain tin cells, by Mr.

E. J. Herroun. Mr. Herroun has examined the electromotive

forces of cells in which tin in a solution of its salts was opposed

to copper, cadmium, and zinc in solutions of their corresponding

salts, the solutions being of equal molecular strengths. The

salts used were sulphates, chlorides, and iodides, and the cells

were of the ordinary "Daniel" form, with a porous vessel.

To prevent the formation of basic salts it was necessary to add

a little free acid to the solution of the tin salt, and, to counter-

balance the influence of this acid upon the E.M.F. as far as

possible, an equal proportion of free acid was added to the other
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solution. Prof. G. Minchin pointed out the importance of per-

forming these and similar experiments upon tin in the dark, as,

by allowing light to fall upon the tin plate, a considerable

photo-electric effect would be obtained. Prof. Fleming insisted

upon the great importance of temperature corrections in all

experiments upon two-fluid cells.—On the law of the electro-

magnet and the law of the dynamo, by Prof. S. P. Thompson.
It cannot be said up to now that any particular law has been

generally accepted, giving the relation between the current in

the coils of an electro-magnet and the magnetism induced by it

in the core. Many empirical formulae have been given, most of

which are entirely wrong. One, however, recently enunciated

by Frohlich, gives a relation which agrees very closely with

observed values. This formula is

—

where m is the magnetic moment of the core, ;' the current, and
n and b constants depending upon the geometrical form of the

magnet, and the nature and previous history of the iron core.

Frohlich obtained this relation by experimenting with a series-

dynamo. It is purely empirical, but since it agrees so well

with the facts .as to give values for the magnetism of the core

agreeing almost within experimental error with those observed,

there is great probability of some law being at its base. And
this law Prof. Thompson believes to be one that was stated

years ago by Lamont :
—"The magnetic permeability varies

with the quantity of magnetism the iron is capable of taking

up." This may,he expressed by the formula

—

dl

Integrating which and expanding e-^-^ in powers of z

—

Expanding Frcihlich's equation, in powers of?', we get

—

,„ = M.-^i + ^=- .1
a K a a- )

If ki is not great these expressions will coincide in form very
closely, and the results lead Prof. Thompson to accept Lament's
expression as being that of a real physical law. Prof. Perry
suggested that Lamont's law gave good results from its being
an approximation to Weber's theory of induced magnetism, but
Prof. Thompson maintained that it represented observed facts

better than that theory, which, as developed by Maxwell, shows
a decided discontinuity in the process of magnetisation not
actually observed. Prof. Fleming remarked upon the similarity

of Frohlich's expression to that for the current through a volta-

meter ; the part <z -f- ^/ corresponding to the apparent resistance,

which may be considered in this case as the resistance to mag-
netisation of the core-air circuit, and which, like that of tlie

voltameter, varies with the current.

Geological Society, November 4.—Prof. T. G. Bonney,
F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Dr. A. G. Nathorst, of
Stockholm, was elected a Foreign Correspondent of the
Society.—The following communications were read :—On the
premaxillaries and scalpriform teeth of a large extinct wombat
[Phascolomys cm~circstris, 0\v.), by Sir Richard Owen, K.C.B.,
F. R. S. The specimen described in this paper is a cast from a
fossil discovered in a late exploration of the Wellington bone-
caves, and sent to the author with some other casts from the
same collection by the authorities of the Australian Museum,
Sydney, New South Wales. The fragments in question consist

of the premaxillary bones, containing a pair of scalpriform
incisors, 160 mm. (6J inches) long, measured along the outer
curve. The teeth and the fragments of bone in which they are
implanted were described in detail, and referred to the wombat
family. The animal to which they belonged must have been
somewhat larger than Phascolomys medim, Owen, but less than
the type of the sub-genus Phascolomys. The specific name is

suggested by the chief characters that distinguish the present
form from any hitherto known, recent or extinct.—On the
structure and classificatory position of some Madreporaria from
the secondary strata of England and South Wales, by Prof. P.
Martin Duncan, F.R.S. This paper consisted chiefly of a
criticism of the conclusions arrived at by Mr. R. F. Tomes in

various papers communicated to the Society.—On the Astrocanui:

of the Sutton Stone of the Infra-Lias of South Wales, by Prof.

P. Martin Duncan, F.R.S.

Anthropological Institute, November 10.—Mr. F. Gallon.
F.R.S., President, in the chair.—The following elections were
announced :—Prince Roland Bonaparte, Hon. Member ; Dr.
A. Asher, Dr. Alexander Bain, and Messrs. C. F. Clarke, J.
W. Crombie, T. H. Edwards, P. Norman, and E. Tregear, as

Ordinary Members.—This being the first meeting of the Sessiofi,,,

the President made some opening remarks, in the course of
which he congratulated the Institute upon the obvious increase

of public interest in the science of man. Besides the gratifying

facts that more new members are joining the Institute and that

the corresponding Section of the British Association was popu-
lar, there are such evidences as that the authorities of Trinity

College, Cambridge, have extended the tenure of one of their

Fellowships to enable its holder to pursue his anthropological

studies, and that at the meeting of the British Association at

Aberdeen it was the Rector of the University, Dr. Bain, who
contributed one of the most thoughtful of the anthropological
memoirs. Mr. Galton proceeded to insist upon the political

value of anthropology as the science that best qualifies us to

sympathise with other races and to regard them as kinsmen
rather than as aliens.—A paper containing a short account of

some experiments in testing the character of school children as

observers, was read by Mrs. Bryant. In these experiments an
attempt was made to read signs of character in an observer from
the manner in which he makes an observation and describes it

as made. From the written description of (i) a room, (2) a

picture, which the children experimented upon were first shown
and then required to describe, a rough diagnosis of their charac-

ter as observers can be made, and hence some idea of their

character generally is obtained, which, though very deficient in

precision and still more deficient in certainty, may have, never-
theless, a real practical value for educational and other purposes.
In the experiments made the most interesting points noticed
were:—(l) great variety in 'the proportions existing between
the sensational and intellectual factors of perception

; (2) the
occasional prevalence of the tendency to substitute feeling for

thinking, which is a very characteristic feature of general charac-
ter where it exists

; (3) varieties in degree and kind of orderli-

ness
; (4) differences in the degree of colour-interest, as also of

interest in form and number ; (5) great variety in degree and
kind of imaginative play, as shown in the efforts of constructive
explanation required to describe a picture.— Mr. Joseph Jacobs
then read a paper entitled " .A Comparative Estimate of Jewish
Ability." In it he applied the same method to Jews and Scotch-
men as Mr. Galton had applied to Englishmen in his " Hereditary
Genius," with results favourable to the two former races in the
order mentioned. The subjects in which Jews seemed to show
superior ability were philology, music, metaphysics, and finance.

Royal Meteorological Society, November 18.—Mr. R. H.
Scott, F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Messrs. T. R. H.
Clunn, R. S. Davies, B.A., H. C. Fox, M.R.C.S., W. E.
Jackson, J. Richardson, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S., A. L. Rotch,
and C. Todd, CM. G., were elected Fellows of the Society.

—

The following jiapers were read :—The Helm wind of August
19, 1885, by William Marriott, F.R.Met.Soc. This wind is

peculiar to the Cross Fell range, Cumberland, and is quite

local, but very destructive. The chief features of the phenome-
non are the following :—On certain occasions when the wind is

from some easterly point, the helm suddenly forms. At first a
heavy bank of cloud rests along the Cross Fell range, at times
reaching some distance down the western slopes, and at others
hovering above the summit ; then at a distance of one or two
miles from the foot of the Fell there appears a roll of cloud
suspended in mid-air and parallel [with the helm cloud : this is

the helm bar. A cold wind rushes down the sides of the Fell

and blows violently till it reaches a spot nearly underneath the
helm bar, where it suddenly ceases. The space between the
helm cloud and the bar is usually quite clear, blue sky being
visible. At times, however, small portions of thin vaporous
clouds are seen travelling from the helm cloud to the bar. The
bar does not appear to extend further west than the River Eden.
The author visited the district in August last, and was fortunate
enough to witness a slight helm. He gives a detailed account
of what he experienced, .and also his observations on the tempera-
ture of the air at the summit and base of Cross Fell, the direc-

tion and force of the wind, the movement of the clouds, &c.

—

The typhoon origin of the weather over the British Isles during
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the second half of October, 1882, by Henry Harries. The
author shows, by means of daily charts, that a typhoon
which originated near the Philippine Islands on Septem-
ber 27 passed over Japan and the Aleutian Archipelago,
entering the United States on October 10. Crossing the
Rocky Mountain range, it proceeded through the Northern
States and Canada to Labrador and Davis Strait. In the
Atlantic it was joined on the iSth by another disturbance which
had come up from the Atlantic tropics, the junction of the two
being followed by a cessation of progressive movement from the
19th to the 25th. During this period the severe gale which
passed along our southern counties on the morning of the 24th
was formed, its sudden arrival upsetting the Meteorological Office
forecasts of the previous night. Observations are quoted show-
ing that it woulcf have been impossible for the Department to
have been aware of its e.^iistence before about 3 a.m. of the
74th. Following in the wal;e of this storm the parent cyclone
reached the French coast on the 27th, its advent being marked,
as in Japan and America, by violent gales and extensive floods
over the whole of Western and Central Europe and Algeria.
The village of Grindelwald was destroyed, and in the Austrian
Tyrol the damage caused by floods readied at least two millions
sterling. Passing through France and the Netherlands the dis-

turbance showed signs of exhaustion, and on November i, in the
Baltic, it quietly dispersed, after accom|ilishing a journey of over
16,000 miles in thirty-six days. This is the first storm which
lias been followed day by day from the Pacific to Europe.—
Notes as to the princijile and working of Jordan's photographic
sunshine-recorder, by J. B. Jordan and F. Gaster, F.R.Met.Soc.
This instrument consists of a cylindrical dark chamber, on the
inside of which is placed a prepared slip of photographic paper.
The direct ray of sunlight being admitted into this chamber by
small apertures in the side, is received on the sensitised paper,
and, travelling over it by reason of the earth's rotation, leaves a
distinct trace of chemical action whenever the light is of suffi-

cient intensity to show a definite shadow on a sun-dial. The
cylinder is mounted on a stand with adjustments for latitude,
&c. The record is fixed by simply immersing it in water for a
few rninutes. As this instrument records the actinic or chemical
rays, it usually shows more sunshine than is obtained by the
ordinary '

' burning " sunshine-recorder.

Edinburgh
Mathematical Society, November 13.—Mr. George Thorn.

Vice-President, in the chair.—Sir William Thomson communi-
cated a theorem in determinants, which was read by Dr. Muir.
Mr. J. S. Mackay gave an account of the ancient methods for
the duplication of the cube.—Mr. William Harvey contrilmted
some geometrical notes.—Mr. A. J. G. Barclay read a paper
on physical science in schools.—The following office-bearers
were elected :—President : Dr. R. M. Ferguson ; Vice-Presi-
dent : Mr. George Thom ; Secretary : Mr. A. Y. Eraser

;

Treasurer
: Mr. fohn Alison ; Committee : Messrs. R. E.

Allardice, A. J. G. Barclay, W. T. Macdonald, J. S. Mackay,
Dr. Thomas Muir, Mr. William Peddie.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, November 16.—M. Jurien de la
Graviere in the chair.—Researches tending to show that the
trigemini nerves contain, from the first, vaso-dilatator fibres, by
M. Vulpian.—Obituary notice of the late W. B. Carpenter,
Corresponding Member for the Section of Zoology, by M. A.
Milne-Edwards.—Treatment of the vine by a mixture of lime
and sulphate of copper : determination of the distribution
of the copper on the plant, and its persistence in the
fruit and must, by MM. Millardet and Gayon. From these
researches it appears that most of the copper remains deposited
on the leaves, the must containing extremely s'jiall quantities,
and the wine only doubtful traces, or at most o'l gramme in
1000 litres.—Letter accompanying the presentation of a new
edition of Ptolemy's "Optics," by M. Gilbert Govi.—On
the irregular integrals of linear equations, by M. H. Poin-
care.—Dynamic effects produced by the passage of loco-
motive and carriage wheels at the junction of the rails,
l)y M. A. Considere. It is shown that these effects con-
stitute a new and important element in estimating the wear
and tear of traffic on the metals of railways. Several experi-
ments show that they are mucli more serious at the points of
contact of the rails than had hitherto been supposed.-On the
tension of saturated vapours, by M. E. Sarrau.—Theory of

refrigerating mixtures, by M. A. Potier.—Theory of the flow of
gases ; adiabatic lines, by M. Marcellin Langlois.—On the
theory of the receptor electro-magnetic telephone, by M. E.
Mercadier.—Description of a new spectroscopic optometer, by
M. Ch. V. Zenker. Besides its use in spectroscopic studies, this

ingenious little instrument is expected to render great services

to physiologists in determining the defective 1 achromatism of the
human eye and its variations with age.—Spectroscopic study of
the flame; of blast furnaces and of the Bessemer process, by M.
Ch. V. Zenger.—On the numerical laws of the chemical equilibria,

by M. H. Le Chatelier.—Fi.xation of free atmospheric nitrogen
in cultivated ground, by M. H. Joulie.—Note on the physio-
logical action ofsafranine, and of the crystallised sulfo de fuchsine
used in colouring iwines, by MM. P. Cazeneuve and R. Lepine.
From various experiments made on dojs, pigs, and human
subjects, the authors conclude that the fuchsine is a perfectly
harmless substance witliout physiological or therapeutic interest,

whereas safranine gives rises to serious toxic phenomena when
injected into the veins in a solution of salt water containing

7 per cent, of this substance.—Note on the zymotic properties

of charbon and some other kinds of virus, by M. S. Arloing.

—

Researches on the comparative anatomy of the chord of the tym-
panum in birds, by M. L. Magnien.—Note on the nerve centres

of the cephalopods, by M. Vialleton.—Influence of the
number of individuals in the same vessel, and of the form of the
vessel on the development of the larvee of the frog {Rana escti-

letita), by M. E. Yung. The author finds that the rapidity of
development is in inverse ratio to the number of tadpoles in the
vase, although the supply of food may be superabundant ; also

that the development is the more rapid the larger the diameter
(and consequently of the surface exposed to the air) of the
vessels.—Note on the respiration of leaves in the dark, by MM.
Deherain and Maquenne.—On the variations presented by the
composition of the gases in the foliage of plants growing in the
air, by M. J. Peyron.—Note -on the floral polymorphism of

aquatic ranunculi, by M. Louis Crie.—A study of the Qua-
ternary deposits in the district of Perreux, east of Paris, by M.
Emile Riviere.—Note on an experiment undertaken to de-

termine the direction of the Atlantic currents, by the Prince of
Monaco.—Observation of the crepuscular lights on November 2

and 16, in Paris, by M. A. Boillot.

Berlin

Physical Society, October 23.—Prof. Neesen reported on
the experiments he had made on sounding air columns, with the

object of determining the relation of Kundt's dust-figures to the

tone-pitch. By means of an electric tuning-fork, whose tone-

pitch, through the imposition of weights, might be variously

modified, the air was maintained in permanent vibration in a

glass tube closed at the bottom by a membrane, and the inter-

vals of the sand-ribs from each other measured. To further

extend the scale of tone-pitches, rubbed pieces of wood were
utilised as sources of sound. The very numerous measurements
taken led to a negative result, no relation of the intervals of the

ribs from each other to the tone-pitch could be established. On
the other hand, however, the speaker succeeded in making\some
interesting observations of a different kind and prosecuting them
to an important stage. He first established that the long-known
wandering of the ribs in a permanently sounding tube stood in

no demonstrable relation to the vibrations of the air, and in one
and the same tube was found at one place directed one way, and
at another place another way. Herr Dworzak's presentation of

the matter, that this wandering of the ribs was induced by air-

currents setting in at the wall of the tube in one direction, and
at the middle in another, the speaker was unable to confirm.

The cause of the wandering of the ribs could not be ascertained.

On the subject of the origin of the ribs several observations had
been made, at spots in the tube, namely, where the wanderings
of the ribs issued in contrary directions, and where, accordingly,

comparative rest obtained. Here, first, a cork sand granule
was seen executing movements hither and thither, in which,
shortly, ever more and more granules, and at last a whole series,

took part. This layer of granules next began to roll up towards

the sides, growing ever thicker in the process, and ending in

the formation of a rib. The ribs further showed elevations of a

character like to that of waterspouts, the branches of which,
falling downwards, assumed the shape of whirls, and returned to

the rib. On viewing them with intermittent light, these formations
appeared at rest, when the number of light intermissions corre-

sponded with the number of vibrations of th& exciting sound. A
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very interesting phenomenon was observed on taking the measure-

ments of pressure in the sounding-tube. A narrow glass tube, open

on both sides, with an oil index, the movements of which were ob-

served, served as manometer. No displacement of the index was

ever noticed, but out of the interior end of the manometrical

tube there appeared to issue a current of air impelling the cork

sand a long way. This current of air was stronger when the

mouth of the narrow tube was conical than when it was cylin-

drical. The current of air was present both when the upper

end of the tube was open and when it was closed, as also when

the lower end turned towards the source of sound was diverted

from it, in consequence of an incurvation. The current of

air was finally identified at all points of the sounding-air

column, but the intensity of the apparent air-current varied

according as the lower end was in the belly or in the node of

the tube, and accordmg to its length. The ma.xima of the

current were more pronounced than the minima. If the upper

end were likewise in the sounding-tube, then was there a current

from the manometrical tube forthcoming. The index in the

manometer, however, remained persistently unmoved, a demon-

stration that in point of fact there was no actual current in the

narrow tube. The strength of the apparent air-current might

be measured by little mills, and when small radiometers with

paper wings were introduced into the sounding-tube, they fell

into veiy lively rotation. If instead of full paper wings the

radiometers had small conical paper tubes, directed all alike,

they rotated just as fast, and in just the same maimer as did the

other radiometers When, however, one approached the node

of the sounding-tube, the rotation became slower, ceased,

assumed the contrary direction, in order, after further progress,

to pause again, and next pass into the former lively rotation.

The fast rotation of the sound radiometers Prof. Neesen

explained as anemometrical movements which, as was known,

were independent of the direction of the wind. The contrary

movement of the tube radiometers in the node were explained

as determined by the currents of air in the little tubes which had

been observed in the manometers as stated above ; they entered

into the phenomena in which the vibratory movements were less.

The attractions and repulsions produced by the sound appear

to be based on similar processes.

Meteorological Society, November 3.—With reference to a

recent publication of Dr. Lender, Prof. Sporer made some obser-

vations regarding the line of demarcation which must be drawn

between nieteorology and hygiene, and by way of illustration re-

lated a number of personal experiences gathered m the course

of his stay in the tropics, pointing out how the explanation of

them did not properly belong to the office of meteorology.— .\

paper on the brown ring and the solar eclipses, by Dr. Zenker,

who was unable to be present, was read. The abnormal sunset

glows which had appeared in the skies since the autumn of 1SS3

and the brown-red ring round the sun were still visible, though

in reduced intensity. The fact that these phenomena were not

earlier observed showed that they owed their existence to some-

thing novel which had been introduced into the atmosphere, and

were not at all due to the presence of ice- crystals or globules of

fog in the higher strata of the air. The fine particles giving rise

to the reflex-phenomena in question might be of terrestrial ux of

cosmic origin. The first of these two assumptions had to contend

with the facts that the dust concerned with the phenomena kept

so long afloat that the constituent dust-particles were of a very

different character from that of the Krakatab ashes, and that it

was at very great altitudes that they appeared to be suspended.

Against the second of these assumptions—that, namely, of tlieir

cosmic origin—there was the fact of the absence of metallic

particles from the dust and also the fact that the dust was found

occurring likewise in lower strata. No decision had yet been

arrived at in the matter, and it was therefore of great im-

portance to determine precisely the altitude of the dust-cloud

floating above the earth. The measurements hitherto taken had

yielded very different results. In this respect it was a most

striking fact th.at on one and the same day in Steglitz, near

Berlin, the height of the reflecting dust was calculated from the

silowing phenomena at from 2 to 17 kilometres, while in

Dresden the glow was observed the whole night; and that for

the end of the astronomical twilight about midnight, on taking

a single reflection, the height of the reflecting surface gave itself

as equal to 900 kilometres, and, on taking a double reflection,

showed a height of from 200 to 300 kilometres. Dr. Zenker

suggested that on the occurrence of the next solar eclipses

observations of the brown ring be made. For the zone of

totality he calculated the formulse for the exact determina-

tion of the height of the dust-cloud. These formulje were not

communicated, because the paper itself would shortly appear

in the Metcorologische Zeitschrift. It was only briefly mentioned

that if during the totality the whole of the brown-red ring were

seen, a height of br would be the result, r being the diameter of

the cone of shadow. An exact representation of the total solar

eclipse in the year 1SS6, visible in America, and that of 1887,

visible in Europe and Asia, was appended to the paper.—In

the discussion which followed the reading of this paper Prof

von Bezold referred to the fact that the brown ring was very

difficult of perception in the plain, being not at all visible in

Berlin, for example ; while even at a slight elevation it could

be very beautifully observed. He further advised caution against

the assumption that the brilliant sunset phenomena were some-

thing entirely new. He himself occasionally observed such

phenomena as far back as 1SO3, though it was formerly not

possible to awaken general interest in the spectacle as can now
be done. Regarding the brown ring, too, he conjectureci that it

had been formerly seen, though attention had not been paid to it.

Vienna

Imperial Academy of Sciences, July 9.—On some ex-

periments made on total reflection and abnormal dispersion,

by ii. Mach and T. Arbes.—Experiments on electrical double-

refraction of liquids, by G. Taumann.—On phenomena of ab-

sorption in crystals of zircon, by E. Linschmann.—On a mite

(Tarsonemiis intectus, n.sp. ) living on man and corn, by L.

Karpelles.—On the epithelium of the mouth of Salaiitandra

maculata, by M. HoU.—On the determination of solubility of

some salts in water at difterent temperatures, by G. A. Raupen-

strauch.—On the botanical results of Dr. Polak's expedition to

Persia in the year 1SS2, by O. Stapf.—On the development

of chlorophyll-corpuscles, by K. Mikosch.—Determination of

the orbit of the Kriemhild {242) planet, by N. Herz.—On
rotation and precession of a liquid spheroid, by S. Oppenheim.
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3. 18S5

THE ETIOLOGY OF CHOLERA

THE announcement by Dr. Koch, as chief of the

German Cholera Commission, that he had dis-

covered a micro-organism which was not only pecuhar

to cholera, but which had a causal relation to that

disease, was all along felt by many to have been made on

insufficient evidence, and in consequence the India Office

in 18S4 appointed Drs. Klein and Heneage Gibbes to

visit Bombay, Calcutta, and other Indian cities, with a

view of studying the disease from the micro-pathological

point of view. Their report was received early this year,

and whilst it supported Koch's statements to the effect

that choleraic dejections were generally characterised by

the presence of the comma-shaped bacilli which had been

described, it distinctly denied many of the asser-

tions which had been made by that observer, and
it altogether set aside the notion that the comma-
bacillus bore any causative relation to the disease. The
point at issue was felt to be of such importance that the

India Office somewhat recently appointed a Committee

of physicians to consider the report made by Klein and

Gibbes, and to advise them on the matter.

The Committee in question do not profess to have

done more than to study the subject as it has been dealt

with in the several reports issued by Koch, Klein, and

Gibbes, and to communicate their views of the merits of

the several reports to the India Office. They deal with

the contentions of Koch under several headings. Thus,

in the first place, they refer to his assertion that the

number of comma-shaped organisms in the intestinal

tissues and contents is in proportion to the acuteness of

the attack, and that these organisms generate within

the body a ferment by which the system is poisoned.

As to this, it is admitted by Klein and Gibbes that if all

that Koch asserts on this point were correct there would

be strong grounds for believing that the comma-bacilli

must in some way or other be related to the cholera pro-

cesses ; but their observations are in direct opposition to

the assertion made. As regards the intestinal tissues, and

notably the mucous membrane, it was found that, in some

most acute cases in which the post-mortem examination

was conducted as soon as possible—at times in a quarter

of an hour—after death, the comma-bacilli were only con-

spicuous by their absence ; and that these organisms were

only present in dead tissues, including the mucus flakes.

Indeed, it is contended that the comma-bacilli are only

putrefactive organisms ; and the Committee, having these

facts before them, express the opinion that no direct

relation exists between the number of comma-shaped
organisms and the gravity of the attack.

Another of Koch's contentions is to the effect that the

comma-bacilli are not found except in connection with

cholera. Now Klein and Gibbes maintain that these

bacilli, or some that in morphological respects appear like

them, are found in diarrhoea stools, that they have been

met with in cases of dysentery and enteric catarrh, and

that in other cases they have been found, together with

certain putrefactive organisms, in as large numbers as in

many cholera stools. And further, Klein has, since the

Vol. xxxni.—No. 840

issue of his report, found that by ligaturing a portion of

the bowel of a monkey, large numbers of comma-bacilli

were produced, and that these have been found, after cul-

tivation, to present the same character as the so-called

cholera bacilli. Besides which, Klein has found comma-
bacilli, similar in appearance to those found in cholera,

to be ordinarily present in various parts of the alimentary

tract in health, and as regards some taken from the

mouth, he has succeeded in cultivating them, and in de-

monstrating that their action on the media in which they

grow is identical with that of the bacilli found in cases of

cholera. And the Committee, whilst not convinced that

the absolute identity of the two sets of bacilli has been

proved, are inclined to agree with Klein's contention.

The third point examined is Koch's statement that the

presence of comma-bacilli in a tank which supplied cer-

tain cholera-affected villages in Calcutta with water was,

practically, a proof of the causal connection between the

organisms and the disease. As to this, Klein and Gibbes

report that they, too, examined the water from this tank,

and that it revealed undoubted comma-bacilli in every

respect identical with those found in choleraic dejecta
;

they further added that the water had been contaminated

with choleraic evacuations, and that, notwithstanding

these two conditions, its extensive use by many human
beings had not been followed by a single case of cholera.

The reporters hence submit that the water did not con-

tain the cholera virus, and that this latter has nothing to do

with the comma-bacilli. Similar evidence as to other tanks

is also adduced, and it is added that these tank-commas,

having been cultivated, are found to be identical with

Koch's comma-bacilli. The question as to the existence

of any causal connection between comma-bacilli and

disease in animals as the result of inoculations is also

discussed, and it is regarded as demonstrated that neither

the alvine dejections of cholera nor cultivations of isolated

comma-bacilli obtained from such dejecta are capable of

producing cholera, nor indeed any disease resembling it.

The Committee, therefore, have concluded that, though

comma-shaped organisms are ordinarily present in the

dejections of cholera patients, they are not found in the

blood or in any of the tissues, even when these are

examined in a recent condition ; that comma-shaped

organisms of closely allied morphological appearance are

ordinarily present in different parts of the alimentary

canal in health, and can be developed there to an unusual

extent in diseases characterised by hyper-secretion of the

intestine ; and that there is no evidence to show that the

comma-shaped bacilli found in cholera induce that disease

in lower animals or in man.

According to the Committee, we are now much in the

same position as we were before Koch's experiments were

instituted, in so far as the prevention of cholera is con-

cerned ; and Dr. Timothy Lewis, the Secretary to the

Committee, and who has had a wide Indian experience in

connection with the micro-pathological study of the disease,

further points out that there is nothing new in Koch's

observations except in so far as an ingenious and beautiful

process facilitating the investigation of micro-fungi is

concerned. Dr. Lewis asserts, indeed, that he had mad"
hundreds of cultivations of the bacilli in question, ana

that he had long since arrived at the conclusion that they

were identical with some of the minute vibrios which ha\
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so frequently been referred to by former writers as being

present in cholera dejecta : the comma being, in short,

nothing more than a segment of one of these vibrios which

had become detached during the process used by Koch.

It is true that Koch's friends deny that any comma found

elsewhere than in the cholera intestine grows under culti-

vation, in the same way as the one he has described, but

so far, this is a mere assertion, not a proved fact ; and it

is evident that we are Ijut at the commencement of any
proper apprehension as to the significance of these vibrios.

This is pointed out in an appendix to the Committee's

report, and the lines of future investigation into the sub-

ject are laid down. But for the present the prevention

of cholera can only be found in the prosecution of well-

advised sanitary measures, and whilst it is of the utmost

importance that labours such as Koch and former inves-

tigators have carried out should be continued and put to

the most rigid test, yet micro-pathology cannot, at

present, be regarded as having made more than a small

advance towards the solution of the question under
discussion.

A MANUAL OF TELEGRAPHY
A Manual of Tclegraplty . By W. Williams, Superin-

tendent of Indian Government Telegraphs, &c. (Lon-

don : Longmans, 18S5.)

ANfANLTAL compiled to order for the use of the

employes of the Department—very well written,

very well printed, very useful to the Department, and
very interesting to the technical reader. It embraces a
general description of the apparatus used in India, the
faults they experience, and the remedies they apply ; a

full account of the elaborate system of testing reared
under the care of the late Louis Schwendler, the able
electrician of the Department ; and a clear account of

the electrical phenomena which interfere with telegraph
working and require watching and removal.

It is supplemented by an excellent resume of the laws
which determine the strength of electric currents under
various circumstances, and a series of formute and
mathematical solutions of various problems that occur in

practice. It is in reality a primer to an admirable work
on ' Testing," written by Schwendler and edited by
another very able electrician who died in India—R. S.

Brough.

It is remarkable how India, practically isolated tele-

graphically from the rest of the world, originated and
nraintains a system sui gc7ieris. It was sown by
O'Shaughnessy, it was nursed by Robinson, it is main-
tained by Cappel. It has had engrafted upon it much of
the German element, due to the education of Schwendler
in the great house of Siemens

; but it remains quite dis-

tinct from the rapid system in use in England, and also

from that in America—more Continental than English, and
Am.erican only in its long circuits and sound reading.

It has been singularly fortunate in the able officers that
have served it, most of whom are highly educated gentle-

men selected by competitive examination, and well

trained in technical matters before assuming office. The
proceedings of our societies, especially those of the

Telegraph Engineers, contain frequent valuable com-
munications from India, and this last volume fully

maintains the reputation of the Department.

There are some curious errors, particularly among
those rocks upon which so many young writers are

wrecked, viz. definitions.

There is a strange, but excusable, confusion between

electrification o.nA potential, while there is an inexcusable

confusion between curretzt and quantity. Definition I

says " electric guatitity'K the amount of electricity present

in an electrified body," and definition 2 says "the unit of

quantity or current is called an " Ampere, Weber, or

Oerstedt." Now the unit of quantity is called a coulomb,

and current is not quantity, but quantity per second, a

very diffisrent thing, and is called an ampere only. It

was called a weber, but this term has quite died out

since the Paris Congress of 1881, and no one ever called

it an oerstedt out of India. The relation between quantity

and current is shown by Faraday's great law :
—

Q= Ct

It is a pity that p. 5 cannot be reprinted. Definition 16

is curiously worded :
" The unit by which capacity is

measured is called a farad, or more generally for con-

venience a microfarad." A casual reader would think

that the same unit is indifferently called a farad or a

microfarad, whereas we learn later on that the one is one-

millionth of the other.

.\t p. 57 we read of a very strange practice. The only

cause of errors in the signalling of figures (on which, it

must be remembered, the most important issues may
depend) is due to a practice, unfortunately too common,
known as "exaggerating signals," by which a letter is

given more characters than it really possesses : for

example, the letter h, a most common victim of this ill-

treatment, is, by the addition of an extra dot, mutilated

into the figure 5. We trust this strange practice is

confined to India ; we have never heard of it anywhere

else.

The resume of laws at p. 241 is very good indeed:; but

why denominate Ohm's and Kirchofif's laws, and not

those of Ampere and Faraday ?

The novel practice, in technical books, of printing

notes as well as references on the margin instead of at

the bottom of the page, has been adopted, and the con-

venience is certainly very considerable. The printing and

get-up of the book are admirable. It should be added to

every telegraph engineer's library.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Elements ofInorganic Chemistry. By James H. Shepard,

Ypsilanti High School. (Boston : D. C. Heath and
Co., 1885.)

This little book is evidently intended as a sort of mutual
companion of the teacher and student, and is for be-

ginners only, as the author informs us. It is, however, a

mixture of elementary and somewhat advanced infonna-

tion on the subject, and certainly would be somewhat
difficult for a beginner to be left alone with. The book is

well supplied with questions for the student to attempt,

and also with suggestions to the teacher as to where
questions may be with advantage put. Most of the sub-

stances known as elements are mentioned, and their

properties to some extent described, even including the

so-called rare metals. A chart of " The Natural Classi-

fication of the Elements," according to " Mendelejeff,"

and an appendix on reagents is also included.
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Numerical Exercises in Cheinisiry. By T. Hands, M.A,,

F.R.A.S. (London: Sampson Low and Co., 18S4.)

This is a neat little book of easy arithmetical exercises

on chemical problems which are likely to crop up in the

course of laboratory work. The examples, about 650 in

number, are to some extent original and partly collected

from examination papers. Tliey extend over a good deal

of the physical ground more intimately connected with

chemistry, and appear to be generally of a useful charac-

ter. There is no attempt at theoretical instruction beyond
what is absolutely necessary for setting out a question.

The first four pages are given to exercises on the metric

system, after which thermometers, heat, chemical equa-
tions, &c., are dealt with. The book will be very useful

for students who have got a little way into the subject,

but still in the position of beginners.

An Introduction to the Differential and Intei;ral Calculus,

with Examples of Application to Mecha?iical Problems.

By W. J. Millar, C.E. (London: Blackie and Son.,

18S5.) _,__^__.__ ^
This is the second attempt within a very short time to

give an elementary and, as far as possible, interesting

exposition of the principles of the Differential and
Integral Calculus. One cannot but feel sympathy with
the authors of such attempts, for, sooth to say, we often

find writers on the less elementary branches of mathe-
matics anything but good teachers or editors of students'

text-books.

The present little work has the peculiarity that, being
written for engineering students, its illustrations are

mainly such as can best be appreciated by those who
have an acquaintance with applied dynamics. It is

clearly written, the examples are well chosen, and it is

on
,
the whole wonderfully accurate, considering the

appearance usually made by practical men when dealing
with pure mathematics. On page 7 no distinction is

made between the increment of x and the square of the
increment oi x ; on page 12 there is a faulty investigation
of the rule for the differentiation of a quotient ; and one
or two others might be specified. These do not detract
much, however, from the value of the exposition as a
whole, and we cordially hope that the little book may
attain its object of smoothing and rendering attractive to

practical engineers the rather forbidding pathway leading
to the higher mathematics.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ TkeEditordoes not hold himselfresponsiblefor opinions expressed

by hiscorrespondeuts. Neither cati he undertake to icturn,
or to correspond loith the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[ The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insttre the appearance even

ofcomjnunications containinginteristingand novel facts.^

The Whole Duty of a Chemist

I CANNOT complain if the addres.s which I delivered a few
weeks ago to the Institute of Chemistry, although it received an
extent of encomium for which I was :quite unprepared, should
meet here and there with adverse, not to say unfriendly, criti-

cism. Naturally enough, the inculcation of sturdy self reliance

is displeasing to the new apostolate of sponging upon othei-s,

though it scarcely, I think, justifies a resort to the dialectic

juggle of representing the defence of one side of a chemist's
duty as meant to be a deliberate expression of " the whole duty
of a chemist." The Chemical Society takes cognisance of
chemists in one aspect of their work, the Institute of Chemistry
takes cognisance of the same individuals in another aspect ; and
one really need not be a conjuror, though it may put some strain

on the fair-mindedness of an editor, to perceive that an address
intended for the one organisation would be unsuitable for the

other. That distinguished man, the late Dr. James Young, F. R. S.

,

whom you so complacently sneer at, was not a professional

chemist at all, but a manufacturing chemist. He was
a first-rate manufacturer, whereas Reichenbach was
but a third-rate or fourth-rate investigator, if so much ;

and, your opinion notwithstanding, it is commonly held

that the first-rateness of the one man in his own walk
more than counterbalanced whntever weight attached to the

higher walk of the other. I may cite for your information

Sir Frederick Abel, Dr. Frankland, Prof. Dewar, and the

'ate Dr. Stenhouse, as being eminent professional chemists.

Though of high repute in forensic circles, I am not aware of

their being never heard of at the learned Socie'ies ; but I am
aware that, in common with other leading chemists of the

country, they have had the bad taste to be contemptuous of your

own contributions to chemical science. Can it really be that

this circumstance has affected unconsciously the spirit of your

leading article ? I would suggest , moreover, for your editorial

consideration, that to supplement criticism of an author's per-

formance with flippant insinuations as to his personal conduct"

and career, is hardly in accordance with the best traditions of

scientific journalism ; while it constitutes undeniably bad art,

as implying that the production criticised did not of itself afford

adequate opportunity for attack, even, of course, with an editor's

happy privilege of misrepresentation. As regards the reflections

so unmistakably made on myself personally, I have little

fear that the irreproachable tone of your remarks will

serve to suggest the measure of their trustworthiness

;

and will only observe " happy are they that hear their

detractions, and can put them to mending." As regards, how.

ever, your disparagement of the chemical profession at large,

from which, I trust, it may not suffer beyond hope of recovery,

I would venture to remind you that even that other profession,

of which you are so magnanimous a member, has had its calum-

niators ; and the words of a well-known satirist of the last

century are considered by some to be as applicable now as ever,

that " Of all the cants which are canted in this canting world,

the cant of criticism is the most tormenting." Sterne was,

happily, unacquainted with the cant of scientific mendicancy, or

he might have added that that also was a very fine cant in

its way- William Udling
Oxford, December I.

[We print the above without 'comment except on the two fol-

lowing points. Dr. Odling has entirely misunderstood the allusion

to the late Dr. Young : no sneer was intended, as will be obvious

on a perusal of the whole paragraph. He has also taken as per-

sonal to himself remarks made on types not individuals.

—

Ed.]

A Stray Balloon

The Times ])uljlished on September 29 a short extract from
the Bciiniida Royal Gazette, communicated by me, describing

Ihe appearance of a balloon, passing over Bermuda on August
27, and which I suggested might be one of those which ascended
this year in England or France, and had not been subsequently
heard of. This was followed by a letter from Mr. Charles
Harding, F.R.IVIet.Soc. , commenting on the "extreme im-
probability" of a balloon crossing the Atlantic, and even adding
that " a little practical experience in ballooning suggests it to be
thoroughly impossible."

As the columns of the Times are hardly suitable for the dis-

cussion, may I ask that you will allow me to make public

through Nature Ihe further information I have received on the

subject.

First, the impossibility is, I think, disposed of by the fact that

one of the balloons sent up from Paris during the siege did
actually travel rather more than half the distance, having
descended in Iceland, where it was found long after. We know
not how long either balloon was on its course, but it would be
bold to assert that if one balloon can float four or five days
another cannot float ten days. We know nothing of the excep-

tional conditions which prolonged the buoyancy : an unusually

good varnish, peculiar folding of the silk in its collapse, a film
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(if ice, may all be supposed capable of checking the escape of

the gas. However, we have first to verify the fact. On the

.appearance of Mr. Harding's letter, I wrote to the Hon. W. H.
Gosling, of Bermuda, a gentleman well known for his interest in

matters of scientific inquiry, and begged him to investigate the

story. His reply is before me, dated November 4 ;

—

"On Saturday, October 31, I visited the spot where the

balloon was alleged to have been seen. I am convinced of the

fact. The place is a high hill east of the lighthouse. The two
women were accidentally out in a field near where they live.

Mrs. Bassett saw the object in the sky, high up, many times

higher than the light. It seemed to her under the clouds.

She knew nothing of balloons, and thought a whirlwind had
raised some nets from the sea, as it appeared to her an object

frorti which nets were suspended. She fancied she saw the

corks of the net hanging at the bottom." (Mr. Gosling here

remarks, " No doubt the basket, or the remains of it, of the

former account, with chains, were the suggestion of her
husband, who did not see it.") "She called her neighbour,

and they both watched its course out over the sea, south, until

it disappeared from view, which would not take long, as a brisk

north wind was blowing. No one else seems to have seen it,

nor would these, had not one of them accidentally looked up.
" I cannot hear of any balloon having been sent up in

America, but on September 17, three weeks later, a balloon

impaled itself on a church steeple in Chicago, U.S. The
basket contained some torn clothing, and a branch of oak, as if it

had come in contact with trees. The wind here on the three

succeeding days was east, south-east, south. I suppose you
know of the report of the missing balloon from Paris, in July,

seen afterwards in the Bay of Biscay, going west."

So far Mr. Gosling, who incloses an intelligent letter from
Mr. Robert T. Bassett, husband ol the first witness, giving

some compass bearings.

The Monthly Weather Review of the United States for Sep-
tember, which has not yet reached England, may perhaps throw
light on the probability of an object seen floating in the air over

Bermuda on August 27, whether arrived from Europe or not,

being transported to Chicago by September 17. The coincidence

is remarkable, but I know nothing of this incident beyond Mr.
Gosling's mention of it. High winds with heavy rains pre-

vailed in the South Atlantic and East Gulf States of the Ameri-
can Union on August 31, and the centre of a cyclone travelling

in a north-easterly direction was then off the coast of South
Carolina. A balloon drifting south from Bermuda on August 27
would be caught in the south-east quadrant of such a cyclone ;

and if it kept afloat long enough would, in a few days, be
landed in a north-westerly and then in a northerly direction. The
conditions of the question oblige me to assume that it is not a

physical impossibility for a balloon, with very little weight at-

tached, to drift about for weeks ; but the singularity of the

occurrence calls for every investigation, and should you admit
this long communication, I hope that further evidence may be
procurable from Chicago. J. H. Lefroy

Par Station, Cornwall, November 23

"Evolution without Natural Selection"

Believing as I do that the words of a reviewer should be
final, it is with no small amount of hesitation that I pen the
following few remarks on the review of my little work entitled
" Evolution without Natural .Selection," which appeared in

Nature of November 12 (p. 26). The curious way in which
my book has been misunderstood, and my consequent endeavour
to put matters in a clear and impartial light, must be my apology
for taking up your valuable space. In the first place, Mr.
Romanes finds fault with the title of my book ; but why, it is

hard to conjecture. I venture to assert that nine-tenths of the
matter it contains attempt to illustrate the operation of evolution
without any natural selective process, as any impartial reader
must admit ; consequently, I absolutely deny that I only reserved
a few odds and ends of small detail which I ascribed to other
agencies. I might also state that I had a reason, and I think a
very good one, in confining my remarks exclusively to birds.

Had I elected to cover a wider area, I could have shown that
these " odds and ends," as Mr. Romanes somewhat contemptu-
ausly calls them, do not by any means exclusively apply to birds,

but to species in every other depirtment of natural history. Mr.
Romanes goes on to say that "It is the very essence of the
Darwinian hypothesis that it only seeks to explain the apparently

purposive variations, or variations of an adaptive kind ; and,
theiefore, if any variations are taken to be non-adaptive, ex
hypolhesi they cannot have been due to natural selection." Pre-

cisely. And it was the immense amount of what I may call

non-purposive variation which forms the line of demarcation
between such vast numbers of species that I have attempted to

explain by other agencies when natural selection utterly fails to

do so. I most emphatically deny that I ever said, or even in-

ferred, that these variations are " for the most part rare," as Mr.
Romanes leads the reader of his review to suppose. All natu-

ralists who are in the habit of working through large series of

specimens are well aware of the immense number of species

whose claim to rank as such is based upon their slight variation

from a dominant type. It took me five years' hard work
amongst tens of thousands of specimens to .arrive at the con-

clusions expressed in my little book ; and, in my opinion, no
naturalist is qualified to write on these subjects without serving

such an apprenticeship. That is why, as a specialist, I confined

myself to birds alone for my exnmples. In the face of the array

of important facts which I endeavoured to chronicle, it seems
strange for a naturalist of such standing as Mr. Romanes to state

that these facts "may be freely presented to the anti-Darwin-
ians." Why "anti-Darwinians," Mr. Romanes? No one but

an evolutionist (and most evolutionists are surely Darwinians)
would attach any importance to these "trivial variations," and
consequent intergradation of specific forms. Mr. Romanes is

careful to point out how Darwin himself admits that if these

trivial specific characters are " really of no considerable import-

ance in the struggle for life, they could not be modified or

formed through natural selection." Now probably it is no
exaggeration to say that at least one-third of the known recog-

nised species absolutely rest on these "trivial specific cha-

racters." If they have not been evolved by natural selection, I

maintain that other and as equally potent agents as natural

selection have been at work. The object of my little book was
to try and explain them.
A word as to the cause of variation. No one who under-

stands anything at all about the theory of natural selection ever

supposes that it is an original cause of variation. Mr. Romanes
cannot have read my essay very closely, for had he done so he
would have seen that I drew the reader's attention to this fact

(conf. p. 49). The cause oi variation is quite another question,

and one which after all did not materially concern my treatment
of the subject. Nevertheless, I alluded to the use and disuse of
organs as a direct cause of variation. I would also wish to

point out that Mr. Romanes is entirely in error in saying that I

" everywhere speak of isolation as the cause of minute specific

characters." All I endeavoured to show was that isolation can
preserve a non-beneficial variation when it has arisen, just as

much and eftectually as natural selection can preserve]a beneficial

variation.

Did space permit, I would like to say a few words on climatic

variation, and the probable times at which natural selection is

most active in the evolution of species ; on both which subjects

Mr. Romanes unconsciously misrepresents me. My reviewer
has nothing whatever to say on my treatment of sexual selection ;

the use and disuse of organs, inter-crossing, the local distribu-

tion of specialised forms, polar centres as points of dispersal,

&c.
Mr. Romanes seems to think that my little book was written

in an anti-Darwinian spirit. Nothing of the sort. On my last

page but one I said, " Let it be cleaidy understood that not one
single syllable in the foregoing pages has been written antago-

nistic to Darwin's theory of Natural Selection. All I have done
has been to attempt to explain certain phenomena which the

Darwinian hypothesis can never do, and which its supporters

ought never to have attempted to make it explain." If I have
not made my meaning plain, and thus left myself open to mis-

understanding, it will be a source of great regret. Science and
simplicity should be synonymous. In the French edition,

shortly to be published, which is now being translated by Dr.
Varigny, of Paris, I hope to make a few corrections and addi-

tions, which I trust may possibly render me less liable to be
misrepresented in future. Charles Dixon

London, November 21

I FREELY admit that the impression left upon my mind after

reading Mr. Dixon's essay was the same as pthat which was first

conveyed by its title—viz. that the author supposed hiswork to
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be, if not "antagonistic to Darwin's theory of Natural Selec-

tion," at all events, as I expressed it, " an important emendation

of Darwinism." My object, therefore, while reviewing the

essay was to show that this is a character which does not belong

to it. If I have misunderstood the meaning of its author on

this fundamental point, I should have been glad to have received

a more express statement of the fact than appears in the above

letter ; for I might then have felt that Mr. Dixon's views with

reference to the value of his work are in full accordance with my
own. As stated in the review, I consider his facts most inter-

esting as examples of trivial specific characters—or slight varia-

tions of a fixed kind—due to variation presumably unaided by

selection ; and when I said that such facts " may be freely pre-

sented to the anti-Darwinians," I meant that they might be so

presented to any one who supposed them anti-Darwinian. It

appeared to me that Mr. Dixon himself regarded them in this

light (though not as anti- evolutionary), at all events to the extent

of imagining that they had not been suiBciently recognised by

Darwinian';. But, as I have said, if such is not his meaning, I

am very glad to find myself in agreement with him upon this

point.

1 spoke of these trivial specific characters as "odds and
ends," and as of " comparatively rare occurrence," because,

although both numerous in themselves and of importance for the

purposes of detailed classification, they are insignificant when
compared with the whole organising work of natural selection.

And if, as Mr. Dixon now repeats, it was the object of his little

book "to try and explain the agents " (i.e. the causes) producing

these non-purposive specific characters, I can only repeat that in

this respect his book has failed in its object. Lastly, my only

reason for not mentioning Mr. Dixon's views on natural selec-

tion, &c. , was that I found nothing in these views particularly

deserving of mention. George J. Romanes

On Radiation of Heat from the Same Surface at Different

Temperatures

With respect to my recent communication to you on the

subject of radiation of heat at different temperatures (p. 85), I

wish to remark that the temperature given as the temperature

of the surroundings must be taken as only approximate. A
remark to this effect was in fact included in the first draft of my
note to you, and was inadvertently omitted in the final copy.

If the glass envelope surrounding the wire were perfectly

diathermanous, and likewise the intervening air, then the tem-
perature of the surroundings would be simply that of the walls

of the room. As it was there is a great difficulty in saying pre-

cisely what is to be taken as the temperature of the surroundings.

The glass envelope becomes heated to some extent, and will

return a certain amount of radiation to the wire. When the

vacuum is nearly complete, however, the heating of the glass is

slight, and is very small in comparison with the heating when
the vacuum is only partial.

The reason I have not used a metallic envelope blackened
inside and cooled outside, is that it is very difficult to attach such
an envelope in a satisfactory way to the Sprengel pump. I am,
however, hopeful of being able to overcome this difficulty.

November 28 J. T. Bottomley

THE NOVEMBER METEORS
'T~"HE watch which was kept on November 27 in the
-'- hopes of seeing a shower of meteors from the
stream connected with Biela's comet was very amply
rewarded. At the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, the
weather was somewhat unfavourable, the sky being partly
clear only at intervals, yet, when the meteors were first

seen, between 6h. and 7h. p.m., they were appearing at
the rate of from 30 to 40 per minute. The average
brilliancy of the meteors was remarkable. The radiant-
point as determined at the Greenwich Observatory from
a number of paths was estimated to be about R.A. 20°,

Decl. 49° N.
We have received the following communications with

reference to the meteor showers :

—

The great display of Andromedes, or meteors of Biela's
comet, which occurred on the evening of November 27
last, and which fortunately has been widely observed,

adds another corroborative link to the theory, already
demonstrated by facts, connecting comets and meteors.
Not only does this stream exhibit a perfect orbital resem-
blance to that of the comet with which it has been
associated, but it recurs only at the special times when,
according to computation, the comet is in the vicinity

of that region of its orbit encountered by the earth on
November 27.

Many meteors appeared on the evening of November
26 this year, the hourly rate, as estimated at Bristol,

being considerably over 100, and they nearly all belonged
to the shower from Biela's comet. But the display on
that night was not of very exceptional richness, though it

gave distinct intimation of what was to follow. The
meteors of November 26 were simply the avant couriers

of the advancing host, for, as soon as twilight deepened
on the following evening, it was seen at once that the
shower had greatly intensified. Meteors were falling so
thickly as the night advanced that it became almost im-
possible to enumerate them. Frequently they came in

simultaneous groups of five, seven, or ten, all radiating

from the immediate region of the star y Andromeda;, and
appeared in every cjuarter of the firmament with that uni-

form slowness of movement which is a peculiar feature of

the shower.
The prediction that such a display would occur has

thus been completely verified, and the character of its

leading features has been precisely conformable to antici-

pation. For not only has a meteor-shower occurred at

the appointed time, but it has coincided in all its salient

attributes with what has been expected. The radiant-

point near y Andromedje has been accurately marked, as

on November 27, 1872, and the meteors have presented
the same visible traits of appearance.
As to the strength of the display, it has been variously

described, but there can be no doubt, from the observa-

tions, that it will rank in importance with any similar

phenomenon recorded in modern times. At stations

where the clearness of the atmosphere permitted its full

grandeur to be recognised, it would seem that about one
meteor per second was counted, and this means a rate of

3600 per hour.

These facts warrant us in the assumption that the earth

has recently encountered a very dense region of the

meteor-stream. Notwithstanding that these meteors

have to overtake the earth in her orbit, and that they
therefore travel with the minimum velocity (about eleven

miles per second) possible in the case of such bodies,

they have returned in surprising abundance. A far more
attenuated system, encountering the earth under similar

conditions to the Leonids of November 13, which directly

meet the earth in her path, must have originated a more
numerous display, because a far greater range of such a
stream would be traversed in the same interval. Here
the velocities of the earth and meteors would be com-
bined by the favourable circumstances of the rciico?it>'e,

and the earth would really penetrate the stream at the

rate of some forty-four miles per second. But in the

instance of the meteors from Biela's comet, they are

travelling in the same general direction as ourselves, and
it is only their greater native velocities which enable

them to catch up the earth, and become visible in the

form under which we have just observed them.

When all the accounts of this remarkable display be-

come available for reduction, it will be important to com-
pare them with those of its predecessor in November,
1S72. Though the present shower has been an obvious

repetition of the one just referred to, it may exhibit some
differences which it will be essential to investigate. In

one respect certainly there would appear to be a want of

accordance. We refer to the relative durations of the

two displays. In 1872, on November 26 and 28, that is, on

the nights preceding and following the great shower, very

little sign of it appears to have been observed. It was
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immediately confined to the night of November 27. In
Nature, vol. vii. p. 104, Prof. Herschel writes:—
"On the evening of the 2Sth [November, 1872], Mr.

Greg watched for shooting-stars, and for any remnants of
the star-shower of the previous evening which might be
visible, but although the sky was quite clear, he failed to

see any meteors. A strict watch for outlying meteors
of the shower was also kept by two observers at Hawk-
hurst, in Kent, on the evening of the 28th, where the sky
was quite cloudless between gh. and llh. 15m. p.m., but
without success, only four shooting-stars of ordinary
character being visible."

Prof. Herschel also quotes some observations proving
that on November 26 of that year, meteors were singu-
larly rare, and justly concludes from this that the display
was confined to an interval of forty-four hours. Now
the recent phenomenon was already a conspicuous shower
on the 25th, when it was observed at Bristol at about
8.30 p.m., and on the 28th, in a four-hours watch before
11.30, 55 Andromedes were counted in a cloudless
sky. We here have a period of fifty-one hours for its

observed duration, but there is not the slightest doubt
from the activity it exhibited at the opening and termi-
nation of the observations this year, that the shower must
have been probably visible both on November 24 and 25,
and also on the 29th. At Bristol the sky was overcast on
these dates, so that the progress of the display during its

complete rise and decadence could not be observed. It

is certain, however, that it extended over several nights,
and that its increase was more gradual, as in the case of
the August Perseids, than its decline.
The outlying members of the shower observed at

Bristol in the very clear sky of November 28 this year
were extremely faint, the majority being of the 5th and
6th magnitude. It is therefore suggested that on the
environs of the denser part of the stream, the meteors are
of very diminutive size, and this may possibly have
enabled them to elude detection at places where the
atmosphere was not very clear. W. F. DENNING

An extraordinarily bright display of Cassiopeiad shoot-
ing-stars occurred this evening, commencing, I am told,

as soon as darkness set in, at about five o'clock. The sky
was then cloudless here, but owing to street-lights I

missed observing them between five and seven, and until

informed of their appearance a little after half-past seven
o'clock. Reaching an open space, and looking up at

Cassiopeia, just overhead, I then counted about twenty
meteors, all with short courses near that constellation, in

the four minutes onwards from 7.40. Such a thick haze
overspread the sky except just round the zenith, that only
the bright stars of Cassiopeia and two in the Square of
Pegasus O Pegasi and n Andromedae) were visible there

;

but several first and second magnitude meteors of the
display which proceeded at the same rate until 7.50, left

streaks on their short courses visible for two or three
seconds through the haze, and these being sometimes
actually in sight in groups together, made the direction of
radiation very easy to determine. The thickening haze,
however, hid the stars so completely at the latter hour,
and afterwards, that further observations of the shower
for the night have proved fruitless.

To my surprise, this active meteor-shower was diverg-
ing, not from the usual Biela radiant-point near y Andro-
meda;, but the short meteor-tracks all streamed away
Irom Cassiopeia ! This was conspicuous in the meteors
near Cassiopeia which travelled thence, as most of those
visible did, westwards and southwards towards the Square
of Pegasus across Honores Frederici, and eastwards and
northwards across Camelopardus and Custos Messium.
Although no faint stars in sight allowed their courses
there to be regularly mapped, yet, from such a short col-
lection of very good accordances for fixing it very nearly,
I would place the radiant-point (by rough eye-estimation

only) very near «, or between f, i/, and d Cassiopeia,
which is about 15° from the Biela radiant-point near t
Andromedae.

In his " Periodische Sternschnuppen," published at

Aix-la-Chapelle in 1849, Heis described a radiant-point
of several meteors seen there by him on the nights of
December S and 10, 1S47, between y and t Andromedse,
as a prominent one on those nights ; and on the evening
of November 30, 1S67, Zezioli, at Bergamo, mapped a
number of meteor-tracks, from which Prof. Schiaparelli
obtained a well-marked radiant-Doint position closely
agreeing, like Heis's, with the subsequent exact determin-
ation of the place of the " Andromede " star-shower's
radiant-point made by numerous observers of the
shower's great return on November 27, 1872.

Besides the radiant '' A " in Andromeda, seen on the
nights of December 8 and 10, 1847, Heis also described,
in the same work, another, " C," close to a Cassiopeia?, as
conspicuous on the nights of November 12 and 13, in the
years from 1839 to 1847 ; and he notices that Danse
iComptes rcndus, vol. v. p. 759), on November 15, 1837,
observed a shower of seventeen shooting-stars in a rninute
and a half diverging from the constellation Cassiopeia.
In connection with the December epoch it is also noted
that of a large number of meteor-tracks observed by
Herrick at Newhaven, U.S., on December 7 and 8, 1838,
about three-quarters diverged from the principal stars of
Cassiopeia, and that Flaugergues, at Toulon, in France,
made a similar observation on December 6 of the same
year, 42 meteors, about 9 o'clock, falling vertically from
the zenith, and 31 of them on nearly parallel courses
from about Cassiopeia's place in it (as the account
implies) between the IVIilky Way and the Square of
Pegasus.
Although the connection of this " Cassiopeiad " stream

with Biela's comet would seem, from the position of its

radiant-point, to be somewhat doubtful, yet the occurrence
now, as it appears, of a shower with nearly the same
radiant point on the night of the famous Biela star-

shower's date in 1872, makes the probability much greater

than before that the " Cassiopeiads " of December 6 to 10

and the " Andromedes " of Heis, belonging to the same
date and to November 27 to 30, may not be unassociated
star-showers, but that both may possibly have had their

origin in some bygone disruptions of Biela's comet !

The position of this star-shower's radiant-point will, it is

to be hoped, have been determined accurately by more
fortunate observers than myself of its very striking

apparition, so as, if it befits them, to corroborate these

slight observations generally, and to fix the shovver's

centre of divergence with the astronomical position

which is most desirable from these suggestive indi-

cations.

Four Leonids, varying from first to third magnitude
stars in brightness, and leaving no streaks, were seen

here between 2.10 and 2.50 a.m. on the 15th inst., to-

gether with two small sporadic meteors, in a clear

moonless sky. They indicated plainly, by the accordant

radiation outwards on a map of their long swift courses,

from a moderately wide area in Leo's Sickle, a slender

recurrence of that great star-shower this year. Its

maximum now appears to present itself at least as dis-

tinctly on the morning of the isth, as on that of

the 14th of November, as the nodal line of the meteor-

stream advances. Its short-lived displays, it may be

gathered from this regular progression, need scarcely

now be looked for any longer, on that account, on either

of the historically famous dates of the 12th and 13th of

November, of its once pre-eminently grand and imposing
exhibitions, while a centenary view of one of those is not

actually now a very distant event to look forward to on a

coming 15th of November morning in the year 1899.

A. S. Herschel
Newcastle-on-Tyne, November 27
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Novettiber 28.—On looking at the stars in a dear
sky to-night, I find that those described above as having
been just visible near Cassiopeia were not chief stars of

the Square of Pegasus, as supposed, but bright stars in

Cygnus and Cepheus ! Instead of crossing Honores,
therefore, the chief meteor-flights of the stream observed
were shooting from the true Eiela radiant-point near
r Andromeda;, past Cassiopeia into Cepheus. Other
stragglers there certainly were, whose general radiation

from Cassiopeia could not be thus accounted for. Just

similar variations of direction, however, were common
among a rather large proportion of the " Andromedes "

in the great shower of November 27, 1872, which had
rather an average than a very sharply marked radiant-

point in Andromeda. There appears no reason to doubt,

therefore, that on this occasion also the shower proceeded
from the same prevailing centre of divergence.

From many observers' descriptions of it here, the

present shower would seem to have been hardly, if at all,

inferior in any respect—of duration, of brightness and
multitude of its meteors, or of persistency in the light-

streaks left upon their tracks—to the great and well-

remembered display of the Biela's comet meteor-shower
in November, 1S72.

As you may be desirous to make known any observa-
tions respecting the meteor-shower of the 27th inst., I

beg to furnish you with those noticed by myself
At sunset the sky was overcast, but happily at 6.30

p.m. the clouds dispersed, when the phenomenon was
seen here in full splendour ; the heavens were alive

with the meteors making their rapid appearance and
extinction.

My attention was attracted chiefly to the constella-

tions of Cassiopeia, Andromeda, and towards Perseus,
from whence the most brilliant portion of the shower
was in operation, and from that locality the most con-
spicuous meteors shot forth. Selecting the most remark-
able out of the numerous luminous trains for their length
of traverse, and conceiving the line of direction to be
thrown backwards, the convergence of these trains con-
centrated towards a point in Andromeda, in accordance
with the position of the radiant-point as predicted in the
Dun Echt Observatory Circular.

The paths taken by the above meteors were, in many
cases, directed towards the southern horizon, and several
towards the Pleiades in the east, from the radiant-point

;

others flitted away to every point of the compass, ex-
hibiting longer or shorter trains during their ephemeral
existence.

The general illuminating effect produced by the shower
was appreciable, but it was not very powerful ; and with
regard to the colours which were exhibited in the lumin-
ous trains, my views combined with the opinions derived
from other observers coincide—that the colour aspect
of these transient illuminants varied apparently between
golden and very pale-green tints.

But with reference to the zenith and its surrounding
region, it was noticeable there that the conditions of the
meteors had other characteristics, inasmuch as they
were almost devoid of path or connection with any radiant-
point, they were remarkably numerous, a great propor-
tion of them exhibited no more than feeble flashes or
scintillations of white light, the display was maintained
with great rapidity and continuously.

It was also noticed that an erratic meteor was seen
occasionally taking an independent course of considerable
length, about 45' of arc, sometimes at low elevation,
making an acute angle with the horizon.
About 7.15 p.m. clouds obscured the sky for the night,

so I did not see either the beginning or the termination
of this interesting phenomenon.
Comparing the great display of meteors which I ob-

served in November, 1S66, it was in all respects more

magnificent than this recent shower. I could not on this

occasion define any head or nucleus to any of the lumin-
ous trains, but this feature was remarkable in the large
meteors of 1866.

As a single observer, it was impracticable for me to at-

tempt any enumeration of the enormous number of meteors,
and to observe the prominent features of the phenomenon
at the same time. At midnight it was blowing a strong
gale from the south-west ; thick weather, with a mild
temperature of 53^

Erasmus Ommanney
Yarmouth, Isle of Wight, November 29

Thinking, from the character of the weather on the
night of the 27th^ that opportunities of seeing the late

splendid display of meteors may have been extremely
local, I have taken the liberty of forwarding my notes of
them as I saw them here from between a little before
6 p.m. until 7.35 p.m. How long the shower had been
going on before (attracted by the cries of some passing
boys) I looked out, I cannot say, but just before six

when I did so, the sky was covered in many places with
a thin haze, through which the larger stars and planets
were looking greasy, as sailors say, while in nearly every
direction meteors were gliding and bursting from a point
a little to the eastward of the zenith toward the horizon

;

the meteors varying in brightness from that of the planet
Venus to the faintest streaks of light. The larger ones
were very like pale inverted rockets, having trains of many
degrees in length, and often prismatic in colour ; that is,

near the head the light of the train was bluish, blending
from green to yellow, followed by rose or crimson sparks.
In many cases this train was visible for quite thirty

seconds after the star was burnt out, first as a bar of
warmish dusky light, and often becoming curved, as
though by wind, as it faded awa)'.

The silence of the display was almost oppressive, as
one expected each moment to hear the bang of fireworks.
During most of the time masses of luminous-looking
vapour floated slowly across the sky. Some of the
meteors seemed to burst end on, right over head, and-
though, being foreshortened, these left no train, yet they
were among the brightest. I noted a considerable varia-

tion in the speed of the meteors, and am inclined to think
that those which appeared farthest offmoved slowest. It

was next to impossible to say in which direction the star
rain was thickest, for just as one was trying to make up
one's mind upon this point, a troop of stars from an
unexpected part of the sky would appear. Other obser-
vers maybe able to speak more positively than I can upon
this subject ; but my impression, as well as that of those
who saw them with nie, was that they streamed down in

groups of two, three, and four toward almost every point
of the compass. About 7.20 p m. the number seemed to

become rather less, and at 7.35 this was markedly the
case, though they were quite frequent enough then to

have attracted attention any other night. Shortly after

7.35 the sky here became overcast by a storm-cloud, and
it has remained so ever since, blowing a hard gale at

S.S.W. Robert Leslie
Moira Place, Southampton, November 28

A BRILLIANT display of the Andromedes was seen here
on the night of November 27 from about 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.,
after which time the sky was clouded over. During a
walk often minutes (from 6.20 to 6.30), facing the north-
west, I counted 1 50 meteors within that half of the visible

heavens ; and as they appeared to be nearly if not quite
as numerous in the other half their total number would
not be less than 1500 per hour. The radiant point was
almost directly overhead. The meteors varied greatly in

size, many being very small and faint. The larger ones
left bright trails of a white or bluish colour. I observed
one only in an opposite direction, and none with curved
or zigzag paths. The shower was less grand than that of
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tlie Leonids in 1S66, in which there was a larger propor-

tion of brilliant meteors, many of them coming iri flights

of three to six at once, all near together ; but with that

exception the display of the Andromedes this year was
the finest piece of celestial pyrotechny I have ever had
the good fortime to witness. We seemed to stand under
an encircling canopy of dropping lights.

Birstal Hill, Leicester, Nov. 28 F. T. MOTT

An extraordinary meteoric display was visible here last

night. I first observed it at 6.40 p.m., and was watching

it at intervals for more than an hour later, when the sky

became overclouded. Altogether the number of shooting-

stars was immense. Unlike the correspondent of the

Daily News, who observed a similar phenomenon at

Naples the same night, I was unable to count the number
per minute. Appearing suddenly, and often many at a

time, in all parts of the heavens, from the zenith to the

horizon, they quickly disappeared from view, the distance

travelled not being more than a few degrees in any case.

.Some were much more luminous than others, and all in

their passage through the air were followed by the usual

trail of light. E. F. BATES
Leicester, November 28

Though densely cloudy during the afternoon of the

27th, the sky became clear here about 6.30 p.m., when
great numbers of meteors were to be seen, falling at the

rate of fully 60 per minute, many being of great brilliancy.

During the evening their number gradually decreased, till

towards 10 o'clock very few were visible. The sky then

again became overcast. PERCY T. INGRAM
Belvoir Gardens, Grantham, November 29

The star-shower predicted by several astronomers was

well seen here on Friday evening last. When first ob-

served, at 5.30, the rate of fall was 25 per minute;

the numbers, however, increased rapidly during the next

half-hour, till, at 6 o'clock, more than 100 meteors were

counted in a minute.

At 6.20 a marked decrease in the intensity of the shower

was noted ; but at 6. 38 the numbers once more increased,

till a rate of 70 per minute was attained ; after this,

however, they gradually diminished as the hours went on.

It is right to mention that the numbers given above are

those of the meteors seen by an observer looking towards

the east ; they do not represent the total number that fell

at these two periods.

The radiant-point, as indicated by the position of several

meteors which suddenly flashed out without sensibly

changing their position, was close to y Andromeda, or,

more'^ exactly, R.A. iV, N.P.D. 46°.

Most of the meteors were mere "shooting-stars"; a

large number, however, had brilliant phosphorescent

trains, which continued to glow for several seconds after

the meteors themselves had vanished. Occasionally one

of the trains would break up into fragments, and in one

instance a curious spiral form was assumed.

A special feature of the shower was its varying inten-

sity and that more particularly between 6 and 7 o'clock.
'

James Smieton
Broughty Ferry, Dundee, Noxember 30

OUK Paris Correspondent writes :—The shower of fall-

ino- stars has been observed at a number of French

stations—Toulouse, Central France, Tunis, and Algiers.

The point of emanation was, in the case of some of them,

between Andromeda and Cassiopeia. In Paris it was

not observed, owing to the foggy state of the atmosphere,

and no balloon observation having been tried.

The following letters on the meteors appeared in the

Times of Saturday :

—

Mr. T. G. Dyson, of i, Rothesay 'Villas, Windsor, wrote
on Friday night :

—" I was fortunate in witnessing this

evening from 5. 15 to 6.40 a most magnificent shower of

stars, which might be compared to a flight of swallows,

with a lull of a few seconds between each flight. Al-

though the sky was anything but clear—only stars of the

larger magnitude being visible—the meteors were brilliant,

and in many instances left a distinct trail behind them.

The direction was principally from east to west, varying

to north-west."

The Leicester Correspondent of the Times telegraphed

last night :
—

" A remarkable display of meteors was
witnessed in Leicestershire to-night from dusk until a

late hour. The display was most brilliant towards the

western horizon, the meteors falling in perpetual

showers, with brilliant trails, like a very fine display of

fireworks."

A Reuter telegram from Athens, dated November 27,

says :—A brilliant shower of meteors was observed here
to-night."

A Newcastle-on-Tyne correspondent telegraphs :

—

" There was a splendid meteoric display here. I saw
about 500 an hour. Radiating point Cassiopeia."

Prof. Pritchard, of the LTniversity Observatory at

Oxford, telegraphs that he counted 251 meteors between
6,34 and 6.39 p.m., and 305 between 7.14 and 7.19.

In case no one else may have reported the complete
fulfilment of the prediction suggested by Lord Crawford's
Uun Echt Circular allow me a few lines to do so.

I did not begin to observe systematically until nearly

S p.m. (7h. sSm.), when I found that, confining my atten-

tion to one-third of the sky (south-south-east to west-

north-west), and computing therefrom, meteors were
falling at the rate of 33 a minute. Shortly after this they
became more numerous, and from 8h. 5m. to 8h. lom.

they were falling at the rate of 56 a minute (nearly one a

second), or more than 3000 an hour. From 8h. 30m. to

9h. 30m. the view was much hindered by cloud, but it

was evident that the number was decreasing. From
gh. 30m. to I oh. the average fell to about 12 a minute, or

scarcely a fifth of what it was at 8h. 5m. ; and shortly

after 10 p.m. the sky became entirely overcast.

I well remember the glorious shower in i866. On
that occasion the meteors were both larger and more
numerous than they have been this evening, but occa-

sionally they were very frequent—for example, at

/h. 59m. five were visible in less than two seconds (the

precise period was one second and six-tenths).

G. J. Symons
62, Camden Square, N.W., November 27

In Paris, according to the Times Correspondent, the sky
was overclouded all Friday night, but the meteor-shower
was seen to advantage in the South of France, in Belgium,

Germany, Spain, and Italy, as also in Tunis, where the

natives were much startled. At Chatelhdrault the

meteors were well seen. At Cologne, Dr. Klein counted

636 between 6 and 7 o'clock, though the sky

was at times overclouded. Most of them moved
very slowly and left a trail of light, which quickly

disappeared. Four were large and brilliant enough
to be styled fire-balls. From 7.30 to 8 he counted 309,

from S.30 to 9 there were 375, and from 9 to 9.30 there

were 208. The sky then became cloudy. Not one can

have reached the ground, for they must have burned out

and dispersed in the upper atmosphere. At Munich the

sky was perfectly clear, and the display was very striking.

THE LATE SIR WILLIAM SIEMENS

ON Thursday last the relations and friends of the late

Sir William Siemens assembled in the Jerusalem

Chamber of Westminster Abbey for the purpose of doing
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honour to his memory by the unveiling of a memorial
window, which has been contributed by members
of the five engineering Societies with which Sir W.
Siemens was associated in the Abbey. The day was
chosen as being the second anniversary of the funeral
service which was held in the Abbey previously to the
interment of the great satnint at Kensal Green Cemetery.
Among those present were Mr. Arnold Siemens, Miss

Gordon, Dr. Werner Siemens, and Mr. Alexander Siemens.
Of the Civil Engineers Sir Frederick J. Bramwell, F.R.S..

President, Sir Charles H. Gregory, K.C.M.G., Mr. Bate-
man, F.R.S., Mr. Barlow, F.R.S., Sir J. W. Bazalgette,
C.B., Mr. Preece, F.R.S., Sir R. Rawlinson, C.B., and
others, besides representatives of other Societies, among
them -Admiral Sir R. Spencer Robinson, K.C.B., Dr.
Percy, F.R.S., Sir Bernhard Samuelson, Sir Henry
Bessemer, F.R.S., Prof W. G. Adams, Sir F. A. Abel.
C.B., Prof. D. E. Hughes, F.R.S., Prof. Ayrton, F.R.S.;
and Dr. Hopkinson, F.R.S.
The Dean opened the proceedings by a brief address.

" It is not for me," he said, " to dwell for a moment on
the signal services to the cause, not only of science, but
still more the application of science to thewell-beingofman-
kind, that will be always associated with the name of Sir

W. Siemens. But I may add my own personal testimony
to the impression which the character of your friend and
leader, for such in a wide range of subjects I may surely

call him, made on all who came into contact with him.
He was, as you know, and as I know, not only admired
and honoured, he was beloved and deplored. May the
window which we shall now uncover do its proper work.
. . . And may it remind us and far-off generations of the
achievements and character of him whose memory will

henceforth be here linked with that of his illustrious

brethren, whose names the floor on which we shall soon
stand, and the walls beneath which we shall pass, pro-
claim and preserve—the Newton, the Herschel, and the
Darwin, the Stephenson, the Locke, and the Brunei, the

Barry, to which add the Gilbert Scott, and Street—who
sleep, or are honoured hard by."

Sir F. Bramwell, who spoke as the President of the
Civil Engineers, the senior of the Societies represented,
then made some remarks on Sir W. Siemens's contribu-
tions to applied and pure science.

The window, which has been designed and executed by
Messrs. Clayton and Bell under the direction of Mr. J. L.

Pearson, is intended to illustrate the maxim " Laborare
est orare." It consists of two lights with a sixfoil in its

traceried head. Each of these lights is composed of three

panels in vertical order. In the left-hand light appear
ironsmiths, chemists, and agriculturists ; in the other
groups in corresponding positions show astronomers,
artists, and the professor with his scholars. Between
these groups are in all cases angels bearing labels in-

scribed with the words giving the key-note of the con-
ception—namely, " Laborare est orare." In the si.xfoil at

the head of the window is a representation of the sun as
the source of light, surrounded by the words, " Dixit autem
Deus fiant luminaria in firmamento coeli," and by the
various heavenly bodies from which light emanates or is

reflected. At the base is the following inscription :
—" In

memory of Charles William Siemens, Knt., D.C.L., LL.D.,
F.R.S. , Civil Engineer. Born 4 April, 1823 ; died 19
November, 1883. Erected as a tribute of respect by his

brother Engineers."

NOTES
It is gratifying to be able to announce that a pension of 300/.

a year has been conferred upon Prof. Huxley from the Civil List

Fund. We are also much pleased to notice the admirable

articles in the Times and other papers on the retirement of .Sir

Joseph Hooker and Prof. Huxley, indicating, as they certainly

do, the general growth of scientific interest.

We regret to learn of the death, in his 72nd year, of Prof.
Thomas Andrews, F.R.S., the eminent chemist. We hope to
be able to refer to his work in detail in our next number.

Botanists all the world over, we are sure, will he glad to

learn that Mr. W. T. Thiselton Dyer, C.M.G., F.R.S., has
beeu nominated to succeed Sir Joseph Hooker in the Director-
ship of Kew Gardens.

Our Paris Correspondent informs us of the death of M. Bouley,
President of the Paris Academy of Sciences, who was to have held
o.ffice until the first meeting of 1886. M. Bouley, who was
born in Paris in 1814, died of heart disease, under which he had
been labouring for many years. He was, during many years,

Director of the Veterinary School of Alfort. He has published
a large number of memoirs on physiological researches, and was
a popular writer and an eloquent debater.

The reports of observations of the total eclipse of the sun of
August 7, 1869, made by parties under the direction of Prof.
Cofftn, Superintendent of the Amerkan Nautical Almanac,
have recently been published by the authority of the Secretary
of the Navy. All lovers of astronomy will regret to know
that this late publication in full of observations made sixteen

years ago is due to the failing health and sickness of Prof.
Coffin. This is, however, the less to be regretted since pretty

full reports were made by the individual observers at the time

.and the important observations secured have in this way found
their place among the records of eclipse phenomena. The
illustrations which accompany the volume are very beautiful.

We have received No. 15 of the professional papers of

the Signal Service of the United States Army, containing a full

account of Prof. Langley's researches on solar heat and its ab-

sorption by the earth's atmosphere, undertaken during, and in

connection with, the Mount Whitney Expedition. Prof Langley
has already himself given an account in Nature of the im-

portant results he thus obtained. A perusal of the volume,

however, shows that all who are interested in this subject will

do well to refer to the present volume and the more detailed

accounts they will find there touching the various parts of the

research. It is a monument of industry and skill and undaunted
perseverance of which Prof. Langley may well be proud.

The Christmas Lectures at the Royal Institution will be given

by Prof. Dewar, on "The Story of a Meteorite " (with experi-

mental illustrations), commencing on December 29. Courses of

lectures will probably be given before Easter by Prof R. S.

Ball, Mr. R. S. Poole, Mr. C. T. Newton, Dr. A. Gamgee,
Mr. W. C. Roberts-Austin, Prof. Boyd Dawkins, Prof

Tyndall, Mr. A. Geikie, Rev. C. Taylor, Mr. E. B. Poulton,

and Mr. H. Grubb. The Friday Evening Meetings will begin

on January 22, when a discourse will be given by Prof. Tyndall.

Succeeding discourses will probably be given by Sir William

Thomson," Mr. T. P. Teale, Prof O. Reynolds, Mr. W. K.

Parker, Mr. A. A. Common, Prof A. Macalister, Mr. R. S.

Poole, Mr. W. II. M. Christie, Mr. W. Anderson, Sir Henry

Roscoe, and others.

The curriculum of the Paris School of Ethnology (founded by

M. Eroca in 1S76) for the current session embraces courses of

lectures on zoological, general, and prehistoric anthropology,

ethnology, medical geography, and the history of civilisation.

The course on linguistic anthropology does not commence until

the spring. On zoological anthropology Dr. Duval will lecture

on anthropogeny and comparative embryology : the blastoderm

and the first phases of development. In general anthropology,

Dr. Topinard will take type and race : the first part analytical

—

the races of Europe from prehistoric times down to our own
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days ; the second pan symhetic.il—the succession and trans-

formation of races, their past and future. In ethnology, Dr.

Dally will take ethnical cranioloyy ; in prehistoric anthropology,

M. Mortillet takes Tertiary man ; and in the history of civilisa-

tions, Dr. Lebourneau will lecture on the evolution and ethno-

graphy of morality.

We have received the price list of the publications of the

Smithsonian Institution up to July last. It includes only such

publications from 1847 to the present year as can be supplied,

all others being out of print. The latter are very numerous, for

of the first hundred publications only forty-si.'i are now to be

procured, the remaining sixty-four being out of print. The list

first gives the papers according to their numbers in the publica-

tion catalogue of the Institution, then according to the authors,

then according to their subjects, and finally they are arranged

"under heads according to their mode of publication, such as

"Annual Reports,'' "Contributions to Knowledge," "Pro-
ceedings of Societies," &c.

Telephonic communication between Paris and Rheims was
opened to the public on Tuesday. The distance is 172 kilo-

metres, but the electric resistance to be overcome between the

two points is estimated at 217 kilometres. The ordinary tele-

graphic wire is utilised for the purpose, but there is a special

telephonic station in the Plain of St. Denis, at the Pont de

Soissons. The tariff is one franc for five minutes' conversation.

At the inaugural st'anct; conversations were held with sundry

public functionaries at Rheims, whose voices were heard with

perfect distinctness.

Prof. Du Bois-Reymond, it is known, has recently availed

himself of good opportunities for studying the electric ray in the

live state ; and among several important facts elicited byhim is that

of irreciprocity of conduction in the electric organ. That is, when
short currents are passed through the organ in the same direction

as that of the animal's proper current, viz. from belly to back,

and in the reverse direction, the conductivity in the former case

is considerably greater. This irreciprocity begins to appear only
when the current has acquired a certain strength ; it increases

with the strength, but more slowly. Both this irreciprocity and
the small conductivity of the organ {which is considerably less

than that of sea water) are proved to be connected with the life

of the animal ; the former disappears and the latter increases in

the case of spontaneous death. The former depends also on the

duration of the current, diminishing with a continuous current.

This phenomenon of irreciprocity appears to have the effect of

strengthening the animal's current and so intensifying its physio-
logical action in external space. The author's researches on the
subject have been recently laid before the Beriin Academy
(Sitzungsierk/iie, Berlin Academy, 1885, p. 691).

The fresh-water mussel, it is known, closes its shell by contrac-

tion of two strong muscles—one before and one behind ; but how
does it open its shell ? This question has recently been studied by
Herr Pawlow {Pfliiger's Archiv). The animal {Anodonta cygitaa)

was fixed on a board by one shell, while the other free shell was
connected by means of a silk thread with the short arm of a

lever, the longer arm of which indicated the movements on a
slowly-rotating drum. The nerves were variously irritated ; but
without giving details we may say that Herr Pawlow finds there

are two classes of nerve-fibres connected with the muscles—the
one motor, producing contractions ; the other inhibitory, pro-

ducing relaxation. The motor nerves for each muscle spring

from the ganglion next it ; the inhibitory fibres all proceed from
the two front ganglions. The posterior ganglion can thus only

send an impulse of movement to the posterior closing muscle,
while the front ganglions, besides being thus related to the front

muscle, can also produce relaxation in both muscles. When
separated from the ganglions belonging to them the muscles pass

but verj' slowly from the contracted to the relaxed state. A
remarkable fact, noted by Herr Pawlow, is that by stimulation

of the nerves in the muscles contraction does not always follow,

but sometimes relaxation. Such phenomena are rare ; they

have been observed in the blood-vessels, and Herr Biedermann

has noticed them in the heart of the snail.

The hatching offish-ova has commenced at the establishment

of the National Fish-Culture Association, South Kensington,

several agents having been employed lately to artificially spawn

fish, which in many parts are well forward. The specie^ chiefly

operated upon have been the Salmo fario and S. levdtieiisis. The

American Government have promised to forward large consign-

ments of ova from the various species of Salmonidre abounding

in their waters, particularly the whitefish, whose eggs will be

incubated in very large numbers by the Association.

The telegraph system of the Great Northern Telegraph

Company has been extended to Seoul, the capital of Corea, and

to its port, Jenchuan, or Chemulpo. These two places are

therefore in telegraphic communication with the rest of the

world.

A WRITER in the North China Herald, on ethnology in China,

points out that while there have been geologists, botanists, and

zoologists in China, no one has yet given himself specially to

ethnology who was already distinguished in it. The province

of Szechu'en is a very interesting and important region for the

work of the ethnological geographer, because of the Thibetan

tribes, the Lolos, and others located there. In the historical

ethnology of China, De Guignes led the way in the last century

in his " History of the Huns," which unfortunately were not the

real Huns, for the Huns of Hungary were not, as he supposed,

the powerful race known in China as the Hiung Nu. Yet he

did much in elucidating the history of all the Tartar races, and

his great merit was that he collected a large store of historic

facts from Chinese sources, from the second century B.C., when

the Chinese began to know Tartary, down to the days of the

Mongol conquest. Klaproth settled the point who the Hiung

Nu really were by the simple method of taking the words men-

tioned as theirs by Chinese authors, and finding out to what

linguistic stock they belonged. Besides making this step forward,

Klaproth also tabulated the facts of Chinese history relating to

all Asiatic races.

Wn.4T remains to be done for ethnology in the field of Chinese

history is, the same writer adds, by no means a small amount of

work. It is possible to trace the Indo-European races men-

tioned by ancient Chinese authors, and follow them in their

movements westward, from Kansu to the Tsemgling mountains,

and beyond, where at Bokhara and Kunduz they meet with

other Indo-European stocks. In the north-west, besides these,

Chinese history introduces us to several Indo-European peoples,

occu[)ying before the birth of Christ the country around the Sea

of Aral, from which the Germanic races appear to have moved

westward. The Chinese tell us nothing of the first emigrants,

the Cimbri and Celts, but they give very considerable informa-

tion about the Germanic races, the value of which has not yet

been fully appreciated. Then the Huns, Avars, and Turks

went forward, and the facts respecting them in Chinese history

are, taken altogether, more abundant than upon any other

foreign stock of nations. " Hence there is every inducement for

the historical ethnologist to study Chinese history carefully."

Messrs. Macmillan and Co. will publish immediately a

work on the " Elements of Thermal Chemistry," by Mr. M. M.
Pattison Muir, i^ssisted by Mr. D. M. Wilson. It is intended

to present a connected account of the methods and results of the
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most important researches in the subject. Dealing rather with

principles than with details, it is adapted for the use of students

with a fair knowledge of the principles of Chemistry and the out-

lines of the study of Energy. The book is divided into two
parts—the first devoted to the statement and consideration of

the various branches of thermal chemistry ; the second com-

prising most of the data on which the science is built. These

data are classified and tabulated in five appendices, which it is

hoped will prove of considerable service to students.

A NEW and thoroughly revised edition of Mr. H B. Wood-
ward's " Geology of England and Wales " is announced. The
author has devoted nearly all his leisure hours since 1876 to the

preparation of it, sparing no pains to render it as complete and

accurate as possible. While giving prominence to the general

description of the rocks, their leading fossils, and economic

products, some details will be inserted to show the chief varia-

tions of the strata when traced across the country. Numerous
tables and diagrams will also be given, to show the relations

of the larger groups and of the local and minor divisions of

each series of stratified rocks. The history of each rock-name,

and its synonyms, so far as possible, will be briefly noted. The
endeavour is made to explain every local rock-name, as well as

the terms applied to particular beds or zones of fossils. The
account of the geology of the principal lines of railway will be

very much enlarged. The book will be published by subscrip-

tion. Mr. Woodward's address is 7, Kelvin Terrace, Highbury

Park, X.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Levaillant's Cynictis {Cynictis lei'aillanti i)

from South Africa, presented by Mr. W. Hope ; a Yellow-footed

Rock Kangaroo {Pdrogak xanthopus ? ), a Wedge-tailed Eagle

[Aquila auclax) from Australia, presented by Mr. G. T. Wills
;

a Cape Buffalo (Bul'alus caffcr i ) from South Africa, presented

by Mr. J. Gorton ; two Cape-crowned Cranes {Balcarica chryso-

pelargits) from South Africa, presented by His Excellency Sir

Henry E. Bulwer, G.C.M.G. ; t>LGo^3.vi\i{Astur palumbarius),

European, presented by Mr. W. H. St. Quintin ; an Indian

Kite (Milviis goviiida) from India, presented by Mrs. E. C.

Mathews ; a Cerastes Viper (
Vipera cerastes) from Moses' Well,

Arabia, presented by Lieut. -Col. G.W. Smith ; two Moose (Alces

machlis 6 9 ) from Norway, a Blue and Yellow Macaw {Ara

ararautin), a Red and Yellow Macaw [Ara chloroptera] from

South America, four Gold Pheasants ( 77;3?</«ato //c/a <? (5 ¥ ? )

from China, deposited ; two Ring-tailed Lemurs (Lemur

catla i 6 ) from Madagascar, two Aldrovandi's Skinks {Plestiodon

auratus) from North-West Africa, purchased ; three Lions

(Felis leo), born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Dearborn Observatory.—Prof. Hough's report to

the Directors of the Chicago Astronomical Society is as usual

chiefly occupied with the observations of Jupiter which have
been made with the great refractor. The great red spot still

forms, of course, the object of greatest interest. The curious

filling up which it underwent last February, whereby for a time
it presented the appearance of a reddish elliptical ring, with a
white centre, is described, and also its gradual return to its

normal appearance. The red spot has now been watched for

seven years, and during that time its latitude, shape, and size

have undergone but little change. The length, however,
appears to have diminished slightly in 1884 as compared with

1883, Prof Hough's measurements being I2""29 for 1883, and
li"'26 for 1884. The breadth, on the other hand, seems some-
what greater, so that it is less markedly elliptical than in former
years. The mean rotation period for the interval 1S84 September
25 to 1885 June 29 was found to be 9h. 55m. 40^45. , or some-
what greater than in previous years. " The depression in the
i-quatorial belt under the red spot, which was formed in 1S82,

has continued, but is gradually being obliterated." "The prin-
cipal equatorial white spot which has been observed since 1879
was not so conspicuous as in former years." The old rotation
value, gh. 50m. 9"8s. , satisfied the observations.
Of other observations the principal recorded are the discovery

of thirty-nine new double stars, an observation of the companion
to Sirius, 1885 '195, Dist. = 7"'96, Posn. Angle = 32°7, and a
series of photographs of the sun taken during the partial eclipse

of 1885 March 16. Prof Hough describes a printing chrono-
graph which he has had constructed, and which records at once
the time of an observation to the hundredth of a second, and
obviates the labour now necessary to convert the ordinary
chronographic record into numbers. He estimates the pecuniary
value of this labour in a first-class observatory as at least 200/.

annually.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK, 1S85, DECEMBER 6-12

(For the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at

Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24, is here
employed.

)

At Greenwich on December 6

Sun rises, 7h. 53m. ; souths, iih. 511

decl. on meridian, 22° 34' S. :

20h. 52m.
Moon (New) rises, 7h. l8m. ; souths, 1

decl. on meridian, 17° 34' S.

Planet Rises Souths
h. m. h. m.

Mercury ... 9 36 ... 13 18 .

Venus ... 11 16 ... 15 17 ..

Mars ... 23 II* ... 60..
Jupiter ... I 8 ... 712
Saturn ... 17 19* ... i 28 ..

1. 22"3s. ; sets, I5h. som. ;

Sidereal Time at Sunset,

ih. 51m. ; sets, i6h. 2im.

Sets
h. m.

17 O
19 IS

12 49
13 16

9 37

24 55 S.

22 12 S.

8 48 N.
o 5 S.

22 25 N.

Indicates that the rising is that of the precedinij day.

Occultations of Stars by the Moon

Mag. Disap.

1 ..

2 ..
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Meteor Shoatvys

The two principal showers of this week are the Taurids II.,

radiant R.A. 80'", Peel. 23° N., nearf Tauri ; and the Geminids,

radiant near a Geminorum ; the former should be specially

looked for on December 6, the latter December 9-12. Fire-

balls have frequently been seen during the latter period. Another

shower froih Taurus, R.A. 56°, Decl. 6° N., near v Tauri ; and

another from Gemini, R.A. 108°, Decl. 20° N., near f Gemin-
orum, have also been sometimes observed during this week.

Objects with Remarkable Spectra

257 Schj.—R.A. 2ih. 50m. 58s., Decl. 49° 57' '2 N. Mag. g'l

Secchi's fourth type. The dark band in the yellow is ab-

normally broad.

19 Piscium.—R.A. 23h. 40m. 31s., Decl. 2° 5l''o N. Mag. 6'2.

One of the finest examples of the fourth type of spectrum.

Mr. Marth has called attention to the following conjunction

of Saturn with DM. 22° 1383, which should be watched, as it

may possibly prove to be an occultation ;
—

h.

Dec. 9 ... 1
6
'4 *d with/ edge of ring, y = - 8-o

i8'4 * 6 with centre of Saturn, y = - I2"2
20

'5 *d with / edge of ring, j = - i6'4

The magnitude of the star is 8'7.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
The Invalide Russe publishes the following telegram from

Col. Prjevalsky from Pishpek, but dated Karakol, 2nd (N.S.
14th) November :

— " Our voyage has ended happily, and with
the most encouraging scientific results."

At the meeting of the Paris Geographical Society on the 20lh
ult., M. Alphonse Milne-Edwards in the chair, the return of M.
de Brazza was announced, as well as his promise to read a paper
before the Society on his journeys in the Congo. The President

also reported the return of M. Aubry from more than two years'

exploration in Choa and part of the country of the Gallas,

Danakils, and Somalis. During that time he determined the

course of the Haoiiach River and its affluents, the Mongueur,
Goudredet, and Ganjad, as well as the heights of various moun-
tains. He was also able to make numerous observations on the

geology, palaeontology, and mineralogy of the region. M.
Duveyrier stated that the altitude of Fez, which has never before

been determined, is about to be calculated by M. Feraud, by
the barometer, to within 10 metres. He has found it necessary
to make no fewer than 127 observations in order to obtain this

result. M. Coudreau referred to the latest stage of the dispute
between France and Brazil with regard, to the territory lying

between French Guiana and Pai-a.

Tn-e. Bulletin (1885, No. 5) of the Belgian Society of Geo-
graphy contains a long paper by M. Leclercq on Mexico, which
is really a translation and resum^ of a recent Mexican publica-

tion. The present paper is arranged under the following

heads :—Situation and boundaries, institutions, political divisions

and population, ethnography, with an approximate census of

the Indian tribes, industries, railways, and other methods of

communication, orography, climate, and productions. It is

thus, it will be perceived, a tolerably complete account of the

Mexican States.

The Boletin of the Geographical Society of Madrid for Octo-
ber (vol. xix. No. 4), is, as might be expected, mainly occupied
with the Caroline Island question. The only map attached to

the number is one of the Western Pacific from the Philippines

on the west and New Guinea on the south, including the Pelew,
Caroline, Marshall, Gilbert, and Ladrone or Marianne groups.

The first contribution is a letter from the Society by its author-

ised officers to the Government on the question, and claiming
the islands as belonging historically to Spain.

It is stated that an accurate survey of the Island of Yezo, and
the neighbouring islands (especially the Kuriles), is to be made
by the Japanese Naval Department. It is anticipated that the
work will occupy four years.

An Exhibition of Appliances used in Geogr.aphical Education
in England and on the Continent will be opened by the Royal
Geographical Society at 53, Great Marlborough Street, on
December 9, and will remain open till January 31.

The latest numbers of the Verhandhmgen of the Berlin Geo-
graphical Society (Band xii. Nos. 7 and 8) contain papers by
Dr. Penck, on the mountain .systems of Central Germany ; and
by Dr. Schulz, on a journey from Port Natal to the Kalahari,

and especially the exploration of the Rivers Chobe and Cubango.
Dr. Rath (in No. S) contributes a geographico-geological study

of the Pacific regions of North America, and the substance of a

lecture by Dr. Buchneron the Cameroons is also given.

A CORRESPONDENT with General Scratchley in New Guinea
reports that Mr. H. O. Forbes is going to attempt to reach the

summit of Mount Owen Stanley, 13,205 feet high, and hitherto

untrodden by the foot of man. Mr. Forbes will form a depot

camp at Sogeri, 25 miles inland, and survey, collect specimens,

&c., in tlie neighbourhood of the lower ranges. Next .-pring,

when the weather will be suitable, he will make the attempt to

climb to the highest point. He may, the correspondent says,

spend several years in New Guinea, for his wife is following

him, and his heart is thorougl-.ly in his work.

The Swedish Society of Anthropology and Geography has

commissioned Baron .Schwerin, Professor of Geography at the

University of Lund, to proceed on a scientific expedition to the

Congo, the chief objects being to make geographical, meteoro-

logical, botanical, and zoological studies in the new State, and
to collect ethnographical objects. Barons Nordenskjbld and
Dickson have lent the Expedition a number of valuable instru-

ments. The Swedish Government have requested Prof Schwerin
to report on the commercial opportunities afforded on the Congo
and the position of Scandinavian subjects there.

EXPLOSIONS IN COAL MINES^
T^HE address to which the members of the Society of Arts

were so good as to afford a favourable reception at the

opening meeting of last Session, was in great measure devoted

to topics suggested by the International Health E.xhibition of

that year. Wide as was the scope of that Exhibition, which
dealt not only with the necessaries and comforts of life, and the

promotion of bodily health in the feeding, clothing, and housing

of all classes, but also with the all-important subjects of physical

and mental training,- the E.xhibition of Inventions—which has

just terminated a prosperous and, I believe, a very useful career

—embraced a wealth of material for study which could bear

comparison, as regards extent and interest, with that presented

by any one of the great International Exhibitions of former

years, the initiation of which we owe to that illustrious Prince

whose memory the Society of Arts delights to honour.

I have resisted the temptation to devote this evening to a brief

review of some of the chief matters of interest presented by the

most prominent sections of the Exhibition, because I entertain a

lively hope that a thorough examination of at any rate many of

these will afford topics for important communications to this

Society, and I consequently feel that it would be scarcely just to

those who may consent to devote themselves to their preparation,

were I to cull specially attractive matter from the mass of in-

formation opened up to the student by the achievements demon-
strated at the Exhibition. I therefore propose to limit myself in

this address to the treatment of some matters relating to only

one branch of a division of the Exhibition, namely, the class

which deals with machinery and appliances tiscd in mines.

I venture to think that this class of subjects has claims to

special interest, because the mining industry ranks among the

most important sources of the wealth and cosmopolitan influence of

the Empire ; because its development and successful pursuit have
involved the utilisation of the resources of many branches of

applied science, and have taxed the talents and ingenuity of some
of our greatest mechanics, and most accomplished physicists and
chemists ; and, though last, not least, because the pursuit entails

the encountering of dangers and vicissitudes which will aptly

bear comparison with those involved in the careers of the soldier

and the sailor. Thrilling and harrowing accounts of great dis-

asters in coal mines direct public attention from time to time to

certain special dangers which the miner has to encounter, but the

annual reports of H.M. Inspectors of Mines show that there are

yet others to which miners in general are daily exposed, which,

although they do not attract public attention (partly because of

the very circumstance of their constant occurrence, and partly

because the sufferers by them meet their deaths in most cases

> -Address of Sir Frederick Abel, Chairman of Council of the Society of .\rts,

delivered at the opening meeting, Nov. 18, 1885.—(Abstract by the Author.)
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singly), are nevertheless far more formidable in regard to the

gross extent of the fatalities attending them, than are coal-mine

explosions.

When the late Mr. MacDonald, M.P. for Stafford, made his

remarkable speech in the House of Commons, in 1878, advocat-

ing the necessity for the more rigorous inspection of coal mines,

and supported his arguments with the enumeration of an appal-

ling list of disastrous colliery explosions, it was pointed out by
Mr. Thomas Burt, and other members, that explosions did not

constitute the chief element of danger which the miner had to

encounter, and that, while out of 25,000 lives which had been
lost in mines since J851, over 6,000 deaths had been caused by
explosions, there were more than io,ooodue to falls of stone and
coal in the mine workings, which attracted little or no public

attention. Mr. Cowen also pointed out that there was a still

larger number of injuries, due to such causes as these, which were
never heard of beyond the locality of the disasters, because they

were not attended with fatal results at the time, although in the

larger proportion of such cases the sufferers were either maimed
for life, or died after more or less brief intervals. The Table below,

which has been compiled from the annual reports of the Mine

Inspectors for the past ten years, shows the total number ofdeaths
annually due to accidents in mines, and the deaths due
respectively to explosions, to the falls of roof or sides in mine
workings, and to other miscellaneous causes ; and it will be
seen that even in those years when especially disastrous explosions

had occured, the fatalities due to explosions were, with the
exception of two years, considerably in the minority, compared
with deaths from falls of roof and sides, while—comparing them
with the deaths due to all other causes—the latter were invariably

much in excess. It is not surprising, however, that the paralys-

ing moral effect exercised upon small mining communities, and
the heartrending local misery and suffering which suddenly and
simultaneously fall upon many families, should cause coal-mine
explosions to command special sympathy, and to call forth

public expressions of regret and surprise that the resources of

science and of legislative power should have failed utterly to

prevent, or [even very greatly diminish, such sad disasters,

while, on the other hand, the daily occurrence of fatal accidents in

the ordinary pursuit of the miner's vocation, attracts little public

attention. It has been contended that the classes of constantly

recurring accidents, which combine to cause a far more formidable

Statement of Proportion, at Column II., of Deaths from Explosions in Coal Mines, from Falls of Roof and
Sides, and from other Miscellaneous Causes, to Total Deaths in Mines from all Causes during the
Years 1875-1884I
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total of deaths than even an unusual succession of serious ex-

plosions, are to a great extent made up of unavoidable sources of

danger to which the miner must be exposed ; and that, on the

other hand, the causes which lead to explosions have been long

known, and can be readily grappled with and removed by the

colliery owner or manager. But as a matter of fact the nature

of some of the chief and most prevalent conditions favourable

to mine explosions is only now being thoroughly made clear, and

the same may be said of the nature of measures and appliances

by which explosions may be avoided or diminished in magnitude.

From the foregoing considerations, it is evident that very

great interest and importance must attach to any decided

improvements in systems of working, or in appliances connected

with mining, and bearing directly upon the safety, facility, and
degree of comfort, with which subterranean operations can be

carried on. The members of the Society of Arts will, therefore,

I feel sure, take a lively and sympathetic interest in the state-

ments and observations which 1 have to oft'er in connection with

the Mining Section of the late Exhibition, and, in reference to

the labours, now fast drawing to a close, of a Commission,
appointed by Her Majesty al50ut six and a half years ago, to

inquire and report whether the resources of science could fur-

nish any practical expedients, not then in use, calculated to

prevent the occurrence of accidents in mines, or to limit their

disastrous consequences ; a Royal Commission whose earnest

and disinterested labours have been patiently, steadily, and faith-

fully pursued to successful issues, in spite of engrossing official

public and professional duties, and undeterred by the public

censure and abuse with which the persevering efforts of its

members to complete, as far as practicable, the heavy task

allotted to them, have as yet been alone encouraged.

The display at the recent Exhibition of implements and
appliances connected wdlh mining, was sufficiently comprehen-
sive to be fairly representative of the nature of improvements
which have of late been accomplished in almost all directions.

Some of the exhibits demonstrated very important progress,

made since the Accidents in Mines Commissioners commenced
their labours, and are traceable in several instances to certain

results of those labours, which, though not formally communi-
cated to the public, have become known to many engaged in

the management and supervision of mines.

An examination of tlie evidence taken by the Commission,
and published with their Preliminary Report, showed that there

were several important subjects connected with the safe and
efficient working of mines upon which large differences of

opinion prevailed. This was especially the case with reference

to the employment of naked lights in mines—the relative merits

of well-known safely lamps—the uses of gunpowder or other

explosives underground—and the possible influence of coal-dust

in the development or extension of explosions. It was, there-

fore, especially in these directions that the Commissioners
considered it their paramount duty to pursue experimental

inquiries, and, as those investigations proceeded, their import-

ance and the useful results likely to emanate from them became
the more apparent, while each succeeding step demonstrated the

necessity for proceeding further in the inquiries, so that, even up
to this, the period fixed by them for the completion of their final

Report, the Commissioners have found themselves still engrossed

in experiment.

Without presuming to deal in anticipation with the conclu-

sions arrived at by my colleagues and myself as the results of our
protracted investigation, I may venture to indicate the nature of

some of those results sufficiently to illustrate the progress made
in certain matters most vitally affecting the safety of the miner.
The important advances which have of late been made in tlie

methods of operation, and mechanical appliances, provided for

exploring and for breaking ground, were illustrated in the Exlii-

bition by some of tlie most recent improvements in boring and
drilling machines, and in the construction of the more ordinary

hand tools. Without dwelling upon the marked advance which
has been made in the operations of deep-boring and of tunnel-

driving, by combining the utilisation of steam or compressed air

with the method of continuous flushing, special reference must
be made to the great improvement effected in mining operations
by the use of drills or perforators driven by compressed air, of

which several varieties were shown at South Kensington.
So-called coal-cutting machines, for holing or undercutting coal,

of which many forms have constituted prominent features in the
mining sections of former Exhibitions, were only represented by
one variety on the present occasion, and appear to have hitherto

made little way, although their use would seem to be attended

with some decided advatitages. Hydraulic pressure has been

applied with some degree of success in connection with drilling

machines and with the forcing down of coal ; thus, Messrs. Dubois

and Francois ha'e applied a very efficient hydraulic arrangement,

called the' Bossoyaise, with considerable practical success, to the

removal of rock or stone in mines where fire-damp exists.

As regards the different methods of working seams of coal, and

the variety of circumstances which determine their expediency

or relative merits in difterent cases, I must limit myself to the

statement that the so-called long wall system, which consists in

the continuous excavation of the coal throughout or along a con-

siderable distance of the breadth of the seam, the excavated part

being filled up, as the work advances, with stone and slack, or

with material brought from the surface, presents facilities for

securing efficient ventilation, and other advantages in regard

especially to the safety of the workmen, by which it recommends

itself for choice wherever it is applicable,and which, supplemented

by the employment of wedges, have been used successfully for

bringing down coal or rock in some localities where fire-damp

is prevalent.

Large as is the proportion which accidents arising from falls of

roof and sides in mine-workings bear to casualties of all other

descriptions, an examination of the Mine Inspectors' Casualty

Returns happily shows that a considerable improvement has

actually taken place in the death-rate from falls during the Last

twenty years. This is unquestionably owing to bestowal of in-

creased care upon the proper support, by timbering or arching,

of the roof and sides of many workings, or upon improvements

in the system n\ion which this most important work is carried

out. Cheering as these results are, it cannot be doubted that

much remains to be accomplished in order to reduce the propor-

tion of casualties from these causes to some approach towards what

might be reasonably accepted as unavoidable at the present

One great safeguard to the miner against accidents from falls

of stone and coal would obviously be the provision of efficient

illumination of the ways and working places. A powerful

excuse for the use of naked lights, even where risk of producing

explosions was known to be incurred thereby, has been sought,

and even sometimes admitted, in the necessity for more light in

insecure places than that furnished by the Davy, the Geordie,

or the Clanny lamp ; the argument against enforcing the general

adoption of safety lamps, most strongly urged by Mr. Burt

and others in the debate of 1S78, was the miserable insufficiency

of the light afforded by them, and the consequent increase in

the number of accidents due to causes other than explosions.

Among improvements of late eff'ected in the construction of

safety lamps, has been the increase of their illuminating power ;

and this subject of underground illumination is, I may confidently

say. ripe for verv great amelioration.

The simple modes of underground transport of coal by manual

or horse labour have now, to a very considerable extent, given

place to its haulage, along tramways, by means of wire ropes or

chains actuated either by steam hauling engines placed near the

pit bittom, or bv compressed air-engines stationed in difterent

parts of the main roads. Some good illustrations of hauling

machinery of these kinds were included in the Exhibition, and

members of the Society of Arts cannot fail to remember with

interest that our late lamented chairman. Sir William Siemens,

was the pioneer in the introduction of electric hauling arrange-

ments for mining work.

A fruitful source of disaster connected with mines has been

the descent or ascent of the men by the shafts, and many con-

trivances have been devised, and more or less extensively applied,

for preventing accidents resulting from the overwinding of the

cages in which the men and the coal are brought to the surface,

or from the fracture of the rope with which these cages are

worked.
Really efficient and trustworthy appliances of this class cannot

fail to be important safeguards, equally perhaps with those

aftbrded by great improvements which have been effiscted in the

construction and quality of the hauling- or pit-ropes. It is

impossible to overrate the necessity for the bestowal of the high-

est skill and care upon the manufacture, testing, and periodical

inspection of these all-important adjuncts to mining work, to

which many thousands have daily, in blind confidence, to trust

their lives.
, 1

The great improvements which have been eff^ected m tlie

steam brakes and reversing gear applied to the powerful wind-
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ing-engines which, as monuments of mechanical skill, merit the

careful inspection of all interested in mining industry, are most
important additions to the safety appliances provided in the

present day in connection with the pit work of our mines. To
these must be added the improvements made in signalling

arrangements from the surface and underground, in connection

with which electricity has of late commenced to play an import-

ant part.

The great advance made in the ventilation of mines during the

past half century is well known to all who have paid the least

attention to these matters. Not only has the ventilating furnace

been greatly improved in efficiency and power ; the steam jet

and compressed air have received important application within

the last thirty-si.x years, and fans, and other mechanical ventilat-

ing agents of great power have come into extensive use during

the past twenty-three years.

The proper distribution of the air which is drawn down into

the pit, and the arrangements necessary for insuring the distri-

bution of fresh air throughout the different roadways and work-
ings in a mine, and its isolation from return- or foul air-

currents which are passing to the upcast or exit shaft, are now
carried out effectually in a large proportion of our coal

mines.

Although we have long been familiar with the nature of fire-

damp, and with the generally-accepted explanation of its origin

in coal, considerable uncertainty and consequent diversity of

opinion still prevail as to the condition in which the gas is pent

up in coal, and in the associated strata. That the light car-

buretted hydrogen, which chiefly composes fire-damp, exists,

with its associated gases, in a more or less condensed condition,

in coal, even some time after removal from the pit ; and, that

the gradual escape of the condensed inflammable gas from coal

has constituted a fruitful source of disaster to coal-laden ships,

and to steam-vessels carrying a large provision of coal—such as

our ships of war—are very well known facts ; but, there are

constantly-recurring phenomena connected with the escape of

gas from coal, a really satisfactory explanation of which is still

wanting, although patient inquiry has long been devoted to its

discovery. Thus it has been demonstrated by experiment that,

if cavities are bored into the coal and plugged, the gas will

speedily accumulate so as to exercise a pressure of several

hundred pounds upon the square inch, as indicated by pressure-

gauges fixed into the cavities.

In some localities, the gas issues as a jet, or so-called "blower,"
and many of these furnish a continuous supply of gas under
fairly uniform pressure, which may be conducted in a steady
stream to the surface, and utilised for heating and even for

illuminating purposes. Many explanations have been offered of
the existence of these blowers, and of the maintenance and
sudden cessation of the gas supply, but they have remained a
mystery.

The systems of ventilation now in use in coal mines, and the
powerful circulation of air maintained thereby, deal effectually

with the removal of gas, as it exudes from frtshly-worked coal
even in very fiery mines, when it passes into the main ways and
the workings which are actually in use ; but, in old workings,
recesses, or cavities, and in the so-called goaves, where the
worked-out space has been filled up with stone and ditiris, the
gas may lurk and lodge, and may at any time constitute a source
of great danger, if special means are not adopted to favour its

removal ; and, even with the most efficient and searching venti-
lating arrangements, the almost unavoidable existence of some
accumulations here and there in mines where fire-damp is

prevalent, renders absolute freedom from it, of the air in the
mme, practically unattainable in such cases, although the amount
diffused through the atmosphere may seldom, under ordinary
conditions, approach, even distantly, to the minimum proportion
which, per se, might constitute a source of danger.

It is now generally admitted that variations of atmospheric
pressure influence the tendency of fire-damp to escape from
goaves or old workings in a mine where accumulations are liable
to exist, and that when a reduction of pressure suddenly sets in,
such an escape may take place even to some considerable extent
before the barometer indicates the depression. Some even
maintain that the emission of gas from the fresh face of coal
IS considerably promoted by such alterations of jiressure ; but
although there are many undoubted instances of explosions
having occurred during sudden and very considerable depressions
of the barometer, different observers in this and other countries
are by no means in accord as to the extent to which, in a

properly-ventilated mine, the existence of fire-damp in the air is

influenced by barometric changes.
There are some mines so free from fire-damp that naked lights

may be used therein with perfect safety, and others where the
use of safety lamps need apparently be only insisted upon in

certain parts of the workings. There can be no doubt, on the
other hand, that the adoption of even the most perfect ventilation

cannot secure such absolute safety as to render the use of naked
lights warrantable, where seams are worked in which fire-damp
exists in any abundance,—because danger may there arise at any
time, from some accidental stoppage or partial failure of the
ventilating arrangements, from the effect of a reduction of
atmospheric pressure in promoting the escape of gas from lurk-

ing places, or, from a liability to the sudden emission of gas in

considerable quantity from coal. The very poor light furnished
by the forms of safety lamp still chiefly in use, has afforded very
strong temptation to the men to have recourse to naked lights,

and to the managers of mines to regard such proceeding with
inditlgence, even where its danger is well recognised. Poor as

the light is which the older forms of lamps furnish in a quiet

atmosphere, it becomes even much worse when they are exposed
to such cuiTents as are now met with in properly ventilated

mines.

Efficient lamps should therefore burn brightly and steadily even
in strong currents of air, and they should be unable, under any
circumstances at all likely to arise in coal mines, to ignite an
inflammable mixture of fii-e-damp and air, even when this is

passing at the highest velocities which can occur in any part of
a mine.
The importance of determining how far modifications of exist-

ing lamps, or new kinds, fulfil these conditions, has led individuals

specially interested in the subject, and associations of raining

engineers, for many years past, to submit lamps to comparative
experimental tests ; and the first branch of inquiry which was
taken up by the Royal Commission was the systematic comparison
of the behaviour of different lamps under variously modified
conditions in currents of explosive mixtures of gas and air,

travelling at different and accurately-determined velocities.

As the experiments proceeded, and the results of tests applied
to particular lamps became known to the makers, modifications
in construction were introduced, or new an'angements devised.

More than 200 lamps have been submitted to a variety of trials,

and even up to the present day the Commission have continued
to receive new lamps, with urgent requests that they should be
included in the trials.

This investigation has also included a careful determination of

the amount of light furnished, and of the burning qualities of

all the more promising lamps, as well as an examination into

their practical merits, in regard to construction, weight, and
handiness.

The results of these extensive investigations will now very^

shortly be in the hands of the public : I must content myself
with veiy briefly indicating their general nature.

Only three types of lamp were until recently in extensive use

in this country : the original safety lamps, which the miners owe
to the genius of Davy and of Stephenson, and a lamp not long

afterwards devised by Dr. Clanny. When the safety lamp was
first invented, the ventilating currents in mines were very

moderate indeed, and under the then prevailing conditions these

earliest lamps were fairly safe. But, at the present time, the

air in the mine roadways often travels at a rate of 20 to 25 feet

per second, and may even, in some special places, attain veloci-

ties of 30 to- 35 feet. Under these conditions the Davy and
Clanny lamps cease to afford any security in localities where
fire-damp is prevalent. This had already been indicated by the

results of previous experiments when the Commissioners com-
menced their work, but their own investigation so clearly esta-

blished the great danger of these lamps, and the facts already

known on the subject appeared to have received so little

consideration, that the Commissioners regarded it as their

imperative duty to direct the Home .Secretary's attention

officially and in strong terms to the fact, in the hope that most
prominent publicity would be at once given to their warning.

After some delay, a circular embodying the substance of it

was issued, but without any indication that it bore the authority

of the Royal Commission. This action was taken not long

after the appointment of the Commission, yet the Davy and
Clanny lamps have continued in use in mines where the elements

of danger insisted upon exist.

The Davy lamp had, some years back, been rendered much
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less dangerous by the addition of a metal shield partially sur-

rounding the gauze cylinder, or by the provision of an external

glass cylinder extending up the gauze to various distances. The
latter modification proved to be the most efficient safeguard of

the two ; but a much more important protection has been com-
paratively recently eflected by inclosing the lamp in a case,

which protects it to a great extent from the action of currents,

though this considerably dimiuishes the already very meagre
light afforded by this lamp.

A lamp of Belgian origin, termed the Muesder, and which
has for many years past been officially adopted in Belgian mines,

presents important advantages over the lamps already referred to,

which were, in part, recognised before the Commission existed,

the lamp having since come into somewhat extensive use. Some
experiments and certain results of practical experience had,

however, already thrown doubt upon the wisdom of placing

absolute reliance in the safety of this lamp ; the Commissioners'

experiments confirmed the validity of those doubts, and showed
that, under particular conditions, the Mueseler lamp might cause

an explosion when exposed to a current of fire-damp mixture ofveiy

moderate velocity. On the other hand, the cased Da'.y lamp was
found perfectly safe, under much inore severe conditions, and
this important fact has led to the adaptation of cases in various

ways to the old types of safety lamps—many so-called new safety

lamps consisting, in fact, of the Davy and Clanny protected by
inclosure from the direct action of the current.

The publication of the Commissioners' investigations will, I

venture to affirm, convince even those who, although they have

not cared to inform themselves of the character and extent of tlie

work which was being done, have thought it right and just to

publicly reproach the Commission with dilatoriness, that the

curtailment of these researches would only have been detrimental

to the conclusive, and therefore practically important, nature of

the results arrived at. For, these have not only led to decisive

conclusions regarding the defects of the best known types of

lamps, and the degree of safety and other merits of a large

variety of modifications of them, as well as of new forms of

lamps, but they will also enable the Commissioners to indicate,

with confidence, several lamps which combine a great degree of

safety with other important merits, and to specify a few among
these which, while ranking highest in point of safety, and leaving

very little indeed to be desired in this respect, combine, with this

first essential, the important adjuncts of simplicity of construc-

tion and fair illuminating power. It will, moreover, be possible

to indicate some directions in which even these lamps are sus-

eptible of improvement. It, therefore, only remains to be

hoped that the results of the labour which the Commissioners

have devoted to this branch of their inquiry will be accepted

wtth the confidence they merit, and will be speedily utilised both

by those who are responsible for the management of mines and
by those who control the actions of the miner.

When the Commission's investigations were already consider-

ably advanced, Mr. Ellis Lever publicly offered a premium of

£,yyo for a miners' safety lamp, which, while being of convenient

size for carrying about, would continue to give a useful amount
of light for not less than twelve hours, and which would not

cause an explosion of gas under any circumstances at all likely to

represent conditions which may occitr in actual practice. It was
proposed that the judges to whom lamps submitted for competition

were to be referred should include three scientists, nominated
respectively by Mr. Lever, by the Royal Society, and by the

Society of Arts. No less than loS different lamps were sent in,

and it need scarcely be said that the determination whether any

among them fulfilled the prescribed conditions involved a very

extensive series of experiments. The adjudicators who had to

investigate the merits of the various lamps, included three

scientists, and two were members of the Commission, who cheer-

fully consented to take upon themselves this very considerable

addition to the voluntary labours already being carried on by

them in the interests of the miners.

Only four electric lamps were submitted, and these altogether

failed in fulfilling any one of the conditions laid down, excepting

that of being self-contained lamps. Eventually, not one of the

other lamps was found completely to fulfil the whole of the con-

ditions under which the premium was offered, although several

ranked very high as regards safety and efficiency ; foremost

among these being the lamp of M. Marsaut and that of Mr. N.
Morgan, of Pontypridd, to whom gold medals have been awarded
at the Inventions Exhibition, and whose lamps rank among those

which tlie Commissioners are able to speak most highly of.

But, the premium which Mr. Lever placed at the disposal of the

adjudicators reverted to him, and those who have great experi-

ence of the behaviour of safety lamps of the various well-known

and recently developed types, could scarcely have anticipated a

different result. Mr. Lever has, since then, again offered a

similar premium, this time for " the invention or discovery

of an economical, efficient, and safe substitute for gunpowder
and other dangerous explosives used in the getting of coal."

The Council of the Society of Arts could not see their

way to comply with the suggestions of Mr. Lever that they

should award this premium, or appoint adjudicators for

that purpose, as they did not feel themselves warranted in

suggesting the great sacrifice of time, in the performance of

the very laborious and exhaustive experiments indispensable in

this case, to such as would be really competent to perform the

work of adjudication, which Mr. Lever appears to think at least

as lightly of as of the offer of these prizes. It borders upon the

amusing to observe inthe article by the Manchester Correspondent

of the Times, to which such prominence was given on the 27th

of last June, how the writer heralds offers of subscriptions and

of premiums, as illustrating the way in which his hero "gallantly

attacks the problem (of accidents in mines) at all points," while

he has no encouraging word for the man 'of science whose dis-

interested devotion to very arduous work, for which his sole

probable recognition would be hostile criticism, or worse, can

alone give any point to the "gallant attacks " of philanthropists

like Mr. Ellis Lever.

{To be continued.)

THE ROYAL SOCIETY'
A T the earUest opportunity after my return to England last^ spring I offered my very grateful acknowledgments to

the Society for the kindness with which the Fellows had

condoned my enforced absence from my post during the winter.

And I should not venture to occupy your time by recurring to

the subject, did not the return of St. Andrew's Day admonish me
•hat duty and inclination alike require me to offer my especial

thanks to the Treasurer for the cheerful readiness with which he

took upon himself the burden of my duties, and the efficiency

with which he discharged them on our last Anniversary.

On the last occasion on which I had the honour to address

you, it was my painful duty to commence by lamenting the

death of a very eminent member of the Society, who was, at the

same time, one of my oldest and most intimate friends. I deeply

regret to find myself once more in this position. The lamentable

accident which has deprived the Society of one of its oldest and

most distinguished Fellows, Dr. Carpenter, has robbed me of a

friend, whose kindly sympathy and help were invaluable to me
five-and-thirty years ago, and who has never failed me since.

You are all acquainted with Dr. Carpenter's great and long-

centinued services to science a^ an investigator and as an

expositor of remarkable literary skill ; and there must be many
here who, having worked with him in the University of London,

of which he was so long Registrar, are familiar with the high

integrity, the energy, and the knowledge, which marked him as

an administrator. He was a man of varied accomplishtnents

outside the province of science, single-minded in aim, stainless

in life, respected by all with whom he came in contact.

Within the last few days, Physics has lost an eminent

representative in Dr. Thomas Andrews, of Belfast. Among the

cultivators of Chemical Science we have to regret the decease of

Mr. Field, who was one of the original members of the

Chemical Society ; of Mr. Weldon, and of Dr. Voeicker, whose

names are well known in connexion with manufacturing and

agricultural chemistry. In Biology, we have lost Dr. Davidson,

whose elaborate monographs on the fossil Brachiopoda are

remarkable examples of accurate malacological work combined

with artistic skill ; Dr. Gwyn Jeffries, the veteran explorer of

our marine molluscous fauna, and a high authority on conchology ;

and Dr. Morrison Watson, whose early death has cut short the

career of an anatomist of much promise. Mineralogy has

suffered a similar loss by the premature death of Dr. Walter

Flight. In Engineering Science, we have to lament the deaths

of Mr. Barlow and Professor Fleeming Jenkin. I may be

permitted to dwell for a moment upon the latter name, as that

of a most genial and accomplished man and a valued personal

1 Address of the President. Prof. T. H. Huxley, delivered at the

Anniversary Meeting, November 30, 1S85.
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friend, with whom it had been my privilege to be associated for

a time in his well-directed and successful efforts to improve the

,anii;iry condition of our cities. The elder generation of English

^L<>l.iL;ists will remember the keen interest which the Earl of

SL-ll;iilc took in their pursuits. The death of Lord Houghton

robs us of a connecting link with all the world.

Three very distinguished names have disappeared from the

ranks of our Foreign Members : that of Henle, of Gbttingen,

among whose many merits must stand that of ranking next after

Schwann among the founders of histology ; that of the venerable

Henry Milne-Edwards, of Paris, one of the most distinguished

members of the school of Cuvier, and admirable no less for his

contributions to zoological philosophy than for the extent and the

precision of his additions to our knowledge of facts ; and lastly,

that of \ox\ Siebold, of Miinich, whose remarkable investigations

into the phenomena of parasitism and of sexless reproduction

brought about the solution of some of the most diiificult problems

of zoology, while it would be difficult to exaggerate the influence

of his wonderfully accurate and comprehensive '' Handbook" on

the progress of invertebrate zoology forty years ago.

On the 1st of December last year the total number of Fellows

|of the Royal Society amounted to 519 ; of these 473 were on

the home and 46 on the foreign list. Deducting Her Majesty,

our Patron, and four other Royal personages, the number on the

home list was 468. At the present moment, we have 49 foreign

members, or within one of our full complement ; while the

total strength of the home list (deducting Royal personages) is

466, or two fewer than twelve months ago. The number of

deaths in the home list during the past year is 20. This is a

larger mortality than that of last year ; and it still exceeds the

number of Fellows added to the Society by election, which
during the last part of the year was 16 : namely, the statutory

15 P'ellows elected in the ordinary way and i Privy Coun-

cillor.

As the Treasurer observed in his address on the last

Anniversary, it is obvious that we are rapidly approaching a

state of equilibrium between our losses and our gains ; and,

under the present conditions of election, the strength of the home
list may be expected to remain somewhere between 460
and 470.
While our number thus tends to remain stationary, the list

of candidates for the Fellowship, though it has fluctuated a good
deal from year to year, has on the whole become longer, until,

at present, the candidates are more than four times as numerous
as the annual elections sanctioned by our rules. This state of

things has given rise to comment, both within and without the

[Society, on more than one occasion. It has been said that any
Irestriction upon the number of our Fellows is unwise, inasmuch
as we narrow our influence and diminish our revenues thereby ;

and, by way of a still more implea-ant suggestion, it is hinted

that, by such limitations, we lay ourselves open to the charge of

a desire to arrogate to ourselves tlie position of the elect

of science.

With respect to the first objection, I venture to point out

that the influence of the Society upon the advancement of science

is not by any means measured either by its numerical strength

or by the amount of the funds at its disposal.

And, as to the second charge or insinuation, if it is worth
while to meet it at all (which may be doubtful), I am disposed
to think that, in another than the invidious sense of the words,
it is highly desirable that the Fellows of the Royal Society
should regard themselves, and be regarded by others, as the

elect of science. An organisation which was the direct product
of the new birth of science in the days of Gilbert, of Galileo,

and of Harvey ; which was one of the earliest of the associations

founded for the sole purpose of promoting natural knowledge ;

and which has so faithfully performed its functions that it is

inseparably associated with all the great strides which science

has made for two centuries, has insensibly and without effort

become a recognised representative of men of science in these

islands : as such, on the one hand, it is consulted by the
Government on scientific questions ; and, on the other hand, it

[claims tlie right to be Iieard by the Government on all questions
nf scientific interest. I believe it to be impossible that the
[Society should discharge the functions which it has not sought,
out which have thus devolved upon it, satisfactorily, unless it

really does consist, in one sense, of the elect of science ; that is

to say, unless every care is taken to keep its scientific character
at the level of its scientific reputation, and to ensure that it shall

be not the mere figure-head of the scientific body, but a living

association of representative men engaged in all branches of

scientific activity.

Those among my hearers whose memories go back forty years

will remember that, at that time, the Society was in great

danger of losing its scientific character, though it would

doubtless have taken it a long time, and a good deal of

perversity, to get rid of its scientific reputation. It had become
the fashion to append F.R.S. to a name, and the scientific

members where in danger of being swamped by the invasion of

dilettanti. The aim of our eminent colleague. Sir William

Grove, and his friends, who fought the battle of 1S47, and

thereby, to my mind, earned the undying gratitude of all who
have the interests of science at heart, was not to create an

academy of immortals, but to save the Fellowship of the Society

from becoming a sham and an imposture. And they succeeded

in their object by carrying a measure of reform which embodied

two principles—the first, that of the practical responsibility of

the Council for the elections, the second, that of the limitation of

the number of candidates annually elected. The result of the

steady adherence of the Society to these principles for thirty-

eight years is that, year by year, the Society has approached

more and more closely to that representative character which, I

cannot but think, it is eminently desirable it should possess.

During a great part of this time I have enjoyed more and

closer opportunities than most people of watching the working

of our system. Mistakes have been made now and then, no

doubt, for even members of Council are fallible ; but it is more
than thirty years since the propriety of the selections made by

the Council has been challenged at a general meeting ; and I

have never heard a question raised as to the conscientiousness

with which the work is done, or as to the desire of the Council

to mete out even-handed justice to the devotees of all branches

of science. I am very strongly of opinion that if the Royal

Society were a "Chamber of Science," subject to dissolution,

and that alter such dissolution a general election, by universal

suffrage of the members of all scientific bodies in the kingdom,

took place, an overwhelming majority of the present Fellows

would be re-elected.

Such being my conviction, it is natural that I should express

a fervent hope that the Society will never be tempted to depart

from the principles of the method by which, at present, it

recruits its strength. It is quite another question, however,

whether it is desirable to retain the present limit to our annual

addition or to increase it.

There is assuredly nothing sacred in the number 15 ; nor

any good reason that I know of for restricting the total strength

of our home list to 460 or 470 ; so long as our recruits approve

themselves good soldiers of science the more we enrol the

better. And if I may pursue the metaphor, I will add that I

do not think it desirable that our corps should consist altogether

of general officers. Any such exclusiveness would deprive us of

much useful service, and seriously interfere with the representa-

tive character in which our strengtli lies. I think we ought to

be in touch with the whole world of science in the country, and

constitute a microcosm answering to that macrocosm. Those
who are in favour of making a change observe that the limit of

fifteen was fixed nearly forty years ago ; that the number of

those who occupy themselves seriously with science and attain a

position which would undoubtedly have brought them into the

Society at that time, has increased and is constantly increasing

;

and that it is undesirable that we should be compelled to leave

out of our body, year after year, persons whom we should be

very glad to see in it. On the other hand, it is to be recollected

that a change once made can hardly be revoked, and that, in

view of the importance of such a step, the Society will do well

to make sure of the consequences before taking it.

I have thought it desirAble to raise the question, not for the

purpose of suggesting any immediate action—for my personal

opinion is that, at present, no change is desirable—but in order

that the attention of the Fellows may be directed to a matter

which I think is sure to come before them in a practical shape

before many anniversaries go by. And, whenever that time

arrives, I think another problem may possibly offer itself for

solution. Since this Society was founded, English-speaking

communities have been planted and are increasing and multi-

plying in all quarters of the globe— to use a naturalist's phrase,

their geographical distribution is "world wide." Wherever
these communities have had time to develop, the instinct which

led our forefathers to come together for the promotion of natural

knowledge has worked in them and produced most notable
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results. The quantity and quality of the scientific work now
being done in the United States moves us all to hearty admira-
tion ; the Dominion of Canada, and our colonies in South
Africa, New Zealand, and Australia, show that they do not

mean to be left behind in the race ; and the scientific activity of

our countrymen in India needs no comment.
Whatever may be the practicability of political federation for

more or fewer of the rapidly growing English-speaking peoples
of the globe, some sort of scientific federation should surely be
possible. Nothing is baser than scientific Chauvinism, but still

blood is thicker than water ; and I have often ventured to dream
that the Royal Society might associate itself in some special way
with all English-speaking men of science ; that it might recog-
nise their work in other ways than by the rare opportunities at

present offered by election to our foreign Fellowship, or by the
award of those medals which are open to everybody ; and with-
out imposing upon them the responsibilities of the ordinary
Fellowship, while they must needs be deprived of a large part of

its privileges. How far this aspiration of mine may be recipro-

cated by our scientific brethren in the United States and in our
colonies I do not know : I make it public, on my own responsi-
bility, for your and their consideration.

I am anxious to call the attention of the Fellows to an altera-

tion in our rules, in virtue of which it is hoped that the valuable
library of the Society will be made more e.xtensively useful to

them by being accessible up to a later hour than heretofore, and
by better provision for the comfort and convenience of those
who desire to read or write in the Society's rooms.
The funds of the Society have been augmented in various

ways during the past year.

The value of the fee for the Croonian Lecture has been in-

creased from 2/. iSj. 9</. to about 50/. a-year, by the falling in

of certain leases.

Allusion was made in the Treasurer's address last year to the
Darwin Memorial. I am happy to say that Mr. Boehm's ad-
mirable statue was formally and publicly accepted by II.R.H.
the Prince of Wales, on beh.alf of the Trustees of the British

Museum, last summer, and now adorns the entrance hall of the
Natural History Museum at South Kensington. The balance
of the sum raised, amounting to 2003/., has been handed over
to the Royal Society, and the interest thereof will be employed
under the name of the "Darwin Fund for the Promotion of
Biological Research," in any way the President and Council
may think fit. I sincerely trust that this fund may be increased
from time to time, as the Donation Fund, founded by Dr.
Wollaston, has been ; and that its beneficent influence on the
progress of biological science may thus keep green the memory
of the great man whose name it bears, in the way which,
assuredly, would have been most agreeable to himself

I am sure that I may express your acknowledgments to Mr.
James Budgett for the repetition of his liberal donation of 100/.

in aid of the cost of publication of Prof. Parker's important and
elaborate monographs on the vertebrate skull, one of which oc-
cupies a whole part of the Transactions, and is illustrated by
thirty-nine quarto plates.

We are indebted to the subscribers to the Henry Smith
Memorial for the marble replica of the bust by Mr. Boehm of
that eminent mathematician and most accomplished scholar,
which now ornaments our library. The Fme Art Society has
presented Mr. Flameng's etching of the portrait of your
President, painted by the Hon. John Collier.
Among the presents to the library, I may particularly mention

the second volume of Prof C;. Retzius' valuable and splendidly
illustrated work, "Das Gehor-organ der Wirbelthiere," and
"Les Habitants de Surinam," by the Prince Roland Bona-
parte, by their respective authors, and four volumes of the
Challenger Report, by Her Majesty's Stationery Office.
Five numbers of the Proceedings (about 8S0 pages) have ap-

peared since the last Anniversary. Only one part of the Philoso-
phical Tra7isactions has been as yet published ; but two other
parts (Parts I. and II. for 1885) are passing .simultaneously
through the press.

The possibility of devising means by which papers read before
us rnay be published more rapidly, has seriously engaged the at-

tention of the officers of the Society, and I trust that, before
long, tlie Council may have some well-conceived plan for achiev-
ing that end brought under their consideration. While all will
agree in deprecating unnecessary retardation, it must be remem-
bered that a certain delay is absolutely necessary, if the Com-
mittee of Papers is to discharge ^^ith due care its important

function of arriving at a sound judgment, after considering the

opinions of responsible specialists on the merits of each paper
submitted to it. In substance, I do not think that we can hope
to better our present arrangements ; all that can be asked is, that

they should be improved in some details, and more especially

that the time which necessarily intervenes between presentation

and publication should be minimised.

The preparation of copy for the Catalogue of Scientific Papers,

deca<le 1874—85, no* approaches completion. A total of 290
series have been indexed, giving 85,000 title slips, written,

checked, and distributed. This number, which is within 10,000
of that contained in the two volumes of the preceding decade,

nearly exhausts the material in our own library ; it remains to

supplement this by reference to other libraries.

At the meeting on the i8th of June last, our Fellow, Prof.

Roy, communicated to the Council the project entertained by
himself. Dr. Graham Brown, of Edinburgh, and Mr. Sheringtou

(G. H. Lewes Student, Cambridge), of proceeding to Spain
with a view of investigating the nature of cholera, and requested

the assistance of the Royal Society.

In view of the great practical importance of such an investiga-

tion, and the desirableness of making a new attempt to solve a

problem about which highly competent inquirers have arrived at

contradictory results, the President and Council resolved to do
everything which lay in their power to assist Dr. Roy and his

colleagues. The Secretary was instructed to inquire of the

Spanish Minister whether the proposed investigations would be
agreeable to the Spanish authorities, and whether Dr. Roy might
expect to obtain facilities and assistance. On the receipt of a

courteous and sympathetic letter from his Excellency, the Secre-

tary was further instructed to inform the Foreign Office of Dr.

Roy's expedition, and to request that Her Majesty's Govern-
ment would afford him and his colleagues all the assistance in

their power. Moreover, 150/. was granted from the Donation
Fund in aid of the expenses of the undertaking, which were
shared between the Royal Society and the Society for the Ad-
vancement of Medicine by Research.

I am sure the Fellows of the Society will join with me in con
gratulating Dr. Roy, Dr. Brown, and Mr. Sherington on bhaving
returned safe and sound from an adventure in which the interest

of scientific inquiry must have been heightened by a considerable

spice of personal danger. Dr. Roy has furnished me with a

brief preliminary report of the work done, the substance of which
I proceed to lay before the Society.

The members of the Commission met with very serious diffi-

culties in their attempts to study the pathology of cholera in Spain,

where they spent three months ; but owing to the powerful sup-

port which was giveu them by the English Embassy in Madrid,
they were able eventually to pursue their studies in a satisfactory

manner. At Aranjuez antl iVIadrid they obtained free access tu

the cholera hospitals, and made nearly thirty autopsies of typical

cholera cases within very short periods after death. From all

of these cases they were able to obtain mateiial for cultivation and
thus to make a large series of investigations on the different

forms of micro-organisms which are found in the tissues and in-

testinal contents of cholera cases. Owing, however, to the im-

possibility of obtaining animals for inoculation, and reagents of

various kinds, they were unable to complete their inquiry in

Spain, and they were obliged to leave the investigations of cer-

tain points until their return to England. They have directed

their attention chiefly to the relation which the comma bacillus,

first described by Koch, bears to the cholera proce-s, and they

hope to be able to make important additions to our knowledge of

this important subject. They are at present engaged in com-
pleting their work, and in the course of a few weeks they

hope to be able to present their full report to the Royal

Society.

The Marine Biological .Association, to the funds of which the

Royal Society made a substantial contribution last year, is making
good progress. A site for building has been granted by the

War Office, at Plymouth
;
plans have been prepared, and if the

Treasury will follow the precedent nhich it has so largely and
beneficially adopted in educational matters, of helping those who
help themselves, as I am glad to say my lords seem inclined to

do, I trust that, before long, the laboratory will be in working
order.

The prosecution of the borings into the Delta of the Nile,

which reference has been made on previous Anniversaries, have

unfortunately been hindered by various obstacles. Quite recently

I have been favoured by Col. H. Maitland, R.E., with an
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acco\int of the borings made near Rosetta, in which a depth of

84 feet was reached without apparently attaining the bottom of

the fliiviatile deposits ; and I hope that circumstances may
shortly permit the resumption of the original project of carrying

a line of borings across the Valley of the Nile on the parallel of

Tantah or thereabouts.

In the meanwhile the Committee in charge of the investigation

has presented a report by Prof Judd on the results of the exami-

nation of the borings already made. I have been favoured by
Prof. Judd with the following brief summary of these results,

which have been fully fully set forth in a paper read at the first

meeting of the .Society after the recess.

Although two of the recent borings in the Nile Delta have

attained depths of 73 and 84 feet respectively, yet neither of

them has reached the rocky floor of the old Nile Valley, nor,

indeed, ha\'e they afforded any indications of an approach to the

solid rock. The samples of the Delta deposits obtained by these

boring operations are found to be in all cases mixtures in varying

proportions of Nile mud, or material carried in suspension by the

river, and desert sand, or particles swept up from the surrounding

districts by the action of winds. The study of these materials by
the aid of the microscope has revealed a number of facts which
may be made the basis of generalisations of considerable interest

to geologists.

The minerals present in these sands and muds are found to be
such as characterise the granitic and highly crystalline metamor-
phic I'ocks ; there can be little doubt, therefore, that tlie vast

regions included within the Nile basin are in the main composed
of rocks belonging to those classes, or of sedimentary deposits

derived from them.

Of still greater interest is the fact that the fragments of felspars

and other complex silicates in the Delta deposits exhibit but

slight e\idences of kaolinisation or other chemical cliange. This
points to the conclusion that, in rainless districts drained by the

Nile, the disintegration of rocks is effected by mechanical rather

than by chemical agencies. A very striking confirmation of this

conclusion is afforded by the study of the composition of the

waters of the Nile, our knowdedge of which has been greatly

advanced by the recent researches by Dr. C. M. Tidy. In spite

of tlie circumstance that the waters of the Nile must undergo
great concentration during its passage of 1400 miles through
regions of exceptional heat and drought, it is found that those

waters actually hold in solution little more than one-half the

percentage of mineral matter which is present in the river waters

of temperate and rainy regions. The chemical disintegration of

rocks being so largely due to the action of rain and vegetation,

it is not surprising to find that. where these agencies are almost
entirely absent the rocks exhibit but few signs of chemical
change.

The Krakatab Committee, which is now rather a large one,

consisting of thirteen members, has been steadily at work during
the year ; and the discussion of the very varied and large mass
of data has been undertaken by sub-committees, dealing

I

respectively with the following branches :—

•

Geological—including eruption and earthquake phenomena,
and the geological features of the distribution of dust and
pumice.

^Meteorological (A)—including air-waves, sounds, and the

geographical distribution of dust and pumice.

Meteorological (B)— including twilight effects, coronal

appearances, cloud haze, coloured sun, moon, &c.
Magnetic and electric phenomena.
Tidal waves.

With the exception of the -last-named Sub-Committee, viz.

«hat upon Tidal Waves, of which the work has been delayed by
the illness of Sir F. Evans, all the reports are now in a forward
state, and there seems to be every prospect of the work being
concluded in the course of a very few months.
The question of the proper administration of the funds

administered on behalf of the Government by the representatives
of the Royal Society and of other scientific bodies, who con-
stitute the Government Grant Committee, has frequently been
debated with much care by the President and Council, who are
held responsible for the final assignment of the grant by the
Government.
On the 20th of May last the Council determined, once again,

to devote special attention to the subject, and on the 25th June
the minutes will inform you that the following resolutions were
passed :

—

I

"That in every case of renewed application for a personal

grant, after such grant has been received by the applicant in two
consecutive years, the application be made not less than three

months before it is to be considered, accompanied by a full

statement of the case from the applicant, and that before being
presented to the Committee, it be referred by the Council to two
referees, who shall i-eport to the Council on its merits."

" That the Secretaries be instructed to return to the applicants
for aid from the Government Grant such applications as do not
in all particulars comply with the conditions laid down in the
circular to applicants."

It is very desirable that our intention to enforce the latter

resolution strictly should be widely promulgated. I may add
that we have considerable reason to complain that too frequently
those who have obtained grants through the Committee make no
report of the work done to the Society, but leave information on
that head to reach us as it may through the publications in which
the results obtained by the grantee are made known.

Nineteen large royal quarto volumes of the Official Reports on
the Scientific Results of the Challenger Expedition have
now been issued from the press. These contain thirty-seven

zoological, three botanical, and eight physical and chemical
reports, together with the narrative of the voyage, which con-
tains the general scientific results of the Expedition. Six more
volumes are now passing through the press, a considerable part

of each being already printed oft". The work connected with
the remaining memoirs is in a forward state. The whole of the
investigations and the manuscript will be completed during the
next financial year, and in the course of the year 18S7 the whole
of the Reports will be published, and the work connected with
the Expedition brought to a close.

In the Treasurer's address last year the Society was fully in-

formed of the action taken by the President and Council in the

inatter of the position of this country with respect to the inter-

national "Bureau des Poids et Mesures." I am happy to be
able to report to the Society that, last December, we received a
letter from the Treasury, stating that my Lords had asked the

Secretary of State to instruct the British Ambassador at Paris to

make known to the Comite International des Poids et Mesures
that Her M.ajesty's Government were willing to join the Conven-
tion on the terms described in our Secretary's letter of the l8th
August, 18S4, and that the proposal had been accepted.

Your President is, ex officio. Chairman of the Board of Visitors

of the Royal Observatory. As such, it was my duty to preside

at a recent meeting of that body, when my colleagues agreed to

recommend the adoption of a day, commencing at midnight, in

all observatories and in the Naidkal Almanac, from and after

the commencement of the year 1891.

Much to my regret, I have been unable to take part in the

work of the City and Guilds Institute during the past year, but
I have reason to know that considerable progress has been made
towards the attainment of its object—the advancement of tech-

nical education in London and in the provinces. The Finsbury
Technical College is fulfilling its purpose in the most satisfactory

manner, and its day and evening classes are so numerously
attended that an e.xtension of the building is under consideration.

About 250 technical classes in different parts of the Kingdom are

now affiliated to the Institute, and some of them are already

developing into efficient technical schools. The assistance which
the Institute is enabled to aftbrd to these classes is restricted by
want of means ; but there can be no doubt that far larger oppor-
tunities of obtaining evening instruction in the application of the

different branches of science to industry are afforded to the

artisans of London now than was the case even four or five years

ago.

Large additions have been made to the equipment of the

Central Institution at South Kensington. The engineering
laboratory and the extensive chemical and physical laboratories

are organised, and the systematic instruction of students has

coinmenced. Scholarships of the value of 30/. a year, tenable

for three years, have been offered to, and accepted by, the

Governors of a number of public and other schools. These
scholarships are to be awarded by the head-masler (not neces-

sarily on the result of a competitive examination) to any pupil

who is competent to pass the entrance examination of the

Central Institution.

The City and Guilds Institute is the outcome of the percep-

tion of the necessity for technical education, in the interests of

industry, by the wealthiest city and the wealthiest guilds in the

world ; it may, therefore, seem singular that the chief obstacle to

the proper development of the important schools which it has
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founded is poverty. Such, however, I understand to be the case.

The Central Institution requires an assured income of at least

15,000/. a year if it is toiwork properly ; but the joint resources

of the City and Guilds of London, at present, appear to be able

to afford it only a precarious, annually-voted, subsidy of 9000/.

a year—far less, that is to say, than the private income of scores

of individual Londoners. In Germany, a similar institution

would demand and receive 20,000/. a year as a matter of course
;

but Englishmen are famous for that which a perplexed Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer (I think it was) once called their

"ignorant impatience of taxation," and there is no occasion on
which they so readily display that form of impatience as when
they are asked for money for education, especially scientific

education. I am bound to add, however, that my experience
on the Council and Committees of the Institute has left no doubt
on my mind that my colleagues have every desire to carry out
the work they have commenced thoroughly ; and that the money
difficulty will disappear along with certain other difficulties

which, I am disposed to think, need never have arisen.

Such are the chief matters of business, if I may so call them,
which it is proper for me, in my Presidential capacity, to bring
before the Society. But it has been not unusual, of late years,

for the occupant of the Chair to'offer some observations of a wider
bearing for the consideration of the Society ; and I am the more
tempted to trespass upon your patience for this purpose, as it is

the last occasion on which I shall be able to use, or abuse, the
President's privileges.

So far as my own observations, with respect to some parts of
the field of natural knowledge, and common report, with respect
to others, enable me to form an opinion, the past year exhibits
no slackening in the accelerated speed with which the physical
sciences have been growing, alike in extent and in depth, during
several decades. We are now so accustomed to this "unhasting
but unresting " march of physical investigation ; it has become
so much a part of the customary course of events, that, with
every day, I might almost say with every hour, something should
be added to our store of information respecting the constitution
of nature, some new insight into the order of the cosmos should
be gained, that you would probably listen with incredulity to

any account of the year's work which could not be summed up
in this commonplace of Presidential addresses.
Nor shall I be chargeable with innovation if I add that there

is no reason to suspect that the future will bring with it any re-

tardation in the advance of science. The adverse influences,

which, in the middle ages, arrested the work commenced by the
older Greek philosophers, are so much weakened that they no
longer offer any serious obstacle to the growth of natural know-
ledge ; while they are powerless to prevent the extension of
scientific methods of inquiry and the application of scientific

conceptions to all the problems with which the human mind is

confronted. If any prophecy is safe of fulfilment, it is that, in

the twentieth century, the influence of these methods and con-
ceptions will be incomparably greater than it is now ; and that
the inter-penetration of science with the common affairs of life,

which is so marked a feature of our time, will be immeasurably
closer. For good or for evil, we have passed into a new epoch
of human history—the age of science.

It may seem superfluous that I should adduce evidence in sup-
port of propositions which must have so much of the nature of
truisms to you who are sharers in the work of science and daily
witnesses of the effects of its productive energy. But the pro-
verbial tendency of familiarity to be incompatible with due
respect is noticeable even in our appreciation of the most
important truths, and our strongest convictions need furbishing
up now and then, if they are to ret.am their proper influence. I

certainly cannot accuse myself of ever having consciously enter-
tained a low estimate of the past work or the future progress of
science

; but, a few months ago, enforced leisure and the attain-
ment of an age when retrospection tends to become a habit, not
to say a foible, led me to look at the facts anew ; and I must
confess that the spectacle of the marvellous development of
science, alike in theory and practice, within my own life-time,

appeared to me to justify a faith, even more robust than juine, in
its future greatness.

For, if I do not greatly err, the greater part of the vast body
of knowledge which constitutes the modern sciences of ]'hysics,

chemistry, biology, and geology, has been acquired, and the
widest generalisations therefrom have been deduced, within the
last sixty .years ; and, furthermore, the majority of those applica-
tions of scientific knowledge to practical ends, which have brought

about the most striking differences between our present civilisa-

tion and that of antiqttity, have been made within that period

of time.

To begin with the latter point—the practical achievements of

science. The first railway for locomotives, which was con-

stracted between .Stockton and Darlington, was opened in

September, 1825, so that I have the doubtful advantage of about

four months' seniority over the ancestral representative of the

vast reticulated fetching and carrying organism which now ex-

tends its meshes over the civilised world. I confess it fills me
with astonishment to think that the time when no man could

travel faster than horses could transport him, when our means of

locomotion were no better than those of Achilles or of Ramses
Maimun, lies within my memory. The electric telegraph, as a

thing for practical u^e, is far my junior. So are arms of pre-

cision, unless the old rifle be regarded as such. Again, the

application to hygiene, and to the medical and surgical treatment

of men and animals, of our knowledge of the phenomena of

parasitism, and the very discovery of the true order of these

phenomena, is a long way within the compass of my personal

knowledge.
It is unnecessary for me to enumerate more- than these four

of the many rich gifts made by science to mankind during the

last sixty years. Arresting the survey here, I would ask if there

is any corresponding period in previous history which can tal<e

credit for so many momentous applications of scientific know-
ledge to the wants of mankind ? Depredators of the value of

natural knowledge are wont to speak somewhat scornfully of

these and such-like benefactions as mere additions to material

welfare. I must own to the weakness of believing that material

welfare is highly desirable in itself, .and I have yet to meet with

the man who prefers material illfare. But even if this should

be, as some may say, painful evidence of the materialistic

tendencies incidental to scientific pursuits, it is surely possible,

without much ingenuity, or .any prejudice in favour of one or

other view of the mutual relations of material and spiritual phe-

nomena, to show that each of these four applications of science

has exerted a prodigious influence on the moral, social, and
political relations of mankind, and that such influence can only

increase as time goes on.

If the senseless antipathies, barn of isolation, which formerly

converted neighbours, whether they belonged to adjacent familie;

or to adjacent nations, into natural enemies, are dying away, im-

proved means of communication deserve the chief credit of the

change ; if war becomes less frequent, it will be chiefly because

its horrors are being intensified beyond bearing by the close

interdependence and community of interest thus est.ablished

between nations, no less than by the improvement of the means
of destruction by scientific invention. Arms of precision have

taken the mastery of the world out of the hands of brute force

and given it into those of industry and intelligence. If railways

and electric telegraphs have rendered it unnecessary that modern
empires should fall to pieces by their own weight as ancient

empires did, arms of precision have provided against the possi-

bility of their being swept away by barbarous invasions.

Health means not merely wealth, not merely bodily welfare, but

intellectual and moral soundness ; and I doubt if, since the time

of the father of medicine, any discovery has contributed so much
to the promotion of health .and the cure of disease as that of the

part played by fungoid parasites in the animal economy, and that

of the means of checking them, even though, as yet, unfortun-

ately it be only in a few cases.

But though these practical results of scientific work, during

only two generations, are calculated to impress the imagination,

the Fellows of this Society know well enough that they are of

vastly less real importance than the additions which have been

made to fact and theory and serviceable hypothesis in the region

of pure science. But it is exactly in these respects that the

record of the past half century is so exceptionally brilliant. It

is sometimes said that our time is a day of small things—in

science it has been a day of the greatest things, for, within this

time, falls the establishment, on a safe basis, of the greatest of

all the generalisations of science, the doctrines of the Conserva-

tion of Energy and of Evolution.

As for work of less wide scope, I speak in the hearing of

those who can correct me if I am wrong, when I say that the

larger moiety of our present knowledge of light, heat, electricity,

and magnetism, has been acquired within the time to which I

refer ; and that our present chemistry has been in great part

created, while the whole science has been remodelled from
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foundation to roof. It may be natural that progress should

appear most striking to me among those sciences to which my
own attention has been directed, but I do not think this will

wholly account for the apparent advance " by leaps and bounds "

of the biological sciences witliin my recollection. The cell

theory was the latest novelty when I began to work with the

microscope, and I have watched the building of the whole vast

fabric of histology ; I can say ahnost as much of embryology,

since Von Baer's great work was published in 1828. Our know-

ledge of the morphology of the lower animals and plants, and

a great deal of that of the higher forms, has very largely been

obtained in my time ; while physiology has been put upon a

totally new foundation, and, as it were reconstructed, by the

thorough application of the e.\perimental method to the study of

the plienomena of life, and by the accurate determination of the

purely physical and chemical components of these phenomena.

The exact nature of the processes of se.xual and non-sexual repro-

duction has been brought to light. Our knowledge of geographi-

cal and geological distribution, and of the extinct forms of life,

has been increased a hundredfold. As for the progress of

geological science, what more need be said than that the first

volume of Lyell's " Principles " bears the date of 1830?

This brief enumeration of the salient achievements of science

in the course of the last sixty years is sufficient not only to

justify what I have said respecting their absolute value, but to

show how much it excels, both in quantity and quality, the work
produced in any corresponding period since the revival of science.

It suggests, as I have said, that science is advancing and will

continue to advance with accelerated velocity.

It seems to me, in fact, not only that this is so, but that there

are obvious reasons why it must be so. In the first place, the

interdependence of all the phenomena of nature is such that a

seemingly unimportant discovery in one field of investigation

may react in the most wonderful manner upon those which are

most widely remote from it. The investments of science bear

compound interest. Who could have imagined that a curious

inquiry into the relations of electricity with magnetism would

lead to the construction of the most delicate instruments for

investigating the phenomena of heat ; to means of measuring

.not only the smallest intervals of time, but the greatest depths

of the ocean ; to methods of exploring some of the most hidden

secrets of life? What an enormous revolution would be made
in biology, if physics or chemistry could supply the physiologist

with a means of making out the molecular structure of living

tissues comparable to that which tlie spectroscope affords to the

inquirer into the nature of the heavenly bodies. At the present

moment the constituents of our own bodies are more remote

from our ken than those of .Sirius, in this respect. In the next

place, the vast practical importance of the applications of scien-

tific knowledge has created a growing demand for technical

education based upon science. If this is to be effective, it

means the extension of scientific teaching to all classes of the

community, and the encouragement and assistance of those who
are fit for the work of scientific investigation to adopt that calling.

Lastly, the attraction of the purely intellectual aspects of

science and the rapid growth of a sense of the necessity of some
knowledge of the phenomena of nature, and some discipline in

scientific methods of inquiry, to every one who .ispires to take

part in, or even to understand, the tendencies of modern
thought, have conferred a new status upon science in the seats of

learning, no less than in public estimation.

Once more reverting to reminiscence, the present sta'e of

scientific education surely presents a marvellous and a most satis-

factory contrast to the time, well within my memory, when no
systematic practical instruction in any branch of experimental

or observational science, except anatomy, was to be had in this

country ; and when there was no such thing as a physical,

chemical, biological, or geological laboratory open to the stu-

dents of any University, or to the pupils of any school, in the

three kingdoms. Nor was there any University which recog-

nised science as a faculty, nor a school, public or private, in

which scientific instruction was represented by much more than

the occasional visit of a vagrant orrery.

At the present moment, any one who desires to obtain a

thoroughly scientific training has a choice among a dozen in-

stitutions ; and elementary scientific instruction is, so to speak,

hrouglit to the doors of the poorer classes. If the rich are

debarred fiom like advantages, it is their own affair ; but even

the most careful public school education does not now wholly ex-

clude the knowledge that there is such a thing as science from

the mind of a young English gentleman. If science is not

allowed a fair share of the children's bread, it is at any rate

permitted to pick up the crumbs which fall from the time-table,

and that is a great deal more than I once hoped to see in my
life- time.

I have followed precedent in leading you to the point at

which it might be fair, as it certainly would be customary, to

end by congratulating you, as Fellows of the Royal Society, on
the past progress and the future prospects of the work which,

for two centuries, it has been the aim of the Society to forward.

But it will perhaps be more profitable to consider that which
remains to be done for the advancement of science, than to

" rest and be thankful " in the contemplation of that which has
been done.

In all human aftairs the irony of fate plays a part, and in the

midst of our greatest satisfactions, "surgit amari aliquid." I

should have been disposed to account for the particular drop of

bitterness to wliich I am about to refer, by the sexagenarian

state of mind, where it not that I find the same complaint in

the mouths of the young and vigorous. Of late years it has

struck me, with constantly increasing force, that those who have
toiled for the advancement of science are in a fair way of being
overwhelmed by the realisation of their wishes. We are in the

case of Tarpeia, who opened the gates of the Roman citadel to

the Sabines, and was crushed under the weight of the reward
bestowed upon her. It has become impossible for any man to

keep pace with the progress of the whole of any important branch
of science. If he were to attempt to do so, his mental faculties

would be crushed by the multitudes of journals and of volumin-
ous monographs which a too fertile press casts upon him. This
was not the case in my young days. A diligent reader might
then keep fairly informed of all that was going on, without
robbing himself of leisure for original work, and without

demoralising his faculties by the accumulation of unassimiiated

information. It looks as if tlie scientific, like other revolutions,

meant to devour its own children ; as if the growth of science

tended to overwhelm its votaries ; as if the man of science of the

future were condemned to diminish into a narrower and nar-

rower specialist, as time goes on.

I am happy to say that I do not think any such catastrophe a
necessary consequence of the growth of science ; but I do think

it is a tendency to Ije feared, and an evil to be most carefully

provided against. The man who works away at one corner of

nature, shutting his eyes to all the rest, diminishes his chances

of seeing what is to be seen in that corner ; for, as I need hardly

remind my present hearers, that which the investigator perceives

depends much more on that which lies behind his sense-organs

than on the object in front of them.

It appears to me that tlie only defence against this tendency
to the degeneration of scientific workers, lies in the organisation

and extension of scientific education, in such a manner as to

secure breadth of culture without superficiality ; and, on the

other hand, depth and precision of knowledge without

narrowness.

I think it is quite possible to meet these requirements. There
is no reason, in the nature of things, why the student who is

destined for a scientific career should not, in the first place, go
through a course of instruction such as would insure him a real,

that is to say, a piactical acquaintance with the elements of each
of the great divisions of mathematical and physical science ; nor

why this instruction in what (if I may borrow a phrase from
medicine) I may call the institutes of science, should not be
followed up by more special instruction, covering the whole field

of that particular division in which the student eventually pro-

poses to become a specialist. I say not only that thee is no
reason why this should not be done, but, on the ground o" practi-

cal experience, I venture to add that there is no difficulty in doing
it. Some thirty years ago, my colleagues and I framed a scheme
of instruction on the lines just indicated, for the students of the

institution which has grown into what is now known as llie

Normal School of Science and Royal School of Mines. We
have found no obst.acles in the way of cirrying the scheme into

practice except such as arise, partly, from the limitations of time

forced upon us from without ; and, partly, from the extremely

defective character of ordinary education. With respect to the

first difficulty, we ought, in my judgment, to bestow at least four,

or better five, years on the work which has, at present, to be
got through in three. And, as regards the second difSculty, we
are hampered not only by tlie ignorance of even the rudiments

of physical science, on the part of the students who come to us
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from ordinary schools, and by their very poor mathematical

acquirements, but by the miserable character of the so-called

literary training which they have undergone.

Nothing would help the man of science of the future to rise to

the level of his great enterprise more effectually than certain

modifications, on the one hand, of primary and secondaiy school

education, and, on the other, of the conditions which are attached

by the Universities to the attainment of their degrees and their

rewards. As I ventured to remark some years ago, we want a

most favoured nation clause inserted in our treaty with educators.

We have a right to claim that science shall be put upon the same
footing as any other great subject of instruction, that it shall

have an equal share in the schools, an equal share in the recog-

nised qualification for degrees, and in University honours and
rewards. It must be recognised that science, as intellectual dis-

cipline, is at least ns valuable, and, as knowledge, is at least as

important, as literature, and that the scientific student must no
longer be handicapped by a linguistic (I will not call it literary)

burden, the equivalent of which is not imposed upon his classical

compeer.
Let me repeat that I say this, not as a depredator of literature,

but in the interests of literature. The reason why our young
people are so often scandalously and lamentably deficient in

literary knowledge, and still more in the feeling and the desire

for literaiy excellence, lies in the fact that they have been with-

held from a true literary training by the pretence of it, which too

often passes under the name of classical instruction. Nothing is

of more importance to the man of science than that he should

appreciate the value of style, and the literary work of the school

would be of infinite value to him if it taught him this one thing.

But I do not believe that this is to be done by what is called

forming one's self on classical models, or that the advice to give

one's days and nights to the study of any great writer, is of much
value, *' Le'style est I'homme meme," as a man of science who
was a master of style has profoundly said ; and aping somebody
else does not help one to express one's self A good style is the

vivid expression of clear thinking, and it can be attained only by
those who will take infinite pains, in the first place, to purge

their own minds of ignorance and half knowledge, and, in the

second, to clothe their thoughts in the words which will most
fitly convey them to the minds of others. I can conceive no
greater help to our scientific students than that they should bring

to their work the habit of mind which is implied in the power to

write their own language in a good style. But this is exactly

what our present so-called literary education so often fails to

confer, even on those who have enjoyed its fullest advantages
;

while the ordinary schoolboy has rarely been even made aware
that its attainment is a thing to be desired.

I venture to lay these last observations before you, because we
have heard a good deal l.itely of schemes for the remodelling of

the University of London, which has done so much, through its

Faculties ot Science and Medicine, to promote scientific instruc-

tion. As a member of the Senate of the University I am
necessarily greatly interested in such projects, and I greatly

regret that I have been unable to take part in the recent action

concerning them. This is not the time or the place for the dis-

cussion of any of these proposals, but many of my hearers must
be as warmly interested in them as I am myself, and it may not

be out of place to submit two questions for their serious con-
sideration.

In the interests of science, will any change be satisfactory

which does not lighten the linguistic burden at present imposed
on students of science and of medicine by the matriculation

examination ?

And again, in the interests of science, will any change be
satisfactory which does not convert the examining University into

a teaching University ? And, by that Last term, I do not mean a

mere co-operative society of teacher-examiners, but a corporation

which shall embrace a professoriate charged with the exposition

and the advancement of the higher forms of knowledge in all

its branches.

The future both of pure science and of medicine in this country

is, I think, greatly interested in the answer which Fellows of this

Society, after due meditation, may be disposed to give to these

questions.

I have to announce an unusually large number of changes in

the staff of the Society.

Last December we regretted to receive the resignation of Mr.
Walter White, so long our Assistant Secretary, whose faithful

and efficient services, continued for more than forty years, are

well known to all the Fellows of the Society. The minutes of
the Council record our appreciation of Mr. White's services, and
our endeavour to give as substantial a form as possible to our
hearty recognition of his deserts. The vacancy thus caused has
been filled up by the appointment of Mr. Herbert Rix, whose
work since he has held the office of clerk has been such as to

justify the confidence of the officers, not only that the functions

hitherto discharged by the Assistant Secretary will be as well

performed as heretofore ; but that, if the interest of the Society
should demand it, we may throw still more important duties upon
iiim. I receive the most favourable reports of the efficiency of

Mr. James, who has been appointed to the office of clerk in place
of Mr. Rix.

Notwithstanding my release from all serious work, my health

remained so very indifterent for some months after my return to

England that I felt it" my duty to the Society to bring the ques-
tion of my resignation of the Presidency, on the present Anni-
versary, before the Council which met on May 20. My col-

leagues were kind enough to wish that my final decision should
be deferred, and I need hardly say how willing I should have
been to retain my honourable office if I could have done so with
due regard to the interests of the Society, and, perhaps I may
add, of self-preservation.

I am happy to say that I have good reason to believe that,

with prolonged rest—by which I do not mean idleness, but

release from distraction and complete freedom from those lethal

agencies which are commonly known as the pleasures of society

—

1 may yet regain so much strength as is compatible with nrl-

vancing years. But, in order to do so, I must, for a long time
yet, be content to lead a more or less anchoritic life. Now it is

not fitting that your President should be a hermit, and it becomes
me, who have received so much kindness and consideration from
the Society, to be particularly careful that no sense of personal
gratification should delude me into holding the office of its

representative one moment after reason and conscience have
pointed out my incapacity to discharge the serious duties which
devolve upon the President, w-ith some approach to efficiency.

I beg leave, therefore, with much gratitude for the crowning
honour of my life which you have conferred upon me, to be per-

mitted to vacate the chair of the Society as soon as the business

of this meeting is at an end.

As I am of opinion that it is very undesirable that the Presi-

dent should even seem to wish to exert any influence, direct or

indirect, on the action of the Fellows assembled in General
Meeting, I am silent respecting the proposals embodied in the

new list of the officers of the Society which my colleagues and I

have unanimously agreed to submit for your consideration.

The President then proceeded to the presentation of the

Medals :

—

The Copley Medal is awarded to Prof. August Kekule of

Bonn, whose researches in organic chemistry, extended over the

last five-and-thirty years, have been fruitful of results of high
importance in chemical science. The great work of Prof.

Kekule's life, that which has raised him to the highest rank
among the investigators of the da)', is his general theory of the

constitution of carbon compounds, in which the now universally

accepted conception of the constitution of those compounds wa^
first clearly and definitely stated.

A development of the fundamental theory led Kekule to the

discovery of the constitution of an exceedingly numerous and
very complex class of compounds, which he ha.s named the aro-

matic compounds, and his theory of the constitution of the

aromatic compounds has suggested and guided innumerable
investigations. The marvellous success obtained by many of his

followers and pupils in building up artificially complex sub-

stances which had defied the efforts of all previous investigators,

affords tangible evidence that Kekule's labours have given us a

deeper insight into the order of nature.

One of the Royal Medals is awarded to Prof. Hughes,
F. R. S., for a series of experimental investigations in electricity

and magnetism, which are remarkable alike for ingenuity of

contrivance, for the simplicity of the apparatus employed, for

the delicacy of the indications afforded, and for the wide ap-

plicability of the instruments invented to researches other than

those for which they were originally designed.

The microphone, the induction balance, and the sonometer,

are instnnnents by which inconceivably minute electrical and
magnetic disturbances not only make themselves loudly audible,

but may be definitely measured ; and their application has

opened up new lines of inquiry.
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The other Royal Medal is awarded to Prof. E. Ray Lankester,

F. R. S. , for his labours, now extending over more than twenty

years, in the field of animal morphology (especially invertebrate

anatomy and embryology) and of i>aln;ontolog>'.

Prof. Lankester has been active in many directions, and has

everywhere left his mark, not only as an energetic teacher and

accurate worker and a philosophical thinker ; but as one who, in

times when the example is more than ever valuable, has always

been careful to remember that speculation should be the servant

and not the master of the biologist.

The Davy Medal is awarded to Prof. Stas of Brussels.

Prof. Stas's great research, for which it is proposed that the

Davy Medal be awarded to him, is that on atomic weights.

There are probably no researches in chemistry, the results of

which appeal so little to the imagination, and which ai-e so little

applauded, as those on atomic weights, yet for difficulty and

importance they are hardly surpassed by any. The determina-

tion of these fundamental constants of chemistry has engaged the

attention of many of the leading chemists, and before the time

of M. Stas's experiments, an immense amount of careful labour

ihad been bestowed on finding methods for the more accurate

and complete purification of the compounds employed for the

devoted to the re-determination of a certain number of the most

important atomic weights, and the marvellous skill with which

he has overcome the various difficulties which successively pre-

sented themselves, render his memoir on the subject one of the

most remarkable and valuable of chemical monographs.

I regret to say that the state of M. Stas's health has not

permitted him to be with us to-day, but the repi'esentative of his

Sovereign, the King of the Belgians, in this country, has kindly

consented to receive the medal for him.

M. le Baron Solvyns, I request your Excellency to be so good

as to receive the medal awarded to M. Stas ; and to assure him

of the pleasure which it gives the Royal Society to show their

sense of his high merits, by asking his acceptance of this

memorial of his illustrious predecessor, Humphry Davy.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge.—In the Examination for Chemistry and Physics

for 1st M.B. last June, an unusually large proportion of candi-

dates were rejected. At the request of the Special Board for

Medicine, the Examiners, Messrs. Pattison Muir, A. Scott,

A. Schuster, and W. N. Shaw, have stated their opinion that

the candidates showed very little mental training ; they had

almost no power of expressing clearly what they knew, whether

facts, or conclusions from facts. Prof. Michael Foster has

written a letter to Prof. Paget on this subject, partly derived

from his recent experience in examining in Physiology in the

2nd M.B., and deploring the condition in which men enter the

University, not only ignorant of Chemistry and Physics, but un-

prepared by any adequate discipline to receive the truths of

experimental science. He believes no proper reform can come
until the University makes such a change in the Previous or

Preliminary Examination as shall permit a lad at school to study

Chemistry and Physics, and give him time to do so by relieving

him of some other subjects. The last clause is most important,

and we are glad Prof. Foster emphasised it. The University

requirements in the Preliminary Examinations determine the

whole cun-ent of school work, and to move them in the direction

of requiring, or at any rate permitting, Chemistry and Physics to

be adequately taught at schools, should be a foremost object of

scientific educationists.

Mr. R. G. Moulton, one of the most experienced lecturers on
the University extension scheme, writes to advocate the establish-

ing of a general organisation on a permanent basis. He points

out that the best lecturere are lost when most valuable, owing to

the lack of an assured position ; also that the local committees

need to be brought into connection with each other. A body
also is needed which could seek and receive endowments.

During the last ten years 50,000/. has been spent in the scheme,

and 60,000 students have attended full courses of lectures.

The following Colleges offer Natural Science Scholarships or

Exhibitions for open competition during the present and next

month; the respective dates of examination being affixed :

—

Gonville and Caius, December 8 ; King's College, December

10 ; Jesus College, January 4 ; Christ's, Emmanuel, and Sidney-
Sussex Colleges in common, January 5 ; St. John's College,

December 10 ; Trinity College, December 10.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Rivista Scientificci-Ivdiis'.riale, October 15.—On lateral atmo-

spheric refraction, by Dr. G. Andries.—Transport and distribu-

tion of electricity by means of induced transformers : system of

Zipernowsky, Deri, and Blathy, by Emilio Piazzolo.—On elec-

tric contrivances for illuminating fluids in scientific laboratories

(four illustrations), by the editor.—On the microscopic organisms
present in drinking-water : their life in waters charged with
carbonic acid, by Dr. T. Leone.

The yournal of the Royal Microscopical Society, vol. v. ser. ii

part 5, October, contains :—On new British micro- fungi, by
G. Massee (plate 13).—On erosion of the surface of glass when
exposed to the joint action of carbonate of lime and colloids, by
Dr. W. M. Ord.—On a septic microbe from a high altitude, by
G. F. Dowdeswell.—On the use of the avicularian mandible in

the determination of the chilostomatous Polyzoa, by Arthur W.
Waters (plate 14).—The usual summary of current researches.

The American Naturalist for October contains :—Mythic
dry-paintings of the Novayos (illustrated), by W. Matthews.

—

The relations of mind and matter, by C. Morris.—A biography

of the halibut, by G. B. Goode.—Traces of prehistoric man of

the Watash, by John T. Campbell.—Editor's Table, Recent

Literature, and General Notes.

The Victoria Royal Society Transactions, vol. xxi. issued June

30, among other papers contains the following :—Evidences of a

Glacial epoch in Victoria during post-Miocene times, by G. S.

Griffiths.—The Phanerogama of the Mitta-Mitta Source Basin,

IL, by James- Stirling. —Shingle on the ea^t coasts of New
Zealand, by W. W. Culcheth, M.Inst.C.E.—New or little-

known Polyzoa, Part VIL (Plates i to 3), Part VIIL (Plates

I to 5, by P. H. MacGillivray, M.A.—On the reproduction of

the Ornithorhynchus, by P. H. MacGillivray, M.A.—On the

Diabase rocks of the Buchan district ; supplementary notes by

A. W. Howett.—The meteorology of the Australian Alps, by

James Stirling.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Linnean Society, November 19.—^Prof. Moseley, F.R.S.,

in the chair.— Mr. A. D. Michael exhibited and described the

remarkable nymphal stage of Tegeocranus cepheifortnis, a species

of the Oribatidre, which he lately discovered for the first time in

England. He has furthermore succeeded in tracing the whole

life-history of this animal. The creature in its nymphal stage is

exceedingly strange and beautiful. It carries on its back as

concentric shields the dorsal portions of all its cast-skins, and

these are bordered by projections each bearing a rose-leaf-like

cuticular process of transparent membrane with chitinousnervures.

The drawing of the nymph was first sent to Mr. Michael, two

years ago, by Herr Pappe, of Bremen.—Mr. C. Stewart demon-

strated, under the microscope, the stridulating apparatus of a

species of Sfhcerotherium, differing in some respects from that

described by Mr. Bourne {infra).—Dr. J. Murie exhibited and

made remarks on the caudal end of the spine of a haddock with

an arched deformity, recalling what is recorded of the so-called

hump-backed cod [Morrhiia macrocephala).—Mr. G. J. Fookes

called attention to some twin-apples, of teratological interest.

These were grown at Shepherd's Bush, upon a tree eighty years

old, which last year was nearly barren, but this year produced

abundantly, many of the fruits being good examples of syncarpy.

—Prof. P. M. Duncan read a paper on the perignathic girdle

of the Echinoidea. The author maintained that as the structures

which give attachment to the muscles that protrude and retract

the jaws of the Echinoidea (which are parts of the test sur-

rounding the peristome within) are not homologous in all the

families of the group, therefore it is unadvisable to retain the old

name of "auricles." He suggests to substitute the term

"perignathic girdle." The girdle consists of processes usually

united above (though occasionally disconnected), and of " ridges
"

which connect the processes on the side remote from the

ambulacra. The ridges are modifications of the inter-radial
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plates, the proces?es developments from the ambulacral ]>lates.

In the Cidaridae, the muscular attachments are all on discon-

nected ridges, and there are no processes. In the Temno-
pleurid?e, Echinida:, Echinometrids, and Diadematida?, the

retractor muscles are attached to "processes" which are growths

of the poriferous portions of the ambulacral plates ; and the

protractor muscles and ligament of the radiales are attached

to the ridge which is developed on the inter-radial plates, and
is united by suture to the base of the "process." In the

Clypeastridas there are disconnected growths which cany the

jaws and have slight muscular attachments. In Clypeastcr there

are ten processes, each arising from an ambulacral plate ; and
there are no inter-radial structures like ridges. In Lagajiiun
there are five growths, each arising from a first inter-radial

plate ; hence these are the homologues of ridges. The
Clypeastridse may thus be divided into two groups, on account
of the presence of processes in one, and of the homologues of
ridges in the other.—Prof. Moseley communicated a paper on
the anatomy of Sphicvothirium by Mr. G. C. Bourne. The
author mentioned that while the general exterior features and
specific distinctions of the genus had been amply discussed, the
internal structures had hitherto received scant attention. Among
other anatomical peculiarities he describes a well-defined
stridulating organ in the male. This consists of a prominent
bolster-shaped swelling on the postero-external edge of the
second joint of the second pair of copulatory appendages. The
swelling occupies the entire margin of the joint, and shows a
number of chitinous cross ridges and furrows. On the opposite
interior surface of the last tergite are chitinous points. The former
rasp-like organ of the second accessory appendages when rubbed
rapidly against the latter produce a shrill note resembling that
emitted by the house cricket. A true auditory organ exists in
the antennai-y fossa beneath the eye. The tracheal system is

unlike the majority of that of the Diplopoda, rather resembling
that of Chilopoda and Insecta, though differing in the branched
spiral filament not taking origin directly from the stigmata
themselves. It appears that the trachea; of Sphizrotlwrunu are
a transition from those of thejulus type to those of the Scolo-
pendra type. It would thus seem that the character of the
trachea:, the curved alimentary tract, the numerous chitinous
pieces composing each segment, and the presence of a special
hearing organ on the head, mark off the family Glomerida; (to

which Spharotheriitm belongs) very sharply from the other
families of the Diplopoda.— jProf Moseley afterwards read ex-
tracts of letters from Mr. G. C. Bourne, who is now in the
Chagos Archipelago, and from Mr. Sydney Hickson in the Celebes
(Oxford graduates), and now investigating the natural history
of the regions in question.—There followed a paper, contribu-
tions to South African botany, Orchidese, part 2, by Mr. H.
Bolus, with additional notes by Mr. N. E. Brown.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, November 23.—M. Jurien de la
Graviere, President, in the chair.—Observations of the minor
planets made with the great meridian of the Paris Observatory
during the third quarter of the year 1S85, communicated by M.
Mouchez.—Researches on the functions of Wrisberg's nerve, by
M. Vulpian.—On a new theory of algebraic forms, by M.
.Sylvester.—On the sulphate of sparteine as a dynamic medicine
and cure for the irregular action of the heart, by M. Germain
See. This alkaloid (€,5 or Cj.,,H55N2), obtained in 1S50 by
Stenhouse from Spartinnt scoparitim, is found to be a sovereign
remedy for feeble, irregular, and abnormal pulsation. It also
instantaneously restores enfeebled circulation, while preserving
or increasing muscular vigour.—Action of lime (milk of lime) on
the vine attacked by mildew, by the Duchess de Fitz-James. The
author regards this preparation as the most practical, efficacious,
and economical for vines attacked by mildew in the south of
France.—Note on Lagrange's interpolating formula as presented
by M. Hermite in Crelle's Journal, vol. Ixxxiv., by M. Ben-
dixson.—Note on Koenig's theorem regarding the living force
animating a material system at a given moment, by M. Ph.
Gilbert.—Application of the cryoscopic method to the deter-
mination of molecular weights, by M. F. M. Raoult. It is

shown that by this method the molecular weight of any substance
may be determined with great certainty, provided such substance,
or one of its compounds, or one of its derivatives obtained by
substitution, be soluble either in water, acetic acid, or benzene.
It presents the further advantage that the results thus obtained
are susceptible of verification in several ways.—Researches on

hypophosphoric acid (PH04,2HO or PH0O8.4ITO), by M. A-
Joly.—Heat of combustion of some substances of the fat seriesi

by M. Louguinine. The substances here studied with a view to

determining their heat of combustion ,ire : paraldehyde ; normal
propionic acid and anhydride ; normal propionic acid purified

and analysed by the author ; aldol.—Note on a new method of

chloridation, by MM. Albert Colson and Henri Gautier. Two
points are established : (i) that the perchloride of phosphorus
allows the introduction of a determined quantity of chlorine into

the homologues of benzene
; (2) that the chlorine liberated by

the perchloride of phosphorus acts on the benzenic hydrogen
only after being substituted for the hydrogen of the lateral series.

—On the presence of methylic alcohol in the products derived
from the distillation of plants with water, by M. M.aquenne.

—

On the gutta-percha of Bassia (Bulyrospermum) parkii, G. Don,
and its chemical composition, by MM. Ed. Heckel and Fr.
.Schlagdenhaufifen. The gutta-percha obtained from this plant is

shown to be in every respect comparable to, and in structure
almost identical with, that yielded by the better-known Iso-

nandra gutta, Hooker.—On the pretended circulation in the
ganglionar cells of animal organisms, by M. W. Vignal.—Re-
marks on the acicular apparatus of some Echinidse of the Chalk
and Tertiary epochs, by M. Munier-Chalmas.— Note on a meteor
observed in Paris on November i8, by M. Stanislas Meunier.

—

On the shower of meteors which may, perhaps, accompany the
transit of the earth through the descending nucleus of Biela's

comet on November 27, by M. Zenker.— .A second reply to M.
Charpentier respecting the functions of the several elements of
the retina producing the sensations of light, colour, and form,
by M. H. Parinaud.—Observations on 'MM. Martel and de
Launay's note on certain fragments of human crania and a
fragment of pottery found in the cave of Nabriguas, and said to
be contemporary with Ursus spehmis, by M. Emile Cartailhac.
The author, who has several times visited this cave, is satisfied

that it has been exposed to frequent inundations, and that, con-
sequently, the ground has been disturbed even since the be-
ginning of the Quaternaiy period. Hence, although man was
certainly contemporary with Ursits spelaus in the west of Europe,
he did not live in association with that animal, but probably
took possession of the Nabriguas and other similar caves after

its extinction in Neolithic times. The piotsherd in question has
been subjected to the action of fire, and is evidently of compara-
tively recent date, washed into the cave by the flood waters.
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THE " ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA"
Encyclopedia Britanidca. Ninth Edition. Vols. XVIII.

and XIX. (Edinburgh: A. and C. Black, 1885.)

THESE two volumes are almost entirely occupied

with letter P, and yet it is not finished. Though
there are no articles of the tremendous length of some in

the earlier volumes, still there are many of more than the

average length and importance. In Vol. XVIII. we have

such articles as Ornithology, by Frof Newton ; Parallax,

by Mr. David Gill ; Pacific Ocean, by Mr. John Murray
;

and Phosphorescence, by Prof Pritchard. In Vol. XIX.
again we have a valuable fragment on the Physical

Sciences, by the late Clerk Ma.xwell ; Pisciculture, by
Mr. Browne Goode ; Planarians, by Prof. L. V. Graaf

;

Polar Regions, by Mr. C. R. Markham ; Physiology, by
Prof M. Foster, Prof McKendrick, and Mr. S. H. Vines

;

and Pianoforte, by Mr. A. J. Hipkins. We have only

space to notice at length the articles on Ornithology,

Physiology, and Pianoforte.

Prof Alfred Newton's article "Ornithology" stamps
him as the first ornithological critic of the day, and his

treatment of this most difficult subject is, as far as it goes,

a model of scientific arrangement and elegant diction.

He traces the history of ornithology from the very earliest

times by a record of successive authors and their work,

and then discusses the families of birds with a disserta-

tion on the merits of the various systems which have been

lately proposed, but it is in the record of recent ornitho-

logical work that we find the most conspicuous failure of

Prof Newton to do justice to his contemporaries. Whether
want of space compelled the author to abridge this part

of the subject we know not, but if the article " Orni-

thology " is supposed to be a history of the science down
to the year 1884, the student of the future will greatly

wonder at the omissions, not knowing how to attribute

them to a critic whose account of the early history of the

subject is so wonderfully complete and minute. It was
doubtless a mere oversight on the part of the author to

have attributed the completion of Gould's " Supplement
to the Humming-birds" to Mr. Salvin instead of to Mr.
Sharpe, but we should have expected to find some little

account of the publications of the last-named ornithologist,

whose name is not mentioned in connection with the
" Catalogue of Birds in the British Museum," with which
it is likely to be remembered in the history of orni-

thology, more than with the foundation of Dresser's
" Birds of Europe," and with the second edition of Layard's
" Birds of South Africa," with which Prof Newton asso-

ciates it. In the latter case Mr. Sharpe must be held to

have done his work badly, as, despite his incorporation of

all the excellent work of Mr. J. H. Gurney in his edition

of " Layard," the latter ornithologist has a " knowledge of

South African ornithology perhaps greater than that of any
one else." No classification of birds asyet proposed satisfies

Prof Newton, any more than it does any other ornitho-

logist
; but Mr. Sharpe's publication of Sundev.u : scheme

of classification will not be considered " so much waste
of time " by those who recognise that, with all its faults, it

contains, like all well-matured schemes, many points of

Vol. XX XIII.—No. 841

excellence and hints on classification in advance of his
predecessors. The same must be said of Dr. Sclater's
recent scheme, and also of Prof Newton's own critical

remarks in the present article. All are contributions
towards a final natural arrangement of the class '' Aves;-
if such indeed will ever be compassed. The arrangement
of the British Museum " Catalogue " is well known to be
faulty, but it is only by the complete description of every
genus and its component species that a correct idea of
their relations can ultimately be entertained, and to
entirely ignore the new volumes of the " Catalogue " is at
least matter for wonderment, seeing that already 41 16
species have been described in its pages with their full

synonymy up to date, while 196 species have been
figured. Similarly Prof Newton, in his enumeration of
recent works on British ornithology, omits to mention
Mr. Seebohm's name altogether, though the " History of
British Birds " was far advanced towards completion in

1884. We might also complain of the scant justice done
to Mr. Harting, whose popular work on the "Birds of
Middlesex" was the forerunner, if not the exact model, of
many of those books on county ornithology, space to
mention which is found by Prof Newton. No doubt
some future historian will carry on the record of ornitho-
logical prowess from the point where it is left by Prof
Newton, but one thing is certain, that every subsequent
writer will be indebted to the author for his facts concern-
ing the early history of ornithology, which we believe to

be one of the most complete and exhaustive records ever
published.

The article " Physiology " m the last-issued volume is a
threefold one of considerable length. Dr. Vines gives us
an extended treatise on vegetable physiology, whilst Prof.

McKendrick discusses in detail certain aspects of the
physiology of the nervous system. Without detracting
from the merit of these two pieces of work, which are full of

valuable information, we may say at once that the section

of the article written by Prof Michael Foster, which pre-

cedes these, is that which will command most attention

and indeed should be read by every student of science as
well as by the intelligent layman who wishes to know the

past, present, and future of the branch of science which
is, perhaps more than any other, destined to influence

the welfare of humanity. Prof Foster's essay is in fact a
very remarkable one ; admirable in style, vigorous and
lucid, it gives the reader the impression, which is well

founded, that he is being shown the inner history of the

growth and development of a great science by one who
has the^clear vision and unerring judgment of a master
of his subject. Hereafter Prof Foster's article will retain

permanent value as the best exposition of the way in

which the problems of physiology were regarded, both

retrospectively and with a view to future progress, in the

latter quarter of the nineteenth century.

Prof Foster commences by defining physiology as " the

study of the actions of living beings on their surroundings

and correlatively of the action of the surroundings on the

living being," whilst he points out that at an earlier period

physiology comprised morphology and corresponded to

what is now called biology.

Then follows a sketch of these " actions of a living

being." They are brought under three heads ;— (l)
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Movements : dependent upon the contractions of muscles

and the existence of mechanical contrivances connected

therewith. (2) Activity of tlie Nervous System; in con-

trolling in various ways and in relation to various external

and internal conditions the before named movements.

(3) Chemical Changes ; these are briefly sketched as not

only those directly con:erned in the contraction of

muscle, but as occurring in all parts of the body. They
may be regarded as a slow combustion in which complex

substances full of latent energy are reduced to simpler

stable conditions with less or with no latent energy.

Li!<e St. Paul, the animal, says Dr. Foster, "dies daily."

" All the inner labour of the body, both that of the

chemical gland-cells, of the vibrating nerve-substance

with.its accompanying changes of consciousness, and of

the beating heart and writhing visceral muscles, is, sooner

or later, by friction or otherwise, converted into heat
;

and it is as heat that the energy evolved in this labour

Jeaves the body." Only as heat or as motion of limbs

jaws, &c., does the energy set free in the animal body
make itself externally apparent. This combustion and
degradation of material necessitates new supplies, and
hence we have the phenomenon of the inception of food

and the chemical processes connected with it.

The Problems of Physiology are then stated as the

result of the preceding survey of the actions of a living

being to be as follows:— (i) To discover the laws of

transmutation of complex unstable food into still more
complex living flesh, and the laws by which the latter

breaks down into waste products, void of energy. (2)

To discover the laws of the origin of nervous vibrations,

of their passage to and fro in nerve substance and of their

ultimate disappearance in connection with muscular con-

traction or otherwise. (3) To discover the laws of how
the energy of chemical action is transmuted into and

serves as the supply of that vital energy which appears as

movement, feeling, and thought.

This rough analysis of the problems of physiology is

" the residue of many successive phases of opinion." It

is in tracing the influence of these successive phases and

estimating the value of their residues that the skill of

Prof. Foster is mast successfully exerted. Such an

appreciation of the historical significance of the various

factors of his science, should, we think, be as much the

indispensable possession of a cultivated specialist as is a

knowledge of his country's political history to the

statesman.

The exigencies of life. Dr. Foster tells us, early directed

man's attention to the phenomena of the animal body

and thus brought the study of physiology to the front

before its time. Hence in the absence of the knowledge

of physics and chemistry, explanations were assigned to

those phenomena of animal bodies which were not

obviously identical with those of inanimate bodies, under

the names "vital spirits" and " animal spirits." In the

seventeenth and eighteenth century, however, the pro-

gress of anatomical knowledge led to the perception of

the fact that the animal body contained, if it did not actu-

ally consist of, a number of mechanical contrivances each

of which could be shown to perform some service in the

animal economy for which its construction especially

fitted it. In this way grew up the doctrine of " organs"

and " functions," and it was held that the inspection of

structure was sufficient to enable an acute observer to

determine the particular function of any given part.

Great progress was made under the influence of this

doctrine—the most notable example of its triumph being

the discovery by Harvey of the function of the heart and

the mechanism of the circulation of the blood. The
doctrine of vita! and animal spirits still survived as giving

an explanation of the motive force which set the compli-

cated machinery of connected organs at work.

In the physiological "cell-theory" of Schleiden and
Schwann the adequacy of the doctrine of organs and
functions to explain the phenomena of life, whilst appa-

rently finally established, received, according to Dr.

Foster, its death-blow. It appears to us that Dr. Foster

does not quite give its true significance to "the cell-

theory." It is true that the founders of that theory

attached undue importance to the structural characters

of the cell. But Schwann at any rate attached the

greatest importance to the cell-substance, and to its mole-

cular and atomic constitution, and the doctrine that

function is dependent on structure, when by structure we
understand not merely coarse visible structure, but mole-

cular structure, which difters in any two cases by a differ-

ence of internal movement of molecules rather than by
a difference of their permanent position—this doctrine

is triumphant to-day, and is proclaimed in that portion

of the present article which treats of different kinds of

protoplasm.

A quotation is given from a well-known article by

Prof Huxley, written thirty years ago, in which it is

stated that cells "are no more the producers of the

vital phenomena than the shells scattered in orderly

lines along the sea-beach are the instruments by which

the gravitative force of the moon acts upon the ocean."

."Vpparently Dr. Foster thinks this statement to be defens-

ible even to-day, but the conception of living matter and

of the significance of cell-substance and structure thus

indicated appears to us to be more difficult to reconcile

with the modern doctrine of protoplasm than is the

doctrine of Schwann, which, to use his own words, was
" le contraire de la th^orie generalement admise pour les

animaux, d'apres laquelle une force commune construit

I'animal ^ la maniere d'un architecte," and which argued

from the uniform construction of organisms by modifica-

tion of the nucleated corpuscles called cells that " c'est

partout la meme force qui reunit les mol(!cules en cellules,

et cette force ce ne pouvait plus ctre que celle des mole-

cules ou des atonies ; le phdnom^ne fondamental de la

vie devait done avoir sa raison d'etre dans les proprietds

des atomes "—that is to say, in the atoms of the substance

of which the cells consist which has now received the

name protoplasm.

Dr. Foster next gives a vivid picture of the importance

of the discovery by Claud Bernard of the glycogenic

function of the liver— a function which could not be

inferred from the inspection of the liver either macroscopic

or microscopic. Such discoveries as these led to the

recognition of the existence of most important processes

or " functions " in the animal body which had no corre-

lative in visible structure. Thus physiologists were led

to see in the mind's eye the invisible structure of cell-

substance and the " protoplasm theory " obtained its

foundations.
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A brief survey of the life of a corpuscle of protoplasm

as exemplified in an Amoeba follows, and attention is

directed to the constructive and destructive inctabo/ism

going on in the substance of such an organism. There

are anabolic and katabolic changes in that substance,

which may be compared to a double flight of stairs leading

up to and down from a hypothetical summit ; that summit
is what we mean by protoplasm, but whether the term

should include a few of the steps up or down or be limited

to the top plane cannot at present be decided.

This protoplasm of the unicellular organism exhibits

properties which may be classed as (i) Assimilation; (2)

ContractilityJ (3) Irritability or Sensitiveness. From the

consideration of these we are led on to that of a simple

multicellular organism—a Hydra—in which a first stage

of differentiation of these properties between two groups

of cells—the endoderm and the ectoderm—is observed.

Then in due course the further differentiation of these

two primary groups of cells in a higher animal is traced

— in an account of the organs and tissues with their

specialised properties and functions derived by gradual

modification from the lower stage of differentiation.

The relation of the complex organs, composed of

numberless cell-units, of a higher organism to the prac-

tically homogeneous protoplasm of a single cell-corpuscle

having thus been traced, Dr. Foster takes one organ

of a higher animal—the kidney—as an example of the

problems which present themselves to the modern physio-

logist. There are, he points out, two points of view, two

aims of inquiry which pursue in many respects different

methods, though ultimately blending and tending con-

jointly to the explanation of the action of the kidney.

They are distinguished as the "mechanical" and the
" molecular," and correspond in these later days to the

earlier and later standpoints of physiology represented

by the doctrine of organs and the doctrine of cell-sub-

stance. The physiologist's inquiry is sketched from the

first point of view, and it is pointed out that this inquiry

"takes on to a large extent the characters of an attempt

to unravel an intricate game, in which the counters are

nervous impulses, muscular contractions, and elastic re-

actions, but in which the moves are determined by topo-

graphical disturbances and mechanical arrangement."

The second kind of physiological inquiry into the kidney

ignores for the time being these grosser conditions, and
is directed to the molecular action of the protoplasmic

cells which build up the distinctive structure of the

kidney, namely, its tubules.

Reverting to "a brief survey of the whole field of

physiological inquiry," Dr. Foster says :
—" The master

tissues and organs of the body are the nervous and mus-
cular systems, the latter being, however, merely the

instrument to give expression and effect to the motions

of the former. All the rest of the body serves simply

either in the way of mechanical aids and protection to

the several parts of the muscular and nervous systems, or

as a complicated machinery to supply these systems

with food and oxygen, i.e. with blood ; and to keep them
cleansed from waste matters through all their varied

changes."

That, no doubt, is true if the organism be viewed

as an individual and not from the point of view which
regards the individual as one of a race and the race

as part of the general outcome of organic develop-

ment, and this as again a part of a more general pheno-

menon. The biologist who takes his stand on the doctrine

of evolution must, we venture to think, regard as the
" master-tissue " over and above those indicated by Dr.

Foster—the reproductive tissue or the specific cells of the

ovary and testis. It is in every animal this little nest of

germ-plasma handed on from generation to generation

with scarcely a change which receives the homage and

service of all the various products of dilTerentiation of

its brother-cells. The latter are but the carriers, pro-

tectors, and servants in the struggle for existence of the

undifferentiated germ-plasma—even the cells concerned

in thought and reason exist but to protect the germ-cells.

The former perish as a mere husk whilst the germ-plasma

is immortal ; it forms, by growth and fission, on the one

hand, new germ-plasma which never dies, and on the

other hand protecting tissue-cells, which have only an

evanescent existence. As Dr. Foster himself has else-

where said :

—" The animal body is in reality a vehicle for

ova, and after the life of the parent has become poten-

tially renewed in the offspring the body remains as a

cast-off envelope whose future is.but to die."

In the latter part of the article our present knowledge

of the nature of protoplasm, and of the processes which

go on in connection with it, is forcibly sketched. Different

kinds of protoplasm are recognised, the differing qualities

of which are to be regarded by the biologist as "the

expression of internal movements " of the molecules of

the protoplasm. The term " mesostate " being used to

express those ascending and descending steps of the

pyramid whose summit is protoplasm, and " anastate

"

and " katastate " corresponding respectively with those

constituents of cell-substance which are on their way to

attain, and those which are falling away from the state of

perfect protoplasm, we find that the tendency of inquiries

into the molecular processes taking place in living

secreting cells, in muscular tissue, and in the various

forms of nerve-tissue, " is to lead us to regard the varied

activities of these tissues as due to molecular disruptive

changes in their several katastates, these being various

stages of the downward metabolism or katabolism of pro-

toplasm."

Hering's recent speculations on the relation of colour

sensations to the condition of the protoplasm of the per-

cipient cells lead, Dr. Foster thinks, to a new molecular

physiology. He gives us the hope that by an application

of Hering's conceptions (which the limits of our space do

not permit us to notice more fully) to other groups of

protoplasmic units a new departure may be effected, and

that we may look forward to a very great advance in our

knowledge of the nature of the processes taking place in

living cells.

Dr. Foster concludes his article with an outline of the

methods of physiological inquiry and an unanswerable

though brief exposition of the dependence of the progress

of physiology upon experiment on living organisms.

The article on Pianoforte is of considerable interest for

several reasons ; first, because it is signed with the initials

of Mr. A. J. Hipkins ; secondly, from the number and

felicity of the illustrations ; thirdly, because it takes up a

special and somewhat neglected point in the history and
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development of the remarkable instrument which has

superseded the far more ancient organ, and which has

become the domestic companion and indispensable ac-

cessory in thousands upon thousands of households

throughout the civilised v/orld.

Probably no man living knows so much about the

pianoforte as Mr. Hipkins : attached for many years to

the honoured house of Broadwood and Sons ; almost

able to remember its original title of Tschudi and Broad-

wood, which carries us back at one bound to the epoch

of the harpsichord Mr. Hipkins is not only an experi-

enced musician, but an excellent physicist in his special

line. He has read valuable papers before the Royal

Society, and efficiently co-operated with Mr. Alex. Ellis

in his laborious determinations of pitch and of oriental or

archaic musical scales.

The somewhat neglected subject here given with the

terseness and accuracy of a monograph, as is proper in a

work somewhat of the nature of an index, is the mechani-

cal development of the modern pianoforte from the

earliest form of keyed instrument with strings, shown in a

drawing by Miss Edith Lloyd of a sculpture in St. Mary's

Church, Shrewsbury belonging to the first half of tlie

fifteenth century. Besides this and other woodcuts of

typical instruments, is a series of diagrams showing the

various forms of "tangent," "jack," '' hammer," "action,"

and " escapement " by which the sounding string has been

successively made to vibrate with ever increasing fulness

and beauty of tone and quality. Towards the end of the

article the recent substitution of metal for wooden

framings is similarly summarised and illustrated. No
doubt much of this would be hard reading for an un-

mechanical student ; but it was really needed, and as a

compact whole could hardly be said to exist previously.

The early part of the article appeals to every reader, and

is full of fascinating and original research. There are

eleven other capital woodcuts besides that named above

of clavichords, clavicymbalums, spinetts, and clavicythe-

riums, which, under a multiplicity of names, preceded the

four " gravicembali col piano h forte," which Cristofori,

the Paduan harpsichord maker had, on the undoubted

authority of the Marchese Scipione Maffei, completed in

the year 1709. This date may be looked on as the birthday

of the name and the instrument. Originally adjectival

and explanatory, it has been adopted substantivally

wherever this ubiquitous form of the " dulcimer with

keys," as Mr. Hipkins quaintly defines it, has penetrated.

BALL'S "STORY OF THE HEAVENS"
The Story of the Heave?is. By Robert Stawell Ball,

LL.D., F.R.S., Royal Astronomer of Ireland. (London,

Paris, New York, and Melbourne : Cassell and Co.,

Limited, 1885.)

"pCPULAR works on astronomy, either on its entire

range or selected portions, have been so numerous
of recent years as to make it difficult to Judge a new one

entirely on its own merits ; it is felt that there must be

some well-marked originality of plan or execution, some
novelty of treatment, or freshness of fact, to justify an
addition to an already abundant literature.

The present work can urge its claim to a favourable

reception on a twofold ground ; it is the fullest and most

complete exposition of the leading facts and principles of

astronomy which has yet been laid before the entirely

unscientific public, and it devotes 'special attention to

some of the most recent and interesting astronomical

discoveries. It is in no sense whatsoever a student's book,

but aims to give, in such simple and untechnical language

as may be most acceptable to the general reader, a com-

prehensive view of the results of astronomy as at present

received. So thoroughly is it elementary in character

that Dr. Ball from time to time seems to think he has a

childish audience before him, and descends to a style

which is nowadays considered almost too condescending

to be addressed even to children. Thus, in speaking of

the distance of the sun, he says (p. 28) :

—

" The actual distance of the sun from the earth is about

92,700,000 miles ; but merely reciting the figures does
not give a vivid impression of the real magnitude.
92,700,000 is a very large quantity (jvV). Try to count it.

It would be necessary to count as quickly as possible for

three days and three nights before one million was com-
pleted

;
yet this would have to be repeated nearly ninety-

three times before we had even counted all the miles

between the earth and the sun."

But though Dr. Ball may sometimes resort to this

infant-school style he never falls into the opposite fault of

being turgid or obscure. His language is always clear

and distinct, and when treating of the particular subjects

most congenial to him he usually succeeds in avoiding

tlie fault we have just noticed, and his style leaves nothing

to be desired.

In a brief introduction Dr. Ball indicates the principal

ciuestions which it is the business of the astronomer to

seek to answer, and glances at some of the most im-

portant discoveries made by the ancients, concluding with

the labours of Copernicus. The main volume then com-

mences with a chapter on the astronomical telescope.

The Dunsink South equatorial, the great Vienna refractor,

and Lord Rosse's 6-foot reflector are described, and illus-

trations given of them ; the Paris meridian circle is

represented as a type of meridian instruments, and a

well-written page (p. 22) is devoted to drawing a contrast

between the ideal instrument and the actual one.

A number of chapters on the different members of the

solar system follow. These occupy more than half the

volume, and do not call for much special comment, for,

whilst travelling over such well-trodden ground, there is

but little scope for original treatment. The author

throughout gives a clear matter-of-fact account of what

he has to describe ; there is never for a moment any diffi-

culty in following his meaning, and for a work of this

character this is a first essential. The chapter on the

Sun is perhaps the least successful. Dr. Ball considers

that it is not proved that " sun-spots are really depres-

sions in the surface"; a statement which may be per-

fectly correct if " proved " is to be taken in its hard

mathematical sense ; but it ought to be supplemented

by the further one that the entire evidence is in

favour of that supposition. No reference is made to

the frequently-repeated coincidences of solar outbursts

and magnetic disturbances which were observed in 1S82

and 1883, and which placed the connection of the two

orders of phenomena in such a striking light. And again

with reference to the spot-cycle, the nature of the cycle is

rather crudely stated, and one of its most curious
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features—the change of latitude in the locale of the

spots—is altogether unnoticed. Chapter III., on the

IVIoon, contains a little sketch-map of the moon and de-

scriptions of the most striking formations. The laws of

eclipses, the use of the moon in navigation, and Nasmyth

and Carpenter's theory of the volcanic origin of the lunar

craters are treated of with the author's usual clearness

and at considerable length. In the concluding para-

graphs Dr. Ball expresses his belief that forms of life

unknown to us may probably e.'cist on many of the

celestial bodies, and applies to the question of the

plurality of worlds the lines of Tennyson :

—

" This truth within thy mind rehearse,

That in a boundless universe

Is boundless better, boundless worse."

The fourth chapter deals with the solar system as a

whole, with the detection and identification of planets,

with the positions and dimensions of their orbits and

their own comparative sizes. It is followed by a chapter

on the Law of Gravitation, a most important one, and

admirably written. The law of gravitation is so important

in itself, and so little understood by the unscientific por-

tion of the public, that such an explanation as is here

supplied is much needed.

The succeeding chapters deal with the planets one by
one, beginning with Vulcan, the " Planet of Romance,''

which Dr. Ball is inclined to believe was really seen by

Prof. Watson during the total solar eclipse of 1878, on

the not unreasonable ground that an observer of his

experience and skill was not likely to have been mistaken.

In the chapters on the other planets the points to which

most attention has been paid are the descriptions of the

various modes of determining the sun's distance, and
the size, form, and weight of the earth. There is a

pleasing and somewhat full biography of the elder

Herschel in the chapter on Uranus, and the wonderful

story of the discovery of Neptune is told again in a fresh

and engaging style. Leaving the regular members of the

solar system, we come to the comets and shooting-stars,

and with these Dr. Ball begins to treat his subject in a

somewhat more original manner, and there is very

much to commend in these and the following chapters.

Encke's comet, the evidence it affords as to a resisting

medium, and its usefulness as a means of determining

the masses of Jupiter and Mercury and the distance of

the Sun, occupy a considerable space. Bredichin's theory

of comet's tails is clearly explained. Dr. Ball is, how-
ever, scarcely correct in authoritatively classing the great

comet of 1843 H-S a non-periodic one, and the similarity of

its orbit to those of the great comets of 18S0 and 1882

surely deserved a word of notice. In the chapter on
shooting-stars he draws a sharp distinction between
meteors and meteorites, and expresses his conviction that

Prof Newton was wrong when he spoke of a meteoric
stone as having probably been part of a comet. He also

broaches and supports by some ingenious reasoning the

idea that meteorites are largely of terrestrial origin, and
he points out that meteorites of iron are much less frequent

than those of stone.

Chapter XVIII. is on "The Starry Heavens," and is

especially commendable for the series of little diagrams
in which the relative positions of the principal fixed stars

are shown with admirable distinctness. Nothing can be

easier than for the reader with this portion of the book

in hand to make himself acquainted with the general con-

figuration of the northern constellations. Several in-

structive points are well brought out in the two following

chapters, but in Chapter XXI., on the Distances of the

Stars, we find Dr. Ball on ground which he has largely

made his own. Herschel's attempt to form a conception

of the distribution of the stars in space is clearly ex-

plained, and made the basis of a detailed description of

the method of determining the distance of a star by its

annual parallax, and the cases of 61 Cygni, a Centauri,

and Groombridge 1S30 are dealt with at considerable

length. The difficulties of parallax work are sympathetic-

ally described, and the drawback often experienced of a

long series of observations failing to show any parallax

at all is made the occasion for enlarging on a particular

instance of such a failure, viz. Nova Cygni, 1876. The
chapter concludes with an explanation of Herschel's dis-

covery of the motion of the solar system towards the

constellation Hercules. The spectroscope is much more
sparingly dealt with, and the entire range of astronomical

spectroscopy is despatched in one of the shortest chapters

in the book. It is not possible that so condensed an
account should be very thorough or complete, but, given

the necessity to confine the subject within these limits, it is

difficult to see how it could have been much better done.

The three following chapters deal with Star Clusters,

and Nebula;, Precession and Nutation, and the Aberration

of Light. Each of these subjects is well handled; the

explanations of the three kinds of apparent motion shown
by the stars being clearly and carefully explained, without

going into any details which would be likely to prove too

abstruse or tedious for any ordinary reader. The chapter

on Nebula; is illustrated by three plates, one of which,

Trouvelot's drawing of the Great Nebula in Andromeda,
is very well executed.

The two concluding chapters are of especial interest.

Chapter XXVI., on " The Astronomical Significance of

He.it," deals with the most important points in the history

and method of the evolution of the solar system ; the

presence of heat in the body of the earth, the law of cool-

ing, the heat of the sun and its possible sources, the

doctrine of energy, the nebular theory and the evidence

which supports it. With respect to this last it should be

observed that the old illustration of the trees in the forest

is by no means very apposite. Dr. Ball is, however,

careful to distinguish such a theory, however magnificent

and attractive, from the truths of astronomy properly so

called.

From nebular evolution we pass naturally to tidal

evolution. It is but comparatively recently that Dr.

Ball's lecture upon this subject was reported in these

pages, so that it is only necessary to say that the romantic

story is well told this second time. The criticisms to

which the theory was subjected are not referred to here,

though some deserved greater consideration than to be

silently passed over.

As we have already said, this is in no sense whatsoever

a student's book. Dr. Ball has already shown how well

qualified he is to produce such a work when he desires to

do so, but he has had an entirely different purpose here. It

may be doubted whether he has not in some instances

been too general and undefined in his mode of treating
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his subject ; the explanation of the principles and
methods involved in the determination of the sun's

distance by means of Transits of \'enii3, for example, is

particularly meagre and unsatisfactory. The public that

does not care to have to exert much thought over its

reading is not the public that will purchase books on
astronomy 550 pages in length ; an occasional light article

in a magazine will satisfy its utmost craving.

Nevertheless a book which in a lucid and easy style

supplies accurate and the latest information as to the

methods and discoveries of astronomy, which is written

by a competent authority, and which, if not profusely

illustrated, is supplied with plates and woodcuts which
leave no important object unrepresented, no fundamental

argument unsupported, can only be spoken of as a good
one ; and those who wish to possess a full, interesting,

and popular account of the present state of the most
noble and enthralling of all the sciences cannot do better

than make themselves possessors of the "Story of the

Heavens."

OUR BOOK SHELF
Annual Rcpoii of the Board of Regents of the Smith-

sonia?! Institution for the Year 1SS3. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1885.)

This is the most bulky, and perhaps the most valuable,

of these well-known Reports ; it consists of very nearly

1000 pages, and we learn, from the resolution of Congress
which precedes it, that 16,060 copies have been printed.

The more strictly official part of it deals with the Smith-
sonian Institution and the Natural History Museum,
including the Report of the Committee on the Henry
statue recently erected in the grounds ; but, besides these,

we have Reports on the various branches of science, so

A'aluable that no scientific library should be without them.
Astronomy has been taken in hand by Prof. Holden,
the newly-appointed Director of the Lick (Observatory

;

meteorology, by Mr. Cleveland Abbe ; physics, by Prof
Barker ; zoologj-, by Prof Guild ; and anthropology by
Mr. Otis T. IMason, the latter covering nearly 200 pages.
Other branches of science besides those which we have
named are reported at less length.

When we consider the importance of these re'sunies,

and the fact that 7000 copies of the volume are being
distributed gratuitously by the Institution all over the
world, we may readily concede that in this, as in their

other duties, the Regents of the Institution are faithful

to the trust imposed upon them by Smithson to promote
the increase and diffusion of knowledge among men.

The Sii?t : a Familiar Description of His Phenomena.
By the Rev. Thomas William Webb, M..A.., F.R.A.S.
(London: Longmans, 18S5.)

This is a little book of seventy-eight pages, containing
what appears to have been a lecture given by the author,
who, to the great loss of observational astronomy, died a
short tinie ago. That part of it which deals with the
telescopic facts is very much more in harmony with our
present knowledge than that smaller part of it which
deals with the revelations of the spectroscope. The
whole is very charmingly and simply written.

Notes on the Physiological Laboratory of the Univcisity
of Pennsylvania. By N. A. Randolph, M.D., and
.S. G. Dixon. (Philadelphia, 1885.)

This little volume consists of a series of short papers
giving the results of practical investigations into the
behaviour of certain substances, such as starch, cod-liver
oil, boiled and unboiled milk, &c., when used as articles

of food by infants and adults. Many of the papers are of
interest ; all of them show evidence that in the Uni-
versity of Philadelphia, physiology is not taught as a
matter of book-learning, but that the students are in-

structed in the practical bearings of the science.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\The Editordoes not hold himselfresponsiblefor opiniotis expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,
or to correspond with the writers o/j rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[ The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of cojntnujticationscontainin^inierestingand novel facts.'X

Lieutenant Greely on Ice

I H.^VE read with deep interest the graphic but brief account
of Lieut. Greely's Arctic explorations given in Nature of
November 26 (p. 90), and also in some of the Scottish papers,

which touch upon subjects not mentioned in Nature.
Assuming that these reports are, in all material points, correct,

I ask leave to be permitted to offer some remarks on a few of

the opinions expressed by the distinguished explorer, the correct-

ness of which seems open to question.

Before doing so, hoHever, 1 would draw attention to the very
considerable difference in the mean yearly temperatures at Dis-
covery Bay, as given by tlie English Government ship that

wintered there in 1875-76, and that of Lieut. Greely wintering

at the same place six or seven years later.

Capt. Stephenson, H.M.S. Discovery, 1875-76 ... -4°'23 F.

Lieut. Greely, in house six or seven years later, about -l-4°'oo

Making a difference of 8°"23

I suppose the thermometers to be in both cases correct, and
ihe mean temperatures computed in the same manner in each
case. In saying that " Grinnell Land has the lowest mean
temperature in the globe," surely Lieut. Greely goes a little too

far, as no observations have elsewhere been made in so high a

latitude, nor at any point in the great circle of 1 100 miles'

diameter nearer to the Pole than Discovery Bay, in nearly all

parts of which it would be a very natural conclusion to arrive

at, that the mean temperature would be lower. Lieut. Greely
adds, "This" (the lowest temperature in the globe) " was in

accordance with their expectation."

Kane went to the Arctic Sea with "expectation" and a belief

that he would find an open Polar sea ! His steward, Morton,
conveniently found it for him, and it was believed in for a time,

until other expeditions passed the place where " Morton's pool"
of open water had been seen ; but alas ! not a trace of it could

be found, although ships had gone by, creeping along shore,

some hundred miles further north. The distinguished Green-

land explorer Rink, finally, effectually demolished this Arctic

dream. Lieut. Greely's open Polar sea of iioo miles' diameter

round the Pole seems to be a myth of a somewhat similar kind.

It is purely a theory, with facts, to my mind, adverse to its

probability ; for why this immense body of water in the far

north, whilst constantly sending forth great ice-streams south-

ward through the broad inter-Greenland-Spitzbergen Channel,

should be itself ice-free, whilst other seas far southward, having a

much higher temperature, and probably with currents and gales

of wind at least as strong, are ice-encumbered, is rather difficult

to understand.

As regards floebergs, Lieut. Greely has advanced their size

and thickness far beyond anything one would inter from reading

the narrations of the English Expedition of 1S75-76, which
first gave the name to those curious masses of ice. He
has not only done this, but he attributes their formation .to

a source which completely destroys the meaning of the name
" fioeberg," used in contradistinction to "iceberg," to show
that the former has its origin from the floe or sea ice, instead

of from ice formed on land, and is either built up by the

gradual increment of the floe and the snow that falls upon
it, or, as I believe more likely, by a number of floes being

forced by immense pressure one over the other, until great

thickness is attained. Perhaps the best example of a fioeberg

(accuding to my idea) that I can give, is that which lifted the

shii) of the Austrian Expedition seventeen feet (I think) out of
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the water, became a great floating mass of ice in a week or less,

a mile in extent and of great thickness, and carried those good

explorers Weyprecht and Peyer helplessly about for a longtime

in 1873-74, in Barentz Sea, then landed them safe on one of the

Francis Joseph Islands ; thus leading to the discovery of this

great Northern land. Snowdrifts would in the course of one

winter (I have seen a fifteen feet depth of drift in one night) fill up

most of the inequalities of surface, and thus the floeberg is

complete.

Lieut. Greely says that these "floebergs are simply detach-

ments from slowly-moving glacial ice-caps, from an ice-covered

land in the neighbourhood of the Pole;" that "Dr. Moss (of

the Alert) was certainly correct as to the universality of stratifi-

cation in this ancient ice, and he concurred in the Doctor's

opinion, that its salinity was due to efflorescence and infiltration. "'

First as to the formation of these floebergs ; Lieut. Greely

tells us they are detached from an ice-cap 1000 to 4000 feet

thick near the Poles. Surely if this were so, some of these

great masses, which would show about 140 feet above water,

would have been seen by Parry, when in the summer of 1S27 he

was in lat. 82° 45' N. (only thirty-nine miles south of Greely's

extreme) to the north of Spitzbergen ; but neither Parry nor

any of the brave whaling captains, who have gone to high

latitudes between Greenland and Spitzbergen—the great high-

way of northern ice in its southward drift—have ever seen

anything of the kind.

In the Antarctic we all know that such ice-mountains (the

source of which Sir James Ross's discoveries tell us of) drive

down to lat. 60° S. near to Cape Horn ; the natural idea is, that

they would do the same thing in the Arctic Sea—in company
with the great ice pack, through the wide high road above

mentioned—and not confine themselves to the coast seen by

Lieut. Greely's party.

A word or two on my own experience much further to the south.

When passing in my boats for 800 or 900 miles along the

west shores of Hudson's Bay in 1846 and 1853, I saw several

floebergs aground, some thirty or forty feet above the surface, so

large and high that any one at a distance of a mile or so, would
have mistaken them for true icebergs ; they were merely a mass
of floes forced together by strong winds. In such low latitudes

(58° to 66°) these spurious icebergs all disappeared before autumn.
No (rue iceberg that breaks away from land-ice is ever found,

as far as I know, to contain saline strata, as the late Dr. Moss
found to be the case witli the floeberg from which the crew of

the Alert in 1875-76 took the ice, for drinking or making tea.

Sometimes this ice was so salt as to be unfit for the purpose,

although high above the sea- level. This resiUt is attributed by both

Dr. Moss and Lieut. Greely to "infiltration." I cannot under-

stand how saline fluid could "infiltrate" npiuctrds from the sea

into ice—a solid— in which there would be no pores through

which it could flow, apart from the fact of the greater specific

gravity of the brine.

I do, however, know from personal experience that saline

fluid does, under certain circumstances, percolate or filtrate

dffiunwards, converting sea-ice, previously saline, into a suffi-

ciently fresh state to aftord good drinking-water when thawed.
This discovery, like a good many others of more importance,

was accidental. In passing a piece of old ice—that is, of a

former year's formation, which was known to be so by its

wasted and rugged outline, as it stood some feet above the sur-

rounding level ice-floe— I knocked a small piece ofi", and on
putting it into my mouth, found it quite fresh. From that time,

during sledge journeys of 1200 miles in the spring of 1847, I

looked out for some old rough ice, before building our snow-
hut for the night's shelter, so as to get water quickly.

Experience had taught me that a kettleful of water could be
obtained much more rapidly and at a far less waste of fuel by
tliawing ice than from snow, because the latter, however closely

packed, contained much air, which, at a temperature of zero or

lower, required extra fuel to w arm it up to 32° Fahrenheit; a
kettleful of snow will give little more than a third of a kettleful

of water, whilst the same measure of ice will nearly fill the
kettle with water.

The fresh ice I speak of could not be part of an iceberg, be-
cause there were no bergs in the great bay where we were
travelling. Moreover, if a piece of this ice (which was fresh at

' I met the late Dr. Moss at the British Association when held some years
ago in Dublin. We conversed a good deal on the above subject. I learnt
from him, if my memory is correct, that the floeberg from which the crew of
the Alert took the ice to thaw for tlieir use, was found to have strata too
saline to drinli. This explanation 1 think requisite.—J. Rae.

a few feet above the sea-line) was chopped off on a level with or

below the water-line, it was found to be saline.

How does this take place ? Simply, I imagine, by the brine

or saline fluid filtrating downwards through pores made by itself

in the ice, as soon as the summer temperature became high

enough to thaw the saline part, the fresh portion retaining its

solidity, with the exception of the minute pores worn out as

above described.

My belief is that the floebergs seen, and so named by the

English Expedition of 1875-76, were formed ofsaline sea-ice, piled

one floe over another, and that when the summer temperature

penetrated them to a certain extent, the salinity filtered down-
wards as above described, but that certain layers or strata, either

from not being subjected to a sufficient rise of temperature or

from some other cause, still retained their saltness.

All sea-ice has a surface-layer, more or less thick, of brine

efflorescence, far more saline than the body of the floe. If, then,

six or eight floes are forced up, the one over the other, there

will be so many layers of these thin very saline strata.

I repeat that infiltration upwards in this case is contrary to all

aws of gravit.ation, unless those learned in chemistry or physics

can show that there is some powerful attraction or affinity to

drag a saline fluid upwards through a dense solid.

This communication has gone far beyond the limits I intended,

and yet is very short of what might be said on other parts of

Lieut. Greely's lectures in Scotland. I must conclude by ex-

pressing my admiration of the great amount of geographical

work done by this expedition, and the miraculous rescue of the

few survivors where twenty-four hours' delay would have been
fatal, resembling in this respect very closely the rescue of a

part of a Government overland expedition in Arctic America
sixty-four years years ago, who, but for the arrival of friendly

Indians with food and most tender musing of them, could not

have lived more than a couple of days longer.

4, Addison Gardens, Kensington, Nov. 28 John Rae
P.S.—The Scottish Geographical Magazine has just reached

me, by which I find Greely's mean temperature of his winter

quarters to be - 4° F. instead of + 4°, therefore almost exactly

the same as the temperature found by the English Expedition of

1875-76, instead of there being 8°difierence— as I put it.—J. R.

December 7

The Recent Star-Shower

It being important to ascertain the duration of the recent

shower of Andromedes, observations were continued liere on
the night of November 30. During a watch maintained for

about four hours and a half between 5h. 30m. and loh. 15m,,

ten Andromedes of most certain character, together with two
other meteors, in reference to which some doubt existed as to

their absolute identity with this stream, were recorded from a

radiant-point carefully determined at 21^ + 424°. Thirty-one

non- conform able shooting-stars were also seen from showers in

Perseus and the region eastward.

It is therefore clear, from the results obtained on November
30, that the display had not lost its visible character, though it

had evidently subsided into a state of great feebleness. It yielded

certainly not more than tliree meteors per hour for one observer,

and these were extremely faint.

On the evening of December i the sky was again clear. A
prolonged watch of the region of Andromeda then revealed no
trace of the display. Meteors were very rare, generally, all the

evening. On December 4 they were very frequent, 'out the

radiant-point near 7 Andromedce gave no sign. The ^ I'auritls

and Geminids (which are specially mentioned in the current

number of Nature (p. loS) as deserving observation during

the present week) were both visible, and a number of contem-
porary streams had come actively into play. But, during long

watches on the nights of December I and 4, there was no ap-

pearance of outlying .'Vndromedes. The cessation of the shower
definitely occurred between November 30, lOh. 15m., and
December i, fh. 45m., after an ol)servcd iwxMorv of little more
than five days. But this period unquestionably fails to represent

the real duration, for, could observations have been made before

moonrise on the early evenings of November 24 and 25, tliere

is no doubt it would have been detected. We can hardly admit a

sudden rise of the shower from invisibility on the 25th to adegree
of richness on the 26th sufficient to give more than 100 meteors

per hour. It is to be hoped that reports from other stations will

throw some light on the visible development of this remarkable
stream. In any case the extremely narrow limits of its display
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on November 27, 1S72, offers a strong contrast to the compara-
tively prolonged duration observed at its recent return.

Bristol. December 6 W. F. Denning

While watching the meteor shower of the 27th ult. I

observed what closely resembled the appearance of an aurora.

There was seen extending along the horizon from about south to

about west-north-west—perhaps further towards the north, for

my view was there obstructed—and upwards for about 20° from
the horizon, a faint reddish-pink luminous haze, vai-ying fitfully

in colour, becoming sometimes nearly white, and in intensity

both as I'egards time and position. The greatest brightness

noticed by me was nearly due south. Stars were clearly visible

through it.

On referring to the letters in Nature upon the shower of

November 27, 1S72—to refresh my memory upon other points

—I found that appearances of an aurora on that evening are

recorded by " several correspondents." [Mr. Denning's letter

in Nature, December 5, by Father Denza in Piedmont
(Nature, December 19), by Mr. Baber at Liverpool (same

number), and the Hon. Mr. Newton and Mr. Bruce at Mauritius

("a pulsating coruscation, similar to the appearance of the

aurora australis "), Nature, January 23, 1873]. Nature
for Januai-y 16, 1873, contains a letter recording a " pale auroral

light " seen at the same time as a shower on December 7, 183S,

and Mr. Denning (April 24, 1S73), records that the April

shower was accompanied by " bright displays of aurora."

Mr. Newton and Mr. Bruce add that " the instruments at the

Observatory gave no indication of a magnetic disturbance."

Some of your readers may be able to say whether any magnetic
disturbance was observed on the evening of the 27th ult. 1

saw the auroral appearance about 7. 15 p.m.
Rugby, December 7 J. B. Haslam

P. S.—In a note received to-day in answer to my inquiry, the

Superintendent of the Kew Observatory kindly informs me that

at Kew the " magnetic curves for horizontal intensity, vertical

intensity, and declination were remarkably steady throughout

the whole of the 27th and 28th ult., being almost straight

lines at the time of the meteoric shower." He adds that no

auroral effects were seen at Kew.—J- B. H. (Dec. 8.)

In case England has been clouded on the 27th, it may be well

to state that the meteors were brilliantly seen in the Adriatic.

A few were visible on the night of the 26th ; on the 27th, at

i6h 30m. G.M.T., they averaged thirty per minute; at I7h.

they had much increased, and were counted, at l8h. lOm., at

seventy per minute, while at 2oh. 40m. they had decreased to

thirty per minute again ; on the 28th very few were seen.

During the rapid shower they were not equally distributed ; for

six or eight seconds only one or two were to be seen, and then,

in a couple of seconds, perhaps eight would be counted, mostly

seen simultaneously. The radiant-point was estimated at about

15° S. of the following end of Cassiopeia at i6h. 30m., and at

about 3° S. of the preceding end at 2oh. 40m. The trails

were more persistent and brilliant in the latter part of the even-

ing. One was distinctly seen by two observers to sharply bend

its apparent course about 20°, possibly a case of perturbation

by a non-luminous meteor, or else of splitting. A large number
were as bright as first-magnitude stars, and many equal to

Venus. Wm. F. Petri e
s.s. Tan/ore, November 2$

From the accounts in Nature and in the Times, it is

evident that the display of meteors was much finer in the east of

Switzerland than any of those mentioned by your correspon-

dents. My attention was first directed to the shooting-stars

shortly after 6 o'clock (local time here being about thirty-eight

minutes in advance of Greenwich time). For half an hour after

that time the fall was continuous, several meteors appearing

together. In fact, so many were falling, that it seemed to me
hopeless to attempt to count them, but I should think that they

must have fallen, on a moderate computation at that time, at

the rate of at least 200 a minute. Many of them were especially

brilliant, and those falling near the mountains, which completely

encircle this village, produced, I presume by irradiation, the

curious appearance of passing between the spectator and the

mountains. The richest period of the display when, looking

from a window, four or five were seen together in one part of

the heavens did not last for more than an hour, but the phe-

nomenon continued with less effect until 9 o'clock, when the
sky which, until that time had been perfectly clear, became
overcast. The height of the high-lying plateau of the Canton
Grisons, more especially in the Engadine, and the remarkable
absence of aqueous vapour, causes many more stars to be visible

here than in the denser air of England, .and this, no doubt, in
large measure, accounts for the superior brilliancy of the display
as witnessed here. This strangely affected the imagination of
some of the peasants of this village, one young woman in

particular spent the evening in tears and lamentations, momen-
tarily expecting the end of all things. J. F. Main

Wiesen, Canton Grisons, Switzerland

"Evolution without Natural Selection "

Two or three points in Mr. Romanes's letter in your issue of
December 3 (p. 100), leave me no other alternative than to again
ask you to insert the following few remarks. I beg to inform
Mr. Romanes that with Darwinism my book has very little

to do. It neither attempts to refute nor confirm the Dar-
winian hypothesis of Natural Selection. Neither is it an
"emendation of Darwinism" ; but the facts it contains seem to

be an all-necessary supplement to the great naturalist's hypo-
thesis. It is to be regretted that at the present time so many
naturalists accept the theoiy of natural selection as an exclusive

explanation of the evolution of existing species. They uncon-
sciously blind themselves to the existence of any other agent in

the work of evolution. To them there can be, nor is, no other.

No greater error could be made ; and it is my firm conviction

that as time goes on the theory of natural selection will gi-adually

lose much of its present presumed universality. What is be-

coming more evident every day is that existing species do not

owe near so much to natural selection for their evolution as

extreme Darwinians would have us believe. What the remote
ancestors of these species derived from its influence is another
matter. How far its influence has been exerted on living forms
is not for me even to conjecture ; but certainly, so far as birds

are concerned, the evidence of its influence is astoundingly slight

in comparison with the number of species.

I am very pleased to see that Mr. Romanes has changed his

opinion concerning "trivial specific characters," and now admits

that they are both numerous and important. But they cannot

even be regarded as " insignificant " as compared with the great
" organising work of natural selection." For, according to the

Darwinian theoiy, they should owe their veiy presence to its

influence, but, unfortunately for the hypothesis, they do not.

Once more I must strongly protest against Mr. Romanes saying

that my book attempted to explain the cat(se of variation. It

does nothing of the kind. Nor do I consider it fair for Mr.
Romanes to infer that isolation, &c., do not explain the cause of

variation, and therefore that they fail as evolutionistic agents. It

would be just as fair and logical to say that the Darwinian hypo-

thesis is a failure because it does not explain the cause of varia-

tion. Darwin must have a variation to begin with for natural

selection to work upon ; so must isolation. The cause of varia-

tion is one of the greatest secrets which Nature still retains in

her keeping ; but doubtless it will soon be wrested from her.

London, December 6 Charles Dixon

I have not changed any of my views ; but Mr. Dixon
appears to change his within the limits of two consecutive sen-

tences. For, immediately after his strong protest against my
statement that he has attempted to explain the causes of varia-

tion, he complains of my want of fairness in not acknowledging

the adequacy of the " evolutionistic agents " which he has sug-

gested as "the causes of variation." With this specimen of Mr.

Dixon's inethod of discussion before them, your readers may be

able to sympathise with the failure which seems to have attended

my efforts at expounding his essay.

The analogy between isolation and natural selection does not

hold. For is it not obvious that while natural selection can be

understood to operate in an explicable manner on the variations

supplied to it, there is no analogous explanation to be given^ of

the manner in which isolation can so operate

—

i.e. why isolation

per se should preserve some of the variations and not others ?

That isolation is a favourable condition to the occurrence of

trivial or non-adaptive specific change, I have not denied ; but,

on the contraiy, expressly affirmed : I have only denied that it

can be regarded as the cmisc of such change—and least of all in

any way similar to that in which natural selection may be re-
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ijarded as the cause of important or adaptive specific change.
Therefore, if it is the case that "so many naturalists accept the

theory of natural selection as an exclusive explanation of the

evolution of existing species," I think that Mr. Dixon has done
well to correct their error. Only I am not aware that any
naturalist of note has allowed his belief in Darwinism thus to go
beyond the teaching of Darwin.

George T- Ro.manes

Scandinavian Ice-Flows

Failing any more direct answer to Sir J. D. Hooker's query

(Nature, vol. xxxiii. p. 79), perhaps, with your usual courtesy,

you will allow me space for one or two brief notes. The map
referred to, as it stands in " Climate and Time," p. 449, is con-

jectural to a very large extent. If we are to take the relative

closeness of the lines to indicate comparative depth and strength

of the glacier-flow, the Baltic must have been, at the intensest

period of glaciation, a glacier-filled valley, on an enormous
scale, with the ice-stream passing out over the comparatively

low, and then submerged, country of Schleswig-Holstein. Dr.

Croll, to support a foregone conclusion, represents it thus, and
then makes it bifurcate conjecturally about the Dogger Bank.
One or two considerations, however, make Dr. Croll's conclu-

sion less " inevitable " than he seems to imagine (p. 449).
(i) Admitting, as we must, that the striations mentioned

(p. 44S) on the Island of Bornholm, point to the passage of ice

in massive proportions over at least that island in the direction

indicated by the lines on the map, we may still call in question

the hypothesis which regards the main mass of the Baltic ice as

having passed that way.

For (2) the evidence given (p. 449) of its having passed over

Denmark (the bare " fact that the surface of the country is

strewn with debris derived from the Scandinavian peninsula ")

is so ambiguous as to be worthless on the point under consider-

ation.

(3) "Xti^ facts stated by Dr. Croll (stripped of the guise with

which he has invested them) can be easily and naturally ac-

counted for by the action of mtrine ice, owing its origin to the

great Scandinavian glaciers of the period ; some of which, even
from the Baltic side, probably drifted away into the present

North Sea basin.

But {4) that the main mass of the ice from the eastern slopes

of the great glaciated Scandinavian range did not take this

direction is proved by some of the best-established facts of

European geology ; facts which, had they been known to Dr.

Croll, would have rendered, I venture to think, the construction

by him of the map referred to impossible. On p. 447 he says,
*' After passing down the Baltic, a portion of the ice would
probably move south into the flat plains in the north of Ger-

many, but the greater portion would keep in the bed of the

Baltic, and of course (sic) turn to the right round the south end
of Gothland, and then cross over Denmark into the North Sea."

The naivete of this statement, in a book bearing date 1875,

is truly refreshing. Any one who knows the district of Jena is

perfectly familiar with the enormous abundance of ice-trans-

ported material from Scandinavia to be found thereabouts ; and
these "Findlinge" are spread far .and wide over the whole
North-German plain as far inland as Bonn, Westphalia, ThUrin-

gen. Saxony (even to the south of Zwickau), and, according to

Credner's later observations (Sitzber. der imturforsch. Gese'i-

schafi, Leipzig, 1875), into the interior of Bohemia, as far as

Troppau, near the sources of the Oder, on the slopes of the

Sudeten Gebirge, and even to Toula and Moscow.
(5) Lastly, the occurrence of striated blocks of Scandinavian

origin in the boulder-clays of the Yorkshire coast, is clearly in-

compatible with the conjectural view so graphically expressed

on the map in question. A. Irving
Wellington College, November 30

The Resting Position of the Oyster

I FEEL some disinclination to take up more sp,ace in the

pages of Nature on this subject without making any new
contribution to the discussion, but Mr. John A. Ryder's letter

induces me to summarise the facts which have been brought
forward, and the conclusions to be drawn from them. The
condition of the oysters examined by me can only be explained

by inferring that they were quite free, and resting on a flat

bottom with the right valve downwards. The specimens of

Pecten opcrcularis which I had before me were in^he same con-
dition, and doubtless rested in the same position. Of Pecten
maximus I cannot speak with certainty, and therefore leave to
Mr. Arthur Hunt the responsibility of stating that there is a
difference in respect of position in the two species. Prof.
Mobius also finds that the left valves of oysters are usually
covered by fixed animals, but as far as I understand his letter
he thinks this does not prove that the left valves in this
condition were uppermost : in the oysters I examined, the right
v.alves were so clean that they must have been in close contact
with the bottom. The other letters on the subject all describe
evidence proving that oyster larvje attach themselves by the lelt

valve. This I did not deny, and I might of course easily have
found the direct testimony of observers on the subject. Mr.
Ryder says it is well known that the right valve of the oyster is

always the most deeply pigmented, while the left one is paler ;

in the oysters I examined, the condition of the valves was exactly
the reverse of this. It seems to me that when a young oyster is

attached to the under-surface of a stone or shell by its left valve
its right valve is lower, and if it drops from its attachment, or
grows much larger than the stone or shell to which it is fixed,

the surface of its right valve will come into close contact with
the sea-bottom. I h.ive seen oysters which still retained a piece
of shell attached near the umbo of the left valve, while the rest

of the valve was covered with fixed animals, and the right valve
was quite clean and light in colour. There are no crowded
oyster-banks in the Firth of Forth, and it might even be said
that the oysters which came under my observation had been
dredged and thrown overboard again at some time of their lives.

But I do not think oysters are often returned to the water when
once taken in the Firth. In my former letter I implied that
probably in the normal position of an adult oyster the right
valve was in contact with the bottom. That this is often the
case when the oyster is free and has plenty of room has not yet
been disproved, and therefore I think the current statement that
the oyster, when not attached, invariably rests with its left valve
downwards needs modification. J. T. Cunningham

Scottish Marine Station, November 28

The Sea-Mills at Argostoli

I WILL be glad if, through .the columns of your journal, you
will be good enough to inform me what has been written in

English concerning the phenomenon known as "The Sea-Mills
at Argostoli." Having recently visited the island of Cephalonia
I was able to examine these mills frequently, and I have
reasons for believing that papers have been read at diflferent

times at some of the learned societies at home discussing the
subject ill extenso. I will therefore be glad of any intelligence

on this interesting phenomenon which you may be able to refer

me to.
J. Lloyd Thomas

H.M.S. Temc'raire, Mediterranean, November 15

Earthquake

On Thursday morning, December 3, I was in bed awake,
between 6 and 7 o'clock. I heai-d a slight clattering noise

of the earthenware and glass articles on the marble top of

the washstand. It lasted for about three seconds, and went
with a slight halt near the end. There was no one

moving in the house, and nothing outside to cause the tremors,

which I did not feel in bed. I immediately got up to look at

the clock, and found it was 6.45. I do not know at what time
the earthquake in Algeria took place, possibly there was some
connection between the two, and the tremor may have been felt

in other places in England, so I record this.

Gateshead, December 6 R. S. NEVifALL

VENTILATION
T N modern life, with its enormous populations living
^ under artificial conditions in towns and cities, the
subject of ventilation, or the supply of sufficient pure air

to each individual for the maintenance of health, has
assumed, as it has become more generally understood, a
vast and national importance. Its importance has been
clearly demonstrated in many instances by a greatly

diminished death-rate in places where overcrowding on
space or in houses, formerly e.xistent, has been remedied,
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and especially by a decrease in those diseases which are

now generally recognised as preventible. Thus, since

attention has been paid to the amount of cubic space and

the supply of fresh air per head in barracks, the death-rate

from phthisis or destructive diseases of the lungs in the

army has fallen from 10 to 2 per 1000; and typhus,

formerly very prevalent in the gaols of the country and in

the crowded courts of our large cities, is now almost

unknown in these situations. That there is still a vast

amount of disease and death which could be prevented by
a more general recognition of the absolute importance of

a pure supply of fresh air under all conditions, is a fact

whose truth we recognise when we observe the numbers
of scrofulous and ricketty children and consumptive
adults in our large centres of population. Many houses
in the poorer parts of towns are absolutely debarred from
obtaining fresh air and light by their surroundings. Built

almost back to back, or fronting into narrow courts or

passages closed at one or both ends, the sunlight never

penetrates for months in the year, and a free current of

air is an impossibility. Fortunately the Legislature has
recognised this evil, and the Acts known as Sir Richard
Cross's and Torrens's are intended to remedy such a state

of things, and, where enforced, have succeeded in removing
buildings which no structural alterations could improve.

The erection of huge blocks of Industrial Dwellings,
whilst affording vastly superior accommodation to the

working classes, has not always secured efficient ventila-

tion in these respects for certain of the tenements. We
have seen instances of lofty blocks being built in such a

way as to enclose a narrow and well-like court, in which
the atmosphere is always stagnant, and from which the

inner rooms derive all their light and air. Cottage build-

ings, with sufficient space in front and rear, are far

preferable to lofty blocks placed in rows ; but as they do
not house the same number of people for the space oc-

cupied in crowded districts, where land is of such enormous
value, the rents must necessarily be higher, the other
accommodation being the same. The air of enclosed
courts is often damp, and being stagnant allows suspended
particles to fall and foul gases to accumulate in it, thus
forming a suitable " nidus " for the growth and cultivation

of such disease germs as are capable of existing in the

air. It is true that the death-rates appearing in the
reports of many of the Industrial Dwellings Companies'
are exceptionally low, but we must remember that a ver\-

large proportion of the working clases die in hospitals and
not in their own houses, and such sources of error require
to be very carefully eliminated. Of late years Artizans'
Dwellings have been built on better principles, the ex-

perience derived from the sanitary failures of certain of the
earlier erections having been taken to heart.

In the model bye-laws of the Local Government Board
it is provided that no new street is to be less than 36 feet

in width, that the frontage of any new building not stand-
ing in a street shall be at least 24 feet in width, and that
there shall be an open space at the rear of any new build-
ing and belonging to it ofan aggregate extent of 150 square
feet, this space not to be in any case less than 10 feet

wide, and if the height of the building exceed 35 feet, to

be not less than 25 feet wide. If these rules could be
always enforced in the cases of new buildings an improve-
ment would be gradually effected in and around towns in

the poorer districts which is greatly needed.
From what has been said it will be seen that one of the

principal points in any system of ventilation is that the
air to be admitted into a building should be pure, and
this can be ensured if there is no impediment to the free

circulation of currents of air on the outside. We come
now to the second part of the subject, viz. the vitiation of
air that is constantly going on in inhabited places from
the respiration of men and animals, and from the com-
bustion of gas, lamps, and candles, and the methods by
which this vitiated air may be replaced by pure external

air. The composition of the atmosphere is as follows in

1000 parts : nitrogen, ygo'o ; oxygen, 209'6 ; carbonic acid

gas, '4, and traces of ozone, ammonia with nitrous and
sulphurous acids in the air of towns, and a variable

amount of aqueous vapour. The air taken into the lungs

of a human being has this composition, but that expired

differs from it in the following particulars, the nitrogen

remaining the same : the oxygen which is the vital

principle of air is diminished 4 per cent., the carbonic

acid is increased 4 per cent., the expired air is saturated

with aqueous vapour and is heated nearly to the tempera-
ture of the body, 98" Fahr., and contains a small proportion

of foul, decomposing organic matter, which exists partly in

the form of vapour and partly as solid suspended matter
(epithelial dust and scales). This organic matter, though
small in amount, is the most injurious C|uality of expired

air, giving to the atmosphere of an ill-ventilated room its

close and disagreeable smell. Those who are familiar

with the interiors of courts of law, with the pits and
galleries of theatres, or with crowded buildings generally,

are also familiar with the headaches, the lassitude, and
the " malaise " produced by breathing for some hours a

vitiated atmosphere. In analyses of such air nearly ten

times more carbonic acid has been found than is normally
present in the outer air, and when this excess is known to

mean a deficiency in oxygen and a corresponding e.xcess

in organic vaporous exhalations and suspended matter
from the breath and bodies of the persons present, the

foul nature of the atmosphere can be realised. The slow

deterioration in health, which results from the constant
breathing of foul air, is one of its most important results,

and causes a predisposition to, and lessened power of,

resistance to attacks of disease.

An adult man of average size takes in and breathes out,

when at rest, about 30 cubic inches of air at each respira-

tion, this act being performed about seventeen times in a

minute, so that in one hour about 1 7 cubic feet of fresh air

will have been vitiated to the extent of containing 4 per

cent, of carbonic acid—that is to say, about 7 cubic foot.

Such a man gives out when at rest, therefore, nearly 7
cubic foot carbonic acid gas per hour. Now it has been
found by Dr. De Chaumont, by chemical examination of

a large number of samples of the air of inhabited rooms,
that the amount of carbonic acid in the outer air being '4

per 1000, no close smell is perceived in the air of a room
until the carbonic acid reaches '6 per 1000, or exceeds by
•2 per 1000 that in the outer air, the close smell being
always due to the foul organic matter in the impure air,

which increases paripassu with, and is therefore estimated

by the amount of carbonic acid present. It has been
assumed by De Chaumont, and experience has fully con-

firmed this assumption, that we can breathe with immunity
air vitiated to this .slight extent, but that we should not

allow any greater vitiation. We may take it, therefore,

that the object of ventilation is to supply sufficient pure
air to a room to prevent the carbonic acid rising above '6

per 1000, this cjuantity being known as the limit of re-

spiratory impurity. It may be asked why should not the

air of our rooms be as pure as the air outside ? No doubt
this would be desirable, were it not that it involves a con-

tinual renewal of the inner air by the outer, which means
in cold weather an unceasing draught at an unbearable
temperature. We have seen that an ordinary adult man
expires 7 cubic foot of carbonic acid in one hour when at

rest, now if such an individual were enclosed in an airtight

chamber, 10 feet high, 10 feet wide, and 10 feet long— that

is to say, in a chamber containing I030 cubic feet space—in

one hour the carbonic acid in this chamber would have
had added to it 7 cubic foot of carbonic acid : the air

originally contained '4 parts of carbonic acid in 1000 parts,

so that after one hour it would contain 4 + 7 = V\ parts

of carbonic acid per 1000, or ri-'6— '5 parts per 1000

above the permissible limit for health. But if the subject

of our experiment were enclosed in a room containing 3500
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cubic feet of space, in one hour the amount of carbonic

acid would be only '' ^ ^
~*~

- = 'o per 1000, i.e. the
3'S

limit would have just been reached, and at the end of a

second hour, to keep the carbonic acid to this limit, another

3,500 cubic feet of fresh air must have been allowed to

enter the room. That is to say, an adult man requires when
at rest 3500 cubic feet of fresh air per hour ; a woman or

child requires proportionally less. For any individual

above twelve years of age, we may take as an a\erage the

amount of carbonic acid expired per hour as '6 cubic foot,

and for such an average individual 3000 cubic feet of fresh

air per hour is necessary. We can now appreciate the im-

portance of cubic space, for if we are to supply 3000 cubic feet

of fresh air to every individual above twelve years in a room,
and the amount of space, suppose, in a dormitory where ten

persons sleep is only 300 cubic feet per head, then 30,000
cubic feetof fresh air must be supplied per hour—that is to

say, the air of the dormitory must be completely changed
ten times in this period, a proceeding which would cause
in any but the very warmest weather a very disagreable

draught. But if the cubic space per head be 1000 feet,

then the air of the dormitory need be changed only three

times per hour, and if such renewal be effected steadily and
gradually no draught need be felt. We may mention here
that a certain amount of superficial or floor space is

necessary for each individual, for if the height of the room
is much over 12 feet, excess in this direction does not com-
pensate for deficiency in the other dimensions, although
the cubic space may be the same ; thus it would not be
the same thing to allow a man 50 square feet of floor space
in a room 20 feet high, as to allow him 100 square feet of

floor space in a room 10 feet high, although the ainount of

space allotted to him in each case would bs the same. It

may be interesting here to mention that in common lodg-

ing houses under police regulations, 240 cubic feet of space
are allotted to each adult, in barracks about 600 cubic feet,

in genera! hospitals about 1000 cubic feet as a rule, and in

infectious fever hospitals from 1500 to 3500 cubic feet—in

these latter institutions the floor space allowed per bed is

from 1 50 to 300 square feet. From the report of the royal

commission on the housing of the working classes it would
appear that even the low allowance of the common lodging
houses is very often not attained in the crowded rooms of
tenement houses, and an enormous nuriiber of cellars are
still inhabited in our large towns, although they presumably
come up to the requirements of the Public Health Acts as
regards their ventilation.

Gas, candles, and lamps use up oxygen and produce
carbonic acid and water. A cubic foot of coal gas pro-

duces, when burnt, 2 cubic feet of carbonic acid, and since

a common burner consumes 3 cubic feet of gas in an hour,
it produces 6 cubic feet of carbonic acid in the same
period. Therefore, as much air should be supplied to

dilute the products of its combustion as would be
necessary for three or four men. It is far better, however,
to use such gas-lamps as are shut off from the air of the
room. These receive the air necessary for combustion
from without, and the products of combustion are carried
off by a special channel to the outer air. The electric

light uses none of the oxygen of the air and gives off no
carbonic acid nor water, and is for these reasons far

preferable to naked flames for lighting purposes.
Ventilation is said to be carried on by natural or by

artificial means. In the former are included (i) diffusion

of gases
; (2) action of the wind by perflation and aspira-

tion
; (3) movements caused by differences in weight of

masses of air at different temperatures. By the latter,

although the same principles are involved, is meant ex-
haustion of air by heat or by steam from apartments, or
propulsion of air into such spaces by mechanical means, as
fans. Diffusion causes a rapid mixing ol different gases
placed in contiguity; thus the gaseous impurities of respired
air mix with the fresh air in a room until homogeneity is

established. Diffusion, however, does not affect the sus-
pended matters which tend to fall in a ^till atmosphere.
Consequently organic matters which exist principally as
minute solids in a state of suspension in the air, are not
affected or removed by diffusion. The wind when in

motion causes a partial vacuum in the interior of tubes,
such as chimneys and ventilating shafts placed at right

angles to its course. The air in these tubes being thus
partially aspirated or sucked out by the action of the wind,
to restore the temporary vacuum so made, air from below
rushes up to take its place, a continual current in a per-

pendicular direction being thus set up. Perflation by winds
is the setting in motion of masses of air by the impact of

other misses. This action is illustrated when the windows
on opposite sides of the room are fully open. The room is

rapidly and continually flushed with air, an enormous
effect being produced, for it has been estimated that the

air of such a room may be renewed many hundred times
an hour, even when the movement of air outside is only

2 miles an hour or \\ feet per'Second, equivalent to a very

gentle and almost imperceptible breeze. Such a method
is of unquestionable utility for rapidly changing the air of

an unoccupied room, and may be generally put in opera-

tion in summer in inhabited rooms when the temperatures
outside and inside the house appro.ximate. In any system
of ventilation that depends entirely oa the wind there is

always the difficulty of regulating the velocity of the

current according to the amount of movement of the air,

and during complete calms the action is nil. For ventilat-

ing the holds and interiors of ships at sea, the wind may
be most advantageously utilised. A cowl placed so as to

face to the wind conducts the air below, whilst another
reversed so as to back to the wind allows the used air to

escape.

The movement due to masses of air at different tem-
peratures is the natural force chiefly relied on for ventilat-

ing the interior of houses. The air of inhabited rooms
in this climate, except in warm summer weather, is at a
higher temperature than" the outer air ; hot air is lighter

than cold air, and will rise for cold air to take its place

—

in fact, heated air is displaced upwards by colder and
denser air. In a room as usually constructed with sash

windows, with a fire-place and chimney, but without any
special means of ventilation, when a fire is burning in the

grate the heated air of the room in part ascends the

chimney-flue, and in part rises to the ceiling. Cold air

from outside will then enter, if the windows be closed,

under the door, under the skirting boards, between the

sashes of the window, and through any other chinks or

apertures due to loose fittings. The bricks and plaster of

the walls are also porous to a slight extent, and if not

covered with paint or wall paper will admit air to a

limited extent. Thus a large volume of air may be enter-

ing a room in cold weather when the fire is burning although

there be no visible inlets, and the amount of air thus

supplied may be sufficient for the needs of two or three

persons if it were properly distributed. But such is not

the case. The cold air, which enters chiefly near the floor,

takes us straight a course as possible to the fire-place,

producing a disagreeable draught to the feet of the

occupants, whilst the heated and vitiated air near the

ceiling is left undisturbed. It has been found practically

that to prevent draughts, and to ensure a thorough dis-

tribution, fresh air should be admitted into a room above

the heads of the occupants, an upward direction being

given to it, so that it may impinge on the ceiling, mix
with, and be warmed by, the heated air in this situation,

fall gently into all parts of the room, and be gradually

removed by means of the chimney-flue or any other

outlet. The inlet openings for fresh air now most in use

are intended to serve this purpose. For sash windows
Hinckes Bird's method, now so well known, of placing

a solid block of wood under the lower sash of the

window so as to raise the top of the lower sash above the
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bottom of the upper, iidmits the air in an upward direction
to the ceihng abo'* the heads of the occupants. Holes
bored in a perr<?ndicular direction in the bottom of the
upper sash, Jouvered panes to replace one of the squares
of glass, an arrangement for allowing one of the squares of
glass to fall inwards upon its lower border and providing
it witli side cheeks, or a double pane of glass in one
square open at the bottom outside and at the top inside

—

all effect the same purpose and are simple and inexpensive
contrivances. Wall inlet ventilators, as the Sherringham
valve and Tobin's tubes, are constructed on the same
principles, fresh air, which in towns may be filtered

through muslin or cotton wool, or made to impinge upon
a tray containing water so as to deposit its sooty particles,
being admitted at a height of about 6 feet from the floor

and directed upwards towards the ceiling. The usual
outlet for vitiated air is the chimney-flue, and this for an
ordinary medium-sized sitting-room, with a fire burning,
is sufficient for three or four people, provided no gas is

alight, or the gas lamp has its own special ventilating
arrangements. With an ordinary fire, from 10,000 to
15,000 cubic feet of air are drawn up the chimney in an
hour. Valves placed so as to open into the flue near the
ceiling are sometimes used as outlets for foul air, such are
Neil Arnott's and Boyle's valves, which permit air to pass
into the flue, but prevent its return ; the only objections
to their use are that they occasionally permit the reflux of
smoke into the room, and their movements backwards
and forwards cause a slight clicking noise. In all new
buildings where efficient ventilation is desired, it would be
preferable to construct a shaft at one side of, or surround-
ing the chimney-flue, with an inlet near the ceiling of the
room and the outlet at the level of the chimney top, so
that the air escaping from the room would have its tem-
perature kept up by contact with the chimney, thus
aiding the updraught, w^hilst the risk of reflux of smoke
would be avoided. In all new domestic buildings a very
great improvement might be effected by providing for the
warming of the air before its entry into the apartments.
The window and wall inlet ventilators just described are
occasionally productive of draughts in cold weather, so
that it is more usual to find them closed or stopped up
than in action, or else admitting a very insufficient supply
of air

; but if the air be warmed before admittance to an
agreeable temperature a very large amount may be allowed
to enterwithout the fact being known to the occupants. The
ventilating stove invented by Captain Gallon, the Man-
chester school grate, and other forms effect this purpose
in the following manner : Behind the grate, which is lined
with fire-clay, is a chamber into which fresh air is ad-
initted by a pipe from the outside. The air, here warmed,
is admitted into the room by a pipe opening at about the
level of the chimney breast and guarded by a grating
which can be opened or closed as found convenient. In
the Manchester school grate the warmed air is admitted
by vertical pipes, like Tobin's tubes, opening on a level
with the chimney-piece. The danger in these grates is

that cracks may be formed by the heat of the fire in the
joints or in the cast-iron plates which surround the air
chamber, and thus direct communication be established
between the grate and air chamber with the result of
deleterious products of combustion being admitted into
the air of the room. When the stove is lined with fire-clay
there is no danger of the air in the chamber being over-
heated, producing charring of the organic matter in the
air and an offensive smell, which is so often noticed around
stoves where this precaution has not been taken. In
Mr. Saxon Snell's ventilating thermhydric stove the fresh
air is warmed by passing over hot water pipes in the
stove before entrance into the room, the hot water being
derived from a small boiler at the back of the grate.
The temperature of the water is not high enough to over-
heat the air.

Gas is being gradually introduced for heating purposes,

and with a reduction in its price we may look forward
to its more extended use. There are several ventilating
gas stoves by which air is admitted into a room warmed
after passing through the stove. It is important to
regulate the heat carefully so as not to overheat the stove
and the air which is passing through. In churches and
other public buildings air is usually warmed before entry
by passing over hot water pipes which circulate around the
building under the floor. In all large buildings the com-
bustion of gas may be made a very effective means of
getting rid of foul air. It has been found by experi-
ment that the combustion of one cubic foot of coal gas
causes the discharge of 1000 cubic feet of air. In theatres
where gas, although being gradually replaced by the
electric light, is still much used, the extraction of foul air

from the roof of the building by the sunlight burners pre-
sents no difficulty. The difficulty experienced is the
introduction of fresh air from below without causing
draughts. In private houses the use of an extraction shaft
over the gas chandelier or a Benham's ventilating globe
light, or a Mackinnel's ventilator greatly aid the extraction
of foul air from the ceiling, whilst the two latter are also
useful in providing inlets for fresh air which enters slightly

warmed near the ceiling, and is then directed horizontally

by flanges so as to be distributed over the room. Outlets
in the ceiling of a room may become inlets when a strong
fire is burning, as the draught up the chimney will over-
balance the extractive power of the gas and cause all

other openings into the room to be inlets. We may here
mention an ingenious method for warming the air admitted
by Tobin's tubes into a room : a row of small Bunsen
burners encircles the tube at its foot, and the products of
combustion are conveyed away by a tube which surrounds
the Tobin and opens into the outer air.

In large public buildings, where expense is no object,

a combined method of ventilation by propulsion and ex-

traction presents many advantages. The amount of air

admitted can be easily regulated, warmed, cooled, or
moistened, and freed from impurities by filtration, and
enormous volumes are capable of being so supplied by
propulsion and removed by the extractive powers of a
furnace. In the Houses of Parliament where this system
is in operation, air is propelled by rotatory fans along con-
duits to the basement, where it is warmed in winter by
passing over steam pipes, and then passes upwards
through shafts into the space beneath the grated floor of

the flouse. The heat can be regulated by covering the
steam pipes with woollen cloths, and in summer the enter-

ing air can be sprayed with water or cooled. by passing
over ice in the conduits. The vitiated air in the House
passes through a perforated glass ceiling in the roof, and
is then conducted by a shaft to the basement of the
Clock Tower, where it passes into the flue of a large

furnace.

The introduction of electricity for lighting and of gas
for heating purposes will, in the case of both public and
private buildings, considerably modify the methods of

ventilation now most generally used.

CYCLES

THE Institute of Mechanical Engineers held a general
meeting in the Corn Exchange, Coventry, on the

afternoon of Wednesday, October 3S, Mr. Jeremiah Head,
President, in the chair, when the Secretary read a paper
by Mr. R. E. Phillips, of London, " On the Construction

of Modern Cycles," of which an abstract follows :

—

The cycle industry in this country has grown with such
rapidity and has already assumed proportions of such
magnitude as to lead the author to hope that the present

paper may prove of some interest to the Institution. It

would not be possible within any reasonable limits to do
justice to all matters connected with cycles ; p,nA he
therefore purposes dealing only with their general con-
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struction, pointing out the underlying principles, and
describing the various types at present made in order to

show how far these principles have been carried out, and
what degree of perfection has already been attained.

Power.—The experiments of Messrs. S. J. and G. S.

Stone;- show that with a lever action bicycle the power
necessary to produce speeds of from six to fourteen miles

an hour on an average road ranges from one-seventh to

one-third of a horse-power ; but the author thinks that

less than this would be necessary with an ordinary rotary

action bicycle.

Bicycle.—Gavin Dalzell, a cooper of Lesmahagovv, in

Lanarkshire, in 1836 first fixed a pair of cranks to one of

the wheels of a hobby horse, and may therefore be
considered the inventor of the bicycle. In 1868, Mr.
Cowper, a past President of the Institution, specified,

amongst other things, suspension wheels with wire spokes,

hollow felloes, rubber tyres, and anti-friction roller bear-

ings, and may thus be considered the inventor of the

suspension wheel. Without these features or some modifi-

cations of them no cycle at the present day is satisfactory.

Tricycle.—Although the tricycle was invented contem-
poraneously with the bicycle it did not attract much
attention until six years later.

Statistics.—Over one thousand patents were applied for

for improvements relating to velocipedes before the end
of 18S3, and during 1884 (under the new Act) 637 appli-

cations were filed. There are 170 firms who devote
themselves exclusively to cycle making, and turn out

over 500 different machines. The trade employs 3000
men in Coventry and at least 5000 in the United King-
dom. About 40,000 machines are sold annually, of the

gross value of about 800,000/.

Performances.— The following "records" are given :

—

On a Racing Path
Distance run. Duration of race, hoiiri; Mean speed, miles per hour

miles Bicycle Tricycle Bicycle Tricycle

I ... 0'044 ... 0-050 ... 226 ... 20'0

5 ... 0-238 ... 0-272 ... 21-0 ... 18-4

10 0'489 ... 0-543 ... 20-5 ... 18-4

20 ... 0-985 ... I-I45 ... 20-3 ... 17-5

25 ... 1-278 ... 1-442 I9'6 ... I7'3

50 ... 2-733 •- 3'054 • 18-3 ... 16-4

100 ... 5'835 ... 6-726 ... 17-1 ... 14-9

On Ordinary Roads
Bicycle Tricycle

Journey Hours Days Hours Days
Distance of 100 miles 7-19 — 7-58 —
Land's End to John O'Groat's 1 ,, , ,.,, ,„_.,,_ o..,,
/!,.., 11 J- 160 17 = 667 19733 = 8 22
(about 900 miles)

)
' ' " '^

Land's End to John O'Groat's 1

and back, and thence to > 456 = 19
London, about 2050 miles )

Greatest distance in 24 hours 266J miles 231 J miles
Mean speed for the 24 hours, 1 ,

„•! u Mil ,, 96 ,,miles per hour
j

" ' "

From these performances it appears that the bicycle

has an advantage of from 2 to 2i miles per hour.

Classification—
Bicycles

1. Bicycles of the ordinary type.

2. Safety Bicycles, which may be subdivided into—
a. Dwarf bicycles with geared rotary action.

b. Dwarf bicycles with lever action.

c. Safety bicycles with steering- wheel in front.

3. Tandem bicycles.

4. Otto bicycle.

Tricycles

1. Single drivers, which may be subdivided inlo—
a. Rear steerers.

b. Coventry rotary, side steerer.

c. Double front steerers.

2. Double drivers, which may be subdivided into

—

a. Those driving by clutch action.

b. Those driving by differential gear.

3. Humber tricycles.

4. Hand power tricycles.

5. Sociables.

6. Tandems.
7. Carriers.

All these may be again subdivided as driven by
' rotary " or " lever " action.

Ordinary Bicycles.—The ordinary type of bicycle is so

f..imiliar that it need not be referred to at any length,

especially as the details of construction will be dealt with

later on. Being supported on only two points it is un-

stable, so it tends to fall one way or the other. Equi-
librium is maintained by steering to that side to which it

tends to fall. As the rider is seated only a little behind
the centre of the driving wheel he is able by his feet alone

to control the steering and so maintain his balance.

When working the rider must counteract the thrust of his

feet by pulling at the handle bar with his arms alternately

on either side. It is this combined action which renders

the riding of a bicycle so difficult to learn. The bicycle

cannot be driven along a perfectly straight line, hence
anything that interferes with the freedom of steering, as

the groove of a tram line, makes the balance impossible.

Weight.—The weight of an ordinary roadster bicycle

varies from as many pounds as its driving wheel is inches

in diameter down to from 15 to 20 lbs. less than this. A
racing bicycle weighs from 18 to 25 lbs , according to size.

The proportionate weights of the several parts were given.

Vibration, which is the chief source of discomfort in

most cycles, is mitigated by the use of india-rubber

cushions between the wheel bearings and the forks,

between the backbone and the spring, and between the

head and the handle.

A spring fork was shown which serves to diminish the

vibration produced by the small wheel of a machine.

Dwarf Bicycles with Geared Rotary Action.—Machines
of this class have a smaller driving wheel connected with

the pedals by chains and chain wheels. This makes it

possible to " gear up " the driving wheel so as to be
equivalent to one of any size. The high gearing thus

introduced is the cause, in the author's opinion, of their

ease of propulsion and speed.

Dwarf Bicycles with Lever Action.—The "Facile"
bicycle is a prominent e.xample of this type of machine.

The motion of the feet is simply reciprocating, and as the

wheel IS not " geared up " the feet keep time with the

driving wheel.

The 'Xtraordinary is another example of a lever action

machine. In this machine the fork rakes back to a great

extent so that the rider is far behind the centre of the

driving wheel, but the pedal levers bring the pedals to a

convenient position. Their path is oval. These machines
are made of the full size.

Safctv Bicycles with Steering Wheel in Front.— In

machines of this class the rider sits well over the driving

wheel, which is behind. A single chain is sufficient, as

in this kind of machine there is a "through" crank-axle.

In a modification of this pattern a divided crank-axle is

employed, which allows the rider to be still more over

the driving wheel. The frame, moreover, is made capable

of swinging and of being locked in various positions, so

that the rider can place himself in the best position under

all conditions.

Machines of this type are rather sensitive in the steer-

ing, but as automatic contrivances to keep the steering

wheel running straight are apt to interfere with that free-

dom which is necessary for the balance, such devices are

not altogether desirable.

In these machines the feet cannot be used to control

the steering as in an ordinary bicycle, but the author of

the paper has contrived a means for effecting this. On
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the centre of the crank axle is a spherical boss, on which
can swivel, but not turn freely in all directions, a large
double hollow chain wheel kept parallel to the driving
wheel by two idle rollers. As a matter of fact the crank
axle swivels within this chain wheel and the brackets
which support it being rigidly connected with the handle
bar serve to steer the machine.
Tandem Bicyi/es.—At present there are only two makes

of tandem bicycle, each invented by Mr. Rucker. The
earlier one is constructed of two ordinary bicycle driving
wheels complete in their forks, which are then connected
by a backbone containing an axial joint. Each rider
drives, steers, and balances on his own wheel independ-
ently of the other, but of course the rear must follow
within a foot or so the path of the one in front. Although
this machine is very fast, lighter than two ordinary bicycles,
and almost entirely free from vibrations, there is an ele-

ment of danger about it that militates against its general
use, inasmuch as it demands to a certain extent a unity
of thought and action on the part of both riders.

A very satisfactory tandem has been arranged by the
author, a modification of this, in which the rear wheel is

replaced by the driving wheels of an ordinary Humber
tricycle, the connecting bar of course being modified to
suit the altered conditions. The later tandem bicycle
eclipses the earlier ; it is probably the fastest machine
in existence. It is constructed on the lines of a
dwarf geared bicycle. The seat for the front rider i;

mounted immediately over the centre of the driving wheel,
while the rear rider who alone steers and manages the
machine is about midway between the two wheels.
Divided pedal axes are mounted fore and aft of the centre
of the driving wheel. The weight of this bicycle is only

55 lbs.
; it is therefore the lightest machine yet made to

carry two riders.

O/fo Bicycle.—This peculiar machine, which is due
to the brother of the inventor of the gas engine known
by the same name, is almost more nearly allied to

a tricycle than to a bicycle proper, but as it has only
two wheels and consequently requires the balance to
be still maintained by the rider, it is rightly called a
bicycle. The wheels are the same size, and are here
mounted loose on the same axle, parallel to each other
and both of them are drivers. The rider sits between
them and works a continuous pedal crank-axle, the posi-
tion of which when he is seated is below and slightly in
front of the a.xle carrying the driving wheels. The crank
axle is connected with the driving wheels by endless steel
bands passing round plain pulleys on the ends of the
crank-axle and on each wheel. The bands are kept
taut by tightening springs, and the machine is steered by
slacking one or other of them, which causes the corre-
sponding driving wheel to lose motion, and therefore the
other wheel runs round it. If a very sharp turn has to
be made suddenly, a brake is applied to one wheel at the
same time that its driving band is slackened, which
causes the machine to turn round in a circle upon that
wheel as a centre. This machine having no small wheel
fore or aft, the rider, while steady sideways, has to
balance himself in the direction of his motion, which he
is enabled to do through the medium of the pedal crank
axle : by pressing on the forward pedal, if he is falling
forwards, he throws his weight backwards and conversely
by pressing on the rear pedal he throws his weight
forwards. To preserve him from actually capsizing back-
wards a safety tail projects behind the seat, which will
bear on the ground whenever the seat is tipped too far
back.

Among the many beautiful features presented by this
raachhie the best seem to be : (l) the balance whereby
the rider is always in the best position to utilise his
strength and weight notwithstanding the various gra-
dients

; (2) the nicety by which it can be steered
; (3) its

tendency to run in a straight line without any effort on

the part of the rider
; (4) its freedom from vibration

;

(5) the circumstance that it makes only two tracks.

Tricycles

The tricycle presents far greater difficulties than the
bicycle. It is necessary that each wheel shall be free to

move in its own direction independently of the imited
action of the other two. For running in a straight

line all three wheels must be parallel ; whiht for running
round a curve, one or more of the wheels must be turned
until the centre lines of the axles intersect in plane, their

point of intersection being the centre of the path described.
Besides being independent in direction of running, each
wheel must also be capable of revolving at a greater or
less speed than the others. It is also essential that only
so much of the rider's weight shall be borne by the
steering wheel or wheels as is necessary to ensure their

proper action. Owing to the variety of ways in which
these principles can be carried out practically, it is

easy to account for the variety of tricycles constructed.

.Single-dnving Tricycle.—The simplest form of tricycle

is that with only one driving wheel, either or both of the
others being used for steering. The single driving rear-

steerer is now practically obsolete.

Covcntty Rotary Tricycle. — Another single driver,

known as the " Coventry rotary," has the large driving-

wheel on one side, and two small steering wheels on the

opposite side, arranged to turn together in contrary direc-

tions for steering. The double steering counteracts the
evil of one-sided driving. Though one of the first machines
introduced it is still largely in use, its advantages being
that it is simple, it makes only two tracks, and it is narrow
enough to pass through an ordinary doorway ; this, how-
ever, diminishes its natural stability.

Front Steering Tricycle.—.\ single driving machine of

this class exists which is steered by the two front wheels,

and driven by the rear wheel, but there is not sufficient

weight on the driving wheel.
Double-driving Tricycles.—In these the two driving

wheels are always placed parallel and opposite to one
another, with the steering wheel in front or behind, and
generally central. It is sometimes placed on one side

when the tricycle makes only two tracks. There are

two methods of double-driving : firstly, by clutch-action
;

secondly, by differential or balance gear.

Doitble-driiing by Clutch Action.—In this plan the two
driving wheels are locked to their axle only when the

machine is being driven forwards in a straight line, but in

running round a curve the outer wheel overruns the

clutch and the inner wheel alone drives. In the Bourdon
Clutch, which is most generally used, a disk has its edge
cut away so as to form three or more inclined planes. In

each of the spaces between these recesses and an outer

ring is a hard steel roller, which jams when the clutch

drives the wheel, but which does not hinder the wheel
from running ahead of the clutch.

A clutch machine cannot, without extra gearing, be
driven backwards, nor can it be retarded except by the

action of the brake. On the other hand the free pedal is

a convenience. Various attempts have been made to

construct a clutch which shall drive either way, but

hitherto without success, in consequence of the loss of

time between the forward and the backward grip. The
author of the paper is now at work on this problem.

Double Driving by Differential or Balance-Gear.—This
other mode of double driving, so called because the power
is divided or balanced between the two driving wheels,

depends on the action of an epicyclic train, in which the

two primary wheels are connected with the driving wheels

of the tricycle, while the arm or train which connects them
is driven. The simplest form invented by Starley consists

of three bevel wheels. Here the arm or axis of the

middle one being carried round, drives the other two and
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hence the driving wheels, which nevertheless can move

independently. Other gears were spoken of, and a figure

of the Sparkbrook gear given.

Each kind of driving has its advantages. When run-

ning straight the clutch system drives each wheel, and

when one wheel meets with more resistance than the

other, as much extra force as is necessary is supplied to

it, so that obstacles are surmounted with less chance of

swerving. In going round a corner only the inner wheel

is driven.

With balance-gear the same force is applied to each

wheel, whether the path is straight or curved.

A rear steering tricycle driven by clutch action, a rear

steerer driven by differential gear, and a front steerer

driven by differential gear were exhibited.

Huinber T^zV^dYf.—Among tricycles driven by differen-

tial gear, the Humber is quite peculiar. The rider sits

astride a back bone carrying a trailing wheel, and steers

by turning the axle of the two driving wheels by means of

a handle bar. The differential gear is essential to a

machine of this type, as it does not interfere with the

steering, while it is at all times perfectly double

driving.

A curious machine—a modification of the Humber

—

was shown, in which all three wheels take part in the

steering, but of entirely novel and elegant design.

As with bicycles, so w^ith tricycles, the power may be

applied in one of two ways : either by rotary action or by

lever action. For changing the power, levers are more
convenient, but they do not compare with rotary action

in point of speed.

OmiiicyLh\—On& of the most successful lever machines

is the omnicycle, a machine in which the pedals are con-

nected with the circumference of a segment by means of

a leather strap. When one pedal descends it causes the

segment on the other side to return and raise the pedal

on that side. The segments can be expanded to various

extents, so that the power is applied with various degrees

of leverage according to the work to be done.

Dinci-Action Tricycle.—The simplest rotary tricycle

has no chain or connecting mechanism ; the pedals are

on the main axle, which is cranked. This gives rise to

the insuperable objection of instability as the rider is

necessarily perched up high. By the use of hanging

pedals a few inches are gained.

Transmission of Driving-power.—Reverting to the

ordinary type of tricycle in which the power is applied to

a crank axle and transmitted thence to the main axle,

there are three plans commonly in use— (i) by chains or

bands : (2) by gear wheels ; (3) by cranks and coupling-

rods.

Driving-Cltains, These are the most popular means
of transmitting power, as they offer the greatest facilities

for gearing up or down. The Morgan and the Abingdon
chain were figured and described.

Driving- Bands.— Steel bands, plain or perforated, have
been used with some success. The Otto bicycle is the

only machine in which plain bands are used for driving.

The power spent in continuous flexure of the bands out-

weighs, in the author's opinion, any other advantages they
may possess.

Gear- Wheels.—In this system an intermediate wheel
gears with those on each axle ; but as the wear cannot be
taken up without destroying the pitch, the plan is hardly
satisfactory. Jiollers are occasionally fitted over the teeth

of the intermediate wheel.

Couptim^-Rods.— Coupling-rods are used on a few
machines ; with the exception that they will not permit
of gearing up or dow-n and that they cannot be used
with differential gear, they give very good results.

Another method due to Mr. Boys, in which eccentrics

and steel bands are employed, was also referred to.

{To be continued.)

NOTES
Dr. Asa Gray was presented, on November 18, being the

seventy-fifth anniversary of his birth, with a silver vase, by the

botanists of America. It is described by Science as being about

eleven inches high, and is appropriately decorated with those

plants which are distinctively American, and which are most

closely associated with Dr. Gray. The place of honour on one

side is held by Grayia polygaloidcs, and on the other by Shortia

galacifolia. Among others, Aster Bigelovii, Soliiiago serotina,

Liliiim Grayi, Centaurea americaita, Notholetia Grayi, and Rud-
beckia spiciosa, are prominent. The workmanship is described

as highly artistic, as well as remarkably accurate. The vase

stands on a low ebony pedestal, which is surrounded by a silver

hoop, bearing the inscription :

—

iSio—November Eighteenth— 1885

ASA GRAY
In token of the universal esteem

of American botanists.

The greetings by card and letter of the one hundred and eighty

contributors were presented on a plain but elegant silver tray.

They contained the warmest expressions of esteem and

gratitude.

As we intimated last week, the death took place in Paris, on

the 30th ult., of M. Bouley, President of the Academy of

Sciences, after a long and painful illness. Although, says the

Revue Scientifique, he did little original work in science, he

exercised a wide influence on its general progress as well as on

scientific education. He did much lo raise in public considera-

tion the art and science of veterinary surgery and medicine.

Latterly, he became the ardent apostle of the teachings and dis-

coveries of M. Pasteur, and to this work he devoted his lucid

and vigorous eloquence. His books on experimental disease

and on contagion are models of scientific style, as his lectures at

the Museum were models of instruction.

The death is announced, at the age of eighty years, of Prof.

Giuseppe Ponzi, the Italian geologist.

The fifth edition of the "Admiralty Manual of Scientific

Inquiry " is now being prepared for press, under the editorship

of Prof. Robert S. Ball, F.R.S., Royal Astronomer of Ireland

The following is a list of the articles, with the names of the

authors or revisers :—Astronomy, by Sir G. B. Airy, K.C.B.

,

F.R.S. ; Hydrography, by Capt. W. J. L. Wharton, RJM.,

Hydrographer of the Admiralty ; Tides, bj- Prof. G. H. Darwin,

F.R.S.
, ; Terrestrial Magnetism, by Prof G. F. Fitzgerald,

F.R.S. ; Meteorology, by Robert H. Scott, F.R.S. ; Geo-

graphy, by Sir J. H. Lefroy, F.R.S. ; Statistics, by Prof. C.

F. Bastable, M.A. ; Medical Statistics, by W. Aitken, M.D. ;

Ethnology, by E. B. Tylor, F.R.S. ; Geology, by Prof. Archi-

bald Geikie, F.R.S. ; Mineralogy, by Prof W. J. SoUas,

D. Sc. ; Earthquakes, by Thomas Gray; Zoology, by Prof H.

N. Moseley, F.R.S. ; Botany, by Sir J. D. Hooker, K.C.S.I.,

F.R.S.

Now that M. de Lacase-Duthiers has completed his arrange-

ments for the marine laboratories at Banyuls and Roscoff, his

friends and admirers have deemed the moment a suitable one

for manifesting their sense of the value of his services to the

study of zoology in France, and to zoologists all over the world,

and it is hoped that all those who are connected, either by their

studies or their sympathies, with the zoological school founded

and directed by him, will join in the work. The proposal is to

have his portrait etched by one of the best French artists, and

to give a copy to each subscriber of ten francs or more. The

number of copies will be strictly limited to the number of sub-

scribers. The Universities or schools of Athens, Paris, Caen,

Geneva, Riege, Cairo, Edinburgh, Clermont, Besan9on, Lyons,
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and Poitiers are represented on the Committee. Subscriptions

may be sent, before December 16, to M. J. Joyeux-Lafifuie, of

the Faculty of Sciences, Besan9on, or, in this country, to Prof.

Geddes, Sia, Princes Street, Edinburgh.

The new balloon constructed by the Meudon aeronauts,

will be directed by a steam-engine, as advocated by M. Henry

Giflfard. Electricity will be quite given up, owing to its

want of power for continuous action. From the reports to be

published in the next number of the Comptes rendus, it appears

that a velocity of six metres per second was obtained.

The Tokio Correspondent of the Times describes a strange

linguistic revolution which is coming over Japan. Hitherto the

Japanese language has been written by Chinese ideographs, or

pictorial symbols, of which many thousands had to be learned

by every youth. There were also two syllabaries or alphabets

which were used by the common people, but no one could enter

on the path of knowledge "without first acquiring a knowledge of

the Chinese characters, "a task which not only needed a very

hea\7 expenditure of time, but was also calculated to stimulate

the memory in an abnormal degree at the cost of other not less

important mental faculties." Moreover, with the new science

from the west before them, Japanese youth " could hardly afford

to spend years and warp their brains in learning the single

accomplishment of writing thoroughly their own tongue." A

movement, which appears to be as national as such a movement

could be, has now been set on foot to discard all existing methods

of writing Japanese in favour of Roman letters. A society called

the Roman Alphabet Association has been founded for the pur-

pose of disseminating knowledge on this subject and of providing

a uniform method of transliteration. It now consists of nearly

6000 of the leading men in the governing, educated, and literary

classes. Stupendous as this change may seem to us, there is

really no reason why it should not successfully be carried out.

It meets in Japan a crying evil, which stunts the mental growth

of its youth, places a barrier between them and the science and

discoveries of the age, and which haunts and embarrasses them

in their subsequent studies unless they acquire a foreign language

at once in order to get rid of this incubus. Besides, the Japanese

language is now written in borrowed symbols ; Chinese charac-

ters are as alien to it as Roman letters ; but the former have

been in use a thousand years, and if the Japanese can now suc-

ceed in getting rid of them they will have accomplished a revolu-

tion more marvellous and not less beneficent than any they have

passed through in the last seventeen years.

We have received from Mr. Twining a pamphlet, of which

he is the author, on " Science for the Middle and Upper

Classes," which is intended for the consideration of those in-

terested in educational progress (London : J. J. Griffin and

Sons, 22, Garrick Street). He first deals with the chief pur-

poses of scientific instruction, which he classes under the heads

"bionomic" ("bionomy" being his convenient expression for

the science of daily life) " intellectual," " technical," and "pro-

fessorial." He then draws up and discusses a scheme of scien-

tific teaching extending over the whole school period of a boy.

There are, in addition, numerous observations on the teaching

f various branches of science. Mr. Twining's pamphlet is

herefore essentially for the teacher, and, as he has evidently

devoted great attention to the subject, and is himself engaged

in the practical work of education, his pamphlet should prove

useful and suggestive.

In the Rmue Scicntifique M. de Lacaze-Duthiers describes a

curious phenomenon which he has observed in a parrot belong-

ing to him. The bird is very intelligent, having an excellent

memory for his friends and his enemies ; of this trait and other

marks of intelligence the writer gives several instances. The

point of the article, however, is this :—The parrot has manifested

an extraordinary affection for a little boy named Raymond, but

usually called by the Southern diminutive, "Momon." The

child called M. Duthiers's attention one day to the fact that,

whenever he played with the bird, the eyes of the latter became

quite red. When the boy went away, the parrot would call out

his name perpetually ; when he returned, it would walk to and

fro on its perch, exhibiting every mark of extreme pleasure ; and

the eyes invariably grew red. At these times it would allow no

one else, however friendly, to approach the cage ; it would not

eat its most favourite food. When the boy hid himself for a

moment, the eyes became yellow, but suddenly reddened again

when he reappeared. This phenomenon was observed only

with this particular child, and with no one else. When the boy

went to school, or when the bird was brought to Paris from the

country, it ceased completely. An examination of the bird's

eye showed that the pupil is large, and usually dilated. The

iris is only represented by a circular yellow band, bordered ex-

ternally by a bright red strip. The pupils of parrots are known

to be very mobile. When the bird manifests joy, it contracts

the iris voluntarily, the yellow disappears, and the red strip

occupies its place, spreading itself out all over the surface of the

back of the anterior chamber of the eye, giving the striking red

tint observed first by the child. Here, then, is a bird, intelli-

gent, and full of affection for a particular person, manifesting its

joy by the contraction of its pupils, and^thus voluntarily modify-

ing the colour of its eyes. When violently angry, some streaks

of red dart across the eye, but they never remain as in the other

case. It is curious, concludes M. Duthiers, to see a phenomenon,

regarded as independent of the will in the superior animals, thus

found in association with feelings and acts which determine joy

or anger, and which is apparently as voluntary as the movements

of the feathers and all other essentially voluntary acts.

Herr Stejneger continues to supply Naturen with inter-

esting reports of his 'recent boating expeditions in Behring's Sea.

In the latest of these we find much valuable information in regard

to important changes to which the fauna of these regions is being

subjected through the reckless destruction of some animals, and

the rapid spread of others by the introduction, through the

agency of man, of previously unknown species. Thus, while

there were upwards of 5000 sea-otters {Latax lutris) killed on

the Prybilof Islands in the first year of their occupation, after

six years not one of these animals was to be found on the spot,

nor have they ever reappeared there during the century that has

elapsed since then. At Mednij, on the other hand, where otter-

hunting is conducted with moderation and under legal restric-

tions, there is no marked diminution in the numbers of these

animals, and there is at present every prospect that the supply

of skins will continue to yield a fair source of wealth to the

inhabitants. The killing of foxes is similarly controlled in

some districts, where the natives refuse to allow Master Reynard

to be hunted, excepting in the last three months of every second

year, during which time no one is allowed to fire a gun, or drive

with dogs along the coast, lest the sound of the shots and the

barking should interfere with the success of the licensed fox-

hunters, who on these ^occasions occupy the earth huts specially

set apart for their use in the'several districts.

Owing to the moderation shown in its pursuit, the Behring

Straits fox, known as the blue fox, from the colour of its skin in

winter, seems for the present to be in no danger of dying out,

several of these animals being generally visible on the strand of

every little bay, where they arrest attention by their loud, howl-

ing bark, which is often continued hour after hour through the

night. Till recently they might have been regarded as the only

terrestrial quadrupeds on Behring's Island ; but in the present

day the brown field-mouse (Arvicola rutila), which was un-

known eleven years ago, has made good its footing on the
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island, swarming over every- district, from tlie heiglits of the

fjelds to the flats of the tundra, and from the interior to the

most exposed rocks along the 'coasts. Till 1S74 the mouse

family was unknown on the island, the oldest inhabitants never

having seen one of the species prior to that date, when the gray

mouse (Mas musciilus) unexpectedly made its appearance,

having probably been introduced in a cargo of flour from San

Francisco. The advent of these pests was followed a few years

later by that of the more destructive brown field-mouse, a phe-

nomenon which the simple natives explain to their own satisfac-

tion by assuming that the shorter-tailed rodent is a descendant

of the long-tailed gray mouse, which had thus changed its colour

and appearance the better to adapt itself to its novel terrestrial

life. Mednij is still free from these undesirable immigrants, but

the fact is not regarded in the light of a happy exemption by

the inhabitants, who, considering this short-tailed little quadru-

ped as specially adapted for a domestic pet, petitioned the

authorities to provide them with an adequate supply. Their

eager desire for the acquisition of rodents has, fortunately for

them, been only so far complied with that, in place of the

coveted voles, a few rabbits were sent to tlie island.

Natiiren draws attention to the notices to be found among
.Scandinavian authorities of the observation in past times of the

same after-glow in the sky which has in recent years been made
the subject of so much discussion. Thus we learn from a

Danish journal that the glow in the skies observed in 1636 by

seamen navigating the northern seas was ascribed 'at the time to

the eruption of Hecla which occurred in that year. From the

sime source we derive a circumstantial notice of a similar phe-

nomenon observed in Copenhagen on May 29, 1783, which

continued, with slight variations, till the close of the following

September. In the months intervening between these dates the

heavens were illumined by a constant red glow, although the

sun appeared by day like a faint disk, and was wholly invisible

at its rising and setting. The air is said to have remained

unaffected by cold or heat, rain, or dry weather. The super-

stitious were not slow in interpreting these unwonted phenomena
to portend great national troubles, while some persons even

regarded them as the immediate forerunners of the end of the

world. After a time, however, news reached Denmark that

there had been an unusually violent eruption of the Skapta

Jokul in the previous spring, and thenceforth a conjecture was

advanced that the remarkable redness of the sky might, as in

1636, be connected with the great outbreak of volcanic energy

in Iceland.

A NEW discovery of apatite is reported from Slavanger, where,

about 30 kilometres east-south-east of the spot at which Herr
Enoksen found this mineral last summer, its presence has .again

been detected in a granitic formation near Lerwik. Here it

appears in a finely granulated form intermixed with nickel and
magnetic iron pyrites, the masses varying in size from 18 to

38 inches in diameter, and lying detached in a dark deposit,

which is believed to be mica diorite. In the matter of mineral

finds of real value the Stavanger district has been specially

favoured in recent times, and we are glad to learn that the

.sanguine expectations excited by the accidental discovery in

188 1 of a zinc mine near the head of the Sovdefjord, have been

fully justified by the result of the yields. On a more careful

examination it has been ascertained that these mineral deposits

extend horizontally for a distance of 80 metres, while they have

been traced to a depth of 60 metres. The ore is blende, or

sulphide of zinc, which appears in fiat perpendicular masses,

from 50 centimetres to 4 metres in thickness.

The Russian Government has assigned the sum of 255,500
roubles to be expended during the year 1886 in new geodetical

surveys in Ferghana, the territories bordering on China, the

Usuri district, the Transcaspian p-ovince, and Finland.

The Government of Tasmania are making arrangements upon

a large scale for naturalising lobsters, crabs, turbot, brill, and

other European fishes in the waters of that country. The
various consignments will be shipped at Plymouth, and trans-

ported through the medium of the steamship companies

trading between London and Hobart. An exhaustive report

has been published by the Government of Tasmania, setting

forth the objects in view, and giving suggestions for carrying

them into effect. The report adds that while the achievement

of the acclimatisation of European fishes would lay the founda-

tion of new and very valuable fishing industries in Tasmania, it

might also prove a highly remunerative commercial enterprise

to the shipping firms under whose auspices the operations wil

be conducted. Applications have been made in various quarterl

for supplies of fish, which have been satisfactorily responded to.

Special tanks are being prepared, as well as apparatus, in order

to provide for the necessities of the fish en route which, it is

anticipated, can be transmitted with little difficulty. The
success that has hitherto attended the acclimatisation of certain

European fishes in New Zealand has had the effect of inspiring

the Government of that colony with considerable enterprise in

developing their fisheries. They are now about to collect the

ova of Salmoitidic from English waters in large numbers through

the instrumentality of the National Fish-Culture Association,

and other bodies, with a view to rearing the fry in New Zealand.

A shipment of eggs will also shortly be sent to Australia, where

great success has attended the introduction of our fishes, except

in a few instances, when failure resulted more from misadventure

than from the impracticability of the attempt.

A DREADFUL earthquake occurred in Algeria on the night of

December 3-4. The centre of commotion seems to have been

located near IVI'sila, a small town in the interior. The place

was disturbed a second time on the following morning. The last

commotion was more destructive than the first. The number of

victims is estimated at one hundred. The commotion was felt

at Setif and at Moscara, whose distance is about 400 kilo-

metres. Their direction was east to west. The difference was

7 seconds at Setif, and SJ at Moscara, where three differ-

ent shocks were felt. The commotion was noted also in

Algiers without any accident being recorded. According to

latest news, the series of earthquakes is continuing with un-

abated energy. We learn that on the night of the 4th to

the 5th inst. a port of Bousaada, a town of 6000 inhabitants,

almost exclusively Arabs, has been partially destroyed. The
church and seventy-one houses have been demolished ; the

victims are not numerous, all the population having encamped

in the fields. This town is the centre of a large market,

celebrated in all the south of the province of Algiers, 254 kilo-

metres south of the city. Another telegram states that

other commotions were felt on the 5th at M'sila for the

second time. These last shocks are reported very heavy

;

time, 2 and 4 p.m. The time appears to have been the same

at M'sila.

Our Paris correspondent writes that in relation to the balloon

which is said to have been seen over Bermuda in September,

no ascent took place in France which can account for it.

We learn with regret that M. de Mortillet, the sub-Director of

the Prehistoric Museum at St. Germain, has been obliged to

resign owing to his election to the French Lower House as a

Member for Versailles. A competition has been opened to

fill up the post vacated by his resignation. The Society of

Anthropology and similar scientific institutions have signed a

recommendation to the Minister of Public Instruction on behalf

of M. Adrien de Mortillet, who has been associated with his

father in the publication of his recent works on prehistoric

science.
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The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week inchide a Sly Silurus {Silunts g/aiiis), European, a

Thunder- fish {Misi;Hriiiis fossilis), a Ground Loach (Cobitis

tcenia) from Danzig ; a Barbel {Barius vulgaris), a River Bull-

head (Cotiiis ^obio) from British fresh waters, presented by Mr.

Alban Doran, F. R.C.S. ; one hundred Golden Carp (Carmsins

aura/us) from Spain, presented by Messrs. Paul and Co. ; a

Black-shouldered Kite (Elainis cimileus) from Africa, received

in exchange.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK, 1885, DECEMBER 13-19

(For the reckoning of time the civil day, commencin'^ at

Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24, is here
employed.)

At Greenwich on December 13

Sun rises, 8h. om. ; souths, iih. S4m. 33'83. ; sets, I5h. 49m.
;

decl. on meridian, 23^ 12' S. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,
2ih. 19m.

Moon (at First Quarter on Dec. 14) rises, Ilh. 48m. ; souths,
I7h. l6m. ; sets, 22h. 53m. ; decl. on meridian, 6° 51' S.

Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn

S 53 -
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illumination of a murky, dirty coal-pit, as in the transformation

of a plot of ground in South Kensington into fairyland."

Attempts have been made in several of the mining districts

to apply electricity to underground illumination ; so far as

distribution of the light in main roads is concerned, no
great progress has been made, though there is now no reason

why glow-lamps, protected after the manner in use at our

Government Gunpowder Works (as shown in the recent Exhi-
bition), should not be distributed to considerable distances along

such portions of a mine. At Risca Colliery, in Monmouthshire,
at Harris's Navigation Colliery, near Pontypndd, and at Earnock
Colliery, at Hamilton, N.B., a commencement has .already been
made in this direction with satisfactory results. If, however,

the miner is to have an electric lamp for lighting up drifts and
working places, it must be .supplied to him in a self-contained

and really portable form, with absolute isolation of the glow-

lamp from the surrounding atmosphere, and with a store of

power sufficient to maintain an efficient light for ten or twelve

hours.

The considerable improvements which have of late been
effected in accumulators, and the advance which has also been
made in the construction of constant primary batteries, have led

to ver)' important progress toward the attainment of these essen-

tials. Mr. J. Wilson Swan, universally celebrated for his

achievements in the matter of glow-lamps, has patiently pursued
the subjecL and has not long since succeeded in producing a

lamp which, with its small storage battery, weighs little more
than 8 lb., and which \\'\\\ furnish a light equal to from two to

four times that given by the better forms of safety lamp for a

duration of ten or twelve hours. Mr. Swan is sanguine that he
will ere long be able to effect an important reduction in the

weight and bulk of the lamp, and he is not less hopeful of elabo-

rating a primary battery similar in portability and light-giving

power, the substitution of which, if successful, for the accumu-
lator would have the advantage of dispensing with the necessity

for providing dynamo-electric machines and power for charging

the storage cells. Other workers besides Mr. Swan, such as

Mr. Coad and M. Trouve, have been applying small primary
batteries to the production of miners' lamps with some promise
of success, although as yet the results furnished do not bear com-
parison with those obtained by Mr. Swan with the storage

battery. Those wlio have spent any length of time under ground,
especially in the very low ivorkinss which abound in coal mines,

and at the high temperature which often prevails in the workings
of deep mines, will have experienced the fact that any incum-
brance may sometimes become very burdensome, and can well

understand, therefore, that the weight and size of even the

lightest form of battery with which an efficient light could be

maintained for a sufficient length of time, may prove grave

obstacles to its extensive employment. Moreover, as the

electric light can afford no indication of the condition of the

atmosphere in a mine-working, its employment may not allow of

the safety lamp or some other testing appliance being dispensed

with. But, even if used only as an auxiliary mean? of illumina-

tion in working places, such lights as those which S« an and
others will supply, will prove very valuable, and especially so for

exploring purposes, after accidents due to outbursts of gas, when
the best safety lamps may be of little use, even if they continue

to burn. Such electric lamps must indeed become formidable
competitors of the Fleuss lamp (included in the recent Exhibi-

tion), which has, in conjunction with the portable apparatus for

the supply of respirable air to explorers, already performed
important service in rendering access to mine-workings possible

where an ordinary lamp could not burn, and where the

atmosphere was too foul to support life for any time.

The sudden escape into a mine-working of a very large

volume of fire-damp, the accumulating pressure of which has at

length overcome the resistance opposed to it, either by the coal

or by the stone which forms the floor or the roof of the mine, and
the outrxish of which is sometimes accompanied by the ejection

of very large quantities of disintegrated mineral, constitutes the

most formidable danger connected with this associate of coal,

because little or no warning is received of its occurrence, and
because the volume of gas suddenly liberated is often so con-

siderable that the most powerful ventilating currents are for a

time inoperative, while their very action may be to distribute

gas rapidly in the form of an explosive mixture with air, to

distant parts of the mine-workings. The volume of gas suddenly
set free varies very greatly : sometimes it is so considerable that,

even with very powerful ventilation, the workings have not been

restored to a safe condition for work, in regard to comparative

freedom from fire-damp, until several days after the occurrence

of the outburst.

That these sudden emissions of gas have been intimately

connected with some of the most appalling disasters which have

occurred in coal mines appears beyond question, and there is

equally little room for doubt that the firing of shots, or use of

gunpowder for blasting coal or stones in mines, has been, in

many cases, intimately connected with those disasters.

The occurrence of a sudden outburst of gas is, however,

not essential to the production of disastrous results by

the firing of powder or other explosives in coal mines.

The flame developed by the firing of a powder-shot may,

without any favouring circumstances, be projected to a consider-

able distance beyond the face of the coal or stone in which it is

fired, if, as is frequently the case, the force is insufficient to

accomplish the fracture of the bore-hole in which the charge of

explosive is confined, and the highly heated products of the

explosion are entirely projected from the hole, as if the shot had

been fired from a gun. Experiments upon an extensive scale

made, on this head, by the Commission, have shown that the

flame from a so-called blown-out shot may .le projected to distances

of thirty or thirty-five feet, in galleries similar to mine-workings

or drifts, and if, as is frequently the case, the small debris of

coal, which lies ready to hand in the working places is used to

tamp the charge with, the volume of flame from a blown-out

piwder-shot is very greatly increased in length and volume, and

may therefore easily extend to goaves, old working places, or

cavities where a fire-damp- and air-mixture may be lurking.

This is, however, by no means the only, or even the most

prominent, danger which may attend the occurrence of a blown-

out shot in even the best ventilated coal mine, quite independently

of the possibility of a sudden release of a considerable volume of

fire-damp during, and consequent upon, blasting. But before

referring to what now appears to be well established as the

chief general source of danger attending the use of explosives in

coal mines, I must touch briefly upon the means available for

searching for fire-damp, and for inspecting the workings of a

mine, to asceitain that all is safe before men descend to work,

or before shots are fired.

The first eftect of introducing a Davy or other safety lamp into

an atmosphere containing small proportions of fire-damp is to

cause the flame to elongate, the extremity becoming narrow and

more pointed as the proportion of fire-damp increases ; when the

latter approaches a porportion which produces with air an

inflammable, and ultimately an explosive, mixture, a pale blue

halo or cap is perceptilile over the flame, and this increases with

an increase in the proportion of gas, until the cage or gauze of

the lamp is filled with flame. A Davy lamp of small proportions

is generally preferred by the overmen or inspectors for gas-testing

purposes; the flame is always reduced to small dimensions, so

that slight alterations in size or form may be more readily

observed. An experienced operator may identify so large a

quantity as 2 per cent, of gas in the au- of a mine, but even

this is very doubtful, except in the case of exceedingly expert

obser\-ers, who may perhaps succeed in thus detecting the

presence of I '5 per cent, of fire-damp.

It has, however, now been conclusively demonstrated to be of

the greatest importance that responsible persons in coal mines

should befurnished with reliable means forexpeditiously detecting,

without the exercise of any very special skill, smaller quantities of

fire-damp than it is possible to identify with certainty, even by

the exercise of great skill in the use of a safety lamp. Hence

much interest and moment attach to the efforts which have been

made from time to time by scientific men to devise sensitive and

reliable fire-damp indicators. The late Mr. Ansell applied in

several very ingenious ways some results of Prof Graham s

classical researches on the diflusion of gases to the construction

of sensitive fire-damp detectors, which, however, did not justify

the confidence at first placed in them. The same principles

have since been applied, but apparently with no greater success,

by several foreign inventors of so-called GrisoumHres. The

late Dr. Angus Smith and Prof. George Forbes have pro-

posed to detect and estimate the quantity of fire-damp in the

air of a mine by ingenious applications of other important

principles in physical science, and the acoustic indicator, lately

exhibited by Mr. Blaikley, is a very pretty application of

the principle utilised in a different way by Prof Forbes.

Various forms of eudiometrical apparatus have been con-

structed with the same object : the variations in the density of
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air due to the presence of different proportions of fire-damp

have been made the basis of other gas-indicating apparatus ; a

test-lamp has been constructed to furnish a flame when burning
alcohol, which is much more sensitive than I he oil flame of an
ordinary safety lamp ; and an eJectro-photometric test apparatus
has been devised by Mr. E. H. Liveing, which appears to have
been the most thoroughly practical form of gas-indicator shown
at the recent Exhibition.

The importance of being able to recognise very small
proportions of fire-damp in air has become specially evident,

since the fact has become thoroughly established, by recent
careful and comprehensive investigation, that when fire-damp
is present in the atmosphere of a mine, in proportions greatly
below those necessary to produce a feebly explosive, or even
barely inflammable mixture, it may yet constitute a most
formidable souice of danger, by its co-operation with the dust
which exists, in more or less abundance, in every mine-working.
The fact that coal-dust adds considerably to the disastrous

effects of fire-damp explosions, was noticed already more than
80 years ago ; but Faraday and Lyell were the first to

demonstrate, forty years ago, how important a part might be
played by coal-dust, in aggravating and extending the destructive
effects of fire-damp explosions. When investigating a serious
explosion which occurred in the Haswell Colliery in 1844, they
observed many signs of the coal-dust being partly burned, and
partly subjected to a charring or coking action, by the fire-damp
explosion. Their lucid published account of the evidence that
coal-dust may play an important part in the effects produced by
mine-explosions covers much of the ground gone over by recent
workers and writers on the subject, and affords a curious illus-

tration of the ease with which the work of the most illustrious

men may be overlooked or forgotten, even by tho^e who should
be specially interested in informing themselves of the existing
state of knowledge on the subject. Thus, several well-known
French mining engineers published, many years after Faraday
and Lyell's work, observations, as new, which were simply
confirmatory of those philosophers' original statements and
conclusions.

Messrs. Galloway and Friere Marreco, but especially the
former, have added importantly to our knowledge of the pro-
bable behaviour of dust in mines on the occasion of explosions.
Mr. Galloway, who performed experiments upon a considerably
larger scale than had previously been the case, was certainly the
first to enunciate the conclusion that a small proportion of fire-

damp is essential to impart to a mixture of air and coal-dust the
power of propagating flame, though he afterwards concluded
that fire-damp is altogether unnecessary for the conveyance of
flame, with explosive effects, by a mixture of dry coal-dust
and air.

The more recent results of other workers in this direction
have, however, conclusively demonstrated that while some very
highly inflammable coal-dusts may, when raised and mixed with
the air by the force of a blown-out shot, become inflamed, and
carry flame to considerable distances, with a rapidity and
violence of action similar to that of a fire-damp explosion, the
extent to which flame is propagated, by most descriptions of coal-
dust, in the complete absence of fire-damp, is very limited.

In a series of experiments which, after the calamitous accident
in Seaham Colliery in the autumn of 1880, I was requested by
the present Home Secretary to carry out with coal-dusts, it was
conclusively established that the proportion of fire-damp re-
quired to be present in the air of a mine, to bring dust readily
into operation as an explosive agent, when thickly suspended in
the air, may be even decidedly below the smallest amount which
a practised eye can detect by means of a Davy lamp. Various
other points of interest were established by this series of
experiments.

The more extensive experiments subsequently made by the
Commission, in large mine galleries, demonstrated that with a
very highly inflammable dust suspended in the air in which no
trace of hydrocarbon gas was present, a blown-out shot could
produce ignitions which would extend as far as the mixture of
air with suflicient dust to maintain flame extended.

Important experiments upon a very large scale, which have
recently been carried out by the Prussian Fire-damp Commis-
sion, at Neunkirchen, in the -Saarbrucken district (see Natuke,
vol. xxxi. p. 12, and vol. x.Kxii. p. 55), have thoroughly con-
firmed and also considerably extended these results.

It appears now to be well established that the considerable
volume of flame and rush of gas produced by a blown-out shot is

indispensable to the attainment with certainty of any of the

dangerous effects of coal-dust. Inasmuch, however, as blown-
out shot are of very common occurrence in blasting operations,

it is evident that in dusty mines there is a frequent liability to

the production of a more or less extensive ignition or explosion
of coal-dust, at any rate when even only very small proportions
of fire-damp exist in the air of the mine. It will be seen, there-

fore, that it needs not a sudden outburst or accidental liberation

of fire-damp in considerable quantities to cause the flame which
may be projected into the air by the firing of a powder-shot to

bring about extensive explosions, or ignitions, spreading over
large areas, and possibly communicating to distant accumula-
tions of explosive mixtures of gas and air in old workings.

These most serious dangers, arising chiefly from the use of

powder in coal mines, have received the anxious attention of the
Commissioners, who have, in the first place, considered how far

it might be practicable to prescribe effectual means for removing
or counteracting the elements of danger presented by the exist-

ence of dust accumulations in mines where it may be impossible
to guard against the distribution of small proportions of fire-

damp through the air.

The possible substitution for gunpowder of other explosive
agents which may be applicable to the kind of work per-

formed by it in coal-mines, has naturally also received much
attention. A reduction in the volume of flame produced by
gunpowder when used as a blasting agent has been effected

by modifications in its compoition, but the best result at-

tained until recently in this direction had not materially re-

duced the danger of using powder in the ordinary manner. Some
promising results are, however, said to have been quite lately

attained in Germany with a special powder produced by the
original maker of the now celebrated cocoa powder, the pub-
lication of which is looked for with much interest.

Special forms of gun-cotton were prepared for use in coal in

the early days of the improvements made in its preparation
;

but the large proportion of the inflammable and poisonous gas,

carbonic oxide, which its explosion furnishes, prohibits its em-
ployment in this direction, even in the form of preparations

coming under the head of nitrated gun-colton, which yields com-
paratively small proportions of carbonic oxide.

Nitro-glycerine contains actually more oxygen than required

for the complete burning of its constituents, carbon and hydro-
gen, and hence its detonation in the open air is attended only by
the appearance of a lightning-like flash of light. When diluted

with an inert non-combustible material, as in dynamite, its de-

tonation raises to a high red heat the particles of mineral matter
with which it is mi.sed, many of which are, therefore, projected
in a glowing state, like a shower of sparks, if the dynamite be
fired in a strong shot-hole. Even with Nobel's blasting gelatine,

the latest and most powerful explosive, a blown-out shot may be
attended by the projection of some glowing particles, either of

the tamping or detached from the blast-hole.

The Commissioners have satisfied themselves by many ex-

periments that an explosive mixture of gas and air may be
exploded by the projection into it of such sparks, and that they

may even occasionally produce ignition, when projected into air

containing only a small proportion of fire-damp, but in which
coal-dust is thickly suspended.
The outline which I have given you of the dangers attending

the use of explosives in coal mines, and of the apparently unsur-

mountable difficulties attending any attempts to approach
immunity from the two great elements of danger naturally exist-

ing in a very large proportion of coal mines, namely, fire-damp
and dust, will probably lead you to the conclusion that there is

but one effectual method of dealing with the serious question of

accidents due to explosions in coal mines, namely, that of en-

forcing the exclusion of the use of explosives in coal mines.

In the House of Commons debate of June, 1878, Mr.
MacDonald, while acknowledging that the provisions of the Coal
Mines Regulation Act of 1S72, for prevention of accidents

through the use of gunpowder in fiery mines, had been pro-

ductive of great good, insisted that these regulations were
insufficient to guard against fire-damp explosions, and referred,

in illustration, to the fact that the firing of the shot itself might
liberate a large quantity of gas, which no previous inspection

would discover. He urged in the strongest terms that, until

blasting in any fiery mine were absolutely prohibited, there

must be a continual recurrence of terrible disasters ; and, in the
debate whicli followed, there was a general consensus of opinion
among the speakers most competent, from personal experience,
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to express a decided view on the subject (such as Mr. Burt, Sir

G. Elliot, and the late Mr. Knowles), that blasting should be
prohibited, at any rate in fiery mines. It was admitted that

the cost of working coal would be much increased by the en-
forcement of the suggested prohibition, and the majority of
competent witnesses examined afterwards by the Royal Com-
mission maintained that the abolition of shot-firing in coal-

getting must be .attended by very formidable difficulties, and
must, in fact, cause the closing of many pits.

I have shown that even the comparatively very small amount
of fire-damp which may, at any rate occasionally, pervade the
air in portions of mine-workings where thorough ventilation is

most effectually provided for, and may escape detection, suffices

to determine the production of a disastrous explosion, if, under
these circumstances, a blown-out shot occurs where an accumu-
lation of dust exists ; and that it is even possible, in the complete
absence of fire-damp, for a blown-out shot to give rise to an
explosion in a very dusty working or mine, where the coal is

of a specially inflammable and sensitive character. Such being
the ca-e, the fact cannot be ignored that last year's decision of
the late Home Secretary—which raised consternation in many
mining districts—to prohibit the firing of shots in any colliery

within a period of three months after the existence of gas had
been there reported (while the workmen were in any part of
the mine), is far from affording the contemplated protection
against disaster resulting from the use of explosives in the
ordinary maimer.

This most grave aspect of the question has received the
.anxious attention of the Commissioners, who would not have
considered themselves justified in relinquishing their work until

they had practically investigated, as far as in their power, any
measure or suggestion appearing to afford promise of aid in

furnishing definite replies to the followmg important questions :

—

{(i) Whether sufficiently efficient substitutes for explosives exist

to warrant the assertion that their abolition need not interfere
very materially with the reasonably profitable working of
collieries

;

(b) Whether, therefore, it is practicable to limit their use
strictly to localities where the absence of every possible risk of
explosion can be demonstrated ; or

(c) Whether any modifications in the ordinary method of using
explosives in mines can be so confidently relied upon to guard
against, or overcome, certain dangers attendant upon bhasting
operations in collieries, that it may be practicable to clearly

define and lay down certain conditions which will insure the

,
safe use of explosives, either generally, or in all but special cases,

1 which can be precisely defined.

]

As regards the first question :—The power and efficiency of
recently improved mechanical appliances for bringing down coal
or for driving headings or crossways, warrant the sanguine ex-

I pectation that compressed air and even manual power may be,

;
at no distant day. brought to bear so advant.ageously in mines

I

where fire-damp occurs, as to render it no great hardship to dis-

I

pense with the use of explosives in some of the work where at

present they are considered indispensable.

The considerable and very rapid increase in volume which
freshly-burned quicklime sustains when slaked, led, many years
ago, to attempts to apply it to the bringing down of coal ; but
the idea did not assume a really practical form until Messrs.
Sebastian Smith and Moore worked out a simple method of
applying the lime so as to insure the effective operation of the
disruptive force which it is capable of exerting, and to utilise the

I
considerable he.at, developed by the union of the lime with w.iter,
in the rapid generation and super-heating of steam in somewhat

!
considerable quantity, thus supplementing, in an important
manner, the force exerted by the expansion of the lime. The
public has been made familiar, in last year's and this year's

I

Exhibitions, with the general nature of Messrs. Smith and
Moore's lime cartridges. The Commissioners witnessed their

I performances at Shipley Collieries soon after their successful
elaboration, and the results of subsequent inquiries and experi-
ments have convinced them that, for coal-getting, the lime

I

process can be, to a large extent, substituted for povvder, and
that its employment, while securing comparative immunity from

,
danger, is unattended by any important pr.actical difficulties.

;
It has received extensive trial in many of our mining districts,

and also on the Continent, and has already taken firm root in

I
some parts of Staffordshire, Yorkshire, and Derbyshire. Its

I

elaborators do not contend that it afTords the means of dispens-

I

ing with the use of explosives, or of specially powerful

mechanical appliances, in the removal of stone, or even in some
very hard coal ; but it is certain that in many collieries,

where the prevalence of fire-damp renders the use of the safety

lamp imperative, the replacement of shot-firing by lime-car-
tridges, while unattended by any increase in the cost of getting
the coal, would reduce the risk of explosions to those arising
from carelessness, or from what should now become the very
remote contingency of the use of unsafe or defective lamps.
The idea has been entertained that, by surrounding or cover-

ing the charge of powder in a shot-hole with some material
which evolves vapour of water, or carbonic acid, when exposed
to sufficient heat, these would be liberated by the firing of the
shot in sufficient quantity and with sufficient rapidity to extin-

guish flame and sparks jirojected by it ; but the authors of such
suggestions have failed to realise the fact that the exposure of
these substances to heat on the firing of a shot would be almost
instantaneous, and would therefore leave, at any rate, the greater
proportion pnactically unaltered.

It was suggested by me to the Commissioners that possibly
the sudden liberation of carbonic acid, confined in the liquefied

state, and placed either over or under the charge in a shot-hole,

might prove effective in extinguishing flame and sparks, and a
number of experiments have been made in this direction, with
considerable, though not complete, success.

Dr. McNab was the first to put into practical execution the
idea of using water tamning, in the form of a long cylinder filled

with the liquid and placed over the powder charge ; with the
twofold object of extinguishing the projected flame and sparks,

and of diminishing, by dispersion of the water in the immediate
vicinity of the shot, the persistence of the powder smoke, which
is a source of much inconvenience and loss of time. While it has
been demonstrated that decided economy in time does result from
the more rapid clearing of the air from smoke when the water
tamping is used, many careful experiments conducted for the
Commission have shown that no reliance could be placed upon
the extinguishing power of water, applied in the way originally

suggested by Dr. McNab.
In 1879 I suggested to the Commission a plan by which pos-

sibly the more violent explosives, of the dynamite class, might
be safely and efficiently applied to the getting of coal, based upon
the principle of distributing the force developed by the detona-
tion of small charges over a considerable area through the agency
of a column of water, within which the detonated charge was
confined. This principle, which has since received important
applications in connection with military service, appeared applic-

able to effect a modification of the shattering action, which
renders the violent explosives inapplicable to coal-getting, when
used in the ordinary manner, their effects being thus assimilated

to those of powder, while the sparks and highly-heated gases
projected by a blown-out shot might be effectuirly quenched by
the water which would envelope them at the instant of their

projection.

Experiments carried out at Wigan in 1880, demonstrated that

the coal brought down by small charges of dynamite inclosed in

water compared very favourably with the best results furnished
by full powder charges, and these results have been fully con-
firmed by trials since carried out for the Commission in South
Wales. Absolute immunity from danger of the ignition of an
explosive gas-mixture by a blown-out shot of dynamite or similar

explosive agent was not found to be secured by this system of

blasting ; such was the case, however, then the blown-out shot

was projected into air containing fire-damp in proportions ap-

proaching that of an explosive mixtui'e, and in which a very
inflammable coal-dust was thickly suspended. It has a o been
found, in the Commissioners' experiments, that the supei position

of the water-tamping, according to Dr. McNab's original plan,

over a dynamite charge, appears to afford security aga nst the

ignition of a dust-laden mixture of air with a somewhat con-

siderable proportion of gas.

Even while actively engaged in the completion of their Report,
the Commissioners are still pursuing this subject experimentally,
with the desire of furnishing, as far as in their power, decisive

and thoroughly reliable data regarding the amount of security

which appears to be afforded, by these methods of working,
against the most prominent and prevalent sources of danger in

connection with the use of explosives in coal mines ; and—while I

have been engaged upon this address—a still more simple method
of applying water to counteract the dangers arising from blown-
out shots has suggested itself to Mr. Galloway,—preliminary

experiments with which have furnished most important results.
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I have now attempted to give you an outline of the progress

made within the last few years towards a thorough compre-

hension of the nature and causes of those dangers which most

prominently direct public attention to the perils of the miner's

calling—and of the advances already made, and rapidly pro-

gressing, towards the provision of the miner with really safe and

efficient underground illumination, with efficient substitutes for

explosives for a large proportion of the work connected with

coal mining, and w ith safe methods of using explosive agents

where these cannot be dispensed with ; so safe that the terrors

which have attended blasting in mines may be confidently ex-

pected speedily to fade away. I venture to think it will have

demonstrated that we have made most satisfactory and import-

ant progress in all of these several directions, thanks to the

labours of professional associations, of scientific and practical

experts, and, I think I may also say, thanks to the exertions of

the Royal Commission on Accidents in Mines.

I have been led to refer more fully than I had first intended

to the work performed by the Royal Commission—the results of

which, in detail, will shortly be in the hands of the public

—

because I felt sure that the members of the Society of Arts w ould

take a most lively and sympathetic interest in the labours of men,
who have not allowed themselves to be discouraged by unjust

attacks and ignorant criticism, from endeavouring to carry to a

useful termination the arduous work which they cheerfully took

upon themselves.

The Commissioners have been silent while hard things have
been said of them ; but it were idle to deny that they have
acutely felt the injustice reflected upon them by some writers in

the public Press who, while posing as judges or philanthropists,

have not earned for themselves, by knowledge acquired, or by
work perforaied, the right to criticism.

Thirty years' personal experience of the work of experimental
Committees has taught me that ad interim reports are not un-

frequently worse than valueless, and this would certainly have
been the case had the Commissioners attempted to make any
so-called progress reports, because conclusions, or suggestions,

might have been put forward in them which would have had to

be afterwards recalled, or incomplete data given, which might
have been m.isleading, and, therefore, even dangerous.
As regards the question of the unsafe nature of certain so-called

safety lamps, however, I have pointed out that the Com-
missioners, just five years ago, reported to the Home Secretary

in no hesitating terms, in the belief that their statements would
have been published,—and it is no fault of theirs that the public
was not informed of their strongly-expressed conclusions on this

subject, but has been, on the contrary, recently told in the Times
by a well-known mining engineer that the results of the Royal
Commission's labours " have not even extended to the official

condemnation of the known unsafe lamps.

"

The daily journals have at .any rate chronicled the activity of
the Commission by recording the dates and locale of their

frequent meetings,—and have been cognisant, therefore, of the
fact that their place of work was easily accessible. This being
so, it is somewhat matter for surprise that the writer of very
condemnatory paragraphs in an editorial article, suggested by
correspondence published in the Times last June, should not
have cared, in the first instance, to inform himself, however
imperfectly, of the kind of work upon which the Commission
was engaged, and to take that opportunity of seeking some little

correct information on the subjects with which his graphic pen
was directed to deal. Had he done so, he would scarcely have
instructed the public that "a huge majority of coUiery accidents
arise from explosions ;

" that "coal mines generate an explosive
gas, which, when collected in a quantity, and exposed to a flame,
ignites, and blows into fragments the workings in which the
vapour and flame meet;" "that every coal mine has its

explosive gas," or that "often the miner has opened the door
of his lamp to light up the cavern, already perhaps darkening
with the heaviness of a gas-laden atmosphere." 1 will do him
the justice to believe that he would not have felt disposed, after

even very brief inquiry, to indorse as " not exaggerated " the
declaration of the "strenuous and benevolent correspondent,"
Mr. Ellis Lever, "that the delay in the issue of the Commission's
Report was "to the eternal discredit of Royal Commissions."

After all, however, it rests entirely with the public Press to
decide for itself whether the ends it has in view are such as to
render it desirable to seek for correct information before
administering public condemnation.

But, with a public official, especially^whemconnected with the

very Department of State most directly concerned in the work
of the Commission, the case is very different ; and it is scarcely

to be credited that the gentleman intrusted with reporting to

the Home .Secretary upon the circumstances attending the

explosion last summer, at Clifton Hall Colliery, should not have
thought it worth his while to ascertain, by inquiry, which could

not but have been of immediate sen'ice to him, whether the

delay in the completion of the Commissioners' Report was
" unaccountable."

To this Society, which has always distinguished itself by its

encouragement of earnest workers, and by its just judgment of

their labours, 1 have ventured, as one of its members, to malie

these comments, which could not be uttered by me in my capacity

as a member of Her Majesty's Commission, whose duty it is

simply to report the results of their labours when they have, to

the best of their judgment, fulfilled the duties imposed upon
them.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, November 19.—.\bstract of " Iveport on a

Series of Specimens of the Deposits of the Nile Delta, obtained

by the recent Boring Operations." By J. W. Judd. F.R.S.,

Professor of Geology in the Normal School of Science and Royal
School of Mines. Communicated by order of the Delta Com-
mittee.

Neither of the borings made for the Royal .Society, under the

superintendence of the engineers attached to the army of occu-

pation in Egypt, appears to have reached the rocky floor of the

Nile-Valley, nor do the samples examined show any indication

of an approach to such floor. What were at first supposed to

be pebbles in one of the samples from Tantah, prove on ex-

amination to be calcareous concretions ("race," or " kunkur "1.

Nevertheless, these borings appear to have reached a greater

depth than all previous ones in the same district with one or two
exceptions. The deepest of the three borings now reported upon
have been carried to 73 and 84 feet respectively.

The samples from these borings, like those examined hy Mr.
Horner, show that the delta-deposits all consist of admixtures,

in various proportions, of blown-sand and alluvial-mud. I can find

no evidence to support the suggestion made by Sir J. W. Dawson,
F. R.S., from a hasty examination of the specimens, that " at

a depth of 30 or 40 feet the alluvi.al mud rests on desert sand ;

"

on the contrary these borings, like those of older date, show
that the deposits of the Nile Valley consist of a succession of

different beds in some of which sand, and in others mud, forms

the predominant constituent.

The sands, when separated from the mud by washing, are

found to be made up of two kinds of grains, the larger being

perfectly rounded and polished, while the smaller, on the con-

trary, are often subangular or .angular.

The larger and well-rounded grains may be described as micro-

scopic pebbles ; their surfaces are most exquisitely smoothed and
polished, and their forms are either globular or ellipsoidal. In

size they vary greatly, being occasionally as large as a small

pea. They only very occasionally exhibit traces of deposits of

iron-oxides upon their surfaces.

Embedding these grains in Canada balsam, and examining
them by transmitted light, with the aid of the polariscope, we
are in nearly all cases enabled to determine their mineral cha-

racters. The majority of the grains consist of colourless quartz,

though occasionally rose-quartz, amethystine quartz, citrine, and
smoky quartz also occur. This quartz exhibits unmistakable

evidence of having been derived from granitic rocks ; it is con-

stantly seen to be traversed by bands of liquid- and gas-cavities,

and very frequently contains numerous black hair-like inclusions

(rutile ?). IVIuch more rarely we detect grains of quartz which
consist of aggregates of small crystals, and are evidently derived

from metamorphic rocks. With the pure quartz grains we find

also a considerable number of rounded particles of red and
brown jasper and of black Lydian stone, with fragments of

silicified wood.
But in addition to the different varieties of quartz, particles of

felspar are found in considerable abundance among these large

rounded grains. What is very remarkable about these felspar-

grains is the slight traces of kaolinisation which they exhibit

;

they are, in fact, almost as fresh and unaltered as the grains of

quartz themselves. Ordinary orthoclase and microline are
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abundant, while plagioclase felspar is comparatively rare. With
the rounded grains of quartz and felspar, a few examples of horn-

blende and other minerals, including jade, also occur.

But far greater is the number of mineral species represented in

the smaller subangular and angular sand-grains. In addition to

the minerals already mentioned, I have recognised several

varieties of mica, augite, enstatite, tourmaline, sphene, dichroite

(cordierite), zircon, fluorspar, and magnetite.
The muii'n a much more difficult material to study the mineral

characters of than the sand, owing to the extreme minuteness
of its particles. It is a ver striking fact, however, that kaolin,

which constitutes the predominant ingredient of clays, appears to

be almost absent from these Nile-muds. Chips and flakes of
quartz, felspar, mica, hornblende, .and other minerals, can be
re.adily recognised, and it is often evident that the unaltered
particles of such minerals make up the greater part, if not the
whole mass, of the fine-grained deposits. The mineral par-
ticles are, of course, mingled with a larger or smaller proportion
of organic particles. Frustules of Diatomncav occur in these
muds, as was pointed out by Ehrenberg, but unless special

precautions were observed in collecting the samjjles it would be
unsafe to draw any deductions from their ])resence.

The striking peculiarities of these sands and muds of the Nile-
Valley appear to be capable of a simple explanation. In
countries where rain falls and vegetation abounds, water charged
with carbonic acid is constantly tending to break up the com-
pound silicates; the silicates of the alkalies and the alkaline
earths being decom])osed and their constituents removed in

solution, while the silicate of alumini becomes hydrated, and is

carried away in suspension by water in the form of kaolin. In this

way, the felspars and nearly all other compound silicates are
affected to .such an extent that in most granitic and meta-
morphic rocks they show evidence of extensive " kaolinization,"
while the clays derived from them are made up for the most part
of crystalline plates of kaolin. Bat in a rainless country,
like Northern Africa, none of these .agencies will operate, and
the disintegration of the solid rocks is' effected by mechanical
means

; the most potent of these mechanical ;igents are the heat
of the sun, causing the unequal expansion of the minerals which
buildup the rocks, and the force ofthe wind, producing constant
attrition ofthe disjoined particles.

This being the case, it will be readily understood that the
coarser sand-grains will include felsp.ar and other minerals in a
nearly unaltered condition, while in countries where the chemical
agents of the atmosphere come into play, such particle; would
be more or less completely converted into kaolin. In the same
way the mud, instead of consisting of scales of kaolin originating
from chemical actim, will be formed of particles of the chemi
cally unaltered niinerals reduced to the finest dust by purely
mechanical agencies.

The chemical analyses which have been made of these Nile
muds entirely support these conclusions. Instead of containing
a considerable proportion of combined water, as do all the
ordinary clays, their composition is that of a mixture of anhy-
drous minerals.

But there is fortunately a kind of evidence, derived from
chemical analysis which is of the greatest value from its hearing
on the questions we are now discussing—that, namely, which is

derived from a study ofthe composition of the Nile-waters.
It must be remembered that the Nile is a river of a very

peculiar and exceptional character. The last tributary which it

receives is the Atbara, which falls into it in lat. 17° 38' N. ; from
that point to its mouth, in 31° 25' N. hat., the river does not
receive a single afHuent ; for a distance of 1400 miles it acquires
no fresh supply of water except what is Ijrought to it by super-
ficial torrents after heavy rains in Lower Egypt. It has been
cleariy demonstrated that, after receiving the Atbara, the Nile
undergoes a continual diminution in volume in its course
through Egypt. This is no doubt in part due to percolation of
the water through the delta-deposits, and in part to the water
being drawn off in canals for purposes of irrigation ; but a large
part of this diminution in volume must certainly be ascribed to
the great evaporation which must be going on from the surface
of the river during the last 1400 miles of its course.
Although we shall not be able to calculate the exact loss of

the Nile by evaporation in the course of 1400 miles through
one of the hottest and driest regions of the globe, yet we cannot
doubt that this loss is enormous. Now the effect of this
constant evaporation must be to concentrate the saline matters
held m solution, and we might therefore anticipate that the

waters of the Nile in Lower Egypt would contain an excep-
tionally high jiercentage of saline matters in solution.

But what are the actual facts of the case ?

According to the analyses of Dr. C. Meymott Tidy, the Nile
contains only a little more than one-half of the proportion of
soluble materials whicli exists in the Thames, the Lea, the
Severn, or the Shannon !

A little consideration will show, however, that this startling
and seemingly anomalous result is capable of simple and easy
explanation. The substances dissolved in the water of rivers is

of course derived from the materials composing the rocks of the
river-basin, through the action of w.ater holding carbonic acid or
other acids in solution.

Hence we are led by the study of the composition of the Nile
water to the same conclusion as was reached by the study of
microscopical characters of the muds and sands of the delta,
that while in the rainy districts of the temperate zones the disin-
tegration of rocks is mainly effected by chemical agencies, in the
rainless areas of the tropics the same work is almost exclusively
effected by mechanical forces.

The products of these two kinds of action are, however,
essentially different. In the former case we have formed
crystals of kaolin, which constitute the basis of all the true clays, a
large quantity of lime, magnesia, iron, soda, and potash salts with
silica passing into solation ; while, in the latter case, the several
minerals of the rock are simply reduced to fragments of varying
size and form, and but little matter passes into solution.
The whole of the observations described in the present report

are in entire harmony with this explanation. The compara-
tively unaltered condition of the felspars and other complex
silicates in the sands ; the absence of kaolin from the muds,
and the presence of the chips and flakes of the unattacked
minerals in the muds ; and finally the small quantity of dis-
solved matter in the Nile-water, in spite of the enormous con-
centration it must have undergone by evaporation—all point to
this same conclusion.

In the estimates which have been made of the rate of sub-
aerial denudation in different parts of the globe, it has usually
been assumed that this action is similar to what is seen taking
place in our own country and in North America. But the
observations detailed in this report prove that in rainless
tropical districts, where little or no vegetation exists, the dis-
integration of rocks, though not, perhaps, less rapid than in
temperate climes, is different alike in its causes and in its

products.

It has often been pointed out by chemical geologists that
metamorphic action could not have produced many of the schists
from sedimentary rocks, for the former are rich in potash, soda,
and other materials which have been dissolved out from the
latter during the disintegration of the rock-masses from which
they were derived. The recognition of a kind of action where-
by great masses of sedimentary materials can be produced, rich
in those substances which are usually removed in a state of
solution, is not destitute of interest at the present time, when
the question of the origin of the crystalline schists is one that
presses for solution.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, November 30.—M. Jurien de la
Graviere, Vice-President, in the chair.—The Vice-President
announced the death of the President, IM. Henri Bouley, who
died on the morning of the same day. The speaker referred in
warm terms to the career of M. Bouley, his entire devotion to
science, and the courage with which, although suffering from a
fatal disease, he continued to the last to fulfil the duties of his
office.—Obituaiy notices of M. Bouley : by M. Herve Mangon,
in the name of the Academy of Sciences ; by M. A. Milne-
Edwards, in the name of the Natural History Museum ; by
M. A. de Quatrefages, as Vice-President of the Acclimatisation
Society ; and by M. Fremy, Member of the Academy.—As
a mark of respect for its late President, the public meeting of
the Academy was immediately adjourned.

Berlin
Physiological Society, October 30.— Prof. Zuntz spoke on

the npncea of the foetus and the cause of the first respiration,
setting forth the pre-ent .state of the question, and then passing
to consider the assertion of Prof Preyer, who, by experi-
ments on r.abbits and guinea-pigs, sought to prove that it was
not the change in the gas of the blood which was
the cause of the first respiration, but a stimulus exercised
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on the integument. Prof. Zuntz had quite recently, in conjunc-

tion with Dr. Cohnstein, made observations on a new-born

lamb that, connected by the umbilical cord with the ewe, came

into the world completely apnceic, and, notwithstanding that the

most varied stimulations were exercised on the skin, con-

tinued apnoeic for ten minutes long, though in all other respects

these stimulations were normally responded to. Not till the

placenta had detached itself did the respiration begin. This

observation proved with all certainty that apncea was dependent

on the sufficient supply of o.xygen, and that the first respiration

was induced by a deficit of oxygen. They therefore repealed

the experiments of Prof. Preyer, and came to the conclusion that

under them the circulation of the blood always suffered disturb-

ance in consequence of the pressure exerted, whereby the supply

of oxygen to the foetus was impaired, and that the fact which

Prof. Preyer adduced in support of the accuracy of his view,

namely, that the blood of the umbilical vein always appeared of

a bright scarlet red, served exactly to disprove it. The brighter

blood of the umbilical vein was, accordingly, an argument of a dis-

turbance in the circulation of the blood, in consequence of which

less arterial blood reached the fcetus, and, notwithstanding its

greater saturation of oxygen, the blood was, therefore, unable,

on account of its deficient quantity, to convey the requisite

amount of oxygen to the whole blood. The re>piratory centre

in the brain thus got supplied with blood poorer in oxygen,

and when a stimulation of the skin was superadded the first

respiration ensued. In the case of the less excitable brain of the

fcttus it was necessary that the outward stimulation [should sup-

plement the deficiency of oxygen. In the case of the nor-

mally born, however, the detachment from the placenta and the

absolute want of fresh oxygen sufficed to stimulate the respira-

tory centre to activity. In the case of the adult, finally, with

excitable brain, a slight reduction of oxygen was itself sufficient to

excite respiration.—Referring to the beautiful discovery by Mr.

Haycroft, of the fact that the ferment of the saliva in the leech pre-

vented coagulation. Prof. Zuntz recommended the use of this fer-

ment of the leech in measurements of blood-pressure, with a view

to avoiding coagulation. This substance had the advantage over

all other preventives of coagulation, that in no respect had it

any toxic effect. Into the tube conjoining the artery of the

animal examined with the manometer of the kymographion a

T-tube was intercalated, and by its means a cubic centimetre of

the ferment of the leech was squirted per hour into the sejiarate

fluid. This was sufficient for the marking of curves of blood-

pressure for seven hours consecutively, without the least trace of

coagulation.—In view of the divergence of opinions prevailing

regarding the alimentary value of the peptones— some maintain-

ing that peptone was used as an alimentary deposit in the body,

while others considered that only the albumen absorbed as such

was capable of being deposited, the peptones getting, on the

contrary, further decomposed—Prof Zuntz had a number of

feeding experiments instituted with peptones. A somewhat long

series of experiments was executed on a little dog, first with

meat, then with peptone furnished from fibrine, next with albu-

mose substances or propeptones, and, further, with lime. The
experiment was arranged in such wise that the dog, along with

equal quantities of fat and starch, received daily the like

amount of nitrogen. The quantity of secreted nitrogen was

daily determined, and thereby the deposit of nitrogen ascer-

tained. The dog first got meat for some days, then peptones

for some days, next thereafter meat again, and, following

thereon, albuminose substances ; this in turn was succeeded

by meat days again, then lime days, and, finally, meat days

anew. The deposit of nitrogen was now found to amount

to—(i) with meat diet, 0'502 grammes nitrogen daily ; (2) with

peptone, o-584grammes ; (3) with meat, o-5i3grammes ; (4) with

projieptone, 070 grammes ; (5) with meat, 0-46 grammes; (6)

with lime, - o'5 grammes ; (7) with meat, o'48 granmies

nitrogen. Meat feeding, accordingly, yielded about the same

quantity of nitrogen deposit on each occasion of its being used
;

in the case of feeding with peptone and propeptone the nitrogen

deposit was somewhat greater than in the case of meat-feeding,

a result explained by the fact that all the nitrogen of meat did

not belong to the albumen, but iu part appertained to the nitro-

genous bases, which could yield no nitrogen deposit. In the

case of lime-feeding, on the other hand, a loss of nitrogen for

the body was the result. Prof. Zuntz next had a further series

of feeding-experiments performed with the peptones occurring

in trade. The dog in question received only fat in addition to

the nitrogenous nutriment. In the first days, with meat-feeding.

a deposit of nitrogen, to the amount of o'2 grammes daily, was

the result ; under feeding with Kammerich's peptone following

thereon, the daily deposit of nitrogen was - o'4 grammes ; the

meat days, next succeeding, again yielded o'2 grammes nitrogen

in deposit, while the feeding, thereafter ensuing, with Koch's

peptone again showed - o'4 grammes nitrogen in deposit. The
series was closed by meat-feeding, which produced 0'3 grammes
deposit of nitrogen. The marketable peptones were therefore,

notwithstanding the like supply of nitrogen, incapable of

producing a deposit of albumen ; on the contrary there rather

occurred a loss of corporeal albumen, not so great, however, as

when the like quantity of nitrogen was partaken in the form of

lime. A series of experiments was finally carried out with the

marketable peptones on a dog which for a considerable length

of time had been fed only with rice and fat, and had thereby

been very much re^luced in strength. In this case the first day

of feeding with Kammerich's peptone produced a deposit of

nitrogen to the amount of o'6 grammes ; in the following days

this deposit was less ; and soon the nitrogen showed itself at

equilibrium. Under feeding with Koch's peptone, too, the

animal, which was very much reduced, was maintained at equi-

librium in respect of nitrogen.—Dr. Weyl communicated the

results of his further investigation into the constitution of the

derivatives obtained from cholestearine, which, at a meeting

of the Society before the vacation, he had declared to be ter-

penes. He endeavoured to determine the molecular weight of

those carbo-hydrates which, according to the nature of terpenes,

had the composition (CjHg)". The vapour density, determined

according to the method of Victor Meyer, showed itself in the

lead bath not normal. It corresponded with the composition

C.,Hg, thus indicating decidedly that a dissociation had set in

during the process of heating. Other terpenes also, such as

turpentine oil and camphor, yielded results which were not

normal and showed a dissociation into the radical CjHg, a

circumstance which likewise argued the terpene nature of

cholestearine. Dr. Weyl was able, finally, to demonstrate the

connection of cholestearine with the terpenes by showing that

the latter very beautifully produced the well-known cholestearine

reaction. Further experiments with a view to determining the

vapour density in a vacuum would perhaps yield the molecular

weight of these interesting carbohydrates.
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THE NORWEGIAN NORTH ATLANTIC
EXPEDITION—CRUSTACEA

The Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition, 1876-78.

Zoology. XIV. Crustacea, Ia. and Ib. By G. O.

Sars. 4to, pp. 280, with 21 Plates and a Map.

(Christiania, 1885 ; London: Sampson Low and Co.)

NO better evidence can be adduced of the growing

influence exercised by the cultivation of natural

science than in the more ready tendency displayed by the

Governments of various countries to promote expeditions

for scientific purposes, and a greater willingness to furnish

the necessary means for the publication of the results in a

satisfactory manner.

Nor can v/e fail to look back with a feeling of pride to

the work accomplished by our own early naturalists, from

the days of Banks and Solander (1768-77) to the voyage
of the Beagle (1844-46), which the "Journal" and
" Observations " of Charles Darwin have for ever ren-

dered famous ; and down to the recent magnificent

results of the Challe?iger Expedition, which its grand
publications are rapidly unfolding to us.

The prospectus of the " Norwegian North Atlantic

Expedition" was announced in NATURE, June 2, 188

1

(p. 108), and the memoir on the Gephyrtea by Danielsson

and Koren was noticed September 29, 1S81 (p. 506).

The present memoir by Prof. G. O. Sars, on the

Crustacea, occupies two quarto parts, illustrated by up-

wards of 600 figures drawn by the author himself from

the actual specimens by means of the camera lucida,

" thus affording a sufficient guarantee for their accuracy."

One cannot fail to be struck by the results obtained by
the author in so comparatively limited an area, over part

of which, at least, other naturalists must have ahead)-

worked. The map embraces the ocean from the North
of Scotland to Spitzbergen, and from Norway to Iceland

and Greenland ; or from 55° to 80° north latitude, and
from 40° east to 25° west longitude.

" To avoid repetition in stating localities," writes Prof.

Sars, " I have given a list of all the stations at which the
dredge or the trawl was used, along with the date, posi-
tion of the vessel, depth, bottom-temperature, nature of
the bottom, and character of the apparatus. With but
very few exceptions crustaceans were obtained at all these
stations. Moreover, pelagic forms were collected with
the surface-net at many other stations not included in the
list. At the coast stations enumerated in conclusion, a
smaller dredge was made use of, either from a boat, or
from the ship when lying at anchor.

" The stations enumerated in the list have all been
accurately set off on the map in which the curves of depth
for 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 fathoms are drawn as dotted
lines. In the map will also be found a more strongly-
marked curve, indicating the boundary-line between the
cold and temperate areas, determined from the observed
bottom-temperatures. This curve also forms the natural
limit of the ocean valley—reaching 2000 fathoms in
depth, and " filled at the bottom with ice-cold water

—

which shelves from the Polar Sea to the tract between
Norway and Iceland, and, in the form of a narrow wedge,
terminates in the so-called ' Faeroe-Shetland Channel,'
where it is cut off by a narrow transverse ridge from the
great depths of the Atlantic" (p. 2).

Vol. xxxiii.—No. 842

Of the list of results of work performed at the eighty-six

stations, either by means of the dredge, the trawl, or

with " swabs," sixty give a bottom temperature of from
0° C. to 2° C. only ; the highest reading being 7° C., in

237 fathoms close to the coast of Norway ; whilst the

average temperature at the bottom is only 2°-3 C, or

3° above freezing-point.

The deepest dredging recorded in Sars' list is 1861

fathoms, with a bottom-temperature of l°'2 C. ; but at

p. 159 he mentions that Harpinia abyssi was obtained
from a depth of 2215 fathoms.

In treating of the crustacean fauna of this region Pro'f

Sars has not included forms previously established as

belonging to the Norwegian littoral fauna. Such forms
will be fully treated of elsewhere, in a work on the

Crustacea of Norway, to be shortly executed by the

author.

Some idea may be formed of the extreme Arctic facies

presented by the Crustacea inhabiting the depths of this

cold-water area of the North Atlantic by noticing the

relative proportions of species appertaining to each order

recorded by Sars.

Thus of the Brachvura i species only is recorded
(Scyramathia Carpenteri, Norman) from 220 fathoms

;

a form described and figured in Sir Wyville Thom-
son's "Depths of the Sea" (p. 175). From the

slight development of the eyes and their light-coloured

pigment it was probably blind, as is the case commonly
with the Crustacea from great depths.

Of the AnomoURA only I species {Eupa^urus tricari-

nattis, Norman) was taken in about 98 fathoms.

Four species of Caridea are described, the largest of

these, Sclerocrangon salebrosiis (Owen), appears to be

widely distributed in the northern seas, ranging from 100

to 459 fathoms ; but off the coast of Kamschatka, ac-

cording to Tilesius, it is found abundantly in shallower

water, and serves as an article of food to the natives. It

ranges from Norway to Spitzbergen (p. 25).

Of the two species ol Bythocaris, B. leucopis G. O. Sars,

and B. Payeri, Heller, it is interesting to notice that the

young of this Caridian do not pass through the usual

post-embryonic metamorphosis, or larval stage, but on
quitting the remarkably large ova, they are seen to be

provided with the full number of appendages observed in

the parent. All the species are true deep sea forms

(mo fathoms!), the eyes being unusually small and
imperfect.

The next form, Hyinenodora glacialis, has legs, as in

the Schizopods, with a well-developed natatory branch

(exopodite) attached to the outer side of the second joint.

The eyes are small and imperfectly developed. It would

seem to lead a semi-pelagic life, but it was taken at a depth

varying from 452 to 1862 fathoms in the cold area.

Of the Schizopoda five species of " opossum shrimps,"

Mysidir, were taken : Erythrops gracilis in from 263 to

49S fathoms, and Pseudomysis abyssi, Sars, from 1 1 10 to

1280 fathoms ! Boreomysis tiobilis, 6 mm. long, was taken

off the north-west coast of Spitzbergen, 80° N. lat. in 450
fathoms. The most remarkable of these deep-sea My-
sidce is the Boreomysis scyphops. " The eyes in this spe-

cies are remarkable alike in character and form, their

outer surface being, instead of convex, considerably

hollowed, which gives them a well-nigh calyciform
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appearance. They are attached comparatively close

together, in a vertical position, with the convex surface

turning in and the concave out ! Of any specific ocular

pigment, or indeed of any visual elements whatsoever, no

trace could be detected in the recently-taken specimens,

and subsequent examination fully confirmed the absolute

want of such " (p. 57).

One species of Cumacea, Diastylis nodosa., was obtained

in 125 fathoms at Ice Sound, Spitzbergen. It has no

trace of eyes, the ocular tract being quite flat, nor can

any pigment or other visual element be seen (p. 63).

Of the ISOPODA 18 species are recorded, including

members of the families ApscudidiT, Taiia'di?, Anceida,

and Arcturida.

Sptiyrapus serratits, Sars, is one of the most remark-

able of these, both in the form of its body, of which 13

somites can be seen, and 19 paired appendages (Plate 21).

The first pair of legs springing from the posterior part of

the cephalic segment, are like the chelipeds in more
highly-developed Crustaceans (Decapods), exceedingly

powerful prehensile organs. The second pair of legs are

as long as the entire body, and are flattened and armed
with powerful spines, as if intended to serve as fossorial

organs. Five pairs of slender walking appendages follow,

succeeded by five pairs of biramous swimming-feet and a

pair of long multiarticulate caudal appendages, also

branched. The whole appearance of this creature is

most remarkable, but it has a strong resemblance to

Apseudcs.

Sphyrapiis seri-atiis occurs in the open sea between

Norway and Iceland, and also west of Spitzbergen, vary-

ing in depth from 1163 to 1333 fathoms, and ranging from

the 63rd to the 7Sth parallel of latitude. Eyes, in a strict

sense, are entirely wanting ; no trace of visual elements

whatever could be detected (p. 6S). Of the Tanaida,

three species, belonging to as many genera, were taken
;

all in deep water and all blind (Plate 7). The colour of

these forms, as a rule, is a uniform white.

Not least remarkable among the Isopoda are the

Anceida (Plate 8), most insect-looking of all the Crusta-

cea !
" The so-called mandibles (Fig. 6), which, however,

as pointed out by Prof Dohrn, both as regards their

position relative to the buccal orifice and their general

development, can scarcely be held to be homologous with

the mandibles in other Crustaceans, are attached to the

foremost margin of the head, and project freely in front

of it, admitting of being moved horizontally one towards

the other, like a pair of forceps " (p. 88). The larvx

(Praniza) are even more insect-like in appearance than

the adult forms (see Plate 8, Figs. 13 and 27). The
females of these forms are probably parasitic upon deep-

sea fishes, or other large deep-sea animals. The males
and larvK of three species described were dredged from
72° to7S°N. lat., in from 658 to 1215 fathoms ; they are

all blind forms.

Many beautiful forms of Arcturida:, e.g. Arcturtis

baffi7ii, A. tuberosiis, A. hysttix, i&c, are figured and
described. A. baffini was taken as far north as the west
coast of Spitzbergen in 416 fathoms, and Glyptonotus
megalurtcs, an allied form ranging from 63° to 78° N.
latitude, inhabits depths of from 108 1 to 17 10 fathoms in

ice-cold water

!

Another strange form is the Eiirycopc gigantea. In

this isopod the 2nd pair of antennae are prodigiously

developed, being more than four times the length of the

whole body.

The Amphipoda, 45 in number, form by far the largest

group of Crustacea obtained by the Expedition.

Harpinia abyssi (G. O. Sars, PI. 13, Fig. 5) was ob-

tained from a depth of from 350 to 2215 fathoms ! It is

distributed from 63° to 75° N. latitude and from 16° E.

long, to 12° W. long. Epimeria loricata, a very hand-
some form, with spinose segments (PI. 14, Fig. 2) was
dredged near Spitzbergen in 260 fathoms. Oidiceros

macrocheir dredged off Jan Mayen in 1004 fathoms was
destitute of eyes (PI. 1 5, Fig. 4). Melita pallida, another

blind form (PI. 15, Fig. i), was found inhabiting deserted

T^n'^/y-burrows in an old piece of wood, dredged up
from a depth of 1333 fathoms off the west coast of

Spitzbergen.

Several Caprellce, attached to hydroid polyps, were
brought up in the dredge from a rocky bottom at 180

fathoms.

Eucheta norvegica, a copepod of the family Calanidce

was taken at no fewer than twelve stations at 'oery con-

siderable depths, whereas the surface-net at these locali-

ties, even when sunk considerably below the upper layer,

never contained a single example.

Of the Cirripedia, Scalpelliim strbmii was dredged in

870 fathoms attached to the tubes of Tubularia indivisa.

Five other species were obtained, namely, Js'. cornutum,

S. hamatuin, S. vulgare, S. angustum, and S. striolatutn,

the last attached to sponges. These are mostly white,

and were collected from numerous localities and from

varying depths.

A remarkabl)' slender tubular form of Balanus crcnatus

was met with in 21 fathoms north of Beeren Island.

A Rhizocephalon (fam. Pelto^astridti) named Stylon

Hymenodore attached parasitically to the abdomen of

Hymenodora glacialis (dredged from a depth of 1S61

fathoms) completes the list of forms described.

Thirteen additional species are referred to in a supple-

ment as noticed by other writers since the present work
was handed in to the scientific editor.

One is struck by the fact that of the 82 species of

Crustacea obtained by Sars, at these great depths in this

ice-cold area, 61 are considered to represent distinct

genera ! Can it be that the conditions of life are here so

hard, and the struggle for existence so severe, that each

individual peculiarity becomes intensified, and that not

only the cold, but the darkness may produce considerable

changes in their organisation ? Absence of colour and
absence of sight are the prevailing characteristics ex-

hibited by nearly every species ; whilst the loss of eyes

seems to stimulate the development of all the tactile

organs to supply their place, so that we find the same
idiosyncrasies of structure manifested in these depths of

the ocean as have been observed in the Crustacea of the

American and Austrian caves, and from the dark under-

ground waters of various parts of the world.

We should fail in our duty to the author and also to the

scientific reader did we omit to point out for high com-

mendation the admirably-prepared plates which accom-

pany Prof Sars' Memoir, all the details of which are

most beautifully and accurately rendered.

And lastly, but by •:.^ means the least meritorious feature
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of the work, is the generous concession made to EngUsh

and American scientific readers, by the kindness of the

Swedish Government, who have caused this Memoir to

be printed throughout in a double column, the left hand

of every page being printed in Swedish and the right

hand in English.

Much praise is also due to the editor and author for the

careful manner in which the English portion of the work
has been passed through the press, and for the very great

care bestowed on its translation from the original Swedish.

CHARLES DAR WIN
Charles Darwin. By Grant Allen. " English Worthies,"

Edited by Andrew Lang. (London : Longmans, Green,

and Co., 1 885.)

Charles Darwin, und seiii Vcrhdltniss stt Deiitschland.

Von Dr. Ernst Kraus. Darwinistiche Schriften, Nr. 16.

(Leipzig : Ernst Giinther, 1SS5.)

IT is a curious illustration of the change which has

passed over the English mind, that already the

name of Darwin should head the list of a projected

series of popular books, not on eminent men of science,

but on " English Worthies." This first member of the

series is, as might have been expected from its author-

ship, a pleasing and favourable specimen of a kind of

literature for which the public appear to entertain so keen

a relish. For it is not only clear and picturesque in style,

but is also evidently written con amorc. Indeed, it was

impossible for any man of common sense or common
sensibility to have come into any kind of relation with

Mr. Darwin, without being stirred by feelings of hero-

worship, and Mr. Allen's reverential love for the hero is a

natural tribute fittingly rendered to the lofty nature and

mighty influence for whose loss the universal grief is still

so fresh.

As a biographical sketch the little volume is decidedly

a success. It gives in brief compass and good language

the history of Mr. Darwin's antecedents, of his life and

work, of his relation to contemporary thinkers, and of his

presumable influence upon subsequent thought. All of

which is done without losing sight of the desirability, in a

popular treatise, of upholding the element of romance—

a

kind of treatment to which the character, the life, and the

work of Darwin unite in lending themselves, as it were,

by nature.

In his review of the course of thought upon the theory

of evolution prior to Darwin, Mr. Allen is judicious ; and

his speculations upon the probable position of this theory

at the present time if Darwin had not lived, are interest-

ing—tending, as they do, to show how indispensable was

the work of the great naturalist in focusing the facts and
showing the method. Or, to quote a somewhat happy

metaphor of his own, " Darwin was not, as most people

falsely imagine, the Moses of evolutionism, the prime

mover in the biological revolution ; he was the Joshua

who led the world of thinkers and workers into full

fruition of that promised land which earlier investigators

had but dimly descried from the Pisgah-top of conjectural

speculation."

Almost the only criticisms we have to advance relate to

matters of opinion. Thus, for instance, the following

passage seems to us absurd :

—
" Strange to say, the

abortive theory [of Pangenesis] appeared some years late^

than Herbert Spencer's magnificent all-sided conception

of ' Physiological Units,' put forth to meet the self-same

difficulty. But while Darwin's hypothesis is rudely mate-

rialistic, Herbert Spencer's is built up by an acute and

subtle analytical perception of all the analogous facts in

universal nature. It is a singular instance of a crude and

essentially unphilosophic conception endeavouring to

replace a finished and delicate philosophical idea." Now
we can very well understand any one who has read both

the theories including them in the same condemnation,

as too highly speculative, devoid of verification, and so

forth. But we cannot understand any one thus exalting

the one to the disparagement of the other—and least of

all so on the ground that Darwin's version is "rudely

materialistic." Where can there be room for any other

element than the " materialistic " in the case of an hypo-

thesis which has to do with facts purely physiological ?

The objection to Spencer's version we have always taken

to consist precisely in its " acute and subtle perception

of all the analogous facts in universal nature," whereby

we are gradually translated beyond the world of physio-

logy altogether, until we may exclaim with St. Paul

—

''Whether I am in the body or out of the body I cannot

tell."

And this leads us to a second criticism of a more

general nature. Mr. Allen, we think, is too fond of com-

paring the work of Darwin and Spencer, and when doing

so appears to us to attach an altogether undue merit to

what he calls the " deductive " as distinguished from the

"inductive" method. The work of these two great

Englishmen is so unlike that, even though it has been

expended upon the same subject-matter, it always seems

to us a great mistake to compare them ; we might almost

as well seek to compare the work of an historian with that

of a poet. " What an ex-tra-or-dinary wealth of thought

that man has," was once observed to the present writer

by Mr. Darwin :
" when I first 'read his ' Principles of

Biology ' I was speechless with admiration ; but on read-

ing it again I felt in almost every chapter—Why, there is

here at least ten years' work for verification." Now this

is surel)- a sound judgment, and one, moreover, in no way
disparaging to the genius of Mr. Spencer. But if it is a

sound judgment, surely also it shows the mistake of com-

paring his genius with that of the man who wrote the

passage more than once quoted by Mr. Allen—" .\fter

five years' work I allowed myself to speculate on the

subject."

Again, with reference to the relative values in biology

of the deductive and inductive methods, Mr.- Allen

appears to us behind the age. To quote only one

passage, he says :
—" The English intelligence in par-

ticular shows itself as a rule congenitally incapable of

appreciating the superior logical certitude of the deductive

method. Englishmen will not even believe that the

square on the hypotenuse is equal to the squares on the

containing sides until they have measured and weighed,

as well as they are able by rude experimental devices, a

few selected pieces of rudely shaped rectangular paper.''

Now, it is easy to sustain the doctrine here implicated

with examples drawn from Euclid ; but biology is not

mathematics, and if any one truth more than another is

necessarily and forcibly brought home to the inter' "^ence
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of a biologist—be he " English " or otherwise—it is the

truth that in his science it is safer to cut out his materials

in the way of experiment, than it is to build up his propo-

sitions in the way of deduction. Therefore, it is not

without good reason that a proved " soundness " in this

way of inductive research should be regarded as the best

title to a place among men of science as distinguished

from men of letters. " To be sound," says our author,

" is everywhere of incalculable value ;
" and to be sound

in the present sense, " to have approved one's self to the

slow and cautious intelligence of the Philistine classes, is

a mighty spear and shield for a strong man ; but in

England, and above all in scientific England, it is abso-

lutely indispensable to the thinker who would accomplish

any great revolution. Soundness is to the world of

science what respectability is to the world of business

—the sine qua non for successfully gaining even a hearing

from established personages." And long may it continue

so. Surely this acknowledgment of the supremacy of the

inductive over the deductive methods has been gained by

a sufficiently long struggle in the past, and surely the

tardiness of this acknowledgment has been fraught with

evils sufficiently conspicuous to render somewhat gro-

tesque the term '• Philistine classes " as thus applied to

the devotees of observation and experiment.

There is only one other passage upon which we have

anything resembling a criticism to pass, and we notice it

the more readily because, while it relates to a sotnewhat

important matter of fact, the fact is one the unwitting and
quite excusable misstatement of which by the present

biographer furnishes a good opportunity for rendering its

true complexion. In his chapter on " The Period of

Incubation of the Origin of Species" Mr. Allen says :

—

" His way was to make all sure behind him, to summon
up all his facts in irresistible array, and never to set out
upon a public progress until he was secure against all

possible attacks of the ever-watchful and alert enemy in

the rear. Few men would have had strength of mind
enough to resist the temptation offered by the publication
of the ' Vestiges of Creation,' and the extraordinary success
attained by so flabby a presentation of the evolutionary
case : Darwin resisted it, and he did wisely. We may,
however, take it for granted, I doubt not, that it was
the appearance and success of Chambers' invertebrate
book which induced Darwin, in 1S44 (the year of its

publication), to enlarge his short notes ' into a sketch of
the conclusions which then seemed to him probable.'
This sketch he showed to Dr. (now Sir Joseph) Hooker,
no doubt as a precaution to insure his own claim of
priority against any future possible competitor. And
having thus eased his mind for the moment, he continued
to observe, to read, to devour Transactions, to collate

instances, with indefatigable persistence for fifteen years
longer."

Now, we have quoted the whole of this passage because
it serves to convey, in clearly expressed language, what is

a very general misapprehension with regard to the length

of "the incubation period." But Mr. Darwin has himself

told the present writer that the reason why he was so long

in publishing his theory was simply because he wished to

be fully persuaded in his own mind as to its truth before he
incurred the moral responsibility of giving it to the world.

Most of all those twenty years were occupied in collecting

evidence, and in that process of self-criticism which he
used to call " meditation," with the single-minded view of

self-persuasion. Here was surely a nobler motive, and

one more worthy of an " inductive mind," than that of

accumulating evidence merely in order to make out a

good " case." We doubt whether the popularity of the

"Vestiges" exercised the smallest influence upon Mr.

Darwin's motives. He had no desire to make a stir

merely in order to secure a literary success ; and there-

fore he felt that the more attention his work was likely to

attract the more pernicious was it likely to prove, unless

it was throughout founded upon truth. Neither was he

actuated by any petty regard for priority. The reason

why he showed his notes to Dr. Hooker was because he

entertained a higher regard both for the learning and
the judgment of this friend than he did for those of any
other man.

By a curious coincidence Dr. Kraus's biography of

Darwin appears in Germany about the same day as Mr.

Allen's in England. As we have thus received the two

by consecutive posts, it is impossible to avoid comparing
them. And the comparison is interesting, as showing the

differences between the public tastes to which the bio-

graphies are respectively addressed. While the English

volume is a pleasing sketch of a great life, the German
counterpart is an honest piece of history. Dr. Kraus has

spared no pains in making his work thorough. He has

carried his investigations through the smallest detail of

Mr. Darwin's life and labours ; he has brought together a

number of letters written by Lyell, Hooker, Haeckel,

Miiller, &c., and also by Darwin himself; he has given a

methodical account of the opinions entertained upon
Darwinism by all the naturalists of any note in Europe

and America who have either written or spoken upon the

subject ; and he has done all this without losing sight of

the strong personal interest which attaches to the cha-

racter of the immortal Englishman.

Many of Mr. Darwin's own letters just alluded to are

translations of those written to Prof Henslow during the

voyage of H.M.S. Beagle, and printed for private circula-

tion among the Fellows of the Philosophical Society of

Cambridge. But all the others are translations of letters

now printed for the first time—the originals having been

lent for this purpose to Dr. Kraus by Haeckel, Preyer,

Fritz Miiller, and others. These letters are all more or

less effective in displaying the distinctive qualities of their

author's mind ; but if we were requested to indicate one

more than another which is of interest in this respect,

we should mention the one to Haeckel in which the

following passage occurs. The original English is not

given ;

—

" Ich hoffe, dass Sie mich nicht fur unverschamt halten

werden, wenn ich eine kritische Bemerkung mache :

Einige Ihrer Bemerkungen uber verschiedene Autoren
erscheinen rair zu streng, obwohl ich kein gutes Urteil

iiber diesen Gegenstand habe, da ich ein so kiimmerlicher
Schulknabe im Deutschlesen bin. Ich habe indessen von
verschiedenen ausgezeichneten Autoritaten und Bewun-
derern Ihres Werkes Klagen uber die Harte Ihrer Kritiken
vernommen. Dies scheint mir recht ungliicklich, denn
ich habe seit lange beobachtet, dass grosse Strenge die

Leser verfuhrt, die Partei der angegriflenen Person zu

ergreifen. Ich kann mich bestimmter Falle erinnern, in

denen Herbigkeit direkt das Gegenteil der beabsichtigten

Wirkung hervorbrachte. Mit Sicherheit empfinde ich,

dass unser guter Freund Huxley, obgleich er viel Einfluss

besitzt, noch weit grosseren haben wiirde, wenn er

gemassigter gewesen und weniger hiiufig zu Angrilfen
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iibergegangen ware. Da Sie sicherlich eine grosse Rolle

in der Wissenschaft spielen werden, so erlauben Sie mir,

als alterem Mann, Sie ernstlich zu bitten, uber das
nachzudenken, was ich zu sagen gewagt habe. Ich weiss,

dass es leicht ist zu predigen und scheue mich nicht, zu

sagen, dass, wenn ich das Vermogen besiisse, mit

treffender Scharfe zu schreiben, ich meinen Triumph
darin setzen wiirde, den armen Teufeln das Innere nach
aussen zu kehren und ihre ganze Albernheit blosszustellen.

Nichtsdestowenigerbin ich iiberzeugt, dass dies Vermogen
nicht gut thut, sondern einzig Schmerz verursacht. Ich

mochte hinzufiigen, dass es mir, da wir taglich Manner
von denselben Voraussetzungen zu entgegengesetzten

Schliissen komnien sehen, als eine zweifelhafte Vorsicht

erscheint, zu positiv liber irgend einen komplizierten

Gegenstand zu sprechen, wie sehr sich auch ein Mensch
von der Wahrheit seiner eigenen Scliiusse uberzeugt

fiihlen mag. Und nun, konnen Sie mir meine Freimtitigkeit

vergeben ? Obgleich wir einander nur ein einziges mal
begegnet sind, schreibe ich Ihnen, wie einem alten

Freunde, denn das sind meine Empfindungen Ihnen
gegeniiber."

The chief vahie of the German biography consists in

its setting forth the early recognition, the rapid spread,

and the present acceptance of Darwinism in Germany.

Dr. Kraus has always an easy case where he is display-

ing the old truth about a prophet among his own kindred.

It was not until after v/e had well stoned our prophet that

the nation began to recognise the reality of his mission ;

and, as Dr. Kraus remarks, it was not until after we had

lost him that England was awakened to the true magni-

tude of her greatest son. So it was that, Samson-like,

he slaughtered his enemies even in his death, and this on

a scale which would have astonished no one more than

himself, could he have lived to see it.

Dr. Kraus's narrative everywhere glows with an enthu-

siastic admiration of Mr. Darwin's character, and on this

account he deems no trait of thought, expression, or even

of movement, too trivial for the purpose of rendering a

mind's-eye portrait to his reader. On the whole, this

word-painting is accurate, and the workmanship in good
taste. As he himself remarks, however, exception may
perhaps be taken in the latter respect to his having

entered upon the religious opinions of the naturalist.

But as he has only collected material upon this subject

which had already been published, and as he re-publishes

this material in an excellent spirit of toleration towards

all varieties of religious belief, we do not ourselves think

that he can be justly said to have overstepped the limits

of good feeling.

From this brief notice it may be gathered that Dr.

Kraus's book is both a thorough and an interesting piece

of biographical work ; and we must not forget to add
that its interest is enhanced by two portraits of Darwin
(one, the last that was taken, and the other a likeness of

him as a young man), a picture of his house in Kent, and
a facsimile of one of his letters.

George J. Romanes

OUR BOOK SHELF
British Zoophytes ; an Introduction to the Hydroida,

Actinozoa, and Polyzoa found in Great Britain, Ire-
land, and the Channel Islands. By A. S. Pennington,
F.L.S. (London : L. Reeve and Co., 1885.)

The object of this book is to furnish a handy, and at the
same time reliable, manual of British zoophytes, using

this term in somewhat the same sense as Dr. Lands-
borough did ; and the author aims at making it do for the
present generation of students what the reverend doctor's
" Popular History of British Zoophytes" did for those of
a former one.

In so far as the object of the author has been to furnish

a catalogue of the Polyzoa and most of the Ccelenterata
of the British Isles, this has been fairly fulfilled, and, as
far as we have been able to judge, the catalogue is in

most instances a reliable one ; but the student will not
find it a ready help to the determination of the species

;

for though in most cases the diagnoses of the genera are
given, yet it is but rarely that there is enough of a hint
given as to the specific characteristics of a form to enable
its name to be even guessed at ; so that the working bio-

logist interested in naming the species he collects must
still have by him the works of Gosse, Hincks, and Busk.
The usefulness of this volume would undoubtedly have
been vastly increased if the labour had been gone through
of giving analytical tables of both the genera and species,

and it seems to us very undesirable that new species
should be introduced into a work like this without de-
tailed diagnosis. The size of the volume need not have
been greatly increased if a uniform diagnosis of the
species had been attempted, for then no doubt would
have been curtailed the quotations, often of no scientific

value, from the writings of Dalyell and others.

We have also to regret that the list of the habitats seems
to us not to liave been judiciously selected. Thus, in the
case of some of the rarer forms, it is not unusual to find

the exact English localities given, but these followed by
such indefinite indications as " Irish " or " Scotch "

coasts.

In the introductory chapter we find a somewhat am-
bitious attempt to write the history of the progress made
from 1599 to the present time in our knowledge of "zoo-
phytes." We have no wish to be critical on the facts

mentioned, but to find the writings of Trembley, Peyson-
nel, Reaumur, Ellis, and Fabricius quoted, and the name
of Esper, emphatically the eighteenth-century authority
on this "group," not even alluded to, strikes us as
curious.

As long as the author had the writings of Hincks, Busk,
or Gosse to depend on, there he has been at his ease ;

but in the few cases where he has had to go unaided, as
among the Alcyonaria, it is evident that he would have
been the better for sotne help. In such instances, as

indeed all through his work, he would have found more
assistance from " Carus Prodomus Fauna; Mediterraneje "

than from isolated papers in our scientific journals.

The bibliography in Appendix A is quite unworthy of
the name. From it alone no student would, without
assistance, find out even what the authors wrote about.

Fancy bibliographical re.'"erences in these modern days,
and in a work written for the present generation, of this

style :

—

1742. Rdaumur, " Histoire des Insectes."

1821. Deslongchamps, "Encyclopedic Me'thodique."
1838. Milne-Edwards, " Recherches sur les Polyps."

1864. Rev. A. M. Norman, " Contributions to 'Ann. of
Nat. Hist.,'"&c.

1884. Andrds, " Die Actinien."

In Appendix B—the glossary—many words are given
without any explanation of their meaning ; thus, while
we learn that aperture is " an opening or orifice," and
that orifice is an " opening," that ape.r is " the top of
anything," &:c., we have such words as the following left

unexplained : avicularia, bathymetrical, calyx, epistome,

funiculus, and so on.

It is just on such matters as we criticise that we have
a right to expect in a compilation that care should be
taken. The general usefulness of such a volume depends
on the way in which each detail is worked out. Motives
that the reader of the preface will understand make us
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refrain from any criticism on the plates, save that the

figures are for the most part of necessity from the originals

in Van Voorst's well-known series.

Handbook of Jaiiiaha, 1885-S6. (London : Stanford.)

This is one of the most comprehensive books of the kind

that has come under our notice. Everything connected
with this interesting colony finds a place in it. The
history of the island, for instance, and the geographical

description of it might be read with advantage by the

most general reader. Of special interest to scientific

readers is the full account of the public gardens and
plantations, now under the efficient control of Mr. Morris,

whose reports we have noticed from time to time as they

were published. In the " Handbook,'' however, a history

of the department since 1774 is given
;
and it is curious

to notice the influence it has had on the prosperity of

the island. Except pimento, "that child" of nature,"

and a few others of comparatively'little value, most
of the staple products of Jamaica are derived from
exotics or plants introduced from other parts of the

globe. Thus the sugar-cane, in its several varieties,

coffee, the mango, logwood, cinnamon, the bamboo, mul-
berry, mimosa, camphor, clove and pepper plants, and
many other products of great commercial importance to

the island, were unknown a century and a half ago. The
manner in which they were brought in is given from his-

torical sources. Thus, that most important industry,

cinchona-planting, was only introduced in 1 86 1, on the

recommendation of the late Sir William Hooker ; the

first seeds were planted in the Botanic Gardens, and the

first plants reared and distributed from there. In 1S84

73i533 'tis, of cinchona bark, valued at 16,327/., were ex-

ported from Jamaica. Many other examples of the great

economical benefits of these Botanic Gardens on Jamaica
might be selected from the interesting historical account
of them given in this handbook. The sketch of the

Jamaica Institute is also of much interest.

Syllabus of a Course of Lectures on Pltysiolos^y, delivered •

at Gufs Hospital. By Dr. P. H. Pye-Smith. (Lon-
'

don: J. and A. Churchill, 18S5.)

This volume consists of the outlines of lectures given ;

from time to time by the author at Guy's. The author, \

in publishing it, aims at giving the student a help to

systematic reading and self-e.xamination, as also to recall

to all who take an interest in physiology, the chief facts

of this important subject.

Consisting, as it does, of the heads and indications of

subjects, this work is one that naturally cannot, in the
ordinary sense of the term, be read through, nor will it

serve in any w'ay to cram a student for an examination :

but we have kept it by us, and from time to time returned
to its pages with ever-increasing interest. Though long
past the period of life usually described as the " student
stage," the ideas presented to us in this book, whether
concerning facts, theories, or the deeply-interesting his-

tory of the subject, have compelled us to become students
again, and we feel it a duty to urge our younger brethren,
who are engaged in their first studies of physiology, to

consult this little volume, as it is meant to be consulted
;

and if there be in them the smallest measure of an aspira-

tion for a knowledge of a science as important as it is

fascinating ; if they be earnest, honest students, they will

thank us for calling their attention to a volume which, in

a small space, compasses so vast a subject.

Nature and Her Servants ; or, Sketches of the Animal
Kins^doni. By Theodore Wood. (London : Society
for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 18S6.)

This is a well-intentioned little work, illustrated by a set

of, for the most part, unobjectionable woodcuts. It is

intended for the young, and so scientific terms have been
almost wholly discarded. The author states very cor-

rectly, that in order to impress a fact upon the mind of

a child, that fact must be presented in an interesting atiC^

attractive manner, and it is presumably bearing this in

mind that he has selected the title to his volume, for

children soon learn to know all that is attractive and inter-

esting in the conception of a servant, and the child that reads

the introductory chapter to these sketches of the animal
kingdom will have this subject brought before him in full

detail. But as the thinking child reads on, will his tender

mind not be frightened at the notion so forcibly dwelt

upon by Mr. Wood, that this serving Nature means that

the strong servants should kill and swallow the weak ;

that wdiile by one law of " Mistress Nature " the servants

are to increase and multiply, by another law of the same
Dame the feeble and the little ones are destroyed by
the strong and the big, and that it is thus that these ser-

vants, now become foes, " fulfil their trust." The young
inquirer who reads this on the first page may find it

hard to agree with the statement on the last page, that
" Nature is a good mistress, and provides her servants

with all that they may require."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ TheEditordoes not hold himselfresponsible/or opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond -with the writers of, rejected manuscriMs.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communicatio?is.

[ The Editor urgently rcjuests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

op communications containinginterestiii^and novel facts.'[

The Whole Duty of a Chemist

I HAVE read with much interest your article on '' The Whole

Duty of a Chemist." To me it appears perfectly clear that he

who does good work in iprofessional science and is paid highly

for it, is accorded less honour than he who does equally good

work in original scientific research and receives no personal

payment, because the former receives a pecuniary reward for his

labour whilst the latter does not ; the least honour is given

where there is the least self-sacrifice. The man who does

original research with the ultimate object of securing remunera-

tive scientific employment, works with a less unselfish motive

and object than he who does such research from a pure love of

truth and a desire to benefit mankind. But whilst the pursuit

of new knowledge has always been considered a nobler occupa-

tion than the pursuit of money, most scientific investigators do

some remunerative work, and workers in both departments are

necessary for the general welfare. G. Gore

Institute of Scientific Research, Birmingham

The Recent Star-Shower

La pluie extraordinaire des etoiles filantes du 27 Novembre,

1872, s'est renouvelee cette annee le meme jour et a peu pres

avec la meme intensite. D'apres les telegrammes et les relations

que nous avons re9us en grand nombre jusqu'a present, il resulte

que le phenomene en question a ete remarque dans toute I'ltalie

depuis les Alpes jusqu'a I'extremite de la Sicile, et qu'il se

produisit partout sous les memes formes. II commen9a a la tombee

du jour. A Tarente, a 5 heures du soir, les etoiles jaillissaient

et filaient en lignes si compactes qu'elles per9aient de temps

en temps I'obscurite deja avancee de la nuit. A Palerme quelques-

uus de nos anciens eleves ingenieurs compterent 4600 meteores

de 5h. 15m. a 6h. 30m. A cette heure la pluie meteorique se

manifestait en plusieyrs autres endroits avec une abondance tout

a fait surprenante.

Dans notre Observatoire on commen9a i explorer le ciel a 6h.

du soir (temps moyen de Rome). Nous avons suivi la meme
methode que je suivis in 1872 ; les observations actuellespeuvent

en consequence etre comparables avec celles dalors. Comme
j'eus deja phisieurs fois I'occasion d'exposer cette methode je crois

a propos de I'omettre ici. Je me bornerai a rapporter les resultats

obtenus de 15 en 15 minutes ; et afin de mieux eclaircir ma
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relation, je vais donner ci-dessous un tableau dont la seconde

colonne indique le nombre des observateurs chaque quart d'heure ;

et la troisieme I'etat de Tatmosphere en dixiemes de ciel libre.

La quatrieme colonne contient le nombre des meteores reellement

comptes, et la derniere le nombre suppute des etoiles, c.a.d., le

nombre qu'on aurait dii avoir par conjecture si les observateurs

eussent ete toujours au nombre de quartre et que le ciel eut ete

toujours serein.
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situated during the display from 30° east to 30° west of the

zenith. John M'Keague
s.s. AciiMa, December 3

A MAG^'I^'IC£^•T meteoric shower was visible here on No-
vember 27, from soon after sunset till the sky was clouded over

at midnight. The maximum appears to have been between
8 and 9 o'clock.

At 6h. 30m. two observers watching opposite parts of the sky
counted 850 meteors in 5 minutes. At 7h. 50m. (5h. 30m.
Greenwich mean time) seven observers divided the heavens
among them and together counted 525 in one minute. We all

agreed that we had not been able to count all that we saw, so

that this number is probably too small. At any rate I do not

think the number of meteors visible between 7 and 9 p.m. was
at any time lessthan 500 per minute. At loh. I alone counted
210 in two minutes, facing the north, which was then partially

clouded.

The majority were small, though quite a number were esti-

mated as brighter than Venus. Nearly all had trails, usually

bluish-while, but frequently reddish in the case of the larger

ones. At no time did I see a trail remain visible more than three

seconds after the disappearance of the meteor ; some friends

saw one which remained visible about five minutes, changing its

shape a number of times and gradually vanishing.

I determined the radiant-point carefully by tracing back the
paths of a great many. I place it 2° or 3° north-west of 7
Andromeda;, R.A. 25" or 26°, 5 + 43° or + 44°. And three

times during the evening I saw meteors appear at this point,

grow brighter, and die away at the same place, as though
coming directly towards the observer. Robert H. West

Syrian Protestant College, Beyrout, Syria, November 30

I CAN quite confirm what Dr. Main says about the display of
meteors being finer in this neighbourhood than seems generally
to have been the case, as far as the accounts which I have seen
enable me to judge. My attention was not called to the falling-

stars until the display was past its best ; but at about 7.30 p.m.
I held my opera-glass steadily on one spot, and, watch in hand,
counted the numbers which crossed the field of the glass, and,
repeating this two or three times, I found that more than one
per second crossed the field. The exact figures were eleven
each ten seconds.

I hastily set up a Coulomb's torsion electrometer, and found
the air highly charged with electricity, which may possibly not
be without interest in considering the auroral dis|3lays mentioned
in Nature. Arthur Wm. Waters
Davos Dorfli, Switzerland

The Bielid meteors were observed here last evening (Novem-
ber 27) in considerable numbers. I had been closely occupied
during the day, and had quite forgotten that they were due, so

that I did not look out for them immediately after dark, and
probably missed the maximum of the shower. On going out of
the house at 7.15 (Eastern Standard Time, 5h. later than Green-
wich) my attention was at once attracted by seeing two meteors
in the sky together, quickly followed by others. In walking
about 100 yards I counted 12. and in 10 minutes 36. Up to

7.45 about 100 were recorded in all ; in the next 15 minutes
only 3 or 4 appeared, and at 8 o'clock I discontinued the obser-
vations. Five or six were of the 1st magnitude ; about half of

the whole number were of the 2nd or 3rd, and the rest of them
were mostly veiy small. The colour, both of the meteors and
of their trains, v,a.s a\ways rt-ddis/i—never greenish like that of
the Leonids. The tracks were generally short, in very few cases

exceeding 20°, and the motion was rather slow. The position
of the radiant, determined largely by three nearly stationary
meteors, but agreeing also with results obtained by plotting
other meteor paths, was about 2° north-west from y Andro-
medae :— a, ih. 50m. ; S, 43°'5- The radiant was not a point
but rather a region about 4° long north and south, and 2° wide.

C. A. Young
Princeton, N.J., U.S.A., November 28

The meteors were seen here till 7h. lom. , when the sky
became overcast. They were first noticed before it was dark,
as early as 4h. 35m. and they were then abundant, though

smaller ones must have been hidden by the twilight. Although
cloudless, the night was not favourable, and below an altitude

of 45° there was much haze, so as to sensibly dim meteors that

descended below this altitude.

•Scarcely any of the meteors had an apparent nucleus. Nearly
all appeared as sparks, and at first scarcely increased in size, at

last suddenly blazing out into a considerable number of sparks,

and then almost immediately disappearing, and there was an
absence of the usual lingering streaks. The meteors were re-

markably abundant, especially before 6 p.m. At 5h. 25m.,
facing south-east, I counted 21 in ten seconds, whilst a
gentleman facing north-west counted 17. The number seen
between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. must have been at least loo per
minute. Though the meteors were almost constant, they were
spasmodic as regards numbers, for every few minutes suddenly
the air seemed full of them. Very few were erratic, and the
stream going in one direction was a conspicuous feature. Meteors
passing over the same path were alike as regards the length of
their paths, with this qualification : the smaller ones were invisible

sooner than those of larger size.

The average size of the latger ones was not great, yet early
in the evening they were larger than those seen in 1872. The
largest was seen exactly at 5h. 30m. ; this passed close to a
Andromeda;, and it was about equal to the apparent size of

Venus.
Near the point of convergence, not far from y Andromedae,

the paths were very short, and on the point itself there were no
less than five that blazed out and died away without moving,
three were mere points, and two were equal to Sirius in

apparent size ; they also disappeared at their maximum bright-

ness, but did not separate into sparks.

There was evidently a second point of convergence near tj

Cassiopeiae, and these meteors were not as brilliant as those con-
verging to 7 Andromedse ; no stationary ones were, however,
noticed here.

The general colour was that of ordinary gas, a few only being
intensely blue. Tliose nearer the horizon had a red look, but
this was owing to the haze, for their colour only changed when
passing into this haze.

In 1872 one meteor—a mere spark—I saw between me and a

hill (80 feet elevation), and again to-night two others passed
between me and a hill. These must have fallen to the ground.
They were moving almost horizontally.

The display this evening, both as regards numbers and
general appearance, was very similar to that of 1872

Shirenewton Hall, Chepstow, November 27 E. J. Lowe

P.S.—Owing to work in connection with the General Elec-

tion this report was unfortunately not posted on the 28th. The
28th was unusually clear, with an absence of clouds ; but from
8 p.m. till 9 p.m. I only noticed two meteors, and they came
from the direction of Cassiopeia.

The expected meteoric shower was seen here between 8 and
S. 30 on the evening of November 27. The weather was misty

and the sky partly overcast.

The stars fell in great numbers from an invisible (owing to

cloud obscuration) radiant-point in or near Andromeda, and
with a slow motion, their movement being more like that of

large flakes of snow falling gently through the air than that of

shooting-stars. Numbers fell, apparently perpendicularly ; the

greater part, however, took a southerly and south-westerly

direction, very few taking an eastern and north-east course. The
display was intermittent, occasionally nearly ceasing, and then
showering in great numbers, which it was found impossible to

count. About 8.30 p.m. the sky was completely overcast, and
drizzly rain was falling.

The meteors were of uniform size and of the same colour—

a

bright whitish-yellow. A few of larger size were seen, and
these were somewhat darker and their flight more prolonged.

W-M. H. Lyne
British Cemetery, Scutari, Constantinople

With reference to Mr. Haslam's remarks (Nature, Decem-
ber 10, p. 128) as to the coincidence of aurorte with star-showers,

I believe that their combined apparitions have no meaning
further than that resulting from pure accident. I have seen

many rich star-showers without the faintest visible trace of

auroral manifestation, and many bright displays of aurorae have
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been watched here witliout indication of an associated star-

shower. Still, the circumstance that certain meteoric displays

have occurred contemporaneously with other phenomena, is in-

teresting (though not, perhaps, significant, as intimating any

physical connection), and such records should always be pre-

served, as possibly having a value which further observations

may elucidate.

During the great meteoric shower of November 13, 1866,

several observers detected a faint diffused light of an auroral

character in the northern sky.

In 18S0 there were bright displays of aurorse on August 11,

12, and 13. Whilst watching the Per,-eid meteor-shower on

those nights, I noticed the successive appearances of streamers

and light condensations in the northern quadrant. On the 13th

the sky was much lighter than usual, though no streamers or

bright glows were visible. The moon set before loh., yet at

midnight the air was not dark ; objects around were discernible

with remarkable facility beneath the luminous gauze of the

aurora apparently diffused over the sky.

During the present month I have been engaged in a series of

observations of the Geminid meteor-shower. On December 7,

8, 9, and 10. I especially noticed singular light-radiations, like

broad films of faint white cloud, in the northern region. These

were very striking on December 9, and persistent during several

hours. The most conspicuous of these radiations stretched out

of the horizon in the north-north-east, and ran obliquely a con-

siderable distance east, where it enveloped the stars of Virgo and

Leo. The effect was somewhat similar to that of the zodiacal

light, but in the present case the phenomenon had an evident

tendency to remain in the vicinity of the horizon. On its upper

side I distinguished very faint indications of streamers, with

alternating spaces rendered very dark by contrast. The appear-

ances were, however, so constant, that they can hardly be

associated with the characteristic mobile forms of ordinary

aurorje. The sky generally was very light, and I have specially

noticed this fact on several other occasions this month, when an

observer miglit readily have assumed that the moon, in one of

her quarters, was present in the firmament.

A suffused glowing of the whole sky such as that now re-

corded has not infrequently been visible here in past years during

the progress of meteoric observations. Though no definite

aurorfe (in its normal features) can be descried, there is ob-

viously some modification often present imparting to the

finnament those peculiarities of aspect and tint which are far

too striking to escape notice. I believe that scarcely a very

clear night passes but there may be traced, with a critical eye,

some feeble traces of aurorce, or their closely-allied phenomena.
Could these ever-varying sky-tints be studied in a fine climate,

I feel assured we might look for some interesting results.

Bristol, December 12 W. F. Denning

The Supposed Fall of an Aerolite in Naples

The late beautiful meteoric display, which was well seen here,

has given rise to a somewhat ludicrous incident. The local

papers on Sunday evening and Monday contained an account of

an aerolite that had fallen in the Strada Fiorentino, one of the

principal thoroughfares of the town ; that this stone weighed
between 6 and 7 kilogrammes, and had nearly struck some people

who were passing. This announcement was followed by a

description of the stone from the pen of one of the professors in

the University, together with an account of meteorites in

general.

Such a display of erudition, coinciding with the bombardment
our earth has had from Biela's comet, prevented my sleeping all

night, and, as early as etiquette would allow, I paid a visit to

the house of the two professors, the happy (?) possessors of this

would-be aerolite. The first examination convinced me that we
had to deal with a shoemaker's lapstone of Vesuvian lava, the

patina being nothing more than the polish of grease, dirt, with

wear and tear. A small fragment was given me, which, after

being sectionised, showed a typical leucitophyre of Vesuvius

—

probably the lava of 1631 from " La Scala " quarries.

I should not have written to you had it not been that such

confirmation had been given by men of position, whom I

have now obliged to admit their mistake. Probably, however,
the report of the fall of this supposed aerolite has already spread,

so that I fear it may be included in lists of historic meteorites.

I may say that the stone had probably fallen or been thrown
from one of the roofs of the neighbouring high houses.

December 9 H. J. Johnston-Lavis

The Rotation-Period of Mars

In the number of Nature of November 26 (p. 81), Mr.

Proctor mentions one or two points in my investigation of the

rotation-period of Mars, requiring correction.

The first is, that I did not use Proctor's final result for the

period, but one which he published in 1869, differing 0'02s.

from the former. As I intended to determine from the whole

series of Mars's drawings the correction of the rotation-period,

it was perfectly indifferent what value I adopted in my calcula-

tions ; the only condition was, the error should not be so great

as to cause an erroneous interpretation of the Mars pictures of

former years. A difference of o'02s. in the adopted rotation-

period changes the position of the markings in the drawings of

Huygens and Hook but 2''-9, so that for my purpose I could

adopt Proctor's value of 1869 as well as that of 1873. I chose

the former, as it seemed, after a preliminary reduction of

Schrffiter's observations, to be nearer the truth ; but my results

would have been absolutely the same had I chosen the second.

The second remark of Mr. Proctor's is the following :
— " Prof.

Backhuyzen, like Mr. Denning some time since, has taken

Kaiser's result uncorrected for the clerical errors—very seriously

affecting it—which I detected in 1873." As I have used only

Kaiser's original observations, and no result whatever, corrected

or uncorrected, I must conclude that Mr. Proctor has not read

my paper very accurately ; when he does so, he will see that he

is wrong. At the same time he can see that on p. 58 the time

of Hook's observations is given, " March 12, I2h. 20m. and

I2h. 30m.," and from the indication on p. 55, that there is an

integral number of revolution -periods of 24h. 37m. 2274s.

between 1862, November i, 9h. 55m. mean time Berlin, and

1672, January I, 22h. ii-om. mean time Paris, he may conclude,

after a slight calculation, that I did not count the years 1700

and iSoo as leap-years. My results are, therefore, free from

the errors Mr. Proctor indicated ; I hope I made no other.

It seems, however, very difficult to avoid them wholly. Mr.

Proctor, for instance, who occupied himself so much with the

subject, writes, in the above-mentioned number of Nature of

November 26 : "Kaiser counts three days too many in compar-

ing Hook's observation with his own : one day, through a

mistake in correcting for change of style and two days (ap-

parently) from counting the years 1700 and 1800 as leap-years."

That number of three days must be one day, for Kaiser indicated

as the time of Hook's observations, March 13, I2h. 20m. new
style, instead of March 12 ; by this error the number of days

from 1862, November i, till Hook was one day too small
;

but, by counting 1700 and 1800 as leap-years. Kaiser added two

days too many, so that the total error was one day, and not

three. Mr. Proctor's conclusions, based on the latter assump-

tion, are naturally erroneous.

H. G. Van de Sande Bakhuyzen
Leyden Observatory, December 9

In Nature for December 10 (p. 132} I note the suggestion :

—" In all new buildings where efficient ventilation is desired,

it would be preferable to construct a shaft at one side of, or

surrounding the chimney-flue, with an inlet near the ceiling of

the room, and the outlet at the level of the chimney-top, so

that the air escaping from the room would have its temperature

kept up by contact with the chimney, thus aiding the up-draught,

whilst the risk of reflux of smoke would be avoided." In

building my own house some eight years ago this system was

adopted in every room, the outlet over the chandelier being

carried across to the side of the chimney of the same room,

the two flues being carried up side by side to the chimney

stack, each outlet having its own cowl. In practice this has

proved a total failure, from the simple fact that the fire-flue

is both longer, owing to its starting at a lower level, and that

it is also hotter than the other. In the absence of any fire

there is a strong upward current in both, but the instant the fire is

lighted the upward current in the ceiling ventilator stops, and in

a few minutes is reversed, the cold air and collected smoke from

the chimney outlet coming in with such force that we have

been compelled to make up every ceiling ventilator in the house

except one, which, although useless when a fire is lighted, is

not a nuisance. Many other experiments in automatic ventila-

tion were tried, so that in case one system failed others might

be available, and I regret to say that the only useful remnant of

the experiment is the ventilation from the entrance hall, which
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apparently penetrates with good eftect into every room in the
house ; unfortunately the flue in the entrance hall is one which
has a persistent down draught, and we are unable to warm the
air in the hall and passages.

There appears to be no rule without exception for automatic
ventilation ; in one room we have Tobin's ventilators, the
opening on the outside facing direct north ; these have to be
closed always when the room is occupied, as the cold air, after

rising a short distance, descends on the heads of the occupants.
In another room are four similar shafts built in the wall, tlie

bottom inlets facing west ; these shafts are always left full open
in the severest weather, the draught being usually downwards
and outwards ; but why this occurs I cannot form the remotest
conception, unless eddies are caused by an adjoining building.

There is no doubt that external conditions affect the practical

ventilation of any building, and no absolute rules are applicable
in every case alike. Tnos. Fletcher
Warrington

Rain at Smyrna

The telegraph has informed us of a heavy fall of rain at

Smyrna on Wednesday, November 25, but few particulars have
yet reached us, except some from Capt. Stabb, Corr. Mem. Soc.

of Arts. The storm began at six in the morning, and in a few
hours 6 inches were registered. When the quay, or embank-
ment, was proposed some years ago, in conjunction with the
Council of Public Works I endeavoured to provide an efficient

outfall sewer underneath it, but we were defeated by local

intrigue. The drainage of Smyrna is worse than in the time of
Strabo, by the large additions taken in from the shelving bay.

The torrents pouring down from Mount Pagus (the Castle Hill)

came through the Turkish quarter, causing the fall of some twenty
houses, and washing bodies out of the Turkish and Jewish grave-
yards. On reaching the lower streets the sewers ceased to act,

and cellars, stores, and warehouses were flooded, causing a lo^s

of 50,000/. worth of opium, cotton, valonia, and other mer-
chandise, and much damage to private houses. The River
Meles overflowed its shallow bed, and reached the Point Kail-

way Station, destroying some market gardens. In the suburb
of Bournabat two houses were brought down, and the Cassuba
raih\'ay embankment was damaged. The storm seems not to

have reached beyond Manisa (Magnesia ad Sipylum), over
Mount Sipylus, on one side, and Turbalu, beyond the Smyrna
plain, on the other. No such inundation has taken place
within memory. Hyde Clarke

The Sea-Mills at Argostoli

With reference to the inquiry of your correspondent, Surgeon
Lloyd Thomas, in your issue of the loth instant (p. 129), there
is a short paper on this subject by Capt. H. P. Shilston, entitled
" On Curious Natural Phenomena in Cephalonia," to be found
in the Transactions of the Liverpool Geological Association,
vol. i. (Liverpool: Henry Young, iSSi). The writer describes
the inflow of water to the land through crevices in the limestone,
as observed by him, and gives an explanation by Prof. Ansted,
M.A., F. R.S., who considers that the phenomenon arises from
the large amount of evaporation, within range of the district, by
which the level of the subterranean stores of water is kept con-
stantly below the level .of the sea, notwithstanding the joint
supply of rain- and sea-water. O. W. J.

Liverpool, December 12

In answer to the question of Mr. J. Lloyd Thomas in the last

number of your valuable paper (p. 129) respecting the sea-mills
of Argostoli, we beg to inform you that we have published,
" Die Insel Kephalonia und die Meermiihien von Argostoli,
Versuch einer Losung dieses geophysikalischen Riithsels,"

von Prof. K. W. M. Wiebel, mit i Karte, 3 Skizzen und
5 Holzschnitten, 1873.

Hamburg, December 12 L. Friederichsen and Co.

Friction and Molecular Structure

I shall feel obliged if you will kindly allow me to ask any
reader of Nature whether moderate friction can so change the
molecular structure of glass as to account for the following fact :

—

Last night, about twenty minutes after a paraffine lamp had been
lighted and had been burning steadily, its glass chimney suddenly

burst into small fragments at the exact place at which, about an
hour before, I had rubbed it with a piece of brown paper in

order to remove soot from the interior. The chimney was
thoroughly annealed, having been in constant use for more than
three years. The flame was not high ; the night was not frosty

;

the glass was uniformly thin at the place of fracture, which was
six inches above the top of the flame, and two inches below the

top of the chimney. 1 he part which had not been rubbed is

quite uninjured : not even a crack extending into it, while the

rubbed part is shattered. Edward Geoghegan
Bardsea, December I

The Resting Position of Oysters—A Correction

Mr. J. T. Cunningham in his letter of November 28 (p. 129),

after showing that Pecien ofenularis must rest on its right valve,

goes on to say :—Of Paten tnaxitnus I cannot speak with
certainty, and therefore leave to Mr. Arthur Hunt the responsi-

bility of stating that there is a difference in respect of position in

the two species." So far from my having hinted that any species

of Pecten rests on other than the right valve, my letter, to which
Mr. Cunningham refers, concludes with the plain statement,
" in each case the mollusk rests on the same valve.'' The point

to be noticed is that in Pecten niaximus the right valve is most
convex, and in Pecien opercularis the left valve.

A. R. Hunt

Radiolaria

I have recently had the pleasure of finding, in the London
Clay, a number of well-preserved specimens representative of

several species of Radiolaria, most of which, I have good
reason for thinking, difter from any known fossil or recent

forms. It was my intention to submit them to the Geological

Society during the present month, but circumstances prevent

this being done. The delay may lead to an extension of the

list, especially if I am fortunate enough to meet with a micro-

scopist kind enough to assist in the examination of material yet

untouched. W. H. Shrubsole
Sheemess-on-Sea, December 14

THE CONTINUITY OF THE GERM-PLASMA
CONSIDERED AS THE BASIS OF A THEOR V
OF HEREDITY 1

THE thoughts developed in this most interesting and
important essay were first expressed in a lecture

delivered to students of the University of Jena last

winter. They were reduced to writing in the spring, and
completed for publication in June. The author received

Oscar Hertwig's essay on the "Theory of Inheritance,"

and Kolliker's " On the importance of the Cell-nuclei for

the Processes of Heredity," after his manuscript was
complete. In the matter of the extreme importance of

the nucleus he agrees with both these authors.

As was stated in reviewing here two years ago Prof.

Weismann's memoir "On the Origin of the Se.xual Cells

of the Hydromedusse," all his memoirs abound in original

views and suggestions, which render them of peculiar and
widely-spread interest. The present is no exception to

the rule. It is intended in this article to give a kind of

abstract of the memoir, composed largely of a series of

translated passages : for the fuller development of details,

the history of the development of ideas on the subject,

and controversial matters, readers are referred to the

original, which is an octavo of 122 pages.
" How is it," asks the author in commencement,

"that in the case of all higher animals and plants, a single

cell is able to separate itself from amongst the inillions of

most various kinds of which an organism is composed,

and by division and complicated differentiation to recon-

struct a new individual with marvellous likeness, un-

changed in many cases even throughout whole geological

periods?" The question is a hard one indeed, and the

various attempts which have been made to solve it,

1 "Die Continuitat des Keimplasma's als Grundlage einer Theorie der

Vereibung." Von Dr. August Weismann, Professor in Freiburg i. B.

(Jena ; Verlag von Guslav Fischer, 1S85.)
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though most useful as temporary advancements of

speculation on the problem, such pre-eminently as

Darwin's theory of pangenesis have failed hitherto to

dispose of it satisfactorily. It is impossible now to

believe that every cell of the organism can give off

gemmules which exist at all times in all regions of the

body, become collected in the generative cells, and are

capable of becoming metamorphosed in regular order

back again into the different cells of the organism.

The problem must be considered anew, and the present

essay deals not with the entire subject of heredity, but with

the fundamental question, How is it that a single cell of the

body unites within itself the entire tendencies of inheritance

of the whole organism ? There are only two physiologically

conceivable possibilities by which germ-cells endowed
with such peculiar powers as we know them to possess

can be produced. Either the substance of the parent germ-
cell after passing through a cycle of changes required for

the construction of a new individual possesses the capa-

bility of producing anew identical germ cells, or the germ-
cells arise as far as their essential and characteristic

substance is concerned, not at all out of the body of the

individual, but direct from the parent germ-cell.

It is this latter view which Prof. Weismann holds to

be correct, and maintains in the present essay, and which
he terms the theory of the continuity of the Germ-plasma.
On this theory heredity depends on the fact that a sub-

stance of peculiar chemical and even more special mole-
cular composition passes over from one generation to

another. This is the " germ-plasma,'" the power of which
to develope to a complicated organism depends on the

extraordinary complication of its minutest structure. At
every Ontogenesis a portion of the specific germ-plasma
which the parent egg cell contains is not used up in

producing the offspring, but is reserved unchanged to

produce the germ-cells of the following generation.

It is plain that this supposition reduces the question of

heredity to one of growth. The germ- cells of all succeeding
generations being merely pieces of the same substance as

the first, and of the same molecular structure, when
nourished under similar conditions, must run through a
similar series of stages of development, and yield the

same final products.

After combating objections which may be raised to

the theory on the score of the heredity of " acquired
modifications,'' it is pointed out that the germ-cells on it

appear no longer as a product of the body, at least as far

as their essential part, the germ-plasm, is concerned
;

they are rather to be regarded as something standing
opposed to and separate from the entirety of cells com-
posing the body, and the germ-cells of succeeding
generations are related to one another as are a series of
generations of unicellular organisms derived from one
another by a continuous course ofsimple division into

two.

Jager's and M. Nussbaum's views approached very
near those of Weismann ; but these authors inferred a
continuity of the germ-cells themselves. Such a con-
tinuity of cells survives at present in but very few cases.

In nearly all instances the generations of germ cells start

from the parent, as very minute particles of germ-plasma
only, to form, nevertheless, the basis of the germ cells of
the next generation.

The author claims for his theory that even should it

require to be abandoned in the future, it nevertheless
represents a stage in our knowledge of the problem which
must be passed through, which must be clearly stated
and carefully worked out, whether the future prove it true
or false. With this view of it he develops it in three
chapters, the first of which deals with the conception of
the germ-plasma.
The Germ-Plasma.— It now seems established that

the only actual carrier of the tendency of heredity is the
highly organised nuclear substance ; fecundation consists

in a union of nuclei ; the surrounding cell substance has
no immediate participation in the result. E. van Beneden's
splendid researches on Ascaris led far towards this con-

clusion in showing that the nucleus of the egg cell does
not fuse in any irregular manner with that of the sperm
cell, but that the nuclear loops of these two bodies
arrange themselves opposite one another in regular order,

two and two, and thus construct the new nucleus, the seg-

mentation nucleus. Van Beneden, as is well known,
viewed the two nuclei concerned as half nuclei male and
female respectively, the union of which produced an
entire nucleus of hermaphrodite nature. Weismann, on
the other hand, speaks of " the union of the nuclear sub-

stance of the maternal and paternal individual." Stras-

burger has shown that in the fecundation of phanerogams
the nucleus alone of the sperm cell (pollen tube), not the

cell body also, enters the embryo sac to conjugate with the

nucleus of the ovicell. Strasburger, led by Van Bene-
den's results, concluded that the occurrence of heredity

depends on the transmission of a nuclear substance of

specific molecular structure. This specific nucleo-plasma
of the germ cell is what Weismann terms germ-plasma.
This germ-plasma is, however, by no means identical with

Nageli's idioplasma. The idioplasma, according to Nageli,

is a network which stretches through the entire body,
and in fact constitutes the specific molecular basis deter-

mining its manner of the body's existence. The general

conception of a molecular basis of the organism governing
its existence and opposed to the mere nutrient plasma is

a fine and original one, and worthy of much merit, but
in its detailed development Nageli's theory cannot now
be accepted. Even if the cell bodies are everywhere
connected by fine outgrowths in all vegetable and animal
pluricellular organisms, as recent research seems to

show, the network present is one of nutrient plasma,

not of idioplasma, for the determining molecular basis is

confined to the nuclei which are not so connected.

Moreover, there can be no one single substance such as

idioplasma of identical composition permeating the whole
body. On the other hand each different kind of cell in

each organism must contain its specific kind of idio-

plasma, or rather nucleo-plasma regulating its peculiar

mode of existence.

The author quite agrees with Strasburger in consider-

ing the " specific peculiarities of organisms as centred

in the cell-nuclei," and also in many points in his state-

ment that " from the nucleus issue forth molecular stimuli

into the surrounding cytoplasma, which, on the one hand,
govern the processes of change of material in the cells,

and, on the other, give to the growth of the cytoplasma
conditioned by the nutrition, a certain character peculiar

to the species." A valuable confirmation of this position

is afforded by A. Gruber's experiment on Infusoria, that,

though artificially separated fragments of Infusoria with-

out any portion of the nucleus can live for some time,

they never are able to regenerate themselves, whereas
fragments containing part of the nucleus always do so.

The nature of the nucleo-plasma undergoes a regularly

ordered series of changes during ontogeny. The simplest

view to take is, that at each division of the nucleus the

specific plasma of the nucleus divides itself into two

halves, differing in their essential composition, so that

each resulting cell-body also, its character being deter-

mined by the nucleus, becomes re-fashioned. Thus, in the

case of any Metazoon, for example, the two first segmen
tation spheres would undergo such change that the one
would contain only the tendencies of heredity of the

endoderm, and the other only those of the ectoderm,

and so on throughout. Against such a supposition, how-
ever, stands the fact that is observed in instances of

indirect division of nuclei during the process of kario-

kinesis, each mother nuclear loop of the nuclear plate

splits exactly in two lengthways into two halves. Each
daughter nucleus thus receives exactly the same supply of
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these, and it would appear as if the two nuclei could not

differ, but must be exactly identical. Strasburger, there-

fore, considering this identity a fundamental fact, concludes
that the difference between the two must arise subsequently
to their separation as the effect of unlike nutrition. It is

urged by Weismann, in antagonism to this view, which
would be fatal to his theory, that all that is really proved
by the fact is that at every division of a nucleus an equal
mass of maternal and paternal nuclear substance passes
to form each daughter nucleus, but that it is by no means
shown that the quality of the parent nuclear plasma must
be identical on both sides. On the other hand, from the
effect of the daughter nuclei on their respective cell-

bodies, which are most commonly different both in size

and texture, it seems proved that they are usual Iv

different in quality. As well-marked examples may be
cited the polar vesicles. In the case of some Mollusca
the eg^ gives off, by the indirect method of nuclear divi-

sion, two polar vesicles, one after another, and each of

these divides into two. The four polar vesicles perisli,

whilst the nucleus of the ovum remaining in the yolk
combines with the sperm nucleus, and, making use of its

own cell body, becomes the embryo. The reason for tlie

difference here must be that the quality of the nucleus
of the polar body is different from that of the ovicell.

In accordance with Nageli's views, then, the molecular
structure of the germ-plasma must be so much the more
complicated the more complex the organism is which
is to be developed out of it : and further, it can be
stated that the nuclear substance must become suc-

cessively less and less complicated as ontogeny proceeds,
in proportion as the foundations which yet have to be
evolved out of any cell and of which the nuclear plasma
is the molecular expression, becoine gradually less in

number. The general nucleo-plasma becoming thus
gradually more and more simple in molecular structure,
soon loses its capability of reproducing the entire
organism ; it cannot by any process be metamorphosed
back again into the immensely complicated germ-plasma.
Only the nucleo-plasma of the original segmentation
nucleus is germ-plasma—that is, possesses the structure
by the regulating action of which on the process of growth
the entire organism can be evolved. In many cases,
from the moment of the first division of the ovum into
two blastomeres the one blastomere loses the power of
reproducing the whole organism out of itself alone, since
one resulting blastomere represents the future epiblast,

the other the hypoblast. Somatic nucleo-plasma cannot
become converted into germ-plasma.

Phylogenetically the germ cells did not originate at the
termination of ontogeny, but at its commencement, as is

well shown by the conditions existing amongst certain
lower chlorophyll containing organisms such as Pandorina
and Volvox. The phyletic origin of the first germ cells

must evidently be sought amongst the earliest polycellular
organisms differentiated by division of labour. In the
genus Pandorina of the Volvocinejc no such division of
labour has as yet arisen : each spherical colony is com-
posed of exactly similar flagellate cells (each with an eye-
spot, chlorophyll contents and pulsatile vacuole) embedded
in a common colourless jelly {Jioiiwplastuic). These colonies
reproduce themselves alternately by asexual and sexual
process ; in the latter case the copulating individuals are
not yet distinguishable from one another as male and
female ; in either case every cell of the colony remains as
yet a complete unicellular organism capable of separate
reproduction. In V'olvox, another genus of the same
family, a hctcroplastid condition has been attained and
the separation into somatic and generative cells has been
effected. The spherical colony consists of two sorts of
cells—numerous small flagellate cells and much fewer
large germ cells devoid of flagella. The latter alone
can effect the production of a new Volvox sphere and can
do this in two ways, either asexually (parthenogenetically)

or after impregnation by small actively-moving sperma-
tozoa formed out of certain of their own number. Now,
as Kirchner has shown, the germ cells become separated
off from the somatic cells early in the segmentation of the
volvox ovum before the escape of the young heteroplastid
from the egg-coverings, which is exactly as should be
according to Weismann's views.

Here is proof that there is no intervention of somatic
cells in the course of growth between the parent germ-
cell and the daughter germ-cells, but that the latter arise

directly from the parent germ-cell, and thus thecontinuity
of the germ plasma is established as a fact for the com-
mencement of the phyletic development series. In later

times, with increasing complexity of the organism, the
time of the separation of the germ-cells became gradu-
ally more and more postponed in most cases, and at the
present period often occurs quite late at the end of the
entire ontogeny. If in the egg of Diptera the first two
nuclei which separate themselves by division from the
segmentation nucleus of the egg form the reproductive
cells, this is a proof that they receive the entire germ-
plasma of the segmentation nucleus unchanged.

There are, however, scarcely any theoretical grounds
against the supposition that unmodified germ-plasma
might be mingled with the nuclear substance of the
somatic cells ; on the other hand, it would appear
a priori very conceivable that all somatic cells might
contain some unmodified germ-plasma. The fact that a

complete Begonia plant with fruit and fertile seed can be
grown from a Begonia leaf, whilst in the case of many
other plants no such result can be obtained, seems to

show that in certain plants the cells, or perhaps only
certain cells, of the leaf contain germ-plasma, whilst

in others unchanged germ-plasma is not present in the
leaves at all, or in very minute quantities only. In the
case of the mosses, where almost every cell of the roots,

leaves, and axial shoots can become a complete plant,

probably all, or nearly all, the component cells must con-
tain an adequate supply of germ-plasma.

The Meaning of the Polar J'esie/es.—The egg-cell must
contain two kinds of nucleo-plasma or idioplasma,
namely, germ-plasma and histogenetic plasma. During
its growth it has to accumulate yolkand toforin surround-

ing membranes, in soine cases to form a micropyle, and
otherwise adapt its cell-body to the production of the
future embryo. Therefore, besides the germ-plasm it

carries, it requires another kind of specific nucleo-plasma
just like every other histologically differentiated cell.

This histogenetic plasma cannot be the same as that

which subsequently governs the development of the em-
bryo, and which arises from the infinitely complex germ-
plasma. As soon as the egg is ripe for fertilisation it is

necessary that the histogenetic plasma should be got rid

of, in order to leave the germ-plasma free to act, and the

extrusion of the polar bodies is the removal of this oi'o-

genoi/s nucleo-plasma. This is an entirely new theory

as to the significance of the polar bodies, and directly

opposed to all those which would see the extrusion of a

male element in the act.

In the case of the male sperm cell, also, two kinds of
nucleo-plasma are present—germ-plasma and spermo-
genous nucleo-plasma. As soon as the spermatozoon
is ripe, the spermogenous nucleo-plasma is cast off

as the equivalent of the polar body. Strasburger has
lately described a large number of instances amongst
plants of different groups, in which processes resembling
the extrusion of polar bodies accompany the ripening of
the generative elements of both sexes. And it is probable
that similar conditions will in time be discovered to exist

in other plants.

On tlie Nature of Parthenogenesis.—The fact of the

formation of the polar bodies, considered in the light of

the theory of the sexuality of the germ cells, has been
freely made use of to e.xplain the occurrence of partheno-
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genesis. Balfour suggested " that the function of forming

polar cells has been acquired by the ovum for the express

purpose of preventing parthenogenesis." Weismann natu-

rally cannot agree with this view, since he regards the

extrusion of polar bodies merely as the removal of the ovo-

genous or spermogenous nucleo-plasma. At the time his

memoir was written there were no instances in which it

had been ascertained with absolute certainty whether polar

vesicles are formed or not in the case of ova about to develop

parthenogenetically ; but in a postscript at the end of

the memoir he is able to announce that he has discovered

that in the case of parthenogenetic summer eggs of the

Daphnidce a polar vesicle of distinct cellular structure

occurs. This is sufficient proof of the incorrectness of

the older theory, and he further adduces the fact that in

the case of the honey-bee the same identical egg can be

made to develop either after fertilisation or partheno-

genetically, according to the act of the queen, showing
that the parthenogenetic and sexual eggs are of the same
essential nature. The difference between the two must
lie in the quantity of germ-plasma which they respectively

contain. In order that the segmentation nucleus of the

ovum may proceed to the process of ontogenesis, it must
possess a certain mass. Even amongst higher vertebrates

it is known that an unfertilised egg may occasionally go
through the first few stages of segmentation, then, how-
ever, always failing through lack of the requisite power.
When impregnation takes place and the substance of

the nucleus of the sperm-cell becomes added to that of

the ovum, the combined mass of germ-plasm becomes
powerful enough to carry through all the stages of onto-

geny to the end. In the case of certain animals where
the ovum remains unfertilised, and thus unchanged after

the extrusion of the ovogenous nucleo-plasma, if a special

supply of nourishment reaches its germ-plasma, this in-

creases m amount by growth, and thus attains the mass
requisite to start the ontogenetic process, with the result

that parthenogenetical development takes place. In the
ordinary sexual process it is the sudden doubling of the
mass of the nucleus by the copulation that starts the seg-
mentation of the ovum. It is the increase of the mass
of the nucleus which gives the stimulus to segmentation,
the disposition to which was already there before. The
difference between eggs requiring fertilisation, and those
not requiring it supervenes after the ripening of the egg
and the extrusion of the ovogenous plasma. The phyletic
inheritance of the capability of parthenogenetic develop-
ment rests on a modification of the power of growth of
the egg nucleus.

More than ten years ago Weismann expressed the
conviction that "the physiological value of the sperm-
cell and egg cell are identical," and now that the
body of the egg cell can hardly have ascribed to it a
higher value than that of a common nutrient ground for
the two nuclei during the act of impregnation, this
position seems a very secure one, Strasburger fully

agrees, and states that " Sperm-nucleus and egg-nucleus
do not differ in their nature." If it were possible to
introduce by artificial means into any egg, immediately
afterthechangeofthegerminalvesicleinto the egg-nucleus,
the egg-nucleus of another egg of the same species, it is

probable that the two nuclei would copulate just as if a
ripe sperm-nucleus had penetrated into the egg in the
usual way, and a direct proof would thus be given that the
egg and sperm-nucleus are in fact identical. The tech-
nical difficulties are too formidable to permit of this experi-
ment being made, but a partial confirmation is afforded
by Von Berthold's discovery that in certain algae Ecto-
carpus and Scytosiphon, not only a female, but also a
male parthenogenesis occurs. Further, the occurrence of
conjugation must be regarded as a proof of the correct-
ness of this view. There can scarcely be any further
doubt that conjugation is the sexual reproduction of uni-
cellular organisms. Amongst these usually the two

conjugating cells are externally absolutely alike, and
probably they are so internally also, but there are some
low forms, such as Volvox, where a difference between
the two is already fully established, huge egg shells and
minute zoosperms being produced. The identity of the
sperm nucleus and egg nucleus here insisted on only
regards their essential fundamental structure and compo-
sition

; each is in certain finer details necessarily peculiar,

as transmitting the idiosyncracies of its own parent stock.

H. N. MOSELEY

THOMAS ANDREWS, F.R.S.

T^ R. ANDREWS, whose death we announced a fortnight
'-^ ago, was a native of Belfast (born December 19,

181 3), and spent his whole life there. His father was a
linen-merchant, in good position ; and he received his

early education at the Academy and at the Royal Aca-
demical Institution of Belfast. Thence he went to Glas-

gow, where he studied under Dr. Thomas Thomson, the

well-known Professor of Chemistry, and learned practical

work in his laboratory. He had, next, a successful under-
graduate career in Trinity College, Dublin ; where he dis-

tinguished himself in Classics as well as in Science.

Having spent some time in Paris, in the laboratory of

Dumas ; and Having obtained his Medical Degree in the

University of Edinburgh, in 1S35 ; he devoted himself to

medical practice in his native town. In this he was highly

successful ; but he continued to devote his leisure, small

as it was, to scientific research ;
publishing numerous

papers on chemical and physical subjects. To these we
will recur, but it is noteworthy that in 1844 he received

one of the Royal Medals, in the gift of the Royal Society,

for his purely scientific discoveries, before he finally gave
up professional practice. He was the first lecturer

appointed to teach Chemistry in the Royal Belfast Aca-
demical Institution, and he resigned this post, as well as

gave up practice, when appointed in 1845 to 'he Vice-

Presidentship of the " Northern College," now Queen's

College, Belfast. The Presidents and Vice-Presidents of

these new Irish institutions were appointed some years

before the Colleges were opened, or the Professors elected,

in order that the Government might have their advice

and assistance in maturing the whole scheme. Andrews
was thus associated with another justly-distinguished

Irishman, Sir Robert Kane ; and it is mainly to their

labours and foresight that the Queen's Colleges, when at

last opened, appeared before the world in full working

order.

It had been understood from the first that Andrews
was to be the Professor of Chemistry in Belfast ; but,

when the time for appointing Professors arrived, he was

required (as a matter of form, merely) to produce a few

Testimonials. These he obtained at once, in the highest

terms, from such men as Thomas Graham, Humphrey
Lloyd, MacCullagh, &c., and they need not be given here.

But it may be interesting to show, as brietly as possible,

the opinions of two of the greatest of foreign chemists.

Liebig wrote (November 10, 1845) as follows :—" Ich

hege die voile Ueberzeugung dass der Platz um den Sie

sich . . . bewerben, keinen wurdigern Besitzer finden

diirfte. Sie haben viele Jahre hindurch mit den gross-

ten Schwierigkeiten zu kiimpfen gehabt, um der warmen
Neio-ung welche Sie fur die Naturwissenschaften hegen

Naffrung zu geben, und weit entfernt dass Ihr Muth und

Eifer dadurch gelahmt worden ware, haben Sie durch

Ihre letzten wichtigen Arbeiten i,iber die Wiirnie bey

chemischen Verbindungen dargethan, dass die Beschafti-

gung mit der Wissenschaft ein Bediirfniss ihres Geistes

ist."'' Dumas (November 29, 1845) wrote :—" Vos titres a la

nouvelle fonction \ laquelle vous aspirez sont si clairs et

si dvidents que je ne concevrais guereque vous n'y fussiez

point appele . . . mais, tout en enseignant la chimie,

n'oubliez pas que vous comptez au nombre desphysiciens
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distingu^s de votre pays." The rest of this letter is not
personal, but refers to the impossibility of separating
chemistry from physics, and to the important aid which
each of these sciences constantly obtains from the other.

Andrews was as successful in his Professorship as he
had formerly been as a Practitioner. He soon gathered
large classes, alike for general chemistry and for practical

laboratory work. All his spare time, for the greater part of
e\-ery working day, was spent in his private laboratory.
Here he delighted to receive his scientific friends, and to

engage eagerly in conversation with them while his hands
were busy with the steady, deliberate construction or ad-
justment of apparatus for his ne.Kt research. His habits
were of an extremely temperate, almost abstemious,
character. From his earh' breakfast, to his somewhat
late dinner-hour, he never partook of either food or drink ;

and used to say that a man required only two meals a

day. It is to be feared that his persistence in this habit
in his later years tended materially to reduce his strength.
He was elected to the Royal Society in 1849. In 1S52

(at Belfast), and again in 1S71 (at Edinburgh), he presided
over the Chemical Section of the British Association.
He was President of the Association in iS76(at Glasgow),
having declined the appointment in a former year in con-
sequence of the state of his health. He was a cor-
responding member of the Royal Society of Gottingen
and an Honorary Fellow of the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh. He received honorary degrees from various
Universities. But he valued this class of distinctions
simply as tokens of the esteem and good wishes of the
donors ; and in the somewhat delicate matter of a civil

title he shared the opinion, and followed the practice, ot

his cherished friend Faraday. In 1879 he resigned his
appointments in Queen's College, and thenceforth led a
very retired life, though still vividly interested in the pro-
gress of science, till his death on November 26 last
The only purely literary works of Andrews, so far as

the writers of this notice are aware, were his two ex-
tremel>- thoughtful and learned Chapters of Contein-
porary History. The first, entitled Studium Generate,
was published in 1867, when attempts were being made
to cripple the usefulness of the Queen's Colleges. The
reasons for the appearance of the second, published in

1869 with the title Tlie Cliiireh in Ireland, are still too
painfully prominent to require special mention.

Dr. Andrews married, in 1842, Jane Hardie, daughter
of Major Walker, of the 42nd Highlanders. He is sur-
vived by his widow, by three daughters, and by two sons,
the elder of whom is Major in the Devonshire' Regiment,
and the younger a member of the Irish Bar.

His first published paper on a chemical subject is on
the composition of the blood of cholera patients. He
showed that it diftered from normal blood only by having
a smaller proportion of \vater. Much more important
both in itself and as showing the bent of his mind to the
borderland between Chemistry and Physics is a paper on
galvanic cells with strong sulphuric acid as the exciting
liquid. The question is of course really that of the elec-
trolysis of strong sulphuric acid, and Dr. Andrews showed
that the composition of the gas given off at the cathode
varies in a remarkable manner with the temperature.
This is quite in accordance with what we now believe as
to the constitution and dissociation of strong sulphuric
acid, but at the time the paper was written nothing was
known which could lead any one to suspect such a
variation.

We now come to one of his great works—the deter-
mination of the heat evolved during chemical action. In
three series of investigations he determined the heat
given out in the formation of neutral, acid, and basic salts,

by the action of acid on base ; in the displacement of
one metal in a salt by another ; in the formation of
oxides

; and in the formation of chlorides. In this great
research we see the character of the man, his clear view

of what was to be observed, his distinct recognition of the
sources of experimental error, and the simple but etifectual

means he took to get his results free from the effects of
such disturbing causes. Especially worthy of note is his
use of solutions so dilute that further addition of water
produced no sensible thermal change.
The well-known experiments of Favre and Silbermann

were published not long after Andrews' first papers on
this subject. It is interesting to notice that where these
observers differ from Andrews, subsequent investigations,

particularly those of Berthelot and of Thomsen, have
shown that Andrews was right.

In 1855 Andrews communicated to the Royal Society a
paper of great importance and interest on Ozone. This
remarkable substance had been studied by Schonbein, its

discoverer, Marignac, De la Rive, Berzelius, Williamson,
Freray and Becquerel, and Baumert, but its nature still

remained a mystery. Is ozone always the same thing,

or are the ozone of electrolysis, that of the electric

machine, and that formed during the slow oxidation of
phosphorus, different bodies very like one another in

properties .'

Some experiments seemed to show that ozone contained
nothing but oxygen, others that it was an oxide of hydro-
gen containing a larger proportion of oxygen than water
does. The question was exactly of the kind to attract

Andrews and to call out his peculiar powers of investiga-

tion.

By a series of experiments remarkable for simplicity

and delicacy, and perfect adaptation to the purpose in

view, he proved that " ozone, from whatever source
derived, is one and the same body, having identical

properties and the same constitution, and is not a com-
pound body, but oxygen in an altered or allotropic con-
dition."

The investigation into the nature of ozone was con-
tinued by .Andrews and Tait, and the results published in

their paper On the Volicmetric Relations of Osone and the

Action of the Electrical Discltarge on Oxyi;e7i and other

Gases (Phil. Trans., i860). These results led directly to

the theory of the constitution of ozone now universally

held ; indeed that theory is distinctly stated by Andrews
and Tait, although not further discussed on account of its

supposed improbability.

Among smaller works we may mention the discovery of

minute particles of metallic iron in various rocks, par-

ticularly basalts.

None of his chemical papers can be read without some
new idea being communicated to the reader, however
well acquainted he may be with the subject.

The investigation, however, by which Andrews is, and
will continue to be, best known, was that On the Con-

tinuity of the Liquid and Gaseous States of Matter
which formed the subject of the Bakerian Lecture in

1^69, and again in 1876.

One of the earliest of Faraday's researches was de-

voted to the liquefaction of gases, and he succeeded with

all but a few, which were in consequence, till very re-

cently, distinguished as "non-condensable." But he
expressed the conviction, founded on experiment, that

even these could be liquefied by the conjoint action of

sufficient pressure and sufficient reduction of temperature.

Another extremely ingenious experimenter, Cagniard
de la Tour, had approached the subject from the opposite

side ; and had shown that liquids, such as water and
sulphuric ether, could be changed into something which
was certainly not liquid, by sulScient rise of temperature

without any great increase in volume.
Regnault, also, had measured with his unrivalled pre-

cision the compressibility of various gases ; and had
called attention to the curious differences which they

show in their modes of divergence from Boyle's Law.
And Natterer, by employing pressures of some thousands

of atmospheres, had arrived at other startling results.
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The whole subject was in that chaotic state which
naturally precedes the advent of the Kepler who is to

marshal, under a few general statements, each intrinsically

simple, the mass of apparently irreconcilable phenomena.
Andrews' classical researches completely effected this

simplification. Guided by the results of Regnault, he
selected carbonic acid as the substance whose behaviour
was made the subject of exhaustive study through wide
ranges of temperature and of pressure. He devised an
extremely ingenious form of apparatus for the purpose,

had the coarser metallic parts constructed under his own
eye by a remarkably skilful mechanic ; and himself made
and calibrated the glass portions, purified with great care

and skill the gas to be operated on, and finally fitted up
the whole with unwearying patience.

The simpler and more prominent results of this splendid
research may be briefly summed up as follows :

—

(a) When carbonic acid is maintained at any tempera-
ture whatever above 30°'9 C, it cannot even in part be
condensed into liquid by any pressure however great.

ip) If the temperature be below jO^'g C-, the gradual
increase of pressure ultimately leads to liquefaction ; but
the pressure of the vapour in presence of the liquid is less

as the temperature is lower.

(f) A cycle of operations, in Carnot's sense, can be
performed on liquid carbonic acid in such a way that,

during the first stage of the expansion we have optical

proof of the existence of liquid and gas side by side in

the same vessel ; while on compressing again at a higher
temperature, and finally cooling down to the original

temperature and volume, the whole contents are once
more liquid ; though at no stage of the latter part of the

operation is there any appearance of the joint presence
of two different states of matter. It is this fact which
suggested the title of the paper.

((/) The key to the explanation of observed deviations

from Boyle's Law was furnished by his study of the iso-

thermals of carbonic acid at temperatures not much above
30° '9 C. For Andrews's measurements show that the

product of pressure and volume (which, by Boyle's Law,
should be constant) diminishes with volume to a mini-
mum, and thereafter rises rapidly as the volume is farther

diminished.
Many other valuable results, such as the great com-

pressibility of liquid carbonic acid, especially at tempera-
tures near to 30'^ C. ; the alteration of surface-tension of
the liquid, and of its angle of contact with glass, as the
temperature is raised, &c., appear as mere side-issues of
this investigation.

The discovery of this Critical Temperature, or Critical

Point, soon led to the liquefaction (and in certain cases
even to the solidification) of the gases which had been
called "non-condensable." Andrews' work had supplied
all the necessary hints for the adaptation of his apparatus
to such a purpose. In fact the main requisites were (i)

to work on a larger scale, (2) to employ very low tem-
peratures, and especially (3) to provide a means of

ensuring sudden relaxation of pressure. The work of

Pictet, Cailletet, v. Wroblewski, Amagat, &c , on this

subject, followed as a natural and immediate consequence
of that of Andrews.
The writers have, like many others, seen and admired

the confident manipulation, by Andrews, of wide sealed
tubes, half full of liquid carbonic acid ; how he, knowing
the soundness of his own glass-blowing, boldly heated
such tubes in the flame of a Bunsen lamp, till the liquid

entirely disappeared, and pointed out with eager enjoy-
ment the extraordinary phenomena presented as the
contents cooled nearly to the critical temperature. The
whole tube seemed, for a short time, to be filled with a
substance presenting, to an exaggerated degree, the
appearance of a mixture of water and alcohol before
diffusion has sensibly operated.
We have spoken of Andrews's remarkable skill in

manipulation, and of his unwearied patience. But even
these were eclipsed by the perfect calmness with which,
though on the very verge of an important discovery, he
attended to every point of minute and laborious detail ;

so that his first successful experiment was as exactly
carried out and recorded as was its future repetition.
This was all the more remarkable in that he was usually,
especially in public, a man of a highly nervous and
excitable temperament.
An excellent French and German scholar, he kept

himself always well acquainted with the most recent pro-
gress of science, whether chemical or physical. He con-
structed his own dividing-engine for the calibration of the
exquisite thermometers which he made for his researches
on heat ; and his air-pump (in which he took special
delight) was furnished with numerous valuable improve-
ments all devised by him for particular applications. His
laboratory books were models of ample, but not super-
fluous, detail.

He was, personally, a man of simple unpretending
manner ; conscientious almost to an extreme, but tho-
roughly trustworthy and warm-hearted ; an excellent
example of the true Christian philosopher.

NOTES
We regret to announce the death of Mr. Alfred Tribe, the

well-known chemist, on November 26, at the age of forty-six

years. We defer to next number a notice of Mr. Tribe's

career.

A MEETING of the subscribers to the testimonial to Dr. H.
Woodward, F.R.S., for twenty-one years editor of the Geologi-

cal Magazine, was held on the 15th inst., at the rooms of the

Geological Society, Burlington House, when Prof. T, G. Bonney
(Pres. Geol. Soc. ) presented to that gentleman, on behalf of the

subscribers, a silver tea and coffee service and a cheque for 253/.

On making the presentation, Prof. Bonney addressed Dr. Wood-
ward, referring to the invaluable services he had rendered to

science during the twenty-one years he has had charge of the

Geological Magazine. In replying, Dr. Woodward referred

briefly to the career of the Magazine and its predecessors, to

the many distinguished men that had been connected with them,

and to the period of remarkable scientific interest thus covered.

Over 200 names are on the list of subscribers to the testimonial.

The loth instant was a red-letter day at the French Institute.

M. Bertrand was introduced as member of the Academie

Fran9aise, and read an address which, according to custom, was

devoted entirely to thanl^ing his brother Academicians and to

eulogising his immediate predecessor, M. Dumas. The address

was acknowledged by another oration from M. Pasteur, who
after having summarised the life of M. Bertrand, gave a long

and interesting account of the career of M. Dumas. Great

enthusiasm prevailed throughout the proceedings, and the hall

was crowded.

The number of patients in the special clinic of M. Pasteur

is increasing daily, several arriving from foreign countries. No
less than forty were inoculated on December 14 before the

Minister of Agriculture, who acknowledged the services rendered

by Pasteur to humanity. Among the patients is an officer of

the Czar's body-guard, just arrived from St. Petersburg.

A BIOGKAPHV of the late Sir William Siemens is being pre-

pared, at the desire of the executors, by Dr. AVilliam Pole,

F.R. S., Hon. Secretary of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

and author of the " Life of Sir William Fairbairn, Bart." Dr.

Pole will be grateful for the loan of any of Sir William's letters,

or for any information of importance. Address, Athenaeum

Club, S.W.

On Saturday, last week, the rainfall at the Ben Nevis Ob-

servatory amounted to 4'99I inches, and on the Sunday following
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to 3-604 inches, there having thus fallen on these two days fully

eight inches and a half. During this time the wind was westerly

and north-westerly, force 2 of Beaufort's scale, with occasional

squalls. On the Monday the wind was still westerly, and though

no rain fell from 2 a.m. to 10 a.m., the rainfall for the twenty-

four hours was i '225 inch.

The death is announced of Xavier Ullesberger, the well-

known palaeontologist, at Ueberlingen, on the Lake of Con-

stance, at the age of seventy-nine. His special distinction is the

discovery of the lacustrine villages in the Lake of Constance, at

Nussdorf, Maurach, Uhldingen, and Sipplingen. The extensive

collection of Celtic and prehistoric objects which he got

together in the course of his researches is preserved at

Stuttgart.

The death of Mr. Edwin Ormond Brown, Assistant-Chemist

to the War Department, occurred on Saturday last. Mr. Brown

had been engaged in the chemical establishment at the Royal

Arsenal, Woolwich, for about thirty years, and has been instru-

mental in the improvement of gun-cotton and other explosives,

besides rendering useful services in other matters.

The Earl of Iddesleigh gave a very sensible address the

other evening to the students of the Exeter Science Classes, of

which he is the patron. He spoke of the rapidly growing

feeling in favour of scientific education, and of the results it had

already accomplished for the individual and the nation. After

referring to misconceptions as to what technical education really

meant, the Earl said:—"There is no doubt that by technical

education you may mean one of two things. You may either

mean an advance in the teaching of the scientific principles on

which industrial processes depend, or you may mean the teaching

of those processes practically and illustratively in the school

rather than in the workshop. There is a very great difference

between these two things. It may be desirable at times to give

a certain amount of instruction in schools of a practical cha-

racter, but that must not be pushed very far. It must be borne

in mind that technical teaching, to be of real service, must be

obtained in tlie course of work itself in the workshop. But with

regard to the principles on which the processes of manufacture

rest, those principles can only be taught in the schools, and it is

to the development of those principles that we ought to pay

most attention. That is the advantage which in schools of

this kind you get. The study of pure and unapplied science is

interesting 1 every one, but it does not at once appear that it

has a direct bearing on the pursuits and callings of those who

indulge in it. I daresay you may have heard the old question

put, ' What is the use of any purely scientific discoveiy ?

'

For answer another question was asked, ' What is the

use of a baby ?
' The question is. What will it turn out to be ?

How will it be brought up, and how will it be brought into play ?
"

The Earl of Iddesleigh then quoted the following passage from

Prof. Huxley :
—" 'If you could, in the first place, keep your

elementary scholars long enough to put them through a fair

training in the principles of which the application lies in the

special direction of metallurgy, and, secondly, if you could

secure that they should acquire a special proficiency in such sub-

jects, I think that would be a most admirable thing to do ; but

I thing the way it would work out under the present conditions

would be this, that you would have special classes set up to

grind young fellows without any knowledge of principles in tha^

which would be no better than a rule of thumb. I do not believe

that that would be of the smallest good. I believe, on the con-

trary, 'that it would do endless harm, because there would be a

sort of pre-supposition that these young men really had the

knowledge which would enable them to advance and improve

their methods, whereas in reality the knowledge they pos-

sessed would be nothing more than a little of the ordinary /cch-

nique of their business varnished over with scientific phraseology.

'

What you want," the Earl said, "is what Prof Huxley says you

want, as far as you can get it—the education to turn upon the

principles on which the true science is based, as distinguished

from the application of the science. Having got that, you will

find that there will be abundance of opportunity to apply to the

arts which you are about to prosecute the principles you have

learnt. These principles I believe to be the main secret of what

is sometimes called scientific, and sometimes called technical,

education."

The Royal Geographical Society will hold a special meeting

on Monday, December 21, to welcome Major Greely, the dis-

tinguished Arctic explorer, and hear him tell the story of his

work and adventures in the Polar Seas.

The Natural History Museum at Vienna has just been pre-

sented with 708 skulls collected through a series of years by Dr.

Weissbach, who was for a long time director of the Austro-

Hungarian hospital at Constantinople, and was a veiy distin-

guished anthropological investigator. Of the collection 195 are

pure Turkish skulls, 131 Greek, 96 Servian or Croat, 48 Hun-
garian, 43 Armenian, 29 old Byzantine. There are also skulls

of Maronites, Albanians, Koords, Asiatic Jews, cStc.

As No. I of the Special P.apers of the Alabama Weather

Service we have an interesting record of the weather from 1 701

to 1885, by Capt. W. H. Gardner, of Mobile.

Science has, on the whole, no reason to quarrel with the

results of the General Election. Sir Lyon Playfair is returned by

a large majority for one of the divisions of Leeds ; and Sir John

Lubbock again takes his seat unopposed for London University.

A new and very important addition to the ranks of scientific men

in Parliament is Sir Henry Roscoe, who was elected after a

sharp contest for South Manchester. His election is striking in

one way, for he is the only Liberal returned in the six divisions

of Manchester. Sir Edward Reed retains his former seat for

Cardiff, but Prof Riicker, of the Yorkshire College, failed to

win a place. The medical profession is even more strongly

represented than it was before. Dr. Foster, Professor of Medi-

cine in the Queen's College, Birmingham, was elected for

Chester, and Mr. Erichsen, the eminent surgeon, is a candidate

for Edinburgh and St. Andrews Universities. Even amongst the

followers of Mr. Parnell, there are members of the medical

profession. Mr. Ernest Hart, however, has been rejected by

Mile End.

We have received the last part (vol. i. part 5) of the Proceed-

ings of the Perthshire Society of Natural Science for the session

1884-85. It contains a series of museum notes, by Dr. Buchanan

White, the indefatigable President for the current year, which

are intended to form a guide to the museum subsequently ; two

papers on the comparative anatomy of the teeth, by Mr. James

Stewart ; the diatoms of the Tay, by Dr. Trotter ; shells—their

structure, growth, and use, by Mr. Coates ; the climate of the

British Islands, with special reference to Perthshire, by the Rev.

A. Campbell ; the native timber trees of Perth, by Mr. Lindsay
;

and some minor contributions. The presidential address is

devoted to the exceedingly practical subject of explaining why

the growth of the museum renders considerable increase of space

necessary, and the cost of the consequent building operations.

An appeal is also made for further specimens for the Perthshire

collection of natural history—an appeal which we trust may meet

with adequate response, for apart from the general public benefit

of local museums as centres of education throughout the country,

they are of universal scientific importance when they are made

the depositories of specimens of the natural history, past and

present, of their respective neighbourhoods. But to be of the

fullest value in this respect, they must be made as complete as

possible.
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Messrs. Macmillan and Co. will publish next week the

Essex Field Club Report on the East Anglian Earthquake of

April 22, 1884. This Report has been drawn up by Prof.

Raphael Meldola and Mr. William White, and will contain

maps and several illustrations.

The jubilee volume of the Statistical Society will shortlylbe

published by Mr. Stanford, of Charing Cross. It will contain

the proceedings of the jubilee meeting of the Society held m
June last, and will comprise valuable papers by the President,

Sir Rawson W. Rawson, Dr. F. J. Mouat, M. Levasseur, and

Prof. Neumann-Spallart, at whose initiation the International

Statistical Institute was then founded.

Fresh earthquake shocks have been felt in the district round

M'sila during the last week and principally on Saturday,

December 12. They have also been felt at Bordj-ban-areridj

and Setif. The new road from Setif to Bordj has been cut by

rocks falling from the surrounding mountains. A bridge has

been destroyed and a railway station demolished. It is impos-

sible up to this time to state whether the commotion originated

in the Atlas or in the Hodna region, where M'sila is placed,

not far from a large Sebbha, which, although almost dry in

summer-time, contains a large quantity of water in rainy periods.

Official documents will be sent to the Paris Academy of Sciences

as soon as collected, but it is feared they will lack precision ; no

seismograph, so far as our knowledge goes, having been esta-

blished in Algiers.

Advices from Smyrna in .Asia Minor to November 25 state

that a series of earthquakes, commencing on the 13th, had up to

that time been felt at Denizlu in the interior, about 200 miles to

the east. These disturbances were slight, but accompanied with

subterranean noises.

We are glad to see that the extremely valuable meteorological

observations which were made at Sagastyr, the Arctic Station in

the Delta of the Lena, during the years 1882 to 1S84, are already

being published. The last issue of the I~jiStia of the Russian

Geographical Society contains a preliminary report, by M.

Yurgens, and several meteorological tables, namely, the obser-

vations in full, from September i, 1882, to September I, 1883,

of the barometer, temperature of the air, of the surface of the

soil and of the snow, and of the soil at a depth of i metre, the

relative humidity, force of wind, and nebulosity ; and the

monthly averages of the above for each hour of the day. The

magnetical observations for the same period are being calcu-

' lated, as also those for 1883 and 1884. The whole, together

with observations of the temperature of the soil at depths of 80
' and 160 centimetres, temperature and density of water, tides,

) and aurora: will be pablished in a separate form. A map of the

j

Delta of the Lena, based on new surveys, and a plan of the

station accompany the report of M. Yurgens, which is very

interesting, as it contains many details as to the life at the

I
station, and varied information as to the Delta, and the excur-

' sions made during both summers. It is worthy of notice that

I the meteorologists of the station, although lost amidst tundras

in the 73rd degree of latitude, were not so secluded from the

world as might have been supposed. They received letters

regularly from Yakutsk, together with newspapers and reviews,

I

which reached them four months after their publication at St.

I Petersburg—a delay which is not so great if it be taken into

account that letters take nearly one month to reach Irkutsk, the

I

capital of Eastern Siberia. As to the frozen mammoth whose

^

remains were explored by Dr. Bunge, only pieces of bones and

;
traces of the contents of the stomach were found and brought to

St. Petersburg.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Rhesus Monkey (Macaciis rhesus 9 ), two

Grey-breasted Parrakeets (Bolborhynchus monachus) from Monte

Video, presented by H. R.H. the Prince of Wales, K.G. ; two

West Indian Agoutis (Dasyprocta cristatd) from West Indies,

presented by T.R. H. Prince Albert Victor and Prince George

Frederick of Wales ; a Macaque Monkey (Macacus cyno-

molgns i ) from India, presented by Mr. Jan Smidt ; a Pig-

tailed Monkey {Macacus neiiiestnnus) from Java, presented by

Miss Ethel Rodger ; two Tigers {Felis tigris) from Hyderabad,

presented by the Nawab Salar Jungh Bahadur ; a Cheetah

(CyniElunis JidialHs) from Afghanistan, presented by the Nawab
Mahomed Hassan Ali Khan ; a Tiger (Felis tigris).

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Bright Lines in Stellar Spectra.—Mr. O. T. Sherman

has continued his researches on the spectra of 7 Cassiopeiae and
and yS Lyra;, and announces in the Ameyican yournal of Science

for December the discovery of no fewer than fifteen in the

spectrum of the former star, and seventeen in that of the latter.

The lines seen in 7 Cassiopeice are as follows :—Ha, \ 6356,

6160, D.„ A 5840, 5557-5, 5422. 5309-8, 5167-5, 4990, Hfl,

A. 4623, H7, A 4180, and H5, bright lines ; and K 62S0, 5760.

5020, 4920, 4673-5, and 3993, dark lines. The bright lines

agree closely in position with the principal lines observed by
Prof. Young in the spectrum of the chromosphere.

Mr. Sherman has also examined a large number of other

stars, and '

' in each case many or few bright lines have been seen,

lines, so far as I know, formerly unsuspected." It is clear, if

Mr. Sherman's observations can be satisfactorily confirmed, that

we have here a most important discovery ; but looking to the

fact that these stars have probably been frequently observed by
experienced spectroscopists without any bright lines being

detected in them, whilst a false appearance of bright lines is

readily produced in stellar spectra under certain circumstances,

it would appear hazardous to accept Mr. Sherman's result with-

out further evidence.

PHOrOMETRY OF THE PLEIADES.—A valuable memoir
(Mlmoires de rAcademie ImpSriale des Sciences de St. Pitersliourg,

vii. serie, tome xxxii. No. 6) by Herr Ed. Lindemann of

Pul'Kowa, " On the Magnitudes of Bessel's Stars in the Pleiades,"

has recently reached us. A special point of interest lies in the

fact that Profs. Pickering and Pritchard have likewise deter-

mined the brightness of many of these stars with their respec-

tive photometers, each assuming the magnitude of Merope,

to which the other stars of the group are referred, as 4-22.

Herr Lindemann has also adopted the same magnitude

for Merope, which he has used as his standard star. He also

employed, as reference stars, Celasno and Anon 32, the magni-

tudes of which he had determined to be 5-27 and 6-51 respect-

ively. The stars, fifty-two in number, were each observed on
two separate nights, only one star of the fifty-three observed by
Bessel proving too faint for Herr Lindemann's telescope of five

inches aperture. Comparing his own results with those of Profs.

Pickering and Pritchard, Herr Lindemann finds, on the whole,

a very gratifying agreement ; twenty-five stars observed by Prof.

Pickering showing a mean excess over the Pulkowa observations

of 0-04 of a magnitude, and thirty -three stars observed by Prof.

Pritchard giving a mean excess of 0-05. Prof. Pritchard's later

observations give a yet smaller difference, viz. o-oi of a magnitude.

When it is remembered that the three photometers employed

—

Herr Lindemann using a ZoUner photometer—differed entirely in

principle, construction, and method of employment, this close

agreement would seem to indicate that each may be relied

upon with very considerable confidence, when the differences

of stellar magnitude determined by their means are not

very great. The stars Nos. i, 4, 21, 31, and 33 would

appear to be variable, and possibly two others likewise.

Pogson's scale has been employed for the conversion of the

logarithm of the light of the star into magnitude.

Fabry's Comet.—The following elements and ephemeris

have been computed for this comet by Dr. H. Oppenheim :
—

Perihelion Passage, 1886 March 9-7944 Berlin M.T.

a. = 132 36 19
"I

fl. = 32 17 32 l-Mean Eq. 1885-0

log-?
47 18 oj
= 9 69654
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Errors of the middle observation :

—

5 \ = - 8" ,3 =
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Ephcmeris for Berlin Midnight

App. R.A. App. Decl. Log. i Brightne

Dec. 20 -20 43-1 ... 0-0837 ... 1-4

44 '3

46'2 ... 0'o844 ... 15
490
52'6 ... o'o849 ... I '6

The brightness on December I is taken as unity. The above

elements differ considerably from those published by Dr. S.

Oppenheim in the Vienna Circular, No. Ivi., but appear to

represent the obsei-vations better.

23 59 57
22 ... 56 49
24 • 53 52
26 ... SI 5
28 ... 48 29

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK, 1 885, DECEMBER 20-26

(For the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at

Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24, is here

employed.

)

At Greenwich on December 20

Sun rises, 8h. Sm. ; souths, ilh. 57m. 59"2s. ; sets, ish. 50m. ;

decl. on meridian, 23° 27' S. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

2ih. 4Sm.
Moon (Full on Dec. 21) rises, iSh. 17m. ; souths, 23h. 5m. ; sets,

6h. 58m,* ; decl. on meridian, 17° 48' N.
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Phenomena ofJupiter's Satellites

h. m. Dec. h. m.

I 35 II. occ. reap. 22

5 17 I. eel. disap. I 22
I 34 III. eel. reap. 23

3 35 III. occ. disap. 24

3 38 I. tr. ing. I 26
The Occultations of Stars and Phenomena of Jupiter's Satellil

5 54 I- tr- egr.
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isible at Greenwich.
uch:

Sun at greatest declination south ; shortest

day in northern latitude.

Saturn in conjunction with and 3° 58' north

of the Moon.
Saturn in opposition to the Sun.
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Objects with Remarkable 'Spectra

Mr. O. T. Sherman, of Yale College Observatory, has recently

called fresh attention to the spectra of 7 Cassiopeia and /3 Lyras,

as he finds no fewer than .seventeen bright lines in each. Both
stars should therefore be examined as frequently and carefully as

possible. /3 Lyras is at minimum about midnight on Dec. 25.
There is an uncertainty about the ephemeris of R Andromedas

which renders observations of its brightness a matter of import-
ance ; its spectrum, whilst resembling in several particulars that

of tlie third type, possessing so many special characteristics, that

it deserves the most careful attention directly the star has
attained a sufficient magnitude.

THE RETURN OF THE LEONIDS IN 1885

"DETWEEN November 5 and 13 inclusive we had densely^ overcast skies, so that no _observations could be obtained
here.

On November 14 weather improved, but it was not until the
morning of the 15th that the clouds completely dispersed and
enabled that uninterrupted view of the firmament which is so

necessary to the successful recording of meteors. The three

following nights were also brilliantly clear, though the severe

frosts which occurred rendered open-air watching somewhat
trying. I have summarised my results for the four mornings as

follows :

—

Actual
Date, Time dura- Meteors , -j Radiant
1885 ofobs. tionof seen

^™i>as
;„(

Nov. 15 ... l\ to 6
16 ... 0}to3
17 ... oj to 4f
18 ... 2|to5i

4 ... 149 -f2I

o ... —
6 ... 150 -)-22

Nov. 15-1S... o\ to 6 114 1494 -H 21

J

Making certain allowances for the intervals occupied in regis-

tering the paths, &c., meteors fell at the rate of about 14 per

hour for one observer. Of the total number seen 1 1 only be-

longed to the special shower of Leonids. The proportion of the

latter to the meteors visible from all other streams was there-

fore as I to io'4. Six of the Leonids appeared in iLeo with
much foreshortened tracks close to their radiant point, which
admitted of very accurate determination. As usual, they left

lines of phosphorescence which in several instances brightened
most perceptibly about one or two seconds after the extinction

of the nucleus. I have frequently noticed this after-glowing of

the strealcs which are so commonly generated by the swift

meteors discharged from the radiants near the apex of the earth's

way.
On the morning of the 15th the Leonid's furnished about two

meteors per hour for one observer. On the i6th there was an

apparent lull in the display, not one being observed. On the

17th there was a very distinct reappearance of the shower with

the same relative intensity as on the 15th. On the l8th the

shower had nearly become exhausted, for of 25 shooting-stars

only one certainly could be assigned to the radiant in Leo.

It is extremely probable that the maximum took place, as it

usually does, on the morning of the I4tli, when unfortunately

the sky was involved in clouds. But the observations now
reported for the later nights of the display sufficiently prove there

to have been a definite, though feeble, revival of the shower
this year, and there can be no question that the Leonid meteor-

orbit is continuous so far as our accumulating observations

enable us to judge. Evei7 November, as the earth crosses the

node, meteors having the same radiant in the sickle of Leo are

to be seen, and they exhibit all the characteristics typical of the

Leonids during one of the major displays. There are doubtless

some condensations in the orbit, giving rise to brighter showers

in some years than in others, but a large number of further

observations are required to determine the precise nature of

these. There can be no doubt that there are certain occasions

when fairly bright returns of these meteors pass wholly unob-

served. Moonlight, cloudy weather, or the occurrence of a

maximum in the daytime, may so much obliterate it as to induce

entirely wrong impressions as to its comparative strength in suc-

cessive years. We essentially require observers in widely dif-

ferent longitudes, and the continuity of annual records should

be preserved as far as possible.
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Willi regard to the display of the present year, the want of

observations on November 12 and 13 will not allow us to form

a safe judgment as to its character. Probably it has been below
the average. As to the individual meteors recorded at this sta-

tion, they were generally small, and, with one exception, need

no comment. The brightest appeared at 5h. 3m. a.m. on
November 15, and was estimated very nearly equal to Jupiter.

Its path of 12° lay 5° south of (3 and 7 Draconis, and it left a

vivid streak there for about five seconds.

As to the numerous contemporary showers of this epoch, they

aie extremely interesting, and some of them were observed this

year with unusual distinctness. In preceding years I have
registered a considerable number of Taurids and Muscids at this

epoch, but during my late observations not many were noticed.

I was, however, watching a region of the heavens far removed
from the radiant points of these showers—a fact which may in

some measure explain the apparent paucity of their meteors.

But on the 15th and i6th a few of the slow-moving Taurids

were seen traversing long flights amongst the stars of Leo
Minor and Ursa Major. At 2h. 20m. a.m. on November 16 one
fell in a path of 17° slightly to the left, and very nearly parallel

to tlie stars ^ and ij of Ursa Major. It was brighter than

Jupiter, and exhibited a small yellowish-white disk, varying in

magnitude in a most curious manner. During its course the

meteor ajjpeared to halt and rekindle with increased impetus
several times, and short trails of sparks were thrown off at the

points of maximum brightness.

Below I give a summary of all the radiant points derived from
my a.m. observations on November 15-1S last :

—
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;

centric cylinders, made of some hard wood (Fig. i), the outermost

2 inches high, the others increasing in height by regular incre-

ments of 2 inches up to 18 inches. The cylinders are
J-

inch

thick, except the innermost, which is a solid rod i inch in

diameter : they are made so as to slide easily upon one another

in any direction. The exposed portion of each cylinder, 2

inches in length, represents an internode, its upper edge a node.

On the upper edge of each is fixed a small wooden knob (Fig. i,

o-S) representing a leaf-insertion, and of such a size as to |iro-

ject slightly beyond the"cylinder to which it is attached. By
revolving the cylinders these knobs can be made to take up
positions representing any divergence from ^ to | ; higher

divergences would of course require a greater number of cylin-

ders and consequently a larger and more unwieldy apparatus.

In the figures the cylinders are shown adjusted to a divergence

of 4. The adjustment is facilitated by holding above the model
a straight wire in the case of ^ divergence, or a 3-, 5-, or 8-

rayed wire star (Fig. 5, A, B, c) in the case of higher diver-

gence. The genetic spiral is best shown by winding a piece of

string round the model.

To explain the construction of the leaf-diagram, the whole
apparatus is "telescoped" by simply lifting the lower cylinder :

as the latter is raised each cylinder in turn is caught by the

projecting portion of the leaf-knob of the next higher cylinder,

until finally the upper edges—/.(•. the nodes—of all nine are

brought to one level, or in other words, the internodes are sup-

pressed (Fig. 2). Then by observing the model end-on (Fig. 3),

nine concentric circles are seen, each representing a node, and
having a leaf-insertion in the appropriate position. To make
this clearer, the upper edges of the cylinders are painted alter-

nately light and dark, as in Fig. 3. The resemblance of the

model in this position to the leaf-diagram is made still clearer

by placing over it a straight wire or wire star (Fig. 5) to re-

present the orthostichies, and bring out the precise meaning of

the angle of divergence.

For the illustration of whorled arrangements movable leaf-

knobs are provided which can be inserted in small holes (Fig. 4,

b, <, d) in the edges of the cylinders. By placing one of these

movable knobs in b oppo.site to the fixed knob a, a 2-leafed

whorl is produced ; by placing knobs in c and d, a 3-leafed whorl

.

By revolving the cylinders successive whorls can be made either

alternate or superposed.
I tried at first, some four years ago, a model having all the

cylinders of the same height, each fitting rather tightly into the
next lower one, which overlapped it about half an inch. But I

found it impossible to get this arrangement to work satisfactorily,

owing to the irregular contraction and expansion of the wood
and the weight of the upper cylinders.

In addition to this model I find it very useful to have each
divergence separately illustrated by a model having the form of
a truncated cone iS inches in height. The cone is painted
white : black circles are drawn round it at regular intervals to

represent nodes, on which black knobs are fixed for leaves : the
orthostichies are painted yellow, and the genetic spiral red. In
the case of the higher divergences these models are useful for

showing the relations of the parastichies and the method of
determining the divergence from them. Two secondary spirals

running in opposite directions are made by passing two pieces
of diiferently coloured string round the cone in opposite direc-

tions, each having a turn given to it round each leaf-knob in

the parastichy it represents. T. Jeffery Parkek
Dunedin, N. Z. , October g

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge.—Dr. Vines has been appointed Honorary
Secretary of the General Board of Studies for business con-
nected with the lists of lectures issued by the Board.

Dr. A. S. Lea, Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, has
been approved for and admitted to the degree of Doctor in

.Science.

A temporary iron dissecting-room for Human Anatomy is to

be erected on space adjacent to the present Anatomical Schools.
Over 145 men are engaged in dissection this term.
The honorary degree of Master of Arts has been conferred on

Mr. Walter Heape, Demonstrator of Animal Morphology.
The Public Orator (Mr. J. E. Sandys), in presenting Mr.

Heape for the degree, observed that Mr. Heape, quantum intiv

lucrum el laudcm intersit expertus, had relinquished the brilliant

prospects open to him in a mercantile career and had deliberately
preferred to devote himself to scientific pursuits. In 1879 he
was attracted to Cambridge by the high reputation of the late

Mr. F. M. Balfour, and after working with him for three years
in the newly-founded Morphological Laboratory, he had, during
the three years that had elapsed since Prof. Balfour's lamented
death, done good service as Demonstrator of Animal Morpho-
logy. In prosecuting his favourite studies he had considered
nothing too small, nothing too great, for his attention ; he had
not only investigated the early development of the mole, but
had also secured for the University Museum an exceedingly rare

specimen of a wild male .-Vfrican elephant, which he had killed

with his own hand in the South of Africa. " Magnum profecto
est ultima ex Africa spoliis opimis onustum redisse ; laudem vero
majorem eidem distinat virtus

—

" Diadema tututn
Deferens uni, propriamque laurum,
Quisquis ingentes (

Spe,

An examination for two minor Scholarships will be held at

Downing College on June I, 2, and 3, 1886. The examination
in Natural Sciences will include most of the subjects of the

Natural Sciences Tripos except Geology and Mineralogy, but

no one will be examined in more than three subjects, and great

weight will be attached to proficiency in one subject.

The Clothworkers' Exhibition of 52/. io.t. a year for Physical

Science has been awarded to Mr. G. A. Shaw ; the Exhibition

of 30/. to Mr. J. Morgan.
The Antiquarian Museum is growing in value by the dona-

tions, both general and local, which it has received. The
Curator, Baron von Hiigel, has accomplished much in the

arrangement of the objects, and has himself deposited valuable

collections on loan.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The Botanical Gazette (Indianapolis) for September and Oc-

tober is chiefly occupied by a report of the papers read in the

Botanical Section of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science at its Ann Arbor meeting. These furnish

satisfactory evidence of the good work doing in this branch of

science on the American continent, and will not suffer from
comparison with a similar record at any of the recent meetings

of our own Association. The following are the titles of the

papers read :—^J.
C. Arthur, proof that Bacteria are the direct

cause of the disease in trees known as pear-blight.—C. R.

Barnes, the process of fertilisation in Campanula americana.—
C. E. Bessey, the question of bi-sexuality in the Zygnemace^e.

—C. E. Bessey, further observations on the adventitious inflor-

escence of Ctiscuta glomerata.—T. J. Bunill, the mechanical

injury to trees by cold.—D. H. Campbell, the development of

the prothallia of ferns.—J. M. Coulter, on the appearance of

the relation of ovaiy and perianth in the development of dico-

tyledons.—W. G. Farlow, notes on some injurious fungi of

California.—E. L. Sturtevant, an observation on the hybridisa-

tion and cross-fertilisation of plants.—E. L. Sturtevant, ger-

mination studies.—As far as these papers are reported here, we
may note Mr. Arthur's, Mr. Barnes's, Mr. Campbell's, and Mr.
Coulter's as giving especially good evidence of a capacity for

original work. Another interesting feature of this number is

the report of the proceedings of the "Botanical Club," which
held daily meetings during the session of the Association, with

an attendance in all of no less than eighty-five members.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, November 19.
—"On Variations in the

Amount and Distribution of Fat in the Liver-Cells of the Frog."

By J- N. Langley, M..\., F.R.S., Lecturer on Histology in the

University of Cambridge.
The fat in the liver-cells is at its maximum amount in Feb-

ruary and March. In April it rapidly decresses ; from May
until December it is present in comparatively small though
varying amount.

Generally speaking, the fat globules form an inner zone in

frogs which have hungered more than a week. In January,

February, and March, however, the fat-globules are commonly
more numerous in the outer part of the cells, often forming a

distinct outer zone.
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In December, when the fat in the liver is increasing in

amount, cold increases the amount of fat stored up, and warmth
decreases it.

The increase of fat, consequent on a decrease of temperature,

occurs chiefly in the outer part of the cells.

The decrease of fat, consequent on increase of temperature,

occurs chiefly or wholly at the outer part of the cells ; as a rule,

the number of globules in the inner part of the cells is increased.

Variations of temperature have much greater eftect on the

amount of fat in the liver in winter than in summer.
The ratio of fat formed to fat metabolised, depends in part

upon certain unknown conditions of the body, independent of

temperature or of food.

When frogs are fed, e.g. with worms, the fat in the liver at

first decreases ; after some hours it begins to increase, and
becomes greater than at the beginning of digestion ;

towards

the end of digestion it decreases again in amount, so that in one
or two days the amount is normal. Whilst the fat is decreasing

in amount, the globules usually decrease in size ; whilst the fat

is increasing in amount, the globules usually increase in size,

and are found in the outer region of the cells. Later, as the

fat returns to normal, the globules form more and more an
inner zone.

Probably the metabolism as well as the formation of fat is

more rapid in the outer than in the inner cell-region ; and
probably also there is in certain circumstances a transference of

fat-globules from the outer to the inner part of the cells.

Each separate fat-globule appears to be slowly metabolised

in the same way that mesostate granules in secretory glands are

metabolised.

From June to August, peptone or dextrin, when injected

into the dorsal lymph-sac of a frog, produces changes like those

produced by feeding.

Mathematical Society, December 10.—J- W. L. Glaisher,

F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. A. E. Ilaynes, Hillsdale

College, Michigan, was elected a Member.—The following

communications were made :—On the numerical solution of

cubic equations, by G. Heppel.—On a theorem in kinematics,

by J. Y. Walker, F. R. S.—Note on the induction of electric

currents in an infinite plane current sheet which is rotating in a

field of magnetic force, by A. B. Basset.

Chemical Society, November 19.—Dr. Hugo Miiller,

F.R. S., President, in the chair.—The following papers were
read :—Aluminium alcohols

;
part 3, aluminium ortho-cresy-

late and its products of decomposition by heat, by J. H.
Gladstone, F.R. S., and Alfred Tribe.—Notes on the constitu-

tion of hydrated and double salts, by Spencer U. Pickering.

—

Some new vanadium compounds, by J. T. Brierly.—On the

action of PCI5 upon ethylic diethylacetoacetate, by J. W. James.

—On the vapour-pressures of mercury, by W. Ramsay, Ph.D.,
and Sydney Young, D. Sc. After criticising Regnault's deter-

minations of the vapour-pressures of mercury, the authors show
that his results do not agree with the following generalisation,

which has been proved to be true in twenty-two instances. A re-

lation exists between the absolute temperatures of all bodies,

whether solid or liquid, whether stable or dissociable, which
may be expressed in the case of any two bodies by the equation

R' = R -f r{i" - 0-

where R is the ratio of the absolute temperatures of the two
bodies corresponding to any vapour-pressure, the same for both ;

R' is the ratio at any other pressure, again the same for both
;

c is a constant which may equal o. or a small plus or minus
number ; and /' and t are the temperatures, absolute or Centi-

grade, of one of the bodies corresponding to the two vapour-

pressures. When f = o, R' = R, or the ratio of the absolute

temperatures is a constant at all pressures ; and when c > o or

c <. o, its values may readily be determined either by calculation,

or graphically by representing the absolute temperatures of one
of the two bodies as ordinates, and the ratios of the absolute

temperatures at pressures corresponding to the absolute tem-
peratures of that body as abscissa?. It is found in all cases that

points representing the relation of the ratio of the absolute

temperatures of the two bodies to the absolute temperatures of

one of them lie in a straight line. From this it follows that if

the vapour-pressures of any one substance are known through-

out, it is sufficient to determine accurately the vapour-pressures

of any other substance at any two temperatures, sufficiently far

apart, in order to be able to construct its whole vapour-pressure

curve. The vapour-pressures of mercury have accordingly been
measured with the greatest care at the temperatures 222°'I5 C,
270° '3, 280°

'2, 447°, and 448°. On comparing the ratios of the

absolute temperatures of mercury and water, at pressures corre-

sponding to tliose temperatures, they are found to agree with the

equation R' = R -f c (/ - /'), where c = o'ooo4788, if the tem-

peratures of mercury be chosen as ordinates. It is therefore

possible to construct the complete vapour-pressure curve of

mercury ; the paper contains tabular statements of the values.

Linnean Society, December 3.—Sir J. Lubbock, Bart.,

President, in the chaii-.^Sir H. E. Maxwell, Bart. , Lieut. -Col. L.

Blathwayt, and Messrs. R. A. Bastow, S. J. Capper, C. Ford, G.
B. Howes, J. H. Gurney, jun., W. H. Tones, W. F. A. Lambert,

C. T. Musson, W. D. G. Osborne, D. Petrie, and G. Thom
were elected Fellows.—The President announced from the

chair, and there were read letters from ( i ) the Elizabeth Thompson
Science Fund, U.S.A. ; (2) Prix de Candolle ; (3) Medals and
money prizes of Roy. Soc. N.S. Wales.—The Secretary

exhibited for M. Buysman a preparation of the floral parts of

Aconituiit Napdlus, L.—Mr. V. I. Chamberlain exhibited and
made remarks on a specimen of trap-door spider and nest from
California.—D. C. Cogswell showed oil-paintings of Eugenia
jatnhos and Casparca porrecta from Bermuda.—The Rev. G.

Henslow read a contribution to the study of the relative effects

of diff'erent parts of the solar spectrum on the transpiration of

plants. His conclusions are : that his experiments prove that

Wiesner's results are correct, and that transpiration per se (theo-

retically distinct from the purely physical process of evaporation,

which takes place from all moist surfaces and bodies, dead or

alive) is especially, if not solely, referable to those particular

bands of light which are absorbed by chlorophyll, and that such

light, being arrested, is converted into heat, which then raises the

temperature within the tissues and causes the loss of water. The
only additional results advanced tentatively are, that yellow

light has a retarding influence upon transpiration, and that

"life" has a retarding influence upon evaporation as distinct

from transpiration.—Prof. T. S. Cobbold's notes on parasites

collected by the late Charles Darwin was next read. This contains

a letter horn Mr. Darwin when transmitting the author the speci-

mens in i869,followedbyDr. Cobbold'sown memoranda concern-

mg eight of them, only one, however, Distoma incerta, proving

new.—A paper was read, on Castilloa clastica, Cerv., and some
allied plants, by Sir J. D. Hooker. The author states that under

the name Castilloa elastica probably more than one species

exists. The true plant first described by Cervantes has flowered and

fruited in Ceylon ; it is now fully described and figured, with

remarks on allied plants also yielding Panama india-rubber.

Seeds collected by Mr. Cross in 1S75 failed to germinate, but

cuttings were also introduced, and from them plants were dis-

tributed to various colonies. Some diflSculty is found in propa-

gating by cuttings, as the side branches, which are deciduous,

will not strike root, but seedlings have now been raised at Pera-

denyia, and the culture is therefore assured. An account of the

introduction of the plant is appended.—A paper was read by

Mr. P. H. Carpenter, on the variations in the form of the cirri

in certain Comatulse. The shape and number of the cirrus-

joints of Antedon phalangitim vary so greatly, both in the same

individual and in individuals from different localities, that, if

the two extreme forms were met with in an isolated condition,

they would assuredly be referred to different species of Antedon.

The cirri of this species are classed by the author undei four

types:—(A) long-jointed, (B) intermediate, (C) square-jointed,

(D) short-jointed. A is the typical form which occurs in the

Mediterranean variety, but is also found in the Atlantic speci-

mens, together with B, and also, but more rarely, C ; while

D is confined to individuals from the Minch and the Rrss-shire

coast, occurring together with C, which is rare in examples

from the Atlantic, except in those dredged by the Dacia on the

Seine bank.—The Secretary summarised a paper, by Mr. Josjph

Baly, on the Colombian species of the genus Diabrotica, and in

which the author divides the genus into two sections, dependent

on the lengths of the second and third joints of the antennae.

Zoological Society, December I.—Prof. W. H. Flower,

V.P.R.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. F. Day exhibited and

made remarks on a very curious fish, supposed to be a hybrid

between the Dab [Pleuronectes limanda) and the Flounder

{P.flesns).—Mr. Sclater laid on the table specimens of some
rare birds sent for exhibition by Mr. Whhely, of Woolwich,

and called special attention to a Hornbill which seemed to prove
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that Buccros castiarinus, described by Mr. G. R. Gray in 1871

from the head only, was merely the young stage of Bycanislcs

cyliii(lriats.—Mr. E. Lort Phillips exhibited a fine series of

heads of antelopes obtained dimng his recent expedition to

Somali-land in company with Messrs. James, and read notes on

their habits and localities.—Mr. W. T. Blanford exhibited, on

behalf of Capt. C. S. Cumberland, the head of a wild sheep

from Ladak, supposed to be a hybrid between Ovis Jiodgsoiii

and Ovis -ngnd.—Mr. John Bland .Sutton read a paper on the

origin of the urinary bladder, in which he endeavoured to show

that the atrophy of the gills in all forms of the vertebrates above

the amphibians might possibly be explained by the assumption of

embrj'onic respiration by the allantois.—A communication was

read from Lieut.-Col. Swinhoe, containing the fourth part of his

memoir on the Lepidoptera of Bombay and the Deccan. The
present paper concluded his description of the Heterocera ; and

also contained descriptions of the Tortricidse and Tineina, which

had been worked out by Lord Walsingham.—A communication

was read from Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, containing a memoir on

the comparative osteology of the Trochilida;, Caprimulgid.e,

and Cypselidas. Dr. Shuffldt came to the conclusion that the

Trcchilidre should form an order by themselves, and were not

nearly related to the Cypselidre, which were only much modified

Passeres.—Mr. F. E. Beddard read the second of his series of

notes on the Isopoda collected during the voyage of H.M.S.
Challenger. In the present paper the author treated of speci-

mens referable to the family Munnopsid^.—A communication

was read from Mr. Martin Jacoby, containing descriptions of

some new species and a new genus of Phytophagous Coleoptera^

Physical Society, November 28.—Prof. F. Guthrie, Presi-

dent, in the chair.—Mr. T. H. Blakesley was elected a Member
of the Society.—The following communications were read :—On
the calibration of galvanometers by a constant current, by Mr. T.

Mather. A cuiTent is passed through the coils of a galvano-

meter, which may be of any form ; the galvanometer is turned

in a horizontal plane through any angle, which need not be

recorded, and the deflection 6 of the needle noted. The current

is then broken, and the needle swings back, taking up its posi-

tion in the magnetic meridian ; the angle through which it turns

to do this is also noted 8. This is repeated with the galvano-

meter in various positions and with the same current, and a curve

is drawn showing the relation between the values of 2—^ and
sin 5

corresponding values of 9. When the instrument is now
used in its normal position it is readily seen that a cuiTent pro-

ducing a deflection fl of the needle is proportional to the value

of ^1" corresponding to fl, obtained in the calibration experi-

ment which may be read off at once from the curve.—On a

machine for the solution of cubic equations, by Mr. H, H.
Cunyngham. This machine the author believes to be the only

one hitherto constructed that gives the imaginary as well as the

real roots of a cubic equation. A cubical parabola is drawn
upon paper, the ordinates being the cube roots of the corre-

sponding abscissae. To find the roots of a cubic, first reduce it

by Cardan's rule to the form .r^ - ^.v - B = o. Then measure

off along Ox, a distance equal to B, and from this point, T,

draw a line making an angle equal to cofM with Ox. The
ordinates of the points where this line cuts the curve are the

roots of the equation. To find the imaginary roots when Ihey

exist, first find the real root as before ; from this point draw a

tangent to the branch of the curve the other side of Oy, then if

this line cut the axis of .v at a point Q, and a be the real root,

the two imaginaiy roots are

/QT_

Instead of actually going through the construction as above, the
operation is preferably performed by applying a protractor with a
tangent scale to the curve with its centre at T, setting it, and
leading off the point of the curve cut by its edge.—On a machine
for the solution of equations, by Mr. C. V. Boys. After men-
tioning I\Ir. Hinton's apparatus, lately shown to the Society,
and briefly describing Mr. Kempe's equation-machine, Mr. Boys
explained a machine he had constructed, consisting of a system
of beams, each provided with a pair of pans, and working upon
a fulcrum at the middle. The pans of the first beam are marked
+ « and -,7, those of the second -b and +l>, the next +c and
- f, and so on. Into these, weights equal in value to the co-

efficients a, b, c, &c., of an equation a + bx + ex- + . . . . = o
are to be placed. A sliding joint is arranged to connect a point
opposite the positive pan of each beam, with a rib at the back
of the next lower one. Alternate beams are placed opposite

one another, and each set can be slid past the other, the pecu-
liar connecting-joints being able to slide past the fulcra and the

pans on each beam. To solve an equation, the coefficient

weights are placed in their pans, and the two sets of beams are

made to slide past one another. At certain positions the beams
change the direction of inclination. These positions of balance

are noted on a scale, the readings of which are roots of the

equation. When there are not more than two impossible roots,

the machine will find them ; for this purpose the real roots are

first found and divided out, the resulting quadratic being placed

on the machine. Instead of a change of inclination of the

beam, a maximum or minimum of pressure is observed by a

spring balance. The reading of the scale is then the real jiart

of the root, and the square root of the pressure the impossible

part.—Mr. A. Hilger exhibited and described a new driving

clockwork of isochronous motion regulated by a fan-governor,

and a new direct-vision spectroscope.

Geological Society, Xovember 8.—Prof T. G. Bonneyi
F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Henry M. Ami andR, Mountford
Deeley were elected as Fellows of the Society.—The following

communications were read :—Results of recent researches in

some bone-caves in North Wales (Fynnon Beuno and Cae
Gwyn), by Henry Hicks, F.R. S., with notes on the .animal re-

mains by W. Davies, F.G.S., of the British Museum (Nat.

Histoi-y). This paper contained the results of researches carried

on in these caverns in the summers of 1883, 1884, and 1S85 fy

Mr. E. Bouverie Luxmoore, of St. Asaj^h, and the author. The
enormous collection of bones belonging to the now extinct

animals of Pleistocene age obtained had been submitted for

examination to Mr. W. Davies, and afterwards distributed to

various museums. Several well-worked flint implements were

also discovered in association with the bones. The following

are the conclusions .arrived at by the author, from the facts ob-

tained during the explorations :—That abundant evidence has

been furnished to show that the caverns had been occupied by

hyjenas, and possibly by other beasts of prey, as dens, into which
portions of carcasses of various animals had been conveyed in

Pleistocene times. The very great abundance of some animals,

such as the rhinoceros, horse, and reindeer, and the frequent

presence of bones belonging to young animals, proved that the

plain of the Vale of Clwyd, with that extending northward

under the Irish Sea, must have formed a favourite feeding-

ground even at that time. The flint implements and worked
bones showed also that man was contemporary with these

animals. The facts perhaps, however, of greatest importance,

made out during these researches, are those which bear on some
questions of physical geology in regard to this area, which

hitherto have been shrouded more or less in doubt. The views

on the physical conditions in Pleistocene times of the areas in

North Wales in which these and the other bone-caverns occur,

so ably put forward by Sir A. Ramsay, appeared to the author

to be strongly supported by the results obtained in these ex-

plorations. The ravine in which the caverns occur must have

been scooped out previous to the deposition in it of the glacial

sands and boulder- cl.ays. This sand and clay, there seems good

evidence to show, must have filled up the ravine to a height

above the entrances to the caverns, and such sands and clays are

now found at some points to completely fill up the caverns.

How, then, did the.=e sands and clays get into the caverns?

Were they forced in through the entrances by marine action or

by a glacier filling the valley ? Or were they conveyed in subse-

quent to the deposition of the boulder-clay in the valley and

surrounding area? The position of the caverns in an escarp-

ment of limestone, at the end of a ridge of these rocks, with a

shai-p fall on either side, prohibits the idea that the m.iterial

could have been washed in from the higher ground, as has been

suggested by some in the case of other caverns, if it had any-

thing like its present configuration. Moreover, there is scarcely

any deposit now visible upon the limestone ridge, and there is

no certainty that there ever was deposited there any great thick-

ness of such a clay as that now found in the caverns. The
general position also of the bones in some of the tunnels seems

to indicate clearly that the force which broke up the stalagmite

floor, in some places 10 to 12 inches thick, and stalactites 6 to 8

inches across, which thrust many of the large and heavy bones

into fissures high up in the caverns and placed them at all
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angles in the deposit, must have acted fi'om the entrance

inwards, r.nd the only force which seems to meet these condi-

tions is marine action. The following seem to the author to

be the changes indicated by the deposits. The lowest in the

caverns, consisting almost entirely of local materials, must

have been introduced by a river which flowed in the valley

at a very much higher level than does the little stream at

present. Gradually, as the valley was being excavated, and the

caverns were above the reach of floods, hya;nas and other beasts

of prey occupied them, and conveyed the remains of other ani-

mals into them. Man also must have been present at some
part of this period. Gradually the land became depressed, the

animals disappeared, stalagmite was formed, and the sea at last

entered the caverns, filling them up with sands and pebbles, and
burying also the remains not washed out. Floating ice deposited

in this sea the fragments of rocks derived from northern sources,

and these became mixed with local rocks and clays brought

down from surrounding areas. The greater part of the boulder-

clay in the Vale of Clwyd was pro'iably deposited as the land

was being raised out of this Mid-Glacial sea. During the pro-

cess of elevation the caverns became again disturbed by marine
j action and the upper fine reddish loam and the laminated clays

were deposited. It seemed to the author impossible to avoid
' the conclusion that these caverns must have been submerged,
and afterwards elevated to their present height of about 400 feet

above the level of the sea, since they were occupied by Palaeo-

lithic man and the Pleistocene animals.—On the occurrence of

the Crocodilian genus Toiiiistoina in the Miocene of the Maltese
Islands, by R. Lydekker, F. G.S.—Description of the cranium
of a new species of Eriuaceus from the Upper Miocene of

QLningen, by R. Lydekker, F.G. S.

Anthropological Institute, Nov. 24.—Mr. Francis Galton,

F.R.S., President, in the chair.—The election of W. Seton
Karr, E. Lawrence, Dr. R. tMunro, and Dr. W. Summerhays,
was announced.-—Mr. C. H. Read exhibited a number of

j

ethnological objects from Terra del Fuego.—The President

1
exhibited on behalf of Dr. J. E. Billings, of the United States

Army, a collection of composite photographs of skulls. There
were in all twenty photographs, forming four series, referring

respectively to Sandwich Islanders, Ancient Californians, Arapa-
hoe Indians, and Witchitaw Indians ; each composite was the

mean of six adult male skulls.—Dr. Edward B. Tylor exhibited

I
some Australian Tunduns or bull-roarers, and explained the

manner in which they were used.—Mr. J. Theodore Bent read a

paper on insular Greek customs, in wliich he described many
]

ceremonies now used by the Christian inhabitants of the islands

!

of the ."Egean Sea that were obviously derived from, or survivals

of, ancient Pagan customs. Mrs. Bent exhibited a collection of
Greek dresses, drapery, and other objects from the islands

referred to in the paper.—Mr. _!• W. Crombie read a paper on
the game of hop scotch, in which he traced the origin of the

I

game to a period anterior to the introduction of Christianity,

and showed that in early Christian times children had some
! rough idea of representing in this game the jirogress of the

I
soul through the future world, and that the division of the

j

figure into seven courts was on account of the belief in seven

j
heavens.—Dr. E. B. Tylor gave a risunil of a paper by Mr. A.

i VV. Howitt, on the migrations of the Kurnai ancestors

(.Gippslandl.

Royal Microscopical Society, November 11.— Rev. Dr.
DaUinger, F.R. S., President, in the chair.—The President
referred in feeling terms to the death of Dr. W. B. Carpenter,
IC.B., a Fellow, and formerly President, of the Society, and a

|]esolution of condolence with his family was passed. Prof.
I Stewart was appointed to represent the Society at the funeral.

—Mr. Beck exhibited a portable form of his "Star" micro-

I

scope, and Mr. Crisp exhibited a microscope with focussing
adjustment by means of a piece of catgut, which, it was

I

claimed, gave a very simple and easy motion.—Mr. J. Mayall,
i jun. , exhibited the Helot-Trouve electric photophore, which had
I been recommended as an excellent illuminant for microscopical

I
purposes.—Mr. Groves exhibited a Barrett microtome, a very

'large form, intended for cutting sections of exceptional size.—

•

!Mr. Dowdeswell exhibited a cholera bacillus showing a flagellum
at either end, one straight and the other coiled.—Mr. Nelson
exhibited a very fine image of Triceratium seftangulalum, show-
ing markings in the areolation with a |-inch objective, and the
low a|)erture of 0^29.—Mr. Badcock described an unknown
fresh-water organism, closely resembling a Polycystin. The

President suggested that it might possibly be one of the various
forms oi Actinophrys.—A paper was read by Mr. W. B. Turner,
describing some ' new and rare Desmids ; also one, by Dr.
Giltay of Holland, on the proper mode of describing the
amplifying power of a lens or objective.^Mr. Cri.sp read a
paper on the limits of resolution in the microscope, in which he
showed that whilst the limit with white light might be taken at

14^.543 hnes to the inch, the use of monochromatic light gave
an increase to 158,845, and with photography to 193,037.—

A

paper was read by Dr. Lavis on preparing sections of pumice
and other vesicular rocks.—It was announced that Mr. Mayall,
jun., was about to give a course of five lectures on the micro-
scope at the Society of Arts, illustrated by microscopes from
the Society, and from Mr. Crisp's extensive collection.

Mineralogical Society, December 8.—L. Fletcher, M.A.,
President, in the chair.—The following papers were read :—On
a glaucophane eclogite from the Val d'Aoste, by the Rev. Prof.

Bonney, F.R..S.—Note on orthoclase from Kilima-njaro, by H.
A. Miers, M.A.—Preliminary notice of penetration twins of

arragonite from New Mexico, by R. H. Solly, F.G.S.—On
some specimens of idocrase and garnet from the neighbourhood
of Tzermatt, by Prof. W. J. Lewis.—Dr. Burghardt exhibited

some pseudomorphs of native copper after arragonite, from South
America.—Mr. Miers also exhibited some peculiar twins of

calcite from Eyam, Derbyshire.

Entomological Society, December 2.—Mr. J. W. Dun-
ning, Vice-President, in the chair.—Two new Fellows were
elected.—Mr. F. Enock described experiments in mounting
Mymarida, and exhibited photographs of the insects.—Mr.
A. Eland Shaw exhibited an undetermined species of Coni-

cephaltis, which had been taken in a hothouse at Birmingham ;

it was believed to be an Australian or South American species.

—Mr. G. T. I'orritt exhibited two species of a melanic variety

oi AyrOtis obclisca from Sligo.—Mr. Dunning read a note on the

election of honorary foreign members.

Victoria Institute, Decem.ber 7.—A paper on the un-

reasonableness of agnosticism was read. The author treated the

subject in such a manner as to make his essay specially valuable

at this time.—Mr. E. Charlesworth read a paper on the skull of

the gorilla, of which he exhibited a specimen considered the

most perfect that had as yet reached England.

Cambridge

Philosophical Society, November 23.—Prof. Foster, Pre-

sident, in the chair.—The following communications were
made :— C)n a new method of producing the fringes of interfer-

ence, by L. R. Wilberforce, B.A. The author stated that in

the course of an inquiry into the suitability of various forms of

interference-fringes for certain investigations on the velocity of

light upon which he had been engaged, he had been led to adopt

the mode of production which was the subject of his paper.

He briefly described the method, indic.ited the elements of its

theory, and, by a comparison of his results with those of former

experimenters, showed the great increase of accuracy attainable

by means of it.—On the dielectric strength of mixtures of gases,

by Dr. C. Olearski. The author described a series of experi-

ments from which it followed that the dielectric strength of a

mechanical mixture of two gases is intermediate between the

strengths of its constituents.—On the mutual action of oscillatory

twists in a vibrating medium, by A. H. Leahy, M.A.—On the

transpiration stream in cut branches, by F. Darwin, M.A., and
R. W. Phillips, B.A. The paper consists chiefly of an experi-

mental criticism of Dufour's experiments on transpiration. The
authors show that (contrary to Dufour's contention) there is an
essential similarity between the natural current of water in a

transpiring branch, and the current induced by pressure in a

similar specimen ; this similarity being understood to hold good
under the conditions of Dufour's experiments, namely, when
certain incisions are made, or when the branch is compressed in

certain ways.
Paris

Academy of Sciences, December 7.—M. Jurien de la

Graviere, Vice-President, in the chair.—Determination of the

differences of longitude between Paris, Milan, and Nice, by
MM. F. Perrier and L. Bassot. The values obtained for the

differences of longitude between the observatories of these

places is found to be :

—
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Milan-Paris ... +27111. 25-3155.
(

Paris-Nice ... - 19m. 51 -5135. )^^^ -'i:--'cs f
'^ = 0'°''-

Nice-Milan ... - 7m- 33'Si25. \'' ' "^ -'~^'
)

—Movement of the molecules of the so-called "soHtary wave"

propagated on the surface of a stagnant canal, and vfhich after

some agitation acquires a constant and uniform motion, by M.

de Saint-Venant.— Experimental researches undertaken to deter-

mine the influence exercised by lesions of the spinal marrow on

the form of the convxilsions assumed by artificial epilepsy of

cerebral origin, by M. Vulpian.— On the theory of algebraic

forms in connection with M. Halphen's differential invariants,

by M. Sylvester.—Note on the fresh experiments carried out in

1885 with the navigable balloon La Frame, by M. Ch. Renard.

The results of three ascents during the months of August and

September gave a mean velocity of about 67 metres per second,

with 55 to 57 revolutions of the screw per minute. On the two

last occasions the balloon was brought back to the point of de-

parture, Chalais, near Meudon.—On the propagation of motion

in an undefined fluid (1st part), by M. Hugoniot.—Discovery of

a new comet in the constellation Andromeda at the Paris Ob-

servatory on December i, by M. Fabry.—Observations made

at the Observatories of Paris, Bordeaux, Lyons, and Algiers,

presented by M. Mouchez.—On the employment of spherical

convex glasses (boules-panorama) as solar signals, by M. Hatt.

—Note on certain hyper-Fuchsian functions, by M. E. Picard.

—On Lagrange's form of interpolation, by M. Bendisson.—Note

on the trigonometric series, by M. H. Poincare.—On the solu-

tions common to several partially-derived linear equations, by

M. R. Liouville.—On the holomorphous conditions of the

integrals of the iterative equation, and on some other functional

equations, by M. G. Koijnigs.—Remarks relative to a preceding

communication on M. Koenig's theorem, by M. Ph. Gilbert.—

On the part played by the rotation of the earth m de-

termining the deviation of running waters on the surface of

the globe, by M. Pontes. The author considers it now de-

monstrated that terrestrial rotation has a perceptible in-

fluence on the tendency shown by rivers to corrode one side

or the other of their banks.—Note on the spectrum of absorp-

tion of oxygen, by M. N. Egoroff. The results of the author s

spectroscopic researches, combined with those of M. Thollon,

completely explain the origin of the telluric bands in the sec-

tion K—b of the solar spectrum ; 1 26 bands, distributed in

equal proportion and identically in the groups A, B, and a,

depend exclusively on oxygen, while the others belong to the

vapour of w.ater.-On the characteristic equation of carbonic

acid, by M. E. Sarrau.—On the preparation of hypophosphoric

acid, by M. A. Joly.—Note on some properties of zinc, by M. L.

L'Hote. Pure zinc, alloyed with a very small quantity of arsenic

or antimony, conducts itself in water like zinc alloyed with iron.

Hence all the zincs of commerce decompose water at the boiling-

point.—Heat of combustion of some ethers of organic acids:

ethylic ether of lactic acid, citrate of ethyle, normal ethylbutyric

ether, ethylisobutyric ether, by M. Louguinine.—On the pyro-

genous decomposition of the polyatomic acids of the fatty series,

by M Hauriot.—On the normal and primary monochloruretted

butyric compounds, by M. Louis Henry.- Action of chlorine

on anhydrous chloral, by M. Henri Gautier.—Analysis of the

deposits formed by the mineral waters of Chabetout, Puy-de-

Dome, by M. Fr. Thabuis. The chief constituents of the de-

posits from these ferruginous waters are sesquioxide of iron,

nearly 50 per cent. ; organic matter, 9-4 ; lime, 2-2
;
gelatmous

silica, ii-i ; carbonic acid, 1-8.—Optical examination ol some

little-known minerals : kirwanite, a silicate of the protoxide of

iron, lime, and alumina, with about 4 per cent, of water ;
hul-

lite, consisting mainly of amorphous matter, and found in the

Irish basaltic rocks ; harringtonite, a zeolithe of lime and soda ;

bowlingite, a hydrosilicate of alumina, iron, and magnesia ;

botryolite, identical with datholite, by M. A. Lacroix.—On

experimental denutrition, by M. Ch. E. Qumquand. Ihis

process, which consists in stat-'iitg an organ, or part of an organ,

supplies a new and useful method of investigation, enabhng

physiologists to advance the study of elementary nutntion and

of the fundamental action of medicines.—On the effects pro-

duced by the ingestion and intra-venous injection ol some

colouring substances derived from coal, and much used m
colouring drinks and aliments, by MM. P. Cazeneuve and K.

Lepine. One of these (binitronaphthol, or Manchester yellow),

is shown to be distinctly injurious ; the other two derived from it

quite harmless.—On the anatomy, digestive, and nervous

systems of the genus Discina, by M. L. Joubin.—Account ot a

young megaptera recently stranded in the maritime district of

La Seyne (Mediterranean), where this species of whale is

extremely rare, by M. G. Pouchet.—On the respiration of plants,

continued, by MM. G. Bonnier and L. Mangin.—On the

desiccation of plants immersed in aqueous solutions, by M.

Albert Levallois.—On the processes of fructification of the

various genera of sigillaria, by M. B. Renault.—On the under-

lying rocks of the Tertiary formations in the neighbourhood of

Is?oire, Auvergne, by MM. Michel Levy and Munier-Chalmas.

—Geological observations on the kingdom of Shoa and Galla

countiy, south of Abyssinia, by M. Aubry.—Note on the dis-

covery of phosphates of lime made in the spring of the present

year in the lowest Tertiary strata in the south of Tunis, by M.
Philippe Thomas.—On the Jebel Zaghwan range, Tunis, and on

the great fault in this orographic system running north-east and

south-west, and indicating the line of upheaval of the lower

chalk foniiations now in contact with the Upper Eocene rocks,

by M. G. Rolland.—Note on the discovery of a human station

dating from the Stone Age in the woods of Clemert, by M.

Emile Riviere.—On the advantages to be derived from a

thorough knowledge of the displacements of the Gulf Stream in

weather forecastings, by M. de Tastes.—Various communica-

tions on the shooting stars of November 27, from M. Stephan,

of the Marseilles Observatory ; M. Hirn, of Colmar ; M.

Colladon, of Geneva ; M. Perrotin, of Nice ; M. Quenin, of

Pelonne (Drome) ; MM. Hildebrandsson and Charlier, of

Upsala ; M. Phipson, of London ; and others, with remarks by

1\L Faye.
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1885

THE LOAD-LINES OF SHIPS

THE regulation of the depth of loading of ships is a

matter that has received the attention of scientific

men and practical seamen during many years. It has been

hotly discussed in various quarters, and numerous disputes

have arisen over the attempts of the Board of Trade to

carry their views respecting it into practice. A long series

of debates and disputes culminated in the appointment of

a Committee by iVIr. Chamberlain, the late President of

the Board of Trade, to report upon the question.

That Committee, now well known as the late Load-

hne Committee, had Sir E. ]. Reed, K.C.B., M.P., for

its Chairman, and reported to the President of the Board

of Trade in August last. The Report was unanimous
;

and was conclusive as to the practicability of framing

general rules concerning freeboard which will prevent

dangerous overloading without unduly interfering with

trade. The Committee's rules have been accepted by

the Board of Trade and Lloyd's Register Society
;

and at the same time they have received the general

approval of ship-owners.

Like many answers that are given to questions, the

Committee's Report states the opinions that were arrived

at, but does not give the reasons for them. This natu-

ral omission has been supplied by a paper read before

the Society of Arts on the nth inst., by Prof Elgar, of

Glasgow University, who was a member of the Com-

mittee. Prof. Elgar said :

—

" It is necessary to understand the causes of the differ-

ences between the various types of vessels. It must be

obvious that no simple rule of a given number of inches

per foot of depth of hold, can now be applied with equal

fairness to all vessels alike. Each requires to be judged

of separately, and to have its special characteristics

adequately appreciated. The problem of framing a gene-

ral scheme for regulating the freeboards of the principal

types of ships involves, firstly, the consideration of how
freeboards should vary in vessels belonging to any given

type, according to size, proportions, and form ; and,

secondly, the consideration of how the freeboards of

vessels of similar sizes, proportions, and forms, but of

different types, should be regulated relatively to each

other."

He went on to show how the elements of size and relative

proportions are dealt with in the Committee's tables, and
also how form is taken into consideration by means of

approximate coefficients of fineness.

The effects of differences in sheer and round of beam
are separately investigated, and also the influence of

deck-erections—such as forecastles, poops, midship

houses, and others—upon seaworthiness. The whole

question of allowances for deck-erections of various kinds

is one which cannot be brought within the scope of exact

different treatment ; and it is a point upon which the

Committee appear to have been guided more by the

opinions of seamen and by the recorded experience of

successful ship-owners than by any other considerations.

Among the chief scientific questions connected with

the safe loading of ships are those of structural strength

Vol. XXXIII.—No. 843

and stability. Prof. Elgar describes as follows the

manner in which these have been treated by the Load-line

Committee :

—

" Flush-decked steamers of the 100 A class in Lloyd's

Register, which are of full strength to the upper deck,

are, it is known, amply strong enough to bear loading to

the freeboards given in the tables. Spar and awnmg
deck-vessels, which are of less strength, may become un-

seaworthy through excessive straining action at sea if

loaded to the same depths as the vessels above-named.

And there are instances of vessels of those types having

been severely strained at sea, and of some which have

probably foundered in consequence, when loaded unduly

deep. The principle which the Committee has adopted

in dealing with these and other vessels that are inferior

in strength to those of the 100 A class of full scantling

ships in Lloyd's Register, is tcr fix approximately the

hmits at which the stress upon the material of the hull

shall not exceed that of the stronger class of the same

proportions, form, and moulded depth, when loaded to

the freeboard required by the tables. In our present

state of knowledge of how to calculate exactly the relative

stresses upon the materials of ship's hulls, it is impossible

to rely upon absolute accuracy of comparison, but the

principle is a sound one. It can be applied with a fair

degree of accuracy in many cases, and it is only to be

expected that the present deficiencies in this branch of

science will be made good in time. In thus adopting

Lloyd's 100 A class as a standard of strength, the Com-

mittee must not be supposed to indorse Lloyd's Rules in

any sense. They are merely taken by the Committee as

being the best, or, indeed, the only recognised standard

we now have.
" The question of stability is one that has often been

raised in connection with the regulation of freeboards.

Stability is, however, so intimately associated with stowage

that it is only possible to deal with it by defining how ships

of various proportions and types are to be stowed. The

Load-line Committee did not feel called upon to deal with

an independent problem of such magnitude and such great

complexity as this. Stability need not ordinarily enter

into the determination of the load-line, except for the

purpose of insuring to ships of great proportionate depth

the necessary stability at sea ivhen employed in the carriage

of grain, or other cargoes that are approximately homo-

o-eneous. If properly qualified persons are intrusted with

the assignment of load-lines, they will readily distinguish

between vessels in which stability is likely to be a question

of importance and those in which it is not. In cases

where vessels will obviously admit of being loaded so as

to become unstable at sea, the owners should be looked to

for particulars of the stability, and for furnishing proof

that, so far as stability is concerned, the vessel may be

safely laden with her intended cargoes to the ioad-line

given in the tables, or to such a reduced draught as may
be considered proper. The responsibility of providing

stability, or of showing that sufficient is provided, must

be left with ship-owners. Stability is regulated by stowage
;

and no mere provision of freeboard, height of platform, or

strength of structure, can make a ship safe if her stabihty

is not secured by .proper stowage. The regulation of

stowage has but little more to do with freeboard tables

than has the regulation of steam-power, bulkhead division.
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manning, and other essential elements of safety. Each of

these points requires to h& separately and fully dealt

with."

Great importance is rightly attached by the Load-line

Committee to the administration of the freeboard tables.

The most perfect tables that can be framed must necessarily

be incomplete in many particulars, and must leave much
to the discretion of those who have to use them. The
mere tables only apply to existing types of vessels ; and

out of those existing types they can only apply to vessels of

high class which are in good condition. In the adminis-

tration of the tables great discretion and knowledge
are necessary, in order to use them with reasonable

modifications, in view of changes in the types of ships,

or of improvements in ships, that the continuous pro-

gress of naval architecture is certain before long to

cause. The same discretion and knowledge are necessary

in dealing with vessels which, by reason of age, structural

defects, more or less rapid deterioration, or of anything

that may be observed in their condition, cannot safely or

fairly be loaded as deeply as vessels which are in first-

class condition. The great majority of the members of

the Committee are of opinion that, in order to give useful

and satisfactory effect to the tables, the scientific staff of

the Board of Trade should be strengthened, and should
be made capable of dealing with all questions of such a

nature that may arise, in a manner likely to command
the confidence of ship-owners and of the public. They
also think it essential that this work should be done
under the superintendence of a representative body,
which should consist not only of officials but also of ship-

owners, naval architects, seamen, and perhaps under-

writers.

Sir E. J. Reed said, " The Load-line Committee, in the

inquiry which they undertook, had a very difficult task to

perform. The origin of that Committee was this : the

Legislature having placed the obligation of stopping the

overloading of ships on the Board of Trade, that Depart-
ment fried to do so, but failed to succeed, their interfer-

ence being resisted by ship-owners. Thereupon Mr.
Chamberlain conceived the idea of forming a Committee
of gentlemen for the purpose of thoroughly investigating

the subject, and seeing what answers could be given to

the questions which had been referred to in the paper.

The best proof that the Committee had done its work
with a fair measure of success was to be found in the

fact that no one had that evening complained of
the results at which they arrived, which would not
have been the case had mistakes been committed,
as ship-owners never hesitated to defend themselves.

Prof. Elgar had shown how necessary it was to supple-

ment the labours of the Committee by further knowledge
and investigation touching other elements of the safety

of ships at sea. He believed ship-owners came out

exceedingly well in the inquiry, both in the evidence
they laid before the Committee and in the manner in

which they applied their knowledge and experience to

the investigation ; and he should feel it his duty, when
he saw Mr. Chamberlain, to point out to him that nothing
could have been more fair-minded, more open or thorough,
than the manner in which they co-operated with the other
members of the Committee in bringing about the result

which had been attained."

The public are indebted to the Load-line Committee for

the satisfactory manner in which they performed a most

difficult task ; and especially to the Chairman, Sir E. J.

Reed, to whose ability and good judgment the success of

their labours may very largely be attributed.

THE WANDERINGS OF PLANTS AND
ANIMALS

The Wiindenngs of Plants and Animalsfrom their First

Home. By Victor Hehn. Edited by James Steven

Stallybrass. (London : Swan Sonnenschein and Co.,

18S5.)

THE title of this book is somewhat misleading, since

it treats only of domesticated animals and culti-

vated plants, and of these solely in relation to European
civilisation. The subject is treated as almost entirely a

philological one, the origin of the several species and
varieties being deduced from a study of their names in

different countries and from a critical examination of the

earliest references to them in ancient writers. The
author's point of view is thus clearly stated in the

preface :
—

" The purely scientific man will judge chiefly by the

suitability of soil and climate. If he finds a plant flourish-

ing pretty abundantly in Greece or Italy now, and knows
of no climatic or geologic changes that would exclude its

having flourished there 5000 years ago, he will at once
pronounce it indigenous, and scout the notion of its

having been imported. But now listen to the scholar,

and he may tell you that Homer never mentions such a
plant ; that later poets speak of it in a vague way as

something very choice and very holy, and always in con-
nection with some particular deity : they may have tasted

its fruit, may have seen the figure of its flowers (probably
conventional) in emblematic painting or carving, but have
not the faintest notion of its shape or size, wliether it be
a grass, a shrub, or a tree ; till at last, in the time of
Darius or Alexander, the plant itself emerges into clear

visibility. Your inference will be that it came to Greece
within historic times.''

In this way he claims to have shown " that the flora

of Southern Europe has been revolutionised under the

hand of man ; that the evergreen vegetation of Italy and

Greece is not indigenous, but is mainly due to the sacred

groves planted round the temples of Oriental gods and

goddesses ; that in this way the laurel has followed the

worship of Apollo, the cypress and myrtle that of Aphro-

dite, the olive that of Athena, and so on." But this very

wide statement seems hardly to be justified by the evi-

dence adduced in this volume.

As a good example of our author's mode of treatment

we may refer to his account of the domestic cat. This

animal, he shows, was quite unknown to the Greeks and
Romans of the classical age. In the Batrachomyomachia
the mouse tells the frog that he fears above all things the

hawk and the weasel, but most the weasel, because it

creeps after him into his holes. In "The Wasps" of

Aristophanes a domestic story begins :
" Once upon a

time there was a mouse and a weasel "—just as we say to

children, "There was once a cat and a mouse." In the

fable of the Cit)' mouse and the Country mouse as related

by Horace, the latter is frightened, not by a cat, but by
the barking of dogs. In the original fables of ^Esop, of

Babrius, and of Ph?edrus, the cat is never mentioned, the

weasel always occupying the place the former animal
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now fills in the house. No remains of cats have beea

found in Pompeii, thoagli tlie bones of horses, dogs, and

goats have been discovered, and some writers have im-

puted this to the superior intelligence and foresight of the

former animal, which made its escape in time, whereas

its absence is due to the fact that there were no cats in

the city at the period of its destruction.

The cat was first domesticated in Egypt, and appears

to have been introduced into Europe in the fifth or sixth

century of the Christian era. It is first mentioned under

its distinctive name, Catiis, by Palladius, and somewhat
later by the ecclesiastical historian, Evagrius Scholasticus.

The author believes that the introduction of the cat fol-

lowed the migration of the rat, Miis ra/lits, from Asia

into Europe, where it seems to have been altogether

unknown in classical times.

As an illustration from the vegetable kingdom we may
take the discussion on the origin of the eatable chestnut.

The name is traced to Asia Minor, and that it was not

indigenous to Europe is shown by the fact " that neither

Greeks nor Romans had an individual name for the

chestnut-tree and its fruit." It is further argued that,

"If the Greeks had found the chestnut-tree e.xisting in

their future country when they first arrived, they would

certainly have mentioned the fruit in their legends. But

we only hear of the acorns of the dnis, the esculent oak
;

and the aborigines, such as the wild Arcadians in their

mountains and woods, are always called acorn-eaters,

even by the oracles. When Hesiod describes the bless-

ings of peace and justice, the earth bringing forth fruits,

the oak bearing acorns, the bees furnishing honey, and
the sheep yielding its fleece—would he have forgotten to

mention the chestnut, if it had then grown on the moun-
tains, bestowing sweet fruit on mankind ? And would

the Latin poets, when describing the Golden Age, have

hmited themselves to mentioning arbutus-fruit, straw-

berries, cornel-berries, blackberries, and acorns ? That

the regions south of the Caucasus, and the northern sea-

board of Asia Minor, bring forth all kinds of nuts and
chestnuts in great abundance, is proved by the unanimous
testimony of travellers, ancient and modern. . . . From
these regions chestnuts came overland through Thrace,

Macedonia, and Thessaly to Eubcea, after which island

they were called Eubcean nuts at Athens."

The chief faults of this book are due to the want of any
acquaintance with systematic natural history on the part

of either author or editor. This has led to many errors

of nomenclature and a most confusing arrangement of sub-

jects. Beginning with a chapter on the horse, we pass on
to the vine, fig, and olive, and then back to asses and
mules. Then comes "stone architecture," followed by
" beer " and " butter." After a number of vegetables,

trees, fruits, and flowers are discussed, we come to fowls,

pigeons, and other domestic birds ; then more fruit-trees
;

then the cat and the buffalo, followed by the hop and
grain-bearing plants. As illustrations of the want of some
technical knowledge of natural history we have the

prickly Ruscus aculeatus, instead of the glossy-leaved

Riiscus racemosus, given as the Alexandrian laurel ; the

cyitsus of the ancients, a shrub used extensively as fodder
for cattle, and rightly identified as the Medicago arborea,

confounded with the laburnum, an ornamental tree of a
totally different character. The Virginian creeper (^Am-

pclopsis Itcdcracea) is confounded with another American
plant, the fox-grape {Vitis labrusca), while the Lombardy
poplar, a native of Western Asia, is said to have been

brought from the Mississipi Valley.

Being evidently quite unacquainted with the discoveries

of Darwin, the author greatly exaggerates the changes

produced by man in the flora of Europe, considering it to

offer a parallel case to that of St. Helena, whei'e the in-

digenous vegetation has been almost wholly extirpated

and replaced by plants from other countries. The inca-

pacity of archaic insular forms to compete with the

dominant races developed in the great continents is sup-

posed to obtain equally in a portion of one of these ancient

continental areas ; and thus, the extensive development

of certain useful or ornamental cultivated plants in

Southern Europe is mistaken for the substitution of a

new flora of a totally distinct type. That this is his belief

is shown by the following passage :

—

" Almost everything that strikes the northern traveller

on crossing the Alps as novel and agreeable—the quiet

plastic beauty of the vegetation, the characteristic forms
of the landscape and animals, nay even the geological

structure (in so far as it has become exposed by changes
in its organic covering, and has then felt the effects of

light and atmospheric agencies)—is a product of civilisa-

tion brought about by manifest transformations during
long periods of time."

Notwithstanding a few blemishes such as those now
indicated, the student of philology and of the early history

of domesticated animals and cultivated plants will find

this volume full of curious information ; while there is so

much discursive matter touching upon the primitive

history of nations, their manners and customs, their arts

and literature, and even their religion and philosophy,

that the book will be interesting to a wide circle of general

readers. Alfred R. Wallace

EUROPEAN BUTTERFLIES
European Butterjiics. By W. F. de Vismes Kane, iVL.A.,

M.R.I.A., Memb.Ent.SocLond., &c. 8vo. Pp. i.-xxxi.,

and 1-1S4, with plates. (London : Macmillan and Co.

1885.)

IT has long been a standing reproach to British ento-

mologists that they are mainly divided into two

classes, those who collect or study British insects only,

and those who, with little knowledge of the productions

of their own country, are profound regarding exotics. In

other words, continental Europe is a blank to the majority

of them. And the purely "British" entomologist, as a

rule, is supposed to look upon anything continental as

unclean
;

yet nevertheless prizes any unusual species if

captured on our shores, and uses every argument to prove

that it may possibly be a'true native, and not an immigrant,

for if the latter there must be a certaint taint attached to

it. The " purely British " entomologist is also supposed to

endeavour to maintain his conservative ideas by refusing

to enter into correspondence and interchange with his

continental brethren, [because everything not British is

unclean. He retains a peculiar method in the prepara-

tion of his materials that renders them not only practi-

cally useless for purposes of study, but prevents them
from being serviceable if by any chance they should fall

into the hands of " foreigners." The writer has often
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been compelled to he:\i and ti) bear very strong expres-

sions from his continental friends on this point. The
writer lias a book on Lcpidopicra before him, and as

nine-tenths of " British " entomologists confine their

attention to Lepidoptera, the term " British entomologist

"

is here used in its narrow sense.

The time will arrive when we can safely say " Nous
avons changd totit cfla." According to what we have

observed during an experience of nearly thirty years,

it is in rapid progress towards arrival, and that progress

has been vastly accelerated recently. Many of our ento-

mologists are expanding their ideas by continental travel,

and latterly we have had from their pens several im-

portant indications that it is possible for British ento-

mologists to know something about the productions of

continental Europe, and even to endeavour to teach and

lead their fellow-countrymen in the same direction. The
thin end of the wedge naturally consists in popularising

the subject.

The thin end of the wedge has been inserted, and it is

being driven deeper to an extent that must create alarm

amongst " British " collectors. There was a time when

they had a nomenclature almost their own, and resented

any attempt to upset it. Even this pet has been rudely

insulted in the eyes of the most conservative in their

number.

We have said that nine-tenths of our entomologists arc

probably Lepidopterists. The most attractive Lepidoptcra

are butterflies, and it is in this direction that the thin end

of the wedge is being specially inserted. Almost within

a year three works by British writers concerning Euro-

pean (as including British and continental) Lepidoptcia

have made their appearance. There are Lang's " Butter-

flies of Europe," and a re-issue of Kirby's " European

Butterflies and Moths." Now we have before us Kane's

" Handbook of European Butterflies." We welcome all

as constituting the thin end of the wedge.

Mr. Kane's book differs in its plan from the works

mentioned in connection with it. The only parallel to

be drawn is with Kirby's " Manual," published nearly

twenty-five years ago. Mr. Kane has produced a portable

book that can, and should, go into the pocket of every

entomological tourist. With no disparagement of the

praiseworthy attempts of other writers to insert the thin

end of the wedge, we incline to think this work will give

it a sharper edge. .So far as any work of the kind can

be called a " handbook," this seems to be to the point.

It is limited to the butterflies of Europe (geographically).

The arrangement is that of Staudinger. The plan is to

give concise descriptions of each species (in which abbre-

viations are freely, but intelligibly, used), notes on habits

if known, and a copious list of loc dities ; the latter is

especially full for Switzerland, the south of France, and

the Pyrenees, but wants enlarging for some other countries.

When following Staudinger, the author should not have

committed the error of wrongly designating Papitio

podalirius ; he overlooked the f ict that Staudinger

thought proper to correct himself in this case. It is not

for us to compare the abbreviated descriptions with the

insects ; they bear the impress of being good. The in-

troductory remarks are well considered : the endeavours

to differentiate a butterfly from a moth might well have

been modified ; the distinctions have become so subtle as

to rest more on intuition than anything else. Our author

judiciously advocates the practice of placing the captured

specimens in papillottes in the first instance, and fully

explains the process. He does not appear to have re-

membered a suggestion by Dr. Jordan, to the effect that

when the collector is cii voyage a dozen specimens of the

smaller butterflies may be placed in a pill-box, and both

time and space be thereby economised (this would not

answer in the case of exotic collectors). Our author evi-

dently writes from personal experience, and is enthusiastic

in his description of some of his excursions. His enthusi-

asm even carries him too far, for when he says :
" Such

days as these rise upon the memory like a reminiscence of

Paradise, fraught with glories of colour, odour, light, and

life," we are tempted to marvel [why he again became

mortal ! The plates form almost a new departure in the

method of illustrating works of this kind. There are 15,

on which are about 1 30 figures. They are adapted from

a peculiar photographic process. We have seen other

attempts in this direction. Nothing can exceed the beauty

and faithfulness of some of the figures in Mr. Kane's book ;

and here arises the difficulty : they are unequal, and so

we fear will remain all attempts to apply photography

where particular colours or shades are involved.

The author is responsible for the remarks on " prepara-

tion" that here precede the notice of the book itself. He
avows himself personally in favour of setting his specimens

flat (justly complaining of the imperfections of some of the

pins used on the Continent), but advocates only half

measures—a comparatively short pin on which the insect

is to be set " half-way." This is a decided advance, and

the practice is now often followed for British insects by

the less conservative ; but English pins (of the required

length and not open to the objections stated) can be had,

and on them the insects should be set in the continental

fashion. Or continental pins would do equally well if

used of a stronger size than is often done. The stronger

the pin (up to a certain point) the more durable the speci-

men. The subject of pinning and preparation was

thought not unworthy of forming the substance of the

address of a recent President of the Entomological

Society. Whether it was appreciated or not we cannot

say, but if (as we believe was so) the writer of that

address sought to destroy one of the greatest barriers

that exists between British Lepidopterists (always exclud-

ing the thoroughly conservative irreconcilables) and

scientific fraternity with the rest of the world, the subject

was worthy of the occasion. R. McLachlan

ANA L YTICAL GEOATETR V

A Treatise on the Analytical Geometry of the Point,

Line, Circle, and Conic Sections, containing an Ac-

count of its most recent Extensions ; with numerous

Examples. Bv J. Casey, F.R.S. (Dublin : Hodges,

1885.)

DR. C.'\SEY,by the publication of this third treatise,has

quite fulfilled the expectations we had formed when

we stated, some months since, that he was engaged upon

its compilation. It is a worthy companion of those which

have preceded it. It possesses many points of novelty,

/.(•. for the English mathematician. He has, from the first

introduction of certain recent Continental discoveries in
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geometry, taken a warm interest in them, and in the purely

geometrical treatment of them has himself given several

beautiful proofs, and has added discoveries of his own,

as we have already pointed out in our notice of the last

edition of his " Sequel." We may here note that this

last work has met with a very warm welcome in France

and Belgium. The author himself has added so much
in years now long past to several branches of the subject

treated of in the volume under notice—the equation of

the circle (and of the conic) touching three circles (three

conies), and other properties—that he is specially fitted,

by his intimate acquaintance with it and by his long

tuitional experience, to write a book on analytical

geometry.

The divisions are into eight chapters, the first of which,

in four sections, treats of the Point, three sections being

taken up with Cartesian and polar co-ordinates and the

transformation of co-ordinates ; the fourth section gives

a brief account of Complex Variables, introduced by

Cauchy in 1825, and extended by Gauss : "the introduc-

tion of these variables is one of the greatest strides ever

made in mathematics." The second chapter, on the

Right Line, treats it (§ i ) by Cartesian, then (§ 2) by

trilinear, and (§ 3) by point and line co-ordinates

;

this last comparison is taken from Clebsch's " Vorles-

ungen der Geometric." In Chapter III. four sections are

devoted to the circle, § 2 being devoted to a system of

tangential circles, § 3 to the " trilinear " forms of equa-

tions to the old circles and to all the recent circles
;

§ 4 is devoted to tangential equations. Chapters IV.,

v., VI., VII. treat of, respectively, the general equa-

tion of the second degree, the parabola, ellipse, and

hyperbola. Chapter VIII. (miscellaneous investigations)

discusses many matters of novelty and interest ; § i is

on contact of conic sections
; § 2, similar figures, gives a

good n'siime of results connected with Brocard's points

and circles, Neuberg's circles, M'Cay's circles, and

Kiepert's hyperbola (if upon the three sides of a triangle

ABC similar isosceles triangles be described, the triangle

formed by their vertices is in perspective with ABC, and

the locus of their centre of perspective is an equilateral

hyperbola) ; in § 3, on the general equation in trilinear

co-ordinates, Aronhold's notation is " now published for

the first time in an English treatise on conic sections"
;

the remaining six sections are occupied respectively with

Envelopes, Projection, Sections of a Cone, Homographic

Division, Reciprocal Polars, and Invariants and Co-

variants. An idea has now, we trust, been conveyed to

the reader of the ground covered by Dr. Casey : a good

deal of it is, of course, well-worn ground, but even this

has been adorned by his touch, and much relating to

the new circles has never before been introduced into our

books. These circles must soon become as familar to

our Junior students as the nine-point circle, whose

properties are by this time nearly exhausted.

The examples are exceedingly numerous, and a good
feature is that most of the results obtained in them are

numbered consecutively with the important results of the

text : this enables the author to refer to them with facility.

They exceed 600 in number.

There are several minor typographical inaccuracies

which are easily corrected, but there are besides incorrect

references to back articles and p.ages, which cause the

reader some little annoyance in using the book : these

can be easily rectified in a second edition (one on p. 150

gave us trouble, for Art. 23 read 21, p. 33).

It remains only to say that the expenses of the publica-

tion have been defrayed by the liberality of the Committee

of the "Dublin University Press Series."

TWO YEARS IN THE JUNGLE
Two Years in the Jungle : the Experiences of a Hunter
and Naturalist in India, Ceylon, the Malay Penin-

sula, and Borneo. By William T. Hornaday, Chief

Taxidermist, U.S. National Museum, late Collector for

Ward's Natural Science Establishment. (London ;

Kegan Paul, Trench, and Co., 1885.)

TH E author of this somewhat ponderous volume was

sent to India by "Professor" Ward, the well-known

purveyor of natural history specimens at Rochester, New
York, for the purpose of collecting various zoological

desiderata, and especially skins and skeletons of the

larger mammalia, and of crocodiles. The importance of

this kind of collecting is greater than would be supposed

by those who have no experience of its difficulty, and the

task of securing specimens, and of preserving them so as

to render them useful for scientific study, demands no

inconsiderable amount of courage, perseverance, and

knowledge. The majority of the skins and skeletons of

the larger mammalia in European museums are derived

from the specimens, generally dwarfed in stature, and

very often diseased, obtained from menageries, and if

these are to be replaced by the spoils of wild individuals,

hunters who have a considerable knowledge of taxidermy

must be engaged to collect. Many of the largest and

most remarkable mammalia of the world are being rapidly

exterminated, and before they share the fate of the dodo

and Rhytina it is to be hoped that good skeletons, at all

events, may be rescued for the study of future genera-

tions.

Mr. Hornaday is evidently an enthusiast in his art, and

having greatly enjoyed both the sport of shooting wild

animals and the process of converting elephants, tigers,

orang-utans, crocodiles, and other formidable denizens of

forest and swamp into useful museum specimens, he pro-

ceeds in the present work to give a full account of his

wanderings and adventures during two years and nine

months, the greater portion of which was spent in very

wild parts of South-Eastern Asia and some of the neigh-

bouring islands.

On the whole, and despite many shortcomings, both

literary and scientific, the book is an agreeable account

of an interesting journey, and scattered through the

volume are many useful zoological notes. Amongst the

most important of these are those referring to orang-utans,

of which Mr. Hornaday obtained forty-three specimens,

the majority shot by himself. He gives a series of

measurements, which are particularly useful, of these and

of several of the other mammalia which he obtained. He
also describes the " nests," or rather resting-places, made
by orangs, though the figure which he gi\-es of one is

unfortunately taken from an artificial imitation set up by

him in the Museum at Washington and not from nature.

The figure in question looks more like a gigantic crow's

nest than the rough platform described at p. 403, and
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does not agree with the description. The curious pro-

boscis monke\-, SciiinopitJiccus {Nasalis) larvatus, the

Hornean gibbon, and several Indian and Ceylonesc
monkeys also furnish occasion for interesting notes, some
of which are novel.

The greater part of the work is however devoted to

descriptions of shooting wild animals, such as may be
found in dozens of sporting books, or to accounts of the

ordinary incidents of travel, and the book is prolonged
by dissertations on the habits of animals, and on specific

characters. Here the author is fairly beyond his depth.

Chapter XX., for instance, is occupied with an account
of the habits of the Indian elephant. Nearly the whole
is compiled from Sanderson and other writers, and some
of the statements thus copied are of very doubtful accu-
racy. Thus Schlegel's view that the Ceylon elephant is

the same as the Sumatran, and distinguished from that

of India by the number of ribs and dorsal vertebrae—

a

view long since shown by Falconer to be untenable—is

stated as if it were an undoubted fact. Before, however,
one has read much of Mr. Hornaday's work, it is manifest

that the author's zoological knowledge is superficial and
imperfect. At p. 14 the limestone of which the pyramids
are built is said to be "full of nummulitcs, little flat

echinoderms ; " and at p. 72 we read, '-unlike all other

antelopes, the female gazelle possesses horns." Of course

the author meant to write, unlike all other female ante-

lopes, but this does not prevent the statement being a

gross error ; it might have been expected that any one
writing on mammalia would be acquainted with such
conspicuous instances of horned female antelopes as are

offered by the eland and ory.x.

It may naturally be inferred that the scientific names
applied to animals by Mr. Hornaday are no: always
correct. For instance, at p. 107 he records the shooting

in the Wynaad forest. Southern India, of a specimen of

Semnopitltecus Iciicoprytiinus, a kind of monkey peculiar

to Ceylon. The animal shot was probabl)- ^. pn'amus, of

which there is a fine South Indian specimen in the Agassiz

Museum, Cambridge, Mass., very possibly derived from
Mr. Hornaday's collection, but wrongly labelled 5. entclliis.

The circumstance that the Wynaad Senuuipithccus is

wrongly identified makes it probable that the Ceylon
monkeys called ^. lcucop)ym!uis (pp. 268 and 277) were
also S. priamits.

One point in Mr. Hornaday's favour it is only just to

notice. His account, so far as it is possible to judge, is

truthful. He may err in citing authorities who are incor-

rect, but his own observations appear trustworthy, and
he records his failures with as much spirit as his successes.

The illustrations are numerous and as a rule fairly good,
if not always very artistic, but some of the views, and
especially that of Ootacamund, opposite p. 96, give a
poor, and not a very correct idea of the scenery.

W. T. B.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Traite dc Zoolo^ie Medicak. Par Prof. R. Blanchard.
Part I. (Paris: J. R. Bailli&re et fils, 1886.)

It is difficult to comprehend what is meant by medical
zoology, but it is easy to take in the object and design of
this manual. These are to give a general sketch of the
structure and classification of the various forms of animal

life, and to call the attention in some detail of medical
men or students to those species, which are either useful

or injurious to man. It would thus aim at combining an
introduction to zoology with a short treatise on animal
parasites and some notes on economic zoology. We
doubt if in the pages of a small \-olume such a treatment
of this vast subject could be satisfactorily carried out, and
it speaks a great deal for the knowledge and tact of Prof
R. Blanchard, that he has, so far as we can judge from
this first part of his manual, succeeded in producing a

most readable work, which cannot fail of being attractive

to the class for whom it has been written, and the know-
ledge conveyed in which is fairly up to a modern point of

view. The manual is destined to form a volume of about 800
pages, illustrated by some 400 figures, which, for the most
part drawn from original sources, are fairly reproduced.

We note that at least in one case this reference to original

figures has not been without its advantages, for the figures

given by Saville Kent, in his manual of the Infusoria, of

Asthmatos ciliaris, Salisbury, not being exact, have been
misleading to others who have again reproduced them, and
there can be no doubt that this so-called parasite, thought

to be the cause of hay catarrh, is nothing but an isolated

epithelial cell of the naso-pharyngeal passages. The
references to authorities seem very complete, and the

second part is promised immediately with a title-page and
" les tables." May we hope that these latter will include

an index of the species referred to, or at least of those

the life-histories of which are given in detail. This
would immensely increase the usefulness of the volume.

Microskopische Rcactionen. By Dr. Haushofer, Professor

am Technischen Hochschule, Munchen. (Braunsweig :

Vieweg und Sohn, 1883'.)

This book will be hailed both by the ordinary chemist,

and also by the geologist, and also by the pharmacist, as

a most valuable addition to our already very numerous
books on chemical reactions or analysis. The object of

the author has been to arrange in such a form as can be
used in the laboratory, tests and reactions of a great

number of substances wdiich may be performed on very
minute quantities, and the resulting bodies recognised by
their characteristic forms under the microscope. As the

author says, some substances are so easily recognised in

minute quantities even in the ordinary way, like iron,

iodine, or by spectroscopic means, as thalhum or lithium,

that recourse to the microscope is seldom necessary.

But in the majority of cases, where small quantities have
to be looked for, the style and general habitus of crystal

produced either in precipitates or by evaporation from
solutions, and especially their behaviour towards polarised

light, gives most valuable indications of the presence of

any metal, and where, as in most cases can easily be
done, se\'eral salts are in this way compared, the results

are quite as conclusive as with large quantities. The
substances treated of are metals, non-metals, and acids,

which are arranged for greater convenience of reference

in working, in alphabetical order. The principal and most
general forms of crystals are illustrated by 137 well-e,xe-

cuted woodcuts.

A Bibliography of Protozoa, Sponges, Ca'lenterdta, and
Worms ; including also the Polyzoa, Brachiopoda, and
Tunicata, for the Years 1861-83. By D'Arcy W.
Thompson, B.A., Professor of Biology, University
College, Dundee. (Cambridge : The University Press,

18S5.)

The importance of the well-known " Bibliotheca Zoo-
logica" of Engehnann, with its immense and accurately-

compiled supplement by Victor Carus, to the biological

student need not be insisted on, and in the present work
we have this record carried out to 1S83 for the large groups
of the Protozoa, Sponges, Coelenterata, and Worms, includ-

ing also the Polyzoa, Brachiopoda, and Tunicata. This
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volume of nearly 500 pages has been beautifully printed

at the Cambridge University Press, and is one that will be

a most handy work of reference to all students. In a

short preface the author apologises in advance for

possible deficiencies. It would be impossible to have a

work of this sort free from omissions ; but we have gone

over very carefully the portion of the bibliography with

which we were most familiar, and have been very much
struck with its extreme accuracy. It is proposed to

publish in the course of 18S6 a supplement, to contain all

detected omissions, and the author will gratefully receive

any additional titles that may be sent to him. We would

suggest that it might not add too much to the labour of

preparing this, and that it would certainly add to the

value of the supplement if omissions in Carus's volumes

were also taken notice of, so that the bibliography of the

groups now catalogued by Mr. D'Arcy Thompson should

be fairly complete. This has been, we notice, already

done in some instances in the volume before us. An
index of authors' names would also be of use.

On the Ethics nfNaturalism. (Shaw Fellowship Lectures,

18S4). ByW. R, Sorley, M.A. (\V. Blackwood and Sons,

18S5.)

The theory of evolution has established its claim to

having given the most satisfactory account of all forms of

natural life, and Mr. Sorley endeavours here to show how
it yields, by advancing it a step further, a complete ex-

planation of human nature, mental as well as physical.

Whence, then, do human rules of action and aspira-

tions for future right conduct come, and what sustains

them ? Mr. Sorley points out that happiness cannot

explain the definite end of human action ; it is only

another name for it. Education and legislation combine
to make the greatest happiness of the greatest number
the desirable thing for each man's actions to tend towards,

but there is little difficulty in pointing out the weakness of

the theories of earlier writers who have tried, without the

help ,of Darwin, Spencer, Galton, and others, to explain

the feeling of duty ; the feeling that we ought to do one
thing rather than another when the former does not at

the time seem so agreeable. We may quote Hobbes, for

instance, who is unable to explain why any man feels

any duty to his neighbour, and invents the fiction of the

'social contract" ; and Prof Bain, who has to account,

by the associations of a few years, for the harmony of

feeling between the individual and the whole. Evolu-

tion, of course, explains that although in the earlier days

of the human race, each beneficial action sprang from
egoistic motives, yet that the good result to the society

has led to an inherited sympathy with such actions and
such actors. There is the difficulty that since present

ideas, according to the doctrine of evolution, are the

latest outcome of all past experience, and what we are is

the last result of all past influences, we seem to arrive at

the very unprogressive conclusion that whatever is is

right. And if, indeed, each man found that he had
arrived at perfect harmony with all his surroundings, this

would be the ideal state. This, however, is the case with

none of us. Few of us but find the well-known
utterances of the former and the " Video meliora, pro-

boque, deteriora sequor " of the latter the counterpart

of our own experiences, and still more easy is it to see

how far from the present accepted ideals are all our

neighbours. But as among all the slightly differing

variations of a species there is a tendency to return to

one type, so among all the contending inclinations and
dispositions of the members of a race there abides an

inherited code of morality, now become instinctive ; one,

as nearly fixed in each individual as the form of any
species, but, like that, varying and developing in different

individuals, families, and nations, and adapting itself to

changed surroundings. These surroundings have always
in human history been so different that the inborn or

ideal code has not at any time become a general, still less

a universal, one, and the struggles after holiness of the

Hebrew, after beauty of the Greek, and after justice of

the Roman, are still being continued in various propor-

tions as modern times and conditions of existence have

altered.

To some a morality never to be fixed will not appear a

very steady one ; a morality that is calculated to vary at

different epochs and in different climates. Yet, surround-

ings always changing, man has to adapt himself to the

change ; always, therefore, will he be labouring towards a

changed goal. Neither is it a cheerful prospect for the

race. There will always be the " necessity for strong

egoistic feelings and conduct in the struggle for exist-

ence, where the better-equipped organism asserts and
maintains its supremacy only by vanquishing the organ-

isms which are not so supplied." This struggle will con-

tinue on the highest levels of progress to which our race

will reach ; for " the multiplication of desires and of

desiring individuals keeps so well in advance of the

means of satisfying desires, that it is doubtful whether

the course of evolution is fitted to bring about complete

harmony between different individuals. It would almost

seem that the ' moving equilibrium ' in human conduct in

which there is no clash of diverse interests cannot be ex-

pected to be brought about much before the time when
the physical factors of the universe have reached the

stage in which evolution ends."

Clark's Transit Tablesfor 1 886. (London : E. and F. N.

Spon, 1885.)

Mr. Latimer Cl.^rk is still faithful to his self-imposed

duty of enabling any one to obtain accurate time in any

part of the world by means of the transit instrument,

without any calculation. As in former years, Mr.

Latimer Clark has now computed from the Nautical

Almanac all the data necessary to enable this to be done

for 1886. The author is doing a good work, for which

every student of astronomy should thank him, for we
have litde doubt that most of those who procure a little

transit instrument, and work it under Mr. Clark's able

direction, will not end there.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

[ TheEditordoes not hold himselfrespofisiliUfor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond loith the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken 0/anonymous communications.

\The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of communications containtnginterestingand novel facts.\

The Late Total Eclipse

Allow me to call the attention of such of your readers as are

not already aware of the fact that the phenomena I mentioned

in rny notes of the late eclipse—the " pulsation " of the sun's

light just before totality and the simultaneous '

' wave-shadows "

—

are recorded by Grant (" Hist, of Phys. Astronomy," p. 404) as

having been witnessed in France during the total eclipse of 1842.

He mentions several probable causes or contributing causes
;

among them the unsteadiness of the air, which certainly existed

here. I have not been able to find these phenomena (or pheno-

menon with a double aspect) mentioned in any other work acces-

sible to me, and should be obliged to you for a statement of the

expLanation now received. To an outsider the (apparent) rarity

and local character of the phenomenon seem to cause this diffi-

culty . If it is owing to any cosmical cause, or one common to

any large part of our atmosphere, it would seem that the pheno-

menon should be more widely seen ; if, on the other hand, it is

owing to the unsteadiness of the observer's atmosphere, should it

not occiu- oftener ?

Allow me to add that in suggesting in my notes that the small

prominences I saw were " Baily's Beads " I was writing igno-

ranily, having been long under the impression that Baily's
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Beads were a phenomenon of totality, and coloured ; a refer-

ence to an elementary work showed me my error. What I saw

was a row of small similar-looking and about equidistant pro-

minences of a faint pink colour. A. S. ATKINSON
Nelson, N.Z., November 13

Brilliant Meteor

I CAN confirm Mr. M'Keague's statement regarding an

extremely brilliant meteor observed by him on November 27,

the train of which remained visible for fifteen minutes, for about

6 o'clock the same evening I saw, when near Edinburgh, the

train of one very bright meteor (brighter than Venus) last for at

least ten minutes. I did not time it exactly, but it could not

have been less than that, and while it remained visible it kept

curving round, and dilTusing itself out into a thin cloud. About
half an hour later I saw the train of another very bright one
remaining and behaving similarly for about five minutes.

Broxburn, December iS John Stevenson

Models Illustrative ot Phyllotaxis

Prof. Parker's note upon this subject induces me to irien-

tion a rough-and-ready contrivance, which I found serviceable

when lecturing on this subject- This consisted merely of the

framework of a collapsible opera-hat, or of two or three super-

posed. It is easy to attach stift" labels to these in any desired

order, and easy to illustrate undeveloped or developed inter-

nodes, as the case may be. I have used the joints of an old

telescope for similar purposes. Of course these are ''make-
shifts " only. Ijut they are available when better things are not

at hand. MAXWELL T. Masters

The Viper (Vifcni berus, L.)

The following letter, addressed to me by a most intelligent

farmer, may be thought worthy of publication, as furnishing an
additional item of evidence on a much-debated question.

" Church Dale HousCi Egto}ij Grosmo7it, Yorkshire^

November 10, 1885

"Dear Sir,—In the beginning of the harvest of 187S or 1S79
I was with my late father, Mr. Thomas Stanforth, of Howlsikc,
near Lealholm, North Yorkshire, in a corn-field on the Howl-
sike Farm, when we noticed a large viper in a rough part of tlie

field. My father exclaimed, ' Hold on, there's a hagg-worm,'
and just at that moment the viper moved its head and hissed,

when we both saw some ten or twelve young vipers glide into

the mother's mouth. My father immediately crushed the heafl

of the animal with his heel, and we laid it on a stone wall, in-

tending to open it at our leisure. Proceeding to our work, this

was forgotten, and I did not again see the viper until the follow-

ing winter, when I found it still lying on the wall, but reduced
to a skeleton. I examined it closely, and found many small
perfect skeletons inside the larger one.

" In the summer of 1865 I saw a large viper opened, and a

full-grown skylark taken out of its stomach.
" Yours truly,

(Signed) "Robert Stanforth"
Much circumstantial evidence has already been printed on

this alleged habit, and it is not unreasonable to suppose that the

young reptiles, when disturbed, will rush into the nearest open-
ing that presents the appearance of a place of refuge ; but I do
not remember to have seen any proof of the viper returning her
young to liberty when the supposed danger was past. If they
merely lodge in the gullet they can doubtless be ejected at will

;

if they pass into the stomach, their uneasy motions may act the
part of an emetic, and produce nausea and vomiting before
asphyxia sets in or digestion begins ; and in either of these
cases the action of the mother in permitting her brood to enter
her mouth may be regarded as voluntary and instinctive. It is,

however, possible that the young vipers may dart, uninvited,
into the parent's mouth when it is opened in the act of hissing,

and that they may quickly perish and be converted into food.
We can only repeat the words of the late Prof. Bell, F.R. S.,

written thirty-six years ago :
— " In this state of doubt upon so

ititeresting a subject, it is perhaps better to await the results of
direct experiment, which might be readily made in any locality
where these reptiles abound" (" British Reptiles," 2nd edition,

p. 69). R. Morton Middleton, Jun.
Castle Eden, December 10

Ventilation

Mr. Fletcher, of Warrington, ought to be an authority on
such a matter as ventilation, and probably he has omitted in his

letter to you some material points. I should like to know some-
thing of the supply of fresh air to the rooms where the ventila-

tion failed. If that was abundant, then, it seems, there should
have been an up-draught in each flue, though, as the current in

the ventilating flues would have been less than in those of the
chimneys, it would have been better if possible to have their

outlets a little separate. If, however, the supply of air to the

rooms were insufficient for the joint draught, then the ventilating

flue (so called) \\ ould have become a down-cast shaft, and (owing
to its situation) would have brought down smoke, &c. , as de-
scribed ; and this insufficient supply, when the fires were lit and
the ventilation shaft heated, might have been quite enough when
there was no fire, or the chimney might have been the down-
cast.

It has always seemed to me that this matter of air-supply is

at the bottom of ventilation failures. The amount required is

so large, that it must be warmed before entering a room in

winter, but there are few houses where any provision is made
for this. In fact, as matters stand, it seems to me that it

would be nearly impossible to make satisfactory arrangements
in most cases without great expense. No doubt the best arrange-
ment would be to warm all the air, in one place, before entering

the house, and to employ the fires or stoves in the rooms only

to give locally greater warmth or brightness ; but such an
arrangement is so un-English that I suppose it must be rejected.

Because our forefathers, when they first roofed themselves in,

transferred their tire from the forest or cave to the middle of

the hall, and then to the side with a chimney, we must follow

the same practice ; meanwhile closing up the inlets, which were
plentiful enough in the early arrangement. We may be Radi-
cals, but, like our ancestors, in most things, we do not wish to

change the laws of England. J. F. Tennant
37, Hamilton Road, Ealing, W. , December 18

Snails Eating Whitening

I DO not know if the observation which is recorded below is

new, but it is certainly new to me, and seems to be sufficiently

interesting for publication. In the autumn of 1884 I noticed

that the whitening which had been painted on some greenhouse

glass in a garden at Reading, had evidently been eaten off by a

large Gasteropod. The whitening was almost entirely removed
from one pane, and partially from many others. The outlines

of the parts which had been eaten were quite unmistakable,

exactly resembling on a large scale the well-known traces left by
freshwater snails on the conferva-covered glass of an aquarium.

I did not find the snails at work, but the gardener assured me
that he had seen them upon the glass, and that they were the

common garden snails {Helix aspirsa). Considering the entirely

characteristic appearance of the marks, I think it may be taken

as proved that the h hitening was eaten by some large Gasteropod,

and almost certainly by Helix aspersa. It is exceedingly probable

that other forms of calcium carbonate (especially limestone rocks)

are eaten in the same way, but the conditions of this particular

form of the substance—spread out as it was in a thin film on a

transparent layer—rendered the fact that it had been eaten

especially conspicuous. As to the importance of calcium car-

bonate to the snail, it must be remembered that there is not only

the necessity for growth of the shell in the young animal, and its

repair in the adult ; but there is also a regular periodical need in

the latter for material to supply the place of the calcareous dart

{spicula amoris], which is discharged before coitus, and is

believed to act as an excitant in the sexual relations of these

animals. The membrane (hibeinaculum) which closes the

nijuth of the shell in winter is also to some extent calcareous.

December 14 Edward B. Poulton

Blackbird with White Feather

There is about my garden a hen blackbird with a white

feather in the tail. I do not know w hether this variation has

been noticed before.

Joseph John Murphy
2, Osborne Park, Belfast, December 2:
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CYCLES
Variable Speed-gear

FIVE methods have been employed for making the

speed of the wheels variable with respect to the

pedal crank-axle whilst the tricycle is in motion, so as to

vary the power to suit the nature of the road.

(i) A set of change wheels may be thrown in and out

of action as desired.

(3) An epicyclic train may be used which for one speed

is locked together and moves as a single piece, and is set

in motion for the other speed. The well-known crypto-

dynamic two-speed-gearing was figured and described.

In this an internally toothed wheel is keyed to the crank-

axle. Connecting this and a loose pinion on the axle are

four live pinions, the axles of which are attached to the

chain-wheel. The internal wheel is fitted with a clutch,

by which it can either be held stationary or keyed to the

chain-wheel ; when keyed to the latter the gear moves
as one piece, and the higher speed is employed ;

when
held stationary the live pinions roll round the centre

wheel so that the chain-wheel travels less fast than the

crank-axle, and then the greater power is obtained. This

change can be eftected by a striking lever.

(3) A third plan is to use two sets of chain-wheels and
chains, either of which can be connected or disconnected

at pleasure.

(4) Expanding chain-wheels can be used. Generally

one only is employed and an idle pulley is provided for

taking up the slack of the chain. A specimen was ex-

hibited in which the pitch of the teeth is never altered.

(5) Another method of obtaining increased power is to

use cranks with a variable throw. A diagram was shown
of such a crank which could be changed in length by
preventing it from rising by pressure when at the bottom
of the throw ; for at that time only is it free to turn on an
eccentric, being locked by pawls and a gravitating bolt at

any other position.

Position of Rider.— In every machine there is a certain

position for the rider's seat, in respect both to the a.xle of

the driving-wheel and to the crank-axle, which, on the

level, will enable the rider to work to the greatest advan-

tage. In ascending a hill the rider requires to be moved
more forward, but he is in reality put further back, and
the reverse is true when descending a hill. The most
perfect contrivance for this purpose is the swing frame,

which has been applied by Mr. Warner Jones to the

Devon tricycle. The saddle and crank-axle are on the

same frame, which is capable of rocking about the main
axle and of being locked in various positions. By such

means a rider is enabled to ascend a hill without leaning

forward in the usual manner. A modification of the

same arrangement by Mr. Griffiths was referred to.

Another method of varying the position depends on
the use of a sliding base to the saddle-spring, which may
be actuated by a lever and locked in one of three

positions.

Hand-power Tricycles.—A few machines driven by the

arms instead of by the legs have been made, but from the

greater weakness of the arms they cannot compete with
ordinary cycles, but are suitable only in special cases.

Two machines, the Velociman and Oarsman were de-

scribed. In the Velociman a pair of hand-levers are con-

nected to the cranks of a second axle, which drives the

main axle by a chain as usual, differential gear being
employed to actuate the wheels. The rear steering-wheel

is actuated by a lever carrying a cushion, which can be
moved by inclining the body. In the Oarsman the action
is similar to rowing. The rider sits on a sliding or a
rocking seat, and pulls a cross-bar which is attached to a
pair of driving ends which pass over pulleys connected
with the driving wheels by clutches. During the return

stroke the pulleys have their motion reversed by a spring.

^ Continued from p. 135.

Sociable Tricycles.—Oi tricycles for two riders those in

which the riders sit side by side are called Sociables, and
those in which one is in fiont of the other, Tandems.
The Sociable is merely an enlargement of the single

form with some part in duplicate. Some can be con-

verted into a single machine. In the Coventry rotary

Sociable, since four wheels are on the ground, a joint has

to be introduced to allow for the inequalities of the

surface. In this machine each rider drives the wheel on

his side only. An ordinary front-steering pattern of cori-

vertible tricycle was figured, in which, when one wheel is

removed from the single form a second half-frame can be
bolted on, while the axle of the added part is fitted^where

the wheel was removed, and the crank-axle of the'added

part is bolted to the crank-axle of the single part ; thus the

two riders drive through the same chain the box of the

differential gear which drives each wheel equally.

Tandem Tricycles.— In these there is more scope for

variety, and the different machines may be classed as

follows :

—

(i) The ordinary front or rear-steering tricycle in which

the wheel-base is extended, so that the riders may be

seated fore and aft of the differential-geared driving-axle

without destroying the balance of the machine.

(2) The Humber tandem, in which the extra rider is

seated in front of the driving-axle, but as nearly over it

as possible, and communicates motion to it in a similar

manner to the rear rider, who is seated further back than

in the single machine so as to counterbalance the extra

weight in front.

(3) A machine in which an auxiliary trailing frame is

fixed in the rear of an ordinary front-steering tricycle.

In order that the trailing frame may rise and fall with the

inequalities of the road, and may follow properly when the

machine is running round a curve, it is necessary for it to

have both a transverse and a vertical joint between the

two frames. A figure was given of a trailing frame with

a chain to drive its own wheel which could be clamped

to the back of any front-steering tricycle. With this

arrangement there is no necessity to take off a chain

when detaching. A special detachable chain for con-

vertible tandems was shown.

Carrier Tricycles.- 'Wi^ most useful kind of tricycle of

all is that for carrying a burden. First the " Coventry

Chair" was exhibited. This consists of a Bath-chair in

which the large wheels are driven by a rider at the back

in the same way as the wheels of a tricycle. The driver

also controls the steering and manipulates the brake.

The passenger sits in a comfortable wicker chair.

Though these machines cannot be driven with the free-

dom of an ordinary tricycle, yet when their weight and

the fact that there is a passenger on board is considered,

they travel with marvellous ease. Examples of journeys

made were given.

Of goods carriers there are a large number of makes,

but there is nothing in their construction to call for

special comment ; their success depends chiefly on the

load being balanced as much as possible on the driving

wheels. They are largely used by the Post Office for the

parcels post, for the delivery of letters in rural districts.

They are also largely used by newspaper offices for the

distribution of papers, and by tradesmen for the delivery

of goods.
Arrangement of Driving (J(?ar.—Tricycles driven by

rotary action may be subdivided according as the differen-

tial gear-box is in the centre or on one side, and according

as the driving chain is in the centre or on one side.

In side-driving tricycles the loop frame is generally

employed and the gear-box may be either at the centre or

the side.

In central-driving tricycles the frame is usually of the

T pattern. Here again the gear-box may be either at

the centre or the side. Theoretically there is an advan-

tage in the central position of the gear-box, as the friction
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due to the bearings is equally distributed between the two
wheels, whereas with side-gear one wheel only is retarded
by this friction, but practically the difference is inappreci-
able. In central-driving machines the bearings must be
so distributed as to prevent the main axle from bending
under the pull of the driving-chain. The advantages of
the T frame are its simpUcity and lightness and the
possibility of using adjustable cranks.

Widlli.—As the width of a tricycle varies between
thirty-six and thirty-nine inches—excepting the Coventry
Rotary, which from its special design can be made as
narrow as twenty-seven inches—many arrangements have
been devised for temporarily reducing the width, so as to

enable a machine to pass through an ordinary doorway.
Two plans only call for special notice, namely, folding
frames and telescopic frames. A folding frame, when one
or more pins are removed, can be folded up, but can still

be wheeled along. In telescopic frames, which are always
used with central-gearing, the frame and the axle on one
side of the machine are made telescopic, so that by
slackening a nut the parts slide over one another. A
telescopic axle was shown.

Weight of Tricycle.—The proportionate weight of the
several parts of a loop-frame front-steering tricycle were
given.

Component Parts of Cycles
Of the component parts of modern cycles the following

alone call for special notice : wheels,' bearings, frame,
steering-gear, brake and pedals.

Suspension wheels, the first great improvement in cycle
construction, are made with either solid or hollow rims, the
latter being the lightest and strongest. In an ordinary
wheel the spokes are radial ; they are threaded through
holes in the rim, and screwed into the edge of the flanges
of the hub, being butt-ended or enlarged where the thread
is cut upon them. The section of the rims is crescent-
shaped. Hollow rims are made either from a tube by
rolling it to form, or out of a single strip of steel plate
bent to the desired section, in which case the edges lap
over one another and are brazed together ; or out of two
or more strips of metal bent to form and brazed or
sweated together.

Round rubber tyres are used, but with surfaces some-
times corrugated longitudinally, which gives a better hold
on the road. The outer surface of the tyres is sometimes
made of harder rubber to diminish the wear, w^hile the
elasticity of the inner and softer rubber saves the jolting
of hard rubber alone. Tyres are usually fixed by cement,
which when properly done is suflicient, but a wire passing
through the centre of the tyre is used by some.
Tangent spokes are employed to give extra torsional

rigidity to the wheel. The spokes, instead of being
radial leave the hub nearly at a tangent alternately in
opposite directions

; sometimes a single piece of wire is

threaded through the flange and the two ends made fast
to the rim by nuts, but in that case they invariably give
way first at the point of the double bend. Headed
spokes passing transversely through the edge of the
flange are now used.
One of the latest innovations in the construction of

wheels consists in corrugating the spokes throughout
their entire length, which gives a certain amount of
elasticity to the wheel. At first sight it would appear
that these corrugations should seriously diminish the
lateral stability of the wheel ; but as far as experience
shows such is not the case. As, however, wheels so con-
structed have not been very long in use, it remains to be
seen whether they will stand the wear and tear of the
road.

Bearings.—The bearings of the wheels are now almost
without exception made with anti-friction balls interposed
between the moving parts. The most approved kind is

that known as the vEoIus, which can be adjusted concen-
trically. The balls lie round a groove on a collar on the

axle, on the two sides of which they bear. They are en-
closed within a concentric casing composed of two pieces,

one of which screws within the other. Each of these
has a hollow conical surface, between which the balls are
free to run. One piece can be screwed in until there is

as little shake as may be desired, and it may then be
locked in position by a small toothed bracket. A diagram
was given showing the section of the usual small wheel
bearing also capable of concentric adjustment. The
results of the experiments made by Mr. Boys on the
wear of balls in ball bearings were given. He found that
in running 1000 miles each ball lost in weight only 1/250
grain, which is equal to an actual surface wear of only
1/158,000 inch.

FrcDiie.—The frames of both bicycles and tricycles are
largely constructed of weldless steel tube. In the bicycle

the front fork is made of tube tapered and worked into

an oval section so as to give the greatest possible strength
to withstand the severe torsional stress to which it is

subject. The back-bone is left round, but is tapered,
while the hind-wheel forks are usually made from a
stamping in sheet steel.

The hollow framing of tricycles is usually circular,

having a diameter of from i to li in. and a thickness of
from o'o65 to 0095 inch. The large number of solid

parts necessary are usually made from wrought-iron or
steel stampings. Malleable-iron castings are also largely

used and are the cause of many of the breakdowns of
machines. Owing to the great expense of dies the
temptation to use these is strong. This expense, com-
bined with the fact that the patterns of tricycles at

present are frequently being changed, is the cause of the
present high price of first-class machines.

Steering-gear.—The steering-gear may be dealt with
under two heads: (l) the method of mounting the
steering-wheel so that it may be turned for the purpose of

steering
; (2) the method of controlling the wheel.

(i) The steering-wheel of all bicycles and of most
tricycles is mounted in a fork, at the top of which is a
" head" by which the fork is attached to the frame. In
the head is the joint to allow the steering-wheel to be
turned. The " Socket '' and the " Stanley " head were
described and a figure given of an improved " Stanley "

head in which, instead of cones, balls are used to allow
of free motion between the head and the central pin. A
figure was given of another form of Stanley head in

which a centra! pin is employed.
The steering-wheels of tricycles are not always

mounted in forks. Among other methods that employed
in the " Quadrant " tricycle was described, and another
in which a large skeleton hub carries within it a small
head actuated by a lever from the outside.

(2) On an ordinary bicycle the steering is controlled

simply by a handle bar rigidly fixed to the fork.

Tricycles have their steering actuated usually by the
rack and pinion ; a handle-bar as used on a bicycle is also

employed either connected directly with the fork or

through levers.

Owing to the sensitiveness of this mode of steering,

mechanism has been contrived which tends to keep the

steering wheel to a straight course. The most effectual

is that employed on the Humber make of front-steering

tricycle. A V-shapcd cam on the steering-rod lies in a
corresponding recess on the top of the socket of the

steering-spindle and is held down by a spring. When
the machine is steered the spring is compressed by the

action of the cam, and so it tends to bring the wheel back
to the straight line.

Brake.— There are but two varieties of brake ; the

spoon- and the band-brake. The spoon-brake consists of

a spoon-shaped lever so pivoted that it can be pressed
against the tyre of the large wheel in the bicycle or the

two wheels of a tricycle.

The l>and-brake, almost exclusively used on tricycles,
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consists of a band of steel lined with leather encircling a

drum m the driving-axle. By a hand-lever this can be

tightened with great foree. In some central-geared

tricycles a band-brake can be applied with the foot to the

crank-axle.

Pedals.—When bicycle cranks are used the pedals are

mounted on pedal pins bolted to the cranks, \yith

cranked axles they are made in two halves. Ball bearings

are frequently emplojed. Both rat-trap and rubber

pedals are made : the latter are more slippery than the

former, but absorb more vibration and so are more
comfortable. The combination pedal with rat-trap plates

on one side and rubber on the other is due to the author.

A common cause of danger in bicycle ridmg is the

slipping of the feet from the pedals when driving with

much power, which puts the weight so far forward as

to throw off the rider in front. Pedals to grip the feet

have been devised, but some forms are apt to hold the

feet so firmly as to make a sudden dismount occasionally

impossible. The author has invented a pedal in which

by bell-crank levers the foot is only held when pressure

is exerted.

Fittings, &-T.—Of the fittings and accessories the

varieties are far too extensive for enumeration ; but many
display an amount of ingenuity that will well repay an

inspection of them. The manufacture of these fittings

forms separate trades, which employ a large amount of

capital and labour.

The Chairman having complimented the author on the

excellence of his paper, invited discussion.

Mr. C. Vernon Boys, referring to the undoubted going
powers of the small .Safeties, thought that in addition to

the reason given in the paper the facts that the wind
resistance was enormously reduced and that the rider

could work in a position of comfort, without straining

himself to ride as high a wheel as possible, had a great

deal to do with the observed result. He thought that on
a racing path the wind resistance of the spokes was the

chief opposition to the motion of the machine.
He pointed out that the method of turning the Otto as

described by the author, though employed by some, was
essentially bad, tending to rub the tyres off one of the

wheels, and explained the perfect method by which the

wheels are made to turn simultaneously in opposite

directions, by which no strain is put upon the tyres and
only half the space is required for turning.

He thought too much preference had been given the

clutch as compared with the dift'erential gears for driving

tricycles, and pointed out that in starting round a curve

owing to the fact that the wrong wheel—the inner one—
alone drives, more strain is thrown upon the steering-

wheel, causing it to slip, than it ever experiences in

ordinary riding when one wheel of a differentially-geared

machine meets with greater resistance from mud or other

causes than the other.

He mentioned the fact that Mr. Burstow, the inventor

of the centre-cycle, had shown him nearly two years ago
a double-acting clutch such as the author considered to

be even more perfect than the differential gear, but he
did not know how it was constructed.

Passing on to the Oarsman tricycle, Mr. Boys said that

though apparently a hand-worked machine it was in

reality driven chiefly by the muscles of the legs and body,
and the stroke was only completed by the arms ; and also

that though a clutch-driven machine it had the advantages
of a differentially-geared machine, in that when turning
a corner the two cords could be pulled to different extents,

and each wheel could at all times be driven.

He gave his experience of the elastic spokes. Since
Christmas he had ridden a pair of wheels 3,800 miles, and
had tested thein most severely, but as yet they showed
no signs of becoming untrue or losing their elasticity.

He had made further tests of the wear of balls, letting

them run 1000 miles without being opened, after which

he found that the wear was about one-fifth the rate of that

previously observed. This, he considered, went to show
that the wear, such as it was, was almost entirely due to

a very small amount of grit which it is impossible to

prevent from entering the bearing from the screw however
carefully it may be cleaned. However, the result last

obtained showed that the loss of weight of each ball in

travelling 1,000 miles, during which it turned on its own
axis about 1,400,000 times was less than i/iooo grain.

This, he thought, showed that those who found fault with

ball bearings did so very rashly.

Mr. Sampson referred to a machine shown at the

Inventions Exhibition on the lines of the Otto, but

driven with a chain and with definite worm-gear for

steering, which was worthy of attention.

Mr. Dalby, speaking as a rider, said he was sure that

the author of the paper had not set the invention of the

balance gear at its true value, that he had done special

pleading on behalf of the clutch system After severely

criticising the arguments of the author, he attributed the

poisibility of the modern tricycle mainly to the balance

gear.

Mr. F. Warner Jones thought that more might have
been said on the principles of cycle construction. The
paper had been mainly descriptive of machines, and very

little of first principles was to be found in it.

He agreed that the wind resistance was so much less

felt on the small safeties than on a full-sized machine,

that this should be considered an important factor in the

cause of their good qualities. But he did not quite agree

with Mr. Boys as to the way in which this acted. In any

case the seat must be about seven inches behind the

pedal axle to enable the rider to work in a proper position.

With a saddle so placed on an ordinary bicycle the

position became dangerous when descending a hill, but

owing to the construction of the safety bicycles this

position could be attained with perfect safety, the rider

being more between the wheels. On a high machine the

wind acted with a greater leverage, throwing more
pressure on the hind-wiieel in proportion than in a Safety.

The Safety bicycles with the steering-wheel in front

were safer than the others owing to their greater length,

and the fact that the rider was so far back, but they

were not so fast, as less weight was on the driving-wheel.

The rider could not be placed far enough back to put as

much weight on the driving-wheel unless the pedal a.xle

were divided. By adapting the swing frame with the

divided pedal axle to such a class of machine, as much
weight as desired could be placed upon the driver, and

the advantages of the dwarf bicycles and of the Otto

secured'in one machine.
Concerning the Otto there seemed an anomaly— that

they were better hill climbers when the wheels were as

high as 56 in. than when smaller. As it was necessary

for the centre of gravity to be over the points where the

wheels touched the ground, there was a limit to the

steepness of hill which could be surmounted.

He quite agreed with Mr. Boys as to the good qualities

of the elastic spokes. He considered they were correct

in principle.

Mr. Boys showed that even in the case of the steepest

hills the amount by which the points of contact of the

wheels with the ground were advanced was so small as

to produce none of the effects supposed by Mr. Jones.

In fact the hill-climbing power of the machine was

perfectly well known.
Mr. Phillips felt sure that the slow pedalling was a far

more important factor than the diminished wind resist-

ance in the cause of the excellence of the Safeties. He had

not intended to represent that the clutch gear was as good

as the differential, but that at present the differential was

greatly superior ; he however believed that some device

of the kind that he had spoken of—a perfect and instant-

aneous double-acting clutch—would be better than either.
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He had not seen Mr. Burstow's clutch mentioned by Mr.
Boys.

In speaking of the loss of power due to perpetually
bending steel driving bands he did not refer to the very
thin bands of the Otto, but to driving bands with holes
to fit over pins some four or five times as thick.

The Chairman considered it an open question whether
the path of a bicyclist were really wavy as theory
seemed to show. He had often watched a bicyclist and
it was almost impossible to believe that he did not travel
in a straight path. He thought this question worthy of
more attention. He had heard it asserted that no
advantage could be gained by the use of artificial cycles
over natural legs, but it must be remembered that
legs were implements fitted for other purposes besides
running, such as jumping and climbing. Again, no one
supposed that a horse could carry on his back such a
load as he could easily draw in a carnage on a rond :

here the extra weight of the carriage corresponded to the
addition of the bicycle.

As in many other industries, bicycle and tricycle

construction depended to a large e.\tent for its success
upon the perfection of many details of construction ; as
instances of important details he referred to rubber, steel

wire, steel stampings, and driving-gear. Having made
some remarks on the necessity of good roads he expressed
the opinion that in time cycle ways might be laid down
with advantage.

It was a mistake to suppose that cycling was only
suitable for the young and active ; people of all ages and
conditions might enjoy the benefits of the wheel. The
advantage of a sound machine to a labouring man, or of
a hand-driven machine to a lame man, was inestimable,
while invalids could even enjoy a run to the seaside in a
Coventry-chair without the annoyance of cabs, railwav
stations, and trains. Having proposed a hearty vote of
thanks to Mr. Phillips for his paper, he brought the pro-
ceedings to a close.

ALFRED TRIBE
C\^ November 26 died, after a very short illness, Mr.
^-^ Alfred Tribe. He was born in London forty-six-

years ago in humble circumstances, and his first ac-
quaintance with science seems to have been obtained
as a boy at the Royal College of Chemistr)'. While
waiting upon the students there he acquired whatever
knowledge he could, and repeated in a back kitchen at
home many of the experiments he had seen them per-
form. Prof Hofmann, pleased with his desire for know-
ledge, gave him every encouragement and assistance in

his power. At the age of sixteen he entered into the
service of Dr. Medlock, then of Dr. Forbes Watson, and
afterwards he assisted Prof Williamson, of University
College. He then went to Dr. Bernays, who after some
time induced him to spend a year at Heidelberg under
Prof Bunsen, and kept his place at St. Thomas's Hospital
open for him while he was away. On his return he con-
tinued to act as laboratory assistant and Demonstrator of
Chemistry.
Twenty years ago he became my private assistant,

and remained head of my laboratory till his death.
During the same time he held the Lectureship on Metal-
lurgy to the Medical School of the National Dental Hos-
pital, and since 1S74 he has been Lecturer on Chemistry
and Director of Practical Chemistry in Dulwich College.
He became successively a Fellow of the Chemical

Society, of the Institute of Chemistry, and of the Society
of Chemical Industry.

Mr. Tribe was pre-eminently a scientific investigator.
He loved patient and original research, and all his work
was most carefully and honestly done. He published a
large number of papers, some in his own name, and others
in conjunction with myself. His first paper was on

Sulphide of Ammonium, his second on the Expansion of
Bismuth at the Freezing-point. His more important
inquiries were connected with the occlusion of hydrogen
by copper and the rarer metals, and especially a series of
experiments on the distribution of the electricity in an
electrolyte traversed by a current. The curious and
suggestive results of this investigation appear in abstract
in the Proceedings of the Royal Society for January and
June, 1881, but they are most fully expounded, with
coloured illustrations, in the second edition of Mr. J. E.
H. Gordon's Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism."

His most important research in conjunction with
m-yself is contained in a series of papers on the Copper-
Zinc Couple, published principally in the 'Journal of the
Chemical Society. He was the first to observe the
greatly enhanced chemical power of zinc when covered
with spongy copper. Whatever value there was in this

extended research was due to his original suggestions, as
much as to his careful manipulation. The same credit is

due to him with regard to the series of papers on the
aluminium-iodine reaction, the last of which was read
only the night before he was taken ill. His discovery of

these two new methods of acting upon chemical com-
pounds was productive of many new substances, including
the aluminium alcohols.

In addition to these chemical inquiries, we worked
together on some electrical matters—describing an air-

battery, that is, one in which the oxygen of the air took
part ; some experiments on thermal electrolysis ; and,
more particularly, the chemistry of the secondary bat-

teries of Plantif and Faure. The results of this investi-

gation were first made known through the pages of

NATtjRE, and were afterwards collected together in a

separate treatise.

As a teacher of science, Mr. Tribe was very successful.

He had the art of communicating his own enthusiasm to

his laboratory students, and many of them have dis-

tinguished themselves since at the Universities or else-

where. Only the week before his death he had the
satisfaction of knowing that his favourite science was to

receive a more worthy share of attention in the Dulwich
College.

At these pursuits Mr. Tribe worked earnestly and con-
tinuously, being little known beyond his laboratories and
his home. His widow, and four surviving children, to-

gether with a small circle of intimate friends, will however
long remember the thorough uprightness of his character,

and the self-denying purpose of his life.

J. H. Gladstone

JORDAN'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SUNSHINE
RECORDER

UP to the present time the only instruments in general

use for registering the duration of sunshine are

modifications of the original apparatus invented by the

late Mr. J. F. Campbell, of Islay, in 1853, the essential

part of which consists of a clear glass globe capable of

condensing the solar rays sufficiently to burn a trace on a

card placed within its focal range. New forms of instru-

ments have, however, been lately devised, and in the

International Inventions Exhibition there were exhibited

two Sunshine-recorders differing entirely from those

hitherto used, the results being obtained by means of

photography. Prof McLeod's instrument was described

in Nature (vol. xxxi. p. 319), and we now give particu-

lars of Mr. Jordan's photographic Sunshine-recorder.

This instrument is of very simple construction. The
working part consists of a cylindrical box or dark cham-
ber i\ inches diameter nnd 3j inches long, mounted on
a suitable stand having the means of adjustment to suit

the latitude of the station where used. This cylinder is

pierced with two small rectangular apertures or knife-

edged slits, and, being placed in a position facing south.
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the rays of sunlight pass directly through these apertures
and are received on the sensitised surface of a photo-
graphic paper or chart placed inside. By reason of the

earth's rotation, the spot of sunlight thus obtained travels

over the chart in a more or less curved line (according to

the season), marking its path by a clearly-defined blue
trace, which can be rendered permanent by simply im-

mersing the paper for a few minutes in cold water. The
position of the sun in relation to the instrument at the
different hours of the day will be understood by reference
to the figure, which is a cross-section through the cylinder

;

the dotted circle shows the position of the prepared chart,

The screen, cd, is for the purpose of cutting off the rays
from the eastern aperture at noon, and at the same time

E.
W.

allowing them to pass through the western aperture ; it

also forms a protection from rain and difl^used light.

Observations made with this instrument prove that

photography is well adapted for recording the duration of
sunshine, and under some conditions it has advantages
over the burning method. At those times when the
atmosphere is perfectly clear the two methods give similar

results, but when the sun is partially obscured by haze or

thin cirrus cloud there is a difference in the records
obtained. The result of a month's comparative observa-
tions, taken in June last, gave an excess of 1 1 per cent, of

sunshine recorded by the photographic process, this

variation being mainly due to a hazy atmosphere near the

horizon about the times of sunrise and sunset.

METEOROLOGY IN THE NEW ENGLAND
STATES'"

'T'HE New England Meteorological Society was founded
' in June, 1884, with a membership of 9, which at the

close of its first year had risen to 95. Notwithstanding
this very modest commencement, it has succeeded,
largely through the generous co-operation of friends who
have from time to time contributed liberally to its re-

sources, in keeping its expenses within its income, while
at the same time it has regularly published its Monthly
Bulletin of eight pages, including a weather-map for the
month ; largely added to its observing stations ; and
largely extended the sphere of its operations. The annual
fee for membership, which constitutes the whole income
of the Society, is three dollars.

During its first year, ending last October, the Society
has addressed itself more particularly to the securing of
a corps of reliable observers of meteorological pheno-
mena, with special attention to rainfall and temperature

;

the publication of the Monthly Bulletin ; the dissemina-
tion of the daily indications of the U.S. Signal Service

;

the local display of weather-flags ; and the special

' BulUtin of the New England Meteorological Society, Nos. i. to xii.

Nov. 1884, to Oct. 1S85). "

investigation of thunderstorms. The first number of the

Bulletin contained reports from forty-five observers ; but,

so vigorously was this important branch of the Society

worked out, that in September the number had risen to

123 observers. The greatest attention has been given to

secure uniformity in the instruments and methods of

observation. In the last-published Bulletin the amount
of precipitation and the mean temperature are given in

Table I. for thirty-five places, these being at the same
time compared with the averages of previous years, which

range from eleven to seventy- four years. Table II. gives

a succinct summary of the results of the observations of

temperature, pressure, humidity, and precipitation at the

123 stations, and the weather-map shows graphically the

precipitation and range of temperature for the month.

A striking feature of the Society's work is its hearty

co-operation with the U.S. Signal Service in the dis-

semination of daily forecasts of the weather, and the

local display of weather-flags. A member of the Signal

Corps has been assigned to this duty under the Society's

control, with the gratifying result that local weather flags

are daily displayed in upwards of too cities and towns

of New England.
The special investigation of thimderstorms has been

conducted under the supervision of the Secretary, Mr. Well
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Davis, of Harvard College. The National Academy, which
constitutes the trustees of the Bache fund, has granted
200 dollars for this work. Upwards of 400 observers are

co-operating in the inquiry, and as regards one thunder-

storm reports from 203 observers were received. The
discussion of the important results already obtained
will by and by appear in the Bulletin. A thorough in-

vestigation of thunderstorms, including the falls of rain,

snow, and hail, with their successive propagation over the

New England States, will be a highly important contri-

bution to meteorology ; and for the results of the investi-

gation as it advances we shall look with much interest to

the proceedings of this Society, which is among the very
youngest but most active of the meteorological societies.

NOTES
We much regret to record the death of Sir Frederick J.

O. Evans, R.N., K.C.B., F.R.S., late Hydrographer of the

Admiralty, in his seventy-first year. Ne.xt week we liope to

give a notice of Sir Frederick's career.

His Excellency the Minister of Agriculture, Industry, and
Commerce in Italy, in order to favour and facilitate the applica-

tion of remedies in solution, powder, or mixture against the

cryptogams and parasites of cultivated plants, and especially the

use of milk calx against Peronospora (mildew) of the vines, by a

decree of November 9 will open an International Exhibition

with prizes for pumps, watering and pulverisation implements.

The Exhibition will take place at Conegliano in the Royal

School of Vine-Culture and Qinology. The following prizes

will be awarded :— i gold medal and 500 lire
; 3 silver medals

with 150 lire each
; 5 bronze medals. The Ministry of Agri-

culture will also purchase prize implements to the value of

1000 lire for distributing to the Agrarian Government depots,

practical and special agriculture schools. Exhibitors must apply

for admission to the " Direzione della R. Scuola di Viticoltura

ed Enologia in Conegliano" not later than February 22, 1SS6.

The demand must contain a short description of the instruments

and the price of each object to be exhibited.

It is stated that the Mexican Government are about to

establish a meteorological station among the highest mountains
in Mexico, at an elevation of nearly 20,000 feet above the sea-

level. Access to such a place must be always precarious, and
frequently impossible for a long time together, hence it is neces-

sary to make exceptional provision for rendering the instruments

almost independent of human attention and supervision. The
necessary apparatus is being constructed by Hottinger, of Zurich

and, as far as possible, all the instruments are being made to go
for a year without stopping.

At the monthly meeting of the Council of the Sanitary Assur-

ance Association arrangements were completed for the series of

free lectures to be given by the Association at the Parkes Museum
during January and February next. The first lecture is to be
by Prof. Roger Smith, on " A Damp House," on Wednesday
evening, January 20, and on the following Wednesday Mr.
F. B. Jessett, F.R.C.S.Eng., will lecture on " Preventible

Diseases."

The science certificates and prizes obtained by the students

attending evening classes established by the Birmingham School-
Board were distributed by Prof. Lapworth, LL.D., F.G.S., in

the large hall of the Icknield Street School, on December 14.

The report of the year's work, by the Board's demonstrator,
Mr. W. J. Harrison, F.G.S., showed that some 5000 children
are now receiving elementary instruction in science in the day-
schools, while 500 teachers attend the evening classes. Prof.

Lapworth afterwards delivered a very able and scholarly address.

In consequence of the rapid growth of the system of science

teaching, the Board has just resolved to enlarge the chemieal

laboratory at a cost of about 700/.

The Clothworkers' Company have promised to raise their

annual subscription to the City and Guilds of London Institute

from 3000/. to 4000.'., provided the Corporation and Associated

Livery Companies raise the total of their annual subscriptions

to the Institute from 24,500/., the present amount, to 30,000/.

This is probably the first step in response to Lord Selborne's recent

appeal to the City Companies, on the double ground of public

duty and self-interest, to add still further to their already munifi-

cent contributions to technical education. The capital expendi-

ture on the building and equipment of the Central Institution,

Exhibition Road, the Finsbury Technical College, and the

South London School of Technical Art has been nearly

140,000/., but, as the late Lord Chancellor pointed out, the

Companies cannot be said to have discharged their obligations to

technical education, until the Institute wants no more pecu-

niary support and moral countenance. Until this distant goal

is reached, said Lord Selborne, they remain in its debt, notwith"

standing their already vast donations.

The statement, according to Science, that one of the chief appli-

cations of composite photography will be in the direction of pro-

ducing more reliable portraits of representative men by com-

bining the testimonials of individual artists, will probably be

accepted by all who have followed the short but interesting

career of this new invention. The suggestion that, by com-
bining the individual conceptions of several artists, one would

obtain a more reliable portrait than any of the components, was

near at hand. The first such application was made by Mr.

Galton himself He made a composite of six medallion heads

of Alexander the Great, and naturally claimed for the composite

the combined authority of all the artists. In this way Science has

recently come into pjssessioii of a new Shakespeare. In the

case of Shakespeare the diversity amongst the several originals

is strikingly evident, and thus a composite was needed to give a

characteristic, individual, natural face. This suggested to Mr.

W. C. Taylor the application of the same process to Wash-
ington's portraits. He has grouped the several portraits into

three groups, owing to the differences of position of the

portraits, and the accuracy of the work is well shown by the

fact that the agreement amongst the resulting three composites

is very close, while the originals show every shade of individual

differences. These portraits were first published in the Journal

of the Franklin Institute, and are given on a new and enlarged

plate in the number oi Science for December ii.

In pursuance of a resolution passed at the Medical Congress

on Brain Diseases, held during the past summer at Antwerp, by

which it was suggested that local conferences should be held to

draw up trustworthy international tables of statistics on insanity,

a Conference of Austro-Hungarian specialists will be held at

Vienna on the 26th and 27th inst. , with the object of revising

and extending the nomenclature of mental disorders. Invita-

tions to the Conference have been issued by four leading doctors

of Vienna.

The work of spawning Salmonidae at the establishment of the

National Fish-Culture Association at Delaford Park has com-

menced, and it is expected that a large number of ova will be

obtained. The establishment, which was opened in the early

part of the present year, is now in excellent order, and all the

fish that have been reared are doing well. It has been found

necessary to increase the number of breeding-ponds in view of

the extensive nature of the operations to be carried on next

year.

The new aquarium for the Indian and Colonial fish at South

Kensington is now in course of construction and will be on view
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at the next Exhibition. The tanks are to be erected at the back

of the present aquarium, which will be maintained as heretofore,

but as the fish to be exhibited require careful and special treat-

ment no connection can exist between the two aquaria, which

will be quite separate. It is to be hoped that the collection,

when formed, will not be allowed to collapse at the termination

of the forthcoming Exhibition, but that it will be maintained as

a permanent institution, for an aquarium of foreign fish is much
needed in London.

The last issue of the l-jesiia of the Russian Geographical

Society contains a very interesting communication, by M.

Yadrintseff, on the beginnings of settled life, being a contribu-

tion to the history of the rise of civilisation among the Ural

Altayans. The paper is a rhutne of an elaborate work on the

subject which we hope soon to see published in the Mimoirs of

the West Siberian Geographical Society. M. Yadrintseff has

had at his disposal very extensive materials, derived both from

his own intimate acquaintance with the life of the native

Siberians, and from a careful study of their history. Siberia is

really one of the best fields for studying those intermediate

phases of life which ultimately lead to the nomads becoming

settled. Not only do the inhabitants of Siberia show us all

possible stages in the transition from a nomadic life to that

of settled agriculturists, but all these stages may also be

studied under the varied aspects they assume when the modifi-

cation goes on in different physical and geographical con-

ditions, for example, in the forest regions, in the steppes, in the

narrow valleys of the hilly tracts, and on the broad sm-faces of

the plains. It is easy to foresee what a valuable mass of infor-

mation could be gathered in Siberia on this subject by an

observer so well acquainted with his mother-countiy as M.
Yadrintseff is ; but it would be impossible to sum up in a few

words the varied results to which the study has brought the

author. The disappearance of entire civilisations like those of

the Ural Altayans who immigrated into the plains of Siberia

from the hilly tracts of the Altay, only add to the already great

interest of the subject. We notice, moreover, the importance

justly attached by the author to those intermediate phases which
the nomad goes through when he abandons his former mode of

life, and, by narrowing the region of his migrations, by
staying at a permanent wintering place, and by merely mi-

grating from a permanent summer dwelling to a winter dwelling,

finally becomes a settled agriculturist ; the relative facility with

which this modification is undergone by the inhabitant of

a forest region as compared with the difficulties met with by
an inhabiiant of the steppes; the similarity between many
Siberian indigenes now passing through these intermediate

phases of civilisation and the Germans at the time of

Tacitus
; and very many minor conclusions, all possessing great

interest.

American papers state that an aerolite or meteoric stone,

which caused a loud detonation, heard throughout the greater
part of Washington and Alleghany counties. Pa. , on Saturday, the

3rd inst., fell upon the farm of Mr. Buckland, in Jefferson town-
ship, Washington county, near the West Virginia line. A mail
carrier states that looking up he saw, moving high above him,
a huge mass, which he described as resembling a great coal of

fire as large as the largest barn he ever saw. There appeared
to be attached to it an immense flame of a deep red colour,

which tapered off into a darker tail. Instantly the noise which
accompanied it ceased ; the fire-like appearance, the flame, and
the tail disappeared, and in their stead the stone assumed
a whitish liue, which it retained until it passed out of sight.

When the stone ftU it broke into three pieces, but did not pene-
trate the earth to any great depth, as two-thirds of it remained
above ground. It is grayish in colour, with a succession of red
streaks, is irregular in form, and at least fifty feet In diameter.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Times, referring to Sir John Lub-

bock's discovery of much greater longevity of ants than has

hitherto been believed, thinks that the same may be true with

regard to the butterfly, although the common notion is that the

butterfly's life is a short and merry one. The correspondent,

who writes from Bournemouth, then relates the following

incident :— " On August 15 last a fine peacock butterfly flew into

our house through the garden door, and was caught and put

under a large bell glass. On the following day another came in,

and was also put under the glass. They were supplied daily

with fresh flowers and a few drops of new honey, which they

evidently much enjoyed. No. I died during a suddenly cold

night, No. 2 lived until yesterday, December 14. Whenever

the sun shone upon their cage, which was placed on a table near

a large window of plate glass, they opened their beautiful wings

and flew about vigorously, occasionally resting on a flower to

thrust their trunks deeply into its corolla, or standing over and

sucking up the drops of honey. The extraordinarily sensitive

nervous system of these little beauties was indicated by the most

rapid vibratile trembling of the wings directly the sunlight or

the scent of fresh flowers reached them. When the sun was not

out they usually remained perfectly still, with their wings closed,

especially selecting to hang on the under side of a leaf. They
showed great intelligence in distinguishing the freshly-gathered

flowers and in deciding that honey was the right thing to eat,

and I have seen one of them scramble with considerable diffi-

culty across his cage through a tangle of leaves and stalks, de-

termined to get to a particular leaf on which he wished to hang.

After some unsuccessful attempts to reach it, he hooked it down
with one foot, then held it with another, until he could get the

rest of his legs upon it, having done which he appeared satisfied,

shut up his wings, and hung himself upon it, topsy-turvy, to

rest. Ifhe failed to do what he wished with one leg, he im-

mediately tried another, appearing to think that, having six at

his disposal, it was foolish to waste much time on any one. But

he only used his most anterior pair on very special occasions.

How long each butterfly had lived before it was caught I do not

know, but No. 2 lived in its glass cage 121 days."

The amount of carbonic acid in the air has recently been

measured by MM. Spring and Roland in a series of 266 deter-

minations in the course of one year, the place being at Liege,

in Belgium, having on one side a busy centre of the iron

industry and on the other an agricultural district. The average

obtained was 5 '1258 parts by weight and 3 '3526 parts by volume

in 10,000 parts of air. This is considerably more than the air

of Paris contajns (4'83 and 3"i6S respectively). Besides the

plentiful carbonic acid from those iron-works, there is a large

emission of the gas from the ground, which is rich in coal ; in-

deed, cases of local heating often occur, with withering of the

plants. To the relative abundance of carbonic acid the authors

attribute the greater heat of Liege as compared with the sur-

rounding regions, as the gas strongly absorbs heat-rays and

limits radiation by night. A return of cold in May is thought

to be due to the unfolding leaves diminishing the amount of

CO„, so that the nightly radiation is increased. The amount of

CO., is considerably increased by a fall of snow (to 3761 ten-

thousandth parts by volume), except when the earth is already

covered with snow. Cloud also gave an increase (3 '571). The

winter months gave a greater amount than the summer. The

difference between day and night was but slight, nor had tem-

perature nor rainfall a decided effect ; but the rain in thunder-

storms increased the amount. As to wind there were three

maxima— viz. with north, north-west, and south-south-west

winds, corresponding, apparently, to the directions of industrial

centres. The COj diminished in high winds and increased with

a high barometer. These researches are the subject of a recent

memoir to the Belgian Academy.
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The average heat-value of well-purified coal-gas at constant

volume has been recently determined by M. Witz {Ann. de

Chivi. et de Phys.) as about 5200 calories per cubic metre at

o" and 760 mm. when the water formed is fully condensed. This

value, got from a great variety of experiments with gas from

different works, appears to make the generally-accepted figure of

6000 calories about 15 per cent, too high, and the calculation

of gas motors is here concerned. The heat-value of the gas

from one and the same works varied in the course of a year

from 4719 to 5425 calories, which was more than the variation

between different works. The influence of temperature and

external pressure was not perceptible. The operations for puri-

fying gas diminish the heat-effect, sometimes as much as 5 per

cent. The gas of the last hour of distillation is (contrary to the

usual view) less rich than that of the first hour. Dilution with

oxygen lessens the heat-value ; but in dilution with air,

curiously, no such effect was observed ; the heat of combustion

was the same with six or with ten volumes of air.

I.M his investigations of the changes of level of inland lakes

(known as seiches). Prof. Forel has arrived at the simple

formula t — I j \lgh for those movements, in which t expresses

the time, in seconds, of a half oscillati J 1 of a uninodal seiche,

I, the length, and h, the mean depth of the cross-section of the

lake in which the variation is observed. This formula holds

good for the lakes of Neuchatel, Brienz, Thun, Wallenstadt,

and Geneva. An interesting confirmation of it is found by

M. Forel in observations made by Mr. Russel with a limno-

graph ou Lake George in New .South Wales. This instru-

ment had recorded 33 very regular seiches on the lake this year,

and the duration of a whole oscillation proved to be 131

minutes. Now the length of the lake being 28,962 metres, the

above formula gives, for the mean depth, 5 '536 metres, or

18 •! feet. Mr. Russel states that the mean depth is between

15 and 20 feet.

The prevailing direction of the winds on the shores of the

Black Sea and the Sea of Azov has been recently studied in

great detail, and in connection with the recent progress of

meteorology with regard to wind generally, by M. Spindler,

who has published his work, with maps, in the Russian Maritime

Revitw (Marskay Shornik). Four maps show the prevailing

direction of the wind at 7 a.m. and at i p.m. during the four

seasons of the year. During the winter a notable difference

between the prevailing direction at these two hours of the day

is seen only on the eastern shore ; while in the spring and

summer nearly everywhere on the Russian coa^t of the Black

Sea these two directions differ by 90", and at some places they

are quite opposite to one another, thus showing that the pre-

dominating influence of the currents of air depend upon the

different heating of land and sea.

It is reported from Kara-hissar, in Asia Minor, that an earth-

quake shook that neighbourhood on Tuesday, December 2.

In the hamlet of Kemin the earth opened for a length of about

40 feet, and from 3 to 5 feet wide.

The last earthquake shock in Algeria was felt at Blidah on

December 13, at 5 a.m. Subterranean noises were heard. The

first shock, in Hussein Dey, near Algiers, was felt on December 3,

at 8h. 23m. a.m. This has been proved by the stopping of a

clock in a distillery.

How great are still the numbers of Carnivora in Finland may

be seen from the following figures, given in the last issue of the

" Statistical Yearbook " for Finland. In 1882 not less than 85

bears, 128 wolves, 407 lynxes, 4005 foxes, 76 gluttons, 240 river

otters, 148 martens, 15S3 ermines, and 3947 carnivorous birds

were killed, for which an aggregate of 1646/. was paid in

premiums by the Government. The ravages occasioned by Car-

nivora the same year were immense : they are estimated at 274

horses, S46 horned cattle, 5246 sheep, 168 pigs, 119 goats, 1681

reindeer, and 2366 domestic fowls. The greatest number of

bears were killed in Viborg and Uleaborg (respectively l}, and

30), while most wolves were killed in the more densely-peopled

Government of Tavastehuus.

At the meeting of the Royal Physical Society of Edinburgh,

held December 16, the following office-bearers were elected,

viz.—President: Prof. William Turner, F.R.SS.L. and E.,

Edinburgh University ; Vice-Presidents : John A. Harvie-

Brown, F.R.S.E., Rev. John Duns, D.D., Prof. J. Cossar

Ewart, F.R.S.E. ; Secretary: Robert Gray, V.P.R.S.E. ;

Assistant- Secretary : John Gibson ; Treasurer : Charles Pren-

tice, F.R.S.E. ; Librarian : William Evans Hoyle, F.R.S.E. ;

Council : John Hunter, F.C.S., Robert Kidston, F.G.S., A. B.

Herbert, Prof. James Geikie, F.R.S., G. Sims Woodhead,

F.R.C.P.Ed., Hugh Miller, F.G.S., Arthur W. Hare, M.B.,

R. Milne-Murray, M.R.C.P.E., H. Moubray Cadell, B.Sc,

R. H. Traquair, F.R.S., R. Sydney Marsden, D.Sc, F.R.S.E.,

Benjamin N. Peach, F.G.S., F.R.S.E.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus)

from India, presented by the Rev. Spencer Fellows ; a Black-

backed Jackal {Caiiis mesomelas) from South Africa, presented

by Mr. J. Robson ; a Slender-billed Cockatoo {Licmetis tenui-

rostris) from .\ustralia, presented by Mrs. Sturt CaveU ; a

Kestrel {Tinnunculus alaudarius), British, presented by Mr. T.

E. Gunn ; three Wild Ducks {Anas boschas), British, presented

by Mr. C. T. McNiven ; a Lapwing {Vanellus vulgaris), British,

purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Total Solar Eclipse, 18S6 August 28-29.—The eclipse

will be total throughout the Island of Grenada. The Greenwich

mean times of beginning and ending of totahty for any point in

the island may be found from the formulae :

—

Cos OT= -4-99=67 -[^^tSzs] sin /-I- [1-26284] cos ! co% (K + ^i' 13"S
<= ih. 12m. 41-75. =F [2-04698] sm w - [324330] sin /

- [3-84970] cos / cos (\ + 82° S3'-o),

where / is the geocentric latitude of the place, X its longitude

from Greenwich, taken negatively, and the quantities in square

brackets are logarithms ; upper sign for beginning, lower for

ending.
For long. 4h. 6m. 20s. VV., lat. 11° S9''5 N. near l\ie southern

extremity of the island, totality begins at igh. Ilm. os. local

mean time, and continues 3m. 42s. g's altitude 20°.

In long. 4h. 6m. 40s. W., lat. 12° I5''0 N. near the northern

extremity of the island, totality begins at I9h. 10m. 37s. local

mean time, and continues 3m. 37s.

At Carriacou I. (Grenadines)

—

Totality commences .at I9h. ilm. 45s. local M.T.
Duration 3m. 21s.

Sun's altitude 20°

Fabry's Comet.—Dr. H. Oppenheim continues hisephemeris

of this comet in the Dun Echt Circular, No. 102, as follows :

—

JLphemeris for Berlin Midnight
ISS5
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of its parallax. The mistake was a very easy one to make, but

at least the Dunsink observations are not to blame, for Dr. Ball

gives not only the place of the star he observed but its number
in three catalogues—Groombridge, Struve's Meiisiira:, and the

Durchniusterung.

Barnard's Comet.—Dr. H. Oppenheim (Astr. Nachr.,

No. 2697) has computed the following elements and ephemeris
for this comet :

—
Perihelion Passage = 1886 May i4'i43o Berlin M.T.

w =i\(> 31 57
j

ft = 66 22 12 -Mean Eq. 1885-0

i -= 94 8 7 J
log. ,/ = 974184

liiror of the middle observation :

—

S\=+4" 8)3=- 3".

The elements resemble those of Comet 1785 11.

Epkenieris for Berlin Midnight
iSSs App. R.\. .App. Decl. Log. A Brightness

h. m. s. . ,

''3Dec. 24 ..
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Simons first describes the topography of the little-visited penin-

sula in some detail, and then gives an account of the tribe of

Indians inhabiting it, which is of exceeding interest, so remark-

able are many of their customs. Their system of compensation

— consisting of tear and blood-money, or fines for tears or blood

supposed to be shed—is one of the most extraordinary ever

found amongst a primitive people, extending not only to injuries,

wilful or accidental, done to one man by another, but to acci-

dents happening to a man himself. Every man is a hostage for

every one of his clan, and is liable to be called upon to pay
various fines for the acts of another ; if a man borrows an

animal of another and is thrown off, the lender has to pay,

first, the relatives of the mother, then the relatives of the father,

and, lastly, the friends of the borrower. If a man injures him-

self he is forced to pay his mother's relations for his own blood

which has been spilt, his father's for the tears which they are

presumed to have shed, and his friends for the sorrow the acci-

dent has caused them,—and all this if he has only cut his finger

with his knife. Many other curious customs are also recorded.

Colonel Prjevalsky's letters describe certain districts around
Lob-Nor, and the route to Cherchen and Kiria. The work of

the Admiralty Surveys for 1S84 is detailed from the Hydro-
grapher's report. Sir Frederic Goldsmid writes on the geographi-

cal nomenclature 'f places between Merv and Herat, and
Admiral Irminger, of the Danish Navy, explains, in a letter to

the secretary, the so-called subsidence of one of the Faroe
Islands, which turns out not to have been a " subsidence " at all.

M. POTANIN has again written to the Geographical Society,

from Si-nin, under date of April 29. The expedition was con-

tinuing its work without the least hindrance, MM. Potanin,

Stassy, and Berezovsky exploring the region in all directions,

after having wintered in three different towns ; the astronomical
determinations were also made, and the population, far from
hindering the sun'eys, assisted them. A Tangut, in the service

of M. Potanin, is a valuable aid in making collections of insects.

MM. Potanin and Skassi left San-chuan on April 15, taking a
northerly direction to reach the Si-nin River (called Nimbi-
muren in iis lower course). Its valley is inclosed between high
walls of loess, and at three different points it is narrowed by
crags of gneiss, where some gold is dug. In the Lau-va-sya
gorge the limestone crags are covered with numerous and
beautiful marmitcs de gcant, one of which has a diameter of

160 centimetres. Above this gorge the valley reaches a width
of more than two miles, and two towns, Lau-va-sya and Nimbi,
are situated there. They are peopled with Mongols, many of

whom are Mussulmans ; the villages are peopled with Chinese.
Si-nin was reached on April 24, and M. Potanin proposed to

leave it soon for Min-cheu, via Gui-Dui, so as to connect his

surveys with those of M. Prjevalsky.

The German Emperor has ordained that the harbour dis-

covered on the north-east coast of Kaiser Wilhelm's Land,
north-west of Port Constantine, shall henceforth be known a
" Friedrich Wilhelm's Hafen," and the bay near it "Prince
Heinrich's Hafen " ; the large navigable river discovered east

of Cape de la Torre as the " Kaiserin Augusta Fluss," while
Beaupre, situated in the middle of the peninsula will now be
called " Varzin." " Neu Mecklenburg " will be substituted for

New IreUnd, "Neu Lauenburg" for the Duke af York group,
and " Neu Pommern " for New Britain, the largest island uf
the Bismarck Archipelago.

The voyage of the Vega along the north coast of Europe
and Asia seems likely to bring about another result, namely,
the connection of the Petchora witli the Obi by a route
presenting fewer dangers than the navigation of the Kara
Sea. Thanks to the continuous efforts of MM. Sidoroff and
Sibiryakoft", the exploration of the Northern Urals, with a
view to discover the best routes for connecting the great river of
North-East Russia with the chief artery of Siberia, is being
busily prosecuted. It .appears now, from a communication Ijy

M. Nosiloff to the Russian Geographical Society (Izvestia, iv.

1885), that there are in the Northern Urals pas-es which would
permit of establishing an easy link between the two basins.

The best of them seems to be the Schokuriinsk Pass, the same
that Prince Kurbsky availed himself of in 1449 to reach the
Obi. A portage, only gS miles long, leads from Kuya—a village
on the Petchora, within easy reach of steamboats—to the Sygva
River, a tributary of the Sosva, which appears to be navigable
for boats up to a point distant only 35 miles from the pass over
the Ural Mountains. The Sygvahas a depth of from 4 to 7 feet.

and a width of 150 to 350 yards ; while the Sosva, 6 to iS feet

deep, forms an excellent channel for even larger vessels. As to

the portage itself, its highest point reaches only 1450 feet above

the sea, and H50 feet above the Sygva ; and a railway less than

100 miles long would avoid all those difficulties which are now
presented by the navigation of the Kara Sea and the ice-bound

Gulf of Obi. Another pass, Voikarsky, is at almost the same
distance, and its highest point rises about 1650 feet above the

sea. The existence of these deeply-indented valleys, and the

general configuration of the region, together with the direction

of the rivers, once more raises the question, whether the Northern
Urals, instead of being one winding mountain-chain, are not

rather a complex of several smaller chains having a north-easterly

direction, and arranged in khelons from south to north. It

would be most desirable to have a thorough orographical and
geological exploration undertaken in connection with the above
work, in order to settle one of the most important questions as

to the orography of the northern part of the great Russian plain.

We notice in the last issue of the Izvestia of the Russian

Geographical Society (1885, iv. ) the following information com-
municated by Gen. Meyer with regard to the Transcaspian region.

The great ranges of mountains which be.ar the names of Great

and Little Balkhans, Kuren-dagh, and Kopet-dagh, and are

continued on the Persian frontier under the names of Aselma,
Deireghez, Kelat, and so on, diminish in height towards the

east, until they almost entirely disappear about .Sarakhs. The
chief range reaches, however, 6000 to 7000 feet, with separate

peaks 8000 feet high, and the upper parts of its northern slope

are covered with snow nearly all the year round. Notwithstand-

ing this, the sti cams which flow from these mountains into the

steppes are remarkably poor ; the slates, of which the slopes of

the mountains consist, giving the water a free passage into the

soil. The ancient inhabitants knew how to utilise this structure

of the soil by making their kerhes, or wells, connected togather

by underground galleries, which, after being dug thus for a mile

or two, yielded water for irrigation. These wells are now un-

fortunately mostly in a bad state, and few of them are of any
use. The much-talked-of dams on the Murghab and Ileri-rud

would not be of great use, as the high water in both rivei-s comes
in the spring, and not in the summer when the fields are most
in need of irrigation. The characteristics of the ground are

strikingly uniform, a terrace with a soil of diy cl.ay, intersected

by small ravines, in all cases spreading at the foot of the moun-
tains. The climate is veiy diy, but fevers are common, probably

in consequence of the very rapid variations of temperature from

a hot day to a cold night. At Askabad the yearly average tem-

perature is 24°'8C., the extremes being 3i°'5 and - 8°'i. Up
to a height of 40'.o feet the mountains are covered with a steppe

flora. Higher up they are mostly quite devoid of vegetation.

The artcha, reaching sometimes twenty-five feet, but never

growing in forests, is excellent as fuel, but cannot be employed
for building. A few willows, poplars, and rushes are sometimes

met with along the streams. In the spring the plains are all

covered with herbaceous vegetation, which is, however, unfit for

pasture. Grazing-grounds are met with only on s.andy ground

about Akhal. Further east, towards Merv, there are no pasture-

grounds, but trees are more numerous. When watered the soil

gives good crops : wheat, barley, the Khiva millet, lucerne

;

cotton and silkworm trees grow well on watered fields, as

also poplars, willows, plane-trees, and various kinds of brush-

wood.

The following information as to the popul.ation of the Trans

Caspian region, communicated to the last issue of the Russiselu

Rc-L-'ue (18S5, iv.), by M. Seidlitz, may complete the above.

The aggregate population of the region is estimated at from

214,000 to 260,000 inhabitants, including Merv—that is, much
below previous estimates. The whole region being divided into

the districts of Akhal-tekke, Krasnovodsk, Manghishlak, Merv,

and Tejen, it appears that the population of the three former

districts numbers about 93,000, who live on agriculture in Akhal-

tekke and on cattle-breeding in Krasnovodsk and Manghishlak.

The agriculture of Akhal-tekke is considerable, the crops of 1S83

having yielded no less than 190,000 quarters of wheat, barley,

and SorghiDH cernuiim. The cattle in the three districts are

estimated at no less than 44,000 horses, 76,000 camels, .and

more than 600,000 sheep, to which nearly 130,000 horses,

193,000 camels, and one million and a half of sheep must be

added for Merv and Tejen. The culture of cotton and of the

silkworm in Akhal-tekke is also worthy of notice. The
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population of Akhal-tekke consists of Tekke-Turcomans (8400
kihitkas, about 42,000 souls), with some 1160 Persians and
Tartars, 930 Armenians, and 340 Russians, without families.

Askabad, the chief town of this district, has already an important

trade. The inhabitants of the Krasnovodsk and Manghishlak
districts, on the contrary, are nearly all nomads, and their

chief towns, Krasnovodsk and Alexandrovsk, are miserable

hamlets with less than 400 inhabitants each. The oasis

of Merv, with its 32,000 kibitkas, is well peopled. The
bazaars of the chief town are very animated, 8000 to 10,000
people gathering there twice a week. .Since 1785, when the

Sultan-bend dam on the Murghab was destroyed by the Ameer
Murad Khan, the area of the oasis has much diminished, and it

occupies now only a length of 160 miles, and a width of some
13 miles. The town Bairam-kala; was abandoned for want of

water. The Tekke Turcomans, who have inhabited the oasis

since 1857, when they drove away the Saryks, are divided into

two stems, the Okhtamyshs and the Tokhtamyshs. The richer

of them live in felt tents, while the poorer ones make huts of

clay of the same shape as the felt tents. These settlements and
villages are not permanent, and may be changed at the first

signal of alarm. In fact the population is too numerous for

the watered area. As to the fertile oasis of Tejen, on the

Heri-rud, it was formerly visited only in the summer. It has
now some 7500 Tekke inhabitants, who have immigrated
from Merv, Akhal, and Atek.

Mr. Shipley, the American Consul at Auckland, New
Zealand, reports to the State Department at Washington, the

following facts about a new volcano in the Pacific Ocean :
—" At

daylight on October 13 we observed dense volumes of steam and
smoke clouds ascending. We sailed sufficiently near to see that

it was a submarine volcanic eruption. Considering that it was
not prudent to approach any nearer that night, we lay to until

morning. We then approached to about a distance of two
miles. I have not words to express my wonder and surprise at

its changing splendour. Eruptions take place every one or two
minutes, changing in appearance every second, like a dissolving

view. I can only say that it was one of the most awfully grand
sights I ever witnessed on the high seas. As near as I was able

to calculate the position of the volcano, it is about fourteen miles

from the island of Honga Tonga. As to the size of the island

thrown up, I am unable to state it correc'ly, there being so much
steam and cloud hanging over it ; but I judge it to be at least

two or three miles long, and 60 feet high, in lat. 20° 21' S.,

long. 175° 28' W."

THE PARIS ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
n^HE yearly meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences took

place in the large hall of the Institut on December 2.

Rear- Admiral Julien de la Graviere was in the chair. He read

a short paper summarising the lloges of eight members who died

during the past twelve months. This number is unusually large

in a body of sixty-si.\.

M. Bertrand delivered two addresses on M. Lagourneria, a

geometer, and M. Combes, an engineer, who died some years

ago, after having enjoyed the academical honours during many
years.

The number of prizes delivered by the Academy is increasing

yearly, not less than thirty-three being offered for competition
in l886. The total of the sums to be awarded is more than

3000/., exclusive of some of which the value is to be deter-

mined accoiding to the merits of competitors, and the Breant
Prize for a cure for cholera. Dr. Ferran was not even men-
tioned in the verdict, and the interest of the 4000/. was given
to several writers on the etiology of cholera.

Some of the prizes for 1S85 were not awarded, for want of

competition, although, except a very few, they are open to every
nation, and memoirs can be written in any language as well as

in French. A large number of prizes were not delivered for

want of merit in the contributions sent. .Some of them were
awarded to scientihc writers who have published volumes on
topics connected with the subject-matters. Of this last class we
may mention, inler alia, " Memoire sur la Marche et I'Extension

du Cholera Asiatique des Indes Orientales," &c., by Dr. Mahe,
representing France at Constantinople; "Contributions a

I'Etude de la Fievre Typhoide," by Dr. Pietro Santo ;
" Statis-

tique de ITndustrie minerale et des Appareils 3. Vapeuren France
et en Algerie," by M. Keller ;

" Contributions a I'Etude statis-

tique du Suicide en France," by Dr. Jules Socquet ; " Hisloire

de I'ancienne Academic de Marine de Brest," by M. Donneaud
du Plan, Librarian of the Navy at Dieppe.
Amongst the most important prizes awarded we notice the

following :

—

M. Amsler Laffon, of Shaffhouse, for his instrument for polar
planimetry, as presented by Mr. Scott Russell to the Institution

of Naval Architects in 1880 (Monthyon Medallist for Mechanical
Arts).

M. CoUadon, of Geneva, for the application of compressed
air as a motive power in tunnelling Mont Cenis (Fourneyron
Medallist).

M. ThoUon, for mapping the solar spectrum in the Bischoffs-
heim Observatory, Nice (Lalandc).

Dr. Sporer, of the Potsdam Astro-Physic.il Observatory, for

his studies on solar spots (Voltz).

Dr. Edlund, member of the Academy of Sciences of Stock-
holm, for his memoir on the origin of electrical tension of the
atmosphere. He considers this tension to be produced by the
rotation of the earth, which is a magnet. The soil being made
negative, the atmosphere becomes positive by induction. The
difference of tension resulting from his calculations is 223 volts

per kilometre altitude. No less than twelve memoirs were sent
—five in French, four in German, and three in English (Boydron
Prize). The memoir of Dr. Edlund had been already printed
and published.

M. Gernez, for his discoveries in rapid solidification of super-
saturated liquids.

M. Halphen, a major in the French Artillery, took the Petit
d'Ormay Prize for the ensemble of his mathematical work and
principally the solution of the following problem :—Trouver
les equations differentielles qui se reproduisent par une substitu-

tion lineaire.

The Monthyon Prize for discoveries in connection with un-
healthy arts has been given to M. Chamberland, chief assistant

ofM. Pasteur, who invented a filter in china ware which stops

even microbes.

The Government Prize was given to M. Joannes Chatin for

his study of the sensation organs of invertebrate animals.
The Cuvier Medallist for this year is Prof Van Beneden,

of the Louvain University, for half a century of work in

physiology.

THE NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE
T'^HE volume of Transactions of the New Zealand Institute
'• for 1 884 was issued to the members in M.ay of the present

year. It is edited by Dr. Hector, and contains fifty-five memoirs,
which, read before the various affiliated societies, have been
deemed worthy, by the Governors of the Institute, of publica-

tion. While the papers on biological subjects occupy three-

fourths of the space devoted to the transactions, those on geo-
logy are but few in number. Among the more important of the

zoological memoirs maybe mentioned the following:—"De-
scriptions of New Zealand Micro-Lepidopteia," by E. Meyrick

(pp. 68-149). In continuation of his previous memoirs we
have here full details and an analysis of the following families :

—

Scopariadpe ; while no species of this family is common to New
Zealand and Australia, the author has included in his memoir
descriptions of the known Australian species of the genera
Scoparia, Tetraprosopus and Xeroscopa. Fifty-eight species of

the first and sixteen species of the last genus are described.

Pyralidse : Hydrocampidse ; these families are each represented

by a single species, neither of which is, in a strict sense, indi-

genous, Asopiafarinalis being introduced from Europe. The
representative of the latter family, Hygratila nitens (Butl.),

being regarded as a recent migrant from south-east Australia.

Pterophoridoe ; eleven species are described : one is closely

allied to a European form, one is Australian ; the other nine are

all endemic. In a supplement a number of additions to the

previously-published list of species of Crambid.ie and Tortricidse

are described. "Further Notes on Coccidie," by W. M. Mas-
kell. The author comments on our notice this time last year of

the roughness of the plates in Vol. XVI. While we agree with

him that all biologists are not artists, yet we venture to think

that it is not too much to expect that there should be one artist

at Wellington who could execute plates in a style worthy not

only of the New Zealand Institute, but in keeping with the

excellent typography of the volume. Thus, the very " letter-

ing " of the plates in the present volume is not only bad, but mis-

leading. Vol. XIV. being misprinted for Vol. XVII., and Plate
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8 for Plate 7. We notice, however, an improvement in the

lithography. In his notes Mr. Maskell describes several new
species, and advances our knowledge of the New Zealand
fauna very considerably. In a paper on the spiders of New
Zealand, Mr. A. T. Urquhart describes and figures a great

many new species, chiefly from the neighbourhood of Auckland.
Prof. Jeffrey Parker gives notes on the skeleton and baleen of a

Fin Whale [Bahvnoplcra miisculus), and Mr. S. Mieson gives

some interesting details about a plague of rats in Nelson.
Among the botanical memoirs may be noted those of Mr, T.

Kirk, on the flora of Stewart Island. Prefaced by a short

sketch of the island, and the facts previously known as to its

natural history, Mr. Kirk gives the result.s of his investiga-

tions of its flora made during two visits in January, 1882, and
in January, 1884. So far as at present known the flora of the
island comprises about 380 species of Phceno>ams, and nearly

70 species of Pteridophyte-. The area of the island is estimated
at 640 square miles. Attention was at once attracted by the

blaze of crimson presented by the flowers of Metrosidcros liicida,

often flecked by the beautiful pale racemes of Weinmannia
racefnosa. Veronica salicifoUa occurred by the side of water-
courses, but was far from common. The soil was often carpeted
with a compact growth of the charming liliaceous plant Callixenc
parvijiora, with its elegant drooping flowers. The terrestrial

orchids formed a marked feature in some parts of the forest.

Coryanthes oHonga and C. rivularis produced their attractive

flowers literally by thousands. Arborescent ferns were abundant,
the most abundant being Dicksonia sqtiarrosa and Hemitilea
smithii. The crest of Mount Anglem, the highest peak of the
island, was ascended. The weather, unfortunately, was unfavour-
able, the driving snow obscuring the prospect. A splendid
Alpine flora was discovered. DracophyUitm muscoidcs formed a

compact dark green sward gemmed with white flowers ; several

species of Coprosma, Ranunculus lyclii, the beautiful Ourisia

sessiliflora, also 0. ccespitosa.

On exposed portions of the coast on both sides of the island

Okaria angustifolia was found ; it is one of the grandest of
flowering plants. Varying in size from shrubs of about 6 feet

high, to a tree of 20 feet, the snowy ray florets, with the dark
purple of those of the disk of the innumer.ible flower heads, set

off by the dark, deep, glossy green foliage, form a never-tiring

source of attraction, while the aromatic odour exhaled is of a
grateful type. O. Irailii, also another splendid species, but
sparingly occurred. A list of the ferns and fern allies is

given. Todea superba grows luxuriantly ; one specimen was
examined which had a stout stem some iS feet high, from
which arose a dense crown of nearly erect fronds, with drooping
tips ; some of these were several years old and were between
four and five feet in length, of a deep blackish green. Mosses
and large frondose Hepaticse also abounded.

Mr. Cheeseman, Mr. Colcnso, and Mr. Petrie, continue their

descriptions of species new to science and to New Zealand.
In the section devoted to geology Capt. F. W. Hutton de-

scribes a large number of new Tertiary shells ; Dr. J. von Haast
has notes on the geological structure of the .Southern Alps of
New Zealand, in which he criticises Dr. Hector's recently-pub-
lished map of this district ; and Dr. Hector has a note on the
geological structure of the Canterbury Mountains, in which he
very temperately justifies changes in his views ofgeological periods
as based on the progress of his knowledge of facts. Mr. James
Parks's account of the ascent of Mount Franklin will be read
with interest ; though occupying a central position in the pro-
vince of Nelson, it does not seem to have been before ascended.
The Waiau Gorge is described as one of the most wonderful in

New Zealand. On both sides the mountains frequently rise by
a succession of steep, rugged precipices to a height of 3500 feet

over the river. About 6050 feet high a small area of glacier ice

was found, probably all that now remains of the great Waiau
Glacier. Small patches of red snow were found ; at 6500 feet

in height permanent snow-fields were met with, and the top of
the range, described as a mere razor-back, only a few feet wide,
and composed of loose, angular, and slab-like rocks was found
to be 7500 feet high. The highest peak, by aneroid measure-
ment, was 350 feet higher. A list of the Alpine plants collected
on the occasion, and determined by Mr. J. Buchanan, is

appended.
it will be judged from this short notice that this volume,

edited by Dr. Hector, is one coming in no way short of its pre-
decessors and that it reflects credit on the scientific workers of
New Zealand.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

O.XFORD.—A Fellowship will be filled up in Lincoln College
in January next.

The Examination will be in the subjects of .\nimal Physiology
and Animal Morphology ; and candidates are invited to send
in any treatises or theses th.it they may have written or pub-
lished in special branches of one or both of these subjects.

Candidates should communicate at once with the Rector, who
will furnish them with full information as to the conditions and
tenure of the Followship.

Cambridge. — Another development from Prof. Stuart's

School of Engineering is probable. The Special Board for

Physics and Chemistry, considering the number of students of
engineering warrants such a step, propose for their benefit an
Honours Examination, to be connected with the Natural Sciences
Tripos. Certain branches of Mathematics, useful alike for stu-

dents of Engineering, Physics, and Chemistry, are to be intro-

duced into an examination alternative with the first part of the
Natural Sciences Tripos. Papers should be included on Prin-

ciples of Measurement, Theory of Structures, Properties of
Matter, Principles of Mechanism, and other branches of Physics
and Chemistry, and there should be practical work in Engineer-
ing, as well as in Physics and Chemistiy, each candidate being
required to pass the practical examination in at least one of

these three subjects. A student passing this examination with
credit in his third year should be entitled to a degree in honours.
A second higher Examination is proposed, to be concurrent

with the second part of the Natural Sciences Tripos, in the

same subjects as above-mentioned, and the examiners shottld be
at liberty to set questions involving the Mathematics of the first

Examination, and in those parts of Mineralogy which belong to

Physics and Chemistry. Other conditions are similar to those
of the Natural Sciences Tripos. The Special Board for Mathe-
matics has expressed its general approval of the scheme.
At St. John's College E. H. Hankin and F. S. Locke, both

of St. Bartholomew's Hospital Medical School, have been
elected to Exhibitions of 50/. a year in Natural Science. In

Mathematics, F. M. Monro, King William's College, has been
elected to a Foundation Scholarship of 80/. a year ; A. G,
Cooke, City of London School, to a Minor Scholarship of 75/.

a year ; A. Kahn, Middle Class School, Cowper Street, E.C.,

and J. A. Lawrenson, Liverpool Institute, to Minor Scholarships

of 50/. a year ; W, H, Box, LTniversity College, Aberystwith,

and S, Humphries, Middle Class School, Cowper .Street, E,C,,

to Exhibitions of 40/, a year for three years.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Tlie youriuil of Anatomy and Physiology for October {vol.

XX. part I) contains:—On the anatomy of the muscles, liga-

ments, and fascia of the orbit, by C. B. Lockwood (plate t).

—

Two cases of an abnormal coronary artery of the heart arising

from the pulmonary artery, by Dr. H. St, John Brooks (plate 2).

—On a second bursa connected with the insertion of the biceps,

&c. , by A. Ward Collins.—Abnormalities of the lobes of the

human lung, by A. E. Maylard.—On the nature of ligaments,

part 4, by J. Bland Sutton (plate 3).—Vital relations of micro-

organisms to tissue elements, by Drs. G. S. Woodhead and A.
W. Hare. —The blood-forming organs and blood-formation : an
experimental research, part ii., by Dr. J. Lockhart Gibson.

—

The relationship of urea-formation to bile-secretion : an experi-

mental research, by Dr. Noel-Paton.—The index of the pelvic

brim as a basis of classification ; and on the anatomy of

.Sowerby's whale, by Prof. W. Turner (plate 4).

The Quarterly yournal of Microscopical Science for October
contains ;—On the chromatology of the blood of some inverte-

brates, by Dr. C, A. MacMunn (plates 33 and 34). Among
other pigments referred to, the colouring-matter of the perivisceral

fluid of Strongylocentrotus lividus^ named echinochrome, is

described in detail, —On the cephalic appendages of the gymno-
somatous Pteropoda, and especially of Clione, by Dr. Paul
Pelseneer (plate 35). The cephalic appendages in Clione,

Clionopsis, and Pneumodermon are described. In Clione there

are tentacles, properly so called, and buccal cones. In Pneumo-
dermon there are tentacles and two acetabuliferous buccal

appendages, and in Clionopsis only tentacles are found. While
the author leaves the function 'j1 the buccal cones in Clione
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doubtful, there can be no doubt as to the sucker-like functions

of the appendages in Pneumoderraon.—Evidence in favour of

the view that the coxal gland of Limulus and of other Arachnida
is a modified nephridium, by G. L. GuUand, M.A. (plate 36),

with a note thereon bj' Prof. E, Ray Lankester, in which the

following important statement is made :

—
" The space in the con-

nective tissue into which the young nephridium opens internally

is not a blood space. The blood system in the larger Arthro-

poda is altogether distinct from the general system of lacuna? of

the connective tissue. The lacuuic form a hmphatic sysldiii

which contains a liquid distinct from the blood : they represent

the body cavity, and as such receive the internal openings of the

nephridia."—Notes on the embryology of Limulus, by Dr. J. S.

Kingsley (plates 37-39).—On the anatomy of the Madreporaria,

part i., by G. Herbert Fowler, B.A. (plates 40-42).—The issue

of the " Supplement " numbers of thii journal being found in-

convenient, it has been decided to publish its numbers for the

future at such intervals as the accumulation of material renders

desirable. Though more than four numbers will thus in all

probability be published in the course of a year, the title will

remain unaltered. Four numbers will make a volume.

Two papers are especially noteworthy in the yminial of
Botany for November :—Rev. H. E. Fox and Mr. F. J.
Hanbury's " Botanical Notes of a Tour in Caithness and
Sutherland," where they had the opportunity of visiting large

tracts of country from which botanists are, as a rule, now
practically shut out, that they may not interfere with the sports

of the owners; and Mr. F. N. Williams's careful "Enumera-
tion of the Species and Varieties of Diant/itis."

The number for December is signalised by a continuation of

the record of Mr. Thos. Hick's important observations on proto-

plasmic continuity in the Fucacea;. He has now detected this

continuity in two other species, He7nanthaha lorea and Latnin-

aria digitata (the latter not strictly belonging to the Fucacece), in

the cortical and central, less certainly in the epidermal tissue.

In the latter species the continuity is effected through the in-

tervention of sieve-plates. Mr. James Britten gives a complete
liistory of the important botanical 'collections made by Messrs.

J. R. and G. Forster.

The Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South Wales^

vol. X. part 2, July 31, contains the following papers:—W.
Macleay, revision of the genus Lamprina, and descriptions of

new species ; on two new Australian Lucanidas ; on new fishes

from the Upper Murrumbidgee.—N. de Miklouho-Maclay, on
the zoology of the Maclay coast. New Guinea, ii. ; on two
new species of Dorcopsis (plates 19 and 20) ; on the brain of

Halicore aitstralts (pUte 24).—Dr. R. von Lendenfeld, on
Australian sponges lately described by Carter ; on a Medusa
from the tropical Pacific.—A. G. Hamilton, on the fertilisation

of Goodenia hederacea (plate 21).—K. H. Bennett, on the habits

of Falco subniger and Glareola i^raliaria.—Rev. J. M. Curran,
on the geology of Dubbo (plates 22 and 23).—Baron von
Mueller, on a remarkable Haloragis from New South Wales.

—

A. S. OUiff, the Cucujids of Australia.—D. Ogilvy, de-

scription of new fishes.—E. P. Ramsay, notes on birds from
New Guinea; on a new species of CoUyriocincla.—G. F.

Mathew, R.N., on the natural history of Claremont Islands;

on the butterflies of Thursday Island.—W. A. Haswell, M.A.,
jottings from the biological laboratory of Sydney University.

Zeitichtift fiir wi^senschaflliche Zoologie, Band 42, Heft 3,
October 27.—On tlie movements of the foot in the Lamelli-
branchs, by Dr. A. Fleischmann (with five woodcuts). —On the
oceanic fauna off the coast of New Guinea, by Dr. R. Greeff
(plates 12-14). Rolas or Pigeon Island is separated from St.

Thomas by a channel of from 3 to 4 km. wide. Under favour-
able winds, shoals of larval and mature Crustacea, MoUusca,
Echinoderm larva, Medusa, Radiolaria, &c., float through.
The general description of the place is most alluring ; surely

the proprietor, Mr. F. Jose de Araujo is in the possession of

an earthly paradise for a marine zoologist. In this memoir Dr.
Greeff describes and figures several new species of Tomo-
pteris and Alciope, giving, at the same time, anatomical details.

—Contributions to the anatomy and histology of Priapulus
caudatiis. Lam., and Halicryplit! spinulosus, V. Sieb. , by Dr.
W. Apel (plates 15-17).—Contributions to our knowledge of
the Mallophaga, by Dr. F. Grosse (plate 18). These researches
are chiefly based on a remarkable new parasite from a pelican
found by Dr. Reiss in Chili, which is described as belonging to
a new genus and species (Tetrophthalmm chilensis).—On the

reproductive organs in Nematois metallicus, Pod., by N. Cholod-
kovsky (plate 19), a memoir of importance to the Lepidopterist

.

Archives Itatiennes de Biologic, tome vi. fasc. 2, March 31,

contains :—Clinical and physiological researches on paralde-

hyde, by Dr. V. Cervello.—On the physiological action of

antipyrene, by Dr. F. Coppola.—On perimetry, and on self-

registering perimeters, by Dr. Ferri.—On the effects of salt on
Cercaria, by Prof. E. Perroncito.—On cicatrisation after wounds
in the kidney ; and on the partial regeneration of that organ, by
G. Pisenti (plate).—On albumen in the saliva, and the bile in

albuminuria, by Matilda Dessalles.—On the minute structure of

the air-sacs in birds, by Dr. E. Ficalbi (abstract).—On anomalies

in the number of the semi-lunar, aortic, and pulmonary valves,

by G. Martinotti, and G. Sperino.—On microphytes in the

normal human epidermis by Prof. G. Bizzozero (from Virchcnv's

Archiv), December, 1884 (plate).—On the organ of Corti in the

Cercopitheci, by Prof. A. Tafani (illustrated).—Notes on the

anatomy of a negro (iii.), by Prof. Giacomini (plates).

The October number of the Nuovo Giornale Botanico Italiano

contains only two original papers :—On the Bryology of the

neighbourhood of Cuneo, by Sig. Macchiati ; and On the nature

and development of the integuments of the seed in Tilia, by
Sig. Mattirolo. These integuments may be classified into two
layers, the inner of which displays the light line characteristic of

the genus Tilia, and which is due to the formation of lignin.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, December 17.
— " A New Form of Spectro-

scope." By J. Norman Lockyer, F.R. S.

Some two or three years ago, when the sun-spot work carried

on at Kensington revealed the different behaviour, in different

spots, of lines visible in the spectra of the same element, it

seemed desirable to extend similar observations to metallic pro-

minences, and, if possible, in such a way that comparisons over
a considerable reach of spectrum should be secured.

It then struck me that a grating cut in half, with one part

movable, would afford a ready means of doing this.

Circumstances prevented the realisation of this scheme till

quite recently, when I put into Mr. Hilger's hands a grating

presented to me by Mr. Rutherfurd.

The result is excellent. It is possible to observe C and F,

for instance, together, quite conveniently, with either a normal
or a tangential slit. The only precautions necessary are to see

that one-half of the light passing through the object-glass falls

on one-half of the grating, and that the rays which come to a
focus on the slit plate are those the wave-length of u hich is half

way between the wave-lengths compared.

Linnean Society, December 17. —Mr. Frank Crisp, LL.B.,
Vice-President and Treasurer, in tlie chair.

—

Heritiera littoralis,

var. macrophylla. Dr. Masters showed a branch with leaves and
fruit, received from Prof. Cornu, of the Jardindes Planter, Paris.

The adult leaves, of very large size, are dark green above, and
silvery white beneath. The latter, due to an investment of

shining, peltate, membranous scales, has given rise to the name
" Looking-glass tree." This Sterculaceous tree is a native of

the tropics of the Old World, in the vicinity of coasts, and
occurs inland in the hills of Eastern Bengal. Kurz considered
the species and its variety as quite distinct, a view not held by
Dr. Masters.—Mr. Charles Stewart exhibited the stridulating

organ of a Spiny Lobster {Palinurus) ; he showed under the

microscope the file-like bow and its two tubercles, also, by means
of a softened specimen attached to the carapace, he pro f ced the

peculiar grating noise which the animal makes durin_; liP .—Mr.

J. G. Baker exhibited specimens of Lycopodiuin cotnplanatum,
collected by the Rev. A. Lawson on the Somersetshire side ot

Exmoor, near Porlock, thus corroborating those who h ive

ascribed a British habitat to the species in question.—Mr.
Clement Reid drew attention to a series of fossil seeds and
plants from the " Forest Bed" of the Cromer district, Norfolk

;

their very excellent state of preservation enabled their comparisons
with living plants to be easily made out, and thus a clue

given to the history of our present flora.—Mr. Thos. Christy
exhibited a plant of Angnrcum sesquipedalc in flower, and a
plant of Catasctum puium, showing flowers erect and reversed

in the same spike. In none of the flowers was the ovary visibly

twisted, but in long ovaried orchids it is often very difficult to

detect the twisting of the ovary by the external aspect. This
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specimen illustrated the fact that light or the absence of

light was not the cause of the alteration of position.—
The following specimens were exhibited from Mr. E. M.
Holmes, viz. :—(i) Ustilago utarina, Dur., a fungus new to

Britain, having been discovered by Mr. Holmes, last autumn,
growing on Scir^us paj'vulus at Studland Bay, Dorset, on
ground covered by brackish water

; (2) fruit of Afaelia cuangensis

from Limpopo, Natal, sent him as the pod of a mahogany-
tree ; (3) fruit of T>-ic/iilia Drcgei. from the same district,—oil is

obtained from the seeds by boiling, and with this insecticide

the Kaffirs anoint their bodies.— Mr. F. R. Cheshire gave an
epitome of his late researches on the tongue of the bee, de-

scribing the structure and mode in which he believes suction of

nectar takes place.—A paper was read, on Entomostraca col-

lected by Mr. A. Haly in Ceylon, by Prof. G. S. Brady. The
freshwater forms were obtained at Colombo ; the marine species

were dredged at a depth of two fathoms in the Gulf of Manaar.
The freshwater Copepoda and Cladocera approach well-known
European species. Among the Ostracoda is a curious new
generic form, Cyprinotes. Additional information is also given
by the author respecting Cyfiris cylindrica [Malcolmsonia) and
C. suhjohosa.—Mr. H. N. Ridley read a paper on orchids from
Madagascar. The collection (fifty in number) was obtained by
Mr. Fox in the neighbourhood of Imerina. Among them are

three genera new to the flora of the island, viz. Arnotiia, in-

digenous to the Mauritius ; Brmvnicca, hitherto only known
from South Africa ; Hololhrix, an East African representative.

Another interesting novelty is Salyrium ,^igas.—Two otlier

papers, read in abstract, were : a monographic revision of the
recent Ephemerida;, part iv., by the Rev. A. Eaton ; and Co-
lombian species of the genus Diahrotica, part ii., by Mr. Joseph
Baly.

Anthropological Institute, December 8.—Mr. Francis
Gallon, F. R. S. , President, in the chair.—Mr. H. H. Johnston
exhibited a collection of photographs of African natives and
scenery.—Mr. H. W. Seton-Karr exhibited a number of photo-
graphs of North American Indians, taken by him during his recent

visit to Canada.—Mr. Joseph Hatton exhibited several ethnologi-

cal objects collected by his son, the late Frank Hatton, in North
Borneo. Mr. W. M. Crocker also exhibited some objects from
Borneo ; and Mr. R. Meldola exhibited some photographs of
Nicobarese.—A paper by Mr. E. H. Man, on the Nicobar
Islanders, was read, in which the author described the wild
race inhabiting the interior of Great Nicobar and called by the

inhabitants of the other islands of the group " Shom Pen." It

appears certain that they are the descendants of a very ancient
aboriginal population of Mongolian origin. The height of the
males appears to range between 5 feet 2 inches and 5 feet

8 inches ; their skin is fairer than that of the generality of the
coast people, who on tlieir part are less dark than the Malays ;

the hair is straight, and is commonly worn uncut and unkempt.
Their dwellings are small and erected on posts ; the floors being
raised six or seven feet above the ground necessitates the use of
ladders. Mr. Man hopes before long to be able to supplement
in many particulars the meagre information that has hitherto

been obtainable regarding the Pen, but the task is one of con-
siderable difficulty.

Royal Meteorological Society, December i6.—Mr. R-
H. Scott, F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. J. Hartnup,
Mr. A. W. Preston, Mr. R. Sheward, and Mr. W. B. Worth-
ington were elected Fellows of the Society.—The following
papers were read :—On the influence of forests upon climate,

by Dr. A. Woeikof, Hon.Mem.R.Met.Soc. The first step

towards a scientific investigation of the influence of forests upon
climale was taken by the establishment of the Bavarian Forest
Meteorological Stations. This example was followed by Ger-
many, France, Switzerland, Italy, and other countries. As a
general result it was found that during the warmer season the

air and earth temperatures were lower in the forest, as compared
with contiguous woodless places ; that their variations were
less ; and that the relative humidity was greater. Dr. Woeikof 's

discussion of this question shows that in the western portions of
the Old World extensive forests materially influence the tem-
perature of neighbouring localities, and that the normal increase
of temperature from the Atlantic Ocean towards the interior of
the Continent is not only interrupted by their agency, but they
cause the summer to be cooler in regions situated further in the
interior than those nearer the sea. Hence, forests exert an
influence on climate which does not cease at their borders, but

is felt over a greater or less district, according to the size, kind,
and position of the forests. From this it naturally follows that
man, by clearing forests in one place and planting others in

another, may considerably affect the climate.—Report on the
phenological observations for 1885, by the Rev. T. A. Preston,
M.A., F.R.Met.Soc. The year has been a very dry one, and
this has acted in such a manner on vegetation that, although
the winter was mild, plants were veiy late in flowering, and
lasted only a short time. The bloom was often profuse, and, as
bees and other insects could visit them, the crop of fruit was
unusually great—the apples, for instance, being often spoilt in

quality from the enormous number on the trees ; whilst in the
case of wild fruits the brilliant colour of the bushes when in

fruit was quite as beautiful as when in bloom. But at the same
time the drought acted very prejudicially, especially to root-

crops and bush-fruit, as well as strawberries. In the case of
the root-crops, the seed had great difficulty in germinating, and
the weak plants were at once overpowered by insect pests, so
that the crops of turnips were generally complete failures. The
insect pests also did much damage to bush-fruit, while the
drought prevented the strawberries from swelling. The corn
did not suffer to .any great extent, the dry season allowing the
land to be prepared : and, although the straw was often short,

the yield was not unsatisfactory. A general absence of butter-

flies was noticed in some places. In the south of England the
white butterflies were most abundant at one time, but the autumn
butterflies were not so plentiful as usual.—Etudes sur les cre-

puscules rosees, by Prof. A. Ricco, of Palermo.—The storm of
October 15, 1885, at Partenkirchen, Bavaria, by Col. M. F.
Ward, F.R.Met.Soc. This was the most destmctive storm
which has occurred in this valley since the winter of 1821-22.
The storm burst suddenly at 7 p.m., and lasted about half an
hour, but in that short period nearly every house was unroofed,
and it is computed that in one forest alone above 250,000 trees

were laid prostrate.

Geological Society, December 2.—Prof. T. G. Bonney,
F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Charles Dawson, Francis J.
Ede, Lewis Edmunds, Henry A. Gordon, George Fi-ederick
Harris, Samuel Learoyd, John Main, Mansfeldt Heniy Mills,

Rev. Thomas Randell, James Radcliffe, Andrew Edmund
Castlestuart Stuart, Tudor Gruffydd Trevor, and Arthur Smith
Woodward were elected Fellows of the Society.—The following
communications were read :—On some borings in Kent ; a con-
tribution to the deep-seated geology of the London Basin, by
W. Whitaker, B. A. (Communicated by permission of tlie

Director-General of the Geological Survey.) Seven deep borings

in the eastern part of Kent were described, all of them reaching
to the Gault. The chief one is at Chatham Dockyard, where,
after passing through the whole thickness of the Chalk, the
Gault was found to be 193 feet thick, whilst the Lower Green-
sand was only 41 feet, and was underlain by Oxford Clay, a

formation not before known in Kent. These parts involve the

thinning of the Lower Greensand from 200 feet at the outcrop a

few miles to the south, and the entire loss of the whole of the

Wealden series, which, further south, exists in great force, the

Weald Clay being 600 feet thick, or perhaps more, and the

Hastings Beds 700 feet or more. Still further south, in the

central part of the Wealden district, there are outcrops of the

Purbeck Beds, whilst the Subwealden boring continues the
series downwards. We have thus an addition to the beds
wanting at Chatham of some 400 feet of Purbeck and Port-

landian, of over iioo feet of Kimeridgian, and of nearly 500
feet of Corallian, S:c. In a section of 32 miles, therefore (the

distance between the Subwealden and the Chatham borings),

we have a thinning of beds to the extent of over 3400 feet, or at

the average rate of about 100 feet in a mile. This northerly

thinning agrees with the facts that have been brought before us

from other deep borings in and near London ; but the Chatham
boring is the first in the London Basin in which a Middle
Jurassic formation has been found. The teaching of the deep
borings, as a whole, is that north of the Thames older rocks rise

up beneath the Cretaceous beds, whilst on the south newer
rocks come in between the two. The question of the finding of

the Coal-measures beneath parts of the London Basin seems to

admit of a hopeful answer, whilst the lesson of the deep borings

as regards water-supply is that there is small chance of getting

water from the Lower Greensand at great depths underground.
It would be well if underground exploration could be conducted
on a systematic plan, with proper regard to both topographical

and geological considerations, and not left any longer to the
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chance work of people in search of water.—Note on some recent

openings in the Liassic and Oolitic rocks of Fawler in Oxford-

shire, and on the arrangement of those rocks near Charlbury,

by F. A. Bather ; communicated by Prof. J. Prestwich,

F.R.S. The River Evenlode rises in the Lower Lias of the Vale

of Moreton, traverses the range of Oolites, and joins the Isis

opposite Wytham Mill. Lias is exposed to about three-quarters

of a mile below Fawler, where Great Oolite is brought down by

a fault ; and in the Geological Survey map Lower Lias is

brought down the valley to within half a mile of Charlbury

railway station. In this paper the author gives reasons for

believing that the distribution of the different beds constituting

the Lias in the Evenlode Valley do not agree with the Geo-

logical Survey map, nor with Prof Hull's description ; recent

sections and borings made for clay, used in brick- and pottery-

maliing, having exposed Lower Lias clay in a brick-yard^ at

Fawler, Marlstone and Upper Lias clay in a neighbouring

coombe, and in a long section 100 yards north of the brick-yard

Inferior Oolite comes in upon the Upper Lias clay. On
e.Kamining the banks of the Evenlode, north of Charlbury, it

was found that clays referred in the Survey map to Lower Lias

are really Upper Liassic, being above the Marlstone, sections of

which are exposed near Culsham Bridge. It was shown how
these corrections in the mapping of the ground are explained by

the section along the line of the Evenlode and by the dips of the

beds.

Royal Microscopical Society, December g.

—

k. D.

Michael, F.L.S., Vice-President, in the chair.—Mr. Swift's

large photo-micrograph of the tongue of the blow- fly, which had

obtained the prize medal at the recent Exhibition of the Photo-

graphic Society, was exhibited. The plan adopted was to take

an enlarged photograph from a small image obtained by a paraffin

lamp by artificially strengthening the image where required.

—

Mr. Crisp exhibited Prof Klein's niicrosco]5e for observing

crystals when heated to a high temperature ; also an apparatus

for enabling four photo-micrographs to be taken of the same

object, so as to give a different length of exposure to each or to

photograph different parts of an object rapidly.—Dr. Maddox
exhibited a series of photographs of inked surfaces covering

pencil lines. Mr. Crisp referred to a curious case in which a

forger wanted to add some words to a bond which had been

. originally written with veiy pale ink. The added words were

darker, and he therefore retraced the whole of the original

writing to make it look all alike, but examination with the

microscope at once detected the forgery.—Dr. E. Crookshank

read a paper on the cultivation of bacteria, which he illustrated

by numerous drawings and by a series of preparations. He also

exhibited and described a collection of apparatus of the latest

and most approved construction for the cultivation of bacteria

and the preparation of the media employed.—Mr. Robertson

described a method of preparing a section of spinal cord by

soaking in picrocarmine before cutting.—Mr. Meates's note on

a new highly-refractive medium for mounting sulphide of

arsenic was read.—Mr. Cheshire read a paper on the pulvillus

of the bee, calling attention to a notch found upon the leg of

the bee, and explaining what he considered to be its function as

opposed to the explanations given by some other observers.

—

Mr. J. W. Groves exhibited some mounted sections cut by the

large Barrett microtome to show how lartje good sections could

be made with the machine.—Eleven new Fellows were elected

and proposed.

DUBI.IN

Royal Society, November iS.—Physical and Experimental
Science Section.—Prof W. F. Barrett in the chair.—On
the beryls and iolite of GlencuUen, co. Dublin, by J. Joly,

B.E. The beryls of GlencuUen, while presenting the angles

and faces of normal beryl, are found, on microscopic examina-
tion, to consist of a mixture of beryl and orthoclase. The latter

mineral amounts sometimes to 72 per cent, of the entire crystal.

There is evidence that this phenomenon was produced by altera-

tion, not by inter-crystallisation in the first instance. The
orthoclase contains much iolite in sharp well-defined crystals.

The beryls of the Dublin granite lose all colour when heated

for a few days to a temperature of about 300° C. An hour's

heating at 350° C. deprives them of colour. The bearing of

this phenomenon on the history of the granite is pointed out

by the author.—On the absolute weights of the chemical atoms,

by G. J. Stoney, D.Sc, F.R.S.—On a new form of instrument

for determining the magnitudes and colours of stars, by John

Ballot ; communicated by Howard Grubb, M.E. , F.R.S. The
apparatus consists of an arrangement attachable to the draw-

tube of a telescope, by means of which an image of small

illuminated apertures can be thrown into the field of the eye-

piece and viewed by an observer at the same time as the image

of the star formed by the objective. The light is supplied by a

small incandescent Sw.an's light condensed by a reflector, and is

passed through four sets of slides or revolving wheels, the first

containing a wedge of neutral-tinted glass, the second a set of

microscopic apertures of varying sizes, and the third p.nd fourth

sets of seven coloured glasses. By those four slides it is possible

to regulate the size, colour, and intensity of the ghost-star, and

thus form a standard by which the magnitude and colour of

any star can be determined. The two coloured slides are sup-

plied in order that secondary tints may be obtained by combina-

tion of any two primary colours. The accuracy of the instru-

ment depends of course on the constancy of the lamp. This

constancy can be obtained, within moderate limits, by proper

electrical contrivances, but reference should occasionally be

made to standard stars. Even though the source of light be

not absolutely constant, it appears probable that a better result

will be obtainable by such an apparatus than by any in which

the constancy of sensitiveness of the human eye has to be

depended upon from observation to observation.—Thomas
Edmondson exhibited the new circidar calculating-machine in-

vented by Joseph Edmondson, Halifax,—Howard Grubb ex-

hibited Wilson's new sunshine-recorder.

Natural Science Section.—Presidential Address to the Royal

Geological Society of Ireland by Prof J. P. O'Reilly, C.E.,

M.R.I. A., &c.—Note on Halcampa chrysanthellum, Peach,

by Prof A. C. Haddon. A full and critical note on this

species, which is shown to embrace H. villata, Kef, H. hila-

teralis. Kef, H. kefersteini, Andr., and H. adresii, Hadd.

—On certain sense-organs occupying the perforations in the

shell oi the Brachiopoda, by Prof Sollas, D.Sc, &c. The
csecal processes occupying the canals in the Brachiopod shell

are extensions of the outer epithelium of the m.antle. At the

outer end, which lies immediately beneath the chitinous perios-

tracum, each terminates in a large cell with a large nucleus and

nucleolus, invested by other smaller cells. The large cell is

continued into a nerve-fibril, which runs axially down the ccecal

process, and enters the nervous layer of the mantle. This is

the stracture of a sensory end-organ, which in this case seems

to transfer luminous radiations.—Additional note on Macro-

zamia dmisonii, by Prof. W. R. McNab, M.D. This Cycad,

known in gardens as M. denisonii, but which botanically is

M. pcrnaskiana, Miguel, has recently produced a fine female

cone in the Royal Botanic Garden, Glasnavin, and was noticed

at the June meeting of the Society. The cone was cut on Sep-

tember I, and shows in a very beautiful manner the close series

of small sterile scales which form the whole baseof the sessile cone.

Although the cone looked a terminal structure, it forms a lateral

branch, and now (November) the young leaves are developing

from the growing axis.—On New Zealand Coleoptera, by D.

Sharp, M.B. No beetles from New Zealand were known to

Linnaeus, and up to 1867 about 150 species had been noted ; now
about 1500 species are known to the author, who estimates that

the Coleoptera of New Zealand will probably number from 3000

to 3500. In the present paper a special scrutiny is made of the

Pterostichini and Otiorhynchini. The Coleopterous fauna is

analogous to that of Europe and other continental regions, but

contains a large proportion of forms which are to be regarded as

little evoluted. Cetoniadse are wanting, and the Buprestidse

are represented by two minute and obscure forms. The Phyto-

phaga, which, like the two preceding groups are remarkable for

the brilliancy of their colouring, are few in number, small in

size, and dull coloured. So also with the weevils. There are

no Longicornes with tufted antenna;, and no horned Lamelli-

cornes. The Coleopterous fauna is remarkable for the number
of isolated forms which have little or no connection with the

ordinary forms of the island. The Coleopterous fauna of New
Zealand seems to have most affinity with that of Chili and

Patagonia, and but little with the Australi.an fauna, many of the

most characteristic Australian forms being wholly unrepresented

in New Zealand.

Sydney

Royal Society of New South 'Wales, August 5.

—

Prof. Liversidge, F.R.S., President, in the chair. — The
Rev. P. MacPherson, M.A., read a paper on some causes
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of the decay of the Australinn forests. Photographs of a tree

near the Lane Cove Road, which measured about 25 feet in cir-

cumference at a height of 30 feet from the ground, were shown by

Mr. H. C. Russell, B.A. He thought that such a rare relic of

a past era in the forest-growths of Australia should not be lost,

and moved that the Government be asked to reserve the ground

on which it stands.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, December 14.—M. Jurien de la

Graviere, Vice-President, in the chair.—Movements of the

molecules of the so-called " solitary wave " propagated on the

surface waters of a canal (conlinued), by M. de Saint-Venant.

—

On a method of analysis applicable to the study of the hydro-
carburet mixtures of the aromatic series, by MM. C. Friedel

and J. M. Crafts. By the process here described all the four

isomeric bodies answering to the formula CgH,,, (ethylbenzene

and the three xylenes) become transformed to substances as

easily separable as most bodies dealt with in mineral analysis.

Not only is this effected without loss of matter, but the combina-
tions when finally analysed are found to possess from five to

seven times the weight of the hydrocirburet used in the analysis.

— Remarks on the new specimens recently deposited in the

Paljeontological Department of the Museum, by M. Albert

Gaudry. Amongst these is the entire skeleton of a fossil eden-
tate {Scelidotherium leptoci:pJiahim) from the Buenos Ayres dis-

trict, apparently a contemporary of the Megatherium and
Glyptodon ; also a remarkably well-preserved Mystriosaurus.

and castings of a New Zealand Megalania, of a Russian Elasmo-
therium, and of some Dinoceras from the Rocky Mountains.

—

Claim of priority for the use of the sulphate of copper against

brown rust vindicated for M. Benedict Prevost, by M. de
Lacaze-Duthiers.—On a new theory of algebraic forms, by Prof.

Sylvester.—On the propagation of the movement in an inde-

finite fluid (second part), by M. Hugoniot.—Remarks on the

Anuttaire for the year 18S6, presented to the Academy on behalf
of the Bureau des Longitudes, by M. Faye.—Remarks on MM.
Faudel and Bleicher's " Materials for the Study of Prehistoric

Alsace," presented by M. Hirn.—Observ.ations of Fabry's
comet and of Barnard's comet made at the Observatory of

Algiers with the o'5om. telescope, by M. Trepied.—Observa-
tions of Barnard's new comet made at the Paris Observatory
equatorial of the West Tower), by M. G. Bigourdan.—Note on
the construction of the large double-meridian circles, by M.
Gruey.—On a new class of integrable linear differential equa-
tions, by M. Halphen.—On a new method of generating uni-

cursal algebraic curves, by M. G. Fouret.—On the movement of

a point in a plane and on imaginary time, by M. L. Lecornu.

—

On certain geometrical surfaces of the third order possessing an
infinitenumber of umbilici, by M. A. de Saint-Germain.—On the

construction of machines intended for the electric transmission of
power in connection with the electric machines at present working
between Creil and Paris, by M. Marcel Deprez.—An inquiry into

the causes that have momentarily arrested the experiments on
the transmission of power between Creil and Paris, by M. A.
Sartiaux. The accident, the first recorded for over a month,
was shown to be caused by defective isolation along the line of

transport resulting from accidental communications with the
earth, which may easily be avoided in future.—Note on the

relations existing between the absorption of light and the emis-
sion of phosphorescence in compounds of uranium, by M. H.
Becquerel. The molecular state of these compounds causes
them to exercise on light an elective absorption of harmonic
radiations, while some of them emit by phosphorescence inferior

harmonic luminous radiations of the absorbed rays. The absor]>
tion seems due to vibratory motions caused by the influence of

the incident radiations, and apparently synchronous with the

absorbed rays.—Spectrum of the nitrogen bands : its origin, one
illustration, by M. H. Deslandres. With the aid of M. Cornu's
photographic apparatus, the author h,as determined beyond all

doubt the origin of a whole group of these ultra-violet bands,
which form the spectrum of a nitrogen and oxygen compound, so far

confirming Angstrom's well-known view.—Note on the diffusion

of heat, by M. Leon Godard.—A study of the hydrates of arsenic

acid (AsO.„3HO, and AsO.„2HO), by M. A. Joly.—Researches
on the formation of the vast deposits of nitr.ate of soda in certain

parts of South America, by M. A. Muntz. This nitrate appears
to be the result of a double decomposition between the nitrate

of lime and marine salt. But it was not formed in the places it

at present occupies, where it has been gradually concentrated

under divers outward influences.—P'resh researches on the
various compounds of proteine, by M. Paul .Schutzenberger,

—

Note on the preparation of benzoylcyanacetic ether and of
cyanacetophenone, by M. Haller.—On the accumulation of
nitrogen in ground kept constantly under grass, by M. P. P.

Deherain.—Note on a microbe whose presence seems to be con-
nected with the development of rabies, by M. H. Fol.—On the
construction of the jaw-bones of vertebrate animals, by M. A.
Lavocat.—On the development of the basin in the cetaceans,

by M. H. P. Gervais.—On the development of the horny
layer in the gizzard of poultry, and of the glands se-

creting it, by M. Maurice Cazin.—On the development of
the tonsils in mammalians, by M. Retterer. — Researches
on the comparative anatomy and physiology of the trigeminal,

facial, and cephalic symp.athetic nerves in birds, by M. Laffbnt.

—Remarks on two species of Balanoglossus {B. Jiacksi, from
Japan, and 5. talaboti, from the district of Marseilles), byM. \.
F. Marion.—On the skeleton of the extinct genus Scelidothe-
rium, recently deposited in the Paris Natural History Museum,
by M. P. Fischer.—On the action of chlorophyll on the car-

bonic acid outside the vegetable cell, by M. P. Regnard.—Note
on the stratigraphic structure of the Menez Hills, Brittany, by
M. Charles Barrois.—A chemical study of the substances brought
up during the soundings of the Travaillcur and Talisman Ex-
peditions : constant presence of copper and zinc in these deposits,

by M. Dieulafait.—On the non-nitrous or slightly nitrous diet

usually recommended in the case of diabetes, by M. Boucheron.
—Note on some fresh documents advanced to support the theory
of a cosmic origin of the late crepusctilar glows, by M. Jose |.

Landerer.
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 31, 1885

TERTIARY VERTEBRATA OF THE WEST
Report of the U?uted States Geological Suri/ey of the

Territories. F. V. Hayden, United States Geologist-

in-Charge. Vol. III. " The Vertebrata of the Tertiary

Formations of the West." Boolv I. By Edward D.

Cope. (Washington, 1S83-1884.)

THE American Government has in many ways shown

the importance which it attaches to the diffusion of

scientific knowledge ; but in nothing has this been more

clearly seen than in the care with which the results of the

Geological Surveys have been published, and the liberality

with which these works have been distributed ; so that

geologists on this side of the Atlantic are well acquainted

with the magnificent quarto volumes in which the Reports

of the Geological Survey of the Territories have been

published. A number of these volumes had already

appeared under the directorship of Dr. F. V. Hayden,

when, in the year 1SS2, their publication was committed

to the charge of Major J. W. Powell, Director of the

United States Geological Survey. The work now before

us is the first Report of the Survey of the Territories pub-

lished since this change, and will take its place as the

third volume of the series. While fully equal to the

previous reports in the care bestowed upon the drawing

and printing, it is by far the largest volume which has yet

appeared, comprising, as it does, more than a thousand

pages of letterpress and upwards of one hundred litho-

graphic plates.

Prof. Cope began this work in 1872, and since then it

has been carried on both in the field and in the study. It

was originally intended that the Vertebrata of the " Ceno-

zoic " and " Mesozoic " formations should form the third

and fourth volumes of the Reports, but such a large

amount of material has been obtained that it has become

necessary to limit the work to the description of the

"Cenozoic" Vertebrata, and this is to be divided into

four parts, thus :

—

Part I. Puerco, Wasatch, and Bridger. Faun;E (Eocene).

Part II. White River and John Day Faunas (Low. and

Mid. Miocene).

Part III. Ticholeptus and Loup Fork Faunre (Upper

Miocene).

Part IV. Pliocene.

The present volume includes Part I. and Part II. as

far as the Carnivora, the number of species described

being 349, included in 125 genera, no less than 317

species having been determined by Prof Cope.

The explorations, resulting in the acquisition of this

splendid series of fossil Vertebrata, were conducted chiefly

by the author himself, assisted by an efficient staft', and

were carried on with much trouble and personal risk, not

only on account of the inhospitable country in which part

of the explorations had to be made, but also because of

the hostility of the Cheyenne Indians, who, in certain

regions, were during this time continually committing

depredations and murders. No little credit is due to

Prof. Cope and his able coadjutors for the manner in

which this work was carried to so successful an issue in

the face of many difficulties.

Vol. XXXIII.—No. 844

Before entering upon the description of the fossils, a

short account is given of the Tertiary formations in which

they were found, and an interesting and valuable com-

parison is made with the strata of the same age in

Europe. A significant circumstance, with which geolo-

gists are to some extent already familiar, is the different

story, regarding the age of these beds, told by the plants

and mammals. The determination of the age of the

formations known as the Loup Fork, White River,

Bridger, Wasatch, Green River, and Laramie Beds,

arrived at by Prof Cope from a study of their higher

vertebrate fauns, does not agree with the conclusions of

Mr. Lesquereux derived from his examination of the plant

remains. The table given at p. 44 shows, in each case,

the Flora a whole period in advance of the Vertebrata ;

for example, while the Laramie plants have an Eocene

facies, the Vertebrata indicate an Upper Cretaceous age :

and the fauna and flora of each of the other formations

show a similar discrepancy.

The numerous Bulletins and reprints with which Prof.

Cope has liberally supplied us during the last few years

have made us to some extent acquainted with the progress

of the laborious task which he has undertaken, and with

the names proposed for some of the new types of animals

which have been discovered. Even with this knowledge,

however, one is perplexed, on first opening the book, with

the array of new names. The overwhelming amount of

material which had to be dealt with, including such a

multitude of new forms, no doubt made it necessary to

establish many new genera and species, and these would

require, in some instances, to be placed in new groups
;

but, notwithstanding this, it will probably be felt by many
paleontologists that it would have been better in some

instances to extend the limits of a group rather than to

make new ones. Be that as it may. Prof Cope has laid

us under no little obligation by giving us such a clear and

systematic account of his herculean labours.

In the author's preface he touches upon the trouble-

some question of the rules of nomenclature. While

agreeing with the law of priority, as generally understood,

he gives half a dozen rules which have been adopted by

a number of American biologists. The main principle

underiying all these rules is, that a generic or specific

name given by any author, without a sufficient description

or definition, is not entitled to recognition by subsequent

writers. To this principle no naturalist will be likely to

take exception ; but, unfortunately, the manner in which

this rule has been applied by some authors has produced

a result which it is most desirable to prevent, that is, an

unnecessary multiplication of names. To take an in-

stance, a writer (A.) describes a number of new species,

giving them a generic name, without any definition, and,

to quote Prof. Cope, " In these cases it is left to the

reader (B.) to discover their [characters. Should he do

so, he becomes the real discoverer of the genus, and, as

such, is entitled to name it." No doubt Mr. A. should

have characterised his genus, and his name is not entitled

to be received; but if Mr. B. is a true man of science, he

will forego his right and " habilitate the nomen nudum,"

rather than burden his brother-workers with another

addition to their load of synonyms, which is already a

burden almost too heavy to be borne.

This volume is essentially a detailed description of
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genera and species, and as such is an extensive and in-

valuable mine of information, wherein paleontologists

may work with profit for many years to come. But

besides the more special descriptions, there is much of

deep interest to the naturalist and evolutionist, a flood of

light being thrown on the early Eocene forms, which

were probably the progenitors of our existing mammals.
The Saurian genus Chainpsosaurus, hitherto known

only from Cretaceous deposits, has now been found in

the Puerco Tertiary series. The remarkable marsupial

genus Plagiaulax, was originally described by Falconer

from British Purbeck beds ; within the last few years an

almost identical genus has been met with in Tertiary

strata in France ; and now closely allied forms are made
known to us from the American Tertiary groups. It is,

however, among the higher mammalia that the most
remarkable discoveries have been made. The finding of

forms, less specialised than those living at the present

day, has enabled Prof. Cope to trace what he believes to

be the line of descent of some of the groups of living

mammals. The determination of the characters of a

considerable number of new genera and species, more or

less closely allied to the Inscctivora, has led to a new
classification. It is proposed to include in a new order,

called the Bitnotheria, the sub-orders :—(i) Creodoitta,

(2) Mcsodonta, (3) Inscctivora, (4) Tillodonta, (5) Tain'o-

donta, and (5) Prosimice ? The Creodoitta come nearest

to the Carnivora, while the Prosimio: come nearer to the

Qiiadnimana, groups (4) and (5) being distinguished by
the possession of incisor teeth with persistent pulps. It

is among the Eocene Creodoitta that Prof. Cope finds the

ancestors of the Felida- and Canida. " In distinguishing

between the ancestors of the Felida: and Canidce, we
naturally seek to recognise in each an anticipation of the

leading characters in the dentition which distinguish

those families to-day" (p. 263). In the Felida; we should
expect a gradua/ abbreviation of the true molar series

from behind. The Caiiido', on the other hand, not only
retain the true molars, but have them also of a tubercular
character. " Estimated by these tests the Myacida are

clearly the forerunners of the Canida, and the O.xyanidu: oi
the Felida." The following diagram will show the families

through which these relations are traced (p. 264) :

—

Felidce

\
Felidae

\
Oxysena

CanidiE

I

CanifUi:

I

Myacidie

Oxyaenidse

\
Leptictida;

Hyrenodontids:

/
/

/
Mfsonycliida;

Amblyctonidse

Unfortunately the new names prevent our fully appre-
ciating these affinities, which can only be properly under-
stood when the characters of these groups have been
carefully studied. The forms allied to Caiiis which have
been met with in the Lower and Middle Miocene are all

said to be generically distinct from Caiiis, while those
from the Upper Miocene pertain to the same genus The
many new species of Carnivora have suggested to Prof.
Cope a new grouping for the Fissipedia. These are in

the first place divided into two subdivisions :—
(i) " External nostril occupied by the complex maxillo-

turbinal bone ; ethmoturbinals confined to the posterior

part of the nasal fossa ; the inferior ethmoturbinal of re-

duced size . . . Hypolityceteri.
(2) " External nostril occupied by the inferior ethmo-

turbinal and the reduced maxilloturbinal .... Epimy-
ceteri."

No. I includes the families Cercoleptidce, Procyoitida,

Miistelidce, jElitridce, Ursidce, Canida:.

No. 2 the Proielidce, Arctictidce, ViverridcB, Cynictidce,

Siiricatidce, Cryptoproctida, Nimravida, Felidce, Hycsii-

idce.

The species of Carnivora described are from the Mio-
cene, and are all referable to the Ca/tidte and NimravidcE,

the first being divided into eight genera, all of which are

represented except Ca/iis ; they have much resemblance

to our dogs and foxes, and are separated chiefly by the

modifications of their teeth. The second includes nine

extinct genera, all closely allied to the Felidce, but differ-

ing in having an alisphaenoid canal and post-glenoid fora-

men. In some of them the dental formula is the same as

that of the Felidce; but in others there is an increase in

the number of the molars and premolars. It is these

variations which are used as generic distinctions. Some
of the genera, such as Pogonodoii, have the canine teeth

so largely developed as to make a near approach to the

sabre-toothed tigers.

The changes which are proposed in the names and
grouping of the herbivorous animals are not less nume-
rous or less radical than those among the flesh-eaters, to

which allusion has been made above. The order Ungu-
lata, as it is now generally understood, is to be divided

into four orders, founded on characters of the carpus and
tarsus ; these are as follows :

—

(i) Taxeopoda (including sub-orders Hyracoidea, Con-

dylarthra, and Toxodontia ?).

(2) Proboscidea.

(3) Amblypoda (including Pantodonta, Dinocerata, and
Talligrada).

(4) Diplarthra (including Perissodactyla and Artio-

dactylci).

The necessity for some modification of this classifica-

tion is already pointed out by Prof. Cope himself, for on

p. 383, in speaking of the almost perfect skeletons of

P/ienacodus primcevus and P. Vortmani, which genus is

placed in t\ie Condylarihra (Order l), he says:—"The
unexpected result is, that this genus must be placed in

a special group of an order which includes also the

Proboscidea."

Not the least important outcome of these discoveries

in the Eocene deposits is the reconstruction, from nume-
rous specimens, of the genus Hyracotherium ; and con-

sequent upon this the knowledge that it is, as Prof Cope
thinks, the earliest ancestor of the Perissodactyla. The
following genealogical tree will show this relationship

(p. 617) :-
Equidze

Rhinocerida^
Hyiacodonlidje

\. /
Triplopidse /

Lophiodontida;

\ /
HyiacotlierinK

Palffiotherida-

/
Tapirida; /
\ Menodontida:

\/
Chalicotheridse
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The Hyracotlierina: are here made the parent stock

from which are supposed to have arisen, on the one side,

the horses, through the Palsotheria ; the tapirs being an

offshoot from an ancient group, the Chahcotheridae. On
the other side the rhinoceroses have arisen from the

Lophiodonts, from which also the Hyracodonts are to be

traced.

Time alone will show whether the systems of classifica-

tion proposed by Prof Cope are founded on sufficiently

important characters to render them permanent. It is

probable that naturahsts will hesitate before accepting

such sweeping changes, especially as they necessitate the

adoption of so many new ordinal names. However, it will

be well to wait until we have had time to make our-

selves thoroughly acquainted with the details of this

work, before criticising that which is the result of years

of patient labour. We are certainly under deep obliga-

tion to the author for his careful and systematic marshall-

ing of the multitude of facts with which he has had to

deal ; and congratulate him, as well as the directors of

the two Sur\-eys, on the successful completion of this first

half of the work, which will be a lasting testimony to the

zeal and devotion of all who have shared in the labour of

its production, and an enduring monument to its author's

scientific skill and untiring energy.

E. T. Newton

THE DEPTHS OF ALPINE LAKES
La Faunc profonde des Lacs suisses. Par le Dr. F. A.

Forel, de Morges, Professeur \ I'Acad^mie de Lau-

sanne. (Bale, Geneve et Lyon : chez H. Georg, 1885.)

pROFESSOR FOREL, of Morges, already so well

known by his numerous pamphlets and short notices

on various points in the natural history and the physical

geography of the great lake beside which he lives, has in

the present work given us the results of the labours of

many years, casting into one mass the many fragments

and gathering together and correcting where needful the

many interesting papers which alone he has hitherto

published.

It is a small quarto volume of over 200 pages, with a

table of contents and a long bibliographical list appended

;

it is a pity that there is no index, and the value of the

work would have been greatly enhanced had it been
illustrated with figures of the new or rare species, and
especially with a map of the basin of one at least of the

Alpine lakes. Though it professedly deals with the deep-

water fauna of the Swiss lakes as a whole, and though
frequent allusions and references are made to work done
by Prof. Forel and others in a very large number of these

and of other lakes, this memoir, as is natural, deals most
fully with the fauna of one lake only—the Le'man. Of
the only other great lake on the northern slope of the

Alps—the Bodensee—and of the great lakes of the

southern slope—Verbano, Lario, and Benaco—we are

told but little. This is, however, a matter of the less

importance as the physical surroundings which have
affected the fauna of the Ldman are almost exactly

repeated in the other lakes, and the little that is

known of their deep-water life is very similar to w^hat we
know of that of the Lcman. Of this—his own lake—

study which may be calledProf. Forel has given us

complete.

The chief agents affecting the life of the lake are tem-

perature and light : of less importance are the shape and

capacity of its basin, the matters dissolved in or held in

suspension by its waters, the movements—for the most

part superficial—to which its waters are subject. And
light is a far more important factor than temperature,— it

is at a depth of 30 metres, at the depth that is to say at

which chlorophyll-forming vegetation ceases that Prof.

Forel draws the line separating the littoral and deep

regions of the lake : the actinic action of light ceases

at 50 metres in summer, at 100 metres only in winter,

owing to the greater transparency of the waters at that

season.

Speaking of the conditions of this deep region Prof

Forel says :
" They all tend to calm, to rest, to absence of

movement. Uniformity, monotony, equality, no motion,

no variation, such are the general characters of this

region, with which we can compare no other region but that

of the deep sea." It is after having studied the flora and

fauna of this region almost uninterruptedly for six years

that he now gives us what he modestly calls a sketch of

the' results at which he has arrived.

But in order to be able properly to understand the

deep-water life of the lake we must first be properly

acquainted with the inhabitants of the upper waters,

whether of the shore or of the open. To this end, the

first half of the book is occupied with a careful account

of the littoral and pelagic flora and fauna. The most
interesting point in this section is the statement that the

same species of pelagic Eutomostraca are common not

only to the Alpine lakes but to those also of Scandinavia

and the Caucasus. They exist in enormous numbers,

thousands of individuals may be captured in one sweep

of the net, and they form a very important part of the

food of fishes, giving to them, it appears, their charac-

teristic fishy smell ; but the species are few. The very

wide distribution of these few species is probably brought

about by migratory water-fowl.

The deep-water flora of the Leman finds its lowest

Hmit at a depth of 100 metres, and consists entirely of

Algffi, chiefly Palmellace^ and DiatomacejE, of which the

latter are the most abundant in species, but the Palmel-

laceae are the most important, forming in many places a

felted carpet on the surface of the ooze, and thus giving a

more solid bottom, on which animals may move or in

which they may live.

The population is much denser in the upper part of the

deep region than in the lower part, but even in the deepest

part life is present ; in the upper part hundreds of animals,

dead or alive, may often be obtained at one haul. About
100 species (22 of which are new) constitute this fauna :

—

Fishes, 14 ; Insects, 3 ; Arachnida, 9 ; Crustacea, 16
;

Hydroidea, I ; Rhizopoda, 13 ; Cilioflagellatce, l ; Gas-

teropoda, 4 ; Lamellibranchiata, 2 ; Annelida, 4 ; Nema-
toidea, 3 ; Cestoidea, i ; Turbellariie, 18 ; Bryozoa, i

;

Rotifera, 2.

The greater part of these species are evidently the

descendants of the inhabitants of the shallow waters, and
differ from them chiefly in being smaller and less brightly

coloured ; the eyes are wanting in GyraSor coccus, and

have a tendency to disappear in other species ; the shells
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of the mollusks are thinner than is usually the case with

those of the littoral zone ; and Fredericella Duplffsis,

which is the representative of F. sultana, has so far

varied from the littoral form that it is never found

attached to solid bodies, such as pebbles or fragments of

coke, but invariably plunged in the soft ooze after the

fashion of a Pennatula,

But of two species of Crustaceans

—

Niphnrgiisputeanus
\'ar. Forelii, an Amphipod, and AscUiis Foivh't, an Isopod
closely related to A. cavaiicus—Prof. Forel maintains

that they are descended, not directly from the allied

species of the littoral zone, but from the species A'-

puteanus and A. cavaticus which inhabit the subter-

ranean waters, and are commonly found in the wells of

nearly the whole of Europe. There is no doubt that A.
Forelii is closely related to Asellus nquaticus, nor that

Niphargus puteanus is equally closely related to Gam-
marus pulexj the question is merely whether the forms at

present inhabiting the abysses of the Li^man and other

lakes are like Frederitella Duplessis directly descended,

or indirectly descended, from the littoral forms. It was
to the first of these views that Prof. Forel formerly

inclined : he now gives his support to the second. And
mainly for the following reasons. The modifications

which Niphargus puteanus and TV. Forelii have under-

gone are in all important respects the same ; they differ at

present only in such unimportant points as the number
and length of hairs, seta% and spines. It is unlikely that

precisely the same changes would occur under such very

different surroundings as those presented by subterranean

waters and the deep waters of a lake. Again, N. Forelii

is not confined to the L^nian, and it is improbable that

exactly the same variations should have arisen in different

localities. And thirdly, since maintaining a lacustrine

origin for N. Forelii would compel us to admit that it

had varied so far from Gammarus pitlex since the Glacial

period, we can by supposing it to have a subterranean

origin allow it a far longer time in which to have under-

gone modification.

" It is more simple, it is more in conformity with facts

to admit that the N. Forelii of our lake-bottoms is de-

scended from the N. puteanus of the underground waters.

That is the conclusion to which I adhere. And I extend

this same conclusion to Asellus Forelii, and seek its

origin also in the A. cavaticus of the underground
waters."

An interesting illustration of the manner in which
animals can adapt themselves to their surroundings is to

be found in the species of Limnea and in the larv» of

Diptera (Chironomis) which abound in the L^man. In

the littoral zone the Limneas, having a pulmonary sac,

are air-breathers ; in the deep water, without any change
of structure, their breathing is aquatic—their pulmonary
sac is filled with water. The case of the Dipterous larva?

is more remarkable. We are told that they swarm in the

deep water, and that their respiratory apparatus, consist-

ing of tracheae, is, like the sac of the Limneas, filled with

water instead of air. Larvae abound, but pupae are very
rare, if not altogether absent, and perfect insects are

never seen rising from the surface of the deeper parts of

the lake ; moreover larv£E of all sizes and ages are found
on the bottom at the same season. It would appear from
the observations of O. Grimm {Mdm. Acad. imp. St. Pet.,

\v. No. 8, 1S70), of St. Petersburg, that these larva; never

attain the perfect stage, but are capable of reproduction

by pcedogenesis.

I have no more space ; I can only allude to the dis-

covery of two species of Acanthopus, whose nearest rela-

tives are marine Cythrerideffi ; to Plagiostoma Leinani,

also with marine relations ; to the remarkable absence in

the deep water of Anodon and of Spongilla, both of them
so common in the shallows. Let me conclude in Dr.

Forel's words :

—

" Others may perhaps regret the absence of the strange

things which they had expected to meet with in these

strange regions. For my part I have had the intense

happiness of being the first to penetrate them, I have
endeavoured to explain to inyself one by one the mysteries

which unfolded themselves to my gaze, and I admire and
enjoy their harmony and their simplicity above all.

Nature is beautiful and great because she is harmonious
everywhere and in everything."

G. H. WOLLASTON

THE CRETACEOUS AND TERTIARY FLORAS
OF THE UNITED STATES

The Cretaceous and Tertiary Floras of the United States.

By Leo Lesquereux. (U.S. Survey of the Territories

under F. V. Hayden, Vol. VII.)

A FTER an interval of nearly ten years. Dr. Hayden
presents us with further contributions, by Lesquereux,

to the Cretaceous and Tertiary floras of the United

States. Those principally illustrated are from the

Dakota, Laramie, and Green River groups. The author

frankly admits at the outset, p. 4, that " the determina-

tions of the plants are still, and must be for a long time

to come, unreliable to a certain degree." This admission

must be kept in mind in pronouncing on the merits of

the book.

The Dakota beds rest on Permian, and contain a Cre-

taceous fauna associated with a very rich dicotyledonous

flora. No one now doubts their Cretaceous age, although

they cannot be correlated exactly, bearing in mind the

flora, with anything in Europe. It appears from the

revision these fossil plants have undergone, that they are

much less closely related to existing genera than

was previously supposed. Under such circumstances

it seems a pity that less compromising generic

names were not substituted for those, such as

Sassafras, Acer, Ouercus, Hedera, &c., as done in the

case of Populites. The known flora of Dakota now con-

sists of 5 ferns, 6 Cycads, a dozen Coniferas, most of them
very unsatisfactory, and no less than 162 Dicotyledons,

chiefly remarkable for the large number of handsome
palmate leaves among them. One of the most interest-

ing genera, because determined from fruits as well as

leaves, is Platanus, a genus also common to our own
Lower Eocene of Reading, and thus of a high antiquity.

Magnolia is another genus adequately determined, but

the remainder rest mainly, if not entirely, on the charac-

ters furnished by detached leaves. The vexed question

of the age of the Laramie or Great Lignitic series of

America is again discussed, and a table given of all its

species compared with those of Europe, especially the

Eocene of Sifzanne in the Paris Basin. As a result
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the author still holds to the opinion that the form-

ation is an Eocene one. A larger part of the

work is occupied with descriptions of the Green

River plants, chiefly from Florissant, an incredibly

rich locality. This is prefaced by a lucid description of

the beds, which exceed 300 feet in thickness, by Mr. S.

Scudder. They are principally volcanic ash accumulated

in one or more old lake-basins. These and most of the

other fossiliferous rocks are situated towards the top of

the Green River group, which is reckoned to be 2000 feet

thick. The flora contains 22S species, of which 152 are

from Florissant, and is referred by Lesquereux to the

Oligocene. It was originally thought by him to be Mio-

cene, but the detailed comparisons he has made between

it and that described by Saporta from Aix, in Provence,

prove that he is justified in putting its age further back.

Indeed it bears a marvellous resemblance to that of

Bournemouth, and had he been able to make comparisons

he would perhaps have assigned it a still earlier date. It

is a matter of the greatest interest to find in America a

flora corresponding to those of Aix and Bournemouth,

and not represented anywhere to the north. The last

pages are occupied with descriptions of some new Mio-

cene plants from various localities. The book is illus-

trated by fifty-nine coloured plates, and however we may
differ as to the value of the determinations themselves,

all will agree as to the great service rendered to science

by the publication of such an important mass of data for

future comparison. J. Starkie Gardner

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ 7he Editor does not hold himselfresponsiblefor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond 'cuith the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken 0/anonymous communications.

[ The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of communications containinginterestinsand novel facts.'\

The Coal-Dust Question

On several occasions during the Last five years, Sir Frederick
Abel has referred to the history of the coal-dust question,

and to my connection therewith ; and .as his views on this sub-

ject do not altogether correspond with mine, I desire, with your
permission, to state in this place how much, and in what
particulars, I differ from him.

In his address to the Society of Arts, delivered on the 17th
of November last, Sir Frederick says: "Several well-known
French mining engineers published, many years after Faraday
and Lyell wrote, observations and experimental results as new,
which were simply confirmatory of those philosophers' original

statements and conclusions, and to some extent this was also

the case in still more recent publications in this country by
Galloway and Freire-Marreco."

Faraday and Lyell's statements and conclusions were to the
following effect :

—

1. Fire-damp is not the only fuel in an explosion.
2. The coal-dust is swept up by the blast and is partially

burnt.

3. (Speaking of Haswell Colliery explosion)' "There is

every reason to believe that much coal-gas was made from this

dust in the very air itself of the mine, by the flame of the fire-

damp, which raised and snept it along, and much of the carbon
of this dust remained unburnt only for want of air."

That is to say, the flame of the fire-damp is extended, and the
effect of the explosion is aggravated by the presence of the
coal-dust.

" Phil. Mag., 1845.

The Committee of the Coal Trade, who replied to Faraday

and Lyell's report in a letter dated February 7, 1845, ^° "°'

appear to have thought those authors' remarks about coal-dust of

sufficient importance to be noticed at all. Nor do the authors

themselves seem to have attached any particular importance to

them save as a record of a curious physical and chemical fact

;

for after making them they immea lately turned, like all their

predecessors and most of their successors, to the contemplation

of imaginary magazines of fire-damp a* a means of accounting for

the explosion. Moreover, both of them lived for many years

afterwards, during which one great explosion occurred after

another, and yet we do not find that either of them ever lifted

so much as the tip of his little finger to point to coal-dust as

the probable cause of the catastrophes.

In 1855, M. du Souich, Ingenieur des Mines, said,' "A sort

of crust of light coke, which could be gathered from the timber

at various points, could only have origin.ated from the coal-dust

swept up in the working places and carried to a distance by the

extremely violent air-current caused by the explosion. This

dust being itself partially inflamed could continue the effects of the

fire-damp by carrying them further" {pent continuer les effets du

grisou en les portant plus loin).

In 1861,= M. du Souich and M. Estaunie again insisted on

the same thing in similar terms.

In 1867,^ M. du Souich again developed the same opinions.

In iS64,*Vcrpilleuxde Reydellet, A. Buiat, Poumairac Baretta

and other engineers emitted opinions similar to the foregoing.

In 1875,5 M. Vital wrote, "Extremely fine coal-dust is a

cause of danger in dry working places in which shot-firing is

carried on ; in well-ventilated workings it may of itself alone

give rise to accidents ; in fiery workings it increases the chances

of an explosion, and when an accident does occur it aggravates

the consequences of the fire-damp flame " (coup defiu).

In 1875, 'i MM. Desbief .and Chansselle gave a short historical

resume similar to that of M. Haton, and quoted an opinion of

M. Verpilleux which appears to resemble my own, but has

never, so far as I am aware, been put prominently forward by

the author nor supported by experimental or other prooi^, namely :

" M. Verpilleux, who attaches great importance [importance

capitate) to coal-dust, was one of the first to call attention to it ;

comparing a fire-damp explosion to the detonation of a gun, he

went so far as to say that the dust represents the powder and

the firedamp the priming."

In March, 1875, Sir Frederick, then Professor, Abel, address-

ing an audience at the Royal Institution on the subject of

"Accidental Explosions," referred to explosions in mines, and

mentioned the researches that had been made by Mr. R. H. Scott

and myself up to that date. He also speaks of dust explosions in

flour mills, &c. ; but, as showing the small importance he

attached to anything that had been previously said or done in

regard to coal-dust, it is remarkable that he does not even

refer to its existence.

1 had been investigating the subject of great colliery explosions

since the year 1870, but had been unable to discover any ex-

planation of their occurrence wholly satisfactory to myself. At

the commencement of my work I h.id read all, or nearly all,

the English literature connected with it then extant, and amongst

other things the report and article of Faraday and Lyell on the

Haswell Colliery explosion, and the reply of the Committee of the

Coal Trade ;' but, so little impression did Fai'aday and Lyell's

remarks about coal-dust make upon me at the time, that I

afterwards forgot I had read them, and was only reminded

of the fact by seeing it recorded in an old note-book of my own
some time after the publication of my first paper. I retained the

impression, however, for in the paper * referred to I wrote :

'

' The
accounts of colliery explosions published in this country hardly

ever allude to the existence of coal-dust ; and when they do so,

in one or two cases [it should have been one case only] it is for the

purpose of suggesting that the gases disengaged from it by the

heat of the fire-damp flame would no doubt be ignited and tend

to increase the force of the explosion."

It did not for a moment occur to me that this, which is Fara-

day and Lyell's view, could ever be accepted as an explanation

of the phenomenon I was trying to elucidate.

' " Rapport de M. Haton de la Goupilliere : Des Moyens propres ;i prevenir

les Explosions du Grisou," 1880.

2 Ibid. 3 md. t Ibid
5 Annates des Mines, 1875.

<s Cotnptcs rendus des Reunions jnensttclles de Saint Etienne, June, 1875.

7 Iron, June i, 1878. s proc. Roy. S'c, 1876.
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In the beginning of the year 1S75 I removed to South Wales,
, beginning of 1876, and was referred to in my first paper (1876)

and soon discovered thit all the coUieries in which great ex- thu; ; "It would be premature to draw any positive inference

plosions had occurred were dry and dusty. My previous . from my experiments with gunpowder shots, as they are by no

experience was almost wholly confined to damp mines, in all of
]

means so satisfactory as I could wish, and I am glad to be able

which, with one exception (Xitshill), there was no coal-dust,
]
to state that Prof Marreco, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, intends to

and in none of which, with the same exception, a great explosion

had ever occurred. The impression referred to above probably

exercised a certain influence at that time in helping me to

form the conception of what I believe to be the true explanation

of great colliery explosions. In the words of my first paper

'

it is as follows :
" If it could be shown that a mixture of air and

coal-dust is inflammable at ordinary pressure and temperatu

investigate this question with more substantial apparatus."

Returning to Sir Frederick's remark, I would say that I

abandoned no previous conclusion "in favour of one some time

previously accepted by Marreco." I then held, and still hold, what
is now a universally accepted opinion amongst mining men, that

a mixture of air and fire-damp, which is not inflammable at

ordinary pressure and temperature, may be rendered inflamma-

thcre would be no difficulty in accounting for the extent and
j

ble by the addition of dry coal-dust, and I was prepared, as soon

violaice of many explosions which have occurred in mines in as proof satisfactory to myself was forthcoming, to extend the area

which no large accumulations of fire-damp were known to exist ; 1 of my opinion, so as to include a mixture of fine dry coal-dust and

for it is only necessary to suppose that a violent gust of wind air in the same category. This latter proof alone was necessary

{originated, for example, by the explosion of a small accumula- 1 to the firm establishment of the theory enunciated aj^ the cony

tion of fire-damp) had swept through the adjoining galleries,

raising a cloud of dust into the air, and then all the other

phenomena would follow in regular order. The flame of the

originally inflammable mixture would pass into the newly

encement of my first paper, and for that reason Sir Frederick's

statement appears to me to be wanting in logical sequence.

>i either the statement made by Marreco and Morison, that

they intended to "endeavour to discover whether coal-dust

formed one, expanding its volume ; the disturbance would be
1
could by any means be exploded in an atmosphere totally free

propagated over an ever-widening area, until that area might

possibly become co-extensive with the workings themselves ;

and /he coi!s:quences would be the sain; as if the whole space had
Ih'cn filled wi'.h an inflammable mixture before the disturbance

began."

I demonstrated by an experiment first made on the 3rd of

July, 1S75, that air containing less fire-damp than can be

detected by the ordinary means of testing the air in mines, is

rendered inflammable at ordinary pressure and temperature when
fine dry coal-dust is added to it. This was the first step towards

proving the truth of my theory.

In the same paper I also stated, " It is alwa)'s possible that

if coal-dust could be m.ade fine enough and were thorouglily

mixed \vith dry air in the proportion of ab :)ut I pound to 160 cubic

feet of air, the mixture might be inflammable at ordinary

temperature, or, if not, it might at least be so nearly inflam-

mable that an explosion begun in it, in a confined space, might

be jjropagated through it."

In iny second (1879) and subsequent papers to the Roy.al

Society, I stated the further opinion, first, as the result of more
elaborate experiments, and secondly, as the result of a careful

parson.al investigation and consideration of all the circumstances

attending the occurrence of several great explosions, that, " -V

fire-damp explosion occurring in a dry coal-mine is liable to

be indefinitely extended by the mixture of air and coal-dust

produced by the disturbance which it initiates." This was the

final step.

Of this. Sir Frederick says :
^ " Mr. Galloway was cer-

tainly the first to enunciate the conclusion that a small pro-

portion of fire-damp is essential to impart to a mixture of air

and coal-dust the power of propagating flame, though he

afurioards abandoned this conclusion in favour of the one some

tint' prei/iously accepted by Marreco, to the effect that fire-damp

is altogether unnecessary for the conveyance of flame with

explosive eftect by a mixture of dry coal-dust and air."

In January, 1878, I commenced a series of articles in Iron on

coal-dust explosions, hoping thereby to arouse an interest in the

subject, and, amongst other items of information, I gave trans-

lations of Vital's and Desbief and Chansselle's papeis. Seven of

thes';; articles had already appeared when, in April, 1878, Prof.

Marreco (to whom I had myself sent copies of them) and Mr.
Morison, read their first paper before the Chesterfield Institute.

They say, " Before the writers had the opportunity of learnin

from fire-damp," nor the results of the experiments published by

them, appear to me to warrant Sir Frederick in taking up this

position ; for, concerning these very experiments of Prof. Marreco's

he had himself remarked in the year iSSo:^ "It does not

appear that in the numerous experiments made at Harton
Colliery by the exposure of naked flames in currents of air

laden with coal-dust, and by firing small cannon (rejiresenting

blown-out shots) placed in various positions in such air-currents,

anv indication has been obtained of a propagation of flame by the

coal-dust." How then could Marreco have concluded that "fire-

damp is altogether unnecessary for the conveyance of flame

with explosive eftect in a mixture of coal-dust and air" ?

Sir Frederick continues to say, regarding myself: " Even his

latest publication on the subject tends in the same direction,

and emphasises his desire to ' claim that no earlier author had

gone the length of crediting coal-dust with the role of principal

agent, and relegating fire-damp to a secondary position.' The
more recent results of other writers in this direction have,

however, conclusively demonstrated that this is far too great a

length to go, and that while on the one hand a very fine dry

and highly inflammable coal-dust may, when raised and mixed
with air by the force of a blown-out shot, become inflamed, and

may then carry flame to considerable distances with a rapidity

.and violence of action similar to that of a fire-damp explosion,

the e.xtent to which, on the other hand, flame is propagated

under corresponding conditions by most descriptions of coal-dust

in the complete absence of fire-damp is very limited.
"

Sir Frederick and those whose opinions he here quotes appear

to have omitted to take one element into consideration which

has an important bearing upon the case. To this I may have

occasion to refer more particularly at an early date.

\V. Galloway

Sunset-Glows

I WISH to call the attention of observers to a peculiar pheno-

menon which has been frequently noticed by me lately in con-

nection with these sky-scenes. A very bright after-glow was
visible here on October 27 Last. I believe the date is correct,

although I have unfortunately mislaid my day-book ; the facts,

however, I can vouch for otherwise, as they were detailed at

the time. At 5 p.m. a heavy bank of cumulus was to be seen

extending along the south-western sky-line, about 5° above and

what had already been accomplished abroad, their attention closely parallel to the horizon. High over this bluish bank of

was directed to the subject by a paper read by Mr. W. cloud rose the yellow haze of departing sunlight. This diffused

Galloway before the Royal Society, in which he related his after-glow was plainly intersected by numerous (I counted

experiment in producing explosion in a mixture of fire-damp twenty-two) delicate streaks of nebulous stratus. These inter-

and air impregnated with dust. The opinion expressed in that
, secting lines (they were scarcely "bands") were horizontal and

paper, viz., that coal-dust was explosive only in an atmosphere ' parallel, piled up, as it were, above one another as high as 25

containing a minute proportion of fire-damp, induced the writers

to still further extend the scope of the experiments, and
endeavour to discover whether coal-dust could by any means be
exploded in an atmosphere totally free from fire-damp."
The arrangement to carry out the experiments here spoken of

was made between Marreco and myself ia the end of 1875 dr

>/o,

from the' sea-line. The lowest hung apparently about half a

degree above the gilded upper edge of the dark cuumlus. On
November 4, just before sunset, I exposed a gelatine pl.ate, and

succeeded in obtaining a photograph, in which seven of these

narrow horizontal cloud-streaks can be faintly seen. On De-

cember I the following note was made :—4.20 p.m. Wind light,

' Report on ttie Results of Experiments made witli Samples of Du
iat Sealiam Colliery, &c.," 1880.

t col-
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N.N.W. Sunset-glow intersected by five horizontal dark cloud-

streaks in the west. On the 2nd inst. , at 4. 20 p. m. , five cucaulo-

slrati were visible in the west, separated by parallel and horizon-

tal orange-coloured bands. Above these were numerous (pro-

bably twenty) delicate dark lines traversing—also horizontally

—

the upper roseate after-glow. On the loth and nth inst., some-

what similar phenomena were visible here. On the 15th inst.,

with a light southerly air, eleven cloud-bands were seen by me
at 4.30 p.m. In this case only, they were not parallel to the

sea-line, but followed the direction of the west-north-west hori-

zon. I have seen the same appearances once or twice since the

last date. The above phenomena are new to me, and I have

not met with any detailed account of them elsewhere. I have

therefore ventured to address you on the subj ect. Can these

cloud-streaks represent stratified air-dust in the upper regions of

our atmosphere? W. Ainslie Hollis
Hove, Brighton, December 26

Iridesctnt Clouds

There was a very striking display of iridescent clouds this

afternoon. I noticed it first at about 3.40 p.m. The prismatic

colours were pretty strongly marked, and the intense pearly

brilliance of the delicate cirri was most striking. It is still visible

(4.40 p.m.), though, of course, its lustre is much diminished.

A gale is blowing from the west, and there has been an orange

after-glow. Similar phenomena were described in your columns

about this time last year. They were well seen in this part of

the country. Edward Greenhow
Earsdon, Newcastle-on-Tyne, December 28

Yesterday, clouds very similar to those seen a year ago

made their appearance, and there were a few of them again

this morning. I first noticed them at u. 30 a.m., and they were

extremely magnificent after sunset, showing three or four spectra

of colour, and they were especially striking about 4.10 p.m.,

when they appeared very bright against the purple glow of the sky.

Their chief difference from the clouds last December was that

they were not bounded by straight lines, and that there was no

special amount of blue in the colouring, as was usually the case

a year ago. The chief colours were pink and green.

Sunderland, December 29 T W. Backhouse

Ventilation

In reply to the query of J. F. Tennant, there can be no doubt

that the cause of the failure of the celling ventilators is a de-

ficiency of fresh-air supply to the room. An ordinary chimney
with a fire will, if unchecked, draw an amount of cold air into

the room which would make the temperature about the same as

that of the outside air, and without enormous volumes of warmed
air it is, I think, impossible to expect any service whatever from
the system of ventilation from ceiling-flues, as recommended by
the writer of the article referred to. Since writing my first letter I

have seen a regenerator lamp attached to one of these ceiling-

flues, and the down-draught was so strong and persistent as to

reverse the natural current of the lamp, rendering its use impos-
sible. The air-inlet to my own rooms consists of a channel in

the wall of every room opening into ten one-inch holes at the

fireplace, but this, of course, is utterly inadequate to supply one-

tenth of the air required by the flue, and the ventilator and the

ventilating-shaft supplement this supply by working the wrong
way. Thos. Fletcher

Warrington

A very common source of trouble with respect to ventilation

is the absence of any arrangement for the supply of air to fires.

So long as a fire draws on the general atmosphere of the room it

is supposed to warm for its supply of oxygen, there must be the
"draughts" so often complained of, and people are warm on
the side next the fire, and cold on the other. I should suppose
this is what happens in Mr. Fletcher's case, described in his

letter in Nature (pp. 153-4). If so, there is simply a sort of

"tug-of-war" between the longer chimney-flue and the shorter

ventilation flue, with the additional advantage on the side of the
former that the column of air ascending the chimnsy is neces-

sarily much warmer than that which should ascend the ventila-

tion flue. If, howevei', Mr. Fletcher will have a couple of holes

bored in his floor, one on each side of the fireplace, so as to

supply air directly to the fire, the "pull" of the fire on the

air of the room will cease, the room will be warmer, and his

ventilation flue should work satisfactorily. I warm thoroughly
a room with considerably over 2000 square feet of floor area by
means of three small stoves. When first used the stoves were
inefficient, as there was a draught all round each towards it. A
common rain-water pipe "bend," inserted in the floor imme-
diately in front of the aperture of each stove for admitting the
air supply, stopped the draughts, and at least doubled the effi-

ciency of the stoves as warmers. With the help of Tobin tubes

there is now a gentle current of warmer air from each stove.

The heated and vitiated air escapes through ventilators fixed in

the ridge of the roof. W. Wilkinson
Eldon, Bishop Auckland, December 23

Friction and Molecular Structure

In your number of December 17 (p. 154) is a letter signed by
Mr. E. Geoghegan, referring to the effect of moderate friction on
the molecular structure of glass lamp-chimneys. This I have
very frequently observed, and it would be very interesting to

have suggestions as to its cause and means of prevention. I

often read under one of Sugg's Argand gas-burners, the chim-

ney of which almost invariably breaks on fii-st heating after

cleaning. First of all, washing was tried, to remove the mottled

milky stain which forms on the glass, and then rubbing with a

silk cloth or cotton rubber, but there does not seem to be much
difference in the result, as the glasses, the best I can obtain,

generally break. C. K. BUSHE
Bramhope, Old Charlton, Kent, December 25

The Longevity of Insects

With reference to the longevity of insects, it is worth while

to record that we kept a ladybird from the September of one
year to the September of the following. She was a handsome
specimen of the seven-spotted ladybird, and her eggs, which
were laid in the winter, after passing through the miniature

crocodile stage, produced perfect insects in February. It is

curious to watch the imago emerging from its dusky case ; at

first no spots are visible on its buttercup-yellow "shards," which
contrast strongly with the jet-black legs and underneath ; but in

a very few hours the first brilliancy has gone, the spots appear
faintly, and in a few days the final red with the black spots is

established. E.

December 28

SOUTH AMERICAN BIRD-MUSIC

MR. BURROUGHS, an American naturalist, in his
" Impressions of some British Song Birds," has

said :
—" Many of the American songsters are shy wood-

birds, seldom seen or heard near the habitations of men,
while nearly all the British birds are semi-domesticated,
and sing in the garden and orchard. This fact, I had
said, in connection with their more soft and plaintive

voices, made our song-birds seem less to a foreign travel-

ler than his own." These words apply with much greater

force to the birds of South America, the species being
much more numerous and less well known than in the

northern portion of the continent ; while the true song-

sters are relatively fewer, owing to the presence of several

large songless families, such as the tyrants, humming-
birds, and others.

The South American songsters certainly do not, like

those of Europe, mass themselves about the habitations

of men, to sing there as if sweet voices were given to

them solely for the delectation of human listeners ; they are

pre-eminently birds of the wild forest, the marsh, and the

savannah ; and the ornithologist or collector from Europe,
whose principal object is to inake a large collection, has
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little time to make himself acquainted with the accom-
plishments of the species he desires above all things to

shoot. Nor is this all. Doubtless there remains in the
minds of most people something of that ancient notion
that brilliant-plumaged birds utter only harsh, disagree-
able sounds ; while the sober-toned songsters of temperate
regions—especially those of Europe—have the gift of
melody ; that sweet songs are heard in England, and
screams and grating notes within the tropics. Only we
know now that the obscure species there are greatly in

excess of the brilliant ones. It is quite possible, how-
ever, that the tropics, so rich in other respects, though by
no means the realms " where birds forget to sing," do not
excel, or even equal, the temperate regions in the amount
and quality of their bird melody. Mr. im Thurn only
echoes the words of many English travellers in the tropics,

when he says, in his recent work on British Guiana :
—

" The almost entire absence of sweet bird-notes at once
strikes the traveller who comes from thrush and warbler-
haunted temperate lands." Mr. Bates, on this subject,
says :

—
" The few sounds of birds are of that pensive and

mysterious character which intensities the feeling of soli-

tude rather than imparts a sense of life and cheerfulness."
On the question of tropical bird-music much remains

to be said by future travellers ; but South America is not
all tropical, and travellers visiting the southern temperate
portion of that continent might have looked to find there
melodists equal to those of Europe and North America

;

for even assuming that to utter agreeable sounds a bird,
wherever found, must be fashioned after the pattern of
some European form, we find that the typical songsters
of the north—the thrushes, wrens, warblers, finches, &c.
—are well represented in the Plata, Chilian, and Patago-
nian regions. As a fact, the best songsters there belong
to the wide-ranging American genus Miiniis, while in the
more tropical Icterine family there is great variety of
language, and some exceedingly sweet voices.

Of the great naturalists of recent times who have de-
preciated South American bird-music, I will mention
Darwin only, as \-ery great importance must always be
attached to his words, even when he fails to show his

usual discrimination. He says of the common Mimiis
calandriii

:

—" It is remarkable from possessing a song far

superior to that of any other bird in the country ; indeed,
it is nearly the only bird in South America which I have
observed to take its stand for the purpose of singing."
He then adds that the song is like that of the sedge
warbler.

There are man\- better singers than the J/, calandria :

and as to its being nearly the only bird that takes its stand
for the purpose of singing, there are, in the Plata district

alone, a greater number of birds with that habit than in

England
;
though, taking the number of species in the

two countries, the Plata singers are relatively fewer. It

is equally beside the mark to compare the sedge warbler
with the Calandria, the performance of the former bird
resembling that of "the other only as a slight sketch may
be said to resemble a finished painting.
Darwin does not say much about the singing of birds,

and appears to have taken but little interest in the
subject, possibly because this species of natural melody
gave him little or no pleasure ; otherwise he could
scarcely have written of the Diuca Finch that " the male
during incubation has two or three pleasant notes,
which Molina, in an exaggerated description, has called
a. fine song." The fact is, the old Chilian naturalist
scarcely does justice to the song of the Diuca, which is

mellower in sound than any other finch-melody I am
acquainted with. Of his account of the singing of the
Thenca mocking-bird, the Thili, the black-headed finch,
Loyca, and various other species, Darwin says nothing.
Not all the European writers whose words carry

weight, however, have turned a deaf, or, at any rate, a
very unappreciative ear to the bird-music of the great bird-

continent. Azara is a notable exception. He was not
a mere collector, nor was he even a naturalist in the
strictest sense of the word ; but, made fit for his task by a
keen faculty of observation, and an insatiable craving for

knowledge of all kinds, he went into the forest to watch
the birds and write the history of their lives. In Spain
he had been familiar from childhood with the best
songsters of Europe, and in Paraguay he paid great
attention to the language of the species he noticed. He
makes mistakes sometimes, when speaking of the nesting
or other habits, but when describing their songs, he
records his own impressions only. With the works of
his contemporary, Buftbn, he only became acquainted
after having completed his own observations ; and the
voluminous strictures on the French naturalist, which
burden, and to some extent spoil, the otherwise delightful
" Apuntamientos," were only inserted after his own
descriptions had been written.

In his introductory pages, entitled " De los Paxaros en
General," he refers to Buffon's well-known opinion con-
cerning the inferiority of American songsters, and says :

—
" But if a choir of singers were selected in the Old World,
and compared with one of an equal number gathered in

Paraguay, I am not sure which would win the victory."

In another place, in allusion to the same subject, he
says :

—
" They are mistaken who think there are not as

many and as good singers here as in Europe."
To return for a moment to Mr. Bates's words, already

quoted, bird-music of that " pensive and mysterious " cha-
racter he mentions is to many minds more pleasing than
the loud, cheerful, persistent singing of many highly-

esteemed British siitgers, like the chaffinch and song-
thrush.

Mr. Bates also heard in the Amazonian forest,
" another bird that had a most sweet and melancholy
song, uttered in a plaintive key, commencing high, and
descending by harmonic intervals."

Of the common house-wren of the Plata, Azara says
that its song is " in style comparable to that of the

nightingale, though its phrases are not so delicate and
expressive ; nevertheless, I count it amongst the first

songsters." He speaks even more highly of the voice of

the Todo Voz (Cistotliorus platensis), which greatly de-

lighted him with its sweet, varied, and expressive

melody. The members of this melodious genus, and of

the allied genera, are found throughout South America,
from Panama to Patagonia, and we know from others

besides Azara that their music does not dissolve away in

the tropics, or turn to harsh sounds. Mr. Wallace heard
a Cistotliorus singing very sweetly on the shores of the

Amazon, and D'Orbigny, in the " Voyage dans I'Amerique
Meridionale," thus describes the singing of the Thryo-
tlionis viodi<Iator, which he heard in Yungas, in Bolivia :

—

" Perched on a bough overhanging the torrent, its rich

melodious voice seemed in strange contrast to the

melancholy aspect of its surroundings. Its voice, which
is not comparable with anything we have in Europe,

exceeds that of the nightingale in volume and expression,

if not inflexibility. Frequently it sounds like a tiielody

rendered by a flute at a great distance ; at other times its

sweet and varied cadences are mingled with clear

piercing tones or deep throat-notes,—in one word, a grave

music composed of the purest sounds. We have really

no words adequate to express the effect of this song,

heard in the midst of a nature so redundant, and of

mountain scenery so wild and savage."

It might be thought that in this description allowance

must be made for the enthusiasm natural to a French-

man, but Mr. Bates, certainly the most sober-minded

naturalist that ever penetrated the Brazilian forests, gives

a scarcely less fascinating account of a melodist closely

allied to D'Orbigny's bird, if not identical with it. " I

frequently heard," he says, " in the neighbourhood

of these huts the realejo or organ-bird (Cyphorhinus
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cantans), the most remarkable songster by far of the

Amazonian forest. When its singular notes strike the

ear for the first time the impression cannot be resisted

that they are produced by a human voice. Some musical

boy nmst be gathering fruits in the thickets, and is sing-

ing a few notes to cheer himself The tones become more

fluty and plaintive ; they are now those of a flageolet, and,

notwithstanding the utter impossibility of the thing, one

is for the moment convinced that someone is playing that

instrument. ... It is the only songster which makes an

impression on the natives, who sometimes rest their

paddles whilst travelling in their small canoes, along the

shady by-paths, as if struck by the mysterious sound."

Outsideofthesepre-eminently tuneful groups—thrushes,
warblers, finches, &c.—there are many species belonging

to groups considered songless which nevertheless do sing,

or have, at any rate, some highly musical noles. Den-

drocolaptine birds are not, strictly speaking, songsters;

but they are loquacious, and fill the woods with sound,

often p'leasant and laughter-like in character; and in

many species the male and female combine their voices

in a pretty kind of chorus. In the well-known oven-bird

this is very striking, the male and female singing a ringing

joyous duet in difterent tones, producing an harmonious

effect. D'Orbigny notices this harmonious singing of the

Fitrnaritis. The hirundines in mmy cases have voices

utterly unlike those of Europe, which as a rule only emit

a squeaking twitter. They have, on the contrary, rather

thick tones, in many cases resembling the throat-notes of

the skylark, and some have a very pleasing set song.

The human-like tones of some of the pigeons, the plaintive

fluting of the Tinamous, even the notes of some king-

fishers and cuckoos, contribute not a little to the bird-

music of South America. Waterton's words about the
" songless " bell-bird are well known, and, allowing that

he goes too far when he says that Orpheus himself would

drop his lyre to listen to this romantic sound, it is still cer-

tain that there are hundreds of species, which, like the

bell-bird of the Orinoco forests, utter a few delightful

notes, or produce a pleasing eftect by joining their voices

in a chorus. Thus, Mr. Bates speaks of the Monasa
nigrofrons—a barbet :

—" This flock of Tamburi-para
were the reverse of dull : they were gamboling and
chasing each other amongst the branches. As they

sported about they emitted a few short tuneful notes,

which altogether produced a ringing musical chorus that

greatly surprised me."
But even leaving out all these irregular melodists ; also

omitting the tanagers, the tyrants, and their nearest allies
;

the Dendrocolaptida^and Formicarida5,and the humming-
birds—these few families I have mentioned comprising
about iSoo species—there would still be a far greater

number of regular songsters than Europe can show, so

great is the bird-wealth of South America ; and concern-

ing the merits of their music I can only say that Azara
and D'Orbigny did not hear the best singer—the Miinns
triiinis. It would have been strange indeed if in that

portion of the globe, so inconceivably rich in species, and
where bird-life has had its greatest development, the

faculty of melody had not been as highly perfected as in

other regions.

A very long time has passed since Azara made that

remark about a choir of song-birds selected in Paraguay,
and our knowledge on this subject—possibly because it

has been thought unimportant—has scarcely been added
to since his day ; but it seems to me that when
the best singers of two regions have been compared,
and a verdict arrived at, something more remains to be
said. The species which " formally take their stand for

the purpose of singing " sometimes delight us less than
others which have no set song, but yet utter notes of
exquisite purity. Nor is this all. To most minds the

dulcet strains of a few favoured songsters contribute only
a part, and not always the largest part, of the pleasurable

sensations received from the bird-voices of any district.

All natural sounds produce, in some measure, agreeable

sensations : the pattering of rain on the leaves, the lowing

of cattle, the dash of waves on the beach, the " springs

and dying gales " of a breeze in the pines ; and so,

coming to birds, the clear piercing tones of the sand-

piper, the cry, etherealised by distance, of a passing

migrant, the cawing of rooks on the tree-tops, afford as

much pleasure as the whistle of the blackbird. There is

a charm in the infinite variety of bird-language heard in

a sub-tropical forest, where birds are most abundant,

e.Kceeding that of many monotonously melodious voices
;

the listener would not willingly lose any of the many in-

describable sounds emitted by the smaller species, or the

screams and human-like calls, or solemn, deep booming
or drumming of the larger kinds, or even the piercing

shrieks which may be heard miles away. The bird-lan-

guage of an English wood or orchard, made up in most

part of melodious tones, may be compared to a band
composed entirely of small wind-instruments with a

very limited range of sound, and which produces no

storms of noise, eccentric flights, or violent contrasts, or

anything to startle the listener—a sweet but somewhat
tame performance. The sub-tropical forest is more like

an orchestra in which a countless number of varied in-

struments take part in a performance in which there are

many noisy discords, while the tender, spiritual tones

heard at intervals seem, by contrast, infinitely sweet and
precious. W. H. Hudson

T^

FORESTR

Y

HE report of the proceedings of the Select Committee

on Forestry which sat during the past summer does

not, perhaps, throw any more light on the condition of

forestry in this country than was possessed before the

appointment of the Committee, for the substance of the

evidence given is for the most part to be found in the

various works and reports on forestry that have appeared

from time to time during the past few years ;
neverthe-

less the evidence of such men so well versed in forest

conservancy, especially with regard to India, as Dr.

Cleghorn, Col. Michael, Col. Pearson, and Mr. W. G.

Pedder is of much value, as it brings together in a

collected form information that has hitherto been much
scattered.

The subject of forest produce is one that is but little

understood or even thought of by people in general. It

is supposed by most people to relate only to the supply of

timber, which indeed of itself is of very great importance
;

but when we consider the other products—such as gums,

1 resins, oils, fibres, and such like—the enormous money
value becomes more apparent, as well as the great im-

portance of the forests as sources of many absolute

neceisities of life. The evidence of Col. Michael fully

illustrates this and is especially valuable from this point

ot view. Taking the subject of Indian -timbers alone, the

value of teak was fully set forth when it was shown to be

unequalled for the backing of ironclads and for ship-

building generally, as oft'ering the greatest resistance of

any known woods. Questioned as to whether teak was

capable of being brought into this country as a com-

mercial article at a remunerative profit, Col. Michael

replied that, judging from the price realised for some logs

sold at the Forestry Exhibition at Edinburgh and from

other information obtained, no doubt existed that the trade

in teak might become a very remunerative one. It was

shown further that in 1883 647,000/. worth of teak was

imported into England ; but Col. Michael also touched

upon what, if put upon a proper footing, might equally, or

perhaps more so, become a source of revenue to India

and a boon to this country—namely, the introduction of

the more ornamental woods for cabinet purposes. There

is, of course, always a steady demand for British-grown
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timbers such as oak, elm, ash, maple, &c., but these have
to be supplemented by foreign woods of a more orna-
mental character, and of these mahogany, rosewood,
ebony, satinwood, and such like are the best known.
From amongst Indian timber trees a long list might be
made of woods which are now almost unknown out of

their native country—such, for instance, as the East
Indian cedar {Cednla toona), which is a reddish-coloured
wood with a splendid wavy or feathery figure ; the
tree is also found in Australia, where the wood is

highly valued ; the padouk {Pierocarpiis iiidicus), the
deep-red-coloured wood of which attracted so much atten-

tion at the Edinburgh Exhibition last year ; the Malabar
Kino tree {Ptcrocarpus marsKpiiiin), also a finely-marked
deep-red wood, several species of Tcnninalia, durable
woods of a brown colour with darker brown markings.
Many others might be mentioned, but the most beautiful

of all the Indian woods for its ornamental character is

the Chittagong wood {Chickrassia tahuhvis). This
is of a brown colour, with transverse lighter silvery-brown
wavy markings, which impart to it a varying depth of
light and shade, which, when polished, imparts a pecu-
liar and charming lustre. All these woods take a
high polish, and would be invaluable for cabinet-work.
Fine specimens of these and many others are in the col-

lection of Indian timbers exhibited in the No. 3 Museum
at Kew.
On the question as to the durability of the Scotch fir

{Piniis sylvestris) Col. Pearson gave an opinion which is

worth quoting. He says:— "I think myself that as the
value of the foreign imported timber increases, as it must
do as the quantity dimmishes, people will come to appre-
ciate more the Scotch fir, because I know many barns
which have been boarded with Scotch fir for twenty years,

and which are standing perfectly well : but it is conve-
nient to get the imported boards ready sawn out, and
where the people can get them cheap they do not pay
attention to the Scotch and home-grown timber. But,

speaking for myself, 1 should say that Scotch fir is a per-

fectly good wood as long as it is sufficiently mature, and
I think, as foreign wood becomes dearer, as it will in a
few years, English timber and Scotch timber will become
of a value which it has not now."
On the general subject of the proposed Forest School

Col. Pearson expressed himself in favour of a Chair of

Forestry at the Edinburgh University, but he further

stated that he had no actual faith in lectures in the school
unless illustrated by practical instruction. " If," he savs,
" you tell a man in the lecture room that such and such
consequences will take place, and do not show him the
consequences on the spot, he does not believe anything
about it ; it goes in at one ear and out at the other ; he
will think it all nonsense ; but if you want to impress
your teaching upon him, you must take him out into the
forests and show him the operations of Nature." Re-
garding the extent or scope of the School, Mr. Thiselton
Dyer, in reply to Sir Edmund Lechmere whether he
would not make the School of Forestry applicable to

India and the Colonies as well as to our own countrv,
said, " I should like to get all the fish possible into the
net, and if we had such a school, to make it as useful as
possible. I think it is surprising, considering how large

is the interest of the English race in forestry, that except
in India we have taken no kind of active interest in the
subject : although we own more forests in the world than
any other race, w-e are at present, except in the most
piecemeal fashion, absolutely washing our hands of the

whole business." Mr. Dyer, in his evidence, further
pointed out by way of illustration a few of w-hat are
usually called the minor industries of forest produce,
which in the aggregate become of considerable national
importance.

It is to be regretted that the Committee was not nomi-
nated at an earlier period of the session. The first

sitting was on July 14, and at the two subsequent sittings
on July 21 and 24, witnesses only were examined. The
report of the Committee refers to the impossibility of
concluding their investigations during the Session, and
" recommends that a Committee on the same subject
should be appointed in the next Session of Parliament."

John R. Jackson

OBSERVATIONS ON THE RECENT CAL-
CAREOUS FORMATIONS OF THE SOLOMON
GROUP, MADE DURING 1882-84

1

ON account of the treacherous character of the natives
of the Solomon Group, no extensive geological

observations have ever been made in these islands from
the period of their discovery by the Spaniards three cen-
turies ago. For this reason my excursions in these regions
were not free from personal risk ; in many places they
were considerably curtailed, and in some islands they had
to be abandoned altogether.

This archipelago includes seven or eight large islands,

some of which are from seventy to eighty miles in length,

and the highest from Sooo to 10,000 feet in height. Besides
these, there are a great number of smaller islands and
islets, some of volcanic and others of recent calcareous
formations. Restricting my remarks to those islands

which are wholly or in part composed of these calcareous
rocks, I may observe that, although only able to become
acquainted with a small portion of the Solomon Group,
the islands which I examined represent the different types
of islands that there exist.

In this, the largest of the Pacific groups, I not only
found existing fringing-reefs, barrier-reefs, and atolls, but
I discovered pre-existing reefs of these three chief classes

which have been recently elevated to a height often of
several hundred feet above the sea. My observations on
these recently-elevated reefs and their foundations have
enabled me to approach the problem of the formation of
coral reefs by the inductive rather than by the a priori
method : for it is evident that in passing from the con-
sideration of a probable cause of the formation of existing

reefs to the examination of ancient reefs that have been
raised with their foundations above the sea, we enter a
domain of greater certainty. I purpose in this abstract

to state concisely the principal characters of the islands

which are wholly or in part of calcareous formations
;

then to draw four limited inferences from these facts of
observation without reference to any particular views
that may be held on the subject of the origin of coral

reefs ; and finally to compare such conclusions with the

prevailing views on that subject.

In the first place there are numerous small islands and
islets less than a hundred feet in height, which are com-
posed in mass of coral limestone. Of this class Stirling

Island may be taken as an example. In the bold cliffs,

which form the weather coast of this small island, there

are numerous imbedded masses of the reef-building

corals, many of them measuring four feet across, the

majority of them in the position of growth, but some of

them inverted.

The island of Ugi, which is six miles in length and
about 500 feet in height, may be taken as a type of the

next class. Its geological structure may be briefly described

as composed in bulk of a soft earthy bedded deposit,

possessing the characters of the "volcanic muds "of the

Cliallenger soundings, containing numerous Foraminifera,

and encrusted near the coast by coral limestone, which
almost disappears in the higher regions. The greatest

thickness of the coral limestone that I found in this island

was between 50 and 100 feet. As one ascends the higher

slopes of the island the coral limestone thins away, and

' By H. B. Guppy, M.B., F.G.S., late Surgeon of H.M.S. Lark.
[.Vbstract of a paper read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh, on June
151b, 1885, being communicated by Mr. John Murray.]
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only occasional fragments occur in the red argillaceous

soil. The greatest elevation at which I found the coral

rock was about 425 feet above the sea. The soft Forami-

niferous deposit, which forms the mass of the island, is

regularly bedded, the dip varying usually between 10' and

15°, but it may rise to as much as 35°. Entire shells are

rarely found in these beds, the Foraminiferous tests being

usually the only organic remains visible to the naked

eye.

The island of Treasury affords an example of the next

type of island. It is oval in shape, has a length of nine

miles, and rises about 11 50 feet above the sea. Here we

have exposed the nucleus of volcanic rock which has

been covered over by soft bedded deposits that resemble,

like those of Ugi,'lhe muds found in the Challenger

Expedition to be at present forming around oceanic

volcanic islands, whilst the coral limestone only attains

any thickness near the coast, and is wanting altogether in

the higher regions of the island. At elevations exceeding

400 feet above the sea the coral rock generally disappears

from the surface. Above this height it is only found oc-

casionally, 900 feet being the greatest elevation at which

I found a fragment. The thickness of the coral limestone

does not exceed 100 feet. The soft deposit, which is

regularly bedded, the dip varying between 10° and 30",

displays a greater variety in its characters than the similar

deposit in the island of Ugi. As a rule it presents to the

naked eye no other conspicuous organic remains than the

white specks of the more minute Foraminiferous tests and
the larger microscopic tests of such species as Cristellaria

calcar, C. mamilligera, and others ; but in some localities

this deposit becomes highly fo^siliferous, when it assumes

a more compact texture, and displays to the eye fragments

of corals with Ptcropod and Lamellibranchiate shells. As
shown in the accompanying diagram, the structural history

Soh Foraminiferous deposit^

Ancient volcanic peakj

Cora! limestone

Ideal section of an island displ aying the originally-submerged volcanic
peak, the overlying soft deposits, and the encrusting coral limestone.

of this island of Treasury may be readily inferred. An
ancient submerged volcanic peak, having been covered by
a thickness of some hundreds of feet of deposits, for the

most part resembling the muds now being formed around
volcanic islands, has by this means and by the movement
of elevation been brought up to the zone of reef-building

corals. After the: coral reefs had become established, the
whole structure e.xperienced an upheaval of nearly 1200
feet.

In the island of Alu, the principal of the Shortland
Islands, another type of structure is exhibited. This
island, which has a breadth of eleven or twelve miles and
an elevation of about 500 feet, is composed in its north-
west portion of ancient and originally deep-seated volcanic
rocks (mostly quartz-diorites), while the greater part of it,

together with the off-lying lesser islands and islets, is made
up of more recent calcareous formations. In describing
its structural history 1 shall be describing its structure.

We have the original land of volcanic formation in the
north-west part of the island, from which, as from a neu-
cleus, line after line of barrier-reef has been advanced in

a south-easterly direction based on a foundation of
Pteropodand Foraminiferous muds,and formingultimately,
as the upheaving movement continued, the large island of
Alu, which yet preserves iu the ridges of its interior these
ancient barrier-reefs now removed far from the coast and
elevated some hundreds of feet above the present sea-
level. The soft deposit underlying the elevated reef-

masses contains in abundance the shells of Pteropods and
bivalves, the otoliths of fish, the tests of pelagic and
bottom-living Foraminifera, and some simple corals of

deep-sea genera. The overlying coral limestone some-
times assumes a chalk-like character, and in the interior

of the island it may give place to a Foraminiferal lime-

stone. The characters of these different rocks are de-

scribed in the second part of this paper. The thickness

of the coral limestones in this island is probably under
100 feet. When it caps the upraised island barrier-reefs

it does not exceed forty feet ; but these regions have been
subjected to great denudation.

In the small island of Santa Anna, which is two and a
half miles in length, we have an upraised atoll that dis-

plays within the small compass of a height of 470 feet the

several stages of its growth. There is, in the first place,

the originally submerged volcanic peak ; then the invest-

ing soft deposit which, according to Mr. Murray, has the

characters of a deep-sea clay ; and over all the ring of

coral limestone that cannot far exceed 150 feet in thick-

ness. The interior of this upraised atoll is a closed basin

containing a fresh-water lake, the bottom of which lies

about a hundred feet below the present sea-level : so the

island ma\- be roughly compared to a bowl of fresh water

floating on the sea. In the vicinity of the locality where
the dccp-sea clay was exposed, Lieut. Malan observed a

concretionary block of manganese peroxide between one

and two cubic feet in size, which, according to Mr. Murray,

who examined a typical fragment, is quite similar in cha-

racters to the smaller masses obtained in deep-sea sound-

ings. The structural history of this island may be briefly

summed up. A submarine volcanic peak, having been

invested by a deep-sea clay, was brought up by upheaval

to the coral zone. An atoll was established on it, and the

wholewas subsequently raised to a height of nearly 500

feet above the sea.

Lastly, I come to the large mountainous islands, of

which St. Christoval may be taken as the type. This

island is more than seventy miles in length, and about

4100 feet in height. It is composed in mass of ancient

volcanic rocks, which are flanked on their lower slopes

by recent calcareous formations. A fawn-coloured crys-

talline limestone, containing reef dc^bris, lies directly on

the volcanic rock, and is itself overlain by the coral lime-

stone. I did not find these calcareous rocks above 500

feet above the sea ; so great has been the denudation of

this island that these calcareous formations constitute a

much thinner crust than that which came under my notice

in the smaller and more recent islands.

Such being the facts, I come now to the four general

conclusions, which are as follows :

—

1. T/iaf these upraised reej masses, whether atoll,

barrier-reef, or fringing-reef, wereformed in a region of
elevation.

This is self-evident. The last upheaval that occurred,

of which I found proofs in different parts of the group,

was to the extent of about five feet ; but at the present

day there arc signs of this movement being still in opera-

tion, and, for the purposes of future observation, I have

established datum-marks in dift'erent islands. This, there-

fore, being a region of elevation, it is apparent that that

portion of Mr. Darwin's theory of coral reefs which

ascribes the formation of atolls and barrier-reefs to a

movement of subsidence cannot be applied to the islands

of the Solomon Group, since we here find upraised atolls

and barrier-reefs associated with existing reefs of the same
description. This conclusion accords with the results

obtained by Prof. Semper in the case of the Pelew Islands,

and by Prof. A. Agassiz in the case of the Florida

reefs.

2. That such upraised reefs are of moderate thickness,

their vertical measurement not exceeding the limit ofdepth

of the reefcoral zone. Amongst the numerous islands

which I examined I never found one that e.\hibited a

greater thickness of coral limestone than 150 feet, or 200

feet at the very outside. In fact, so great has been tie

denudation of these islands, where, according to my own
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observations, there is an annual rainfall at the coast of

150 inches, that I rarely came upon a thickness of a

hundred feet of coral limestone. One of the corollaries

of the theory of subsidence is concerned with the great
thickness of atolls and barrier-reefs. My observations in

this region—and it is such regions that can alone afford

such evidence— show that atolls and barr'er-reefs can be
formed with no greater thickness than they would possess
in accordance with the depths in which reef-corals thrive,

the vertical tliickness of the reef not exceeding the depth
of the reef-coral zone. . . . The only objection worthy of
attention that had been advanced against the atoll-theory
of Mr. Darwin was, in the opinion of Sir Charles Lyell,'

the circumstance that, as far as was known, no bed or
formation of coral of any thickness had been discovered.
This objection, which was proposed by Mr. Maclaren in

1842, derives additional force at the present day in the
light of my observations in the Solomon Islands.

3. T/iai these upraised reef-masses in the majority of
islands rest on a partially consolidated deposit which
possesses the characters of the " volcanic muds " ivhich
were found during the " Challenger" Expedition to he

at presentforming around volcanic islands.

4. That this deposit envelops anciently submerged
volcanic peaks.
These two latter conclusions corroborate in a remark-

able manner the views, based on the observations of the
Challengrr Expedition, which Mr. Murray has advanced.
I will cite the structures of two islands to illustrate these
views. In the small island of Santa Catalina I found
that the elevated reef was based on volcanic rock with
the intervention of a thin brecciated conglomerate. In
the island of Treasury I found the volcanic rock covered
by a soft, partially consolidated volcanic mud, which
attained a thickness of some 300 or 400 feet, and was
itself incrusted on the lower slopes of the island by the
elevated reef-mass. In the one island, the volcanic peak
had been exposed to breaker-action before the reef-corals

established themselves. In the other island, the sub-
merged volcanic peak was first brought within the rccf-

coral zone by the deposition of layers of " volcanic mud '

upon it, assisted by the movement of elevation.

With reference to my own bias on this subject, I may
here add that during the first eighteen months I passed in

the Solomon Islands I was only acquainted with tlic

theory of subsidence, and that after having failed to make
my observations harmonise with the theory of Mr. Darwin,
I collected my facts with a very confused idea of the
direction towards which they were tending. It was there-
fore a cause of great satisfaction to myself when I first

became acquainted with the views held by Mr. Murray.
These calcareous rocks, in the examination of which

Mr. Murray used the methods he employed in the case of
the deep-sea deposits, may be grouped into two chief
classes, according to the proportion of volcanic debris
they contain.

The frst class comprises those rocks which, being
largely composed of volcanic debris mixed with the tests

of Foraminifera, Pteropods, and other iMollusks, have a
composition very similar to that of the volcanic muds at

present forming around oceanic volcanic islands in the
Pacific. These rocks contain both pelagic and bottom
forms of Foraminifera, and four prevailing kinds of them
may be distinguished.

I. A friable rock, containing froin 5 to 20 per cent, of
carbonate of lime, and displaying to the eye only the
white specks of minute Foraminiferous tests, with a few
of microscopic size, entire Molluscan shells laeing rarely
embedded. The carbonate of lime consists of Cocco-
liths, Rhabdoliths, Gasteropod, and Lamellibranchiate
shells, Echinoderm fragments, calcareous Algs, and manv
pelagic and bottom forms of Foraminifera. The residue
consists for the most part of the minerals felspar, mag-

• " Principles of Geology," 12th edit. vol. ii. p. 612

netite, augite, hornblende, fragments of pumice, scoriaj,

and other volcanic rocks, with many glassy fragments, and
of a fine argillaceous matter which forms about a third of
the rock-substance. Rocks of this character form the
masses of Treasury and Ugi Islands.

2. A very friable rock, containing from 30 to 35 per
cent, of carbonate of lime. These rocks resemble in

their general composition the rocks of the previous group,
but they difler in the circumstance that they inclose in

great numbers the entire shells of Pteropods, Gasteropods,
Lamellibranchiates, together with simple corals of deep-
sea genera, and the otoliths of fish. There are contained
in the residue, in addition to the mineral particles and
fine argillaceous material, a great many glauconitic-like

casts of Foraminifera. Rocks of this character largely

compose Alu, the principal island of the Shortland
Islands, and are exposed in the low hills in the rear of
Choiseul Bay.

3. A hard, grey fossiliferous limestone, containing
usually about 60 per cent, of carbonate of lime and much
volcanic debris. Such a rock, which is exposed in the

lower courses of the Treasury streams, is chiefly composed
of the broken-down fragments of corals and Lamelli-

branchiate shells, with calcareous Alg» and a few
Foraminifera.

4 Coarse-grained rocks composed of the fragments of

volcanic and coral rocks in rounded grains. Occasionally
larger fragments, together with shells, are imbedded.
Such rocks occur on the northern slopes of St. Christoval

near the coast.

The second class includes those rocks which are largely

composed of coral, Molluscan shells, Foraminiferous
tests, and calcareous Algae, with but a small proportion of

volcanic debris. The share that each of these four prin-

cipal constituents takes in the building up of the rock
differs widely, and on this basis the following groups
have been made. Whether the rock is mainly formed of

the massive corals, or whether it is composed of the frag-

ments of such corals broken off by the waves and mi.xed

with shells and other organisms in varying proportions,

such a rock as must be forming on the outer slopes of reefs,

or whether it is composed of the consolidated calcareous

muds and sands which are found at the bottom of lagoons,

it has in all cases the same coral origin. The variety in

character exhibited in the following groups of coral

limestones may be thus in a great measure explained.

1. Coral rocks, properly so-called, which are merely
the massive reef-corals in different stages of fossili-

sation.

2. Coral rocks, which are chiefly made up of calcareous
Algffi, fragments of Molluscan shells, corals, and Echino-
derms, the interstices being filled up by the tests of

Foraminifera and other small calcareous organisms. In

the composition of such rocks, which form the tnajority

of the so-called coral limestones in the Solomon Islands,

coral fragments take only a secondary part. The per-

centage of carbonate of lime in these rocks varies between
90 and 95, the residue consisting of the common volcanic

minerals, siliceous casts of Foraminifera and a fine

argillaceous matter.

3. Chalk-like coral limestones, which contain about 95
per cent, of carbonate of lime, and are chiefly composed
of the fragments of Molluscan shells, Echinodernis, corals,

calcareous Alga;, and Foraminifera. These rocks, there-

fore, in their general composition resemble the rocks of

the second group of coral limestones ; but they differ

conspicuously in their chalk-like appearance and in being

more friable. They occupy the usual surface position of

other coral rocks, although not being of common occur-

rence. I found them overlying the soft Foraminiferous

and Pteropod deposit in the Shortland Islands, and they

may^ be sometimes found forming the central elevated

portions of existing reefs. One of the specimens of coral

this rock contained, according to a determination made
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by Dr. Leonard Dobbin, a considerable amount of mag-

nesia, and thus approaches a magnesian limestone.

4. Compact fawn-coloured crystalline limestones of a

homogeneous texture, in which sometimes reef debris may
be observed. These rocks, which are of common occur-

rence on the lower slopes of the large island of St. Chris-

toval, where they overlie the volcanic rocks of the district,

are apparently formed by the consolidation of the ooze

found at the bottom of lagoons inside coral reefs.

5. Foraminiferal limestones, which are hard and com-
pact in texture, and are chiefly made up of pelagic and
bottom-living Foraminifera, and contain occasionally a

few simple corals of deep-sea genera. They contain

generally from 75 to 85 per cent, of carbonate of lime,

the residue being formed of the common volcanic minerals,

siliceous casts of Foraminifera and fine argillaceous matter.

These limestones are found at the surface, and in the

island of AIu they may be seen to overlie the soft Forami-
niferous and Pteropod deposits.

.Such are the calcareous formations which are of most
frequent occurrence in the Solomon Islands. Three other

highly interesting rocks came under my notice, but in

each case only in one locality.

((() A Rhynconella limestone. In one of the islets of the

Shortland Islands I found a hard grey limestone composed
of numbers of Brachiopod, Gasteropod, and Lamellibran-
chiate shells, with many simple corals of deep-sea genera,

embedded in a calcareous matrix largely made up of the

tests of Foraminifera (chiefly pelagic forms). The Bra-
chiopod shells belonged to the same species of Rhynco-
nella. Mr. Davidson is inclined to look upon it as the

same as R. Grayii, a species hitherto represented by a
single specimen discovered inthe British Museum amongst
other natural history objects from the Fiji Islands (?) col-

lected by Mr. J. M'Gillivray more than thirty years since.'

The simple corals, as Mr. Quelch informs me, belong
to the deep-sea genera, Leptocyathus, Stephanophyllia,
Odontocyathus, Flabellum, &c. The Gasteropod and
Lamellibranchiate shells are, as I learn from Mr. E. Smith,
of shallow-water habit. This limestone contained 75 per
cent, of carbonate of lime, the residue being made up of
the common volcanic minerals, reddish siliceous casts of
Foraminifera, and fine washings.

{b) A friable earthy rock, which, from the small size of

the minerals, the absence of bottom-living Foraminifera,
and the scarcity of pelagic forms, resembles a deep-sea
clay, and contains a thin coating of manganese between
the small layers or folds of the rock. This deposit, which
contains about 20 per cent, of carbonate of lime, occurs
in the upraised atoll of Santa Anna underneath the ele-

vated reef-mass. On the reef-flat in the vicinity of this

deposit there was observed by Lieut. Malan, as already
observed, a detached concretionary block of manganese
peroxides, one to two cubic feet in size : a typical fragment
that I brought home is, according to Mr. Murray, quite
similar to smaller masses dredged by the Challenger and
Blake.

(c) A hard Foraminiferal limestone, chiefly composed
of pelagic I-'oraminifera. Of this rock, which was found
at the surface in Treasury Island, Mr. Murray observes
that the organisms, together with the minerals, are similar
to those found in deposits of modern seas near volcanic
islands at depths of from 500 to 800 fathoms. The Fora-
minifera are identical with those found in the surface-
waters of the tropics at the present day.
With such data as the foregoing at my disposal, it might

appear an easy matter to gauge the amount of elevation
that has occurred in these regions in recent times. But
so great has been the sub-aerial denudation in these islands
that although the elevatory movements have brought up
to our view a deep-sea clay, with its concretion of man-
ganese, and a Foraminiferal limestone that was probably
formed in a depth of from 500 to 800 fathoms, two rocks

* Vide Annals and Magazine of Natu7-al History, vol. xvi. p. 444.

which occur in islands "at opposite extremities of the
group, yet, notwithstanding this great upheaval, the cal-

careous envelopes usually disappear from the slopes of the

volcanic islands at heights of 500 or 600 feet above the

sea, and never came under my observation in such islands

at greater elevations than 900 feet. The rainfall in the
elevated interior of the large islands cannot be much
under 300 inches in the year, since my own observations
place it at about 150 inches at the coast. Of the rapid

degradation of the surface which these calcareous districts

undergo during a heavy fall of rain, of as much as two to

three inches in the same number of hours, I was a fre-

quent witness. In a few minutes the whole hill-slope

discharges a continuous sheet of muddy water, the rivulets

swell to turbid streams, and the water rushes down the

permanent courses with the roar of a mountain torrent.

After the rain-storm has passed away, the band of muddy
water that fringes the whole length of the coast, to a
distance of one-quarter or one-third of a mile from the

shore, indicates the loss of material which the land-surface

has sustained.

From the general character of these calcareous forma-
tions it may be safely inferred that they will be found
wherever there has been elevation during the recent period

in regions where coral reefs are flourishing. Amongst
other localities we may look to the West Indies, the Indian

Archipelago, New Guinea (more particularly the south-

coast). New Britain, New Ireland, the Santa Cruz Group,
the New Hebrides, the Loyalty Islands, New Caledonia,

and the Fiji and Tonga Groups, as likely to possess at the

sea-border formations of a similar character. In the

Solomon Islands, many other islands, such as Ulaua and
Ronongo, will be probably found to be counterparts of the

islands of Ugi and Treasury.
Note.—A reference should be made to the occurrence

of worked flints of the pateolithic type in the soil of the

cultivated districts of these islands. The natives say they

have fallen from the sky, which reminds one of a similar

superstition prevalent in the country districts at home as

to the source of celts. I was never successful in finding

where they came from originally, and would recommend
future visitors to this group to pay attention to this point.

They are said to occur together with a chalk-like rock on
the beaches of Ulaua, an island which I was unable to

visit. (For further information on this subject, vide some
notes of my own read by Prof. Liversidge before the

Royal Society of New South Wales, Journal for 1883,

vol. xvii. p. 328.)

TRACING A TYPHOON TO EUROPE

AT the meeting of the Royal Meteorological Society

held on November 18, a paper by Mr. Henry
Harries, on " The Typhoon Origin of the Weather over

the British Isles during the second half of October, 1882,"

was read. The author had prepared daily charts of the

North Pacific Ocean from September 26 to October 10,

and by permission of the Meteorological Council the

charts of the area between the western coast of America
and Eastern Europe were utilised. The earliest evidence

of the formation of the typhoon was on September 27,

some distance east-south-east of Manilla. At first the

movement was towards north-west, 5 miles an hour,

but on September 30, when the storm-area extended to

1300 miles north-west of the centre, it curved towards

north-east, crossed the south-eastern corner of Japan at

33 miles an hour, and attained a maximum rate of 51 miles

per hour on October 2 to 3, after leaving the Japanese coast.

In the neighbourhood of the Aleutian Archipelago the

progress was very slow until the 9th, when it rapidly

increased to 35 miles an hour, and entered Oregon on the

loth. The Rocky Mountains proved to be no obstacle to

the progress of the typhoon, which crossed the range at

36^ miles an hour, and, maintaining this rate, passed
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across the Northern States into Canada. Thence it

crossed Hudson's Bay and Labrador, into Davis Strait.

Altering its course to south of east it passed the southern

point of Greenland on October 16, and two days

later, in lat. 55° N., long. 27" W., it was joined

by another disturbance, which seems to have formed

about October 9 in 20° N., 48° W. The junction of

the two storms was followed by a complete cessation of

progressive movement for a week (October 19 to 25), and
it was during this period was formed as a subsidiary the

gale which suddenly arrived over our south-eastern counties

upon the morning of October 24, completely upsetting

the Meteorological Office forecasts of the previous night

The author quoted several records from ships, which
went to show that this secondary storm had not formed
until nearly midnight ; and that reports from outlying

coast-stations would not have enabled successful forecasts

to be issued befoi'e 3 a.m. on the 24th. The 8 a.m. obser-

vations for the Daily Weather Report show that with the

exception of Hurst Castle the winds on the northern side

of the Channel were moderate, but along the French
coast heavy gales were blowing. Ships' records indicate

that off Start Point a tnoderate easterly gale began at

6.20 a.m. ISv 8 a.m. a whole gale from S.E. was blowing

Tracks of the Typhoon and Anticyclone of September and October 1882. The thick line shows the track of the typhoon, the thin hne that of the anticyclone.

The elates and the lowest aad liighest ascertained readings of the barometer for the day being given near the positions of the centres at Greenwich noon.

to south-west of Portland, while off the Start at 8.30 a.m.

the wind veered to W.N.W. a strong gale. At 9 a.m. the

wind off Portland veered to W. and blew with terrific

violence. Further east, as far as the Downs, the wind
had by noon changed to W. and S.W., and increased

to a furious storm, with violent squalls and a terrible se.\.

As this gale passed away the primary moved into the Bay
of Biscay and entered France on the 27th. As in Japan
and America, its advance was marked by violent gales

and destructive floods over a very extensive area—from
Algeria northwards. The damage caused by the floods in

England was serious, but trifling compared with the losses

in Southern and Central Europe, the destruction being
enormous. This typhoon was the principal contributor
in making October, 1SS2, by far the worst within living

memory. With this final eftbrt it seemed to have e.x-

pended its fury, and in crossing France and the Nether-
lands it gradually filled up. The last trace of the typhoon
was in the Baltic on November I, when it quietly dis-

persed, after covering over 14,000 nautical miles in

thirty-six days, the longest track hitherto followed day
by day.

THE NIVAL FLORA OF SWITZERLAND
TN the spring of 18S3 (the last year of his life), the
^ eminent Swiss naturalist. Prof. Oswald Heer, having
finished his "Flora fossilis Arctica," resumed a work
with which he had been long occupied before—viz. the

preparation of a Nival Flora of Switzerland, in which he
proposed to give an account of all the plants found above
8000 feet in that country, and a comparison of these with
the Nival flora of other countries. This work, based on
very abundant material, was nearly completed before the

author's lamented death ;—he anticipated being able to

finish it in about eight days more had health allowed.

The work has now been published in full (as he left it) in

the Nouveaux Mkmoires de la Socictc Helvctique dcs

Sciences A'atitfel/es (vol. xxix. part i). The summary of

results of this research, which were communicated at a
gathering of Swiss naturalists in Zurich, we will here
reproduce.

(i) We know at present in Switzerland 337 species of
flowering ]]lants which have been observed at from 8000
to 13,000 feet above the sea ; 12 of these species have
still been found above 1 2,000 feet.

(2) All these species are found in the lowest division of

the Nival region, 8000 to S500 feet. Above S500 feet

there is no species which is peculiar to this height.

(3) One-tenth of the species of the Nival region con-

sists of species of lowland flora, nine-tenths of moun-
tain plants. Most of the latter belong to the Alpine

region, and about a quarter of the species has its greatest

distribution over Sooo feet. These are the Nival plants

in the narrower sense. While the lowland plants and the

plants of the hilly and sub-.A.lpine region disappear at

about 9500 feet, the Nival plants, with a few Alpine

species, are the last children of the flora.

(4) The mountain mass of Monte Rosa has the richest

Nival flora ; which here rises higher than in the Rhastian

Alps, and in the latter higher than in the Glarnisch Alps.

(5) The majority of the species are distributed through-

out the whole region of the Alps ; only a small portion

is found exclusively in the east from Orteler to the

Gothard, or in the west from the Gothard to Savoy.

(6) About half of the plants of the Nival region come
from the Arctic zone, and very probabi)' came over

Scandinavia to our region in the Glacial period, since

Arctic Europe has the largest number (140) of species
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which our Nival flora has in common with the Arctic

zone.

(7) This Arctic flora probably arose on the mountains

of the Arctic zone, and stood in the same relation, in the

Miocene period, to the flora of the Arctic lowland as

the present Alpine flora to the flora of the Swiss low-

land.

(8) The Miocene Arctic flora advanced to Europe in

the Tertiary period, and the European Tertiary flora

received from it the types which now characterise the

temperate zone, viz. the pine-woods and foliage-trees

with deciduous leaves. In course of time these domin-

ated more and more over the tropical and sub-tropical

forms, which were the original occupiers of these regions,

and became the mother-plants of a portion of the present

lowland flora.

(9) In the Glacial period the mountain plants of the

Arctic zone descended into the lowland, and spread

southwards with the glaciers. As in the Tertiary period

the trees and bushes with deciduous foliage wandered
southwards, so in the Glacial period did the mountain
plants ; and that this migration took place radially from
the north is proved by the fact that not only in the snow
region of our Alps nearly the half of the plant species

consists of Arctic species, but also the American moun-
tains, and on the other side the Altai, and even the

Himalaya, have quite a number of such Arctic species,

and have them in common with the Swiss Alps. We
know that already in the Tertiary period, and also in the

period of the Upper Cretaceous, a number of plants can
be traced from Greenland on to Nebraska, in North
America, and on the other hand to Bohemia, Moravia,
and on to Southern Europe. Thus in the period of the

Cretaceous formation, in the Tertiary, and in the present

formation, we find the same phenomenon : that Europe
with America has a number of species in common
which were formerly indigenous in the Arctic zone, and
therefore very probably went out from that as their

original home. The same process is thus repeated in

different ages ; the plant-world of the high north has at

all times exercised a great influence on the formation of

the plant-covering of Europe.
(10) The endemic flora of the Nival region arose in

our Alps. A principal centre of its formation seems to

have been the Monte Rosa chain, in which probably,

even during the Glacial period, extensive mountain
masses of ice and ncvc were liberated.

(11) This flora received at the beginning of the Qua-
ternary period its present character, and spread on the
moraines of the glaciers into the lowland and into the

mountainous regions of the neighbouring countries.

(12) Its mother flora had probably its abode in the

Tertiary mountain country of Switzerland.

NOTES
We understand that the post of Assistant Director of tlie

Royal Gardens, Kew, has been offered to Mr. D. Morris, M..\.,

F.G.S., the Director of Public Gardens and Plantations,

Jamaica. The appointment is in the gift of the First Lord of

the Treasury.

So much has been heard during the last few years of the

services rendered to the science, industry, and commerce of the

West Indies by the public gardens and Government plantations

of Jamaica under the superintendence of Mr. Morris, that it

is with surprise and regret that we learn that the future efliciency

of these institutions is seriously threatened. A Select Com-
mittee, it appears, was recently appointed, under a resolution of

the Council of Jamaica, "to consider the means of diminishing

the expenses of the Government," and, among other suggestions

and recommendations, it proposed that the Government cin-

chona plantations should be sold, and that the public gardens

at Kingston should be handed over to the local authorities of

that town to be maintained by them, instead of, as heretofore,

by the Government, under the Director of Public Gardens.

Committees appointed under these circumstances are generally

more anxious to justify their existence by making recommenda-

tions than careful to inquire where they would be always pos-

sible or desirable. The cinchona plantations, thus threatened

with extinction, were founded in 1868 by Sir John Peter Grant,

and now consist of 150 acres under cinchona, with smaller areas

under j.alap, tea, and nui'series for timber and shade trees.

According to the " Handbook of Jamaica," they distributed in

five years to private planters 1200 ounces of cinchona- seed,

1,200,000 cinchona seedlings, 400,000 cinchona plants, besides

large quantities of timber and shade trees for re-foresting pur-

poses. The Kingston Gardens, which are to be taken from

under Mr. Morris's control, are used as a depot for plants from

the other establishments, and also as the centre of distribution

of plants and seeds to all parts of Jamaica and of the West

Indies ; there is no doubt, therefore, that they fulfil important

functions.

If there was a single department in the whole Government

service on which West Indian economists should have refrained

from laying their hands except by way of increasing its scope

and efficiency, we should have thought Mr. Morris's department

that one. For if the West Indian Islands are ever to emerge

from the disastrous economical condition of the past thirty years,

and regain their previous flourishing state, it will be by the

labours of institutions such as the public gardens, and of men

such as Mr. Morris. Their old staples are useless to them, for

Europe can buy them cheaper in other markets, and they must

find new ones, or plunge deeper into the mire of financial em-

barrassment and bankruptcy, public and private. This can only

be done by experiments and careful observations which no one

but a public department and skilled botanists can carry out.

Happily the economic value of the gardens in Jamaica have

been recognised by the highest authorities. The Royal

Commissioners stated that the department was invaluable, and

that it was in as good a state as the sums placed at Mr. Morris's

disposal would allow. The Governor coincided in this testi-

mony, and added that " Mr. Morris was untiring in his en-

deavours to induce persons to commence new industries calcu-

lated to develop the resources of the island, .and to bring about a

condition of prosperity which would go far to counterbalance

the depression under which the sugar industry of Jamaica now

labours." It may be hoped therefore, notwithstanding the

report of the Committee on Government Economy, that the de-

partment may be permitted to pursue its " invaluable " work on

the same lines and with undiminished means.

Mr. Samuel Birch, D.C.L., LL.D., F.S..-\., Keeper of

the Egypti.an and Oriental .\ntiquities in the British Museum,

died, on the 27th inst., in his seventy-second year. Dr. Birch

had ,<ierved in the British Museum for fifty years, during the last

part of which he was in charge of the Egyptian and Assyrian

antiquities, and it is with this department of Oriental scholar-

ship tliat his name will ever be associated. His early writings

of nearly fifty years ago dealt mainly with Chinese subjects, and

one of his first duties at the British Museum was to catalogue

the large collection of Chinese coins, and throughout the greater

part of his life he manifested his interest in Chinese subjects by

various publications. He was twice despatched to Italy on

archasological missions on behalf of the Government, and in

1S60 founded the Society of Biblical Archjeology. His works

on all departments of Egyptology fill many volumes, and extend

over more than forty years, and at the time of his deatli he had

in the press one work, while another, a new dictionary of

hieroglyphics, was nearly completed.
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No authentic information is to hand yet to explain the terrible

and disastrous colliery explosion at the Mardy mine last week.

The atmospheric pressure bad been unusually high, and so far

as we have been able to gather, coal-dust played an important

part in the explosion. No doubt some facts as to the condition

of the mine will come out at the inquest on January 12.

The following are the arrangements for the Friday evening

lectures at the Royal Institution before Easter :—^January 22 :

Prof. Tyndall, F. R. S., Thomas Young and the Wave Theory ;

January 29 : Sir William Thomson, F.R.S., Capillary Attrac-

tion ; February 5 : T. Pridgin Teal, F. R. C.S. , The Principles

of Domestic Fireplace Construction ; February 12 : Prof. Os-

borne Reynolds, F.R.S. , Experiments showing Dilatancy, a

Property of Granular Material, Possibly Connected with Gravi-

tation ; Februar}' 19: W. K. Parker, F.R.S., Birds, their

Structure, Classification, and Origin ; February 26 : A. A.

Common, F.R.S., Photography as an Aid to Astronomy;

March S : Prof. Alexander Macalister, F.R.S., Anatomical and

Medical Knowledge of Ancient Egypt ; March 12 : Reginald

Stuart Poole, Corresp. Inst. France, The Discovery of the

Biblical Cities of Egypt ; March 19 : W. H. M. Christie,

F. R.S., Astronomer Royal, Universal Time; March 26: Wm.
Chandler Roberts-Austen, F.R.S., M.R.I., Chemist of the

Mint, on Certain Properties Common to Fluids and Solid

Metals; April 2: Howard Grubb, F. R. S., Telescopic Ob-

jectives and Mirrors—their Preparation and Testing ; April 9 :

WiUiam Anderson, M.Inst.C.E. , New Applications of the

Mechanical Properties of Cork to the Arts ; April 16 : Prof.

Sir Henry E. Roscoe, M.P., F.R.S.

We regret to learn that Dr. W. Sklarek, who founded

Naturforschei- eighteen years ago, and has conducted it since,

has resigned the editorship of that well-known journal, which

will now be published by the Laupp'schen Buchhandlung,

Tiibingen. Dr. Sklarek, we understand, will edit a new
journal of a similar kind to be published in Brunswick.

It is stated that experiments are being made at Prof. Lieben's

chemical laboratory at Vienna, with a new gaslight invented by

Dr. Auer. A cotton wick, saturated with an incombustible

metal solution, is introduced into the flame of an ordinary

Bunsen lamp, the result being a light similar to the incandescent

electric light.

Mr. Leslie Stephen's " Life of Henry Fawcett," just pub-

lished by Messrs. Smith, Elder and Co., contains two very

characteristic letters from Darwin, which now see the light for

the first time. Mr. Stephen refers to the deep impression made
on Fawcett's mind by the "Origin of Species." He became an

enthusiastic Darwinian, and in December 1S60 published an

article in which "he states with his usual firmness the true

logical position of Darwin's theory ; distinguishing carefull)-

between a fruitful hypothesis and a scientific demonstration
;

exhibiting the general nature of the argument and the geological

difficulty with great clearness, and taking some pains to prove

that religion is in no danger from Darwinism." This led to a

correspondence with Darwin, and in one of the letters the latter,

after referring to his satisfaction at hearing that Mill considered

his book a piece of thorough logical argument, adds :
—" Until

your review appeared I began to think that perhaps I did not

understand at all how to argue." In a second letter, dated

September iS, 1861, thanking Fawcett for a paper of his read

before the British Association, Darwin writes :
—" You will have

done good service in calling the attention of scientific men to

means and laws of philosophising. As far as I could judge by

the papers, your opponents were unworthy of you. How miser-

ably A talked of my reputation, as if that had anything to do

with it. How profoundly ignorant B [who had said that

Darwin should have published facts alone] must be of the very

soul of observation ! About thirty years ago there was much
talk that geologists ought only to observe and not theorise ; and

I well remember some saying that at this rate a man might as

well go into a gravel-pit and count the pebbles and describe the

colours. How odd it is that any one should not see that all

observation must be for or against some view if it is to be of

any service !
" Referring to his health Darwin says he is one

of those miserable creatures who are never comfortable for

twenty-four hours ;
" and it is clear to me that I ought to be

exterminated." Again he says that to him "observing is much
better sport than writing." Referring to the timidity with

which men of science received his theory, he wrote: "The
naturalists seem as timid as young ladies should be, about their

scientific reputation." The whole of the correspondence at this

time (1S60-61) between Darwin and Fawcett, of which

Mr. Stephen only gives the two letters here quoted, should be

of very great general interest.

The Vienna Correspondent of the Times reports that

Dr. Gautsch, the new Minister of Public Instruction in Austria,

has prohibited the use of paper ruled in square or diagonal

lines within all public schools. The reason of this is that such

paper has been found to injure the eyesight of pupils. It has

been largely used hitherto in primary schools to facilitate writing

and arithmetic lessons ; but in future only paper plain or ruled

in straight lines is be used.

A STRIKING case of vital resistance in fishes has been lately

reported by M. Douaret de Bellesme, Manager of the Aquarium

of the Trocadero in Paris. On November 18 a fishmonger,

M. Heydendare, received from Gonda (the centre of fisheries in

the region about Rotterdam) a large consignment of fishes

packed and preserved in ice. They could not have been caught

later than the i6th, and were probably caught on the 15th.

On unpacking, a jack was seen to move its gills slightly, and the

idea occurred to wash it with fresh water, and immerse it in a

vessel. In a few hours the fish was in its normal state, and very

lively. M. Heydendare sent it to the Trocadero Aquarium,

where it is to be seen now ; it is a fine animal, about 2 feet

4 inches long. Here, then, is a case of a fish out of water more

than forty-eight hours (probably three days), packed with little

care, along with dead fish and pieces of ice—travelling thus 280

miles, and coming to life again. The lowering of temperature

was doubtless very favourable to maintenance of the vital

functions.

Three tall chimneys belonging to Kunheim and Co., of

Berlin, were lately destroyed by means of gun-cotton. The
largest was about 147 feet high, and 10 feet diameter at the

base. In order that it should fall outwards from the city, the

charge of gun-cotton (about 57 lbs.) was attached in portions to

the side next the city, and to the adjacent sides. All three

were exploded simultaneously with a magneto-electric apparatus.

The chimney, instead of falling obliquely, collapsed vertically,

and on inspection the four walls of the pedestal were found to

have been driven outwards. The bricks were all detached from

each other, and nearly all entire. The debris was thrown a very

little distance. The two otber chimneys, treated similarly, fell

as was expected, i.e. obliquely away from the city. One of

them, in falling, broke in two about the middle.

Recent issues of Globus contain two mo^t int:resting articles

on the investigations into the antiquities of the I land of Born-

holm, carried on for a considerable period by its former chief

official, Herr Wedel. The Stone Age is extensively repre-

sented, although kitchen-middens appear to be wholly absent,

by graves, stone coffins, and other objects. The first contain

unbumt, as well as the remains of cremated, bodies, but the
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latter are found under such circumstances as to lead to the con-

clusion that they belong to a later period. With the exception

of stone chisels, all the objects usually found in graves belonging

to the Stone Age are found, such as axes, arrow-heads, and the

like. Amber ornaments also frequently occur. The stone

coffins, which are sometimes very large, are also numerous, and

in the mounds with them are frequently found the bones of

cremated bodies. On this question, Herr Wedel comes to the

conclusion that cremation in B :)rnholm must have been intro-

duced towards the close of the Stone Age. Most of the objects

were apparently made in the island itself; but it is not im-

probable that the larger flint articles, or possibly the blocks

from which they are made, come from places where flint is more

plentiful than in Bornhohn. Traces of houses belonging to this

age have also been found. On the whole, the island during this

period does not appear to have been thickly populated ; the

people moved hither and thither, and appe.ir to have had

domestic animals. The remains of the Bronze Age are also

very numerous and interesting ; of these a full account is given,

and it is interesting to notice that, during this period, cremation

appears to have been the usual method of disposing of bodies

of the dead. Similarly, the finds belonging to the Iron Age
are described, and, in conclusion, the writer says that in Born-

holm we can trace, without important breaks, human develop-

ment fiom the Stone Age down to historic times. Nothing

appears, he says, in this long history to show that there was any

sudden alteration in the growth of civilisation such as might be
' caused by the influx of a new tribe. Such an influx, had it

taken place, would certainly have left recognisable marks behind

it ; and, indeed, the thick population of the island in the

Bronze and earlier Iron Ages left no opportunity for the settle-

ment of any external people in Bornholm.

The method of placing electric lamps in front of bcomotives

I

to illuminate the line, has been tried on many lines, but ap-

1 parently has not found much favour. Recent experience in

' Russia appears to show that financial considerations are not

alone unfavourable to the system. On the railway between

St. Petersburg and Moscow several locomotives were fitted with

electric lamps. For a time they gave great satisfaction, lighting

the way more than a kilometre in front. But the employes

began to complain of the contrast between the lighted and the

unhghted surfaces painfully affecting the eyes ; and doctors ere

long reported that there had been several cases of grave injury

to the eyes in this way. Hence the lamps were abandoned.

The directors have not, however, given up the idea of better

illumination of the line, and they now contemplate placing

electric lamps so as to illuminate about i kilometre on either

side of the station.

The best plant at present known for consolidating, by the

interlacing of its roots the loose soil of a newly-made embank-
ment is, according to M. Cambier (of the French Railway

Service), the double poppy. While the usual grasses and clovers

need several months for the development of their comparatively

feeble roots, the double poppy germinates in a few days, and in

two weeks grows 'enough to give some protection to the slope,

while at the end of three or four months, the roots, which are

10 or 12 inches long, are found to have interlaced so as to retain

the earth far more firmly than those of any grass or grain

Though the plant is an annual, it sows itself after the first year,

and with a little care the bank is always in good condition.

According to an official statement issued by the Japanese

Government, there occurred 553 earthquakes during the nine

years and six months preceding December 1884, averaging one

earthquake for every six days and six hours. This must, how-
ever, refer to the capital and the surrounding district only, and

earthquakes of great violence can alone be counted, for Prof.

Milne was able to trace an average of an earthquake per day in

Nagasaki, in the extreme south of the Japanese archipelago.

The official statistics, on the other hand, may possibly be com-

piled from the returns of local oflicials all over the country, in

which case only those shocks which caused loss of life or damage

to property would be included. If this hypothesis is correct,

we should have an average of more than an earthquake per

week which was so violent that it caused injuries to life or

property sufficiently serious to attract the attention of the local

authorities, and, in their judgment, to require a report to the

central Government.

M. Herzen contributes to a recent number of the Revue

Scientifiqite an account of certain experiments which he made

recently on the thermic sense in animals. His observations on

man had already led him to the conclusion, that impressions of

heat are conveyed to the brain by the gray substance of the

spinal marrow. Animals, he found, on the other hand, do not

react under the impressions of moderate heat, and when the

latter is excessive the reaction is one of pain, not of the specific

sensation of heat. On the contrary, however, cold operates on

them actively, and M. Herzen succeeded in demonstrating by

his experiments that impressions of cold in animals are really

conveyed by the medullary rays which transmit the impressions

of touch. The various experiments which are briefly described

in the article sati-fied him that the cortical lesions which destroy

sensibility to touch also destroy that of cold, and, when the

first is preserved, the latter likewise remains ; and that, in brief,

impressions of contact and of cold are transmitted in the same

way to the same regions of the cortical layer of the hemispheres.

In a recent article on the v/ork of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, originally founded by Sir William Jones, during the

first century of its existence, we referred to the division of its

pubhcations into literary and scientific, the numbers of the

Journal of the Society in each case being quite distinct. We
have now before us the scientific numbers of the yournal for

the past year, and they show remarkable activity. It should be

remembered that there are independent societies in Madras and

Bombay, so that the Bengal Society's publications represent the

work of one Presidency only. Amongst the scientific papers

published during the year are the following :—The theory of the

winter rains in Northern India, by Mr. Blanford, the President

of the Society, and the Meteorological Reporter to the Govern-

ment of India ; descriptions of some new Asiatic diurnal Lepi-

diipteia, chiefly from specimens contained in the Indian Museum

in Calcutta, by Mr. Frederic Moore ; a new species of Simulium

from Assam, by Dr. Becher, of Vienna ; variations of rainfall

in Northern India during the sun-spot period, by Mr. Pearson,

the Meteorological Reporter for Western India ; a- description of

a new Lepidopterous insect belonging to the Heterocerous

genus Trabala, by Mr. Moore; F/iyllotheljs, a remarkable

genus of Mantodca, from the Oriental region, by Prof Wood-

Mason ; notes on the Indian Rhynchota, by Mr. Atkinson ; a list

of Lepidopterous insects collected in Cachar, by Mr. Moore (the

first part, dealing with Heterocera, has alone been published so

far) ; revised synopsis of the species of Cluvradodis, a remark-

able genus of Mantodea, common to India and tropical America,

by Prof. Wood-Mason ; and finally, an account of the two

remarkable south-west monsoon storms in the Bay of Bengal in

1S83, by Mr. Eliot, the Meteorologist to the Bengal Govern-

ment. It should be added that these papers are, where neces-

sary or desirable, copiously illustrated.

It is interesting to note that the various species of Salmonid^

at the Aquarium, South Kensington, have been recently spawned

by artificial means, the sea trout being crossed with the Gilleroo
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and Levenensis trout. A very large yield of ova was obtained,

all of which presented signs of healthiness and complete im-

pregnation. Although the fish spawned have been in captivity

for four years, they shed their eggs with the same ease as those

subjected to natural conditions.

A LARGE number of Salmonidos eggs are being incubated at

the Buckland Museum. It will be remembered that fish-hatch-

ing operations were carried out extensively here by the late

Frank Buckland, but after his death they subsided, and until

this year the apparatus used by him were not called into use.

The re-introduction of this feature will afford much gratification

to visitors, and especially to those having the interest of the

great naturalist's collection at heart. Besides, the authorities

have, by this act, shown their sympathy with fish-culture, and

have also set an example which might be emulated by the public

elsewhere. It may not be generally known, but the Museum
does not contain nearly all the exhibits comprised in the Buck-

land Collection, which cannot be adequately shown to the public

in the limited space allotted to the exhibits.

The Dutch Government has instituted Christmas telegraphic

messages at a reduced rate, containing merely the name and

address of senders and receivers.

The numbers of that valuable periodical, the Indian

Antiquary for 1S85, though of course mainly occupied with

papers on the special field of Indian scholarship, contain also

many of general scientific interest. Thus a considerable space

is devoted to folk-lore : there are four papers on the folk-lore of

Southern India ; one on that of Western India ; a paper on the

omens from the falling of house-lizards, which is curious from

the minuteness with which every part of the body, even the

smallest, on which a lizard could fall is provided with its appro-

priate omen, that for men and women being different. The
modes by which evil omens may be averted are added. There

is also a selection of Kanarese popular ballads. There are also

two learned articles by Prof. V. Ball, in which he seeks to

identify the animals and plants of India which were known to

early Greek authors. One result of his interesting investigations

(as indeed of all similar investigations into the works of early

writers, Marco Polo, for example), is to show that most of the

statements of these writers, usually ridiculed as extravagant

or fictitious, rest on substantial bases of fact.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynoinolgus)

from India, presented by Mrs. A. Murray ; an American Robin

(Turdus mi^ralorius) from North America, presented by Mr.

A. Saunders ; two Hybrid Ruddy Sheldrakes (between Tadorua

rutila and Chenalopex itgyptiaca], bred in France, deposited ; a

Sing- Sing Antelope {Colms sing-sing i ) from West Africa,

received in exchange.

OUR astronOaIIcal column
Effect upon the Earth's Motion Produced by Small

Bodies Passing near it.—Prof. H. A. Newton has published
a paper on this subject in the American jfoiirnal 0/ Science for

December, 1S85. He points out that the space through which
the earth travels is traversed also by small bodies or meteoroids.
The impact of these bodies upon the earth and the consequent
increase of the earth's mass have their effect upon the eartli's

motions both of rotation and revolution. The moon's orbit and
the length of the month likewise suffer change. Prof. Oppolzer
(Aslron. NachricJiten, No. 2573) has considered the amount of
these actions, and has computed the density which the meteoroid
matter must have in the space which the earth is traversing in order
to account for the observed and unexplained acceleration of the
moon's mean motion. But a body that passes near the earth

has also an action of like character by reason of the attraction of

gravitation alone, and the conclusion at which Prof. Newton
arrives is that these latter bodies do not have an effect at all

comparable with that produced by those which actually come
into the earth's atmosphere. In fact hir, investigation shows
that the effect upon the earth's motion of the meteors that come
into its atmosphere exceeds at least one-hundredfold that of the

meteors that pass by without impact.

The Temperature of the Surface of the Moon.—Tno
important memoirs on this subject have recently been published

in a separate form. Of these the first is one by the Earl of

Rosse and Dr. Otto Boeddicker on " The Changes of the Radia-
tion of Heat from the Moon during the Total Eclipse of October 4,

1S84," communicated to the Dublin Royal Society. It will be
remembered that Dr. Boeddicker gave a summary of his obser-

vations in a communication to Nature, vol. xxx. p. 589, and
stated that the minimum of heat was observed later than the

minimum of light. As, however, the diminution of heat was
very rapid, and amounted to %% of the entire amount received

from the unobscured full moon, the conclusion from these obser-

vations would appear to be that the amount of heat radiated to

us from the moon itself as distinguished from that merely
reflected or diffused by it, is almost insensible.

The second memoir is by Frof. Langley (the conclusions

of which will be found on p. 2H), and was communi-
cated to the American National Academy of Sciences, October
17, 18S4. It commences with a review of previous researches,

Lord Rosse's papers being carefully summarised. The diatherm-

ancy of glass for solar and lunar rays respectively, is next
investigated, and it was found, as Lord Rosse had previously

done, that a much larger percentage of the solar than of the

lunar rays was transmitted through glass. Prof. Langley next

endeavoured toascertain whether this effect was due to a general ab-

sorption resulting in a heating of the moon's soil with a consequent
radiation of heat of a much lower refrangibility than that received,

or to a selective absorption by the moon of the more refrangible

rays. His observations convinced him that the latter condition

prevails to a remarkable extent, so that there is "a preponder-
ance in the lunar spectrum of the rays of long wave-length, and
hence a tendency to cause a smaller percentage of lunar rays to

be transmitted by glass than of solar, and this independently of

any effect from heat re-radiated by the lunar soil."

It had been generally assumed, prior to Prof. Langley's bolo-

meter researches, that our atmospliere was most transparent to

the visible portion of the spectrum. Prof. Langley has shown,
on the contrary, that the coefficient of transmission steadily in-

creases towards the extreme mfra-red, up to the point \ = 3,11,

where the solar spectrum ceases to give any further evidence of

its existence. The present research seems to show that this

sudden termination of the spectrum is not due to our atmo-
sphere, for Prof. Langley has been able to form a heat-spectrum
from the lunar rays, which he is able to trace considerably

further in the longer wave-lengths than that of the sun.

This lunar spectrum shows two maxima, one fairly corre-

sponding with "the solar curve maximum, the second in-

definitely lower down in the spectrum, corresponding to a
greater amount of heat at a lower temperature." This latter

portion of the spectrum Prof. Langley considers as being
clearly due to the moon itself, and as revealing its real tempera-
ture. This temperature, he concludes from his study of the

spectra of cold bodies, is lower than that of melting ice. In a

further paper read before the National .\cademy in November
last, Prof. Langley states that a comparison of the spectra ob-

tained from the moon in summer with those obtained in winter,

shows that a much greater amount of heat is received in the

latter season than the former, a dift'erence probably due to

the greater amount of aqueous vapour in our atmosphere during

summer. He also mentions that he has made the first attempt

to determine the temperature of space by direct experiment.

New Comet.—A telegram from Prof. Krueger, Kiel, an-

nounces the discovery of a new comet by Mr. W. R. Brooks,

Red House Observatory, Phelps, New York. The following

places have been obtained at the Harvard College Observa-

tory :—

•

Cambridge M.T. E.A. Decl.

1S85 Dec. 27, 8 II -6

28, 6 300
19 55 40
1959 J

4 8-0 N.

4 31-6 N.
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ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1S86 JANUARY 3^9

(For the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at

Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24, is here

employed.

)

Al Greenwich on January 3

Sun rises, 8h. 8m. ; souths, I2h. 4m. 48'8s. ; sets, l6h. 2m. ;

decl. on meridian, 22° 48' S. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

22h. 55m.
Moon (New on January 5) rises, 6h. 7m.; souths, loh. 36m.; sets,

I5h. 3m. ; decl. on meridian, 18' 12' S.

Mercury ... 617 ...

Venus ... 10 6 ...
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limited number and the uncertainty of the correction for change
of heat with phase render more certainty as to the fact desirable,

we may (accepting them as probable) reason thus.

Previous observations both at Allegheny and Mount Whitney
have shown that the solar rays are transmitted with greater and
greater facility (except for cold bands) as the wave-length in-

creases up to the point (near \ = 3'') where they suddenly dis-

appear altogether. This shows either that (i) the solar heat,

which, according to the customary assumption, exists to an
unlimited wave-length before absorption, has here been cut off

by a suddenly absorbent action, like that of a cold band extend-
ing indefinitely below 3'', or (2) that, either through a precedent
absorption of such rays in the sun's own atmosphere or their
non-existence, no solar rays below 3" present themselves to our
atmosphere for admission.
The first view is that which I have treated as most in accord-

ance with received opinion. It is not, however, the only one,
since the second is not to be absolutely rejected, considering
our experimental ignorance of the laws of radiation from
gaseous bodies for great wave-len^jths. Of these two liypo-
theses we see that, according to the first, our atmosphere is

quite opaque to all heat below 3', and the writer's (unpublished)
experiments show that heat above this point must come almost
wholly from a source much above 100° C. In this view, then (unless
we agree that the radiations from the lunar soil correspond to a
source much above 100° C), we conclude that sensibly none of
them pass our atmosphere, but that what we receive is diffused
and reflected heat coming within the range of the known solar
energy spectrum, and transmitted with nearly the same facility

as solar heat, or if with a little greater, because lowered in
wave-length by selective reflection at the lunar surface, not by
absorption and re-radiation from the lunar soil.

In the second view, for anything we have absolutely known
to the contrary, our atmosphere may be permeable to radiations
of any wave-length below 3", and we could draw no certain
inference, even if the lunar radiation were more distinctly
different in transmissibility than it is.

As a matter of fact, with the actually limited diff'erence in the
character of its transmissibility, a difference which, as so far
determined, is of the same order as that of the error of observa-
tion, we have no ground then from this present class of observa-
tion (/>. Class 3) for any absolute conclusion one way or the
other. But, we repeat, it seems to be a probable inference from
our whole work that the earth's atmosphere is more diather-
manous to heat of extremely low refrangibility than has hereto-
fore been supposed.

(4) Co?nparative Transmission of Glassfor Lunar and Solar
Heat.—The evidence here, which at first seems to so directly
support the view of a sensible radiation from the surface of the
moon, proves, on examination, to be subject to other interpreta-
tion, for the observed effect is almost certainly due in part to a
degradation of wave-length by selective reflection from the lunar
soil.

We can draw no absolute conclusion, then, from this evidence,
at first in appearance so promising, though we may say that it

certainly indicates an increased probability for the view that
radiations from the lunar soil may be transmissible by our
atmosphere.

(5) Observations during a Lunar Eclipse.—li our own ob-
servations in this respect are imperfect, those of Lord Rosse,
before cited, are, on the other hand, clear. They appear to
bear but one interpretation—that all heat from the moon dis-
appears immediately that it passes into the earth's shadow, and
there is no evidence of any being retained, for any sensible time,
more than if it were reflected.

It is so difhcult to conceive that while the moon has been
storing heat during many days of sunshine, it can part with it

instantly, so that the temperature of the whole earthward surface
of the planet disappears in an inappreciable interval, that m jst
will see in this observation an argument against the existence of
any such heat >ensible to us at any time whatever.

(6) Formation of a L'lnar HmI .Spectrum.—The observations
made here with the lunar heat spectrum are as yet incomplete.
With improving experience and apparatus, we hope to make
others which shall give information of a character no other
means can furnish (see note, infra).

Coniliision.—Vih.\\e we have found abundant evidence of heat
from the moon, every method we have tried, or that has been
tried byothers, for determining the character of this heat appears
to us inconclusive; and, without questioning that the moon

radiates heat earthward from its soil, we have not yet found any
experimental means of iliscriminating with such certainty be-

tween this and reflected heat that it is not open to misinterpret-

ation. Whether we do so or not in the future will probably
depend on our ability to measure by some process wliich will

inform us directly of the wave-lengths of the heat observed.
Note added February, 1S85.— Since the above paragraph was

written, we have succeeded in obtaining measures with rock-salt

prisms and lenses in a lunar kcat spectrum. These difficult

measures must be repeated at many lunations before complete
results can be obtained ; but, considering their importance
to the present subject, we think it best to st.ite now in

general terms, and with the reserve due to the necessity
of future experiment, that they indicate two maxima in the
heat curve—one corresponding within the limits of errors of
observation to the sjlar curve maximum, the second indefinitely

lower down in the spectrum, corresponding to a greater amount
of heat at a lower temperature. Exactly what temperature this

latter corresponds to we have no present means of knowing.
We have succeeded, however, in forming a measurable heat-
spectrum from the surface of a Leslie cube containing boiling

water, and tire maximum ordinate in the lunar heat curve
appears to be below the maximum ordinate in the hot water
curve. The inference from this is, of course, that the tempera-
ture of the lunar soil is, at any rate, below that of boiling water,
and in an indefinite degree.
We cannot close this note without calling attention to the

remarkable fact that we here seem to have radiations from the

moon of lower wave-length than from the sun, which implies an
apparent contradiction to the almost universally accepted belief

that the sun's emanations, like those from any heated solid body,
include all low wave-lengths representing temperatures inferior

to those certainly emitted.

SYMBIOSIS BETWEEN FUNGI AND THE
ROOTS OF FLOWERING PLANTS

A VERY remarkable phenomenon has for some time past^ attracted the attention of a few physiological botanists in

France and Germany, and w.as the subject of an interesting dis-

cussion at the annual meeting of the Association of German
Naturalists and Physicians at Strassburg in September last.

This is no less than the discovery of the fact, which may now be
considered fairly established, that a considerable number of

phanerogams, especially forest trees, do not draw their nourish-

ment directly from the soil, but through the medium of an in-

vesting layer of fungus-mycelium, to which B. Frank gives the

name of iVIycorhiza.

The observations which first called the attention of botanists

to this interesting subject were those of F. Kamienski, on
Monotropa hypopitys, published in the Mem. de la Soc. Na 'ionale

des Sei. Nat. de Cherbourg. He came to the conclusion that

this plant is not, as is usually believed, a parasite, the most care-

ful observation failing to detect any haustoria or other parasitic

union with the root of any host. On the other hand, he found
the root of the Monotropa to be completely covered by the

mycelium of a fungus, which branches abundantly, and forms a

pseudo-parenchymatous envelope, often two or three times the

thickness of the epidermis, and especially well developed at the

apex of the root. This fungus, the species of which M.
Kamienski is unable to determine, is entirely superficial, not

penetrating into the living cells, though occasionally forcing its

way between those of the epidermis. He contends that the

Monotropa derives its nourishment from the soil entirely through
the medium of this fungus-mycelium ; the only parts of the root

which are in actual con'act with the soil are composed of lifeless

cells with no power of deriving nutriment from them. The con-

nection of the fungus with the roots of the Monotropa is not one
of parasiti=m, but of true symbiosis, each of the two organisms
deriving support and nutriment from the other.

More recently similar observation; on the mode of nutrition of

treei belonging to the natural order Cupuliferie have been made
by Dr. B. Frank and confirmed by M. Woronin (both recorded
in the Berickte der Deutsch. Bot. Gesellschaft). Dr. Frank finds

the roots of our native oaks, beeches, hornbeams, chestnuts,

and hazels, to be covered by a dense cirtex of Mycorhiza,
organically associated in growth with the root, and composed
entirely of fungus-hyphx, completely enveloping the whole of

the root, even the growing point. The structure of this cortex

is that of a sclerotium ; it is composed of a dense mass of hyphae.
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varying in diameter from 2 to lo micro-millimetres, usually in seve-

ral layers, other endophyllic hyph^e penetrating from them into the

root between the epidermal cells, these being still slenderer than

those of the envelope. By this structure, the formation by the

tree of root-hairs is entirely prevented, and it is through it alone

that nutriment is absorbed out of Ihe soil. It makes its appearance
first on lateral roots of the young seedling, and is constantly being

replaced by fresh formations on older roots. Dr. Frank found this

Mycorhiza invariably present on every root examined of trees be-

longing to the Cupuliferse, also occasionally on SalicaceEC and
Coniferae, but not on woody plants belonging to other natural orders,

nor on any herbaceous plant. He also regards the phenomenon as

an exam|3le of symbiosis, comparable in all essential points to

that of lichen?, the Mycorhiza corresponding to the fungal

element, the tree itself to the algal gonidia. Dr. Woronin
confirms these statements in relation to Coniferoe, SalicaceiTe,

and som ; other trees, and thinks it probable that the fungus is

the mycelium of a Boletus. He regards it, however, as truly

parasitic.

In the discussion which took place at Strassburg, Dr. Frank
stated that the fact of this phenomenon having been observed
especially in the CupuliferEe, was probably due to the partiality

of these trees for soil rich in humus. He had observed it also

in the Abietinea; among Coniferse, the Salicacea;, the alder and
birch among Betulaceas, and in one instance each in the lime and
blackthorn. He regards it as probably much more widely
diffused than previous observations had suggested. Prof, de
Bary, who accepts the explanation of the phenonenon as an
example of symbiosis, pointed out that a similar relationship

has long been known between Orchideae and fungus hyphs.
Observations in the same direction have also been made by
Riess anil Janczewski. Alfred W. Bennett

NORWEGIAN TOADSTOOLS
A MONG the various interesting facts regarding the history of
"^ cryptogamic plants given in the new edition of Prof Schiibe-

ler's great work on the flora of Norway, special interest attaches

to the results of his experiments on Amanita muscaria, one of

the commonest of the Norwegian toadstools. According to Dr.

Schiibeler, we have in this mushroom the source whence the

ancient Scandinavians derived a preparation whose intoxicating

and half poisonous properties induced symptoms of frenzied

excitement, similar in all respects to those exhibited by

the old northern warriors when taking part in a " Ber-

serksgang." which appears to have been very similar to

the so-called "running amok." Prof Schiibeler founds his

opinion on the evidence given by the Russian writers, Kras-

cheninnikow, Erman, and others, as to the elTects produced

on the Kamchatkans by a decoction of the Amanita, which they

used as an intoxicating drink until they were brought into closer

contact with the Russians, from whom they have acquired the

practice of drinking spirits. In the present day this use of the

Amanita seems to be limited to the nomadic Korjakes, with

whom the neighbouring Kamchatkan tribes carry on a profitable

trade, giving only one or two of these mushrooms in exchange

for a reindeer. According to the testimony of the Kamchatkans,

the first symptom noticed after drinking this so-called " Mucha-

mor liqueur," one of whose ingredients is said to be the juice of

Epilobmm angustifolium, is a trembling in the limbs, followed

after a time by great flushing of the face and general excitement

and irritability, which in the case of many is accompanied with

an abnormal increase of muscular force. Thus an instance is

recorded in which a man while under the influence of this

stimulant ran 15 versts carrying a sack of flour on his back

weighing 120 lbs., which in his ordinai-y condition he could

barely lift. On comparing the symptoms of intoxication by
muchamor recorded among the nomads of North- E^astern Asia

whh the accounts given by Icelandic and other northern

authorities of the condition of the Berserkers in their frenzy, Dr.

Schiibeler- finds such complete harmony that there can be no
doubt of the identity of the causes to which both may be re-

ferred. We know, moreover, that while the descriptions of the

Berserkergang forcibly recall the frenzy induced by the use of

hachish, or opium, neither of these stimulants could have been

attainable in Iceland in ancient times, nor could brandy have

been used by the northraen, since it was not introduced into

Norway before 15.II. The employment of mead or ale by the

Bersekers is equally negatived by the symptoms recorded, which

the writer seems to have traced beyond a doubt to their true

source. It is worthy of notice that as early as the beginning of

the eleventh century the law-givers of Iceland recognised the

Berserkergang as a manifestation of frenzy, for which the actors

were to be held accountable, while a law was introduced in 1123
which ordained that every man who took part in these outbreaks

should be banished from the island for three years, and that a

simUar punishment should be awarded to all who were present

and who did not help to bind the Berserkers and watch over

them till their excitement had passed away.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Bulletin dc tAcademie royale de Belgique, October 10.—

Note on the crepuscular lights observed towards the end of the

year 18S3, by M. Hirn. A new explanation is here suggested

of this phenomenon, which is attributed to a highly electric

condition of the upper atmospheric layers in combination with

particles of matter floating round the globe, and possibly due to

the Krakatoa eruption.—On the notion of force in modem
science, by M. Hirn. In this essay force is removed from the

almost mystic domain it has hitherto occupied, and brought

within the sphere of actual experience. The question to be

determined by science is, whether gravitation, electricity, heat,

&c., are to be regarded as distinct entities, or difi'erent forms of

the same element absolutely distinct from what we call ponder-

able matter. But owing to the prevailing confusion regarding

the nature of force, it is better for the present to study its various

dynamic manifestations, than to attempt to reduce them to one

element.—Analysis of some rocks from the "rivers of stone" in

the Falkland Islands, by A. Renard. Amongst these specimens

is a square prism with regular polyhedric breakage showing

a granitoid texture, and altogether typical of the eruptive

masses frequently interspersed amongst Palccozoic formations

like those of the Falkland Islands. This fragment must be

classed in the group of diabase rocks, and may serve to throw

some light on the origin of the remarkable "rivers of stone"

described by Darwin and Wyville Thomson.—Note on the

gemmation of the channels in the planet Mars, by F. Terby. It

is suggested that this curious phenomenon may be the beginning

of a periodical enlargement of the channels due to causes for

which no analogy can be found on the terrestrial globe.—The

ancient geography of Western Asia elucidated by means of the

cuneiform inscriptions, by M. Delattre. By a careful study of

the itineraries and warlike expeditions described in the Assyrian

and Babylonian records the author endeavours to determine the

position of numerous localities unknown to the Greek and Latin

writers.—The origin of the Flemish people, by L. Vander-

kinden. In reply to M. Wauters' recent memoir, the author

shows conclusively that the Saxon and Frisian elements are

largely represented in the present populations especially of

Western Flanders.

Rivista ScuntifiiO-InJuariale, October 31.—Paramagnetism

and diamagnetism, by Prof Carlo Marangoni.--On the velocity

of the rays polarised round the interior of a body endowed with

rotatory power, by Prof. Augusto Righi.—Experiments on the

heating of boilers with petroleum, by the editor.—On the native

arsenic of the Valtellona district, by D. Bizzari and G.

Campani.

Fendiconti del Reale Istituto Lomhardo, November 12.—

Critical and exegetic essays on the sources of !; >man juris-

prudence, by Prof C. Ferrini.—Theoretical treatment of the

question of the ventilation of rooms, showing that in all cases

the ventilating apparatus should be placed above, by 1 rof. R.

Ferrini —On a question of priority of discovery in bacteno- thera-

peutics, by E. L. Maggi.—Analytical functions of a smgle

variant with any number of periods, by E. F. Casorati.—

Meteorological observations made at the Brera Observatoiy,

Milan, during the months of August and September.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, December 17.—"An Experimental Investi-

gation into the Form of the Wave-Surface of Quartz," by James

C. McConnel, B.A. Communicated by R. T. Glazebrook,

M.A., F.R.S. ,

The paper contains an account of a number of mci\-.urementsot
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the well-known "dark rings" of quartz. Each ring is due to one

wave being retarded in the quartz behind the other by an integral

number of wave-lengths, so the measurements give the directions

through the plate of quartz corresponding to a series of known re-

tardations. The relative retardation is, especially in a crystal of

weak double-refracting power like quartz, mainly dependent on

the distance between the two sheets of the wave-surface. Thus
my observations really give the separation between the two
sheets at various points, and it is in this separation that the

peculiarities of quartz are most strongly marked, and the various

expressions put forward by theory most widely divergent.

I found it convenient to treat separately the region near the

axis, where the abnormal form of the wave-surface of quartz is

most obvious. I have compared my results with nine different

theories, each of which gives an expression of one of the two
following forms :

—

D" = Pi2sin-i(^+D(,=.

D-= P„-sin-'(j) -t-Do'-cos'i <^

Here D is "the number of wave-lengths by which one wave
lags behind the other in air, after the light has traversed nor-

mally a plate of quartz I millimetre thick, the normal to whose
faces malies an angle if) with the optic axis." Dj is the value of D
when

<J>
= o, and is known from the rotatory power, and P, and

P.2 are constants to which the theories assign different values.

By inserting the observed values of D and 1^, I obtained a value
of Pj and P„ from each ring. The results from one plate about
20 millimetres thick were as follows :

—

<p ... 4° 24' 5°Sii' 6°5iV 7°4oJ' S° 23J' 9=38' 11° 41'

Pi ... I5'054 15-207 15-220 15-260 15-249 I5"258 15-269

Po ... 15-220 15-293 15-290 15-311 15-295 15-292 15-292

Similar results were obtained from a second plate about
27 millimetres thick.

From these figures I concluded that the second expression
was the correct one, and that P2=i5-3o± -oi. There is a con-
siderable discrepancy in the case of the first ring, of which two
possible explanations are given in the paper.

Cauchy gives P^^ --- = 15-351, where a and b are the wave-

velocities perpendicular to the optic axis.

Lommel gives P2= -

Kettler ,, P.,=

a + b a-b

a + b a-b
2*

= 15-486.

San-au

The other five, M.acCuUagh, Clebsch, Lang, Boussinesq, .and

Voigt, have the first form of expression giving

T) a + b a-b .

Pi = =15 306.
2a a'\

Thus Sarrau alone succeeds in explaining the observations satis-

factorily.

For the larger values o{ (p \ calculated on Sarrau's theory

what values of a-b were required to give the retardation
observed in each ring, and obtained as follows :

—

^fzth' 28- 7i'
•0037927 -0037931

32° 7' 35° 34' 38° 36'

0037939 -0037932 -0037936a-b ... '0037916 '003792

The observations on the plate cut parallel to the axis gave

—

<l> ••• - 53° 58' 57°"' 64° 45' 72" 13' 79° 53' 83° 40' 85' 37a-d ... '0037949 -0037947 -0037945 -0037944 -0037943 -0037946 -0037944

The observations were taken in the Cavendish Laboratory,
Cambridge, during the months of March and June, 1885.
For full details as to the apparatus, the plates of quartz used,

the mode of observation, the precautions necessary, the tempera-
ture effects, and the calculations, reference must be made to the
paper.

Edinburgh
Royal Society, December 7.—Mr. J. Murray, Ph.D.,

Vice-President, in the chair.— .Sir W. Thomson read a paper
on certain cases of motion of a liquid filling an ellipsoidal
hollow

; and a paper on the communication of motion from a
liquid to a rigid containing shell. He showed that the motion
of a hquid when rotating about the long axis of a prolate spheroid
IS essentially unstable, so that no great speed of rotation can be
got up in the liquid in this case by making the containing shell

rotate about the long axis.—Prof. Turner showed that the

relative length and breadth of the sacrum may be taken as a test

of development in different races of mankind. In the higher
races the length exceeds the breadth.—Prof. Crum Brown read

a paper on a case of interlacing surfaces. In this paper he
extended the problem of the locking of threads to surfaces,

pointing out that only certain surfaces can be covered over by
such an interlacing system. For example, the sphere cannot be
so covered, while the cylinder and anchor-ring can.—Prof. Tait
communicated an elementary examination of the laws of collision

of two systems of spheres, showing as clearly as possible what
assumptions are necessary in obtaining average results, and how
they are justified. The case in which one system of spheres

gains energy from without, while the other loses to external

objects, is investigated, and shows that the final average energy

is not the same in the two systems, thus affording an escape

from the difficulties raised by Botzmann's theorem.— In a second
paper Prof. Tait defined Ihe mean free path as the average of

the free paths at any moment being described by all the particles.

The definition, as usually given, is the average speed of a

particle divided by the average number of collisions per particle

per second. When the former definition is employed, the factor

by which the mean free path is reduced in consequence of the

motion of the other particles, is found to be o'6S nearly, instead

of 0'7i nearly, as found from the second definition.

Royal Physical Society, November iS.—Mr. B. N. Peach,
the retiring President, delivered an address on some of the rela-

tions of Palteontology to Geology, illustrated chiefly by examples
from the Scottish rocks.

December 16.—Prof. Duns, Vice-President, in the chair.

—

Prof. Turner, F.R.S., was elected President, and Mr. J. Harvie
Brown, Prof. Duns, and Prof. Ewart were elected Vice-Presi-

dents.—The Secretary read a paper by Mr. Robert Kidston, on
the species of the genus PalKo.xyris, occurring in British Car-
boniferous rocks.—A paper was read by Prof. Ewart, on the

hatching of herring in deep water. Prof Ewart pointed out

that during recent years the herring- fishing had undergone
marked changes in several respects :—(i) There had been a

great increase in the " take." In 1S20 only 450,000 barrels

were cured, while in 1885 neaidy 1,500,000 barrels were cured.

(2) There h.ad been a change in the fishing-ground ; tlie greater

number of the fish during the autumn are now caught from forty

to sixty miles offshore. (3) The herring captured during the

last few years off the east coast during the autumn were much
smaller than those captured some ten years ago. The Iierring

having, to a great extent, deserted the spawning-grounds in

the Moray Firth, it was feared that the shoals might diminish

in numbers, owing to the ova being unable to develop on the

deep off-shore banks. A reference to the charts showed that

the North Sea was, on the whole, very shallow—the fifty-fathom

line running from fifty to thirty miles from the coast—and that

there was only one small area (off Fraserburgh) where there

was 100 fathoms of water. By depositing artificially-fertilised

eggs in ninety-eight fathoms of water in Lochfyne, off Tarbert,

it was proved that the ova develop normally, and that the only

difference is one of time, the hatching being delayed owing to

the lower temperature of the deep water. It was pointed out

further that there was abundance of food for the fry in the off-

shore waters of the Moray Firth, and that the fry, on the second

day after hatching, were able to ascend at the rate of too fathoms
in five hours.—A communication was read from Mr. A. Smith
on the sucker fishes, Liparis and Lepadogaster.—Mr. Brook
called attention to a peculiar method of cell-division in the early

segmentation stages of fish ova. A series of vacuoles form in

the plane of cleavage either at the surface or in the interior of

the cell-protoplasm. By an increase in the size ofthese vacuoles,

the two new cells become separated. Several cells may, how-
ever, remain connected together by bridge-like strands of the

cell-plasma. This method of cell-division has been observed in

.Salmonidas and Gadidre, but most distinctly in the herring.

—

Mr. Gulland read a paper on the sense of touch in Astacus, in

which he described the distribution and nature of the tactile

setcB and their corresponding nerve end-organs, and discussed

their origin and relations, and also the nature of certain glands

in the great claw.

Mathematical Society, December II.—Dr. R. M. Fergu-
son, Presitlent, in the chair.—Prof. Tait communicated a paper,

which was read by Mr. William Peddle, on integrals occurring

in the kinetic theory of gases. Mr. Peddie explained a method
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of breaking up a rectangle to form a square, and gave the first

part of a paper on the theory of contours, and its application to

physical science.

Sydney

Royal Society of New South Wales, September 2.—Prof.

Liversidge, F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. J. P. Joseph-

son, A.M.I.C.E., read a paper on the history of the floods in

the Hawkesbury. A number of chromogenic and pathogenic

micro-organisms were exhibited and described by W. Camac
Wilkinson, M.D. Lond.—An advanced copy of a work contain-

ing a series of photographs and descriptions of a case of variola

occurring at the Quarantine Station was shown by Dr. J. Ash-

burton Thompson.—A number of microscopical slides, mounted
without pressure, were shown by Mr. H. Sharp, of Adelong.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, December 21. ^M. Jurien de la

Graviere, Vice-President, in the chair.—Allocution on the

progress of science during the past year, by the Vice-President.

—Prizes awarded during the year 1S85 :—Geometry: Bordin

prize to M. P. Appell (2000 fr. ) and M. Otto Ohnesorge
(1000 fr.) ; Francoeur prize, M. Emile Barbier. Mechanics :

Extraordinary prize of 6000 fr. to M. Helie (2000 fr.) and MM.
Hugoniot, Doneaud du Plan, Hatt, and Lucy (1000 fr. each) ;

Poncelet prize to M. Henri Poincare ; Montyon to M. Amsler-
Laffon ; Plumey to MM. Bienayme and Daymard ; Dalmont to

M. Lucas ; Fourneyron to M. CoUadon. Astronomy ; Lalande
prize to M. ThoUon ; Valz to M. Sporer ; Bordin to M.
Edlund ; Lacaze to M. Gernez. Statistics : Two prizes to MM.
de Pietra Santa and Keller. Chemistry : Jecker prize to MM.
Prunier and Silva (4000 fr. each) and M. G. Rousseau (2000 fr. ).

Geology : Delesse prize to M. Lapparent. Botany : Barbier

prize to MM. Dubois, Heckel, and Schlagdenhauffen ; Des-
mazieres to M, Leclerc du Sablon ; Montagne to M. Patouillard.

Anatomy and Zoology : Grand prize of the Physical Sciences to

M. Joannes Chatin ; Da Gama Machado to M. Girod. Medi-
cine and Surgery : Montyon to MM. Charpentier, Farabeuf,

Regnauld, and Villejean (2500 fr. each), Breant to M. Mahe
;

Godard to M. Desnos ; Lallemand to M. Grasset. Physiology :

Lacaze prize to M. Duclaux ; Montyon to M. Remy. Physical

Geography : Gay prize to Capt. Defforges. General prizes :

Montyon (industries injurious to the health) to MM. Girard and
Chamberland (2500 fr. each) ; Cuvier to M. Van Beneden ;

Tremont to MM. Bourbouze and Sidot (1000 fr. each) ; Gegner
to M. Valson ; Petit d'Ormoy (Mathematical Sciences) to M
Halphen ; Petit d'Ormoy (Natural Sciences) to M. Sappey :

Laplace to M. E. G. A. Coste.—Prizes proposed for the year

18S6 :—Geometiy : A study of the surfaces admitting all the

symmetrical planes of one of the regular polyhedrons (3000 fr.)

;

Francreiir prize, The work most conducive to the progress of

the pure and applied mathematical sciences (looofr.). Me-
chanics : Extraordinary prize of 6000 fr. for any work tending

most to increase tlie efficiency of the French naval forces ;

Montyon (700 fr.), Invention or improvement of instruments

useful to the progress of agriculture, of the mechanical arts or

sciences; Plumey (2500 fr. ), Improvement of steam-engines,

or any other invention contributing most to the progress of

steam navigation ; Dalmont (3000 fr.), The best work by any
of the Ingenieurs des Ponts et Chaussees in connection with any
section of the Academy. Astronomy : Laland prize (gold medal
worth 540 fr.), for the most interesting observation on work
most conducive to the progress of astronomy ; Damoiseau
(10,000 fr.). Best work on th; theory of Jupiter's satellites,

discussing the observations and deducing the constants contained
in it, especially that which furnishes a direct deterinination of

the velocity of light ; Valz (460 fr.), for the most interesting

astronomical observation made during the course of the year.

Physics : Grand prize of the Mathematical Sciences (3000 fr. ), for

any important improvement in the theory of the application of
electricity to the transmission of force. Statistics : A prize of

500 fr. for the best work on the statistics of France. Chemis-
try : Jecker prize (5000 fr. ), for the work most conducive to the
progress of organic chemistry. Geology : Vaillant prize, on
the influence exercised on earthquakes by the geological consti-

tution of a country by the action of water or of any other physi-
cal causes. Botany : Barbier prize (2000 fr.), for any valuable
discovery in the medical and botanical sciences bearing on the
healing art; Desmazi^res (1600 fr.), for the best or most use-
ful work, by a Frenchman or a foreigner, on the cryptogamic
plants. Anatomy and Zoology : Savigny prize (975 fr.), for

the best work on the invertebrate animals of Syria and
Egypt. Medicine and Surgery: Breant prize (100,000 fr.), for

an efficacious remedy against cholera,—discovery of the true

causes of Asiatic cholera, with a view to its suppression, or for

the discovery of any certain prophylactic against cholera. Physio-
logy : Montyon prize (750 fr. ), for the best work on experimental
physiology. Physical Geography : Gay prize (2500 fr.), re-

searches on the differences of sea-level in the vicinity of the
continents due to local attraction or relief of the land, with
examples illustrating the reality of this phenomenon. General
prizes : Montyon prize, for any discovery useful to the healing
art or tending to render unhealthy industries less injurious ; De-
lalande-Guerineau prize (1000 fr.), for any French traveller or

any naturalist who shall have rendered the greatest service to

France or to science; Jerome Ponti prize (3500 fr. ), fo' any
work judged most useful for the advancement of science. Com-
petitors for these j^rizes are reminded that all papers must be
sent in before June I, 1S86, and that no documents will be
returned by the Academy. Copies, however, may be procured
through the Secretary.

Berlin

Physiological Society, Nov. 13.—Prof. Munk reported

on experiments carried out by Dr. Ziehen in his laboratory, with
a view to deciding the question whether epileptic convulsions,

artificially induced by electric stimulation of the brain, proceeded
from the cerebral cortex or from centres of deeper situation.

By weak electric stimulation of a motory region of the cortex

continued for a longer time, or by a stronger stimulation

for a shorter time, it was found, after removing the electrode,

that convulsions originated in the muscles corresponding with

the stimulated region, thence propagating themselves gradually

over the whole body. After the stimulation of one region of

the cortex, a cause of convulsion was accordingly left in

it, gradually overtaking the other centres of the groups of

muscles. The question was, whether this propagation of the

cause of convulsion took place in the cortex, where, map-like,

were situated, adjacent to each other, the regions for the muscles

of the eyes, ears, face, anterior and posterior extremities—or

whether the propagation got transferred directly to the deeper
centres of the muscle sections, gradually taking possession of

them. This problem Prof Luciani endeavoured to solve by
exciding a centre of muscle groups out of the cortex, such as

that of the anterior extremity, and then causing the convulsive

fit artificially. The result he found was that all the muscles

gradually fell into a state of convulsion, with the exception of

those of the anterior extremity. This experiment, apparently

settling the question, had been confirmed by some physiologists,

but not by others, so that it became necessary to institute ex-

periments afresh. Dr. Ziehen had now made the observation

that under sufficiently long application of weak stimulations the

convulsion ensuing and gradually spreading over the whole body
was a clonical one, and that under moderately strong stimulation

tetanic allied themselves to the clonical spasms, while under verj-

strong stimulations the tetanic contractions preponderated.

When, in accordance with Prof Luciani's procedure, he had
excided a region of the cortex and then applied stimulation

by weak currents, the clonical spasms showed themselves in all

groups of muscles, with the exception of those corresponding

with the excided portion of the cortex. When, on the

other hand, he applied stimulation by strong currents, he ob-

served the tetanic convulsions assert themselves at those pirts

likewise of the body, the cortex region of which had been

excided, even if weaker at this latter part than in the other

muscles. From this result the speaker inferred that the spas-

modic stimulation, in the case of clonical contractions, propa-

gated itself in the cortex, and that in the case of tetanic

contractions the spasmodic stimulation propagated itself in the

deeper parts of the brain. In support of this inference Prof.

Munk adduced the succession of the groups of muscles over-

taken by spasm. The position of the motory centres in the

cortex was precisely known, whereas the local distribution

of the deeper centres was unknown. Now, the clonical spasms

proceeding from the spot of excitation followed each other pre-

cisely in that succession in which the centres of the cortex

arranged themselves conterminously, while the succession of

tetanic spasms formed a different and irregular series. Further

evidence in support of the conclusions just stated was afforded

by the following experiment. A region of the cortex having

been stimulated by weak currents sufficiently long to induce

clonical spasms in the muscles corresponding therewith, and in
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the muscles helonging to the adjacent region, the part of

the cortex first affected was excided. The consequence was
that the spasm now propagated itself no further, but ceased

entirely. In the case, however, of tetanic spasms, the excision

of the stimulated part of the brain had no effect. In refutation

of the objection that might possibly be urged, namely, that in

the main experiment the excision of a determinate part of the
cortex was followed by an exemption from spasms in the

group of muscles belonging to that part, for the reason that the

excision caused a stimulation which induced a counteracting

excitation in the muscles in question, Prof. Munk adduced the

fact that he had observed the same result in animals that had
been tested in this manner eight months after the excision, when
there could no longer be any question as to a stimulation in the

part where the excision had been made.—Prof H. Munk next
communicated the observations he had made on pigeons from
which he had cut out the corpora striata. The conditions in

respect of the corpora striata were very different in birds from
those obtaining in Mammalia, seeing that in the brain of birds

the corpora striata composed the main mass, whereas in the

brain of the Mammalia they retired considerably into the back-
ground. If these were now removed on both sides from
pigeons, the pigeons yet acted altogether normally, and the

functions of all their senses continued unimpaired. With care-

ful attention for a length of time three deviations from the

normal state could yet, however, be remarked. The back of

the pigeons was curved strongly convex ; they never perched
either by day or by night ; and could never snap up a pea, how-
ever much exactness they showed in pecking at any pea laid

before them, seeing that in pecking they never opened the beak.

The animals had therefore to be fed artificially. In con-

sequence of these observations Prof. Munk conjectured that the

corpora striata were the seat for the combination of movements.
—Following up this subject Dr. Lehmann stated some pro-

visional results which, in conjunction with Dr. Baginski, he had
found in rabbits, in which the corpora striata had been injured.

The phenomena resulting under like conditions in pigeons had
not been observed. The investigation in this field was still

being continued.—Prof Liebreich gave a short sketch of a series

of investigations which had engaged him for some years, and
had led to the introduction of a new substance into the pharma-
copceia. He premised that the denomination "fats" would liave

to cover more than it had hitherto done, and not merely such

substances as were capable of decomposition in fatty acids and
glycerine. All substances, on the contrary, would have to be
conceived of as neutral fats, which contained sebacic acids, no
matter with what organic base these were combined. Such a
neutral fat was discovered by Herr E. .Schulze, in 1S69,

in the yolk of the fleece of sheep, and which consisted

of a sebacic acid and cholesterine. This cholesterine fat

of sheep's wool, or "lanoline," had been studied by Prof
Liebreich, as to the method of obtaining it on account of its

excellent qualities in the way of a salve constituent ; it \Aas

now being extracted from woollen hairs by means of a centrifugal

machine and had become an article of trade. Prof Liebreich had
next investigated the origin of this cholesterine fat, and, with

the help of the uncommonly sensitive cholestol reaction of

Prof Liebermann, had come to the conclusion that the chole-

sterine fat contained in the yolk of sheep was derived neither

from the sudorific glands nor from the sebaceous glands, nor
from the sebaceous texture of the under-skin, but was seated

exclusively in the hairs and in the epidermis cells. This fact

led, on the one hand, to the production of the substance as a kind
of manufacture, while on the other hand it induced a very ex-

tensive series of experiments respecting the distribution of chole-

sterine fat in the animal kinodom. The speaker found it in the

epidermis, the hairs and nails of men, in the hairs of all Mam-
malia he had examined, in the hoofs of horses, in the paws of

swine, in the horns of cattle, in the prickles of the hedgehog, in

the feathers of fowls, geese, and a large number of other birds, in

the plated sheaths of the tortoise ; in short, in all horned textures

which, with long and toilsome labour, he had examined. The
speaker had, in addition, found the cholesterine fat in the

kidneys and the liver of Mammalia ; yet it was not beyond
question that in these organs the cholesterine fat did not pro-

ceed from the blood, in whicli it was always present in small

cjuantities. It might be conjectured that it would likewise be

found in the intestinal canal, and generally wherever epithelial

cells occurred. The constant presence in all epithelial forma-

tions of a particular fat, which was there formed in the keratine

cells, rendered it highly probable that the hairs of the Mammalia
and the feathers of birds owed their elasticity and pliancy not,

or at all events not exclusively, to the secretion of the sebaceous
or caudal glands, but to the cholesterine fat generated in the
horn cells themselves. The quality possessed by cholesterine
fat of not oxidising, or oxidising only under very rare condi-
tions, rendered it, as was very readily conceivable, most pecu-
liarly adapted for lubricating the skin and feathers. Beyond
the property of not becoming rancid, lanoline possessed a whole
series of other advantages distinguishing it quite peculiarly as a
salve constituent. It absorbed, for example, 100 per cent, of
water, and by so doing became a soft substance easy to the
touch, penetrating the skin with altogether extraordinary facility,

and after but a short rubbing into the cutis, disappeared from
view. Prof. Liebreich had already prepared into salves a great

number of medicainenlal stuffs by means of " lanoline," and had
made experiments with them which yielded entirely satisfactory

results. Lanoline, dark brown in a dry state, grew pale like wax
in light, and showed other qualities besides assigning it a place

between the ordinary glycerine fats and the wax kind of fats.

Stockholm

Academy of Sciences, November 11.—The following

papers were read and accepted for publication in the Society's

Journal:—Loisde I'equilibre chimique dans I'etat dilue, gazeux,

ou dissous, by Herr J. H. van't Hoff.—Recherches sur les

reactions chimiques dans le champ du microscope, by Prof. E. G.
Fatigoti, of Madrid.—Some remarks and experiments on fil-

tration, with reference to its bearing upon the process of transu-

dation in the animal body, by Drs. R. Tigerstedt and G.
Santesson.

—

H,ematodeptes terebellidis, une nouvelle Annelide
parasitique de la famille des Euniciens, by Prof. A. Wiren.

—

On the constitution of some derivatives of naphthaline, by Dr.

A. G. Ekstrand.—On combinations of phenyl-textra-zol, by
Herr J. A. Bladin.—On the integration of the differential equa-

tions of the intermediate orbits, by M. C. V. L. Charlier.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 7, 1S86

THE RACES OF BRITAIN

The Races of Britain; a Coniribiition to tlu Ant/tro-

pology of Western Europe. By John Beddoe, M.U.,

F.R.S., &c. (London: Trubner ; Bristol : Arrowsmith.

1885.)

BELIEVING that after thirty years of labour his

opportunities for observation are not likely to add

much to his store of facts, or materially alter their signifi-

cance in his own eyes. Dr. Beddoe has brought together

his numerous contributions to the ethnology of the

British Isles, and, with the addition of much new matter,

has arrayed them before us in such a manner as to show

his own conclusions, and to form " some small part of a

solid platform " whereon future anthropologists, with

antiquaries and philologists, may ultimately build a more

complete and certain structure.

Dr. Beddoe's mode of procedure is to make ex-

tensive observations on the physical characters of the

present inhabitants of our islands, and on those of the

adjoining parts of the Continent which are the reputed

cradles of the various elements of our race, and to com-

pare the results with the records of history as far as they

are available. The physical characters to which he

attaches most importance are colour of hair and eyes,

head-form, and stature, and of these he has collected a

very large number of observations on a systematic plan,

and hence the "numerical method" of studying anthro-

pology which he first inaugurated in 1853, and which

has since been largely followed by continental observers.

Dr. Beddoe attaches most importance to colour, be-

cause he believes that " the colour of the hair is so

nearly permanent in races of men as to be fairly trust-

worthy evidence in matters of ethnical descent ; and that

nearly as much may be said for the colour of the eyes.''

With regard to head-form he complains of the great

dearth of measurements of modern British skulls, the

skulls in our museums being chiefly those of criminals,

lunatics, and paupers, and therefore of little value ; and
he finds from personal experience that the accurate mea-
surements of living heads are alike difficult to make and
to obtain. He supplies tables, however, of a considerable

number of measurements of heads obtained by himself or

his friends in different parts of the country. The statistics

of stature and weight collected by Dr. Beddoe have been

dealt with in a separate essay, and as they were in-

corporated with others of a similar kind collected by the

Anthropometric Committee of the British Association,

and published in their final report for 1883, they are,

therefore, not republished in his present volume.

It is to his extensive observations on the colour of the

hair and eyes that Dr. Beddoe chiefly trusts for his

analysis of the racial distribution of our existing popula-

tion, and for the purpose of more convenient and definite

comparison he adopts a formula which serves as an
"index of nigrescence." Having classified the colour of

the hair as red (R), fair (F), brown (B), dark (D), and
black (N), " the gross index," he says, "is gotten by sub-

tracting the number of red and fair-haired persons from
Vol. xxxni.— No. 845

that of the dark-haired, together with twice the black-

haired. I double the black, in order to give its proper
value to the greater tendency to melanosity shown
thereby ; while brown (chestnut) is regarded as neuter,

though most persons placed in Class B are fair-skinned,

and approach more nearly in aspect to the xanthous than
the melanous variety :

—

D 4- 2N - R index.

From the gross index, the net, or percentage index, is of

course easily obtained."

Dr. Beddoe is quite alive to the want of uniformity in

the manner of observing, to the different significance of

the terms employed for the colours of hair and eyes, and
to peculiarities in observers themselves, but as the data

he makes use of were collected by himself, the personal

equation of the observer and the terms employed are

constant. He does not explain the principle on which
his classification of colour of hair and eyes, is based, and
it would seem to be the result of combinations which his

very extensive observations have suggested as the most
constant and consistent with each other and with other

physical characters, as he claims for it a closer apposite-

ness for defining racial distinctions than other schemes.

It differs from the plans of Virchow, Vanderkindere, and
Kollmann, and other continental anthropologists, and
from that of the Anthropometric Committee, which is

based on the simple anatomical arrangement of pigment
in and on the surface of the iris, hair colour being

deemed of secondary importance both from the difficulty

of diagnosis and its greater changeableness with age.

Dr. Beddoe's account, extending over eleven chapters,

of the prehistoric races, and the various conquests of the

Romans, Anglo-Saxons, Danes, and Normans, and the

fresh blood which they introduced into the country, is

very fully and impartially rendered. The natives of

South Britain at the time of the Roman conquest, accord-

ing to Dr. Beddoe, " consisted mainly of several strata,

unequally distributed, of Celtic-speaking people, who in

race and physical type, however, partook more of the tall

blond stock of Northern Europe than of the thick-set,

broad-headed, dark stock which Broca has called Celts.

. . . Some of these layers were Gaelic in speech, some
Cymric ; they were both superposed on a foundation

principally composed of the long-headed dark races of

the Mediterranean stock, possibly mingled with fragments

of still more ancient races, Mongoliform or Allophylian.

This foundation-layer was still very strong and coherent

in Ireland and the north of Scotland, where the subse-

quent deposits were thinner, and in some parts partially

or wholly absent ... no Germans, recognisable as such

by speech as well as by person, had as yet entered

Britain."

Dr. Beddoe appears to hold a middle place between

the writers who believe, on the one hand, in the e.xter-

mination of the native races by the Anglo-Saxons, and on

the other in their extensive survival in all parts of the

country ; while he attaches more importance to the new

blood introduced by the Danes and Normans than is

commonly admitted.

The portion of the work devoted to an analysis of the

racial elements of the present inhabitants of the British

Isles and adjoining countries of Western Europe consists
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of a very large number of tables showing the distribution

of the colour of hair and eyes according to the " index of

nigrescence," and to a less extent to the head-forms, from

the author's personal observations ; and of second series

of colour of hair and eyes of military deserters illustrated

by maps constructed on the plan of the Anthropometric
Committee. There are also tables showing the relation

between complexion and disease collected at the Bristol

Infirmary ; a:id numerous illustrations are given showing
the physiognomy of males and females which the author

believes to be typical of the various racial elements at

present surviving among us.

Of the conclusions which Dr. Beddoe draws from all

these observations it is impossible to give a summary here.

He examines the whole country, district by district and
county by county, from the Shetlands to Cornwall, and
the reader must consult the work itself to see how far

the author has succeeded in the task he has set himself,

and to what extent he has prepared a solid platform for

his successors in the same field of inciuiry. It is most
probable that Dr. Beddoe's conclusions, based as they

are on a minute acquaintance with the history of the

conquests and settlements of the country, and on a wide
personal survey of the population in most stationary

situations, will be accepted by anthropologists as the

best results and the nearest approach to the truth

which is attainable at the present day. On the other

hand it is doubtful whether Dr. Beddoe's confidence
in colour as a permanent racial character will bear
the test of future inquiry, and whether his method
will be accepted as sufficient when the questions of

prepotency of stock, relative viability of dark and blond
persons, and the influence of sexual selection have been
more completely investigated. The Jews of Europe
are isolated and preserved as a separate race by the

sterility or low fertility of their mixed marriages, and the

question of hybridism in the human race has received

little attention from anthropologists. The function of

reproduction is the most highly specialised and the most
easily disturbed, and it is probable that the dying out of

races is due more to this cause than to the " vices of

civilisation " to which they are commonly attributed.

American statistics show that the blond type is more
subject to all the diseases, except one (chronic rheu-

matism), which disqualify men for military service,and this

must obviously place blonds at a great disadvantage in the

battle of life, while the popular saying, " a pair of black
eyes is the delight of a pair of blue ones," shows that

sexual selection does not allow them to escape from it.

It is more than probable, therefore, from all these con-
siderations, that the darker portion of our population is

gaining on the blond, and this surmise is borne out by
Dr. Beddoe's remark that the proportion of English
and Scotch blood in Ireland is probably not less than a

third, and that the Gaelic and Iberian races of the west,

mostly dark-haired, are tending to swamp the blond
Teutonic of England by a reflex migration—a fact not
without significance to others than anthropologists at the
present time.

The " Races of Britain " gives a very imperfect idea to

those who are unacquainted with such inquiries, of the
labour, time, and thought expended on its production, but
anthropologists who know how to estimate such work at

its full value will welcome it with great satisfaction as the
most exhaustive account of the ethnology of our country
which has appearei in recent years.

Charles Roberts

OUR BOOK SHELF
Journal of tlie Royal Agriculttiral Society. Vol. 21,

Part II., Series II. (London : John Murray, 1885.)

The second part of the current number of this yoiirnal
opens with the second instalment of Mr. Fream's report
upon Canadian agriculture. The climate, soil, and pro-
ducts of Eastern Canada, comprising the better-known
States of Ontario, Quebec, and the maritime provinces,
are chiefly dealt with, whereas, in the first report, prairie

farming, and the almost untrodden regions of the north-west
were particularly dealt with. The principal object of the
report is to show the capabilities and rapid progress of
Canada, and this is achieved by numerous statistics as to

production and exports. In these provinces the first

fertility of the soil has been in a great degree exhausted,
and as a consequence mixed farming with the mainten-
ance of live stock, and the use of improved processes, is

taking the place of consecutive corn-growing. The growth
of the dairy industry is a remarkable fact, and in the
management of their cows and the manipulation of the
products of the dairy, more attention is apparently paid
to the teachings of science than is usual in the mother
country. The exports of cheese have increased from
6,000,000 pounds per annum in 1 870, to 76,000,000 pounds
in 1884. The butter trade has long been stationary,

owing to the uncertain demand for Canadian butter.

The Canadian cattle trade has also increased by leaps
and bounds from a gross number of 6940 head in 1877, to

61,843 "'' 1884. The report is full of details of personal
experience gained from many settlers in all parts of Old
Canada. Names and addresses of the principal farmers,

dairymen, and stock-breeders, are given with great fre-

ciuency, and confer a special value on the report as a
guide to intending settlers.

A large portion of the Journal is occupied with official

reports of the Preston meeting of tlie Society (1885), in-

cluding the report upon the prize farms in Lancashire.
These last reports are less interesting than usual to

practical men, as the Lancashire farmers are excep-
tionally placed, and conduct their business upon sub-
urban principles of management. The sale of farm pro-

duce directly to the town consumer and the carrying
back of town manure is the marked feature. Rents
appear to range particularly high for the present de-

pressed state of trade and agriculture, and are generally

from fifty to si.xty shillings per acre.

The customary reports of the Steward upon live stock
and implements, and short memoirs of the late Sir

B. T. B. Gibbs and Sir Watkin W. Wynn, close this

section. A summary of the Commission's Report on
Technical Education, 18S4, and a reprint from the Report
of the Pennsylvania State Board of Agriculture, 1S83,

occupy some fifty pages, the latter reviving M. Gudnon's
curious theory with regard to indications of milking
properties in the peculiar distribution of hair on the

buttocks, known as the " escutcheon."

Among original articles indicating research, those of

Miss E. Ormerod on the ox-warble and the warble
maggot, of Prof. Robertson upon rickets in sheep, and of

Mr. Clement Stephenson upon abortion in cows may be
mentioned. Lastly, the number contains a contribution

from Rothamsted upon the valuation of unexhausted
manures, in which the results of past experiments are

brought to bear upon the claims of outgoing tenants for

compensation under recent Acts of Parliament.
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From Paris to Pekin over Siberian Snoius. By Victor

Meignan. Edited, from the French, by WiUiam Conn.
(London : W. Swan Sonnenschein and Co., 1885.)

The mode in which this vokime hasbeen produced is rather

curious. In 1S73 IVI. Meignan, who had already travelled

in the regions around the Levant for pleasure, took it into

his head that, by way of contrast to these lands of the

sun, he would like to see a land where snow and ice were

predominant, and accordingly he undertook to travel

from France to China through Siberia. He appears to

have had no object in the journey but the pleasure of

motion and of seeing new and strange objects. It was
undertaken in the winter, and the traveller naturally saw,

and was interested in, Moscow, Nijni-Novgorod, the

Urals, and so travelled through Siberia by Omsk
to Irkutsk. .'\fter a short stay in the latter place

he pursued his journey through Kiachta, Urga, and
Kalgan to Pekin. Many travellers have done the

journey before and since ; it is a long and tedious one,

and perhaps that is as much as can be said for it. Mr.
Conn talks of crossing " the trackless Desert of Gobi

"

on the way, but this is an abuse of language. The only

part of the Gobi passed is that between Urga and Kal-

gan, two considerable trading cities, between which cara-

vans, couriers, and travellers go daily along a high road

which is a very good one as roads go in Asia. But M.
Meignan, having done the journey, and being of a lively

and amusing turn, wrote an account of it some time after

his arrival in France. This account of a journey in 1873
Mr. Conn has "edited" in 1S85 ; he has, he says, pro-

duced a modified version rather than a translation, the

modifications consisting in correcting the slipshod style

of the original, in producing " a more just co-ordination

of parts and subordination of minor details,'' and also in

expanding the original here and there. The volume,
notwithstanding this dual authorship, is pleasant reading,

much as a tolerably written account of a journey in Wales
or Scotland would be pleasant. There are not a few
errors, especially as the traveller gets farther east, but
these cannot seriously interfere with such enjoyment as

may be derived from a perusal of the volume, .-^s Mr.
Conn has a taste for this species of literary work—having
published another volume, an adaptation or translation

of a Japanese tale by a French writer, during the year

—

we would suggest to him that he should select his originals

more carefully. A sterling popular work in French or

German might very easily prove a sterling popular work
in English ; there can be little real use in reproducing
trumpery French books in English, e.xcept to add to the

already enormous mass of similar indigenous literature in

England.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[^7he Editor does not tiold liimselfresponsiblefor opinions expressed

by Jiis correspondents. Neither can lie undertaiie to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected niamtscripis.

No notice is taiien ofanonymous communications.
[The Editor urgentiy requests correspondents to i^eep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of communications containinginterestinsand novel facts.'\

Iridescent Clouds

On December 29 just passed, at 3.40 p.m., or shortly after

sunset, and during the late frosty storm, there was a brilliant

repetition of the iridescent clouds concerning which I wrote to

Nature about a year ago. The tendency of many of these

little clouds, or cloudlets, to rectilinear rhomboidal forms was
remarkable ; also their confinement in point of colour to blue,

violet, rose-pink, and green—eschewing yellow, orange, and
vermilion reds : while the sunset sky below them was, on the
contrary, a gorgeous panorama of all those yellow-CKW-red
partaking colours.

That so good an example of these iridescent cloudlets is not

very frequent may be concluded from the number of letters

which this occasion has already produced in the Sco'sman news-
paper here, and of which I send you six.

C. Piazzi-Smyth
15, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh, January I

Peculiar Meteorological Phenomenon.— .4 somewhat rare phe-

nomenon was observed at Burntisland, Falkirk, Laurencekirk,

and many other parts of Scotland yesterday, A large number
of miniature rainbows presented themselves in the sky, with the

red, orange, yellow, and green colours distinctly discernible.

They were not larger than the ordinary sun as it appears to the

naked eye, and, after remaining visible for a considerable time,

gradually faded away.

Fraserburgh, December 28, 18S5

Sir,—To-day, at 3 p.m., a heavy snowstorm from the west-

north-west was ji.ist clearing oft' here. Along the horizon, from
west to south-west, lay a heavy bank of storm-cloud, hiding t he
sun. Above this, in same general direction, was a belt of clear

sky. Above that, as the rack drifted off to south-east, there

was disclosed a belt of light cirro-stratus cloud, in same general

direction, about 30° from the sun, and evidently at very great

height, for it kept the same general position nearly an hour,

though with CDnsiderahle variation of form. When first visible

it was fringed on the side next the sun with bands of the most
vivid and delicate prismatic colours—in series, blue end outside

and red (prolonged into a splendid band of violet) inside. De-
tached portions, however, had the bands all round. The appear-

ance continued in its first splendour only a few minutes, but less

vividly for some time longer. It would be interesting to know
whether the same appearance was seen at other places ; and, if

so, at what houi-, and at what angle from the sun ?

W. ISLiCGILL, B.A.

Edinburgh, December 29, 1885

Sir,—I write to ask if any of your readers can give an

explanation of a remarkable phenomenon which was visible in

the western sky this afternoon. Just after sunset a few thin

patches of cirrus clouds not far west of the zenith assumed a rich

opal hue, while in others all the colours of the spectrum were
beautifully displayed. The appearance of one of these clouds

was exactly similar, in fact, to a completed, though, of course,

miniature rainbow. This phenomenon continued for some time

after the sun had set, and at times the colours could be seen to

change rapidly. A cold frosty wind from the north-west was
blowing at the time. C. M.

Maxton, December 30, 1885

Sir,—With reference to the two letters on this subject in to-

day's Scotsman, it may interest you to know that the cloud phe-

nomenon in question was witnessed here twice yesterday. About
8 a.m. the sky was perfectly clear, and the crescent moon was

shining in the south-west. As the radiance of the sun, as yet

beneath the horizon, began to appear, several detached clouds,

of a semi-transparent, filmy nature, suddenly came into view in

the south-eastern sky, which had, a moment or two before, been
without a single speck to dim it. These clouds, at first of an
indefinable colour, quickly heightened in tone, and the prismatic

colours became visible with gorgeous distinctness, increasing in

intensity as the sun neared the horizon. The top band was of a

peculiar blue, obviously different from the sky field. Beneath

was a wave of rich rose-pink, next a cloudy-orange, with light

streaks or "watermarks," then a rich mass of deep violet,

fading lower into white. There were three large clouds, the

upper and lower lines of which were 'quite level a>id perfectly

parallel, though the edges to the east and west were sharp and

ruggedly cut. In the case of one of these clouds the denser part

was apparently rhomboidal, but on its eastern side, and con-

nected with it, was an opalescent vapour filling up the space

between what I may term the base and the hypothenuse of an

angle of about 15°. The base of this incomplete triangle

was equal in length to the base of the incomplete rhomboid.

The lines were most clearly defined. There were a number of

minute cloudlets, some the merest specks, but all showing

the same colours that I have mentioned. They did not

remain very long in this distinct state. As the sun rose

above the horizon they became beautifully opalescent, and
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their forms began to change in a wavy manner, and in a

short time vanished as in ether from that part of the sky.

The sun was now at a slight aUitude, and when I turned round

I saw to my astonishment similar clouds, though the colours

were less distinct, in the north-west, where a few minutes pre-

viously none were to be seen. These did not last long, though
during their short appearance their outlines were very distinct,

there at the time being a heavy haze of reddish gray, changing

to dusky carmine above the northern horizon. At this time a

west wind was blowing with considerable force, but these clouds

appeared to be high above the wind, as they were certainly not

influenced by it. In mid-air there seemed to be a counter

current, as light cirrus cloud-streaks drifted slowly across the

zenith from the east. About 4 p.m. the same phenomenon
occurred in the west and north-west, the clouds, if anything,

being more beautiful than in tlie morning. They remained for

a time after the sun had set. At 5 p.m. the thermometer
registered 12" of frost. I trust I have succeeded in a partial

way to convey some idea of sky effects so inexpressibly beautiful

as to baffle description. I was informed last night that the pre-

vious Monday afternoon, as a party of noblemen and gentlemen
were returning to Tynehead Station from a day's shooting on
the Humble Estate, in East Lothian, and while a terrific storm
of wind and sleet prevailed, there was a sudden rift, througli

which the party saw a number of clouds of a similar nature to

those I have attempted to describe. John Thomson

Maxton, Wednesday Afternoon

At 3 p.m. we have had a steady fall of snow for four hours.

John Thomson

Wick, December 30, 18S5

Sir,—Your correspondent " C. M." in to-day's paper exactly
describes the phenomenon as it was seen here. The cirrus

clouds were probably floating at a very high elevation in a stratum
of air much below the freezing-point, and their structure thus
having undergone some change, the sunlight became decomposed,
causing the prismatic display. This theory may or may not he
correct, but the end of the cirrus band farthest from the sun lost

the colours first, and the end nearest the sun was the last on
which a vestige remained after the sun had set. Nemo

Sunderland, December 30, 1SS5

Sir,—I have just read in to-day's .Sru/.twi?;/ the letters of your
correspondents in Fraserburgh and Edinburgli concerning the
atmospheric o- cloud phenomena of Monday, 28th. The ap-
pearance of the heavens here from 3.30 p.m. was most striking.

The sun set in a rich water-glow, and the sky in the west being
very free from obscuration, we could notice how the glow decji-

ened as it ascended, until fiom 20° to 50° it presented a dark
crimson or purple. Just above Venus—which was like a silver

ball—there were seen some cirro-stratus clouds—bright and
luminous—just like illuminations on a dark ground. They were
stationary, and retained their shape for a very longtime. At
their western extremities were seen all the prismatic colours, as

if they were encircled with rainbows. These colours were very
distinct for half an hour, and then gradually disappeared ; but
still the clouds remained, and were seen at 5.20—almost in their

original position—as bright electric clouds. I have observed
the heavens for thirty years, but never saw so beautiful a cloud-
display. I think the explanation is that the various strata of
the atmosphere retain certain rays of light longer than usual
when the sun's light falls at the oblique angle it has in Decem-
ber. These clouds evidently rested in a part of the atmosphere
not affected by the disturbances nearer the earth.

D. Patterson, M. A.

On going out at 4.12 p.m. to-day, I saw several remarkable
clouds in the west part of the sky, somewhat similar to those
described by Prof. Piazzi Smyth and several other corre-
spondents in Nature, vol. xxxi. pp. 148, 192, 264, 315,
3381 360- These clouds were collected in three groups, about
south-west, west, and north-west respectively. Some of them
were streaked, and the streaks and longer axes of all the clouds
were directed approximately towards the spot \\here the sun
had recently set. At the time when I first saw them, only one
of these clouds showed prismatic colours, but I am informed by
a friend that a little earlier, about 4 p.m., this was the case with

several. As the other two sets showed colours and changes
exhibited later on by those in the south-west, I propose to

describe the latter alone.

At 4.12 this group consisted of two large clouds and several

smaller ones, just above the planet Venus, the centre of the

group being at an altitude of about 30". The uppermost cloud
was about 20° in length and 5° in breadth. Its longer axis was
directed towards, but slightly above, the point in the horizon where
the sun had just set, 'The west end of the cloud was rounded,
almost semicircular, and hazy near the edge. Then followed

two or three fringes, also nearly semicircular, showing rather bright

prismatic colours, the blue side of each fringe being towards the

sun. The coloured fringes occupied about a third of the cloud ;

the rest of it was bright, with a slightly greenish tinge, as were
also the other clouds of this group. The east end was drawn
out in strife parallel to the longer axis of the cloud. Soon after

my first seeing them, the prismatic colours began to fade, and
by 4.20 were no longer distinguishable, but the clouds them-
selves were still bright and noticeable. At 4.25 the cloud that

had the prismatic fringes became very faint and had now a

slight rose-coloured tinge ; the others had the same tinge of

colour, but remained bright. By this time the stria? at the east

end were drawn out in the direction of the length of the cloud,

but became gradually fainter, and by 4.27 had disappeared ; so

that the cloud was now reduced to about half its original length,

the remaining part having at the same time become broader,

brighter, and of a deeper rose-colour. This colour, however,
soon began to fade, and by 4.34 was nearly gone, though there

was no apparent diminution of brightness. At 4.41 they were
bright and of a grayish-white, almost steel-gray, colour, and con-

tinued so for some time. During all the time I watched them
(about three-quarters of an hour) this group as a whole was
nearly stationary, though the clouds themselves changed con-

siderably in form and slightly in their relative positions. The
sky was almost clear, but near the horizon there were some dark,

heavy clouds, and at one time (4.25) several of these, driven by
a strong wind, passed rapidly below the group above described,

partly covering the lowermost. On going out again at 6.20 to

watch them, I found that they had all disappeared. I may add
that yesterday evening, soon after sunset, the western sky was
covered with a rosy flush, reminding one slightly of the wonder-
ful sunsets of two years ago. CHARLES DAVISON

Sunderland, December 28, 1885

Yesterday morning (December 29), from about 8.30 to

9 o'clock, a number of veiy brilliantly- coloured clouds were
observed here by myself and others. The weather was cold and
frosty, and the sky at the time was clear with the exception of a
thick haze round the horizon ; a few clouds were thinly dis-

tributed over the sky, and these were more or less coloured.

The clouds in the south-east had colours rivalling those of the

rainbow in intensity. The colours were also distributed in

bands, though not in the same order as those of the rainbow.

The clouds in the opposite quarter of the sky were smaller, and
though unusually bright as regards luminosity the colours were
paler than on the other side of the sky. Each cloud also had
one uniform tint, a pale green or blue or pink. The more
brilliant clouds while fading assumed an appearance similar to

these others, some of the bands broadening out, while others

disappeared. I saw a beautiful iridescent cloud here at the

same hour one morning last December. At that time the

phenomenon was generally observed throughout the country, as

is evident from the letters which appeared in Nature (vok xxxi.

pp. 148, 192, 264, &c. ). John Stevenson
Broxburn, December 30, 1S85

The Recent Star-Shower

]\lR. Denning's letter of December 12 makes me see that

I did not put the point which was in my own mind with suffi-

cient clearness in my letters of December 7 and 8.

It was not to coincidences of star-showers with displays of

aurorse as to whose true auroral nature there appeared to be

no question, that I wished to draw attention, but to the fact

that, among the instances to which I referred, of the coin-

cidence of such showers with atirora-like phenomena, there were
two occasions, and those two occurrences of the same shower, on
which there was a notable absence of any magnetic disturbances.

The coincidence of such disturbances with auroral displays is, I
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suppose, so thoroughly established that the notable absence of

them on these occasions may fairly be taken to suggest a possi-

bility that the phenomena weve not truly auroral. If so, their

coincidence with the star-shower becomes more noteworthy.

Rugby, January 5 J. B. Haslam

A SPLENDID shower of meteors occurred on the night of

November 27, 18S5. Seen from Ava, near Mandalay, .at

10 p.m. mean time of place, the point of emergence was near

the zenith, and the shower radiated to each point of the horizon.

The rate at that hour was 450 to 600 per minute, as near as I

could judge lying on my back on the steamer's awning. It is

probable, however, that I missed a great many. The point of

emergence was at one-fifth the distance from 7 Andromedje
(Almach) towards & Andromedfe (Mirach). The following

night the shower was still plentiful, but I did not count them.

The nights h.ive been very clear and beautiful here.

December i, 1SS5 Alfred Carpenter

Deposits of the Nile Delta

I.N the abstract of the Report of the Committee of the Royal

Society, on recent borings in the Nile Delta (Nature, Dec.

ID, 18S5, p. 142), there is a reference to my "Notes on the

Geology of the Nile Valley" {Geological Mtisraziiu; 18S4), which
calls for some explanation in the interests of Egyptian geology.

When I saw a portion of the borings in Cairo, in the early part

of 1884, the work had extended to a depth of only about 40
feet. At a depth of between 30 and 40 feet the boring-rod,

after passing through continuous Nile mud, had entered into

quicksand, consisting of polished and rounded grains of quartz

and other hard rocks (desert sand), and the diffictdties incident

to this material had for the time arrested the operations. In

connection with this and with the insufficiency of the funds on
hand for overcoming the difficulties of the work, I wrote a letter

at the time to the President of the Royal Society, strongly

urging an additi nal grant, in order that greater depths might
be reached.

I then believed, and still believe, that the quicksand marks
the true base of the modern Delta alluvium, and corresponds

with the similar sand which in certain parts of the Delta pro-

trudes itself from beneath the fluviatile deposit. I did not,

however, suppose that this sand rests directly on the rocky Hoor

of the valley. On the contiary, as might be inferred from my
short statement in the Gcolo£;kal Mnoasine (July 1884, p. 292
and footnote), I anticipated that below the sand would be found
the Pleistocene clays, marls, sands, and concretionary lime-

stones of the " Isthmian" formation seen at El Guisr on the

Suez Canal, and the equivalents of which rise from under
the alluvium in several places on the sides of the Nile Valley.

These also constitute the lower strata of the borings reported

by Figari Bey ; and it appeared to me that in the colour and
texture of the setliment mixed w'ith the lower samples of the

sand there were indications of the approach to these deposits.

Though I have not seen the borings between 40 and 80 feet,

I still think that the question whether these are modern, or

belong to the Pleistocene, remains to be disposed of, and
will require comparison of the lower samples, if they can
be separated from the mud and sand introduced from above, with
the overlying deposit. This may have already been attended to,

but if so, the fact is not stated in the published abstract. With
reference to such comparisons I would ask particular attention

to the chemical character and depth of the specimens containing
calcareous concretions, which are characteristic of the Isthmian
rather than of the Ndotic formation.

Of course I do not affirm that the modern deposit of the Delta
is in no place thicker than 40 feet, on the contrary, on my view
of the history of the district, there must be old buried channels
of the Nile in which it is much thicker, but it should be possible

to recognise these by the character of the material filling them.
The softness of the Nile water and the minutely arenaceous

character of the Nile mud, as well as the connection of this with
its fertility, have been remarked from the most ancient times

,

and the microscopic details given by Prof Judd have done much
to give precision to our views on these points. With respect

however to the causes and geological significance of these

phenomena, the conclusions stated in the abstract seem open to

serious objections, suggested by the physical features of the area
drained by the Nile, and the conditions under which the
fluviatile deposits are laid down. As this subject is of some

importance both with reference to the geology of Egypt and
general geology, I would ask your permission to refer to it in a
second short communication.

J. William Dawson
McGill College, Montreal, December 24, 1885

The Discovery of the Source of the Mississippi
It is a m.atter of little importance or interest in what spot is

located the ultimate spring of the longest branch of even the
greatest river. Especially is this the case with the Mississippi,
where it may easily be an open question which of a dozen
branches is the longest, when traced through its innumerable
lakes and windings. By common consent, however, a certain
branch of the Mississippi has been assumed as the river proper,
and its head as Lake Itasca, in northern central Minnesota.
The river was explored to this point, and the lake discovered in
1832 by Schoolcraft, who published a map of the lake, and of
the river from this point downwards. He spent but one night
on the lake, and did not explore its tributaries. Four years
later Nicollet led an expedition to the head waters of this stream,
reached Lake Itasca, and spent several days in making a
thorough exploration of the country about it. In his narrative,
publi-hed in 1841, he gives a full description of the tributaries
to the lake which constituted, according to general acceptation,
the extreme head waters of the river. The report is accom-
panied by a map, on which the geographic features described in
the narrative are delineated, and which agrees in general with
later and more accurate maps.

During the half century which has passed since the time of
these explorers, settlement has crowded upon this region, rail-

roads have been built in close proximity to it, and the country
has been explored in every direction in the interest of the lumber
industry. Furthermore, in 1876, the surveys of the General
Land Office were extended over it. Lines were run at intervals
of a mile over the whole region, and every lake and pond of
any importance was mapped by traverse survey. In short, the
country has long since ceased to be a Urra incoi;iii/a.

It is therefore with astonishment, not unmixed with a feeling akin
to disgust, that we read in the daily papers, in certain magazines,
and finally in the Joitrnal of the Royal Geographical Society, an
account of the alleged "discovery" of the source of the Mis-
sissippi, made by a Capt. Glazier, in the summer of 1881. It

appears from his narrative, published in great fulness of detail

\aX\\t American Meteorological jfoiirnal, September to Decem-
ber, 1S84, that his expedition started at St. Paul and pushed its

way manfully by rail and st.age to the Leech Lake Indian
agency. After obtaining at this place a full complement of
men and material (except provisions) for a life in the wilderness,
they started westward for Lake Itasca. They fortunately escaped
all the perils of the journey, and arrived there on' the third day
safely. Coasting along the shore of the lake, they found a
stream coming in at the head of the south-west arm, up which
they journeyed, some two hundred yards, when they entered a
second lake, which Capt. Glazier claims to be the ultimate
source of the Mississippi, and to which, probably in virtue of
his heroic achievement in being paddled to it, he claims the
right to give his own name. The failure of provisions prevented
him from making any further exploration or discovery, and the
expedition returned to settlements.

It appears from the explorer's description and from the
extremely incorrect map which accompanies his narrative

—

made, as he naively informs the reader, from information
furnished by his Indian guide—that his so-called Glazier Lake is

identical with a lake in Township 143 north. Range 36 west,

which had been carefully mapped by traverse survey by the

General Land Office in 1S76, or five years prior to his "dis-
covery." This lake, or pond, has an area of about half a square
mile. On the Land Office plat it is called Elk Lake, and its

connection with Lake Itasca is plainly indicated. By a mere
inspection of this plat Capt. Glazier might have made his dis-

covery, and thus have avoided all the hardships and labours of
his perilous journey. Since his claim to the discovery of this

lake must be c nsidered as altogether baseless, his desire that

his name shall be for ever associated with it as the source of the

Mississippi River is preposterous, especially as he cannot be
ignorant of the above facts. Henry Gannett

Washington, D.C.

Chaetoderma
Your biological readers will probably be interested to learn

that I dredged a specimen of Clhi/oilernia last August off the
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south end of tlie Isle of Man from a depth of about 20 fathoms.

It is about I '5 cm. in length, and differs somewhat in shape from

both Chtitoda-tna inlidiiliiiii, Loven, and the new species (C.

mitilare, Selenka) fjund during the ClialUnger E.xpedition. The
calcareous spicules are also different from those of both the pre-

viously described species, but they seem to vary considerably in

shape. The specimen—along with the other Vermes obtained

during the various dredging expeditions carried on last summer
by the members of the Liverpool Marine Biology Committee

—

has been placed in the hands of Mr. R. J. Harvey Gibson, M. A.,

for detailed examination, and will be described in the First

Report upon the Fauna of Liverpool Bay, to be published

shoitly. W. A. Herdman
University College, Liverpool, December 30, 1885

A Solar Halo

At about noon on tliis day a fine halo with its mock suns was
well seen at the Radcliffe Observatory. Measurements of the

vertical radii of the first circle gave 22° 24', whilst the angular

distance between the true and mock suns was 22° 30'. The
radius of the second circle was rather difficult to determine, but

the mean of several measures gave 46° 40'. The inverted arcs

at the vertices of the two circles were clearly seen. The zenith

distance of the sun's centre was nearly 75° at the time of the

observation. E. J. Stone,
Radclilte Observer

Radclifte Observatory, Oxford, December 30, 1SS5

Ventilation

Mr. Fletcher's letter in your issue of December 17 (p. 153)

illustrates the difficulties encountered by people who adopt

patent ventilators and so-called systems of ventilation without

considering the natural laws ruling the flow of currents of air.

The exit-shafts recommended by the writer of your article on

the subject, as he himself confesses, may act as inlets, and
generally do, if theie is no other free inlet for air. This there

seldom is in cold weather when the windows are closed, unless

a hot-air grate on the Galton or other model is adopted. There

is very little objection to running the exit-tube from the chandelier

into the chimney fiue, on the same principle as that of the

chimney to each ventilator, now so much used.

I think the writer of your article hardly appreciates the diffi-

culties to be encountered in ventilating an English house or

assembly-room. Irrespective of the ignorance of the public

generally on the subject, we are met by the fact that in most

town houses it is very difficult to place a stove, with proper

fresh-air inlet, in the entrance, where it may afford a supply of

fresh warmed air to the house. As a rule the nearest flue is a

very long way off. Again, fire-places being as a rule on inside

walls in such houses, the flue to supply a hot-air grate (by far

the best method of warming) has to be very long, and there is

difficulty in arranging for its due cleansing.

Your correspondent speaks of expense being no object in the

erection of public buildings, This is far from my experience.

In the cases of churches, schools, and assembly-rooms, the ques-

tion of ventilation is entirely bound up with that of heating, and in

conversation with various makers of heating apparatus I have
found their views quite unanimous on the peculiarities of

building Committees on this subject. The lowest tender is as a

rule accepted, and this never provides for ventilation. They are

asked to heat only.

The real objection to ventilation in large rooms is the cost of

the necesary heating apparatus. For instance, a large concert-

room has recently been erected in this neighbourhood to seat

3800 persons, with a cubical content of 514,800 feet.

Now to warm this in the ordinary manner by hot-water pipes

would require about 2600 feet of four-inch piping. But to

supply a thousand feet of air per head, heated from 30" to 60°

Fahr. would, according to the formula given in Hood's work,
require no less than 10,600 feet, or more than four times the

amount, while the space occupied by more than two miles of

large piping would have to be taken into consideration.

No doubt the heating could be done more economically by
steam coils or large stoves if care be taken not to over-heat the

air.

Until ventilation is considered as necessary as drainage, and is

paid for accordingly, and till failure on the part of architect and
builder to secure it is visited with as severe penalties as failure

in points of construction or design, I see no chance of improve-
ment on the present state of chaos. Ernest H. Jacob

Leeds, December 22, 1SS5

Travellers' Snake- Stories

Travellers' "stories " are not expected to be quite matter-
of-fact. One of the best of these jokes occurs in an article

on " Travellers' Snake-Stories " in the December number of
Good Words. Among the natural enemies of snakes the mon-
grose is thus described :

—

" The mongoose, a bird known as the kingfisher of Australia,

and secretary-bird of Africa, is well known in some of the West
Indian Islands almost always to come oft" victorious in its

encounters with the rattlesnake, and it has even been proposed
to breed it specially for its extirpation."

From the use of the singular number in the above extract it is

clear that only one anim.al is intended to be described, and that

one is a bird. Next follows an interesting deicription in con-
siderable detail (quoted from the .S'/aWrtrij' of January 22, 1883),
of fights between the Indian mongoose and the Indian cobra in

Lucknow, ending with the sentence :

—

" He adds that these birds make affectionate pets," S;z,

This is the best joke of all. It may be that the Australian
kingfisher and African secietary-bird are locally called "mon-
goose " (this is not within the present writer's experience), but
the Indian mongoo-e is a small animal, in shape very like a

weasel or a ferret. It is impossible that the writer in the
S/iinditrd (who is stated to have himself arranged the mongoose
and cobra duels) could have de cribed the mongoose as a dird.

What does the man mean ? Allan Cunningham

Blackbird with White Feather

I notice a letter from Mr. Murphy in your issue of December
24, 18S5, about a blackbird with a white feather in its tail.

Allow me to say that last month I saw a cock blackbird with a

pure white tail ; the rest of its plumage was natural. I saw it very
distinctly, as it was flying away from me at the time, not more
than ten yards off when I first noticed it, with its tail extended ;

I saw it again last week, within a few feet of the same place,

this time running under a gate. My wife says she saw a similar

bird, at the same spot, about a year ago.

Thomas J. Busk
Ford's Grove, Winchmore Hill, January 4

It may interest your correspondent, Mr. J. J. Murphy, to

know that for the last two years we have had a cock blackbird

about our garden with a patch of pure white on each side of the

head. E. Brown
Further Barton, Cirencester, Januaiy 3

During the frost of January 1880 I frequently noticed a hen
blackbird with several white feathers on the head, breast, and
back. It was quite tame, and came for food every day.

Hartford, Cheshire, December 30, 1S85 E. K.

ON THE METHOD OF RECIPROCANTS AS
CONTAINING AN EXHAUSTIVE THEORY
OF THE SINGULARITIES OF CURVES^

T T is now two years and seven days since a message
-*• by the Atlantic cable containing the single word
"elected" reached me in Baltimore informing me that I

had been appointed Savilian Professor of Geometry in

Oxford, so that for three weeks I was in the unique posi-

tion of filling the post and drawing the pay of Professor

of Mathematics in each of two Universities : one, the

oldest and most renowned, the other—an infant Hercules
—the most active and prolific in the world, and which
realises what only existed as a dream in the mind of

Bacon— the House of Solomon in the New Adantis.

To Johns Hopkins, who endowed the latter, and in

conjunction with it a great Hospital and Medical School,

between which he divided a vast fortune accumulated
' Inaugural Lecture of Prof. Sylvesi

ersity of Oxford, December 12, 1885.

ed before tlie Un
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during a lifetime of integrity and public usefulness, I

might address the words familiarly applied to one dear to

all Wykehamists :
—

" Qui condis Iseva, qui condis collegia dextra,

Nemo tuaium unam vicit utraque manii."

The chair which I have the honour to occupy in this

University is made illustrious by the names and labours

of its munificent and enlightened founder, Sir Henry
Saville ; of Thomas Briggs, the second inventor of

logarithms ; of Dr. Wallis, who, like Leibnitz, drove

three abreast to the temple of fame— being eminent as a

theologian, and as a philologer, in addition to being illus-

trious as the discoverer of the theorem connected with the

quadrature of the circle named after him, with which every
schoolboy is supposed to be familiar, and as the author of

the " Arithmetica Infinitoru'ii,'' the precursor of Newton's
" Fluxions" ; of Edmund Halley, the trusted friend and
counsellor of Newton, whose work marks an epoch in the

history of astronomy, the reviver of the study of Greek
geometry and discoverer of the proper motions of the so-

called fixed stars ; and by one in later times not unworthy
to be mentioned in connection with these great names,
my immediate predecessor, the mere allusion to whom
wdl, I know, send a sympathetic thrill through the hearts

of all here present, to whom he was no less endeared by
his lovable nature than an object of admiration for his

vast and varied intellectual requirements, whose untimely
removal, at the ver\- moment when his.fame was beginning
to culminate, cannot but be regarded as a loss, not only

to his friends and to the University for which he laboured
so strenuously, but to science and the whole world of

letters.

As I have mentioned, the first to occupy this chair was
that remarkable man Thomas Briggs, concerning whose
relation to the great Napier of Merchiston, the fertile

nursery of heroes of the pen and the sword, an anecdote,
taken from the Life of Lilly, the astrologer, has lately

fallen under my eyes, which, with your permission, I will

venture to repeat :

—

" I will acquaint you (says Lilly) with one memorable
story related unto me by John Marr, an excellent mathe-
matician and geometrician, whom I conceive you re-

member. He was servant to King James and Charles
the First. At first, when the lord Napier, or Alarchiston,

made public his logarithms, Mr. Briggs, then reader of
the astronomy lectures at Gresham College, in London,
was so surprised with admiration of them, that he could
have no quietness in himself until he had seen that noble
person the lord Marchiston, whose only invention they
were : he acquaints John Marr herewith, who went into

Scotland before Mr. Briggs. purposely to be there when
those two so learned persons should meet. J\Ir. Briggs
appoints a certain day when to meet at Edinburgh ; but
failing thereof, the lord Napier was doubtful he would
not come. It happened one day as John Marr and the
lord Napier were spei'-cing of Mr. Briggs :

' Ah John
(said Marchiston), Mr. Briggs will not now come.' At
the very moment one knocks at the gate ; John Marr
hastens down, and it proved Mr. Briggs to his great

contentment. He brings Mr. Briggs up into my lord's

chamber, where almost one quarter ofan hour tuas spent,

each beholding other almost with admiration before

one word -was spoke. At last Mr. Briggs began :
' My

lord, I have undertaken this long journey purposely to

see your person, and to know by what engine of wit or
ingenuity you came first to think of this most excellent

help into astronomy, viz. the logarithms ; but, my lord,

being by you found out, I wonder nobody elsefound it out
before, when now known it is so easy.' He was nobly
entertained by the lord Napier ; and every summer after

that, during the lord's being alive, this venerable man
Mr. Briggs went purposely into Scotland to visit him." '

A ver>- similar story is told of the meeting of Leopardi and Niebuhr in
Rome. What Briggs said of logarithms may be said almost in the same

Some apology may be needed, and many valid reasons
might be assigned, for the departure, in my case, from the
usual course, which is that every professor on his ap-
pointment should deliver an inaugural lecture before
commencing his regular work of teaching in the Uni-
versity. I hope that my remis-ness, in this respect, may
be condoned if it shall eventually be recognised that I have
waited, before addressing a public audience, until I felt

prompted to do so by the spirit within me craving to find
utterance, and by the consciousness of having something
of real and more than ordinary weight to impart, so that
those who are qualified by a moderate amount of mathe-
matical culture to comprehend the drift of my discourse,
may go away with the satisfactory feeling that their mental
vision has been e.xtended and their eyes opened, like my
own, to the perception of a world of intellectual beauty,
of whose existence they were previously unaware.

This is not the first occasion on which I have appeared
before a general mathematical audience, as the messenger
of good tidings, to announce some important discovery.
In the year 1S59 I gave a course of seven or eight lectures

at King's College, London, at each of which I was honoured
by the attendance of my lamented predecessor, on the
subject of " The Partitions of Numbers and the Solution
of Simultaneous Equations in Integers," in which it fell

to my lot to show how the difficulties might be overcome
which had previously baffled the efforts of mathemati-
cians, and especially of one bearing no less venerable a
name than that of Leonard Euler, and also laid the basis

of a method which has since been carried out to a much
greater extent in my " Constructive Theory of Partitions,"

published in the American Journal of Mathematics, in

writing which I received much valuable co operation and
material contributions from many of my own pupils in the

Johns Hopkins University.' Several years later, in the
same place, I delivered a lecture on the well-known
theorem of Newton, which fills a chapter in the " Arith-
metica L^niversalis," where it was stated without proof,

and of which many celebrated mathematicians, including
again the name of Euler, had sought for a proof in vain.

In that lecture I supplied the missing demonstration, and
owed my success, I believe, chiefly to merging the theorem
to be proved, in one of greater scope and generality. In
mathematical research, reversing the axiom of Euclid,
and converting the proposition of Hesiod, it is a con-
tinual matter of experience, as I have found myself over
and over again, that the whole is less than its part. On
a later occasion, taking my stand on the wonderful dis-

covery of Peaucellier, in which he had realised that exact
parallel motion which James Watt had believed to be
impossible, and exhausted himself in contrivances to find

an imperfect substitute for, in the steam-engine, I think I

may venture to say that I brought into being a new
branch of mechanico-geometrical science, which has
been, since then, carried to a much higher point by the

brilliant inventions of Messrs. Kempe and Hart. I re-

member that my late lamented friend, the Lord Almoner's
Reader of Arabic in this University, subsequently editor of

the Times, Mr. Chenery, who was present on that occasion

in an unofficial capacity, remarked to me after the lecture,

which was delivered before a crowded auditory at the

Ro)al Institution, that when they saw two suspended

words of the subject of this lecture :— " This most e.\-cellent help to geometry
which, being found out, one wonders nobody else found it out before ; when,
now known, it is so easy." I quite entered into Brigg's feelings at his inter-

view with Napier when I recently paid a ^isit to Poincar^_ in his airy perch

in the Rue Gay-Lussac in Paris (will our grandchildren live to see an Alex-
ander Williamson Street in the north-west quarter of London, or an Arthur
Cayley Court in Lincoln's Inn, where he once abode?) In the presence of

that mighty reservoir of pent-up intellectual force my tongue at first refused

it.s office, my eyes wandered, and it was not until I had taken some time
(it may be two or three minutes) to peruse and absorb as it were the

idea of his e.\ternal youthful lineaments that I found myself in a condition

I In one of those lectures, two hundred copies of the mtes for which were
printed off and distributed among my auditors, I founded and developed to

a considerable extent the subject since rediscovered by M. Halphen under
the name of the Theory of Aspects.
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opposite Peaucellier cells, coupled toe-and-toe together,

swing into motion, which would have been impossible

had not the two connected moving points each described

an accurate straight line, " the house rose at you." [The
lecture merely illustrated experimentally two or three

simple propositions of Euclid, Book III.].

The matter that I have to bring before your notice this

afternoon is one far bigger and greater, and of infinitely

more importance to the progress of mathematical science,

than any of those to which I have just referred. No subject

during the last thirty years has more occupied the minds
of mathematicians, or lent itself to a greater variety of

applications, than the great theory of Invariants. The
theory I am about to expound, or whose birth I am about
to announce, stands to this in the relation not of a younger
sister, but of a brother, who, though of later birth, on the

principle that the masculine is more worthy than the

feminine, or at all events, according to the regulations of
the Salic law, is entitled to take precedence over his elder

sister, and e.xercise supreme sway over their united realms.

Metaphor apart, I do not hesitate to say that this theory,

minor iiatu potcstate major, infinitely transcends in the

e.\tent of its subject-matter, and in the range of its appli-

cations, the allied theory to which it stands in so close a

relation. The very same letters of the alphabet which
may be employed in the two theories, in the one may be
compared to the dried seeds in a botanical cabinet, in the
other to buds on the living branch ready to burst out into

blossom, flower, and fruit, and in their turn supply fresh

seed for the maintenance of a continually self-perpetuating

cycle of living forms In order that I may not be con-
sidered to have lost myself in the clouds in making such
a statement, let me so far anticipate what I shall have to

say on the meaning of Reciprocants and their relation

to the ordinary Invariantive or Covariantive forms by
taking an instance which happens to be common (or at

least, by a slight geometrical adjustment, may be made
so) to the two theories. I ask you to compare the form

d-d — 2iil>c -\- 2//'

as it is read in the light of the one and in that of the

other. In the one case the «, d, c, d stand for the co-
efficients of a so-called Binary Ouantic, and its evan-
escence serves to express some particular relation be-
tween three points lying in a right line. In the other
case the letters are interpreted to mean the successive
differential derivatives of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, sth orders of
one Cartesian co-ordinate of a curve in respect to the other.

The equation expressing this evanescence is capable
of being integrated, and this integral will serve to denote
a relation between the two co-ordinates which furnishes
the necessary and sufficient condition in order that the
point of the curve of any or no specified order (for it may
be transcendental) to which the co-ordinates may refer,

may admit of having, at the point where the condition is

satisfied, a contact with a conic of a higher order than the
common. In the one case the letters employed are dead
and inert atoms ; in the other they are germs instinct

with motion, life, and energy.
A curious history is attached to the form which I have

just cited, one of the simplest in the theory, of which the
narrative may not be without interest to many of my
hearers, even to those whose mathematical ambition is

limited to taking a high place in the schools.
At pp. 19 and 20 of Boole's " Differential Equations''

(edition of 1859) the author cites this form as the lefthand
side of an equation which he calls the " Differential
Equation of lines of the second order," and attributes it

to Monge, addmg the words, " But here our powers of
geometrical interpretation fail, and results such as this

can scarcely be otherwise useful than as a registry of
integrable forms." In this vaticination, which was quite un-
called for, the eminent author, now unfortunately deceased,
proved himself a filse prophet, for the form referred to

is among the first that attracts notice in crossing the
threshold of the subject of Reciprocants, and is but one
of a crowd of similar and much more complicated ex-
pressions, no less than it, susceptible of geometrical
interpretation and of taking their place on the register of
integrable forms. A friend, with whom I was in commu-
nication on the subject, and whom I see by my side,

remarked to me, in reference to this passage ;
—" I cannot

help comparing a certain passage in Boole to Ezekiel's
valley of the clry bones :

' The valley was full of bones,
and lo, they were very dry.' The answer to the question,
' Can these bones live ?

' is supplied by the advent of the
glorious idea of the Reciprocants ; and the grand invo-
cation, ' Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe
upon these slain, that they may live,' may well be used
here. That they will ' live and stand up upon their feet an
exceeding great army' is what we may expect to happen."
This, as you will presently see, is just what actually has
happened.
Not knowing where to look in Monge for the implied

reference, I wrote to an eminent geometer in Paris to
give me the desired information ; he replied that the
thing could not be in Monge, for that M. Halphen, who
had written more than one memoir on the subject of the
differential equation of a conic, had made nowhere any
allusion to Monge in connection with the subject. Here-
upon, as I felt sure that a reference contained in repeated
editions of a book in such general use as Boole's " Difler-

entialEquations"was not likely to be erroneous, I addressed
myself to M. Halphen himself, and received from him a
reply, from which I will read an extract :

—

" En premier lieu, c'est une chose nouvelle poui moi
que r^quation differenlielle des coniques se trouve dans
Boole, dont je ne connais pas I'ouvrage. Je vais, bien
cntendu, le consulter avec curiosite. Ce fait a echappd a
tout le monde ici, et Ton a cru generalement que j'avais

le premier donn^ cette Equation. A'/'/ sub sole novi ! II

m'est naturellement impossible de vous dire oii la meme
equation est enfouie parmi les ceuvres de Monge. Pour
moi, c'est dans Le Journal dc Matli. (1S76), p. 375, que
j'ai eu, je crois, la premiere occasion de developper cette

Equation sous la forme meme que vous citez ; et c'est

quand je I'ai employde, I'annee suivante, pour le probleme
sur les lots de Kepler {Compies rcndus, 1877, t. Ixxxiv.

P- 939)1 que M. Bertrand I'a remarqu^e comme neuve.
Ce qui vous int^resse plus, c'est de connaitre la fonne
simplifii^e sous laquelle j'ai donnd plus tard cette (Equation

dans le Bulletin de la Societd Math(5matique. C'est sous-

cette derniere forme que M. Jordan la donne dans son
cours de I'Ecole Polytechnique " (t. i. p. 53).

All my researches to obtain the passage in Monge
referred to by Boole have been in vain.'

I will now proceed to endeavour to make clear to you,

what a Reciprocint means : the above form, which may
be called the Alongian, would afford an example by which
to illustrate the term ; but I think it desirable to begin
with a much easier one. Consider then the simple case
of a single term, the second derivative of one variable, y,
in respect to another, .v. Every tyro in algebraical geo-
metry knows that this, or rather the fact of its evanescence,
serves to characterise one or more points in a curve u-hich

possess, so to say, a certain indelible and intrinsic cha-
racter, or what is technically called a singularity ; in this

case an inflexion such as exists in a capital S, or Hogarth's
line-of beaut)-.

If we invert the two variables, exchanging, that is to say,

one with the other, the fact of this indelibility draws with

I Search h.-is been maie in the collected works of Monge and in manuscripts
of his own or Prony in the library of the Institute, but without effect. I

liave also made application to tlie Universal Information Society, who
' every conceivable question," but nothing has so far

ntil the citation from Monge is verified it will be safer

so-called Mongian as the Eoole-Mongian. It may
ting-point of the Differential Invariant 'theory", as the
detper-lyins and more comprehensive Reciprocant

undertake to
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it the consequence that in general these two reciprocal

functions must vanish together, and as a fact each is the

same as the other multiplied or divided by the third

power of the first derivative of the one variable with

respect to the other taken negatively. In this case we
are dealing with a single derivative and its reciprocal,

'ilie question immediately presents itself whether there

may not be a combination of derivatives possessing a

similar property. We know that no single derivative

except the second does.

Such a combination actually presents itself in a form

which occurs in the solution of Differential Equations of

the second order, the form

(iy
^

iP)' _ 3 /"/i'V-^

dx ' dx^ 2 \dy^'
'

which, fifter the name of its discoverer, Schwarz, we may
agree to call a Schwarzian (Cayley's " Schwarzian Deriva-
tiVe"i). If in this expression the .i-andj be interchanged,

its value, barring a factor consisting of a power of the

first derivative, remains unaltered, or, to speak more
strictly, merely undergoes a change of algebraical sign.

We may now arrive at the generalised conception of an
algebraical function of the derivatives of one variable in

respect to another, which, if we agree to pay no regard to

the algebraical sign, or to any power of the first derivative

that may appear as a factor, will remain unaltered when
the dependent and independent variables are interchanged

one with another ; and we may agree to call any such
function a Reciprocant.

But here an important distinction arises—there are

Reciprocants such as the one I first mentioned, -J^, or
d.v-

such as the Mongian to which allusion has been made in

the letter from M. Halphen, in which the second and
higher differential derivatives alone appear, the first

differential derivative not figuring in the e.xpression.

These may be termed Pure Reciprocants. Thus I repeat

dx--''

and

^\d.v-/ dx^ ^^dx->- dx^ dx^^^ \dvV

are pure reciprocants. Those from which the first

derivative — is not excluded may be called Mixed Re-
dx

ciprocants. An example of such kind of Reciprocants is

afforded by the Schwarzian above referred to. This dis-

tinction is one of great moment, for a little attention will

serve to make it clear that every pure reciprocant ex-

pressed in terms of -i- andj' marks an intrinsic feature or

singularity in the curve, whatever its nature may be, of
which X and_>' are the co-ordinates ; for if in place of the
variables (x,y) any two linear functions of these variables

be substituted, a pure reciprocant, by virtue of its recipro-

cantive character, must remain unaltered save as to the

immaterial fact of its acquiring a factor containing
merely the constants of substitution.-

More strictly speaking tliis is Cayley's Schwarzian derivative cleared of
fractions—it may well be called the Schwarzian (see my note on it in the
ATat/tematical Messenger for Septemlier or October past). Prof. Greenhill
in regard to the Schwarzian derivative proper writes me as follows :

—

" I found the reference in a footnote to p. 74 of Klein's ' Vorlesungen Uber
das Ikosaeder, &c.,' in which Klein thanks Schwarz for sending him the
reference to a paper by Lagrange, ' Sur la construction des cartes geogra-
phiques' in the Nouveaitx Memoires de VAcadimie de Berlin^ 1779. Com-
pare also Schwarz's paper in Bd- 75 of Borchardt's Journal, where further
literary notices are collected together. Klein says further that in the
' Sachsischen Gesellschaft von Januar 18S3,' he has considered the inner mean-

ing {innere I'edeittiing) of the differential equation (~t) ~^('')'

.dn ..
rt'here 1

' d~

^^
There are two papers by Lagrange, one immediately following the other,

"Sur la construction des cartes geographiques," but I have not been able to
discover the Schwarzian derivative in either of them.

The form as it stands .shows that for y a linear function of x and y may
lie substituted

: and the form yeciprocated (by the interchange of .r and y)

The consequence is that every pure reciprocant corre-

sponds to, and indicates, some singularity or characteristic

feature of a curve, and vice versa every such singularity

of a general nature and of a descriptive (although not
necessarily of a projective) kind, points to a pure reci-

procant.

Such is not the case with mixed reciprocants. They
will not in general remain unaltered when linear substi-

tutions are impressed upon the variables. Is it then
necessary, it may be asked, to pay any attention to mixed
reciprocants ; or may they not be formally excluded at

the very threshold of the inquiry .' Were I disposed to

put the answer to this question on mere personal grounds,
I feel that I should be guilty of the blackest ingratitude, that

I should be kicking down the ladder by which I have risen

to my present commanding point of view, if I were to turn

my back on these humble mixed reciprocants, to which I

have reason to feel so deeply indebted ;
for it was the

putting together of the two facts of the substantial per-

manence under linear substitutions impressed upon the

variables of the Schwarzian form and the simpler one
which marks the inflexions of a curve— it was, if I may so

say, the collision in my mind of these two facts—that

kindled the spark and fired the train which set my
imagination in a blaze by the light of which the whole
horizon of Reciprocants is now illumined.

But it is not necessary for me to defend the retention

of mixed reciprocants on any such narrow ground of

personal predilection. The whole body of Reciprocants,

pure and mixed, form one complete system, a single

garment without rent or seam, a complex whole in which
al! the parts are inextricably interwoven with each other.

It is a living organism, the action of no part of which can

be thoroughly understood if dissevered from connection

with the rest.

It was in fact by combining and interweaving mixed reci-

procants that I was led to the discovery of the pure binomial

reciprocant, which comes immediately after the trivial mono-
mial one,—the earliest with which I became acquainted, and
of the existence of compeers to which I was for some time

in doubt, and only became convinced of the fact after the

discovery of the Partial Differential Equation, the master-

key to this portion of the subject, which gives the means
of producing them ad libitum and ascertaining all that

exist of any prescribed type. Of this partial differential

equation I shall have occasion hereafter to speak ; but

this is not all, for, as we shall presently see, mixed reci-

procants are well worthy of study on their own account,

and lead to conclusions of the highest moment, whether

as regards their applications to geometry or to the theoiy

of transcendental functions and of ordinary differential

equations.

The singularities of curves, ta'<ing the word in its

widest acceptation, may be divided into three classes :

those which are independent of homographic deformation

and which remain unaltered in any perspective picture of

the curve ; those which, having an express or tacit refer-

ence to the line at infinity, are not indelible under per-

spective projection, but using the word descriptive with

some little latitude may, in so far as they only involve a

reference to the line at infinity as a line, be said to be of a

purely descriptive character ; and, lastly, those which are

neither projective nor purely descriptive, having relation

to the points termed, in ordinary parlance, ' circular

points at infinity '' [for which the proper name is " centres

of infinitely distant pencils of rays," i.e. pencils, every ray

of which is infinitely distant from every point external to

it]. Such, for instance, would be the character of points of

maximum or minimum curvature, which, as we shall see,

indicate, or are indicated by, that particular class of Mixed
to which I give the name of " Orthogonal Reciprocants."

All purely descriptive singularities alike, whether pro-

shows th It a similar substitution may be made for -v. Hence arbitrary

linear substitutions may be simultaneously impressed as x and y without

inducing any change of form.
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jective or non-projective, are indicated by pure recipro-

cants, and are subject to the same Partial Differential

Equation ;
just as, in the Theory of Binary Ouantics,

Invariants, although under one aspect they may be re-

garded as a self-contained special class, admit of being
and are most advantageously studied in connection with,
and as forming a part of, the whole family of forms com-
monly known by the name of " semi-, or subinvariants,"
but which I find it conduce to much greater clearness of
expression and avoidance of ambiguity or periphrasis to

designate as Binariants.

The question may here be asked, How, then, are
projective and non-projective pure reciprocants to be
discriminated by their external characters ?

1 believe that I know the answer to this question,
which is, that the former arc subject to satisfy a second
partial differential equation of a certain simple and fami-
liar type, but this is a matter upon which it is not neces-
sary for me to enter on the present occasion.' It is

enough for our present purpose to remark that every
projective pure reciprocant must, so to say, be in

essence a masked ternary covariant. For instance, if we

take the simplest of all such, viz. a, i.e. ~^, we have
dx-

d'-y

d.v^̂ m-
d^
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So much—for time will not admit of more—concerning

pure reciprocants.

Let me now say a few words en passant on Mixed
Reciprocants.

Pure Reciprocants, we have seen, are the analogues of

Invariants, or else of the leading terms [for that is what
are Semi- or Subinvariants] of Covariantive expansions ;

each is subject to its own proper linear partial differential

equation. Mi.xed Reciprocants are the exact analogues

of the coefficients in such expansions other than those of

the leading terms. Starting from the leading terms as

the unit point, the coefficients of rank u are subject to a

partial differential equation of order u ; and just so,

mixed reciprocants, if involving r up to the power w, are

subject to a partial differential equation of that same
order.

I have alluded to a peculiar class of mi.xed under the

name of " Orthogonal Reciprocants." They are distin-

guished, as I have proved, by the beautiful property that,

if differentiated with respect to r, the result must be itself

a Reciprocant. In Chart i you will see this illustrated in

the case of a mixed reciprocant (i -|- t'-)(J — jt^-, which
serves to indicate the existence of points of maximum
and minimum curvature. Its differential coefficient with

respect to t is the oft-alluded-to Schwarzian, transliterated

into the simpler notation. Proceeding in the inverse

order—of Integration instead of Differentiation— I call

your attention to a mixed reciprocant, of a very simple
character, one which presents itself at the very outset of

the theory, viz.

—

TC — lab,

which, integrated in respect to t between proper limits,

yields the elegant orthogonal reciprocant

—

(7-- -\- \)c- loalir + i^a'K

Expressed in the ordinary notation, this, equated to

zero, takes the form

—

(S + 1

t/'v dv d-v d^v /d'v\>
' dv' dl-'

' tt^^^^^dP'

Mr. Hammond has integrated thii, treated as an
ordinary differential equation, and has obtaineJ the

complete primitive expressed through the medium of two
related Hyper-Elliptic Functions connecting the variables

X and J' (see Chart 3). It may possibly turn out to be the

case that every mixed reciprocant is either itself an
Orthogonal Reciprocant, or by integration, in respect to r,

leads to one.

It will of course be understood that, in interpreting

equations obtained by equating to zero an Orthogonal
Reciprocant, the variables must be regaided as represent-

ing not general but rectangular Cartesian coordinates.
Here seems to me to be the proper place for pointing

out to what extent I have been anticipated by M. Halphen
in the discovery of this new world of Algebraical Forms.
When the subject first dawned upon my mind, about the

end of October or the beginning of November last, I was
not aware that it had been approached on any side by
any one before me, and believed that I was digging into

absolutely virgin soil. It was only when I received M.
Halphen's letter, dated November 25, in relation to the
Mongian business already referred to, accompanied by a
presentation of his memoirs on Differential Invariants,
that I became aware of there existing any link of con-
nection between his work and my own. A Differential

Invariant, in the sense in which the term is used by
M. Halphen, is not what at first blush I supposed it to

be, and as in my haste to repair what seemed to me an
omission to be without loss of time supplied, I wrote to M.
Hermite it was, in a letter which has been or is about to be
inserted in the Comptes rendits o( the Institute of France

;

it is not, I say, identical with what I have termed a
general pure reciprocant, but only with that peculiar species

of Pure Reciprocants to which I have in a preceding
part of this lecture referred as corresponding and point-

ing to Projective Singularities. In his splendid labours in

this field Halphen has had no occasion to construct or

concern himself with that new universe of forms viewed
as a whole, whether of Pure or Mixed Reciprocants,-

which it has been the avowed and principal object of this

lecture to bring under your notice.

I anticipate deriving much valuable assistance in the

vast explorations remaining to be made in my own
subject from the new and luminous views of M. Halphen,
and possibly he may derive some advantage in his turn

from the larger outlook brought within the field of vision

by my allied investigations.

Let me return for a moment to that simplest class of
pure reciprocants which I hive called protomorphs. Each
of these will be found (as may be shown either by a direct

process of elimination, or by integrating the equations

obtained by equating them severally to zero, regarded as

ordinary differential equations between .1" and f) each of

these, I say, will be found to represent some simple kind

of singularity at the point (.f, J') of the curve to which
these co-ordinates are supposed to refer. Thus, for

instance, No. i marks a single point of inflexion ; No. 2,

points of closest contact with a common parabola ; No. 3,

what our Cayley has called sextactic points, referring to a
general conic ; No. 4, points of closest contact with a
common cubical parabola ; and so on. The first and
third, it will be noticed, represent projective singularities,

and as such, in M. Halphen's language, would take the

name of Differential Invariants. The second and fourth,

having reference to the line at infinity in the plane of the

curve, are of a non-projective character, and as such

would not appear in M. Halphen's system of Differential

Invariants. It is an interesting fact that every simple

parabola, meaning one whose equation can be brought

under the form/ = .x^' , corresponds to a linear function

of a square of the third, and the cube of the second proto-

morph, and consequently will in general be of the sixth

degree. In the particular case of the cubical parabola,

the numerical parameter of this equation is such that the

highest powers of i cancel each other so that the form

sinks one degree, and becomes represented by the Quasi-

Discriininant, No. 4.

This simple instance will serve to illustrate the intimate

connection which exists between the projective and non-

projective reciprocants, and the advantage, not to say

necessity, of regarding them as parts of one organic

whole.
It would take me too far to do more than make the

most cursory allusion to an extension of this theory

similar to that which happens when in the ordinary

theory of invariants we pass from the consideration of a

single Ouantic to that of two or more. There is no diffi-

culty in~finding the partial differential equation to double

reciprocants which, as far as I have as yet pursued the

investigation, appear to be functions of a, b, c, . . . ;

a', b', c', . . ; and of (r - t').

The theory of double reciprocants will then include as

a particular case the question of determining the singu-

larities of paired points of two curves at which their

tangents are parallel, and consequently the theory of

common tangents to two curves and of bi-tangentj to a

single one.

I think I may venture to say that a general pure

multiple reciprocant which marks off relative singularities,

whether projective or non-projective, of a group of curves,

is a function of the second and higher differential

derivatives appertaining to the several curves of the

group, and of the differences of the first derivatives,

whereas in a mi.xed multiple reciprocant these last-

named differences are replaced by the first derivatives

themselves. As a particular case, when the group
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dwindles to an individual and there is only one t, this

letter disappears altogether from the form, for there are

no differences of a single quantity.

In the chart (marked No. 2) you will see the table of

Protomorphs carried on as far as the letter g inclusive,

and will not fail to notice what may be termed the higher
organisation of Reciprocantive as compared with ordinary
Invariantive Protomorphs ; the degrees of the latter

oscillate or librate between the numbers 2 and 3, whereas
in the former the degree is variable according to a certain

transcendental law dependent on the solution of a problem
in the Partition of Numbers. Another interesting differ-

ence between general Invariants and general Pure
Reciprocants consists in the fact that, whilst the number
of the former ultimately (i.e. when the extent is inde-
finitely increased) becomes indefinitely great, that of the
latter is determinate for any given degree even for an
infinite number of letters.

In carrying on the table of protomorphs up to the letter

h (see Chart 6) a new phenomenon presents itself, to which,
however, there is a perfect parallel in the allied theory.
An arbitrary constant enters into the form, its general
value being a linear function of £/and TK (for which see
Chart 6). But this is not all. If you examine the terms in

both U and W (there are in all twelve such) you will

find that these twelve do not comprise all of the same type
to which they belong. There is a Thirteenth (a banished
Judas), equally a priori entitled to admission to the group,
but which does not make its appearance among them,
viz. b^d. I rather believe that a similar phenomenon of

one or more terms, whose presence might be expected, but
which do not appear, presents itself in the allied invarian-
tive theory, but cannot speak with certainty as to this

point, as the circumstance has not received, and possibly
does not merit, any very particular attention.

Still, in the case before us, this unexpected absence of a

member of the family, whose appearance might have been
looked for, made an impression on my mind, and even
went to the extent of acting on my emotions. I began
to think of it as a sort of lost Pleiad in an Algebraical
Constellation, and in the end, brooding over the subject,
my feelings found vent, or sought relief, in a rhymed
effusion, a jeii de sottise, which, not without some appre-
hension of appearing singular or extravagant, I will venture
to rehearse. It will at least serve as an interlude, and
give some relief to the strain upon your attention before I

proceed to make my final remarks on the general theory.

TO A MISSING MEMBER
Of a Family Group of Terms in an Alj;d>i-aical ForinuUi

Lone and discarded one ! divorced by fate,

Far from thy wished-for fellows—whither art flown ?

Where lingerest thou in thy bereaved estate,

Like some lost star, or buried meteor stone ?

Thou mindst me much of that presumptuous one
Who loth, aught less than greatest, to be great,
From Heaven's immensity fell headlong down
To live forlorn, self-centred, desolate :

Or who, new Heraklid, hard exile bore,
Now buoyed by hope, now stretched on rack of fear.

Till throned Aslrsea, wafting to his ear
Words of dim poitent through the .Atlantic roar.

Bade him " the sanctuary of the Muse revere
And strew with flame the dust of Isis' shore."

Having now refreshed ourselves and bathed the tips of

our fingers in the Pierian spring, let us turn back for a few
brief moments to a light banquet of the reason, and enter-
tain ourselves as a sort of after-course with some general
reflections arising naturally out of the previous m.itter of
my discourse. It seems to me that the discovery of reci-

procants must awaken a feeling of surprise akin to that
which was felt when the galvanic current astonished the
world previously accustomed only to the phenomena of
machine or frictional electricity. The new theory is a

ganglionic one : it stands in immediate and central relation

to almost every branch of pure mathematics—to Invariants,

to Differential Equations, ordinary and partial, to Elliptic

and Transcendental Functions, to Partitions of Numbers,
to the Calculus of Variations, and above all to Geometry
(alike of figures and of complexes), upon whose inmost re-

cesses it throws a new and wholly unexpected light. The
geometrical singularities which the present portion of the

theory professes to discuss are in fact the distinguishing

features of curves ; their teclmical name, if applied to the

human countenance, would lead us to call a man's eyes,

ears, nose, lips, and chin his singularities ; but these singu-

larities make up the character and expression, and serve

to distinguish one individual from another. And so it is

with the so-called singularities of curves.

Comparing the system of ground-forms which it sup-

plies with those of the allied theory, it seems to me clear

that some common method, some yet undiscovered, deep-
lying, Algebraical principle remains to be discovered,

which shall in each case alike serve to demonstrate the

finite number of these forms (these organic radicals) for

any specified number of letters. The road to it, I believe,

lies in the Algebraical Deduction of ground-forms from
the Protomorphs.' Gordan's method of demonstration, so

difficult and so complicated, requiring the devotion of a

whole University semester to master, is inapplicable to

reciprocants, which, as far as we can at present see, do not

lend themselves to symbolic treatment.
How greatly must we feel indebted to our Cayley, who

while he was, to say at least, the joint founder of the

symbolic method, set the first, and out of England little

if at all followed, example of using as an engine that

mightiest instrument of research ever yet invented by the

mind of man—a Partial Differential Equation, to define

and generate invariantive forms.

With the growth of our knowledge, and higher views now
taken of invariantive forms, the old nomenclature has not

altogether kept pace, and is in one or two points in need of

a reform not difficult to indicate. I think that we ought
to give a general name— I propose that of Binariants— to

every rational integral form which is nullified by the

general operator

\ad., + ,./;,/. + vcd^ + . . . .

where \, }i,v, . . . are arbitrary numbers.
This operator, I think, having regard to the way in

which its segments link on to one another, may be called

the Vermicular.
Binariants corresponding to unit values of X, ^, i/, . . .

may be termed standard binariants. Those for which
these numbers are the terms of the natural arithmetical

series I, 2, 3, . . . Invariantive binariants, which may be
either complete or incomplete invariants ; these latter are

what are usually termed semi- or sub invariants. I may
presently have to speak of a third class of binariants for

which the arbitrary multipliers are the numbers 3, 8, 15,

24 , . . (the squares of the natural numbers each diminished
by unity) which, if the theorem I have in view is supported
by the event, will have to be termed Reciprocantive Bin-

ariants. But first let me call attention to what seems a

breach of the asserted parallelism between the Invarian-

tive and the Reciprocantive theories. In the former we
have complete and incomplete invariants, but we have
drawn no such distinction between one set of pure reci-

procants and another. A parallel distinction does however
exist.

If we use ic, /, j to signify the weight, extent, and de-

gree of an invariantive form, iu is never less than the half

product of /y; when equal to it the form is complete. In
the case of reciprocants certain observed facts seem to

indicate that there exists an analogous but less simple

1 See the section on the Algebraical Deduction of the Ground-forms of the

Qnintic in my memoir on SabTnvariants in the Amcricnn Journal o/Mixthc-
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inequality. If this conjecture is verified it is not merely

(y- - 2) IV, which is never negative

:

and when this is zero, the form may be said to be com-
plete.i There would then be thus complete forms in each

of the two theories ; in the earlier one they take a special

name : this is the only difference.

We have spoken of Pure Reciprocants as being

either projective or non-projective, but so far have

abstained from particularising the external characters

by which the former may be distinguished from the

latter. I have good reason to suspect that the former are

distinguished from the latter by being Binariants ; that,

in addition to being subject to annihilation by the

operator V, they are also subject to annihilation by the

Vermicular operator when made special by the use of the

numerical multipliers 3, S, 15 . . . above alluded to, or in

other words (as previously mentioned incidentally) are

subject to satisfy two simultaneous partial differential

equations instead of only one.- Projective Reciprocants

we have seen are disguised or masked Ternary Covariants

—Covariants in the grub, the first undeveloped state. Now
ternary covariants are capable, it may or may not be
generally known, of satisfying 6 reducible to 2 simul-

taneous Partial Differential Equations, and at first sight it

might be surmised that nothing would be gained by the

substitution of the two new for the two old simultaneous

partial differential equations. But the fact is not so. for

the old partial differential equations are perfectly un-

manageable, or at least have never, as far as I know, been
handled by any one, for they have to do with a triangular

heap, whereas the new ones are solely concerned with a

linear series of co-efficients.

I have alluded to there being a particular form common
to the two theories. In the one theory it is the Mongian
alluded to in the correspondence, which has been
read, with M. Halphen. In the other it is the source

of the skew covariant to the cubic. If the latter be subjected

to a sort of MacMahonic numerical adjustment, it becomes
absolutely identical with the former. Let us imagine that

before the invention of Reciprocants an Algebraist hap-

pened to have had both forms present to his mind, and had
thought of some contrivance for lowering the coefficients

of the Mongian written out with the larger coefficients,

t If this should turn out to be tnie, the "crude generating fraction " for

reciprocants would be almost identical with that of in- and co-variants of the
same extenty. The denominators would be absolutely identical ; as regards

the numerators, while that for invariantive forms is i — a'^x'~ the numerator

for reciprocants would be i — a'-.x'^. As I write abroad and from memory
there is just a chance that the index of rt here given may be erroneous.

- As already stated in a previous footnote this conjecture is fully confirmed,
my own proof having been corroborated (if it needed corroboration) by another
entirely different one invented by M. Halphen, who fully shares my own
astonishment at the fact of there being forms (half-horse, half alligator) at

once reciprocants and sub-invar ants, and as such satisfying two simultaneous
partial differential equations.

If instead of denoting the successive differential derivatives (starting from

the second a,b,c,... we call them —, > , ... the two An-
1.2 1.2.3 1.2.3.4'

nihilators will be

all, + 2bSc + 3<-5rf -I- 4</S, -I- ... and

^"-St, + 5(7fSt -1- 6{ad + &)5rf -I- ^(ae + lid + i j5, -f . . .

the latter being my new operator, the Reciprocator /-' accommodated to the
above-stated change of notation for the successive differential derivatives.

Hardly necessary is it for me to point out in explanation of the semi-sums

, . . . that we may write the MacMahonised V under the form

,^a-l^, + t,{ac + ca)Sc+(>(a<: + l>c)Sd+^(ac + h^+c^ +M + ca)5t+ . . .

It is to be presumed that in addition to mixed reciprocants (the ocean into
which flows the .sea of pure reciprocants, as into that again empties itself the
river of projective reciprocants) there may exist a theory of forms in which j' as

well as -y- will appear, or, so to say, doubly mixed reciprocants, the most

general of all, in which case we must speak of the content of these as the
ocean and of the others as sea, river, and br. ok. Curious is it to reflect that
in the theory which as it exists comprises Invariantives, Reciprocants, and
Invariantive Reciprocants or Reciprocant Invariantives, the order of dis-

covery was (i) Invariantives (Eisenstein, Boole, &c.) ; (2) Invariantive Reci-
procants (Monge and Halphen); (3) Reciprocants (Schwarz, the authcrof
this lecture).

and had thus stumbled upon this striking fact. It could
not have failed to vehemently arouse his curiosity, and he
would have set to work to discover, if possible, the cause
of this coincidence. He would in all probability have
addressed himself to the form which precedes the source
alluded to in the natural order of genesis, and have
applied a similar adjustment to the much simpler form,

ac - l>- : having done so he would have tried to discover
to what singularity it pointed—but his efforts to do so we
know must have been fruitless, and he would have felt dis-

posed to throw down his work in despair, for the inter-

mediate ideas necessary to make out the parallelism would
not have been present to his mind. So long as we confine

ourselves to Differential Invariants, i.e. to projective pure
reciprocants, we are like men walking on those elevated

ridges, those more than Alpine summits, such as I am told '

exist in Thibet, where it may be the labour of days for two
men who can see and speak to each other to come together.

Reciprocants supply the bridge to span the yawning ravine

and to bring allied forms into direct proximity.

I have spoken of mixed reciprocants as being subject to

satisfy not a linear partial differential equation, but one of

a higher order dependent on the intensity, so to say, of its

mixedness—the highest power, that is to say, of the first

diffci-ential derivative which it contains, and it might there-

fore be supposed that these forms are much more difficult

to be obtained than pure reciprocants. But the fact is

just the reverse, for as I discovered in the very infancy of

the inquiry, and have put on record in the September or

October number of the Mathematical Messenger, mixed
reciprocants may be evolved in unlimited profusion by the

application of simple and explicit processes of multiplica-

tion and difterentiation. From any reciprocant whatever,

be it mixed or pure, new mixed ones may be educed
infinitely infinite in number, inasmuch as at each stage

of the process, arbitrary functions of the first differential

derivative may be introduced.

The wonderful fertility of this method of generation
excited warm interest on the part of one of the greatest

of living mathematicians, the e.xpression of which acted

as a powerful incentive to me to continue the inquiry.

They may be compared with the shower of December
meteors shooting out in all directions and covering the

heavens with their brilliant trains, all diverging from one
or more fixed radiant-points, the radiant-point in the

theory before us being the particular form selected to be

operated upon.
The new doctrine which I have endeavoured thus im-

perfectly to adumbrate has taken its local rise in this

University, where it has already attracted some votaries to

its side, and will, I hope, eventually obtain the co-opera-

tion of many more. I have ventured with this view to

announce it as the subject of a course of lectures during
the ensuing term.

When I lately had the pleasure of attending the new
Slade Professor's inaugural discourse, I heard him promise
to make his pupils participators in his work by painting

pictures in the presence of his class. I aspire to do more
than this—not only to paint before the members of

my class, but to induce them to take the palette and
brush and contribute with their own hands to the

work to be done upon the canvas. Such was the plan I

followed at the Johns Hopkins University, during my
connection with which I may have published scores of

Mathematical articles and memoirs in the journals of

America, England, France, and Germany, of which pro-

bably there was scarcely one which did not originate

in the business of the class-room ; in the composition of

many or most of them I derived inestimable advant.agc

from the suggestions or contributions of my auditors. Il

was frequently a chase, in which I started the fox, in which

I I thinkmyinformant was my friend Dr. Inglis, ofthe AthenEeum Club, who
some time ago undertook a journey in the Himalayas in the hopes of coming
upon the traces of a lost religion which he thought he had reason to believ.,

existed among mankind in the pre-OIacial period of the earth's history.
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we all took a common interest, and in which it was a

matter of eager emulation between my hearers and myself
to try which could be first in at the death.

During the past period of my professorship here, im-
perfectly acquainted with the usages and needs of the

University, I do not think that my labours have been
directed so profitably as they might have been either as

regards the prosecution of my own work or the good of

my hearers : my attention has been distracted between
theories waiting to be ushered into existence and provid-

ing for the daily bread of class-teaching. I hope that in

future I may be able to bring these two objects into closer

harmony and correlation, and think I shall best discharge
my duty to the University by selecting for the material of

my work in the class-room any subject on which my
thoughts may, for the time being, happen to be concen-
trated, not too alien to, or remote from, that which I am
appointed to teach ; and thus, by e.xample, give lessons

in the difficult art of mathematical thinking and reason-
ing—how to follow out familiar suggestions of analogy
till they broaden and deepen into a fertilising stream of
thought—how to discover errors and to repair them,
guided by faith in the e.xistence and unity of that intel-

lectual world which exists within us, and is at least as
real as that with which we are environed.
The American Mathcinaticcil journal, conducted under

the auspices of the Johns Hopkins University, which has
gained and retains a leading position among the most
important of its class, whether measured by the value of

its contents or the estimation in which it is held by the

Mathematical world, bears as its motto

—

•iTpa-yixa.Twv ^Kei'xits oh 0\ewo^eywy.

I have the pleasure of seeing among my audience this

day the most distinguished geometer of Holland, Prof.

Schoute, who has done me the signal honour of coming
over to England to be present at this lecture, who
hospitably entertained me at Groningen (in a vaca-
tion visit which I recently paid to his country, the classic

soil which has given birth to an Erasmus, a Grotius, a
Bcerhaave, a Spinoza, a Huyghens, and a Rembrandt),
and who was kind enough, in proposing my health at

a party where many of his colleagues were present, to say
that he felt sure " that I should return to England cheered
and invigorated, and would, ere long, light on some dis-

covery which would excite the wonder of the Mathematical
world."

I do not venture to affirm, nor to think, that this

vaticination has been fulfilled in the terms in which it

was uttered, but can most truly say that the discovery,
which it has been my good fortune to be made the
medium of revealing, has excited my own deepest feel-

ings of ever-increasing wonder rising almost to awe, such
as must have come over the revellers who saw the hand-
writing start out more and more plainly on the wall, or
the scienziati crowding round the blurred palimpsest as
they began to be able to decipher characters and piece
together the sentences of the long lost and supposed irre-

coverable De Rfpublica.
When I was at Utrecht, on my way to Groningen,

Mr. Grinwis, the Professor of Mathematics at that Uni-
versity, showed me an English book on " Differential

Equations," which had just appeared, of which he spoke
in high terms of praise, and said it contained over 800
examples. I wrote at once for the book to England, and
on seeing it on my arrival, forgetting that it had been
ordered, mistook it for a present from the author or
publisher, and, what is unusual with me, read regularly
into it, until I came to the section on Hyper-geometrical
series, where the Schwarzian Derivative (so named by
Cayley after Prof .Schwarz) is spoken of.

Perhaps I ought to blush to own that it was new to me,
and my attention was riveted by the property it pos-
sesses, in common with the more simple form which
points to inflexions on curves, of remaining substantially

unaltered, of persisting as a factor at least of its altered
self, when the variables which enter it are interchanged.
Following out this indication, I at once asked myself the
question, " ought there not to exist combinations of deri-

vatives of all orders possessing this property of recipro-
cation .'' " That question was soon answered, and the
universe of mixed reciprocants stood revealed before me.
These mixed reciprocants, by simple processes of com-
bination, led me to the discovery of the first pure reci-

procant, 3(5' - ^ac : whereupon I again put the question to

myself, "are there, or are there not, others of this form,
and if so, what are they ?

"

In an unexpected manner the question was answered,
and my curiosity gratified to the utmost by the discovery
of the partial differential equation which is the central

point of the theory, and at once discloses the parallelism
between it and the familiar doctrine of Invariants. Two
principal exponents of that doctrine, who have infused
new blood into it, and given it a fresh point of departure
— Capt. MacMahon and Mr. Hammond— I have the
pleasure of seeing before me. Mr. Kempe, who is also

present, has lately entered into and signally distinguished
himself in the same field, availing himself in so doing of

his profound insight into the subject of linkages, his

interest in which I believe I may say received its first im-
pulse from the lecture which he heard me deliver upon it

at the Royal Institution in January 1874, on the very night
when the Prime Minister for the time being sent round
letters to his supporters announcing his intention to dis-

solve Parliament. Of the two events I have ever regarded
the lecture as by far the more important to the permanent
interests of society. He has lately applied ideas founded
upon linkages to produce a most original and remarkable
scheme for explaining the nature of the whole pure body
of iSIathematical truth, under whatever different forms it

may be clothed, in a memoir which has been recommended
to be printed in the Transactions of the Royal Society, and
which, I think, cannot fail when published to e.xcite the

deepest interest ahke in the Mathematical and the Philo-

sophical worlds.'

I also feel greatly honoured by the presence of Prof.

Greenhill, who will be known to many in this room from
his remarkable contributions to the theory of Hydro-
dynamics and Vortex Motion, and who has sufficient

candour and largeness of mind to be able to appreciate

researches of a different character from those in which
he has himself gained distinction.

I should not do justice to my feelings if I did not

acknowledge my deep obligations to Mr. Hammond for

the assistance which he has rendered me, not only in

preparing this lecture which you have listened to with

such exemplary patience, but in developing the theory ; 1

am indebted to him for many valuable suggestions tend-

ing to enlarge its bounds, and believe have been saved,

b)' my conversations with him, from falling into some
serious errors of omission or oversight. Saving only our

Cayley (who, though younger than myself, is my spiritual

progenitor—who first opened my eyes and purged them
of dross so that they could see and accept the higher mys-
teries of our common Mathematical faith), there is no one 1

can think of with whom I ever have conversed, from my
intercourse with whom I have derived more benefit. It

would be an immense gain to Science, and to the best

interests of the University, if something could be done
to bring such men as Mr. Hammond (and, let me add,

Mr. Buckkeim, who ought never to have been allowed to

leave it) to come and live among us. I am sure that with

their endeavours added to my own and those of that

most able body of teachers and researchers with whom
I have the good fortune to be associated—my brother

Professors and the Tutorial Staff of the Universit)—we

' In his memoir for the Phil. Trans. Mr. Kempe contends that any what
ever mathematical proposition or research is capable Of being represented by
some sort of simple or compound linkage. One would like to know by what
sort of linkage he would represent the substance of the memoir itself
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could create such a School of Mathematics as might go

some way at least to revive the old scientific renown of

Oxford, and to light such a candle in England as, with

God's grace, should never be put out.'

TABLES OF SINGULARITIES AND FORMULA
REFERRED TO IN THE PRECEDING LECTURE

Chart i.

POJXTS OF ilAXnWM AND MINIMUM CURTATUIiE

Chart 2.—PROTO^roRPHS
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I I have pui-posely confined myself in my lecture to reciprocants, indica-

lives of properties of plane curves, but had in view to extend the theory to

ihe case of higher dimensions in space leading to reciprocants involving the
differential derivatives of any number of variables ji*, 2, . . . M. Halphen, with
whom I have had the great advantage of being in communication during my
stay in Paris, has anticipated me in this part of my plan, and has found that

the same method which I have used to obtain the Annihilator /'applied to a
system of variables lead^ to an Annihilator of very similar form to /', and at
my request will publish his results in a forthcoming number of the Coinjtics

rettdus. Thus the dominion of reciprocants is already extended over the
whole range of forms unlimited in their own number as well as in that of the
variables which they contain
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Chart 5.—Reciprocant Transformations
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A and M are arbitrary numbers.

New College, Oxford, January 6

THE GEOLOGY OF MALAYSIA, SOUTHERN
CHINA, &-C.

THERE is a remarkable uniforniity in the geology of

a very large portion of Southern Asia and its

dependent islands, especially from the Malay peninsula,

as far east as the Philippines, and as far north as the

Chinese continent. In the Malayan peninsula we have

an elevated granitic axis. At the base of this there are

Pateozoic schists and slates. Above these in a few

places there are limestones in detached weathered

masses. This limestone is often crystalline, white, blue,

and black. In a few cases there are traces of stratifica-

tion, but no fossils.

In a recent journey through Pahang I found precisely

the same formations on the eastern side of the peninsula,

with only this addition, that there is a belt of trachytic

rocks of modern origin forming detached hills between

the main range and the sea.

In Sumatra I learn that there are the same formations

from the granite upwards. I cannot confiriTi this from

personal observation, as I have travelled very little in the

island. The mountain axis is far from the Straits of

Malacca, and difficult of access. As far as I can judge

from the geology of such large islands as Bilitou, Bintang,

and Banca, the mountains are probably granitic and

stanniferous.

Proceeding eastward and northerly, detached granite

islands are met with. They are thickly strewn through

the intermediate ocean. Those I have seen, such as the

north and south Natunas, and other similar outliers, on

vovages between Java, Singapore, Borneo, China, Cochin
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China, and Siam, are all granitic, with a few Pateozoic
slates and schists. To the eastward of the Malay penin-

sula a few limestone islands are seen, and they are similar

in character to the calcareous rocks of the mainland.
It is perhaps needless to draw attention to the e.xtra-

ordinary number of these outliers. They do not show
well on a map, as most of them are so very small, but

those who travel in these regions can well understand
why the early Arabian voyagers called this " the sea of the

twelve thousand islands." Granite is the prevailing rock,

but I have little doubt that modern trap-rocks form some
of the islands. But there is no active volcano amongst
them. The nearest point for such phenomena is said to

be Formosa, but I think this doubtful. Yet, proceeding
north from this large island, along the chain which con-
nects it in an almost unbroken series through the Meiaco
group, Liu Kiu and Linschoten Islands, to Japan, we find

two active volcanoes (Naka Sima and Sawa Sima, the
latter 3400 feet high), which seem to point to a line of

disturbance, of which Formosa is a portion.

When we come to Borneo we find ths first extensive
development of stratified rocks. Though outliers of

granite are met occasionally, it is evident that there is a
great change in the geology of the coast. I shall confine
my observations to what I saw. From Brunei northwards
we meet with carbonaceous rocks, brown and yellow-

sandstones and shales with intercalated grits and con-
glomerates. The dip varies : sometimes slight, or nearly
horizontal, showing but trifling disturbance in this part of

the world. It seemed to me as if these carbonaceous
rocks were of different ages. Those which line the Brunei
River are much older-looking than those of Labuan. At
Gaya, and again at Kudat, at the north extremity of

Borneo, I saw brownish-yellow sandstones with shales
and small seams of coal. The appearance of these beds
reminded me much of the Mesozoic carbonaceous I'ocks

of Queensland and New South Wales. At Sandakan or

Elopura (North-East Borneo) the present capital of the
North Borneo Settlement, there are high cliffs of red and
yellow sandstone, which look older than anything I saw
on the north or north-eastern coast. Over 600 feet are
exposed in one cliff, with no signs of any carboniferous
strata.

While at Sandakan I met the Governor's private secre-
tary (Mr. D. D. Daly), who had just returned from a

journey of exploration on the Kinebetungen River. He
brought down many samples of good coal, besides tin

and gold. Amongst the collection were some limestones
very like the rocks I had seen in the Malay peninsula.
These also form detached mountains. There are fine

caves, I am informed, over 600 feet high, and in them are
found some of the best kinds of edible birds' nests. Amid
the fragments of limestone I recognised a Fenestella and
a Stenopora. If this rock is of the sime formation as
the limestone outliers of the whole of Malaysia, then its

age may be for the present considered as Palasozoic, and
probably between Devonian and Carboniferous.

After visiting some islands of the Sooloo Archipelago
(all volcanic) I went to the Philippines. At Luzon, Min-
doro, and some of the larger members of the group, the
rocks are principally volcanic. But it would be an error

to regard them as exclusively so. There are some areas
of stratified rocks with coral and other marine fossils,

which are of probably Miocene and Pliocene age. In
Mindanao there is gold. I obtained a few fossils from the
Miocene beds of the latter island. They were all Fora-
minifera in a loose friable limestone, including Orbulina
univcrsa, D'Orb., Globigerina hiloba, triloba, and biil-

toides, D'Orb., Oistclhiria italica, D'Orb., Pn/vuiulina
Haueri, D'Orb., Rotlaia simplex, D'Orb., and some
others belonging to about twenty different genera. The
same species are found in Luzon, and the beds are con-
sidered Eocene by Kusrer (see Bohtin dc la Carta Geol.
del. Espaua, vol. vii ).

One of the most interesting portions of the Philippines

is the Calamianes group, a small cluster of islands a short

distance south and west of Mindoro. Here we find re-

peated the main geological features of the Malayan
peninsula, with the addition of recent volcanic emana-
tions. To the east of Busuanga (the largest of the group)

is the Island of Coron, which presents to the sea a mag-
nificent rampart of limestone cliffs and pinnacles from
600 to 1500 feet high. The aspect is grandly picturesque,

but the character of the formation is unmistakably similar

to the isolated limestone mountains in the Malayan
Peninsula. The rocks are bluish-gray, with apparently a

perpendicular stratification, with patches of brilliant

colours, including red, yellow, pink, dark and light green,

&c. The cliffs descend precipitously into about forty

fathoms of water, but at the tidal line they are undermined
by the action of the waves in a very cleanly-cut line.

Ciccasionally one may see the natives (Visayas) lowering

each other over these dizzy heights to gather the edible

birds' nests which here also abound, and form the only

valuable export from the islands. The outline of the

island is magnificently rugged and irregular, weathered
into needles and pinnacles of the most fantastic shape, in

the recesses of which there is much pale green grass and
patches of darker jungle. Caves are of course numerous.

It was the birds'-nesting harvest at the time of my visit

in March last.

The Island of Malagou, to the westward is similar to

Culion, but it possesses the additional feature of a second

line excavated by the waves about ten feet above the

actual level. This seems to be the result of upheaval.

Besides Malagou there are many small limestone islets,

or mere pinnacles of grotesque shape. The seas are thus

rendered peculiarly dangerous. The only port worthy ot

the name is Port Culion, with a town which is a mere
cluster of Malay huts of bamboo and palm-leaves. The
rocks are Pakuozoic schists and quartzites. Thus we
have a repetition of the formations as they occur in the

Malayan Peninsula.

At Palawan and Mindanao the same formations are

stated to occur. Of Mindanao there can be no doubt,

but of Palawan little is known, and I have only seen the

coast at a distance.

There is a continuance of the same geological features

in South China, at least from those portions of the coast

which I have seen between Macao and Swatow.
_
At

Hong Kong we have granite, ancient trap-rocks, felsites,

and detached outliers of limestone exactly like the Pateo-

zoic deposits all through the Eastern .Archipelago. From
the Canton River the same rocks have been seen by me
together with well-marked Palaeozoic fossils of carboni-

ferous type {Spiri/er especially).

I have never succeeded in getting away from the alluvial

deposits of the great rivers of Cochin China. Just now
the time could not be more unfavourable for any kind of

exploration, but I believe the French are not neglecting

the geology of the country.

Coal is extensively distributed in all the northern por-

tions of the countries I have been describing. It is found

in South China abundantly, Formosa, Tonquin, the

Philippines, Japan, and Borneo, and I believe I have seen

indications of a carbonaceous deposit in the Malay
Peninsula.

Of the coals in South China little more is known than

that they are abundant and of good quality. From the

fossils I have seen they are probably of Palasozoic age.

The Formosa coals are so bad that they have ceased to

be worked or at least offered in the Hong Kong market.

I know nothing of their age nor of the quality and age of

the coals of Tonquin. The coals of the Philippines

belong most probably to the Borneo older series. They

I

are found on the south of Luzon and south of Zebu sin;e

1S27. More recently they have been found in the

province of Albay (south-east of Manilla) and in Panay.
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Samples from the latter mines were tried by the P. and
O. Company with good results. The Japan coals are

certainly Tertiary and most probably Miocene. Though
brittle, they make such good steam coals that they are

preferred to every other except Cardiff coal. Borneo is a

mass of coal, and, as I believe, of very different ages.

Those of Labuan were said to be Tertiary ; those of

Brunei look much older. But I question the Tertiary age
of the Labuan beds
The general character of the geology of the regions I

have mentioned is (i) Granite rocks with older volcanic

dykes
; (2) Palaeozoic schists and slates

; (3) Limestones
in detached outliers, probably of Carboniferous age

;

(4) Coal of various ages. There has been little upheaval,
and th it has revealed marine, Miocene, and Pliocene
Ijeds, with some few carbonaceous deposits.

J. E. Tenison -Woods
Osaka, Japan, September 24, 1S85

JOHN HUNTER'S HOUSE
pARL'S COURT HOUSE, once the residence of the
-'--' illustrious John Hunter, has been made very pro-

perly the subject of a letter in the Times of Tuesday last,

by Ur. Farquharson, ^LP. The house, with which I have
been familiar for the past twenty-two years, is well worth
all the attention of the curious v.'hich Dr. Farquharson
claims for it. It differs, no doubt, somewhat from what it

was in Hunter's time, but not so much, 1 think, as my friend

supposes ; for a drawing I have had made of it, when
compared with another drawing taken not long after

Hunter's death, and now in the possession of the Royal
College of .Surgeons, shows no very important change.
The Lions' Den, of which I have also had a faithful copy
taken, is still in good preservation, and Mrs. Hunter's
boudoir retains all its original character, as she, the
accomplished authoress of the well-known song,

—

" My mother bids me bind my hair,"

—

had it herself decorated. The copper in which the Irish
" giant was boiled down is in good order, and stands in an

outhouse in the same place in which it stood when the giant,

in piecemeal, found his way into it. In 1S50 the late dis-

tinguished scholar. Dr. Robert Willis, of Barnes, too'c me
to Kensington to see a man who remembered John Hunter.
He was the son of Hunter's gardener, and was ten years
of age at the time of Hunter's death in 1793. This man
related some curious anecdotes of the great anatomist.

One of these had reference to his presence of mind. One
day as Hunter was entering his garden by the field at

the back, still a field, one of the lions had got loose from
% its den. From the house the people called out to Hunter
'' to get out of the way into a place of safety. Instead of

this he took his handkerchief from his pocket, and
marching boldly up to the lion, flipped it back into the

den, and securely shut it in.

That Hunter conducted dissections in this place is

clear from the remains that have been dug up in the

garden. I examined a number of bones that were thus
unearthed by the late occupier during some improve-
ments which were going on about fifteen years ago. The
bones showed some sections and re-sections of so curious
and skilful a kind, that I asked and obtained permission
to retain a few of them.

LTpon the death of John Hunter, Earl's Court, held for

a time by Mrs. Hunter, and by more than one future

occupier, was turned into an asylum for ladies under
restraint for lunacy, was held for many years as that by
the Misses Bonney, and got the general name of" Miss
Bonney's House" or Asylum. In 1864 it passed, still as
an asylum, into the possession of my late friend Dr.
Gardner Hill, who played so great a part as the practical

pioneer of the system of the treatment of the insane
without restraint. Dr. Hill continued to reside in the

house till his death, by apoplexy, a few years ago, and his
family have held it since his death up to the close of the
past year, when they left it on the expiration of their

lease. The fate of the house will almost certainly be its

absorption, with its grounds, into a square or a series of
streets, so that nothing will remain of it beyond the views
which I and others who are given to antiquarian research
may have taken of it, and at my instance Mr. Gardner
has added several views to his magnificent collection of
London. The memory of the place is thus secured for

the future at least. But I agree with my learned brother
Farquharson that the copper ought to go to the Hun-
terian Museum, to join the giant who is already so con-
spicuous and famous there.

BENj.'iiMiN Ward Richardson

NOTES
An American Pasteur Institute has been incoiporated in New

York, its declared objects being the study and treatment of

rabies and diseases susceptible of inoculation.

The Rev. Thomas John Main, formerly Fellow of St. John's

College, Cambridge, and a chaplain in the Royal Navy, died

on the 28th ult. Mr. Main took his Bachelor's degree at St.

John's College in 1S3S, as Senior Wrangler and first Smith's

Prizeman, and proceeded M.A. in due course. He was for a

period of thirty-four years Professor of Mathematics at the Royal

Naval College at Portsmouth. Mr. Main was the author of

various works on the marine steam-engine.

The death is announced from St. Petersburg of Prof

Zakharow, of the University there, an eminent Orientalist.

Nearly thirty years ago he went to China as a Russian mis-

sionary, and after General Ignatieff's Treaty of Pekin in i860,

he was employed, on account of his knowledge of Chinese and

Manchu, in the \\-ork of delimiting the frontier created by that

treaty. He then prepared a large map of this region, of which

only one copy has been made, which is at present in the Russian

Topographical Department. He also compiled a Manchu-Russian

dictionary, published in 1875, and a Chinese-Manchu-Russian

dictionary was almost completed at the time of his death. On
his return to Europe he was appointed Professor of Manchu in

the University of St. Petersburg, and in addition to his diction-

aries compiled also a grammar of that language, which is now
dying out in China, as the Manchus are a mere handful in the

midst of the Chinese Empire, and are gradually losing their

special tongue. Manchu is, however, still used at Chinese

Court ceremonials, and in officially addressing the Emperor of

China in person. M. Zakharow's great works have therefore a

special value.

The Association for the Improvement of Geometrical Teach-

ing will hold its annual general meeting on Friday, January 15,

at 11.30 a.m., at University College, Gower Street. At the

afternoon meeting (2 p.m.) the President (R. B. Hayward,

F.R.S.) will give an address on the Correlation of the Different

Branches of Elementary Mathematics. A discussion will follow

the reading of the address. Persons interested in the objects of

the Association or in the suhject of the address are cordially

invited to attend.

The Prince of Wales having e.icpressed his desire that speci-

mens of Australian fish might be exhibited in the Aquarium

which will be opened in connection with the forthcoming Indian

and Coloni.al Exhibition, the Trustees of the Melbourne Exhibi-

tion Building have given the matter their consideration, with a

view of determining if specimens of therarer varieties could be

sent from the Melbourne Aquarium. It has, however, been

found that very great cost would be incurred in sending anything

like an adequate supply of fish, and the project has therefore
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been abandoned. It has been decided instead to forward for

exhibition in the Victorian Court upwards of 100 water-colour

drawings of the fishes of the colony, which have been executed

to the order of the Trustees by a competent artist, and which, it

is hoped, will be of interest to ichthyologists and others. It is

also the intention of the Trustees to request the Government to

assist them in the production of a descriptive work on Victorian

fishes, the illustrations of which will be taken from these draw-

ings. Prof M'Coy has promised his assistance, and Mr. J. E.

Sharrard, the Secretary to the Tiustees, is already engaged in

collecting materials for the work.

It is announced that the seventh Congress of Orientalists will

be held at Vienna in September next. The sittings will take

place in the lecture-hall of the new University. It is hoped

that the Archduke Renier will act as honorary president.

Among the additional lectures announced at the Society of

Arts are:—"The Experiments with Lighthouse lUuminants at

the South Foreland," by E. Price Edwards; "Magnetism of

Ships and the Mariner's Compass," by Mr. W. Bottomley,

jun. ;
" Photography and the Spectroscope in their Application

to Chemical Analysis," by Prof. W. N. Hartley ;
" The Scien-

lifi.; Davelopment of the Coal-Tar Industry," by Prof. R.

Meldola.

Reports reachel London on Tuesday that a severe shock of

earthquake was felt on Monday morning at 10.20, all along the

route between Dartmouth and Kingsbridge, Devonshire, as well

as at other place; lying more inl.and. Just after leaving Dart-

mouth the driver of an omnibus which runs daily to and from

Kingsbridge experienced an oscillation of the ground, which

lasted some seconds. On arriving at Stoke Fleming a number

of persons stated that they felt the shock. A house at Stoke-

penny is stated to have "rocked." In the " Green Dragon
"

public-house the shock caused a quantity of plaster to fall

down from the ceilings. At Street the oscillation was similarly

felt. At Blackawton the shock is reported to have been very

conspicuously felt. It appears, however, to have been most

severe at Torcross. The occupants of the *' Fisherman's Arms ''

public-house, which stands on the beach, were so frightened

that they rushed out of the place, thinking, as they said, that

the building was going to fall. Mr. T. R. Vickary, of the

Torcross Hotel, gives several particulars of the severity of the

shock. It appears to have been felt by almost every one in the

village. At Stoneham, Chillington, and Frogmore the oscillation

was also experienced.

A .SLIGHT shock of earthquake, lasting seven seconds, was

felt in Venice at 11 o'clock on the night of the 29th -ult. No
damage was done.

TiiK volcano of Colinia, on the Pacific coast of Mexico,

exhibited a violent eruption on the 27th ult., which caused

great alarm. The streams of lava completely covered the sides

of the mountain. At the date of the last report flames were

ftill darting from the crater, and clouds of smoke overhung the

summit.

Mr. Blanford's theory of the winter rains of Northern

India, based on a study of the ineteorological registers, is as

follows :- -We have, he says, in the first instance, steady evapo-

ration over an extensive moderately humid tract, at a compara-

tively low temperature, it is true, but in an atmosphere the

stillness of which allows of the steady difiusion of the vapour

to high levels, and the consequent formation of cloud. The
slight disturbance of the baric equilibrium which follows (since

the vertical decrease of temperature in a cloud-laden atmosphere

is slower than in a clear atmosphere) is 'succeeded by a gentle

indraught of warmer and more humid air from the south ; for

the Himalaya bars access to northerly winds. A vortex is then

rapidly formed, accompanied with'an increased nloud-formalion,

and speedily followed by precipitation, which takes the form of

snow on the hills, and of rain over the river plains. The rain-

fall is invariably followed by a cool wind, and a wave of high

barometric pressure from the west, which Mr. Blanford attri-

butes to a drainage of cool heavy air from the valleys of the hills

surrounding the Punjaub and the high lands of Beloochistan and
.'Vfghanistan—air cooled by precipitation on the mountains. If

this theory be correct, the stillness of the atmosphere, combined

with the presence of a moderate evapoi'ation, must be accepted

as the condition which primarily determines the formation ot

barometric minima and the winter rains of Northern India. As
this stillness is due to the presence of lofty mountain-ranges in

the north, it follows that, if the Himalayan chain were absent,

these rains would probably cease, for any local evaporation in

the Punjaub and the valley of the Ganges would be swept away

by strong dry north-east winds blowing from the seat of high

pressure, which in the winter months lies in Central Asia.

The electric lighting of the French Opera House is almost

complete. The number of incandescent lights is 3000.

M. JoUBERT, the director of the Trocadero popular Observa-

tory, has made arrangements with the several telegraphic stations

in Palis, so that the public may be warned when the sky is

deemed sufficiently clear for conducting observations and

demonstrations.

Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein and Co. announce for early

publication a Pocket Handbook to the Flora of the Alps,

specially adapted for botanical tourists, and edited by Mr. A. W.
Bennett.

According to the Report for the past year of the Superin-

ten lent of the Royal Botanic Garden at Calcutta, further

attempts to introduce into Bengal the kind of plantain [Miisa

textilis) from which Manilla hemp is derived have proved

failures, owing to the low temperature of the cold weather ; but

the plant {Sanstuiera Zeylinica) from which bow-string hemp is

obtained grows very well. The Japan paper- mulberry, which

has lately been introduced, has also been a success. Efforts are

being made to introduce other plants of economic value, the

principal being the coca plant, from which the important alka-

loid cocaine is derived. The additions to the hei'barium during

the year appear to have been unusually large and comprehensive.

As an example of the public utility of the Garden, it may be

mentioned that 23,433 living plants were distributed to public

institutions in India, while those sent abroad were proportion-

ally numerous. In the same way 2,979 packets of seeds were

sent out. The Report of the Lloyd Botanic Garden in Darjeel-

ing is also included in the paper, which concludes with the

usual statistical returns. We are glad to notice at the end a

copy of a resolution conveying the thanks of the Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal to those concerned in administering the

Gardens.

We have received the nu ubers of the Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal {Science Section) for 1885, so far as they

liave been published. They contain in all eleven papers, some

being continuations of papers previously published. Mr. Lionel

de Niceville contributes a fom-th list of butterflies taken at Sik-

kim in October 18S4, with notes. The mmiber of species

already recorded was 2S4, which is now raised to 313, or about

twice the number of species found throughout the year in Cal-

cutta ; but even this number does not exhaust the region, for

some valleys and the higher elevations were not explored. The

same writer describes some new Indian Rhopahceya, and also a

list of the butterflies of Calcutta and its neighbourhood, with

notes on their habits, food-plants, &c. Mr. Atkinson publishes

the second and third instalment of his notes on Indian
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Rhymhola. Dr. Giles, the Surgeon-Naturalist to the Indian

Marine Survey, writes on the structure and habits of Cyrtophiutn

calamicola, a new tubicolous amphipod from the Bay of Bengal,

a description of a new species of the amphipod genus Melita

from the same place, and notes on Prothallus of Padina

pavonia. These three form part of the Natural History Notes

of the Indian Marine Survey steamer Invfiligator. Commander

Alfred Carpenter, of the same steamer, under the title "The
Swatch of no Ground," explains the presence in the deltaic banks

(" the-Swatch ") off the mouths of the Ganges and the Brahma-

putra of channels of great depth. Mr. Hill, the Meteorological

Reporter to the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, contributes

observations on the solar thermometer at Lucknow, while last

of all comes a paper from Japan. Dr. O. F. von Mollendorfif

(not to be confounded with his brother of recent Core.an fame)

writes on Japanese land- and freshwater-moUusks, a series of

notes based chiefly on a collection made by Dr. John Anderson

during the year 1884, and sent to the writer for classification.

We are glad to learn that Prof. Morse, Director of the Pea-

body Academy of Science, has in the press a work entitled

"Japanese Homes and their Surroundings." Prof. Morse, it

may be remembered, was Professor of Zoology in the University

of Tokio, and his prehistoric discoveries in Japan formed one of

the earliest of the publications of that institution. The pub-

li hers of the work, which will contain numerous illustrations by

the author, are Messrs. Ticknor and Co. of Boston.

At a meeting of the Seismological Society of Tokio held on

November 18, 1885, in the University there. Prof. Shida de-

scribed an instrument which he had designed to give an auto-

matic record of earth-currents. The chief feature in it is an

ingenious method of obtaining a record of the position of the

coil or needle which indicated the current which might be pass-

ing through the instrument. This was accomplished by the

needle, as it turned, making a series of almost frictionless elec-

trical contacts between a series of metallic points and a film of

liquid. The instrument has been practically worked, and is said

to have yielded satisfactory records. A second paper by the

same writer gave a history of all the facts with which we are

acquainted respecting the phenomena of earth-currents. A con-

siderable portion of the material embodied in the paper was

derived from Prof. Shida's own observations on the lines and

cables of this country. He made numerous references to

instances where earth-currents of unusual magnitude had accom-

panied or preceded earthquakes. Many theories have been

advanced to account for these phenomena, and it has been

demonstrated by several investigations that they have a connec-

tion with the occurrence of sunspots. In the discussion which

followed, Prof. Knott referred to the possibility of these disturb-

ances being due to the inductive action of electrified bodies of

air, while Prof. Milne added to the instances adduced by Prof.

Shida of the simultaneous occurrence of earthquakes and earth-

currents. Earthquakes occurring in America have, by the

currents which had accompanied them, recorded themselves in

liurope.

The Japanese do not appear to have lost any of their faith in

the efficacy of vaccination for the small-pox. They have just

enacted a very stringent law on the subject, for, besides ordinary

vaccination in the first year of infancy, it provides for at least

two subsequent re-vaccinations at intervals of from five to seven

years, so that by the time a child ha^ reached its fifteenth year

it will have been vaccinated three times. Besides, during epi-

demics of small-pox, local authorities have power, when they

deem it necessary, to order the vaccination of all the inhabitants

of their districts, irrespective of the vaccinations required by the

law.

We are informed that it is not the case that Dr. Sklarek has

arranged to edit a new scientific journal to be published in

Brunswick.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Macaque Monkey (Macaciis cynomolgus_ 9 )

from India, presented by Mr. T. W. Hall ; a Sooty Mangabey
(Ceirocelms fii/igiiti}siis 9) hom West Africa, presented by Mr.

T. Riseby Griffith ; a Common Badger [Meles laxus), British,

presented by Mr. Charles E. Russell ; a Siamese Blue Pie

[Urocissa tnagnirostris] from Siam, a Chinese Jay Thrush

[Garrulns ckimnsis) from China, a Brazilian Hangnest [Icterus

jamakai) from Brazil, presented by Mr. Charles Clifton, F.Z.S.

;

an Alexandrine Parrakeet (Paltconiis aUxandri) from India,

presented by Mr. C. Kerry Nicholls, F.Z.S. ; a Ring-necked

Parrakeet {Paheornis torqttaius] from India, presented by Miss

Shackthwaite ; a Larger Hill-Mynah {Gracula intermedia) from

India, presented by Mis; G. Lampard ; a Greater Spotted

Woodpecker (Dendrocopics major), British, presented by Mr.

A. S. Hutchinson ; a Scops Owl (Scops gin), British, presented

by Mr. J. H. Leech, F.Z.S. ; a Caracal (FMs caracal), a Puff

Adder {Vipera arietans), three Horned Vipers [Vipera cornuta),

an African Cobra [Naia haje), a Hyghian Snake (Elaps hygi(r),

a Smooth-bellied Snake (Homo.'osoiiia lutrix), two Rhomb-

marked Snakes [Psainmophylax rliombeatus) from South Africa,

presented by the Rev. G. II. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S. ; twelve

Quails (Coliirnix communis) from South Africa, presented by

Capt. M. P. Webster ; a Leopard {Fdis pardus) from India,

five Mauge's Dasyures {Dasyurns inaugeei), a White-backed

Piping Crow {Gymnorhina leuconota) from Australia, deposited;

a Virginian Opossum [Diddphys virginiana) from North

America, purchased ; a Collared Fruit Bat [Cynonycteris

collaris), born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Discovery of a New Nebula by Photography.—MM.

Paul and Prosper Henry have recently announced the discovery

by means of photography of a new nebula in the Pleiades. It

was first photographed on November 16 last, and, though it

was again photographed on December 8 and 9, MM. Henry
have as yet been unable to detect it by direct telescopic observa-

tion.' The nebula is about 3' in extent, and " tres-intense." It

presents a well-marked spiral form, and seems just to escape

Maia. Its position is as follows:—R.A. 3h. 38m. 57s., Deck
24° i N.

Gore's Nova Orionis.—M. C. Wolf, who has examined

the spectrum of this star, finds that the impression of the pre-

sence of bright lines which a first glance produces is not con-

firmed when the spectrum is more carefully examined under a

high dispersion. The spectrum is simply that of the well-known

third type, viz. a continuous spectrum crossed by a succession of

bands, which terminate towards the violet in a very dark and
sharp edge, and which gradually shade away towards the red.

M. Wolf further believes that he was able, in the moments of

best definition, to resolve the dark bands into lines. The Nova
therefore does not appear to resemble the so-called "temporary"

stars, but to be simply a variable of the same class as Mira

Ceti. Prof Millosevich gives its e.xact position for iSSj'oas

follows:—R.A. 5h. 48m. 59'59s., Deck 20° 9' i3"-2 N. ; or

im. 25'2is. /and 5' 59"'I4 s of x' Cygni. It is almost precisely

due north of a Orionis, and distant from it 12° 46' 20".

The Astronomical Prizes of the Paris Academy of
Sciences.—The Lalande Prize of the Academic des Sciences

has been decreed to M. Thollon for his great map of the solar

spectrum. This map, which has so far demanded four years

of uninterrupted work, extends from A to /', and contains 3200

lines, 900 of which M. Thollon has been able to identify as of

telluric origin. The Damoiseau Prize is reserved, no memoir
having been offered for it. The subject proposed is the same

as in former years ; a revision of the theory of the satellites of

Jupiter ; a discussion of observations with special reference to

the direct determination of the velocity of light ; and lastly, the
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construction of particular tables for each satellite. The Valz

Prize has been awarded to Dr. Sporer for his researches on sun-

spots,—his discovery of the striking relationship between tbe

distribution of the spots in latitude and the epochs of their

maxima and minima receiving especial notice.

Fabry's Comet.—The following ephemeris from elements

he has recently computed is given by Dr. S. Oppenheim in the

Astr. Nach., No. 2702 :

—

Ephemeris for Berlin Midnight

App. R A. App. Dec]. Log- ii

Jan. 23 36 IS
35 o

33 35
32 i6

31 4

12 5t

29 19

38 54
49 23

Barnard's Comet.—Dr. J. von Hepperger has compute<l

the following parabolic and elliptic elements for this comet :

—

0-2478

0-2514

o'2543

Log. r

0-2523 ,

0-2382

0-2236

Bright-

. 1-40

•
1-47

1-55

log?
log a

Parabola

1886 May 6-2586

118 57 9-9

67 42 522
87 24 30-0

9695574

Ellipse

1SS6 May 4-5165

121 41 24-9

68 37 19-7

82 51 6-2

9-665966
I '336444
9-990625

Error of the middle place (o

- 2-4

- 3'9

Jk = + 48
<« = + 1-9

The following ephemeris is by Dr. A. Krueger :

—

Ephemerisfor Berlin Midnight

1 836
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temperatures, which will go far to assist the Committee in their

work.
Other isolated experiments have been made by members of

the Committee, which will be published in due course.

Most of the members have examined the experiments of the

Trinity Board at the South Foreland.

Existing Standards.—A consideration of existing standards

convinces the Committee that the standard candle, as defined

by Act of Parliament, is not in any sense of the word a standard.

The French "bee Carcel "'
is also liable to variations ; and with

regard to the molten platinum standard of VioIIe, it seems that

the difficulty of applying it is so great as to render its general

adoption almost impossible.

With regard to the so-called standard candle, the spermaceti

employed is not a definite chemical substance, and is mixed
with other materials, and the constitution of the wick is not

sufficiently well defined. Hence i! is notorious that interested

parties may prepare candles conforming to the definitions of the

Act which shall favour either the producer or consumer to a

serious extent. In view of these defects of the standard candle,

it is a matter of great importance that a standard of light should

be chosen which is more certain in its indications.

The Committee have looked into the merits of different pro-

posed standards, and the majority feel satisfied that, for all the

present commercial requirements, the pentane standard of Mr.

Vernon Harcourt—since it has no wick and consumes a material

of definite chemical composition—when properly defined, is an

accurate and convenient standard, and gives more accurately

than the so-called standard candle an illumination equal to that

which was intended when the Act was framed.

Yet the Committee, while desiring to impress the Board of

Trade and the public with these views, do not feel inclined at

present to recommend the adoption of any standard for universal

adoption until, further information on radiation having been

obtained from experiment, they may learn whether or not it may
be possible to propose an absolute standard, founded, like elec-

trical and other standards, on fundamental units of measurement

—a standard which, for these reasons, would be acceptable to

all civilised nations. They are, however, inclined to look upon
the pentane lamp as an accurate means of obtaining an illu-

mination to replace the so-called standard candle.

Pi oposcd Experimental Researches.—Radiation is measured as

a rate of doing work, and consequently radiation might be

measured in watts. The illumination (or luminous effect of

radiation) depends partly upon the eye, and is a certain function

of the total radiation. This function depends upon the wave-

length of the radiation, or on Ihe different wave-lengths of

which the radiation, if it be compound, is composed. This

function of the radiation perceived by the eye is partly sub-

jective, and varies with radiations of different wave-lengths and

with different eyes. Thus the illumination cannot, like the

radiation, be expressed directly in absolute measurement. But

the connection between the illumination and the radiation can

be determined from a large number of experiments with a large

number of eyes, so as to get the value of the function for the

normal human eye. This function, however, is constant only

for one source of light, or, it may be, for sources of light of

the same temperature. It appears, then, that, in the first in-

stance at least, a standard should be defined as being made of

a definite material at a special temperature.

The energy required to produce a certain radiation in the case

of a thin filament of carbon or platinum-iridium heated by the

passage. of an electric current can be easily measured by the

ordinary electric methods, and the radiation may be measured

by a thermopile or a bolometer, which itself can be standardised

by measuring the radiation from a definite surface at 100° C,
compared with the same at 0° C. The electric method measures

the absorption of energy ; the thermopile measures the total

radiation. These two are identical if no energy is wasted in

convection within the glass bulb of the lamp, by reflection and
absorption of the glass, and by conduction from the terminals of

the filament. Capt. Abney and Col. Festing have come to the

conclusion that there is no sensible loss from these causes. The
Committee propose to investigate this further. This constitutes

a first research.

No research is necessaiy to prove that with a constant tem-

perature of a given filament the luminosity is proportional to

the radiation, because each of these depends only upon the

amount of surface of the radiating filament. It will be neces-

sar)', however, to examine whether with different filaments it be

possible to maintain them at such temperatures as shall make
the illumination of each proportional to the radiation. This
will be the case if spectrum curves, giving the intensity o
radiation in terms of the wave-length when made out for the

different sources of light, are of the same form. Thus a second
research must be undertaken to discover whether the infinite

number of spectrum radiation curves, which can be obtained
from a carbon filament by vaiying the current, are identical in

form when the filament is changed, but the material remains so

far as possible of constant composition.

It will be an object for a later research to determine whether,

when the radiation spectrum curve of any source of light has

been mapped, a similar curve can be found among the infinite

number of curves which can be obtained from a single filament.

The next step proposed is to examine a large number! of

carbon or of platinum-iridium filaments, and to find 'whether the

radiation spectrum curve of different specimens of the same
material is identical when the resistance is changed in all to x
times the resistance at 0° C. If this law be true, a measurement

of the resistance of the filament would be a convenient state-

ment of the nature of the radiation curve. If, then, a number
of filaments were thus tested to give the same radiation spectrum

curve, their luminosities would in all cases be proportional to

their radiations, or (if there be no loss in convection, conduc-

tion, 'absorption, and reflection) proportional to the electrical

energies consumed.
Thus it might be hoped to establish a standard of white light,

and to define it somewhat in the following manner :

—

A unit of

light is obtainedfrom a straight carbon filament, in the direction

at right angles to the middle of the filament, when the resistance

of thefilament is one-half of its resistance at o" C, and wheti it

consumes 10' C.G.S. units of ehctrical energy per second.

Since Mr. Swan has taught us how to make carbon filaments

of constant section by passing the material of which they are

composed through a die, it is conceivable that another absolute

standard should be possible—viz., a carbon filament of circular

section, with a surface, say, i-iooth sq. cm., and consuming,

say, 10" C.G.S. units of energy per second.

Whether such standards are possible or not depends upon the

experiments of the Committee. The probability of success is

sufficient to render these experiments desirable.

Proposed Later Experimental Researches.—Should these hopes

be realised, and an absolute standard of white light thus ob-

tained of a character which would commend it to the civilised

world, it would then become an object of the Committee to find

the ratio of luminosity when the radiation spectrum curve of the

standard filainent is varied by varying the current, and con-

sequently the resistance of the filament.

Thus, by a large number of subjective experiments on human

eyes, a multiplier would be found to express the illumination

from the standard lamp, with each degree of resistance of the

filament.

A research, previously hinted at.'would then be undertaken

—

viz. , to find whether the radiation spectrum curves of all sources

of illumination agree with one or other of the curves of the

standard filament. It ii not improbable that this should be the

case except for the high temperature of the electric arc.

Should this be found to be true, then photometry would be

very accurate, and the process would be as follows :

—

Adjust the

standardfilament until its radiation spectrum curve is similar to

that of the light to be compared. (This would probably be best

done by observing the wave-length of the maximum radiation,

or by observing equal altitudes on either side of the maximum,

the instruments used being a spectroscope and a line thermopile

or a bolometer.) The total radiation of each is then measured

at equal distances by the thermopile. The resistance of the

filament is measured, and its intensity in terms of the unit of

white light obtained therefrom by the previous research. The

luminosity of the compared source of light is then obtained

directly.

The Committee desire to be reappointed, and to enable them

to carry out the researches indicated they ask for a grant of 30/.

PHYSICS AT JOHNS HOPKINS^

THE larne and well appointed laboratories recently erected by

the Trustees of the Johns Hopkins University for the

Chemical and Biological Departments have by contrast made

• From Science of December 18, 1885.
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the more evident the needs of the Physical Department, which

has been obliged to occuiy temporarily parts of four different

buildings. The Trustee;, recognising this need, are now erecting

a building for a physical laboratory. The new laboratory is to

be a handsone building of red brick, trimmed with brown sand-

stone, and will occupy a fine site about a block from the other

Universitv buildings, on the corner of a quiet little street mid-

way between the more important streets, which carry the bulk

of the traffic of that region. It will therefore be as free from

disturbance from the earth-vibrations as could be expected in a

city.

The building will be 115 feet long by 70 feet broad, and will

have four stories besides the basement. In the centre of the

building, and below the basement, are several vaults for instru-

ments requiring to be u^ed at constant temperature, also a fire-

proof vault for storage. In these vaults will be placed Prof.

Rowland's dividi-ig-engine, by which the difl'raction-gratings are

ruled, and the Rogers- Hond comparator, which has recently be-

come the property of the University. In the basement will be

rooms for the mechanical workshop, for furnaces, and for piers

for instruments requiring great stability. The first floor will

include the main lecture-room, which will accommodate 150
persons, and rooms for investigations by advanced students in

heat and electricity. The second floor will contain mathe-
matical lecture-rooms, studies for instructors, and a room for the

mathematical and physical library of the University.

The elementary laboratory will be on the third floor, which
will also have rooms for more advanced wirk. The fourth

floor will contain rooms for special work in light.

There will be a tower on the southeast corner of the building,

which will have two rooms above the fourth floor. The upper
of these will be provided with telescope and dome, and will be

a convenient observatory when great steadiness in the instru-

ments is not required. There will be power in the building

for driving the machinery in the workshop and for runninj the

dynamo-machines. A large section of the building is to lie

made entirely free from iron. The sash-weights will be of lead,

and the gas-pipes of brass. Brackets will be attached to the

walls, on which galvanometers and cathetonieters may be
placed. In order to avoid the inconvenience of having piers go
up through the lower rooms, and yet to secure steadiness, beams
have been introduced into the floors, w hich reach from one wall

to the other between the regular floor-beams, and do not touch

the floor at any point. If, now, a table is made to rest on two
of these beams, by making holes in the floor over them to admit

the legs of the table, it is entirely undisturbed by any one walk-
ing over the flo:)r, except by such motion as is transmitted to the

walls. There will also be a small vertical shaft in the wall of

the tower, running from top to bottom, in which a mercurial

manometer may be set up.

The vaults for constant temperature have been built witli

double walls, so that a current of air may be drawn between
them whenever desirable to prevent dampness. It is expected
that the iahoratoi-y will be ready by October next.

The photographic map of the spectrum upon which Prof. Row-
land has expended so much hard w oric during the past three years,

is nearly ready for publication. The map is issued in a series of

seven plates, covering the region from wave-length 3100 to 5790.
Each plate is 3 feet long and i foot wide, and contains two
strips of the spectrum, except Plate No. 2, which contains three.

Most of the plates are on a scale three times that of Angstrom's
map, and m definition are more than equal to any map yet pub-
lished, at least to wave-length 5325. The 1474 line is widely
double, as also are /'g and /J4, while E may be recognised as

double by the expert. In the region of the H line these photo-

graphs show even more than Lockyer's map of that region.

Negatives have also been prepared down to and including the B
group, and they may be made ready for publication, one of

which shows eleven lines between the D lines. A scale of

wave-lengths is printed on each plate, and in no case does the

error due to displacement of the scale amount to one part in

50,000. The wave lengths of over 200 lines have been deter-

mined to within one part in 500,000, and these serve as reference
lines to correct any small error in the adjustment of the scale.

The great value of such a map lies not only in the fact that it

givps greater detail and is more exact than any other map in

existence, but that it actually represents the real appearance of

the spectrum in giving the relative intensities and shading of
groups of lines, so that they are readily recognisable. Tlie

photographs were taken with a cincave grating 6 inches in

diameter, and having a radius of curvature of 21^ feet, and the

photographs were taken when the plate was placed directly

opposite the grating ; both the sensitive plale and grating being
perpendicular to a line joining their centres, and placed at a

distance apart equal to the radius of curvature of the grating,

the slit being on the circumference of the circle, whoe diameter
is the distance between the grating and plate. With this arrange-

ment, the spectrum is photographed normal for wave-lengths
without the intei-vention of any telescopes or lens systems ; and
a suitable scale of equal parts applied to such a photograph at

once gives relative wave-lengths.

Few persons have any idea of the perseverance and patience

required to bring such a task to a successful issue. More than .

a year was devoted to i)reliminai-y experiments designed to dis-

cover the best mode of preparing the plates for the particular

regions to be photographed. Hundreds of preparations were
tested to find their influence on the sensitised plate^ and the

whole literature of photography was ransacked, and every
method tested to the utmost, before the work of taking the

negatives could begin.

The Rogers-Bond comparator, which has been already referred

to as having been purchased by the University lately, is one of

two instruments that were constructed in 1881 by Pratt and
Whitney of Hartford, Conn. The general plan and require-

ments were made out by Prof. W. A. Rogers of Cambridge, and
the drawings and details were worked out by Mr. George M.
Bond, then a student at Stevens Institute. The comparator
\\'as designed for making exact comparisons of standards of

length. The other similar comparator is owned by the Pratt

and Whitney Manufacturing Company, and is used by them in

testing and constructing their standard gauges.

The instrument consists essentially of two microscope-

carriages, which slide on two parallel cylindrical steel ways
between stops, which may be clamped at any point. A carriage

entirely independent of the ways on which the microscopes slide

supports the two bars to be compared, and is provided with

means of accurate and rapid adjustment, by which the bars may
be successively brought into position under the microscopes, and
the lengths compared by the micrometers attached to the micro-

scopes; or one microscope only need be used, and slid first

against the stop at one end, and then against that at the other

end. The instnmient also affords great facility in determining

fractions of a given length with any desired degree of precision.

The instrument is one requiring the utmost skill in its con-

struction, and it cost several thousand dollars to make it. A full

account of this remarkable instrument is given in the P10-

cccdifi^s of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences for

18S2-S3. K.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

The Chancellor of St. Andrew's University (His Grace the

Duke of Argyll) has given his sanction to a recent enactment ot

the University Court empowering the Senatus to admit to the

Science Degrees of the University, students who may have

received their education at University College, Dundee.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, December 17, 1885.— " A Preliminary Ac-

count of a Research into the Nature of the Venom of the Indian

Cobra {Naja tripudiaiis)." By R. Norris Wolfenden, M.D.,
Cantab, (from the Physiological Laboratory, University Coll.,

London). Communicated by E. A. Schafer, F. R.S.

In this account the author refers only to cobra venom, the

venom of Na;a iripudians. The dried venom dissolved in water

and filtered from accidental particles yields a solution, clear, and
usually slightly acid. This solution contains a large amount of

proteid. Boiling produces a copious coagidum, and after removal

of all coagulum by frequent filtration there is still much proteid in

the solution. A fresh solution of the venom is at once precipitated

by neutral salts such as MgSo<, NaCl, &c., and also by absolute

alcohol.

The previous valuable labours of Sir Joseph Fayrer {Proc.

Roy. Soc, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1878), and Dr. Lauder Bninton

and others, have dealt chiefly with the ohysiological side of the

question, but have left the chemical nature of these snake

venoms still undetermined.
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Weir Mitchell and Reicherl; (Mai. News, April 2S, 1S83 ;

Lancet, July 2i, 1S83), working with the venoms of American

snakes, have indicated in these veneris certain poisonous

jn-oteids, the nature of which, however, is not fully elucidaled.

Wall's ("Indian Snake Poisons," Allen and Co., 18S3) experi-

ments and conclusions lead to the same view. Blyth (
Th:

Analyst, vol. i.) attributed the venom to an acid ("cobric

acid") of deadly power. Gautier asserted that he had separated

two ptomaines from Trigonocephalus and Naja venom. The
author undertook this research with the object of determining

whether the active venomous properties reside in the proteid

constituents or some other non-proteid body or bodies. His

work falls under the following heads :

—

(1) The possibility of cobra-poisoning being due to "germs'
or living organisms in the secretion.

(2) Its possible dependence upon an alkaloidal body.

(3) Its dependence upon some acid (cobric acid).

(4) Its dependence upon the proteids contained in it.

(5) The mode of action of these proteids.

With regard to the first proposition, the author finds nothing in

cobra poison which will grow under cultivation methods favour-

able for such organisms. The symptoms of the poisoning are

entirely unlike bacillary infection, and resemble more the effect

of some rapidly-acting chemical poison. With regard to the

presence of "alkaloids" in cobra venom, the author made
three examinations of the dried venom by the Stass Otto

method, but failed to find any trace of an alkaloid. He thus

confirms the results of Prof. Wolcott Gibbs, who examined
cobra poison for Dr. Weir Mitchell, in search of "ptomaines, "but
stated that he could find no trace of such bodies. In reference

to the " cobric acid" said to have been obtained by Blyth from
cobra venom, the author remirks that as it is said to be crystal-

line, it will presumably readily dialyse. Searching the dialysates

for such a body, the author has failed to meet with it. Dialysates

that retain any toxic power do so by virtue of the proteid which
they contain, since cobra venom, or the dialysate of cobra venom,
loses Its poisonous properties with the removal of its proteids.

The fourth proposition—viz. that the toxic power of the

venom is resident in the proteids, is the author's chief point,

and on this subject he remarks as follows :

—

The coagulum obtained by boiling the venom is harmless

when injected into rats. The filtrate from the coagulum is

toxic, though in less degree than the original solution. The
author thi.iks this toxic power to be due to syntonin remaining

in the solution. That it is due to proteid is shown by the fact

that, with the removal of this proteid by acetate of lead, it is

rendered harmless.

The dialysates of cobra venom which are toxic contain

proteid, but lose their poisonous properties when this proteid is

removed by boiling with ferric acetate.

The variable degree of toxic power of the dialysates is de-

pendent on the length of time the dialysis has lasted, and thus

upon the amount of proteid that has passed through the

dialyser.

From what has been said as to the non-existence of any
poisonous acid or alkaloid in cobra venom, and also the diminu-
tion of toxicity on boiling solutions of the venom, and cimplete
removal of poisonous properties on completely freeing the boiled

venom from such protei 1 as has escaped coagulation Ijy heat,

and, further, as to the dependence of the toxicity of the dialysates

upon the proteid therein, there can be no further doubt that the
toxic power of the venom is entirely due to its proteids, and that

it completely loses all poisonous power on the removal of these
bodies.

The formerly reputed power of permanganate of potash as an
antidote is explained by the action of this body upon albumens,
which it converts into oxyprotosulphonic and other allied acids

(according to Briicke and Maly) and it fails as an antidote within
the body because it oxidises all albumens iudiflerently, without
any selective power for the cobra proteids.

The proteids contained in cobra venom are

—

(i) Globulin, which is obtained by saturation and shaking
with MgSoj, and which is coagulated in its solutions at 75° C.
It is extremely toxic, and kills by involving the respiratory

system, producing speedy asphyxia.

(2) Serum albumen, present in the filtrate from the MgSoj
precipitate, and which is brought down on further saturation

and shaking witliNa^Soj. It coagulates between yo'andSo" C.
There is very little of it present, and it probably acts in a
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eneral and ascendingpoisonous manner by producing
paralysis.

(3) Syntonin, which is left in the filtrate after boiling the
venom, and is also partially precipitated by MgSo4, along with
the globulin, and also appears in the dialysates, from which it is

entirely removed by boiling with ferric acetate, or lead acetate.

It possesses poisonous properties, chiefly like the globulin.

It is possible that some specimens of cobra venom contain a
little peptone, though it can only be in faint traces. The bodies
which Weir Mitchell and Reichert have described as peptone in

Crotalus and Mocassin venoms are probably albumoses. That
they are precipitated by dilute acetic acid, NaCl, and liquor

potassa indicates this character. The "globulin," which they
have described as dissolved by heating instead of coagulating, is

also possibly a body of this nature. The complete removal of
all proteids from cobra jjoison by boiling with ferric acetate,

except in some specimens the very faintest trace (as indicated

by metatungstic acid), shows that when peptone is present it is

only in the smallest traces, and it is not constantly found in

cobra venom.
In conclusion, the author desires to express his thanks to the

Indian executive for readily acceding to the request of Mr.
Vincent Richards, a member of the last Snake Commission, to

supply him with the dried venom. The amounts received have,

however, been small, making the research not only slow, but

V3ry difficult.

Victoria (Philosophical) Institute, January 4.—A paper
by Mr. Boscawen, on the Abiamic Migration, and the light

thrown thereon by recently discovered .Assyrian Inscriptions was
read.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, December 28, 1S85.—M. Jurien de
la Graviere, Vice-President, in the chair.—Obituary notice of
the late M. L. R. Tulasne and his botanical work, by M. P.

Duchartie.—Note on the new star in Oriun recently discovered

at Lord Crawford's Observatory, Dun Edit, by M. C. Wolf,
From a study of its spectrum, which belongs to Class HI.,
section a of Vogel, this would appear to be, not a temporary
star like t Corouoe discovered in 1S66, but a true star hitherto

undetected.— On the movement of the molecules of the " soli-

tary wave," by M. de Saint-Venant.—Researches on the func-

tions of Wrisberg's nerve—complementary note, by M. Vulpian.

—Researches on the real origin of the secreting nerves of

Nuck's salivary gland, and of the labial salivary glands of the

cog, by M. Vulpian.— Observations on the structure of the

vascular system in the genus Davallia, and particularly in JJa-

vallia repcns, by M. A. Trecul.—On the respiration of plants

outside the living organisms, in connection with M. Regnard's
recent communication, by M. Ad. Cliatin.—On a new theory of

algebraic forms (continued), by Prof Sylvester.—Report on M.
Mestre's claim of priority of discovery iu connection with MM.
Napoli and Abdank-Abakanowicz's integraph, by the Commis-
sioners, MM. Bertrand and Jordan. To a certain extent M.
Mestre's claim is allowed ; he appears entitled to the credit of the

general idea of the apparatus, all the details of which must, how-
ever, be accredited to M. Napoli.—Letter on thepropo ed a]ipoint-

ment of a special Commission to study the subsidence of the

land along the coasts of the English Channel, by the JMinistei

of Public Instruction.—On the relative frequency of the spot>

on the two hemispheres of thi sun, by M. Spbrer. Between
the years 1880-82 the spots occurred most frequently in the

northern hemisphere (56 per cent.), but from 1882-85 they were
most frequent in the southern, being last year in the proportion

of 69 to 30 per cent.—On a unique method of determining

the constants of the altazimuth, and of M. Lrjjwy's recently-

invented meridian lunette "a grand champ," by M. Gruey.

—Observations of Barnard's comet made at the Obser-

vatory of Bordeaux, by MM. G. Rayet, Doublet, and

Flamme.—Observations of Fabry's comet made at the Ob-
servatory of Bordeaux, by MM. G. Kayet and Flamme.

—

Elements of Fabry's comet, by M. Gonnessiat.—Note on the

secular diminution of the obliquity of the ecliptic, by M. F.

Folic.—On the potential energy of two ellipsoids mutually

attracting each other, by M. O. Callandreau.—On the doubly
periodical functions of the third species, by M. Appell.—Note-

on the effects of the rheostatic machine of quantity (two illustra-

tions), by M. Gaston Plante.—A new application of the prin-

ciple determining the transmission of power to a distance b.

means of electricity, by M. Manceron.—Application of thi-

numerical laws of the chemical equilibria to the dissociation of
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the hydrate of chloride, by M. H. Le Chatelier. The prin-

ciples here developed are directly applicable to'all the hydrates

of gaseous bodies, and to a large number of other compounds,
such as the alkaline bi-carbonates, with which the author is at

present occupied.—Action of some deoxidising agents on
vanadic acids, by M. A. Ditte. It is shown that, when sub-

jected at a high temperature to the action of hydrogen, sulphur,

arsenic, phosphorus, and some other reducing agents, vanadic

acid may, according to the circumstances, lose a greater or less

quantity of oxygen.—Note on the preparation and physical

properties of the pentafluoride of phosphorus, by M. H. Moissan.

—Note on the combinations of the trichloride of gold with the

tetrachlorides of sulphur and selenium, by M. L. Lindet.

—

Thermic researches on glyoxylic acid (C^HjOj), by M. de
Fnrcrand.—On the oxidation of sebacic acid, by M. H. Carette.

—On a new means of testing the purity of volatile substances,

by M. E. Duclaux.—On the normal character of the morliid

process developed by tuberculous inoculations, by M. G. Colin.

—Remarks on the character of the glycogen observed in the

ciliated Infusoria, showing that it is in every respect analogous

to that developed in the liver of higher organisms, by M. E.

Maup.as.—A physiological study of acetiphenone, by MM. A.

Mairet and Combemale.—On the dialytic properties of the mem-
brane of the cyst in Vorticetla nebulifcia and other Infusoria,

by M. F. Fabre.—Note on the polychete Annelidce found on the

French coast, district of Dinard, by M. de Saint-Joseph.—On
the traces left by the Quaternary glaciers in the cave of Lom-
brives, Ariege Valley, by M. E. 'I'rutat.—Remarks on the first

sheets of the new geological map of France, prepared to a scale

of I : 500,000, by MM. G. Vasseur and L. Carez. This work,

which is to be completed during the course of the year iSS6,

will comprise altogether forty-eight sheets, of which fifteen have
already been issued. These include the south coast of England,

the greater part of Belgium, Luxemburg, the Rhine to Bonn and
Frankfort, Alsace-Lorraine, the eastern and central parts of the

Paris Basin, and the neighbourhood of Bordeaux.—Chief results

of the systematic researches made in Sweden since the year 1S73

on the upper atmospheric currents, by M. H. Hildebrandsson.

—

Note on the northern limit of the south-west monsoon in the

Indian Ocean, by M. Venukoff. It appears from M. Prjevalsky's

recent voyage to Northern Thibet that the limit of the south-

western monsoon coincides approximately with the 37th parallel

of latitude, and stretches west and east from about the head-

waters of the Oxus and Tarim Rivers to the meridian of Lang-
chew, capital of the province of Kan-su, in West China.—

A

reply to M. Bourquelot's recent note on interverted sugar, by M.
E. Maumene.—Note on the guano of Alcatras, by MiSI. A.
Herbelin and A. Andouard.—Reply to M. Cartailhac's objec-

tions on the human remains and pottery recently found in the

cave of Nabrigas, by MM. Martel and de Launay. The authors

deny the possibility of a post-Quaternary disturbance of the cave,

and consequently maintain the conclusions already formulated

on the significance of these discoveries.—The death was
announced of M. Tulasne, Member of the Botanical .Section,

who died at Hyeres on December 22, 1885.

Vienna

Imperial Academy of Sciences, October S, 18S5.

—

On the establishment of a homogeneous magnetic field on
the tangent galvanometer for measuring stronger currents,

by G. A. Schilling.—On the blood-circulation of the ganglion-

cell, by A. Adamkiewicz.—Determination of the orbit of

the planet Ida (243), by N. Herz.—On the energy of the

yeast-cell, by G. Czeczetka.—On a new method for the deter-

mination of phosphorus in pig-iron and steel, by W. Kalmann.
—On Brooks's comet of September 2, 1S85, by E. Weiss.

—

Astronomical researches on the eclipses noted by Hebrew-

writers : i. the Biblical eclipses, by E. Mahler.
October 15.—Contributions to our knowledge of sulpho-

hydantoins, by R. Andreasch.—On the disposition of karyoki-

netic figures in the central nervous system and in the retina of

adder-embryos, by L. Merk.—Researches on strychnine, by F.

Loebisch and P. Schoop.
October 22.—On some applications of the principle of

apolarity, by B. Igel.—Studies on quercetin and its derivatives,

ii., by J. Herzig.—On some derivatives of phloroglucin, by the

same.—On rhamnin and rhamnetin, by the same—Results of an

embracing computation of the elements of all central and partial

eclipses of the sun—8000—which have occurred in the period
- 1207 November 10 (Jul.) till -h2i6i November 17 (Greg.),

and of all total eclipses of the moon—5203— in the period from
- 120C April 21 (Jul.) till -1-2163 -"^piil 12 (Greg.), by Th, von
Oppolzer.—On prophetic eclipses, by E. Mahler.
November 5.—On the fat of cochineal, by E. Raimann.

—

On Tosoraphinia tcxta, Rcem. sp., and on Scvlalia pertnsa,

Reuss. sp., from the environs of Raudnitz (Bohemia), by J.
Fahalka.—On Crocodilida from the Miocene of Styria, by A.
Hofmann.—On the application of the gravity of a rolling body
as a motive power, by J. Burgaritzki.—On a new mechanical
principle of the force hitherto called gravitation, by W. Bosse.

—

A preliminary note on the zodiacal light, by T. Unterweger.

—

Sketch of a theory of the moon, by Th. von Oppolzer.

Stockholm

Academy of Sciences, December 9.—Remarques con-

cernant un cas .special du probleme des trois corps, eclaircies par

une premiere approximation pour les mouvements de la planete

Hecube (108) sous I'influence du soleil et de Jupiter, by Dr.

Paul Harzer.—On Schefferite from Ldngbau and Pajsberg, by
Dr. G. Flink.—Observations on the meteoric showers, November
27, 1885, by Prof. H. Hildebrand.—Sur la theorie des ensembles,

by Prof. G. Cantor.—Remarks on this paper, by Dr. G. Enstrbm.
—New and imperfectly-known Isopoda, by Dr. C. Bovallius.

—

Systematic list of the family Asellida, by the same.—The laws

of the atomic weights, by Dr. Y. R. Rydberg.—On double
oxalates of platinum, by lljerr H. G. Soderbaum.—On rocks

composed of pyroxene and amphibole in Central and Eastern

SmJland : (i) classification and descriptt n of the rocks, by Dr.
F. Eichstadt

; (2) Myrmecological studies, by Herr G. Adlerz.

—On pyramidal stones ( Dreikanter) from the Cambrian furma-

ion of Sweden, by Prof. A. G. Nathorst.
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THE VEGETABLE GARDEN
The Vegetable Garden. Illustrations, Descriptions, and

Culture of the Gar-den Vegetables of Cold and Tem-

perate Climates. By MM. Vilmorin-Andrieux, of Paris.

English Edition. Published under the direction of

W. Robinson, Editor of the Garden. Svo, pp. 601.

(London : Murray, 18S6.)

'T^HIS is an English edition of a book which under its

original title of " Les Plantes Potag&res " has been

received with encomiums alike by gardeners and by men
of science. Professedly addressed solely to practical

gardeners, it is so conscientiously elaborated that it has

become, and will remain, a standard book of reference for

the naturalist. This is a great triumph for the author, M.

Henry Vilmorin. The botanist would at first glance natu-

rally be disposed to consider such a book as at best merely

a descriptive trade catalogue of an eminent seed firm, and

the biologist might perhaps look askance at the notion of

deriving any information of value for purposes of pure

science from its pages. But on further examination, it

will be found that the merely trade element is ignored,

and that the descriptions of the several plants treated of

are so carefully drawn up that they will as far as they go

meet the requirements of the naturalist.

These descriptions are founded, as we have personal

reasons for knowing, not only on the observation of

plants growing in the author's seed grounds near Paris,

but also on the inspection and comparison of the same

or allied forms in the market gardens of Europe gene-

rally. The experimental garden of our own Royal Horti-

cultural Society at Chiswick has been utilised in this way,

while even the smaller market gardens in the vicinity

of Continental towns have not been left unvisited.

Those who have not previously attended to the matter

will possibly experience a feeling of surprise at the large

number of varieties here enumerated. They are familiar,

perhaps, with broccolis and cauliflowers, though they

would find it hard to distinguish between them. They
might pick out savoys from cabbages, but for the most

part they would roughly class such things as " greens,"

and not pursue the subject further.

While all vegetables are grown for food, subdivisions

may be created among them in accordance with special

requirements. There are, for instance, the supply of the

markets, the exigencies of the exhibition table, the de-

mands of private establishments, and, we might add, the

demands resulting from the eager competition of com-
mercial men. The rule of the survival of the fittest has

to be applied with special modifications to each of these

cases.

Quality is not so much an object of solicitude to the

market grower as early or quick growth and abundant

produce. The man who can send his produce to market

earUer than his fellows has a distinct advantage, and
thus it is that foreign competition is so serious an
affair for the English grower. Not only from the

Channel Islands but from the South of France and
Algeria come immense quantities of salads, vegetables,

and fruits to our markets. The smaller cost of labour
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and t'.io higli prices obtained balance the expense of the

long transit. The home-grower, on the other hand, can
continue the supply after the Continental sources have
become exhausted, and thus in some cases late varieties

are preferred by our growers. But in any case for market
purposes on a large scale—for the supply of the general

public—the crops must be large, and hence it is that a

market gardener will grow what he knows to be " a good
cropper " rather than a plant of better quality but which
is less productive.

The exhibition tables at our flower and fruit shows,

although they foster a good deal of fantastic extravagance,

nevertheless eftect much good by allowing of the exhi-

bition of numerous varieties, so that the grower may see

which is good and which less good, or which is specially

suited to his conditions and requirements. They also

stimulate the zeal of the growers and powerfully promote

good cultivation. This must have been remarked by many
at the exhibitions held by the Royal Horticultural Society

for the last two years in connection with the " Health "

and with the " Inventions " Exhibitions. Such displays

render great services to cottagers and others by bringing

under their notice new and improved varieties often just

as easy to cultivate as those of inferior quality. On the

other hand, the " prize system " too often leads to the

devotion of an inordinate amount of attention to mere

size and external appearance. The bigger and the more

symmetrical the exhibit the better the chance of a prize.

The huge roots seen at the cattle shows, for instance, are

in their way marvels of culture, but their feeding value is

considerably less in proportion to others of more moderate

size and perhaps less shapely appearance. Water, rather

than starch and sugar or nitrogenous compounds, is the

predominant element in these overgrown products. When
such vegetables as these get prizes the judges are to blame

and the societies are doing their work badly.

In private establishments the case is different. While

the supply must of course be adequate, the quality of the

vegetables is a matter of greater consideration than the

mere quantity.

The different requirements we have alluded to entail a

corresponding variation in the amount and character of

the supply. In addition differences of soil, climate, and

other local conditions necessitate other variations. What
is suitable for one place is not so for another. When
these facts are considered, the wonder that there should

be so many varieties will pass off. In most instances

these plants have been in cultivation for centuries. They

exhibit, some more, some less, the tendency to vary which

is the common attribute of all creatures. Having secured

a variation suitable for his purpose, whatever it may be,

the object of the grower is to fix it and perpetuate it, and

only those who have visited our great seed-farms know

with what jealous care and with what labour this is

eftected. When, as is the case with the Brassicas, the

facilities for intercrossing are great, the difficulty of pre-

serving a pure stock is intensified.

For scientific purposes, for the purpose of ascertaining

the nature and possible range of variation within limited

periods, and either under the same or under difterent con-

ditions, a visit to an experimental garden like that at

Chiswick, or to one or other of the great commercial seed-

farms, is most instructive.
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This aspect of the matter is treated of ia the original

preface, but we regret to see that it has been o.iiatel from

tire EngHsh version. This is an injury to the book from

the point of view of science, and an injustice to the

reader, who would value the opinion of so careful an
observer as M. Henry Vilmorin. It must suffice here to

say that although he recognises the " unstable and per-

petually changing characters " of plants, especially when
submitted to cultivation, this variation, vast as it is,

does not, in his opinion, affect either the number or

the position of "legitimate species." W, Vilmorin's

natural qualifications and his exceptional opportunities,

of course, entitle him to be heard with very great respect,

but we suspect most Englisli botanists and cultivators

would arrive at dili'erent conclusions from the same
premises.

Of the value of this book to practical men it is not

necessary to speak here : it is because it offers so valuable

a storehouse of carefully observed facts of value to the

biologist that we have alluded at such length to a volume
which might at first be thought to be of interest to

gardeners only, but which, we may repeat, is eminently

worthy the attention of all those interested in the vast

questions connected with variation and inheritance.

There are many points on which we should have liked

to have commented, but the exigencies of space forbid.

We have only to add that the translation has been well

done by l\Ir. W. Miller, that some practical details have

been added to adapt the book for English use, and that a

very copious index is provided.

MA.XWELL T. JVlASTERS

PROFESSOR MARSHALL ON THE FROG
The Froo ; all Introduction to Anatomy and Histology.

By Prof. A. Milnes Marshall, M.D., D.Sc, M.A.,

F.R.S., Beyer Professor of Zoology in Owens College

Manchester. Second Edition. (Manchester : J. E.

Cornish, 1835.)

THE teaching of biological science never received a

greater impetus than that which took its origin in

the establishment, fourteen years ago, of the laboratory at

South Kensington, now associated with the Normal
School of Science and Royal School of Mines ; and the

publication, some three years later, in connection there-

with, of Huxley and Martin's " Elementary Biology,''

marks an epoch no less definite or important. The large

number of teaching laboratories which have since been

foiuided, wherever the English tongue is spoken and even

on the Continent, have almost without exception been

modelled directly or indirectly upon the Kensington plan.

Practical directions for working have been issued in con-

nection with most of them, compiled along the lines of

Huxley and Martin, but specially adapted to the require-

ments of the individual schools. Of these, most are still

alone used in the dissecting rooms for which they were

written ; some few have, however, been published sepa-

rately, the volume before us being one of their number.

The author's name is a guarantee of the thoroughness

of the work, and he has done well in taking such a

prototype for a guide. We read in the preface that the

book is a first instalment, to be followed by a second

dealing with " types of the principal zoological groups ;

"

as tl:e ultimate success of the project will depend upon

the selection of these types, and especially upon the

evenness of balance maintained in dealing with them,

we reserve full criticism until t'lc completed work is

before us.

The present edition is mainly noteworthy for the intro-

duction of illustrations— fifteen in number. The original

ones are for the most part somewhat rough, though accu-

rate in detail, and they have the merit of representing the

structures as they will meet the eye of the student. Fig.

10, however, would bear recutting, for if the bones are
' represented black " why not the columella-auris ; and

continuity should certainly be shown between the brain

and very sketchy labyrinth. The maxillo-palatine com-

missure—described (p. 84) in its proper place—should

also find a representative in Fig. 13, and in connection

with the renal-portal vein of Fig. 4 afferent renal

branches might bo advantageously introduced. The
relation of the mesentery to the kidneys in Fig. 2 also

needs looking into.

The text bears the mark of a writer in full sympathy
with the difficulties which beset a beginner ; more im-

portance might, however, well be given to a consideration

of those matters of symmetry, locality, and general utility,

which must be mastered before studying anatomy proper.

The customary restrictions put upon at least the terms

anterior, posterior, lateral, should be clearly set down in

addition to those given on p. 13 and elsewhere, and the

positions of the organs sliould be described accordingly.

If this were so, the description of the liver given on p. 17

would, for example, be more accurately rendered than

it is.

It would facilitate the demonstration of the bile ducts

in so small an animal, if the student were directed to

simply squeeze the gall-bladder after having opened up
the intestine, instead of risking the insertion of a destruc-

tive bristle as advised on p. 20.

A special feature has been made of the histological

section of the work, but, granting its thoroughness,

we would fain see some of the frog's tissues retained

for those supplemented from other animals, especially

in the case of bone, where so highly instructive

an example as that of the long bone is to hand.

In describing the nerve fibre the nodes of Schmidt

have been overlooked, but here our author is not alone ;

considering the years that have elapsed since their dis-

covery, it is strange that they should only recently have

found mention in our English text-books. Reflecting on

the doubtful nature of the so-called non-medullated nerve-

fibres, it is a pity that the ultimate ramifications of a

meduUated fibre in so out-of-the-way a place as the

cornea should be made (p. 89) to do duty for them.

The book is neatly and carefully got up, but a future

edition should not be published without an index. The
description of the mesentery in relation (p. 18) to the

alimentary canal, and those of the attachments of the

corpus adiposum and testes (p. 17) might well be much
modified ; and the like is true of the statement that the

skeleton gives (p. 45) " precision to the movements " of

the body. The heading (p. 48), " peculiar vertebrae," is

bad, and olfactory sacs reads on p. 49 " olfactory nerves,"

in error. A somewhat remarkable typographical error is

the " mpanic cavity " of p. 98.
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In conclusion, we would take exception to the references

(pp. 28 and 74) to the suppressed aortic arches of the

embryo and to the mode of development of the nervous

axis, unless their introduction bears upon the lecture

scheme adopted at the Victoria University. If so, well

and good, but if not, we are of opinion that such supple-

mental statements should be inserted, in a book of this

kind, as footnotes or their equivalents. It is sufficient

that the beginner should realise that three pairs of aortic

arches exist in the adult, alone under consideration.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Methods of h'eseorch in Microscopical Anatomy and
Embryology. By C. O. Whitman, M.A., Ph.D.
(Boston : S. E. Cassino and Co. ; London : Triibner

and Co. 1SS5.)

Within the last few years a number of new methods
have been suggested for use in microscopical, and more
particularly embryological, research, and a glance at

almost any one of the recent memoirs on these subjects

will serve to show how much is due to the employment of
new methods. It is, however, extremely important not
to lose sight of the fact that complicated methods are
exceedingly likely to produce false or misleading appear-
ances. To carry on successfully any microscopical
research it will probably be necessary to invent new
methods or at any rate modify old ones to suit the exi-

gencies of the case. To do this an acquaintance with the
methods which have been used by previous observers is

necessary, and in addition a clear idea of such general
principles as it is possible to formulate with regard to the
action of various classes of reagents upon various tissues.

A great number of the new methods have been de-
scribed, and this often in a few words only, in special

memoirs, so that they are often overlooked.
" Hitherto," says the author of the work before us,

"most of our standard books of reference on methods
have been rather complex in character, dealing with the
microscope and technical methods as subordinate and
introductory to the main subject of histology."

With regard to certain special methods there appears
unfortunately to be a reluctance on the part of their

inventors to reveal what they thus make a sort of trade
secret, " withholding it on the ground that others are not
entitled to the advantages of your experience." Dr.
Whitman in his present work has sifted the numerous
methods which have been suggested, and has given histo-

logists the benefit of his great practical experience in

rejecting some while recommending others ; he has also
endeavoured to formulate as many general principles as
possible, though of course there is more to be done in

this respect, our knowledge being at present insufficient

to generalise to any great extent.

We notice with regret a slight tendency in the work
before us as well as certain histological schools to neglect
almost entirely the older and simpler methods of cutting
sections. Serial section-cutting is now such an important
item in all morphological work that it is apt to be used to
the exclusion of older methods, which give in many cases
undoubtedly better histological results.

Dr. Whitman has also collected a large number of
most important observations with regard to the best
method, time, and place of obtaining material ; these are
of course very incomplete, but it is to be hoped that he
will see his way towards continuing them, and that others
will follow his excellent example.

Alternating Currents of Electricity. By Thomas H.
Blakesley, M.A. " Electrician Series." (London •

Published at the Office of the Electrician, 18S5.)

This is a very unsatisfactory little book ; indeed it is

difficult to find anything favourable to say of it, except that

it is concerned with a subject which is of considerable im-
portance, and which might be treated in an interesting and
instructive manner. It is a reprint of papers, originally

published in the Electrician, on .Alternating Currents of
Electricity, and professes to deal with various problems
connected Avith them by geometrical methods. But the
methods are long and intricate, and the work is not well
done ;—carelessly written and printed in the beginning,
the style remains unchanged. The errors in form are
numerous, the figures are not good, and geometry and
algebra are mixed up in formulas in the most puzzling and
irritating way. We find commas between the factors of

products (all through pp. 11, 12, 13), and diagrams in which
the letters-are illegible in several places. In one investi-

gation covering three or four pages, we have the letter C
used for capacity of a condenser, for electric current, for

the sum of a series of cosines, and for designating points
in the diagrams. In fact the whole book is full of con-
fusion, and is a model of what mathematical writing
ought not to be ; while we cannot imagine that it will

prove useful or even intelligible to the telegraph engi-

neers for whose benefit we may suppose it was put
together. J. T. B.

Third Annual Report of the New York Agricultural
Experiment Station, for the Year 1 884. (.Albany, N. Y.

:

Weed, Parsons, and Co.)

This Experiment Station was established by an .Act of
Legislature passed in iSSo, and amended in 1S81. The
management is intrusted to a Board of Trustees, who
appoint a director, horticulturist, botanist, chemist,
stenographer, farmer, and assistants. Such an organisa-
tion must be considered as a step in advance beyond
anything yet done in this country, being a direct action
on the part of the Government to promote the exact
knowledge of agriculture. This is the main point we
desire to bring before the readers of NATURE. Among
the many voices raised on beh;Uf of technical instruction
of artisans and others eirgaged in industrial pursuits, or
of musicians and artists, few are to be heard in favour
of the promotion of exact agricultural knowledge. The
Americans are wiser, and are establishing what they call
' experiment stations " in various parts of their wide
territory. A few of the objects of investigation at pre-

sent occupying the attention of the staff" of the New York
Station may be enumerated as follows :— (i) Fertiliser

analysis
; (2) sample orchards containing single trees of

each known variety
; (3) soil temperatures at various

depths
; (4) digestibility of various foods

; (5) germina-
tion of commercial seed

; (6) a study of maize
; (7) root-

distribution by root-washings
; (8) milk

; (9) diseases of
plants. These sections furnish material for 41S pages,
abounding in tables of results of great practical value.

The pams taken in thoroughly working out the conditions
of milk-production in the case of two cows, '' Meg" and
" Gem," are evidence of great activity and zeal. The
weight of the cows was taken daily from September 17

to November 12. The weight of food consumed, the

accurate analysis of the food, the daily weight of solid

and liquid excrements, the daily yield of milk, the daily

analysis of the milk,—all this carefully and punctually
recorded, and fixed in tables, is a work of great import-
ance, not only as bearing directly upon dairying, but
having likewise a physiological value. Such constant
daily observations are not only essential, if the experi-

ment is to be of any practical value, but must be beyond
the efforts of practical farmers, who really ought not to

undertake such investigations. But the value to the
community at large when such experiments are conducted
quietly and regularly by persons specially set apart and
paid to carry them out cannot be overrated. They must
not be attempted by ordinary dairymen in ordinary stalls,

and with ordinary business appliances, but can only be
carried out by trained hands, in specially constructed
stalls and with special arrangements, all of which must
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be carried out at a loss, which loss is the reason for an
endowment. It is hard to say whether the perusal of
such a Report as now lies before us impresses most with
admiration for American activity or regret for English
supineness. John Wrightson

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ 7he Editor doss not hold himselfresponsible/or opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,
or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscript: ,

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.
\_Tke Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

ofcommunications containinginterestingand no7jei facts.
"[

Major Greely on Ice, &c.

In the long and interesting address of Major Greely at the
special meeting of the Royal Geographical Society, held ten
days ago, with the object of hearing an account of some of his

proceedings during his painfully memorable Arctic expedition,
the traveller dwelt so largely upon the conditions of the ice on
the open Polar sea, &c., that one was led to believe that he was
talking at opinions—spoken or written—by some one adverse to

his own ;
possibly those given by myself in the communication

published in Nature of December 10 last may have been
meant. Should this be so, anything that Major Greely has
said does not in the slightest degree aifect the statements made
by me in the above-mentioned letter.

Major Greely tells us that Hayes, as well as Kane (it should
be Morton), saw " an open Polar basin." Payer, in as high or
a higher latitude at Franz Josef Land, saw, at a much earlier

date in spring than Hayes and Morton did, a larger pool of
open water, with "myriads" of water-fowl, but did not think
of calling it an " open Polar basin," or part of one.

This idea of a great open Polar sea is almost, if not wholly,
confined to our American cousins, where it seems to have taken
firm root for at least thirty years past, and has, I should imagine,
a spiritualistic origin, for Dr. Kane was a believer in spiritualism.

With the fear of appearing tedious, I shall quote briefly the
perfect meaning, if not the exact words, of part of a letter which
a distinguished spiritualist, Major •

, sent to me prior to one
of my Arctic expeditions. In this letter I was told that Frank-
lin was still alive (clear proof had been obtained that he had
been dead some years before the date of a part of this letter),

and was residing at 132 (?), St Peter Street, in a seaport town
called Joppa, having a population of more tlian 100,000 persons,
on one of the lauds near the Pole !

There was a large population, the Government Republican,
and a fine, healthy, and salubrious climate. " These people were
descendants of one of the lost tribes of Israel" !

The postscript was curious, and written at a later date than
the letter itself, immediately after the death of Dr. Kane, as

follows :
—" Have just had communication with the spirit of Dr.

Kane, whose first visit after death was paid to Franklin in

Joppa, where he was still alive and well, but praying to get
home."

Major Greely seems to confound two forms of ice having very
difl'erent origins—namely, the floeberg, of which I have already
said enough elsewhere, and the freshwater-ice, which, he says,

is derived from the ice-caps of far northern lands, a mass of
which he saw, having very considerable extent and "a thickness
of one-sixth of a mile I with a deep valley containing a number
of boulders."

This great mass of ice, 8S0 feel thick, with valley and rounded
stones, may ha\e been readily formed on the shores of one of
the high headlands—one of which is named as having an alti-

tude of nearly 3000 feet—along the northern portions of which
Lieut. Lockwood skirted during his sledge journey on the coast
of Greenland.

True, I was never in these high latitudes, but a person may
sometimes be permitted to reason from analogy, as I shall
attempt to do.

In 1848 I saw on the northern shore of America, in lat.

68" 40', not far from the Coppermine River, a snowdrift against
a cliff about 100 feet high, and in 1S49 I and my party were
detained at the same place for a good many days, during which
we had ample time and opportunity to examine this snowdrift.

nearly all of which was converted into ice that seemed per-
manent, except when parts broke off and floated away.
The slope of this snowdrift tapered towards the sea with "so

gentle a descent that our boat was easily hauled upon it to pro-
tect it from the ice-pack, and we with great facility carried our
baggage up the ascent, and pitched our tent on the top of the
cliff. A part of this snow-drift ice had broken oft' and drifted
away, showing a very distinct stratified section, similar to that
described by Dr. Moss and Major Greely.
The heiglit of this section above sea-level was only, as far as I

can remember, about 10 or 12 feet, for the water is shallow on
this coast,' but. if Major Grcely's measurements are correct, the

L headland north of Coppermine

water close to the Greenland shore must be pretty deep—at

least 100 fathoms—so as to float ice one-sixth of a mile thick.

My contention is that, if in latitude 69° a drift-bank of snow
and ice is kept up from year to year against a cliff 100 feet

high, the same thing may take place in latitude 82° to a far

larger extent, where the shore is 2coo feet high, steep or pre-
cipitous, and the sea deep, so that masses of ice 800 or 900 feet

thick may break ofiT and float away.
That such great sloping snowdrifts do occur on the northern

Greenland coast was proved by the difficulty met with by one
of the officers of the English Expedition in travelling along
them in 1S76 with sledges, being forced to do so in many places
by the rough ice outside, which stopped the way along the level

floe.

As regards boulders, they are to be found of various sizes,

more or less numerous, almost eveiywhere on Arctic lands high
above the present sea-level, and they might have been trans-

ported to the " valley " spoken of by Greely in other ways than
that supposed by him. They may have been moved downwards
very slowly, by the alternate freezings and thaws of the snow
and ice round them, by storms and snowdrifts, then down the
slope of the valley to its lowest level, or they may have been
carried by one of those streams of water similar to that men-
tioned as running down over the snow-caps of Grant Land. In
fact, all that is wanted for this purpose would be two high.

Fig. 2.— Supposed headland on the northern part of Greenland, about
1503 feet high. Greely says these headlands (or one of them) are nearly
3000 feet, having a northern or north-eastern aspect.

steep bluffs, with a deep narrow ravine between. The bluflis

would give the thick masses of snow and ice-drift, and the ravine

might form the bed of a stream carrying stones into the valley.

Neither Dr. Moss nor Major Greely, as far as I have noticed,

have accounted for the very distinct stratification seen in the

form of ice described. In all parts of Arctic America where I

have been, a fall of snow is usually either accompanied or fol-

lowed by a gale of wind more or less strong, chiefly from one

I In the very rough sketch sent, the water is made to appear much too

deep ; in fact, there is no pretence at correct proportion of heights and
distances.—J. R.
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direction, with thick snowdrift, which cuts away earth and sand

in minute particles from the windward side of any hill or rising

ground in its course, and these particles are carried along until

they find a resting-place under the lee of some steep bank or

cliff.

These foreign substances, when mixed with a great depth of

snow, are not readily seen, but when the spring evaporation

and thaws remove a great part of the snow, a stratum—more or

less thin—of coloured matter, is visible on the surface, and this

marks clearly the stratum or formation of one season. No
doubt, sometimes, if there happen to be a minimum of snow-

drift during the winter, followed by an unusually warm summer,

all the winter deposit of snow may be removed, and the earthy

deposit (naturally smaller than usual) will be added to that of

the previous year.

It may be asked why I did not speak of these matters in

Major Greely's presence at the meeting of the Geographical

Society ? This is easily explained : Major Greely's address was

so long that little time was left for discussion, and this time was

most properly given to the officers (four of whom were present)

of the English Government Expedition of 1875-76, who, to my
surprise and amusement, let the astute citizen of the United

States have things pretty much his own way. In fact, one of

these officers made matters rather worse than better by what he

said. JoH.N Rae
4, Addison Gardens, Kensington, W., January i

Hydrophobia—A Further Precaution

It may be taken as an accepted fact that mongrels are more
liable to rabies than well-bred dogs, both from the ill-treatment

they commonly receive, and from the unnatural mingling of

species that has led to their production. Statistics show that

over 90 per cent, of mad dogs are retrievers, or animals so-

called. In addition to these two points, it can be safely main-

tained that no kind of dog gives birth to so many mongrels as

the retriever. Pointers, setters, terriers, and hounds will not

readily breed from dogs of another class, but the reverse is true

of the retriever, and the result is the production of a horrible

progeny that ought to be immediately destroyed. Owners of a

kennel of sporting dogs are constantly subjected to the annoy-

ance of one of their true-bred retrievers having a litter of pups

that only resemble retrievers ia their coats. I would therefore

suggest that the Retriever Stud Book should be kept by a

Government official, and that all owners of retrievers should be

obliged to send notice to him when a litter arrived ; and that

the police should be empowered to destroy any retriever whose
owner was not provided with a certificate of registration. A
few inspectors of litters could travel the country, and at a cost

of a few hundreds a year prevent the development of countless

mongrels— valueless for sporting purposes, hideous to look at,

and sure promoters of canine madness. H. M. ToMLiN

Rotation of Mars

Prof. Bakhuyzen is right in regard to the number of days

counted in error by Kaiser in comparing Hooke and Huyghens
with recent observations. I wrote away from books, and with

no means of determining whether Kaiser had made Hooke's
observation a day too early or a day too late in comparing it

with Huyghens's—which was what in reality he did. I saw
that three days' correction would about bring matters right, and
knew that in 1873 I had brought matters right ; so concluded
that was the way. But, being in London for a few days, I have
looked up my paper of 1S73, and find that the correction was
obtained by omitting two days from Kaiser's count between
Huyghens and himself, and adding one day to his count between
Hooke and Huyghens.

I have not seen Prof. Bakhuyzen's paper, and the pressure of
more serious business (life-duties) prevents me from giving time
to such examination of it as I gave to Kaiser's in 1S73. The
results, however, were and are before me. It was natural I

should infer that he had taken Kaiser's results as they stood.

For, the comparison of either Hooke or Huyghens, using
Kaiser's own dates and estimates (following him, in fact, in

everything except his clerical errors in regard to the New Style
date for Hooke's observations, and to the number of days in

1700 and 1800), gives no such results as Prof. Bakhuyzen has
presented. Kaiser made the interval between November i,

1862, 6h. lo'im., and August 13, 1672, I2h. io'3m. (at which

epochs he found Mars to have been in the ".ame position in

regard to sidereal rotation), to be 69476d. I7h. 59'8ni., and in

this period, he said. Mars made 67,719 rotations : the resulting

estimate of the rotation- period is 24h. 37m. 22'645. In reality

the interval was 69474d. I7h. 59 'Sm., and in this interval Mars
made 67,717 rotations : the resulting estimate of the rotation-

perio 1 is 2411. 37m. 2271s. Again, using the observations of

Hooke and Huyghens combined to give a mean, and the mean
of the best observations between 1830 and 1870, we deduce the

period 24h. 37m. 22'7ls., which was, I find, the value I indi-

cated as the most probable in 1873. Using observations up to

those in 18S4, I find for the period 24h. 37m. 22703s. I find

no noteworthy correction on using Maraldi's or W. Herschel's

observations, with which, indeed, my inquiry began. I am
satisfied the seconds are nearer 227 than 22'64.

Richard A. Proctor

A Meteor

At 4.47 p.m. yesterday, whilst returning home with two
friends, I sasv a large meteor pass slowly downwards in an east-

north-easterly dire.-tion. Unfortunately it was twilight and
very cloudy at the time of the observation, and the " fireball," as

one of my friends called it, was consequently shorn of much of

its brilliancy. It was, however, distinctly visible behind a thin

veil of cloud, and when seen for a couple of seconds in the open
it seemed to have an apparent diameter about four times that of

the planet Venus, which, with the crescent moon, were the only

other conspicuous objects in the heavens at that time.

Brighton, Janua-y 10 \V. Ai.NSLlE HOLLls

Meteorological Phenomena

I HAVE just received the inclosed notice of a meteorological

phenomenon which you may consider of sufficient interest for

publication in Nature. Henry Toy.nbee
Meteorological Office, 116, Victoria Street, London, S.W.,

January 6

Leaving the port of Kingston, Jamaica, at dusk on Novem-
ber 23, 1885, the night was fine and starlit overhead, but about

8 p.m. a heavy bank of cloud obscured the island, and all

around the upper edges of this cloud-bank brilliant flashes of

light were incessantly bursting forth, sometimes tinged with

prismatic hues, while intermittently would shoot vertically up-

wards continuous darts of light displaying prismatic colours in

which the complementary tints, crimson and green, orange and
blue, predominated. Sometimes these darts of light were pro-

jected but a short distance above the cloud-bank, but at others

they ascended to a considerable altitude, resembling rockets

more than lightning. This state of matters continued until

about 9.30 p.m., when all display of light ceased. As I have
never seen such a phenomenon in any other part of the world,

I have deemed it an unusual occurrence, and worthy of record.

R.M.S. Moselle, Southampton T. Mackenzie

I SHALL be obliged if you will allow me to record in your
columns the following account of some remarkable phenomena
witnessed during a voyage from Sunderland to London, and I

trust that if you are good enough to insert this letter, it may be
the means of eliciting some explanation from yourself or your
readers as to the causes producing such strange effects. Capt.

Herring, of the s.s. Fenton, reports to me as follows :

—

"We left Sunderland at 3 p.m. on the 7th inst. bound for

London, wind west-south-west, with snow squalls and strong

sea ; towards midnight wind increased, and the squalls cyclonic.

When between Flamborough Head and Scarborough, the vessel

became enveloped with phosphorescence, the mast-heads exhi-

biting the curious phenomenon known by sailors as ' Com-
posants ' {corpus sancti), which in this instance were shaped
like a top, about two feet at the widest part, resembling a bunch
of mistletoe illuminated. The standing rigging and all pro-

truding objects were in like manner illuminated, and the most
extraordinary effect was produced when the mate, who was on
the bridge with me at the time, raised his head above the

canvas weather-sheeting ; the whole of his hair, exposed, and
beard were instantly illuminated, and in like manner his hands

when elevated became phosphorescent on the outline of his

mittens- When under cover of the sheeting there was no appear-

ance of phosphorescence ; it would therefore appear that the

eftect of the wind produced the phenomenon. The weather
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towards morning moderated, and brilliant flashes of lightning

were seen to the eastward." Charles West
Lloyd's, London, E.C., Januaiy II

The Admiralty Manual on Terrestrial Magnetism
In a recent number of Nature yon mention that the new

edition of the Admiralty Manual on Terrestrial Magnetism is

being edited by me. It gives me great pleasure to be able to

inform those interested in this work that I have obtained the

advice and assistance of Capt. Creak and Mr. Whipple as to

the changes required in the description of the ship- and land-

obseivations respectively. From the guidance of such able

specialists 1 feel that the work will Iiave a value that it could

never have had from my unaided exertions.

Geo. Fras. Fitzgerald
Trinity College, Dublin, January 6

Anchor Frosts
On the night of Friday, January S, there was an anchor frost

in the Cherwell such as has not been known for twenty years,

according to people who have lived at a mill on the river

(Clifton Mill, near Aynho Station) for that period. In a mild
form the phenomenon is fairly frequent there. The most
marked effects are seen in comparatively still water.

Thus, in the mill-pond, where the current is stopped by the
mill during the night, the whole stream becomes semi-viscous.

Roots beneath the water, the brickwork at the sides of the mill-

pond, &c. , are seen to be coated with ice beneath the water as

far down as can be seen, and between this ice and the surface

ice-crystals form, not in a sheet or block, but interlaced loosely,

like snow crystals in a drift. The mass thus formed blocks the
channel, and it is said that water coming upon it from above
will rise in level and flow over it, as over a solid obstruction.
This I have not seen myself.

When the mill is started, at first the water will hardly fiow
past the wheel ; but at length the crystals are forced to the sur-

face, where they remain in floating masses, under which the
water flows as usual.

The surface is not covered with a sheet of ice in these frosts.

In a broad, shallow ditch at right angles to the river, where
the water is comparatively still, similar effects could be seen :

the pebbles at the bottom coated with ice and the water filled

with loose crystals. One consequence of the bottom ice forming
on this occasion was that the floodgates were frozen down on
the Friday evening, so that they could not be drawn up as
usual, and the river overflowed during the night. In the
morning, when they were at last raised, the water would hardly
flow through, as already mentioned in the case of the water-
wheel. T. Hands

Clifton Mill, near Aynho Station

Curious Phenomenon in Cephalonia
I beg leave to forward to yuu an extract from a letter which I

have recently received from a friend a id former pupil who is at pre-
sent an officer on board one of Her Majesty's ships in the Mediter-
ranean. I have never seen any reference to the phenomenon
which he describes. If you can insert the extract, perhaps it

may evoke further information with regard to it. I would not
forward the statement unless I had every confidence in the
writer, so that I do not think he would be likely to be easily

deceived or mistaken in his observations. He is a gentleman
who t03k an excellent position in the Cambridge Mathematical
Tripos. E. Ledger

Barham, January 7

" By the way, at Cephalonia there is a very remarkable phe-
nomenon. The sea runs into the land in a strong stream,
turning a water-wheel on the way, and disappears iu the earth
about a hundred yards from the entrance. Can you explain
this ? I believe no one has yet done so. No part of the island
is below the level of the sea, nor is there any .salt lake or spring
in the island. I imagine this water must be converted into
steam, which comes out either at Naples or Stromboli."

SIR F. J. O. EVANS
r^APTAIN SIR FREDERICK J. O. EVANS, R.N.,
^^ K.C.B

, F.R.S., late Hydrographer of the Admiralty,
died at his residence, 21, Dawson Place, on December 20,
1885, in his seventy-first year.

This eminently scientific officer entered the Royal
Navy in the year 1828, and served in H.M. ships Rose
and W'hincltester, on the North American station, until

1S33, when he was transferred to H.M. surveying-vessel

Tliiinder, Commander Richard Owen, and was employed
until 1836 in surveying operations in various parts of the

West Indies.

It was in this ship, and under the guidance of her able

Captain, that he imbibed those scientific tastes which
formed his character later in life, and laid the foundation
of a career of usefulness, uninterrupted to its close, and
which has perhaps rarely found a parallel in the naval

profession.

Mr. Evans subsequently served in the Cakdonia, the

flag-ship in the Mediterranean, the Asia, the Rapid, the

Rolla, the Dido, and Wolverene, of which two latter ships

he was acting master. He was confirmed in that rank in

1841, and was then appointed to H.M.S. Fly, Capt. F. P.

Blackwood, fitting for special exploring and surveying
service in Australia and New Guinea, where he was con-
tinuously employed until 1846. He took a very leading
part in the examination of the Coral Sea, the Barrier

Reefs of Australia, Torres Strait, and the neighbouring
shores of New Guinea, regions then comparatively un-
known. After a short period of surveying service on the

home coasts, Evans was appointed to the Aelieroii, under
the late Admiral Stokes, and was engaged until 1851 in

exploring and surveying the coasts of the then young
colony of New Zealand ; in both these important enter-

prises he took a very conspicuous part, and gained for

himself the reputation of a skilftil and scientific surveying
ofiicer, second to none in the profession.

During the Russian W"ar Evans was employed in the
Baltic on special reconnoitring service, and was attached to

various ships of the fleet, ta'.ing an active part in the
operations against Bomarsund and among the Aland Isles,

for which he was mentioned in gazetted despatches.
It may be truly said that for many years of his life

Evans was a zealous contributor to magnetic science.

He had already begun to make observations of the three
magnetic elements whilst employed on hydrographic
work in H.M. ships Fly and Acheron in the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand, between the years 1842-1S51 ;

but it was not until 1S55, when he became Superintendent
of the Compass Department of the Royal Navy that he
was able to devote himself entirely to the magnetism of
iron ships, a subject which was then growing yearly

in importance, from the increasing amount of iron

used in fitting as well as construction even before iron

plating had brought about an actual crisis.

Sagaciously fore:eeing the important part the science of

magnetism was destined to play in the Navy, then being
revolutionised by tlie change from wood to iron, he
devoted his whole energies to the study of the subject

until he had made himself completely master of it.

In 1865 Capt. Evans was appointed Chief Assistant to

the Hydrographer, retaining his position as head of the

magnetic department ; this post he continued to hold until

the early part of 1874, when a vacancy occurring in the

Hydrographership of the Admiralty he was selected to

fill it, and continued to do so with equal ability and con-

scientiousness until within a little more than a year of his

death.

From the time of his first appointment in 1855 as Chief
of the Admiralty Coinpass Department until his death
Capt. Evans (in happy co-operation during a great part

of the time with that great mathematical genius Archibald
Smith) devoted himself heart and soul to the solution of

what was really a question of life and death to the British

Navy, and indeed to seafaring people all over the world.

The question was whether it was possible so to deal with
the disturbing element of iron, then entering largely into

the construction of ships of all kinds, as to prevent the

time-honoured compass from becoming a useless toy, or
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even a misleading guide. Now that the difficuUy has

been grappled with and conquered, we have half learned

to forget the magnitude of the peril. But for the scien-

tific and practical progress due to the labours of Capt.

Evans and Archibald Smith we might almost with ad-

vantage have thrown all our compasses overboard. The
attraction due partly to the inherent and partly to the

induced magnetism of iron ships, and especially of plated

ships, was so violent as to induce in some vessels, in cer-

tain positions, errors of two, three, or four points of

compass indication. Something had been done to explain

the causes of the mischief and to suggest palliatives.

Famous old Flinders, at the beginning of the century,

had spelt out the mystery so far as it was disclosed by

the wooden ships of his time, but he had to deal with com-
paratively minute eiTors due to induction alone, and was

never brought face to face with the stupendous difficulty

which iron shipbuilding and iron ship-plating, afterwards

created. The late Astronomer-Royal had done good and

sound work in the earlier days of iron, but much more

was needed to overcome the serious trouble which the

newer types of mercantile and still more of naval vessels

threatened to bring upon us.

It was at this critical epoch that Capt. Evans and

Archibald Smith began to work together. Years of

experimental labour and mathematical research went to

the production of the " Admiralty Manual on Deviations

of the Compass ''—a book perhaps as perfect in its kind

as a book could be. It is hard to do justice to the

elegance of the mathematical handling, and, above all, to

the happiness of the graphic methods which are found in

the Manual, without seeming to indulge in extravagant

laudation. An enthusiast in such matters once pro-

nounced it a piece of lovely work, and one need not be

an enthusiast to appreciate all that the epithet was meant
to carry. Capt. Evans would have been the last to deny
that the larger part of the purely theoretical investigation

was due to his brilliant fellow-worker. Indeed his modesty
often prompted him to claim less than his fair share of

the credit due to both. The subject was one which
called for the combination of practical sagacity and ex-

perience with refined scientific method—and if Archibald

Smith was the stronger on the one side, Capt. Evans was
his master on the other ; nor was either of them without

large powers, even in the special department of their

joint labour in which he owned the supremacy of his

friend. It was an undertaking which called for the united

effort of just two such men as were fortunately brought

together to do it, and the result has been a triumph to

England and a blessing to the world which will preserve

the memories of its authors as long as the ocean remains
the highway of Englishmen and of the world.

The death of his old colleague did not abate the zeal

of Capt. Evans, and few years pissed since that time
without some notable addition from the hands of the

Hydrographer to our existing stock of experimental know-
ledge and scientific theory upon the subject which he
had made his own. Much of his work will be found in

the PJiilosopIncal Transactions of the Royal Society,

and in 1870 he published an elementary manual supple-

mentary to the Manual ; both these works have been
freely translated on the Continent, and are the acknow-
ledged text-books in our own and foreign Navies to the

present time.

The various steps of Evans's work may thus be
stated :

—

In 185S a Chart of Curves of Equal Magnetic Decli-

nation, compiled by him for that epoch, was published by
the Admiralty. This chart appeared most opportunely,
for, with compass errors growing in amount and com-
plexity, the mariner was by means of it enabled to

ascertain in any part of the navigable world how far his

compass deviated from the magnetic north.

In 1859 he read a paper on the magnetism of iron ships

at the Royal United Service Institution. This was
valuable resume of all that had been hitherto done in

order to obtain a knowledge of the magnetism of iron

ships and the treatment of their compasses. He also

communicated some results of Archibald Smith's method
of analysis as applied to the errors of the compass found

in H.M. ships.

Evans's next paper consisted of a Report to the Hydro-
grapher of the Admiralty on Compass Deviations in the

Royal Navy. It treated of the magnetic character of the

various iron ships in the Navy, and also of the Great
Eastern steamship. The results of this paper were (i) to

show the best direction for building an iron ship
; (2) the

best position for placing her compass
; (3) the various

sources of error affecting a compass under favourable

conditions. This report was communicated to the Royal
Society, and published in their Transactions in i860.

In 1861 he read a paper of similar import before the

Institute of Naval Architects.

Reference has already been made to his work on the

Great Eastern, and an important result of it was the ex-

perimental investigation which he was led to make as to

the cause of the abnormal errors of the compasses in that

vessel, proceeding from the application of Airy's system
of magnet and soft-iron correctors when long single-

compass needles are used.

With Evans principally as an experimentalist and
Archibald Smith as the mathematician, a valuable paper
on the proper length and arrangement of the needles on
a compass card, together with exact information as to the

proper arrangement of magnet and soft-iron correctors

with respect to it, was presented to the Royal Society in

1861, being the result of the joint work of those ardent

investigators into the compass question in iron ships.

Commencing with this latter paper, we find Evans and
Smith as we have said above, generally working together,

and under their joint editorship there appeared in 1862

the first edition of the " Admiralty Manual for Deviations

of the Compass." The introduction, however, of armour-
plated ships soon rendered a new edition necessary, and
in 1863 it was published. This work was again revised

in 1869, and became the text-book of the world .on the

important question of the deviations of the compass in

iron ships of whatever form, being translated into all the

principal European languages.

In 1865 Evans and Smith produced another important
paper on the " Magnetic Character of the .Armour-

plated Ships of the Royal Navy," which was published in

the Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. The novel; v of the form of

ships thus discussed as regards their mignetic character

caused the results to be of more than usu-jI interest, and
showed with what degree of confidence compasses might
be placed in positions where both helmsman and officer

might have armour protection.

The practicability of determining the magnetic co-

efficients without swinging, and also of ascertaining the

heating error without inclining the ship, was aho demon-
strated, and has since been largely adopted in the Royal
Navy.

In 1S66 proposals were made by Mr. Evan Hopkins,
C.E., to depolarise the iron hulls of ships by means of

electro-magnets, and he was allowed by the Admiralty to

experiment on the Northuinberland, an armour-plated
ship lying in the Victoria Docks. With the increasing

difficulty of finding suitable positions for the compass,

the prospect of being able to depolarise an iron ship was
very attractive. In an able paper, however, read before

the Royal Society in 1868, Evans showed that, so far

from the hull of the Northumberland Ijeing depolarised,

a portion of it was only temporarily, and therefore

dangerously, polarised, and afterwards returned to its

normal condition, thus preventing similar experiments
being tried with other ships of the Navy.

It was only natural that a joint editor of the " Admir-
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alty Manual for Deviations of the Compass," who knew
the difficulties of that work for his fellow-seamen, should

wish to present the subject, on which he had worked so

long, in an elementary form more suitable to their every-

day requirements. Evans therefore, in 1S70, published

his " Elementary Manual for Deviations of the Compass,'"

a ivork which has been very well received by the nautical

world, and has been translated into various European
languages.
With the exception of some papers read at certain

meetings of the British Association, and two lectures read
at the Royal United Service Institution in 1865 and 1873,

Evans subsequently relaxed his personal investigations

into the magnetism of iron ships, and turned more to

terrestrial magnetism.
Thus, in 1872, he contributed a paper to the Royal

Society, on the magnetic declination in the British

Islands, and compiled the magnetical instructions for the

voyage of H.M.S. ChaUt-iigcr, being again assisted in

this, and for the last time, by his old fellow-labourer,

Archibald Smith.
Lastly, in 1S78, Evans read an able and instructive

lecture, on the magnetism of the earth, before the
Geographical Society, showing the distribution and direc-

tion of the earth's magnetic force and the changes in its

elements as then known.
Capt. Evans was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society

in 1862. He sat for many years on its Council, and was
more than once a Vice-President. He was also a Fellow
of the Royal Astronomical and Geographical Societies

;

he served for many years as member of the Meteorological
Committee of the Royal Society, and on the change in

the constitution of that body became a member of its

Council.

In recognition of his public services the Companion-
ship of the Bath was conferred upon him in 1873, 'ind in

1 88 1 he was advanced to the Commandership of the
same order.

Sir Frederick Evans's last public service after his re-

tirement from the Admiralty in 18S4 was as the British

Delegate at the Congress of Washington for the esta-

blishment of a prime meridian and questions kindred
to it.

JOHN MORRIS
pROFESSOR JOHN MORRIS died on Thursday,
-' January 7, having been laid aside by illness for

several months. Born at Homerton in iSio, he spent

almost the whole of his life in or near London. For
many years a pharmaceutical chemist at Kensington, he
passed all his spare time in exploring the neighbourhood
of the metropolis and in collecting from field and book
the great store of geological knowledge which was one
of his especial characteristics. But science claimed
more and more of his time, and at last he abandoned
business entirely. In 1855 he was appointed Professor

of Geology at University College, London, which post

he held till 1877, when he was succeeded by Prof
Bonney. In 187S the honorary degree of MA. was
conferred upon him by the University of Cambridge.

Morris was elected a Fellow of the Geological Society

in 1845, ^rid, whilst in health, was a constant attendant

at its meetings. He received the first Lyell Medal in

1876, and has four times received the Wollaston Dona-
tion Fund. In the Geologists' Association he has been
an earnest worker, having been twice its President, and
always one of the foremost leaders at its excursions.

The earliest publication by Prof Morris was " Observa-
tions on the Strata near Woolwich," in the Magazine of
Natural History for 1835. Most of his own descriptive

papers refer to the south-east of England and in the
Oolitic districts, but in association with others he has done
i mportant work elsewhere. His paper with Murchison,

' On the Palseozoic and their Associated Rocks of the
Thiiringerwald and the Harz," read before the Geological
Society in 1855, is still one of the best accounts of those
districts in the English language. He was joint-author
with Dr. Lycett of an important monograph for the
Palaeontographical Society on the Oolitic MoUusca.
Considering the enormous amount of information stored

in Morris's mind, one is surprised that comparatively so
little original work came from his pen, and especially that

so few species of fossils except those of the Great Oolite
bear his name as their author. For this, however, we may
perhaps be thankful ; he may have been equally well em-
ployed in reducing the number of those already in use.

This he did to good purpose in his " Catalogue of British

Fossils," the first edition of which was published in 1843,
the second in 1854. From that date onwards he was
engaged in collecting materials for a third edition, which
unfortunately he did not complete. Every working geologist

and palaeontologist has made constant use of this book,
and those who have used it most best know the vast

amount of labour which its preparation entailed. It is

not a mere list, compiled from various authors ; but
nearly every species has been critically examined and the

synonymy carefully traced.

Fond of conversation, a ready and pleasing public

speaker, Morris was always glad to impart his knowledge
to others. This knowledge was varied and exact

;

minerals, rocks, and fossils were equally familiar to him,
and he was well read in the wider questions of physical

geology.

He was held in high regard by all who knew him ; and
those who gathered around his grave at Kensal Green
came to pay the tribute of personal friendship not less

than that of admiration for scientific worth.

DISTRIBUTION OF DRIVING-POWER IN
LABORATORIES

A NOVEL arrangement has been adopted at the
-'^ Physiological Laboratory at Cambridge, and at the

Owens College, Manchester, for driving instruments in

various rooms by means of a central motor. At the

Brown Institution shafting has been used for the same
purpose. This method is commonly used for driving

machines which require a good deal of power, but it is

not suitable for laboratories where the power is often

required in many rooms, on different floors and some
distance apart, thus causing great complication in the

fittings. Again, when shafting is used, the instrument to

be driven must be placed opposite a pulley on the shaft
;

in the arrangement about to be described, the instrument
may be moved to any part of the tables, and the tables

can be fixed in any part of the rooms.
We will now describe in detail the arrangement as

applied in the Laboratory at Cambridge. The motor is

an Otto gas-engine. It was found most convenient to

place it in the cellar.

In Fig. I a pulley, B, fixed to a short length of shafting,

is driven by a cord from the fly-wheel of the gas-engine,

shown at a. The small pulleys at C are necessary to

guide the cord in the required direction. This direction

is vertical, hence no sag can compensate for changes of

length due to stretching and the varying moisture of the

atmosphere. The following arrangement was therefore

adopted. Two grooves are turned in the pulley B, over

which the cord passes twice, having between the first and
second time passed under a pulley which supports a

weight, W. Thus, the only effect of a change of length

in the cord is to raise or lower the weight.

The short length of shafting driven in this manner by
the pulley b is used to distribute the power to various

rooms. A cord runs to each room, and forms a separate

system, which can be stopped or started independently.

This is done in the following manner. Fig. 2 shows a
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side view of the shafting, to which a number of pulleys are

fixed. One of these, e, drives a second pulley, F, which
is supported by a frame turning about a pivot, G. The
pulley F has three grooves in it. A short leather band
passes round the centre groove and round the pulley E

;

thus, if the centres of the pulleys E and F are brought

together, the leather band which receives its motion from
E will slip round F without driving it ; but on the other

hand, if the centres are pulled apart, f will be driven.

When the cord h is pulled, the centres are brought toge-

ther, and when released, a weight, K, gives the necessary

S

tension to the leather band. The endless cord L, which
conveys power to one of the various rooms, is driven
by the pulley F. This arrangement is something like

that adopted for connecting the fly-wheel of the gas-
engine with the shafting. The cord L first passes three-

quarters of a turn round one of the grooves in the pulley
F, under the pulley, m, which supports the weight k, and
a quarter of a turn round the other groove of the pulley
F. The cord then passes away in a horizontal direction,
and is guided by pulleys round angles, either in a vertical
or horizontal plane, to the rooms where the power is

required. It is then guided in the same manner along
the edge of each of the tables on which the instruments
are to stand. The weight k, besides giving the neces-
sary tension to the leather band, will take up all slack in

the cord L. The cord runs near the ceiling, and is either led
over pulleys and down to the tables in the rooms, or up
through the ceiling to tables standing on the floor above.
The power is transmitted as follows to the instruments

standing on the table from the cord running along its

edge. Fig. 3 shows a piece of apparatus designed for

this purpose, which has been called a driving-pulley. It

is clamped to the edge of the table, and the cord is then
made to pass round the pulley, P, as shown. This has the
eft'ect of raising the weight k. Fig. 2. The instruments are
driven by a light cotton band passing round one of two
grooves in a pulley fixed to the same spindle as the

pulley P. The larger of the grooves is shown at Q, the

smaller is not visible in the figure. The band is kept
tight by means of a pulley and a weight, in the manner
previously described ; this arrangement also allows the

instrument to be moved to any distance from the driving

pulley without altering" the length of the band.

In the figure, the instrument being driven is shown at R.

It is essential that it may be stopped without interfering

with the cord which supplies power to the room. This is

done in the following manner, which we believe is new.

The handle T is fixed to a brass piece formed in the

shape of a sector of a pulley, with an o\erhanging edge.

It is arranged to turn about the bearing through which

the spindle of the pulley Q passes, and can therefore

rotate about the same axis as this pulley. The groove in

the overhanging edge is in a line with the groove in the

pulley. In the figure the cotton band is shown resting in

this groove, and not in the groove of the pulley Q ; now,

if the sector is turned through half a revolution by the

handle T, the cotton band will fall from it into the groove

in the pulley Q. Thus the instrument is started ; the

reverse action not only throws it out of gear, but the

friction of the cord running in the groove in the sector

acts as a brake, and brings it quickly to rest. From the
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foregoing description it is evident that, once moved, the

sector is required to remain in that position imti! moved
again ; in fact, it must turn with a certain amount of stiff-

ness. A short piece of cord lies in a groove cut in its

edge as shown at s ; as the cord is prevented from moving
and kept in tension by an india-rubber band, its friction

in the 'groove must be overcome when the sector is

turned. The smaller of the two grooves on the pulley

Q is not visible in the figure, neither is the arrangement
shown for lifting the cotton band out of this groove. The
instrument being driven is a rotating cylinder for record-

ing any vertical movements in the ordinary manner. Five

groove? of different sizes are cut in the pulley R, and, as

there are two grooves in the pulley Q, ten different speeds
are possible. The sizes of these pulleys are such that the

ten speeds form a geometrical series in which two con-
secutive speeds are in the ratio of 100 : 140.

The cotton band as well as the main driving-cord can
be slipped off the driving-pulley without being cut ; it can
then at once be removed from the table. From this de-

scription it will be seen how the instruments may be
driven, as before stated, whilst standing on any part of
the table.

This method of distributing power is convenient for

laboratories where a large amount of class-work is done,
as it removes the necessity of supplying each student

with a separate instrument containing clockwork. It is

also most useful in original work for driving special

pieces of apparatus which may often require more power
than can be obtained by clockwork.

Cotton has been found to be the best material for the

cords ; it has the advantage of running almost silently,

and is very durable. The pulleys that guide the cord
from the shaft to the various rooms have been designed
to run a long time without requiring oil, and with very

little friction. The speed adopted is 10 feet per second
;

a small cord running at this speed can easily do all the

work that is required.

A great variety of instruments are driven in the labora-

tory at Cambridge ; among others we may mention a

turning-lathe, also a small centrifugal machine which

runs at about ninety turns per second, requiring a special

driving-pulley.

The whole apparatus, both at Manchester and at Cam-
bridge, has been designed and constructed by the Cam-
bridge Scientific Instrument Company.
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RADIANr LIGHT AND HEAT"-
IV. {Continued)

Radiation and Absorption—Celestial Applications

T' HIS is perhaps the most suitable place for alUiding

to a method of obtaining a picture of the corona

on ordinary occasions, recently introduced by Dr. Hug-
gins, and which has already met with considerable

success.

By using a suitable absorbing medium Huggins has

been able so greatly to diminish the proportion between
the terrestrial glare and the light from the corona, that a

photographic image of the regions around the sun exhibits

visible traces of an excess of action in certain places

which are probably those occupied by the corona. Plates

prepared in this manner were compared with those taken

of the corona in Egypt during a total eclipse, and the

comparison, made by several observers, appears to leave

little doubt that the object photographed is really the

corona. A development of this method would prove a

great boon to solar inquiry.

Another result of the application of the spectroscope to

the sun has been the determination of the rates of motion
of the currents which take place in the solar atmosphere.

This is done by the method of displacement already

mentioned, a motion of solar gas towards the eye pushing
its spectral lines to the more refrangible side of their

ordinary position, while a motion in the opposite direction

has a contrary effect. In Fig. 20 we have a representa-

tion of the deviation of the F line in a spot spectrum.

By this means prodigious solar velocities have been
observed. In our earth when air moves at the rate of

100 miles an hour we count it a hurricane, but in the sun
we find gaseous matter frequently moving at the rate of
100 miles a second.

It has likewise been observed that the velocities of solar

motions are greatest on occasions of maximum sun spots,

when there appears to be a general increase in the activity

of all things belonging to our luminary.
It may therefore be said that all our observations com-

bine in proving how extensive the solar atmosphere must
be, and how enormous must be the velocities of its con-
stituents, and more especially of the hydrogen, which
enters largely into its composition.
We have thus two facts connected with our luminary

which tin us with amazement. For we have, in the first

place, his continued ability to radiate powerfully without
cessation, or even apparent diminution, and we have, in

the second, the astounding velocities of his atmospheric
motions.
A little reflection will, however, serve to convince us

that these two wonderful facts are intimately connected
together and serve to explain each other, and that in

truth the atmospheric motions are the very machinery
which enables the sun to continue his radiation.

For let us inquire what is the essential condition of
such continued radiation.

Clearly we must have some process by which there
shall be a continuous and very rapid stream of fresh

' Continued from p. 38.

particles sent to the surface of the sun. These are there

required to give out their light and heat, and then

promptly to retire, beinj replaced by fresh particles from

beneath, which again in their turn give out light and heat

and then rapidly retire. It is necessary that there should

be some powerful machinery of this kind, in virtue of

which fresh recruits shall continually be carried to the

front, while the exhausted battalions are promptly marched
behind into the magazine.
Now such machinery is supplied in the vast and intense

solar convection currents by means of which the cold

matter from above is rapidly carried down, forming a sun

spot, while the hot matter from beneath is rapidly carried

upwards, forming a facul i.

This ceaseless system of ascending and descending
currents gives rise, no doubt, to the mottled appearance of

our luminary, while in certain districts of the sun and on
certain occasions the system is swelled out into gigantic-

proportions, and we have a large sun spot, with its ac-

companying faculK. Nor is it difficult to understand why
convection currents should be so powerful in the atmo-
sphere of our luminary. The intensity of such currents

will depend upon the following conditions :

—

(i) Ln the intensity of the heat of the hot portions of

the arrangement as compared to that of the cold.

(2) (_ n the intensity of gravity.

(3) On the scale of the whole arrangement.

(4) C n the presence of condensible substances in the

atmosphere.
Now in the sun the heat of the hot particles is very

great, while the space around the sun may be taken to

represent something without heat. Again the intensity of

gravity at the sun's surface is very great, being about
twenty-eight times greater than that with which we are

familiar on the earth.

In the third place, the scale of the whole arrangement
is very great ; and, lastly, we have without doubt the

presence of condensible substances in the solar atmosphere.
All these are powerful causes, and we must bear in

mind that they have not merely to be added, but rather

multiplied together. Can we therefore wonder that their

joint eflect is such as to raise the violence of solar storms
into something like 60 or 100 miles per second?
These considerations may likewise, perhaps, serve to

throw light on the question of solar variability. We have
seen that sun spots have a period of eleven years, and
that near the minimum of this period there are occasions

when the sun is entirely without spots.

Now it is sufficiently obvious, and has likewise been
proved experimentally, that a sun spot gives out less light

and heat than the ordinary solar surface. On the other

hand, the proportion which the spotted area bears to that

of the whole disc is insignificant, so that, taking these two
facts together, we should at first sight imagine that the

sun ought to give us very slightly less light and heat on
those ocfasions when there are most spots.

I think, however, that this direct action is probably in-

appreciable, and that' sun spots are rather to be legarded

as .\ymptoms of a particular state of the sun, implying an
increased activity of solar con\ection currents. Now, in-

asmuch as the outpouring of solar light and heat is kept

up by means of these convection currents, we might
therefore expect that on occasions when such currents are

peculiarly powerful the sun should give out most light

and heat. To use the words of the late Sir J. Herschel,

the ' J7c« pot" may on such occasions be boiling very

rapidly.

On the whole, therefore, theory would lead us to infer

that the sun will be found most powerful in its radiation

on those occasions when it has most spots on its surface.

It will, however, be noticed that this is merely a theo-

retical conclusion, and has to be supported by evidence

which must of course be terrestrial. Have we, then, any
terrestrial evidence that the sun is more powerful in its
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radiation at times of maximum than at times of minimum
sun spot frequency ?

In reply to tliis question, we must acknowledge that of

direct evidence derived from the actinometer we have
hardly any. Certain preliminary observations made by
Mr. Hennessey at the headquarters of the Trigonometrical

Survey in India may perhaps induce us to imagine
that the sun may be most powerful on occasions of

maximum sun spot frequency, but this is far from
conclusive. We have, however, very strong indirect

evidence in favour of this conclusion. This is derived

partly from the facts of terrestrial magnetism and
partly from those of terrestrial meteorology, that from the

former being the stronger of the two. It is well known
that the sun produces changes in the magnetism, of the

earth. It gives rise, for instance, to the solar-diurnal

variation of the needle which is a systematic change ; and
it likewise produces magnetic storms, these words being

employed to denote changes of a peculiarly abrupt and
irregular kind. Now undoubtedly these both imply an
energetic action of some kind on the part of the sun, and
we have strong grounds for supposing that this energetic
action is connected with the radiating power of our
luminary. But both of these solar actions upon the
magnetism of the earth are decidedly stronger in times of

maximum than in times of minimum sun spot frequency.
Such electrical phenomena as the aurora borealis and

the currents which take place in the crust of the earth
are likewise peculiarly developed on the same occasions.

In Fig. 21 we have a diagram representing the con-
nection between sun spot maxima, the maxima of declina-

tion range, and the frequency of the aurora borealis.

When we come to meteorology, the evidence before us
is not so conclusive, although here also what we have
tends, I think, in the same direction. Mr. Meldrum has
shown that there are most cyclones in the Indian Ocean

Solar Spots, IVIa6netic Declination.and Auroral DisplaYSi

about times of maximum sun spots, and M. Poey has

proved the same thing with respect to West Indian

hurricanes. On the whole, too, and in the majority of

stations, the rainfall is greatest on the same occasions.

Again, let us take the barometric pressure of the air.

Here a little reflection will convince us that the peculiar

variations in the distribution of such pressure are really

caused by the sun. For instajice, we know that Western

Siberia during the winter season has a pressure decidedly

above the average, and we should therefore imagine that

in years when the sun is peculiarly powerful the winter

pressure in Siberia would prove to be particularly high.

Now this is just the state of things which Mr. Blanford

has found to correspond with years of maximum sun spot

frequency, and thus the evidence is in favour of these

being also years of maximum solar power. The Indian

meteorologists have derived similar conclusions from the

observations made in India. In fine, we may, with the

balance of probability in our favour, adopt the conclusion

deduced by Mr. Baxendell at a comparatively early period,

who found that the forces which produce the movements
of the atmosphere were apparently more energetic in years

near maximum than in years near minimum sun spot

frequency.

Let me now proceed to indicate the nature of the in-

formation which the spectroscope gives us regarding the

planets and comets of our system. Since the moon and

the various planets are illuminated by the sun, their

spectra will necessarily be built upon that of the sun.

As a matter of fact, this is found to be the case ; but we
ought to bear in mind that the solar rays that reach us

from a planet must have penetrated some distance into

the atmosphere of that planet. In doing so they will

most probably have suffered spectral absorption, the
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nature of which may thus suffice to throw hght upon the of Jupiter Hnes are seen which indicate the existence of

constitution of the planet's atmosphere. an absorbing atmosphere. Cne band appears to corre-

Working in this manner, Dr. Muggins has observed no spend in spectral position with dark lines due to our

trace of an atmosphere in the moon, but in the spectrum
|
earth's atmosphere ; but another band is different trom

>.—(iXSpectrum of En t ; (2) Spectrum of Winnecke's comet
; (3) Spectrum of carbon in olefiant gas

; {\) Specti

oil (Huggins).

any line caused by our atmosphere, and indicates most 1 aqueous vapour probably exists in the atmospheres of

probably the existence of some unknown constituent. Jupiter and Saturn.

Saturn has likewise a band common to the earth, so that
|

The spectrum of Mars indicates in like manner the

iiclarSpectruz

Line F

existence in the|atmosphere of that planet of matter
similar to that which occurs in the earth's atmosphere.
The absorption spectra of the far distant planets have

likewise been examined.

Padre Secchi and M. Janssen agree with the conclusion

that the vapour of water probably exists in certain

planetary atmospheres.
In the absorption spectrum of our atmosphere Professor

Fig. 24.—First, the s cd. Ueluw, th.. liright line: ,
nitrogen, bari

Piazzi-Smyth'' has noticed a band which appears to be
associated with the presence or possibility of rain, and
which he has termed the rain-band. Strangely enough
in the bright spectrum of the aurora borealis, which comes

from our atmosphere, there is a line which we cannot

identify with the spectrum of any known terrestrial

substance.

Dr. Huggins has likewise studied the spectra given by
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the brighter portions of comets, and has obtained for

many of these bodies hnes which resemble the spectrum
of carbon, as taken in a hydrocarbon.

In Fig. 22 we have, first, the spectrum of Brorsen's
comet ; secondlj', the spectrum of Winnecke's comet ;

thirdly, the spectrum of carbon in olefiant gas ; fourthly,
that of carbon in olive oil.

More recently the same observer has found other
specimens of this class of bodies, which give spectra
essentially different from the hydrocarbon type, and he
remarks that as the meteors which come down to us differ

greatly in chemical constitution, so it i= ot surprising
that a similar difference should be found in comets which
we know to be very closely allied to meteors.

Dr. Miller and Mr. Huggins were amongst the first to give
us information regarding the spectra of stars. These bodies
exhibit spectra very similar to that of the sun—that is to

say, they give us an underlying continuous spectrum, in-

tersected with darlv lines. We have thus evidence of a

similarity in physical constitution between our sun and
these very distant bodies.

The position of the dark lines is the great object of
interest in stellar spectra, and by the method already
described the presence of various terrestrial elements has
been detected in the stars.

In the most brilliant bluish-white stars, along with the
presence of numerous fine Hnes, we have a comparatively
small number of prominent absorption lines, the sub-
stances which these indicate as present being hydrogen,
calcium, magnesium, and sodium. We shall return to

this subject on a future occasion.
Miller and Huggins were so fortunate as to obtain the

spectrum of a star which suddenly blazed out in May,
1S66, and found in it the unmistakeable presence of bright
hydrogen lines.

Such a star is probably ^to be regarded as exhibiting
on an enormous scale the same phenomenon which is

frequently seen in the outburst of hydrogen from the
interior of our luminary. Indeed, we have sometimes
bright lines of hydrogen in the spectrum of certain solar

regions. Padre Secchi has also ascertained that several

very small stars exhibit bright lines.

I need hardly say that in the case of the fixed stars

where the disc is a mere point, we have no possibility of
differentiating between various portions of it, or of ascer-
taining the velocities of its atmospheric motions by
spectral displacement.
We have, however, the means of ascertaining by this

method whether the star be approaching us or receding
from us, and how rapidly it is doing so. Huggins has
made many laborious and interesting observations of this

nature, and has determined the relative motion to or from
us of many stars—a result which could not possibly be
ascertained without the spectroscope.

In Fig. 23 we have an indication of the proper motion
of Sirius as seen by the displacement of the hydrogen
line F in the spectrum of that star.

Before concluding this branch of my subject, let me
briefly allude to the light thrown by spectrum analysis on
the composition of certain of the nebulje. On directing

his stellar spectroscope to the planetary nebula in the
constellation Draco on 20th August, 1S64, Dr. Huggins
found that its spectrum consisted of three bright lines on
a dark background— in fine, that it was the spectrum of

incandescent gas.

Of these three lines one is in all probability the hydro-
gen line H ; another appears to coincide with one of the
lines of nitrogen, while the third does not coincide with
any known line.

Other nebula; have since been found by Huggins to

give us similar spectra.

Fig. 24 denotes the general spectrum given by the
nebulas.

It thus appears that we have already derived great

information regarding the constitution of the heavenly
bodies by means of spectrum analysis.

Balfour Stewart
( To be continued.)

NOTES
The death is announced, in his seventy-first year, of Dr.

John Christopher Draper, Professor of Chemistry in the Medica
Department of the University of the City of New York. Dr.
Draper was the eldest son of the eminent Prof. John W.
Draper. His scientific papers, apart from those on the science
of medicine, are devoted to chemical and physical subjects ; and
amor.g the latter chiefly to optical phenomena. His last one,

relating to dark lines in the solar spectrum, attracted some atten-

tion at lire time, 1878-79.

The death is announced of Mr. James Fergusson, F. R. S., on
the 9th in^t., at the age of seventy-eight years. Mr. Fergusson was
well known by his writings on Indian architecture, and also by
his magnificent work on " Tree and Serpent Worship in India."

The deaths among French Academicians have been unusually

numerous of late ; we have to record this week that of M. de
Saint-Venant, a member of the Section of Geometry.

The Russian Academy of Science has elected Mr. David

Gill, Astronomer-Royal at the Cape of Good Hope, a Corre-

sponding Member.

Several French papers have published articles on the oppor-

tunity of celebrating the centenary of Arago's birth, tliis

celebrated astronomer and physicist having been born at Estagel,

a country town of the Department of the Pyrenees Orientah",

on Feb. 26, 1785. As he was a Copley Medallist and a foreign

member of the Royal Society of London, it is expected that this

Society will be invited to send a delegate to take part in the pro-

ceedings. Arago was elected a member of the Paris Academy

at the early age of twenty-three, after having achieved the

measurement of the meridian arc from Dunkirk 10 Formentera,

for determining the length of the metre. His predecessor was

Jerome de Lalande. In 1830 he was elected Perpetual Secre-

tary, and he continued to act as such during twenty-three years

up to his death, which took place in 1853. His works have

been edited by Barral, and fill seventeen large octavo volumes,

of which four are devoted to " Astronomie Populaire."

In a very excellent article va Science an. " l^Mt Government

and its Scientific Bureaus," we find some wholesome remarks un

tlie conditions under which scientific work can be performed at

its best. " Science cannot be carried forward by prescribing too

definitely the tasks of scientific men. They may be bound Ly

appointed days and hours ; they may be told to perform specific

duties,—and if only the maintenance of routine work is required,

such regulations may secure fidelity and efficiency. But if know-

ledge is to be advanced, if better methods of work are to be dis-

covered, if greater accuracy is desired, if unknown facts are to

be ascertained and recorded and discussed, and, in short, if there

is to be real progress, the methods of freedom are to be em-

ployed, not those of petty regulation. By this we mean that if

the great undertakings which the Government has in charge, if

especially its surveys of the coast and of the interior are to go

forward, discretion must be given to the chiefs of bureaus, and

they must be held to accountability for the aggregate succes- of

their work. Honesty, economy, clear and accurate statemeni

of accounts are, of course, to be demanded in every office :

nobody questions this. But the determination of what shall be

Undertaken in a given year, to whom it shall be assigned, what

allowances shall be made for instruments, books, and assistants,

—these are questions which experience and judgment must

decide. Somebody who has all the facts in mind must make
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ihe determination, and he must not be too quickly condemned,

Ijecause the immediate results of the investigations which he has

undertaken are not yet apparent. The highest personal cha-

i-acter should be found in every one who is called upon to direct

the libours of a scientific corps ; he should be faithful, watchful,

careful that all the interests intrusted to him may be promoted
;

but he should be free within the limitations of his office to select

his subordinates, determine their duties, and prescribe their

methods. Only by such regulated freedom as this can the

highest results be obtained. Discretion with responsibility, in

all the higher work of science, will bring the best services from

those whose moral attitude is what it should be : no others

should be intrusted with the leadership."

From the "Washington Letter" of Scicn-e we learn that in

the retiring address of the President of the Chemical -Society

there Prof F. W. Clarke gave "an able and entertaining rhume

of the growth of chemistry in Washington during the past twelve

or fifteen years." The President concluded with a plea for the

establishment of a national laboratory, which, in its dimensions

and equipment, should be commensurate with the importance

and dignity of the science. Arguments to show the economy

in, and the necessity for, such an establishment were not lacking,

either in number or force. Examples of duplication or useless

repetition of work, multiplication of instruments and faciUties

with no increase in efficiency, and frittering away time and

energy on work properly belonging elsewhere, were given with

a convincing emphasis, which made it a little difficult, at the

close of the address, to believe that there were two siies to the

question.

The programme of the Congress of French Learned Societies

for 1886 has been declared by a decree published by the

Minister of Public Instruction. Amongst other subjects to be

discussed by the fifth, or Natural Sciences Section, we find the

following :—Study of the topographical distribution of the

species inhabiting the French coasts ; detailed study of the fluvia-

tile fauna of France, indicating the species which are migratory

and those which are permanent, and in the former case the dates

of arrival and departure, noting also the time of laying the

eggs, and the influence of the composition of the water ; study of

the migrations of birds, and of the periodical phenomena of vege-

tation, noting the coincidences of budding, flower, and maturity,

with the appearance of the principal kinds of insects injurious to

agriculture ; the influence of winter temperatures on insects and

their duration ; study of honey- and wax-producing insects
;

a study, from an anthropological point of view, of the different

populations which have occupied, in whole or part, a certain

part of France since the most remote times ; the course

and duration of the great epidemics of the Middle Ages
and of recent times ; a comparison between the Tertiary

vertebrates of the various French formations in view of

the successive modifications which the types have under-

gone ; a comparison of the Quaternary vertebrates with

similar species of the present epoch ; a comparison of the flora

of the southern departments of France with that of Algiers

;

the Eucalyptus and its uses ; the influence of the chain of the

Cevennes in the propagation northwards of the Mediterranean

species of plants and animals ; a study of the general move-
ments of sand in Asia and Africa, noting the region in which it

is retreating and that in which it is advancing.

We lately commented on a suggestion made, on economical
grounds, that Jamaica should diminish the amount spent on,

and by consequence the usefulness of, the Colonial Botanic

Gardens. We are pleased to notice that .similar views do not

prevail elsewhere in the West Indian Islands, for at a late meet-
ing of the Legislative Council of Grenada, the Governor
announced that it had been decided to establish a Botanic
Garden on the island. The site, he said, was selected on

Government land, and an annual grant of 300/. was placed on

the estimates for the expense of preparing the ground and paying

a superintendent, who has not yet been engaged. The sum

appears small, but is really a considerable amount for an island

which is small and far from wealthy.

Messrs. Wodderspoon and Co., Serle Street, Lincoln's

Inn, are publishing in one sheet on paper for sixpence, an easy

guide to the principal constellations and stars visible in Great

Britain. We have first a map of the circumpolar stars, and

another showing those north and south of the equator ; the

guiding lines, by which the stars can be easily found from the

instructions carefully given, being printed in red ink. It is

very clear that the author has embodied in this cheap chart the

results of much labour for the teaching of people uninstructed in

such matters. We learn, indeed, that many copies have already

been given away among coastguardsmen, labourers, and others,

who, after a little instruction, use them greedily, and delight in

having them to refer to. This is distinctly a good work, and

we trust that some of our readers will follow it up.

We hear that the reconstruction of the Naval Astronomical

Observatory of Japan, which has been deferred for several years

owing to the extraordinary outlay required, is to be commeuced

at once according to the plans originally prepared.

It is stated that M. Paul Bert, the French physiologist, has

been appointed Resident in Annam, Tonquin, and Cambodia.

A COMPLETE set of observations of the new star in Orion

discovered by Mr. J. E. Gore on December 13, 1885, was. Science

states, obtained at Harvard College Observatory on Decem-

ber 16—the very evening on which the despatch was received

from Lord Crawford—settling the mn-identity of the star with

D.M. -I- 20°, 1 172, the star named in the despatch. A meridian

circle observation by Prof. Rogers gave for the jjo-ition of the

nova R.A. $\i. 49m. 4"25s., Decl. + 20° 9' I5"'6. Prof Picker-

ing's photometric measures made the magnitude 6
'2, and the

spectroscope showed the existence of bright bands. Two ex-

cellent photographs fixing the position of the star with reference

to neighbouring stars were obtained, and one photograph of the

spectrum. The indications are suggestive of the new star being

a long-period variable, and there was a slight suspicion of a

diminution in magnitude duiing the first six or seven hours it

was under observation.

Mr. Wood-Mason has, it is stated, undertaken to prosecute

a thorough inquiry into the silk-producing larvae of India.

South-Eastern Roumelia was visited on the evening of

the 8th and morning of the 9th inst. by earthquake shocks, some

of which \\'ere of a violent character. At Philippopolis the

movement is described as being in a south-south-easterly

direction.

0.\ December 29, 1SS5, there was an earthquake at Ismidt,

in Asia Minor, not far from Constantinople. It took place at

half-past one in the afternoon. The oscillations were slight,

and passed from west to east.

An interesting discovery of bronze hatchets and other prehis-

toric warlike instruments has been made at Llanwitt Major,

Glamorganshire. As a number of workmen were engaged in

digging a foundation for a building, they discovered three spear-

heads, six hatchet-like celts, and several other interesting relics,

which were concealed under an ancient wall. Some bones were

also found. A further sea''ch is being organised.

Some interest is being excited among geologists in Kent by

the great depth to which a boring has been sunk at the Dover

Guard Prison for a water supply. The boring, which is close

to the sea, has now reached a depth of looo feet, being 700 feet

below the sea-level.
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The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Lesser White-nosed Monkey [CercopithccHs

petaurista) from West Africa, presented by Mr. T. Risely

Griffith ; a Gray Ichneumon (Herpesies griseus) from India, pre-

sented by Capt. J. Cutting ; a Gray Squirrel (Scitirus cinenin)

from North America, presented by Mrs. Charles Neck ; a

Golden Eagle {Aqiiila chiysados), European, presented by Mr.
H. V. Knox ; a Bronze-winged Pigeon [Phaps chalcoptera) from
Australia, presented by Mr. Augustus F. Spry ; a Hang-
nest (Xanihosomus iclerocephalus) from Venezuela, a Song
Thrush (Turdus mnsicus), British, deposited; a White-thighed

Co\o\)US {Colobus vfUerosus), a Moustache Monkey (Cercopitlieciis

cephiis), a Ludio Monkey {Cercopitheats Indio) from West Africa,

received in e.\change.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Leyden Observatory.—Prof H. G. van de Sande

Bakhuyzen has published his Report for the year ending Septem-
ber 15, 18S5. The work to which the meridian circle was
devoted during the year was the continuation of the observation
of a selected list of fairly bright stars situated in the immediate
neighbourhood of the Pole. It is expected that this series of
observations will be finished oft" during the present winter.
With the 7-inch refractor, nine observations of Wolf's comet
were made. Between October 18S4 and March 1885, a series

of measures have been made with Aiiy's double-image micro-
meter attached to this equatorial, for the purpose of determining
the systematic errors of the measures of the diameters of Mars
and Uranus obtained in fomier years. For this purpose, Prof
Bakhuyzen has measured the diameters of artificial disks, formed
by circular holes in a copper plate, made so as to resemble, both
in size and brightness, the planets themselves. The results of
these investigations will be published shortly. The reduction
of the meridian observations, 1877-85, is in a forward state,

some parts being nearly completed. This work is intrusted to

Dr. E. F. van de Sande Bakhuyzen, the First Observer. Some
progress has also been made in the reduction of the zone ol)-

servations, 1874-76. Prof Bakhuyzen himself has been chiefly

occupied with his monograph on the rotation-period of Mars,
now published. In March 1885 work was commenced in con-
nection with the erection of the new lo^-inch objective, and the
instrument is now ready for use. The mounting has been supplied
by the Repsolds, and the object-glass by Alvan Clark and Sons.
Its performance, so far as it has yet been tested, appears to be
remarkably good, and does not compare unfavourably with that
of other instruments of similar size. In Prof. Bakhuyzens'
hands it will doubtless do good work.

Fabry's Comet.—Dr. H. Oppenheim gives the following
ephemeris for this comet for Berlin midnight :

—

iS36 R.A, Decl. Log A Los; r

Jan. 17 ... 23 31 4
19 ... 23 29 58
21 ... 23 28 58
23 ... 23 28 3
25 ... 23 27 14

-21 53-4 ... 0-2304 ... 0-2025
22 5-3

22 i8-2 ... 0-2316 .. 0-1857
22 32-1

22 46-9 ... 0-23I9 ... 0-1682

Brooks's Comet.—The following elements and e^ihemeris
have been computed for this comet by Dr. J. Palisa :

—

T= 1885 Nov. 28-2436 Berlin M.T.

T = 301 29 50
)

n = 262 30 48 \ Mean Eq. 1886-0.

i = 42 31 27 \

log q = 0-04091

Error of the middle place (o - C).

dK cos 5 = + 47 di = 4"5

Ephemerisfor Berlin Midnight

Decl. Log. Bright-

Jan. 14 ... 21 5 25 ... -1-12 8-6 ... 0-2921 ... 0-1261 ... 0-74
18 ... 21 20 46 ... 13 48-6 ... 0-2989 ... 0-1377 ... 0-68

22 ... 21 35 48 ... 15 25-2 ... 0-3064 ... 0-1495 •• °'62

26 ... 21 50 48 ... -)-i6 57-4 ... 0-3146 ... 0-1614 ••• 0'57

The brightness on December 28 is taken as unity.

Log A
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subject, tliouglu It (..ime neither from above no.- from below, but

was condensed out of the air near the surface of the earth. He
combated Gersten's idea that it rose from tlie earth, and showed
that all the phenomena observed by Gersten and others which
were advanced to support this tlieory could be equally well ex-

plained according to the theory that it was simply formed from

the vapour present at the time in the air, and which had risen

from the ground during the day, and concluded that if any did rise

from the ground during night, the quantity must be small, but,

with great caution, he adds that "he was not acquainted with any
means of determining the proportion of this part to the whole."

A few observations of the temperature of the ground near the

surface and of the air over it, first raised doubts as to the correct-

ness of the now generally-received opinion that dew is formed of

vapour existing at the time in the air. These observations, made
at night, showed the ground at a short distance below the sur-

face to be always hotter than the air over it ; and it was thought

that so long as this excess is sufficient to keep the temperature

of the surface of the ground above the dew-point of the air, it

will, if moist, give off vapour ; and it will be this rising vapour
that will condense on the grass and form dew, and not the

vapour that was previously present in the air.

The first question to be determined was whether vapour
does, or does not, rise from the ground on dewy nights. One
method tried of testing this point was by phacing over the grass,

in an inverted position, shallow trays made of thin metal and
painted. These trays were pul over the ground to be tested

after sunset and examined at night, and also next morning. It

was expected that, if vap )ur was rising from the ground during

dewy nights, it would be trapped inside the trays. The result

in all the experiments was that the inside was dewed every
night, and the grass inside was wetter than that outside. On
some nights there was no dew outside the trays, and on all

nights the inside deposit was heavier than the outside one.

An analysis of the action of these trays is given, and it is con-

cluded that they act very much the same as if the air was quite

still. Under these conditions vapour will rise from the ground
so long as the vapour-tension on the surface of the ground is

higher than that at the top of the gr.ass, and much of this rising

vapour is, under ordinary conditions, carried away by the

passing air, and mixed with a large amount of dryer air, whereas
the vapour rising under the trays is not so diluted ; and hence,

though only cooled to the same amount as the air outside, it

yields a heavier deposit of dew.
Another method of testing this point was employed, which

consisted in weighing a small area of the exposed surface of the

ground, as it was evident that if the soil gave off vapour during
a dewy night, it must lose weight. A small turf about 6 inches

(152 mm.) square, \\as cut out of the lawn and placed in a small

shallow pan of about the same size. The pan with its turf,

after being carefully weighed, was put out on the lawn in the

place where the turf had been cut. It was exposed for

some hours while dew was forming, and on these occasions it

was always found to lose weight. It was thus evident that

vapour was rising from the ground while dew was forming, and
therefore the dew found on the grass was formed of part of the

rising vapour, trapped or held back by coming into contact with
the cold blades of grass.

The difference between these experiments in which the ex-

posed bodies lose weight, and the well-known ones in which
bodies are exposed to radiation, and the amount of dew formed
is estimated by the incresc in their weight, is pointed out. In
the former case the bodies are in good heat-communication with
the ground, whereas in the latter, little or no heat is received by
conduction from the earth.

Another method employed for determining whether the condi-
tions found in nature were favourable for dew rising from the
ground on dewy nights, was by observations of the temperatures
indicated by two thermometers, one placed on the surface of the
grass, and the other under the surface, amongst the stems, but
on the top of the soil. The difference in the readings of these

two thermometers on dewy nights was found to be very con-
siderable. From 10° to lS° F. was frequently observed. A
minimum thermometer placed on, and another under, the grass,

showed that during the whole night a considerable difference was
always maintained. .\s a result of this difference of tempera-
ture, it is evident that vapour will rise from the hotter soil

underneath, into the colder air above, and some of it will be
trapped by coming into contact with the cold grass.

While the experiments were being conducted on grass land,

parallel observations were made on bare soil. Over soil the

inverted traps collected more dew inside them than those over

grass. A small area of soil was spread over a shallow pan, and
after being weighed was exposed at the place where the soil had
been taken out, to see if bare soil as well as grass lost weight
during dewy nights. The result was that on all nights on which
the tests were made the soil lost weight, and lost very nearly

the same amount as the grass land.

Another method employed of testing whether vapour is rising

from bare soil, or is being condensed upon it, consisted in placing

on the soil, and in good contact with it, small pieces of black

mirror, or any substance having a surface that shows dewing
easily. In this way a small area of the surface of the earth is

converted into a hygroscope, and these test-surfaces tell us

whether the ground is cooled to the dew-point or not. So long

as they remain clear and undewed, the surface of the soil is

hotter than the dew-point, and vapour is being given off, while

if they get dewed, the soil will also be' condensing vapour. On
all nights observed, these test-surfaces kept clear, and showed the

soil to be always giving off vapour.

All these different methods of testing point to the conclusion

that during dewy nights, in this climate, vapour is constantly

being given off from grass-land, and almost always from bare

soil ; that the tide of vapour almost always sets outwards from
the earth, and but rarely ebbs, save after being condensed to

cloud and rain, or on those rarer occasions on which, after the

earth has got greatly cooled, a warm moist air blows over it.

The results of some of the experiments are given, showing,

from weighings, the amount of vapour lost by the soil at night,

and also the heat lost by the surface soil.

It seems probable that when the radiation is strong, that soil,

especially if it is loose and not in good heat-communication with

the ground, will get cooled below the dew-point, and have vapour
condensed upon it. On some occasions the soil certainly got

wetter on the surface, but the question still remains. Whence
the vapour? Came it from the air, or from the soil underneath?

The latter seems the more probable source : the vapour rising

from the hot soil underneath w ill be trapped by the cold surface-

soil, in the same way as it is trapped by grass over grass-land.

During frost, opportunities are afforded of studying this point in

a satisfactory manner, as the trapped vapour keeps its place

where it is condensed. On these occasions the under sides of

the clods, at the surface of the soil, are found to be thickly covered

with hoar-frost, while there is little on their upper or exposed
surfaces, showing that the vapour condensed on the surface-soil

has come from below.

The next division of the subject is on dew on roads. It is

generally said that dew forms copiously on grass, while none is

deposited on roads, because grass is a good radiator and cools

quicker, and cools more, than the .-.urface of a road. It is shown
that the above statement is wrong, and that dew really does

form abundantly on roads, and that the reason it has not been

observed is that it has not been sought for at the correct place.

We are not entitled to expect to find dew on the surface of roads

as on the surface of grass, because stones are good conductors

of heat, and, the vapour-tension being higher underneath than

above the stones, the result is, the rising vapour gets condenfed

on the under sides of the stones. If a road is examined on a

dewy night, and the gravel turned up, the under sides of the

stones are found to be dripping wet.

Another reason why no dew forms on the surface of roads is

that the stones, being fair conductors, and in heat-communica-

tion with the ground, the temperature of the surface of the road

is, from observations taken on several occasions, higher than

that of the surface of the grass alongside. The air in contact

with the stones is, therefore, not cooled so much as that in

contact with the grass.

For studying the formation of dew on roads, slates were found

to be useful. One slate was placed over a gravelly part of the

road, and another over a hard dry part. Examined on dewy
nights the under sides of these slates were always found to be

dripping wet, while their upper surfaces, and the ground all

round, were quite dry.

The importance of the heat communicated from the ground
is illustrated by a simple experiment with two slates or two iron

weights, one of them being placed on the ground, either on

grass or on bare soil, and the other elevated a few inches above

the surface. The one resting on the ground, and in heat-com-

munication with it, is found always to keep dry on dewy nights,

whereas the elevated one gets dewed all over.

The effect of wind in preventing the formation of dew is

referred to. It is shown thai, in addition to the other ways .
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already known, wind hinders the formation of dew by preventing

an accumulation of moist air near the surface of the ground.

An examination of the different forms of vegetation w as made
on dewy nights. It was soon evident that something else than

radiation and condensation was at work to produce the varied

appearances then seen on plants. Some kinds of plants were
found to be wet, while others of a different kind, and growing
close to them, were dry, and even on the same plant some
branches were wet, whilst others were dry. The examination of

the leaf of a broccoli plant showed better than any other that

the wetting was not what we might expect if it were dew. The
surface of the leaf was not wet all over, and the amount of de-

posit on any part had no relation to its exposure to radiation, or

access to moist air ; but the moisture was collected in little

drops, placed at short distances apart, along the very edje of

the leaf. Closer examination showed that the position of tliese

drops had a close relation to the structure of the leaf; they were
all placed at the points wh.;re the veins in the leaf came to the

outer edge, at once suggesting that these veins were the channels

through which the liquid had been expelled. An examination of

grass revealed a similar condition of matters : the moisture was
not equally distributed over the blade, but was in drops attached

to the tips of some of the blades. These drops, seen on vegeta-

tion on dewy nights, are therefore not dew at all, but are an
effect of the vitality of the p'.ant.

It is pointed out that the excretion of drops of liquid by plants

is no new discovery, as it has been long well known, and the

experiments of Dr. Moll on this subject are referred to ; but

what seems strange is that the relation of it to dew does not

seem to have been recognised.

Some experiments were made on this subject in its relation to

dew. Leaves of plants that had been seen to be wet on dewy
nights were experimented on. They were connected by means
of an india-rubber tube with a head of water of about I metre,

and the leaf surrounded with saturated air. All were found to

exude a watery liquid after being subjected to pressure for some
hours, and a broccoli lexf got studded all along its edge with

drops, and presented exactly the same appearance it did on
dewy nights. A stem of grass was also found to exude at the

tips of one or two bl.ides when pressure was applied.

The question as to whether these drops are really exuded by
the plant, or are produced in soaie other way, is considered. The
tip of a blade of grass was put under conditions in which it could

not extract moisture from tlie surrounding air, and, as the drop

grew as rapidly under these conditions as did those on the un-

protected blades, it is concluded that these drops are really

exuded by the plant. Grass was found to get "dewed" in air

not quite saturated.

On many nights no true dew is formed, and nothing but these

exuded drops appear on the grass ; and on all nights when
vegetation is active, these drops appear before the true dew, and
if the radiation is strong enough and the supply of vapour suffi-

cient, true dew makes its appearance, and now the plants

get equally wet all over, in the same manner as dead matter.

The difference between true dew on grass, and these e.xudtd

drops, can be detected at a glance. The drops are always
exuded at a point near the tip of the blade, and form a drop of

some size, while true dew is distributed all over the blade. The
exuded liquid forms a large diamond-like drop, while the dew
coats the blade with a pearly lustre.

Towards the end of the paper the radiating powers of different

surfaces at night is considered, and after a reference to some
early experiments on this subject, the pa[ier proceeds to describe

some experiments madewith the radiation-thermometer described

by the author in a previous paper. When working with this

instrument it is placed in a situation having a clear view of the

sky all round, and is fixed at the same height as the ordinary

thermometer-screen, which is worked along with it, the differ-

ence between the thermometer in the screen and the radiation-

thermometer being observed. This difference in clear nights

amounts to from 7' to 10°. By means of the radiation-thermo-

meter the radiating powers of diflerent surfaces were observed.

Black and white cloths were found to radiate equally well ; soil

and grass were also almost exactly equal to each other. Lamp-
black was equal to whitening. Sulphur was about 2/3rds of

black paint, and polished tin about i/7th of blrck paint. Snow
in the shade on a bright day was at midday 7^ colder than the

air, while a black surface at the same time was only 4° colder.

This difference diminished as the sun got lower, and at night

both radiated ahnost equally well. In the concluding pages of

the paper some less important subjects are considered.

TELESCOPIC SEARCH FOR THE TRANS-
NEPTUNIAN PLANET'^

T N the twentieth volume of the Ameiican Journal of Science, at

page 225, I gave a preliminary account of my search, theo-
retic and practical, for the trans-Neptunian planet. I say the

tr.ans-Neptunian planet, because I regard the evidence of its

existence as well-founded, and further, because, since the time
when I was eng.ajJed upon this search, nothing has in the least

weakened my entire conviction as to its existence in about that

part of the sky assigned ; while, as is well known, the inde-
pendent researches in cometary perturbations by Prof Forbes
conducted him to a result identical with my own,—a coincidence
not to be lightly set aside as pure accident.

That five years have elapsed since this coincidence was re-

marked, and the planet is still unfound, is not sufficient assur-

ance to me that its existence is merely fanciful. In so far as I

am informed, this spot of the sky has received very little

scrutiny with telescopes competent to such a search ; and most
observers finding nothing would, I suspect, prefer not to

announce their ineffective search.

The time has now come when this search can be profitably

undertaken by any observer having the rare combination of

time, enthusiasm, and the necessary appliances. Strongly

marked developments in astronomical photography have been
effected since this optical search was conducted ; and the

capacity of the modern dry-plate for the registry of the light of

very faint stars makes the application of this method the shortest

and surest way of detecting any such object. Nor is this purely

an opinion of my own. But the required apparatus would be
costly ; and the instrument, together with tire services of an
astronomer and a photographer, woidd, for the time being, be
necessarily devoted exclusively to the work. While, however,
the photographic search might have to be ended with a negative

result, in so far as ihe trans-Neptunian planet is concerned, there

would still reaiain the series of photographic maps of the region

explored, and these would be of incalculable service in the

astronomy of the future.

In the latter part of the paper alluded to above, I stated the

speculative basis upon which I restricted the stellar region to be

examined ; also the fact that between November of 1S77 and
March of 1S7S I was engaged in a telescopic scrutiny of this

region, employing the twenty-six-inch refractor of the Naval
Observatory. For the purposes contemplated I had no hesitation

in adopting the method of search whereby I expected to detect

the planet by the contrast of its disk and light with the appear-

ance of an average star of about the thirteenth magnitude. A
power of 600 diameters was often e.nployed, but the field of

view of this eyepiece was so restricted that a power of 400
diameters had to be used most of tlie time. 1 say, too, that,

"after the first few nights, I was surpri-cd at the readiness with

which my eye detected any variation from the average appear-

ance of a star of a given faint magnitude : as a consequence

whereof my observing-book contains a large stock of memoranda
of suspected objects. JMy general plan with these was to observe

with a sufficient degree of accuracy the position of all suspected

objects. On the succeeding night of observation they were re-

observed ; and, at an interval of several weeks thereafter, the

observation was again verified." Suujoined to the original

observations are printed these verifications in heavy-faced type.

In conducting the search, the plans were several times varied

in slight detail,—generally because experience with the work
enabled me to make improvements in method. Usually I

prepared every few days a new zone-chart the region of over

which I was about to search ; and these charts, while containing

memoranda of all the instrumental data which could l)e pre-

pared beforehand, were likewise so adjusted with reference to

the opposition-time of the planet as to avoid, if possible, its

stationary point. The same thing, too, was kept in mind in

selecting the times of sub equent observation. Notwithstanding

this precaution, however, it would be well if some observer who
has a large telescope should now re-examine the positions of

these objects.

Researches in faint nebulae and nebulous stars appearing

likely to constitute a separate and interesting branch of the

astronomy of the future, it has seemed to me that the astro-

nomers engaged in this work may like to make a careful exami-

nation of some of the stars entered in my observing-book under

the category of "suspected objects" The method 1 adopted of

' By David P. Todd, M.A., from the PnceeJings of lh= American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.
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insuring re-observation of those objects was by tlie determina-

tion, not of their absolute, but only of their relative, positions,

through the agency of the larger "' finder "of the great telescope.

This has an aperture of five inches, a power of thirty diameters,

and a field of view of seventy-eight minutes of arc. Two
diagrams were usually drawn in the book for each of these

objects,—the one showing the relation of adjacent objects in the

great telescope, and the other the configuration of the more

conspicuous objects in the field of view of the finder. Adjacent

to these "finder" diagrams are the settings,— to the nearest

minute of arc in declination, and of time in right ascension, —as
read from the large finding-circles, divided in black and white.

The field of vew of the finder is crosed by two pairs of hair-

lines, making a square of about twelve minutes on a side by

their intersection at the centre. The diagrams in all cases re-

present the objects as seen with an inverting eye-piece. As the

adjustment of the finder was occasionally verified, as well as the

readings of the larje circles, there should be no trouble in

identifying any of these objects, notwithstanding the fact that

no estimates of absolute magnitude were recorded. The rela-

tive magnitudes, while intended to be only appro.ximate, are

still shown with sufficient accuracy for the purpose of the

research, and the diagrams are, in general, faithful tracings from

the original memoranda.
[Mr. Todd transcribes the observing-bojk entire.].

PRIME MERIDIAN TIME 1

C\^ the first day of the month, the President of the United
^-^ States, in his message at the opening of Congress, referred

to the International Meridian Conference lately convened in

Washington, in the following words :
—" The Conference con-

cluded its labours on November i, having with substan'ial

unanimity agreed upon the meridian of Greenwich as the starting

point whence longitude is to be computed through 180° eastward

and westward, and upon the adoption for all purposes for whicli

it may be found convenient of a Universal Day, which shall

begin at midnight on the initial meredian, and whose hours shall

be counted from zero up to twenty-four."

The Can.adian Institute is peculiarly interested in this an-

nouncement. No society, literary or scientific, has taken a move
important part in the initiation of the movement to reform our
Time-system, of which the success is, to some extent, indicated

in the President's words. It theiefore appears to me fit and
proper that I should recall to your attention the various steps

which from time to time have been taken, so that we may possess

a reco d of the events which have led to the now almost general
recognition of the necessity for a new notation.

Six years ago on several occasions the meetings of the Institute

were engaged in discussing the subject of Time-reckoning and
the selection of a Prime Meridian common to all nations. Papers
were read and arguments were advanced, with the view of show-
ing the necessity of establishing a cosmopolitan or universal

time, by which the events of history might be more accurately

recorded, and which would respond to the more precise demands
of science, and generally satisfy the requirements of modern
civilisation. The Pioceedhtgs of the Institute for January and
February, 1879, give at considerable length the views submitted
and the suggestions offered to meet the new conditions of life.

While on the one hand it was argued that the introduction of a
comprehensive scheme by which time could be universally reck-

oned was highly desirable, it was equally maintained that the
determination of a common Prime Meridian for the world was the

key to its success, and that the establishment of such a meridian,
as a zero, recognised by all nations, was the first important step
demanded.
These Proceedings were brought under the notice of His

Excellency the Marquis of Lome, then Governor-General of
Canada. In the name of the Institute, they were submitted, in

the form of a memorial, with the hope ihat His E.xcellency would
see fit to lay them before the Imperial Government, that they
would by these means obtain the attention of the several scientific

bodies throughout Europe, and thit some general systematic
effort would be made in the right direction to secure the
important objects sought to be attained.

Through the good offices of His Excellency, copies of the
Canadian Institute Proceedings found their way to the Britisli

' This paper, giving the early history of a movement which is now
attracting such general attention, we extract from a recently received
volume of Transactions of the Canadian Institute.

Admiralty, the Astronomer Royal, Greenwich, the Astronomer
Royal for Scotland, Edinburgh, the Royal Society, the Royal

Geographical Society, the Royal Astronomical Society, the

Royal United Service Institute, and other societies of eminence

and weight in the United Kingdom. Copies of the papers were

likewise sent through the Imperial Government to the govern-

ments of the following countries, viz. :

—

France, Germany,
Italy, Norway and Sweden,
The United States, Russia,

Austria, Belgium,
Brazil, Denmark,
Japan, The Netherlands,

Spain, Portugal,

Switzerland, Turkey,

Greece, China.

In the year following, the American Metrological Society

issued a Report of the Committee on Standard Time. The
report bears the name of Mr. Cleveland Abbe, the Chairman of

the Committee, and the date of May, 1879. It draws attention

to many of the ciuses calling for the establishment of accurate

time, and the attempts made since the establishment of the

electro-magnetic telegraph to make the notation of time syn-

clironous. While pointing out that this result had been obtained

in Great Britain through the efforts of Prof. Airy, Mr. Cleveland

Abbe gave a list of the various observatories on this continent

which are in possession of the necessary apparatus and force

proper to furnish astronomically accurate time by telegraph.

Writing in February, 1880, while giving the resolution adopted

by the society, recommending the adoption of accurate time by
telegraph from an established astronomical observatory, Mr.

Cleveland Abbe points out that the subject of accurate time has

been taken up by the Horological Bureau of the Winchester

Observatory of Yale College, and that the most perfect apparatus

had been received for the purpose of distibuting New York
time with the highest degree of uniformity and accuracy.

Mr. Cleveland Abbe's own remarks on the subject are of high

value. He forcibly points out the diHicuIties and inconveniences

under which r.ulway operations in America labour from the want
of a proper system of time. To show this fact in greater force,

he gives the 74 standards then followed. These several standards

he proposed to set aside and replace by standards each differing

one hour, or 15° of longitude.

While recommending this course, the report sets forth that the

change could only be regarded as a step towards the absolute

uniformity of all time-pieces, and the Society passed resolutions,

that absolute uniformity of time is desirable ; that the meridian

six hours west of Greenwich should be adopted as the National

Standard to be used in common on all railways and telegraphs,

to be known as "Railroad and Telegraph Time;" that after

July 4, 1880, such uniform Standard Time should be the legal

standard for the whole country, and that the State and National

Legislatures should be memorialised on the subject.

Mr. Cleveland Abbe in this report alluded to the previous

Proceedings of the Canadian Institute.

The active sympathy of the Marquis of Lome greatly aided

the movement of Time-reform in its early stages. In 1879, in

his official position as Governor- General, he had been the

recipient of the papers published by the Canadian Institute, and
had transmitted them to Great Britain, and through the Imperial

Government to the several European centres. In 1880, it was

learned that the Report to the American Metrological Society,

above alluded to, would shortly be issued. Accordingly, advance

copies were obtained from New York, and, together with addi-

tional papers issued by this Institute, they were transmitted by

His Excellency to the following European Societies, and the

special attention of their members was directed to the documents,

themselves :

—

1. The Institut de France Paris.

2. Societe de Geographic Paris.

3. Societe Beige de Geographic.... Brussels.

4. Kbnigliche Preussische Akademie der

Wissenschafien Berlin.

5. Gesellchaft fiir Erdkunde .... Berlin,

6. Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissen-

schaften Vienna.

7. K. K. Geographische Gesellschaft . . Vienna.

8. Nicolaievskaia Glavnaia Observatoria . Pultowa.

9. Imper. Rousskae Geograficheskoe Ob-
schestou St. Petersburg..
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10. Imper. Akademia Naiik St. Petersburg.
11. Societe de Geographic Geneva.

^
By this means attention was obtained for the subject in

Europe, and when I submit evidence of the fact, I think you
will agree with me, that no little of the success which has
attended the movement is owing to our late Governor- General.
We must all acknowledge how much we are indebted to him
for the great personal interest he has always shown on the
sutjject. We are certainly warranted in forming the opinion,
that the dissemination of these papers, under such distinguished
auspices, awakened attention to the arguments they contain, and
prepared the w.ny for the subsequent action taken at the Inter-
national Geographical Congress at Venice, at the Geodetic
Congress at Rome, and more recently at the Conference at
NVashington.

.Mr. Wilhelm Forster, director of the Berlin Observatory,
eiiters into the subject at length in a paper "Zur Beurtheilung
Einiger Zeitfragen, insbesondere gegen die Einfiihrung einer
deutschen Normalzeit." [A Review of some con-iderations on
Time, especially against the introduction of German National
Uniform Time.]
Mr. Forster proceeds to say : The British Government is now

transmitting, through its representatives, although at the same
time it declares itself neutral, a proposition which has been
published by a society of scientific men in Canada, which aims
at the establishment of a cosmopolitan normal datum (Prime
Meridian) and of Universal Time, and also the establishment of
24 mei-idians of an hour apart, Ijy which local time will be
absorbed. The first proposal Mr. For.-,ter describes as an
important sign of the times and evidently favours it.

He strongly protests against the establishment of a National
German Time

; but for railway business, and for such matters of
coinmunication as require precision, also for the form of expres-
sion of all scientific relations to time, Mr. Forster points out
that a Universal Time common to the whole world is to be
recommended.

Dr. G. von Boguslavski, in the V,.rhandlung(nder Geselhchaft
fiir Erdkunde {Tninsa:tions of the Geo^rafihical Society of
Berlin), commends the new scheme as it has been put forth in
the Canadian Institute papers, and foretells that it will be a
matter of fact in a short time.

Col. Aden, Director of the Military School, Belgium, has
two papers in the Bull tin de la Societe Beige de Gt'os^rapkie. He
supports the proposal to establish Universal Time, and expresses
the opinion that longitude throughout the world should have a
common notation, dating from one universally adopted Prime
Meridian.

Col. Wauverman, President of the Geographical Society of
Antwerp, in the Bulletin of that society, 1882, advocates the
change, and with ability meets the arguments raised against it,

showing them to be groundless and arising from a want of
thoroughly understanding the question.

In Spain, the proposals have met wiih full support. All the
papers issued by the Canadian Institute have been translated and
published in a paper of 80 pages by the Kevista General de
Marina. The translator, Don Juan Pastorin, an officer of the
Spanish navy, is warm in his commendation of the scheme, and
takes a wise and comprehensive view of the whole question.
The Spanish Government secured the advantage of this gentle-
man's services as delegate to the Washington Conference.
M. Otto Struve, the well-known Astronomer and Director of

the Imperial Observatory, Pultowa, reports on the papers trans-
mitted by Lord Lome to the laiperial Academy of Science,
St. Petersburg. He gives his adherence to the establishment of
Universal Time, based, as suggested, on a Prime Meridian
common to the whole globe, and strongly advocates counting the
hours in one series up to 24,

In England, the Royal Society considered favourably both
the establishment of a Universal Time and the determination of
a common Prime Meridian. While the present Astronomer
Royal, Mr. Christie, takes a favourable view of the question, his
predecessor. Sir G. B. Aiiy, reported unfavourably. The report
cf the Astronomer Royal for Scotland, Prof. Piazzi-Smith, is

decidedly adverse. These documents have been transmitted to
the Institute.

In Italy, the Italian Geographical Society has given its
countenance to a work by Mr. Fernando Bosari, who, in a
pamphlet of 68 pages, reviews the whole question at length, and
lays down three principles : i. The determination of a Zero-
mendian

; 2. I he establishment ol Cosmopolitan Time based

upon it ; 3. The notation of the hours from i to 24 in a con-
tinuous series.

The question of Universal Time and the selection of a Prime
Meridian is discussed with ability in a paper published by M.
Thury, professor at the University of Geneva.
At the meeting of the Association for the Reform and Codifi-

cation of the Laws of Nations at Cologne, Prussia, in 1881, the
question of regulating time on the new system was conside-ed
and resolutions moved.

In the same year (1881), the subject occupied the attention ol

the International Geographical Congress at Venice, at which a

delegate from the Canadian Institute attended. The general
question was warmly discussed, and resolutions adopted. The
appointment of an International Conference to meet at Wash-
ington, specially to consider the question, was then suggested by
the Canadian delegate, and warmly supported by gentlemen
representing the government and scientific societies of the

United States. The President of the Congress communicated
the resolutions to the Italian Government, and Prince Teano, on
behalf of the Italian Government, undertook to conduct the

official correspondence. Out of this appears to have sprung the
important discussion at the meeting of the International Geodetic
Association at Rome, in October, 1883, when the utility of

Universal Time was recognised, and a special International

Conference for the establishment of a zero-meridian for longitmle

and time recommended.
Returning to this side of the Atlantic, the question of regulating

time for railway, telegraph, and civil purposes generally, was con-

sidered at the Convention of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, held at Montreal, June 15, 1881, and a committee of

men engaged in the management, and familiar with the economy
of railways, a]")pointed to examine the question. The committee
has reported from time to time. They recognised that a proposi-

tion to reform the general time system of the country was a

problem beset with difficulties, but it did not appear to them
insolvable. It was felt, however, that the question affected so

many interests that any change coald only be effected by general

concurrence.

To attain the end proposed by this society, the papers bearing

on the question were printed, and a scheme modified on the

Proceedings of the Canadian Institute was drawn up, under the

title of " Cosmopolitan scheme for regulating time."

I may briefly recall the features of the scheme.
There should be one standard of absolute time, a Universal

Day, based on the mean solar passage, at one particular meridian,

the Prime or initial meridian for computing longitude. This
Prime Meridian, together with the Universal Day, to be ob-

served by all civilised nations.

There should be 24 secondary or hour- meridians established,

IS degrees of longitude apart, beginning with the Prime Meridian
as zero.

To distinguish the Universal Day from local days, it should

bear the title of " Cosmic Day." ^

Cosmic Time is intended to be used to promote e.tactness in

chronology, and to be employed in astronomy, navigation,

meteorology and in synchronous observations throughout the

world. To be employed in ocean telegraphy and generally in

all operations non-local in character.

The several 24 meridians to be used as standards for local

time around the globe. Applying the system to North America,
the effect would be to reduce the standards to four or five, as

suggested by the Metrological Society,

A circular, dated March 15, 1882, signed by Mr. John Bogart,

the Secretary of the American Society of Civil Engineers, was
forwarded to the leading men in railway direction, either as

general managers, superintendents, or engineers, and to men of

scientific attainments throughout the United States and Canada.
The paper thus circulated contained 1 1 questions, and categorical

replies were invited to them.
Replies were received and reported on at a Convention of the

Society, held in Washington on May 15, 1882. The scheme
submitted was generally and cordially approved.

An emphatic and unanimous opinion was expressed, th.at

there should be established as early as pos-i'ile a comprehensive
system of Standard Time for North America.

1 [Note.— I may remark, that the designation " C ismic " was first sug-
gested, independently, by two Canadi.'in gentlemen widely separated, by Mr.
R. G. Haliburton, then in Algiers, and by Mr. Thomas Hector, of Ottawa.
The etymjfogy commends the vise of the word. It has been accepted by a
number of societies and by many in:tividuals as apiiropriate and applicabie.]
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Of those who replied to the queries, 95 per cent, favoured the

idea that there should be a common agreement between the

standards of time in all countries. That while we must primarily

look to our own convenience on this continent, it is proper to

aim at eventually attaining general uniformity among all nations.

Seventy-six per cent, were in favour of reducing the standards

in North America so that they would differ only by intervals of

one hour, and 92 per cent, were in favour of a notation of the

hours of the day by a single series from i to 24, instead of in

two divisions, each of 12 hours.

The character of the replies received indicated that a remark-
able unanimity of opinion prevailed in every section of the

continent heard from. The Convention accordingly resolved

that an attempt should be made to obtain European concurrence

to the selection of a Prime Meridian on which a time-system

could be definitely based. But, failing to obtain this recognition,

the people of the Western Continent should determine a zero-

meridian for their own use and guidance.

It was thereupon resolved to petition the Congress of the

United States to take the matter into consideration. The
American Metrological Society about the same time adopted a

similar proceeding. The consequences were that a joint-resolu-

tion of the House of Representatives and the Senate was passed,

authorising the President of the United States to call an Inter-

national Conference to fix on and recommend for universal

adoption a common Prime IMeridian to be used in the reckoning

of longitude and in the regulation of time throughout the

world.

On the meeting of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science in Montreal, in July, 1882, the subject was
brought forward, and all the documents were submitted and
discussed. It was agreed that the Association should co-operate

with other bodies in furtherance of the movement.
On two occasions the Roy.al Society of Canada has had its

attention directed to the matter, and this body has assisted in

furthering the determination of the problem by its co-operation

and by correspondence with the Government.
While some delay took place in summoning the International

Conference by the President, in consequence of diplomatic
correspondence on the subject, the question was ripening on
both sides of the Atlantic for concerted action. Indeed, a

decision with respect to the regulation of local tim^ was antici-

pated by tlie railway authorities in North America, who adopted
the system of hour-standards which had been prominently
brought forward as described.

On November 18 of last year (1883) the new system of regu-

lating railway time on this continent came into operation. There
had been several preliminary meetings of railway managers ; the

last meeting was a Convention held in Chicago the previous

October, and it was then determined immediately to carry out

the change.

Mr. W. F. Allen, the secretary of this Convention, who also

took a prominent part in effecting the adoption of the change,
has given a history of the events leading to it. Upon this

gentleman mainly fell the labour of arranging details, and he
executed the difficult duties assigned to him with consummate
ability. In the words of the historian, the transition from the

old to the new system " was put into effect without any appreci-

able jar, and without a single accident occurring." According
to this authority the first newspaper to advocate some change
was the Railroad Gazelle for April 2, 1870, and it is claimed that

as early as 1869 Prof. Charles F. Dowd, Principal of Temple
Grove Ladies' Seminary, Saratoga Springs, proposed a system
of meridians based on the meridian of Washington at intervals

of one hour, by which railways should be operated, and that an
expression of his views was placed in the hands of the President
of the New York and Canada Railroad. The proposition appears
to liave attracted attention in the Travellers' Official Guide of

1872. In 1873 it was brought before the Railway Association of
America, not now in existence. A committee was appointed to

examine into its merits ; they failed to recognise its necessity,

and recommended that the question of National Standard Time
for use on Railways be deferred till it more clearly appeared that

the public interest called for it.

Mr. Dowd's efforts to introduce a National Standard Time to

meet the difficulties which were being developed were at the
time imperfectly appreciated. He, however, has had the satis-

action of seeing a scheme unanimously accepted, and put in

operation, which in essential features does not materially differ

from that which he advocated : and he himself attended at the

meeting of the American Metrological Society, and took part in

the proceedings when the details of the new time arrangements
were officially narrated.

Prominent among those who have earnestly laboured to ad-

vance the movement of time-reform is the distinguished President

of Columbia College, New York. Dr. Barnard has from the

first taken the deepest interest in the question, and few men
have done so much to bring it to a practical issue. In the pro-

ceedings of the American Metrological Society for 188 1 will be
found a paper prepared by Dr. Barnard in 1872, and presented
to an association which has since assumed an international

character, and is known as the Association for the Reform and
Codification of the Laws of Nations. In this paper Dr. Barnard
recommends the selection of Greenwich as the Prime Meridian
for the world, and he submits the views he held at that early

date, which at this hour are of peculiar interest. He points out

that "it is becoming a matter of greater importance everyday
that there should be established some universal rule for defining

the calendar day for all the world."
I have alluded to the valuable report of Prof. Cleveland Abbe,

of the United States Signal Sei-vice, to the Metrological Society,

and I cannot deny myself the pleasure of acknowledging the

services of the gentlemen with whom I have been associated on
the special committee on Standard Time of the American Society

of Civil Engineers, Mr. Charles Paine, of New York ; Mr.
Theodore N. Ely, of Altoona, Pennsylvania ; Mr. J. M. Toucey,
of the Hudson River Railway ; Prof. Hilgard, Coast Survey,
Washington ; Prof. T. Egleston, of Columbia College : General
T. G. Ellis, of Hartford, now unfortunately deceased, and Mr.
John Bogart, Secretary of the Society.

The American Society of Civil Engineers, since meeting in

Montreal, in 1881, has made persistent and continuous efforts in

the common interest to advance the movement of time-reform,

having greatly aided in bringing about the important change
carried into effect a year ago. This Society is now directing

attention to a reform of scarcely less importance, the notation of

the hours of the day. At the Buffalo convention in June 18S4,

this particular question received prominent consideration in the

address of the President, as well as in the report of the special

committee. Since that date a correspondence has taken place

between the .Secretary and the railway managers in the United
States and Canada Already replies have been received from
the representatives of some 60,000 miles of railway, 98 per cent,

of whom have given expression to their sympathy with the move-
ment, to abandon the old practice of halving the day, designating

the two sets of 12 hours by the abbreviations a.m. and P.m.,

and are prepared to adopt a simple notation of 1 to 24 in a
single series. The great telegraph interests of the country are

likewise in full sympathy with it. The President of the Western
Union Telegraph Company, Dr. Norwin Green, states that their

telegraphic traffic is equal to the transmission of 44,000,000
messages a year, and the general adoption of the 24 o'clock

system (as it has been designated), would be cordially welcomed
by telegraphers. It would reduce materially the risk of errors,

and to the company over which he presides, he says it would
save the transmission by telegraph of at least 150,000,000 letters

annually. %
The branch literature bearing on the two questions of Universal

Time and the establishment of a Prime Meridian, has been en-

riched by a series of papers which have appeared during the

past year in the Inlcrnational Standard, a magazine published

in Cleveland, Ohio. These papers are lay the following gentle-

men connected with the International Institute :—Rev. H. G.
Wood, of Sharon, Pennsylvania ; Prof. C. Piazzi-Smyth, Astro-

nomer Royal for Scotland ; Prof. John N. Stockwell, Astro-

nomer, Cleveland; Mr. Jacob M. Clark, C.E., New York;
Mr. William H. Searle, Pennsylvania ; the late Abbe F. Moigno,
Canon of St. Denis, Paris ; Commodore Wm. B. Whiting,

U. S. Na\7 ; Mr. Charles Latimer, C.E., Cleveland; and
others.

It will be seen from what I have submitted, that the proceed-

ings have neither been few nor without success, and that since

this Institute published the first issue of papers on Time and

Time-reckoning, the subject has received much attention on

both sides of the Atlantic. Societies with kindred pursuits, men
of recognised merit in the scientific world, have turned to its

examination and aided in its development. Some few men have

acted in concert. The labours of others have been independent.

Some of these names I have been able to record, but I fear that

I neglect to include many of eminence beeause they are not
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known to me. It is this varied and widely diffused effort which
has rendered possible the realisation of the practical results

which I have the gratification to record, and all the members of

this Society must equally join in the common satisfaction in the

measure of success which has been achieved.

Six years back, when the subject was discussed in this hall,

there were probably not a few who viewed the proj^ositions then
submitted as merely fanciful theories. Others, who did not
refuse to recogni e their bearing, entertained t!i ' feeling tliat

many grave difficulties pre=ented tliemselves to interfere witli any
successful attempt to reform or mo:lify usages so ancient as the

computation of time. But the Institute, as a body, was hopeful.

The action taken by the Council to extend the field of discii ^^ion

and awaken the attention of foreign communities, evinced con-

fidence, and we may now ask, was this confidence justified?

What are the facts to-day? Twelve months have passed since

an important change in the notation of railway time was made
with general approv.al throughout the length and breadth of

North America; a revolution in the usages of 60,000,000 of

people has been silently effected and with scarcely a trace that

it has happened. That proceeding has been followed by events

of equal importance. On October I last a body of accredited

delegates from the different nations, on the invitation of the

President of the United States, met in Conference to con-ider
the problem first submitted to the world by this Institute. The
delegates were the representatives of 25 civilised nations. The
Conference continued during the whol' month of October, and,
as a body, they came to conclusions affecting all peoples living

under our theories of civihsation.

It was early understood that a determination with respect to

Universal Time was not possible without the general recognition
of a Prime Meridian. Hence the importance attached to its

choice, that it should be universally accepted.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, December 10, 18S5 —Abstract of a Paper
on "Preliminary Results of a Comparison of Certain Simul-
taneous Fluctuations of the Declination at Kew and at

Stonyhurst during 1SS3-84, as recorded by the Magnetographs."
By the Rev. S. J. Perry, F.R.S., and Profi B. Stewart, F.R.S.
The authors remark that such fluctuations almost always

occur as couplets or groups of couplets ; a couplet meaning first

an ascent and then a descent, or the reverse. In their opinion
this duality and the other facts of their paper can best be ex-

plained by supposing that a recorded magnetic fluctuation is

the joint result of two causes : the one of these being a true mag-
netic change, and the other a secondary current ciused by this

change. The secondary current \^ ould probably appear as an
earth-current. Its maximum strength would depend on the
maximum rate of magnetic change, but as this last element is

quite unknown, we may perhaps suppose that this maximum
strength will be practically proportional to the mean rate of
magnetic change.

On this supjiosition the authors suggest the following formula
as capable of being used as a preliminary working hypothesis.

Let A' denote the observed Kew change, and /& the true mag-
netic change at Kew, also let / represent the duration ; then

A' = ^( I :f -
j
where a is a constant. Also if .V represent the

observed simultaneous Stonyhurst cliange, then .?—/(•( ,8 q: 2
j

,

the sign - being applicable to the first limb, and the sign -h

to theisecond limb of the couplet.

It follows from this that - = ^, or, in other words.

T 7

that the ratio between the Kew and Stonyhurst observed disturb-
ances will be a function of the duration, quite apart from all theo-
retical considerations, which can only in the meantime be re-

garded as pointing out a method of treatment. The authors
then practically discuss their results, and have obtained the
following preliminary conclusions :

—
.y

K
greater than unity.

(l) 5' is always greater tha

(2) This ratio appears 10 depend in some way on the duration
of the disturliance ;

(3) But not, as far as can be seen at present, upon its

magnitude.
Finally, they hope to make a more extended investigation of

the subject, giing over a greater number of years, and perhaps
adding to their methods of treatment.

" On the Limited Hydration of Ammonium Carbamate." By
H. J. H. Fenton.
The hydration of ammonium carbamate affords an example of

a chemical action of the simplest type, namely, the direct union
of two simpler molecules to form one more complex

—

CO(NH.,)(ONHJ -I- OH2 = CO(ONH,)i,-

There are but few actions of this type which can be investigated
when all the substances concerned are in the liquid state, and
all extraneous matter absent.

In a former paper it w.is shown that ammonium carbamate,
when acted upon by sodium hypochlorite in presence of sodium
hydroxide, yields one half of its nitrogen in the free state, the
other half remaining in the form of sodium carbamate

—

2CO(NH„)(ONH.,) -H"3NaC10 -f zNaOH = 2C0(NH„)(0Na)
•

-f 3NaCI -(- 5OH., -i- N„.

Sodium hypohromire at once decomposes sodium carbamate,
yielding the nitrogen in the free state. This, in fact, is claimed
as a specific reaction for carbamates, since no other substance
yet investigated will yield free nitrogen by action of a hypo-
bromite after the completed action of a hypochlorite.

Based upon this reaction, then, we have a direct and simple
method of determining the amount of carbamate existing in a
solution at any given time.

Experiments were conducted with a view of examining the

influences of time, mass, and temperature upon the hydration of

ammonium carbamate, and also tlie reverse action, namely, the
dehydration of normal ammonium carbonate into ammonium
carbamate. The hydration is expressed by the ratio

—

molecules of water assimilated

molecules of carbamate taken

(1) Influence oi Time.—Solutions of ammonium carbamate of

different strengths were examined at stated intervals. In all

cases the action proceeds rapidly at first, becomes progressively

slower, and finally reaches a limit short of complete hydration.

The time required to reach a determinate state of hydration is

less as the relative number of water-molecules is greater.

(2) Influence of Mass.-—The hydration is shown to be a

function of the number of water molecules present. As far as

the action could be legitimately studied, the minimum hydration
corresponded to the case in which the substances are present in

equal molecular proportions.

(3) Influence of Temperature.—The hydration is in all cases

less, as the temperature is lower. Probably at a sufficiently low
temperature tne hydration would be practically nil wlien the

substances are present in equal molecular proportions— ;.'.

ammonium carbamate and water would practically not combine
at all.

(4) Dehydration of Normal Ammonium Carbonate.—It was
shown that this salt undergoes dehydration in solution, be-

coming in part converted into carbamate. The dehydration is

greater, as the relative number of water-molecules is less. It

seems not unlikely that if the same relative number of molecules

could be started with, the same equilibrium state between car-

bamate, carbonate, and water, would be arrived at for the same
temperature, whether ammonium carbamate or normal am-
monium, carbonate were initially taken.

Since there is a tendency for normal ammonium carbonate to

become in part dehydrated in aqueous solution, and for the

system to come to a state of equilibrium where the carbamate

and carbonate co-exist, it seems probable that the hydrolysis of

urea under the action of ferments may be less simple than is

usually represented. The author proposes to attack theprobleur

by a method based on the actions of sodium hypochlorite and
hypobromite, by means of wiiich it is possible to delect, and
quantitatively estimate, urea, carbamic acid, and ammonia, when
all present in the same solution. A preliminary trial of the

method gave satisfactory results.

Geological Society, December 16, 18S5.—W. Carruthers,

Vice-President, in the chair.—Charles John Alford, Samuel
Blows, James Warne Chenhall, William Farnworth, Paget
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Henry Cater Fulcher, and Harold Temple Wills, were elected

Fellows of the Society.—The following communications were

read :—Old sea-beaches at Teignmouth, Devon, by G. Wareing

Ormerod, F.G.S. The author stated that while old records

show that no important changes have taken place in the level

of the Teignmouth district during the historical period, the ex-

cavations made in recent drainage-operations in the present year

showed the existence of at least two series of beaches. The
oldest sea-beach, which is a few feet above the present sea-level,

was partly washed away and then covered up by later deposits

exhibiting evidence, in a number of delicate bivalve shells in an

unbroken condition, of having been deposited in a calm sea.

—

On the gabbros, dolerites, and basalts of Tertiary age in Scotland

and Ireland, by Prof. John W. Judd, F.R. S. In previous

papers published in 1874 and 1876, it has been demonstrated

by the author that there exist in Scotland and in Hungary
igneous rock-masses presenting the most perfectly crystalline

characters, and belonging to the Tertiary period. It was further

shown that such highly crystalline, plutonic rocks are seen

passing in5ensibly into volcanic rocks of the same chemical

composition—gabbros into basalts, diorites and quartz-diorites

into andesites, and quartz-andesites and granites into rhyolites

—the lavas in turn graduating into the perfectly vitreous types

known as tachylites and obsidians. The present paper deals

with the basic rocks of Western Scotland and Northern Ireland,

which are shown to exliibit the most marked analogies with

rocks of the same age in the Faroe Isles and Iceland ; these

facts lend strong support to the doctrine of the existence of

petrographical provinces. The Tertiary age of the .Scotch and
Irish rocks is placed beyond dispute by the fact that they overlie

unconformably the youngest members of the Cretaceous system,

and are interbedded with stratified deposits of Lower Tertiary

age. With regard to the nomenclature of these rocks, the

identification of the more crystalline forms with the gabbros,

which was made by Zirkel and Von Las.aulx, is supported ;

while the use of the term "dolerite"as a convenient one for

the connecting links between the gabbros and basalts is advo-

cated. Of the original minerals contained in these rocks,

plagioclase felspar (ranging in composition from anorthite to

labradorite), augite, olivine, and magnetite, are regarded as the

e sential ones ; while enstatite, biotite, chromite, picotite, and
titanoferrite are among the most frequently occurring acces-

sories. It is shown, however, that these original minerals

may belong to different periods of consolidation. The Second-

ary minerals are very numerous, including quartz, epidote,

zoisite, hornblende, serpentine, and zeolites, with many other

crystallised and uncrystallised substances. There are remark-

able variations in the relative proportions of the original minerals

in different examples of the rock ; and by the complete dis-

appearance of one or other of the constituents, the gabbros are

sometimes found p.assing into picrites, eucrites, or troctolites.

In their microscopic structure these roclcs present many inter-

esting features. From the highly crystalline gabbros there are

two lines of descent to the vitreous tachylites : one through the

ophitic dolerites antl basalts, and the magma-basalts wtth

skeleton-crystals ; and the other through the gramiUtic dolerites

and basalts, and the magma-basalts with granular microliths.

The former are shown to result from the cooling down of molten
masses which were in a state of perfect internal equilibrium,

while the latter wej-e formed when the mass was subject to

movement and internal strain. It is shown that in the most
deeply-seated of these rocks (gabbros) the whole of the iron-

oxides combines with silica ; but, as we approach the surface,

the quantity of the.^e oxides separating as magnetite increases,

until it attains its maximum in the tachylites. In all the

varieties the order of separation of the different minerals is

shown not to depend solely on chemical causes, but to be influ-

enced by the conditions under which the rocks have cooled
down. Although these rocks are not highly-altered one-, yet

they afford admirable opportunities of studying the incipient

changes in their constituent minerals. The nature of these

changes is discussed, and they are referred to the following
causes :—(i) The corrosive action of the surrounding magma on
the crystals

; (2) the changes produced by solvents acting under
pressure in the deep-seated masses (these have been already
described under the name of " schilleris.ation ")

; (3) the action
of heated w.ater and gas escaping at the surface; (4) the action
of atmospheric .agents on the rocks when exposed by denuda-
tion ; and (5) the changes induced by pressure during the great
movements to which rock-masses are subjected.

Physical Society, December 12, 1885.—Prof. Guthrie,

President, in the chair.—Mr. C. F. C.asella and Prof. T. E.

Thorpe were elected Members of the Society.—The following

papers were read :—On a magneto-electric phenomenon, by Mr.

G. H. Wyatt. The author had conducted a series of experi-

ments with a view of testing experimentally an expression ob-

tained by Mr. Boys for the throw of a copper disk suspended by

a torsion-tibre between the poles of an electro-magnet, when the

current was made or broken, and communicated by him to the

Society on June 28, 1884. Disks of various metals and of

various dimensions were used, the results being such as to agree

with the theory within narrow limits. It was, however, found

that when the throw of the disk was used to measure the mag-

netic field, the value obtained from the throw at break was uni-

formly greater than that obtained on making the current. Prof.

S. P. Thompson observed that the case presented was analogous

to that of the ballistic galvanometer, and that for the theory it

was necessary that the magnetic field should be made and

destroyed before the disk had moved sen-sibly. Mr. Boys

believed that the results of the experiments showed this to be

the case, since the result of such a movement would be to in-

crease the throw on breaking the current when the disk made
an angle of less than 45' with the lines of force, and to decrease

it when the angle was between 45° and 90°, whereas no such

variation from the theoretical result was observed.—On some
thermodynamical relations, by Prof. William Ramsay and Dr.

Sydney Young. In this paper experimental proof is given of

the following relations :—(i) The amount of heat required to

produce unit increase of volume in the passage from the liquid

to the gascDUs state, at the boiling-point under normal pressure,

is approximately constant for all bodies. (2) If these amounts

of heat be compared at different pressures, for any two bodies,

then the ratio of the amount at the boiling-poiiit under a

pressure, /j, to the amount at another pressure, /j, is approxi-

mately constant. (3) The products of the absolute temperature

into the rate of increase of pressure with rise of temperature are

approximately the same for all stable substances. (4) The rate

of increase of this product with rise of pressure is nearly the

same for all stable substances. (S) A relation exists between

the absolute temperatures of all bodies, solid or liquid, stable or

dissociable, which may be expressed in the case of any two

bodies by t he equation

Ta and Tk bemg the absolute temperatures of the two bodies

corresponding to any vapour-pressure ; T'a and Vb, absolute

temperatures at any other pressure ; and c, a constant which

may be zero or a small positive or negative quantity. (6) The

variations from constancy of the expression t'-P, though mall,

maybe expies ed by a similar equation. (7) IfZ../, Z../, Lb,

and Lb, represent similar relations of latent heat at different

pressures, the same for A and B, it appears probable that

^^ = ^ -I- c{rA- Ta).
La' Lb'

(8) The ratio of the heats of vapori ation of any two bodies .at

the same pressure is approximately the same as that of their

absolute temperatures at that pressure. The authors conjecture

that this statement is also true of dissociating bodies. A large

part of the experimental work consisted in obtaining the relation

between vapour-pressure and temperature cf different substances,

values of —'^ had been obtained from these observations in two

ways, by plotting curves with t and/ as co-ordinates and draw-

ing tangents, and by the method of differences. Prof. Perry

suggested that the curve should be expressed in such a form as

log/ = «-
J -r-'

which Rankine has shown to be a very true expression for

the relation between pressure and temperature, and that ^

shoidd be obtained from this by differentiation. Prof. Guthrie

hoped the authors would experiment upon the vapour-tensions

of mixed liquids, a subject to which he had himself given some

attention.
Edindurgh

Royal Society, December 21, 1S85. — Prof. Douglas

Maclagan, Vice-President, in the chair.— Mr. J. V. Buchanan,

c{T'^. Ta),
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commuiiicateil a paper on the temperature of Loch Lomond
and also one on oceanic islands and shoals.—Prof. Herdman
discussed elaborately the phytogeny of Tiinka'a.—Mr. John
Aitken gave a communication on dew, which will be found in

full at p. 256.—Mr. Frank E. Beddard read a paper

on the structure of Liintbriciis complanalus, Dug^s.—In a

paper on the salinity of the water about the mouth of the Spey,

Messrs. H. R. Mill and T. Morton Ritchie show that the sea-

water slowly forces its way like a wedge between the river-water

and the bottom as the tide rises, and dams back the water

further up the stream, while the surface-water always remains
quite fresh, and abr.ackish zone separates the two strata. When
the ebb sets in the salt water runs out very rapidly, and before

half ebb there is only fresh water inside the bar. The salinity

of the water in Spey Bay was also studied. The river-water

could be traced as a stream sweeping to the north-east, with a

sharply-defined western margin. Alkalinity and temperature

observations were also given.— Mr. A. Wynter Blyth discussed

the distribution and significance of micro-organisms in water.

January 4, i8S6.'—The President submitted notes on the

recent experiments at the South Foreland lighthouse.— I\Ir.

Omond, of the Ben Nevis Observatory, communicated an
account of the glories, halos, and coronse observed there. The
small number of glories seen is remarkable. Only four have
been noticed since the Observatory was established.— Prof.

Crum-Brown read a note on the simplest form of half-twist

surface.—The Rev. T. P. Kirkman submitted a discussion of

the linear section PR of a knot AT,,, which passes througli two
crossings, P and R, which meets no edge, and which cuts away
a (3 + '')-gonal me-h of M„.—Messrs. Rainy, Ellis, and Clark-

son gave an account of the exploration of the central portion of

the field of a flelmholtz galvanometer.—In a paper on systems

of colliding spheres, Prof. Tait showed that Maxwell's law of

the distribution of energy between two different sets of mole-
cules is erroneous. If two sets of molecules at a given tem-
perature and pressure be mixed, the resultant temperature and
pressure will be the same, hut the average kinetic energy of the

less massive molecules will exceed that of the more massive

molecules. In the case of hydrogen and oxygen the excess will

be 25 per cent.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, January 4.—M. Jurien de la

Graviere, President, in the chair.—On the potential of two
ellipsoids, by M. Laguerre.—Researches on the sulphur of anti-

mony, by M. Berthelot. Here the author determines the

measure of the heat of formation of this compound under its

various conditions, that of its chlorides and oxichlorides having
already been ascertained by MM. Thomsen and Guntz.—Re-
marks on Dr. A. Sprung's treatise on meteorology (" Lelirljuch

der Meteorologie "), recently published at Hamburg, liy M.
Faye. The author's comments are confined chiefly to the vexed
question of the ascending or descending movement of the air in

whirlwinds or cyclones. Three points he considers now settled :

(1) that the movement of translation is inexplicable according to

the old theory
; (2) that this rapid movement of translation cor-

responds with the upper cirrus-bearing currents ; (3) that a

descending movement cannot be denied within the cyclones

themselves. Another ;tep, and the old ascending will give

place to the new descending theory.—Note on the differential

invariants of M. Halphen, by Prof. Sylvester.—Note on the

angular movement which a vessel takes on a wave of given size

and velocity, by M. L. de Bussy.—Rectangular co-ordinates

and ephemeris of Fabry's comet, by M. Gonnessiat.—Note on
the new star in Orion, by M. Ch. Trepied. The magnitude of

this star is 67, its colour an orange-red, and Its spectrum very

remarkable, showing six dark bands, two in the red and orange,

four in the green and blue ; bright lines have also been doubt-

fully detected in the green.—Note on the transformation of the

Fuchsian functions, and on the reduction of the Abelian
integrals, by M. II. Poincare.—A tentative application of the

calculus to the study of colour sensations, by M. R. Feret.—On
the emetics of tellurium, by M. Daniel Klein. The author has

succeeded in preparing some tartrotelluric emetics with the

tellurites of the alkaline bases, .which are alone soluble, and
treating them with tartaric acid in due proportion.—On the

transformation of the essence of turpentine to an active terpi-

lene, by MM. G. Bouchardat and J. Lafont.—Note on the

employment of the metallic oxides for the purpose of

detecting in wines colouring substances derived from coals,

by M. P. Cazeneuve.—Note on the cultivation of beet-

root in the Wardrecques di.strict, Pas-de-Calais, during the

year 18S5, by MM. Porion and Deherain.—On the toxic action

of the alkaline salts, by M. A. Richet. From a series of ex-

periments made on fishes, pigeons, and guinea-pigs, the authors

conclude that in absohtte weight the metals are the less toxic

the higher their atomic weight, which reverses the law formu-

lated by Rabuteau ; also, that the chlorides are, in absolute

weight, more toxic than the bromides, and these than the

iodides. But, with equal molecular weight, the reverse is the

case. In general the alkaline salts are toxic through their

chemical molecule, and the higher the weight of this molecule
the more toxic it becomes, although the difference is slight and
the molecule always about equally toxic.—On the circulation in

the ganglionary cells, by M. Alb. Adamkiewicz.—On the mor-
phology of the ovary in insects, by M. Armand Sabatier.—Note
on the trunks of fossil fern-trees occurring in the Upper Car-

boniferous formations, by MM. B. Renault and R. Zeiller.—On
the present value of the magnetic elements recorded at the

Observatoiy of the Pare Saint-Maur.—Notes were presented by
M. Ch. Beaugrand, on the meteoric dust collected in the atmo-
sphere on November 27-30, 18S5 ; by il. L. Sandras, on the

modifications of the human voice by means of inhalations ; and
by M. Durif, on a remedy for diseased vines.—This number of

the Comptes rmdus contains a complete list of the members of

the Academy on January I, l8S6, and announces the election of

M. Gosselin as Vice-President fcr the current year.
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THE EAST ANGLIAN EARTHQUAKE OF 18S4

Report on the East Anglian Earthquake of April 22,

1884. By Raphael Meldola, F.C.S., &c., and William

White, F.E.S. Drawn up by R. Meldola, and read in

abstract at the meeting of the Essex Field Club,

February 28, 18S5. '(London: Macmillan and Co.;

and the Essex Field Club, Buckhurst Hill. 1885.)

FORTUNATELY for this country we have not been

called upon to notice a report of such an earthquake

as that which is chronicled in the volume before us since

this journal came into existence. Indeed, the authors

state that no shock approaching it in intensity has been

experienced in the British Islands for at least four cen-

turies. A brief notice of the occurrence was given in our

columns (vol. xxx. pp. 17 and 60) by Mr. Topley, and we

now have a complete scientific account drawn up by Prof.

R. Meldola and presented to the Essex Field Club as a

special memoir embodying the results of his investigation

in conjunction with his colleague, Mr. William White.

The book consists of about 225 pages of readable matter

with four maps and numerous illusti-ations, and the Essex

Field Club has certainly earned the gratitude of scientific

men in enabling the authors to give publicity to this final

result of their labour.

Earthquakes may be considered from three distinct

points of view : dynamical, geological, and meteorological

or cosmical. The first deals with the purely mechanical

aspect of earthquake motion, the second with the imme-

diate cause or causes of these disturbances and their

effects as determined by geological conditions, while the

last, which is at present the most obscure branch of the

subject, deals with the periodicity of earthquakes and

their connection with other natural phenomena. The
present shock is dealt with from each of these stand-

points.

Of the eight sections into which the Report is divided

the first is entirely historical, and the authors give a cata-

logue of all the British earthquakes which have produced

structural damage, the records commencing in a.d. 103

and ending with the Nottingham shock of 18S1, which

slightly damaged a building at Tackley. This list com-
prises about sixty records, and the authors acknowledge

their indebtedness to Mallet's British Association Cata-

logue, which has greatly facilitated their work of com-
pilation. One very interesting circumstance brought out

by this part of the inquiry is that the seat of the present

earthquake has been exceptionally free from seismic dis-

turbance since the beginning of authentic history, and it

further appears that there have been altogether only about

half-a-dozen shocks in Britain since this period which

can be compared in their destructive effects with that of

1884.

The second section gives a brief description of the

preparation of the Report and the methods adopted for

securing the most complete and trustworthy information

as soon as possible after the event. Amongst those to

whom the authors express their obligation are Mr. G. J.

Symons, F.R.S., who had himself made a personal in-

spection of the scene of damage the day after the shock,

Vol. xxxiii.— No. 847

and Mr. J. C. Shenstone, of Colchester, who appears to

have supplied much valuable local information.

Under the third section, which is headed " General

Characters of the Disturbance," we have a statement as

to the extent of the shock, which brings out very forcibly

the unpleasant fact that our little island is not quite so
" tight," as the popular song would have us believe. It

seems that the sensible vibrations extended over at least

50,000 square miles of country. An estimate of the

intensity is also given which is compared with that

of the great Lisbon catastrophe of 1755, the authors

arriving at the conclusion that the present shock was
about one-twentieth the intensity of the former. In

support of the statement that " the earthquake occurred

during a period of general seismic activity throughout the

world " we have a list of all the British and the more
violent of the European earthquakes which have occurred

since the beginning of the year 1881. We need only

remind our readers that during this period occurred the

disasters in Ischia and Chios, the cataclysm in the Sunda
Straits, and, more recently, the great Spanish earth-

quakes, all of which have already been noticed in our

columns. With reference to the meteorology we are

informed very explicitly that " the evidence is conclusive

that no special meteorological conditions preceded, ac-

companied, or succeeded the disturbance of last April in

direct relationship to that event."

In treating of the nature and duration of the movement,

and other points of importance which find place in this

third section, the authors give a concise account of the

general characters of earthquake motion as derived from

the observations of modern seismologists, and especially

from those made in Japan by Profs. Milne and Ewing, to

whose labours constant reference is made throughout the

Report. The following conclusion, supported by observa-

tions made at Heybridge and Ipswich, is arrived at :

—

" There is every reason to believe that the earthquake

with which we are dealing was precisely similar in cha-

racter to those frequent shakings which have been so

thoroughly studied in the Plain of Yedo. As in the case

of the latter, if our earthquake had been made to trace

the story of its own movement on a series of seismo-

graphic plates, we should no doubt have seen the gradu-

ally commencing tremor increasing in amplitude and

complexity till the ' shock ' and destruction occurred, and

then again dying gradually out."

In the fourth section we have a discussion of the nature

and amount of the structural damage, from which it

appears that in an area of fifty to si,xty square miles

damage was caused to 12 13 houses and cottages, twenty

churches, and eleven chapels.

The " Descriptive Report," which comprises the next

section, occupies over 100 pages of the volume, nearly

one-half of this portion being devoted to a detailed de-

scription of the observations in the area of structural

damage made on the ground by Prof. Meldola, Mr. T. V.

Holmes, F.G.S., President, and Mr. W. Cole, Secretary, of

the Essex Field Club. Many illustrations of peculiar forms

of damage are given, and there can be no doubt that the

observations recorded in this section will be not only of

local interest but also of use to engineers and others who

occupy themselves with the important question of con-

struction in earthquake countries.
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In summarising this portion it is stated that "the main

axis of disturbance extends on each side of a hne about

five miles in length, having a direction north-east and

south-west from Wivenhoe to Peldon. Along this axis

the greatest intensity was manifested, as shown by the

large percentage of dislodged chimneys, dismantled roofs,

&c., and more especially by the fracturing of solid

masonry." Following this sumniary there are the com-

plete records from other parts of Essex and all the other

counties over which the disturbance extended. Among
the foriiier we notice a very full report from Bocking,

furnished by Mr. E. B. Knobel, Sec.R.A.S. It is of

interest also to observe how widely the shock was felt

over London ; records are given from every quarter of

the town, and we can but feel thankful that the " axis

of disturbance " was not neirer home, or the destruction

to life and property would have been most disastrous. A
glance at the map, giving the general distribution of the

shock, shows that the vibrations were felt as far off as

Altrincham in Cheshire, at Sidbury in Shropshire, Street

in Somersetshire, Exeter, the Isle of Wight, and across

the Channel at Boulogne and Ostend.

The next section will be of special interest to geolo-

gists. It is headed " The Earthquake in Relation to

Geological Structure," and the first portion deals with the

effects of the shock upon underground waters. These

effects are, briefly, the raising of the water-level in deep

wells near the origin, the falling off of the supply to

surface wells, and the rendering turbid of the water

derived from the Chalk at Canterbury and in surface

wells nearer the centre of the disturbance. The records

kept by the Underground Water Committee of the

British Association have enabled the authors to give a

most valuable series of measurements made at Bocking

on behalf of this Committee by Mr. D. Radford Sharpe.

One of the most important practical considerations in

connection with earthquake damage is the effect of the

subsoil and the position of buildings with respect to the

general physical features of the district. This branch of the

subject is fully dealt with in the present geological section

of the Report, and the authors point out that, owing to

the circumstance of the shock having originated beneath

a district consisting entirely of London Clay and drift

deposits, no very definite conclusions can be drawn as to

the efiects of the superficial geology in determining the

distribution of the damage. They incline to the view

that the damage was increased in some cases by the

situation of buildings at the junction of different forma-

tions, where, in accordance with well-known dynamical

principles, the earth-wave undergoes reflection and re-

fraction. A considerable amount of evidence is given to

show that both in this and other earthcjuakes there is a

tendency for the shock to make itself felt with special

distinctness along " free margins, such as coast-lines,

river-valleys, and lines of outcrop, because in these cases

there is no resistance offered in one direction to the

vibrating particles in their outward movements."
In connection with other geological considerations the

authors state that their seismic axis corresponds in direc-

tion with the coast-line at this part of Essex, and this

fact appears to be in harmony with the theory first put

forward by Prof. J. P. O'Reilly. Several pages are de-

voted to a critical discussion of the evidence furnished by

the records from beyond the London Basin, from which

it distinctly appears that the shock was spread outwards

along the older rocks, owing to the superior "seismic ,

conductivity " of these beds.

In speculating upon the cause of the eaithquake the

authors display great caution. Having dismissed the

view of the shock having been due to volcanic agency

they go on to say :

—

"The most feasible explanation, in so far as it is safe

to hazard any explanation at all, appears to be that of the

sudden rupture of deep-seated rocks under a state of

strain, the snap and shock accompanying such a fracture

being quite competent to produce the effects observed.

The precise formation in which this rupture may have

occurred cannot even be conjectured ; but the great

extent of the shock, on the one hand, and on the other

the absence of any perceptible change of surface-level,

appear to point to a tolerably deep-seated origin."

It is then pointed out as a very significant fact that the

axis of the present earthquake corresponds in direction with

known faults or other disturbances in the Chalk beneath

Essex, Suffolk, and Cambridgeshire, and with that of the

well-known Deptford fault.

In the seventh section there are collected a number of

miscellaneous observations which could not well find

place in the preceding portions of the Report. Mallet's

method of determining the " angle of emergence " by the

cracks in buildings has been found useless in the present

earthquake, and the authors wisely state :

—

" We have not thought it advisable to give any calcu-

lations of the depth of the origin of the disturbance, being

convinced that under the present circumstances such

determinations would only give a fictitious semblance of

certainty to the results."

A full discussion of the time-records is then given, and

the mean velocity of propagation of 9183 feet per second

deduced from the most trustworthy. The remainder of

this section contains " Observations on Direction," " Per-

sonal Experiences of Direction," " Order of Succession

of Phenomena," the " Direction as given by Clock-

stoppages," and an important sub-section on the twists of

chimneys.

The eighth and last section gives a general summary
of the whole work. In a postscript, two observations of

considerable interest are recorded, the first being the

registration of the shock and subsequent earth-tilt at

Leeds by a barograph, and the second the displacement

of Mr. C. L. Prince's equatorial at the Crowborough Ob-

servatory in Sussex. The volume concludes with a short

appendix, which relates to the list of British earthquakes.

SYSTEMATIC SMALL FARMING
Systematic Small Fanning. By Robert Scott Burn.

(London : Crosby Lockwood and Co., 18S6.)

'

j
'HIS volume may be divided into two parts. In the

-L first few chapters the author shows, with consider-

able clearness, the disadvantages under which small

farmers or peasant proprietors are placed. The topic

is one which has recently been discussed in connection

with legislative projects looming upon the political hori-

zon, and Mr. Scott Burn has contributed towards its

elucidation. " While he would be glad to see a limited
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extension—and vvliich he believes would for natural

reasons, after all, be indeed but limited—of small farming,

with true peasants or agricultural labourers as the farmers,

we must unhesitatingly deprecate any extension based
upon the system we have heard so persistently pro-

pounded by certain politicians, through the platform or

press, and this we do, if for no other reason than in the

true interests of the nation" (p. 9S). This sentence gives

a fair idea both of the literary style of the author and
of the tendency of his teaching. With the general

conclusion we agree.

While Mr. Robert Scott Burn is, so to speak, "sound"
upon the " impracticalness" of the idea of a great exten-

sion of small farms in England as a means of improving
our agriculture or the well-being of our population, he sees

in the small farm an amusement and healthful occupation

for those who can afford the luxury of losing a little money.
It is apparently with a view to enabling such persons, if

not to make more, to lose less, that the second part of the

volume is specially designed. Leaving "the wild and
revolutionary scheme," he therefore proceeds leisurely to

examine the methods and conduct of the small farmer

upon his small farm of some half-dozen acres in extent.

Into details it is not for us to follow Mr. Burn. He
informs us in the preface that the basis of the present

volume is a former one which appeared some years ago
under the title of " The Lessons of My Farm." That
work " was designed to convey to persons interested es-

pecially in the subject of small—or, as they are frequently

termed, amateur— farms, a general yet a sufficiently

practical notion of what the work of such farms was."

On reading through the chapters devoted to his practical

instruction of the small farmer we are struck with the

evidently large proportion of the "basis."

Bearing the date of 1 886, the illustrations, examples, and
quotations are chiefly borrowed from sources extending,

from 1S30 to 1S60, that is, with the exception of the

chapters devoted to ensilage. Most farmers would
elevate their eyebrows at the suggestion to raise their

mangel in seed-beds, and plant them out like cabbages.

The result would no doubt be a greatly diminished crop.

Yet Mr. Barn says :
" I would recommend the reader to

try the method." It appears that it was in 1S30 that a M.
Kcechlin, who cultivates weeded plants, asked why beet-

root was not raised upon a seed-bed. But mangel-wurzel

is not beet, and as well might it be proposed to transplant

swedes because they are allied to cabbages as to recom-
mend for mangel what may have been found suitable

for beet. This love of the practices of 1830, 1S55, 1S60,

beyond which latter date Mr. Scott Burn rarely ventures

except with reference to ensilage, is accompanied by a

curious ignoring of the newer literature bearing upon
the feeding-stall, the dairy, and the field. Mr. Horsfall

and Mr. C. Lawrence, long since retired, if not dead ; con-

tributions of Dr. Lyon Playfair, long overgrown with

mould ; Liebig and Anderson, both long since passed
away—these are the authorities quoted. On the other

hand, Sir John B. Lawes, although once, in an appendix,

obscurely mentioned as Mr. J. B. Lawes, is never

quoted or cited on any of the numerous subjects

handled. In treating of dairy cattle we are instructed

from the experience of M. Lejeune of a Belgian
agricultural school obtained in the years 1855 and 1856.

At p. 347 we are presented with illustrations of dairy im-
plements and utensils. They consist of three crocks, a

milk-strainer, two " butter-sticks " (Scotch hands), and a

cream-skimmer. No churn, cheese-tub, curd-breaker,

butter-tub, vats, presses, butter-worker, curd-mill, &c.,

are even mentioned. A cream-raising machine is alluded
to, but we are quite at a loss to know what is meant

—

perhaps a cream-separater. K cream-raising machine
strikes us as fantastic. In the present day we are,

perhaps, too liable to forget past experiences ; but
when the results of recent experiments, conducted with

modern precision and modern apparitus, lie around us
in almost reckless profusion ; when the values of foodS)

the effects of dietaries upon cows and their produce, or

in promoting increase in carcass weight, may be seen in

the full reports constantly appearing of State Colleges in

America, Experimental Stations in Germany, in the

Rothamstead and Woburn papers, &c., &c., it seems
scarcely necessary to go back to 1855 for e.xamples and
results, while at the same time modern work is simply

ignored.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Nortil Borneo: Explorations and Adventures on the

Equator. By the late Frank Hatton ; with a Bio-
graphical Sketch and Notes by Joseph Hatton. (Lon-
don : Sampson Low, 1885.)

Mr. Frank Hatton, whose life and labours form the
subject of this volume, was the scientific explorer and
mineralogist to the North Borneo Company for the mag-
nificent territory now under its sway. After only eighteen
months in the island, he was killed by the accidental dis-

charge of his own rifle on his last journey prior to his

return to Europe, on the Segama River, whither he had
gone in tlie course of his duties to search for traces of
gold. Short as his period of service had been, he had
succeeded in exploring a large part of British North
Borneo, and the newness of this region as well as the
lack of information about the interior will render the
second part of this volume, containing Mr. Hatton's own
diaries and official reports, of special interest. He was
evidently of the stuff of which explorers are made : he
had abundant readiness, resource, patience, energy, and
a cheery good humour which helped him through many
difficulties with native tribes who are all but unknown
even to officials of the Company. His first journey from
Sandakan, the capital, was to Sequati, for the purpose
of reporting on the resources of the petroleum oil

shale there : this was succeeded by an adventurous
journey up the Labuk River. After arriving at the
upper waters of this great stream he struck across the

country to the north to Kudat, carrying on explorations

in all directions on the way, including a visit to the
great mountain of Borneo, Kina Balu. With Kudat as
head-quarters, he spent some months around Marudu
Bay, at the extreme north point of Borneo, engaged in

mineralogical investigations, and discovered samples of
copper and copper pyrites, coal, and other minerals.

After a short rest, he again left Sandakan, this time
going south to the mouth of one of the greatest

—

perhaps the greatest—of Bornean rivers, the Kinaba-
tangan, which he ascended to the borders of Province
Dent. On the way he made several plucky attempts
to penetrate south from the course of this river to that of

the Segama, but failed on account of the rainy season, and
the swamps created in consequence. On the map the lines

marking two gallant attempts, which can now be seen to

have been almost crowned with success, stop in districts

marked " large swamps." Failing in this way to reach
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the Segama, he was forced to return to the mouth of the
Kinabatangan and go down the coast to the Segama,
where his mission was to search for gold. The accident
which brought his Hfe to an end took place a considerable
distance up this river, while he was still ascending it. This,
in the barest outline, represents Mr. Hatton's geographical
work in Borneo ; his mineralogica! work was carried on
simultaneously. The difficulties of all kinds which he suc-
ceeded in overcoming—and they were neither few nor
small—are recorded in his diaries and letters. These
represent an amount of work rarely done by young men
who have barely reached their majority ; and this was
only the earnest of what he would have accomplished
had his life been spared. It is interesting to notice that,

according to the latest official reports from North Borneo,
gold had been found in small quantities on the .Segama
River at several places after Hatton's death. The pecu-
liarly painful circumstances under which he died have led

to the publication of much of a personal, and perhaps
somewhat temporary, interest, but his journals and
reports contain solid matter enough on this new British
possession to render the volume worth publishing on
wider and more general grounds.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\7he Editordoes not hold himself7-esponsihlefor opinions exprcsseil

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonyjuons covimunications,

\_The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to iiisitre the appearance even

ofcommunications containing intei-estijTQ and iioTel facts.
'\

On Seter," " Strandlinjer," or Parallel Roads in

Central Norway

I SKND you a copy of a paper from the Archiv for Malhe-
matik og Naturvidtnskab, Band 10, ''Omseter eller strandlinjer

i store holder over havet." As I here describe, as existing in a

great part of Ceutral Norway, a phenomenon quite analogous
to the famous parallel roads of Lochaber, and also make an
attempt towards the solution of the much-discussed question of
the origin of these shelves, an abstract will perhaps be of some
interest lo your readers.

The Norwegian roads I have seen are all situated on llie

southern side of what geography-books call the Dovrefjeld. In a
great many, if not all, of the valleys originating here, especially

inGlomdalen, which the railroad from Christiania to Trondhjem
foUous, and in Foldalen and Rendalen, one to three horizontal

shelves are to be seen on both sides, with all the peculiarities

described by MacCulloch, &c., from Lochaber. Perhaps, how-
ever, the shelves do not slope so much against the valley, and
the detritus in it is more worn than in the common till. But
there is another more significant diiiference. Not only at a single

point, as noted from Glen Spean, but for several kilometres

—

e.g. in Rendalen—the rock appears as a vertical wall on the
inner side, giving the road an aspect exactly like the well-known
strandlinjer from our coasts. Such rock-shelves alternate in

the same road with the more common detrita! shelves, just as in

the raised beaches near the sea. In Norwegian they are called

scte, pi. seter, viz. " what one sits upon."
Their horizontality requires, as in Lochaber, a water-level as

an accompanying factor in their formation. But here in Nor-
way this can certainly not have been the sea, as advocated by
Darwin for the roads in Lochaber. Their height is from 657
to 1090 metres, and while the land stood only iSo metres lower
than now, the central part of the country was yet covered by a
mer-de-glace of very considerable bulk, up to 650 metres, which
certainly must have destroyed such superficial formations as

these detritus roads. Several other arguments may also be
brought forward against their marine origin. In Lochaber the
coincidence in height of the roads and the cols leading east-

ward has settled the question that it must have been in local

dammed lakes that the shelves originated.

In Norway such a coincidence with cols is not as yet evidently
demonstrated, but the elevations already linown make it quite
probable. The main rivers in tlie examined tract are the

Glommen (the greatest river in Norway) and its affluent, the
Folia. The cols at their sources are 664 metres and 950 metres
high, and with these heights agree very nearly eijjlu setei- and
three great teriaces at different places in Glomdalen, and two
seter and one terrace in Foldal. This result and some others in
accordance with it were mainly obtained by measurements with
the aneroid during a single week last summer, and I cannot
therefore but take it for granted that a closer examinatiun will
find corresponding cols to all seter.

The great question here, as in Lochaber, is. What has dammed
up these great lakes, which attain a length of 280 kilometres
and a depth of more than 300 metres? Tlie difficulties which
beset any theory supposing detrilal obstacles are still more in-

surmountable here than in Scotland. .Vbout 1000 feet to be
removed without traces for every great valley ! At the highest
Site (1090 metres) in the Rondane Mountains it is necessary to
liuild up detritus dams almost all round, as the present environs
will not contribute much. Against Agassiz's glacier theory in

the form adopted by Jamieson there is advanced the very
vigorous objection that a glacier from any neighbouring valley
would certainly not be forced up against the opposite side of the
valley to the required height when its way up and down the glen
was free ; besides which the ends of glaciers are generally very
much creviced, and there must have been glaciers in all the
valleys if in any. To this powerful argument from Milne Home
and others there maybe added for the Norwegian seter that any
]iurely local obstruclion in several parallel valleys at about
61° 40' N.— the southern boundary of -the sete region— is not
very probable.

Where, then, is the required dam to be found ? Both in

Lochaber and in the sele region of Central Norway we meet
with the same remarkable glacial phenomenon : the stria? go
upwards against the drainage. The boulder transport makes
this an indisputable fact for a great part of Glomdalen. From
this it is a certain deduction that the glacier-shed has not fol-

lowed the watershed. In Scotland the glacier-marks go higher
in the western part than to the east of Lochaber, and as the
precipitation is also greater here the originally higher part of
the mer-de-glace to the west must certainly have persisted for the
longest time. By the great ablation the outer margin of the

nap shrank from the east coast, gradually retreating up the

Great Glen and Strath Spey, »S:c., towards the corner between
the highest mountains in Scotland, where the last rest must
have lingered rather long. This last i-estof the inland ice was,
I presume, that which formed the block, gradually damming up
lakes as it sank below or shrank behind the cols. That it was
solid enough as it lay there as a mighty bulk without crevices,

which are only caused by movement, can hardly be doubted.
The dying rest perhaps sent also relatively slowly-moving
glaciers almost to the last straight up the glens in the same
direction as the strise till.

In Norway the last rest of the great inland ice may be sup-

posed to have persisted where the greatest thickness had been,

viz. below the glacier-shed. This can be found by the assist-

ance of the southern limit of the north-going stride, which, as

might be expected, coincides very well with the known southern

limit of the seter, with the exception of a few observations of

strise which a later examination may prove erroneous as to the

direction. This line is in Gudbrandsdalen, Osterdalen, &c.,

200 to 300 km. south of the watershed, and is at a still greater

distance in Jemtland, in .Sweden. This somewhat surprising

result agrees perfectly on closer examination with the oro-

graphical and climatological probability, and may also be
directly deduced from the glacial physics, but this I cannot here

demonstrate to its full extent.

Between this last ice-rest and the watershed now lies this

peculiar row of grand glacier lakes, which may be traced up to

Swedish Lapland, though as yet no seter are known farther

north than Jemtland. Everywhere this tract is distinguished

from other highland valleys by its astonishing terraces. In

these, now and then, is found a finely-laminated clay, which
elsewhere is confined to the niveau below 500 feet, the old sea-

level. This is the case not only in Osterdalen and Jemtland,

but in Swedish Lapland up to 1400 feet, to the great perplexity

of the older geologists of Sweden (such as Erdmann), who, con-

vinced that this clay could only be formed in the sea, were
forced to suppose a former, else improbable, sinking of the land

to this extent. Its deposition in our great glacial lakes is

quite natural.

The conclusions these jrftr—beaches of great height— lead to as
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to the origin of the strandlinjer near the sea, I shall not follow

out here. I shall only remai-k, with respect to the parallel roads

of Lochaber, that Prestwich's hypothesis of landslips is untenable

as soon as the alternation of rock-shelves and detritus-shelves is

recognised. A different origin for the Scottish roads and for

our sder can hardly be supposed. Andr. M. Hansen
University Library, Christiania, December 17, 1885

The New Star near x' Orionis

This star, since December 20, 1885, has been very slowly

decreasing in brightness. No trace of nebulosity was ob-

served around it. Its colour on December 19 was red-orange,

now it is yellow-orange. Its spectrum is of the 3rd order of

Secchi. On December 19 it was very brilliant from the red to

the blue, with six to eight brilliant bands decreasing in light to

the violet, or the more refrangible side. Now the red of the

spectrum is very dark, the yellow less luminous, and the blue

more faint than before. The maximum of light is always in the

green.

The apparent position of the new star, which I determined on
December 20, 18S5, loh. om. 17s., Palermo M.T., was

a = 5h. 49m. 4-54S., S - 20° 9' 4"-3.

Palermo Observatory, January 5 A. RlCCo

Anchor FroMs

Mr. J. Hands, in Nature of January 14 (p. 246), gives an
interesting account of an anchor fros*", "the most marked effects

of which are," he says, "seen in comparatively still water." He
adds, " it is said, that water coming upon it (anchor frost) from
above will rise in level and flow over it, as over a solid obstruc-

tion. This I have not seen myself."

I have seen (and/t//) this occur on at least one occasion,

rather to my discomfort.

When in the Arctic, early one morning in late autumn, I went
out to shoot deer for our winter stock of food, and forded a

stream at a shallow rapid, dry-shod, in Eskimo boots coming
up to the knee. Tlie day, for the season, became very cold, and
on my return homewards in the evening I found that the water

in the rapid had risen so much that it came fully a foot above
the tops of my boots, filling them with water. This increase of

depth was wholly caused by the obstruction of a collection of

ice-crystals in the form of wet snow, or pulp (through which my
feet readily sank>, adhering to the stony bottom of the stream.

I had to hurry over the mile or two to my tireless tent, rip oft"

my frozen boots and trousers, then jump into my blankets.

The position of this anchor-ice w.as the very opposite to that

described by Mr. Hands, being in a swift but shallow rapid

flowing out of a comparatively still deep pool frozen over with

a thin coat of ice, but, where open, close above the rapid,

having many small ice-crystals floating on and near the surface.

The cause of these crystals coming into contact with, and ad-

hering to, the stones at the bottom of the rapid I have given
elsewhere, possibly in a previous number of Nature.
The tenacity of cohesion of this soft mass of wet snow is

more clearly indica'ed by its re^i^ting the great force of a strong

rapid, than where it occurs in comparatively still water.

John Rae
4, Addison G.rrdens, Kensington, W., January 16

The Dover Boring

As the deep boring at Dover is alluded to in the last number of
Nature (p. 255), it may be well to state that a short notice thereof

was appended to my paper on the Chatham borings, which
was read in abstract at the meeting of the British Association

last year, and that a fuller account was included in my paper
"On Deep Borings in Kent," re.ad to the Geological Society a

few weeks ago (December 2, 1885), and noticed in Nature of
Dec. 24, p. 190. .Since then I have got some further informa-
tion, and specimens of the deeper beds found are now under
examination by Mr. J. Sharman, Pala:ontologist to the Geo-
logical Survey. My paper being now in type, though not yet

published, there is no need to enter into details, either of this

or of a still deeper boring now going on in the same county.

Any additional evidence as to the deep-seated rocks of Kent I

hope to give in a supplementary paper, if needful, and I hope
also shortly to visit the sites of the two borings referred to.

William Whitaker
33, East Park Terrace, .Sou'.hampton

The Viper and its Young

I WAS very much interested in an account of a viper swallow-
ing its young, given in Nature a short time ago, and would
like to corroborate the statement of Mr. Middleton's correspon-
dent, anent this extraordinary performance, by relating as briefly

as possible a little incident of which I was a witness. About the
end of August 1885, I was watching a coolie underbushing in the
bush on the Demerara River, Demerara, when suddenly a large
labaria snake rai:ed his head with open mouth just in front of
the coolie. The man struck at it with his cutlass (a knife about
twenty inrhes long), and afterwards assured me that he hit the
snake, but I saw the reptile glide off towards the river. I pur-
sued, but without success, the snake having doubtless taken
advantage of the river as a means of escape. The coolie, who
was a thorough bushman, having been born and brought up in

the bush, told me that in all probability there would be another
labaria not far off, as they always went in pairs. Next after-

noon I heard that William, the coolie, had encountered another
labaria, which he had killed. On my going to the place
where he was at work, he told me he had buried the snake
after cutting off the head. I may here state that a bushman
almost invariably buries a snake after killing it, interring the
head in a separate grave from the body. This the bushman
does because, he says, if any one puts his foot on a snake's

skeleton and a bone pierces the skin, the result will be nearly
akin to the bite of the snake. This common belief among the
sons of the forest has no doubt a good deal of truth in it, espe-

cially if a bone be broken in the wound. The interment of the
head in a separate grave is merely done as a graphic assur-

ance that the snake can never come to life again. Being
curious to know if this labaria was the one I had
seen on the previous day, I made William dig the rep-

tile up, and was pleased to find it altogether a much thicker

and shorter snake. On recounting his narrow escape from a

bite, William vented his spleen by giving the snake's body a

hack with his cutlass, when, to my astonishment, out through
the wound came seven young ones, varying from five to ten

inches in length, as nearly as I could guess. They were all

quite lively, although covered with a sort of thin film or saliva.

The largest of the brood seemed quite determined on business

straight oft", so I rapped him over the neck with the back of my
knife. We killed the whole lot of them, and William carefully

buried them, remarking that the bite of the young was quite as

bad as the bite of the old snake. Now these snakes had been
buried at a depth of eight or ten inches for from sixteen to

eighteen hours, and on liberation did not seem a whit the worse
for their entombment. Wilham told me that when he saw the

snake first it w.as lying coiled up fast asleep, and that he had
nearly put his foot right on top of it ; he, however, cut a stick

and killed it before it awoke. We both agreed that from
the appearance of the snake she had shed her skin only a few
days before. This in all probability was the case, as i found a

shed skin about three yards from where she had been killed.

The little snakes seemed to me to be inside the stomach, and
not in the gullet as Mr. Middleton suggests. The mother also

was in a pl.ace where there was scarcely any likelihood of her

ever having been disturbed to cause her to swallow her brood,

and it will be evident that the young did not quickly perish even

after the mother was dead. From what has just been stated,

would it not be reasonable to advance the theory that the

mother snake swallows the young ones alter they are hatched,

and retains them in her stomach until they attain a development

that fits them to take care of themselves, when she either vomits

them up, or they wriggle out of her mouth of their own free

will ?

Not being a n.aturali--t, I am sorry that I cannot give any but

the Indian name of this snake, but I will endeavour to find it

out if you wish. The labaria must be well enough known to

natuiulists. A Creole

White Blackbirds

A WHITE blackbird lived in our garden a year or so ago for

about twelve months. Our gardener had seen it there, or at

least one like it, before. I often saw it within a few yards'

distance, and it was certainly three parts white, though present-

ing a mottled appearance. Some neighbours who heard us

speak of it said it must be Mtv;- white bkackbiid, meaning that

they had seen it in their gardens. It was shy, but not more so

than other blackbirds, and once, during sharp winter weather,
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came close to the house and into the fyard where the poultiy

feed. I have not seen it for some months, nor heard of it in any
other garden. A. S. Mathevvs

Edgbaston

Curious Phenomenon in Cephalonia

Mr. Ledger (p. 246) need not have had any doubt about the

correctness of the information sent him by his friend about

currents running from the sea into Cephalonia. It is a well-

known fact, and the following account of it is from Dr. John
Davy's "Ionian Islands," published in 1842, vol. i. 164:

—

"The next phenomenon I have to mention is very e,\tra-

ordinary, and apparently contrary to the order of nature : it is

the flowing of the water of the sea into the land in currents or

rivulets which descend and are lost in the bowels of the earth.

This occurs in Cephalonia, about a mile and a half from the

town of Argostoli, near the entrance of the harbour, where the

shore is composed of freestone, and is low and cavernous, from

the action of the waves.
" The descending streams of salt water are four in number

;

they flow with such rapidity that an enterprising Englishman
has erected a grist-mill on one of them with great success. I

have been informed that it produces him 300/. a year. The
flow is constant unless the mouths through which the water

enters are obstructed by sea-weed. No noise is produced

by the descent of the sea-water, and rarely is any air

disengaged ; the streams have been watched during earth-

quakes, and have not been found affected by them. It

is stated that fresh-water is perpetually flowing through

fissures in the rock fi"om the land in the trench which has

been dug for the reception of the mill-wheel, and that, when
the sea-water is prevented rushing in, then the water in the

trench rises higher by several inches than usual, and the water

is brackish to the taste. The phenomenon has been long

known to the natives. The little information I have obtained

respecting these extraordinary currents I owe to my friend Dr.

White, surgeon of the Second Battalion of the Rifle Brigade,

collected by him when stationed in the Ionian Islands about
1840."

If Mr. Ledger's friend could give us more information it would
be most desirable. I am sony I had not an opportunity of

examining the mill when I was amongst the islands in i857'

Gateshead, January 17 R. S. NewALL

After-images

Can any reader account for the following interesting pheno-
menon :—If I close my eyes in the presence of a strong light, so

close that not a ray of light can penetrate the lids—in fact, I

may generally place my hands firmly over my eyes— I can see

pictures of great splendour, more beautiful than any decoration

I have ever beheld, sometimes in the form of some splendid

architectural design, most elaborately woiked out ; at others,

beautiful landscapes ; again, fine geometrical and other designs,

as well as every conceivable form of conventional treatment,

such as might be applied to carpets, or other floor decorations,

iron-work, &c. I would add that all this is seen without any
apparent preconceived action of the will, as sometimes, if I

close my eyes with the deliberate intention of seeing any particular

object, I am disappointed, though not so frecjuently now as when
I first noticed the phenomenon a few years ago. I have sometimes
seen designs positively ugly, but as a rule they are most beautiful

in form and colour.

I have visited but few grand and noble buildings, and seen but

little of beautiful landscapes, as I am only a humble mechanic,
but I take great delight in reading descriptions of such buildings

and scenes, and am a true lover of sound, substantial, and
elaborate workmanship. J. C. S.

PROFESSOR TAIT ON THE PARTITION OF
ENERGY BETWEEN TWO SYSTEMS OF
COLLIDING SPHERES^

CINCE Clerk-Maxwell published, in i860, his f^rst

•^ grand investigation on the subject, it seems to have
been taken for granted, rather than proved, that in a

I Abstract of Paper read to the Royal Society of Edinburgti, January i3."
aled by permission of the Council.

inixture of great numbers of colliding spherical particles

of two kinds, the ultimate state would be one in which
the average energy of translation is the same for a sphere
of either kind. Also that his Corollary, which extends
the proposition to a mixture of many systems, is true.

Further extensions have been made, the results of which
have been considered as irreconcilable with the kinetic

theory of gases, at least in its present form.

So far as I am aware, no really convincing proof of

this theorein has yet been given. Maxwell's first proof
is so sketchy, and involves so many inadmissible assump-
tions, that it cannot be looked on as more than an illus-

tration of a truth wJiich his deep insight had enabled him
intuitively to perceive. More recent proofs depend so

much on a species of analytical verbiage (under cover of

which any amount of assumptions may be tacitly intro-

duced), that, besides being totally unintelligible to any
but specialists, they do not bring full conviction even to

specialists themselves. What is required is plain, clear

statement, and justification of every step about to be
taken, such as will commend it to the careful reader, and
leave no doubt on his mind as to what is about to be done,
and luhy ; though the mere details of the subsequent
necessary calculation maybe beyond him. Nothiirgdoes
greater harm to the average reader, in the way of shaking
his belief in the results of an investigation, than the use
of analysis instead of, or so as to mask, thought. One may
make a mistake in evaluating a definite integral, just as

one inay make a mistake in adding a column of figures.

But when the process of forming the expression to be
integrated, or of obtaining the items of the column of

figures to be added, is not made fully intelligible, in-

credulity is very justly aroused, however we may be
inclined to trust the special skill of the mere analyst or of

the arithmetician in his proper sphere.

In seeking such a convincing proof, I have become
from time to time suddenly aware of specially dangerous
traps which (some almost obvious, others extremely diffi-

cult to detect) abound in this particular region of inquiry.

.Some of these will appear in what follows. Hence I

determined not to be content with anything short of
absolutely pointing out the nature of, and the reason for,

every step ; so that even those who cannot follow the

step itself may fully understand why it has been taken,

and be in a position to judge of its legitimateness.

Limits of space forbid my giving all this in an abstract,

so that I must confine myself to a very condensed state-

ment.
For reasons given, we assume the truth of the " error-

law " distribution of speeds in any one system of spheres.

This will be called the " special " state.

When two systems are mixed, we assume the mixture
to be complete ; and, on account of the small fraction of
the whole number of particles (one from each, or one from
either, system), which are at any time in collision, and of
the perfect fi-eedoin of collisio?i between any two assigned
particles (this is a point of special importance), we assume
that each systein, by its internal collisions, maintains its

own " special " state. Hence in our investigations the
collisions of two particles of the same system need not

be attended to. Their sole function has been assigned,

and we assume that they accomplish it.

15ut it is most distinctly to be understood that the above
assumptions are absolutely necessary to the prosecution
of the inquiry in the manner adopted ; and, therefore, to

whatever result it may legitimately lead, that result is not
to be held as accurate if any of them be departed from.

Thus the extensions of Maxwell's Theorem, given by
IJoltzmann and others, must not be considered as legiti-

mate extensions of that Theorem and its corollaries

unless, in the collisions between complex particles, the

mechanism of each degree of freedom of any one such
particle has perfectly free access for collision with that of
the corresponding as well as with that of the non-cor-
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responding degrees of freedom of the same or of other

particles. For instance, Maxwell's Theorem itself is not

proved if the spheres of one system have not as perfect

freedom for mutual collisions as for collisions with those
of the other system. We are not entitled to assume that

they can then acquire,much less that they can maintain, the

"special ' state on which the further argument is based.
This is one of the traps into which Clerk-Maxwell fell

;

for he assumed that the result could be deduced from the

consequences of a sort of typical impact between two
particles, one from each system, moving in directions at

right angles to one another, and each having the mean-
square speed of its own system.

Let the masses of two impinging spheres, whose co-

efficient of restitution is unity, be P and Q ; and let u
and V, measured towards the same parts, be the com-
ponents of their velocities along the line of centres at

impact. Let these become, after impact, ic and v' . Then
we have, as in the text-books,

P{u' - ti) Qiy'

P{u"^
-, {Pu- - Q-"- - (^ - Q)uv)

which gives, at once,

IP+Q)
= - Q(v''^ - V-).

Each of these equal quantities is double the amount of

energy transferred from one sphere to the other.

Now, when kinetic equilibrium has been (at least

approximately) arrived at, such transference must (on

the average) cease :—so that the equilibrium condition

will be

Pi? - QV' - [P - Q)Tv = o,

where the bars indicate average values.

Everything turns on the proper estimation of these

averages For, if the average of uv be taken as zero, we

have Clerk-Maxwell's result
;
provided that Ptr and Q'n^

be proportional to the average energy of a /" and a Q
respectively. This is a comparatively obvious trap.

But if we consider that collisions are more likely to

occur between two particles, h3.\'ing ^'iz'ea speeds, if they
be moving towards opposite parts than if towards the

same parts, we see that, on the average, te and v are

more likely to have unhke, than like, signs ; and

therefore that the value of uz' is negative. It is not

so easy to see, beforehand, what sort of changes

this consideration may produce in the values of u-

and v^.

This leads to an inquiry as to the relation between the

relative speed of two particles and the probability of their

collision, and the formula become complicated.
I found, by an approximate investigation in which the

above consideration was given effect to, that, if the aver-
age energies of a /" and a Q be called, as usual, 3/^11-/2

and 2>Qfi-l2, we have, nearly,

H- = d-;2, v- = li-JT. ; itv = - Cii!i
;

where e depends only on the relative magnitudes of a
and /3. If this were true, it would follow at once that the
average energy per sphere would be less for those of
greater mass.'

But I soon found that at least part of this must be
erroneous, because though many of its consequences
would require a mere modification of the mode 0/ stating
certain well-known theorems, others were incompatible
with physical principles.

Yet it seemed (and this is a specially good instance of

' This conclusion, after I had seen it to be erroneous, and had taken
timely precautions, sufficient (as I thought) to prevent its appearing in
Nature, was unfortunately published as a definitely-ascertained fact :

the pitfalls I ha-,c r.' ,iJed to) hardly possible that, as uv
is certainly negative, we could get Pa- - 23' = o for
the form of the a' ove expression, except when P = Q.
When I revised my calculations, dispensing with

incthods of approximation, I found that, strange as it

appears, the average value of u{u — v), the P part of
the above expression, depends on a only, and does not
involve ! Its value is 2a-/}, of which

li^ = ff-+^a^ and - P, =
"'^'

.

6(«^+ /3^') 6(a^,+ /3-')

If the above result, which has been obtained by the
evaluation of a number of troublesome definite integrals,
be correct, there must be some very direct and simple
proof that u{ii — v) depends on a only.

REPORT TO THE TRINITY HOUSE ON
JHE INQUIRY INTO THE RELATIVE
MERITS OF ELECTRICITY, GAS, AND OIL
AS LIGHTHOUSE ILLUMINANTS

T^ HE Committee appointed by the Trinity House to
^ report on the merits of electricity, gas, and mineral

oil as lighthouse illuminants have recently issued a
valuable report giving an account of the investigations

carried out under their directions, and the conclusions
they have arrived at. The Committee consisted of
Elder Brethren of the Trinity House. They were assisted

by Air. A. Vernon Harcourt, who v/as appointed by the
Board of Trade to cooperate with the Committee, and
by Prof. W. Grylls Adams and Mr. Harold Dixon, in the
more purely scientific part of their investigation.

Three temporary lighthouses were erected on the
South Foreland, and fitted up for electricity, gas, and
mineral oil ; the optical arrangements were "multiform"
in all three—that is, consisted of several similar sources
of light, each with its own condensing lenses, super-
posed ; in the case of the electrical tower there were
three superposed lamps, as was also the case with the oil

tower : but in the gas tower there were four lamps ; the
two former were therefore " triform," whereas the latter

was a " quadriform " light." Any one lamp in either

tower could be lighted independently of the others, so as,

for instance, to permit biform electricity to be compared
with triform oil and quadriform gas.

The lamps for the electric light, and the magneto-
electric machines for working them, were suppHed by M.
de Meritens ; the gas apparatus was that of iVIr. Wigham,
each burner consisting of loS jets in concentric rings, of

which a part only might be employed ; the oil lamps in

the third tower during the greater part of the trials were
six-wicked Douglass pattern, but burners of this descrip-

tion with seven and eight concentric wdcks were also

tried at various times during the progress of the experi-

ments.
In addition to the temporary lighthouses, three observ-

ing huts and a photometric gallery 380 feet long were
erected.

The actual observations that were made may be
divided into two classes—eye estimations, and photo-

inetric measurements. The former were made by the

Elder Brethren, by officers on board the light-vessels in

the neighbourhood, by merchant officers in passing ships,

and by the coastguard officers at those stations from
which the lights were visible. These eye- observations

were of two kinds :— (i) Estimations of the comparative
brilliancy of the lights

; (2) definite statements as to the

various distances at which the lights were visible in hazy
or foggy weather.

With reference to observations of the first kind, they
were conducted in accordance with regulations issued by
the Trinity House Committee : the observers were in-

structed in filling in the books of forms which were issued

to them, to put down in one column the light from the
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electrical tower as 100 and in the other column the esti-

mated brilliancy of the lights exhibited by the other two
towers as compared with it. It seems probable that the
recorded numerical values of the relative brilliancy of the
lights can only be a very rough approximation, and that
the figures can hardly be taken as indicating with any
degree of precision how much brighter one or other of
the lights was on any particular occasion. This would
probably be admitted by all who have any acquaintance
with actual photometric measurements, and who there-
fore know how difficult it is to form any reliable judg-
ment of the relative illumination of two surfaces, even
when these surfaces are actually in contact, excepting the
relation of equality. In the case of the experimental hghts
the comparison must have been rendered still more difficult

by the fact that what was to be compared was not the com-
parative illumination of two moderately bright surfaces in

close proximity, but the comparative brilliancy of two
lights at some distance from each other, their very bright-
ness adding to the difficulty.

Still these estimations are manifestly valuable as setting
forth in a clear and unmistakable form that, to the
average observer, a particular light appeared the most
brilliant ; and such seems to have been the way in which
they were regarded by the Committee, for on page 21
they state " it will be evident that by mere eye-measure-
ment proportions can only be approximately determined,
although the order of superiority may be accepted as
proved."
The results of these determinations are set forth in

four tables, from which it appears that in clear weather,
and in weather that, although not absolutely clear, was
not very foggy, there was no question as to the absolute
superiority of the electric light over both its competitors,
the electric light in the single form hiving a superiority
of more than 30 per cent, assigned to it, as over gas, or
oil, in their highest powers {i.e. quadriform for gas, and
triform for oil) ; the large-sized gas-burner, with 108 jets,

appears to have been slightly superior to the six-wick oil

burner, and consequently the quadriform gas to the tri-

form oil.

The eye-observations of the second kind, those in

which the distances at which the lights were visible in

foggy weather were recorded, gave much the same
result : that the electric light penetrated through the fog
to the greatest distance, and that the oil and the g:s
were about equal in their penetrating power.

These observations also showed that in the case of the
electricity the best result was obtained when the currents
produced by two or even three machines were sent
through a single lamp, and not when each of the lamps
was worked by its own special current.

The photoaietric measurements were carried out by
Mr. Dixon, Mr. Harcourt's pentane flame being used as
the standard. As is well known, Mr. Harcourt's standard
is an air-gas flame which, unlike the so-called standard
candles still commonly used for photometric purposes, is

not subject to irregular variations in its light producing
powers. Part 11. of the Report contains a full account
of the standard flame, and the two arrangements for pro-
ducing it, both of which were in use at the South Fore-
land. In Mr. Harcourt's original arrangement the air-

gas was made and stored in a gas-holder by causing a
volume of pentane to diftuse into a known volume of air,

and then burning the mixture under certain definite con-
ditions which could be accurately produced at all times.
The conditions were such that the flame emitted the same
amount of light as an average sperm candle burning
under the conditions laid down in the Acts of Parlia-
ment which control the quality of the metropolitan gas
supply, an amount of light which may differ considerably
from that emitted by any single candle.

Mr. Harcourt's pentane lamp was also used : in this

arrangement the air-gas is produced as it is required.

The lamp is very simple in construction, and the flame is

just as constant as in the older form, and as easily regu-
l.ited, whilst, unlike the older form, the lamp is extremely
portable, the whole apparatus not occupying much more
space than a packet of candles.

Two kinds of photometer were used : a bar-photometer
with a Leeson star disk, and Mr. Harcourt's table-photo-
meter. The latter is a variety of shadow-photometer,
and possesses two special advantages:—(i) In common
with all shadow-photometers the two sources of light are
on the same side of the illuminated surface, and therefore
there is less risk of the results being rendered untrust-

worthy by diffused or accidentally reflected light than
when, as in the more commonly employed arrangements,
the sources of light are on opposite sides. (2) The com-
parison being made by altering the size of the flames, and
not their distance, the two portions of the illuminated surface
do not alter their relative position, and are always in that

which is most favourable for comparison, accurate juxta-

position. The difference in colour between the arc light

and the pentane rendered it impossible to employ the
shadow-photometer for the estimation of the electric

light. For these measurements a Leeson star disk was
employed, and it was found that reliable measurements
could be obtained by placing the disk between the two
lights and moving it to and fro until the pattern of the star

was equally distinct on either side, although on the two
sides the colours of the pattern and the background were
reversed.

There was so little difference between the colour of the
gas and oil flames and that of the pentane flame, that in

the case of these two illuminants measurements could be
made both with the star disk and with the shadow-
photometer.
Comparisons were made in the photometric shed of

the light emitted by the De Meritens electric lamp ; the
Wigham gas-burners with different numbers of jets up to

the maximum of 108 ; the Douglass .A.rgand gas-burner
;

the Sugg gas-burner ; and the Siemens regenerative gas-
burner ; and also the six- and seven-wick Douglass oil-

burners.

The amount of light emitted by each of the experi-

mental lighthouses was also determined, the observations
being made in the huts which had been erected for this

purpose at difierent distances from the towers. At the
hut nearest to the towers the light from all the burners
could be compared directly with the pentane lamp giving
the light of one candle, but at the second hut only the
electric light and the higher powers of the gas and oil

lights could be directly compared with the pentnne lamp;
the single gas and oil lights had to be condensed by a
lens before accurate measurements of them could be
taken ; an achromatic lens, lent by the Astronomer- Royal,
was used for this purpose. The fraction of the light lost

by the absorption and reflection of the lens was experi-

mentally determined and allowed for in the observation.

The general result of a very large number of observa-
tions appears to have been that there is but little to

choose between oil and gas as far as their illuminating

powers are concerned, and that ele.tricity is greatly

superior to both.

The experiments brought out one fact of great
practical as well as scientific interest—that remarkable
changes in the transparency of the air occur without any
visible haze or mist. To quote Mr. Dixon's words :

—

" Invisible clouds seemed to float by, obscuring the
lights for a time as they passed across our line of vision.

Sometimes the French lights at Calais and Cape Grisnez
showed brilliantly, when the photometer at Hut 2 proved
that the lights from the experimental towers, only a mile
and a quarter away, had lost one-fourth to one-third their

power."
With a view of further investigating the fog-penetrating

powers of these different lights, the photometer shed was
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filled with an artificial steam-fog, by meansofapipe brought
from the boiler of the engine-house, and the loS-jet Wig-
ham gas-burner, and an electric arc fed by one machine,
were pitted against each other, and the distances from
which the lights could be seen determined. In all cases

the electric arc became visible before the gas flame, as

the observers walked up the shed towards the lights,

confirming the other eye-observations which have been
already mentioned.
The experiments showed also that the electric light suf-

fered a greater proportional loss than either of the two
other illuminants when passing through fog or haze, but
that, owing to its far greater initial intensity, it neverthe-
less exceeded the other lights in its penetrating power.
The Committee add to their Report some account of

the cost of the three illuminants, from which it appears
that there is but little difference in the first cost of the

electric and gas systems, the latter being slightly the more
costly ; but, on the other hand, the annual cost of the gas
is estimated at rather less than that of the electricity.

The cost of the mineral-oil apparatus is estimated, both
for its installation and for its annual maintenance, at

about two-thirds that of either gas or electricity.

The general conclusions arrived at by the Committee
—conclusions which seem fully borne out by the evidence
set forth in the Report—are, that the " electric light, as
exhibited in the experimental tower at South Foreland,
has proved to be the most powerful light under all con-
ditions of weather, and to have the greatest penetrative
power in fog :

'' that for all practical purposes the gas
and oil were equal ; and " that for the ordinary necessities

of lighthouse illumination, mineral oil is the most suitable

and economical illuminant, and that for salient head-
lands, important landfalls, and places where a very
powerful light is required, electricity offers the greatest
advantages."

GEOGRAPHICAL EDUCATION
"T^HE Council of the Royal Geographical Society have
-'• been making a determined effort during the past
eighteen months to improve the position of geography in

the education of this country, with special reference to

the higher schools and universities. They have collected
information as to the position of the subject and the
methods used in teaching it in the schools and universities

of the leading Continental countries as well as in England,
and published the results in the form of a Report, which
has attracted considerable attention, and is likely to lead
to useful results. In connection with this inquiry the
Society has arranged an Exhibition of Appliances in use
in Geographical Education at the rooms, 53, Great Marl-
borough Street, which, since it was opened in the beginning
of December, has attracted many visitors of the class for

whose special benefit it was intended. Already there are
signs that this Exhibition will do real good in at least

leading to the multiplication and improvement of the
meagre appliances in use in English schools. Nothing
could show more strikingly the marked difference in the
variety and quality of these appliances in use in English
and in Continental schools.

The catalogue of the Exhibition covers So large octavo
pages. It is arranged in eight divisions—wall-maps,
globes, telluria, planetaria, &c., models and relief-maps,
geographical and ethnological pictures, atlases, text-
books, miscellaneous. Upwards of 200 wall-maps are
shown, while about 100 more have not been hung for
want of space. .All the leading types of this kind of work
are represented on the walls. They are arranged geo-
graphically—maps of the world, of Europe, and parts of
Europe, and so on. The object aimed at in hanging the
maps has been to bring side by side those of the same
region by different publishers and in use in difterent
countries, so that visitors may compare the results for

themselves. Some of the English work thus shown is

certainly good—accurate, carefully executed, and fairly

well adapted for its purpose, especially the maps of

Stanford and Keith Johnston. The Exhibition, it should

be remembered, is purely educational, and therefore the

finest cartographical work of our best publishers and our

Ordnance Survey must not be looked for ; some of this

work will compare favourably with the best work of other

countries. As a whole, it must be admitted, that English
school-maps are far behind those of the leading Con-
tinental countries, notably Germany, Austria, Switzerland,

and even Italy. We do not seem to be guided by any
definite principles in the construction of such maps ; our
teachers, as a rule, have never seen good school-maps,
and the best English cartographers seem to think such
work beneath them. We in England seem to cherish the

pernicious idea that a school-map should be something
quite different in kind from an ordinary map of the best

class. In the Continental countries mentioned above, on
the other hand, it is recognised that in the case of young
people, even more than with men and women, only the

very best work should be used, for first impressions are

everything. In elementary wall-maps, of course, the

minute details of the finest hill-shading and other features

would be out of place, but the style and method of the

work should be the same, only more generalised. For
example, in .Austrian schools, maps produced by pho-
tography from reliefs are absolutely forbidden on account

of the exaggerated impression which they convey. The
reliefs are almost necessarily exaggerated in such cases,

and the light thrown on them from a particular direction

to give picturesque eftect ; the result as a rule being a

misrepresentation of the real configuration of the ground.

Maps which attempt to indicate physical features by the

use of variety of colour are but little used on the Con-
tinent. They do not appeal at all to the eye or help the

imagination of the child, and are of no use in helping

him to read maps executed in the usual way, which are the

maps he must deal with when he grows up to be a man.
The use of colour for special features is certainly useful,

but then only in advanced classes. For the younger
classes in Continental schools one does find it, but almost

invariably conjoined with graphic mountain-shading. In

the best maps, moreover, when the method is used, often

only one, generally not more than two, colours are intro-

duced : green for the lowest levels, tints of brown for the

higher levels. In Kiepert's maps, brown alone, in deepen-

ing tints according to altitude, is used, just as blue is

used after a similar fashion to indicatethe varying depths

of the sea. And this reminds us of the common practice

in the best Continental schools, of always having two
maps of the same region for teaching-purposes—one
physical and the other political. On the former, always

without names and political indications, the physical

features are everything, and are boldly brought out ; in

the latter the physical features are still clear and pro-

minent, but ate accompanied by what are known as
" political " features. In England one map has usually to

serve not only for all grades of classes, but for both physical

and political teaching : and as in our best school-maps

the physical features are faint and obscured by the glaring

colours used for political divisions, they are almost hidden

when covered with names and other details.

In the matter of outward appearance, even, our school-

maps leave room for great impiovement. They, as a

whole, cannot be compared as to taste and style with the

best Continental maps. The finest of these are either not

coloured at all, or the colours are put on faintly and
delicately to show political divisions ; often only boundary
lines are coloured, so that the physical features, which
have so much to do with political development, are well

shown. The taste of our teachers and map-makers in

this matter requires radical reformation ; the more
glaring and vivid the colouring of wall-maps, the more
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popular they seem to be. They are enough to ruin the

taste of pupils. As examples of what school-maps should
be, those of the district of Graz, of the Canton of Zurich,

of Switzerland, by Ziegler ; of the Alpine countries, by
von Haardt, and the same region by Randegger, may be
taken as examples in various grades, from the elementary
stage upwards. Only the best work should be placed
befoi-e the pupil from the beginning. There is certainly

one good English specimen,—a map of the district around
Bradford, by a Bradford teacher, for local geography.
The scale is two inches to a mile ; there is no overcrowd-
ing, and the physical features are bold, careful, accurate,
and tasteful, after the best manner of hill-shading. These
ought to be the characteristics of all school-maps, which
ought to be a picture that the eye of the pupil can at

once imderstand. The elementary principles of hill-

shading are easily learned—a few hours' teaching would
do ; without it, how can the pupil be expected to read
his map.? It is almost better to have no names on ele-

mentary maps ; the children should be taught to look for

things, not words ; the teacher ought to be able to give
all the names needed.
Of course, school-maps, especially for the elementary

stages, should not be crowded with names and symbols,
while at the same time they should be of a character that

will lead up to the understanding of the best staff-maps.

It is evident from the detailed and beautiful maps from
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, that geography is

carried to a much higher stage in these countries than in

England. Our maps seem mainly intended to answer
the common English conception of geography, that of

mere memory-work ; the maps without names are " test-

maps " to te.st the memory of the pupils, not physical
maps, on which no names should be. Now that local

geography is made the starting-point in elementary
schools, we want a thoroughly good series of large

county maps, with few names, but with the physical
features, not in too great detail, but executed with as
much care and precision as on a staff map. Local maps
ought to be done by teachers themselves, as in the case of

the Bradford map referred to. There are several e.x-

hibits by London Board-school teachers, creditable to

their zeal and industry, but indicative of their want of

enlightenment more than of anything else.

One of the best means to teach the pupii to understand
a map is to train him to draw maps for himself, either

from a model, or, better still, from nature. This is done,
we are glad to say, in several schools in this country,

notably in Gordon's College, .'\berdeen ; several speci-

mens of the work thus done in the latter school are

shown in the Exhibition. The inap must always be the
mainstay both of the geographer, of the teacher, and of

the pupil, and therefore every means should be taken to

train the eye and the understanding to read it as if it were
a book. If this Exhibition enlightens our teachers as to

the value and characteristics of really good maps, it will

have accomplished much.
One of the most striking features of the E.xhibition is

the number of reliefs of various kinds, from the large
model down to the relief-atlas. The finest relief is with-
out doubt that of the Monte Rosa group from Zurich.
Here the vertical and horizontal scales are the same ; the
region embraced is comparatively small, and the scale
large— i : 150,000. The relief itself is by Prof Imfeld,
an eminent Swiss engineer, while the colouring, accord-
ing to' nature, is, we believe, by Prof Heim, the geologist.

For teaching-purposes, for physical geography, its value
is great ; unfortunately its price is a bar to its general
use. The reliefs of a glacier and of a volcanic island are,

however, cheap enough, and should be in every school.
The model, by Mr. Jordan, showing the contours of the
ocean bed around our shores, is also most instructive,
though the exaggeration is great—28 times. It has been
constructed for the Science and Art Department. Of re-

lief-maps the finest are no doubt the three sections of the
Central and Eastern Alps, by Col. Cherubini, in which
the vertical scale is only exaggerated twice that of the
horizontal. Mdlle. Kleinhanss relief-maps of Europe and
France are also fine specimens of such work. There are
also German, Italian, and English relief-maps of small
size, in which the vertical scale is enormously exaggerated,
and which therefore, if used at all, must be used with
great caution. Good reliefs are in themselves of great
service in giving the pupils a vivid notion of the appear-
ance of a region ; but one of their chief uses, in our esti-

mation, is in enabhng the pupil to understand the meaning
of a map. Therefore besides every relief there ought to

be a map of the same region, the one being used to inter-

pret the other. There are several so-called ideal reliefs

in the collection, some of them by English Board-school
teachers, in which every salient feature on the earth's

surface is brought together within an area of a few inches.

Such productions ought to be discouraged. Much better
to make reliefs of real landscapes, say of the Isle of
Wight, or of a limited area around a school ; such, for

example, as that of the region around Rochester or Kent,
by a master in one of the schools there.

One of the most novel features in the E.xhibition is the

collection of geographical pictures. There are several

series of them, the finest, no doubt, being that published
by Holzel, of Vienna, which, in about thirty wall-pictures,

shows some of the most characteristic and typical land-

scapes in various parts of the world. Such pictures add
greatly to the living interest, as well as to the instruction,

of a lesson in geography. They must above all things be
accurate, and therefore large photographs are to be pre-

ferred as models to pictures from a purely artistic stand-

point. Indeed, photographs themselves, on a large scale,

make excellent pictures for geographical purposes, such
as those of the Yosemit^ Valley in the Exhibition, or the

well-known photographs of the Alps by Mr. Uonkin.
Equally serviceable is the series of twelve typical life-size

heads of races, edited by Prof KirchhofI', of Halle, and
sold at a very cheap rate. There are also several pictures

of groups of peoples in their native surroundings, some
of which are very good.

The Exhibition also contains a considerable collection

of globes, including slate globes of various sizes, which
we think can be made of great service in the hands of a

good teacher. The telluria are mostly of the well-known
kind—complicated, and easily put out of order. The
simpler such apparatus are, the better ; children are apt

to contract misleading and erroneous ideas from such

things—ideas difficult to eradicate. One of the simplest

is exhibited by Stanford : a glass globe with a candle for

the sun, with only the earth and moon at the end of the

arm. Some means should always be taken to counteract

the misleading impressions as to scale conveyed by such

instruments ; and for this purpose an idea has been
borrowed from the arrangement in the jermyn Street

Museum, showing the relative sizes and distances of the

sun and planets. A yellow disk, about 6 inches in dia-

meter, is fixed on the wall of one of the rooms, to repre-

sent the sun ; and 56 feet away are two pellets of wax,

I A inch apart—one, 1/20 of an inch in diameter, to repre-

sent the earth ; and the other, 1/60 of an inch, to repre-

sent the moon The whole arrangement is intended to

show what would be the relative sizes of sun, earth, and
moon, if these were reduced to a scale commensurate
with a distance of 56 feet.

Another interesting e.xhibit is a section of the con-

trivance devised by Prof G. H. Darwin, on which he
read a paper to the Royal Society some years ago, in-

tended to give a truer representation of the globe than

an ordinary projection. It consists of a figure formed of

twenty hexagons and twelve pentagons, the projection on
which is but very slightly distorted. Of much historical

and antiquarian interest are the two large Mollineux
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globes from the library of the Inner Temple, made in the

time of Queen Elizabeth.

There are about 200 atlases shown, like the wall-maps,

from various countries— England, Germany, France,

Austria, Belgium, Holland, Italy, Switzerland, Denmark,
Sweden. Even more than in the wall-maps does the supe-

riority of Continental work to English work come out in

these publications. Many of these cheap foreign school-

atlases contain some of the finest cartographical work :

such as Wettstein's atlas, published in Zurich for about
half-a-crown, with about thirty maps of perfect finish.

In this, as in some other foreign atlases, are one or two
sheets intended to give the pupil an elementary idea of

the principal symbols used in cartography—notably of

hill-shading. With such a knowledge the pupil will see

far more in a really good map than otherwise he could
possibly see. Accuracy, beauty, and adaptability to their

special purposes are far more frequent characteristics of

Continental school-atlases and wall-maps than of English.

Of text-books there are some two or three hundred
from all the countries already named, including a few from
America. The vice of English text-books is the pro-

minence given to mere memory-work, and the absence of

any attempt to show the relations between physical and
political geography. Of physical geographies and physio-
graphies we have a few that are not surpassed by those
of any country. It is the general text-book that is put
together with so little skill and knowledge. In this de-

partment foreign countries show far more unsatisfactory

work than in the case of maps. Some of the best Conti-
nental text-books, especially German, are small, such as

that of Kirchhoff, used in all classes of German schools,

and in which mere memory-work is reduced to a minimum.
In Germany, and indeed in most of the Continental coun-
tries represented, the teacher is of far more importance
than the text-book, and is to a large extent independent of

it ; in England everything must be put into the text-book,

for few of our teachers know anything of the subject. It

is a mistake altogether to write text-books for the youngest
classes, those in which elementary notions and local geo-
graphy are taught ; these should depend entirely on the

living voice of the teacher, with black-board, compass,
simple reliefs, and pictures.

Such are a few of the exhibits brought together in this

very useful Exhibition ; there can be no doubt that the

many teachers who have visited it will have learned a few
useful lessons ; we hope, for one thing, they will be more
exacting as to the character of the maps and other
appliances supplied by publishers.

A series of lectures has been arranged in connection
with the Exhibition, which so far have been well attended,
and been followed by useful discussions. In December
two lectures were given, one on the aims and methods of
geographical education, the other on appliances. Last I

Tuesday Mr. Bryce lectured on the historical bearings of

geographical education, and next Tuesday Prof Moseley
lectures on its scientific bearings, with Sir Joseph
Hooker in the chair. On .Saturday next a Confer-
ence will be held, in which the whole subject of the
position of geographical education will be discussed, with
special reference to its place in examinations ; Sir

Beauchamp Walker, ex-Director of Military Education,
will preside at the Conference.

HUNTER'S HOUSE
'TpHE three subjoined drawings are very faithful de-
* lineations of some of the portions of John Hunter's
house and grounds, at Earl's Court, to which I drew at-

tention in N.vrURE for Jan. 7. The first drawing supplies
the view of the house looking into the meadow, in which
view the house is, I believe, nearly the same as it was
when Hunter lived in it. The second sketch is that of
the Lions' House, or den, situated at the end of the

iLJ.iU.:lk

Fig. I.—Hunter'^ Hou^c. 1 i

^.

Fig. 2.—The Lions' Hou

^i*

-t^f^^

Fig. 3.—The Coppc
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meadow at the back and to the right of the house,

but quite visible from the windows. The Lions' House,

as will be seen, is a raised mound of earth. The earth

rests upon an arched structure, which, at the time of my
last visit, was in excellent condition, although ever since

Hunter's time it has been a cow-house, and has done

nearly a century of useful service. At the top of the

mound there is a little wall, of a circular shape, inclosing

a small open space. The third sketch illustrates the

famous copper in which the Irish giant was boiled to a

skeleton. The space above the copper up to the flue

from the roof is covered in, but two doors open in front

above the mouth of the copper. The whole of this struc-

ture has remained in good preservation.

The sketches are selected for N.-^TURE from views

which Bertram Richardson has taken during the last

autumn, as part of a scries of homes and birthplaces of

illustrious men. B. W. RICHARDSON

THE METEOR SHOWER A T THE MA URITIUS

ON the evening of Friday, the 27th of November last,

a great shower of meteors was observed at

Mauritius.

The weather was cloudy and the sky often overcast, but

from the accounts which I have received from different

parts of th? island it would appear that the shower lasted

from at least 7 p.m. till midnight.
At Reduit, about 900 feet above the sea-level, where the

sky was clearer than at the Observatory, His Excellency
Sir J. Pope Hennessey, saw many bright meteors, which
at first appeared to travel from N.W. to S.W., and a

crackling noise was heard.
Looking on from 8 to 8.30 p.m. at Beau Bassin, Col.

Stewart, R. E., saw about twenty meteors per minute,
apparently travelling from N.W. to S.W.
About 7 p.m. several members of the Rev. Mr.

Mclrvine's family, happening to turn their faces towards
the north, immediately observed a number of bright
meteors, and in a short time they counted 200. Later on,

Mr. Mclrvine and two other observers counted 700 in

three-quarters of an hour, although the sky was much
overcast to the west and north and slightly to the east.

Between 8.45 and 9 p.m. Mr. Mclrvine and Mr. Hollway
counted 150 passing along a narrow clear space just above
Orion. From 9 till midnight the sky was several times
quite overcast, and as the clouds cleared away the meteors
could be seen faintly through the mist, gliding along
ghost-like. Between 11.34 and 11.50 Mr. Mclrvine
counted 160, which appeared in an unclouded space be-
tween Orion and the zenith. The sky was clouded towards
the north the whole evening, and the meteors seemed to

come from under that cloud, and, with few exceptions,
they all travelled towards the south. Occasionally, a
small one, needle-like, darted now towards the S.E., now
towards the S.W. , but none were seen going back, or
even so far aside as east or west. Most of the meteors
were small and needle-like, of a whitish colour, with paths
extending from 5° to 40°, although some seemed to appear
and vanish instantly without perceptible movement. The
meteors moved quickly, not unlike arrows approaching
the target in an archery competition. The very largest
travelled slowly across 30- to 50°, and some of them were
blue, some white, some red. Many of them looked like

comets, and every now and then it was noticed that the
head—which was very distinct—suddenly vanished, while
the double-winged train (20° to 40°, or more, in length)
still moved on.

At Vacoas, at an altitude of nearly 1300 feet, the Hon.
Mr. Elliott first saw the meteors at 7.15, and he counted
791 from 8.35 to 9.15. The principal direction seemed
to be from N.N.E. to S.S.W. The most brilliant passed
near Venus,

In the same part of the island, Mr. Freeland observed

a great many meteors between 10.15 -^nd 1130. The
shower was not constant, but at short intervals, and the

meteors travelled from north to south.

At the Observatory, in the northern part of the island,

the weather was cloud)', and the sky generally entirely

overcast. At S.20 p.m. several meteors were seen coming
from the northward. Between 9.1 and 9.9 Mr. Bell and
myself, with two other observers, counted not less than

204, though the greater part of the sky was overcast, and
not less than 173 between 9.9 and 9.16. Between 9.26 and
10.40, the sky was completely overcast. Frc^ 10.40 to

10.50 glimpses of Aries, Taurus, and Orion were got, and
in that interval six large meteors with long trains passed
towards the south-eastward between a Arietis and the

Pleiades, and three more between 0.30 and 0.40 a.m. The
sky then began to clear up towards the N.W. and north,

and I kept up watch till 1.15 a.m., but no more meteors
were seen.

I did not see the similar shower that was observed here

in 1872 ; but from what I saw between 9.1 and 9.16 p.m
on the 27th of November last, during which time Andro-
meda, Aries, Taurus, Orion, &c., were visible, it is certain

that the radiant-point was near y Andromeds, or that

there was a radiant-space around that star.

The meteors shot to the southward, south-eastward,

and south-westward, some of the largest with trains of
20° to 40' in length, disappearing to the southward behind
the Port Louis and Pieterboth mountains, and others

bursting with great brilliancy near Venus, Fomalhaut,
a Gruis, &c.
On referring to the account given of the shower of

Novehiber 27, 1872, by Mr. C. Bruce and Mr. Ed.

Newton, it would appear that the radiant-point was the

same on both occasions, or very nearly so, but that the

maximum intensity of the shower was earlier this year

than in 1S72. C, Meldrum
Mauritius, December 22, 1885

NOTES
The meeting of the British Association to be held at Birming-

ham, beginning on Wednesday, September i, will derive more

than usual interest and importance from the exhibition of

local manufactures which is to be held in connection with it.

The Exhibition will be on a very much larger scale and of a

much more popular and attractive character than has ever been

attempted before. It is to be an Exhibition illustrative of pro-

ducts and processes connected with the manufacturing districts

of Birmingham and the surrounding district within a radius of

fifteen miles, which will include the whole of the Black Country,

the nail district, and other towns where manufactures are carried

on. The Exhibition will be on a very complete scale, and will

embrace as nearly as possible all the industries of the district,

which will include the following :—Engineering, hardware,

heating and lighting, arms and ammunition, jewelry, glass and

pottery, stationery, leather, furniture and decoration, and a

miscellaneous class, including scientific and musical instruments.

The special feature of the undertaking will be that in every trade

represented processes will be either completely shown or fully

indicated. Workmen will be seen engaged in carrying out most

interesting or difficult operations connected with various in-

dustries. The Exhibition will be opened on August 26, and

close on October i, three weeks after the termination of the

visit of the Association.

A PROJECT has been started in Berlin to establish there an

Anthropological Exhibition, which will do with regard to the

races of men what zoological gardens do with regard to animals.

In the Exhibition or garden it is intended that representatives of

various races shall permanently reside, while of such races as

cannot stand the cold of the climate representatives will be

brought to Germany to reside there during the sumnier. An
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Ethnological Museum is to be established in connection with

the Exhibition, which is said to have the support of several

capitalists. Possibly the recent success in Berlin and London of

Japanese and Indian villages has led to this project, which,

however, is a far more difficult undertaking, but which, if

carried out, would prove of great public interest. A good

many years ago, at the Crystal Palace, an attempt to repre-

sent various peoples and their habits by means of models was

commenced, but it was never carried very far. Some of these

models are still to be seen at the south-west corner of the main

building.

The annual meeting of the Association for the Improvement

of Geometrical Teaching was held at University College, Gower

Street, on Friday, January 15, when certain additions to the

rules were carried and twenty new members (including three

honorary members) were elected. At the afternoon sitting, the

President (R. B. Hayward, F.R.S., Harrow) read a paper on

the "Correlation of the Different Branches of Elementary

Mathematics." A di->cussion on the paper was commenced by

the Rev. G. Richardson (Winchester), in which the Chairman

(R. Levett, Birmingham), Profs. Carey Foster, Hudson, and

Minchin, Messrs. A. J. Ellis, Heppel, Walters (Dover College),

and the Rev. J. B. Lock (late of Eton) took part. We hope to

notice the paper when the Report of the Association has been

printed.

On December 31 last, Mr. G. J. Symons completed the

twenty-fifth year of his work in connection with " British Rain-

fall," and it has been thought a good opportunity for presenting

him with a pecuniary testimonial, to which all observers of rain-

fall are invited to subscribe. The Committee have already pub-

lished a first list of subscribers, and as they are anxious to

present Mr. Symons with the testimonial as early in the year as

possible, all observers who intend to subscribe are requested to

communicate with the treasurer, Rev. Clifford Maiden, St.

Lawrence Rectory, near Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

As examples of tropical rainfall, it may interest our readers

to learn that during the present rainy season in Jamaica, which

has succeeded a period of serious drought, there was recorded at

the Government Cinchona Plantations on December 21 last a fall

of 1 1 'So inches in twenty-four hours, while the gauge, the read-

ings of which are taken at 7 a.m. daily, was full and overflowing.

On the crest of the Blue Mountain range, on the same planta-

tions, the record was 3
1
'50 inches for one week, of which period

three days were fine.

The following alteration has been made in the arrangements

for the Friday evening meetings at the Royal Institution before

Easter:— Prof. W. H. Flower, F. R. S., will give a discourse on

Friday, February ig, on " The Wings of Birds," instead of Prof.

W. K. Parker, F.R.S., on "Birds, their Structure, Classifica-

tion, and Origin."

The thirty-ninth annual general meeting of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers will be held on Thursday, February 4,

and Friday, February 5, at 25, Great George Street, West-
minster. The chair will be taken by the President, Mr. Jeremiah

Head, at 7.30 p.m. on each evening. The following papers

will be read and discussed, as far as time permits :—Description

of an autographic test-recording apparatus, by Mr. J. Hartley

Wicksteed, of Leeds ; description of tensile tests of iron and

steel bars, by the late Mr. Peter D. Bennett, of Tipton ; descrip-

tion of a hydraulic buffer-stop for railways, by Mr. Alfred A.
Langley, of Derby ; on the distribution of the wheel load in

cycles, by Mr. J. Alfred Grifiiths, of Coventry.

The Council of the Society of Telegraph Engineers and Elec-

tricians are at present engaged in considering a proposal brought

before them by Prof. J. A. Fleming, and having for its object

the establishment of a National Electric Standardising Labora-

tory.

The third Electrical Exhibition at St. Petersburg was opened

on January i by Prince Michael Nikolaievitch. It is held in

the buildings of the Pedagogical Museum, and [is said to be

the largest ever held. The telephonic department forms a

special attraction.

A German edition of Prof. R. S. Ball's researches on
" Theoretical Dynamics " is in the press. The volume will

contain the "Theory of Screws," published in 1876, and the

papers subsequently read to the Royal Irish Academy. The
whole has been edited and translated by Dr. Harry Gravelius,

of Berlin, who has occasionally added developments necessary

for continuity and completeness.

A PROPOSITION has been made in Ceylon for the systematic

observation of the singular migration of butterflies in that island.

Despite occasional references in the local press, nothing has yet

been done towards compiling and editing a scientific and com-

prehensive record of annual observations. It is proposed there-

fore that volunteers should watch for the migration, and send a

postcard bulletin to the editor of the records, noticing date,

direction of flight, direction of wind, the weather, and the

species. For the last purpose amateur observers are to send

one sjjecimen of each species noticed, in order to insure scientific

accuracy. A competent naturalist is stated to have offered to

revise, assort, and edit all such notices once or twice a year, and

publish a periodical report of progress. The annual summary

will appear in the Taprobanian Magazine, the first number of

which we recently noticed.

With the great spread of education throughout England

during the past sixteen years it is extraordinary how little here

compared with the United States the work of the schools has

been supplemented by those "universities of the -people, " free

libraries. No doubt the costliness of working one in a com-

munity where the produce of the penny rate does not amount to

500/. a year is a great difficulty, as such a sum is absorbed in

the ordinaiy working expenses of rent, attendance, gas, and

newspapers. We would call attention to the success of a method

of supplementing an insufficient income clearly shown by a cata-

logue we have received from the Coventry Free Library. For

many years its rate brought in little more than paid the above

expenses. A dub was then established consisting at first of a

few assiduous readers who selected their books, kept them for

their own use for six months, and then sold them to the Free

Library at one quarter of published price. To the club the

advantages were that the Free Library, open at all hours, being

their depot, they had scircely any working expenses, the books

all remained permanently within their reach, and yet, instead of

having to purchase at the end of the year books which

they did not want, one-third of the amount of their sub-

scription was returned to them for further purchases of

books. The advantage to the Library is shown by the

present catalogue, from which we learn that the .still-increasing

list of members has now reached 172, and, accordingly, that it

is passing more than 1200 works yearly into the Library at an

expense of over 200/. per annum. There is au increase of over

11,000 works in the Library since the last catalogue was

printed ; and a larger proportion of them than usual in a Free

Library are high-class and costly books derived from this source,

which must make the Library the resort of the most studious

and best educated readers of the city.

In the last number of Naitiren, Herr Karl Hesselberg closes

his series of interesting papers on the climate of Norway. The

small number of systematically organised meteorological stations
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in the countrj' has necessarily interfered with the acquisition of

all the data required to formulate a comprehensive and scientific

theory of the Norwegian climate. As a contribution, however,

to our meteorological knowledge, the author's numerous tables

of the frequency and periodicity of certain weather phenomena
in various parts of the country are of considerable value, while

special and novel interest attaches to his observations of various

anomalous meteorological conditions, such, for instance, as the

occurrence of a maximum rainfall at points far inland and un-

connected with the sea, which he refers to the influence of

cyclonic agencies.

M. Paul Bert, who has been gazetted Resident-General in

Tonquin and Annam, has been interviewed by several corre-

spondents, and h.as written articles indicating that he will

endeavour to promote the interests of science. He is desirous
of establishing a " Tonquin Institute," some organisation similar
to the Institut d'Egypte, which was created by Bonaparte
m 1798. Although nothing definite has been stated, these
declarations have created some sensation in the French scientific

world.

More than usual seismic activity is reported from Central and
South America. On the 18th ult. the town of Amatitlan, in

Guatemala, was nearly destroyed by an earthquake, there being
altogether 131 shocks. In other parts of Central America shocks
of earthquake have occurred. It is reported from Guayaquil
that symptoms of earthquake have been observed at Chimbo, in

Ecuador, coincident with a renewed eruption of the volcano of
Cotopaxi. The previous eruption of this mountain was lately

referred to here. The Ecuador volcano, Tunqurqua, is in a

state of violent eruption, being evidently, it is stated, in

sympathy with Cotopaxi.

An influential Committee has been formed for the purpose of
raising a permanent record of Dr. Redwood's services to

chemistry in its relation to medicine and pharmacy. It is pro-
posed to found a " Redwood Scholarship " in connection with
the Pharmaceutical Society, which has for more than half a

century been the principal scene of Dr. Redwood's labours.
Subscriptions should be sent to the Honorary Secretaiy, Prof.
Dunstan, 17, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.
Mr. Langton Cole, of Loughrigg, Sutton, Surrey, writes

to the Times that a remarkable meteor was seen there on the
l5th at 5.9 p.m. in bright twilight. Its apparent course, which
was marked by a continuous and brilliant train, was from the
zenith to a point due east, about 15° above the horizon. It was
brighter than Venus, and the diameter of its head seemed about
one-si.\th of that of the moon. A Wimbledon correspondent
also writes that he witnessed the fall of a meteorite, apparently
a few miles east-north-east of Rickmansworth Church, at about

5.5 p.m. on the same day. The "nucleus" was comparatively
small, and showed vividly the colours of the rainbow. The
tail was not the long fleecy fiery thing one sometimes sees in

such cases, but a well-defined oval, about the apparent size of
the moon in her present phase, and as bright and creamy as

molten silver.

The fourth of Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie's course of lectures

on Indo-Chinese philology will be delivered on Wednesday, the

27th inst., at University College. The subject will be "The
Languages of Thibet and Burmah."

The last number of the Folk-Lore Journal (vol. iii., part 4)
contains some Chilian popular tales collected viva voce in the

. country, and translated by Mr. Moore. Rev. Walter Gregor,
in a paper on "Some Kolk-Lore of the Sea," describes the

superstitions and sayings of the fishing population on the north-

east coast of Scotland Some of the former are very curious

survivals ; while other customs appear to have for their object

the drinking of whisky at some one else's expense. Mr.

Christopher Gardner, of the Consular Service in China, gives a

number of Mongolian folk-tales, translated apparently from
M. Potanin's work on North-Western Mongolia; and Dr.

Morris continues his folk-tales of India, the present instalment

being the most important contribution to the number.

We regret to learn of the death of Mr. J. B. Jeaffreson,

M.R.C.S., on the 12th inst. Till lately President of the High-
bury Microscopical Society, he was well known in the North of

London as a diligent worker with the microscope in biological

research.

The Berlin Academy of Sciences has gr.anted 3000 marks

(150/.) to Lieut. Quedenfeldt for an exploring tour to the Atlas

Mountains. Lieut. Quedenfeldt will principally study the natural

history of the district.

At the forthcoming Indian and Colonial Exhibition it is in-

tended not only to display turtles in tanks, but to hatch them

from the ova. It is exceedingly interesting to watch the

manoeuvres of the infant turtles on being liberated from the

ova, and this is sure to prove one of the sights of the Exhibition.

A spacious conservatory is being specially erected for the pur-

pose, in which the turtles will be surrounded by every detail of

their natural existence.

A STRIKING evidence of the fertility of the sea-trout {S. trictla)

has been revealed at the South Kensington Aquarium, where

several have been artificially spawned with great success. We
believe this is the first time on record that this species has

been made to yield ova under similar circumstances. The fish

in question had been kept in captivity with other species of

Salmonidse for three years, and therefore had never visited the

sea, as is their wont, but notwithstanding the check thus placed

upon their natural instincts, their condition has not been in the

least impaired, neither have their productive functions become

disorganised. The operations of the inhabitants of the Salmonidae

tank at the Aquarium are very interesting to watch at this

season of the year, especially the manner in which the fish pair

with opposite species—for instance, the fontinalis with the

common trout, [the sea-trout with the Gilleroo trout, &c. In

captivity, fish yield their ova much later than they do when in a

wild state ; but of every thirty subjected to artificial existence

there is, upon an average, only one barren fish amongst them.

At the Lochbuy Fishery, Isle of Mull, the property of the

Maclaine of Lochbuy, large quantities of ova of salmon and sea-

trout are being incubated, consignments having been imported

from abroad. The extensive waters on the Lochbuy estate,

which were formerly destitute of fish, now teem with life, the

result of systematic pisciculture. The proprietor has been most

successful in spawning from the fish captured in the rivers of the

property.

The papers in the last number (No. 3) of the Proceedings of

the Chester Society of Natural Science are of a more than usually

hiirh order, which is not -surprising when the names of some of

the authors appear. Prof. McKenny Hughes has a paper, with

elaborate illustrations, on the geology of the Vale of Clwyd ;

Mr. Aubrey Strahan writes on the denudations of North Wales ;

while Prof. Judd suggests as a problem for Che=hire geologists

the investigation of a patch of secondary strata between Audlem

and Wem, not far from Chester,—the points suggested are the

exact extent and limits of this outlier, the relations of the Lias

to the surrounding strata, and the nature, thickness, and fossil

contents of the strata of which it is composed. A committee of

of the Society has Ijeen appointed to examine into the subject.

Mr. Mackintosh describes certain traces of an interglacial land-

surface near Crewe. Mr. Walker has three papers—one on

the climatic causes affecting the distribution of Lepidoptera in

Great Britain, the second on the Macrolepidoptera of the Chester

district, which is a long and careful list ; and his third paper
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is on ihe climate of the Chester district considered in its

relation to frait-growing. Dr. Stolberforth describes the special

forms of microscopic life fotmd by surface dredging in the

estuai-y of the Dee. Mr. Ruddy gives a list of the Caradoc or

Bala fossils found in the neighbourhood of Bala, and Mr. Siddall

writes on the American viaXsrvi^zA^Anai/iarisAlsiiiastnim, Bab.),

its structure and habit, and adds some notes on its introduction

into this country, the causes affecting its rapid spread at first,

and present apparent diminution. Mr. Shrubsole has three

short papers—one a list of the land and freshwater shells of the

Chester district, a second on the Glauconome distkha from the

Bala beds at Glyn Ceiriog, and the third on the occurrence of

Cahisphara (Williamson) in the Eglwyseg rocks near Llan-

gollen. It will be noticed that Ihese fifteen papers, with two

exceptions, refer solely to the district in which the Society works,

and that they refer to its geology (including paleontology),

meteorology, and several departments of its natural history.

The Society is to be congratulated on the thoroughness and

comprehensiveness of its work for the past year.

According to the Colonies and India the Winnipeg Historical

Society has suggested to the Canadian Government that a scien-

tific investigation be made into the remarkable ancient mounds

recently found in the Canadian North-West, and the suggestion

has been warmly commended in the Canadian press. It is

pointed out that these mounds are rapidly disappearing under

the ploughshares of the farmer, anJ with them will go the best

means of settling the problem whether the mound-builders

crossed from Asia and passed down the river valley to the

central portions of the continent, or whether their migrations

were from south to north.

The recent attempts to cultivate the tea-plant in the neigh-

bourhood of Messina have been veiy successful. Similar expe-

riments had been made some years ago without giving any

satisfactory results.

An International Exhibition, similar to that held at Antwerp

last year, is planned by the city of Geneva for 1887.

The Provincial Diet at Salzburg has issued a law interdicting

the sale of Edelweiss-plants with roots. The Tyrol Diet has

also asked for Government regulation of the trade in these

plants.

Mr. James Grieg, of the Museum of Bergen, 'wAoim's, Nalunn
that in the course of last summer a male specimen of Paliiiuru!

vidgatis was taken in a lobster pot at Manger. This, as far as

is known, is the first time that this crustacean has appeared as

far north as the Norwegian coasts.

The following new books and new editions have been received

by us since January I:—"A Tangled Tale," by L. Carroll

(Macmillan and Co.) ;
" East Anglian Earthquake of 18S4," by

R. Meldola and W. White (MacmiUan and Co.); "Osteology

of the Mammalia," 3rd edition, by W. H. Flower (Macmillan

and Co.) ;
" A Brief Te.xt-Book of Political Economy," by F.

A. Walker (Macmillan and Co.) ;
" A Treatise on Colours and

Pigments," 2nd edition, by J. S. Taylor (Winsor and Newton)
;

"Catalogue of the Coventry Free Library"; "Practical Bac-

teriology," l)y E. M. Crookshank (Lewis) ;
" Key to Tod-

hunter's Mensuration for Beginners," by the Rev. Fr. L.

McCarthy (Macmillan and Co.) ; "Catalogue of Fossil Mam-
malia," British Museum, part 2, by R. Lydekker ;

" Geology,"

vol. i., by Prof. Prestwich (Clarendon Piess); " Annuaire de

I'Academie Royale de Belgique " (Hayez, Bruxelles) ; "The
Rotifera ; or, Wheel Animalcules," by Hudson and Gosse

(Longmans) ; " Light," 4th edition, by Prof. Tyndall (Long-

mans) ; "Year-Book of Pharmacy, 1885 " (Churchill).

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Bonnet Monkey (Macaciis sinicus i ) from

India, presented by Messrs. Phillips Bros. ; a Vervet Monkey

[^Cercopithecus lalandii i ) from South Africa, presented by Mrs.

Sinclair ; a Ring-tailed Coati {Nasua riifa S ) from South

America, presented by Mr. C. E. Dashwood ; a Northern

Mocking Bird {Mimus polyglottiis) from North America, pre-

sented by Mr. F, Green ; a Jackal Buzzard (
Buteo jacal) from

South Africa, presented by the Rev. C. W. H. Reynolds ; a

Jay {Garrtdus glandanin), British, presented by Mr. E. R.

Collins ; three Hoaiy Snakes (Coronella cana) from Conslantia,

South Africa, presented by the Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S.

;

a White-throated Capuchin [Cebus hypolmcus 9 ) from Central

America, deposited ; four Cirl Buntings {Emberiza cirlus), two

Pied Wagtails {Motacilla lugubris), British, purchased ; a Vulpine

Phalanger [Plialangista vulpina), born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Comet Brooks.—Dr. H. Oppenheim has computed the fol-

lowing elements and ephemeris for Comet Brooks :

—

T= 1885 Nov. 247806 Berlin M.T.

IT = 296 38 45
)

Si = 262 I 4S • Mean Eq. iSS6-o.

2 = 42 25 II
)

log q = O'O30I2

Error of the middle place (o - C).

d\ = d& =

Ephemerisfor Berlin Midnight

1886 App. R..4. .\pp. Decl. Brightness

h. m. s. . -

Jan. 22 ... 21 35 II ... -I-15 21-0 ... 0-3115 ... o'S9

24 ... 21 42 32 ... + 16 7'o

26 ... 21 49 50 ... -I- 16 51-9 ... 0-3203 ... 0-54

28 ... 21 57 4 ... -f 17 35-7

30 ... .22 4 14 ... + iS 18-5 ... o'3295 ... 0-49

The brightness on December 28 is taken as unity.

This comet was independently discovered by Mr. E. E.

Barnard, of Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, on

December 27, the night after its discovery by Mr. Brooks.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1 886 JANUARY 24-30

(For the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at

Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24, is here

employed.)
At Greenwich on January 24

Sun rises, 7h. 52m. ; souths, I2h. 12m. 22-5S. ; .sets, l6h. 33m. ;

decl. on meridian, 19^ 9' S. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

oh. 49m.
Moon (at Last Quarter on Jan. 27) rises, 2lh. 13m.* ; souths,

3h. 39m. ; sets, 9h. 53m. ; decl. on meridian, 1° 53' N.

Planet Rises Souths Sets Decl. on meridian

Mercury... 655 ... 1050 .. 1445 ... 23 10 S.

Venus ... 8 39 ... 14 17 ... 19 55 ... 5 5 S.

Mars ... 21 6* ... 3 35 ... 10 4 ... 5 9 N.

Jupiter ... 22 12* ... 4 II ... 10 10 ... I 4 S.

Saturn ... 13 45 ... 21 55 ... 6 5* ... 22 38 N.

* Indicates that the rising is that of the preceding evening and the setting

that of the following morning.

Occullaiion of Star l>y the Moon
Corresponding

Jan. Star Mag. Disap. Reap. f^ltrrS'tfor"
inverted image

100 22224 ... B.A.C. 4043 ... (i\ ... 3 40 •• 4 40

Jan. h.
. o ,

24 ... iS ... Jupiter in conjunction with and o 17 south

of the Moon.
26 ... 16 ... Venus stationary.

26 ... 21 ... Mars stationary.

30 ... 6 ... Mercury at greatest distance from the Sun.
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Variable-stars

Star R.A Decl.
h. m. , , h. m.

U Cephei o 52-2 ... 81 16 N. ... Jan. 27, 23 21 in

A Tauri 3 54-4 ... 12 10 N. ... „ 26, 4 21 ;«

,, 29, 3 14 m
5 Librce 14 54'9 ••• S 4 S. ... ,, 29, o 46 m
U Corona: 15 136 ... 32 4 N. ... „ 26, 20 49 m
U Ophiuchi ... 17 lO'S ... i 20 N. ... ,, 24, 11 42 in

and at intervals of 20 8

S Cephei 22 24-9 ... 57 50 N. ... Jan. 28, 5 o in

,, 29, 19 o A/

Meteor Showcis

One of the minor periodical showers with radiant at R.A.

•35°' I'ecl. 40° N., shows a maximum during the present week.

Occasionally large meteors are observed from this radiant.

Meteors from a radiant about R.A. 180°, Decl. 35' N., should

also be locked for.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
M. r>E WoGAN, who has been searching in a small canoe for

the true source of the Danube, communicates the result in a

recent Bulletin of the Paris Geographical Society (Nos. 19 and
20). The story that it takes its rise in the gardens of the Prince
of Fiirstenburg at Donaueschingen, where a monument record-

ing the fact is erected, is, he says, a fable. The Danube, he

has found, is formed by the union of two small streams, tlie

Brig, or Brigach, which takes its rise at Saint-Cieorges, to the

north of the Mountain Tryberg, at about a mile from the source

oftheNeckar, and the Breg, or Bregach, which rises at .St.

Martin, to the west of Tryberg, and twenty miles from Donau-
eschingen, where both streams unite. M. Wogan, who has ex-

jilored these streams and their tributaries, criticises and corrects

the statements of MM. Rcclus and Saint-Martin in their geo-

graphical works on this subject. M. Charles Rabot, in the

same Bulletin describes a journey made during the last autumn
in the peninsula of Kola, in Russian Lapland, a region which is

largely a blank on our maps. In August M. Rabot traversed

the peninsula twice, from north to south, from the Arctic Ocean
to the White Sea. He describes it as excessively monotonous,
covered by forests, M'ith many large lakes, or rather marshes.
On the eastern shore of Lake Imandra there is a range of moun-
tains, called Umbdek, which reaches an altitude of a thousand
metres, and which is the highest elevation in European Russia,

except the Caucasus. These are a picture of sav.age desolation.

He has come to the conclusion that the western part of Russian
Lapland is far from being flat, as generally represented on the

maps. Between the White Sea and the ocean there are three

ranges of mountains separated by large depressions covered
with forests, marshes, and lakes. ^L Rabot concludes with
some observations on the inhabitants—Russian Lapps and
Samoyedes.

Mr. Cyril Haviland, of Sydney, in a letter in the Times,
points out how little is really known in a scientific sense, of

the islands of the Southern Pacific and of parts of the Australian
coasts. Eleven of Her Majesty's vessels are at present in

Sydney ; they cruise frequently in these seas, but, says Mr.
Haviland, no one is any the wiser. He thinks that these ships,

and others of the Royal Navy suited for the purpose, should, as

far as possible, be utilised by placing on board one or more
specialists in the various fields of science, with the appliances
necessai-y to enable them to prosecute their researches. He
says that had only one professed naturalist been borne on the
books of the Nelson or the Diomed during their stay on
the Australian station, much light might have been thrown on
many problems, for the seas and islands abound with undiscovered
species. The suggestion is certainly a good one, for there must
be many ocosions when good scientific work coiOd be done in

the vessels of our Navy without in the smallest degree interfering

with the object of the cruise or the discipline of the ship. How
much may be done in that way by an officer of scientific attain-

ments even in the midst of his professional work, is shown by
the instance of Dr. Guppy, whose numerous communications in

our own columns and elsewhere have made his name well known
in the world of science.

Amongst the articles in the current number of the Proceeiiings

of the Royal Geographical Society is one by Mr. Ravenstein on

bathy-hypsographical maps, with special reference to a combina-
tion of the Ordnance and Admiralty Maps. The leading fea-

tures of maps such as Mr. Ravenstein suggests are that all heights

and depths would be referred to one and the same datum-level
;

the features of the ground would be shown by means of hori-

zontal contours, which would enable the compiler to limit him-
self to the introduction of a comparatively small number of care-

fully-selected figures ; the intervals between the contours would
be tinted to bring out the relief of the ground ; the line along
which land and water meet at ordinary spring tides would be
marked ; the foreshore and all sand-banks which uncover would
be clearly indicated as on ordinaiy Admiralty Charts ; roads,

railways, and other features calculated to obscure the physical

features of the ground would be omitted. A physical outline

map of this character could be utilised for illustrating the hydro-
graphical, geological, and other features of the country. Another
important paper is Mr. Delmar Morgan's translation of the

notes of M. Kossiakof, the military topographer who accom-
panied Dr. Regel on his journey in 18S2 in Karateghin and
Darwaz, on the borders of Chinese Turkestan and Afghanistan.

A LONG letter has just been received from Mr. H. O. Forbes,
who, it will be remembered, left England in the beginning of

last year, for the exploration of the interior of New Guinea.

Mr. Forbes arrived at Port Moresby on August 28 last, and on
.September 2 started for Sogere, in the interior, to prospect. He
Iiad a pleasant trip, saw the lie of the land, and the people

—

taking to them and they to him—and returned to Port Moresby
to pick up his men and his baggage to start for the Owen Stanley

Range in true earnest. On October i Sogere was reached again.

Within a week houses were erected for Mr. Forbes, his white

companions, his men, and his stores ; and soon after everything

had been brought from Port Moresby and housed. Returning

to the Astrolabe Range with Mr. Hennessy, Mr. Forbes com-
pleted his survey. On his return to So^jere he found everything

in shape, and began work at once with the help of his com-
panions, collecting in the fine forest near the village, taking

observations, and laying plans for the future. Mr. l-orbes had
made up his mind that it would be impossible to accomplish the

ascent of the Owen Stanley Range this season, one of the results

of the delay caused by the loss of his baggage. In the end of

April, when the wet season is passing over, the attempt will be
made. He had sent his Malay servant, Lopez, to camp out in

search of a rare bird of paradise ; and it speaks well, he says, for

the quiet of the country that he can go off alone to a distant

village where his language is unknown. On his way to the

coast for supplies Mr. Forbes met Sir Peter .Scratchley, who
went on to Sogere with Mr. Forbes, and expressed himself
charmed with the house and the work already done, as well as

with the good relations established with the natives. Mr. Forbes
went back with Sir Peter Scratchley in order to accompany the

latter to the north coast and Huon Gulf Without additional

funds it is very doubtful if he will be able to accomplish all he
has planned.

The current number of Dr. Umlauft's Kundsehau contains

an article on the geographical knowledge of the Alps in

early times, the present instalment dealing with the Roman
period. Other articles describe the Samoans and their customs

;

a cruise in the Straits of Magellan ; while Herr Gavazzi dis-

cusses the orography of "the Croatian Mesopotamia," as he
calls the district lying between the Drave and the Save. There
are also some interesting statistics relating to the populations of

German towns, schools in Finland, &c. , but the most generally

interesting of these are the statistics relative to the journeys of

the various travellers who have crossed Africa from time to time.

Dr. Livingstone crossed from St. Paul de Loanda to Quilimane,
a distance of about 4000 kilometres, in twenty months ; Com-
mander Cameron from Bagamoyo to Catombela, 6000 kilo-

metres, in thirty-two months ; Mr. Stanley from Bagamoyo to

Boma, 11,500 kilometres, in thirty-three months ; Major Serpa
Pinto from Benguela to Durban, 3700 kilometres, in sixteen

months ; Lieut. Weissmann from St. Paul de Loanda to Sadani,

4000 kilometres, in twenty-two months ; Mr. Arnot from Dur-
ban to Benguela, 3500 kilometres, in thirty-nine months

;

Messrs. Capello and Ivens from Mossamedes to Quilimane,

4500 kilometres, in fourteen months. If these figures be accu-

rate, it would appear that Mr. Stanley travelled more rapidly

than any of the others, although he is closely pushed by MM.
Capello and Ivens, for while his monthly average was about

349 kilometres, theirs was 321 ; but then his journey was about
two and a half times longer than theirs in distance.
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An official memorandum communicated to the German
Reichstag lately gives some details about the Marshall Archi-

pelago, of which Germany has just assumed the protectorate.

It includes thirty lagoon islands or atolls, none of which rise

more than ten feet above the sea. The vegetation is limited to

the coca palm, the bandanas, and the bread-fruit tree. The
native fauna are a small lizard, laud- and water-crabs, and a few

wild pigeons. There are absolutely no springs or running

water, the inhabitants being dependent on rain-water caught in

hollows and clefts in the rock, which rapidly becomes brackish

on account of the porous medium. The group naturally divides

itself into two chains, the eastern or Ratack, and the western or

Ralick. It is in this latter that the largest island of the whole

group, Jaluit, is situated. It has an area of about thirty-five

square miles, contains about 1000 inhabitants, and possesses a

good harbour. On it are the factories of the European and

American Companies trading to the group. American mission-

aries have also stations there, the work of which is carried on by

Sandwich Islanders.

A Russian scientific expedition to proceed to China is being

organised under the direction of Dr. Piassetsky. The expenses

will be provided partly by the Imperial Exchequer, and partly

by the Moscow Commercial Committee.

The French Minister of Public Instruction has informed the

Geographical Society of Paris that he has added to the Committee

on historical and scientific work a section on historical and

descriptive geography.

In the last number of the Mittheilungen of the Vienna Geo-

graphical Society (Bd. xxviii. No. 12) Herr Becker describes

the " Blue Grotto of Busi," one of the Dalmatian Islands, which

has only recently been discoveied, and which owes its name to

a peculiar light effect. It greatly resembles the celebrated
" Grotta azzura" at Capri, but seems to be inferior to the latter

in several respects. Herr Wienkowski has a curious paper on
the " Pomeranian Kassubs," a remnant of the Wendic peoples

which once inhabited the districts between the Saale and Elbe

oil one side and the Vistula on the other. The sub-title of the

paper is, "A Contribution to the Ethnography of Germany."
The Kassubs, although, according to a popular song of tlieir

own, as numerous as the sand on the sea-shore, now are very

few in number, and their special characteristics are disappearing

with the spread of a common school education. The writer

gives an historical sketch of the Kassubs, describes their occu-

pations, dwellings, clothing, food, marriage and harvest customs,

the speech, aud concludes with a few words on their proverbs

and tales. Prof Palacky gives a brief account of attempts at

acclimatisation of plants in the Congo region, and a letter from

Dr. Lenz from the Congo is also published.

THE BENEFITS WHICH SOCIETY DERIVES
FROM UNIVERSITIES'^

' r O be concerned in the establishment and development of a
' university is one of the noblest and most important tasks

ever imposed on a community or on a s-t of men. It is an

undertaking which calls for the exercise of the utmost care, for

combination, co-operation, liberality, inquiry, patience, reticence,

exertion, and never-ceasing watchfulness. It involves perplexi-

ties, delays, risks. Mistakes cannot possibly be avoided ; heavy

responsibility is never absent. But history and experience light

up the problem ; hope and faith give animation to the builders

when they are weary and depressed. Deeply moved by these

considerations, I desire to bring before you, my colleagues in

this work, without whose labours all would be a failure, you who
are Trustees, and you who are teachers, before the c tizens of

Baltimore, and before this company of students pressing forward

to take the places of authority in the w-ork of education and
administration—before you all, my friends, I wish to bring some
aspects of university lile, which, if not new, may perhaps be

stated in terms which are fresh, with illustrations drawn from

our own experience.

I ask you to reflect at this time on the Relation of Universi-

ties to the Progress of Civilisation, and I begin by assuming
that we are agreed substantially on the meaning of both these

terms. The word university, as applied to a learned corpora-

tion, is several hundred years old, and in all times and lands has

emliodied the idea of the highest known agency for the promo-

' An Address by D. C. Gilman, President of tKe Johns Hapklns University.

tion of knowledge and the education of youth. Civilisation is a

new word, hardly introduced a century a:JO, though the idea

which it embodies is as old as organic society. Guizot, to whose
eloquence we owe the popularity of this term, avoids its formal

definitiiDn, declaring in general terms that civilisation is the grand

emporium of a people, in which all its wealth, all the elements

of its life, all the powers of its existence, are stored up. " Wher-
ever," as he goes on to say, "the exterior condition of man
becomes enlarged, quickened, or improved, wherever the intel-

lectual nature of man distinguishes itself by its energy, brilliancy,

and its grandeur ; wherever these two signs concur, and they often

do so, notwithstanding the gravest imperfections in the social

system, there man proclaims and applauds civilisation." Assum-
ing, then, that by university the highest fchool is understood,

and by civilisation the highest welfare of mankind, let us inquire

into the influence which the advancement of knowledge by means

of superior educational establishments has exerted or may exert

upon the progress of society.

A little reflection will remind us of five great agencies by which

modern Christian civilisation is helped forward : first, THE
Family, unit of our social organisation, recognised by Aristotle

as the basis of society, and styled by modern philosophers "the

focus of patriotism '' (Lieber), and the very "starting-point of

social morality " (Maurice) ; next. Trade or Commerce, the

exchange of one man's products for another's, the traffic between

communities and nations ; third. Law and Custom, written and

unwritten, the enforcement of duties and defence of rights, the

equitable adjustment of conflicting claims ; fourth. Religion,

the acknowledgment of personal responsibility to an infinite and

all-controlling "Power. The last to be named is Knowledge,
the recorded o! servations and experience of our race in ancient

and in modern times, or, in other words, Sciektia, science in

its broadest significance.

These five influences working in dwelling houses, market places,

state houses, churches, libraries, and schools, control our modern

life; and that !tate of society is the best, in which domestic

virtue, mercantile honour, and the freedom of exchange, obedi-

ence to law, pure and undefiled religion, and the general diftusion

of knowledge, are the dominant characteristics. We are only

concerned at present with the last of these five factors.

The means by which our race has acquired knowledge and
preserved its experience are manifold. The inhabited worldisa

great laboratory, in which human society is busy experimenting.

Observation, exploration, and reflection have been alliecl in

interpreting the physical characteristics of the globe, ever since

the primaeval law, " Subdue the earth," was heard by primitive

man ; experiments in social organisation have also been made on

a colossal scale, and in little microcosms ; war has taught its

pitiful lessons ; superstition, irreligion, vice, and crime, as well

as literature, art, law, religion, and philosophy, have all been

teachers ; customs, traditions, epics, creeds, codes, treaties, in-

scriptions, parchments, books, pyramids, temples, statues,

museums, schools, pulpits, platforms, have all been employed to

perpetuate and diffuse the knowledge which has been acquired ;.

but ever since Europe emerged from the darkness of the Middle

Ages, Universities have been among the most potent of all

agencies for the advancement and promulgation of Learning.

Their domain, the republic of letters, has been wider than the

boundaries of any state ; their citizens have not been restricted to-

any one vocabulary ; their acquisitions have been hid in no crypt.

They have gathered from all fields and distributed to all men.

Themes the most recondite, facts the most hidden, relations the

most complex, have been sought out and studied, that if possible

the laws which govern the world might be discovered, and man.

made better.

In one of our halls there hangs a diagram which I never pass^

without pausing to think of its significance, listening as I would

before the sphinx to di.^cover if it has any message for me. It

contains a list of European universities founded since the dawn
of inodern states—a period of more than seven centuries, a list

of over two hundred names. Every state in Europe, every great

city, has its high school. Popes, emperors, kings, and princes

have been their founders ; ecclesiastics, reformers, republics,,

municipalities, private citizens, munificent women, have contri-

buted to their maintenance. Wherever European civilisation has

gone, the idea of the university has been carried with it. t<!>>

North and South America, to Australia, even to India, China,

and Japan ; it came with the Virginians to Williamsburg, with

the New Englanders to Cambridge and New Haven ; it was

planted in California before there was an organised state on the

Pacific slope.
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The idea is often vafjue, sometimes perverted, commonly lialf-

developed, at times inflated,—nevertheless it contains this prin-

ciple of life, that in every civilised community there must be a

liigh school, capping, crowning, binding, all other institutions

for the advancement of learning.

Allow me to turn your attention to some historical illustrations.

Notwithstanding the great renown of Charlemagne, preatest

of monarchs between Cresar and Napoleon, the fact that his

empire was founded upon the principle of superior education is

not so familiar ; but a recent writer (Mr. MuUinger) has given

us an instructive essay on the schools of Charles the Great, and
a still more recent writer (Mr. R. L. Poole) has made a study

of their influence. " If his reign marks the dividing line between
ancient and modern history," says the latter, "it is not only by
virtue of its political facts but also because he begins the educa-

tion of the Northern races— fitting them in time to rule the world
as the Romans had done before them."
A monk of St. Gall has preserved for us what purports to be

an authentic account of the mode in which learning was intro-

ducetl into the Prankish empire, and although the extract is long
I am sure it will not weary you, as I read from the translation of

Mr. Poole.
" When," says the monk, "the illustrious Charles had begun

to reign alone in the western parts of the world, and the study of

letters was everywhere well-nigh forgotten, in such sort that tlie

worship of the true God declined, it chanced that two Scots from
Ireland lighted with the British merchants on the coast of Gaul,
men learned « ithout compare, as well in secular as in sacreil

writings ; who, since they showed nothing for sale, kept crying

to the crowd that gathered to buy, ' If any man is desirous of

wisdom, let him come to us and receive it ; for we have it to sell.'

This therefore they declared they had for sale, since they saw the

people to traffic not in gifts but in salable things, so that they
thus might either urge them to purchase wisdom like other goods,

or, as the events fdlowing show, turn them by such declaration

to wonder and astonishment. At length their cry being long
continued was brought by certain that wondered at them or

deemed them mad, to the ears of Charles, the king, always a

lover and most desirous of wisdom : who, when he had called

them with all haste into his presence, inquired if, as he under-
stood by report, they had wisdom verily with them. 'Yea,'

said they, ' we have it and are ready to impart to any that rightly

seek it in the name of the Lord.' When therefore he had
inquired what they would have in return for it, they answered,
' Only proper places and noble souls, and such things as we
cannot travel without, food and wherewith to clothe ourselves.'

Hearing this he was filled with great joy."
Several instances in modern history may be cited, in each of

which the close of a great civil commotion has been marl^ed by
the foundation of a university. One of them is quite familiar.

A little more than three hundred years ago, Leyden, so lately

freed from the horrors of a siege, "so lately the victim of famine
and pestilence, had crowned itself with flowers." The university

was to be inaugurated. In the grand procession rode a female
figure, the Holy Gospel, attended by Four Evangelists ; then
came other allegorical figures, emblematic of Law, Medicine,
and the Liberal Arts, and then the magistrates and dignitaries.

Down the Rhine floated the semblance of Apollo and the Muses,
and each Professor, as he advanced, "was kissed by Apollo and
all the nine Muses in turn," whose salutation found further

expression in "an elegant Latin poem." I have taken these

statements, as you doubtless surmise, from the pages of Motley,
to show you the enthusiasm of the Low Countries in respect to

their university ; but a truer impression of the work then in-

augurated would be given by recounting the roll of the great

men who have taught in that university and of the great scholars

whom they have trained. Grotius, Descartes, Scaliger, Boer-
haave, Wyttenbach, Arminius, and Gomar, were among the early

scholars who resided in Leyden, and the list might be extended
until it reached our own contemporaries and our own countrymen.
A few years earlier, when the Reformation in England was

nearly completed, Henry the Eighth reorganised the University
of Cambridge, and laid the foundations of that splendid col-

lege, which might be called a university in itself, if ever a
college could claim the more comprehensive name, Trinity
College, which before the century had passed, trained for the
world tliat great triumvirate whose statues glorify the approach
to the chapel, Isaac Barrow, Lord Bacon, and Sir Isaac Newton,
qui ^eniis humanum iiigenio superavit.

The foundation of the University of Berlin is a noteworthy

modern instance of the erection of a great high school, in a time
of national sorrow. The story has often been given, and was
recently made the opening passage in an inaugural address by
Helmholtz. Prussia had been overrun by France, the resources

of the state were almost exhausted, but Frederick William the

Third, led on by William von Humboldt, Slein, and other
great intellects, determined to infuse new spirit into a despondent
people, by conferring on them the greatest benefit which it wa^
in his power to bestow, a university, founded on such a liberal

plan, that it rose at once to the very front rank.

So within our recollection, that monarch's greater son, the
Emperor William, when Strasburg had been reclaimed by
Germany, determined that it should be the seat of a university,

and already that new foundation stands among the strongest and
best of Gerinan high schools.

These examples of universities founded each of them at the

close of a sharp social crisis, often occurs to my mind when I

remember that our foundation was projected at the close of a

civil war, and was established in the firm belief that it would
bind together in the love of Literature and Science all classes

and all creeds. A physician who has lately died in communion
with the Roman Catholic Church, has often said to me, " I tell

everybody that there is one thing on which we can all agree, and
that is the university," and another, of the same religious creed,

has just written me, "I sincerely hope to see your prediction as

to all Christian forces come true. Life is too short, and there is

too much good to be done, to have any force or energy wasted
in barren controversy."

I have made these historical allusions, most of which I am
well aware are familiar, in order to raise the questions : Why is

it that universities are so highly esteemed ? What are the

advantages which follow their foundation? Remembering that

a university is the best organisation for the liberal education of

individuals, and the best organisation fir the advancement of

science, apply the double test,—what is done for personal in-

struction, and what is done for the promotion of knowledge,
and you will be able to judge any institution which assumes
this name.

Ask, first, is it a place of sound education? Are the youth
who are trained within its walls honest lovers of the truth,—are

they learned, are they ready, are they trustworthy ? Wlien they

leave the academic classes, do they soon find a demand for their

services ? Do they rise in professional life ? Are they sought

for as teachers? Do they show aptitude for mercantile, adminis-

trative, or editorial life? Do they acquit themselves with credit

in the public service ? Do the books they write find publishers ?

Do they win repute among those who have added to the sum of

hitman knowledge ? Have they the power of enjoying literature,

music, art ? Can they apply the lessons of history to the pro-

blems of our day? Are they always eager to enlarge their

knowledge? Do they become conservati\-e members of society,

seeking for progress by steady improvements rather than by the

powers- of clestruction and death? Are they useful, courteous,

co-operative citizens, in .all the relations of life ? Do the charities,

the churches, the schools, the public affairs of the community,
receive their constant consideration ? Are there frequent mani-

festations among them of unusual ability in science, in literature,

in oratory, in administration? As the roll of the alumni in-

creases and the graduates are counted by hundreds and not by
scores, does it appear that a large proportion are men of honour-
able, faithful, learned, and public-spiriied character? These are

the questions by which, as the years go on, a university is to be

tested, or to sum all questions in one, is it proved to be a place

for the development of manliness ?

I beg leave to dwell a little longer upon this text, because I

think there is danger of its importance being overlooked. The
material resources of a university, the aggregate numbers who
attend its courses, its numerous buildings, its great collections,

appeal to everybody,— only those who look at results are com-
petent to give a conclusive opinion, and their opinion cannot be

formed in one decade. A generation is the briefest period for a

fair review. When the year of our Lord 1900 comes, this

foundation will be a quarter of a century old. To that remote
tribunal we appeal for judgment on our work of to-day. But

we may anticipate this final verdict, and ascertain by our own
inspection and inquiry what is done in any institution for the

education of youth, what opportunities are afforded, how those

advantages are regarded by the most intelligent young men, and
what kind of scholarship is developed at the termination of the

academic course.
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Here let me protest against the common method of estimating

intellectual work by numerical standards alone. I have heard

it said that some men are possessed by a statistical devil. They
can only think in figures : they will ask, in respect to a new
acquaintance, how much is he worth ; of a library, how many
volumes ; of an orchestra, how many pieces ; of a college, how
many students. I have known the expenses of an institution

made a dividend, and the number of scholars the divisor, the

quotient representing the cost of each pui:iil. All this is wrong,
absolutely and wholly wrong. If such a standard were allow-

able, the largest number of scholars taught by the cheapest

teacher would be the greatest success. It is not the number but
the quality of students which determines the character of a high
school. It is important to count ; it is better to weigh.

Having spoken of what the university does for individuals, I

add that it has a second function. It benefits associated as well

as individual man. It renders services to the community which
no demon of statistics can ever estimate, no mathematical process

ever develop. These functions may be stated as the acquisition,

conservation, refinement, and distribution of knowledge.
These carefully chosen words I proceed to explain.

1. It is the business of a university to advance knowledge
;

every professor must be a student. No history is so remote that

it may be neglected ; no law of mathematics is so hidden that it

may not be sought out ; no problem in respect to physics is so

difficult that it must be shunned. No love of ease, no dread of
labour, m fear of consequences, no desire for wealth, will divert

a band of well chosen professors from uniting their forces in the

prosecution of study. Rather let me say that there are heroes

and martyrs, prophets and apostles of learning as there are of

religion. To the claims of duty, to the responsibilities of station,

to the voices of enlightened conscience, such men respond, and
they throw their hearts into their work with as much devotion,

and as lillle selfishness, as it is possible for human nature to

exhibit. By their labours knowledge has been accumulated,
intellectual capital has been acquired. In these processes of

investigation the leading universities of the world have always
been engaged.

This is what laboratories, museums, and libraries signify.

Nothing is foreign to their purpose, and those who work in

them are animated by the firm belief that the advancement of
knowledge in any direction contributes to the welfare of man.
Nor is research restricted to material things ; the scholars of a
imiversity are equally interested in all that pertains to the nature
of man, the growth of society, the study of language, and the
establishment of the principles of intellectual and moral conduct.

2. Universities are conservative. They encourage the study
of the history, the philosophy, the poetry, the drama, the
politics, the religion, in fine, the experience of antecedent ages.

Successors of the ancient monasteries, they keep alive in our day
the knowledge of ancient languages and art, enrich the literature

of our mother tongue, hold up to us the highest standards of
excellence in writing, and enable us to share in the thoughts of
the noblest of our race. Let me especially remind you that to

the universities men turn instinctively for light on the interpreta-

tion of the Scriptures. When new manuscripts are discovered,
or new versions are proposed, or new monuments are unearthed,
it is t J the universities, where the knowledge of ancient and re-

mote tongues has been cherished, that the religious world looks for

enlightenment and guidance. Their dominant influence is highly
spiritualising ; I would even go farther and say that it is truly
religious. I am not unmindful that within the academic circles

men are found whose spiritual insight is but dim—so it is in all

other circles—but I assert, without fear of contradiction, that the
influence of study is, on the whole, favoural)le to the growth of
spiritual life, to the development of uprightness, unselfishness,

and faith, or, in other words, it is opposed to epicureanism and
materialism. In belief, there are tides as there are in the ocean,
ebb and flow, ebb and flow ; but the great ocean is there, with
its deep mysteries, unchanging amid all superficial changes.
Faith, with all its fluctuations, is as permanently operative in
human thought as Knowledge.

3. Universities are refining. They are constantly, by
laborious processes, by intricate systems of co-operation, and
by ingenious methods, engaged in eliminating human errors and
in submitting all inlierited possessions to those processes which
remove the dross and perpetuate the gold. No truth which has
once been discovered is allowed to perish,—but the incrustations
which cover it are removed. It is the universities which edit,

interpret, translate, and reiterate the acquisitions of former

generations both of literature and science. Their revelation of

error is sometimes welcomed, but it is generally opposed ; never-

theless the process goes on, indifferent alike to plaudits or
reproaches. If their lessons are hard to the beginners, they lead

the persevering to high enjoyment.
4. Universities distribute knowledge. The scholar does but

half his duty who simply acquires knowledge. He must share
his possessions with others. This is done in the first place by
the instruction of pupils. Experience has certainly demonstrated
that, with rare exceptions, those men are most learned who pro-

duce most. The process of acquiring seems to be promoted by
that of imparting. The investigator who is surrounded by a

bright circle of friendly inquisitors and critics finds his best powers
developed by this influence. Next to its visible circle of pupils,

the university should impart its acquisitions to the world of

scholars. Learned publications are therefore to be encouraged.

But beyond these formal and well recognised means of communi-
cating knowledge, universities have innumerable less obvious,

but not less useful, opportunities of conveying their benefits to

the outside world.

These general principles I propose to illustrate by asking you
to go with me around the circle of the sciences, that we may
observe the part which universities have taken, or should take,

in respect to the various departments of knowledge.
Let me begin by saying that a university should discover and

teach all that can be known of the Human Body. If you ask

me why this is so important, I reply, in order that every one may
be able to lead a healthier, stronger, and more rational life than

is now possible for the want of more knowledge. Hospitals are

essential to alleviate sufferings which have been encountered ;

physical training is of great value ; but still more important to

humanity is the laboratory in which are studied the laws of life.

A celebrated physiologist declares that "a hundred years of

life is what Providence intended for man," and others tell us

that most of our minor ailments may easily be avoided, and the

number of efficient days may be largely increased. Science has

proved that many diseases which used to scourge the civilised

world may be prevented, and it has recently brought us within

sight of new discoveries which will still further interrupt the pro-

gress of pestilence. The discoveries of anaesthetics have mar-
vellously alleviated the sufi'erings of humanity. The causes and
remedies of cerebral excitement and degeneration have never

been understood as now, and the possibilities have never been

so great for the restoration to their normal activity of the powers

which have been alienated. In view of these gre.at results and
of these anticipations, it is clearly the duty of a university to

study all the forms and functions of life which are manifested in

organisms lower than man, all the laws which govern animal and
vegetable growth, all that can possibly throw light on human
physiology.

Those who are devoted to research of this kind, revealing with

their microscopes the structure and the life-histories of the

minutest organisms, are constantly, and in most unexpected ways,

coming upon new illustrations of the \<\?ci\ of creation, which

have an important bearing upon the welfare of man. They are

the interpreters of nature and the benefactors of humanity ; and

I do not hesitate to add that if there is any branch of learning

which at the present time deserves the most generous support, it

is surely Biology, because of its obvious relations to the health

and happiness of every human being. I cannot but think that

those who oppose its study will be ranked in future years among
the obscurantists of the nineteenth century.

{To be coniitnieJ.)

PR/E VALSK Y'S EXFLORA TIONS IN
CENTRAL ASIA

THE last number of the Izvestia of the Russian Geographical

Society (xxi. 3) contains a letter from M. Prjevalsky, dated

Lob-nor, January 29, 1885. After having spent a month at

Tsaidam, the expedition undertook, in August, its journey

towards the west. A special disease, called k/iisa by the

Mongols, and consisting in a strong fluxion of all four feet,

attacked fifty three camels of the caravan, as well as all the cattle

of the Mongols, and compelled the expedition to stop for a fort-

night. Only seven camels succumbed to the disease, and on

September 18 the expedition resumed its further advance, fol-

lowing the foot-hills of the Kuen-lun—that is, of the border-
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range of the plateau of Thibet. Southern Tsaidam is an immense
flat land, formerly the bottom of a lake, covered with brush-

wood at the foot of the mountains, and with salt clay elsewhere.

A narrow salt lake, Dobasun-nor, extending west to east,

receives the rivers Bayan-gol, Naidmin-gol, and Umu-muren.
Pheasants are numerous in the brush and the small marslies
covered with rush. Other birds, even migratory, are very few,

as also the mammals, which must avoid a ground impregnated
with salt. Only bears coming from Thibet are numerous when
the fruits of the khormyk-hxwik are ripe. During Chingiz Khan's
time the legend says, the region was inhabited by agriculturists,
" Mongasy," who left their traces v\ irrigation canals ; but now
all Tsaidam is peopled only with Mongols, thinning in the south,

living on cattle-breeding. The Umu-muren is the western
boundary of the plains impregnated with salt of the southern
Tsaidam. Further north and north-west, as far as the Altyn-
tagh Mountains, extends an immense dry desert, the soil of

which consists of clay, sand, and gravel. Several of its parts

man never visits, and only savage camels wander on its barren
surface. M. Prjevalsky met with only two places having
plenty of fresh water and grazing grounds : at Hansy and at

Has, where a lake of the same name has a circumference of

nearly thirty miles. Two Cossacks were sent from Has to

discover a route towards Lob-nor, and after a fortnight's

searching they succeeded in finding a place reached by M.
Prjevalsky in 1S77.

Leaving at Has some provisions under the guard of seven
Cossacks, the remainder of the party went west to explore the
valley nearly 150 miles long between the Altyn-tagh, in the

north, and the Kuen-lun, in the south ; the v.alley slowly rises

from 9000 feet at Has to 14,00^ feet at the junction of both
chains of mountains. An easy passage across the Altyn-tagh
leads them to Cherr.hen, and must have been utilised formerly
on the route from Kliotan to Chini, while another route led, via

Lob-nor, to the Sa-cheu oasis.

The excursions of the party aroand Has took fifty-four days,

during which a region absolutely unknown before was explored.
It has a very poor flora and fauna ; of mammals only a hundred
antelopes were shot, and a new species of Ovis has been
discovered. M. Prjevalsky gave it the name of Ovis dilai-

lama.
Most valuable geographical discoveries were made with regard

to the central part of the Kuen-lun. In the longitude of Hansy
this immense border-range of the Thibetan plateau is snow-clad,
and reaches, under the name of Jin-ri, the height of 20,OOD feet.

To the east of this mountain-mass runs a chain named Marco
Polo, which is accompanied on the north by a series of ridges

parallel to it, and described under the names of Garynga,
Dzukha, Toroi, and several others, until the Burkhan-buddha
range. To the north-west of the Jin-ri, another snow-clad
range, named " Columbus " by M. Prjevalsky, followed by a

third range, also snow-clad and formerly unknown, continues

further, to join the Altyn-tagh. A range, which has been seen

only at a distance, and called " Problematic," runs due west

of Jin-ri, and probably reaches also the Altyn-tagh ; a high
range, 12,500 tol3 ,ooo feet above the sea-level, including an
elongated s.alt lake, which does not freeze in winter, occupies

the space between the " Problematic " ridge and those situated

towards the north.

The climate of the region is very severe. In December the
temperature was seen to fall during the night below 40° Cels.

Day and night strong westerly winds were blowing, often taking
the force of a gale which filled the atmosphere with sand and
dust. Snow was ve y scarce ; so also must be the rains in the

summer, as far as one may judge by the barrenness of the

region ; this part of the Thibetan mountains must escape the

influence ot the south-westerly monsoons of India, which bring so

much moistness to North- Eastern Thibet. Water, however, is

not scarce ; the snow-summits supply many small rivers which
flow from the mountains. Remains of summer-stations are seen

on these rivers and streamlets, peo,Me coming there in search of

gold, which seems to be as usual in North-West as in North-
Eastern Thibet.

Returning in January to the station of Has, M. Prjevalsky
resumed his journey to Lob-nor, 170 miles distant, where he
was well received by his former acquaintances. There he pro-

posed to stay throughout February to study the migr.ations of
birds.

As known from his telegrams da*ed June 20 and July 13
(received on August 31), the expedition reached Keria, but was

prevented from penetrating thence into Thibet, and the inde-
fatigable traveller proposed to march on Khotan, and thence to

Aksu.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge.—The Class List of the ^Lathematical Tripos
Part III., just issued, for which only wranglers can enter, con-
tains in the first class the names of Messrs. Barnard (Emmanuel),
4th Wrangler ; Berry (King's), Senior; R. Holmes (St. John's),
5th; Love (St. John's), 2nd; Richmond (King's), 3rd; and
Roseveare (St. jfohn's), bracketed 6th. Thus it includes the
first five Wranglers, and one of the two bracketed sixth. The
names are in alphabetical order.

The Sidgwick Prize has been awarded to Mr. T. Roberts,
B.A., St. John's College.

The long list of lectures for this term, issued by the Special
Board for Physics and Chemistry, includes, in addition to the
ordinary courses of Prof. Liveing, Prof. Dewar, and Mr. Main,
Mr. Pattison Muir's, on Principles of Chemistry ; Dr. Kuhe-
mann's, on Methods of Analysis and Principles of Organic
Chemistry ; and Mr. Heycock's, on Chemical Philosophy.

Demonstrations and practical courses suited to the various

classes of students, will be given in the University, St. John's,
Caius, and Sidney College Laboratories, and Prof. Liveing
gives a course of Spectroscopic Chemistry ; and Mr. Robinson,
one on Chemistry as Applied to Agriculture.

The courses of Physics include Prof. Thomson, on Magnetism ;

and lectures on various branches by Messrs. Atkinson, Glaze-
brook, Shaw, and Hart ; and practical courses at the Cavendish
Laboratory. Elementary and Advanced Demonstrations in

Mineralogy will be given.

Prof. Stuart is lecturing on Theory of Structures.

In Geology Prof Hughes begins a course of lectures on a
district to be visited at Easter on January 26, and also lectures

on the Principles of Geology. Other work is divided among
Messrs. Teall, T. Roberts, Marr, and Harker.

In Physiology the usual lectures are being given by Prof
Foster, Drs. Lea, Gaskell, and Hill, and Mr. Langley. Prof.

Macalisler lectures on the Organs of Digestion and Reproduction ;

Prof. Newton on the Geographical Distribution of Vertebrates.

Mr. Hans Gadow's course is on the Morphology of the Sauro-
psida (recent and e.xtinct) ; other courses are conducted by
Messrs. Sedgwick, Harmer, and Weldon.

Dr. Vines's general elementary course of Botany is continued,

supplemented by Mr. F. Darwin on the Biology of Plants (ad-

vanced) ; Mr. Gardiner on the Anatomy of Plants (advanced) ;

Mr. Potter's demonstrations on Advanced Systematic Botany.
Advanced work in Mathematics is represented by Prof.

Stokes on Physical Optics, Prof. Adams on Lunar Theory, and
Prof Thomson on Electro-magnetism. Mr. Glazebrook is lec-

turing on the Theory of Light, Mr. Hobson on Higher
Dynamics, Mr. Macaulayon Thermodynamics, and Mr. Forsjth
on Higher Algebra. Dr. Besant lectures on Analysis, Mr.
H. M. Taylor on Higher Plane Curves, Mr. .Stearn on Electro-

statics, Mr. Larmor on '1 heory of Conduction and Analytical

Optics.

The number of students inscribed in the several Universities

of the Italian kingdom amounts to 15,151 ; excepting 200 who
follow the free Universities, all of them follow the Government
teachers, viz. law students, 5133 ; medical, 6132 ; science, 1627 ;

literature and philosophy, 441. The largest nunjber of students

in proportion to the population is recorded in Central Italy, the

largest number of law students in the Neapolitan States, the

largest number of science students in Northern Italy, the largest

proportional number of philosophical and literary students n
Central Italy.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The Quaytcvly yoitrnal of Micfoscopifal ScUnc<\ No. ci.

,

November 1S85, contains :—On the relations of the yolk to

the gastrula in Teleosteans and in other Vertebrate types, by J.

T. Cunningham (plates 1-4).—On the structure and function of

the sphceridia of the Echinoidea, by Howard Ayers (plate 5).

Suggests that these organs have for their function the percep-

tion of chemical changes in the surrounding water (i.e. taste
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and smell), and the reporting of the same to the nervous cen-

tres of the animal, from whence the intelligence is sent out to the

spines and pedicellaris, which latter are at once alert to secure

the food-substance.—The nerve-terminations in the cutaneous

epithelium of the tadpole, by A. B. Macallum (plate 6). The
results are summarised as follows :—(l) Certain fibres of the

nerve network, situated below the cerium, and known as the

fundamental plexus, give origin to fibres which enter the epithe-

lium, and terminate in comparatively large bead-like bodies

between the cells. (2) From a network of fine ana^tomising

nerve-fibrils situated immediately below the epithelium, and
forming meshes, each narrower than the surface covered by an

epithelial cell, arise other e.xcessively fine fibrils, which end
either within or between the cells or after branching, in both

fashions. (3) One, commonly two, often three or more, nerve-

fibrils terminate in the interior of each epithelial cell near its

nucleus. (4) The figures of Eberth are sheaths for intracellular

nerve terminations.—On green oysters, by Prof. E. Ray Lankes-
ter (plate 7). The occurrence of a species of Navicula in the

intestine of the green oysters of Marennes, is confirmed. The
bluish pigment in the Navicula is described as " Marennin."
The description and illustration of the secretion-cells of the

epithelium of the branchia* and labial tentacles of the oyster in

which the Marennin absorbed in the intestine of green oysters

is deposited follows, and it is proved that it is to this substance

that the green parts owe their colour. The green oyster is very

beautifully figured, of natural size, from a sketch by Miss
A. Stone. The bluish pigment is, in the early spring, of a de-

cidedly green hue.—The system of branchial sense-organs and
their associated ganglia in Ichthyopsida : a contribution to the

ancestral history of Vertebrates, by Dr. John Leard (plates

8-10).

American youynal nj Science, December 1SS5.—On the effect

on the earth's velocity produced by small bodies passing near
the earth, by H. A. Newton. It is shown that the effect upon
the earth's motion caused by the meteors that penetrate the

earth's atmosphere, exceeds at least one-hundredfold that

caused by the meteors that pass by without impact.—Sources of

trend and crustal surplusage in mountain structures, by Alex-
ander Winchell. The general meridional trend of the older

mountain systems is discussed, and the cause of this orographic
disposition is referred to the early period of incrustation. It is

also argued that meridional trends would be further promoted
by the secular subsidence of the earth's equatorial protuber-
ance, as well as by lunar tidal action.—The genealogy and ihe

age of the specie> in the Southern Old Tertiary, pari iii., reply

to criticisms, by Otto Meyer. In reply to Prof Hilgard, the

author maintains with (uither argument the original contention
that only a competent and careful examination of the tessils

could indicate the relations of the Old Tertiary strata of
Mississippi. He also endeavours to show that Prof. Hilgard's
views on the stratigraphical succession below Claiborne, Jackson,
and Vicksburg are incorrect.—The condensing hygrometer and
psychrometer, by Henry A. Hazen. Objections are raised

against the condensing hygrometers now in use, such as those of
Mr. Dines and Crova. An efficient psychrometer is described,

with instructions for its use, and a table of relative humidity
applicable to the sling psychrometer.—A new form of absorp-
tion cell, by Arthur E. Bostwick. The cell here described has
been devised and used by the author for the purpose of obtain-
ing the absorption-spectra of liquids, which have little selective

absorption, and which would therefore have to be used ordinarily

in large quantities.—Preliminary notice of fo-sils in the Hudson
River slates of the s^uthern part of Orange County, New
York, and elsewhere, by Nelson H. Darton. Here the author
deals with the fossils discovered in many new localities,

which have thrown much light on the complicated strati-

graphic structure of these districts.—Report of the Ameri-
can Committee-Delegates to the Berlin International Geo-
logical Congress, held September 28 to October 3, 18S5, by
Persifor Frazer, Secretary.—Bright lines ii stellar spectra, by
O. T. Sherman. Bright lines hitherto admitted to form part of
but six stars, ^ Lyra;, 7 Cassiopeite, and four small stars in

Cygnus, are now detected by the S-i .ch equatorial of Yale Col-
lege Observatory in numerous other stars, a full descripti;n of
which awaits the completed apparatus. The number of approxi-
mate coincidences renders it very probable that the lines ob-
served ar.' those of the solar atmosphere, and from these
observations it would seem that there are many stars in the same
condition as the sun, but with the corona more pronounced.

—

Note on the o]ilical properties of rock-salt, by S. P. Langley.

The most perfect r.. ck-salt jirisms procurable in Europe fail

to show distinctly a single Frauenhofer line. But, after long

searching, blocks have at last been obtained in America, from
which prisms have been cut which show these lines with all the

sharpness of flint glass. The prism here described, which has

been made by Brashear of Pittsburgh, shows the nickel line

between the D's.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, December 17, 1885.—"Second Report on
the Evidence of Fossil 1 lanis regarding the Age of the

Tertiary Basalts of the North-East Atlantic." By J. Starkie

Gardner. Communicated by Sir J. D. Hooker, K.C.S.I.,

F.R.S.
The position and physiography of this headland in the Isle of

Mull has been fully described by the Duke of Argyll. It is the

point of land separating Loch Laigh and Loch Scridain, and is

about two miles in circumference and a mile across.

It is composed mainly of two sheets of basalt with remains of

a third sheet, on some eminences and along the shore of Loch
Laigh. These are almost horizontal, with a slight dip east, u]i

Loch Scridain, and a considerable dip in the same direction up
Loch laigh. The upper sheet is not less than 40 to 50 feet

thick, crystallised into rude massive columns, now much fissured

and weathered, whilst the lowest presents a thickness of 60 feet,

visible above low water, the upper two-thirds being amorphous,
and the rest fashioned into slender and most perfect columns,

bent in every direction, like those of the Clam-shell cave at

Staffa. The beds are so exceedingly horizontal towards the

seaward direction, that no one can doubt the columnar basalts

of Staffa and the Treshnish Isles, Geometra and the mainland
of Mull, being on the same horizon, if not parts of the same
sheet. Between the two great lava- beds at Ardtun is intercal-

ated a bed of sedimentary deposit, reaching a maximum of

60 feet thick, and consisting of pale veiy fine-grained clay and
limestone at the base, then sand and gravel, black laminated

shales, whinstone, gravel, and laminated sands. The gravels

are made up of flint pebbles and subangular rolled fragments of

older lava-beds in. a matrix of broken-down volcanic material.

They present all the ordinary lines of current bedding, beauti-

fully weathered out, and the pebbles are drifted precisely as in

ordinary river gravels.

There can be no question whatever, indeed, but that the

gravels are the deposits of the waterway of a river of some
magnitude, and the shales its overflows and backwaters. Its

deposits traverse the whole seaward face of the headland, and
their extension inland is marked by two beds of coal. An in-

trusive sheet of fine compact basalt rises on one side of the

head, cutting a devious way through each bed in turn, and dip-

ping beneath the sea at the other extremity. On the coast,

near the centre of the head, occurs a small chine, apparently

due to the weathering out of a vertical dyke, which has cut

through the gravels and shales ; it was here that I resolved to

excavate them.

With the assistance of a barrel of powder and the removal of

a mass of the intensely indurated shingle bed, to the extent of

perhaps hundreds of tons, many square yards of the whinstone

and the underlying black shales were exposed. The large speci-

inens of Platanites aecroides and Ouoclea lieiridica, now ex-

hibited, were the results. The ravine, however, proved an

unfortunate selection, for the whinstone became poorer in fossils

as we got farther in, and the underlying black shales, though
crowded with leaves, were so squeezed and full of slickensides

or faulted surfaces, and, consequently, so brittle, as to be practi-

cally valueless. From the condition of the shales and calcined

appearance of the gravels— here of a steely-gray colour, intensely

hard, with pure white and occasionally cheny-coloured flints, it

is evident that the ravine must be the site of an old dyke, and
if proof were wanting of a violent upthrust at this spot it is to

be found in the upturned edges of the bottom bed on the west

face. The succession of beds in the section we had been so

laboriously working at in the ravine in no way prepared me for

the discovery that within 100 yards there existed, many feet

below the lowest sedimentary bed present in the ravine, a

deposit of limestone, rivalling in fineness and texture the cele-

brated lithographic stone of .Solenhofen, and containing ex-
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quisitely-preserved leaves, completely difterent in character to

any previously seen in the basalts.

The new flora differs considerably from that of the shales

above, and very large leaves of many kinds occur in the clay at

the base. The leaves in the limestone are smaller and very

sparsely scattered through it ; there are, moreover, no cleavage
planes, and hence much patience is required to obtain and
develop them. I have obtained about twenty species of dico-

tyledon from it, tlie most prevalent being Grewia creimta,

Hr., and Corylits MacQimrrii, Forbes, and Acer arclicum, llr.,

all of which are also found in beds of the same age in Green-
land. There are no ferns and only three conifers, a large

variety of Ginkgo adianloules, Unger. , a new Podocarpus, tlie

most northerly species found, and Taxtis Cainphelli. The frag-

ments from the clays show about eight additional species, and
altogether I should judge that both floras were very rich. The
most characteristic plants of the shales are those described by

the Duke of Argyll and Edward Forbes, Platanites acfroiiles

and Rhainnites mitlthifniis. Taxitcs Canipbdli is not, as affirmed

by Heer, identical \;ith Sequoia LungsJorfii, but is a true Ta.xm.

Other leaves are certainly referable to Prolophyllum, and we
have representatives of leaves determined as Alnus, Conius,
Berchenia, Popuhis, and Corylits—but among them there are

none, so far as I can ascertain, that have ever been found in

European beds of Miocene age. The flora seems to bear a

prima facie resemblance to Cretaceous floras of America rat!ier

than to any yet known from Europe. The resemblance of the

Coniferce to those indigenous to China at the present day is too

remarkable to be overlooked.

It has became evident that the fluviatile rocks of the British

basalts are of fargreater extent and importance than had hitherto

been imagined. Their base is exposed at Burg Head on the oppo-
site side of Loch Scridain, resting upon Jurassic rocks and frag-

mentary masses of chalk, and is formed of two immense sheets of

ash, the lowest of which is full of scorix. About lOo feet ab.ive

these, resting upon columnar basalt, are sands and clays from

9 to 12 feet thick, in every respect similar to those of Ardtim
Head. Overlying these is a bed of rudely columnar basalt, and
there cannot lie much doubt about the fluviatile series on both
sides of the loch being upon the same horizon. The beds are,

in fact, seen to be horizontal to the west as far as the eye can
reach. The horizon of the Ardtun gravels would, therefore,

seem to be about 150 feet from the base of the series. Taking
into account the superior thickness of the basalts in Mull, and
above all the presence of ash-beds at their base, it seems
probable that they were nearer the vents than Antrim, and th.at

their lowest beds are at least not newer, so that the Mull leaf-

beds at 150 feet from the base should be much older than the
Glenarm and Ballypalady leaf-beds at 600 feet from the base.

The horizontal extent of the fluviatile beds of Mull is more
difficult to estimate. Gravels and fluviatile beds exist in many
localities, and black shales, with identical leaves, have been
found in Canna, and leaflets of Taxus or a similar foliaged
conifer at Uig.

A very interesting relic of the Eocene vegetation occurs at

Burg, for a large tree, with a trunk 5 feet in diameter, has
been enveloped as it stood to a height of 40 feet, by one of the
underlying lava-beds. Its solidity .and girth enabled it to re-ist

the fire, but it subsequently decayed, leaving a hollow cylinder
filled in with debris, and lined apparently with the charred
wood. There is also the limb of a larger tree in a fissure not
far off. The wood proves to be coniferous, belonging possibly

to the Podocarpus, whose leaves are so conspicuous in the beds
above.

Mathematical Society, January 14.—Mr. J. W. L.
Glaisher, F. K.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. J. B. Colgrove,
Loughborough Grammar School, was elected a Member, and
Mr. S. O. Roberts was admitted into the Society.—Mrs.
Bryant, D.Sc, read a paper on logarithms in general logic. An
animated discussion followed between the author and Mr.
Kempe, F.K.S., in which Prof .Sylvester, the President, and
Mr. S. Roberts, F. R.S., also took part.—Mr. J. Hammond
(Prof Sylvester in thec'-.air) read a paper on a class of integrable
reciprocants (see report of Prof. Sylvester's Oxford lecture in
Nature, January 7, p. 222).—Capt. Macmahon made a short
comiuunication also bearing on reciprocants.

Chemical Society, December 17, 18S5.—Dr. Hugo Miiller,

F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Tlie following circular letter

was read by the Secretary :
—

Elizabeth Thompson Science Fund.—This Fund, which has
been established by Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson, of Stamford,
Connecticut, " for the advancement and prosecution of scientific

research in its broadest sense," now amounts to 25,000 dollars.

As the income is already avail.able, the trustees desire to receive

applications for appropriations in aid of scientific work. This
endowment is not for the benefit of any one department of
science, but it is the intention of the trustees to give the prefer-

ence to those investigations, not already otherwise provided for,

which have for their object the advancement of human know-
ledge, or the benefit of mankind in general, rather than to re-

searches directed to the solution of questions of merely local

importance.

Applications for assistance from this fund should be accom-
panied by a full statement of the nature of the investigation, of

the conditions under which it is to be prosecuted, and of the

manner in which the appropriation asked for is to be expended.
The applications should be forwarded to the Secretary of the
Board of Trustees, Dr. C. S. Minot, 25, Mt. Vernon Street,

Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
The first grant will probably be made early in January, i 886.

(Signed) H. P. BOVVDITCH, President.

\Vm. Minot, Jun., Treasurer.

Francis A. Walker.
Edw. C. Pickering.

Charles Sedgwick Minot, Secretary.

The following papers were read :—The action of steam on
carbonic o.xide, by H. B. Dixon. The action of steam in deter-

mining the union of carbonic oxide anrl o.xygen has been
explained by the author as leading to an alternate reduction and
oxidation whereby the hydrogen conveys the oxygen to the car-

bonic o.xide:— (i) Co-MLO = C02H- H^ ; (2) 2H.,-f 0.= 2H.p.
This explanation has been rejected by Moritz Traube {Bcr., 18S5,

p. 1S90) on the ground that carbonic oxide does not decompose
steam at a high temperature. Traube represents the influence

of steam as consisting in the formation from it of peroxide of

hydrogen, which oxidises carbonic oxide, steam being re-formed.

The author has already shown that steam is decomposed by
carbonic oxide at a high temperature, for when carbonic oxide is

exploded in presence of steam with insufficient oxygen to com-
pletely burn it, the carbon dioxide formed is more than double
the oxygen, and hydrogen is found in the residue. Horstmann
arrived at the same conclusion. When sparks are passed

through a mixture of steam and carbonic oxide, carbon dioxide

and hydrogen are formed until a certain fraction (which varies

with the nature of the spark) of the carbonic oxide is turned into

carb^ dioxide. When sparks are passed through a mixture of

carbon dioxide and hydrogen, carbonic oxide and steam are

formed until a certain fraction of the carbon dioxide is turned

into carbonic oxide. In neither case is the reaction complete.

An equilibrium is reached when about 10 per cent, of

carbon dioxide is present to 90 per cent, of carbonic oxide.

By the prolonged passage of the sparks a considerable quantity

of formic acid is produced. When a coil of platinum wire is

heated to redness in steam and carbonic oxide, carbon dioxide

and hydrogen are formed until from 10 to 15 per cent, of the

carbonic o.xide has been oxidised. Similarly, when a coil of

platinum wire is heated in carbon dioxide and hydrogen, car-

bonic oxide and steam are formed until the corresponding limit

is reached. No formic acid is produced. When a coil of wire

is maintained at a red heat in a mixture of carbonic oxide .and

steam, and the carbon dioxide formed is removed by means of a

dilute solution of potash, the carbonic oxide is in time com-
pletely oxidised to carbon dioxide with the liberation of the cor-

responding volume of hydrogen. Similarly, when a coil of

platinum wire is maintained at a red heat in a mixture of carbon
monoxide and hydrogen, and the steam formed is removed by
means of phosphoric oxide, the carbon dioxide is in time com-
pletely reduced to carbonic oxide. Since these experiments

were made Naumann has shown that when carbonic oxide and
steam are heated in a tube to 950°, io'5 per cent, of carbonic

o.xide is turned into carbon dioxide.—On multiple sulphates, by
Miss E. Aston and S. U. Pickering.—On the use of ferrous

sulphate in agriculture, by A. B. Griffiths, Ph.D.—On phenyl-

tribromomethane, C6H5.CBr3, by Walter II. Ince.

Institution of Civil Engineers, January 12.—Sir Frederick

J. Bramwell, F.R.S., President, in the chair.—The paper read

was " On Gas Producers," by Mr. Frederick John Rowan.
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Edinburgh

Mathematical Society, January 8.—Dr. R. M. Ferguson,

President, in the cliair.—Mr. R. E. Allardice discussed a

problem of symmetry in an algebraical function.—Mr. A. Y.

Eraser gave an account of the methods for the quadrature of

areas, especially by planimeters. He exhibited and described

several of these instruments, including two of his own invention.

Manchester

Literary and Philosophical Society, October 12, 1SS5.—
Microscopical and Natural History Section.—Mr. Thomas
Alcock, M.D., President of the Section, in the chair.— Prof.

Boyd Dawkins, F. R. S., brought before the notice of the Section

rock-specimens and microscopic slides illustrating the structure

of the clay-slate of Snaefell in the Isle of Man.—Mr. Stirrup

exhibited a small slab of the flexible sandstone of India.

Sydney

Royal Society of New South Wales, October 7, 1885.

—

Prof. Liversidge, F.R.S., President, in the chair.— Mr. Charles

Moore, F.L.S., read a paper on the ringal of the Norlh-West
Himalayas, by Mr. Brandis (communicated by Baron von
Midler, K.C.M.G.). Specimens of the bamboos now in this

country were shown.—Prof. Liversidge exhibited a portion of

a brick, the surface of whicli was green. The discolouration,

he explained, was due to the presence of vanadium salts.

November 5.—Prof. Liversidge, F. R.S., President, in the

chair.—The President referred to the loss the Society had sus-

tained in the death of the senior Vice-President, the Hon. Prof.

Smith, M.D., C.M.G., M.L.C.—Dr. Morris read some notes

upon a very large number of experiments made with the view
of discovering media having a higher refractive index than

Canada balsam for the mounting of Amthipl^tira pelbicida.—
Mr. S. 11. Cox, F.C.S., F.G.S., read some notes on the cha-

racter of the Adelong Reefs.—The Rev. P. MacPherson de-

scribed a collection of stone implements used by the Aborigines

of Australia.—The Hon. J. M. Creed exhibited a pestle and
mortar, used by the Aboriginals on the Murray River for grind-

ing seeds.—Mr. H. C. Russell exhibited a new and simple form
of tide-gauge.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, January II.—M. Jurien de la

Graviere, President, in the chair.—Obituary notice of M. de
Saint-Venant, Member of the Section for Mechanics, who died

at Vendome on January 6, by the President.—A new method
for determining the elements of refraction, with a view to a

more approximately correct knowledge of the true position of

the heavenly bodies, by M. Lcewy. For this method it is

claimed that it is extremely simple and direct, dispensing with
the necessity of simultaneously ascertaining the value of any
other quantity. It is also independent of any instrumental error,

relying solely on differential measurements—that is, on opera-
tions by which alone a high degree of precision can be obtained.
—Note on the constitution of the solar spots and on photo-
graphy regarded as an instrument for discoveries in astronomy,
by M. J. Janssen. These remarks are made in connection with
a photographic image, presented by the author to the Academy,
of the large spot visible on the solar disk on June 22, 1885,
which was one of the largest hitherto observed. The image
fixed on the photographic plate was formed \\ith the violet rays
of the region G, which affect the retina very feebly ; hence,
without the aid of photography, could scarcely ever be detected,
even with the most powerful telescopes.—Note on the excep-
tional magnetic disturbance recorded by the magnetic registrar
at the Observatory of the Pare Saint-Maur on January 9, by M.
Mascart.—On the various states of the sulphur of antimony,
which exists normally in two distinct states—that of a black
crystallised sulphur, such as occurs in nature, and the orange
hydrated sulphur obtained by precipitation, by M. Berthelot.

—

On the reciprocal actions and the equilibria established between
the hydrochloric and hydrosulphuric acids and the salts of anti
mony, by M. Berthelot. It is shown: (i) That the inverse
actions are produced in cases where the sign of the heat
liberated by the reaction of two bodies, such as the sulphur
of antimony and hydrochloric acid, is changed by the com-
bination of one of them with a third body, such as water-
forming hydrates, or even with one of the products of the reac-
tion

; (2) that the chemical action is not reversed abruptly,
but according to a certain gradation of intermediate compounds,

such as the hydrates, hydrosulphates, hydrochlorides, &c. ; (3)
that these secondary compounds exist for the most part only in

a state of partial dissociation ; (4) that they determine and
regulate the chemical equilibria between the antagonistic bodies,

according to tlie conditions of their own existence and dissocia-

tion ; at this point intervene the physico-chemical laws of disso-

ciatioii, which are at present being so actively inves'.igated by
chemists. — On alternating semi-aniesthesia regarded as a
symptom of certain lesions of the rachidian bulb, by M.
Vulpian.—Note on some meteorites which fell in the Hissar
district, Punjab, on F'ebruary 19, 1884, and at Chandpur, near
Mainpuri, North-West Provinces, on April 6, 1S85, by M.
Daubree. Both specimens, supplied to tlie author by Mr.
Medlicott, of the Indian Geologic il Survey, appear to belong to-

the type of sporadic siderites, with respective densities 3'40 and
3'25.—Application of the transport of power by electricity in

the cannon foundry of Bourges, by M. Fave. Since 1879 two
movable cranes of 20 tons have been worked by electricity in

this establishment without any accident.—Note on an arrange-

ment of lenses with a great diameter and short focus presenting a

very slight abei ration, due to the late Col. Mangin, communicated
by the Minister of War. The system consists of three lenses with a

diameter of o'6o metres, one bi-convex, the two others concavo-
convex, having a resulting focal distance of about I metre.

The curves are so calculated tliat there is nowhere a deviation

of light of more than 2° 30'; and as the three lenses have no
great thickness, the loss of light passing through them is

scarcely one-twelfth, a loss more than compensated by the gain

from the reduction of aberration.— Observations on Brooks's

new comet made at the Paris Observatory (equatorial of the

west tower), by M. G. Bigourdan.—Observations of the same
comet made at the Observatory of Nice (Gautier's equatorial),

by M. Charlois.—Summary of the solar observations made
during the second half of the year 1885, by M. P.

Tacchini. A progressive and rapid diminution of the solar spots

was observed during the whole year, and especially during tlie

last quarter. The faculse were also less numerous, but the pro-

tuberances rather more frequent than in the previous six months.

—On the propagation of sound in a cylindrical tube, in supple-

ment to the labours of Regnault on this subject, by MM. VioUe
and Vautier. The main result of the experiments carried on
in an underground conduit at Grenoble wai that the velocity of
propagation seemed to decrease with the intensity of the sound.

—On the variations of the spectra of absorption and of the

spectra of emission by the phosphorescence of the same body,

by M. Henri Becquerel.—Note on the hydrates of hypophos-
phoric acid, by M. A. Joly. From the author's experiments

this substance would appear to be as sharply determined by its

crystallised hydrates as the phosphoric and phosphorous acids,

and in the solid state it is fully as stable.—On the solubility of

the sulphate of copper in presence of the sulphate of ammonia,
by M. R. Engel.—On some combinations of acctimide with the

metallic chlorides, by M. G. Andre.—Oh the preparation, pro-

perties, and reactions of iodaldehyde

—

SC.H.O) H- 4H- IO3H = SCCaHsIO) -f 3II2O,

by M. P. Chautard.—On the amylaceous granules of the cysto-

some of the gregarines, by M. E. Maupas.—On chlorophyll

action (absorption of carbonic acid and emission of oxygen) in

ultra-violet darkness, by MM. G. Bonnier and L. Mangin.

—

Verification of tlie existence of glacial formations in Equatorial
Africa (Gold Coast between Cape Palmas and the Ijight of
Benin), by M. Chaper.—On the pliysiological action of the salts

of lithium, rubidium, and potassium, by Mr. James Blake. It

is shown that the relative toxic properties of the salts of lithium

and rubidium increase with the atomic weight.—Researches on
the coagulation of albumen, by M. Eug. Varenne.—Experi-
ments showing that under certain conditions the charbon virus

becomes attenuated in the ground, by M. V. Feltz.—On the

transmission of glanders from mother to foetus, by MM. Cadeac
and Malet.—On the cultivation of wheat in the districts of

Wardrecques (Pas-de-Calais) and Blaringhem (Nord), by MM.
Porion and Deherain.

Berlin

Physical Society, Nov. 6, 1885.—Starting from the classical

experiments of Bunsen and Roscoe respecting the action of light

on a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen. Dr. Pringsheim had by
recent experiments endeavoured to obtain a closer insight into

the mode of the action of light. Light, as was known, was
absorbed to^a definite amount by chlorine, while hydrogen had
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a coefficient of absorption almost erual to zero. When now
light passed through a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen, a part

of the light was, in the first place, absorbed by the chlorine,

just as though this gas weie the only element through which it

passed, and in all probability this absorbed amount was trans-

formed into heat. In addition to this effect, on the other hand,

the chemical affinity of the gases got excited, and in order to

this operation light was likewise absorbed. Whether in this

process we had a direct action nf light-r.-tys transformed into heat

or only a kind of releasing influence on the part of the rays was

a point that had yet to be determined. The difficulty of this

determination was enhanced by the fact of the induction which

Bunsen and Roscoe had already ascertained, in accordance " ith

which the chemical combination of the chlorine with the hydro-

gen did not take place at once, but only a longer or shorter time

after the beginning of the irradiation. By taking the gas-layer

of great thickness Dr. Princ;sheim was enabled to augment

the time of the induction to twenty minutes, and the combination

of the two gases w.as effected only in the twenty-first minute of the

irradiation. For his experiments Dr. Pringsheim made use of a

gas-developing apparatus in which concentrated hydrochloric aciil

underwent electrolysis by means of iridium electrodes, and from

which the gases passed through a tube into a globular irradiation

space whence a capillary, divided into millimetres, led to a vessel

filled with water, from which, again, a thread of water penetrated

into the capillary, and so served as index of the gas-pressure obtain-

ing in the .apparatus. Any heating influence expanded the gases

and pushed the index outwards while as often as hydrochloric

acid was formed— the acid being at once absorbed by the water

that was present in the insolation-globe—it caused an advance of

the index, and the measure of this advance served as a criterion

of the amount of acid formed. Experiments were next instituted

in regard to the nature of the induction, and investigation was

made as to whether it were identical with the chemical action o(

the light or were somewhat different from it. Sources of light

of dilTerent intensity and difierent colour were examinetl in

respect of their chemical and their inductive action, an<l it

always turned out that the rays of most intense chemical action

produced likewise the greatest induction. In the measurements

of the chemical action of light, which were then taken in hand,

a petroleum lamp was used as a source of light, the warm rays

of the petroleum lamp being eliminated by means of an interca-

lated layer of water. Dr. Pringsheim first observed a sudden

movement of the index outwards, which was at once followed

by a speedy retirement to the initial position, and from this point

the index was then observed proceeding slowly inwards, in pro-

portion as muriatic acid was formed and absorbed. Seeing the

first movement of the index might be interpreted as an effect of

heat, control experiments were instituted with momentary illu-

mination, at first by dropping a dark screen with small slit before

the flame, and then by means of electric sparks. Each time now
that the light ray struck the chlorine hydrogen gas mixture, the

index was seen pushing suddenly outwards, and then as suddenly

reverting to its former position, whence it then slowly retired

inwards. Thei'e could, therefore, be no question in this case of

any heating, but there must, on the contrary, be some other

cause in operation, to the determination of which other experi-

ments should be devoted.—Dr. Konig spoke on colour-blindness,

and, in particular, on the important light it would throw on the

theory of colours if, in addition to cases of red and green blind-

ness, the existence of violet blindness could be demonstrated.

Hitherto violet-blind persons had been described only by Herren

Donders and Holmgren. The^e gentlemen had examine.! ab-

normal eyes, which, in the spectrum bi-tween red and green,

saw a circumscribed gray band, exactly at the spot where,

in the case of the violet-blind, the two remaining curves of

colour sensitiveness intersected each other. Last year, for the

first time, Dr. Konig had an opportunity of examining an in-

telligent boy of from thirteen to fourteen years of .age, who
likewise testified to a quite distinct gray band in the spectrum

between green and red, while he saw all other colours accurately.

The belief that here was a case of a violet-blind person was,

however, materially shattered when the spectral violet was pre-

sented quite pure .and isolated before the boy. He then said he
saw a colour which he had never before seen in his life. The
boy was, therefore, not incapable of perceiving violet rays.

Later, Dr. Konig had occasion to examine an eye affected with

central turbidity of the retina, an eye which—so far as the ex-

periments that were capable of being executed only with great

care, allowed the determination of the matter—was, in point of

fact, violet-blind. On investigating the neutral point, it was

found with very great precision at the wave-length, 56o'i4. Ac-
cording to theory, the intersecting point of the red and green
curve lay at 563"5 wave-length, very fairly, therefore, in agree-
ment with the value thus found. The measurements of intensity
between the wave-lengths 560 and 470 yielded values wdiich like-

wise coincided exactly with th ise given theoretically for bichro-
matically violet-blind eyes. 1 he now considerably more exact
method for examining the colour-blind .and the significance of
these astert.ained facts in relation to the theory would be set

forth by Dr. Konig on a future occasion.— In the discussion
which the first commimication called forth. Prof. Landolt made
the proposal of using a solution of lithium chloride in order to

obtain, by way of electrolysis, a perfectly pure chlorine hydrogen
gas mixture. In the case of electrolysis of hydrochloric acid there
was a danger, he represented, of oxygen being united with the gas
mixture. Prof, von Helmholtzsaid th.at the influence of the-rays
of light on the chlorine and hydrogen molecules might be conceived
by supposing that they acted in a manner similar to that of elastic

balls executing oscillations in a high-'-tanding fl.at vessel, where-
by they were continually passing up and down. Did one ball

receive on some occasion or other a stronger impulse than usual,

then it leaped over the edge .and fell to the ground ; so that in

respect of the totality of movements in the vessel, a part of the
energy was lost. In the same way, when an atom of chlorine
and hydrogen .approached so close to each other that they united
chemically, a part of the energy of the oscillations of light

became lost. In reference to the second communication (that of
Dr. Konig), Prof, von Helmholtz set forth the difficulties of in-

vestigations of the kind in question, and laid special stress on a
psychological difficulty. It was known that only the central

part of the retina was trichromatic. With the part of the retina

attaching itself peripherically, only two colours were seen, while
the extreme region of the retina was monochromatic. Never-
theless, we always saw a white surface as white, whatever part

of the retina were struck by these rays. It was plain that we
had learned by experience to perceive objects that appeared
white in the central field as white likewise when at the periphery
they stimulated only two or but one kind of fibres. In all in-

vestigations into colour-blindness this psychological point was
one which ought to be taken into quite material account.
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THURSDAY, lANUARY 28, 18S6

LOUIS AGASSI

Z

Louis Agassiz: His Life and Correspondence. Edited

by Elizabeth Cary Agassiz. Two Volumes, 8vo.

(London : Macmillan and Co., 1885.)

SELDOM has the influence of early environment been

more marked in a scientific career than in the life

of Louis Agassiz. Born in 1807 at the little village of

Mojier, in the plains of Switzerland, he passed his child-

hood on the shores of the Lake of Morat, the waters of

which were a perennial source of delight to him. He
took more special interest in its living things ; knew the

haunts and habits of its fishes, and could lure them to

him by various ingenious boyish spells, or track them to

their hiding-places in the old walls that were lapped by

the water. He began to collect birds, insects, shells, and

other objects long before he had acquired any book-know-

ledge of natural history. Between the Lake of Morat

and the larger expanse of the Lake of Neuchatel lies

a strip of fertile country rich in woodlands and flowers,

and full of bird-life. On the further side of Lake Morat,

towering above the scene of the great battle wherein the

Swiss routed the army of Charles the Bold, rise the far

snowy summits of the Bernese Oberland. Nursed amid
these surroundings, and encouraged and guided by wise

parental care, the child most truly was father to the

man. His intense love of nature and of all living crea-

tures developed into the enthusiasm of one of the fore-

most naturalists of the time. His childish devotion to

the fishes of Lake Morat settled into the earnest and
untiring spirit of research among living and extinct

fishes which made him the leading ichthyologist of Europe.

His passion for the mountains with their snow-fields and
glaciers grew into that clear insight and power of philo-

sophical generalisation which have placed the name of

Louis Agassiz at the very head of the pioneers by whom
the story of the wonderful Ice Age has been unravelled.

The ardent boy with his eager pursuit of natural history

was designed for commerce. His father, a poor country

clergyman, had no fortune at his disposal which could

save his son from the necessity of choosing a profession.

But the studies and discipline of school life by no means
checked the boy's longing for some career that would
enable him to follow his bent towards the prosecution of

science. He begged for two years more of the College

at Lausanne, and this was granted by his parents, who,
though they seem to have been quite aware of his pecu-

liar abilities, never allowed themselves to lose sight of

the necessity that their son should at all events qualify

himself for some honourable means of making his own
livelihood. His future appears to have been considerably

influenced by a medical uncle at Lausanne, who, recog-

nising the lad's special bent, suggested that he should

take to medicine. This advice being followed, young
Agassiz went for two years to the Medical School at

\
Zurich, and then, at the age of nineteen, betook himself

to the life of a German student at Heidelberg. It was
there that his scientific career received its first great im-

petus, and that it became certain that, though he might
persevere with his medical studies and take his degree.
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he would ultimately distinguish himself and make his

career, not as a physician, but as a naturalist. At
Heidelberg he laid the foundations of some of the most
precious and enduring friendships of his life, more parti-

cularly with Alexander Braun the botanist, whose sister

he afterwards married, and with whom and Schimper he
next year migrated to Munich, famous at the time for the

varied attainments of its professors of science and philo-

sophy. Entering there on a wider field of study, Agassiz

and his comrades distinguished themselves among the

students by their enthusiastic devotion to natural science.

Meeting at each other's rooms, they formed a band
known outside as "the Little Academy," discoursing on

all manner of questions, starting new problems, pro-

posing solutions for old ones, and creating so much
interest in their proceedings, that even learned professors

were sometimes to be seen among their listeners.

It was but natural that in the midst of such a life the

drudgery of the medical profession should grow more
and more irksome. Again and again warning comes
from home that the practical aim of his University

studies must not be lost sight of, and that he must surely

qualify himself to practise as a doctor. His mother's

strong common sense would from time to time brush

away the golden haze through which the hopeful enthusiast

looked at his prospects. In her letters too, she warned

him against his " mania for rushing full gallop into the

future," engaging in too many different undertakings, and

wasting by diffusion an energy which would carry him
successfully to his goal, if he would only concentrate it

upon what was essential for the purpose. Long before

he took his medical degree his power of original research

in ichthyology was widely known, and Martius placed in

his hands for description the Brazilian fishes left un-

described by Spix. This work was completed and pub-

lished in 1 829, when the young author was only twenty-

two years of age. Next year he gratified his parents by

formally taking the degree of M.D.

But the prospect of settling down as a country medical

practitioner was more than ever distasteful to him, though

there seemed no very clear outlook in any other direction.

He himself, however, was full of hope. His Brazilian

fishes had brought him no money indeed, but it had

given him a reputation throughout Europe as one of the

rising naturalists of the day. Already he was full of

schemes for the production of a work on fossil fishes,

and he had actually made considerable progress in the

preparation of a monograph on fresh-water fishes. He
felt sure that he could command his own terms from

publishers, and that the sale 'of the works would enable

him to live in the quiet way he desired to do. So he

went home for a year, which he spent in increasing his

collections of natural history—now large and valuable

—

and in prosecuting the works on which he had been

occupied at Munich. But his ambition to take a leading

place among the naturalists of Europe, and the necessity

for increasing his knowledge by study in some of the best

museums of the Continent, led him at last irresistibly to

Paris, where he arrived towards the end of the year 1831.

From Cuvier he received much kindness. The veteran

naturalist had made some progress with a work on fossil

fishes, but when he saw what Agassiz had done and

proposed to continue, he generously presented him with
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all his own drawings and notes upon the subject. A. von

Humboldt also took the warmest interest in the young

Swiss, aiding him by help of the friendliest and most

practical kind. But Agassiz was still without any regular

means of self-support ; the publishing schemes were not

so successful financially as he had fondly anticipated, and
at last, after some months of over-strain among the

treasures of the Paris museums, he gladly accepted, in

the autumn of the year 1832, the offer of a Professorship

of Natural Science created for him at Neuchatel by the

exertions of his friends. For the first time he had now
the opportunity of appealing to a wider circle of listeners

than his own fellow-students. The enthusiasm of his

nature soon made itself felt in the new vigour with which

natural science was followed in the canton. A Society for

the prosecution of the study of nature was founded, with

Agassiz as oneof its leading spirits. Hill and dale,riverand

lake were explored far and near, and the systematic lectures

of the class-room were supplemented by even more valu-

able discourses in the field. From this period onward a

large part of Agassiz's time and thought was given to the

promulgation of a knowledge of nature, not only to pro-

fessed students but among the general public. With his

extraordinary energy he still found time for an amount of

original research that would have been more than enough
for most naturalists. Bold almost to recklessness, in his

disregard of financial difficulties, he now (1833) launched
the first number of his " Poissons Fossiles," and, in spite

of incredible obstacles, continued the preparation and
publication of the work for the next ten years. In the

course of his researches for this great monograph he
came several times to England, bringing with him the

artists he had trained in drawing natural history speci-

mens, and spending much time in the public museums as

well as in the private collections where he found such a
wealth of palajontological material.

The " Poissons Fossiles " will ever remain as a monu-
ment of extraordinary industry and of a remarkable
insight into the relationships between recent and ex-

tinct types of life. The keynote of all Agassiz's work
in natural history sounds out clear and distinct in

the introduction to this great work. He proposed a
new classification of fishes which, though it has been
subsequently considerably modified, was of great geo-
logical value in showing the true history and import-

ance of the great order of Ganoids, which he first recog-

nised. With a keen eye for real or supposed analogies

and relationships, he saw in the earlier fishes of the

geological record a commingling of ichthyic with rep-

tilian characters which suggested to him his "prophetic
types," and, following out the same idea, he made the

startling announcement that in the phases of the em-
bryonic development of our living fishes there is a close

analogy to the successive types of fishes which have
appeared in the past history of the earth. It is curious

to remember that a naturalist who saw so far ahead of

his contemporaries remained a consistent opponent of all

theories of evolution. He admitted in the fullest sense

the evidence of " the most admirable progressive develop-

ment to which our own species is linked," but to him the
progress was one of plan in the mind of the Creator, and
not the mere material change of one form into another.

One of the most characteristic features of Agassiz's

mind was its restless activity and untiring energy. The
labour entailed by his great work on fossil fishes would
have been enough or more than enough for any ordinary
man. But while it was in progress he found time for the-

prosecution of his researches among recent fresh-water

fishes ; for an investigation of Echinoderms recent and
fossil, and for the study of fossil Mollusca, and the
evidence for these added labours appeared in bulky
quarto memoirs with numerous plates. Besides these

works, however, he undertook the almost incredible

drudgery of compiling a zoological " Nomenclator," con-

taining the names of living and fossil genera of animals,

and a " Bibliographia Zoologije et Geologise," giving a
full list of published papers on these sciences. Dis-

satisfied with the delays and defects of the Munich en-

graving establishments, he founded a lithographic work-

shop at Neuchatel, and astonished the world by the
beauty of the chromolithographed fossil fishes which he
there produced, the art of chromolithography being then
in its infancy.

With this mental activity was combined a bodily

vigour which carried him unwearied through long excur-

sions. As a recreation he turned to the glaciers of the

Alps. Before his student days at Heidelberg he had
made himself acquainted with that mountain-world.

But in the summer of 1836, under the guidance ot

Charpentier, he began the systematic study of the glaciers.

Before the end of that excursion he had seized the mean-
ing of the scattered erratic blocks and ice-worn bosses of

rock that lie far above and beyond the present limits of

the ice. He saw as by a kind of inspiration the evidence

for the former vast extension of the Alpine glaciers, and
though he continued in later years laboriously to fill in

the details of the picture, his first rough draft remained

unchanged in all its essential features. As soon as he

began to make known his ideas in glacial geology, he

was met with a storm of opposition. Even his kind

friend Humboldt could not forbear words of gentle

reproof and warning. But he remained unshaken in his

faith, and eventually had the satisfaction of seeing one

after another of his opponents candidly acknowledge

themselves mistaken. From 1836 to 1846 he continued

with unabated enthusiasm his glacial researches, scaling

mountain-pass and glacier, and publishing first his

" Iitudes sur les Glaciers " (1840), and then his " Systcme

Glacifere" (1846), besides separate papers in scientific

journals. Atnong these minor contributions, undoubtedly

the most memorable is the short communication made to

the Geological Society of London in 1840 on the evidence

of glaciers in Britain. Agassiz came to this country in

that year convinced beforehand that there must be

abundant evidence of former glaciers among our uplands.

With the genial Buckland he went into the Scottish

Highlands, and found everywhere, as he had anticipated,

the most convincing proofs of ancient glaciers. From that

time onward the study of Pleistocene geology took a new

departure among the geologists of this country, and the

opposition to glacial agency soon died out.

The " Poissons Fossiles " was followed soon after by

the publication of the monograph on the fishes of the

Old Red Sandstone—another land-mark in the progress

of pateontology. Since the appearance of these works

a new generation has appeared ; the number and size of
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public and private collections have greatly increased, and

the acilities for transport and for comparison of speci-

men with specimen have been enormously augmented.

Those who revise the work of the great pioneer in fossil

ichthyology will no doubt find much to amend, and no

one knew this better than he himself. But hey will not

forget the difficulties under whic worked, and which

he so pathetically describes. It was an enormous service

to science to group and describe, as he did, all that was

then known of the fishes of the past.

During the years in which Agassiz was engaged upon

these and kindred researches he often turned his eyes

wistfully to America as a land where many of the pro-

blems that so profoundly interested him could be even

better studied than in Europe. There were many
obstacles in the way of his crossing the Atlantic. In

1833 he had married the sister of his old college friend,

Braun, and a young family was growing up round him.

The emoluments of his Professorship at Neuchatel were

scanty enough even for his domestic needs, and he always

had scientific work on hand that could not make pro-

gress without money. At last, however, he saw his way
to visit America and pay the expenses of the journey by
lecturing.

It was in the beginning of October 1846 that Agassiz

arrived in Boston. Intending at first merely to make a

lecturing tour, seeing what he could of the country and
the people, but returning eventually to his home and its

duties at Neuchatel, he was gradually led to prolong his

stay in the United States. His pleasant, genial ways, his

captivating enthusiasm as a naturalist, and his activity of

mind and body, gained him many friends ; and at last,

in the early part of 1848, he was offered and accepted the

Chair of Natural History in a scientific school then or-

ganised in connection with Harvard University. Thence-

forward he became an American citizen, and the record

of his life is that of the growth of a remarkable personal

influence which, holding up constantly before the public

the claims of natural science for recognition, carried

away all kinds of obstacles, personal, political, and finan-

cial, and planted firmly in the national mind a deep
respect for scientific worth and the value of scientific

training—an influence too which powerfully affected the

young intellects that came in contact with it, kindling in

them a spirit of brotherly co-operation and emulation in

the study of nature. Without following the details of his

busy and useful career, we may note the frequent excur-

sions to distant regions for the purpose of gaining fresh

materials for study. Thus we find the Professor at one
time navigating the bays and creeks of Lake Superior

;

at another exploring the Florida reefs ; then sailing up
the Amazon and investigating its natural history ; or

dredging among the West Indies ; studying glaciers in

the Straits of Magellan, and voyaging up the western

coast of America to San Francisco. Of these various

expeditions narratives were published giving a pleasant

picture of the life of the naturalists and of the chief

scientific results obtained by them. Turning over the

reports, we every now and then come upon some preg-

nant suggestion, some luminous generalisation, or some
significant deduction, showing how the characteristic

breadth of grasp and clearness of insight had under-
gone no diminution by transference to the New World.

What, for instance, can be more suggestive than the

sentence with which Agassiz begins one of his reports on

these deep-sea dredgings } " From what I have seen of

the deep-sea bottom, I am already led to infer that

among the rocks forming the bulk 'of the stratified crust

of our globe, from the oldest to the youngest formation,

there are probably none which have been formed in very

deep waters." In this conclusion and in his inference

that the oceanic and continental areas have retained from

the beginning the same general positions, he anticipates

some of the most remarkable results of later research.

Again, how prescient was his expectation that the deeper

sea would show relics of older types of life that had

vanished from the shallower waters !

One of the most important of Agassiz's labours in

America was the founding of the Museum of Comparative

Zoology at Cambridge—a museum which should not only

present an orderly reflection of the structure and history

of the whole animal creation, past and present, but which

should contain such ample store of duplicates as to offer

to students unlimited means of practical study, and should

thus become one of the great centres for the radiation of

knowledge throughout the community. To the realisa-

tion of his dream of founding such a museum he devoted

the best energies of the last twenty years of his life, and

lived to see it established and recognised as one of the

great scientific institutions of the world. Full of labours

to the last, happy in the hearty recognition of his scien-

tific contemporaries, happier still in troops of friends in

the Old World and in the New, and soothed by the

tender affection of a loved home circle, Agassiz died on

December 14, 1873.

The memoir which is the subject of this article has

been written by his widow, whom he married in America

after the death of his first wife. It is a most interesting

narrative, bringing before us the man as he was, and,

though making no pretence to appraise his scientific

work, yet giving a graphic picture of the conditions under

which the work was done. A simple boulder from the

glacier of the Aar rests above his grave in the cemetery

at Mount Auburn ; a few sapling pine-trees sent from his

old home in Switzerland throw their shadow over stone

and grass. And no more fitting memorial could have

been added to these tributes of aftection than the story of

his life so simply and gracefully told by Mrs. Agassiz.

Arch. Geikie

OUR BOOK SHELF
Die dusscrcn inechanischcn Werk-ieuge der Thiere. \'on

Vitus Graber. (Leipzig: G. Freytag, 1886.)

This little work appears as the 44th and 45th of a

series which, under the title " Das Wissen der Gegen-

wart," is published at Leipzig. The series embraces

works on Astronomy, Geology, Physics, Biology, as well

as treatises on History, Geography, Philosophy, and Art,

all of which are issued at the extremely low price of one

mark each. The present work consists of two parts, each

of about 220 pages, with illustrations, and treats of the

mechanics of the animal machine. The first part is

concerned with the Vertebrates—where the construction

is more complex—and in eight chapters we have the

first principles of mechanics, so far as they relate to

animals in general, discussed, and then the actions in-

volved in locomotion, prehension, &c., are treated of in
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detail. Tlie second part glances at the same facts, so far

as they are found manifested in the lower animals, more
especially in the Arthropods, Molhisca, and Worms.
Many of the woodcut illustrations are from original

drawings, and of these those representing the muscles
engaged in prehension and mastication are very good.

Animal Life on tlic Fann. By Prof G. T. Brown,
Agricultural Department, Privy Council. (London :

Bradbury and Agnew.)

This is the last of a series of eight convenient hand-
books covering the whole field of agricultural study. Dr.
Masters's " Plant Life on the Farm" is ably followed by
the excellent little book from the pen of Prof Brown ; and
what may at first appear in the light of omissions in a
treatise upon animal life as seen upon farms is at once
corrected by the previously-published account of the live

stock of the farm. Thus, while the subject of crops of

the farm and live stock of the farm were ably treated,

there was still room for more purely scientific writers,

such as Dr. Masters and Prof. Brown, to treat of life more
as biologists than as practical farmers. Accordingly,
what is true of life on the farm is in many respects true

of life in the forest and life in the city ; but this does not
detract from the value of facts about life wherever it may
be found. It was probably an agreeable task to the

writer to put this little volume together. It is full of

matter with which he is very familiar, and which he is

able to present with that admirable clearness and pre-

cision which has always characterised both his oral and
written teaching. Commencing with the two opposite
conditions of life, and death, as abstractions, we are

pleasantly led to the consideration of the beginnings
of life in the egg, and by a natural progress to a
popular, but at the same time accurate, description of

tissues, organs, and functions, which carry the reader
through about two-thirds of the book. The remaining
third is devoted to the peculiarities of domesticated
animals, and in fact becomes more thoroughly specialised

upon the farm. The variability, the precocity, the deli-

cacy, the plasticity of domesticated animals are each
dealt with by a master hand, and illustrated by examples
taken from the experience of breeders and our great
agricultural societies.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\^The Editordoes not liold himselfresponsible/or opinionsexpressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to retjtrn^

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communicatiotis,

[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressjire on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

ofcommunications containinginterestivg and novelfacts.'\

Iridescent Clouds

In a letter published in Nature for January 7 (p. 220), I

tried to describe the appearance of the iridescent clouds as seen
here on the afternoon of December 2S. The phenomenon \>as

repeated on December 29 and 31. On December 30, and again
on January i, tlie sky was overcast, but since then, though I

have looked for them at different times of the day, and especially

about sunrise and sunset, I have seen no further trace of iridescent
clouds.

What struck me as most remarkable about them was, not the
prevalent colour which they have been said to possess (see pp.
199, 219), for I cannot point out any as being peculiar to them,
but the changes of colour undergone, often rapidly, by each
individual cloud. As a record of these changes in the few
instances I am able to give may perhaps help to throw some
light on the nature and origin of these clouds, I trust I may be
excused for occupying so much of your space.
December 29.—3.15 p.m., the sun a few degrees from setting,

light cloud partly covering the sky, heavy snow-clouds near the
horizon. At about 10° north of the sun and at an altitude of

about 25°, there was a small cloud, 5° in length, consisting of

four or five narrow bands nearly parallel to the horizon, all of a

faint, but beautiful, violet colour, j Soon after this, it was hidden

by snow-clouds.

3.44.—This cloud was again visible, showing iridescent colours,

no longer consisting of bands, but oval in form and slightly

inclined to the north. Half a minute later, a branch of the

same form and size, but rather more inclined to the north,

appeared on the right, very faint, but increasing rapidly in

brightness, until it equalled that of the original cloud. The new
branch was at first violet, but in part tinged with rose-colour.

The original cloud soon, however, began to fade, and by 3.47

had disappeared, the remainder being then green, except the

upper edge slightly tinged with pink.

3.50.—The colours almost gone, but I believe the cloud was

at this time covered by a thin haze. At 3.52 the cloud was very

faint, and white.

Fig.l.

3.55.—The colours again appeared, in three bands, blue on
the left (nearest the sun), green in the middle, and on the right

pink. But, immediately, the colours began to change, the blue

and pink to fade, the green band becoming wider and brighter,

until, in a few seconds, the whole cloud was green. It grew
brighter and brighter until, at 3.57, it shone out a pure beautiful

green almost of rainbow-brightness. But, at this moment, the

snow-clouds, which had been rising rapidly, passed over it, and
heavy driving snow began to fall.

. At 4.18 the snow-storm was over, and in nearly the same
place as the cloud just ' described were two small clouds, each
about 5° long, at altitudes of about 20° and 25° respectively.

They were faint, and had a slight trace of indefinite colouring.

By 4.26 they had both disappeared.

4,28.—The two clouds again visible, the lower green, and the

upper rose-coloured. But the clouds began to fade at once, and
a minute later both had disappeared finally, the sky being now,
and continuing, quite clear.
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Besides these there were a few other small clouds, white, atid

of unusual character and brightness, but at no time did I detect

in them any certain trace of colouring.

Deconber 31.—At about 10 a.m,, and for some time after, I

noticed a small coloured cloud, above, but a little to the west of,

the sun, and at an altitude of about 30°. The lower edge was
blue, immediately above this a narrow band of green, the rest

of the cloud being faint, almost colourless, but occasionally

showing a slight yellowish tinge, and at the upper edge a touch

of red.

At sunset there was the most wonderful display. At

4 p.m. in all parts of the sky were bands of light cirrus cloud,

flushed with crimson by the setting sun. In the west, higher

than the cirrus, and shining through them and in the intervals

between, were splendid iridescent clouds, set off .against a back-
ground of blue. I have never yet seen anything to equal the

glory of this sky. It is impossible to describe it, the colours

were so varied and their changes so rapid. I confined my at-

tention, therefore, to the two largest and most beautiful clouds,

and the following is a record of the colours and their variations,

so far as I was able to observe them.
(l) One of these clouds is shown in Fig. i. It was situated

a few degrees south of west, about 20° above the horizon, and
was about 15° in length and 5° in greatest breadth. During the

whole time it seemed stationary, though changing slightly in

Fig.2.

form. It was crossed by beautiful bands of colour, separated

by fairly sharp lines. Sometimes, when the stripes of colour

were narrow, I have included them in one band, to save time in

drawing ; the order being then given from left to right.

4.5p.m.—Fig. I, a. The right end of the cloud hazy. (i)Green,

(2) yellow, orange, red ; (3) blue, green, yellow, red ; (4) red,

with a tinge of purple
; (5) bright purple

; (6) red, green.

4.11.—Fig. I, i5. Both ends hazy, (i) Pink in the haze, blue ;

(2) yellow, green, orange ; (3) green
; (4) red ; (5) blue ; (6) red,

ending in green in the haze.

4.18.—Fig. I, c. The cloud rather longer and narrower than
before, (i) Green; {2) green; (3) yellow, orange ; (4) green ;

(5) red
; (6) green

; (7) red.

4.21.—The orange band 3 beginning to invade the green
band 2.

4.22.— The red band 5 growing brighter.

4.25.—The red and orange bands, 3 and 5, widening, and
becoming the predominant colours of the cloud.

4.27.— Fig. I, d. (i) Light haze; (2) hazy; (3) red; (4)
green; (5) bright red; (6) greenish; (7) orange red. The
general hue of the cloud was at this time reddish orange, the red
and orange bands being much brighter than the rest.

4.30.—Fig. I, c. The outline hazy, (i) Haze; (2) red: (3)
reddish orange

; (4) red.

4.32.--Fig. I,/, (i) Thin haze; (2) not quite so bright as
belote, but all of a deep rose-colour.

4- 34-— I'he rose-coloured part had a slight tinge of purple,
which, tWi) minutes later, had become more marked, but rising
clouds now stopped further observation.

(2) The other cloud was in a west-south-west direction, about
10° above the horizon, and partly hidden by a bank, which
served, however, to show how slightly the cloud altered its

position.

4.7 p.m.—Fig. 2, a. (i) Green ; (2) orange red; (3) light

green
; (4) violet. All these colours very bright.

4- 13-—The colours had changed, so that the general hue of
the cloud was blue.

4.14.—Fig. 2, b. (i) Orange; (2) bright blue; (3) violet.

The right edge hazy.

4.16.—The left side bhte, the right violet, with a narrow pink
band on the lower edge,

4- 17.—The greater part of the cloud a very bright light blue,

violet on the right, pink on the upper edge towards the left.

4.22.—Very faint and bluish.

4.25.—The cloud smaller, and bluish-green, but still faint.

4.26.—Green, and brighter.

4.29.— Fig. 2, c. The whole cloud much brighter, though
not so bright as when first seen. (l) Reddish; (2) green;

(3) reddish.

4.34.—Ihe cloud the same shape as at 4.29, and the whole of
it orange-coloured. After this moment it was hidden by heavy
clouds.

Beside the two clouds above described, and several othev
smaller ones similar to them, there was visible in the west, at

4.26, along narrow band of cloud (about 20° long and 3° or 4°

broad), parallel to the horizon, and of a distinctly violet colour

throughout. Ch-\rles D.-wison
Sunderland, January 12

Parallel Roads in Norway

In Mr. Hansen's account of the terrace formation of Central

Norway he discards the sea theory of their origin, as well as the

detrital dam, the local glacier theory, and also that of Prof.

Prestwich, of landslips. The cause he ascribes to rests in the

passage of the inland ice seawards, allowing lakes to form in the

watershed while ice remained in the valleys seaward. Does this

idea not reverse the order of Nature ? Would it not be far

simpler, more reasonable, and more in accordance with the laws

of Nature to conclude that ice would remain in the highest

valleys of the country longest, and that the parallel roads or

terraces arc the ice margins or lateral moraines where the ice

rested after the most intense glaciation ceased, while the surplus

passed over the cols, and the passage seaward w.as more or less

retarded by the configuration of the country ? The Lochaber
roads are mostly composed of the usu.al glacial stuff of the dis-

trict, it is neither washed as lake margins or sea beaches. The
only water-washed material seems to have run down from the

hills above, before glaciation ceased, and vegetation covered the

surface. The roads are neither strictly parallel or horizontal,

and just what might be expected to be formed by ice lying for a

long time in a valley when the g'^owth did not greatly e.tceed

the waste and the motion w.as slow. J.\MES Melvin
Edinburj^h

Dew
Haying read with interest the abstract in Nature ot

January 14 (p. 256) of Mr. Aitken's observations on dew, I

noted attentively during a walk this morning the behaviour of

the hoar-frost as deposited on different objects. The morning

was fine and frosty after a clear cold night. There was a

copious deposit of hoar-frost upon the grass, upon the upper side

of wooden rails, and upon the topmost twigs of the bushes in

the tall hedges (6 to 8 feet high), but the lower twigs in the

hedges had little or none. On stones in the road, as Mr.

Aitken observes, there was little hoar-frost on the upper surface,

only lines of ice crystals along the salient angles, but their under

surfaces were thickly covered. With the loose heaps of broken

stones by the road-sides the case was diff'erent : here the upper-

most stones were thickly coated with frost on their upper sur-

face, but had little on their lower surface ; the stones underneath

the uppermost layer, on the contrary, were coated with hoar-

frost on their under, but not on their upper, surfaces. The
hollow " cat's ice " on the road-side puddles, where previously
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unbroken, was copiously coated with ice crystals above, but only

scantily underneath ; but where the ice had been broken so that

the cavity beneath it had communicated freely with the open

air, the crop of ice crystals was equally copious on both sides.

A large hollow iron roller, 24 inches in diameter, had a copious

crop of ice crystals on the upper surface, but little on the sides.

Underneath, however, it had a coating of ice which extended

about an inch from the point at which it rested on the earth,

and then ended abruptly.

These observations seem to show that for the formation of

hoar-frost, and inferentially also of dew, upon solid bodies, two

factors are necessary, viz. (i) a sufficient cooling of the bodies

by radiation below the temperature of the surrounding air ; and

(2) a supply of watery vapour in the air ; and that within

certain limits an excess of one of these factors may compensate

for a deficiency of the other. Thus upon the top twigs, on the

uppermost stones in the heaps, and on the upper surface of the

iron roller—all these bodies being freely exposed to radiation,

and not directly connected with the warm earth—a copious

deposit of hoar-frost took place ; and this deposit, it is to be

remarked, must have been condensed from the vapour diffused

in the layers of air in contact with those bodies, and not from

that issuing from the earth. Vapour from the ground could not

pass through the impervious iron roller to reach the upper

surface ; it may indeed be supposed to have passed round the

circumference, but the sides of the roller were, as I have said,

comparatively free from hoar-frost. On the other hand, the

under sides of the stones, and of the roller, though to a consider-

able extent protected from radiation, had on them a deposit of

ice, seemingly condensed, as Mr. Aitken supposes, from the

vapour exhaled from the comparatively warm ground beneath

them.
The scantier deix>sit of hoar-frost upon the under surface of

the "cat's ice" when unbroken than when broken is, I

presume, due to the more rapid cooling of the ice when the

space beneath it communicates with the open air, than when
closed. II. F. P.

January 19

Clouds and Upper Wind-Currents over the Atlantic
Doldrums

The first of the two following weather sections across the

Atlantic doldrums was taken in June and July last on board
the s.s. Toiigariro, during her voyage from Rio Janeiro to

Teneriffe.

Practically clouds in these latitudes may be taken as belonging
to three levels : a small cumulus, low down ; a middle layer of

some stratiform cloud ; and a high-level cirrus. Any one of these

may appear by itself, or all may be present simultaneously.

The depth of the various air-currents which drive these clouds,

I take to be of great importance in any general theory of the
circulation of the atmosphere in the equatorial regions.

Space will not permit me to give 'here the details of each
day's observations, but the results may be briefly stated thus :

South of the equator, the low or middle clouds over the south-

cast trade, which we picked up in 10° S. lat., invariably came
from some point to the right of the surface-wind, when you stood
with your back to it, i.e. if the surface-wind was south-east the
clouds would drive from about east-south-east. This is the
usual rotation of upper currents in the southern hemisphere.

But, north of the Line, when for reasons which cannot be
discussed here, the south-east trade did not turn to south-west,
as might have been expected, the upper currents continued to

follow the rotation of the southern, and not that of the northern
hemisphere, that is to say, the upper currents over the south-
east surface-wind continued to come from some more easterly

point. In the " doldrums," also, which extended from about
8° to 13° N., the same rule obtained, and the middle cloud-layer
over some "cat's-paws" of south-east wind drove from the
east.

In the north-east trade T only got one unsatisfactory observa-
tion in 22' N. , 19° W., which gave a middlelayer of north-north-
east wind over an east-north-east surface trade. This is contrary
to what might have been expected.
The second section was taken in December last on board the

s.s. Drummoitd Castle, during part of her voyage between Lis-
bon and Cape Town, with much better appliances for observing
clouds than on my former voyage.

In the north-east trade, from 30° N. lat. down to the doldrums
in 5° N., the upper layers of cloud invariably came from some

point to the left of the surface-wind. When you stood with

your back to it, i.e. if the surface-wind was from north-east, the

higher clouds would come from east, or south-east, or even south

by west. This is the usual rotation of upper wind-currents in

the northern hemisphere. As far north as 20° N. the middle
clouds came from south by west, and in 10' N. this current had
descended to the level of the low cumulus, and the middle clouds

drove from west.

But as we touched the doldrums in 5° N., a totally different

wind-system became apparent. Over the oily calm of that

district I could just detect, through the universal haze and gloom,

a middle current from the east ; and when, in a few hours, we
picked up the south-west monsoon of the Gulf of Guinea, here

coming from south by we^t, the low clouds drove from south-

east. This continued till we reached the Line, and the single

observation which I got of high cirrus in 1° N. lat. showed an
easterly current at that level. Thus, for 8° N. of the equator

the rotation of the upper winds was that proper to the southern

hemisphere, for south-east and east were over a south-west sur-

face-wind instead of west or north-west, as might have been
expected. This is the more curious, because the surface-wind

has the south-west set proper to the northern hemisphere.

But the greatest interest of this last observation is to be
found in the extraordinary analogy which the wind-system over

the Gulf of Guinea presents to the wind-system over the north-

west monsoon in the Indian Ocean, which I discovered last

spring, and described in a letter to Nature of October 29, 1885

(p. 624). In that region I found that as the north-east monsoon
crosses the Line and turns to the north-west, the upper currents

are those proper to the northern hemisphere, that is to say the

low and high layers of cloud come from north and east respec-

tively. Now we see that both in the Gulf of Guinea and mid-
Atlantic, as the south-east trade crosses the Line, it carries the

rotation of the higher currents, proper to itself, up to the

doldrums.
After crossing the equator in the Drummond Castle the wind

turned to south by east or south-south-east, and as far as 18° S.

,

beyond which we need not follow them, the upper currents were
either identical in direction with the surface-wind, or else a very

little more easterly—that is, they followed the normal rotation of

their hemisphere.

In conclusion, I may point out another very important result

of these observations as far as they have gone yet :—The highest

current between the equator and the doldrums is always from
some point near the east, whatever the westerly set of the sur-

face-wind may be. I have had no opportunity of estimating

the velocity of this current, but the impression on my mind has

been that it is not apparently very rapid, though, of course, the

height is very considerable. Ralph Abercromby
Cape Town, December iS, 18S5

Ventilation

Having read your late article on ventilation, and letters

referring thereto, I think it may be of interest to your readers

to know something of what we have done in this quarter. Since

the year 1877 we have had in Dundee a num.ber of schools and
other buildings ventilated and heated by propelling large volumes
of heated air into the rooms with a small-power engine.

The system, as now generally introduced, is as follows :

—

Rotaiy air-pumps, or a Blackroan air-propeller, driven by a
small gas-engine, are placed in the basement floor. The air is

conducted thither by flues from an altitude of 30 feet, so as to

be as free from dust and other impurities as possible. This cold

air is discharged into large wooden flues under the ground floor,

which are painted with asbestos paint. Running parallel to

these flues are others containing hot-water high-pressure pipes,

about 1 5 inches in diameter. These hot flues are divided into

air-tight sections, suitable for the heating of the different rooms.

The air from the cold flue passes into the difterent sections of

the hot flue, from which again it passes out, heated, into the

different rooms, about 5 feet from the floor, by long and narrow
flues, so that it may be well diffused. Each room has its own
exhaust-flue or flues, reaching within l| feet of the floor, and
passing into the space between the upper-floor ceiling and the

roof. This space is made into a large flue, into which all the

foul air from the difterent rooms passes. On the roof there are

constructed one or more square shafts, with fixed louvre boards

on each of the four sides. Inside the louvres are fixed valve-

frames covered with a large number of light waterproof cloth
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valves, which prevent the air passini^ inwards. There are always

one or more sides on which the wind does not blow, allowing

the foul air free egress from within out. Some of the school

buildings where this system has been introduced are having as

much air passed through them as will refill the rooms every 10

or 15 minutes.

This system, as explained, can be seen in operation at the

chemical laboratory of the Dundee University College, the

Harris Academy, Dundee, and at the Dundee High Schools,

the directors of which are introducing the system into another

large new school for girls, which is to be opened in a few

months. WlLLL^M CUiNNINGHAM
Dundee, January 12

A Family of Rare Java Snakes

At the Zoological Gardens, on Saturday, the gih inst., a

rather rare "Green -Tree Snake" {Dyyiophis prasi?m), from

Java, produced eight snakelings under circumstances which tend

to confirm recent observations regarding the uncertain period of

gestatii/n in snakes, otherwise the voluntary retention or deposi-

tion of their eggs or even their young. The mother was brought
to the Reptihum five months ago (August 15), and allowing two
months for her transportation from Java, it must be at least

seven months since she was captured and separated from her
mate. The normal period of gestation in a snake of this size

may be about three months, but incubation, which begins at once,

would in all snakes seem to depend a good deal on temperature

and on other propitious circumstances ; nor can it be positively

asserted that such or such a species is invariably oviparous or vivi-

parous, as in several instances the same snake has been known
to be both

—

i.e. under certain conditions an oviparous snake has
become viviparous. In sunny weather a high temperature is

obtained in the cages where this snake is ; and it is probable

that the late cold season may have materially affected this

Dryiophis. It is probable that, lacking the dense foliage of her
! native forests, together with these adverse conditions of her

small glass dwelling, she retained her progeny until the latest

moment.
The snakelings average 20 inches in length. The mother is

I
over 5 feet, and like all the family of whip-snakes is exceedingly

slender, with the long tail t.apering to a cord-like fineness. She

I
is of a bright emerald green, while the little ones are of a dull

ashy hue, with tongues of the same colour ; the mother's tongue
is pinkish. The parent has fed well on small lizards during her
captivity, but it is to be feared that the little family will fare

badly, as at the present lime suitable food is difficult to procure.

They were at once removed into another cage, or their mother
might have reduced their numbers at dinner-time. They soon
found their way to the water-pan and drank freely, and began to

cast their skins at an early day.

Catherine C. Hopley
15, Queen's Crescent, Haverstock Hill, N.W.

Vibration of Telegraph-"Wires

I NOTICED to-day a curious vibration of telegraph-wires near
here, and perhaps some reader of Nature may be able to

explain it. Each wire was vibrating rapidly, but instead of the

nodes being only at each post, there were several in each
span (of about 88 yards). The number of nodes varied in

«aeh span ; I counted seven in one, nor did the wires vibrate

together as a rule. In soir.e spans four out of five wires were
vibrating, and in others only one. The total amplitude of

vibration did got exceed I J inches, I should think. I noticed
this peculiar action in some five or six contiguous spans only.

There was a very hard frost at the time, and the wires were
coated with snow which had fallen some thirty-six hours
previously. There was no wind, and the sun was just breaking
through a fog. The wire was galvanised iron. No. 8 B.W.G.

E. DE M. Malan
Howden, East Yorkshire, Januaiy 19

HEREDITARY STATURE^
T T will perhaps be recollected that, at the meeting last
'• autumn of the British Association in Aberdeen, I

chose for my Presidential Address to the Anthropological

s to the Anthropological

Section a portion of the wide subject of " Hereditary
Stature." My inquiries were at that time advanced only
to a certain stage, but they have since been completed up
to a well-defined resting-place, and it is to their principal

net results that I shall ask your attention to-night.

I am, happily, released from airy necessity of fatiguing

you with details, or of imposing on myself the almost
impossible task of explaining a great deal of technical
work in popular language, because all these details have
just been laid before the Royal Society, and will in due
course appear in their Proceedings. They deal with ideas

that are perfectly simple in themselves, but many of which
are new and most are unfamiliar, and therefore difficult to

apprehend at once. My work also required to be tested

and cross-tested by mathematical processes of a very tech-

nical kind, dependent in part on new problems, for the

solution of which I have been greatly indebted to the
friendly aid of Mr. J. D. Hamilton Dickson, Fellow and
Tutor of St. Peter's College, Cambridge. I shall there-

fore quite disembarrass myself on the present occasion
from the sense of any necessity of going far into explana-
tions, referring those who wish thoroughly to understand
the grounds upon which my results are based, to the
forthcoming memoir in the Proceediiios of the Royal
Society, and to that amplified and illustrated extract from
my Address at .Aberdeen, accompanied by tabular data,

which appeared among the " Miscellanea "of the Journal
of this Institute last November.
The main problem I had in view was to solve the fol-

lowing question. Given a group of men, all of the same
stature, whatever that stature may be,— it is required to

be able to predict two facts regarding their brothers,

their sons, their nephews, and their grandchildren, re-

spectively, namely, _/frj/, what will be their average height

;

secondly, what will be the percentage of those kinsmen
whose statures wall range between any two heights we
may please to specify ;—as between 6 feet and 6 feet

1 inch, 6 feet I inch and 6 feet 2 inches, &c. ?

The same problem admits of another rendering, be-

cause whatever is statistically certain in a large number is

the most probable occurrence in a small one, so we may
phrase it thus : Given a man of known stature, and ig-

noring every other fact, what will be the most probable
average height of his brothers, sons, nephews, grand-
children, &c., respectively, and what proportion of them
will most probably range between any two heights we
may please to specify ?

I have solved this problem with completeness in a

practical sense. No doubt my formula; admit of exten-

sion to include influences of a minor kind, which I am
content to disregard, and that more exact and copious

observations may slightly correct the values of the con-

stants I use ; but I believe that for the general purposes
of understanding the nearness of kinship in stature that

subsists betw-een relations in different degrees, the

problem is solved.

It is needless to say that I look upon this inquiry into

stature as a representative one. The peculiarities of

stature are that the paternal and maternal contributions

blend freely, and that selection, whether under the aspect

of marriage selection or of the survival of the fittest,

takes little account of it. My results are presumably
true, with a few further reservations, of all qualities or

faculties that possess these characteristics.

Average Statures.—The solution of the problem as

regards the average height of the kinsmen proves to be
almost absurdly simple, and not only so, but it is ex-

plained most easily by a working model that altogether

supersedes the trouble of calculation. I exhibit one of

these : it is a large card ruled with horizontal lines i inch

apart, and numbered consecutively in feet and inches,

the value of 5 feet S inches lying about half way up. A
pin-hole is bored near the left-hand margin at a height

corresponding to 5 feet Z\ inches. A thread secured at
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the back of the card is passed through the hole ; when it

is stretched it serves as a pointer, moving in a circle

with the pin-hole as a centre. Five vertical lines are

drawn down the card at the following distances, niea-

siucd horizontally from the pin-hole : i inch, 2 inches,

3 inches, 6 inches, and 9 inches. For brevity I will call

these lines I., II., III., VI., and IX. respectively. This
completes the instrument. To use it : Hold the stretched

thread so that it cuts IX. at the point where the reading of

the horizontal lines corresponds to the stature of the

given group. Then the point where the string cuts \'I.

will show the average height of all their brothers ; where
it cuts III. will be the average height of the sons ;

where
it cuts II. will be the average height of the nephews ; and
where it cuts I. will be the average height of the grand-
children. These same divisions will serve for the con-

verse kinships ; VI., obviously so; III., son to a parent
;

II., nephew to an uncle; I., grandson to a grandfather.

Another kinship can begot from VI., namely, that between
" mid-parent " and son. By " mid-parental " height I mean
the average of the two statures : {a) the height of the

father, {b) the transmuted height of the mother. This
process, I may say, is fully justified by the tables already

printed in our Journal, to which I have referred. It is a

rather curious fact that the kinship between a given mid-
parent and a son should appear from my statistics to be of

e.\actly the same degree of nearness as that between a

given man and his brother. Lastly, if we transmute the

stature of kinswomen to their male equivalents by multi-

plying them after they are reduced to inches, by I'oS, or

say, very roughly, by adding at the rate of i inch for every

foot,' the instrument will deal with them also.

You will notice that the construction of this instrument
is based on the existence of what I call " regression

"

towards the level of mediocrity (which is 5 feet 84 inches),

not only in the particular relationship of mid-parent to

son, and which was the topic of my Address at Aberdeen,
but in every other degree of kinship as well. For every

unit that the stature of any group of men of the same
height deviates upwards or downwards from the level of

mediocrity as above, their brothers will on the average
deviate only two-thirds of a unit, their sons one-third,

their nephews two-ninths, and their grandsons one-ninth.

In remote degrees of kinship, the deviation will become
zero ; in other words, the distant kinsmen of the group
will bear no closer likeness to them than is borne by any
group of the general population taken at random.
The rationale of the regression from father to son is

due (as was fully explained in the Address) to the double
source of the child's heritage. It comes partly from a

remote and numerous ancestry, who are on the whole
like any other sample of the past population, and therefore

mediocre, and it comes partly only from the person of the

parent. Hence the parental peculiarities are transmitted
in a diluted form, and the child tends to resemble, not
his parents, but an ideal ancestor who is always more
mediocre than the)'. The rationale of the regression
from a known man to his unknown brother is due to a

compromise between two conflicting probabilities ; the

one that the unknown brother should differ little from the

known man, the other that he should differ little from the

mean of his race. The result can be mathematically
shown to be a ratio of regression that is constant for ail

statures. The results of observation accord with, and
are therefore confirmed by, this calculation.

Variability above and beloiv the Mea?i Stature.—Here
the net result of a great deal of laborious work proves, as
in the previous case, to be extremely simple, and to be
very easily expressed by a working model. .'\ set of five

scales can be constructed, such as I exhibit, one appro-
priate to each of the lines ]., II., III., and VI., and
suitable for any position on these lines. They are so
divided that when the centres of the scales are brought
opposite to the points crossed by the thread, in the way

already explained, we shall see from the divisions on the

scales what are the limits of stature between which suc-

cessive batches of the kinsmen, each batch containing 10

per cent, of their whole number, will be included. Smaller
divisions indicate the 5 per cent, limits. The extreme
upper and extreme lower limits are perforce left indefinite.

Each of the scales I give deals completely with nine-

tenths of the observations, but the upper and lower ; per
cent, of the group, or the remaining one-tenth, have only
their inner limits defined.

The divisions on the movable scales that are appro-
priate to the several lines VI., III., II. and I., are given

in the table, where they are carried one long step further

than I care to recommend in use.

'er-cent=. ofiii-

luded statures
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anarchy the more perfect is its sway. Let a large sample
of chaotic elements be taken and marshaled in order of

their magnitudes, and then, however wildly irregular they

appeared, an unsuspected and most beautiful form of re-

gularity proves to have been present all along. Arrange
the statures side by side in order of their magnitudes, and
the tops of the marshaled row will form a beautifully

flowing curve of invariable proportions ; each man will

find, as it were, a preordained niche, just at the right

height to fit him, and if the class-places and statures of

any two men in the row are known, the stature that will

be found at every other class-place, except towards the

e.xtreme ends, can be predicted with much precision.

It will be seen from the large values of the ratios of

regression how speedily all peculiarities that are pos-

sessed by any single individual to an exceptional extent,

and which blend freely together with those of his or her

spouse,- tend to disappear. A breed of exceptional

animals, rigorously selected and carefully isolated from
admixture with others of the same race would become
shattered by even a brief period of opportunity to marry
freely. It is only those breeds that blend imperfectly

with others, and especially such of these as are at the

same time prepotent, in the sense of being more frequently

transmitted than their competitors, that seem to have a

chance of maintaining themselves when marriages are not

rigorously controlled—as indeed they never are, except by
professional breeders. It is on these grounds that I hail

the appearance of every new and valuable type as a

fortunate and most necessary occurrence in the forward
progress of evolution. The precise way in which a new
type comes into existence is untraced, but we may well sup-

pose that the different possibilities in the groupings of

some such elements as those to which the theory of pan-

genesis refers, under the action of a multitude of petty

causes that have no teleological significance, may always
result in a slightly altered, and sometimes in a distinctly

new and fairly stable, position of equilibrium, and which,

like every other peculiarity, admits of hereditary trans-

mission. The general idea of this process is easy enough
to grasp, and is analogous to many that we are familiar

with, though the precise procedure is beyond our ken.

As a matter of fact, we have experience of frequent in-

stances of " sports," useful, harmful, and indifferent, and
therefore presumably without teleological intent. They
are also of various degrees of heritable stability. These
form fresh centres, towards which some at least of the

offspring have an evident tendency to revert. By refusing

to blend freely with other forms, the most peculiar ''sports"

admit of being transmitted almost in their entirety, with

no less frequency than if they were not exceptional. Thus
a grandchild, as we have seen, regresses on the aver-

age one-ninth. Suppose the grandfather's peculiarity

refused to blend with those of the other grandparents,
then the chance of his grandson inheriting that pecu-
liarity in its entirety would be as one to nine ; and, so

far as the new type might be prepotent over the other

possible heritages, so far would the chance of its reap-
pearance be increased. On the other hand, if the pecu-
liarity did not refuse to blend, and if it was exceptional
in magnitude, the chance of inheriting it to its full extent

would be extremely small. The probability (easily to be
calculated for any given instance by the " probability

integral " tables) might even be many thousand times
smaller. I will give for an example a by no means ex-

treme case. Suppose a large group of men, all of 6 feet

S inches in height, the statures of whose wives are hap-
hazard, then it can be shown that out of every thousand
of the sons not more than one on an average will rival or
surpass the height of his father. This consideration is

extremely important in its bearing on the origin of species.

I feel the greatest difficulty in accounting for the esta-

blishment of a new breed in a state of freedom by slight

selective influences, unless there has been one or more

abrupt changes of type, leading step by step to the new
form.

It will be of interest to trace the connection between
what has been said about hereditary stature and its

application to hereditary ability. Considerable differ-

ences have to be taken into account and allowed for.

First, after making large allowances for the occasional

glaring cases of inferiority on the part of the wife to her
eminent husband, I adhere to the view I expressed long since

as the result of much inquiry, historical and otherwise, that

able men select those women for their wives who on the

average are not mediocre women, and still less inferior

women, but those who are decidedly above mediocrity.

Therefore, so far as this point is concerned, the average
regression in the son of an able man would be less than

one-third. Secondly, very gifted men are usually of

marked individuality, and consequently of a special type.

Whenever this type is a stable one, it does not blend

easily, but is transmitted almost unchanged, so that

specimens of very distinct intellectual heredity frequently

occur. Thirdly, there is the fact that men who leave

their mark on the world are very often those who, being

gifted and full of nervous power, are at the same time

haunted and driven by a dominant idea, and are therefore

within a measurable distance of lunacy. This weakness
will probably betray itself in disadvantageous forms

among their descendants. Some will be eccentric, others

feeble-minded, others nervous, and some may be down-
right mad.

It will clear our views about hereditary ability if we
apply the knowledge gained by our inquiry to solve some
hypothetical problem. It is on that ground that I offer

the following one. Suppose that in some new country it

is desired to institute an Upper House of Legislature

consisting of life-peers, in which the hereditary principle

shall be largely represented. The principle of insuring

this being that two-thirds of the members shall be elected

out of a class who possess specified hereditary qualifica-

tions, the question is, What reasonable plan can be

suggested of determining what those qualifications should

be?
In framing an answer, we have to keep the following

principles steadily in view :—(i) The hereditary qualifi-

cations derived from a single ancestor should not be

transmitted to an indefinite succession of generations,

but should lapse after, say, the grandchildren. (2) All

sons and daughters should be considered as standing on

an equal footing as regards the transmission of hereditary

qualifications. (3) It is not only the sons and grandsons

of ennobled persons who should be deemed to have

hereditary qualifications, but also their brothers and

sisters, and the children of these. (4) Men who earn

distinction of a high but subordinate rank to that of the

nobility, and whose wives had hereditary qualifications,

should transmit those qualifications to their children. I

calculate roughly and very doubtfully, because many
things have to be considered, that there would be about

twelve times as many persons hereditarily qualified to be

candidates for election as there would be scats to fill. A
considerable proportion of these would be nephews, whom
I should be very sorry to omit, as they are twice as

near in kinship as grandsons. One in twelve seems a

reasonably severe election, quite enough to draft off the

eccentric and incompetent, and not too severe to dis-

courage the ambition of the rest. I have not the slightest

doubt" that such a selection out of a class of men who
would be so rich in hereditary gifts of ability, would

produce a body of men at least as highly gifted by nature

as could be derived by ordinary parliamentary election

from the whole of the rest of the nation. They would be

reared in family traditions of high public services. Their

ambitions, shaped by the conditions under which here-

ditary qualifications could be secured, would be such as

to encourage alliances with the gifted classes. They
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would be widely and closely connected with the people,

;ind they would to all appearance—but who can speak
with certainty of the effects of any paper constitution—
form a vigorous and effective aristocracy.

DEPOSITS OF THE NILE DELTA
T N a previous communication I referred to the probabi-
' lity that the lower portion of the Delta borings belongs
to the Pleistocene and Isthmian deposit which underlies
the modern Nile mud, and which has been recognised as

an important formation by nearly all geologists who have
studied the Nile Valley. 1 now propose to state shortly
some objections to the generalisations of the Report on
the Nile borings with reference to the causes assigned
for the comparative purity of the waters of the Nile, and
the character of its sediment, viz. that the former is due
to its flowing through a rainless country, and that the
latter is derived from the decay of rocks in this rainless

area, and this decay produced not by " chemical agencies,"
but by "mechanical forces," namely, the "unequal ex-

pansion" of the constituent minerals under the influence
of heat and cold, aided by " the force of the wind."

It is scarcely necessary to premise that neither the
water nor the mud of the Nile can be derived from the
rainless district through which the river llows, but from
the well-watered regions of interior Africa. The White
Nile, which carries scarcely any sediment, is a somewhat
constant stream, draining a country of lakes, swamps, and
forests. The Blue or Dark Nile and the Atbara drain
the mountainous country of Abyssinia, deluged with rain
in the wet season, and it is these streams, swollen by
violent inundations, that supply the Nile with its sedi-

ment, the quantity of fresh material carried into the
river below the confluence of the Atbara being very small,

as the results of the microscopic study of the sediment
sufficiently proves, and I can testify from my own exami-
nations of the Nile mud, that its composition, as stated
by Prof Judd, is essentially the same along the course of

the Nile as in the upper layers of the Delta borings,
tliough with some local differences in the fineness of tlie

sand and the proportion of argillaceous matter. Thus
both the water of the inundations and the material of the
alluvial deposit come from a region of copious rains, and
where decay of rocks may be supposed to proceed under
the ordinary conditions.

What then is the cause of the freedom of the Nile
water from saline matter .' Simply its derivation from a
country of siliceousand crystalline rocks. If,instead ofcom-
paring it with the water of the Thames and other streams
draining sedimentary districts, it had been compared
with that of the lakes and streams of the Scottish High-
lands (by no means rainless districts) this would have
been apparent. Dr. Sterry Hunt has described and
referred to its true cause a fact of the same kind in the
case of the Ottawa and St. Lawrence. The former, rising
in a region of crystalline rocks, has little more than one-
third of the saline matter in solution that is found in the
latter, which drains principally a sedimentary country.
The proportions in 10,000 parts are, for the Ottawa, only
06116, and for the St. Lawrence, r6o55.i

But it may be asked. Why in that case is the Nile mud
so deficient in kaolin } The answer is, that the current
of the river is sufficiently strong to wash out all the more
finely comminuted argillaceous matter and to cari-y it in

its turbid waters to the sea. In connection with this,

every voyager on the falling Nile must have observed
how the mud-banks arc constantly falling as they are
undermined by the river, and their material carried down
to be redeposited. This work goes on even more ener-
getically in the time of the inundations. Thus any given
quantity of sediment on its way from Abyssinia to the

' Log.ln's ' Geology of Canad,-^," i?65, p. 565.

Delta is lixiviated thousands of times, and necessarily

deprived of its lighter and finer constituents.

But the quantity of kaolin need not originally have been
large. The older gneisses and schists do not kaolinise

after the manner of Cornish granites, but, when decom-
posed so as readily to crumble into sand, they still con-
tain much of their more refracting felspar in a perfect

state.

These facts are farther illustrated by the agricultural

qualities of the Nile alluvium, as they have been ex-

plained by Schweinfurth and others. If the alluvial soil

were a stiff clay, it would be practically incapable of cul-

tivation in the circumstances of Egypt. If it were mere
quartzose sand, it would be hopelessly barren. It is, in

fact, an impalpable sand, highly absorbent of water,
crumbling readily when moistened, and containing not

merely quartz but particles of various silicates and of

aixUite and dolomite, which, though unaltered when
under water, are gradually dissolved by the carbonic acid
present in the cultivated soil, yielding alkalies, phos-
phates, &c., to the crops. In connection with this, recent

microscopic examinations by Dr. Bonney of the old crys-

talline rocks of Assouan, which are probably similar to

those farther north, show that, like those of Canada and
Norway, they contain numerous crystals of apatite.

As to the mechanical action of the heat of the sun on
crystalline rocks, any one who examines the polished

surfaces still retained by monuments which in Upper
Egypt have been exposed to this influence for thousands
of years, must be convinced that no disintegration of
this kind occurs. The only evidence of such actions that

1 have been able to find is the chipping of little circular

disks from the exposed sides of nodules of flint on the

surface of the desert. Granitic rocks decay, however, in

Egypt, as elsewhere, where they are exposed to moisture
from the soil, or where, as at Alexandria, they are subjected

to the influence of frequent rains and of saline particles

cai'ried from the sea. In this connection I may add that

Hague, in a jiaper in Scic/ict- on the decay of the New
York obelisk, shows that it had probably suffered (as,

according to Wigner, that in London has also done) from
atmospheric action before its removal from Alexandria,
and that this decay has been greatly increased by the

alternations of moisture and frost to which it is subjected

in New York.'

At -Assouan, in a climate at present rainless, or nearly
so, I was surprised to find that the surface of the gneiss

and crystalline schists was in many places decayed to the

depth of several feet, so that it was impossible to obtain

fresh specimens except from the railway cuttings. This
may be due to the action of water and carbon dioxide

oozing through the ground, but is more probably a result

of more humid climatal conditions in former ages.

1 hope at a future date to pursue these interesting

questions farther ; but in the meantime I shall be content
if it has been shown that Egypt owes the advantage of

pure, sweet water to the fact that it drinks of mountain
streams which the rainless character of its own climate

merely preserves from pollution by the drainage of the

Cretaceous and Tertiary beds, and that its rich alluvial

soil has not been produced by any mechanical action of

an exceptional nature, but by the ordinary atmospheric
agencies of denudation.
These conclusions, as well as those stated in my

previous letter, respecting the depth of the modern
alluvium and its relation to the well-known Pleistocene

formation which underlies it, could be confirmed by the

testimony of most geologists who have studied the valley

of the Nile, and more especially of Lartet, Fraas, and
Schweinfurth. I hope that as now stated, how-ever im-

perfectly, they may suffice to induce the Committee
materially to modify its Report, or to postpone its publi-
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cation until those members of the Royal Society who
have studied the geology of Egypt can have opportunity

to discuss it fully. J. WlI.LIAM Dawson
December 28, 1885

NOTES ON THE " MUIR GLAC/ER" OF
ALASKA

IN a recent number of Nature (vol. .\x.\ii. p. 162)

an abstract is made of a San Francisco newspaper
account of the " Great Glacier" of Alaska. This account

is not very accurate, and as I spent a few hours on this

glacier during a flying visit to Alaska in the summer of

1884, I think my observations may be worth recording.

I have heard that some desciiptions by American ob-

servers have already been published, but have not been
able to procure them. However, as tliere are one or two
features to which it may be useful to draw the attention

of future explorers in this region, I will give my observa-
tions just as I made them, and apologise beforehand if

they should be found to overlap those of others.

On August I, 1884, I took passage from Victoria, Van-
couver Island, on the steamer—on this occasion the

Ancoi! —which carries the monthly mail from ports on
Puget Sound to Sitka, Alaska, and eight days later we
steamed up the long fiord known as " Glacier Bay,"
which opens into the Chilcoot Inlet, being then not far

from latitude 59" N. and longitude 136^ W. of Greenwich.
On either side of us high snow-capped mountains

bordered the fiord, and in their recesses we could see

glaciers of all sizes. One large mass filled a deep valley

on our left, and reached nearly down to the sea, being
apparently only separated from it by a ridge of moraine

;

and everywhere little patches of blue rested in all the

coulees near the mountain-tops, and showed by their trail

of bare striated rocks and long strings of moraine how
much further they must recently have extended.

Here and there a small island rose above the waters of
the fiord, and, by its bare rounded outline and moiiton-

nieii surface, gave evidence that it, too, had once been
overspread by the ice. The Indians say that one of these

islands which is now above a mile distant from the Great
Glacier, was embedded in the ice during their recollection,

and I was told that early Russian charts of the coast do
not show this fiord at all, but make note of a line of ice

cliffs near its present entrance ; but though the fiord

has undoubtedly been at one time filled with ice, I cannot
think that the period was so recent as this would indicate.

All round us the waters of the bay were strewn with
masses of floating ice of beautiful colour and fantastic

outline, but none were large. Right ahead, a gleam-
ing wall of ice rose up out of the water and com-
pletely blocked the fiord, extending with a slight outward
bulge from shore to shore. This was the " Great Glacier,"

or the " Muir Glacier," of Alaska.
In the account in Nature it is stated that the height of

the ice-wall is 500 feet, but I think this is an exaggeration.
The master of our steamer thought its highest point
might reach 450 feet ; my own estimate would place it

much lower even than this. Where I stood beneath it on
the eastern shore I do not think it was more than 240 feet

high, judging from the better-known height of an abutting
cliff of sand and gravel presently to be described ; but as
the upper surface of the glacier appeared to be slightly

domed, so as to be highest in the centre of the bay and
lowest near the mountains, 1 should say that near the
middle of the fiord the cliffs might be nearly 100 feet

higher than where I stood
; but in my opinion they nowhere

exceeded 350 feet.

The breadth of this ice-wall was about three miles. Huge
masses were constantly splitting from it and sliding down
into the sea with a loud dull roar. As they slid they
raised a white dust-like cloud, and when they fell into the
water great waves leaped in upon them and dashed high

up the ice clift", rebounding and causing every now and
again a broad deep ground-swell which we could watch
as it rapidly swept towards us.

The water through which we passed had changed when
we first entered the fiord from the deep dark blue of
the outer channel to a beautiful pale green, and now be-
came quite clouded and of a milky greenish-white ; and
when we came nearer the glacier strong springs were
observable, bursting up through the sea-water so as to
rise slightly above its level. These were some little

distance from the ice-cliff, whicli must have projected
forward under water.

After having failed in an attempt to make fast to a
grounded mass of ice— the largest near us—which rose
up in pinnacles to the height of our somewhat stunted
topmasts, we anchored near the right, or eastern, shore.
Our party was then put ashore on a fine beach of washed
sand and shingle, about half a mile from the foot of the
glacier.

This beach is formed by the action of the waves on a
mass of morainic material which is piled up irregularly

between the shore and the bare mountain-side, and,
where we landed, sloped back almost insensibly into

the glacial gravels. But nearer the glacier the moraine
had been cut back so as to form a low cliff, which in-

creased in height as it approached the ice.

This cliff exhibited a clear and very interesting section,

of which I made a sketch on the spot, shown in Fig. i.

It,

K\

'•'"I."

s. I.—Sketch Section of Cliff .it the head of Cbcier Bay, Alaska, on tlie

eastern shore, adjoining the glacier, Aug. 9, 1884. Length of section

about 400 yards ; height at X about too feet._

A, Eastern end of terminal precipice of Muir Glacier, a nearly vertical

wall of very clear blue ice, without stones : the ice shows lines of

bedding tow.lrds the base, which are strongly curved over a donie-

rhaped cave (s) from which issues a strong current of muddy water

;

this cave is filled by the sea at high tide ; full height of ice wall, which

is about 240 feet here, is not shown.
B, Flange of very stony, dirty ice, apparently descenrling and flowing

forward from the main mass of the glacierat a point some distance behind

the line of section : about 60 feet thick at X X: this passes 1

forfc

els

thickn the
, but rapidly

c. Rubble of angular and water-worn boulders and pebbles mixed
with sand and clay; derived from the melting of the stony ice, B, whose
lower layers are scarcely distinguishable from this bed.

D, Steep cliff of evenly-bedded sand and gr.avcl ; pebbles small and
water-worn ; shows signs of erosion at junction with c, but the bedding

is not disturbed : height at A'....A" 40 feet.

E, A small boss of stony, bluish-gray clay resembling till, outcropping

below the sands and gravels : full of small water-worn pebbles.

F, Similar l)Oss of fine gray clay without stones : no observable

bedding.

NoTiis.— In the above figure that part of the section m.irked^ A is not on the

same plane as the rest, which recedes about 2o yards—the width of the sea-

beach.
A narrow gully (.y) h.ad been excavated between A and d by water

derived Irom the melting ice. and the lower part of the section was here

obscureil by talus : c crossed the head of this gully and jomed the main

mass of the glacier, but it was difficult to study this junction, as the ice of

c overhung the gully, and was constantly shedding masses into it.

The size of the patches of clay marked E and F is somewhat exaggerated in

the section to m.-ike them apparent. I saw only a small surface of each rising

above the beach in the cliff-foot ; but from the manner of their outcrop I

think they may form part of a clayey base on which the gravels rest.

I was not able to give much time to the study of this

remarkable section, but was able to satisfy myself on the

following points :—That a considerable thickness of

evenly-bedded, water-worn gravel and sand was in close

proximity to an almost vertical wall of ice, if not actually

abutting on it. That this bedded gravel and sand was

covered for some distance by a mass of dirty ice, full ot

stones, which was connected in some way with the main

mass of the glacier. That the bedding of this deposit
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was in no way disturbed by either of these masses of ice.

That a loose inistratihed deposit containing both angular

and water-worn pebbles and a little clay and sand, evi-

dently the remainder-beds from the melting of the dirty

and stony ice, overlay the bedded gravels. And that tine

grey clay, in one place with stones, in another without,

resembling glacial clays with w^hich I am well acquainted,

occurred below the bedded gravels.

.A. gentleman on board the steamer. Captain H. E.

Morgan, of Port Townsend, W.T., with whom I had

become acquainted during the voyage, had made several

previous visits to the glacier ; and we agreed to set out

together for its upper surface as soon as we landed, and

go as far along it as we could in the time allowed us.

We therefore struck out at once for the top, and, skirting

the heaps of moraine which till a large hollow space

caused by the shrinking of the glacier from the mountain-

side, we soon commenced to ascend, passing diagonally

along steep slopes of what looked like rough gravel, but

was really stony ice covered with a thick crust of loose

stones, as' some dark w\ater-pools and narrow crevasses

soon showed.
Along these slopes we rose rapidly for some distance,

the rubbly covering becoming thinner and thinner, till

we emerged on a tolerably even plane of clear dark ice,

with a rough and e\idently rapidly-wasting surface \vhich

afforded excellent foothold.

I should think we were now at least half a mile from

the mountain-side, and this space was altogether occupied

by moraine or moraine-covered ice. Our elevation would

be about that of the end of the glacier—350 feet above

sea-level. In front of us the surface rose rather steeply

for another mile or so.

Up this slope we moved, following a course .nearly

parallel with the broad moraine on our right, which we
had just crossed. On our left, at some distance from us,

we could see another well-marked train of moraine, in

which were many blocks of large size. The ice we were

now passing over was \ery clear and unencumbered with

debris, and of a magnificent pale blue tint. It was

fissured transversely by deep crevasses, which, however,

were not very wide, so that we could generally find a

place to cross without diverging far from our course,

though they seemed to widen as they left the margin of

the glacier.

We went on in the same direction till we reached the

crest of the slope. Up to this point I do not think the

glacier anywhere e.xceeded a width of three miles, but

now in front of us there lay a great expanse of ice which
spread out like a lake, having a width which we estimated

to be from six to eight miles. It seemed to me that from
where we stood we looked slightly downward upon this

basin. Numerous feeders poured into it on either side,

one very large tributary coming in from a deep valley on
our right about three miles distant, but its main gathering

grounds were on some mountains at the head of the

valley, which we estimated were about forty miles distant,

our estimate being based on their appearance as compared
with that of those off the mouth of the inlet, whose
distance was known.
This basin discharged itself into the fiord by the steep

slope we had just passed, which no doubt represented a

similarly narrowed and increased slope in the buried

valley beneath it. Our elevation here was probably not

far short of 1000 feet. About three miles ahead of us an
island of whitish rock cropped high up above the surface

of the ice. This seemed to cause an eddy, as it were, in

the current, there being a swerving of the ridges of ice on
either side and a depression under its lee.

.After passing the crest we found that the crevasses were
no longer open, their sides coming together at a short

distance below the surface, so as to form deep V-shaped
troughs, or wells, which were filled with water of brilliant

purity. The exquisite tints of blue deepening with the

depth of the water exhibited by these ice pools made
them a most beautiful spectacle. .At the same time the

surface of the glacier became ver>' hummocky, so as to

resemble a short cross-sea suddenly frozen, but as the

decaying upper layer still afforded excellent foothold, and
as there were now no black, open gulfs to startle one.

travelling, though laborious, was quite practicable in an\
direction. We therefore changed our course and, striking

out diagonally, soon crossed the narrow moraine on our left.

This, which would be about a mile from the edge of the

ice, we found to consist chiefly of blocks of gray granite

of all sizes, mixed with much sand formed by the decom-
position of the small boulders which had often crumbled
away into little heaps of grit. Beyond this there did not

seem to be any rocky debris on the ice nearer than the

moraines of the opposite shore, and the glacier consisted

entirely of clear massive ice cut up into grooves and
ridges. I noticed here and there amongst this clear ice,

however, patches of small extent through which a muddy
yellow stain was suffused. Seeking a cause for this, 1

found in the midst of one of these patches a pasty-

looking mass of gritty matter of the colour of rusted iron,

forming a centre from which the stain had evidenth-

diffused itself through the ice.

As this was not only far away from the moraine, but was
also widely different from anything I had seen there, and
as it did not in any way resemble an organic growth, I con-

cluded that it might be of meteoric origin, and brought
part of the mass away with me.
With the kind assistance of Mr. G. Carr-Robinson,

F.R.S.E., F.C.S., I have lately been able to make a rough
qualitative analysis of this substance, which has shown it

to consist in great part of iron oxide, with a trace of

nickel, and my suspicion that it may be a decomposed
meteorite has thus been considerably strengthened. .A

more complete analysis will shortly be made. 1 hope
that some future visitor to the locality will more thoroughly

investigate this point, and carefully examine any stained

ice which he may meet with in the body of the glacier.

I took hasty notice of several instances, but only found

this substance in the one case mentioned. A melting

olacier of great age is certainly a likely place to reveal

meteorites.

Capt. Morgan told me that once before when he was
on the glacier he had come across the weathered bones of

a bear protruding from the ice ; he afterwards showed
me one of the teeth which he had brought away with

him.
After going a little further we found it was high time to

return to the ship. There was now nearly two miles of

ice and moraine between us and the mountain-side which

bounded the glacier on our right, whilst on our left the

ice still rose before us in broken hummocky ridges, with

deep pools between. I pressed on alone to the crest of

one of the ridges ahead of us, which promised a more ex-

tended view. Looking forward from this point, the sur-

face seemed to become more and more broken, but I still

could not see any open crevasses, and think it might have

been possible to cross the glacier.

I then hurriedly retraced my steps, but instead of going

directly back to the beach, swerved to the left, and

passed dow^n into the hollow between the glacier and the

mountain-side to which I have already referred, wherein

was heaped a great mass of moraine. This consisted

chiefly of sand and gravel piled up in long ridges running

roughly parallel with the flank of the glacier and with

each other, with here and there a dangerous slough of

soft tenacious mud between them, deposited by waters

welling up from below. These ridges, of which there

were three or four between the glacier and the mountain,

were from 30 to 100 feet high, and were steeper on one

side than the other ; they seemed to contain both water-

worn and angular pebbles, with a thin scattering of large

blocks. I crossed two of them, but had not time to go
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further. To all appearance they were made up altogether

of morainic matter, but in ascending the steep side of

one of them I was surprised to find that my feet, after

sinking through a few inches of loose stone, struck upon
a hard surface of ice, and that the bulk of the ridge was
made up of stony ice.

Seeing also that muddy water was welling out in the

depression between this ridge and the next, I came to

think that a buried portion of the glacier probably still

underlay all this ground, perhaps even reaching down to

the beach. Then, observing huge piles of similar material

on the mountain-side, I concluded that a portion of the

ice might remain hidden there also.

If this were so, then the downward pressure of this

mass on the one hand against the sloping and partially-

buried flank of the glacier on the other would readily ex-

plain the presence of these ridges.

This view of their origin is illustrated in the following

diagram (Fig. 2), which I drew just after leaving the

glacier ; it would account for the mixture of water-worn
and angular debris in the ridges, the former resulting

from the watercourses between the glacier and the

mountain, and the latter from the melting of stony ice.

:. 2.—Ideal Section across the Moraine 01

Muir Glacier.

.\, Eastern slope of the glacier : stony ic

of loose stones.

R, Solid rock of the mountain-side.
c c c, Ridges apparently consisting of v

with some angular debris, but probably hidi

D D D, Buried portion of the gh

the eastern dank of the

: covered with a deep layer

n gravel and sand,
i of stony ice, d d.

pressed up i ridges.

nd als. the

The ridges at the time of my visit were about half a
mile in length, but may of course grow much longer

as the glacier shrinks back. Though more or less

regular, they were here and there interrupted and con-
fused so as to form hollows surrounded by mounds, and
in one case I noticed that the drainage of a gully had
been dammed back so as to form a pond, in which the

muddy water deposited much of its fine rock-flour, and
issued out comparatively clear at the other side of

the obstruction.

The boulders and pebbles- of the moraine were chiefly

of gray granite, but I noticed also quartzite, gneiss, a few
fragments of slaty shale, and a mass of ancient-looking

conglomerate—the last-named on the beach. During
the day I saw only one scratched block ; this was low
down on the moraine near the beach.

We were now obliged to join the boat, which was
wailing to take us back to the ship, and very much did I

regret that circumstances would not permit me to stay

longer.

Before leaving the ice-clifts we fired a shot or two from
our small signal cannon, to try to bring about an ava-
lanche, but it had no perceptible effect, and the avalanches
continued to choose their own time to fall.

This whole region forms a magnificent field for the
study of glacial phenomena, and to any geologist who
may follow I would especially say—examine the hollow
between the ice and the mountains

; go to the foot of the
ice-cliff" at low water ; and, wherever there is stained ice

on the top of the glacier, trace out the source of the
discolouration. G. W. Lamplugh

NOTES
The honour of knighthood was conferred upon Prof. Robert

Stawell Ball, LL.D., Astronomer- Royal for Ireland, at the /t-rV

of the Lord-Lieutenant, on January 25.

Lord Iddesleigh has selected Mr. D. Morris, Director of

the Public Gardens, Jamaica, for the appointment of Assistant

Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew.

Dr. Riley, Entomologist to the United States Agricultural

Department, has presented his collection of insects to the United

States. It is said to contain 1 15,000 specimens of 20,000 species

or varieties of insects.

The Committee ofthe Francois .Arago centenary have appointed

M. Mouchez, Director ofthe Observatory, President ; M. Floquet,

President of the Chamber of Deputies, has been appointed

Honorary President. The principal part of the celebration will

take place at the Observatory.

M. P.\UL Bert will not leave Paris so soon as was expected

for Tonquin ; the delay is occasioned by the organisation of the

scientific part of his mission.

The late M. Bertillon has bequeathed a sum of 4000 francs to

the Paris Anthropological Society, to found a biennial prize to

be awarded for the best work on some anthropological subject.

A SHOCK of earthquake was felt at about 7 o'clock on the

morning of January 20 at St. Austell and in the neighbourhood.

It appeared as if an explosion had taken place, so great was the

noise, and the sound was immediately followed by the shaking

of the ground. Persons felt their beds moving under them, and

many others had an impression that a portion of their house was

falling down. The shock was also felt at Mevagissey. Many
people were shaken in their beds. In one instance a clock was

stopped, and in many houses the doors and windows shook

violently. The inhabitants of St. Blazey and neighbourhood

were greatly startled, about a quarter past 7, by hearing a loud

rumbling noise and by houses being shaken from foundation to

roof. It appeared to come from a northerly direction, and the

vibration lasted about 4 or 5 seconds. Persons coming in from

the outlying districts and giving an account of the shock being

more or less severe all agree as to the time of its taking place.

A telegram from Mexico states that there was a renewed

eruption on January 16 from the Colima volcano. Enormous

stones were thrown out, and great streams of lava appeared.

The eruption was accompanied by earthquakes.

Mr. J. Francis Cole, writing from Sutton, Surrey, informs

us that he was a spectator of the remarkable meteor alluded to

in our columns of the 21st inst. (p. 278). As seen by him, the

meteor appeared to explode or extinguish itself at a point about

midway between the horizon and Capella, and was of a form

like a well-shaped pear. It seemed so near that he felt he

could have hit it with a stone. At the moment of exploding it

opened in the centre of the lower part with a well-defined slit,

and then widening, showed a light of the character of a hydro-

gen flame. The direction of the meteor was clearly from west

to east, and at the same time the wind was blowing strongly

from the west.

Amongst the objects of interest at the forthcoming Colonial

and Indian Exhibition will be a rare collection of indigenous

Australian grasses. The specimens are named to correspond

with the nomenclature used in the " Flora Australiensis," and

there is in addition much practical information about each,

derived from general sources.

We have received Prof. Baird's last Report on the work of

the Smithsonian Institution, which deals only with the half year

ending June 30 last, in consequence of a resolution of the Board

of Regents directing that the fiscal year, instead of extending

from January to December, shall, like the Government fiscal

year, extend from July i to June 30 in future. Amongst the

publications promised by the Institution we notice the scientific
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writings of Prof. Joseph Henry, which will consist altogether of

1050 printed pages, and which are due now ; also a work by

Prof. Cope, of Philadelphia, on the reptiles and batrachians of

North America. A compact manual on this subject was want-

ing, although numerous monographs on reptiles have been

published, and when this has been completed, the entire (leld of

the vertebrates of North America will have been covered by

convenient and effective text-books prepared under the direction

of the Institution. The various departments of the museum are

treated, as usual, in successive paragraphs describing their work

for the year. Under the head of "Explorations" we notice

that Mr. Thomas Wilson, United States Consul at Nantes, and

afterwards at Nice, has presented a very large collection of the

remains of prehistoric man around these two places. It is

believed that this collection, filling a large number of boxes,

will prove to be one of the richest and most complete ever sent

to the United States.

The idea of an International Exhibition at Geneva has been

abandoned, and it is now intended to hold only a national Swiss

Exhibition.

A South Amekican Exhibition will be held at Berlin by the

Central Verein fiir Handelsgeographie during May, June, and

July, in which Brazilian products will be specially represented.

In Germany an unusual number of white varieties of animals

are noticed this winter. A white chamois was shot in the

Totengebirge, a white fish otter was caught near Luxemburg,

white partridges were shot near Brunswick, and a white fox was

killed in Hessen.

The recently-formed Central-Swiss Geographico-Commercial

Society at Aarau is collecting funds for the erection of an ethno-

logical museum.

In the new number (No. 15) of the journal of the Straits

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Mr. Wheatley, in a paper

on the rainfall of Singapore, urges that-ithe Straits Settlements

are almost the wealthiest of the British colonies, and that it is

not too soon to provide for an Observatory under an astronomer

and meteorologist. The equatorial position of Singapore, he

adds, would give to the astronomer a more interesting field for

observation than can be obtained at higher or lower latitudes.

Meanwhile, private observers are doing their best to study the

meteorological features of the Straits, and Mr. Wheatley pub-

lishes tables of mean annual rainfall and number of rainy days

from 1869 to 1884. Mr. Dodd, whose name is given to a con-

spicuous mountain-range in Northern Formosa, and who has

already written on the "aborigines" of that island, describes

the hill-tribes in the north, occupying the savage forest-clad

mountains to the south-east and south of the town of Banka.

These appear to have no negro features whatever ; the hair is

lank, not curly or frizzled, their lips are not so thick even as

those of Malays, and the high noses possessed by many approach

often the European type. The complexion, too, of the younger

men who had not undergone much hardship or exposure is as

light and fair as that of the Japanese. The paper is not finished

in this number. The other papers are mainly geographical.

In a recent paper to the Arehiv fiir Anthropologie on the

capacity and chief diameters of the skull in different nations,

Herr Welcker considers that nine-tenths of all the figures of

capacity given in literature are incorrect, most of them being

excessive. After discussing different modes of measurement, he

gives the following results of his own observations :—In the

Germanic peoples the average internal capacity varies between

1400 and 1550 c.cm. In Celts, Romans, and Greeks we find

1400 to 1500 ; in the Slavs the width of variation is about the

same as in the Germans (but less exactly determined). Quite

out of tile sei'ies are the peoples of Hindostan ; the narrow lange

of 1260 to 1370 includes all the members of this group. Indi-

vidual examples of the Semitic and Hamitic peoples (of which

the author had but few to examine) diflfer widely ; but the Jews
and Arabians here take a good position—1450 to 1470 c.cm.

The Mongolians range from about 1320 (but mostly 1400) to

1500 ; 1350 to 1450 seems the proper range of the capacity of

the Malays, and only veiy isolated stocks exceed these limits on

both sides. The Papuans and Australians show the averages

1370 and 1320 respectively. The negroes vary between 1300

and 1400. A much lower figure appears for the Bushmen (1244).

The Americans, finally, have a wide range ; while they are

normally between 1300 and 1400, they reach in some of their

artificially deformed members a mean value of 1200 and even

less. Sexual dimorphism (female skull smaller and flatter) is

most pronounced in all civilised peoples.

From a study of 650 thunderstorms that occurred in Italy in

1 88 1, Signor Ferrari concludes tliat every thunderstorm is con-

nected with a barometric, hygrometric, and thermic depression
;

it is behind the two former, and in front of the last. All three

depressions, but especially the two latter, are associated with

maxima, which are situated behind the barometric and hygro-

metric depressions, but before the thermic one. Most of those

storms arose in the wide plain of the Po. Coming from west-

north-west with a velocity of 30-375 km. per hour, they passed

(in case of their greatest range) with slackening speed over the

Apennines in Upper and Middle Italy. For a given moment

the thunderstorm has the form of a long narrow band, advancing,

with numerous bends outwards and inwards, parallel to itself,

and having its various characteristic phenomena most intense

along the middle line. The isohyetes, or curves of equal rainfall,

often take the form of ellipses, whose longer axes coincide with

the direction of the storm. The dominant wind-direction is

generally parallel to that of propagation of the storm.

The Penny Science Lectures at the Royal Victoria Hall are

about to recommence after the Christmas interval. Lectures

hove been promised as follows ;—Tuesday, February 2, Mr. W.
P. Bloxam, "Fire, Fuel, and Illumination"; February 9, Mr.

J. M. Thomson, "Dirty Water and how to Cleanse it";

February l6. Prof. George Forbes, " Shooting-Stars and

Comets "
; February 23, Mr. Wm. Lant Carpenter ; March 2,

Mr. T. Cunningham Porter, " English Cathedrals" ; March 9,

Dr. J. A. Fleming, " Niagara."

Dr. Alfred Daniell's "Text-book of the Principles of

Physics " has been adopted, in Polish translation, by the Uni-

versity of Cracow.

A fourth edition of Prof Tyndall's " Six Lectures on Light,

delivered in the United States in 1872-73," has been issued by

Messrs. Longmans and Co.

The Council of the City and Guilds of London Institute have

received an application from the Board of Technical Education

of New South Wales requesting them to forward examination

papers in technology to the colony, and award certificates and

prizes on the results. This application has been referred to the

special committee of the Institute on technological examinations.

At the forthcoming Indian and Colonial Exhibition the

Canadian Government intend to demonstrate the manner in

which fish culture is prosecuted in the Dominion, and the various

methods adopted in regard thereto will be practically illustrated

to the public, and shown together with live specimens of Sal-

monidce indigenous to native waters. Canada now possesses

about twenty hatcheries, most of which have been constructed

since 1873, and worked with the greatest success, whitefish being

the chief source of reproduction. Preparations are already

being made for the reception of the Canadian exhibits, which

will be very numerous, and replete with interest.
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Large consignments of whitefish and trout ova have arrived at

the South Kensington Aquarium from America as a presentation

from the Commissioners of that country. In consequence of the

success attending the introduction of the first-named fish into

this country last year, special attention is to be given to their

culture during the present season with a view to their distribu-

tion in some of our chief lakes. The National Fish Culture

Association have extended their hatchery, and, in order to secure

healthy embryos, have adopted the new method, viz. the " under-

flow " system, which has been found to incubate the ova at a

less rale of mortality than the "overflow" system.

Dr. S.4.MUELTENNY, the indefatigable investigator of Roman

antiquities on and around the Lake of Constance, has now at

last succeeded in laying bare the forum of the old Roman city of

Brigantium (Bregentz), the so-called " Rhatische Pompeii. " It

consists of an area on the " Oelrain " inclosed by a wall fur-

nished with roofed halls. There are also the remains of a

building with stairs and eight columns, evidently a portico of

imposing proportions, besides two gates leading to streets. The

remains are unfortunately in a very dilapidated condition, and

their total destruction is imminent.

In the eleven years from 1873 to 1884 the number of lions

killed in Algeria was 202, for which a premium of 400/. has

been paid by the Government. The number of panthers

destroyed in the same period is 1214, and the money paid by

the Government 720/. About 400/. has been paid for 1882

hyaenas, and xdool. for 27,000 jackals. The large felidje are

almost extirpated principally in the western provinces, and the

lion of the desert is fast becoming a myth.

In the Transactions ai the Verein fiir Erdkunde at Halle a

writer describes certain cave-dwellings in the province of

Saxony. These are occasionally found in loess formations in

the Balkan Peninsula (in the Lorn Palanka region, for instance),

but it is somewhat startling to find them used now in such a

cultivated place as Saxony. They are in the neighbourhood of

Halberstadl, quite close to the village of Langenstein. Here in

a sandstone hill, about a dozen caves have been dug, wliich are

used as dwellings. They have different rooms, light and dark,

as well as chimneys, windows, and doors, and are said to be

very dry and habitable. The writer of the account, a physician,

says that he found the inhabitants quite comfortable, and that

some of them had lived there for more than thirty years without

suffering from any evil effects to their health.

We have on our table the following new books :
— " Zoological

Record," vol. xxi. 1884 {'.'Zoological Record" Association);

" The Definitions of Euclid," by R. Webb (Geo. Bell and Sons)

;

"Organic Chemistry," by H. F. Morley (Churchill); "Ele-
mentary Algebra," by Chas. Smith (IVIacmillan and Co.);

"Eminent Naturalists," by Thos. Greenwood (Simpkin and

Co.).

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Macaque Monkey {Macacui cynoinolgus)

from India, deposited; two White-billed Parrakeets (Tany-
gnaihus albirostris) from Celebes, a Bearded Lizard (Amphi-

bolurus barbatiu) from Australia, purchased ; a Common Otter

(Luira vulgaris), British, received in .exchange.

067? ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Density of Saturn's Ring.—M. Poincare supplies a

short note on the stability of Saturn's ring in the November
number of the Bulldin Astronomique. Laplace had shown
that the ring could only be stable if it were divided into several
concentric rings revolving at different speeds. M. Tisserand
had confirmed this result, and had recognised that a single ring
must, in order to exist, possess a much higher density than the

planet, and had calculated the maximum breadth of each ele-

mentary ring in terms of its density and mean radius. M.
Poincare has carried this investigation a step further, and shown
that if the density of a ring be less than a certain amount, it

will, under the influence of the slightest perturbation, no longer

break up into a number of narrower rings, but into a great

number of satellites, and that if the rings be fluid and turn each as

a single piece, the density of the inner ring must be at least

1/5, and of the outer ring 1/16 that of the planet. For a ring

of very small satellites (not for a fluid-ring, as M. Poincare
erroneously states). Maxwell has shown the condition to be that

the density should not exceed 1/300 part of that of Saturn.

We do not at present know the actual density of the ring

from observation sufficiently accurately to make therefrom any
certain inference as to its physical condition. Bessel's deter-

mination from the movement of the peri-saturnium of the orbit

of Titan gave the reciprocal of the mass of the ring as com-
pared with that of Saturn as 118, which, since the volume of

the ring—adopting Bond's value of 40 miles for its thickness—is

about 1/400 that of the planet, would make its density about
3 '4 times greater than the planet's. Bessel's value is, however,

clearly too great, as he neglected the influence of the equatorial

protuberance of Saturn on the movement of tlie apsides.

Meyer's determination of the secular variation of the line of

apsides of Titan, viz. dn = I726"'5, gives the reciprocal of the

mass of the ring as 26700, but from all the six brighter satellites

as i960 ; the latter value closely agreeing with Tisserand's. It

does not, however, seem to have been noticed that even the

smallest value for tlie mass considerably exceeds the highest

permissible in accordance with Maxwell's result, since that would
make the mass of the rings only 1/120,000 part of the planet's,

an amount we cannot hope to detect with our present resources.

The Orbit of Tethys.—Herr Karl Bohlin has recently

communicated to the Swedish Academy of Sciences an interest-

ing discussion of the elements of the orbit of Tethys. The
observations discussed are those of Sir Wm. Herschel, 17891

reduced by Lamont, Lamont, 1836, Sir J. Herschel, 1835-7, 'h^

Bonds, 1848-52, Secchi, 1856, Capt. Jacob, 1857-8, Newcomb
and Holden, 1S74-5, and Meyer, iSSo-i. The elements are calcu-

lated for each period of observation, without taking account of

perturbations. Herr Bohlin, then specially treating the mean
longitude of the epoch, and adopting i9o°'5gSi2 as the

value of the mean motion, draws up tables of the differences

between observation and calculation, and attempts to repre-

sent them by an empirical formula. The corrected value of the

mean motion is I90°'698i69, almost identical with that found

previously by M. Baillaud. Herr Bohlin finds that the annual

motion of the peri-saturnium amounts to 33°. M. Baillaud's

results and M. Tisserand's investigations had given the value as

70°. The excentricity is found as O'oo8o3 ± 0'0O077.

The Orbit of Iapetus.—Prof. Asaph Hall has published a

memoir containing a very full discussion of all the observations

of lapetus made at Washington from the mounting of the 26-

inch refractor until February 29, 1S84. His finally adopted

elements are deduced from his own observations made between

June 10, 1875, and the above-mentioned date. And in deducing

them he has taken account of the perturbations produced by the

sun, lapetus being so distant from its primary that, notwith-

standing the distance of Saturn from the sun, these perturba-

tions cannot be neglected. The periodic time of the satellite

was found, from a comparison of Herschel's observations in

1789 with the conjunctions observed in 1880 and i88l, to be

79'33ioi52 mean solar days. The adopted mean distance de-

termined by two different methods of observing—one by differ-

ences of R. a. and declination, and the other by angles of posi-

tion and distances, which give very accordant results, is

5I5"-5I95 ± o"'02645. The corresponding reciprocal of the

mass of Saturn (including the planet, its ring, and its satellites)

is 348l'3 ± o'54, closely agreeing with that found by Meyer
from his observations of the six brightest satellites, viz.

3482-93 ± 5-50.

A New Method of Determining the Amount of
Astronomical Refraction.—M. Lcewy proposes to deter-

mine refraction by placing a glass prism with silvered faces,

forming a double mirror, in front of the object-glass of an equa-

torial. By means of this arrangement the images of two stars

—

one at the zenith, and the other near the horizon—can be simul-

taneously viewed in the field and their distance measured. This

distance will be affected by the maximum amount of refraction.
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If after an interval of three or four hours, when the stars liaye

equal zenith distances (and therefore are relatively but little dis

placed by refraction), the observation be repeated, the compari-

son of the two measures gives the means of determining the

amount of refraction with great accuracy. For the success of

the method it is, of course, essential that the measured distance

should be absolutely independent of every possible displacement

of the various parts of the apparatus in the interval between the

observations. This result is attained, M. Lcewy considers, by

placing the double mirror in such a position that the planes of

reflection for the two stars coincide, as he finds that under these

circumstances, whatever small displacements the prism may
undergo, the distance in the field of the telescope measured in

the plane of reflection or the projection of this distance on the

trace of the plane of reflection in the field remains invariable.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1SS6 JANUARY 2,1—FEBRUARY 6

(For the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at

Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24, is here

employed.)
Al Greenwich onJanuary 31

Sun rises, 7h. 42m. ; souths, I2h. 13m. 42'5s. ; sets, i6h. 46m. ;

decl. on meridian, 17° 19' S. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

ih. 29m.
Moon (New on February 4) rises, 4h. S4m. ; souths, 9h. 21m. ;

sets, I3h. 47m, ; decl. on meridian, 18° 25' S.

Planet Souths Sets Decl. on r

Mercury ... 7 8 ... II
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to have escaped all the dangers that beset him in the Congo

region, and to be on his way back to Europe.

With the beginning of next month a party organised by the

German New Guinea Association will start from Hamburg.

The command of the expedition has been intrusted to Dr.

Schraber, one of the staff of the Hamburg Observatory, who
was chief of the scientific expedition sent in 1S82 to the southern

hemisphere. The preparations are almost completed. Six ex-

perienced foresters have been already sent on in advance.

Fifteen block-houses have been constructed, some at Hamburg,

some in Norway, to be put together at chosen points in New
Guinea. Forty Malays have been hired in Java to act as

bearers and servants, and five persons trained in various

branches of natural science will form the staff of the party.

Their explorations will be confined to the portion of the island

which is under the German protectorate, and will, it is

expected, occupy about three years.

The Milan Society for the commercial exploration of Africa

is preparing a new expedition to Zeila and the neighbouring

districts. It will be led by Count Peter Porro.

The census returns of the provinces of Bosnia and Herzego-

vina for 1S85 show an increase of 15 per cent, in the population

since the previous returns for 1S79, the respective figures being

1,158,440 and 1,336,101. Nearly all the inhabitants are of

South Slavonic (Servo-Croatian) stock and speech, and, accord-

ing to religions, they were distributed in 1SS5 as follows :

—

Musstdmans, 492,710; Orthodox Greeks, 571,250; Roman
Catholics (Greek and Latin rites), 265, 78S ; Jews, 5805 ; Mis-

cellaneous, 548.

The Viennese firm of Hartleben has begun the publication

of Dr. F. Umlauft's important work on the Alps, entitled

" Manual of Alpine Sciences." It will be issued In fifteen

parts.

Father Leo M. Alishan, of the Armenian Mekhitarist

Congregation of St. Lazarus near Venice, has recently published

a sumptuovis work entitled " Sissuan," the term applied by the

Armenians to the province of Kilikia at the end of the twelfth

century, when it was governei by Leo the Magnificent. The
work deals with the physical geography, history, and literature

of this region of Asia Minor, and contains numeioiis maps,

fac-similes, and illustrations, besides several valuable unedited

documents.

The BoUettino of the Italian Geographical Society for De-
cember has a short obituary notice of the distinguished geo-

grapher and geologist. Prof. Giuseppe Ponzi, who was born in

Rome in 1805, and died there on November 30, 1885. He filled

the Chair of Geol igy in the Roman University since the year

l865, and on his careful surveys of the basin of the Tiber were

based tlie first geological maps of that district.

The sa ne BoUettino contains some particulars of the Capucci-

Cicognani Expedition, which arrived .at the capital of the Anfari

(Sultan) of Aussa at the end of August. Here it was detained

by the Anfari, who demanded 3000 dollars for the right of pas-

sage, and after tedious negotiations Capucci returned to Assab in

order to procure this sum, and thus obtain permission to pass on
to the kingdom of Shoa in Southern Abyssinia. On his re'urn he
induced the Anfari to accept less than half the amount claimed,

on payment of which the Expedition continued its journey

through Gafra for Shoa.

To the BolUtliiio Count A. Salimbeni sends a description,

with illustration, of the bridge he has now completed over the

Temcha, a river in Gojam, which flows through the Birr to the

Abai (Bahrel-Azrag, or Blue Nile). The bridge, the first con-

structed in Abyssinia since the time of the Portuguese, spans the

river with three arches of 8'5 ) metres each, is 4 metres wide,

and has a total length of 38 me res. 'Jhe work, which was begun
in December 1884 and finished the following March, is looked

on as a marvel by the natives, and has given great satisfaction to

King John.

THE BENEFITS WHICH SOCIETY DERIVES
FROM UNIVERSITIES^

IVTEXT, I mention as the subject for university study, Psycho-

logy, the nature of man's soul, the characteristics of his mental
and moral activity. This science has lately made great progress,

An Address by D. C. Giltr

Continued from p. 283.

n, President of the Johns Hopkins Un

—it has improved its methods and enlarged its scope. Those who

are devoted to it appreciate the inherited experiences of the

human race and are not indifferent to the lessons which may
proceed from intuition and introspection ; they study all the

manifestations of intellectual and spiritual life ; but, on the other

hand, they are not afraid to inquire, and they know how to

inquire, into the physical conditions under which the mind works ;

they watch the spontaneous, unconventional actions of children -y

they investigate the laws of heredity ; they exariiine with

curious gaze the eccentricities of genius, and with discerning,

often with remedial eye, the alienation of human powers, and

they believe that by a combination of these and other methods

of research, among which experiment has its legitimate place,

the conduct of the human understanding and the laws of pro-

gressive morality will be better understood, so that more whole-

some methods of education will be employed in schools of every

grade. They acknowledge the superiority of the soul to the

body, and they stand in awe before the mysteries which are as

Impenetrable to modern investigators as they were to Leibnitz

and Spinoza, to Abelard and Aquinas, to Aristotle and Plato,

the mysteries of man's conscious responsibility, his intimations

of immortality, his relations to the Infinite.

I do not know whether philosophy is on a " return to Kant,"

or to comiTion sense, but I believe that standing firm on the

postulates, God, Soul, and Immortality, it will in years to come

disentangle many perplexities, brush away heaps of verbal accu-

mulations, and lead the mind to purer and nobler conceptions of

righteousness and duty. I go even farther, and, as I believe

that one truth is never in conflict with another truth, so I believe

that the ethics of the New Testament will be accepted by the

scientific as well as the religious faculities of man ; to the former,

as Law ; to the latter, as Gospel.

In confirmation of these views, let me quote to you the

language of that one among us who is best qualified to speak

upon this subject.
" The new psychology, which brings simply a new method

and a new standpoint to philosophy, is, I believe, Christian to

its root and centre ; and its final mission in the world is not

merely to trace petty harmonies and small adjustments between

science and religion, but to flood and transfuse the new and

vaster conceptions of the universe and of man's place in it—now
slowly taking form and giving to reason a new cosmos and in-

volving momentous and far-reaching practical and social conse-

quences—with the old scriptural sense of unity, rationality, and

loTe beneath and above all, with all its wide consequences.

The Bible is being slowly re-revealed as man's great text-book in

psycholor;y, dealing with him as a whole, his body, mind, and

will, in all the larger relations to nature anf society, which has

been so misappreciated simply because it is s 3 deeply divine.^

That something may be done here to aid this development,"

continues the lecturer, " is my strongest hope and belief."

The study of Society engages the earnest interest of another

set of men, and the apparatus of their laboratory includes

archaeological and historical memorials of the activity of the

race. Tiie domain of history and political science has never

been cultivated as it is in modern times. The discovery of

prima'val monuments and the interpretation of long hidden in-

scriptions, the publication of ancient documents once hidden in

monasteries and governmental archives, the inquiry into primitive

forms of social organisation, the development of improved modes

of research, the scientific collection and classification of facts

which illustrate the condition of ancient and modern communities

and especially the interest awakened in the growth of institutions

and constitutions, give to this oldest of studies the freshest

interest. Tapers which ha\-e lately been printed on rudimentary

society among boys, on the laws of the mining camp, on the

foundations of a socialist community, on the differences between

parliamentary and congressional government, on the derivation

of modern customs from the ancient beginnings of the Aryan

people, on the nature of communi-m and many more such

themes, afford illustrations of the mode in which the historical

student among us, following the lines of Stubbs, Maine, Freeman,

Seeley, Bluntschli, Roscher, and other celebrated workers, are

advancing historical science, and developing the true historical

spirit. The aim of all these inquiries is to help on the progress

of modern society by showing how the fetters which now bind us

were forged, by what patient filing they must be severed, and at

the same time to work out the ideal of a society in which Liberty

is everywhere, but " Liberty sustained by Law."
Languages and Literature have ah\ ays received attention in

universities, and will always be dominant for reasons which are
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as enduring as language itself. We study tongues that we may
know the men of other climes and other days ; we study literature

to enjoy it. .\s an aid to intercourse with people of other

nations and for the purpose of keeping up with the record of

modern science, nobody doubts that the modern languages are

to be encouraged ; but if we really would own the inheritance

which is our birthright, if we wish to appreciate the master-
pieces of literature, if it is well to put ourselves in sympathy
with mankind, to 1 mgh with those who have laughed, and weep
with those who have wept, we must not be restricted to tlie

writings of to-day. In science, it has been said, read the newest
and latest ; riot so in literature—but the best. Isaiah and John,
Homer and -Eschylus, Cicero and Virgil, the "Nibehmgen Lied"
and Chaucer, Dante and Petrarch, are as full of life, beauty,
instruction, and entertainment to us as to former generations.

But from the classical standard of excellence this busy worUl
would soon depart, were it not that in every university there are
scholars keeping bright the altar fires, and warming us with
the glow of their enthusiasm, whenever we come under their

influence—sharpening too our wits by their critical acumen.
It is not uncommon, nowadays, to hear objections to classical

education, usually from those wiho have never had it, and decla-

mations against dead languages, usually from those who have
never learned them. But the Humanists may unquestionably
leave it to the Geologists to fight the battle for antiquity. Tlie

latter assure us that the older the fossils the more instructive

their lessons ; indeed, so much importance is attached to ancient
animal life that the national government, with great liberality,

encourages its study by promoting explorations, museums, and
costly publications. Be it so ; but let not the nation which does
this forget that men are of "more value th.in many sparrows" ;

that the oldest literature is not old or dead, but fresh and living

in comparison with the bones of the cave-dwellers ; and that

though a Megatherium is wonderfully instructive, an ancient epic

or a drama is not unuorthy of attention.

Jebb, in his life of Bentley, asserts that probably " the study
of classical antiquity, in the largest sense, has never been more
really vigorous than it i-; at the present d.ay." We might add
that classical poetry has never been so popular—else why these

innumerable editions and translations ? Why, after VVorsley,

Butcher, Bryant, and their predecessors, are we reading aloud
and smiling over the immortal Odyssey as it is given to us in the

rhythmical prose of Palmer? This is a good sign ; only it is well

to remember that reading translations is not reading Greek, and,

as Jebb goes on to say, we must not forget the difference

between " the knowledge at second hand," which the intelligent

public can possess, and " the knowledge at first hand " which it

is the business of the libraries and professorships of a university

to perpetuate.

If the defenders of classical study would confine their argu-

ment to the line which was lately followed by Butcher, they
would silence their opponents. " To Greece," he says, "we owe
the love of science, the love of art, the love of freedom—not science

alone, art alone, or freedom alone, but these vitally correlated with
one another and brought into organic union. . . . The Greek
genius is the European genius in its first and brightest bloom.
From a vivifying contact with the Greek spirit, Europe deriveil

that new and mighty impulse which we call progress."
But I must not pass from the subject without a word upm

the study of language in general, that faculty of the human race

which was never half understood until the universities of Germany
entered upon the study of comparative philology, by the intro-

duction of Sanscrit study. With this new torch they have
thrown a flood of light upon the nature of speech, the history of

our race, the brotherhood of nations, and the development of
ideas which lie at the basis of all Indo-European civilisation.

The Shemitic tongues have long been subjects of university

study, especially Hebrew and Ar.ibic—the former so much
esteemed as the Language of the Old Testament that it used to

be spoken of as the language of Paradise, and the latter being
regarded as a key to the ideas and religion, the ancient literature

and science, of one of the largest families of men. Of late years

the domain of Shemitic study has been widened ; libraries long
hidden have been exhumed on the sites of ancient Babylon and
Nineveh ; records, the very existence of which was unknown at

the beginning of this century, written in characters to which
there was then but the slightest clue, are now read and printed
and studied as a part of the history of mankind. Assyrian
becomes a language of university study—not, indeed, for many
scholars, but for a few, and the bearing of their discoveries is so

important upon the language and history of the Hebrews that

one of tlie most learned of English theologians h.as recently said
that, in respect to certain of the obscurer passages of the Old
Testament, the world must wait for the light which would come
from Assyriology.

Certainly, if the histoiy of mankind is worth studying, if the
lessons of the past are of value, language and literature, the
ancient, the modern, the primitive, and the cultivated, will

never be neglected among the studies of an enlightened
community.
When we turn from Man to his environment, we soon per-

ceive that mathematics lies at the basis of all our knowledge of

this world. To count, to measure, and to weigh, are steps in

civilisation, and as we extend our powers in these directions, we
find that even the distance and mass of the planets, the form of

the earth, the velocity of light, the mechanical equivalent of

heat, and the unit of electrical resistance may be accurately

.ascertained, and the results, with many of the ideas which they
involve, may become a part of the intellectual possessions of

every educated person. Vet when we reflect that hardly any
branch of knowledge is so depreciated by the average man as

the modern advancement of pure mathematics, we must believe

th.at its influence upon civiUsation is not sufficiently considered.

Prof. Cayley, in a recent address, alluded to the connection

of mathematics with comiuon life, on the one hand, and with
the deepest questions of philosophy, for example, the meta-
physical ideas of time and space, on the other. As to its utility,

he declared that he would defend this science as Socrates de-

fended justice, quite irrespective of worldly advantages,—and
then he proceeds to show the relations of mathematics to the

certainty of knowledge, and to emphasise the idea that mathe-
matical science is not built upon experience but upon certain

fundamental assumptions—wdiich are indeed found to be in con-

formity with experience. I wish that every student, however
remote his studies may be from mathematical text-books, would
turn to the opening passages of this discourse, and steady his

own mental equilibrium by the .assurance that the science which
is most exact, and most satisfactory in its reasonings, is

based upon fundamental postulates which are assumed and not

proved by experiment. " In the theory of numViers," he says,

"there are very remarkable instances of propositions observed

to hold good for very long series of numbers—and which are

nevertheless untrue."

If you persist in taking the utilitarian view, and ask me what
is the good of Mr. Glaisher's determination of the least factors

of the missing three out of the first nine million numbers, the

volume containing the sixth million having lately been published

;

—or if you put a much more comprehensive question, what is

the use of the Abelian functions, I shall be forced to say, I do
not know ; and if you press me harder I shall be obliged to

express my conviction that nobody knows ; but I know, and
you know, and everybody may know, who will take the pains

to inquire, that the progress of mathematics underlies and
sustains all progress in exact knowledge.

Whewell, the author of the " History of Inductive Sciences,"

has brought out very elearly the fact that " the opening of Greek
civilisation was marked by the production of geometry, the idea

of space was brought to a scientific precision ; and likewise the

opening of modern European civilisation was distinguished by

the production of a new science. Mechanics, which soon led to

the mechanics of the heavens, and this step, like the former,

depended on men arriving at a properly distinct fundamental

idea, the idea of force." Henry Smith, arguing for the value of

his favourite study to mankind, points out the injury which

would come to the intellectual strength of any nation "whose
notions of the world and of the things in it, were not braced and
girt together with a strong frame-work of mathematical reasoning.

It is something," he conFinues, "for men to learn what proof is

and what it is not." The work in mathematics at Alexandria or

Syracuse two thousand years ago is as perfect in its kind and as

direct and unerring in its appeal to our intelligence, as if it had
been done yesterday at Berlin or Gottingen by one of our own
contemporaries. In kindred language, Cayley, working forward

as well as backward, and not unmindful, let us hope, of the

Sylvestrian school upon this side of the Atkantic, in which he

had been a master and a guest, thus concluded the address from

which I have already quoted :

—

"Mathematics has steadily advanced from the time of the

Greek geometers. Nothing is lost or wasted ; the achievements

of Euclid, Archimedes, and ApoUonius are as admirable now as
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they were in their own days. Descartes' method of co-ordinates

is a possession for ever. But mathematics has never been cul-

tivated more zealously and diligently, or with greater success

than in this centur)-—in the last half of it or at the present time ;

the advances made have been enormous, the actual field is

boundless, the future full of hope. In regard to pure mathematics
we may most confidently say,

" ' Vet rdoubt not thro* the ages one increasing purpose runs.

And the thoughts of men are widened with the process of the suns.'
"

Many who hesitate to assent to these views of the relation o'

pure mathematics to civilisation, have no hesitation whatever in

lauding applied mathematics, especially astronomy and physics ;

and no wonder, for within the memory of this generation, the

world has gained these five results of physical science, steam

locomotion, telegraphy, telephony, photography, and electric

lighting. The first three, it may be said, have revolutionised

the methods of human intercourse ; the fourth has multiplied

infinitely the means of communicating knowledge to the brain

by what Sir William Thomson, following John Bunyan, has

termed the Eye-gate ; and the fifth, still in its dawn, includes

possibilities of illumination, which we are not likely to exaggerate.

But I have no time to eulogise these recent gains of civilisation ;

every word I can spare must be given to emphasise the fact,

which is most likely to be forgotten, that these wonderful in-

ventions are the direct fruit of university studies. I do not

undervalue the work of practical men when I say that the most
brilliant inventor who ever lived has been dependent upon an
unseen company of scholars, the discoverers and the formulators

of laws which he has been able to apply to methods and instru-

ments. Nor do I forget that Faraday, like Shakespeare, was
not a university man. But I mean to say that the manifold

applications of science, about which everybody is talking, are

only possible because of the abstract studies which universities

promote. The electromagnetic inventions which are now so

multiform are only possible because scores of the greatest in-

tellects of the century, one after another, have applied their

powers of absolute reasoning to the interpretation of phenomena
which could have been elucidated in any part of the world, and
at any epoch of the past, if only the right methods had been
employed. As long as universities held aloof from experimental

sciences, these discoveries were not made, but when laboratories

for investigation were established, an alliance w.os formed by
mathematics and physics, and a new type of intellectual workers

was produced, men whose hands were as cunning to construct

and make use of instruments, as their brains were cunning to

develop the formulas of mathematics. Take the splendid list

i/f leaders who have followed Franklin and Rumford. They
may be called the school of Sir Isaac Newton, so much of their

inspiration is due to him. Not all were trained in academic
wall-i ; but mt one failed to derive help from the advantages

which universities provide and perpetuate.

One of the greatest of these men. Sir William Thomson, has

lately been here. He was invited to come because it was
believed that he, more than any other foreigner, could give an
impulse to the study of physics in this country. His lectures

were on a subject so remote from ordinary thought that I do not

suppose its announcement conveys to those who are unfamiliar

with the present position of physical inquiries, the least idea of

what the lecturer was to talk about. Nevertheless, so great was
the attraction of his powers, that a large company, two or three

from England, one from Japan, several from beyond the

AUeghanies, and many from this neighbourhood, most of them
teachers and professors of physics, here assembled daily for a

month to catch what they could of his learning and his enthusiasm.
His words were taken down and have been given to the public

in the form of lecture notes, and have thus reached already the

principal seats of learning abroad and at home, but the chief

results of his visit will be seen as the years go on in the increased

devotion of his followers to their science, and in their emulation
of his enthusiasm and concentration. Could I give you a more
interesting example of the way in which a university may
encourage physical science ?

Notwithstanding all the progress in physics and astronomy
which has been made during a century, those who know the

most about these subjects will assure us.that they .are but at the

alphabet of their science. Read the address of the .\strononier

of Princeton, on a recent occasion, in which he enumerates the

impending problems of astronomy ; or that of one of our own
staff, when he reviews the condition of electrical science, and
declares that ' as the region of the unknown is infinitely greater

than the known—there is no fear of there not being work for

the whole world for centuries to come ;
" and he adds (to please,

I suppose, the practical men) that in the applications of science,

"the telephone, the telegraph, and electric lighting, are but as

child's play to what the world will see."
Chemistr)' is the child of the nineteenth century. The atomic

theory, which lies at the foundation of all modem investigations,

was announced by Dalton,—(that English Friend after whom it

would not be amiss to name our chemical laboratory " Dalton
Hall,' as a tribute alike to his eminence and to the society in

which our founder was also trained),—Dalton's law, I say, was
announced between 1804 and 1808, so that we can trace more
distinctly than in most sciences the exact influences under which
chemistry has grown up. Alchemy, the search for gold or for

the philosopher's stone, never became a science, and contributed
very little to the good of man ; but when the universities of
Europe, with their trained observers, their methods of accurate
work, their habit of publication, and especially their traditional

principles of co-operative study, directed their attention to the
fundamental laws of atomic combination, the science of chemistry
grew with rapidity, and with benefits to mankind which can
never be enumerated. To no man were its early days more
indebted than to Liebig— " of organic chemistry the very source

and fountain-head "—good as a thinker, good as an investigator,

good as a lecturer, but better still, as one of his most illustrious

pupils has informed us, "in the peripatetic teaching of his

laboratory."
" It was at the small University of Giessen," says Hofmann,

from whom I have just quoted, that " Liebig organised the first

educational laboratory that was ever founded. This school
forms an epoch in chemical science. It was here that experi-

mental instruction such as now prevails in our laboratories

received its earliest form and fashion, and if we are proud of the
magnificent temples raised to experimental science in all our
schools and universities, let it never be forgotten that they all

owe their origin to the prototype set up by Liebig, half a century
ago." The world appreciates the results which have proceeded
from these laboratories—let it also be remembered that they

were the creation not of industrial fabrics, not of mercantile

corporations, not even of private enterprise, but of universities,

and that the motive which inspired their founders and directors

was not the acquisition of wealth, but the ascertainment of
fundamental law.

The science which began with the century is going forward
more rapidly than ever. Vet, if we examine a recent exposition

of the principles of theoretical chemistry, we may discover that

here, as in mathematics and in physics, the most expert perceive

that the field which is open to investigation is much vaster than

that which has been surveyed. Here, as everywhere else, the

higher one ascends the greater his horizon. What good is to

come to men from these researches it would not be wise to

predict ; but we may reflect on what has recently occurred.

Within the last few months a boon has been conferred on
humanity so great that all the cost of all the laboratories of all

the lands in Christendom would have been a small price to pay
for so precious a pearl. It came into the world never again to

leave it, unheralded, unexpected, from the laboratory of science,

to deaden for a few moments and then restore to life the organs

of the sight, so that operations on the eye, hitherto dreaded, may
be performed without the slightest pain. The chemists may
modestly say that this discovery was an accident not to be com-
pared in significance with the discovery of Avogadro's law.

That ma)' be so, yet this sort of accident does not happen in

Africa or the Fiji Islands,— it "happens" where there are

universities and laboratories, and trained men able and ready

to observe, discover, and apply.

The hour has passed, and I have hardly introduced a theme
which would be more appropriate for a volume than for a

discourse. I have not spoken of the study of the structure of

the earth, the physics of the globe, the laws of storms, the con-

stituent rocks and minerals of the earth, the record of life hidden
in ancient strata, the living kingdoms of animals and plants, the

distribution of the races of men, the progress of archaeology—or

of innumerable subdivisions in the great branches of human
knowledge. Such a task would be beyond my powers ; I have

only attempted to suggest what each one of you may study for

the rest of your lives, as you watch the growth of universities

and the progress of knowledge. I have purposely left for

another occasion all questions pertaining to professional and
technical education.
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A few miles east of one of my former homes—the settlement

of Berkeley, in California—there is an isolated peak of moderate

lieicht, from the top of which you may survey an area equal to

thia of the State of New York. From Mount Shasta on the

north to Mount Whitney on the south, you may trace the jasged,

often snow-white, crest which bears the name of Sierra Nevada.

Here and there a peak rises a little higher than its neighbours,

and can be identified from the look-out ; but human vision

cannot see the chains beyond the chains, nor the marvellous

valley Yosemite and the beautiful Lake Tahoe which are

sheltered within the nearest range of hills. All that the eye

can distinguish on the horizon are a few of the loftiest summits

as it turns toward the east, and a glimpse of the Farallone Islands

as it turns toward the west. So to-day, from a hill not very

hifh, we have looked upon a broad area, distinguishing only

the chief features of the landscape,—but we have seen the

mountains and the sea.

A NEW ISLAND IN THE SOUTH SEAS
A CCORDING to the Melbourne Argu^ of December lo,

-^ further news respecting the volcanic outbreak which

recently occurred in the Friendly Group has been received from

Fiii, via Auckland. Intelligence concerning it first arrived

there by the schooner Midge, from Tonga. Before the vessel

arrived, however, the eruption had already reported itself to the

eastern portion of the Fiji Group, and the .Jr^'KJ Correspondent

furnishes the following account of it :

—

" .\t Ogea, one of the island outposts lying nearest to the point

of eruption, and distant from it about 175 miles in a south-west

direction, heavy discharges as of siege artillery were heard on

October 14, and continued at short intervals up till the 17th.

It is to be noted in connection with this that the outbreak

occurred, or was first noticed, in Tonga on the 12th, and that

mention is made of ' a low rumbling noise at intervals during

the night.' During the continuance of these heavy discharges,

Ogea was frequently and very violently shaken by earthquakes,

so that the people were in a state of great consternation. .\t

night-time a lurid glare, as from a great fire, was visible m the

direction of Tonga, and these phenomena culminated m a

terrific roar on the morning of the 17th, such as might be pro-

duced by thousands of big guns being discharged simultaneously.

Next day a small vessel which had been working the open sea

between the Fijian and Friendly Groups, called in to Ogea and

reported having passed through vast fields of pumice. This

served to confirm the idea generally prevailing that a terrible

calamity in the form of a volcanic outbreak had befallen and

had overwhelmed Tonga."
fhe Tonga Correspondent of the Fiji Times, who was an eye-

witness of the eruption, has communicated the following account

of it to that journal :
—

" On the night of Sunday, October 11, 1SS5, more than one

slight shock of an earthquake was felt, and lightning was seen at

intervals at different quarters. Several persons noticed a low

rumbling noise at intervals during the night. At sunrise on

Monday morning, October 12, the natives reported that a

steamer was coming in. The Tongan Government was induced

to send out the schooner Sandfly, and about noon on the day

the outbreak was first seen Dr. Buckland, accompanied by the

Premier and various officials, started to see the volcanic erup-

tion which it was evident was going on. The Sandfly returned

on the l6th inst. and reported having reached [the scene of the

eruption on the 13th, but too late to see much ; that on the fol-

lowing morning a small island became for the first time visible,

and that the vessel had approached within about a mile of the

shore, but a strong current prevented nearer approach. On
October 17 a number of residents chartered Tugi's schooner, and

started for the spot, and on the succeeding morning witnesed a

spectacle of such surpassing magnificence as men have seldom

been permitted to view. An island of, I believe, not less than

nine miles superficial area was seen by us, which had been up-

heaved, presuming Cthe Sandfly's observations tD be correct,

within four days. On its shore a submarine volcano was

belching out a fearful quantity of what I believe to be

steam and salt water, throwing it upwards in a column

for a distance, I was told by a competent gentleman, of

a mile. To give an accurate description in detail of the

column and eruption generally is impossible. It is inde-

scribable. The shapes assumed by the steam clouds, after

the greatest height had been reached, were inexpressibly

beautiful, and were fantastic to a degree. While these clouds

were still wreathing and curling, another and another column,

with well-defined lines, would shoot upwards, and the downpour

of liquid and the wreathing and curiing were again and again

renewed. The island, named by many ' Fakaogo fei lagi, or

Takaogo Island, is situated about 16 or 20 miles to the north-

west of Honga Hapai. I have not a chart to refer to, but

believe it is on the site of the Culdibras (?) Reef, marked onthe

chart, and which is some distance south of Tonga and Kao.

Vessels coming here from Fiji will be able to visit the island

without going much from their course. .Vt night time flashes of

light are seen, but whether proceeding from flames of volcanic

fire or from the electricity generated during the condensation of

the volumes of steam, will be best known to scientific people.

Many and various are the conjectures as to how the island has

been formed, and conjectures alone can be made until the island

is visitech The whole matter is likely to create great interest,

and will afford an opportunity to scientific people to ascertain,

with a tolerable amount of certainty, the exact manner in which

these islands of the Pacific have in past ages been produced.

The height of the island on the occasion of the visit of the

Sandfly was from 20 to 30 feet, and when we saw it on Saturday

it appeared to be from 200 to 300 feet."

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Oxford.—Whatever be the fate of the new Moderations

Scheme now being considered by a Committee of Congregation,

the present academic year will be remarkable for the vigorous

onslaught made by the younger Faculties on the time-honoured

requirement at Pass Moderations of " a little Latin and less

Greek." The waste of a year over classical work having no

direct bearing on the final school chosen by the student had

become so great a tax on time and patience that, when a blovv

was at last struck at the evil, but little opposition was expressed

in quarters %\here small sympathy with modern studies was

thought to dwell. If the Committee can agree on a working

scheme, a great relief will be afforded to students in Natural

Science in Oxford.
.

It is with much pleasure that we notice, after long interval, two

Colleges offering Fellowships in Pure Science. Merton offers a

Fellowship in Physics, and Lincoln in Biology. Besides these

Fellowships, Pembroke has a vacant Medical Fellowship.

The nomination of Examiners in the Honour School of Natu-

ral Science (now conducted by a Committee of the Faculty)

took place this week. Prof. Burdon- Sanderson succeeds Dr.

Gamgee in Physiology, Mr. H. B. Dixon succeeds Mi. Vernon

Harcourt in Chemistiy, and Mr. J.
Walker succeeds Mr. Hayes

in Physics. . , , -n u
The following courses of lectures and practical classes will be

held during the present term :— nvu ^
In the Physical Department of the Museum, Prof. Chiton

lectures on Electricity, Mr. Walker on Polarised Light, and

practical instruction is given by the Professor, Mr. Walker, and

Mr Selby. At Christchurch Mr. Baynes lectures on Thermo-

dynamics, and gives practical instruction in Electrical Measure-

ments. At Balliol Mr. Dixon lectures on Elementary Heat and

'in "the Chemical Department of the Museum Prof. Odling

lectures on the Phenic Compounds ; Mr. Fisher contmues his

course on Inorganic Chemistry, and Dr. Watts continues his

course on Organic Chemistry. Practical instruction is givenby

Messrs. Fisher, Watts, Marsh, and Baker. Practical instruction

is also given in the Christchurch and Balliol Laboratories.

In the Morphological Department Prof Mos- ley lectures on

the Anatomy of the Vertebrata ; Mr. Spenser has a course on

Elementary Animal Morphology; and Mr. Barclay Thomp-

son, on the Osteology and Distribution of the Amphibia and

Reptilia. Mr. Arthur Thomson lectures on Human Myology,

and has a class for Practical Anatomy. Practical instruction in

Comparative Anatomy is given by the Professor, and Messrs.

Robertson and Spenser.
, „ , c- j

In the Physiological Department Prof. Burdon- Sanderson

lectures on the Physiology of the Nervous System, and will also

give twelve elementary lectures during the present and next term

on the Vital Phenomena of men and animals. Mn Uixey lec-

tures and has a class for Practical Histology ;
Dr. Gotch has a

class for Practical Physiology ; and Mr. Poulton lectures on the

Physiology and Histology of the Special Senses.
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111 the Geological Department Prof. Prestwich lectures on the

Paleozoic series ; Prof. Story-Maskelyne on Crystallographic

Symmetry ; and {Dr. Tylor on Mankind, their Distribution,

Antiquity, and Early Condition.

At the Botanical Garden, Prof. Bayley Balfour lectures and

gives practical instruction in Vegetable Morphology and Physio-

logy. Prof. Gilbert lectures on Field Experiments.

Scholarships in Natural Science are ofiered this term by

Magdalen and Jesus Colleges, and next term by Queen's

College.

The next examination for a Radcliffe Travelling Fellowship

will commence on Monday, February 8.

Cambridge.—Mr. J. H. Randell, M.A., who has been

elected to a Fellowship at Pembroke College, was 5th Wrangler

in 18S2, first class in the Natural Sciences Tripos, Part II.,

iSSj, and is now additional Demonstrator of Experimental

Physics.

It is proposed by the Council that the appointments of Uni-

versity Lecturers shall be tenable "for such a term of years,

not exceeding five, as t'le General Board shall prescribe," the

statutable provision for cancellation remaining still in force for

extraordinary occasion.

A Shuttleworth Scholarship at Gonville and Caius College is

vacant, and an examination for it will commence on March 19

next. The subjects are Botany and Comparative Anatomy in

its most general sense (including Zootomy and Comparative

Physiology), and there will be practical work in all these sub-

jects. Candidates must be registered medical students of Cam-
bridge University, and at least of eight terms' standing. The
Scholarship is of the value of 60/. per annum, and tenable for

three years. A Foundation Scholarship may be awarded to the

successful candidate in addition.

In the scheme of Entrance Scholarship Examinations at

Girton College recently issued no Natural Science subject is

included in the optional subjects. One Gilchrist Scholarship,

tenable at Newnham or Girton, will be awarded, among other

groups, for proficiency in Physical and Natural Science at the

next Cambridge Higher Local Examination.

Owens College, Manchester.—The following appoint-

ments have recently been made :—To the Brackenbury Pro-

fessorship of Physiology, William Stirling, M.D., D.Sc,
Regius Professor of the Institutes of Medicine in the University

of Aberdeen ; to the Lectureship in Medical Jurisprudence,

John Dixon Mann, M.D., M.R.C.P.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Jotirnal of the Franklin Insliiute, No. 717, September 1885.

—J. Sartain, on the ancient art of painting in encaustic.—Dr.

P. H. Van der Weyde, on the new system of telegraphy to and

from moving trains. This paper describes Phelps's method of

communicating by induction.—A. E. Outerbridge, a lecture on

matter.— S. W. Holnian, friction of leather belts on iron

pulleys ; an experimental study of the slip, and coefficients of

sliding friction.—A. S. Greene, on the jacketing of working
cylinders of steam-engines.—Otto Luthy, on Florida sugar.

—

Pedro G. Salom, on the metallurgy of steel ; an essay on
Bessemer and other modern processes.

No. 718, October 1885.—E. A. Gieseler, on tidal theory

and tidal prediction.—Chief-Engineer Isherwood, an account of

experiments on a condensing compound engine.— C. L.

Gateley and A. P. Kletzsch, cylinder condensation in steam-

engines. Gives first part of some researches made on a large

engine by two students of Stevens Institute.—W. Curtis Taylor,

three new portraits of Washington. A .study in composite

photography.—F. Lynwood Garrison, the microscopic structure

of iron and steel. Accompanying this paper are several photo-

lithographed plates, one of which shows the transition in struc-

ture of a "burned-out " fire-grate bar of cast-iron into steel by

the action of the fire.

No. 719, November 1SS5.—E. A. Gieseler, on tidal theory

and tidal prediction (conclusion).—C. L. Gateley and A. P.

Kletzsch, cylinder condensation (continued).—Pedro G. Salom,

recent improvements in the manufacture of iron and steel.

Describes the " Clapp-GrifSths," the "Davy," the " Gordon,"
and the " Avesta" processes.—Prof. E. J. Houston, glimpses

of the International Electrical Exhibition, No. 8. Reis's articu-

lating telephone. An exhaustive examination of Keis's various

suggestions and instruments.— S. H. Needles, a translation of a

note of M. Blavier on the influence of electric storms on sub-

terranean telegraph wires.

Wiedaiiann's Annalen, Band xxvi. No. 10, October 1885.

—

Fr. Kohlrausch, on the conductivity of certain electrolytes in.

extremely dilute aqueous solutions. This paper contains an

historical summary of methods and results ; a discus.-.ion of the

method of working with alternate currents ; accounts of various

new experimental researches.—E. Pfeiffer, on the electric con-

ductivity of mixtures of ethyl-alcohol and ethyl-ether. The
author believes that both pure alcohol and pure ether possess

metallic conductivity, though both are extremely bad con-

ductors.— G. C. Foster, on a modified form of Wheatstone's

Bridge and a method of measurement of small resistances. This,

is a reprint of Prof. Foster's paper of 1872 in the Journal of the

Society of Telegraph Engineers, which appears to be unknown
outside England.—A. Oberbeck, on a phenomenon of electric

oscillations similar to resonance. This refers to the effect of

condensers on alternate currents recently investigated by Hop-
kinson.—K. Angstrom, on the diffusion of radiant heat from

plane surfaces. The research was made by an appai-atus called

a "galvanic differential thermometer," resembling Langley's
" bolometer." Results are given for a number of substances at

different angles of incidence.—A. Schleiermacher, on the de-

pendence of heat-radiation upon temperature and the law of

Stefan. These researches confirm the accuracy of Stefan's law

for perfectly black bodies.—M. Thiesen, on the law of the

resistance of air.—E. D.irn, experimental confirmation, for

pyro-electricity, of the law that the two kinds of electricity are

generated in equal quantity.—E. Dorn, some lecture experi-

ments. These relate to Leslie's apparatus, interference of

sounds, vortex-rings, Puluj's apparatus for Joule's equivalent,

and cooling of wire by sudden extension.—P. Briihl, on forked

lightning.

No. II, November.—E. Gumlich, theory of Newton's Rings

in transmitted light. The author concludes that the effect of

multiple reflection in the air-film is to render the dark rings in-

completely dark in the transmitted set, and the bright rings in-

completely bright in the reflected set.— Leonhard Weber,
measurement of intensity of diffused daylight. The quantities

and qualities of daylight at Breslau were measured against

those of standard flames from December 1884 to July 1885,

with the following mean relative figures :—December, red 3834,
green 11,514; January, red6S75, green 20,447 ; June, red 51,803,

green 151,233; July, red 37,309, green 105,230.—W. von Be-

zold, on formation of the triangle of colours by tnie colour mix-

ture. Three shaded triangles of red, blue, and green are opti-

cally superposed.—W. Miiller-Erzbach, dissociation of salts con-

tainingwater.—F. Kohlrausch, ontheinconstancyof the damping-
function of a galvanometer, and its influence on the determination

of absolute resistance by means of the earth-inductor.—R. Colley,.

on some new methods for observing electric oscillations, and
some applications of them. To measure electric oscillations the

author has applied (i) a telephone receiver, (2) a mirror-oscillo-

meter, and (3) a gas-flame oscillometer ; descriptions of these

are given, with drawings.—A. Koepsel, determination of the con-

stants of electro-magnetic rotation of the plane of polarisation of

sodium light in bisulphide of carbon. Tlie apparatus was a

modified Lippich's half-shadow polarimeter. The result gave

for the absolute unit of rotation at 18° C, 0-0419913'

±

O'ooooo78'; in close agreement with Lord Rayleigh's value,

o "042002'.

Journal de Physiqii,; t. iv., September 1885.—H. Dufet»

experimental researches on the variation of the indices of refrac-

tion under the influence of temperature. The points comprised

are: (i) variation of ordinary and extraordinary indices of

quartz ; (2) variation of index of water by prism method and by
method of Talbot's fringes with aid of a lamina of quartz ; (3)

variation of indices of fluor and of beryl by the same method ;

(4) variations of indices of bisulphide of carbon, of monobrom-
naphthaline, turpentine, and alcohol by means of a lamina of

quartz immersed in these liquids. The extraordinary index of

quartz varies about seven times as much as the ordinary index,

with variations of temperature.—MM. Bouty and Foussereau,

on theemployment of alternating currents for measuring liquid

resistances. They criticise Kohlrausch's methods, in which a

bridge and a receiving telephone are used, and show that

ordinary resistance coils cannot be relied upon as having no self-

induction. They describe a liquid rheostat, without polarisa-
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tion, capable of giving resistances from 24 to 62,000 ohms.—M.
Boiirbouze, new models of hygrometers. In these instruments,

which are modifications of the dew-point hygrometer, the forma-

tion of the first film of dew is observed by causing the deposit to

be made on thin glasses which form the sides of the etlier-

-chamber, when, on viewing a candle or other luminous point

through the glass, coloured halos are visible.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES -

London
Royal Society, December 10, 1885.—"On the Relation

of the Reptiliferous Sandstone of Elgin to the Upper Old Red
Sandstone." By Prof John W. Judd, F.R.S., Sec.G.S.
The question of the geological age of the yellow sandstones

of the district lying to the north of the city of Elgin has been,
as is well known, the subject of very animated discussions among
geologists. Some have even gone so far as to assert that the
evidence on the question, which has been adduced by strati-

graphists, is absolutely incapable of reconciliation with that
relied upon by palaeontoloa;ists.

After detailing the successive discoveries of fossils in the^e
beds from 1844. to 1877, in which latter year Prof Huxley pub-
lished his well-known monograph on StagonoL'pis, the author
proceeds :

—

In the year 1S84 I saw in the Elgin iVIuseum the cast of a
skeleton which had recently been obtained from the new quarry
near Elgin, to be more particularly referred to in the sequel.
This fossil appeared to me to be so different from all the remains
hitherto found in the formation, that I obtained an impression of
it and submitted it to Prof. Huxley, who recognised in it certain

characters distinctive of the Dinosauria. From the same quarry
a skeleton apparently belonging to another lizard, distinct both
from Tderpeton and HvperodapeJon, with portions of the
skeleton of the last-named genus, were also obtained.
Returning to Elgin in the autumn of the present year, I was

told by my friend Dr. Gordon that another reptilian specimen,
including the skull and some other parts of the skeleton, had
been found in the same quarry. On examining this specimen I

at once saw that it exhibited the characteristic features of
Dicynodon , and my opinion on the subject was confirmed by my
friend Dr. Traquair, F. R.S., of Edinburgh, who, at my request,

proceeded to examine the specimen. A second example of the
same genus has since been discovered, and I trust that ere long
a full account of this interesting form will be given by Dr.
Traquair.

In addition to the=e fjcts, I may add that casts of teeth, un-
distinguishable from those of Ceratodi(s, were some time ago
obtained from the Spynie quarries.

The present state of the palseontological evidence concerning
the age of the beds then is as follows. The strata have yielded
the remains of no less than four orders of reptiles, all of them
belonging to forms very different from any which have been found
in Palaeozoic rocks. The Lacertilia are represented by Tder-
piton, Hyperodapedon, and an undescribed form ; Crocodilia by
Stagonolepis ; Dinosauria by an undescribed skeleton, and possibly
by Dasygnathus ; and Dicynodontia by two individuals of the
type genus. In addition to these we have a great number of
footprints differing so greatly in form or size that they must
probably have been made by creatures of very different proportions
and organisation.

It will be seen from this summary that the pakeontological
evidence in favour of the Triassic .age of the Elgin sandstones is

now absolutely overwhelming. Besides the remains of Hypfro-
dapedoit and Dicynodon, genera which appear to be confined to
Triassic strata, in districts so widely separated as South Africa,
India, the Ural Mountains, and the British Islands, we have
Stagonolepis, a crocodile with Mesozoic affinities, the highly organ-
ised lizard Tcleypeton, and Dinosaurs ; the last-mentioned having
never been found in any rocks older than Trias. Ccmtodtis, too,
has usually been regarded as having commenced in the Trias,
though it must be admitted that difficulty may exist in separating
the cast found at Spynie from Ctenodiis, which occurs in the
Carboniferous, or Diplerus, which occurs in the Devonian.

Let us now inquire what is the nature of the stratigraphical
evidence which has been regarded as opposed to the palfeonto-
logical arguments in favour of the Triassic age of this formation.
At the outset it is necessary to bear in mind two ver)' important

circumstances. First. The exposures of the Reptiliferous Sand-
stone and of the Upper Old Red in the district are more or less

isolated, the greater part of the country being thickly covered by
drift and other superficial deposits. Secondly. The whole of the
rocks in the district exhibit evidence of having undeigone great
disturbance ; this is shown by their steep inclinations, and by the
foldings and fractures which can often be recognised in the
quarries opened in them.
The Reptiliferous Sandstone makes its appearance at the sur-

face in two parallel ridges, Hanging from north-east to south-
west for a distance of about nine miles. The most northerly of
these ridges extends from Brandenburgh to Burghead. Although
the rocks are well exhibited both in sea-cliffs and in reefs on the
shore, the only fossils obtained from them are the fo')tprints of
the Cummingston and Hopeman quarries, near the south-western
extremity of the ridge, and the remains of Sta^onolepis, Tehr-
peton, and liyptrodnpcdon, found in a single bed at Lossiemouth,
at its north-eastern end. A tract of about three miles wide,
thickly covered by superficial deposits, completely isolates the
northern or coast ridge from the southern one, which is known
as the Quarrywood ridge. In this Quarrywood ridge the Rep-
tiliferous Sandstone is only found along its northern face for a
distance of about three miles. The southern slope is composed
of the ordinary rocks of the Upper Old Red Sandstone, con-
taining Holoptychius nobilissimus, Ag. , with species of Glypto-
pomus and Plerkhthys, There is no evidence of the occurrence
of Triassic strata, either along the southern slopes of the Quariy-
wood ridge or in the district lying still further south about the
city of Elgin. The localities in which the s.andstone containing
reptiles has been found along the northern slope of the Quany-
wood ridge are as follows :—At Spynie, which may be regarded
as a north-eastern prolongation of the Quarrywood ridge, the

deep quarries have yielded Tderpeton, Hyperodapedon, and
Ceratodits. At Findrassie Wood, a mile and a half further to

the south-west, a quarry, now abandoned, has yielded Slago-
•tolepis and Dasyanathus. Lastly, the quan-y near the top of
the ridge, above New Spynie Church, .and a mile and a half

still further to the south-west than Findr.assie, has yielded
Hyperodapedon and another lizard with a Dinosaur and a
Dicynodont.

In both the c-ast ridge and the Quariywood ridge, as was well

pointed out by Dr. Gordon, the Reptiliferous Sandstone is seen
to be covered by a very peculiar and easily-recognisable deposit,

known as the " Cherty rock of .Stotfield." It has been fre-

quently suggested that the preservation of these two sandstone
ridges, and thus of the whole peninsula between Burghead Bay
and Spey Bay, was in all probability due to the presence of this

remarkable rock, which offers such resistance to the ordinary
agents of denudation.' The rock consists of a more or less

intimate admixture of siliceous and calcareous materials, in-

cluding also crystallised patches of g.alena, blende, and pyrites ;

it has yielded no trace of organic remains. Sir Roderick
Murchison compared the "Cherty rock of Stot field" with the

Cornstones of the Old Red series, with which, however, they
have but little in common ; and some confusion appears to have
arisen from bands of true Cornstone, which occur in Upper Old
Red .Sandstone to the south of Elgin, with the Cherty rock of

the Trias.

Prof Harkness in 1864 was able to show that the positions in

which the Cherty rock and the Reptiliferous Sandstone occur in

the neighbourhood of Elgin are such as can only be explained
by the existence of great faults. At a later date I showed how
numerous are the indications of disturbance in the district

—

evidence of tilting of the beds, of actual contortion, and of

fracture occurring in many of the quarries. On the north of the

coast-ridge I have shown that beds of Inferior Oolite are found
faulted against the Trias at Stotfield,- and pr^ibably also at

Burghead. In the gre.at " Scars," or reefs, which lie off this

coast red sandstones are seen, and I have been assured that

scales of Holoptychius occur in them. The presence of these

great lines of dislocation is unquestionable, and in the paper
referred to I have endeavoured by means of dotted lines to

indicate the approximate position of some of them. It must be
remembered, however, that in a country so deeply covered by
drift as Northern Morayshire, the working out of the relations of
the rock-masses by tracing their outcrops at the surface is an
almost hopeless task.

As throwing an entirely new light on the age and relations of

Quart. Journ. Geol. Sec. vol, xx, (1864), p, 424.
= IHii. vol. .XXIX. (1S73), p. 128, &c.
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(he Reptiliferous Sandstone of Elgin, I was able to show in the

year 1873 that strata identical in character with that deposit and
with the Cherty rock of Stotfield occur on the northern as well

as on the southern side of the Moray Firth. At Dunrobin, in

Sutherland, the yellow sandstones are seen covered by the Cherty

rock, and this in turn is overlain in apparently conformable

sequence by the various members of the Lias and Oolite. The
wliole of the Mesozoic strata of Sutherland are seen to be thrown
by a great fault against the Lower Old Red and the ciystalline

rocks of the Highlands.

Although it is certain, however, that some of the cases of

juxtaposition between the Old Red and the Triassic strata must
be due to faulting, yet there were reasons for believing that the

latter strata lie directly and unconformably upon the former.

But, as was remarked by Dr. Gordon in 1877, "the district is so

covered by drift that no junction of the Iloloptychian and the

Reptiliferous strata has been laid bare."

It was therefore with the greatest interest that in the summer
of 1884 I learned from that veteran geologist, whose important

services to science have extended over a period of more than half

a century, that the bones of reptiles had at last been detected in

the same quarry with the remains of Holoptychius. On repairing

to Elgin, I found evidence that a somewhat coarse variety of the

Reptiliferous Sandstone is seen passing downwards into a bed of

conglomerate from three to four feet thick, which is known to

the workmen as the " pebbly-post."

It was also found that the "pebbly-post," which in its lower

portion becomes more perfectly conglomeratic, and contains

pebbles of white and purple quartz up to the size of the fist,

rests on beds of pink and red sandstones, very finely laminated,

and exhibiting evidence of much false-bedding. These beds are

strikingly different in character from the coarse-grained white

sandstones lying above the "pebbly-post," in which the bedding
is usually indistinct and imperfect. The stone lying below the

conglomerate was fjund to be unsuited for building purposes,

and the trial shaft, after being carried to the depth of thirteen

feet in the bottom-rock, was abandoned ; very fortunately, how-
ever, the last blast which was fired in it revealed a remarkably
fine specimen of Holoptvchiiis, which has been identified by
Dr. Traquair as //. nobilissimus, Ag. , and is now in the Elgin

Museum.
These facts all point to the conclusion that the Reptiliferous

.Sandstone of Elgin passes downwards into a bed of conglo-

merate, which rests unconformably upon the strata .of the Upper
Old Red.
The Royal Society long ago testified its sense of the importance

of determining the age and relations of the remarkable strata of

Elgin, by appointing a Committee and making a grant from the

Donation Fund to aid in securing new specimens of the fossils.

Seeing, then, that an opportunity offered itself for determining
the exact relations of the Reptiliferous to the Holoptychian
beds, 1 preferred a request to the Council of this Society for a

grant to be applied in excavations directed to uncovering the line

of junction between the two beds.

My request having been granted, I had the great advantage of

the aid and judicious counsel of Prof. T. G. Bonney, F.R.S.,
President of the Geological Society, in examining the section

laid bare, and he permits me to state that he fully concurs in the

following statement.

We were able to observe that, while the conglomerate of the
" pebbly-post " graduates insensibly into the overlying Reptili-

ferous Sandstone, it is sharply divided from the red sandstones

below. It was unfortunately found that, owing to the imperfect
bedding of the upper series and the prevalence of oblique
lamination in the lower one, it was impossible to obtain decisive

evidence of a discordance of dip between them. But the line

of junction between the two sets of strata showed every appear-
ance of being an eroded one. We came to the conclusion that

while the upper series having the "pebbly-post" for its base, is

certainly perfectly distinct from the lower one, there can scarcely

be the.smallest doubt that the former rests unconformably upon
the latter ; in other words, the evidence points to the conclusion
that during the vast periods of the Carboniferous and Permian,
the Upper Old Red .Sandstone of the Elgin area was upheaved
and denuded, and the Upper-Trias beds were deposited uncon-
formably upon their eroded surface.

The paper concludes with a rhtiml of all that is known of this

formation, which has proved of such interest both to geologists
and to biologists, and a comparison with the strata of the same
age in other parts of Scotland and in Scandinavia.

Zoological Society, Jan. 19.—Prof. W. H. Flower, V.P.R.S.,
President, in the chair.—A letter was read from Dr. C. S.
Minot {25, Mount Vernon Street, Boston, U.S.A.), calling atten-
tion to the Elizabeth Thompson Science Fund for the advance-
ment and prosecution of scientific research, and inviting applica-
tions for assistance from it.—A communication was read from
the Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, containing descriptions of some
new Amjihipodous Crustaceans from Singapore and New Zea-
land.—Mr. Howard Saunders exhibited an adult specimen of
the Sooty Tern {Sterna fitliginosa), caught alive near Bath,
October 1S85, and pointed out that only two examples of this

species had as yet occurred in Great Ihitain.—Mr. H. J. Elwes
read a paper on the butterflies of the genus Parnassius, having
special relation to the development, functions, and structure of
the horny pouch found in the females of this genus. He de-
scribed the habits, distribution, and variations of twenty-three
species which he recognised in the genus ; and illustrated his
remarks by the exhibition of a very complete collection of speci-
mens and drawings. The paper was supplemented by Prof.
Howes's remarks on his examination of the anatomy of the Par-
nassius apollo, and by Mr. Thomson's notes on the habits of the
insects as bred in the Society's Gardens in 18S5.—Mr. Oldfield
Thomas, F.Z. S., read a paper containing a list of the specimens
of mammals collected in various parts of India and presented
to the British Museum by Mr. A. O. Hume, C.B. The series

consisted of about 400 specimens, nearly all in excellent con-
dition and with accurate localities attached to them. A new
mouse from Tenasserim was proposed to be called Mus humii.
A new Flying Squirrel from the Malay Peninsula was named
Sciiiroptcrus dai'isoiii.—A communication was read from the
Rev. Canon Tristram, containing the description of an apparently
new species of duck (Dafi/a) from Sidney Island of the Phcenix
group in the Central Pacific, which he proposed to name, from
its extreme simplicity of plumage, Dafila modesta.—A commu-
nication was read from Mr. A. G. Butler, containing a description

of the larva, pupa, and imago of a butterfly [Apiria hippia\
from specimens bred in the Society's Gardens.

Paris
Academy of Sciences, January 18.—M. Jurien de l.i

Graviere, President, in the chair.—Memoir on M. de Saint-
Venant and his scientific w-ork, by M. Ed. Phillips.—On a new
mercurial bath intended to deaden the vibrations of the ground,
by M. Mouchez. This contrivance, at once simple and prac-
tical, h.as been invented by M. Gautier for the purpose of dimin-
ishing the vibrations of the ground at the Paris Observatory,
caused by passing traffic. A cylindrical cast-metal basin con-
taining the supply of quicksilver, has attached to the centre a
wormed axis, to which is riveted a second and somewhat
smaller basin furnished with a corresponding female-screw.
The latter is pierced with a small aperture, through which the
layer of quicksilver enters. This layer then becomes insensible

to the vibrations, provided the screw be neither too tight nor
too loose. The appliance has already yielded excellent results,

for the first time enabling regular observations of the nadir to

be taken at the Paris Observatory.—Remarks on MM. Paul and
Prosper Henry's astronomical photographs, presented to the
Academy by M. Mouchez. Since the proofs obtained of the
Milky Way last June, MM. Henry have continued their labours
with a success that has surpassed all hopes. The results already
secured have been pronounced by competent judges the very
perfection of astronomical photography, full of promise for the
future of astronomy. Perfectly distinct images of several thou-
sand stars down to the sixteenth and even the seventeenth mag-
nitude have been obtained, as well as the nebula near Maia in

the Pleiades and other objects absolutely invisible to the most
powerful telescopes. Amongst other photographs presented are
forty-two proofs of the Milky Way and various regions of the
heavens ; the neighbourhood of e Lyra^ showing some stars far

smaller than the dMlissinia of Herschel, and below the six-

teenth magnitude ; the neighbourhood of Vega, with stars even
feebler still than the foregoing, some of which have certainly

never before been seen ; the groups of Hercules, Sobieski,

Ophiuchus, and Perseus, and over 600 images of double o.'

multiple stars ; a veiy successful photograph of the nebula
of Orion and of several of the planets.—Note on the irre-

ducible pure reciprocants of the fourth order, by Prof. Sylvester.

—Note on an electric spectrum peculiar to the rare earths of the
terbic group, by M. Lecoq de Boisbaudran.—Collection of

plans or designs of ancient and modern vessels, with the

elements necessary for their construction ; third instalment..
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presented to the Academy by Admiral Paris.—Considerations

relative to the illumination of lighthouses by means of electri-

city, by M. Felix Lucas. It is shown that the voltaic arc pre-

sents two decided advantages over mineral oil : greater bril-

liancy and less expense. The only drawback is the somewhat

capricious instability of its light, a defect so inherent in the

nature of the voltaic arc, that at present it seems impossible

completely to remove it.—Note on the solar statistics of the

year 1885, by M. Rod. Wolf. The tabulated results of solar

observations made at the Zurich Observatory, and of magnetic

observations made at Milan, shows that the relative numljer

and magnetic variation have both considerably diminished at

about tiie same rate since the ye.ar 18S4.—On hitherto un-

recognised wave-lengths, by M. Langley. From his protracted

researches the author concludes with some reserve that the

radiations, whose lower limit was determined by Newton at

O'ooo7 mm., have nov/ been extended to o'oi5o mm., that is to

say, to over twenty ti.nes Newton's limit. Thus the great gap

that existed between the lowest known vibration of light and the

highest of sounds, has been partly filled up.—On the velocity of

the flow of liquids, by M. Th. Vautier.—On the secondary or

persistent luminous impressions, second note, by M. F. P.

Le Roux. The author concludes for the present that the

seat of the phenomenon, to which these persistent images

are due, lies about the back part of the eyeball, and
that probably one or more fluids play an important part

in its production.—Action of the sulphur of antimony on

the sulphur of potassium, by M. A. Ditte.—Note on a

new synthesis of an inactive borneol, Co,H,i;(H„02), by
MM. G. Bouchardat and J. Lafont.—Action of high pressure

on the animal tissues, by M. P. Regnard.—Influence of the

antesthesia produced by the inhalation of the protoxide of pure

nitrogen on various functions of the animal system, by M. M.
Laftont. This species of anaesthesia is not only more or less

injurious in itself, but constantly causes functional disturbances,

which may give rise to serious dangers, especially in certain

physiological conditions.—Researches on the physiological and

therapeutic action of acetophenone, by MM. Mairet and

Combemale, From their experiments the authors conclude that

acetophenone, which acts chiefly on the nervoiis system, is not a

sedative, while its healing virtues appear to be very doubtful.

—

On the histogenesis of the eleinents contained in the ovaries of

insects, by Si. J. Perez.—A contribution to the study of the

Eocene palms of West France, by M. Louis Crie.—Note on the

Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous formations of the provinces of

Grenada and Malaga, by MM. Marcel, Bertrand, and W. Kilian.

These Andalusian formations appear to be of an essentially

Alpine character, their composition resembling those of Sicily

and South Tyrol. The upper layers also show strong analogies

with the Balearic IsKands, the .\pennines and .\lps of Lombardy.
—Note on the photography of speech and its reproduction by
oxhydric projection, by M. Leon Esquile. The author claims

to have succeeded, by means of the photophone, in fixing on a

photographic plate the modulations of the voice, afterwards

reproducing the words by the telephone, projecting in oxyhydric

light the positive image of the plate on Mercadier's selenium

receiver.—The election was announced of M. Boussinesq as

member of the Section for Mechanics, in place of the late M.
RoUand.—The Academy was informed by the Mayor of

Chamounix that the commune of Chamounix intended celebrat-

ing the centenary of the first ascent of Mont Blanc by de

Saussure in the month of August 1S87, when a monument
erected to his memory will be unveiled. Subscriptions for the

monument will be received by the Secretary of the Institute.

Berlin

Physical Society, November 20, 18S5.—Dr. Gerstm.ann

having given a report on the " Molecular Physics " of Herr
Wittwer, Prof. Schwalbe delivered an address on wind-holes

and ground-temperatures, a theme on which he has frequently

before made communications to the Society. Notwithstanding
that he had been engaged for years in the study of ice-cavities

and wind-holes, the speaker had yet arrived at no conclusive

judgment respecting the cause of them. H.aving been pre-

vented in 1884 from instituting observations of his own, he
had collected the liter.ature of the subject, and had ascertained

that ice-cavities and wind-holes were very widely diffused, but

had not yet excited general interest to such a degree as to have
become the subject of continuous observations. In the summer
of 1885 Prof. Schwalbe made a searching investigation into the

cold cavities and wind-holes in the neighbourhood of Questen-

berg, in the Southern Hartz. The gypsum here constituting the

main mass of the soil showed very many cavities and wind-
holes. The ice-cavity he had described on a former occasion,

with its entrance by a smooth gypsum wall, was found by him
this year entirely free of ice, and the temperature of the air in

it was, on three different visits, always between 4° and 5° C.

On the other side of the gypsum mountain he found a hole

which, on former visits, was almost entirely filled with water,

but was on this occasion quite dry, so that it could be examined
to the interior extremity. Here, too, he found a low and un-

commonly constant temperature of 5^ in the proximity of the

mouth, and of 4° at the far end. A large number of more or

less small holes, whence cold air issued, was found on the same
side of the mountain, which was almost bare, except for a few

fruit-trees. Occasionally these holes were very close to the

surface illumined by the sun, and yet their temperature, in

all kinds of weather, was perfectly constant and low, mostly

from 4° to 5°,—in one case o'. Although, too, most of these

cavities communicated by broader or narrower crevices with the

interior of the gypsum mountain, yet nowhere in them could
there be demonstrated any stronger current of air that might be
claimed as the cause of a more powerful evaporation and cooling.

Prof. Schwalbe, in conclusion, drew attention to two interesting

phenomena he had observed in the gypsum strata of the

Southern Harlz. These were the sinking of rivers, often

accompanied by loud uproar, and the occurrence of intermittent

lakes. The so-called " Bauerngraben '' (peasants' ditch), near
Rosslau, was, even in the last century, as the old contracts

between the two neighbouring villages proved, sometimes a

lake serving the one village for fishing purposes, and sometimes
dry land, which w.as then tilled by the other village. Several

channels at the bottom of the lake led to the interior of the

gypsum rock, nevertheless the water, when it gathered here,

stood for several years at a depth of from 10 to 15 metres,

suddenly to disappear again. In the years 1876, 1877, and
1S78 the " Bauerngraben " was filled with water, and since this

last date it had been dry land. The meteorological conditions

appeared to exercise no influence on this phenomenon. The
cause of the sudden accumulation of water, and the just as

sudden desiccation, was yet wholly unknown.
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ASTRONOMY DURING THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY

A Popular History of Astronomy diirina; the Nineteenth

Century. By Agnes M. Gierke. (Edinburgh : Adam
and Charles Black, 18S5.)

\X/£ have read this book with very great interest and
^ with no little pleasure. The authoress (for this

learned volume is indeed the product of a lady's pen) has

modestly described her " History of Astronomy" as a

popular work. We certainly hope that the book will be

as popular as it deserves, and that it will be widely and

extensively read. We think, however, that few men of

science who use this book will think that it ought to be

classed as a popular work in the ordinary acceptation.

It might be more correctly described as a masterly expo-

sition of the results of modern astronomy in those depart-

ments now usually characterised as physical.

Prof. Grant's " History of Astronomy," now more than

thirty years old, treated of astronomy prior to that re-

markable development of the science consequent on the

invention of the spectroscope ; Miss Gierke may thus

be said to have resumed the subject from the point

which Prof. Grant reached, and her present work is well

worthy of a place beside Grant's volume in every astro-

nomical library.

In the opening pages of the introduction Miss Gierke

distinguishes the three great branches of the science of

astronomy. The primary branch is that known as " ob-

servational," which involves the art of observing the

returns and measuring the places of the heavenly bodies,

but is not concerned with schemes for harmonising these

facts into a compendious theory. The second kind of

astronomy is that founded by Newton, and is most ap-

propriately termed " gravitational." It seeks to account

for the main facts of astronomy, in so far as the move-

ments of the bodies are concerned, by the operation of

the law of gravitation. The third branch is that which

Miss Gierke terms "physical and descriptive." This

branch of astronomy embraces the detailed study of the

features of the different celestial bodies, and also the

examination of their actual character and chemical com-

position. The two first branches are the older and better-

known parts of astronomy. It is in the third branch that

the great developments of modern times have taken place.

It is especially in this department that Miss Gierke's

work will be found invaluable as giving a succinct and

accurate summary of our knowledge.

The work is divided naturally into two portions. The
first part describes the progress of astronomy during the

first half of the nineteenth century. It opens with an

account of the career of Sir W. Herschel and his dis-

coveries. In subsequent chapters of the first part we
have the account of the memorable achievements of

Bessel and Struve in sidereal astronomy. We have also

a useful sketch of the earlier observations on and theories

with regard to the structure of the sun ; the discovery

of the minor planets ; the development of the cometary

discoveries so far as the laws of their motions are con-

VOL. xxxiii.— No. 849

cerned ; and an account of the instrumental advances up

to the time of the great Rosse reflector.

It is, however, in the second part, on " The Recent

Progress of Astronomy," that Miss Gierke has found a

new field, which she has occupied with great success.

The earlier chapters of the second part relate to the

foundations of astronomical physics. There is an admir-

able account of the state of our knowledge with respect to

sunspots, and of the results obtained from recent eclipses.

The spectroscopic work on the sun is discussed in an

able chapter, while the researches on the great constant

of the universe—the sun's distance—fitly occupy another.

Then we have an account of the recent discoveries with

respect to the planets and their satellites, and of the

theory of planetary evolution. Chapters X. and XL, on

comets, are especially good, and the spectroscopic labours

on stars and nebulx- are also well described. A chapter on

the methods of research concludes a volume of 468 pages.

The photographic and spectroscopic work is virtually

the theme of this book, and any one who desires to learn

.what has been done by Huggins and Lockyer, or by

Young, or Janssen, or Vogei, will find full and accurate

information, kn index is provided which might, however,

have been a little more extended with advantage.

At nearly every point Miss Gierke is careful to

quote the references to the original authorities : this is

indeed so characteristic a feature in the work that it

would be valuable for these references alone, though in

saying this we do not imply the slightest disrespect to

Miss Gierke's able epitome of the results of each paper

she has quoted. Many years of labour must have been

required for the production of this work, for Miss Gierke

has evidently studied with elaborate care the original

writings on each subject.

So far as we have seen Miss Gierke does not appear to

have been herself an observer of the heavens, and once

or twice remarks occur which would hardly have been

made by one who is familiar with astronomy in its prac-

tical sense. We are told, for instance, on page 103, that

Bessel when a boy, could see the components of e Lyrae

apart with the unaided eye ; no doubt he could, but the

remark would hardly have been made by one who knew

that everybody with tolerable vision can do the same.

In some few places we think that it would have been

better to have allowed vague old speculations to pass

into oblivion than to furbish them up once again ; what,

for instance, is the advantage of reproducing Wright's

doctrines about the Milky Way, or the astronomical

theories of Kant? No astronomy is worth anything

which is not grounded on accurate observation or rigid

calculation. The " Central Sun " rubbish ought never

to have again been printed. We have however but few

criticisms to offer on a work so thorough and so carefully

written. Miss Gierke has expressly disclaimed any

intention of discussing the more abstract mathematical

researches relating to astronomy ; one of the few excep-

tions is to be found in a description of Prof. George

Darwin's now celebrated theory of tidal evolution ;
the

account here given is both interesting and accurate so far

as it goes, but mathematicians do not like such expres-

sions as "wasting its momentum as heat dissipated

through space" (p. 316).

The literary style of Miss Gierke's work is 'especially
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admirable ; a brief sentence is frequently found to

contain an accurate and vigorous expression of an

elaborate point. On page 3 we are told that "ob-

servation is the pitiless critic of theory." We are

told that the probability of 61 Cygni forming a con-

nected pair is actually greater than the chance of the

sun rising to-morrow morning. We read of incon-

spicuous minor planets being difficult to detect " in the

majestic disguise of a distant sun." We are told how
Prof. Adams would not " take any steps to obtain a pub-

licity which he was more anxious to merit than to secifre."

In referring to the same event. Miss Gierke describes

how Lalande narrowly escaped the accidental discovery

of Neptune, and adds :
" An immortality which he would

have been the last to despise hung in the balance ; the

feather-weight of his carelessness, however, kicked the

beam." In speaking of the moon and the possible varia-

tions of lunar objects. Miss Gierke says :
" A change

always seems to the inquisitive intellect of man like a

breach in the defences of Nature's secrets, through

which it may hope to make its way to the citadel."

There are charming bits of biography through the book :

as of Olbers, who became a mathematician because he

was an astronomer ; of Encke, who became an astro-

nomer because he was a mathematician ; or of Schwabe,
who, seeking his father's asses, found a kingdom.

There are, however, some few omissions, for which we
hope in a future edition room will be made. We should

have an account of Briinnow's work on stellar paral-

lax. We think also that a history of modern researches

on double-stars should include a notice of Dembowski's
most elaborate observations ; while the labours of

Doberck deserve notice, as we owe to this indefatigable

astronomer the greater part of our knowledge of the

binary-star orbits. Miss Gierke has, however, fully appre-

ciated the splendid work of S. W. Burnham, who has in

ten years discovered 1000 double-stars. Those who are

aware of the magnificent labours of Prof Rowland, of

Baltimore, on the solar spectrum will be disappointed in

not finding some reference in a work of this kind. It

must, however, be admitted that a complete account of

Prof Rowland's work has not yet been published.

Miss Gierke's most admirable work fills a widely-felt

want. The progress of spectroscopy has been recently

so rapid that it was often difficult to find out what was
known and what was unknown. It is here that Miss

Gierke renders an assistance that every astronomer must
appreciate. He can in this volume obtain a vivid and
accurate summary of what has been done, or, if he prefers

to read the original memoirs, he will be directed where
to find them. The work has been most skilfully and
faithfully executed, and we heartily recommend it to

every one who is interested in the noblest of the sciences.

Robert S. Ball

CRANIOGRAPHY
Einc exacte Methode der Craniographie. Von Dr. C.

Rieger. (Jena : Verlag von G. Fischer, 1885.)

*HIS work contains the description of a method of

craniography employed by the author for upwards
of five years for obtaining exact geometrical drawings

T^

from the skull or from the head of the living person. The
first question dealt with by the author is the plane of

orientation of the skull to be adopted. He discards all

those which have for their aim the placing of the skull or

head in the position natural to man, namely, with

the axis of vision as nearly as possible horizontal, and
prefers a plane determined by anatomical considerations

alone. After studying different anatomical points on the

skull for this purpose, he came to the conclusion that the

most suitable is a plane running along the base of the

cerebrum, extending in front from the angle which the

horizontal and vertical portions of the frontal bone make
internally with one another to the upper border of the

sulcus transversus of the occipital bone, the attachment

line of the tentorium cerebelli. This plane placed hori-

zontally is the orientation of the skull adopted by the

author. He then proceeds to consider the question of

how far the proposed horizontal corresponds to the base

of the cerebrum ; and secondly, whether it can be deter-

mined on the periphery of the unopened skull or the

head of the living. Sections of the skull show that the

plane corresponds fairly in front with the base of the

cerebrum, but posteriorly there is an elevation of the

anterior part of the cerebellum and ganglia, so that it

does not follow exactly the line of the cerebellum, though

roughly it may be said to do so. The determination ol

the points on the exterior which correspond respectively

to the anterior and posterior ends of the plane or long

axis of the skull is of greater importance. The anterior

point is defined as that point where a line joining the

upper borders of the orbits crosses the median line of the

skull. The posterior point is more difficult to define, as

here several anatomical questions are involved, such

as the relation of the protuberantia externa to the

interna, and whether the latter corresponds to a fixed

point externally. From his investigations the author

found that the position of the attachment of the tentorium

on which the posterior end of the cerebrum rests cannot

be exactly determined in the unopened head or skull, but

the variations in position of the external and internal

protuberances in comparison to the whole cranial space

are so small that the error is infinitesimal. Both in the

skull and in the living the termination externally and

posteriorly of the plane may be taken as that point where

the linea semicircularis superior intersects the protuber-

antia occipitalis externa in the middle line, or in the

living immediately above the line of attachment of the

muscles. Having determined these points, he proceeds

to show that the outlines of the dimensions of the skull in

relation to this plane can be taken only with the assist-

ance of ordinates standing at right angles to one another.

He has satisfied himself that it is necessary to have

complete outlines of the whole of the curves, and not only

the greatest dimensions, so that a model of the skull from

which they are taken can be at once apparent. Only a

few of the most important curves require to be taken in

every case : these are a curve of the ground or horizontal

plane, of the median plane, and a third transversely over

the cranium in the plane of the external auditory

meatus.

The method of obtaining the curves is as follows :

—

Two threads are tied in the centre so as to form a cross ;

each end is weighted with lead. The knot is placed lis
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the middle line on the crown of the head, so that it lies as

nearly as possible on the shortest line between the nasion

and the protuberantia occipitalis, tt is of no consequence

whether the knot of the thread lies a little forward or

backward. Two arms of the thread are placed anteriorly

and posteriorly, one over the nasion, the other over the

occiput. The other two are placed transversely across

the skull, so that they correspond to the anterior border of

each auditory meatus.

The next thing is to fix the points at which the cross-

threads cut the line of the ground-plane. For this pur-

pose an elastic band is placed around the skull so that it

lies on the anatomical points indicating the anterior and

posterior ends of the long axis, and in a straight curve

round the skull between these points. When the skull is

placed with this line horizontal, we obtain the ground or

horizontal plane from which the other curves are to be

taken. For the purpose of recording the curves millimetre

paper is used, and the principal axes of the skull marked off

on it. The long or median axis is measured with cali-

pers. The total length is divided by two, and each half

is measured off in a straight line on the millimetre

paper from a centre. By a similar process the

transverse axis of the skull is obtained at the points

where the transverse threads cut the horizontal plane.

A rectangular figure is then drawn through each

of these points, indicating the length and breadth

of the cranium. This forms a boundary-line for the

tracing. In order to determine at what point the

transverse axis intersects the longitudinal axis in the

skull, it is necessary to find out how far behind the mid-

point of the long axis the transverse axis is situated. This

is done by measuring the distance from the anterior point

on the skull to the point where the transverse and hori-

zontal planes intersect at the anterior border of each

auditory meatus (which we shall call the " ear-point "),

and then marking it off on the millimetre paper, taking

as a starting-point the anterior end of the long axis.

The true zero or middle point of the skull will be that at

which the transverse axis intersects the long axis. This

middle point may bear different relations to the middle

point of the long axis in that it may coincide with it or be

behind it. Whatever may be its relations to the long

axis, the transverse axis must be placed on the paper, so

that it crosses the centre of the rectangular figure. If

the middle point is behind the centre of the long axis,

the anterior end of that line will project a corresponding

distance beyond the anterior boundary of the figure,

while its posterior end will fall at a corresponding dis-

tance within it. This will show the projection of the

skull forwards and backwards in relation to the ante-

rior borders of the auditory meatus. Should the base of

the skull or the ground plane not be symmetrical, the

axis of length and that of breadth will not be at right

angles to each other, but more or less oblique. Having
fixed the position of the axes with respect to the rect-

angular figure, the horizontal curve is drawn on the paper

in four segments in the following way :—A flexible, but

absolutely inelastic piece of lead wire is laid on the skull,

with its one end corresponding to the right ear-point ; it

is moulded to the skull, along the horizontal line, to the

anterior point in front, then from the left ear-point to the

anterior point, and finally from each ear-point to the

posterior point. The segments are then carefully placed

on the paper with the points all coinciding to those on

the marked quadrilateral, and, with a pencil, a tracing on

the paper is made along the inner side of the lead wire.

In this way the outlines of several skulls can be super-

imposed ; the transverse and longitudinal axes of all the

skulls must, however, be made to coincide.

The median longitudinal curve is taken from the end

points of the long axis in two pieces, as it is not possible

to take it all at once, and the knot on the cross-threads

is utilised for determining a point on the curve from

which each segment can be taken. Its position is defined

on the paper in the following manner :—With a pair of

compasses the distance from the anterior end point to

the knot is measured on the skull and then laidotT on the

paper backwards, starting at the anterior end of the long

axis line. The distance from each side point to the knot is

measured and laid off on the paper so that the two lines

converge and meet in front. The distance of the point of

union to the zero will represent the sagittal height of the

skull. From the anterior end of the long axis a segment

having a radius equal to the distance from the side point to

the knot is marked off with the compasses on the paper,

and another segment is likewise marked off from the zero

point with a radius equal to the distance between the zero

point and that at which the two side lines meet. Where
the two segments intersect, we have a fixed point

which will represent the position of the knot. The
accuracy of the point so determined may be further veri-

fied by a similar process from the posterior end of the

axis line. The lead wire is then laid along the curve,

first the one half and then the other, and on being placed

on paper is traced with a pencil.

Curves of the transverse diameters of the calvaria are

taken in a similar manner.

The method is one which requires a considerable

amount of care and time. It has the advantage of not

requiring any complicated apparatus, but whether its

results are equally reliable and compensate for the time

required in the manipulation is possibly an open ques-

tion. For laboratory work we are inclined to think that

the stereograph of Broca will prove much more useful,

and repay its cost in the rapidity and accuracy with

which all the tracings described in Dr. Rieger's mono-
graph can be made. Moreover, with the stereograph,

drawings of the face can be made which are not practicable

with the graphic method of Rieger.

The plane of orientation proposed by Rieger cannot be

considered quite satisfactory, owing to the difficulty of

determining accurately its posterior end. A plane of

orientation of a purely anatomical character, which we
have frequently used, is that with the basio-nasial line

horizontal, it being the axis on which both the brain-

case proper and the facial portion of the skull are de-

veloped. These anatomical planes have the disadvantage

of placing the skull in an unnatural position, but are of

the greatest use in comparing outlines of the side view

of different skulls. For general purposes, however, we
have found the alveolo-condylar plane of orientation to

be the most useful.

J. G. Garson
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OUR BOOK SHELF
Studies from the Laboratory of Physiological Chemisliy

of the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College for
1884-85. Edited by Prof. R. H. Chittenden, Ph.D.
(New Haven, 1885.)

This volume of some 200 pages is a reprint from volumes
vi. and vii. of the Transactions of the Connecticut
Academy, which were published between March and No-
vember of 1S85. It contains eleven more or less important
physiological memoirs, the result of work done in the

Sheffield .Scientific School of Yale College by Prof.

Chittenden and his colleagues. The first memoir inves-

tigates the diastatic action of saliva as modified by
various conditions, studied quantitatively, the joint author

being Dr. Herbert Smith. The second is on the amylo-
tic action of diastase of malt as modified by various
conditions studied quantitatively, the joint author being
Dr. Cummins. Diastase taken into the stomach must
sooner or later be completely destroyed by either the free

acid or the large percentage of acid proteids ; but in the

first stage of digestion, in the absence of free acids and
under the protecting influence of proteid matter, the

conversion of starch into sugar may still go on, though
soon destined to feel the effects of the gradually increasing

percentage of combined acid. The third memoir is by
the Editor and Dr. Painter, on the influence of certain

therapeutic and toxic agents on the amylotic action of

saliva. The substances selected for study, besides those

noted for therapeutic or toxic power, were also those

possessed of antiseptic properties. Mercuric chloride,

which acts so powerfully as a germicide, acts even more
energetically on the organised ferment of saliva. It is

interesting to find that air, oxygen, and carbonic acid all

stimulate the amylotic ferment, and this approximately in

proportion to the extent in which they are present in the

natural secretion ; while of the reducing gases, hydrogen
retards and hydrogen sulphate stimulates. In a fourth

nremoir, by the Editor and S. E. Allen, the subject is the

influence of various inorganic and alkaloid salts on

the proteolytic action of pepsin-hydrochloric acid. In

this the comparative influence on gastric digestion of

various metallic salts well known as poisons or therapeutic

agents has been studied, and some experiments on some
alkaloid salts are added. The subject of the influence

of temperature on the relative amylotic action of saliva

and the diastase of malt is treated of by the Editor

and Dr. W. E. Martin. The influence of various

therapeutic and toxic substances on the proteolytic

action of the pancreatic ferment, and on the influence

of bile, bile salts, and bile acids on amylotic and proteo-

lytic action are investigated in two memoirs by the Editor

and Dr. Cummins. There is a very interesting, and, from

a medico-legal point of view, important memoir on the

absorption of arsenic by the brain tissues, by the Editor

and Dr. Herbert E. Smith. Two memoirs on the influence

of potassium and ammonium bromides, and on cincho-

nidine sulphate on metabolism, are by the Editor and Dr.

W. Culbert, and the Editor and Dr. Henry Whitehouse
;

while a memoir on the post-niorton formation of sugar in

the liver in the presence of peptones, by the Editor and
Dr. Alex. Lambert, concludes a volume which in many
ways reflects great credit on the work done at Yale

College, and shows an intimate knowledge of the labours

in the same direction of the authors' fellow-workmen in

Europe.

Catalogue of the Lizards in the British Museum {Natural
History). 2nd Edition. By George Albert Boulenger.

Vol. II.

The rapid progress made with this important Catalogue
shows an amount of energy on which the authorities of

the British Museum and herpetologists generally may be
congratulated. The first volume appeared early in 1885,
and was noticed in N.'VTURE for IVIay 21 (vol. xxxii. p.

49) ; the second volume was issued before the conclusion
of the year.

This volume contains the following families of lizards :

Iguanida?, with 293 species ; Xenosaurida;, with i
;

Zonurida:, 14; Anguid<E, 44; Anniellidae, 2; Heloder-
matidffi, 3 ; Varanida;, 27 ; Xantusiida;, 4 ; Teiida;, 108

;

and AmphisbiBnidiE, 65 ; or a total of 561 species, dis-

tributed amongst 1 1 5 genera. The number of species is

consequently rather greater than in the first volume,
which contained descriptions of 490. In the present as

in the preceding volume several genera proposed by
previous writers are united into larger generic groups :

thus in the Varanida only one genus, Varanus, is recog-

nised in place of the seven into which the family was
divided in Dr. Gray's Catalogue of 1845. I Five new
genera are proposed—three in the Iguanidfe and two in

the Teiida;. The construction of one of the names pro-

posed, Enyalioides, is, however, unfortunate, as the

termination, that of an adjective, is objected to by many
naturalists, and there is consequently the risk of another
term being proposed.
Nearly all the Iguanida; and all the Teiidffi are

American, and as these two families contain between
them 401 species out of the total number described in the

volume there is a great preponderance of types peculiar

to the New World. Two of the exceptions to the pre-

vailing American distribution in the case of the Iguanidae,

the genera Chalarodon and Hoplurus, are peculiar to

Madagascar, although no species of the family has been
discovered in Africa.

The lithographic plates attached to both this and the

previous volume are excellent, and the figures of lizards,

even if not quite so life-like as the highly artistic drawings

of the late Mr. Ford, are far superior to the illustrations

usually found in works on Reptilia. W. T. B.

Pliysikalische Krystallographie und Einleitung in die

krystallographische Kenntniss der luichtigeren Sub-
stanzen. Von P. Groth. 2nd Edition. (Leipzig :

Wilhelm Engelmann, 1885.)

This is the most satisfactory work of its kind which has

been published in any language. In a very simple way
the chemist is made to comprehend the mysteries of

geometrical crystallography, the physicist is taught how
intimately optical and other physical characters are related

to crystalline form, while to the microscopical petro-

grapher is presented a careful explanation of the

principles upon which all his determinations must be

based. We are glad to see that in this edition the simple

notation of the late Prof Miller, of Cambridge, reigns

almost supreme ; doubtless, it will soon succeed in driving

its unpronounceable rivals completely from the field, to

the relief of every student. Stereographic projection too

takes a very prominent place. In the present edition the

work has been increased by 1 80 pages, most of which are

given to the chapter descriptive of the instruments : there

are as many as 631 woodcuts. We wish this edition all

the success it deserves.

The Rudiments of Mineralogy. By Alexander Ramsay,
F.G.S., S:c. Third Edition. (London : Crosby Lock-
wood & Co., 1885.)

Mr. R.A.MSAY is far from being a master of his subject.

We cannot imagine what advantage the elementary

student, for whom the book is intended, can deri\'e from

information as to the specific gravity of each species

relative to hydrogen : in the case of native silver, for

example, he is told that the specific gravity ranges

from 115,123 to 117,369! And in any case what is
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the experimental value of the last three or four

rigures ? The specific gravity of each species relative

to water is given as usual, so that the reference to

hydrogen is only an additional torment for the learner.

We doubt too the wisdom of explaining specific and
atomic heats, and giving lists of their values. Iso-

morphism and pseudomorphism are hopelessly con-
fused and interchanged on p. 20, while the illustrative

formula is quite unintelligible. The adjusting apparatus
of the ungraduated goniometer is, as usual in text-books,

wrongly disposed for use. We have noticed several

mistakes of fact and errors of printing ; but the book
is neat in style, and perhaps will not do much harm.

The Prospectfl)-'s Handbook. By J. W. Anderson, M.A.,
F.R.G.S. 8vo, pp. 132. (London : Crosby Lockwood
and Co., 18S6.)

The author, after traversing the mineral fields of New
Zealand, New Caledonia, New Mexico, and Colorado,
feels convinced that some simple guide or handbook for

the use of prospectors as well as travellers is a desidera-

tum, and the present volume is the outcome of this

conviction. It contains a number of notes or para-
graphs upon subjects incidental to metallic mining,
which are distributed into chapters under the different

heads of prospecting, rocks, blowpipe-testing, character
of minerals, metals, and metallic ores, other useful

minerals and ores, composition of various rocks, testing by
the wet process, assay of ores, and surveying ; to which are

added an appendix of tables and a glossary of terms. .As

the whole text is contained in rather more than a hundred
pages, not very closely printed, it will be easily under-
stood that no one of the numerous subjects included in

the author's programme is very thoroughly treated. The
best part of the book is the introductory chapter on
prospecting, which contains some useful generalisations

on mineral deposits and the search for them, Avhich, how-
ever, are more likely to be of use to the " tender-foot ''

than to the prospector properly so called. It would seem,
however, that this is what the author has in contempla-
tion, as, from some remarks on p. 9, he appears to con-
sider prospectors and miners as two different classes of

men, and evidently has no very favourable opinion of the
latter. Our own experience points in the opposite direc-

tion and leads us to regard typical prospectors as repre-

senting the highest and most intelligent class of operative
miners. Unfortunately it is difficult to keep them on
regular mining works except during the winter time,

when the mountain regions are inaccessible.

The remainder of the book is of very little value. The
descriptions of minerals are short, without being clear,

and in many cases far from accurate. Thus, the compo-
sition of galena is stated to be " 80 per cent, of lead, the
rest sulphur" ; malachite is said to contain 70 per cent,

of copper, and silicate of zinc about 67 per cent, of zinc.

All of these statements are incorrect, and it is not easy
to see why they have been made, as no more space would
have been required to give the composition corresponding
to the theoretical constitution.

The sections on assaying and analysis are not likely

to be required by the prospector in the field, and are too
vague to be of much use to sedentary students. A de-
scription of the methods adopted in sampling gold and
silver-bearing vein-stuff in the Western .States and Terri-
tories of America would have been of interest, but we
find no notice of this or any analogous practice followed
elsewhere.

The glossary at the end contains several curious defini-

tions, many of which, however, are reproduced from pre-

viously published works. The description of the term
" tribute " more properly applies to dues or royalty rents

as understood in this country. It may be that the author's
definition applies to some local foreign usage, but this is

not stated. H. B.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[
The Editordoes not hold himselfresponsil)lefor opinions expressid

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken 0/anonymous communications.

[ The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

ofcommunications containingintercsting and novelfacts.

^

Hereditary Stature

Permit me to correct one word in my memoir on ** Hereditary

Stature " in the last number of Nature (p. 297, col. i, line 6

from bottom), which should read *' seven "on an average. I

should be glad at the same time to amplify the passage in which
it occurs, as follows ;

—

The chance that the stature of the son will at least rival the

stature of the father, is not uniform ; it varies with the height of

the father. When he is of mediocre stature, that is, 5 feet 81
inches, out of every 100 sons born to a group of fathers of that

height, 50 will be taller and 50will be shorter than their fathers (the

practically impossible case of absolute equality being neglected).

Here then the chance of which we are speaking = <,o per cent.

When the father is tall, the chance in question diminishes ;

when he is very tall, say 6 feet 5 inches, the chance is reduced

to seven per thousand. The following table shows the proba-

bilities in various cases. Columns A contain the height of the

fathers, Columns B show how many per cent, of the sons will

rival or surpass the height of their fathers :

—

07
03

Francis Galton

Deposits of the Nile Delta

Two" communications from Sir William Dawson, published

in N.\TUKE of January 7 and 2S (pp. 221, 298), appear to call

for a short notice from me. The report on the above sub-

ject which I read before the Royal Society on November ig,

1885, and of which an abstract appeared in NATURE of

December 10, ought not to be referred to as " the report of the

Delta Committee of the Royal Society." The origin of this

report was as follows :—As there was no other geological

laboratory available for the examination of the samples of delta-

deposits sent home by Col. Maitl.and than the one connected

with the Normal School of Science and Royal School of Mines,

the other members of the Delta Committee requested me to

undertake the microscopical and chemical investigation of the

specimens. In preparing my report on them I was struck by

the remarkable and unexpected characters which they presented,

and I ventured to suggest a mode of accounting for them. When
my report was submitted to the Committee I was requested to lay

it before the Society ; and, it w ould seem quite superfluous to

add, neither the Committee nor the Society thereby accepted

any responsibility for the views which I expressed in the report.

As Sir WilHam Dawson lies under a manifest disadvantage in

attempting to criticise a report which he has not seen, it will

not be necessary to enter at length upon the subject of his com-

munications. If I understand the first of these aright, he takes

the opportunity in it of withdrawing his untenable assertion that

"at a depth of 30 or 40 feet the alluvial mud rests on desert

sand " in favour of the totally different statement that " the

modern Nile mud " lies on " a Pleistocene or Isthmi.an deposit.

"

In the .absence of any pal:eontological evidence I can offer no

opinion as to the truth of this latter view ; but it is certain that

the deposits above and below the limit mentioned are of pre-

cisely similar mineral characters. With respect to the second com-

munication, I need only add that when its author has the

opportunity of reading the report in question, he will find that

the very obvious considerations to which he refers have been by

no means lo?t sight of John W. Judd

Stone Implements and Changes of Level in the Nile

Basin

I INCLOSE a letter from my brother at Wady Haifa. The
scrapers sent home are all made out of flat oval pebbles of
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jasper, one side of which is left untouched, while the other is

all chipped away except a small central area ; most of them are

unfinished. The few implements found among the quartz chips

are very rough, and may be classed a* lance-heads. The smaller

pebbles of agate and carnelian seem to have been broVen up in

great numbers to obtain, out of the interior flakes, small articles

about the length of the thumb-nail, of two types, pointed and

rounded.
There is one doubly-pointed arrowhead of jaspar carefully

finished like Fig. 299 in Evans's "Stone Implements." Also

several rough implements of larger size of impure basalt. Many
of the hammer-stones are very characteristic, and have been
much used. Others show the effect of attrition by sand, &c., as

in those from the Irish sand-hills. F. Archer
Crosby, Liverpool, January 30

IVatij/ Haifa, January 2, i8S6

Sir,—When serving in the Soudan last winter, in the occa-

sional walks I was able to lake in the Desert I kept a look out

for stone implements, but failed to find any until I reached

Abri, where I picked up on the beach a well-worked flake, but

much worn, of Egyptian jaspar.

Shortly after my arrival here I found several scrapers in the

plain lying between the river and the hills, and more extended

search led me to further discoveries. The hills at Wady Haifa,

which are of sandstone capped with trap (?), are distant about a

mile and a half from the present banks of the river, but at a

bend of the Nile about eight miles below our camp the valley

narrows, and the cliffs rise almost perpendicularly from the

water's edge. To the south it widens to the extent of some six

or eight miles between the hills on either bank. The whole of

the plain between the sandstone ridges is covered with a deposit

of Nile mud of unknown dspth, but on the right bank this is to

a great extent concealed by the sand and pebbles brought dow n

in past ages by the river. The ground is uneven, here and there

rising to mounds of hardened mud. There is, however, a

gradual though slight rise towards the hills. SoDn after my
arrival I picked up a number of flakes of quartz, .and found that

they were most numerous in a belt of dried mud about half a

mile distant from the river and a quarter of a mile in width, and

tracing this northward I found a mound, some acres in extent,

formed ofmud and completely covered with sand and tons of chips

of quartz, and also of agate, onyx, carnelian, and other hard

stones. It was evidently the site of an ancient manufacto'y,

and on this spot, in the many visits I have since paid to it, I

have got numerous more or less well-fashioned specimens.

Stone hammers may be picked up by the dozen, and these are

made of many different minerals. The most interesting are

those formed of silicified wood, of w hich large blocks, curiously

polished by the action of the water and sand, are still lying on

the river's bank. Tracing the belt further, I have found, both

north and south of the camp for many miles, chips and hammers
more or less abundant, and little water-worn. I have reason to

think that the same is the case on the left bank.

Rambles in the desert, and search among the debris brought

down by the Nile in former times were rewarded by the discovery

of many roughly-worked flakes, evidently of much earlier dale,

being very much water-worn. These were widely scattered over

the desert, being nowhere abundant. The highest point at

which I found them was on the summit of a gravel-covereil

mound about 50 feet above the present level of the river.

A proof of the Nile having in former times flowed at a much
higher level than it does at present, is found in the fact that

valves of the peculiar Nile bivalve, .^Ei/ieria, may still be seen

attached to the rock close to the foot of the hills, and at an

elevation of some 30 feet above the present bank. As this shell

must necessarily have lived always under water, the rocks when
they are found must formerly have been part of the river-bed.

If then as now the difference in height between high and low

Nile amounted to 40 feet, it is evident that when the shells were

living the stream flowed 60 to 70 feet higher than it now does.

Whether the stream has receded or the land been elevated I am
unable to decide.

It is stated in Murray's Handbook—I know not on what
authority—that there is an inscription at Sannek, 35 miles south

of Wady Haifa, which records that in the reign of Amenanhat
III. of the twelfth dynasty, the Nile at that place rose to a point

27 feet 3 inches higher than it does at the present time. If this

is the case and if the same were true as regards the rive^r at this

place, the implements and chips found in the belt previously

mentioned are of a date subsequent to the reign of that king.

I have found some hammers and flakes in the plain not far from
the Nile, and very little above its present level.

If any traveller is desirous of obtaining specimens from this

neighbourhood he will find a landmark in the British Military

Cemetery, from which point the strip of desert in which the

remains are most abundant may be traced north or south. The
mound of chips is about a mile to the north of the graveyard
overlooking an ancient water-course. S. Archer

P.S.—Since writing the above I have found another small

mound with quartz ilakes only between the Nile and the

railway.

Parallel Roads in Norway
Parallel roads in Norway, such as those described by Mr.

Hansen in your last number (p. 268), have already attracted the

attention of several British geologists. Robert Chambers, a

careful observer, saw and described them as long ago as

1849. His description, however {Edinburgh Philosophical

Journal, vol. xlviii. p. 71), seems to be unknown abroad, and
is not generally accessible anywhere. With your leave, there-

fore, I quote it entire.

"The valley of the Laugen, for several miles down, contains

great masses of pure sand in the form of terraces and isolated

mounts. On one of the latter Dovre Church is situated. . . .

In this portion of the valley there is a terrace unlike the rest, in

as far as it is a narrow ledge of detrital matter, running con-

tinuously along the hill-side for fully fourteen miles, however
much more, while the terraces resting on the skirts of the hills

lower down are great projecting masses, seldom extending far on

one level. This remarkable terrace is most conspicuous on the

soulh-west side of the valley. It begins on that side at Oue,

between the Hougen and Tofte post-stations. It is there seen

truncating the prominent ancient delta of a side stream, called,

in Prof Munch's map, the Jondals Elv, several hundred feet

above the bottom of the valley. As we ascend the valley, it

becomes nearer to our eye, but this is only because we rise to it,

for, when examined with a correct instrument from its own ele-

vation on the opposite side, it is proved to be for a great way
truly horizontal. On the north-east side of the valley the corre-

sponding mark is a line composed of slight projecting banks of

water-laid sand. Though not continuous, this line is sufficient

to have determined that of a long mountain-path connecting a

series of farms. Beyond Lie post-station the road to Molde
passes along it, and it here affords positions for a close series of

hamlets, which make a conspicuous appearance in the map
above cited. I believe it is nearly, if not exactly, of the same
elevation with the little hof, called Dombaas, of which the

height is given by Prof Naumann as 2162 (English) feet. In its

relation to the lakes in the summit between the two valleys [i.e.

of Laugen and Rauma) it precisely resembles the lowest of the

Inverness-shire parallel roads, as exemplified in Glen Spean,

where advancing to the basin of Loch Laggan, between the

Spean and Spey valleys. The terrace in every other respect

bears a strong resemblance to the Inverness-shire roads, while in

some important respects, as already noted, it differs from other

terraces. I should much desire to see it obtain the attention of

local observers, by whom its internal constitution and other

features could be more particularly ascertained."

I offer this extract the more readily that the observations

of the paper in which the passage occurs ("On Changes

in the Relative Level of Sea and Land in Scandinavia '') have

scarcely received the attention, among Norwegian geologists, to

which their care entitles them. Chambers further refers to the

same terrace, in a descriptive and popular way, in his " Tracings

in the North of Europe," a little volume reprinted (for distribu-

tion, fifty copies only) from Chambers''s Journal in 1850. You
will perhaps allow me to add this short reference to the other.

"In addition to the many sandy terraces at different and in-

determinate heights, I discovered one of a much more remark-

able character, passing along both sides of the valley for fully

twenty miles, always at one elevation, and specifically identical

as a terrace with the celebrated roads of Glenroy in Inverness-

shire. It first became visible at a place called Oue (pro-

nounced Ouya) on the west side of the valley, where it

truncates the ancient delta of a side stream far up the mountain-

side. It is seen thence passing along thr-ough the scraggy woods

without any inteiTuption, till, on our turning out of the valley,

we lose sight of it among the high grounds near Lasso Lake.
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On the east side of the valley, perhaps 150 feet above the level

of the road at Lie Station, I could distinctly trace this terrace

by its hummocks of water-laid sand, and the farmhouses perched

on its favourable points. A long series of hamlets on the road

to Molde is placed upon it. As an object in physical geography,

in its form, its imiform level on both sides of the vale, and its

relation to the lakes at the summit-level, this terrace precisely

resembles the lowest of the Glenroy terraces as it approaches

Loch Laggan. It must, however, be more than twice the level

above the sea" (p. 105). Chambers, of course, viewed it as an

ancient sea-margin.

The same long terrace was also seen by my colleague, Mr. J. R.

Dakyns, in 1S72, and described (without reference to Chambers)
in the Geological Magazine, 1S77, p. 74. " If the terrace is on
a level," he says, "with the watershed, and there is certainly

no great difference between them, one is irresistibly led to think

of the similar case of the parallel roads of Glenroy, and ... of

a gigantic Marjelen See dammed back by ice till it overflowed

the summit of the pass at Molmen. It is significant that I could

see no trace of terrace or water-mark on the Romsdal side of

the pass. There is in the same district a second horizontal

mark on the solid rock, several hundred feet higher than the 2000-

feet one. This, too, seems to correspond with sand-terraces in the

recesses of the high glens. . . . Here again it is striking that

the water-mark should seem to correspond with the level of a

watershed."

I myself saw Chambers's striking terrace in 1873. But I have
nothing to add to the observations above quoted, and I make no
claim whatever to have my name connected with them. But I may
remark the fact that the little deltas or alluvial cones of the streams,

where these cross the terraces, so conspicuously bear reference

to the surface of the vanished sheet of water in which they were
formed, .as to remind one how greatly similar evidence was relied

on by Darwin as demonstrating the aqueous origin of the roads

of Glenroy. Mr. Hansen's discovery of parallel roads at the

head of the Glommen and in Jemtland is very interesting, and
I hope he will find time to study and map them in detail.

Hugh Miller
51, Lauriston Place, Edinburgh, January 24

Meteorological Phenomena

On January 4 last, while watching a very bright rainbow with
a good secondary from Hoylake racecourse, I observed between
the two bows a third, fainter than either, touching the primary
at the base and extending upwards in such a way that probably,

had it all been visible, it would have touched the secondary at

the vertex. It was not all visible because of a break in the

clouds. Its colours were in the same order as those of the

primary, red outside. This third bow was only visible at one
side ; but a gentleman who observed it stated that he had seen it

before, and symmetrical on both sides, though not extending to

the vertex.

Another phenomenon I have observed here some time ago. A
fall of hail lasting a few minutes occurred, the hailstones being
exact cubes, of size about 7 mm. and of consistency like lumps
of salt. John C. Willis

University College, Liverpool, February i

M. BARRA DE SAINT-VENANT
" Al /£ have now to consider the earlier work of the

• • greatest of living elasticians." Within a fort-

night after these words were sent to the press, on
January 6, M. de Sailit-Venant died at Vendome. The
news of his death will have caused a deep feeling of
regret among English mathematicians and physicists,

to whom his researches are so well known that they have
attained in their own field a classical value. We purpose
in this notice to give some brief account of this fore-

most representative of latter-day French mathematical
physicists.

Saint-Venant stood out for the younger mathemati-
cians of the English school, as the link between the
past and the present. Intimately related to the great
period of French mathematical physics, he had con-
tinued to produce down to our own day, and we felt

him to be as real a personality as Helniholtz or Thom-

son. A younger member of the school of Poisson, Navier,
and Cauchy, he had yet lived to "edit" Clebsch. Deputy
for Coriolis at the Ecole des Fonts et Chaussees in 1S37,

Saint-Venant early received public recognition for his

work from Poncelet in his lectures at the Sorbonne in

1840 ; within the next few years he corrected Cauchy 's

theory of torsion, and saw his correction accepted by the
author of the " Exercices des mathematiques." More than
forty years afterwards he " edits " what will long remain
the standard treatise on elasticity—the annotated French
translation of Clebsch. Thus his work is spread without
a break across the middle fifty years of our century ; he
took up elasticity where Poisson had left it—a mathemati-
cal theory ; he leaves it one of the most powerful branches
of mathematics applied to physics and practical engineer-
ing

; not a small amount of this transformation is due
directly to his researches, or indirectly to his influence.

Turning to the personal character of the man, we find

in him the essential characteristics of the scholar and
the student, the truest modesty, the complete absence of
self, the single-minded devotion to his study. Saint-
Venant, whose researches on elasticity undoubtedly far sur-

pass those of Navier and Clebsch, is yet content to appear
as their editor. But what an editing it is ! The original
text is hidden, disappears, almost as completely as Peter
the Lombard's " Sententia " in a mediaeval commentarj'.
It is Saint- Venant's notes, appendices, and corrections,
which form the value of these works, which make the third
edition of Navier's "Leijons" the standard treatise on
the strength of materials, and the French translation of
Clebsch the foremost Avork on mathematical elasticity.

Nay, he even praises Clebsch for inventing a term in

1862, which he himself had first proposed in the privately

distributed lithographed sheets of 1837 ! Ever ready
with advice and assistance, perfectly free from jealousy,
Saint-Venant was a typical scholar. We had occasion,
scarcely six months ago, to apply to him for assistance
with regard to some of his earlier work. Within a few
days we received a packej containing twenty-three of his
memoirs, all carefully corrected, and many annotated.
Ke expressed a lively interest in the progress of the
" History of the Mathematical Theories of Elasticity,"

lending the editor of that work several French litho-

graphed courses which were otherwise inaccessible, and-
accompanying them by letters which amounted almost to

a dissertation on the history of elasticity.
" Je desire, bien cher monsieur, que ces quelques

renseignements et documents puissent servir k Futile

travail historique que vous avez entrepris, et dont
j'apprendrai avec plaisir la publication ainsi que le nom
de I'dditeur. J'en verrais meme avec plaisir les ^preuves."

Shortly before Christmas we received from Saint-
Venant corrections for the first three sheets of Dr. Tod-
hunter's ninth chapter, which is devoted to Saint-Venant's
earlier work. On January 3 we sent him the remaining
proofs of that chapter ; a week afterwards we had to

mourn the loss of one whose personal kindness had
served to intensify the respect raised by his transcendent
mathematical ability.

If we examine the leading characteristics of Saint-

Venant's scientific w-ork we find them marked by an
essentially practical character. We find subtlety of
analysis combined always with practical physical con-
ceptions. The problems he attacks are those which are
physically possible, or of which the solution is an im-
mediate practical need. He smiles good-naturedly over
Lame's attempts to solve the terrible problem of an
elastic solid in the form of a right-six-face, whose surface

is subjected to any system of load. The solution would
be a triumph of analysis, but its physical and practical

value would in all probability be 7ii!. He chooses instead

a real beam, and he obtains a solution which, if it be but
approximate, is at least an approximation to reahty, and
will serve all practical purposes. Saint-Venant never
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troubled himself with impossible distributions of load

over impossible surfaces, but toolv the problems of

mechanics as they occurred practically, and solved

them for practical purposes. This tendency on his part

was no doubt greatly due to his training as an engineer.

He was Ingtfnieur-en-chef des Fonts et Chaussdes ; he
had been Professeur de Genie rural a I'lnstitut agrono-
mique ; he had built lock-gates and improved the gutters

of Paris ; he was an authority on agricultural drainage,

and had investigated the best form of the ploughshare
;

he designed a bridge for the Creuse, and planned a

method, afterwards adopted, for drying up the vast

marshes of the Sologne. Yet with all this he was a great

master of analysis, and knew how to make his analysis

fruitful in practice.

It is not our purpose here to give a bibliographical

account' of Saint-Venant's works ; we wish only to sketch
the general scope of his researches, and shall confine our-

selves to indicating the more important advances he has
made in his own peculiar subject—that of elasticity. The
first important work by Saint-Venant is the " Cours
lithographee " of 1837. This consists of lithographed

sheets given to the students of the Ecole des Fonts. A
few years previously Vicat had made his crushing attack
upon the accepted mathematical—the BernouUi-Eulerian
—theory of beams. Here we find this attack justified and
replied to by the introduction of the neglected slide

{glissement) into the theory, and its application to a
number of practical problems. Here, too, we see for the
first time the true limit of elasticity expressed by a strain,

and not a stress, maximum. This is a correction of the
old theory which is of primary practical importance,
although the old theory is still to be found in many Englibh
practical books, and even in such a theoretical authority
as the German Clebsch.
A thorough appreciation of the true relation of theory

to practice is evidenced by the following lines, which
should be taken to heart by every technical teacher :

—

"L'usage des mathdmatiques cessera de s'attirer des
reproches si ^on le referme dans ses vrais limites. Le
calcul pur est siraplement un instrument logique tirant

des consequences rigoureuses de prifmisses posees et

souvent contestables. La mc'canique y joint bien quel-
ques principes physiques que I'expe'rience a mis hors de
contestation, mais elle laisse aux experiences particulieres
le soin de tleterminer quelles forces sont en jeu dans
chaque cas, et il r^gne toujours a cet dgard plus oumoiiis
d'incertitude qui affecte ndcessairement les rdsultats. Ces
re'sultats ne doivent point etre considerds comme les

oracles, dictant infailliblement ce que Ton doit d&ider
;

ce sont de simples renseignements, comme les depositions
de te'moins ou les rapports d'experts dans les affaires

judiciaires, mais des renseignements extremcment prdcieux
et dont on ne doit jamais se priver, car il est extremement
utile ^ la di^termination que Ton a a prendre, de connaltre
la solution exacte d'un probleme fort rapproche de celui
qui est propose, et de pouvoir se dire, par example, ' si

les efforts etaient exactement telsoutels, les dimensions a
donner seraient telles ou telles.' De cette maniere le

champ de I'appriciation insti)ictive se trouvera' reduit
aux differences qui ne peuvent pas etre le sujet du calcul
thdorique

; et Ton voit que ces deux mdthodes, loin de
s'exclure, peuvent concourir ensemble, se supplier et

s'aider mutuellement, se controler meme quelquefois,

—

enfin contracter sous les auspices du bon sens, une alhance
fdconde en rdsultats utiles sous le double rapport de la

convenance et de I'economie."
These words represent exactly the spirit with which

Saint-Venant entered upon the important investigations
of later years. Of other earlier work of Saint-Venant, we

' A bibliography of his memoirs relating to elasticity and the strength of
materials will be given in the " History of Elasticity." A complete bibho-
graphy to 1864 will be found in " Notice sur les travaux . . . de M. de
Saint-Venant," Paris, 1864. This is brought up to 1885 with partial complete-
ness in the copy presented to us by Saint-Venant himself.

may especially note the series of papers in the Comptes
retidus for 1840-50. These contain the rectification of

the theory of elastic rods by the introduction of the third

moment in the case of inertial Eeolotropy in the section,'

the complete equations for spiral springs, and the first

rectification of the theory of torsion by the discovery of
the distortion of the primitively plane section. These
researches are all epoch-making in the theory of elasticity.

To the next decade belong the classical memoirs on
" Torsion " and " Flexure," the complete treatment of
torsion on the basis of the distortion of the plane sections,

and the complete treatment of flexure by the considera-

tion of slide. The beautiful diagrams of the contour lines

are known to all students of physics, if not from the

original memoirs, at least from the " Treatise on Natural
Philosophy" of Thomson and Tait. The very perfect

plaster models prepared under the direction of Saint-

Venant to illustrate flexure, torsion, and resilience, are less

generally known,- but for teaching purposes they are of
even greater value than the diagrams. In addition to

these opera maxima we may mention the important re-

searches on impact, belonging to the same period (Socidtt^

Philomatique, 1853 and 1854). The decade received its

final touch in the first volume of Saint-Venant's edition of

Navier's " Leqons." This volume presents the first history

of elasticity in the brief but luminous " Historique abrdge."
The last period of Saint-Venant's work contains the all-

important memoirs on the distribution of elasticity in

a;olotropic bodies, on the various types of homogeneity,
further researches on longitudinal impact, the tract on
the undulatory theory of light, the second volume of
Navier's " Legons," the treatise on elasticity in Moigno's
" Statique," and, amid a variety of opiiscula, to crown the

work of a life, the annotated edition of Clebsch's " Theorie
der Elasticitat." The original "Clebsch" contains 420
pages, the annotated translation with a much larger page
has more than 900 pages. When will an English elastician

arise, who will annotate Saint-Venant as Saint-Venant has
annotated Clebsch.''

One word more with regard to Saint-Venant's position

as an elastician. In England the controversy over the
number of elastic constants seems to have been decided
in favour of multi-constancy. Saint-Venant was, and
remained to his death, a supporter of the French, or

rari-constant, hypothesis. The experiments, he argued,
upon which the multi-constant elasticians based their

theory were not made on truly elastic bodies, or were
made upon bodies like wires and plates which are not
isotropic. Into his treatment of such bodies he intro-

duced, not the two constants of isotropy, but the constants
of a cylindrical or planar distribution of homogeneity.
Being written to last September on this point, he
replied :

—
"Vous voulez bien me demander si je conserve les

menies opinions que j'ai exprimees et longuement deve-
lopp(^es a I'appendix V. de mon edition de Navier,
il savoir, la reduction des coefficients des formules d'cflas-

ticite h. un sen! (oil X = /x dans les formules de Lame) ; ce
qui conduit d'apres le meme principe que chaque action

entre deux molecules est fonction de leur seule distance

mutuelle, a rdduire pour la contexture hdtdrotrope le plus

generale, et k ne reconnaitre que 15 coefficients distincts

et non pas 21.

" Je reponds out pour les vrais solides (supposes iso-

tropes) comme sont les metaux ordinairement, ainsi que
le marbre, le verre ; mais 71011 si Ton veut absolument par
un motif quelconque cjue je ne consols guere, appliquer
les formules de I't^lasticitt^ au caoutchouc, aux gommes
molles, aux geMes, et aux autres corps mous et dlastiques,

car ces corps-L'i ne sont que des melanges de tissues

cellulaires, de membranes dlastiques, et de fluides vis-

queux que leurs cellules contiennent."

^ He shares the honour of this discovery with Bellavitis.
^ We have a copy of the whole collection at University College.
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Perhaps the constant-controversy is not quite so

obviously settled as some English physicists seem to

think. But, however the future may regard it, history will

record that on January 6 of this year died one of the

greatest mathematical physicists and undoubtedly the

greatest elastician that Europe has seen since the age of

Poisson and Cauchy. Karl Pearson

ON SOME INTERESTING CASES OF MIGRA-
TIONS OF MARINE FISHES, ON THE COAST
OF VENEZUELA AT CARUPANO

CARUPANO is a thriving seaport on the northern

coast of Venezuela, midway between the peninsulas

of Araya and Paria, in lat. 10° 14' 15" N., and long.

63" 18' W. from Greenwich, and therefore inclose vicinity

to the channel which leads from the Atlantic into the

Caribbean Sea between Tobago and Grenada on the one

side, and Trinidad and the South American mainland on

the other side. Through this channel enters the great

western current of the Caribbean Sea, running at the

rate of about one mile and a half an hour, though not

with much regularity. The coast-line forms the western

prolongation of the northern shore of Trinidad, trending

almost due west. The water is rather shallow to a con-

siderable distance from the land, the loo-fathom line due

north of Carupano being about 60 miles off the shore,^

which gives for the sea-bottom a gradient of but i'67 per

1000.-

Such are, in a few words, the general hydrographic

conditions of that locality, famous in this country for the

frequent occurrence of immense shoals of fish of different

kinds, which, either alive or dead, are finally thrown by

the surf on the beach. The inhabitants call the shoals

rihazones when the fish arrive alive ; in the other case

they are called tiirbios, on account of the turbid appear-

ance the sea presents in such circumstances.

Though the ribazoiies may occur at any time of the

year, it appears that there is a greater probability of their

advent during the rainy season, or from May to Novem-
ber. The weather must be fine, with a moderate breeze

from the sea. The shoals are composed of a great many
different species ; most of the fish are, however, of small

size. They are followed by large numbers of predatory

denizens of the deep, sharks being generally prominent

amongst them. In some cases the presence of whales

has been recorded ; it is undoubtedly the cachalot [Cato-

don mac7-occphahts), which occasionally visits the Carib-

bean Sea.' At the same time large flights of sea-gulls

accompany the shoal, picking up a considerable number
of fish, and, with their deafening shrieks and endless

whirls, adding to the picturesque vividness of the scene.

Owing to these manifold persecutions the frightened fish

make towards the shallow water of the shore in such

haste and with such impetuosity that the sea is almost

boiling with foam for many miles. Most of the fish are

still alive when they reach the beach, where the in-

habitants, gathered in large crowds, are not slow in secur-

ing as many as they are able to carry away. By far the

greatest number die on the shore, however, and their

remains form a true cordon littoral, several feet in width

I '• Deep-Sd Soundings in the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea

"

(Chart No. ii in Report of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, i88i,

Washington, 1883).
- I take the nautical mile, equal to one-sixtieth part of the length of a

degree on the great circle of a sphere whose surface is equal to the surface of

the earth = i853*2.(8m. or 608070 feet (J. E. Hilgard, " On the Length of

the Nautical Mile," in the Report mentioned in the foregoing note, pp. 354-

356).
3 There is in the Museo Nacional of Caracas a tooth of this species,

from a specimen which was stranded some years ago on the shores of Mar-
garita. I saw myself, in 1873, another whale, but only for about one

minute, in the sea between the islands of Tortuga and Margarita. The
animal swam with its mouth wide open and the head partially raised above

the surface of the water. The upper jaw was small and narrow, so that it

certainly was not a cachalot. Though I could not see the back, I supposed
then it might be a Balasnoptera, perhaps B. rostrata. However, I do not

know whether this species comes so far to the south.

and height, which soon fills the air with a most offensive

smell.

The latest ribazon occurred on the morning of Oct. lo

last. The shoal seems to have come from the north-west,

and was extraordinarily large. It contained such species

as the '' pargo " {Eiitjanus profundus, Poey, the same as

Mcsoprion aya, Cuv. and Val.), which, as I am informed,
had never been observed in any other ribazon. The
Royal Mail-steamer Severn, going eastward at a speed of
about eight miles an hour, was for two hours (from seven
to nine in the morning) literally cutting through the shoal,

and as she struck its main course at an angle of 45°,

approximately, the breadth of the shoal must have been
ten miles at least. ^ The shoal finally ran on shore to

the east of Carupano, and such was the quantity of
stranded fish, especially between the places called Hernan
Vazquez and Guayacan, that the local authorities deemed
it necessary to summon a large number of workmen, in

order to have trenches dug in which to bury the dead
fish.

With respect to the causes of these migrations, I think

they cannot differ from those which give rise to the

well-known migrations of marine fish in other parts, the

search for food being no doubt the most important. The
waters of the great western Caribbean current are richer

in food than the comparatively quiet part of the sea north
of the current. The fish travel, therefore, in this direc-

tion, and attract of course a gradually increasing number
of their enemies. On the coast of Carupano the fisheries

are insignificant, and thus the shoals are not disturbed in

their migrations until they reach the shore. Farther to

the west, in the waters of Margarita, the case is different,

the large fishery establishments of this island having con-

stantly boats and crews in readiness to intercept the

shoals, as soon as their arrival is announced by the fire-

and-smoke signals of the look-out men stationed on the

different headlands and other places known to be favour-

ably situated. With regard to Canipano, it is certainly

a great pity that the fisheries are so neglected that every
year a large amount of what ought to be a rich harvest is

lost, and left to turn into noxious and fever-breeding
carrion.

The turbios are rihazones during the arrival of which
submarine eruptions of deleterious gases, principally

sulphuretted hydrogen, happen to break out, so that the

fish are killed before they reach the shore, the water at

the same time becoming turbid with the mud from the

bottom, which is violently stirred up by the outbreak of

the gas. The quantity of the latter must be very con-
siderable indeed, as the foul smell on such occasions is

noticed all over land and sea.

Gaseous eruptions of the same nature, as well as
sulphurous springs, are not at all uncommon in the
neighbourhood of Carupano ; the two azufrales, about
twenty miles to the south of the town, being the most
important.2 The whole region, in fact, was at the end of
the Tertiary period the theatre of a great geological

catastrophe, when the Golfo Triste was formed by a
sudden subsidence, which was rlso the origin of the

so-called delta of the Orinoco,' the Gulf of Cariaco, and
the many lagoons in the provinces of Cumand and
Maturin. At the same time extensive tracts of land
were submerged to the north of the mountains which
run through the whole length of the peninsulas of Araya

I From information given to me by Seiior Bastardo, a medical student at

our University, who was a passenger on board the Severn.
- Wall and Sawkins, " Report on the Geology of Trinidad," London,

i860, p. 198.
3 'I he Orinoco has no delta in the true geological sense of this word, as

the land comprised between the outer branches of the intricate fluviatile

plexus of its mouth has not been formed by the river. The southern branch
is the old river channel ; when the above-mentioned subsidence took place,

the land on the left bank sank gradually towards the north, and part of the
waters, following the new slope of this n.^rlhern plane, cut into it the
different ch.uinels with iheir connecting branches which, after a slow and
tortuous course, empty into the sea beiween the old mouth of the river and
the southern entrance of the Golfo Triste.
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and Paria, and thus the Sea of Carupano was formed.
That the South American mainland extended before this

catastrophe as far as Grenada, Tobago, and Trinidad,

is sufficiently proved by the investigations of Mr. Bland
on the land shell fauna of the West Indies, and is more-
over corroborated by the comparative shallowness of the

sea between the coast of Venezuela and the islands men-
tioned. Tobago is still within the loo-fathom line, and a

rise of the sea-bottom of no more than 400 fathoms
would be sufficient to re-establish the terrestrial connec-
tion with Grenada.'

It is self-evident that an immense quantity of organic

matter must have been buried with the sunken land.

This organic matter contributes to the formation of sul-

phuretted hydrogen, and is the stratum which feeds the

submarine petroleum springs on the coast of Barcelona :

whilst in those parts which afterwards were again lifted

above the surface of the sea, it appears in the extensive

deposits of asphalt known in Trinidad and Maturin,
and performs an active part in the generation of tlie

sulphurous vapours of the azufrales.

If we consider what a large quantity offish-remains
must gradually accumulate in the shallow waters on the

coast of Carupano, where they are slowly covered by
successive layers of finely-sifted sediment, we are enabled
to understand how other deposits of a similar character,
for instance, that of Monte Bolca, have been formed in

bygone ages ; indeed, Carupano will, in time, be another
Monte Bolca to the pahcontologist of the Coming Race.
Caracas University, October 22 A. Ernst

KILIMA-NJARO-

THE rapid progress of African exploration during the
last quarter of a century is strikingly exemplified in

the brief history of the monarch of African Mountains.
Doubtfully alluded to as the " Ethiopian Mount Olympus"
by Enciso in the sixteenth century, and absolutely un-
known to science before its discovery by Rebmann in

1848, it has already since that year been several times
visited, partly explored, and even ascended to heights of
10,000 and 14,000 feet by Baron von der Decken in
1861-62, by the Rev. Charles New in 1871, and by iMr.

Joseph Thomson on his memorable journey " Through
Masai Land" in 1883. And the work of these pioneers
has now been all but completed by Mr. Johnston, who
was early in 1S84 specially commissioned by the Ro\al
Society and the British Association to study the interest-
ing fauna and flora of the Kilima-Njaro uplands. During
the six months from May to October of that year, passed
by him on their southern and eastern slopes, this experi-
enced African traveller has succeeded under great
difficulty in collecting abundant materials for illustrating
the natural history and physical constitution of the
" Mountain of the Snow Fiend," as its euphonious
Ki-Swahili name is interpreted. These results are
embodied in the work before us, which is alike admirable
for its bright and graphic style, and the judicious arrange-
ment of its varied contents. By the simple plan,
consistently adhered to throughout, of treating the
narrative portion separately, and confining the strictly
scientific matter to the concluding chapters, all tastes arc
consulted, and the common mistake is avoided of
sacrificing the interests of the student to those of the
general reader.

The few months to which the expedition was limited
were passed partly at the station of Kitimbiriu in the
Moshi territory ruled over by King Mandara, partly in
the more easterly district of Marangu. Both of these
tracts are included in the Chaga country, which occupies

1 See the chart quoted in the first note.
" "The Kilima-Njaro Expedition, a Record of Scientific E.xpIoration in

Eastern Eouatonal Africa." By H. H. Johnston, F.Z.S. (London: Kegan
Paul, 1886.)

all the southern slope, which however, as now appears,

does not constitute a single kingdom under Mandara,
but comprises a considerable number of petty Bantu
States, mostly mutually hostile, and seldom combining
except to resist the attacks of the common Masai enemy.
Mandara, who had hitherto figured in the history of recent

East African exploration as a doughty warrior scarcely

second in importance to 3.Iirambo himself, thus sinks to

the position of a mere triton amongst the minnows, though
still powerful enough to be troublesome, and enjoying a

somewhat widespread reputation, if not for personal

courage, at least for political sagacity.

As shown in the annexed cut (Fig. i) the aspect of

Kilima-Njaro seen from above !Moshi is that of a single

snow-capped dome towering to a height of nearly 19,000
feet above the bare or grassy upper slopes, and clothed

lower down with a dense and varied tropical vegetation.

But when viewed from Lake Jipe, a point lying nearer
its base towards the south-east, it appears in its true

character of a double-crested snowy mass, in this as in

some other respects presenting a remarkable resemblance
to the Armenian Ararat. Mr. Johnston, who made two
ascents, first from Moshi to a height of gooo feet, and
again from Marangu to about the normal snow-line (16,315
feet, or within a little more than 2000 of the summit),
calculated the altitudes of the two peaks, Kibo and
Kimawenzi, at 18,800 and 16,250 feet respectively. This
only slightly exceeds von der Decken's estimate, who
assigns 18,700 feet to Kibo, so that the absolute altitude

of the probable culminating point of the continent may
betaken at somewhat under 19,000. On the lofty con-

necting ridge clumps of forest were found still straggling

up to 10,000 feet. Many bright-coloured flowers also

grew up to this altitude, " notably a vivid blue cyno-
glossum (houndstongue), mauve and blue irises, and pink,

waxy-white, and yellow everlastings. Tufts of artemisia

(southernwood) grew in sheltered places. There were
many heaths, a small kind of geranium, huge proteas, and
divers ferns and mosses" (p. 235). Even at 12,600 feet

strange sessile thistles were met, nearly five feet in

circumference, besides an extraordinary lobelia (Z.

Deckeni) three to four feet in height, and a very
characteristic arborescent plant new to science, and since

named Scnccio Johnstoni (Fig. 2),
" looking somewhat

like a banana in the distance, but in reality consisting of

a tall, black, smooth trunk, 20 to 30 feet in height,

and surmounted by a huge crown of broad leaves inter-

spersed or headed up with bunches of yellow blossom.
The strange composite grew abundantly in the streamlet's

bed, and its trunk was so superficially rooted that, in

spite of its height and girth, I could pull it down with
one hand " (p. 26S).

Beyond 13,000 feet vegetation became stunted and
patchy, ceasing altogether about the altitude of 1 5,000 feet.

The last resident bird, a !:ind of stone-chat {F inarochroa
hypospodia) was met in flocks, and showing a total absence
of fear, up to 1 3,700 feet, beyond which no bird was seen
except a rare high soaring kite, or great-billed raven.

Yet such large game as the elephant, buffalo, and
antelope are pursued by the natives up to altitudes

of 12,000 and 13,000 feet, and captured chiefly by pit-

falls. In the Bura district, east of Kilima-Njaro, the
Akclaphus cokei, a species of hartebeest, or tall red
antelope, was seen associated by a sort of uncon-
scious symbiosis with tall red ant-hills, and de-
riving some protection from their almost ludicrous

resemblance to these objects. " Being a deep red-brown
colour, and standing one by one stock-still at the approach
of the caravan, it was really most difficult and puzzling

sometimes to know which was antelope and which was
ant-hill ; for the long grass hiding the animal's legs left

merely a red-humped mass, which until it moved, might
well be the mound of red earth constructed by the white
termites. The unconscious mimicry was rendered the
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more ludicrously exact sometimes by the sharply-pointed,

flag-like leaves of a kind of squill—a liliaceous plant

—

which frequently crowned the summit of the ant-hill or

grew at its base, thus suggesting the horns of an antelope
either with the head erect or browsing low down. The
assimilation cannot have been fancied on my part, for it

deceived even the sharp eyes of my men ; and again and
again a [hartebeest would start into motion at twenty

yards' distance and gallop off, while I was patiently stalk-

ing an ant-hill, and crawling on my stomach through
thorns and aloes, only to find the supposed antelope an
irregular mass of red clay" (p. 65).

Amongst the valuable animal specimens secured by our
naturalist was one of the new and beautiful species of
Colobus (C gucresa, Riipp., var. caudatus, var. nov.,

Fig. 4) first seen and described by Mr. Thomson, which

I from above Moshi (" P.-iln

frequents the base of Kilima-Njaro, and is apparently
restricted to that region. Mr. Oldfield Thomas, who con-
tributes an important paper on the mammals obtained
during the expedition, tells us that it is " characterised by
having the white brush of the tail very much larger and
finer than is the case in the true Abyssinian C gucreza.

. . . The hairs of the white body-mantle, entirely cover
the black at the base of the tail, the white of the

latter and of the mantle being quite continuous "

(p. 3S8).

Besides this paper by Mr. Thomas the work is enriched

with several others by specialists, such as Prof. Bonney,
who deals with a collection of rocks (mainly igneous)

from the higher regions of Kilima-Njaro ; Prof Oliver

and Mr. J. G. Baker, to whom botanists will be grateful

for a careful enumeration of all the plants collected during
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the expedition ; iMr. F. D. Godman who classifies sixty-

one specimens of Lepidoptera, including at least three new-

species ; Charles O. Waterhouse, by whom examples of

fifty-six Coleoptera are similarly treated ; Captain G. E.

Shelley, who jointly with the author gives a descriptive

catalogue of fifty species of birds, of which six are new to

science, collected or observed in the district ; Mr. E. J.

Miers, who describes a new variety of river-crab of the

genus Thelphusa doubtfully assigned to the species

r. dcpyessa, Krauss.

But of all the scientific papers by far the most impor-

tant are the two chapters contributed by Mr. Johnston

himself on the anthropology and phiiolgoy of the Kilima-

Njaro district, or rather of all the East Central African

region lying between the great lakes and the Indian

Ocean. Measured by a pecuniary standard, it is not too

much to say that these two monographs alone are fuIK

worth the 1000/. granted by the British Association and

Royal Society for the purposes of the expedition. Besides

a graphic account of the Bantu and Masai peoples, whose
respective domains are conterminous, or overlap each

other in this part of the continent, we have here a general

disquisition on their mutual ethnical and linguistK

Fig. 2.

—

Scnecio JohftstoTii.

relations, which fills up at least one great gap in the field

of African anthropology. The mystery hitherto surround-

ing the Masai race is at last largely dissipated, and we
are now enabled with some confidence to assign them
their true place in the African family. A careful com-
parative study of their language and physical type clearly

shows that their affinities are to be sought amongst the

Negro or Negroid peoples of the White Nile, and more
particularly the warlike Bari nation of the Gondokoro
district. From this basin they appear to have gradually

spread in comparatively recent times south-eastwards

between the Victoria Nyanza and the coast, encroaching

to the east on the Hamitic Gallas, to the south on the

Wa-taita, the Wa-chaga, and other outlying branches of

the Bantu family. The annexed graphic illustration of

a Masai warrior (Fig. 3) betrays some unmistakable

Negro features, especially in the short nose, broad nostrils,

and thick lips standing wide apart. On the other hand,

the close relationship of the Masai and Bari languages is

here clearly established, one of the most striking features

common to both being true grammaiical gender, as indeed

had already been pointed out by Lepsius in his Nubian
Grammar. Masai must consequently now be separated

from the Nuba group, as the Nuba has already been
separated from the Fulah of Western Sudan ; and thus

there is at last an end of Friedrich Miiller's " Nuba-
Fulah family," which has hithei-to figured so largely in

treatises on African philology. Its place is taken in East
Central Africa by the Bari-Masai group, which Mr.

Johnston now proposes to constitute, and which includes,

as intervening members, Latuka certainly, Lango, Suk,

and Samburu more doubtfully.

3.— .A. ^^

It will be seen that the rich linguistic data here brought
together cannot be neglected by the future student of

African philology. The patience and ingenuity expended
in the collection of this material is aptly illustrated in the

account given of a hunt after a single grammatical ele-

ment of the Ki-Chaga language current throughout the

southern districts of Kilima-Njaro. The object is to

determine the exact form of the eighth pronominal prefix
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(a plural one), of which fifteen altogether are represented

in this member of the Bantu family. But "unfortunately
I cannot ask any of my friends, ' What is your eighth
prefix ? ' I should never be understood if I explained for

a hundred years. I have to get at it in some other way.
'What is this.'' I ask, holding up a knife. ' Ki-osho,'

they reply. 'Just so.' I replied ;
' ki ' is the seventh prefix,

and the plural must give the form of the eighth. ' How
do you say many knives,' I continue; ' ki-osho is owt'

;

what is many?' ' Shingi ' (many), they reply. ' No, but
many knives?' 'Shingi' is again repeated. Then I ask,
' See, this is one knife

—

ki-osho khno (holding up one
finger). What is for /wo knives ? ' (holding up two fingers).
' Two fingers,' they reply, looking up very much puzzled.

Then in despair I send for another knife, and placing it

beside the original one, again ply them with a question.
This only elicits the word for 'another'; but at length
after many disappointments they are induced to say
shi-osho shivi {tivo knives), which gives me shi-osho as
the plural of ki-osho, and consequently shi is the form
of the eighth prefix, and so on" (p. 162). Of course all

travellers amongst the lower races are familiar with diffi-

culties of this sort. But it is not every traveller who during
the off hours of a six months' expedition contrives to
collect sufticient linguistic materials to reconstitute the
philology of a continent.

Mr. Johnston, who is also an accomplished artist, has
added much to the value of his work by the numerous
illustrations with which he has enriched this handsome
volume. His skill especially in portraying animal and

Fig. 4.

—

Colobiisgu

vegetable forms is sufficiently attested by the specimens
here adduced. He also supplies a copious index, as well
as carefully prepared route and linguistic charts, besides
a large map brought well up to date of Eastern Equatorial
Africa between the parallels of i" N. and 6' S. It remains
to be stated that in this notice the somewhat unfamiliar
orthographic system of Lepsius, adopted bv the author,
has been replaced by the usual and sufficiently accurate
method adhered to by Stanley, Thomson, and most other
English travellers in Central Africa. To the writer it

seems that the plan of combining the English consonantal
with the Italian vocalic system adapts itself fairly well to
the transHteration of most African (Negro) and especially
of the Bantu languages. A. H. Keane

NOTES
Lord Roseberv has endowed a new lectureship in the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh. The course, which will extend over five

years, will consist of thirty lectures on the Philosophy of Natural

History. The lectureship has been offered to, and accepted by,

Mr. G. J.
Romanes, M..\., LL.D., F.R.S. This is the second

lectureship which has recently been founded in connection with

the Chair of Natural History. The other one is on Comparative

Embryology, and is occupied by Mr. G. Brook, F. L. S.

An important discovery has been made by Dr. O. Tumlirz,

of Prague. Hitherto no substance amongst those which exhibit

diamagnetic properties has been observed to possess any per-
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inanent diamagnetic polarity analogous to the permanent para-

magnetic polarity of hard steel. The property of retention of

diamagnetisation is, however, found to be possessed by rock

crystal. Both those specimens which show right-handed and

left-handed optical properties are alike in this respect, and tlie

axis of diamagnetisation appears to be independent of the crys-

lallographic axis, and dependent only on the axis of initial

magnetisation. Dr. Tumlirz, whose investigation is published

in If'ieciemaytn's Annalen, appears to think that these facts

negative Be'cquerel's theory of diamagnetism.

We regret to announce the death of Dr. Oskar Schmidt, the

eminent Professor of Zoology at Strasburg University ; he

died on the 17th ult. Also of Dr. Nikolaus Friedrich von

Tschudi, the well-known author of the "Thierleben der Alpen-

welt." He died at Melonenhof, near St. Gallen, aged sixty-five

years.

M. Faye h.as been appointed President of the Bureau des

Longitudes for 1 886.

Dr. W. H. Stone will deliver the Lumleian Lectures this

year on April 8, 13, and 15, the subject being "The Electrical

Conditions of the Human Body."

Two young persons, natives of the central part of Paraguay,

are being exhibited at the Westminster Aquarium possessing an

abnormal development of hair on the body, a condition to which

the term hypertrichosis is applied. One of these is a girl of

about eighteen years of age ; the other, her brother, aged six

years. In the former the whole of the back is covered with hair

about one centimetre in length, which extends in the region of

the waist to the anterior surface of the body. In addition to this

continuous tract of hair there are numerous small patches of

varying size distributed irregularly over the face, trunk, and

extremities. In the boy the hair tract on the back begins imme-
diately below the level of the lower angles of the scapulze and

extends downwards on the body and extremities almost to the

bend of the knees. There are likewise on the body several

patches covered with hair, the largest of which is about the size

of the palm of the hand, and situated on the front of the thigh ;

the other patches vary in size from about one to two centimetres

in diameter. Contrary to what might have been expected, there

is no development of hair in the mesial line of the body in front,

or on the cheeks, chin, or upper lip, as is sometimes seen in such

cases. In both cases the skin is deeply pigmented, of a dark

brown hue wherever the abnorm.al hair is developed, and on the

back of the girl and outer side of the thigh of the boy there is a

large and partially filled cist present immediately below the skin.

The cist on the boy's thigh seems to be entirely unconnected

with the bursa over the trochanter of the femur with which it

might be imagined it had some connection. In the family history

there is nothing to account for the occurrence of the abnormal

condition presented by these two members of the family. The
parents are in all respects reported to be normal, as are the

other members of their family, which consists of four children in

all. In no other respect do the two abnormal members of the

family present any peculiarity, such, for example, as in the growth

of the teeth, which is not unfrequently found to accompany extra

development of hair. Cases of this kind occasionally occur in

different parts of the world. The hairy family from Burmah has

been the subject of several notices some years ago, and more
recently a child from the same country was exhibited at the

Aquarium. Several other cases have been recorded, however,

occurring in Russia and difterent parts of America, and other

places. The hair sometimes occurs universally spread over the

body, when the term hyptrtrichosis tmiversalis is applied to it,

or in patches more or less extensive, /lypertrickosis partialis, as

in the present instances.

One of the most appreciated organs of French anthropology,
the Rn'ue d'Anlhropologie of Paris, founded in 1872 by Paul
Broca, and continued since the death of that distinguished savant
by Dr. Paul Topinard, inaugurates the third series this year
with the co-operation of the most distinguished representatives

of the various branches of anthropological science. Amongst
these we notice the names of Dr. Gevarret, Director of the

Ecole d'Anthropologie ; Dr. Mathi.as Duval, Director of the

I.aboratoire d'Anthropologie de I'Ecoledes Hautes Etudes ; the

Marquis de Nadaillac, whose works on prehistoric archjeology

have been translated into several languages ; Gen. Faidherbe,

Great Chancellor of the Legion d'Honneur, and well-known
for his philological works ; Prof, de Quatrefages ; .Dr. Hamy
and Louis Rousselet, who highly represent ethnography ; Baron
Larrey

; Jules Rochard, of the Medical Service of the French
Navy ; D'Arbois de Jubainville, of the Institute ; and several

others. The editorship of the Kevtie W<!A be retaiued by Dr.

Paul Topinard, the General Secretary of the Anthropological

.Society of Paris, and author of the " Elements d'Anthropologie,"

a work to which we recently called the attention of our readers,

and for which we are glad to learn the author has been awarded

one of the annual prizes of the Academic des Sciences.

The first Report upon the Fauna of Liverpool Bay and

the Neighbouring Seas, written by the members of the Liver-

pool Marine Biology Committee, and edited by Prof. W. A.

Herdman, D.Sc, will be published during the present month, in

the form of an octavo volume of about 300 pages, illustrated by

six plates and a map.

An exploring expedition was to start from Tiflis on the 2nd

inst. , with the object of thoroughly investigating the natural

history of Khor.assan. It will be under the direction of Dr.

Radde, who will take charge of the botanical department and

of the zoology of the higher animals. Dr. Walter, who was

lately assistant to Prof. Haeckel at Jena, will have charge of the

lower animals. M. Kontjin will be the geologist, and two gene-

ral assistants will complete the scientific portion of the expe-

dition. It is hoped that their work will be finished by the end

of August. A number of specialists will be charged with the

task of examining and describing the collections with a view to

publication ; and it has been already arranged that Dr. Boettger,

of Frankfort, will deal with the moUusca, M. Strauch, of St.

Petersburg, with the reptiles and amphibia, and Dr. Radde

with the birds. It is understood that the Emperor has expressed

a strong personal interest in the expedition.

The Parisian authorities systematically liquefy the snow with

salt, except on macadamised streets (where the process causes

disaggregation of the stones). This practice has obtained since

1881. Rock-salt is used, costing in Paris about 31 francs a ton.

Large quantities are stored in the beginning of winter .at different

places, and when a snowfall occurs a number of workmen repair

to these, and each fills a barrow, and takes it to sprinkle on that

part of the streets assigned to him. The salt produces its full

effect only when the passage of vehicles has mixed it sufficiently

with the snow. In two or three hours liquefaction is so far

advanced as to allow of the streets being swept. The salt is

little used on pavements. Paris spent about 220,000 francs on

the fall of snow of December 8 to 10 last ; the thickness of the

layer varied from 2i to 4 inches. The quantity of salt used was

about 125 grammes on an average per square metre ; the cost of

it was only about an eighth of the total expense (sweeping cost

3 to 4 centimes per square metre). The employment of salt in

the way indicated is found to effect a considerable economy on

previous methods.

Some experiments on a large butcher's dog, with reference to

the effects of sundry beverages on digestion, have been recently
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described by Signer Ogata (Archiv fiir Hygiene). The obser-

vations were made by means of a stomachal fistula (quite

healed) ; the dog was fed on horse-flesh and fibrin from ox

blood. The following conclusions (which may not be strictly

applicable to man, accustomed to the drinks named) were

reached:—(i) Water, water containing carbonic acid, tea and

coffee in moderate amount, do not disturb digestion. (2) Beer,

wine, and brandy retard digestion considerably at first, till

absorbed ; and in the case of beer, the extractive matters act

thus as well as the alcohol. Thus beer retards digestion more

than wine containing the same quantity of alcohol. (3) Sugar

(cane and grape) retards digestion considerably. (4) Common
salt accelerates it distinctly.

We have received the report of the administration of the

Museum of Science and Art at Dresden for the years 1S82 and

1883, which has only just been issued. It contains nothing

calling for especial note. The various scientific collections in

the anthropological, zoological, prehistoric, and geological de-

partments were largely increased during the two years by

purchase, and specially by donations from private individuals,

mainly travellers, or Germans residing abroad.

On the afternoon of the 29th ult. a strong shock of earthquake

was felt at Velez Malaga, which suffered so severely in the

earthquakes of December 1884. The town is reported to have

suffered little damage, although no precise details have yet been

received.

On January 29 earthquakes were again noticed at M'sila,

Bordj ben Arendj, and Setif, Algeria, the site of previous com-

motions, but no accidents are reported, although the shocks

are said to have been strong.

Dr. F. J. Hicks writes from Madeira, on January 28, that in

the previous week a sharp little shock of earthquake occurred on

the island.

A TELEGRAM from Mexico states that the Colima volcano

continues in active eruption.

The last, or December, number of the Journal of the Royal

Microscopical Society has a new feature, in the form of portraits

of a number of past presidents of the Society ; Sir Richard

Owen, the first president of the Microscopic (1840-41), and Mr.

James Glaisher, the first president of the Royal Microscopical

Society (1865-66, 1867-68), have full-page illustrations ; the two

other plates contain eight vignettes each ; on one (1842-57) we
have, among others. Dr. Fane, Mr. Busk, and the lately

deceased Dr. Carpenter, and on the other Mr. J. B. Reade, Mr.

Quekett, and Mr. Sorby. Many, if not indeed all, of the

lihotographs are excellent likenesses. We understand that it is

the intention of the Society to publish other similar photographs

from time to time.

The so-called wines sent to the Parisian market of late years

have been to a large extent, it is well known, vile concoctions,

not deserving the name of wine, and a movement is now on foot

for replacing such false wine by true cider. The year 1885 h.as

been exceptionally favourable for such an experiment ; the crop

of apples was so abundant in Normandy and Brittany that

growers were obliged to dispose of their products at low prices.

Enormous quantities have been sent to Paris to be transformed

into cider. It is to be hoped that this new development may
check the great falsification of wine.

On January 21 the exhibition of ethnological and natural

history objects collected by Dr. Otto Finch, in his travels under-

taken at the request of the New Guinea Society, was opened at

the Berlin Ethnographical Museum. Dr. Finch himself gave
the necessary explanations to the assembly. The objects were

all collected in parts never before visited by -Europeans. The
collection contains numerous face-casts of the various New
Guinea tribes and those of the adjacent island, as well as a large

number of water-colour drawings of scenes in the new German
colonies.

"H. I. M." writes to the Times under date Bratton Fleming,

Barnstaple, January 28 :
—" As I was driving near Barnstaple

yesterday evening with a friend, we noticed a most remarkable
meteor. While we were ascending a hillside, we suddenly

became aware of a brilliant light to our side and rather behind

us, from over the hill-top. I thought for the moment that it

was a flash of lightning, but on looking up we caught a glimpse

of the most beautiful meteor I had ever seen. It seemed to be

quite close, and described a path like that taken by a stone in

falling when flung horizontally from a tower. It appeared (at

its distance) to have a diameter of about 6 inches, and was

accompanied by a tail of a smoky consistency, rather of the

shape of an elongated open fan with the ends rounded, which

followed it, altering its position from a horizontal to a vertical

one as the body fell. This tail was, I should say,. one and a h.alf

times as long as the meteor's diameter, and was of a much paler

hue and less dense consistency than the meteor, which was of a

most glorious yet rather pale emerald green, with a yellow

flame, as it seemed, playing all over it ; the tail was of the same
tint, only in a less intense degree. It may be of interest to any

who may have seen it, that the time we saw it was 27 minutes

past 7 o'clock."

Elaborate preparations are being made at the fishery of the

National Fish-Culture Association at Delaford Park for receiving

the fry which are now rapidly becoming incubated at the hatch-

ery in South Kensington, special habitats being constructed for

them. The whitefish ova that arrived from America last week
commenced to hatch out immediately they were placed in the

apparatus ; indeed, many came to life during the voyage. Un-
like other fry, they never rest, but move rapidly hither and

thither, their powers of locomotion being marvellous considering

their present .alevin stage. Further consignments of eggs are on

their way from the American Government, who are doing their

utmost to aid fish-culture in this country. The fish reared at

the Delaford Fishery last year will shortly be ready for distribu-

tion. The stock is extensive and valuable, including 5'. scbago,

S. fontinaHs, S. ferox, S. fario, S. trutta, and S. iridens.

A CLOSER investigation of the fish-fauna of Lake Balkhash

permits M. Nikolsky to arrive at the following interesting con-

clusions {Memoirs of St. Petersburg Soc. of Natur. , xvi. i). The
fauna numbers fourteen species, partly described by the late Prof.

Kessler {Perca schrenckii, Phoxiniis Levis, var. balchaschana,

P. poljako'iOi, Barl'us platyrostris, Schizothorax argcntatit-'i and

orientaliSy Diptychits dyboioskii, Diplophysa strauchii, labiata,

and iungessana), and three more Schizothorax, of which one new
one has been described by M. Nikolsky as S. kolpakinusiii. Of
these fourteen species, only one is not new, and none of them

has been found either in the Aral-Caspian basin or in the

system of the Obi ; on the contrary, the fish-fauna of Lake
Balkhasli is closely akin to that of the lakes of high Central

Asia. In both, the Cyprinidje and Cobitidse are predominating :

four genera of tlie former are found exclusively in Lake Balk-

hash and the Central Asi.an lakes, as also the species of

Diplophysa. More than that, the Schizothorax tarimi, the

.?. aisicnsis, and the Diplophysa strauchii, which were found by

M. Nikolsky in the Hi River, are common to both the Balkhasli

and the Lob-nor. Only three species distinguish the Balkhash

fauna from that of the Central Asian lakes, and make it

approach that of the Obi : the Perca schrenckii, which, however,

differs more from the_European and Siberian species than this

last differs from the American P. slavescens (which, in fact.
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might be considered as a mere variety), and the Phoxnius

poljakowi, which is nearly akin to tlie Ph. locvis of the Obi and

North-East Europe. From these facts M. Nikolsky conchides

that if a direct communication between Lake Balkash and Lake

Aral has ever existed—that is, if a marine basin ever covered

once the three depressions of the Alatau, the Aral-Caspian, and

Siberian—the former was separated from the two latter at a

much earlier period than the time when, at least, a tluviatile

connection between the Aral-Caspian and the Siberian Ocean

had ceased to exist. The separation must have taken place

earlier than the separation of the two continents of Asia and

America. If a connection existed between the Balkhash and

the Irtish during the Post-Tertiary period, it could be only by

means of shallow streams where the Phoxini could live. On
the contrary, the Balkhash and the Lob-nor remained connected

after the above separation took place. The connection was

carried on through Kunges, the Yuldus, and Tarim. The limits

of this basin can be easily determined.

Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein and Co. will publish in a few

days a "Tourist's Guide to the Flora of the Alps," translated

from the German of Prof Dalla-Torre, and issued under the

auspices of the German and Austrian Alpine Club of Vienna.

The volume will appear in the form of a handy pocket-book.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Chacma Baboon (Cyyiocephahis porcarius i )

from South Africa, a Malbrouck Monkey (Cercopiihecus cyno-

suriis9 ) from West Africa, presented by Lieut. -Gen. G. W. -\.

Higginson, C.B. ; a Rhesus Monkey (Jilacocus r/usus'}) from

India, presented by Mrs. J. J. Buchanan ; a Macaque Monkey

{Macaais cynonwlgus 6 ) from India, presented by Mr. H. M.

Sharratt ; a Common Badger {MeUs taxus i ), British, presented

by the Hon. Walter de Rothschild ; four Moorhens {Gallhmhi

chloropus), British, presented by Mr. T. E. Gunn ; three Gold

Pheasants
(
Thaumalea picta i i i) from China, presented by

Mr. A. Heywood, F.Z. S. ; a Hygian Snake {Elaps hygiiv), a

Hoary Snake {Coronclla cana), a Crossed Snake [psamnup/iis

crucifer) from South Africa, presented by the Rev. G. H. K.

Fisk, C.M.Z.S. ; two Great Cyclodus {Cydodus gigas), two

Stump-tailed Lizards ( Trachydosaurus rugosus) a Diamond Snal;e

{Morelia spUotes) from Australia, received in exchange.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Photographic Evidence as to the Constitution of

SUNSPOTS.—M. Janssen, remarking on some exquisite photo-

graphs of sunspots which he has obtained during the past year,

calls attention to the evidence they supply as to the continuation

of the granulation of the general solar surface into the spots. A
photograph of the great spot of 18S5, June 22, for example, to

which he particularly alludes, shows that the bright region

which surrounds the penumbras of large spots has not a different

constitution from that of the photosphere in general, since it is made
up in like manner of granular elements, usually of a spherical

form. The marked increase in brightness of such regions the pho-
tographs show to be due to the granulations being more thickly

clustered, brighter in themselves, and arranged on a brighter

baclcground. In the penumbra the granulations are still dis-

tinguishable, but they are less luminous and more scattered,

leaving dark gaps between the rows of grains, the familiar

striated appearance of the penumbra being due to the arrange-

ment of the granulations in ranks and lines, like beads on a

thread. The grains become in general smaller and duller near

the nucleus, where they seem to dissolve. The same spot pre-

sented two very remarkable bridges, and a very bright isolated

mass of luminous matter which united them. This luminous
matter and the bridges were also formed of granular elements
resembling the others. Many other photographs have revealed

a similar structure in penumbras and their surroundings, so that

it is highly probable that "the luminous matter which forms
the solar surface has everywhere the same constitution."

The Strijctuke of the Solar Envelope.—A somewhat
lengthy paper by M. Trouvelot, on the above subject, originally

published in the Bulletin Astronomiqite for June, August, and
September last, has recently appeared. The first part of the paper
consists of a rvsunii of a number of striking and typical observa-
tions which are illustrated in the plate which accompanies it.

These observations principally relate to spots of irregular and
complicated form ; the most remarkable being those in which
M. Trouvelot describes the formation of numbers of bright
white points over sunspots, like "a fall of snow," sometimes
even obliterating them, the formation of purple vapours in

connection with both spots and prominences, and the ap-
parent changes and sometimes complete concealment of spots
occasionally produced by facula;. The essentially granular appear-
ance of the sun, so well brought out in M. Janssen's photographs,
has by no means escaped M. Trouvelot's notice, and he has even
seen the lines C Dj D2 b^ b-i b^ and F as themselves granulated, i.e.

not uniformly dark, but composed of a great number of whitish
points separated by dark intervals. The latter part of the paper
is occupied with inferences as to the constitution of the solar

envelope resulting from a consideration of these observations.

The theory formed resembles in its essential characteristics that

so admirably set forth by Prof Young in his book on the sun.

The sun is surrounded by a shell relatively very shallow, made
up of innumerable vertical filaments due to the condensation of
metallic vapours, and which M. Trouvelot proposes to call the

iieinalosphere, in distinction to the photosphere, the glowing
summits of these filaments. The behaviour of these filaments

under various circumstances is discussed, and the varying effects

upon them of hydrogen and metallic eruptions from the solar

nucleus below of different degrees of violence is made to ac-

count for the varied phenomena of spots, facula;, and promin-
ences. The brilliance of the photosphere is regarded as due
to the high radiating powers of these metallic vapours, when
on arriving at the surface of the sun they are condensed, partly

from the effect of exposure to the cold of space, and partly from
expansion, the granulations being glowing clouds composed of

these condensed metallic vapours, the summits of these filaments

or columns.
M. Trouvelot expressly contradicts the frequently-made asser

tion that the bright D3 line of the chromosphere has no counter-

part amongst the dark lines of the spectrum of the disk ; the line

is indeed an exceedingly fine one, but it is unmistakably present.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1886 FEBRUARY 7-13

/"pOR the reckoning of time the civil d.ay, commencing at
^ Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24,
is here employed.)

At Greenwich on February 7

Sun rises, 7h. 30m. ; souths, I2h. 14m. 22'S3. ; sets, l6h. 58m.
;

decl. on meridian, 15° 14' S. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,
2h. 9m.

Moon (at First Quarter on Feb. 12) rises, 8h. 47m. ; souths,

I4h. 39m. ; sets, 20h. 41m. ; decl. on meridian, 2° 12' S.

Planet Ris

Mercury ... 7 14
Venus ... 7 20
Mars ... 20 4*

Jupiter ... 21 14*

Saturn ... 12 46

Souths
h. m.

II 26

13 "
2 37

3 14
20 57

15 38 ... 20 30 S.

19 2 ... 2 42 S.

9 10 ... s 51 N.

9 14 ... o 50 S.

S
8* ... 22 41 N.

The planet Venus is now very near to inferior conjunction.

and the setting

Occultations of Stars by the Moon

Mag. Disap. Reap.

Corresponding
nglesfrom ver-

2X to right for

nverted image

B.A.C. 741
48 Tauri ...

7 Tauri ...

71 Tauri ...

6| ... 18 6 ... 19 12 ... 157 286
6'

... 20 40 ... 21 40 ... 93 347
4 ... 22 45 ... 23 47 ... 128 323
6 ... I 43 ... 2 25 ... 95 345
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Feb.

7

7

7

7

Phenomena of yupiter's Satelliles

Feb.

o o I. ecI. disap.

O 38 II. tr. egr.

3 8 I. occ. reap.

2 3 I. tr. ing.

8 ... o 18 I. tr. egr.

8 ... 21 34 I. occ. reap.

The Occultations of Stars and Phepi
e visible :

Satll

outer n

Feb.

7 •

2 17 III. eel. disap.

5 II III. eel. reap.

5 40 III. occ. disap.

3 43 II. eel. disap.

... S 23 I. tr. ing.

... 22 3 III. tr. egr.

lof Jupiter's Satellites are such as

1, February 7. Outer major axis of outer ring = 45"'o
;

nor axis of outer ring = 2o"'l ; southern surface visible.

h.

6 ... Mars at greatest distance from the Sun.

Variable-Stars

R..\. Decl.

U Cephei o 52-2 ... 81 16 N. ... Feb. ii, 22 19 m
Algol 3 0-8 ... 40 31 N. ... ,, 8, 21 42 nt

1 1, iS 31 »i

A Tauri 3 54-4 ... 12 10 N. ... ,, 10, 23 51 in

W Virginis 13 20'2 ... 2 47 S. ... ,, 8, o o M
S Librje 1454-9... 8 4 S. ... ,, 11,2354™
U Coronce 15 13-6,.. 32 4 N. ... ,, 13, 3 5 m
S Serpentis 15 i6'3 ... 14 43 N. ... ,, 8, M
U Ophiuchi 17 lo'S ... i 20 N. ... ,, 8, 14 o m

and at intervals of 20 8
/8 Lyras 18 45-9 ... 33 14 N. ... Feb. 11, 9 30 M
R Lyrte 18 51-6 ... 43 48 N. ... „ :o, m
5 Cephei 22 24-9 ... 57 50 N. ... ,, 7, 21 30 la

,, 13, 7 DOT
M signifies maximum ; 111 minimum.

Meteors

There are no important periodical showers at this season of
the year. The following are amongst the principal radiants

front which meteors may be expected:—Near Capella, R.A.
75°, Decl. 44° N. ; three radiants in Ursa M.ajor, R.A. 131°,

Decl. 52° N., R.A. 180', Decl. 56° N., and R.A. 210°, Decl.
53° N. ; one from Corona Borealis, R.A. 226°, Decl. 30° ; near

i8 Herculis, R.A. 260°, Decl. 0°. February 10 is a fireball date.

Stars with Remarkable Spectra

Name of Star R.A. 1S860 Decl. iSS6-o Type of

72 Schjellerup ... 6 3 49
ij Geminorum ... 6 8 o
/» Geminorum ... 6 16 3

78 Schjellerup ... 6 28 42
LL 13412 6 49 12

51 Geminorum ... 7 6 49
lis Schjellerup... 8 48 57
120 Schjellerup ... 9 3 46
R Leo Minor ... 9 38 45
R Leonis 9 41 26

26 2-1 N. ... IV.
22 32-4 N. ... in.
22 37-5 N. ... III.

38 32-2 N. ... IV.

23 46-8 S. ... Bright lines

16 21-2 N. ... III.

17 39-9 N. ... IV.

31 257 N. .. III.

35 2-1 N. ... III.

II 57-5 N. ... III.

BIOLOGICAL NOTES
Metamorphosis in Nematodes.—Dr. von Linstow sums

up our present knowledge as follows :—The Nematelminthes,
according to the medium in which the individual developmental
stage is passed, present a truly wonderful series of metamorphoses,
and no less than fourteen distinct developmental stages may be
enumerated, (i) The embryo passes into an adult form direct

(without the intervention of a larval stage) in the one medium,
and also passes its existence in fresh, salt, or brackish water,
in plants, in the earth, or in decaying substances (Dorylaimus,
Enoplus, Plectus, Monhystera, Rhabditis, and many other
genera). (2) The larva; live in the earth, the adult form in plants
{TyUnchus tritici, T. putrefaciens, Heterodera schachtii). (3) The
larva; live in worms, and on their death and decay pass into the
earth, when they assume an adult form [Rhabditis pellio). (4) The
Helminth lives bise.xual in the earth, the fruitful females enter
the bodies of bees, and produce therein offspring (Sphicrularia
bombi). (5) The larva; live in the earth, assuming the adtilt con-
dition in some animal (Dochmius, Strongylus). (6) The Hel-
minth lives as an hermaphrodite form in some animal, the ofiT-

spring develop into bisexual forms in the earth (Rhabdonema,
Angiostomum). (7) Some adult forms difterentiate free-living

forms developing sexually, and also hermaphrodite forms living

parasitically in animals (snails, Leptodera appendieulata). (8)
The larva" hatch out in the earth, and then enter some
animal, in which they become metamorphosed into hermaphro-
dite forms (Trichocephalus, Oxyuris). (9) The larvte live in
insects, the adult form in earth or water (Mermis). (10)
The larva; live encapsuled in some animal, and with it pass
into the digestive system of some other animal form, in
which latter they become adult (Ascaris, Filaria, CucuUanius).
(11) For a short time the hermaphrodite form lives in the intestine
of some animal, and produces here its larval form, which, pene-
trating the intestinal walls, makes its way into the muscles,
where it becomes encapsuled [Trichina spiralis). (12) The
adiilt form lives in the trachea; of birds ; the females lay eggs,
which contain well-formed embryos, which get expectorated, to
once again enter the bird's system with its ordinary nourishment.
In the crop and oesophagus of the bird the embryo hatches out,
wandering into the bronchi:e and air-sacs, from whence the
larger larva; find their wiy to the trachete [Syngamus trachealis).

(13) There will be two larval forms, of which the one will be
found in Mollusca, and the other in aquatic beetles and water-
boatmen, while the adult form lives in v/Mev [Gordius aquaticus).

(14) There will be two larval forms, of which the one will be
found in water, the other in the lung of some Amphibian, from
whence it will wander into the intestine of the same animal,
where it will develop into an hertnaphrodite form [Nematoxys
longicanda); this latter form is described and figm-ed.

—

[Zeitschri/t

fiir wissenschaftUche Zoologie, Noveaiber 24, 1885, Band xlii.

Heft 4, p. 715, pi. 28.)

Artificial Propagation of Oysters.—Mr. \V. K. Brooks
calls attention in detail to a very important fact in the artificial

propagation of oysters to which his notice was first called by
Mr. W. Armstrong, of Hampton, Virginia. It would appear
that "seed" oysters which Mr. Armstrong had placed on
"floating-cars" in the mouth of Hampton Creek not only
grew more rapidly, but were of a better shape, and therefore
more marketable, than those from seed deposited at the same
lime in the usual way on the bottom. Immediately after the
embryo oyster acquires its locomotor cilia there is a period of
several hours, when it swims at the surface, and this is the
period when it is swept into contact with collectors. As soon
as the shell appears, the larva is dragged down by its weight,
and settles at the bottom. The greatest danger to which it is

now e.xposed is that it may not at this stage of its existence
find a hard, clean surface for attachment. Being of micro-
scopical dimensions, it may be smothered by a deposit of sedi-
ment or mud so light as to be invisible, and most of the failures

to get a good "set of spat " are due to the formation of a coat
of sediment upon the collectors before the young oysters come
into contact with them. This danger seems to be entirely
avoided by the use of floating collectors, for little sediment can
fall on a body which is close to the surface of the water, and
most of what may fall will be swept off by the currents which
bring the swimming embryo oysters into the collectors. The
collector employed by Mr. W. K. Brooks was formed by con-
necting two old ship-masts together by string pieces, with a
bottom of coarse galvanised iron netting which had buoyancy
enough to support a large quantity of submerged shells. Such
floats should be open at the ends to permit free circulation, and
should be so moored as to sway with the current. Mr. Brooks
moored a collector, on July 4, in front of the Zoological Labora-
tory at Beaufort, N.C. Although all the oysters in the vicinity,

from being in very shallow water, were nearly through their

spawning season, and the conditions were anything but favour-
able, yet there was immediately secured a good "set," and the
young oysters grew with remarkable rapidity, no doubt on ac-

count of the abundant supplies of food and fresh water, which
gained ready access to all of them, and the uniform temperature
which was secured by the constant change of water. The im-
portance of this suggestion is obvious : this method may be used
by planters to collect their own supply of seed—an object of great
importance—when the feeding regions are far removed from native

beds. Perhaps time will prove that it may be also used for

rearing the oyster to a stage making it fit for the market ; when,
if so, the better shape and firmer shell would give the supply
thus raised a superior value. Even in j^laces where there are no
oysters near to furnish the supply of eggs, a few spawning-
oysters could be placed among the shells in the collector, after

the French method, to supply the "set." Though, as Mr. W.
K. Brooks says, " Engagement in business projects is no part

of the [direct] office of a University," still, we venture to hold
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that all advance in scientific knowledge has a bearing on the

" business "
life of a country, and we believe that these hints,

based on the practical experience acquired at the Chesapeake

Zoological Laboratory, will not be without value as showing

what the man of science may do for the man of busmess.

— (Johns Hopkins University Circulars, vol. v., No. 43, p. 10,

Baltimore, October 1885.)

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF
THE U.S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY^

VXyE make the following extracts from this important

* * Report :—
Rear-Admiral S. R. Franklin, U.S.N., contmued m the

duties of Superintendent until March 31 of the current year

when he was detached therefrom in order to assume command of

the United States naval force on the European station. In the

interim from that date until June i, 1S85, Commander A. D.

Brown, U.S.N., acted as Superintendent, when, under the

orders of the Department, Commodore Belknap assumed the

duties of the office.

The 26-inch Equatorial.—This telescope has contmued m
charge of Prof. A. Hall, U.S.N., who has been employed in

observing the satellites of the large planets and in observation

of double stars.

Though in constant use, the instrument, together with its

micrometer, driving clock, and other apparatus, remains in good

working order, and the dome, forty-three feet in diameter,

covering it, is now revolved with great ease by means of the

four horse-power gas-engine which was connected with it in the

latter part of 1884. The dome is now turned to any position

required in a few minutes, and the work of observing is much

facilitated. Mr. George Anderson has charge of the engine,

and assists Prof. Hall in the management of the dome.

The complete reduction and discussion of the observations

made with this instrument have made good progress during the

past year. This is due, in a great measure, to the efficient aid

rendered by Lieut. W. H. Allen and Ensign J. A. Hoogewerff,

U.S.N. These gentlemen have been very diligent in making

the necessary computations, and have shown marked aptitude

for the work.
The observations of the satellite of Neptune and those of

the two outer satellites of Uranus have been discussed, and the

masses of the=.e planets deduced. These results have bean pub-

lished in Appendixes L and II. of the annual volume of the

Observatory for the year iSSl.

A discussion of .all the observations of lapetus, the outer

satellite of Saturn, is now nearly finished, and will be ready for

printing in a few weeks. . . .

The Prime Vertical Instrument.—"XVt work of reducing the

observations made in 1883-S4 by Lieut. C. G. Bowman and

Ensign H. Taylor, U.S.N., for the determination of the con-

stant of aberration, has been pursued. A selection was made

of twelve stars of varying right ascension and well-determined

places, and the results obtained ; the reduction of the remaining

observations will be proceeded with as rapidly as possible.

In July of last year a communication was received from the

President of the International Geodetic Conference, asking the

co-operation of this Observatory with the Royal Observatory at

Lisbon in the determination of the problem of the change of

latitudes, the observations to be taken with the prime vertical

instruments of the two Observatories. Communication was

opened and correspondence is still in progress with the Director

of the Observatory at Lisbon, and preparations have be n made

to undertake the work here very soon after it is known that it

will be begun at Lisbon. . . .

Photography.—In the programme of work proposed for the

current year it was stated that the work of t.aking sun photo-

graphs daily would be inaugurated as soon as practicable. The

work of the Transit of Venus Commission has up^ to this time

prevented any regular system being adopted. Such work, if

pursued systematically and continuously, would put this institu-

tion on a footing in this regard more nearly equal to that of the

larger foreign Observatories where a large ma^s of data has been

accumulated for future measurement, computation, and dis-

cussion, forming the basis of much information of value to the

student of solar physics.

For purposes of co-operation in this scientific work, photo-

graphic observations in different parts of the world being sup-

• By G. E. Belknap. Commodore U.S.N. , Superintendent United Slates

Naval Observatory. Dated Washington, October 5, 18S5

plemental to each other, it is also desirable that this work be

begun, and sooner or later it will have to be t.aken up here in
.

order to keep pace with the requirements of modern astronomical

research and observation. It cannot, therefore, be begun too

soon.

It is eminently desirable that this Observatory possess a

collection of photographs of astronomical subjects, and so be

enabled to solicit exchanges from astronomers abroad that are

engaged in celestial photography. But we lack the means and

equipment for printing and making photographic positives that

can properly be used for such purposes of exchange.

Much work is desirable to be done in photographing star

clusters, nebula?, and the spectra of sun-spots, stars, &c., and in

the production of star maps by photography. Should a party

from this Observatory be sent to observe the total eclipse of

1 886, photographs of the phenomenon will have to be taken.

The Observatory should at all times be prepared for such ac

occasion and have a staff drilled in photographic work, and this

might be easily accomplished, as the number need not be great,

and it could be made up of officers stationed here.

New Observatory.—The Commodore renews the recommend-

ations of his predecessors for the removal, at an early day, of

the plant of the Observatory to the new site selected and pur-

chased for such purpose in 1881.

The plans, long since prepared, have received the approval

of prominent scientific men of the country, and the work can be

begun as soon as the money is forthcoming ; and with the funds

in hand, it would take fully three years to erect the buildings,

transfer the plant, and get everything into good working order.

The National Academy has been requested by the Department

to express its opinion officially as to the advisability of proceed-

ing promptly with the erection of the building, and it cannot

be doubted that it will express itself affirmatively in the matter.

The disadvantages of the present location have been so often

and so forcibly described that the subject is worn almost

threadbare.

To the foresight and energy of officers of the Navy is due the

inception and development of this institution. It is emphatically

the child of the Navy, and the service is much interested in its

welfare and in every 'effort to extend the sphere of its usefulness.

From its humble beginning in 183S it has now grown to be one

of the most important astronomical centres in the world, and it

is to be hoped that Congress will recognise the good work

hitherto done by granting the means to place the institution on

a still higher plane than it now occupies.

Board of Visitors.—The Commodore renews the suggestion

heretofore made that a Board of Visitors, c imposed of competent

persons, be appointed annually to visit the institution and inquire

into its working, with authority to suggest such changes in the

methods pursued, or such new lines of investigation, as it might

deem proper to recommend.
Solar Eclipse 0/ i8?,6.—A toial eclipse of the sun will occur

on August 29, 1 886. The line of totality passes over the

equatorial portion of the .\tlantic Ocean, and^ reaches the west

coast of .\frica, near Benguela, in latitude 12° S. This port is

easy of access, and as it is the healthy season, there would be no

difficulty in sending a party out in a Government vessel. The

duration of the totality at this point is four minutes and forty

seconds, affording a more than usually good opportunity for

photographic and spectroscopic observations. The question as

to the propriety of applying for an appropriation to defray the

expenses of an observing party has been referred by the Depart-

ment to the National Academy, and a report may soon be

expected. o
A/isce/laneons.—'Danng the year the names of 1408 visitors,

have been recorded, and 1137 permi's were issued for night

visitors, for whose accommodation the small equatorial is set apart.

The presence of these visitors is not allowed to interfere with

the regular work of the institution, and permits are only issued

for one evening in each week, with exceptional instances.

The records kept by the several observers and watchmen

show that only about one night in eight is good for observing,

while an exceptionally good night for astronomical work cannot

be reckoned upon much oftener than once a month.

MOLECULAR PHYSICS
T the meeting of the Berlin Physical Society, on Nov. 20

last, Herr Gerstmann spoke on a \soxV recently issued by

Prof W C Wittwer, on "The Principles of Molecular Physics
A
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and Mathematical Chemistry." The main problem to which
the work addressed itself respected the nature and properties of

the imponderable matter, ether, but its arguments were, in the

main, drawn from fancy more than from experience. The work
was divided into three parts. The first part, the Constitution

of Bodies, formulated the theory that the ponderable atoms

were not qualitatively, but only quantitatively, distinguished

from one another ; that the elastic effect of matter on ether, as

on ponderable substances, diminished with the distance ; and
that the density of the ether ranged round ponderable matter

did not diminish in proportion to the distance from the mass of

atoms, but increased in proportion to the distance. As essential

to the constitution of the bodies was further advanced the

pressure of ether on the particles of ether ranged round the

ponderable atoms. The second part, the Principles of Chemis-
try, proceeded from the hypothesis that a material particle was
capable of attracting only one, or quite few, particles of ether,

noting in such a manner, namely, that a fraction of the attractive

force, now of the particle of ether, now of the mass particle,

was kept in abeyance {conditions which, for reasons otherwise

altogether unexplained, were termed " electro-neg.ative " and
"electro-positive" respectively), and made use of an accidental

property of the curve of the density of elements contained in

L. Meyer's " Modern Theory of Chemistry," namely, that in

the case of the maxima and minima of this curve, elements

related electro-negatively to the neighbouring elements in the

curve always passed over to such in which the reverse condition

obtained, in order, by calculations described by the author him-
self as highly uncertain, to determine the molecular magnitude
of some elements and the number of particles of ether attracted

by their atoms. The third part, the Doctrine of Heat, pro-

pounded heat as elastic concussions ; in elaborate calculations

brought forward for some examples of numbers the argument
that the occurrence of the stationary state was explainable under
this assumption likewise ; and contended against the Mariotte-

Gay-Lussacand Avogadro laws, which were incapable of rightly

explaining the facts, seeing that these laws and their deduction

took no account wdiatever of the imponderable ether and the

pressure of ether.

THE HISTOR V OF FOSS/L CROCODILES 1

TNthis communication the author endeavoured to summarise
the main facts already known regarding the palfeontological

history of the Crocodilia, with full references to the principal

literature of the subject. After some preliminary remarks upon
the structure and distribution of the living members of the order,

the leading types of each geological period were successively

considered ; and the ijaper concluded by discussing the bearing
of these facts upon the evolution of the Crocodilia, as deter-

mined by Prof. Huxley in 1875. The earliest crocodilians

hitherto discovered are Belodjii, Stagonolepis^ and Parasuchus,
from the Upper Trias—the first-named being met with on
the Continent, in India, and in North America ; the second,
solely known from the yellow sandstones of Elgin ; and the

third, only recorded as yet from India. The Rhjetic Beds and
Lower and Middle Lias do not appear to have yielded any
remains of this order, but numerous examples have been found
in the Upper Lias, and some in a remarkable state of preserva-

tion. At present, however, the precise systematic relationships

of the Liassic forms have not been veiy satisfactorily deter-

mined, and those from British deposits are especially in

need of further study : there are probably two generic types,

Mystriosauriis and Pelagosauriis, and, if the latest researches

are to be followed, it would seem that only two species

of each are definitely known. In England, according to

M. Deslongchamps, two distinct forms, Myslriosaurus chap-
viani and Peiagosnurus brongniartl. have been continually

described under the name of 7eleosaurus chapntuni. With the
Lower Oolites, Tcleosau'iis proper makes its appearance, and
ranges at least as far upwards as the Kimmeridge Clay, from
which Mr. J. W. Hulke has described a characteristic snout
(7*. megarhinus). Sleneo5auj-u% is also a Lower Oolite form,
ranging to the Oxford Clay ; its British representatives are some-
what imperfectly known, though very complete descriptions have
been published of well-preserved cranial fossils from French
deposits. Mdriorhynchiis is another genus, from the Middle

' Abstract of a Paper read !

December 4, 1885, by Mr. l

Museum (Natural History).
of the British

and Upper Oolites, very fully elucidated by M. Deslongchamps
in France, but scarcely determined hitherto in English strata.

Two forms described by Prof. Phillips under the names of

Steneosaiiriis palpebrosiis (Kimmeridgian), and Steiivasaurus gra-
cilis (Porflandian) are truly referable to iVetriorhynchus, and
fragments agreeing specifically with some of the French Metrio-
rhynchs are also recorded. The Upper Oolites also yield the
remains of Crocodilia with comparatively short and stout skulls,

and very complete specimens have been discovered in the
Kimmeridge Clay both of England and the Continent. They
belong to the genera Dakosmiriis and Machimosaurus, the former
having also been described by Sir Richard Owen under the
name of Plesiosiichus. Teleosaurians occur rarely in the Wealden
and Purbeck Beds—though one or two well-preserved crania of

Macrorhynchus are known in Germany—and they finally dis-

appear in the Upper Cretaceous series, where they are repre-
sented by the scanty remains of Hyposaunis and Enaliosuchns.
Broad-faced crocodilians, adapted for a mote terrestrial mode of
life than the Teleosaurs, occur somewhat abundantly in the
Wealden and Purbeck Beds, and are represented by Goniopholis,
Nannosuc/iuSj Oweniasuchus^ TheriositchnSj and a remarkably
interesting genus

—

Bernissarlia—recently described by M. Dollo
from the now classical deposit of Bernissart in Belgium. The
latter, though decidedly Mesosuchian, approaches the living

crocodiles and alligators much more closely than any of its con-
geners, both in the characters of its dermal armour and in certain

parts of the skull. The earliest evidence of procojlian crocodiles

hitherto made known is from the Cambridge Greensand and the
nearly equivalent Gosau Beds of Vienna ; Prof. H. G. Seeley
has described a few vertebriK, teeth, and fragments of limb-
bones, and regards these as referable to at least three specific

types. The Upper Cretaceous beds of France and the United
States have yielded still more satisfactory remains—including
skulls—showing that the Eusuchian sub-order dates back beyond
Eocene times ; and some of these fossils appear almost indistin-

guishable from the living genus Gavialis. The early Tertiary

deposits, both of England and the Continent, are remarkable as

affording traces of gavials, crocodiles, and alligators (or alliga-

toroid genera) associated together, while the three families share

no common area of the earth's surface at the present time ; the

Eocene types, moreover, appear to be rather less differentiated

than is the case in the existing fauna. In conclusion, it may be
said that the abundant acquisitions of fossil Crocodilia during
the last ten years have luUy confirmed the views of Prof.

Huxley, laid before the Geological Society in 1875 ; and the

Wealden and Purbeck discoveries, particularly, have brought to

light facts which were then little more than probable surmises
based upon very fragmentary materials.

PROFESSOR SYLVESTER'S LECTURE "ON
THE METHOD OF RECIPROCANTS AS CON-
TAINING AN EXHAUSTIVE THEORY OF
THE SINGULARITIES OF CURVES"

pROFESSOR SYLVESTER sends us the following cor-

rections and additions to his lecture recently given in

Nature (January 7, p. 222) :
—

Eriaia

P. 223, 1st column, line 27, for "requirements" read "ac-
quirements."

P. 224, 1st column, line 37, for geometrical adjustment read

numerical adjustment.

P. 225, in the footnote, for l_ read ^

P. 226, 2nd column, line 9, p. 227, ist column, lines 14, 20,

22, 31, 34, 44, and 2nd column, line 16 from bottom, in all thees

places for t read /, and in the last for t - t' read t - t'.

P. 226, 2nd column, line 5,

dy dy dy

dx"-' di^' lil*'
' ' '

for

read
'^'^ "'^^ ''''-''

"^'^
1^'' d^' dl^'

P. 226, 2nd column, line 20, for "operation " read "operator."

P. 228, Ist column, line I, for t read /.

P. 229, in the ist line of the footnote in the Ist column, for

"generating fraction" read "fractional generating function."
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p. 229, the 17th line of the footnote should be
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5* + enable + 6|

P. 229, line 21 of footnote, for — read —

,5,/ + 7(arf + bc]l,.

b-

P. 229, the 22nd line of the footnote should be

/ifi'-ht, ^i,{ab-\-ba)ic + (>{«<: + b'^ + ca)ld+l{ad-Vbc ^ cb\ da)l, + . . .

P. 230, for Trpayfiaruu read trpayfiaToiy.

P. 230, 2nd column, line 10 from bottom, for " Buckkeim
''

read "Buchheim."
P. 231.—The greater circle has been erroneously represented

as cutting the ellipse. It should pass outside it, thus

—

'
I ,/x' dy" \d.u/y] )

and its centre should be indicated by an asterisk, as well as that

of the smaller circle.

P. 231, Chart 5, and p. 226, the syzygy should be in both
places

P. 231, Chart 2, in the last binariant Protomorph but one.

for + $abe, read - Snbc:

Chart 6, last line but one, for J7 + A thread H - \U.
For " Boole-Mongian " read " Boolo-Mongian " passim.
Those desirous of obtaining systematic information on the

subject of the lecture may consult the following recent articles

from the pen of its author, viz. one on " Schwarzian Derivatives,"

followed by another on "' Reciprocants " in the Mat/iemalifal
Messenger, four " Sur une nouvelle theorie de formes alge-

briques," a fifth " Sur les Invariants Differentiels, " which have
already appeared, and a sixth "Sur les reciprocants purs irre-

ductibles du quatrieme ordre," about to appear in the Coiiiples

tendiis of the Institute.

It may be as well to mention that the papers in the Messenger
were given in long after the dates which the numbers of the
Messenger bear on their cover, those dates being by some months
anteiior to the time of their actual issue. In the absence of
this explanation the theory would appear to have been in print

long before the time when it is stated to have been discovered.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Oxford.—Prof. Stirling succeeds Dr. Gamgee as an examiner
in the Honour School of Natural Science, not Prof. Burdon-
Sanderson, as stated last week.

Cambridge.—Mr. A. E. Shipley, B.A., Scholar of Christ's

College, has been appointed Demonstrator of Comparative
Anatomy. Mr. Shipley was placed in the first class in the
Natural Sciences Tripos Part II., for Zoology and Comparative
Anatomy.

It is recommended by the Council of the Senate that the Uni-
versity should now take over the machinery and other plant of
the Engineering School belonging to Prof Stuart. In 1SS3 its

value was estimated at 2500/. It has since been considerably
added to. Out of the receipts from students' fees and for pay-
ments for work done for University departments, and private
persons, the machineiy has been kept in good repair, 10 per
cent, has been set aside each year for depreciation, and 5 per
cent, has been paid upon the capital, and in addition a profit of
100/. was made last year.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The Ameriean Journal of Science, January 18S6.—Observa-

tions on invisible heat-spectra and the recognition of hitherto
unmeasured wave-lengths made at the Alleghany Observatory,
by S. P. Langley. It is agreed that all cold bodies must not
only radiate heat to still colder bodies, but, according to our
present conception of radiant energy, be also capable of giving
a spectrum, whether we can recognise it or not. The object of
the present paper is to describe the actual formation of such

spectra and the recognition of their heat in approximate terms

of wave-lengths. p'rom the author's researches it is inferred

that some of the heat radiated by the soil has a probable wave-
length of over 150,000 of Angstrom's scale, or about twenty
times the wave-length of the lowest visible line in the solar spec-

trum as known to Fraunhofer.—Botanical necrology of 1885,

by Asa Gray. Obituaiy notices are here given of Charles

Wright, of Wethersfield, Connecticut (1811-1885); George W.
Clinton, of Albany, New York (1807-1885) ; Edmond Boissier,

of Geneva (1810-1885) ; and Johannes August Christian Roeper,

of Basle (1801-18S5).—The isodynamic surfaces of the compound
pendulum, by Francis E. Nipher. It is generally assumed that

particles near and below the axis of suspension are retarded, and
those near the bottom of the pendulum accelerated, by reason of

their connection with the system, while the series of particles

forming the axis of oscillation are neither accelerated nor re-

tarded. But although this may be true as regards the time of a

complete oscillation, it is shown that in any compound pendulum
the particles near the bottom do not exert a constant retarding

effect upon the system.—The peridotites of the " Cortlandt

Series " on the Hudson River, near Peekskill, New York, by

George H. Williams. In his paper the author gives a petro-

graphical description of the most basic members of that most

interesting group of massive rocks which occurs on the southern

flank of the archfcan highlands about forty miles north of the

city of New Yoik.—Description of a meteorite from Green
County, Tennessee, by Wm. P. Blake. This mass of meteoric

iron, which was found by a farmer ploughing his field in 1876,

and is now in the writer's collection, weighs 290 pounds,

is of the shape of a flattened cigar, 36 inches long, 10 broad,

and 6 thick. It clearly belongs to the class of exfoliating

deliquescent irons, several examples of which have been found

in Tennessee, Georgia, and North Carolina, A quantitative

determination of a small slice from one end by Baumhauer's
method gave iron 9i'42r, nickel 7'955.—Tendril movements in

Cucurbita maxima and C. Pepo, by D. P. Penhallow. In his

paper, which is not concluded, are contained the results of a

study made some years ago on the movements of the squash

tendrils and terminal bud. Subsequent discoveries touching the

continuity of protoplasm have served to give a clue to certain

phenomena observed during the researches, but which at the time

could not be satisfactorily accounted for. This clue was followed

up during last summer, with the result that the true explanation

of the tendril movement in Cucurbita, and possibly also in the

whole family of Cucurbitaceee, appears to have been reached

from histological research.

BuUeiin de rAcademic Royalede Belgiquc, November 18S5.

—

Solution of Wrous'Ki's universal problem, and of another pro-

blem relating to the integration of differential equations, by Ch.
Lagrange. This is the fifth memoir devoted by the author to

the elucidation and correction of Wrouski's writings. Here he

demonstrates and generalises for any number of variables, the

following theorem : Given a differential equation of any order n

:

Jd"x d"-'x dx . \
d) — . , . . . ^-, x, t, a\ = o,
^\at" dr'-^ dt I

between the dependent variable x and the independent variable/

(<7 being a parameter), an equation which may be integrated for

(7 = o, the coefficients of the development of x according to the

powers of a are absolutely known functions of / given by simple

quadratures.—Researches on the spawning of the toad [Bufo
7'ii/gans), and on the protecting layers of the egg in the batrachian

family generally, by M. Heron-Royer.—Note on the origin of

diastase and on the reduction of the nitrates to nitrites, by M.
Ed. Jorissen. The author's experiments tend to confirm the

views of Traube and Pfefler, who regard the physiological

character of the Bacteria and of the Mycetse in general as pro-

foundly different from that both of plants and animals. He
further endeavours to show that the reduction of nitrates to

nitrites by germinating grains must be attributed to the presence

of the Bacteria of putrefaction .n the surrounding fluid.—Ex-
perimental researches on the influence of magnetism on polarisa-

tion in the dielectrics, by Edmond van Aubel. The object of

these researches is to ascertain whether it be possible to establish

a parallelism between the electro-magnetic rotation of the plane

of polarisation of light, the phenomena of the reflection of light

on a magnet, and Hall's discovery. But the result so far has

been unsatisfactory.—Note on the late Gen. Baeyer's views

regarding an annual oscillation in the level of the Baltic Sea, by
Gen. Liagre. Even admitting the accuracy of the observations
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tending to show that in the Baltic the tides rise higher in summer
than in winter, the author is disposed to attribute the phenomenon
rather to local physical causes than to Baeyer's astronomic theory
of solar action.—Note on the geological formation of the Juan
P'ernandez islands, by A. L. Renard. The prevailing 'rocks
throughout this group would appear to be mainly basaltic, with
little or no trace of lavas or other recent eru|.itive mattei-. —On
some new groups of fossil remains from the Upper Chalk and
Lower Eocene I'ertiary formations of Belgium, by Ed. Dupont.
These specimens, now mounted in the lirussels Museum of
Natural History, include fragments of a Dinosaurian [Orthoinerus
dolloi) from the Maestricht district ; the head and various bones
of the gigantic Alosasaurus campcri^ from Limbourg and Mon-
tague Sainte- Pierre ; remains of a new type of Klosasaurian
recently described by M. Dollo under the name of Pliopladcarpus
marshi, from Maestricht ; remains of another Mosasaurian from
Ciply, new in Europe, but well known in America, which M.
Dollo has named Poly^^onodon ciplycnsis ; the carapaces of two
large turtles from Maestricht, Chelonia hoffmanni. Gray, and Ch.
suyderbuycki, Ubags ; lastly, the skull of a crocodile afiSliated

by Dollo to the Crocodihis affinis discovered by Marsh in the
Eocene of the far west.—Note on the whale captured last May
off Fecamp, by P. J. van.Beneden. At first supposed to be a
Balatioptera musciilus, L., or else a new species, the authoi
shows that this cetacean is the Baliiiioptera rostrata, Fabricius, a
specimen of which was taken in 1878 near Villefranche in the
Mediterranean.—A study of Fran9ois Huet and his philosophic
writings, by O. Merten.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, January 7.
— " Contributions to the Anatomy

of the Central Nervous System of the Plagiostomata. " By
Alfred Sanders, M.R.C.S., F.L.S. Communicated by Dr.
Gunther, F.R.S. (Abstract.)

After referring to the literature of the subject, and describing

the macroscopic aspect of the brain, and partly the distribution

of the cranial nerves, the author proceeds to give an account
of the histology of the segments of the brain.

The olfactory lobes are well developed. They present three
layers. Internally cells of the smallest category are found ; they
give off several processes which join a network penetrating the
whole layer ; through the medium of this netsvork these cells

communicate with the glomeruli which form the middle layer.

These glomeruli are much better developed than in the Teleostei

;

here they present a central core of closely intertwined fibrillfe

inclosed externally by fibrils of a larger size, in the course of
which cells are developed ; these are arranged parallel to the
long axes of the glomeruli, and join the external layer, which
consists of fibres passing from the anterior end of the olfactory

lobe to supply the olfactory organ.

In the Rays these lobes are solid, but in the Scyllium, Rhina,
and Acanthias they contain a ventricle which communicates
through a long peduncle with the ventricles of the cerebrum.
The cerebrum presents externally a layer of neuroglia without

cells, or at least with comparatively few ; the remainder of the

parenchyma presents cells of a medium size which are usually

distributed in groups with neuroglia interspersed between them
;

these groups in Scyllium contain from nine to fifteen cells, in the

Rays generally more. Four special groups of cells occur towards
the base of the brain, two in the outer and two in the inner

walls ; from the former arise the anterior commissure, and from
the latter the crura cerebri.

Two ventricles occur in the cerebrum of Scyllium, Rhina, and
Acanthias which homologise with the lateral ventricles in the
cerebrum of Mammalia. At the posterior part they coalesce
into one chamber which is in communication with the third

ventricle ; this chamber is evidently the foramen of Monro. Dr.
Wilder is of opinion that the ventricles of the olfactory lobes
represent the lateral ventricles, and that their apertures of com-
munication with the above-mentioned chambers homologise
with the foramina Monroi. A consideration of the case renders
this idea improbable. In the Rays the ventricles are reduced
to a very small chamber occupymg the posterior end of the
cerebrum.
The crura cerebri form two projecting walls of a gutter-

shaped passage which communicates with the third ventricle.

As Prof Owen has already pointed out, they probably homo-
logise with the nervous cords which connect the supra- with the

infra-cesophageal ganglia in Invertebrata ; and it is through the
third ventricle that the oesophagus of the probable invertebrate
ancestor of the Vertebrata could have reached the present dorsal
surface without breaking through nervous tissue ; for dorsally
the choroid plexus and pineal gland cover in this ventricle, there
being no nervous tissue here, and inferiorly it communicates
through a chamber in the hypoarium with a chamber in the
centre of the pituitary body ; the endothelium lining the former
being continuous with the endothelium lining of the latter.

The optic lobe which arches over the aqueduct of Sylvius
corresponds to the tectum lobi optici of the Teleostei ; the structure
is much simpler, although comparatively speaking the lobe is

larger. Externally it is occupied by the fibres of origin of the
optic nerve ; within these a transverse commissure is visible
homologising with the transverse commissure in the tectum lobi
optici of Teleostei. Internally a ganglion of large cells occurs
variously arranged in the different species ; these cells are of
large size, but differ from the cells of the ventral horn of grey
matter of the cord in texture, and in the fact of giving off only
one process as a rule, which process runs into the above-men-
tioned transverse commissure. Numerous cells of small size,

many of which are fusiform, occur in this lobe ; these are more
numerous in the centre.

The author's researches do not bear out the statement of Rohon
that the thalamencephalon projects backward and covers the
mesencephalon in the optic lobe ; so that according to this author
it is composed of both these segments of the brain. Apart
from embryological considerations, which give no countenance
to this idea, there is nothing in the structure of this lobe which
indicates an origin from two distinct primary vesicles of the
brain ; on the contrary, its structure is homogeneous.
The cerebellum presents a structure corresponding to that in

the Teleostei. There are, counting from within outward, the
granular, fibrous, Purkinje cells, and molecular layers. The
differences consist in the greater number of processes given oft

by the Purkinje cells, and in the greater number of small cells

found in the molecular layer. Another difference is found in
the presence of a ventricle which is largest in Rhina, Acanthias,
and Scyllium, and reduced to very small dimensions in the Raja.
The molecular layer is continued down on to the surface of

the medulla oblongata from the cerebellum, forming the restiform
bodies. In the spinal cord there are distinguishable three
columns on each side : a dorsal above the dorsal cornu, a lateral

at the side, and a ventral beneath ; the latter consists of fibres

of a larger calibre than those constituting the other columns,
but no gigantic fibres—the so-called Mauthner's fibres—are
present, as in the Teleo-tei.

The deep origins of the cranial nerves. The optic nerve
arises as above-mentioned from the outer half or more of the
optic lobes, also by a few fibres from the hypoarium. This
fact was contradicted by Bellonci in reference to the origin of this

nerve in Teleostei, but further researches and consideration
compel the author to adhere to his original statement.
The oculomotor arises from a ganglion in the floor of the

aqueduct of Sylvius. There is no decussation of the fibres of origin
of this nerve as is stated by some authors ; the error probably
arose from the presence in this region of a decussation of fibres

derived from the transverse commissure in the optic lobe : this

decussation of fibres corresponds to the commissura ansulata in

Teleostei.

The facial arises from a small bundle of fibres which comes
forward from the lateral columns of the cord, and is situated

at the side of and slightly above the central canal.

The trifacial arises from a tuberosity overhanging the fourth

ventricle immediately contiguous to the restiform bodies, also

from the grey matter of the floor of that ventricle.

The vagus arises from a series of rounded tubercles which
occupy the lateral portions of the floor of the fourth ventricle.

Linnean Society, January 21.—W. Carruthers, F.R.S.

,

Vice-President, in the chair.—Mr. Harry Veitch exhibited, in

illustration of Dr. Masters's paper, a series of living conifers,

among which were : Abies Forlunci, A. nobilis, A. graiidis, and
A. amabilis ; also Pseitdolaryx KiVmpferi^ Piced Oinorika^ Pinus
Pencei, Arthrotaxis selaginoides, and others.—Mr. E. M. Holmes
exhibited a specimen of the ergot of Diss {Aruiido teiiax) from
Algeria. This ergot is said to be more active medicinally than

that of Rye, and is slenderer and twice or thrice its length, and is

attributable to the fungus Claviccps purpurej..—Dr. C. Cogswell
drew attention to dried specimens of the species of maples \^Accr)

of Canada collected by him in Nova Scotia, and of Sisy-
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rhyitchuin Birmudianum and Bryophylhim calycinutn from Ber-

muda. He contrasted the great difference of climate and

vegetation of the continent and island, observing that the Gulf

Stream doubtless had an important influence on the Bermudan
flora ; moreover, it was notable that Bryophyllum, like the

maples, put on a brilliant red autumnal tint.—There was ex-

hibited for M. Buysman e.xamples of Rudbeckia and Lupinus
prepared as teaching specimens of medicinal plants.—Dr. Max-
well Masters read a paper, contributions to the history of certain

conifers. This comprised the result of observations on the mode
of growth and structure of various species of Coniferce, concern-

ing which much difference of opinion had previously existed

owing to the imperfection of our knowledge. Of late years

many of these species had been introduced into cultivation and
some of them had produced male flowers and cones, thus

affording an opportunity for diagnosing the species and ascer-

taining their limitations. The study of the cultivated plants had
likewise shown the natural range of variation in a species

or individual plant under comparatively uniform conditions.

Our knowledge of their geographical distribution has also

been extended, altogether thus enabling a fresh revision

to be attempted.—Dr. T. Spencer Cobbold read a paper

on Strongylus axci, and its affinities. This diminutive maw-
worm, obtained from the stomach of a donkey, possesses

interest, inasmuch as its structural characters closely correspond

with those of the entozoon infesting the ostrich's proventriculus. It

also shows affinity with the grouse strongyleand with the stomach-

worm of lambs ; while its peculiarities throw light upon other

questions of morphology, especially its relations to the singular

maw-worm (Simondsia) of the hog.—In exhibiting an extensive

series of fossil plants from the Island of Mull, Mr. J. Starkie

Gardner gave remarks concerning inferences to be drawn from

the well-preserved leaves. He mentioned that this fossil Mull
flora comprises but one fern undistinguishable from living

OuocUa sensil'ilis of Western America and Eastern Asia. There
is an Equisetum. The Conifers are abundant ; a Ginkgo re-

sembles existing species, along with numerous firs and larches,

a few of these latter being similar to those of Japan. Mono-
cotyledons are represented by one having a sword-shaped leaf.

There are at least twenty species of dicotyledons. A Platanus
obtains, differing somewhat from the recent form, and with

resemblances to what is known as Crediui-ia and ProtophyUtiin

of Cretaceous age. This Mull flora, though possessing few

novelties, is interesting as supplying fresh confirmation of the

view first propounded by Asa Gray—that formerly the entire

northern temperate regions possessed a very uniform flora.

Anthropological Institute, January 12.—Mr. Francis
Galton, F. R.S., President, in the chair.—The election of Mrs.

C. Brooke (H.H. the Ranee of Sarawak) was announced.—Mr.
Bryce-Wright exhibited a bronze sword, of the leaf pattern,

found by the late Capt. Sir William Peel, R.N., at Sandy, Bed-
fordshire.—A collection of flint implements from the junction

of the Thames and Wandle was exhibited by Mr. G. F. Law-
rence.—Dr. R. Munro read a paper on the arch^ological im-

portance of ancient British lake-dwellings and their relation to

analogous remains in Europe. The lake-dwellings of Scotland

were essentially the product of Celtic genius, and were con-

structed for defensive purposes. Dr. Munro believes that those

in the south-west parts of the country attained their greatest

development in post-Roman times, after Roman protection was
withdrawn from the provincial inhabitants, and they were left to

contend single-handed against the Angles on the east and the

Picts and Scots on the north. He suggested the theory that

the British Celts were an offshoot of the founders of the Swiss

lake-dwellings, who emigrated into Britain when these lacustrine

abodes were in full vogue, and so retained a knowledge of the

custom long after it had fallen into desuetude in Europe.
Amongst other arguments in support of this hypothesis, Dr.
Munro pointed out that the geographical distribution of the

lake-dwellings in Europe closely corresponds with the area

formerly occupied by the Celts, and that they are identical in

structure with the crannogs.—In a paper on three stone circles

in Cumberland, Mr. A. L. Lewis showed that in these circles,

as in others previously described by him, there is a marked pre-

ponderance of outlying stones and prominent hills towards the

north-east, and th.at the circle-builders followed the B.abylonians
rather than the Egyptians in their rules of orientation. In the
relation between stone circles and adjacent hills and outlying
stones, suggestions might be found not only of sun-worship,
but also of mountain-worship and of phallic worship.

Royal Meteorological Society, January 20.—Mr. R. H.
.Scott, F.R.S., President, in the chair.—The Secretary read the
report of the Council, which stated that the past year had been
one of great activity, as the eight Committees which had been
appointed had met frequently, and had done much for the ail-

vancement of meteorology. The number of Fellows on the
roll of the Society is 537.—The President in his address said
that, as he had treated of land climatology in his previous
address, he proposed to deal with marine climatology on the
present occasion, and to take up the subject at the point where
he had left it in his paper, " Rem.arks on the Present Condition
of Maritime Meteorology," printed in the Society's Qiiarterlv
yotirnal for 1876. He enumerated the various investigations

which had been announced to be in progress at that date, and
specified the several outcomes of these inquiries v. hich had seen
the light during the ten years. The " Meteorological Charts for

the Ocean District adjacent to the Cape of Good Hope," pub-
lished by the Meteorological Oihce in 1882, were first noticed,
and the methods of "weighting" observations of wind, &c.

,

employed in that discussion were fully explained, as well as the
mode of representation of barometrical results. The " Charts
showing the Surface Temperature of the Atlantic, Indian, and
Pacific Oceans," published in 1884, and those of barometrical
pressure, now in the engraver's hands, were next noticed ; and
it was announced that the Meteorological Council had decided
to undertake the issue of monthly current charts for the entire

sea-surface. The wind charts published by the late Lieut.

Brault, of the French Navy, were next described, with an ex-
pression of the profound regret with which the intelligence of his

premature death in August last had been received by all meteor-
ologists. The wind charts and pressure tables issued by the Me-
teorological Institute of the Netherlands were then explained, and
also the publications of the Deutsche Seewarte at Hamburg, "The
Atlas of the Atlantic Ocean," &c. The series of " Monthly Charts
for the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans " issued by the Hydrographic
Office, Washington, were then described, and the present series

of " Pilot Charts" issued by the same office were explained. As
for projected work in 18S6, Mr. Scott stated that the daily maps
of Atlantic weather for the year of the circumpolar expeditions

were now complete, and were being engraved, a process which
must take several months. The German Office had undertaken
the preparation of daily weather maps for the same period for

the South Atlantic. The Meteorological Office had also taken
up the marine meteorology of the Red Sea. The Dutch Insti

tute had announced its intention to publish an atlas for the

Indian Ocean. In conclusion Mr. Scott stated that there still

existed a lamentable want of data for the Pacific Ocean, but

that, thanks to the energy of the Canadian Government in

opening up their new Pacific Railroad, it was to be hoped that

every year would bring a greater amount of traffic to British

ports on the Pacific Coast, and therefore a greater number of

observations to the Meteorological Office, while from the exist-

ing trade to San Francisco a mass of materials was quickly
accumulating for certain routes at least over the vast area of the

Pacific.—The following gentlemen were elected the Ofiicers and
Council for the ensuing year :—President ; William Ellis,

F.R.A.S. ; Vice-Presidents: George Chatterton, M.Inst.C.E.,
Edward Mawley, F. R.H.S., George Mathews Whipple,
F.R.A.S., Charies Theodore Williams, M.D., F.R.C.P. ;

Treasurer: Henry Perig.al, F.R.A.S. ; Trustees: Hon. Francis
Albert Rollo Russell, Stephen William Silver, F.R.G.S. ;

Secretaries ; George James Symons, F. R. S. ; John William
Tripe, M. D. ; Foreign Secretary : Robert Henry Scott,

F. R.S. : Council: Edmund Douglas Archibald, William Morris

Beaufort, F.R.A.S., Arthur Brewin, Frederic William Cor)',

M. R.C.S., Henry Storks Eaton, Charles Harding, Richard
Inwards, F.R.A.S., Baldwin Latham, F. G. S., John Knox
Laughton, F.R.G.S., William Marcet, M.D., F.R.S., Cuthbert
Edgar Peek, F.R.A.S., Capt. Henry Toynbee, F.R.A.S.

Physical Society, Januaiy 23.—Prof Guthrie, President, in

the chair.—The following communications were read :—A note

on the paper by Prof. W. Ramsay and Dr. S. Young on some
thermodynamical relations, by Prof W. E. Ayrton and Prof
John Perry. The authors, after referring in the highest terms

to the careful experimental work of Messrs. Ramsay and Young
in their investigation upon "some thermodynamical relations,"

the results of which were communicated to the Society at its

last meeting, show th.at the four laws stated in their paper are

in reality only one, since if any one of them is assumed the re-

maining three may be deduced from it. Hence it is sufficient
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to examine only one, and of tlie four the third is in the form that

can be most readily tested. This law, the statement of which

is, that for all substances at any given pressure the product

A^ is constant, / being the pressure, and /the absolute tem-
dt

perature of saturated vapour at that pressure, is represented

mathematically thus

—

<* = </>{/) ()
(it

'p{t) being a function of the pressure, independent of the

substance. Writing this equation

dp _ dt

and integrating, we get

t = a<^(p) (2)

v|/(/) being also a function of the pressure only, and a a constant

depending only upon the substance employed. It is in this form

ihat the authors have examined the third law ; if true, it follows

at once from (2) that the ratio of the temperatures of two

saturated vapours to one another at any pressure is the same as

the ratio at any other pressure. It is seen, however, either by

reference to Regnault's numbers, or Rankine's formula—

log/ = ,/ - ^ - Z - . . .

an expression based upon his molecular theory, and which, as

remarked by one of the authors at the last meeting, agrees with

Regnault's results with remarkable closeness, that this ratio is

far from constant. The authors are therefore compelled to con-

clude that the expressions given by Prof. Ramsay and Dr.

Young must not be regarded as absolute laws.—A note on the

paper by Prof. J. W. Clarke on the determination of the heat-

capacity of a thermometer, by Mr. A. W.
^
Clayden. The

author has applied a correction to an expression given by the

late Prof. J. W. Clarke for measuring the heat-capacity of a

thermometer, in a paper communicated to the Society at a

previous meeting (April 25, 1885). Prof. Clarke's expression

was affected by the mercury not entirely filling the bulb and

stem of the thermometer. The corrected expression obtained

liy the author is

V - ^(^ - '-^^

"^1 -
, s„(i + 0)

.(, s^, and Jj being the mean densities of the instrument, mercury,

and glass respectively, j8 and o the coefficients of voluminal expan-

sion of mercury and glass, Kand F^ the volumes of the instrument

and of the mercury.—Note on some organic substances of high re-

fractive power, by Mr. H. G. Madan. In the course of some
correspondence respecting M. Bertrand's polarising prisms, the

author was informed that the cement used was napthyl-phenyl-

ketone dibromide. He has consequently prepared specimens of

the ketone, and subjected them to optical examination. The
ketone is a thick yellow oil, boiling at a temperature near the

boiling-point of mercury ; it appears to be a very stable, neutral,

and harmless substance like Canada balsam, but unfortunately it

does not appear to be capable of hardening, and hence is not by

Itself adapted for a cement. Its refractive index for the D line

IS I '666, higher than that of carbonic sulphide, while its dis-

persive power is approximately the same as that of that

sub-stance. The author has made the bromide of the ketone

referred to above, but it seems liable to decompose with forma-

tion ofhydrobromic acid, which acts upon the spar. Mr. Madan
also exhibited a specimen of metacinnamene, a highly refracting

^Lass-like solid obtained by the action of light or heat upon
cinnamene. This substance possesses a refractive index of

I "593 for the D line, and would make a valuable cement if it

showed a firm adhesiveness for glass.—The Pre^ident exhibited

and described an instrument he had made in the course of an
acoustical investigation upon which he had been engaged. It is

a musical instrument similar in principle to the harmonicon. In

the case of the harmonicon the rectangular plate is usually sup-

ported by strings passing through the nodes, but the author

wished to make an instrument that could be "bowed." The
"nodes" are not absolute positions of rest, the particles at them
describing curves having cusps pointing outwards. The plan

adopted was to solder two springs to the plate, which was of

brass, the points of attachment being slightly outside the nodes,

and the springs being such as to give the same fundamental note

as the plate. The other ends of the .springs were attached to

the mouth of a resonator whose fundamental note was also that

of the plate. The plate when struck or bowed gave a tone very

like that of a timing-fork, and in a discussion th.at followed,

Prof. .S. P. Thompson sugge-ted the possible use of these instru-

ments as a substitute for a series of forks the cost of a complete

set of which often places them beyond the reach of the student.

Prof. McLeod suggested that the springs should be tuned to the

octave of the plate instead of to its fundamental, and that they

should have a slightly different form.

Edinburgh

Royal Physical Society, January 20.—Prof. Turner,

F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Obituary notice of the late

Dr. Carpenter, by Prof. Ewart.—The President read a paper

on the occurrence of the bottle-nosed whale f^Hyperoodon 10s-

tralus) in the Scottish seas. After a review of the history of

this whale. Prof. Turner proceeded to describe several speci-

mens which had come under his observation, more especially a

yoimg male, caught at Dunbar in November 18S5. He then

compared the external characters of Hyperoodon, Mesoplodon,

Ziphius. A detailed description of the rudimentary teeth in

the upper and lower jaws of Hyperoodon was also given, and

the periods of the year when this animal migrated .southwards

and northwards were referred to.— Mr. Brook read a paper on

the relation of yolk to blastoderm in fish-ova. The author

endeavoured to show that the function of the cortical protoplasm

surrounding the yolk (the parablast) is primarily a digestive one.

The existence of this layer is a necessary consequence of the

separation of yolk from protoplasm in meroblastic ova. The

material thus elaborated in the [parablast is undoubtedly

budded off in the forni of cells. It has been asserted by Hoff-

mann and others that these take no part in the formation of

the embryo, but are used up in the temporary circulatory system

around the vitellus. In the herring, cod, Trachinus, and pro-

bably the whole group of pelagic ova, there is, however, no trace

of a vitelline circulation, yet cells are produced in the parablast

of these forms in the same manner as in the trout. There thus

appears no alternative but that the cells must take part in the

formation of the embryo. It was therefore argued that, from a

consideration of the physiological function of the parablast, the

morphological value of this layer is more important than has

been hitherto admitted.—A note was communicated from Mr.

Dendy, on an abnormal specimen of Comatula (which had

twelve arms) from the Firth of Clyde ; Mr. Raeburn read ex-

tracts from his journal on the birds of the Shetland Islands ;

and Mr. Muirhead exhibited a sj^ecimen of the Glossy Ibis

{Jbis fascinellus) shot last September on the borders of Rox-

burghshire, and a Garganey shot last February in Berwickshire.

Dublin

Royal Society, December 16, 1885.—Physical, Experi-

mental, and -Applied Science Sections.—Sir Robert W. Jackson,

C.B., in the chair.—On the description by points of the prin-

cipal caustics of a circle, by G. Johnstone Stoney, D.Sc,

F.R.S.—Meteors and meteorites, by W. H. S. Monck, M.A.

—On the fog-penetrating power of the double quadriform burner,

by Prof. W. F. Barrett. The author described the results of

some experiments recently made to test the illuminating power

of Mr. Wigham's latest adaptation of gas to lighthouse illu-

mination. The double quadriform burner consists of a series of

four superposed 8S-jet gas-burners placed alongside of four

similar superposed burners. The eight burners are in one plane,

parallel to which, and at the proper focal distance, are placed

eight annular lenses on one side, and a similar set of lenses on

the other side. The lights blend into one at a distance of about

1500 feet from the lighthouse. Experiments were made on two

evenings, both of which were foggy. On the second evening

the fog was so dense that a powerful revolving light less than

half the distance of the double quadriform was entirely cut off,

and the sound of a large fog-siren, driven by a gas-engine and

placed alongside the experiment.al light, was also extinguished

by the fog ; nevertheless, on both occasions the double quadri-

form was easily seen by the naked eye, and its position readily

determined, at six miles' distance. The author expressed his

unqualified satisfaction at the result of his observation, and

hoped that the authorities at Trinity House would be^ induced

to come to Dublin and judge for themselves of the merit of Mr.

Wigham's invention.
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Section of Natural Science.—V. Ball, M. A., F.R.S., in the

chair.—Note on the deposit of supposed worked fiint ini|)Ie-

ments at Thenay, near Blois, by Prof. J- P- O'Reilly, C.E.—
On the occuiTence of a tract of Old Red sandstone and Con-

glomer.ite amongst the Knockalla Hills, co. Donegal, by Prof

E. Hull. LL.D., F.R.S.—On a Clogg almanac in the Science

and Art Museum, by B. H. Mullen, B. A. —Prof. Haddon ex-

hibited models made by Krantz, illustrating the evolution of the

shells of fossil Cephalopoda.— Mr. Greenwood Pain exhibited

a remarkable fvmgus-growth on paper.—Mr. V. Ball exhiliited

a specimen of meteoric iron from Glorieta Mountain, New
Mexico.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, January 25.—M. Jurien de la

Graviere, President, in the chair.—Remarks in connection with

a heliographic engraving representing the aerostatic experiments

at Chaiais-Meudon presented tu the Academy by M. J. Janssen.

—Studies on a phanerogamous plant (Cymodoceites parisicnsis)

belonging to the order of the Naiadete, which flourished in tlie

marine waters during the Eocene epoch, by M. Ed. Bureau.

This new genus, which is named Cymodoceites, in consequence

of its numerous points of analogy with the genus Cymodocea,
was widely diffused over the Paris basin, and tends to confirm

the Indian affinities of the Middle Eocene flora already revealeil

by Ottelia, Nipadites, Nerium pm-isunse, &c.—Description of a

differential sphygmograph invented for the purpose of easily

demonstrating the peculiar veinous circulation "by influence"

discovered in 1875, by M. Ch. Ozanam.—Further observations

and studies on the parthenogenetic reproduction of the Phylloxera

of the vine, by M. P. Boiteau. The fifteenth generation, ub-

tained during the year 1S84 by cultivation in tubes, was increased

by a new series of four generations in 1S85. All are at present

hibernating, and appear to show no symptoms of degeneracy.

Nevertheless the Phylloxera, after a prolonged existence, will

probably become less vigorous, and, like the oidium, anthrac-

nose, and mildew, may cease to be destructive to the plants

which it infests.—Note on the comet recently discovered by M.
Fabry at the Paris Observatory, by M. Weiss.—Orbit and
ephemeris of Fabry's comet, calculated by M. Leboeuf. The
elements of the orbit deduced from observations made at Paris

on December I and January 10 are as under :

—

T= 1SS6 April 6, 1372, Paris Mean Time

a = 126 30 48'0
)

fl = 36 23 29' I [• Mean Equinox of i8S6'o.

i = 82 46 5-5 )

log q — 9'8o8992

—Determination of the error of the constant of astronomical re -

fraction by meridian observations, by M. A. Gaillot.—Note on
the residuums of the double integrals, by M. H. Poincare.—On
the theory of linear equations, by M. E. Goursat.—Note nn

telemicrophonic instruments, by M. E. Mercadier. By tele-

microphone the author understands a combined apparatus

simultaneously producing the effects of the microphone and tele-

phone, and reversible like the latter. He has constructed!

instruments of this kind, for which he claims the followin'j^

advantages over the ordinary microphone : the possibility of a

double mode of transmission with the same apparatus ; reversi-

bility of the transmitter, whereby the reception is greatly simpli-

fied ; reduction of the number of organs on the microphonic
posts, and consequent diminution of the total resistance of the

apparatus on the same line. By this reduction the construction

of the instrument may also be simplified, and its size consider-

ably reduced.—Obsen'ations in connection with Prof. Langley's

recent note on the hitherto recognised wave-lengths of light and
sound, by M. Henri Becquerel. The statement attributed to

the author by Prof. Langley that the most extreme radiations

whose existence has been experimentally determined, do not

reach a wave-length of o'ooi5 mm., is denied, because the limit

of observation depends essentially on the nature and delicacy of

the methods employed to reveal the presence of ultra-red

invisible rays.—On the transmission of copper through a volume
of gas, and on the direct combination of copper with nitrogen,

by M. R. Blondlot.—On some properties of the sulphur of

antimony, by M. A. Ditte. —On a reagent, by means of which it

may be possible to detect the acid function of the weak acids, hy
M. R. Engel.—On the composition of brandies distilled from
wine, by M. Ch. Ordonneau. In order to ascertain the cause
of the difference between neutral spirits distilled from grain,

beet, potatoes, &c., and true wine brandies, the author has made
a series of analyses, from which it appears that the unmistakable

flavour of the latter is due to the presence in small quantities of

a terpene boiling at 178° C, and whose products of oxidation

are characteristic of old brandies.—On the digestive apparatus of

the Phylloxera {Ph. punctata), by M. Victor Lemoine.— Note

on the comparative morphology of the labium in the Hymeno-
ptera, by M. Joannes Chatin.—Zoological and anatomical

observations on a new species of Balanoglossus [B. sariiiensis),

discovered in the month of August 1885 at the island of Ilerm,

a little east of Guernsey, by M. R. Kcehler.—Note on the roots

o{ iheCaXOimoAenAredS (Calamoiicndion striatum, C. congenium,

&c.), by M. B. Renault.—On the pollinic tube and its physio-

logical role; a nev; reaction of the deposits improperly called

cellulose knots, by M. Ch. Degagny.
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PRECAUTIONS AGAINST HYDROPHOBIA

THE frequency of the terrible and incurable disease

known as hydrophobia has led to precautions being

adopted in London, which, if universally carried out,

would probably rid us of the plague.

The recent progress of scientific pathology, i.e. of

medical knowledge which advances by the methods of

observation and experiment—has made clear much which

was previously obscured by traditional fables.

It is now certain that hydrophobia is a real disease, not

the mere result of fright, not primirily a mental disorder

at all, but a definite sequence of bodily symptoms. Even

its anatomy has been investigated by the beautiful

methods of modern microscopical research ; and the coin-

cidence of the results obtained by skilled histologists,

working independently, makes it probable that the lesions

discovered are essential and not accidental. If so, the

anatomical part of the disease consists in a perivascular

inflammation of the central nervous system, and par-

ticularly of the part known as the " bulb," or medulla

oblongata, which is situated between the spinal marrow
and the brain. Moreover, it has been ascertained that

hydrophobia belongs to the group of " specific," or, as

they were termed by the late Registrar-General, "zymo-

tic," diseases, which always arise by contagion, and

always " breed true." It is most improbable that it ever

appears, either in man or animals, spontaneously or from

common causes. In men and in brutes alike it fol-

lows the bite of a rabid dog, or other animal. How it

first arose, and whether in dogs, wolves, foxes, cats,

badgers, or in Carnivora before they were differentiated

into the three groups of cats, dogs, and bears, with their

several allied kinds—is quite unknown. But we have no

historical knowledge of the origin of small-pox or measles,

or even of diseases once thought to be unknown before

modern times, such as syphilis, diphtheria, and cholera.

The evolution of diseases, like that of the human beings

and the brute creation they infest, is matter of speculation

only.

Now there are three ways of dealing with these specific

diseases. One is by treatment when they are fully deve-

loped. This is the business of the physician, and in

many of them his treatment is so far elTectual that,

though prevention would be better than cure, yet cure is

generally the result of rational treatment. But no effec-

tual treatment of hydrophobia is known. In spite of the

pretensions of charlatans and the constant attempts of

physicians, no plan of treatment has yet been discovered

which can show a single instance of success.

The second method is to arm the domain of life against

an invading pest beforehand, instead of driving it out

when already an entrance has been gained. This is the

method first applied to small-pox by inoculation with

imperfect success, and afterwards far more efficiently by

Jenner's discovery of vaccination. No corresponding

process of protection against other human diseases had
been discovered until Pasteur's recent attempts to apply

the principle to hydrophobia; but the same eminent J'i'?r'<?///

Vol. xxxiii.—No. 850

had before devised similar inoculations to prevent more

than one epidemic disease peculiar to domestic animals.

We referred in a previous number to his system of

inoculation as a preservative against hydrophobia, and

since then the cases on which he has operated have

multiplied. One difficulty of judging as to the efficacy

of his method is that not more than half the persons bitten

by rabid dogs develop hydrophobia ; the poisonous saliva

may have been wiped off the teeth by the clothing as it

was penetrated, or the effusion of blood may have imme-
diately washed it away, or some local application may
have destroyed it. Another is that hydrophobia has

such an uncertain and often protracted period of " incuba-

tion," more uncertain and more protracted than that of

any other specific disease, varying from a few weeks, or

,-ven possibly a few days, up to eleven or twelve months,

ana in some rare cases reaching two years, or possibly a

longer period. But now that Pasteur's inoculations have

considerably exceeded a hundred in number, these sources

of fallacy are more likely to be eliminated, and as the mass

of evidence increases, and the time grows longer, a con-

clusion one way or the other will become inevitable.

There is, however, a third method of dealing with hydro-

phobia, independent of future possible treatment and of

inoculation. It is what the late Sir James Simpson

called " stamping out " the infection in the case of cattle-

plague. If we could kill every rabid dog and wild animal

throughout the world at once, we have reason to believe

that hydrophobia would become of only historical interest.

Happily it has never (so far as we know) been transmitted

from one human being to another, so that it would not be

necessary even to await the death of the victims already

bitten before feeling secure. Destroy the disease in

animals, and it would perish from among men.

But since the infection takes place in the great majority

of cases by means of a dog's bite, it would be sufficient to

prevent every rabid dog from biting. This of course is

impossible : but if we could make a dog's bite a very

rare instead of a very common occurrence, the chance of

being bitten by a rabid dog would become indefinitely

remote. If we could prevent dogs from biting one

another, hydrophobia would cease from among dogs also.

The rabid dogs would die innocuous. It has been pro-

posed to draw the large canine teeth, but this would not

entirely prevent dangerous bites, it could never be carried

out thoroughly, it would give needless pain to intelligent

animals, and in attempting to enforce it more bites would

probably be inflicted on the operators than if the dogs

had been let alone.

The only rational methods yet proposed of preventing,

or rather of reducing, the number of dog-bites is first to

diminish the number of dogs by imposing a higher tax

on those kept as domestic animals, and by destroying

ownerless, miserable, and.half-starved curs ; and secondly

to prevent dogs biting when abroad by enforcing the use

of muzzles. These may be constructed so as not to in;er-

fere with the animal breathing, perspiring, and even

drinking with comfort, and yet to prevent his using his

teeth.

Such muzzles are enforced and worn by a recent regu-

lation of the Metropolitan Police, and troublesome as

such interference with individual liberty (whether of dogs

or their masters) is felt to be ;in this country, it may be

Q
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hoped that the rational part of the community will see

its reasonableness, and will do their best to have it

thoroughly carried out.

Similar measures have long been enforced in Berlin

and other Continental cities, and have been followed by

the most gratifying results in the diminution or sup-

pression of the dreaded hydrophobia.

BOTANICAL RESULTS OF THE ''CHAL-
LENGER " EXPEDITION

Report on the Scientific Results of the Voyage ofH. M.S.
" Challenger" during the Years \%Ty]i> tinder the Com-

mand ofCapt. G. S. Nares,Ii.N.,F.R.S., and Capt. F. T.

Thomson, R.N. Prepared under the Superintendence of

the late Sir C. Wyville Thomson, F.R.S., &c., and now
of John Murray, one of the Naturalists of the Expe-

dition. Botany—Vol. I. By William Botting Hemsley,

A.L.S. (Published by Order of Her Majesty's Govern-

ment, 18S5.)

THE botanical results of the voyage of the Challenger

hitherto published have been confined to the reports

of Mr. Moseley, sent home from time to time during the

voyage, along with collections of plants made by him, to

Kew, and published, along with lists of the species, in the

Journal of the Linnean Society. In the volume before

us we have the results of a more detailed working up of

the material thus obtained so far as it belongs to insular

floras. Mr. Hemsley, who is responsible for the book,

brings to his task botanical experience which begets the

liveliest confidence in the thoroughness and accuracy of

the work, and the volume will certainly compare with any

of those upon the zoological results of the voyage already

published. It is necessary to emphasise the fact that

Mr. Hemsley is the author of the book, for it is not patent

on first inspection. The title-page, where one naturally

looks for information upon the subject of authorship, tells

that the volume is published under the superintendence

of Mr. John Murray, who writes barely a page of preface,

but it says nothing of Mr. Hemsley, the author of the rest

of the book—over 900 pages—and it is only by turning

up the tabic of contents that his connection with the book

is found recorded. This may be consistent with uniformity

in the appearance of the Challenger publications, but

hardly, we think, w-ith consideration for the author.

Although appearing amongst the scientific results of

the Challenger voyage, Mr. Hemsley's work has a con-

siderably wider basis than the botanical insular collections

made during that voyage. From the rich stores of the

herbaria at Kew and the British Museum he has sought

out and made use of collections and records of observa-

tions of travellers, both old and recent, so far as they

relate to islands from which Mr. Moseley procured speci-

mens, and he is thus enabled to present an account of all

that is known of the vegetation of these islands,—in some
cases their complete flora. The book is, then, no mere
descriptive synopsis of the botany of the Challenger Ex-

pedition. Its nature may be gathered from Mr. Hemsley's

own description :

—

" In the introductory notes on the vegetation of the

various islands included in the reports on the botany of

the Expedition are embodied tables showing the distribu-

tion of the genera and species of each island or group of

islands. There are also observations on the composition,

affinities, &c., of the different insular floras, together with

references to the diverse agencies operating in the dis-

persal of plants, whilst numerous facts and suggestions

bearing upon the same subject are scattered throughout

the lists. Finally, the appendix to the third part of the

botany is devoted to the record of evidence of the part

played by oceanic currents and birds in the transport of

seeds from place to place. The general introduction is

not limited to a mere summary of the facts contained in

the reports, and speculations thereon ; it has been so ex-

tended as to form an epitome of the botany of a large

number of oceanic islands and of the Antarctic regions

generally. The special characteristics of insular vegeta-

tion in various parts of the world are set forth and com-
pared with continental vegetation ; and, as a whole, the

work may perhaps serve as an indication to travellers of

the nature and extent of the observations required for the

advancement of this most interesting subject."

As to method the book is divided into four parts. The
first is a " Report on the Present State of Knowledge of

various Insular Floras," being an introduction to the

botany of the Challenger Expedition. The second and

third parts are Reports " On the Botany of the Bermudas

and various other Islands of the Atlantic and Southern

Oceans," namely, St. Paul's Rocks, Fernando Noronha,

Ascension, St. Helena, South Trinidad, Tristan d'Acunha

Group, and St. Paul and Amsterdam Islands, and the

chain of islands from the Prince Edward Group to the

Macdonald Group. The fourth part consists of a " Report

on the Botany of Juan Fernandez with Masafuera, San

Ambrosio, and San Felix, the South-Eastern Moluccas,

and the Admiralty Islands," to which is added an

Appendix " On the Dispersal of Plants by Oceanic

Currents and Birds."

The scope of the volume is so comprehensive, and the

subject is in touch with so many of the interesting pro-

blems connected with plant-distribution, that in this

notice we must content ourselves with merely indicating

some of the more prominent features that characterise

the book. At the outset we may state that it abounds

with interesting and new facts, and the analytical tables

graphically representing various facts of distribution,

compiled evidently with great care, are exceedingly

striking, and bring out contrasts in a manner no amount
of writing could effect.

The introductory part is really a series of essays upon

various interesting subjects connected with phytogeography,

which are mainly treated in their bearing on insular floras.

An early chapter deals with the classification of islands in

relation to the composition of their vegetation. Wallace's

classification of oceanic and continental islands, whilst

harmonising with the features of vegetation of many
islands, is not adapted, Mr. Hemsley thinks, for e.xhibit-

ing the floral peculiarities of islands generally. The

Bermudas and Galapagos, for example, included in

Wallace's oceanic group, cannot be fairly placed in the

same category. He therefore proposes a classification

which in effect, so far as it is apphed in this volume,

amounts to the subdividing of Wallace's oceanic group

into ancient, more recent, and new sub-groups. Islands

may be arranged, he says, for phytogeographic purposes, in

three categories, according to their endemic element,
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namely : — (i) Those with "vegetation comprising a large

endemic element, the nearest atSnities of which are not

always found in any one continent " ; to this category

belong St. Helena, Juan Fernandez, the Sandwich,

Galapagos, and Seychelles Groups. (2) Those with

" vegetation comprising a small, chiefly specific endemic

element, the origin of which is easily traced " ; here are

included the Bermudas, Azores, Ascension, the islands in

the southern part of the Indian Ocean, and the Admiralty

Islands. (3) Those with a "vegetation comprising no

endemic element" (which have become stocked with

plants in very recent times) ; such are the Keeling and
other coral islands in the Indian and Pacific Oceans A
statistical account of floras of several islands not treated

of in detail in the subsequent reports is given to illustrate

the feature characteristic of these several categories.

A very prominent place is given by Mr. Hemsley to

the question of the "dispersal of plants by oceanic

currents and by birds." In the appendix to Part III.

there are descriptions of drift-seeds and seed-vessels, and
of seeds and fruits from the crops of birds, collected by

Mr. Moseley, Dr. Guppy, and others, to which is pre-

faced an historical resume of the subject. We have in

fact an epitome of all that has been written upon the

subject up to the present time. The evidence Mr.

Hemsley brings forward of the potency of these agencies

in plant-dispersion is irresistible, and eftectively over-

throws the opinion so frequently expressed by Alphonse

de Candoile—an opinion founded in great part upon the

capacity of seeds to retain vitality when immersed in

sea-water, as determined by experiment—that oceanic cur-

rents have played and play an unimportant part in plant-

diffusion. The views of the two botanists are placed in

striking contrast by a comparison of the list of species

certainly or probably dispersed by ocean currents given by
each : De CandoUe's contains about two dozen, Herasley's

over 100. Mr. Hemsley guards himself against being sup-

posed to regard the sea as the principal agent, or indeed

as anything more than a subordinate agent in bringing

about the present distribution of plants, " for it is mani-

fest that the action of currents and birds of passage

are insufficient to account for certain elements in

the vegetation of many islands." But at the same
time he goes so far as to maintain that the littoral

flora owes its present characteristics to the fact that

the seeds of the plants composing it are capable of

withstanding long immersion in sea-water, and are thus

suited for oceanic transport. That the present general

diffusion of a large proportion of the plants inhabiting

the tidal forests and sandy and muddy sea-shores of the

tropics is in a great measure due to oceanic currents is,

in his opinion, quite certain from the evidence ; a view

from which few, we imagine, will be inclined to dissent.

In illustration of this subject he gives (taking a small

selection of flowering-plants whose seeds are transported

by oceanic currents and by birds) the following picture

of the gradual invasion of an island by herbs, shrubs, and
trees. " The seeds of many almost ubiquitous sand-

binding grasses may be reckoned among those which are

cast ashore in a vital condition, and we assume that these

grasses are amongst the first flowering-plants to obtain a

footing. Other herbaceous plants met with in the earliest

stage of such an insular flora are Portulaca, Sesuviiiiii,

Canavalia obtusifolia, and Ipomtea biloba [I. pes-caprce)
;

all of which seem to possess an unlimited power of

colonisation. Moreover, they provide the conditions

necessary for other plants to be able to establish them-

selves. Among the early shrubby occupants, Snriana
maritima, Pemphis acidula, Scavola Kcenigii, and Tourtie-

fortia argeiitea are prominent, being found on the most
remote islets of the Pacific and Indian Oceans within the

tropical and sub-tropical zones. Where there are muddy
shores, there the various mangroves {Rhizophora,

Britgiiiera, Aviceniiia, Vitex, &c.) take possession.

Among the first real trees are Heritiera littoralis. Hibis-

cus iiliaceus, and Barringtonia speciosa, together with

screw-pines. After this nucleus of a flora has been

formed, it is comparatively easy for other arrivals to

establish themselves ; and every addition in a measure
helps to provide the conditions for a still more varied

vegetation." And he concludes :—" It may be safely

assumed, therefore, that if oceanic currents and birds

have not been the means of dispersing a large number of

species of plants, and it is not certain that they have not,

they are certainly the most important agents in stocking

islands, for without their action the numerous remote

coral islands, at least, would still be utterly devoid of

phanerogamic vegetation, and consequently uninhabit-

able."

As a concrete illustration of the influence of these

agencies in stocking islands, an analysis of the in-

digenous vegetation of the Bermudas is given, which

shows that 45 species are chiefly littoral plants,

the seeds having been probably conveyed to the

island by oceanic currents
; 38 are marsh plants, with

small seeds, possibly conveyed to the island in mud
adhering to birds, though many may have reached in

vegetable drift ; 13 are plants with more or less fleshy

fruits, and probably were carried by frugivorous birds,

leaving a very small number of species introduced,

probably indirectly, by man.

In a chapter upon the Antarctic flora, and the origin of

the vegetation of the islands of the South Indian Ocean, Mr.

Hemsley subscribes to the view advanced by Sir Joseph
Hooker, and maintained by others, that a former greater

land connection in the southern hemisphere is necessary

to account for the present distribution of the vegetation

in this region, and that a northward migration of southern

forms has taken place in the past, and has perhaps hardly

ceased. He thinks a greater land connection than

Wallace allows must have existed, though the continental

extension demanded by Hutton is imnecessary. At the

same time he admits that a land connection so great even

as Wallace assumes, along with alternations of climate,

removes many of the difficulties in the way of accounting

for present distribution, and if Thiselton Dyer's hypo-

thesis be accepted, that the northern hemisphere is the

primary home whence a southward migration of the

forms of vegetable life has taken place, he considers a

sufficient explanation is obtained. But he dissents en-

tirely from Thiselton Dyer's view, holding that " until

more conclusive testimony is forthcoming of the former

e\\siQv\ct oiProteacex,Eticafypti, &c.,in Europe, we cannot

avoid the conviction that they originated in the south."

Mr. Hemsley points out that the absence of general

structural peculiarities in insular plants, and the occur-
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rence of their physiognomic features in many continental

areas, adds to tlie difficulties of plant geographers. ' He
shows that no order, no sub-order, not even a tribe,

is endemic in the smaller oceanic islands, and that the

very distinct genera that occur are not disproportionate.

To the question, Do the flowers of endemic insular plants

present any peculiarities of size, shape, or colour? we get

an instructive answer in the tabulated analysis of the

endemic plants of St. Helena. From it we learn that

"the size of the flowers and flower-heads in this flora is

on the whole rather above than below the average of those

of their allies in other parts of the world. When we come
to colour, however, the equality fails altogether, red being
almost entirely wanting in the insular plants, and blue

unknown." The absence of butterflies and the abund-
ance of moths on the island is a significant concomitant
circumstance, as Mr. Hemsley remarks. Particulars

are not yet forthcoming from other islands to permit
of like analysis, and Mr. Hemsley merely concludes that

brilliantly-coloured flowers are rare in such islands.

Amongst the special features of insular floras discussed

and illustrated by Mr. Hemsley in the introductory

portion of the volume, is the preponderance of shrubby
and arboreous Composita;, and of woody plants generally.

That islands " often possess trees and bushes belonging
to orders which elsewhere include only herbaceous
species "as Darwin stated, he shows, by tabulated evi-

dence of the occurrence of arboreous or shrubby forms
allied to insular ones upon continental areas, requires

modification. To illustrate the difficult problem of the

absence or rarity of large, almost ubiquitous, orders in

oceanic islands, he selects Leguminosa;, Orchideae (the

table showing the absence of species or the number of

species of Orchidea; in various islands is extremely in-

teresting), and Gymnospermas ; and the concomitant rarity

of insects is suggested as a probable explanation so far as

the first two orders are concerned. We cannot further

notice these and other fascinating subjects dealt with by
Mr. Hemsley in the introduction, but must recommend
botanists and all interested in the subject of plant-distri-

bution to peruse the volume, where, in addition to the

information imparted by Mr. Hemsley himself, they will

find a serviceable bibliography of insular floras and an
index of islands with the names of authors who have
written about them.

In the introductory notes to the several floras in the

second, third, and fourth parts of the book Mr. Hemsley
manages to convey a vast deal of information. Accounts
of the physical features, the history of the island, as well

as analyses of the vegetation are given, and he finds room
for illustrative e.xtracts from the works of travellers who
have visited the islands. Many interesting subjects crop

up in these—for example, the question of the sandal-wood
in Juan Fernandez ; but space forbids our noticing them.

It needs, however, little examination of this portion of the

book to convince one of the genuine character of the work
which has been put into the preparation of the floras.

The synonymy, the distribution, the critical notes, and the

general information regarding each species, all testify to

a conscientious search after completeness and accuracy,

the result being a thoroughly trustworthy record of what
IS at present known regarding them. One point we may
criticise unfavourably. We notice Mr. Hemsley has

adopted the system of writing all specific names with a
commencing small letter. This, though a prevailing

custom with zoologists, is an innovation in botanical de-

scription in this country, and without discussing methods
of nomenclature, which would be beside our purpose here,

we would simply say that we do not agree with Mr.
Hemsley in admiring it.

We have only been able to touch upon a few points

in this excellent volume, sufticient, we hope, to indicate

its importance. Problems of plant-distribution meet us

frequently throughout the volume, and Mr. Hemsley's work
is a most important contribution towards their solution.

Of especial value is his treatment of the subject of the sea

and birds as factors in distribution. A somewhat dis-

jointed character in the book and frequent repetition are

defects which are perhaps inseparable from the method
of its preparation. For inequalities the author apologises,

and the merit of the book as a whole fully atones for

them. Mr. Hemsley's deservedly high reputation as a

systematic botanist, confirmed by his " Botany of Central

America," now approaching completion, is still further

enhanced by this his most recent work.

We may add that the volume is illustrated by many
excellent plates, chiefly drawn by Miss Smith.

Besides bearing witness to the good fortune which
placed the making of botanical collections during the

voyage of the Challenger in the hands of so able a

naturalist as Mr. Moseley, the volume testifies in a very

emphatic manner to the inestimable value of our national

herbaria, especially that at Kew. Collections of plants,

small and incomplete in themselves, are there accumulated

ready for use when occasion requires, forming the mate-

rial from which such volumes as this we notice may be

constructed. We cordially join Mr. Hemsley in his hope
that his work may direct attention to the nature and
extent of the observations required from travellers for the

advancement of our knowledge of the subject of plant-

distribution, and we may conclude with one other aspira-

tion. There is at present no authoritative book in our

language on the subject of botanical geography, and too

many of the phytogeographical works published nowadays
are purely statistical compilations. Is it, then, too much to

expect from the pioneer in the philosophical treatment ot

plant-distribution, Sir Joseph Hooker, whose name is in

so special a manner associated with the subject of insular

floras, a comprehensive work on botanical geography

such as he alone could write 1 We hope not.

HALS TED'S " ELEMENTS OF GEOMETR Y "

The Elcinen/s of Geometry. By G. Bruce Halsted.

(New York : John Wiley and Sons, 1885.)

\ /I R. HALSTED is already favourably known to

»• » J- English mathematicians by an excellent " Ele-

mentary Treatise on Mensuration " (published in the

summer of iSSi), and by one or two carefully compiled

bibliographies in the American Journal of Alathematics.

The faithful chronicler records of Tom Tulliver that he

called his Manual of Geometry "the exasperating

Euclid," a title richly deserved if his desire to be ex-

cused the "doing" of it were really based upon the

reason he assigned, viz. " It brings on the toothache, I

think." Now we have not an annotated copy of the " Mill
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on the Floss," and so cannot identify the particular

edition which produced such a wretched result, but we

doubt not it was one of the ordinary sni.ill text-books

with which youth were well acquainted, in shape at least,

at the time referred to. And this makes us allude to the

portentous dimensions of the book before us, which con-

sists of sone 370 large octavo pages. The book is not

for schoolboys, but is intended for students of larger

growth. It commences, as does also " The Elements of

Plane Geometry " (brought out by the Association for the

Improvement of Geometrical Teaching), with a prelimin-

ary chapter on Logic, which gives sufficient introduction

to a subject in which " the mind first finds logic a practi-

cal instrument of great power."

We turn aside for a moment to state a raison d'etre for

the volume before us. " In America the geometries most

in vogue at present are vitiated by the immediate assump-

tion and misuse of that subtile term 'direction'; and

teachers who know something of the non-Euclidian, or

even the modern synthetic geometries, are seeing the

evils of this superficial ' directional ' method. More-

over, the attempt, in these books, to take away by

definition from the familiar word ' distance ' its abstract

character and connection with length-units, only confuses

the ordinary student. A reference to the article Measure-

ment, in the ' Encyclop. Britannica' will show that

around the word ' distance ' centers the most abstruse ad-

vance in pure science and philosophy. An elementary geo-

metry has no need of the words ' direction ' and ' distance.'

The present work, composed with special reference to use

in teaching, yet strives to present the elements of geometry

in a way so absolutely logical and compact that they may
be ready as rock-foundation for more advanced study."

This lengthy extract puts our readers in possession of

Mr. Halsted's views : the result of his efforts is an edition

which will, we think, repay perusal.

Now, in reply to old Tullivers query, " Wat's Euclid ?

"

it was replied, " It's definitions, and axioms, and triangles,

and things. It's a book I have got to learn in—there's no
sense in it." (Such is the view of some boys of the present

day, as we discovered in looking over answers to a recent

examination paper.)

Mr. Halsted defines a straight line thus :— It is a line

which pierces space evenly, so that a piece of space from

along one side of it will fit any side of any other portion.

In his definition of an angle {AOB) one of the angles

is said to be the expletnent of the other ; he uses the

term "straight angle," calls a terminated line (as in his

" Mensuration") a sect, and "the whole angle which a

sect must turn through, about one of its end points, to

take it all around into its first position, or, in one plane,

the whole amount of angle round a point, is called a
perigoii^' Other definitions do not call for notice, except

that in the definition of a circle he has, by an oversight,

omitted to state that the sect must revolve in a plane.

The First Book is divided into eight chapters, and em-
braces the matter of Euclid's First Book, with several other

important propositions : the order is not that of Sim-
son's text, but propositions are grouped under problems,

inequalities, parallels, triangles, and polygons. This last

head is broken up into the divisions, general properties

(congruence), parallelograms, equivalence, and axial and
central symmetry.

In Book 11. the commutative law (for addition and

multiplication), the associative law, and the distributive

law are established, and the propositions proved sym-

bolically. Books III., IV., \^, and VI. correspond to

Euclid's divisions, but the selection of propositions and

their arrangement and treatment agree with results we

have seen nearer home-

But we hasten to a close, remarking that the remaining

books treat of planes and lines (VII.) : tri-dimensional

spherics (VIII.) ; two-dimensional spherics (IX.); poly-

hedrons (.K.) ; mensuration or metrical geometry (XI.) in

five chapters, length, area, ratio of a circle to its diameter,

measurement of surfaces, space-angles, and the measure-

ment of volumes. The work closes with short paragraphs

on direction, principle of duality, linkage, and cross-ratio.

There are some 234 exercises grouped together at the

end, and also interspersed throughout the text.

There are a few typographical errors and a few slips in

statement, and very many novel terms, i.e. to persons

who have not read the " Mensuration " referred to above.

We understand that the book is about to be published in

this country, when geometers will be easily able to pro-

cure a copy for an examination, which will not be unat-

tended, we believe, with profit.

The figures are in the main carefully drawn, though

some few require correction.

OUR BOOK .SHELF
The Zoolos:ical Record for 18S4. Edited by Prof. F.

Jeffrey Bell, M.A. (London: John Van Voorst, 1885.)

We have to congratulate \.\\^Zoological Record Ksi.0(:\2L\\i:)n

on having brought out this the twenty-first volume of the

.^scon/within the year. The publication oi the Zoological

Record, begun in 1865, was continued from 1871 by this

Association, which well deserves every encouragement
that the biologist can give to it. It would be a deep
disgrace to our British School of Natural History if so

valuable a work should be allowed to come to an end
after having well and bravely struggled for existence for

one-and-twenty years. At present the Association

numbers only fifty-three members and seventy-one sub-

scribers, in addition to which several of our public libra-

ries no doubt take their copies from the publishers ; but

to make the Association a self-supporting one, it should

have a couple of hundred new subscribers, and such a

number ought to be had from among the numerous
students of zoology in this country. A vigorous effort

now made might mark this year in the history of the

Zoological Record 3.S one of financial success.

While writing thus of the present, our thoughts also

wander to the past. .-Although none of the original writers

for the Record have gone to their long account, yet with

the present volume, the last of them. Prof E. von
Martens, ceases from his Record \aho\\rs, and his place is

to be taken by four very excellent recruits,— Prof. Herd-
man, Messrs. W. E. Hoyle, G. R. Vines, and G. H.
Fowler. The only one of the Recorders who kept in the

race for the whole of the twenty one years— Prof, von Mar-
tens—had all through the great group of the Mollusca to

record, and then, on the dropping out of the ranks of

other Recorders, he took the MoUuscoida and Crustacea.

It is not possible to part with such a contributor without

publicly recording the gi-eat debt that all interested in

zoology owe to him for his labours.

One other contributor, also of long standing, now parts

company from his comrades. On Mr. Kirby had fallen

the parts of Dallas and Rye. No less than Prof, von

Marter.s he deserves our thanks. His part we are
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delighted to know will he for the future filled by Dr.

Sharp.
The editor's preface opens with a few feeling words

relating to the death of the late editor, E. C. Rye ; he is also

obliged to record a broken promise, which thus recalls to

mind an almost similar one recorded in vol. i., but with

this difference—that for vol. xxi. though at the last hour a

Recorder was found to supply the not forthcoming record,

and has done so in a manner that, novice though he may
be, shows the master's hand, for IVIr. P. L. Sclater's record

of the Mammalia forms not alone a scientific record, but

its arrangement and style is so good and the summary of

work on the general subject is so excellent as to mark it

out for special notice.

Mr. Bowdler Sharpe, owing to his visit to Simla, left

the record of the birds to Mr. A. H. Evans.
Mr. Gibson-Carmichael, in his record of Arachnids for

18S3 and 18S4, apologises for not recording a list of the

new species described in the papers quoted owing " to

his not feeling competent to judge of the value of new
species." Here we may be allowed to utter a word of

caution. A record should not of necessity be a criticism,

and we would have preferred to have seen a statement of

all the new species and their habitats than merely the

titles of papers. For a zoological inquirer the habitat is

often an assistance, and we notice that the same Recorder
has not in the case of the Myriapoda been as particular

in quoting these as we could have wished. Prof. Haddon
has recorded the Infusoria. Certain very desirable

changes in the sequence of some of the groups have been
made by Prof Jeffrey Bell, who acknowledges the receipt

of money grants in aid of the publication from the

Government Grant Committee of the Royal Society and
the British Association, and whom we wish every suc-

cess in his arduous and difficult task as editor of our

British Record of Zoological Science.

Elcmente der Litholoe^ie. Von Dr. Ernst Kalkowsky.
(Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1886.)

This is an attempt, and a very successful one, to present

to the student an elementary treatise, which shall be at

once brief but well up to date ; a difficult task in the case

of a subject of which our stock of knowledge is being
continually increased by results scattered through, or

buried in, countless separate memoirs. The work is

without figures, and is compressed into 316 pages, the

first 57 of which are given to a general and intro-

ductory discussion of the characters of rocks and the

methods of investigation. The reader's sound knowledge
of the principles of chemistry, mineralogy, and physical

optics is assumed by the author. The classification used
in the larger treatises is generally adhered to. The
arrangement of the information relative to each rock-

family is very neat and compact : first is given a list of

chemical analyses, and next a description of the macro-
scopical and microscopical characters of the component
minerals ; then follow accounts of the modes of oc-

currence, alteration, and genesis ; and finally a short

description of the varieties. The work is altogether

satisfactory.

Notions Gfiurales siir VEclairagc Electrique. Par
Henry Vivarez. (Paris: J. Michelet, 1SS6.)

This is a second edition of one of those readable and
well-illustrated brochures that the French know so well

how to write, and that have such a ready sale in their

country, but which fail to secure even a publisher in this.

The author is known in this country principally as a con-
tributor to Engineering. His name has not been asso-

ciated with any electric light enterprise, but he clearly

understands that which he writes about. There is not
much in the book that is new, indeed there is much that

is obsolete, but what there is is clear and comprehensive.
That which is French has naturally a preference over

that which comes from " barbarians." The chapter on
meters and photometers is excellent. The following table

is useful :
—

One carcel = S'3 English standard candles.
= 7'5 German „ „ „
= 6-5 Munich „ „ „
= 105 litres per hour of gas

The work is not scientific. It is popular, readable, and
useful.

Rome in 1J7nier and ilie Tuscan Hills in Summer ; a
Contribution to the Climate of Italy. By David Young,
M.D. (London: Lewis, 1885.)

This little volume must prove of practical value to a con-
siderable class of people, that class which every year
furnishes a large contingent of visitors to Italy and winter
residents in Rome. Dr. Young has himself long resided
in Italy, and has had ample opportunity of observing its

climatal and sanitary conditions. He shows in his in-

structive book that Rome has got an undeservedly bad
name for its climate, and the object of the volume is to

show exactly what that climate is, under such heads as

—the climate of Rome and its effects upon health and
disease ; the unhealthiness of Rome ; Roman fever and
malaria ; water-supply of Rome ; how to live in Rome

;

class of invalids likely to derive benefit from a residence

in Rome, and so on.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editordoes not hold himselfrespottsiblcfor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressitre on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

ofcommunications containingintertsting and novelfacts.'\

Barometric Pressure in the Tropics

The American Eclipse Expedition to the Caroline Islands in

May 18S3 also made exceedingly interesting meteorological ob-

servations, of which the most important are those on the pressure

of the air, as they elucidate some points in the daily period of

this phenomenon {Memoirs o{ the National Academy of Sciences,

vol. ii.). As this is very regular in the tropics, any difference in

it points to exceedingly potent influences, and it is easy to surmise

that, in the daytime, none, except a cyclone, can be rnore potent

than an eclipic, as no other can shade the whole extent of the

atmosphere. The I'esult was an accelerated diminution of pressure

from 10.15 to II-30 a m. (totality 11.32 to 11.37 a.m.), then a

rise to about noon

—

i.e. at a time when there is generally a great

fall—and later again an accelerated fall. The explanation is

probably the following :—The accelerated fall at the beginning

is caused by the diminished temperature and elasticity of the air.

Then, as the height of equal pressure diminished in the shaded
area, air began to flow in from the vicinity, causing a rise of

pressure, and the subsequent rapid fall was a return to the normal
condition.

The next total eclipse is to be on August 29 next, being visible

in the morning on the Isthmus of Panama, the Leeward Islands,

then Tobago, Grenada, the Grenadine Islands, and Barbados, and

in the a^terno^n in South Africa from Benguela to Mozambique
and the southern part of Madagascar. It would accordingly be

important to have half-hourly barometrical observations (self-

recording barometers or aneroids would be belter still) at many
points both of America and the adjacent islands and of Africa.

We should expect to see the morning rise of pressure interrupted

on the Antilles Islands (totality 7.23 a.m. at Barbados), and the

afternoon fall of pressure also interiiipted in Africa (totality

3.10 p.m. at Benguela).

The varying cloudiness in America and the Antilles (as the

rainy season there has not the steadiness of the Indian monsoon
and does not exclude clear days) would add a feature of even

greater interest, as the influence of the eclipse on the daily

period of prcisure in clear and cloudy days could be compared.

In South Africa, except the coast, where fogs are frequent at
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this season, clear weather prevails, and thus there is much more

hope of good observations of the eclipse. As to pressure

observations, they would be most interesting at some distance

from the coast. A. WoElKOF
St. Petersburg, January 24/February 5

Parallel Roads

The following, from an old note-boolc, may be of interest in

connection with this subject ;

—

I observed, in 18S1, the formation of parallel roads on a

small scale still in progress in a small plain about 3 miles long

and I broad, marl<ed in maps of Iceland as a lake, Sandkletta-

vatn (lat. 64° 21'). This was surrounded on three sides by

mountains, and the fourth was closed by a lava-stream.
^

The
plain is a perfect level of dark sandy mud without a vestige of

vegetation, and is evidently a shallow lake for the greater part

of the year. The shore is regularly terraced, the terraces being

2 or 3 feet apart. I thought at the time that the water must be

dammed back regularly during the winter to a certain height,

but that this height has diminished at three successive periods

owing to fresh channels being found through the lava at lower

elevations. In Goddalir there is a most instructive example of

the formation of river-terraces. Above the broad valley there

are two groups, over 1000 feet deep, terminating in a vast glacier

or ice-cap. These seem to have been filled in solid with moraine,

the remains of which still cling to the sides at all elevations.

The eastern one evidently became cleared out first, with the

result that an enormous mass of gravel was sjiread over the

whole width of the valley below. The western one next started

a torrent of its own, which cut down the level for some distance

on its own side to 30 or 40 feet lower. Finally, both torrents

united, and their greater transporting power again cut down the

level some 30 feet, with the result that there are now two level

terraces and the basis of a third. J. Starkie Gardner

Colours in Clouds

The coloured fringes to, and in, clouds I long ago found to be
very common, but I had no idea that there was any novelty, as

there would seem to be, in this fact.

When tlie sun is setting behind a bank of clouds and there

are high cumulo-strati or strati, these will almost always, I believe,

be found coloured, at the proper distance from the sun, if viewed
through a suitable dark glass. The edges of the dark cloud will

often be so too. I believe these colours are always present ;

hidden by the brightness of the cloud which shows them, and the

glare of the lower air. The former is removed by the dark
glass, the latter by the interposition of the bank.
The tint I believe depends on the density of the cloud

where it is formed. But it seems more probable that the
real cause is that the particles (of ice?) are larger and more
numerous where the cloud is more dense, and that, if their size

were increased independently of the density we should have
exceptional cases.

I have seen these fringes to bright edges of dense cumulus,
but I must own that I never w.is quite satisfied that I was not
seeing two strata of cloud. The colours are very beautiful, and
often so strong that it is difficult to realise that the dark glass

has only removed a concealing glare. J. F. Tenn.\nt
Ealing, January 29

Movement of Telegraph-Wires

I HAVE frequently noticed the peculiar movement of telegraph-
wires noticed by your correspondent. For some time I took it

to be an ordinary case of vibration, but it presented .'o many
peculiar features that I was induced to examine it more closely.

It frequently happens that when the temperature and dew-point
of the air are at or about the freezing-point, and the sky is clear,

the wires are chilled by radiation, and hoar-frost is deposited
upon them. With an almost imperceptible wind the hoar-frost
collects almost wholly upon one side of the wire in the form of a
wing, producing a torsional strain. The weight of the hoar-
frost, as compared with the weight of line, is so small that their
common centre of gravity is almost coincident with the centre of
the wire. When in this condition, if a light wind acts upon the
frozen wing, it imparts a reciprocating rotary motion to the
wire. Each time the vibration brings the plane of the protuber-
ance in a line with the eye, the wire almost disappears from

sight, wliile when it is at right angles to that line it flashes

suddenly into view. If looked at from such a point that the

wing of hoar-frost moves backwards and forwards behind the

black wire, the effect is very much more marked.
R. MOUNTFORD DeELEY

Mill Hill, Derby, February 2

The Deltas of Glacial Rivers

An interesting fact connected with the Lake of Geneva has

recently been brought to light by M. Hornlimann, who is now
preparing a hydrographical chart of the Leman basin. From
the point where the Rhone enters the lake, to a distance of more
than 6 kilometres, the river-water, which is denser than the

lake-water, follows a trench in the alluvial deposits which

is from 500 to Soo metres wide, and which, even beyond St.

Gingolph, where the depth exceeds 2Co metres, is 10 metres

deep. .\ precisely similar groove has been observed at the

mouth of the Rhine in the Lake of Constance, with a depth of

70 metres and a width of 600 metres ; and similar though less

deep grooves are found opposite to the old mouths of the Rhone
and the Rhine in the two lakes. The greater density of the

river-water is owing to its lower temperature and to the vast

quantity of sediment suspended in it. The deltas of glacial

rivers flowing into lakes differ, then, in a remarkable manner
from the deltas of most rivers flowing into the sea ; the water of

these rivers, being less dense than that of the sea, spreads over

the surface, and thus helps to form bars. G. H. W.

MAHWA FLOWERS
ATTENTION has been publicly drawn of late to

" Mahwa Flowers"—the corollas o( Bassi'a latifolia

—as a cheap source of cane-sugar. This species of Bassia

is a tree attaining to a height of 40 to 60 feet, and
common in many parts of India, especially in Central

Hindustan. It has oblong leaves of firm te.\ture, from

5 to 6 inches long ; these fall in February, March, or

April, and are succeeded in March or April by the flowers.

These last for two or three weeks and then begin to fall.

The falls take place at night, and continue sometimes for

a fortnight. The fruits, which resemble a small apple,

ripen in three months ; the seeds, one to four in number,
yield an edible oil by pressure. It should be added that

the trees are self-sown, and that they flourish in very poor
and stony soil.

When the Mahwa tree is in bud, the ground beneath
it is cleared of weeds, sometimes by burning. A single

tree may yield as much as six to eight maunds' of flowers
;

even thirty maunds have been asserted to have been col-

lected from one tree. These flowers have a luscious but
peculiar taste when fresh ; when dry they resemble in

flavour inferior figs. They form a very important addi-

tion to the food of the poorer classes in those districts

where the tree abounds, particularly in the neighbourhood
of woodlands and jungles. They are specially useful in

economising cereals in seasons of famine and drought.
They are sometimes eaten fresh, but more commonly sun-

dried, and are usually consumed with rice and the lesser

millets, or with seeds of various kinds, and leaves. It is

said that a man, his wife, and three children may be
supported for one month on two maunds of Mahwa
flowers.-

It is not, however, as a direct article of food, nor as a
material for the preparation of a rough spirit by fermen-
tation (a very common use of these flowers) that Mahwa
blossoms are now recommended. It has been affirmed

that they may be employed as an abundant and very
cheap source of cane-sugar. In the Morning Post of
October 15, 18S5, appeared an article on this subject, in

which it was stated that, " If the Mahwa flowers be avail-

able in sufficient quantities for the sugar-makers of

Europe, there can be no question that the days of the

* A Bengal maund equals 82^ lbs. av. irdupois.
^ For an interesting account of the Mahwa tree and its products, see a paper

by E. Lockwood in the Journal of the Linnean Society ("Botany"), vol.

xvii. pp. E7-90.
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beetroot are over, and sugar-cane will go the way of all

discarded products." This prediction depends, however,
upon another condition besides that of the abundance
of the flowers. If the sugar they contain be wholly or

chiefly cane-sugar, that is, " sucrose," then the argument
is not without weight. But the nature of the saccharine
matter of the Mahwa does not appear to have been
ascertained. MM. Riche and R^mont {Journ. de Pkariii.

el Chimie, iSSo, p. 215) stated that the air-dried flowers
contain 60 per cent, of fermentable sugar, of which about
one-seventh is crystallisable. The material available for

analysis in Europe consists, of course, of the dried flowers.

These may have suffered some change beyond the mere
loss of water, but the evidence they aftbrd on chemical
examination is not favourable to the view that they are
likely to compete with sugar-beet or sugar-cane as a

source of cane-sugar. Here is the result of an analysis
of a sample of Mahwa flowers (from the Kew Museum)
in their air-dried condition ;

—
III 100 parts

Cane-sugar ... ... ... ... 5-2

Invert-sugar ... ... ... ... 5 2 '6

Other matters soluble in water ... 72
Cellulose ... ... ... 2'4
Albuminoids ... ... ... ... 2 '2

Ash ... 4-8

Water lost at 100° C... ... ... 15-0

Undetermined... ... ... ... 12 '5

The flowers analysed had a slight smell of fermented
saccharine matter and a distinct acid reaction. But it is

not at all probable that they could have contained any
large proportion of cane-sugar even when quite fresh,

and that i5/i6ths of that sugar had been inverted during
the process of desiccation. We cannot argue from
analogy in this case. For while the nectar of many flowers
contains no sugar e.\cept sucrose, invert-sugar occurs
in some blossoms, as well as in many other parts of
plants. Even the unripe and growing stems of the sugar-
cane and of many grasses contain much invert-sugar.
It must, however, on the other hand, be remembered
that cut sugar-canes imported into this country contain
a large amount of invert-sugar, and that if they be kept
a week only after the harvest the invert-sugar naturally
present in the juice shows a marked increase and the
cane-sugar a corresponding diminution. On the whole,
then, so far as the materials at my disposal enable me
to judge, I believe that the saccharine matter of fresh
Mahwa flowers will be found to consist mainly of dextrose
and levulose, and that consequently they will not be
available as a material for the economic production of
sucrose.

I have to thank Mr. W. T. Thiselton Dyer, C.M.G.,
Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, for drawing my
attention to this subject, and for a supply of the material
on which I have worked. A. H. CHURCH

THE UNIVERSITYEXTENSION MOVEMENT^
'T'HIS "movement" is one of the most significant of
• the present day, and provides a most useful step in

that ladder of learning which it is desirable to see reach-
ing from the elementary school up to the University
degree.

Under the University Extension system, knowledge of
the highest character is offered by its acknowledged pos-
sessors to all classes alike, yet with the very popular
qualities of cheapness and attractiveness. The contents
of this paper fall naturally into two heads : first, the
advantages offered and the objects aimed at by those
engaged in the work : and, secondly, hints and instruc-
tions as to the methods by which the work may be suc-

,,,'.
"The University Extension Movement." By R. G. Moulton, M..\.

With an Introduction by Prof. Stuart, M.P. (London : Bemrose and Sons,

cessfully carried on. Mr. Moulton vigorously urges the
former, and has ten years' experience in the latter.

The ideal aimed at is, that a University education
should be placed within the reach of any " person " in

any grade of society, and that large bodies of students
all over the country should be attached to the University
as associates, of whom, if few ever became full members,
yet any might do so, and all have started on the road.

The Universities have set themselves to meet the wants
of classes who have been long debarred from such privi-

leges ; and an ample page of knowledge will be spread
before the eyes of all whom partial education may lead to

seek it yet further.

The desire has long been felt both among middle and
lower classes. The old Literary and Philosophical

Society on behalf of the one, and the old Mechanics'
Institute of the other, were both anxious attempts to

do, by voluntary eftbrt and amateur work, what the

University now offers to undertake as a special business,

by means of an itinerant system of authorised teachers
taken from their most highly-trained and successful

graduates. Under the eye of the Syndicate, and not
making popularity their end, they will have a power at

their back and a guarantee of their quality and of its

permanency which the old lecturers could never give.

The great difference, accordingly, from the single

desultory lectures given at the old institutions is the

thoroughness of the instruction aimed at under this

new system rising by stages to the full studies

of the University. No subject is undertaken in a

set of less than twelve lectures ; notes are expected to

be taken, the books recommended by the lecturer are
expected to be read, and a class is held before or after

the next lecture to incite and help the students. An
examination takes place at the end of the course requiring

a higher standard than the ordinary college examination,
and not a lower one on account of the student's diffi-

culties, for such students are allowed eventually to take a

University degree, and it is correctly felt that it would be
exceedingly mischievous in any way to lower the standard
now required for that. This may seem a high one for

candidates often consisting of a large proportion of work-
ing men, but nevertheless, in many cases where com-
parison could be made with young men resident at

college, the former have proved to have the advantage
over the latter. This again is not incredible

;
persons

attending these lectures are drawn from all classes alike,

yet all are volunteers, who have felt their want and chosen
their subject—the best soil for any seed of knowledge to

fall upon. It is not the upper classes only who are found
to appreciate higher education, but it has proved to be a

cause which can rouse passionate effort among workmg
men placed in the most unfavourable conditions.

The Universities thoroughlysympathise with thedemand
in these days for knowledge in the lines of science and of

modern history. There is perfect freedom from holding up
classics and ancient languages, and abstruse mathematics
as the suinmuin honuin. The principal supporters of the

movement are clearly divided into favourers of science,

and favourers of literature and art, and an effort is made
to thoroughly meet either demand. Indeed, nothing is

more strikipg in reading this publication than the elasti-

city with which the University sets itself to fit its syllabus

of subjects, and its arrangements for teaching them, to the

various wants of the different bodies who wish to avail

themselves thereof—whether colleges, philosophical socie-

ties and institutes, free libraries, subscription libraries, or

special societies or companies for the purpose. Instances

are given of the lectures being carried on by all these

various bodies, and to all who would make use of

this means of increasing knowledge, practical advice is

here given upon matters down to those of the smallest

range, and we may quote the following experiences :
—

Ladies more than gentlemen are glad of the educa-
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tion here offered, and ladies accordingly should al-

ways form part of the committee
;

yoang people also

who have lately left school and can attract their

companions to continue whatever study they have
liked or felt the value of; pupil teachers— often,

hereafter we hope, as at Hull now, the School Board
paying the fee—attending as a matter of business ; and
artisans who feel their deficiencies. The trades unions
of the latter already, some of them, spend looo/. a year
in education, and if men can also be attracted here to

increased knowledge, lay in a solid foundation of some
science at a course of lectures, and get their intelligence

awakened to what is going on in the world around them,
public-houses will to them be no great temptation, and
much of their work will be carried on more intelligently.

Where, as is generally the case, from three to five

towns at no great distance apart can agree upon a course
of lectures to be given, and audiences can be drawn to

both afternoon and evening deliveries, it is found that the

charge made to one of the courses need not exceed three
shillings for the set of twelve lectures. Nevertheless the

financial difficulty is described as the greatest both to

lecturers with the rich University at their back, and to

hearers, who certainly may lose working-hours and per-

haps feel the attendant small expenses of books, &c. It

is one of the most curious characteristics of this move-
ment that the lectures are assiduously attended by all

classes of society alike, and yet the seekers after know-
ledge themselves do not value it at its cost price, even
when offered on so liberal and economical terms. How-
ever, higher education always did require the help of the
patron of letters and of the founder of the college, and
he who assists these classes may rest satisfied that he is

carrying on their work in a modest way.
Prof. Stuart in his Introduction hopes, and cannot

doubt, that the University or some other competent body
may realise the vast influence and noble position here to

be attained. The compressed population of England
possesses great economical advantages over the scattered
townships of America. It cannot be believed that financial

difficulties will be suffered to stand in the way of this move-
ment, and we may look forward to seeing our Universities
literally worthy of their name through offering all know-
ledge to all sorts and conditions of men.

W. Odell

THE NEW NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM IN
VIENNA

'T'HE two magnificent palaces in the Ringstrasse,
* opposite the old Kaiserburg, designed, the one

for the conservation and exhibition of the art history,

the other of the natural history, collections of the Imperial
Court, are rapidly approaching completion. Completely
alike as they are in their decorations and their style of
architecture generally, their interior arrangement does of
course in each case conform with the special require-
ments of the collections each is intended to receive.
The lateral front, 6g'3S metres long, faces the Ringstrasse ;

the main fronts, at right angles to the Ringstrasse, run,
with a length of 169 metres, parallel to each other, sepa-
rated by a square which is laid out in garden plots, and
is to be crowned in the centre by the monument of
Maria Theresia. The design and execution of the two
buildings emanate from one of the most eminent architects
of Vienna, Karl Baron Hasenauer, who is at present
directing likewise the erection of the Court Theatre, and
the reconstruction of the Hofburg.
The building occupying the more western site, and

destined to receive the Natural History Museum, is some-
what further advanced as a whole than its eastern compeer.
A few particulars regarding this Institute will be accept-
able to the readers of N.^ture.

The collections hitherto kept apart, and now about to

be united into one grand and indivisible whole in the
new building, are under the supreme direction of the
Royal and Imperial Chief Staff of Stewards of the
Court {Obersthofineistcramt), the present head of which.
Prince Constantino Hohenlohe, takes a most lively

interest in this branch of his administration. They
embrace :

—

(i) The Mineralogical Court Collection, hitherto distri-

buted in four rooms of the Hofburg and some smaller
underground compartments there. These comprise the
mineralogical, geological, and palsEontoIogical treasures.

(2) The Zoological Court Museum, popularly known as
the " Naturalien Cabinet," hitherto exhibited in a quarter
of the Hofburg, in Josephsplatz, adjoining the Court
library.

(3) The Botanical Court Museum, which, along with
the herbarium of the University, found its accommoda-
tion in a structure situated in the Botanical Gardens,
and belonging to the University.

(4; The Prehistoric, Anthropological, and Ethno-
graphical collections, hitherto not exhibited, but kept
packed in various depots.
The new building destined for the accommodation of

these collections possesses four stories. The lowest,
elevated but a few feet above the level of the street,

and distinguished as the " Tiefpartcrrc" is arranged
as a storehouse, with assorting rooms for the different
divisions of the Museum, and here, too, the chemical
laboratory for the mineralogical department is to be
fitted up. The next two stories, distinguished as the
" Hocliparlerrc" and " First Floor," are designed for the
exhibition of the various objects that will be arranged
for general view. Each of them consists of a suite of
nineteen halls, ranging from 200 to 260 square metres in

area, disposed all round the exterior face of the building,
which stands on free and open ground, in such order that,

entering from the staircase, visitors will be enabled to
pass through them in a continuous series, re-issuing into
the staircase at a place opposite to that by which they
entered. Inside this exterior suite of rooms, and looking
down into the two large courts, are ranged a series of
smaller compartments in a line parallel to that of the
large halls, destined in part likewise for purposes of ex-
hibition, but mainly for the libraries of the different

departments and the laboratories of the various divisions.

The plan for the distribution of the different collections
in the halls, and for the general arrangement of the whole,
was drawn up by my predecessor, Intendant Hofrath von
Hochstetter, who, unhappily, was called away in the
midst of his ardent activities in the summer of 1S84 ; and,
except in the case of a {^\s quite subordinate alterations,

this plan has been completely maintained.
The former Mineralogical Court Collection is divided

into two assortments : a mineralogical-petrographical
and a geological- palaeontological. The first, which is

under the care of the custodian, Di". A. Brezina, assistant

to Dr. t'riedrich Berwerth, has the Halls I. to V. inclusive

in the Hochpai-tcrre (see figure) assigned to it. In the
central repositories of the Halls I. to III. will be shown
the finest specimens of our long-celebrated collection of
minerals, arranged in the main accordmg to the system
of Groth. The wall-cases, having higher frames, will

exhibit in part the larger specimens, and in part local

series of minerals. In the window recesses in Hall III.

will be disposed a collection of polished precious stones.

Hall IV. will display in its wall-repositories a col-

lection representing the paragenetic relations of minerals,
as also smelting processes.

The central cases of Hall V. are intended to accom-
modate the meteorites. These will constitute the most
brilliant point in the whole division. According to the last

inventory of Dr. Brezina (" Year-Book of the Royal and
Imperial Geological Institute," 1885, p. 151), this coliec-
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tion, on May i, 1S85, represented no less than 358 locali-

ties in 1 197 specimens, having a total weight of 1,134,836

grammes. The wall-repositories of this hall will contain

the collection of stone species, as also the beautiful and
instructive collection of building materials amassed by
a voluntary' fellow-labourer, Herr Felix Karrer.

The Halls VI. to X. are destined for the Geological
Division. At the head of this department is Herr Theodor
Fuchs, with his assistants, Herren E. Kittl and F. Wahner.
In Hall VI. will be displayed the rich phyto-palasonto-

logical collection acquired for the Museum in largest part

by purchase from Baron von Ettingshausen, and contain-

ing the types enumerated in his many descriptive works,
a collection which has already been exhibited by himself.

In the wall-repositories of this hall a collection of instruc-

tive specimens is to be presented, illustrating the dynamic
processes in the formation and transformation of stones.

The Halls VII. to IX. will present to view the collection

of petrifactions classified, in the first place, according to

the grand orders of the different ages and, within this

classification, according to the zoological system. Hall
X., finally, is destined for the exhibition of the skeletons

of the larger Mammalia of the C;enozoic age, as also of

the numerous and beautiful moa skeletons we possess.

The treasures of this last hall will enable the student
to pass now, without break of continuity, into the prehis-

toric series of specimens under the direction of Herr F. J.

Szombathy, with Herr N. Wang as his assistant. This
collection will extend through the Halls XI. to XIII.
Sorted into great groups, there will be displayed in

these spaces the accumulations of the Paleolithic and
Neolithic periods, the Bronze period, the Hallstatter

period, the Lat^n period, then of the Roman and Mero-
vingian periods. Within these large groups the dis-

tribution will be of a geographical character, so that each
locality will have its own treasures of the prehistoric age
grouped by themselves. The most prominent section in

this division will be formed by the excavations from the

celebrated burying-field on the Hallstatter Salzberg, and
hardly less interest will be excited by the disentonibments
from the caves of Moravia and Krain, from the settle-

ments and burying-grounds in Carinthia, in Krain, in

Northern Bohemia, &c.
The remaining spaces of the Hochpartcrrc are allotted

to the ethnographical collections under the supervision

of the Custodian, Herr Franz Heger, with his assistant,

Dr. M. Haberlandt. Here, too, the arrangement will be
of a geographical nature, Halls XIV. and XV. being

assigned to the ethnography of America, Hall XVI. to that

of Australia and Oceania, and Hall XVII. to that of Africa,

while Halls XVIII. and XIX., along with some smaller
adjoining compartments, will represent the ethnography
of Asia. In this division, which will have all the charm
of novelty for our Viennese public, the richest collections

are those from Brazil, and, next to these, from the regions

of the Upper White Nile.

In complete accordance with the structural arrange-
ment of the Hochparterre is that of the " First Floor," in

which the Halls XXL, XXI I., and so on, will range them-
selves exactly above the Halls 1., II., &c., the inter-

mediate number of XX. being borne by the vestibule in

the Hocltpartcrre. The whole of this "First Floor" is

devoted to the exhibition of the zoological collections.

This division falls under the supervision of the Director,

F. Steindachner, who has, in addition, specially reserved

to himself the care of the collections of Fishes, Amphibia,
and Reptiles. Other officials of this division are Herr A.

von Pelzeln and Friedrich Kohl for the Mammalia and
Birds ; Profs. Brauer and Dr. E. Becherfor the Mollusca ;

Herr A. Rogenhofer for the Lepidoptera, Hemiptera, and
Hymenoptera ; Herr L. Ganglbauer, for the Coleoptera
and Orthoptera ; Prof. F. Brauer, for the Diptera and
Neuroptera ; Herr C. Kolbl, for the Crustacea, Myria-

poda, and Arachnida ; Dr. G. von Marenzeller and Dr.

von Lorenz, for the other divisions of the invertebrate

animals. '-^

Most richly represented in the zoological division are,

—

the group of birds, in respect of which, and more parti-

cularly the types from Brazil—thanks to the collections of

Natterer, formed in his time—our Museum still, perhaps,

takes the first rank among the Museums of Europe ; the

group of fishes, which recalls to mind the labours of a

Heckel, a Kner, and recently our excellent Steindachner
;

the group of insects in general, and, in particular, that of

the Diptera, in which are incorporated, among other col-

lections, the celebrated ones of Meigen and Schiener,

In Hall XXI. are exhibited the Protozoa, Coelenterata,

Echinodermata, and Vermes ; in Hall XXII., the Arthro-

poda; in Hall XXIII., the Mollusca; in Halls XXIV.
to XXVI., the Fishes; in Halls XXVII. and XXVIII.,
the Amphibia and Reptiles ; in Hall XXIX., a
special collection of the Birds of Austria-Hungary ; in

Halls XXX. to XXXI 1 1., the systematic collection of

Birds; and in Halls XXXIV. to XXXIX., the Mam-
malia.

In some adjoining rooms on this floor will be exhibited

the very rich and magnificently prepared collection ot
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fish skeletons presented to the Museum by the Director,

Steindachner.
The highest story of all, the so-called " Second Floor,"

presents "the same distribution of halls and adjoining

rooms as do the Hochpartcrre and the " First Floor."

The halls distinguished by the numbers from XLI. to

LIX. correspond with the Halls I. to XIX. in our sketch.

The spaces on this floor will, as a rule, not be admissible

to the public at large, but will be mostly appropriated as

workrooms for the officials of the establishment and for

experts to whom the use of the collections and other

appliances is to be granted on the most favourable condi-

tions possible.

One half of the second floor, comprising the halls from

XLI. to XLIX. inclusive, will be set apart for the zoo-

logical division. Here the main collections of the inverte-

brate animals, only a small part of which can be ex-

hibited on the first floor, will be kept in closed cases. Two
halls will accommodate the skeletons of the Mammalia
and birds, and one hall will lend itself as a library to the

accommodation of periodical literature of general interest,

while all publications of special departments will be dis-

tributed in the workrooms of the respective divisions.

Hall L. is destined for the collection, already very rich,

of human skulls and skeletons.

Halls LI. to LI v., inclusive, are devoted to the botani-

cal division. On the death, last summer, of the custodian

of this department. Dr. Reichardt, the charge of it was
committed to Dr. G. Beck, with whom is associated as

assistant. Dr. Szyszylovic. The first three halls contain

the herbarium, very valuable for the numerous original

types it possesses ; the last comprises the collections of

woods, fruits, &c.
Halls LV. and LVI. form the reserve rooms for the

geological division, in which the particularly rich chief

collection of Tertiary Conchyliaand the more subordinate

collections of Foraminifera and Bryozoa are to be be-

stowed.
The Halls LVIl. to L.\1X., finally, are to be appro-

priated as reserve rooms for the ethnographical collec-

tion, which is growing at an extraordinarily rapid rate.

Be a few words still allowed me respecting the state of

the works yet needing to be completed before our Museum
can be opened for public entertainment and instruction.

The building of the palace and its decoration in all

exterior parts is finished. All the halls, workrooms, and
dwelling-rooms are ready for use and in large part

already occupied. The cases and stand apparatus

destined to receive the collections are also in large part

already set up or in process of being set up. Building

operations of any serious extent yet remaining to be done
are confined to the interior, and more particularly the

central axis of the building in which the staircase stands.

This work, however, is of such compass that, according

to the declaration of the superintendent of the building,

it will yet claim nearly two years before it is ended. So far

as the collections themselves are concerned, they are all,

with the exception of the large Mammalia, already
transferred into the new building, and a beginning has
also been made in arranging and disposing them. With
the final completion of the building, this latter work will

likewise be completed, and then will this new establish-

ment for scientific labour and for the instruction of the

public be at once opened. Franz von H,\uer
Vienna

NOTES
The Council of the Royal Meteorological Society have

arranged to hold at 25, Great George Street, S.W., on the

evenings of March 16 and 17 next, an exhibition of barometers.

The Exhibition Committee invite co-operation, as they are

anxious to obtain as large a collection as possible of such instru-

ments. A list of some of the principal patterns of which the

Committee desire specimens has been prepared, and may be

had by applying to Mr. William Marriott, Assistant Secretary.

The Committee will also be glad to show any new meteorological

apparatus invented or first constructed since last March, as well

as photographs and drawings possessing meteorological interest

not previously exhibited.

The appointment of Sir Lyon Playfair to be Vice-President

of the Council will be welcomed by all friends of education

and of science. Sir Lyon's recent utterances on the duty of the

State as to the promotion of scientific research must be fresh in

the memories of our readers ; and it will be interesting to watch

to what extent the Minister's practice accords with his creed.

The inauguration of the statue of Claude Bernard by Guillaume

took place on Sunday last, at the entrance of the College de

France. Speeches were delivered by MM. Paul Bert, Berthelot,

Chauveau, Dastre, Freuiy, and Renan. The audience was large,

in spite of the very cold weather. The statue of Bernard stands

near a table on which has been placed a dog undergoing dissection.

The animal is partly concealed by a large bronze sheet on which

are written these words—"Glycogenic Diabete—Nerfs vaso-

moteurs—Substances toniques—Liquides digestifs," which may
be considered as giving a summary of the extent of Claude

Bernard's disquisitions and discoveries.

The death is announced of Dr. Arnold Konstantin Peter

Franz von Lasaulx, Professor of Mineralogy and Geology at

Bonn L'uiversity. He died at Bonn on January 25, aged forty-

six years.

At the last sitting of the Paris Academy of Sciences M. Paul

Bert took leave of his colleagues. He said that his academical

qualifications were the principal cause of his appointment to his

mission. He will be brought into contact with the savants of

the East, and he is hoping to convert them to the principles of

the West merely by persuasion and without being obliged to

resort to coercion.

The Academic des Sciences, in awarding the Prix Montyon

to M. Girard, the director of the laboratory opened in Paris

seven years ago for testing the quality of the food and drink sold

by the tradesmen of the capital, has issued a report which shows

how much good this laboratory has done. The laboratory was

first opened in 187S, and specimens of wine, beer, cider, milk,

chocolate, coffee, tea, &c., ai-e examined daily ; so, too, are the

colours used for toys, sweetmeats, and liqueurs, as well as pork

suspected of containing trichinosis, and tinned meats. Some of

these samples are brought by the pablic, and the analysis is

made free of cost when all that is asked is whether they are free

from adulteration. If, however, an analysis of their propor-

tionate composition is required, the laboaatory makes a small

charge, and this brings in an annual income of about 1200/. a

year. A larger number of samples are, however, brought in by

the twenty inspectors who are attached to the laboratory, and

whose duty it is to visit the different taverns and grocers' shops,

and examine the articles offered for sale. These inspectors are

provided with a microscope and with acids, which enable them

to test a good deal of merchandise on the spot, and they only

bring back to the laboratory specimens of the articles which

they have reason to suspect are adulterated. There are twenty-

five chemists attached to the laboratory, each of whom has his

own special department, one taking milk, another wine, and so

on. Each sample is divided into two parts, one of which is

kept as evidence in case it should be found to be adulterated.

The municipal laboratory analyses about 25,000 samples per

annum at a cost of about 8000/.

The total rainfall at the Ben Nevis Observato-y during 18S5

was 14650 inches, the largest monthly fall being 24-33 inches in
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December, and the least 4-97 inches. On December 12 there

fell 5-34 inches, and on the following day 3-52 inches, or 8 86

inches on these two days.

Amongst the objects which will be exhibited in the Ceylon

Section of the forthcoming Indian and Colonial Exhibition will

be a large ethnological collection from the Maldive Islands.

The discovery of a portion of the vertebral column of a

specimen of Mosasaurus gracilis, Ow., is announced to have

been made in the hard white limestone or chalk of Whitewell.

near Belfast.

Dk. ARcmB.-iLD Ge;kie, Director-General of the Geological

Survey, has now completed his "Class-Book of Geology,"

and the work will be published during next week by Messrs.

Macmillan and Co. This volume completes the series of edu-

cational works on physical geography and geology projected by

Dr. Geikie.

It is interesting to note that the trout and salmon reared in

February last year by the National Fish Culture Association

have achieved the growth of 6h inches, which is remarkable

considering they have been subjected to an artificial existence.

The whitefish hatched in 1885 have reached the size of 5 inches.

The iris of the eye of Italians is most commonly chestnut ;

according to M. Mantegazza, the proportion of such is 64 per

cent., the black eyes number 22 per cent., the blue u, and the

gray 3. Piedmont and Lombardy have the largest proportion

of gray eyes ; Venetia, of blue. In general the chestnut colour

of hair amounts to 71 per cent. ; then comes the black hair, 26

per cent. ; then the blond, 3 per cent, (though in Venetia it is S).
1

Black hair is rare in Venetia. More than three-fourths of the

Italians have abundant hair. Southern Italy excels Northern in

this respect ; in Tuscany the poor heads of hair preponderate

(58 against 42 per cent.). As to beards, the colour does not

always coincide with that of the locks. While chestnut prepon-

derates, this preponderance is less marked ; and one sometimes

finds chestnut locks with blonde, and more often brown, beards.

Bushy beards with abundant locks are most common in the

South of Italy. In two-thirds of Italy, the natives wear the

beard short or are clean shaven. This practice dominates

especially in Tuscany (82 per cent.) ; the Sardinians have most

long beards {50 per cent.). Red hair in Italy has been a subject

of discussion among anthropologists ; some think red-haired

persons are remnants of a race almost extinct, and which ex-

tended to the banks of the Rhine and into England ; others

think red hair a mere physiological accident, from which no

conclusion can be drawn. In Italy throughout one finds a few

cases of red hair. In one commune, Sant' Agata di Puglia, red

hair is predominant. No explanation has been given of the fact.

Baldness is most common in Tuscany. In Italy generally, of

10,000 young men examined for military service 20 were rejected

for premature baldness, and 52 for diseases of the scalp.

Mr. Charles T. Newton, C.B., will on Tuesday next

(February 16) give the first of three lectures at the Royal

Institution on "The Unexhibited Portion of the Greek and

Roman Sculptures in the British Museum " (illustrated by

drawings and casts).

It has been recently pointed out that the number of births in

France per 10,000 inhabitants has diminished more than one-

third in a century. It was 3S0 in 1771-80, 2S9 in 1831-40, and

only 241 in 1871-80.

Several Continental geologists have been lately engaged in

tracing the marks of the Ice Age on the Northern Alpine slopes.

According to Dr. Briickner (in Naliirforscher), the decrease of

size in the diluvial ice-streams from west to east, corresponding

to a decrease in the glaciers of the present, and due, no doubt,

to the lowering of the region eastwards, is a noteworthy feature.

Then it is becoming even more clear that tliere were at least two

ice-periods, separated by a long interglacial period. The

number of geological profiles containing two moraines (an older

and a younger) deposited by glaciers, and separated by a layer

which cannot have arisen under the ice, is considerable ; in the

region indicated nineteen such are known. The separating layer

is in some cases loam (from weathering) ; in others it contains

diluvial coal ; in others it is formed of river deposits, &c. The

position of these profiles shows that the ice- masses must have

shrunk to the highest parts of the range after the first ice-period.

The climate of that interval was probably much like the present ;

this is inferred from examination of the interglacial coal of Inns-

bruck, &c. The second glaciation was not so extensive as the

first ; for to the north of the moraines of the later glaciers appears

a projecting strip, of more or less breadth, of the older moraines.

This outer zone of moraine has also some special features in

composition. In the interglacial period the rivers cut valleys

in the masses deposited by the older glacier-streams ; and these

were filled again when the later glaciers came. Between the

Rhine and the Traun there is evidence of a still earlier period of

glaciation. Again, the coincidence of limits of the lake-region

in the northern border of the Alps with those of the diluvial

glaciers is significant. While some geologists attribute these

lake-basins to erosion by glaciers, others think they were pre-

glacial, and only prevented by the glaciers which occupied them

in the Ice Age from being filled with earthy matter, &c. Dr.

Bruckner notes the fact that most of the geologists who have

studied the features of the Bavarian lakes, take the former view,

while those who have studied the Swiss lakes (where the rela-

tions are more complicated) take the latter.

The London Stereoscopic Company's second annual Inter-

national Amateur Photographic Exhibition, 1886, will be held at

the Art Galleries, 103, New Bond Street, W. , from April 15 to

May 24.

There were (according to Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz) 19 deaths

from hydrophobia in Paris last year—a number higher than in

previous years ; and yet the number of stray dogs destroyed

was also higher (viz. 5060). Of these 19 persons, 15 were males

and 4 females. The youngest was a httle girl of 5 J years ; the

oldest, a man of 63. The time of incubation varied from 19

months (in the case of a young man of 26) to 29 days (a child of

n). In only one case was the time of the bite unknown. Ex-

cluding that, and the exceptional case of 19 months, an average

of about 2 months is arrived at for the time of incubation. As

to duration of the disease, the extreme limits were i day and 8

days ; average 3^ days. In no case were the lower limbs bitten.

In 12 cases out of iS, the upper members were bitten, especially

the hand (9 times out of 12), the wrist twice; in the 6 other

cases it was the face (5 times) and the skull (once) that were

attacked. Lastly, in 17 cases of the 18, the bite was that of a

dog ; in the remaining case, it was that of a cat. It will be

noted that these statistics relate only to Ji-atlis from hydro-

phobia.

Fermentation can be utilised (as was shown by Roberts in

1861) for quantitative determination of sugar in urine. The

method has been recently developed by Ilerr Einhorn
(
VirckoTus

Archiv), and he claims that the test will indicate one-tenth per

cent., or even, if the fermenting liquid be previously boiled ten

minutes, one-twentieth per cent, of sugar (the common reduc-

tion and polarisation-tests are exact to about 3 per cent. ). Herr

Einhorn uses three tubes of special shape : one with normal

urine having no sugar, .another with the urine to be examined,

and the third with urine having sugar added to it. The urine,

whether containing sugar, or normal, is boiled and diluted with

boiled water to the amount of the original volume. Compressed

yeast is added to the liquid in the proportion 10 per cent. Acetic

acid is of no use for the fermentation, and may be prejudicial.
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A Swedish naturalist has collected some remarkable statis-

tics of the iniportant part natural history and certain other

branches of science have played in the names assumed by the

Swedish nobility when elevated to that rank. As regards

zoology, five names begin with Lejon (lion), and six with the

German equivalent Lowen, Lewen, or Len. Only one name
begins with Orn (eagle), but six with the German form, Adler.

The mythical animals Grip (griffin) and Drake (dragon) have

been appropriated by six and three families respectively. Of
other animals and birds of prey, Tiger (tiger) is rejiresented by

four families, Ulf (wolf) by three, Bjdrn (bear) by three, Falk

(falcon) by three, Geijer (hawk) by two, and Raf (fox) by one.

There are, further, two families whose names begin with Oxe
(ox), one with Hast (horse), two with Elg (elk), one with Hjort

(stag), one with Rilamb (doe), one with Get (goat), one with

Svin (swine), one with Bafver (beaver), one with Dufva (dove),

one with Reiher (heron), one with Stork, one with Gadda
(pike), three with Riid (carp), one with Odla (lizard), and one

with Bramo (gadfly). Many more names have been taken from

trees and plants. Thus, fourteen begin with Lilje (lily) and

Ros (rose) respectively, eleven with Lager (laurel), nine with

Ceder (cedar), seven with Ek (oak), six with Lind (lime), and

soon. If we turn to astronomy, numerous stars form the pre-

fixes of names, but in no case the sun or the moon. Fourteen

begin, and eleven end, with Stjerna (star). It is mentioned

that the famous name, Oxenstjerna, is a corruption of the Ger-

man word Stirn (forehead), which is proved by the family

escutcheon, and is not derived from the above word.

A coRREsroNDENT gives some interesting particulars to a

Norwegian journal of the habits of herring jumping out of the

water when frightened. He states that he h>s observed whole

shoals of this fish, in their anxiety to escape when pursued by

whales, piled up above the surface of the sea to a height of from

three to six feet. On one occasion the fish formed a mass

even with the top of the mast of a fishing-boat, viz. about

fifteen feet, and had part of the same fallen into the boat it

would doubtless have sunk.

The following are the results of a very elaborate mathematical

inquiry which Prof. N. Joukowsky has recently made into the

laws of motion of a solid body having hollows filled up wiih a

homogeneous liquid. Various shapes of hollows filled with

liquid have been considered, as also the case of a vortex-motion

of the liquid having interior friction. Some phenomena of the

interior motion of the liquid itself, in the case of the solid body

when caused to rotate, were verified by experiments which

proved conformable to the theory ; they have shown that in

a body whose rotation-velocity is decreasing from its surface to

its centre [e.g. a glass sphere filled with water, and which is

brought into motion), the molecules flow from the poles to the

equator, and vice versa where, the rotation being suddenly

stopped, the speed of rotation is on the decrease from the centre

to the circumference. The general conclusion of the inquiry is,

that if we have a hollow body filled with a liquid, and this

system be brought into motion, its motion will tend to reach a

limit characterised by one of the chief axes of inertia of the body

taking the direction of the chief momentum of the communi-

cated motion, and the whole system will rotate around this axis

as a single body— the speed of rotation being constant, and equal

to the quotient obtain 'd from the division of the force applied

by the momentum of inertia of the system with regard to this

axis. M. Joukowsky asks,—Does it not explain the circum-

stance that our planets, notwithstanding the variety of their

occasional primary velocities, all rotate around their axes of

inertia?

It is stated in Paris that the telegraph now extends to Langson

in Tonquin, on the Chinese border. As already mentioned in

Nature, on the Chinese side the telegraph was carried during

the recent military operations in Tonquin from Canton to Lung-

chow, about thirty miles from Langson. Hence, with the

exception of this short gap of thirty miles, the telegraph extends

in an unbroken line from Saigon in the south of the Indo-Chinese

peninsula to Pekin, where five years ago there was no telegraph

whatever. The rapidity with which, since 1881, it has spread

all over China, and has come into general use, is one of the

wonders of modern days.

The " binding " effect of intense cold and a fierce wind on

snow is remarkably illustrated by a photograph, in Science, of a

large mass of snow formed on one side of a telegraph pole (at

the top) near the summit of Mount Washington. Lieut. Schwatka

notes this in relation to the building of snow houses by the

Eskimo. While the cohesion of snow in our latitudes (and the

early Arctic snow) is of a plastic, wet, or " pasty " nature, the _

snow used in building, packed by high wind and cold, is dry and

almost stone-like. Cutting a thin portion gives a shower of fine

powder as from loaf-sugar. Blocks of this snow ring like a well-

burnt brick, or a bar of suspended steel struck with the hand.

Lieut. Schwatka remembers a block rolling down hill 15 or 20

feet, and says, "I doubt if a rolling guitar would have given

forth many more confused musical tones than the bumping block

as it struck and bounded down the hard stone-like bank of

snow." The least quantity of ice in the snow, however, makes

it more or less worthless for building. To produce this snow, it

may not be necessary that the wind and the low temperature

have occurred together, but both must have happened before the

Eskimo will use the snow for building.

A STRONG shock of earthquake took place in the Island of

Lemnos in the night of January 17-18. There was no subter-

ranean noise.

An earthquake is reported from Jaska and Samobor (Croatia)

on January 23. Two violent shocks were felt at 9.35 a.m. on

that day. No considerable damage was done, although many

walls show fissures.

An International Exhibition will be held at Madrid in

1S88.

The Calcutta Correspondent of the Times telegraphs, under

date the 7th inst., that Mr. Ney Elias, the new British Consul

to Kashgar, has made a successful journey down the Upper

Oxus, through Shignan and Koshan, to Badakshan. He was

everywhere well received.

The Calcutta En^lisliman states that, shortly after the last

cyclone suddenly burst over Madras, the local Government

wrote 10 the Government of India, suggesting that telegraphic

communication should be established between Madras and

either Sumatra or the Nicobars for the despatch of storm-

warnings. The Indian Government, however, considers that

the value of meteorological stations in these localities in relation

to the Storm Signal Service on the Madras coast is by no means

established. Experience has shown that the storms which

reach Madras are in most cases formed on the east or the north-

east coast of Ceylon, and that therefore telegrams from the

opposite side of the bay would give little or no help in forecast-

ing the approach of storms. The Government of India, there-

fore, suggests that the telegraphic reports from Pondicherry and

Negapatam, as well as fro.n Jaffna and Trincomalee in Ceylon,

would be more likely to give the required information.

A remarkably strong .\rtesian spring has been struck, at a

depth of 155 feet below the stu-face, at Alnwick, in a boring

which the Local Board are having sunk for the supply of the

town. This spring, which was met with in a bed of sandstone,

rises to no less than 30 feet above the surface, and is flowing

with increasing volume at the rate of 115,000 gallons per diem.

The site of this boring is at an elevation of some 200 feet above

the level of the town, from which it is about two miles distant
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The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include two Maholi Galagos (Galago maholi) from

West Africa, presented by Mrs. Max Michaelis ; a Macaque

Monkey (Macacus cynomol^iis] from India, presented by Mrs.

Corbet ; an Indian Otter {Lutra ttair i ) from Ceylon, presented

liy Capt. J. C. Withers ; a Ring-tailed Coati {Nastia rufa i )

from South America, presented by Lieut. J. H. N. Theed, R.N. ;

a Red-bellied Waxbill (Estrdda nihriveniris) from West Africa,

presented by Mrs. T. Johnson ; two Alligators (Alligator missis-

sipfiiiisis) from the Mississippi, presented by Mr. F. J. Dawe ;

a Malbrouck Monkey ( Cercopithecus cynosuriis 9 ) from West

.\frica, two Lemurs {Lemur <5 i ) from Madagascar,

a Common Boa {Box constrictor), an Anaconda {Eunectcs

murinus) from South America, deposited ; a Great Kangaroo

(Macroptts giganteiis), born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Double-Star 6i Cygni.—The determination of the

orbit of this double-star has hitherto baffled those astronomers

who have attempted to deduce it from the numerous measures
which have been made. Thus one computer finds the relative

motion of the components to be rectilinear, another hyperbolic,

and another circular, but in no case have the determinations

been altogether satisfactory. Recently, however. Dr. C. W.
Peters, of Kiel, has succeeded in obtaining elliptic elements,

with a periodic time of 782 '6 years and angle of eccentricity

= 10°, which appear to represent the great mass of observations

which have been made from the earliest times down to 1883,
with considerable accuracy. Herr Peters has computed the

following ephemeris from his elements :

—

Epoch ... 1885-0 ... I886-0 ... 1887-0 ... 188S-0
Position ... 119° 44' .. 120° 7' ... 120^ 31' ... 120' 55'

Distance ... 2o"-6o ... 2o"-7i ... 2o"-8t ... 2i''<)2

Taking the parallax of 61 Cygni to be o"-45, it appears
from these elements that the combined mass of the system is

about one-half of the sun's mass, whilst the mean distance

between the components is about 70 times that of the earth

from the sun.

The Zodiacal Light.—In October 1S83 Prof. Arthur Searle

presented to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences a

very valuable paper on the zodiacal light, in which he had col-

lected and reduced on a uniform system the evening observations

of all the principal observers. The principal points then brought
out were that in all probability the apparent changes in the

latitude of the zodiacal light were due mainly, if not entirely,

to tlie effect of atmospheric absorption, and that the method of

observation by drawing outlines must be replaced by careful

photometric observations if definite knowledge was to be sub-

stituted for the vague information we now possessed as to the
" Gegenschein," the "zodiacal bands," &c. ; and Prof Searle

concluded with the suggestion that the ordinary meteoric theory
would gain greatly in simplicity by the substitution of meteoric
dust scattered generally throughout the solar system for the

meteoric rings that have been usually imagined. Prof Searle

has continued his investigations in a recent memoir, in which he
corrects, for the effect of atmospheric absorption, Jones's obser-

vations of what the latter called the "stronger light" at the

elongation 60°, whether made in the morning or evening. The
result of the inquiry is to confirm the view arrived at previously,

that atmospheric absorption largely affects the apparent position

of the zodiacal light, and Prof Searle again lays stress on the need
for photometric observations. Prof. Searle concludes that, after

correcting for atmospheric ab-orption, there seems reason to think

that the zodical light has had, during the present half-century, a

more northern latitude near the longitude 180° than near the

longitude o". He also shows, from a careful study of the dis-

tribution of the stars in the DurcJimusterniig, that " upon the

meteoric theory of the zodiacal light it is to be expected that a

continuous zodiacal band should be present ; but the question of

its actual visibility is complicated by the slight maxima of stellar

density which are situated along those parts of the ecliptic most
readily accessible to obicrvation from stations in the northern
hemisphere." An interesting result is obtained from an examin-
ation of the elements of the 237 asteroids first discovered, from
which it would seem that "the belt of sky occupied by the

projections of the orbits of" these asteroids "presents certain

peculiarities which correspond to those of the zodiacal light,

and suggest the hypothesis that the light may be partly due to

minute objects circulating in orbits like those of the smaller

planets."

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1 886 FEBRUARY 14-20

/pOR the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at
^ Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24,
is here employed.

)

At Greenwich on February 14

Sun rises, 7h. i8m. ; souths, I2h. 14m. 23 -7s. ; sets, I7h. Iim. ;

decl. on meridian, 12° 56' S. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

2h. 50m.
Moon (Full on February 18) rises, I2h. 34m. ; souths, 2oh. 27m.

;

sets, 4h. 2im.* ; decl. on meridian, 18° 22' N.

Mercury ...
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ilie solid body. Contact action seems also to have played its

part in the researches of M. Lemoine on the dissociation of

hydrogen iodide. On the whole, in all those cases where the

process of chemical transformation in a gaseous medium offers an

uninterrupted character, there is reason to suppose that a

contact action has been taking place. But if this supposition

proved to be correct, we should be compelled to admit that the

chemical transformation, even in its simplest shape in a gaseous

medium, is intimately connected with the action of molecular

forces—that is, with such actions which do not have the

characters of determinated chemical combinations. Molecular

forces ought to be taken into account even in the transforma-

tions going on in a gaseous medium ; both factors—tbe chemical

affinity and the cohesion—appear so intimately connected that it

would be impossible to delimitate them : the chemical reaction

would appear as a result of both the forces which unite atoms
in molecules and those which are at work between the

molecules.

The last issue of the Journal of the Russian Chemical
Society (xvii. 7) contains the first part of a most valuable

inquiry, by M. Konovaloff, into the part played by contact

actions in dissociation. Without undertaking to deal with this

immense subject in full, the author, taking advantage of obser-

vations he had made together with Prof. Menschutkin during

their experiments as to the dissociation of compound ethers, has

submitted to a closer investigation the contact phenomena when
gases are brought into contact with solids. The want of cohesion

between thegaseous molecules, and thegreatdifference of densities

of both the gas and the solid, give better conditions under which
to study the influence of the solid. Summing up the researches of

Sainle-Claire Deville, Wintz, Faraday, Kamsay, Berthelot, and
many others who have devoted attention to the subject, the

author shows that capillary structure and porosity are not neces-

sary conditions in a solid body for producing dissociation :

smooth surfaces may also condense vapours and gases, and
sometimes retain them with such a force as to make the disen-

gagement of the absorbed gas quite correspond to the dissocia-

tion of a chemical compound. The character of the surface,

having of course a great importance, M. Konovaloff has carried

on his experiments so as to study the influence of the character

of the surface. The first part of his inquiry contains the experi-

ments made as to the dissociation of the tertiary amylacetate, the

method of inquiiy being successive determinations of the density

of its vapours on W. Meyer's method. The result arrived at is

obviously that the structure of the surface of the glass which is

brought into contact with amylacetate vapours is of great im-

portance ; but it is worthy of notice that the rough surface of

the glass-powder condenses the vapour without producing a

notable dissociation, while the smootli surface cf the glass-

cotton dissociates it.

THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS

'I'^HIS Institution held its annual meeting at the theatre of
* the Institution of Civil Engineers on Thursday and Friday

last under the presidency of Mr. Jeremiah Head, who was
re-elected for the ensuing year.

A paper was read by Mr. J. H. VVicksteed descriptive of an
autographic test-recording .apparatus of a very ingenious cha-

racter. It is designed to obviate both the labour of observation

and that of hand-plotting. But, beside the saving of time and
labour, there is the further gain, in obtaining the diagrams auto-

graphically, that the progress of the test is continuous ; and as

time is a factor in the behaviour of a test-piece, it is important
in making tests for comparison that there should be no irregu-

larity in this factor.

The sample is held between an upper and lower gripping-box.
The upper box is suspended from the back centre of a steelyard,

which, by the adjustment of its poise-weight, weighs whatever
pull is put upon the sample. The lower box is connected with
a hydraulic cylinder, which puts the pull upon the sample, and
extends it until it breaks. Thus while the hydraulic cylinder is

doing the mechanical work of breaking the sample, the steelyard

is measuring the load it sustains. The object of the indicator is

to record simultaneously the amount of the load and the exten-
sion due to it. To get this simultaneous record the horizontal

ram of the indicator, which carries the tracing pencil, is in fluid

connection with the hydraulic cylinder which puts the load upon

the sample, and the indicator therefore partakes of that load.

Round the outer end of the ram is coiled a spiral spring, which

is compressed as the pressure on the ram increases, and expands

as the fluid pressure on the ram decreases ; the pencil records

the point of equilibrium between the two. The friction of the

leathers in the hydraulic cylinder and that of the indicator ram

are both eliminated from the diagram, the first by putting on to

the piston of the hydraulic cylinder a gross pressure equal to the

effective pressure on the sample and the friction of the hydraulic

leathers, and the second by revolving the indicator ram by belt

power and gearing ; the driving power being applied in a plane at

right angles to the longitudinal travel of the ram has no effect upon

that travel, but entirely overcomes the obstruction which the friction

of the leather would otherwise offer to the free travel of the ram, so

that the ram becomes sensitive enough to respond to the very

smallest want of balance between the opposite forces of the water

pressure and the spring. For recording the extension of the

sample simultaneously with the load upon it, the metallic paper

on which the pencil travels is mounted on a brass barrel like

that of an ordinary steam indicator ; and in accordance with the

extension of the sample the barrel is made to revolve by means

of an arrangement which eliminates any general movement of

the sample, recording that only which is due to its extension.

The author summarises the autobiography of every specimen

strained to the breaking-point in the testing machine. Entering

the machine in a state of dnternal equilibrivmi, its first stage is

what is called in the paper one of unyielding elasticity ; it

extends about 1/10,000 of its length per ton of load, but on

removal of the load remains unstrained. In its second stage the

strains and stresses fluctuate, the bar yielding about 2 per cent,

of its length, the strain being beyond recovery. The pencil of

the indicator hesitates and almost trembles. There would seem

to be a succession of local extensions in the bar, as was lately

pointed out by Prof. Kennedy in this journal (Nature, vol. xxxi.

p. 504). These local extensions reduce the area locally in a

higher ratio than the cohesive force increases ; fracture would at

once occur were it not that after a short critical interval the bar

sets up increased resistance, thus entering its third stage. Stable

equilibrium is restored, but the permanent strain increases in its

ratio with every additional ton, and the bar may stretch 20 per

cent. During the last stage the equilibrium is again unstable ;

the pencil steadily records a rapidly-decreasing resistance, accorn-

panied by a local strain which, over the part where it occurs, is

very much greater than in any preceding stage. The author

concludes by drawing attention to the circumstance that the

apparatus records definitely the elastic limit of the material, the

diagram traced gives the gross mechanical work put upon the

sample, as it enables the local extension about the breaking-

point to be separated from the general, thus affording a means of

comparing samples of different shapes ; and lastly the apparatus

makes its record quite independently of the manipulation of the

poise upon the steelyard.

A paper descriptive of tensile tests of iron and steel bars was

read, prepared by the late Mr. Peter D. Bennett. His principal

object in making these tests was to ascertain the relative effect

produced on the tensile strength of a flat bar of iron or mild

steel : (i) by a hole drilled out of the bar to the required size ;

(2) by a hole punched \ inch smaller in diameter, and then

drilled out to the size of the first hole ; and (3) by a hole

punched in the bar to the size of the drilled hole. In each of the

former cases the average strength was increased per square inch

of the original area across the fracture ; in the third case there

was a falling off in strength of nearly 20 per cent, owing to the

method of perforation. The results in the first two cases were

alike both for iron and mild steel, but in the third case the

diminution in strength of mild steel was only 6 per cent. In

another series of tests the perforated hole was filled with a rivet

put in by a hydraulic machine with a pressure of thirty-one tons

on the head, the results being relatively as before. The author

considers these results to be due to the fact that in the drilled

bar the slightly greater strain indicated was reached only along

the transverse diameter of the hole, and that the strain on the

metal decreased along the longitudinal diameter of the hole

until it was distributed over the whole width of the bar. Thus,

at the point where it was most severely .strained the metal would

receive some support from the less severely strained parts

adjoining.

The tests go to prove that the elongation of different test-

bars, all of the same length, is greatly aflected by their diameter,

those of larger diameter elongating more than those of smaller
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diameter, and that as the speciniens decrease in length the con-

traction of area at the point of fracture decreases also ; and, in

consequence, the tensile strength increases when reckoned on

the original area, and decreases when reckoned on the fractured

area. The elongation in percentage of the original length is

also very much increased in the shorter specimens, owing to the

fact that the greater part of the elongation then takes place

much nearer to the point of fracture, instead of being more

equally distributed, as it is along the length of the longer bars.

A paper was read by Mr. A. A. Langley, descriptive of a

hydraulic buffer-stop for railways, the chief advantages of which

are absence of recoil after collision, continuous uniform resist-

ance for bringing a train to rest, and absence of shock or break-

age either in train or in buffer. The chief feature is the appli-

cation of hydraulic resistance by the use of pistons working in

horizontal cylinders filled «ith water, and fixed in line with the

buffers of the rolling-s'ock.

THE VALUE OF THE REFRACTION GONIO-
METER IN CHEMICAL WORK^

TMPORTANT advances in chemistry have often been the

result of new methods of research, and these have generally

involved the use of new apparatus. The introluction of the

balance made the greatest of revolutions in chemistry ; but the

thermometer, the blowpipe, the polariscope, and the spectro-

scope in its multifarious applications may also be cited as

examples.
My object is to speak of the refraction goniometer or spectro-

meter, by v/hich the refraction and dispersion of bodies can be

measured. The construction of this instrument, and the use of

it, which ought to be a part of the regular training of chemical

students, may be learned from many works on physics, but it is

very fully described in Glazebrook's "Optics," together with

the manner in which the angular measurements are reduced to

refractive indices. By means of this instrument the index of

refraction is easily obtained for liquid bodies ; solids or gases

require a more complicated ajoparatus, but those of them which

can be readily dissolved in any liquid can be determined from

their solutions.

The index of refraction du) of a body is a definite physical

property, like its boiling-point, specific gravity, or solubility,

and ought to form part of our knowledge of any substance. 1

have generally determined it for the line A of the spectrum of

the sun ; but Continental observers have usually adopted the

red line of hydrogen, which is coincident with the solar line C.

The length of the spectrum—that is, the difterence between

the indices of refraction of extreme rays, say the lines H and A,
which may be taken as the measure of dispersion—is another

physical property, and an equally im|3ortant one.

If the index of refraction and the dispersion of a substance be

accurately known, we have a double test of the purity of any

specimen that may have to be examined.

As, however, the refraction varies with temperature and other

circumstances, it is better to deal with the specific refraction,

that is, the index, minus unity, divided by the density (
^

V

This is little, if at all, affected by pressure, heat, change of

aggregate condition, mixture, solution, or, generally speaking,

by chemical combination. Thus the specific refraction of water

under different circumstances has been determined as follows,

the observations being reduced for the line A of the spectrum :

—

Water

Liquid, at i° C.

at48°C.
Solid

Gas
Mixture with alcohol ...

Water of crystallisation

Specific refractic

... 0-329

... 0329
0-331 =

... 0-324

... 0-3308

... 0-330*

... 0-327 ii

The identity of the specific refraction of a body in the solid

state or in solution has been frequently proved ; the last instances

t Communicated to Section E of the British Association,tat the Aberdeen
meeting, September 1885.

2 Rausch. ^ Landolt ; mean of three observations.
4 In ammonia alum ; Charles Soret.
5 In double sulphates; Topsoe and Christiansen.

determined were as follows, the observations on the crystals being

made by M. Soret, and on the solutions by myself:

—

Substance Solution Crystallisation

Ammonia alum 0-2780 ... 0-2784

Soda alum 0-2613 ... 0-2604

For the purpose of calculation, however, it is more conve-

nient to adopt what Landolt denominated the refraction equiva-

lent, that is, the specific refraction multiplied by the atomic weight

(

P

^~ '

) The refraction equivalent of water may be taken,

therefore, as 0-3295 X 18 = 5-93. Of this, the two atoms of

hydrogen may be assu ned from observations on other bodies to

represent 2-6, leaving for the atom of o.xygen 3'33.

The specific refraction and dispersion of a body not merely

gives an indication as to its purity or otherwise, but tells the

quantity of the substance with which it may be mixed, if that

substance is known. Thus Landolt has applied it to the quan-

titative analysis of mixtures, and gives examples, such as ethyl

alcohol and fousel oil, ethyl alcohol and ether. I have applied

it myself in the estimation of carbolic acid in disinfecting pow-

ders, by dissolving the acid out in a known quantity of alcohol,

and determining the refraction and density of the solution.

In chemical investigations among organic compounds the

determination of the specific refraction of the products is very

valuable. Thus, in a recent investigation on the action of the

copper-zinc couple on bromide of benzyl by Mr. Tribe and

myself, there were three different ways in which it led us to

results which we should not otherwise have arrived at.

(i) The viscid mass which resulted from the action appeared

very unpromising, but, on examining it with the prism, its specific

refraction and dispersion were so high that we determined to

purify it, and this led to the discovery of the new hydrocarbon

benzylene.

(2) When the reaction was performed in the presence of

alcohol, it seemed probable that toluene would be produced ;

but the liquid, when heated, distilled off at 78°, which is the

boiling-point of pure alcohol. Instead, however, of throwing

the distillate away, it was examined in a hollow prism, and seen

at once to be something very different. Indeed, the increased

refraction and dispersion led to the belief that one-fifth of it

was toluene, though that boils at 110°. On adding water, a

liquid separated, which was proved to be toluene by its boiUng-

point and density, as well as by its specific refraction and dis-

persion, 0-5604 and 0-0474, agreeing sufficiently well with the

known figures.

(3) On another occasion, among products of fractional dis-

tillation was a liquid which had too small a refraction to allow

of its being considered a hydrocarbon. It was suspected that

the lo,v refraction might be due to oxygen or bromine ; and this

led to a further examination and the discovery that the liquid

contained a new bromine compound.
But another important application of these physical properties

is to the elucidation of the chemical structure of various bodies.

A very large amount of information as to specific refraction is

now at our disposal through the labours of different experi-

menters, not only in this country, but in Germany, Italy, Russia,

Holland, and Sweden ; and the whole course of recent investi-

gations goes to show (i) that the specific refraction of a body
depends essentially on its ultimate atomic constitution ; but (2)

that this is modified in certain definite ways by the molectilar

arrangement or structure. Thus, to t;\ke an instance : sugar,

CioHo.iOii, whether crystallised or dissolved, has the refraction

equivalent of 119-3. Ifi however, we take each atom of carbon

at 5-0, and water at 5-93, we should obtain the figure 1 25 -I as

the calculated value. The discrepancy is far too great to be

attributed to errors of experiment, and points to the fact that

sugar is not, strictly speaking, a carbohydrate ; that really it does

not contain water, but that the hydrogen and oxygen are other-

wise arranged, as chemists have concluded on other grounds.

The oxygen in all hydroxyl compounds is 2-8, according to

Briihl, and this woidd give for sugar the theoretical value II9'5>

which is almo.st identical with the experimental number.

In a similar way it has been very fully substantiated that

carbon, whenever it is in the condition which is termed " double-

linked," has the value, not of 5-0, but of about 6-i. Hence in

any compound the constitution of which is doubtful, we can tell

how many carbon atoms are in this condition. Thus, to take

terpene, CjoHjg. This has been the subject of much discus^jon

among chemists, one considering it to have one pair of carbon
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atoms double-linked, others two pair, and another as many as

three pair. On these three suppositions its refraction equivalent

would be 73-0, 75 '2, and 77 '4 respectively. Now the various

isomeric terpenes have a refraction equivalent of about 72 'Qj

leading to the belief that only one pair of carbon atoms is in

that condition. This conclusion is enforced by the specific

dispersion, which averages 0^0299. From the analogy of other

compounds containing ten atoms of carbon and which are of

known constitution, about this amount of dispersion might be

expected to occur in a CioHnj having one pair of carbon atoms

double-linked.

I do not know how far chemists may be disposed to accept

these optical properties as the arbiter between rival theories of

constitution ; but their value as helps will not be denied.

With reference to this mode of experimenting, it should be

borne in mind that a very small quantity of a substance suffices

for the purpose of observation ; and whereas chemical processes

use up material, the refraction of a liquid can be taken with no
other loss than the small amount which unavoidably clings to

the vessels employed. This even may be recovered if it is

worth the trouble.

A table of the approximate refraction erjuivalents of forty-six

of the elements was drawn up for my paper in the /'////. Trans.

of 1869. Many of these have since been re-determined, either

by myself or other observers, and a new edition of the table was
prepared for the Montreal Meeting of the British Association,

and appears in the American Journal of Science of January

1885. Carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus, iron,

chrrniium, silicon, and doubtless other elements have two or

three different v.ilues ; and the special circumstances under

which these dilTerent effects upon the r.ays of light occur offers

a most promising field for any future investigator.

T. H. Gladstone

THE RAINFALL OF THE BRITISH ISLANDS'"
/"""LIMATE may be defined as that peculiar state of the
— atmosphere in regard to heat, moisture, and rainfall which

prevails in any particular place, together with its meteorological

conditions generally, in so far as these influence animal and
vegetable life. The diversified characters which climate displays

may be referred chiefly to the combined operation of these four

different causes, viz., distance from the equator, height above the

sea, distance from the sea, and prevailing winds.

The greatest differences, however, in the local climates of

places situated at no great distance from each other arise from
differences in the rainfall. The arid plains of the North-
Western Provinces of India as compared with the fertile higher

slopes of the Himalayas contiguous to them, and the widely
contrasted climates of the western and eastern slopes of Scan-
dinavia respectively, may be cited as illustrations. In the

British Islands there are perhaps no stronger contrasts of climate

than those pre ented by Skye and the Laigh of Moray. The
mean temperature of these two regions in no month of the year
differ so much as two degrees, and for several of the months
they are nearly identical. But the rainfall of Skye rises towards,

and in many places exceeds, 100 inches annually, whereas over
the Laigh of Moray it is only about 26 inches. Now it is this

difference in the rainfall, with the clear skies and strong sun-

shine that accompany it, which on the one hand renders the

south shores of the Moray Firth one of the earliest and finest

grain-producing districts of .Scotland ; and, on the other, renders

the island of Skye quite unsuitable for tlie remunerative cultiva-

tion of cereal crops. It is this aspect of the rainfall which gives

it so paramount a place in the climatology of a country.

Of all meteorological data, the rainfall is the most difficult to

represent cartographically ; and there is no other way to arrive

at even a tolerable approximation to the average rainfall of a
district than by numerous rain-observing stations well distributed

over its surface. Hence in this inquiry al! available statistics of
the rainfall for the period of years selected have been used,—the
number of stations being loSo in England and Wales, 547 in

Scotland, and'2l3 in Ireland—in all, 1S40 stations. Notwith-
standing this comparatively large number of rain-gauges, very
extensive districts remain wholly, or all but wholly, un-
represented.

The period selected for the investigation is the twenty-four

* An Address delivered to the Philosophical Society of Gl.isgow on
December 16, 1S85, at the request of the Council, by Ale.xander Buchan.

years ending 1883, and the principal sources from which the in-

formation has been obtained are the returns published by the

Meteorological Societies of England and Scotland and by Mr.

Symons. For the method of discussing the results we refer to

the recently published Part of the Transactions of the Scottish

Meteorological Society, pp. 131-33. It may be here enough to

say that the whole of the averages have been calculated for, or

reduced to, the same term of twenty-four years beginning with

i860 and ending with 1883.

The 1840 averages were then transferred to large maps of

England, Scotland, and Ireland, and from the results thus

shown the British Islands were shaded into six divisions, these

shadings showing the districts where the mean annual rainfall

1st does not amount to 25 inches

2nd is from 25 to 30 ,,

3rf .. 30 .. 40 .)

4th ,, 40 ,, 60 ,,

5th ,, 60 ,, 80 ,, and
6th above 80 inches.

On the map exhibited on the wall these divisions are shown
by three tints of blue and three of red,—the blue showing a
rainfall exceeding forty inches annually, and the deepest tinted

blue the regions of largest rainfall ; and the red a rainfall less

than 40 inches, th; lightest tint marking off those parts of

England where the rainfall is least, or where it is less than 25
inches annually.

The regions of heaviest rainfall, marked off by 80 inches

annually, or upwards, are these four :

—

(1) The greater part of Skye, and a large portion of the

mainland to the south-east, as far as Luss.

(2) The greater part of the Lake District.

(3) A longish strip including the more mountainous portion of

North Wales, and

(4) The mountainous district of the south-east of Wales.
The rainfall is also heavy on Dartmoor, and certain portions

of the west of Ireland ; but in these parts it does not appear
quite to reach So inches.

The West Highlands present the most extensive region of

heaviest rainfall in the British Islands. The mountain-masses
along whose slopes and plateaus the rainfall is precipitated,

offer a practically unbroken face of Highlands directly in the

course of the rain-bringing winds from the Atlantic. Particular

attention is drawn to the circumstance that these mountain-
masses present many lochs and valleys directly in the course of

these winds, up which therefore the winds are borne, and these

cooling as they ascend pour "down the deluges of rain which
deeply trench the sides of the mountains in the lines of their

water-courses.

This region of heaviest rainfall lies so far to the north of

Ireland that the rainfall is not lessened by a previous partial

drying of the Atlantic winds in their passage thither. To
southward, however, it is quite different. Over the whole of

the extensive tract of Great Britain from Luss to the Lake
District there is not a single rain-gauge whose annual average
reaches 80 inches, even although a number of rain-gauges have
been planted in the higher districts, and in positions likely to

furnish approximately the maximum rainfall of these districts.

The diminished rainfall is no doubt due to the partial drying of

the Atlantic winds in their passage across Ireland before they

reach Southern Scotland.

St. George's Channel and the Irish Sea open a free passage
to the south-westerly winds, here diverted into a more southerly

course, to the north of England and to Wales, and accordingly

where the mountain masses of the Lake District and of North
and South Wales oppose their course the rainfall over large

portions of these high districts exceeds 80 inches.

The maximum falls in these four districts respectively are

185 '96 inches at The Styx, in the Lake District ; 128 '50 inches

at Glencroe, Argyllshire; Ii6'90 inches at Beddgelert, North
Wales; and gS'iS inches at Ty-Draw-Treherbert, South
Wales.
The largest region of 60 to 80 inches rainfall is in the West

Highlands, surrounding the region of still larger rainfall of 80
inches and upwards, and it extends from the Crinan Canal to

beyond Loch Assynt in Sutherland. Then follow the hills to

the north of Galloway, the hills to the north and east of Dum-
friesshire, large portions of the Lake District, of North and
South Wales, of West Galway, the mountainous districts of

Kerry, and Dartmoor in Devonshire.
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An annual rainfall of 40 to 60 inches covers extensivetraLls

of the liritish Islands ; a rainfall of at least 40 inches charac-

terising the climates of about a fourth part of the surface of

England, of about the half of Ireland, and considerably more
than the half of Scotland, the latter taken as a whole being by far

the rainiest of the three divisions of the United Kingdom. It

is to be noted that nowhere along the east coast of Great Britain,

or for some considerable distance inland, does the average rain-

fall anywhere reach 40 inches. In the east of Ireland, on the

contrary, the rainfall exceeds 40 inches in Wicklow, the south of

Down, and the middle districts of Antrim, which is probably
due to the south-westerly winds being diverted into a more
southerly direction in their passage through the Irish Sea.

Over the whole of the west of Great Britain the rainfall

exceeds 40 inches annually, except from St. Bees' Head to

Dumfries, and from Holyhead to Lancaster, these districts being
largely protected from the rain-bringing winds by the Cumber-
land and the Welsh mountains respectively. It may also be
stated that the rainfall of the Orkney and the Shetland Islands

falls short of 40 inches, whereas in the Hebrides it exceeds that

amount.
The shadings of blue on the map show in a striking manner

the extension eastwards of the areas of the 40 inches and up-

wards annual rainfall by the mountains of Sutherland, the

Grampians, the Cheviots, the Pennine Range, and the hilly

ground of the south-western counties of England.
On the other hand, the breakdown at various intervals of the

mountainous or hilly plateau which may be regarded as extend-

ing along the west of Great Britain from Cape Wrath to the

Land's End has an equally striking influence on the distribution

of the rainfall, and as regards man's material interests is even
more important. Thus the opening of the Bristol Channel,
between Wales and the Cornish Peninsula, is the avenue through
which is spread a more generous rainfall over a large portion of

Central England than would otherwise have been the case.

Through the breakdown of the plateau between the Pennine
Range and North Wales another large portion of England, ex-

tending from Cheshire round by Derbyshire, and thence north-
ward through; Yorkshire, has its rainfall also very materially

increased.

But the most remarkable of these breakdowns is the great

lowering of the water-parting between the Firths of Forth and
Clyde. Through the opening thus formed the south-westerly
winds pass freely, and overspread Dumbartonshire, Stirlingshire,

and the whole of Western Perthshire, precipitating over these

regions a rainfall truly western as regards its copiousness and
the direction of the winds with which it falls ; and through the

same breakdown there is extended, even eastward througli

Kinross-shire, a rainfall of fully 40 inches—an amount which
occurs noH'here else over comparatively level plains so far to the
east of the water-parting between eastern and western districts.

Of the greatest importance is it to note the rainfall of Clydes-
dale, lying to the south of this breakdown. The amounts are,

in inches, 29-98 at Bothwell Castle, 30-54 at Dalziel House,
31-66 at Auchinraith, and 32-37 at JVIurdostoun. Now it is

simply the southerly element of the rain-bringing winds which
makes the rainfall of the Hamilton district of Clydesdale so

essentially different, both as respects its amount and the times of
its occurrence, from tliat of the Clyde below Glasgow. It may
be noticed here that when the rainfall of the west is in excess of
the average the rainfall of West Perthshire is also in excess ; and
on the other hand, when there is an excessive rainfall over the

Hamilton district, it generally occurs that the rainfall of eastern

districts is also in excess. The peculiarity of the rainfall of
Glasgow consists in this—that it lies midway between those
districts which are so differently circumstanced.
The valleys of the counties of Kirkcudbright with Dumfries

and the intervening ridges lie awthart the course of the rain-

bringing winds, and show the inevitable result of a rainfall succes-

sively diminishing on advancing eastward. But on arriving in

Eskdale, the most easterly of these valleys, we meet with a

rainfall considerably in e-xcess of that of any of the valleys to

westward at the same elevations. The larger rainfall of Eskdale
is due to its lying more in the line of the Solway, and having
immediately to eastward a high mountainous region which the
south-westerly winds must cross in their passage to eastward.
The distribution of the rainfall over this hilly region and over

the valleys on each side of it is instructive. Thus at Kirkconnel
Hall, near Ecclefechan, it is, in inches, 39-64 ; Canonbie, 49-72 ;

Carlesgill, 58-00 ; Eskdalemuir, 63-30; Tudhope (on the ridge,

1 96 1 feet high), 76-43 ; and on the east of the watershed at

Teviothead, 54 86 ; Borthwickbrae, 44-36 ; Il.awick, 33'S5 ; and
thence continues diminishing in descending the valley to 26-50

at .Springwood Park, near Kelso. The reason why the rainfall

of this region is thus distributed is that the air on the windward
side of the ridge being suddenly raised to a greater height in

crossing the range its temperature is continually reduced by mere
expansion, and copious precipitation follows ; whereas on the

leeward side, as the air descends to lower levels, its pressure (or

density) being increased, and its temperature also thereby in-

creased, it gradually becomes drier, and accordingly the rainfall

diminishes rapidly with the descent of the aerial current to the
lower plains. A similar distribution of the rainfall is seen in

crossing the Downs from Brighton to London, and over all other
regions similarly situated.

It is the rapid increase of the temperature and drying of the
air as the wind passes from high and wide plateaus into lower
levels which determines the areas of least rainfall of the British

Islands. Accordingly the smallest average annual rainfall, varying
from about 22J to 25 inches, occurs in England, and overspreads
a large portion of the south-eastern counties extending from the
Plumber to the estuary of the Thames, exclusive of the higher
grounds of Lincoln and Norfolk, where the rainfall rises above
25 inches. In every other part of the British Islands the rainfall

is above 25 inches. The influence of the higher grounds of
Norfolk and Lincoln in swelling the rainfall, most probably by
increased falls with easterly winds, is very striking. Similarly

the rainfall of the Yorkshire Wolds is in excess of surrounding
districts. Between the valley of the Thames and the'Humber
the rainfall nowhere exceeds 30 inches, except near the Chiltern
Hills.

It will be observed that the northern limit of the region mark-
ing off a rainfall under 25 inches annually is at the Humber, or

near where Great Britain suddenly shrinks in breadth. It is,

however, probable that the larger rainfall of the eastern part of
Yorkshire, as compared with what obtains further south, may
also, in part, be occasioned by causes analogous to those which
give Western Perthshire its large rainfall.

In Scotland no rain-gauge gives an annual averse under 25
inches. In three districts, however, the averages are only slightly

in excess of 25 inches, and less than 27 inches : these districts

being (•) Lower Tweeddale from about Coldstream to Jedburgh ;

(2) the low-lying parts of East Lothian ; (3) the shores of the
Moray Firth from the mouth of the Spey round to Tain. It will

be seen that these districts are not only well protected by exten-

sive highlands from the rains of the south-westerly winds, but
also from the, in many cases, torrential downpours of south-

easterly winds. It is this double protection which gives the
driest of its climates to these parts of Scotland.

In Ireland, on the contrary, only a small district round Dublin
shows a rainfall lessthan 30 inches, this district being well protected
by the Wicklow mountains from the rain-bringing winds ; and
as in that island there is no continuous mountain-mass stretching

north and south there is no such great difference of rainfall and
temperature shown between the eastern and western climates of

Ireland as in the case of Scotland and England.
The narrowness of the strip round the east of Scotland where

the rainfall does not exceed 30 inches a year is an interesting

feature, of which the rain-ma'ps constructed for individual months
suggest the explanation. Of the rainfall of eastern districts the

larger proportion is due to easterly winds, and by much the

larger portion of these falls usually takes place neither on the
low-lying coasts, nor at any great distance inland, but in the

intermediate region at heights from about 250 feet and upwards.
The falls are also very heavy in low-lying valleys that open out

so as to face these rain-bringing easterly winds. Of these rains

the weather of October 18S0 afforded an excellent illustration.

The rains of that month fell with strong north-easterly winds,

and the foreshores, looking to the north-east, of the Firth of

Forth, the JVIoray Firth, and the Pentland Firth, had a monthly
rainfall above the average, being in some places more than double
the average ; whereas over the rest of Scotland the rainfall was
under the average, being over very extensive breadths from 70 to

98 per cent, less than the mean rainfall for October.

One of the most marked features of the climates of the south

of England, to which many of our invalids are sent, is due to the

influence of the Downs on the rainfall. Over the whole of the

somewhat broad region occupied by the Downs the rainfall ex-

ceeds 30 inches, rising near Petersfield to 40 inches. Along the

south coast, and for a varying distance inland as determined by
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tlie pliysicnl configuration, the average is less than 30 inches

from DoA-er westward as far as the east shores of the Isle of

Wight. On proceeding still farther westward, the annual rain-

fall slowly but steadily rises, till on rounding Prawle Point in

Devonshire it begins to exceed 40 inches, and with this increase

of the rainfall there is a still more striking increase of temperature

in the winter months.
The whole of the results arrrived at in this inquiry show con-

clusively that the key to the distribution of the rainfall of the

British Islands is the direction of the rain-bringing winds in their

relation to the physical configuration of the surface.

Looked at broadly, there are four very distinct causes of rain,

viz. (i) the moist .south-westerly winds ; (2) rains, often very

heavy rains, from the east, extending but a little way inland ;

(3) the annual fall of temperature from August to January ; and

(4) those peculiar influences that have their fullest development

in the thunderstorms of summer over low-lying extensive

plains.

The rainfall of the British Islands has been examined with

reference to its seasonal distribution in relation to the physical

configuration of the surface. The mean amount of each place

for the past twenty years has been calculated for the twelve

months, these being reduced to thirty days each. The mean
of these twelve months being taken, the mean monthly rainfall of

the year was then ascertained, and with this latter mean each

monthly mean was compared, and its excess, or defect, entered

in percentages on t«'elve maps.
The moist south-westerly winds acquire their maximum anuual

predominance in December and January, and as these winds

come loaded with the vapour of the Atlantic the rainfall rises

above its monthly mean over nearly the whole of .Scotland. Two
patches, however, are to a great extent exempt, the-e being the

districts lying on the lee side of the greatest stretch of mountain-

ous land, viz. to the north-east of the Grampians and to the east

of the Mofiat and Lead Hills. Similarly, in England, during

these months, the rainfall is considerably above the average

over the whole of the dry districts extending from the Tweed
southwards, and bounded on the west by the water-partings of

the Mersey and the Severn, and on the south by the Thames,
including the northern slopes of Kent.

During the great annual fall of temperature from August to

January the greatest excess over the mean monthly rainfall occurs

m September and October, when the fall of temperature is most

rapid, south-westerly winds very prevalent, and heavy rains with

easterly winds, chiefly the easterly winds of cyclones, of most
frequent occurrence. In these months the rainfall reaches the

annual maximum over large districts in the east of Scotland, and
over all but the whole of England.

In northern and extreme western districts nearly all thunder-

storms occur during the winter months, whereas few occur in

eastern and central districts at this season ; but nearly all occur

in the summer months—a remark which api>lies with greatest

force to the more extensive level, or comparatively level, portions

of the countiy. Now, from the frequent occurrence of the thunder-

storms and thunder-showers, the annual rainfall of these districts

approache^ to, -and in not a few cases reaches, the annual maxi-
mum in the summer months. The local excess begins to show
in June, and is extended in July much more decidedly over the

agricultural districts of England and Scotland that are best suited

for the ripening of wheat and barley. In August there is shown
a still further development and extension of the summer rains

over these and adjoining districts. It is to be noted, however,
that during this time the rainfall remains under the average over

the extreme south-western, southern, and south-eastern districts

of England. In these characteristics of the summer rainfall

these important agricultural centres resemble the climates of

Central Europe, where the rainfall rises to the maximum during
the summer months
The following are the annual amounts of the rainfall, in

inches, in certain districts and along certain lines radiating from
Glasgow :—Glasgow 40-20, Bresley Hill 37'33, Bothwell Castle

29 -98, Dalziel House 30-50, Lanark 35-66, \Viston 45 -33 ; Queen
Park 3624, Newton Mearns 52'63, Black Loch 57'6o ; Paisley

45.37. Castle Semple 52-10, Blair 53'62, Ardrossan 41 '03;
Kilbarchan 57'28, Kilmalcolm 57'28, Greenock 64-25, Overton

71-45; New Kilpatrick 48-05, Dumbarton 48-25, Cameron
House 62-95, Luss 80-45, Firkin 96-05, and Ardlui 11546.
These figures show in a striking manner the extraordinary varia-

tions of climates there are in the immediate neighbourhood, or

within easy reach, of Glasgow. Quite recently an inquir)' was

set on foot in Berlin, where numerous rain-gauges were planted
with the view of arriving at some clear understanding as to the
amount of observational information required in order to state

definitely what the actual rainfall of a district is. Might I

suggest to the Mathematical and Physical Section of the Philo-
sophical Society that a similar investigation be taken in hand,
and forty or more rain-gauges be added to those already in use.

In a few years not only would they be able to answer the ques-
tion proposed by the Berlin meteorologists, but in answering it

they would state with satisfactory precision the character and
limits of the various local climates which difl'er so widely from
each other in the neighbourhood of Glasgow.

THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM, SYDNEY"-
(l) ""PHE Museum has been, during the year 1884, as in

previous years, open to the public daily, except on
Mondays, when it is necessarily closed for the purpose of clean-

ing. The largest attendance on any one day was on December
26, when 1643 persons were registered at the doorway. The
greatest Sunday attendance was 1315, on April 13. The aver-

age daily number of visitors throughout the year was 262 on
week-days and 853 on Sundays. The total for the year is

126,040.

(2) The collections are still being increased by means of pur-

chases, exchanges, collecting expeditions, and donations. A
list of these additions, under their separate heads, will be found in

Appendices v., VI,, VII., VIII. Among these maybe specially

mentioned several pairs of large antelopes from South Africa,

a full-grown ourang-outang of the larger species (Simla szlyrus),

and several of the smaller species {S. tnorio) : a fine specimen
of the Chimpanzee (Troglodytes nlgcr) ; two whales, one from
Kiama (Physcta- maci-jcephalui), and one from the coast of

England, belonging to the extremely rare species known as

Rudolf's Whale (BaLTiioflcra horca'is) ; casts of gigantic fossil

remains from the British Museum, including Elephas gaiwsa.

Mastodon andiitm^ Toxodon platensis, Slvatluriiim glganteiim,

Megalania prlsca, &c. ; and large and important ethnological

collections.

(3) Great alterations and improvements have been effected by
the erection of additional wall-cases, constructed upon the best

principles and at considerable cost, for the reception of large

collections of skeletons and Australian fossil remains ; and for

groups of Birds of Paradise, and other exhibits of great interest

from New Guinea and elsewhere. Additional cases and cabinets

have been provided for the mineral collections, and others are

in course of construction for similar purposes.

(4) Want of sufficient space in the present building is still

felt as a serious drawback to the usefulness of the Museum. The
Trustees nevertheless gladly express their obligation to the

Government for the provision now made for fuither accommo-
dation. An additional shed has been erected, which is used as

a store for timber and other material. A large iron workshop
has also been provided, and another of similar dimensions is in

course of erection. These are to be used for the storage of

spirits and bottles, and for workrooms in connection with spirit

specimens.

(5) Catalogues, not only of the various collections in the

Museum, but also of all branches of Australian Zoology, are still

in course of preparation ; but no new publications have been
issued during the past year.

(6) Mr. Ramsay's visit to Europe in connection with the

International Fisheries Exhibition enabled him to examine
various Museums, Zoological Stations, and Aquaria, and has

been productive of much advantage to this Museum. A report,

with particulars of his proceedings and details of his arrange-

ments for purchase and exchange of specimens, will be found in

Appendix XL
(7) The exhibits which are sent to the Calcutta Exhibition

have been presented by the Trustees to the Government of

India.

(8) The Teaching Collection, consisting of skeletons, models,

and specimens illustrative of comparative anatomy and natural

history, which for some years past occupied the north room in

the upper floor of the Museum, has been transfen-ed to the

University. This collection was specially prepared for teaching

purposes, and, as most of the specimens were already repre-

sented in the Museum, and it occupied space which could be
better used for the display of other objects of interest, the

* Report of ttie Trustees for 1S84.
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Trustees felt themselves justified in making the transfer.

Although this collection is now at the University, its ownership

remains with the Trustees.

9. There has been no change in the Board during the year,

by death or otherwise.

10. Annexed to this Report are the following Appendices :—

I.—Annual Balance-sheet.

II.—Attendance of Visitors.

III.—Attendance of the Trustees.

IV.^Work done by Taxidermist and Articulator.

V.—Specimens collected.

VI.—Specimens purchased.

VII.—Exchanges.
VIII.—Donations.

IX.—Books acpired.

X.—Duplicate Books.

XI.—Mr. Ramsay's Report.

(Signed) Alfred Stephen,

Crown Trustee and Chairman

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge.—The Special Board for Medicine have pre-

sented to the Vice-Chancellor the following Report with a view

to its communication to the Senate :
—"The Board have con-

sidered the requirements of the Previous Examination from the

point of view of its suitability as a preliminary examination for

students entering on the study of medicine, and have come to

the conclusion that in the interests of mental training these re-

quirements may with advantage be modified. They would

desire to see introduced an adequate examination in the ele-

mentary mechanical principles of Physics, meaning thereby

—

the fundamental notions of matter, motion, and energy, and

the simple laws which govern their relations ; the physical pro-

perties of matter in the solid, liquid, and gaseous states ; and

the application of these properties and laws in the case of

simple instruments and machines. An examination in these

principles need not involve any but the most elementary mathe-

matics, yet it could be made to exercise the student in clearness

of conception, in accuracy of statement, and in soundness of

reasoning. These qualities are in a special degree essential to

students of medicine, but from our Report of November 11,

1885, it would appear that in these respects the preliminary

training of many who propose to become students of medicine

has not been satisfactory. The subject we propose is already

well taught and appreciated in many good schools, and it

appears to us extremely desirable that the University should

encourage all schools to improve themselves in this direction by

including the subject in its Previous Examination. It is not for

the Board to say whether the subject should form part of the

Previous Examination proper (though many considerations miglit

be urged for this plan), or be required as an additional subject

in place of the present examination in Elementary Mechanic-.

They are, however, persuaded that, if introduced in sime form,

the examination would be for all students at least of equal value

to the present examination in additional subjects, and for

students whose work at the University is to consist largely in

the study of nature it would be of considerably greater value.'

Mr. H. D. Rolleston, of St. John's College, has been ap-

pointed Assistant Demonstrator of Physiology, in succession to

Mr. Green. Mr. Rolleston was placed in the First Class in the

Natural Sciences Tripos, Part I., in the Easter Term, 18S5.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
AHiialen der Physili und Chemie, No. 12, December 1885.

—

J. Fink, on the influence of pressure on the electric resistance of

electrolytes. Cailletet's apparatus was used for producing com-
pression, Kohlrausch's induction apparatus for the electric

measurements. A solution of hydrochloric acid (5 '02 per c?nt.),

having a resistance of 7 '490 Siemens' units at i atmo., fell to

7 '335 at 200, and to 7'i26 at 500 atmos. A weaker solution

(O'gS per cent.) showed a diminution of 7 '39 per cent, in its

resistance at 500 atmos. A similar solution of zincic sulphate

showed a diminution of 1 1 74 per cent. The diminution is

proportional up to 300 atmos.—E. Edlund, on the transition-

resistance in the voltaic arc. The conclusion is against the ex-

istence of such a resistance.—K. Wesendonck, on the fluorescence

of naphthalin-red.—H. W. Vogel, on the relation between ab-

sorption by colouring matters and their sensitising action on

bromide of silver.—G. Kotschau, studies on fluid motions. Some
very extraordinary figures are produced by careful introduction

of a coloured liquid into an uncoloured one.—F. Himstedt, a

determination of the ohm. This paper describes the method,

depending on a knowledge of the coefficient of mutual induction

of two coils, which has already been discussed by Lord Rayleigh,

and' which is similar to that of Roiti. The final result gives as

equivalent to the ohm a column of mercury of I square milli-

metre section and 105 '98 centimetres length.—W. B. Brace, on

the magnetic rotation of the plane of polarisation, and some

special cases of refraction. It is shown that there may be in a

calc-spar crystal three rays which suffer no double refraction.

Experiments are also described concerning prisms of heavy glass

in a magnetic field,—G. Stern, position of the commutator in

electro-dynamic machines. A discussion of Clausius' formula

with respect to the relation of the current to the angle of lead.

—

E. Mach and J. Wenzel, a contribution to the mechanics of

explosions.—K. L. Bauer, apparatus for demonstrating that

electricity resides only on the surface of a conductor. This is

a modification of Blot's apparatus, consisting of two concentric

hemispheres, and convenient means of insulating and discharging.

Jcurnal of the Russian Chemical and Physical Society, vol.

xvii. fasc. 7.—On the part played by contact actions in the

phenomena of dissociation, by D. Konovaloft'.—Thermic data

for some combinations of the aromatic series, by E. Werner,

being numerical data as to the heat of neutralisation of

saligenin and oxybenzoic aldehydes and acids, and mellic acid.

—

On the oxidation of oleic and elaidic acids by permanganate of

potassium, by A Saytzeff.—Notes by MM. Albitzky, Nikolsky,

and Ustinoff—On the motion of a solid body having cavities

filled with a homogeneous liquid, by M. Joukowsky, being the

second part of a mathematical inquiry into ellipsoidal, cylin-

drical, and such other cavities as have the shape of a rotation-

body, and also several cavities connected together.—On '.he

collision of absolutely solid bodies, by M. Schiller, second part,

being a further mathematical development of the theory, to-

gether with answers to Prof Joukowsky's observations.—On the

influence of an electric current on the resistance of seleniurn and

its sensibility to light, by N. Hesehus, being an explanation of

the experiments of Fritts by the theory of allotropic dissociation.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, December 17, 1S85.
—"On the Formation

of Vortex-Kings by Drops falling into Liquids." By Prof. J.

J. Thomson, M.A., F.R.S., and H. F. Newall, M.A.
When a drop of ink falls into water from not too great a

height, it descends through the water as a ring, in which

there is considerable rotation about the circular axis passing

through the centres of its cross-sections ; as the ring travels

downwards, inequalities appear, and the ring breaks up into a

number of smaller rings, which in turn may again subdivide.

It is shown that capillarity plays no essential part in the

formation of the rings ; in fact, it may be said that, with very

few exceptions, rings are formed only when a liquid is dropped

into one with which it can thoroughly mix. There are very

many cases in which rings are formed when there is no possi-

bility of capillary action, such as when the liquid into which the

drop falls is the same as the drop itself

The drops were observed by instantaneous illumination ; and
it was seen that the drop enters the liquid as a sphere, becomes
flattened as it descends, and finally breaks into a ring more than

half an inch below the surface.

When a sphere moves through a liquid, the tangential velocity

of the liquid is different from that of the sphere. If the sphere

be a liquid drop, there is no absolute discontinuity in the

motion, but only a very rapid change, so that there is a finite

alteration in a very sai.all distance. This is equivalent to a

vortex-film covering the sphere, the lines of vortex-motion being

horizontal circles. If the liquid be viscous, the vorticity will

diffuse inwards and outwards. The drop, as it falls, becomes
flattened, on account of the resistance to its fall ; and if by
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the time it becomes disk-shaped the drop is full of vortex-

motion, the disk must break up—for it is an unstable arrange-

ment of vortex-motion—and assume the stable arrangement,
namely, that of the anchor-ring. Then the most important
|)roperty of the liquid involved is its viscosity. If this is too

small, the vortex-motion will not have time to spread far by the

time the drop has become disk-shaped ; whilst if the viscosity is

too great, the vortex-motion will all be di;sipated before the drop
becomes disk-shaped.

To avoid complication, experiments were made in which
drops were let fall into liquid of the same kind as that com-
posing the drop. Liquids so treated were found to arrange
themselves into four classes, distinguishable by the character of

the ring formed. The quotient ;u/p was determined for each of

the liquids

—

p. being the coefficient of viscosity found by
Poiseuille's capillary tube method, and p the density, water
being the standard in both cases. It was then found that the

four classes were also distinguishable by the value for jn/p.

Thus in Class I. ether, chloroform, and carbon bisulphide

give rings only very uncertainly, the drop breaking up and
spreading irregularly through the column of liquid. For these

fujp is not greater than O'y.

To Class II. belong water, alcohol, turpentine, paraffin, and
other liquids ; these give the best rings : and for them the value
of nlf is between i and 3.

For Class III. fi/p is between 3 and probably 8 or 10 : and this

class includes moderately viscous liquids, such as butyl-alcohol,

amyl-alcohol, fairly strong sulphuric acid, and diluted glycerine.

In these cases the rings form very slowly.

Class IV. includes all the most viscous liquids, like strong

solutions of sugar, potash, sulphuric acid, glycerine. The value
of ju/p is much larger (about 15 to 30), and no ring is formed at

all, unless special precautions are taken to get very large drops.

It is pointed out that nothing can depend on the absolute

value of ^/p, since it has the dimensions of the product of a

length and a velocity. The naturally comparable length in the

system is the size of the drop. It is shown that diminishing the

size of the drop has the same effect as increasing the value of

fi/p. The velocity of the drop is probably the comparable
velocity ; but this cannot be varied much without introducing

large disturbances.

The more complicated problem of a drop of one liquid falling

into a vessel of a different liquid is treated briefly, and the

analogy of the diffusion of vortex-motion with the conduction of

heat is referred to ; ^u/p, in the present problem, corresponding
with the diffusivity in the conduction of heat.

The breaking up and subdivision of the rings is shown to

depend on (i) motion in the column, which brings about irregu-

larities in the ring, when the vortex-motion has nearly or quite

died out
; {2) the difference of density of the liquids composing

the drop and the column, on account of which the parts of the

ring, in which most of the liquid is gathered, fall most quickly,

and give rise to rings in the same way as that in which the

original ring was formed. Strong evidence is adduced to show
that capillarity is not concerned in the subdivision.

Instances in which a small surface tension exists are also

referred to, and figures of some curious cases are given.

The paper closes with a section in which it is shown that a

connection exists between the depth to which a ring travels in the

column and the form of the drop at the moment of impact at

the surface of the column.

January 14.—Abstract of a Paper " On the Action of Sunlight

on Micro-organisms, &c." By Arthur Downes, M.D.
In previous memoirs (Proc. Roy. Scv., 1877-8-9), of which

preliminary notes appeared in Nature, Dr. Downes, with
the collaboration of Mr. T. Blunt, showed that sunlight was
fatal to Microsaprophytes by a process of hyper-oxidation thereby
induced.

In this process the more refrangible rays were the most active.

In ^the course of the induction which led to this conclusion
two other facts of importance were elicited. The molecule of
oxalic acid was speedily resolved into water and carbonic acid
by the combined effect of light and free oxygen, and a typical

representative of the diastases, the invertive ferment of cane-
sugar, had its qualities completely destroyed by sunlight, which
was, however, without effect in a vacuum or a neutral atmo-
sphere.

During the past eight years evidence confirmatory of these

conclusions has accumulated from various sources, and the
principal facts are reviewed by the .author.

After referring to the observations of Warington and others on
the nitrifying ferment, of Tyndall in regard to the insolation of
puttiefiable infusions under an Alpine sun, and to others. Dr.
Downes summarises the recent results of Duclaux, who finds,

from an examination of several species, that Micrococci are ap-
parently far more sensitive to sunlight than the more resistant

spore-forming Bacilli. Duclaux, who has likewise observed the
destructive effect of sunlight on a diastase, agrees that this

injurious action on germs is an affair of oxidation. In his pre-
vious papers the author had noted the different powers of
resistance of various organisms to sunlight, notably of Saccharo-
mycctes or A/iiccdiiies, as compared with Bac.'eria. He now de-
scribes a specially resistant Bacterium, roughly resembling, but
not identical with, the Ascobacterium of van Tieghem, of which
he finds no previous record.

In refuting the conclusion of Jamieson, an Australian ob-
server, that both he and Prof. Tyndall had mistaken effects of
heat for effects of radiant energy distinct from heat. Dr. Downes
describes recent experiments of his own, which indicate that a
similar action, though of course in a less degree, is exercised
by diffused light. He concludes with a reference to the well-

known observations of Pringsheim on the destruction of
vegetable protoplasm by the more refrangible rays, and claims
them as evidence of the truth of his former generalisation that

the hyperoxidation of protoplasm by light is a general law from
the action of which living organisms require to be shielded by a
variety of protective developments of cell-wall, aggregation of

tissue or colouring matter, and in other ways.

January 21.—"On the Clark Cell as a Standard of Electro-

motive Force." By Lord Rayleigh, M.A., D.C.L., Sec.R.S.
This paper, supplementary to that " On the Electrochemical

Equivalent of Silver, and on the Absolute Electromotive Force
of Clark Cells" {Phil. Trans., p.irt 2, 18S4), gives the further

history of the cells there spoken of, and discusses the relative

advantages of various modes of preparation. The greatest errors

arise from the liquid failing to be saturated with zinc sulphate,

in which case the electromotive force is too high. The opposite

error of .(/(/(^-saturation is met with in certain cases, especially

when the cells have been heated during or after charging. Ex-
periments are detailed describing how cells originally super-

saturated have been corrected, and how in others the electro-

motive force has been reduced by the occurrence of supersatura-

tion consequent on heating. If these errors be avoided, as may
easily be done ; if the mercury be pure (preferably distilled in

vacuo) ; and if either the paste be originally neutralised (with

zinc carbonate), or a few weeks be allowed to elapse (during

which the solution is supposed to neutralise itself), the electro-

motive force appears to be trustworthy to i/iooo part. This
conclusion is founded upon the comparison of a large number of

cells prepared by the author and by other physicists, including

Dr. Alder Wright, Mr. M. Evans, Dr. Fleming, Prof. Forbes,

and Mr. Threlfall.

As regards temperature coefficient, no important variation has

been discovered in saturated cells, whether prepared by the

author or by others. In all cases we may take with abundant
accuracy for ordinary applications

—

E = I -435 (i - 0-00077 (' - 15°)}.

the temperature being reckoned in Centigrade degrees. For
purposes of great delicacy it is advisable to protect the standards

from large fluctuations of temperature. Under favourable cir-

cumstances two cells will retain their relative values to l/lo,ooo

for weeks or months together.

Unless carefully sealed up, the cells lose liquid by exudation

and evaporation, and then the electromotive force gradually

falls. Marine glue appears to afford a better protection than

paraffin-wax, and there seems to be no reason why cells thus

secured should not remain in good order for several years.

In cells of the H-construction (§ 29 of former paper), the leg

containing the amalgam (but not the one containing pure mer-

cury) is liable to burst, apparently in consequence of a tendency

to alloy with the platinum. Protection with cement of the pait

of the platinum next the glass has been tried, but no decisive

judgment as to the adequacy of this plan can as yet be given.

Recent cells, intended for solid zincs, have been made of a

simplified pattern—nothing more, in fact, than a small tube

with a platinum wire sealed through its closed end. The zincs

are not re-cast, and the paste is prepared from (unwashed)

mercurous sulphate rubbed up in a mortar with saturated solu-
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tion of zinc sulphate and a little zinc carbonate. A stock of

paste may be prepared and retained for use in a bottle.

Experiments are described tending to prove that the irregu-

larities observed during the first few weeks of the life of a cell

prepared with acid materials have their origin principally at the

mercury electrode.

Cells prepared with dilute solutions have a lower temperature
coefficient (about o '00038), but would be more difficult to use as

standards whose value is to be inferred from the mode of
preparation.

Details are given of H-cells charged with amalgams of zinc

and mercury in both legs, without mercurous sulphate. .V

very small proportion of zinc is sufficient to produce the

maximum effect. Pure mercury, neither alloyed with zinc nor
in contact with mercurous sulphate, has an uncertain electro-

motive value.

Since the comparison of cells does not absolutely exclude a

small general alteration of electromotive force with age, further

determinations of the standard cell (No. i) have been effected

by means of the silver voltameter. The results

—

Table XVIII.

Cite E.M.F.ofNo lat.soC.
in B..\. volts.

October 1883 to April 1884 I'4542
November 1884 i'4540
August 1885 1-4537

are very satisfactoiy, and indicate a constancy sufficient for

almost all practical purposes.

Finally, some comparisons are given between Clark cells and
Daniells, with equi-dense solutions, both of Raoult's pattern and
of that described recently by Dr. Fleming.

Entomological Society, January 20.—Fifty-third Anni-
versary Meeting.—Mr. R. McLachlan, F.R.S., President, in

the chair.—An abstract of the Treasurer's accounts was read by
Mr. H. T. Stainton, F.R.S., one of the auditors, and the
Secretary read the report of the Council.—The following
gentlemen were then elected as the Council for 18S6 :—Pre-
sident : Robert McLachlan, F.R.S. ; Treasurer: Edward
Saunders, F.L.S. ; Secretaries: Herbert Goss, F.L.S., and
the Rev. W. W. Fowler, M.A., F.L.S. ; Librarian : Ferdinand
Grut, F. L. S. ; other Members of Council : T. R. Billups,
Edward A. Fitch, F.L.S., F. Du Cane Godman, M.A.,
F.R.S., W. F. Kirby, E. B. Poulton, M.A., F.G.S., H. T.
Stainton, F.R.S., S. Stevens, F.L.S., and J. Jenner Weir,
F.L.S.—The President then delivered an address, and a vote of
thanks to him was moved by Mr. Stainton, and seconded by
Mr. F. Pascoe, and the President then replied. A vote of
thanks to the officers was then moved by Mr. J. W. Dunning,
and seconded by Mr. Distant, and Messrs. Saunders, Fitch,
Kirby, and Grut replied. This was the first annual meeting
since the incorporation of the Society by Royal Charter.

Zoological Society, February 2.— Prof. W. H.TTower,
V.P.R.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier,
F.Z. S., exhibited and made remarks on a Pheas.ant from the
Persian borders of Transcaucasia.—Mr. C. A. Wright, F.Z.S.,
exhibited a Dove of the genus Turtur from Malta, and identified
it as a semi-albino variety of Tiirtur auritiis.—Mr. Sclater
exhibited, on behalf of Mr. W. H. Dobie, a young specimen of
Sabine's Gull {Xaiia sacn'in'i), which had been obtained at

Mostyu, on the coast of Flintshire.—Mr. Seebohm exhibited a
specimen of Ross's Sea-Gull (Larus rossi) obtained in June last

in the neighbourhood of Christianhaab, Disco Bay, Greenland.
—Capt. R. G. Wardlaw Ramsay exhibited and remarked on a
specimen of a new bird of the genus Copsychus obtained by Mr.
H. Pryer in North-Eastern Borneo, which he proposed lo call

C. ni^t-r. —A communication was read from Prof. R. Collett,

C.M.Z.S., containing an account of the external characters of
the Northern Fin-Whale [Balicnoptcra horcalis], based upon the
examination of numerous specimens of this whale killed on the
coast of Norway during the past summer.—A communication
was read from Dr. G. Stewardson Brady, F.R.S., containing
descriptions of some new freshwater Entomostracous Crustaceans
from South Austraha.—Dr. H. Woodward, F.Z.S., communi-
cated, on behalf of Dr. Monticelli, a catalogue of the species of
Bats found in South Italy.—Mr. R. B. Sharpe, F.Z.S., read
the first of a series of notes on birds in the Hume Collection.
The present communication treated of the specimens supposed
to belong to the Hawfinch of Europe, which had been collected
at Attock, and showed that they belong to a different species,
which Mr. Sharpe proposed to call Coccothraustes /lumii.—Mx.

F. E. Beddard read the third of his series of notes on the Iso-
poda collected during the voyage of H.M.S. C/iallens^er. The
present paper completed the preliminary description of the new
species of this group collected during the voyage, which
amounted altogether to about forty-five in number.—Mr. J. H.
Leech, F.Z.S., exhibited and described specimens of a Butterfly
from Mogador, which he referred to a tvariety of Anthocharis
eupheno.

Geological Society, January 27.— Prof. T. G. Bonney,
F.R.S. , President, in the chair.—H. Kirby Atkinson was
elected a Fellow, and Prof. Gustav Tschermak, of Vienna, a
Foreign Member of the Society.—The following communica-
tions were read :—On the fossil Mammalia of Maragha, in

North-Western Persia, by R. Lydekker, F.G.S.—On the Plio-
cene of Maragha, Persia, and its resemblance to that of Pikermi,
in Greece ; on fossil elephant-remains of Caucasia and Persia ;

and on the results of a monograph of the fossil elephants of
Germany and Italy, by Dr. H. Pohlig. Communicated by Dr.
G. J. Hinde, F.G..S.—The Thames Valley surface-deposits of
the Ealing district and their associated Palaeothic floors, by John
Allen Brown. Communicated by A. Ramsay, F. G.S.

Victoria (Philosophical) Institute, January iS.—Rev.
Dr. Thornton in the chair.— -A. paper upon " A Sanioan Tradi-
tion of Creation and the Deluge " was read by the Rev. T.
Powell, F.L.S. Mr. Powell said he thought the Samoans were
of Semitic origin ; and if Hebrew characters had been used
instead of the Roman alphabet for the writing of their language,
the triliteral, Semitic nature of the language, in which hundreds
of words were identical with Hebrew, would have been obvious.

Manchester
Literary and Philosophical Society, November 3, 1885.

—Prof W. C. Williamson, LL.D., F.R.S,, President, in

the chair.—On the different arrangements in a state of maxi-
mum density of equal spherical granules, by R. F. Gwyther,
M.A.—Note on the velocity with which air rushes into a
vacuum, and on some phenomena attending the discharge
of atmospheres of higher, into atmospheres of lower, density,

by Mr. Henry Wilde. .Since the reading of my paper before

the Society on the efflux of air, I have thought that it might be
useful to recapitulate, briefly, the fundamental grounds upon
which my experiments and the general reasoning thereon were
based. This appears to me to be further necessary, from the

dual sense in which the term " velocity" may be considered in

the discharge of elastic fluids : the term, as I have already
pointed out, has been applied by some, indifferently, to express

the rate of increase of volume after leaving the aperture, and
the velocity of the stream through the aperture before expansion.

It is in the latter sense that the term is used in my paper, and
the velocities shown in the several tables have been calculated on
this basis. The application of the laws of discharge of inelastic

fluids to those which are elastic is a natural principle of reason-

ing sufficient for us to assume a theoretic velocity for air rushing

into a vacuum of 1332 feet per second ; and the coroUary to this

proposition, that the velocity of efflux through the aperture into

a vacuum is the same for all pressures above and below that of

the atmosphere also follows, naturally and directly, from the

reciprocal relations of the elasticity and density of the homo-
geneous atmosphere. But, just as the theoretic velocity of dis-

charge of water and other inelastic fluids is diminished by the

opposing motions and friction of the issuing stream of particles,

so that the amount of discharge is only '62 of that required by
theory ; so from the varied mobility of different gases there was
an antecedent probability that an ideal law would not prevail

for the velocity with which air has been assumed to flow into a

vacuum. Hence, just as the hydraulic coefficient '62, express-

ing the actual amount of efflux through a hole in a thin plate,

could only be arrived at by experiment ; so by experiment only

could the actual velocity with which the atmosphere rushes into

a vacuum be ascertained. This velocity, therefore, as deter-

mined by experiment, may be represented by the coefficient 77
for the contracted vein. Or, V = 77 x 1332 = 1025 feet per

second. From Tables I. and II. itappears that the corollary of the

equality of the velocities for all pressures, when air flows into a

vacuum, is not strictly applicable for the lower pressures, but is

approximately true for pressures above 120 lbs. That air of

lower density acts as a vacuum to the discharge into it of air of

higher density, under certain conditions, is a truth so well

established from the experiments described as to require no
further proof, but, that the reduction of temperature at the

orifice of the discharging vessel did not sensibly affect the velo-
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city of the air through the orifice under such con Jition^, was evi-

dent from an inspection of the tables, and more particularly of

Table V., where a pressure of six atmospheres acts as a vacuum
to a pressure of nine atmospheres. In this experiment it will

also be seen that 21 '22 cubic inches of air, of a constant density

of nine atmospheres (the equivalent of 5 lbs. of pressure), were

discharged successively into a vacuum and into atmospheres of

increasing densities up to six atmospheres, when the several

discharges were made in equal times, viz. 7 '5 seconds. Now,
the velocity for this time, as shown in Table I., is 1210 feet per

second for the contracted vein, and as the times were equal, so

were the velocities equal, for the successive discharges up to six

atmospheres. The velocity for low pressures, as I have shown
in Table III., is compounded of the rate of discharge into a

vacuum and the resistance of the atmosphere, and approximates

to the square roots of the pressures. For effective pressures

below I lb. above the atmosphere the rates of discharge are as

the square roots of the pressures, as has been shown by Dr.

Joule in the paper previously referred to. That the phenomenal
rates of discharge which I have described are manifested when-
ever slight differences of pressure exist between the discharging

and receiving atmosphere^, may be inferred from the familiar

experiment of fixing a perforated disk of cardboard by its centre

to the end of a small metal tube or a piece of tobacco-pipe
;

when a similar plain disk, placed on, or against the other, in-

stead of being driven off by a jet of air blown through the pipe,

is attracted to it.

Sydney

Linnean Society of New South VVaUs, October 2S,

1885.— Mr. C. S. Wilkinson, F.L.S., Vice-President, in the

cliair.—The following papers were read :—Notes from the Aus-
tralian Museum, by R. von Lendenfeld, Ph.D. Note I.—The
vestibule space of Dcndrilla cavernosa. In this note a very
remarkable structure is described ; the sponge forms wide rami-

fied tubes with thin walls ; and the terminations of these tubes
are closed by sieves,"as in Etiplalella. Rings of sensitive and
ganglia cells are described round the pores in this membrane.
(_;iand cells similar to those of other Aplyiillida are also de-

scribed. Note 2.

—

Raphyrus hixoiiii, a new gigantic sponge
from Port Jackson. A sponge, weighing over 403 lbs. , was
recently dredged in Port Jackson. A detailed description of it

is given in this note. The author wishes to keep the two genera
Papillina and Raphyrus, combined by O. Schmidt and Norman,
distinct. He has found, besides the spicules known of the

European species, two other kinds in this Australian sponge.
The structure of the whole sponge is reticulate, as in the Aulen-
inre. Remarkable, very granular, amceboid cells, which are very
abundant around the inhalant lacnnes, are described as digestive

cells. Note 3.

—

Halme Unpens, n.sp. A sponge with peculiar

staining qualities. This is a sponge from Thursday Island,

which becomes blue after some time, and stains paper, &c.

,

placed in the same spirit with it a remarkably dark blue.

The spirit remains light yellow. The author thinks that this

colour might be turned to practical account. Note 4.—A case
of mimicry. Four sponges are described and photographed in

this note. Two are Ceraospoii^iiv , and two are Monactinelltt,

Tne two former belong to the genus Chaliiiopsis. R. von L. ; the
two latter to the genus Dactylochalina. The author agrees with
^osmaer that the horny sponges have descended from the
Monacli)idlid siliceous sponges. I'orms like those described
connect the two groups. Their similarity in external appearance
is considered a case of mimicry. Whilst the internal structure

changed, and the sponge lost its spicules, it kept up a close

resemblance to the ancestral siliceous sponge which was defended
by its spicules. The case is a very interesting one.—Descrip-
tions of some new or rare Australian fishes, by E. P. Ramsay,
F. R. S.E., and J. Douglas-Ogilby. The species here described
are Pteroplatea australis, Sebastes scaber, and Platycephalus
arenarius, all new species, and Cirrhiticlithys t:rapJtidopterum
a.\\i Lepidotrig:la plcuracanlhica, species previously known.—On
the genus Trachichthys, by J. Douglas-Ogilby. A full de-
scription and synonymy of the genus is here given, the author
expressing an opinion that the T. australis, Shaw, and T.
jacksonensis, Macleay, are the same species.—Catalogue of
Australian Coleoptera, part ii., by Giorge Masters. The
families catalogued in this part are the Dytiscida, Gyrinidir,
Slaphylinidte, Pselaphidce, Paussidiv, Scydnanidm, Silphidiv,

Triclwpterygidie, Scaphididcv, HisteridiS, PItalacrida:, Nitidulidtv,

Trogositida, Colydidce, Rhysodidic, CucujidiT, Cryplophagide,
I.atrididiV, Mycetophagidt2, Dermcstid,r, Pyrrhid,v, Georyssida,

Pariiide, JPeteroceridie—in all, 970 species.—The Plagiostomata
of the Pacific, partiii., by N. de Miklouho-Maclay and William
Macleay, F.L.S. Three fishes are here described: (l) A
Heterodoiilus from the Chinese Seas, identified as the true

Heterodontus zebra of Gray, hitherto looked upon as a synonym
o{ H. philUppi

; (2) a species of ray {RPyliobalispunctatits), taken
in 1S79 in the Lub or Hermit Iskands, north of the Admiralty
Group ; and (3) a ray from Sorry Island, north-west of the
Admiralties, which is placed in a new genus of the Tiygonidcs,

and named Discobatis marginipinnis.—Fourth addendum to the
Monograph of the Australian Hydromedusa;, by R. von Len-
denfeld, Ph.D. In this paper a new species of Hydra is

described, which possesses six arms, and on them cells, which
the author considers more nearly allied to the Palpocils of Sarsia

(Schuize) than the ganglia cells of Hydra.—Prof. Selenka's re-

searches into the development of the American opossum, by R.
von Lendenfeld, Ph.D. Prof. E. Selenka's most import.ant dis-

coveries regarding the concupiscence and the commencement of

the development of the embryo of this marsupial are enumerated
in this short preliminary report.—Second note on Macrodontism,
by N. de Miklouho-Maclay. The author states his opinion
about the very large teeth which he has observed in natives of
different islands of Melanesia. The results of observations

during his last two trips (1879 and 1882) to the Admiralty and
Lub Islands is the conclusion that the enlargement of the teeth

is nothing but an excessive accumulation of a special kind of
tartar deposited on the incisors and canines of the upper and
lower jaw.—Note on the "Keu" of the Maclay Coast, New
Guinea, by N. de Miklouho-Maclay. On the authority of the

late Dr. R. Scheffer, Director of the Botanical Garden of Buiten-

zorg, Java, the author states that t%uo species of Piper, allied to

Piper vietliysticuvi, but different from it, "were brought by him
in 1S73 from the Maclay Coast. The author gives a full de-

scription of the preparation of the " Keu "-drink on the Maclay
Coast, as well as of the eflfects of the same, which are more
soporific than intoxicating. He adds further some remarks
about the general use of the " Kava" root {Piper melhysticjim)

throughout the islands of the Pacific.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, February i.—M. Jurien de la

Graviere, President, in the chair.—On the theory of Mitchell's

screw-pile, and on the "vrille," a small apparatus terminating

in a sort of conic screw, used for making the scarfs of borings

with the screw-pile, by M. H. Resal.—On the measurement of

the velocity with v\'hich vibrations are propagated in the ground,
by MM. F. Fouque and Michel Levy. They describe an in-

strument which they have invented for the purpose of automa-
tically recording the velocity of propagation, as well as the

intensity and duration of vibrations such as those produced by
the blow of a Nasmyth hammer.—Note on some hyperelliptical

formulas, by M. Brioschi.—Report on M. Romieu's work
entitled " Essai sur les decans egyptiens," by M. Jules Oppert.

In this work the author has endeavoured with partial success to

determine the names of the th[rty-six so-called '* decans," stars

which played such a large part in ancient Egyptian astronomy.

—Determination of the constant of astronomic refraction by
meridian observations (continued), by M. .\-. Gaillot.—On the

integrals of total dift'erentials of the second species, by M. E.

Picard.—Geometrical theory of the articulated hyperboloid, by
M. A. Mannheim. —Experimental verification of a new geo-

metrical representation of the colour-sensations, by M. R.

Feret. After establishing certain properties of the colour-sen-

sations, and founding on them the principles of a new diagram
representing these sensations, the author proceeds to show that

the results furnished by experience harmonise at all points with

those anticipated theoretically. But although the theory leads

to the same equations as those already determined by Maxwell,
it differs essentially from them in so far as it is founded on the

rule of the parallelogram, and is independent of the notion of

the three fundamental colours.—Thermic researches on hypo-

phosphoric acid, by M. A. Joly. The thermic properties of the

two hydrates of phosphoric acid already determined are com-
pared with those of the various hydrates of phosphoric and
arsenic acid, the study of which the author has now completed.

Hypophosphoric acid is further compared with the other acids

of phosphorus and arsenic by studying its saturation with an

alkaline base, and two metallic bases, the oxide of manganese
and the oxide of silver.—Note on the indicators of the different

energies of the polybasic acids, by M. R. Engel.—A study of

chlorophyll, in connection with M. Regnard's induction that the
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chlorophyll function, that is, the property of decomposing
carbonic acid in the light, is of a pui'ely chemical order,

inherent to chlorophyll, and continuing to act apart from
the physiological conditions, by M. Victor Jodin. Without
denying this conclusion the author recalls certain former experi-

ments, which apparently point at a different result, and which
should he taken into consideration in order to establish a general

theory of chlorophyll based on all the known facts. —On the
morphology of the ovary in insects, by M. Armand Sabatier.

—

A contribution to the anatomy of the Chlortemid^, by M. Et.

Jourdan.—Observations in connection with M. Kohler's recent

note on a new species of Baianoglossus, by M. G. Pouchet. It

is shown that this species is identical with that which MM. de
Guerne and Batrois found in abundance in iSSo in the Island

of Loch (Glenans Archipelago), and is also probably the same
as that found in 1879 by M. de Lacaze-Duthiers at Frez-TIir,

Finisterre.—On the optical properties of some fibrous minerals,

and on some critical species (arseniosiderite, wawellite, vadisciie,

davreuxite, hydrated anthophyllite, hydrotephroite of Langlan,
Sweden), by M. A. Lacroix.

Berlin

Physiological Society, November 27, 1S85.—Dr. Benda
spoke on mammalian spermatogenesis. The results re-

cently communicated to the Society by Dr. Biondi (Nature,
vol. xxxii. p. 544), of his investigation into the genesis

|

of spermatozoa, had, in view of their divergence from the

ideas of earlier observers, induced Dr. Benda to ex-

amine the subject more closely. By application of the best

hardening and staining methods he had obtained precisely

the same figures as had all earlier observers. In particular,

through the preparations he had made from rats, bulls, and
dogs, he had convinced himself of the actual existence

of Ebner's spermatoblasts. Upon a large cell arising

from the wall of the canal, the foot-cell, a thin stalk pro-

jects, on which was situated an oval formation consisting of

small flaps. In his interpretation of this st.ilk, however. Dr.

Benda differed from Ebner, taking the spermatoblasts as he
(Dr. Benda) did, for a heap of daughter-cells connected by the

stalk with the foot-cell. He further deviated from earlier ob-

servers in assuming that the foot-cell originated from a laige

wall-cell provided with a quiescent nucleus, which interiorly de-

veloped a process with which the daughter-cell then united

into the spermoblasts. Not till later on did the sperma-
tozoa appear. Examinations of a large series of different kinds

of animals would enable a ]ilan to be taken of all the stages of

spermatogenesis.—In the discussion which followed the address.

Prof. Waldeyer urged that the type of the spermatogenesis, as

described by Dr. Biondi, namely, that of cell-columns with pro-

gressive development from the interior outwards of the sperma-
tozoa out of cell-nuclei, proved conclusively in the case of

the rat, might possibly not hold good for all kinds of animals.

It was possible that in other kinds of animals the several stages

passed, not successively, but simultaneously and less distinctly,

one from another, so that whole knots of cells may be involved

in the same stage of development. A subsequent conjunction

of daughter-cells with the process of a foreign cell seemed to

him improbable.—Dr. Midlenhof presented a series of photo-

graphs of horses in movement, prepared by Herr Anschiitz in

execution of a commission from the Royal Ministry of War.
One series exhibited the successive positions of the horse in the

act of springing ; another in the act of trotting. Dr. Miillenhof

followed this up with some observations on the way in which
these images were obtained, and drew special attention to certain

positions in the body of the animal.—Dr. Wolft'berg described

a case of abnormal single vision which had recently come under
his observation. A man of sound health in every respect coin-

plained that for some time he was constantly seeing two objects

of the same kind, or very similar to each other, as a single

object when they were lying beside each other. It made
no difference what was the form of the objects, whether tlijy

were letters of the alphabet, numbers, strokes, crosses, and ^o

on. In all these cases he saw the two objects constantly as a

single object when they stood at a short distance from each other,

Ini a horizontal position the two objects might be placed at a

greater interval from each other than in a vertical position, in

order to be seen by him as a single object. The position of the

singly seen image was always that of the fixed object. The
single seeing of two objects was confined to the macula lutea.

If the objects were not entirely alike, but only very similar to

one another, then did they likewise appear as one. If they had
difterent colours, then'were they likewise seen as one object with
rivalry of colours. In the eyes of the patient the existence of
no objective anomaly could be established. By way of ex-

planation of this hitherto unobserved plienomenon. Dr. Wolft'-

berg called to mind the physiological phenomena of normal
single seeing in the case of two images striking identical spots of
the retina, and of abnormal single seeing in the case of objects

in the circle of vision which did not indeed hit identical spots of
tile retina, but yet appeared as single. The physiological

abnormal single seeing in this latter case respected, how-
ever, only objects to which attention was not turned, which
were not fixed, and in such contingency the images ap-
peared always between the two objects. If, then, the physio-

logical single seeing, in the case of non-identical spots of the
retina being hit, distinguished itself so far from the above-men-
tioned pathological condition, it yet had in common with the

pathological condition the rivaUy of the colours, the single

seeing of similar objects, and the greater interval in horizontal

than in vertical directions. In the opinion of the speaker, the

observed pathological condition was due to a psychical cause,

and was to be classed in the category of illusions.
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PRACTICAL BACTERIOLOGY
An Introduction to Practical Bacteriology, based upon the

Methods of Koch. By Edgar M. Crookshank, M.B.

(Lond.), F.R.M.S., Demonstrator of Physiology, King's

College, London. (London : H. K. Lewis, 1886.)

THIS excellent work is based upon notes made in

difterent Continental, laboratories, and is intended

to be a laboratory hand-book as well as a text-book of

bacteriology, including as it does "a systematic sketch of

the genera and species of micro-organisms, as well as the

methods employed in the investigation of their life-

histories." The science is intimately connected with

the etiology of the infectious and contagious diseases,

and by enlarging knowledge as to the origin, causes,

and spread of these diseases, has greatly aided,

and may be expected in the future greatly more to

aid, in the acquisition of knowledge as to the mea-

sures necessary to be adopted for their prevention

;

nevertheless it has received attention in this country from

but a few earnest inquirers, the great mass of information

now at our disposal having been accumulated in Germany-

This fact is apparent at once on glancing through the

pages of this book ; for every English work, six German
at least are referred to as having been consulted by the

author. Apart also from its association with medical

pathology, the subject is of the greatest interest to the

naturalist, be he botanist or zoologist. It is only necessary

to refer to the work of Pasteur in this connection for a

proof of the vast amount of benefit to commerce and

science which may still be anticipated to arise from a

fuller knowledge of the life-histories of those organisms

which are associated with so many diseases of plants,

animals, and men. The importance of a study, not

merely of the pathogenic or disease-producing, but of all

the different species of Bacteria and Fungi is fully grasped

by the author in the following paragraph :
" It is impos-

sible, by localising one's knowledge to pathogenic species

to thoroughly understand the life-history of these par-

ticular forms, or to be able to grasp and appreciate the

various arguments and questions that arise in comparing

their life-history with the progress of disease."

The postulates formulated by Koch for establishing the

exact relationship, and ascertaining beyond question

whether a micro-organism associated with disease is

actually the cause of that disease, are quoted by the

author in the introductory chapter, and bearing as they

do so intimately on the controversies which have raged

over the relations of micro-organisms to disease, especially

of Koch's comma-bacilli to Asiatic cholera, may be given

here. They are as follows :

—

(a) The micro-organism

must be found in the blood, lymph, or diseased tissues of

man, or animal, suffering from, or dead of, the disease.

{b) The micro-organisms must be isolated from the blood,

lymph, or tissues, and cultivated in suitable media, i.e.

outside the animal body. These pure cultivations must

be carried on through successive generations of the

organism. (<) A pure cultivation thus obtained must,

when introduced into the body of a healthy animal, pro-

duce the disease in question, {d) Lastly, in the inocu-
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lated animal the same micro-organism must again be
found.

The first part of the work is devoted to a description

of the "apparatus, material, and reagents employed in a

bacteriological laboratory"; to the methods employed for

the " microscopical examination of Bacteria in liquids, in

cultivations on solid media, and in tissues "
; to the " pre-

paration and staining of tissue sections "
; to the " pre-

paration of nutrient media and methods of cultivation "
;

to the subject of " experiments upon living animals "

;

and to the method of " examination of animals experi-

mented upon, and the methods of isolating micro-

organisms from the living and dead subject."

The multiplicity and complexity of the apparatus,

materials, and reagents required for this work, and the

great care and nicety in manipulation necessary for its

proper execution, may well dismay the scientific inquirer

who wishes to make a practical study of the subject.

The expense alone of fitting up a laboratory on the lines

indicated by our author, must form a great obstacle in

the path of the would-be student. The license to experi-

ment upon animals which would be necessary for a

thoroughly systematic investigation is, as is now well

known, most difficult to obtain. And yet there is no
laboratory in this country at which such investigations

could be undertaken by any one at a moderate expense.

Surely London is rich enough, and earnest enough in the

cause of sanitary progress, to found an establishment on
the model of the Hygienic Laboratory at Berlin. There
is fortunately no lack of men, thoroughly capable of

undertaking its supervision, and its popularity and useful-

nesy would not be a matter of doubt to those who are

acquainted with the work of the Biological Laboratory at

the Health Exhibition of 1884.

Part II. is "systematic and descriptive, with special

microscopical methods," and commences with the history

of our knowledge of Bacteria, the difficult question of

classification being also here dealt with. In 1872 Cohn
published his first classification. He considered the

Bacteria to be a distinct group belonging to the Algje,

but from the absence of chlorophyll allied to the Fungi,

and divided them into four tribes according to their shape,

as globules, short rods, long rods, and spirals, these four

tribes including six genera. In 1875 Cohn, in answer to

Billroth, who disputed the division into species, consider-

ing that all the forms described by Cohn were but deve-

lopmental forms of one organism, Coccobacteria septica,

propounded a second classification, in which he still

maintained that distinct genera and species existed. The
genera Cohn considered to be distinguished by definite

differences in shape, which were adhered to throughout

life, while some special feature, as a difference in size or

physiological action, or some minute difference in form,

determined the various species. " Researches," writes

our author, " by competent observers have quite recently

clearly demonstrated that several micro-organisms in

their Jife-cycle exhibit successively the shapes charac-

teristic of the orders of Cohn. This had as early as 1873

been observed by Lister in a Bacterium in milk. Lister

detected forms of Cocci, Bacteria, Bacilli, and Streptothrix

genetically connected." Recent observers also have ob-

tained similar results, so that the very foundation of

Cohn's classification has been shaken, and "we are left
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without possessing a sovmd basis for classification into

genera or species. The mode of reproduction is not

sufficiently known to afford a better means for distinction

than the other morphological appearances taken alone
;

nor can we depend upon physiological action, which is

held by many to vary with the change of form according

to altered surroundings." We have the authority, how-

ever, of Koch and Klein for believing that a Bacillus

cannot change its nature, and be converted from a harm-

less into a pathogenic form, as asserted by Biichner.

It is usual no'.v to regard Bacteria, yeasts, and moulds
as constituting a class, the Achlorophyllous Thallophytes,

divided into three orders : (i) Schisomycetes (Bacteria or

fission-fungi)
; (2) Saccharoinycctcs (yeast-fungi)

; (3)

Hyphomyceics (mould-fungi). Zopf, who, we learn, has

warmly supported the pleomorphism of Bacteria, has

suggested, as a result of his investigations, a division of

the Schizoinycetes into the following four groups: (i)

Coccacece ; {1) Bacteriacea ; {"^ Lcptotln-ichea; {/^ Clado-

thfkhe(e. This classification is adopted by the author,

but only as a provisional arrangement, pending increase

in knowledge. " In determining," he writes, "the dis-

tinctions into species, we must take into account, not

only microscopical appearances of the micro-organisms
themselves, and their physiological actions, but the cha-

racter of their colonies in plate cultivations, under a low
power of the microscope, and the macroscopical appear-

ances displayed in the various nutrient media. In this

way, by considering each individual characteristic, Koch
showed that the comma-bacillus of Finkler was a different

organism from the Bacillus which was present in Asiatic

cholera."

Group I., the Coccacece, are divided into five genera.

Genus i, Streptococcus (chain-cocci), includes the cocci

found singly or in chains in acute abscesses ; the cocci

occurring in chains in the Jjmphatic channels of human
erysipelatous skin, and in the fluid of erysipelatous bullK,

which produce typical erysipelas when re-inoculated in

man and animals ; cocci found in diphtheritic mem-
branes and the surrounding tissues, and described as

characteristic of this disease (but a Bacillus and a Bac-
terium have also been described as the specific micro-
organisms of diphtheria! ; cocci of vaccine lymph, of

which they are regarded as the active principle, since

filtration deprives the latter of its infectious element, and
successful vaccination has been stated to result from
artificial cultivations. Numerous other forms are also

included in this genus. Genus 2, Mcfismopedia (plate-

cocci), includes Coccus gonorrhcea: and Micrococcus tetra-

goiius, pathogenic to mice. Genus 3, Sarcbia (packet-

cocci), includes Sarcina ventriculi, a coccus occurring in

the stomach of man and animals ; Sarcina lutca, a non-
pathogenic form ; and some other forms. Genus 4
Micrococcus (mass-cocci), includes the coccus of yellow
pus, which is also the specific organism of acute infectious

osteo-myelitis, a destructive disease of the marrow of

bones ; the coccus of blue pus ; the coccus of fowl-

cholera ; Micrococcus prodigiosus, a harmless organism
which produces a blood-red colour when cultivated on
potatoes ; the micrococcus of septicaemia and that of

pyasmia in rabbits, and numerous other forms. Genus 5,

Ascococcus (pellicle-cocci), only one form known.
Group II., BacteriacecT, is divided into si.x genera.

Genus i, Bacterium (cocci and rods, or only rods, which
are joined together to form threads ; spore-formation

absent or unknown), includes the Bacterium accti which

causes the conversion of alcohol into vinegar ; the bac-

terium of croupous pneumonia, occurring in pneumonic
exudations, which by inoculati n can produce the disease

in mice. Genus 2, Spirillum (threads screw-form, made
up of rods, or of rods and cocci ; spore-formation absent

or unknown). In this genus is contained the spirillum of

Asiatic cholera—curved rods or commas, spirilla, and
threads. The commas occur isolated or attached to each

other, forming S-shaped organisms or longer screw-forms,

and are found in the superficial necrosed layer of the

intestines, in the mucous flakes and liquid contents of the

intestinal canal of cases of Asiatic cholera. They were

also detected by Koch in India m a tank used to supply

drinking-water. Their development is arrested by de-

privation of air, and they are destroyed by drying and

various antiseptics. The results of their injection into

the duodenums of guinea-pigs, said to have produced

choleraic symptoms, have been by others asserted to

have been due to septicemic poisoning. The difference

in appearance produced by pure cultivations in gelatine-

peptone broth of Finkler's comma-bacillus and Koch's

cholera-bacillus are very well illustrated, and the differ-

ences in growth of these two spirilla in other media care-

fully described. Finkler's bacillus or spirillum has been

discovered in the evacuations of cases of cholera nostras,

and has been shown quite recently to be also pathogenic.

In this genus is also contained the spirillum of relapsing

fever, observed in the blood of patients suffering from

relapsing fever, but present only during the relapses.

Monkeys have been successfully inoculated from cases of

the disease in man. Genus 3, Leiiconostoc (cocci and

rods ; spore-formation present in cocci), contains the

frog-spawn fungus, which occurs occasionally in beet-root

juice, and the molasses of sugar-makers, forming large

gelatinous masses resembling frog-spawn. " The vege-

tation is so rapid that 49 hectolitres of molasses, contain-

ing 10 per cent, of sugar, were converted within twelve

hours into a gelatinous mass ; consequently it is a for-

midable enemy to the sugar manufacturers!" Genus 4,

Bacillus (cocci and rods, or rods only, forming straight

or twisted threads ; spore-formation present either in

rods or cocci), includes Bacillus subtilis, the hay-bacillus,

occurring widely in air, water, and soil ;
Bacillus authracis,

or bacillus of splenic fever in cattle, and of woolsorter's

disease or malignant pustule in m^n, of which a very full

and descriptive account is given, its morphological and

biological characteristics having been very completely

worked out. This disease, anthrax, is one of those in

which Pasteur has succeeded in attenuating the virus so

as to produce a "vaccin" capable of conferring immunity

on animals after inoculation. The Bacillus tuberculosis

also belongs to this genus. The numerous methods of

preparing and staining the bacilli are fully described.

The bacillus of blue milk, the bacillus of malignant

oedema in mice, and that of septicremia in mice, the

l^acillus of typhoid fever, observed in inflamed Peyer's

glands, in the spleen, mesenteric glands, and the lungs in

fatal cases of typhoid fever, but not as yet imparted to

animals by inoculation, the bacillus of leprosy, the bacillus

of malaria, the bacillus of glanders, and some others,.
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complete a class of micro-organisms of the greatest im-

portance from the number of pathogenic forms it con-

tains. Genus 5 is tlie Vibrio of ordinary putrefaction;

screw-form threads in long or short links ; spore-forma-

tion present. Genus 6, Clostridium (same as bacillus,

but spore-formation takes place in characteristically

enlarged rods). In this genus are the bacillus of

butyric acid fermentation, which converts the lactic acid

of milk into butyric acid, and produces the ripening of

cheese, and the Clostridium of symptomatic anthrax, the

cause of " black-leg" or " quarter-evil " in cattle.

Group III., Leploihrichea, contains the following

genera : (i) Crenothrix (threads articulated, cells sul-

phurless, habitat water), occurring in wells and drain-

pipes. (2) Beggiaioa (threads unarticulated, cells with

sulphur-granules, habitat water), of which the best-known

is Beggiatoa alba, or the " sewage fungus," found in

sulphur-springs and marshes, as well as in sewage-

polluted streams. (3) Phragmidiothrix (threads joint-

less, successive subdivision of cells is continuous, cells

sulphurless, habitat water), found attached to crabs in

sea-water. (4) Leptothrix (threads articulated or un-

articulated, successive subdivision of cells not continuous,

cells sulphurless), found in carious teeth.

Group IV., Cladoihrichea (possessing cocci, rods,

threads, and spirals : thread-forms provided with false

branchings), contains Cladothrix dichotoma, said to be

the commonest of all Bacteria in both still and running

water, in which organic substances are present.

Amongst species of Schizomycetes mentioned by writers,

and not described or not recognised as distinct species

in the preceding classification, are Micrococcus indicus,

Micrococcus scpticus, Micrococcus endocarditicus. The
micrococci of measles, scarlatina, cerebro-spinal menin-

gitis, typhus, acute yellow atrophy of the liver, whooping-

cough, puerperal fever, gangrene, yellow fever, dental

caries, and saliva. Most of these organisms are only

known to be associated with the diseases in question, the

causal relations, if existent, have yet to be determined.

In this chapter are also described Bacterium termo of

common putrefaction. Bacterium lactis, Bacillus Jigurans,

the bacillus of swine fever, the bacillus of choleraic

diarrhcea from meat-poisoning, the bacilli of septicaemia

in man, of syphilis, and of rhinoscleroma, the comma-
bacillus of the mouth, various forms of spirillum and
monas, Proteus vulgaris, described as intimately con-

nected with the process of putrefaction, Actinomycetes,

said to be the cause of actinomycosis, a disease of the

jaws and lungs in men and animals, and many others too

numerous to mention.

An appendix is devoted to the consideration of the

yeast-fungi, or Sacc/iaromycetes, and of the mould-fungi,

or Hyphomycetes ; under the latter are described the

various species of Mucor, Oidium, Aspergillus, &c. The
volume concludes with an account of Koch's methods for

the examination of air, water, and soil, with a view to

the detection and recognition of their contained micro-

organisms.

Enough has probably been said to show the wide range

covered in this work and the full and able manner in

which its matter has been treated. On the importance
of the subject and the want that has been supplied by
the production of a work that has condensed into one

volume a subject, the literature of which in English is

diffused in numerous reports and periodicals, we have
already remarked. The numerous coloured plates of

test-tube and potato cultivations and those of microscopic

appearances are admirably designed and executed, and
greatly enhance the value of the work.

The book, we believe, will be widely read and appre-

ciated by all interested in science.

THE ANATOMY OF THE NETTLE
Recherches anatomiques sur les Organes z'dgetatifs de

/'Urtica dioica, Z. By A. Gravis. (Brussels, 1885.)

A WORK of more than 250 pages devoted exclusively
^^

to the anatomy of the vegetative organs in one

species of nettle is a publication of a somewhat unusual

kind, even in these days of scientific specialisation. The
author has evidently bestowed a vast amount of labour

on his subject. He states in his introduction that no less

than 15,000 sections had to be made in the course of his

investigation of this one plant, and twenty-three beauti-

fully executed plates bear witness to the laborious accu-

racy with which the work has been carried out. The
treatise is one which hardly admits of an abstract, as in a

monograph of this kind details are everything. We shall

only attempt to give a sketch of the order in which the

author has arranged his facts, and to indicate one or two

points on which his conclusions have some general

interest.

The investigation was originally intended to serve as a

basis for a general comparative study of the family

Urticaceas. The question of the value of anatomical

characters in classification is one which has engaged the

attention of many botanists during the last few years.

So far the results have proved of very unequal importance

in different cases. The author notices the much more

considerable part played by anatomy in zoological than

in botanical classifications. This he attributes in a great

degree to the frequent neglect on the part of botanists to

examine every part of the plant in question, at all ages,

and under varying biological conditions. Too often one

or two sections are made, almost at haphazard, from each

species, with the result that things not truly comparable

are frequently compared. One of the main objects of the

work before us is to show how great the variations are

which are due to the differences just mentioned.

The treatise is divided into three parts, devoted respec-

tively to the stem, the leaf, and the root. The first part

begins with a general account of the external conforma-

tion of the stem of the nettle, and its systems of sub-

aerial and subterranean branches. For the purposes of

his exposition the author divides the stem into segments,

each segment including a node, with the lower half of the

internode next above it and the upper half of that next

below it. He then proceeds to classify the variations of

structure investigated. First he distinguishes variations

according to level, by which he indicates the difterent

structures shown by transverse sections of different parts

of the same segment, the most important of these differ-

ences being those between the nodal and internodal

structure. Next come variations according to age, namely,

those which are presented by corresponding sections

taken at different periods of development. The third
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class of variations are 'those according to heigh/, ihzX is

to say, those shown by corresponding sections of dijfereut

segments of the stem. Fourthly, and lastly, we have

variations according to the biological conditions.

The first chapter contains a detailed account of the

structure of " segment i " of the principal stem, i.e. the

segment including the node next above the cotyledons.

In the succeeding chapters the anatomy of the segments

superior to segment i, and the development of an apex

of large diameter are treated of. The fourth chapter

deals with the hypocotyledonary axis, under which term

the radicle of the embryo is included.

The second part treats in a corresponding manner of

the leaf, only here the cotyledons first receive attention,

then the leaves next above them, and so on. The in-

creasing complication of structure along the sub-aerial

stems, and the converse degradation along those which

are subterranean, form the subject of a special chapter.

In the third part the variations in the structure of the

root according to age and height are considered, the sub-

ject of apical development having a chapter to itself.

The method of successive transverse sections was used

throughout the investigation.

The author compares the constantly increasing com-

plexity of the successive segments of the principal stem

to an accelerated movement, the amount of the accelera-

tion varying according to the biological conditions. This

strikes us as a neat mode of expression.

The author's account of the progress of secondary

thickening in the stem is interesting, especially the obser-

vation that in the lower segments cauline plates of

vascular tissue of secondary origin occupy the same
position as that assumed by additional primary bundles

in the more complicated segments above them. This

and similar facts lead the author to a generalisation which

he expresses in a phraseology adapted from Haeckel's

famous law, namely, that " the organogeny of the stem

repeats its ontogeny.''

We must enter a protest against the use of the word
" cambiform " for cambium which gives rise to secondary

fundamental tissue. The word cambiform has long been

used for certain cells of the phloem-parenchyma, and we

already have quite ambiguities enough in the use of the

word cambium and its derivatives.

The work concludes with the expression of the author's

conviction that vegetable comparative anatomy demands
a knowledge of the structure throughout the whole extent,

and at all ages of the plant. A formidable task is thus

imposed on the anatomists of the future. D. H. S.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Magnetism. By Willoughby Smith. (London : November,

1885.)

A PECULIAR pamphlet, said to be compiled for the instruc-

tion of the electrical staff of the Telegraph Construction
and Maintenance Company, but issued gratis by the author,

and devoid of any publisher. It commences with a novel
version of the story of the shepherd of Mount Ida, who is

given not only a local habitation, but a name, and it ends
with a material notion of lines of force which will startle

some of our readers. Moreover, electrical discharges,
magnetic clicks, &c., are "caused by the lines of force

adjusting themselves to each other." It contains nothing
new of magnetism, but it promulgates some strange

notions. " The Great Architect of the universe employs
no rectilinear motions or angles." " Each atom of matter
possesses in itself all the properties of a magnet, and
emits its own lines of force." " All particles of matter,

solid, liquid, or gaseous, are in a polarised state, and
consequently emit lines of force." "The (electrical)

conducting properties are the result of forced polarisa-

tion." " Each atom composing our atmosphere is in a
state of polarisation, and is influenced by the magnetic
force emanating from the earth." " The force which is

called gravity is the effect of such an universal system of

polarisation, with which God has endowed all matter."
" Iron is very susceptible of polarisation from the effects

of what is called terrestrial magnetism (the polarised

atoms of the air)."

These extracts are enough to show the tenor of the
paper, which will not enhance Mr. Smith's reputation.

He has evidently not read Airy's "Treatise on Mag-
netism," where it is laid down that terrestrial magnetism
is not produced in any important degree by magnetic
forces external to the earth, and it does not even
reside on the earth's surface. Its source must lie deep.
The apparatus and experiment given at p. 29 are detailed

more fully and clearly in Thompson's " Dynamo-Machin-
ery," and that at p. 41 would be more elegantly obtained
byHughes's induction-balance. It is curious that no refer-

ence should be made to the labours of Sturgeon, Scoresby,
W. Thomson, and Hughes, and that the laws of Lenz,

Jacobi, Dub, Miiller, and others are ignored. It is not a
pamphlet on magnetism, but a vehicle for the promulga-
tion of certain individual ideas, which it is to be hoped will

not take root among those who have been favoured with
the gift of this well-printed brochure. Indeed, its raison

d'etre is shrouded in mystery.

An Introduction to the Osteology of the Mammalia. By
Wm. H. Flower, LL.D. Revised with the assistance

of Hans Gadow, Ph.D. Third Edition. (London :

Macmillan and Co., 1885.)

When Prof. Flower published, in 1S70, the first edition

of his " Introduction to the Osteology of the Mammalia,"
the student at once recognised that he had been supplied

with a text-book of convenient size and form, which fur-

nished him with an admirable introduction to Mammalian
osteology. The appearance of a second edition of this

book in 1S76, and of a third edition at the end of last

year, are renewed evidence of the usefulness of the work,

and that it continues to be appreciated by those who are

engaged in the study of the anatomy of the Mammalia.
This edition has been revised throughout, and we notice

in it many alterations and additions. The most import-

ant change is in the chapter " On tlie Classification of

the Mammalia," which appropriately precedes the purely

descriptive part of the book. This chapter has practic-

ally been rewritten, and embodies the introductory obser-

vations which the author has given to his important
article " Mammalia," in the ninth edition of the " Ency-
clopaedia Britannica." A very useful table has also been
introduced in connection with the chapters on the

vertebrre, which the author has compiled from his Cata-

logue of the Mammalia in the Museum of the Royal

College of Surgeons of England. This table gives the

number of the vertebra: situated in each region of the

spine in the skeletons of about 350 mammals, and is the

most complete record of the kind which has yet been
prepared.

In this, as in the preceding editions, the dog's skull has

been taken as that from which the general description of

the Mammalian skull has been written, and with which

the study of the skull may appropriately be commenced,
and its description has not been changed ; but in addi-

tion a useful abstract of our present knowledge of the

development of the skull has been drawn up from Balfour's
" Treatise on Comparative Embryology."
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We have observed also a number of short but useful

additions and emendations in the descriptions of various

of the bones, so that the present edition exceeds the last

by thirty-eight pages. The illustrations also have been
increased by the insertion of eight more woodcuts. We
wish to give a hearty recommendation to all students of

the Mammalia, to use this new edition of a book, written

by the anatomist who is admittedly one of the highest

authorities on their structure.

Catalogue of the Fossil Mammalia in the British

Mu'seum. Part II. .Artiodactyla. By Richard Lydek-
ker, B.A. (London : Printed by order of the Trustees,

1885.)

Mr. Lydekker published in January 1885 the first part of

the Catalogue of Fossil Mammals in the British Museum,
and in it he recorded the specimens belonging to the Orders
Primates, Chiroptera, Insectivora, Carnivora, and Ro-
dentia. He has rapidly followed this up by the preparation

of the second part, containing the sub-order Artiodactylaof

the great Order Ungulata. The Natural History Depart-
ment of the British Museum is remarkably rich in speci-

mens of this sub-order, and though in the Catalogue, in

the larger number of instances, only the briefest possible

description of each specimen is given, yet the volume has
reached 324 octavo pages. The collections, in addition

to those enumerated in the first part, which have furnished

specimens, are the Bowerbank, Layton, Sloane, and
Wigham collections. The author points out that he has
employed generic terms in a wider sense than is the case

with many writers. Thus he does not regard a difference

of one or more premolar teeth, or in the number of

digits, in allied forms, as a bar to generic unity, and
accordingly he includes the genus Eurytherium in Ano-
plotheriuiii. The Catalogue has been compiled with the

care which distinguishes the catalogues of our great

national Museum.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[7 he Editordoes not hold himselfresponsiblefor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can lie undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[ The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even
ofcommunications containinginterestiiig and novelfacts.'\

On " Seter," or Parallel Roads
I SEE to my great vexation that in my former letter on parallel

roads (N.'^ture, January 21, p. 26S) I have made a rather

hideous blunder in my English to the great disadvantage of the
clearness of my theory. I have used the French-German-
Norwegian term "rest" as signifying le restc. My theory is

that the last "rest," i.e. residue, of the inland ice formed a great
dam somewhat seawarti from the watershed ; I do not refer to

any "rests," i.e. reposes, in the great ablation.

It is a fact that the glacier-shed in Central Norway was
situated as far as 150 kms. to the south or east of the watershed.
The direction of the striae and the boulder-transport renders
this indisputable. By the melting of the ice I now suppose
that the last remains must have lingered near the glacier-shed.
We find the last residue far to the south of the water-
shed. I cannot find with Mr. Melvin that this idea reverses
the order of Nature. The precipitation and temperature in

Christiania and in Trondhjem now differ very inconsiderably,
and the difference in height between the former glacier-shed
and the watershed is not very great, while the distance from
this to the sea is five times as great to the south as to the
north.

This residue now in all valleys dams up lakes to the cols ; in
these lakes the terraces of gravel with laminated clay are built

up ; and on their shores the seter or parallel roads are formed.
Nothing is simpler.

When I first got this conception I only knew the Osterdal

(and Lochaber) seter, but I concluded that parallel roads and
inland terraces were to be expected in all valleys where the

strias proved that the glacier-shed lay seaward to the water-

shed. I next found some notice of such formations in the

neighbouring valleys Gudbrandsdalen in Norway, and Herje-

dalen in Sweden. Having already finished my paper, I got

a dissertation of Hogbom in which, as expected, Jemtland was
included in my «/<? region. In my letter to Nature I further

inferred that parallel roads must needs exist in Swedish Lapp-
mark. This conclusion has also since proved to be correct.

Dr. Svenonius has found a sete at Sitasjaur : the correlation of

stri;e going upwards against the drainage with terraces and
parallel roads at a height corresponding with the cols. This is

established between 61° 40' and 68° in Scandinavia as well as at

Lochaber. Nowhere else are parallel roads known in Europe.

This local geographical distribution is perhaps the best argument
for my theory of lakes dammed up by the gradually diminishing

residue of the inland ice situated at a distance from the water-

shed, near the former glacier-shed.

Mr. Melvin's theory of lateral moraines was also my original

working hypothesis ; but it gives no explanation of the great

terraces which are connected with the parallel roads, nor of

the laminated clay (with Desmidiefe) in the terraces as well as

in the sete itself Any one who has walked for kilometres on a
sete, smooth as a road, without any variation of the aneroid (the

greatest difference in Lochaber is 4 metres), will hardly be
able to dismiss the idea of a water-level. How Mr. Melvin

will account for the alternating shelves cut in the rock I cannot

see. Andr. M. Hansen
University Library, Christiania

P. S.—Err.ita in my former letter: p. 268, col. 2, line 11, for

" 280 kms." read " 150 kms." ; line 30 from bottom, for "till"

read " tell."

Mimicry in a Neuropterous Insect

I HAVE been much struck by a somewhat complex form of

mimici-y in a neuropterous insect of the genus Manlispa, which

would not be suspected if only a cabinet specimen were seen,

with the wings extended motionless, with its raptorial fore-legs

folded in front of the head. The insect, as I observed it, was
on the bare whitewashed wall of a house at Delhi, exposed to

the afternoon sun. ."Vs I then believed it to be a dipterous

insect feeding on some substance stuck to the wall, it is probable

that its prey, most likely the common house-fly, would be simi-

larly deceived, and, being attracted to the spot in hopes of

sharing the food, would fall a victim.

The prothorax is curiously modified, both in colour and shape,

so as to resemble a proboscis, while the head and fore-legs are

so compactly folded that they look like some solid substance

adherent to the wall or stone on which the insect is resting, and

not part of the creature itself The mesothorax has two eye-

like spots shaded so as to simulate the reflections of light from

the compound eyes of an insect, while the markings of the

abdomen, seen through the transparent wings, are very dipterous

in character.

The points where the Mantispa seems to fail in its likeness to

a fly are in the size of the prothorax, which is more massive

and thick than the proboscis of any fly ; there is a want of

prominence in the mesothorax representing the fly's head

;

the venation of the wings is different ; and, lastly, there are

apparently only four legs instead of six.

These faulty points are seen at once on a minute inspection ;

but it may be imagined that it is only necessary to attract the

attention of a fly passing at some distance, and convey a certain

mental impression, which in the simple mind of a fly may not be

effaced till the desired object has been attained, and the victim

brought within reach of the Mantispa's arms.

The resemblance between the fore-legs of the praying Mantis

and the same organs in Mantispa is remarkable when it is

remembered that the two insects belong to diflerent natural

orders. The fore-leg of Mantispa is the more specialised, and

has great lateral motion, while the edges of the femur are armed

with teeth slightly blunt at the tips, so that the captured insect

can be shifted if necessaiy. The joints in the same limb in the

Mantis are simple hinges, and both the femur -and tibia are

fringed with a double row of very sharp spines, which are neces-

sary to pierce and retain a hold on the thin unsubstantial wings
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of a butterfly which the Mantis patiently waits for, perched on

the top of some conspicuous head of flowers.

Simla, January 17 E. R. Johnson

Fabry's Comet

On the 6th inst., with a power of 38 on a 4^-inch refractor,

I observed that this comet had a distinct, though very faint,

tail, at a position-angle of about 85° ; length 13J'. The radius

of the coma was about 3'. I thought I could see the tail on the

1st inst., but was not quite sure of it then. The comet's spec-

trum strikes me as less distinct than is the case with most comets.

On the 1st inst. I could only see two bright lines (or bands)

certainly ; and the less refrangible of these was very faint. I

suspected a third band towards the more refrangible end of the

spectrum. T. W. Backhouse
Sunderland, February 13

Mist-Bow

On the Wiltshire Downs, near Marlborough, at about 40'clocl;

on February 10, I observed a white mist-bow, in position and

shape resembling the rainbow, but pure white, and the arc was

of considerable width throughout, estimated at 5°- 10°, altitude

of the sun iS°-20°, altitude of the summit of the bow 35°-45°.

The wind was slight, and there was a frost at the time, and a

thick deposit of rime on the trees, &c. Has this been observed

elsewhere or explained ? Is the phenomenon due to the super-

position of coloured bows, or to the polarisation of the semi-

crystallised vapour composing the fog? A, E. E.

Movement of Telegraph- Wires

There can be no doubt that Mr. Mountford Deeley correctly

attributes the rogatory o.scillation of the wires during frost to the

air-current acting upon a " wing " of ice-spicules. I described

this plienomenon in Science Gossip, 1S74, p. 254, and explained

the cause of it in Nature, vol. xxiii. p. 338.

Eirstal Hill, Leicester F. T. Mott

liENR V BRADSHA W
UNFORTUNATELY it far too often happens that

there seems to be an impassable gulf fixed between
the man of letters and the man of science, which hinders

the one not only from partaking in, but even from appre-

ciating, the ideas, the objects, and the methods of the

other. There is no need, especially here, to impute blame
to either ; but when a man of letters is found wdio,

modestly making not the least pretension to scientific

knowledge, yet sympathises deeply with the man of

science, some acknowledgment of the fact seems to be

due. Such an instance there was in Mr. Henry Brad-

shaw, Senior Fellow of King's College, and Librarian of the

University, whose sudden removal Cambridge is now-

mourning. Of his literary ability, his bibliographical

accuracy, bis mastery of one iinportant period of English

poetry, and his knowledge of early printed books, this is

not the place to speak. Justice to those qualities doubt-

less is being, or will in due time be, rendered by other

writers, better fitted to pronounce an opinion upon them.

But here may be appropriately recorded the enthusiasm
—for no other word will suit—with which he at all times

entered into and aided inquiries, investigations, and re-

searches that most men in his position would have con-

sidered to lie entirely outside of their own, and as such

to be without any dereliction of duty disregarded. His
time, his energy, and his varied attainments were always
at the disposal of any member of the L'niversity,

whose servant, in the highest sense of the word, he
rejoiced to be. But there was no need for any
one to be a member of the University to obtain

his help. Accessible at all times to all who sought him,
the asking of a simple question was a sufficient introduc-

tion, and whether that introduction was only the prelude

to an acquaintanceship which might speedily ripen into

a friendship depended far more on the person who asked
it than on himself By the younger members of the

University to whom he was known, and the number of

them was vast, he was regarded with feelings of affection,

that it would seem almost exaggeration to describe, and
his influence over them, always tending towards the

highest ends, was proportionately great. But here it is

more fitting to dwell upon the active sympathy he showed
with students of biology. His great intimacy with the

late Mr. G. R. Crotch had led him to take an extreine

interest in the literature of systematic zoology, and par-

ticularly in the precision which is required of those who
pursue the branch of it relating to the Coleoptera, not

tliat Mr. Bradshaw must be supposed to have had any
knowledge of the subject. It was simply the method of

accurate work w'hich excited his admiration, and that

method, he has more than once told the present writer,

had largely influenced his own bibliographical investiga-

tions, the high value set upon which must be told by
those whom they concern. Never taking offence, wholly

free from pride, always ready to put the best construction

on every man's conduct, catholic in all his feelings, Mr.
Bradshaw passed away in his College rooms, apparently

without any suffering, on the night of the loth or

morning of the nth of this month—an end to be envied

by most men. A. N.

THE COAL-DUST QUESTION
T N the last paragraph of my letter to NATURE (Dec. 31,
' p. 197), I stated that those who, having investigated

the question of the influence of coal-dust in colliery explo-

sions, had come to the conclusion that coal-dust is not, as
a rule, the principal agent in an explosion occurring in a dry
and dusty mine, appear to have omitted to take one im-
portant element of the case into consideration ; and in

saying so I implied that, if they had not made this omis-
sion, their conclusions in this respect would probably have
been more in accordance with my ow-n.

All the important experiments with coal-dust on a large

scale have been made in wooden boxes or galleries of

greater or less length, open at one end and closed at

the other. The ignition or explosion has usually been
begun at or near the closed end, and been propagated
towards the open end, driving part of the contents of the

gallery out into the air in front of it.

Certain conclusions in regard to colliery explosions,

have been drawn from the results obtained on this small

scale which appear to ignore the fact that the conditions

here prevailing are far less favourable to the propagation

of the coal-dust flame thin those which obtain in a mine
at the instant an explosion is sweeping through it. For, it

is obvious that in the former case the air is practically at

lonstantpressure while the explosion lasts, whereas in the

latter case it is practically at constant volume during the

same period. But as the amount of heat required to raise

the mixture of air and coal-dust to the temperature of
ignition in the first case is greater than that required to

effect the same result in the second case in the ratio of

r4i to I, it follows that an explosion having been once
begun in either case will be propagated much more rapidly

and surely in the mine than in the apparatus. Thus it is

that a kind of coal-dust which produces comparatively

feeble results in the apparatus may give rise to very

disastrous consequences in the mine.
An illustration of this difference of behaviour under the

two sets of conditions has been furnished by the dust of

Camphausen Colliery in Germany. When subjected to

the experimental test in the large apparatus at Neun-
kirchen, ah'eady described in these pages, it was found

to be far down the list in point of relative danger, and
was pronounced to be, like most of the other dusts in the

same list above and below it, of a comparatively harmless
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nature. But when an explosion subsequently occurred in

the mine, and traversed the whole length and breadth of

the workings, which were known to be practically free

from fire-damp at the time, producing the most disastrous

effects, the fallacy of the conclusions drawn from the

experimental results was rendered abundantly evident.

In the whole of my papers on this subject, and most
pointedly m my last article on coal-dust explosions pub-

lished in Iron, in the year 1878, I have carefully indicated

that a difference was to be expected in the behaviour of

dust ignited under the two conditions named. It has

therefore been with feelings of considerable surprise that

I have observed members of the French, English, and
German Mining Commissions, and others who have
investigated this subject since the publication of my first

paper, one after the other pronounce some very decided
opinions as to the relatively subordinate part which coal-

dust plays in a colliery explosion, while at the same time

they were neglecting to take into account this very simple

and yet all- important element. W. Galloway

VESUVIAN ERUPTION OF FEBRUARY 4, 1886

THE rent that was formed on May 2, 1885, in the

upper part of the great cone (NATURE, vol. xxxii.

P- 55) gave issue to lava until December 25. A small

quantity again issued between January 2 and January 5,

1886, after which no more made its appearance till this

new outburst. In consequence of the rise of level of the

magma in the chimney, the cone of eruption has grown
very much during the last month.
On February 4, at about 8 p.m., lava broke forth at the

foot of the old crater ring of 1881-2 at a point bearing
from the main vent about 10° W. of N., traversed the

crater plain, which is here very narrow, in a somewhat
oblique direction, and ran down the slope of the cone
between north and north-north-east. The lava soon
reached the foot of the cone, but even up till midday to-

day, when I left the mountain, it had not yet commenced
to cross the Atrio del Cavallo. The eruption took place

from probably the same dyke that gave rise to that of

January 9, 1884.

To-day, February 6, the lava bubbles up like a spring

at the foot of a hill, and flows for some distance in a kind
of trough which it has raised on each side of itself above
the level of the crater plains. After a short distance it

enters one of its own tunnels to reappear again at some
distance. It was very interesting to watch its welling, and
from time to time the bursting of a steam bubble as big as

a bucket, which would throw up splashes against the
imperfect arch at the immediate exit. These splashes

partly adhered to the roof and partly fell, drawing out the

suspended portion into irregular strings, illustrating the

formation of the stalactitic lava that is so common in

lava fumaroles.

The chloride crusts in the neighbourhood were uncom-
monly rich in copper, so that my boot-nails were thickly
plated with that metal.

The lava makes its appearance at about 100 yards from
its entrance in the tunnel near the main spring, although
it is now divided into two streams. The eastern, which
is the largest, is i metre broad ; I plunged a stick in to

the depth of i metre, but the shortness of the stick and
the great heat prevented me from touching the bottom.
The current ran at the rate of i metre per 6 seconds,
which, making allowance for viscous drag at the edges
and bottom, will give an output of at least 360 cubic
metres per hour, or at least 17,280 cubic metres during
the 48 hours up to 8 o'clock this evening. The more
western stream was 50 centimetres broad, over r20
metres deep (as far as I could reach with my stick), and
flowed at the rate of i metre in 8 seconds. Giving a loss
of 2 seconds of speed from drag at sides and bottom, we
have an output, for 48 hours, of 10,368 cubic metres.

The two streams together would, therefore, have afibrded,

since the commencement of the eruption, 27,648 cubic

metres.

As the altitude of the lateral outlet is much more than
that of May 2, both on the night of the eruption and the

following one, the volcano showed \}ai. first stage of activity
as judged by the appearance of the main vent.

This winter the mountain has been covered by snow
several times, and to-day it extends down nearly to the

level of the observatory. During our ascent we had to

walk through a stratum of about 8 inches, though much
thicker in the drifts. Two-thirds of the crater and part

of the cone of eruption were also covered.

I should have sent news yesterday, but, on attempting

an ascent, 1 was driven back by wind, rain, and mist.

Naples, February 6 ' H. J. JohnstoN-Lavis

TIDAL FRICTION AND THE EVOLUTION OF
A SATELLITE

A PAPER by Mr. James Nolan has recently appeared
which is devoted to an adverse criticism of my

views concerning the effects of tidal friction as a factor

in the evolution of the moon and earth.

The title of the pamphlet, " Darwin's Theory of the

Genesis of the Moon,"' shows, I think, that the author
has misconceived the scope of my work. It was not

supposed that the investigation threw light on the actual

mode of genesis of the moon, but was rather applicable

to the subsequent history of the moon and earth. Mr.

Nolan attributes to me views as to the condition of the

moon immediately after her birth which do not appear a

just interpretation of my writings, and although it might
have been well to use more guarded expressions in

some passages, the justice of his condemnation of the

whole theory cannot be admitted. He sums up his case

by the three following propositions :

—

"(i) That the moon could not have existed bodily so

near the earth as the greatest initial distance fixed.

"
(2) That in any form possible there she could not

have receded by the agency assigned—tidal friction.

"(3) That, if a modification be made by allowing her

to have separated at a greater radius than that corre-

sponding to a period between 2 and 4 hours, the moon
would be no longer traceable to the earth's present surface

on which condition the theory has been founded.''

The first of these propositions is interesting, and I have
to thank him for drawing my attention to it.

When a small satellite revolves about a planet with a

certain proximity, the sum of the centrifugal and tidal

forces may be such as to overbalance the gravitation

towards the centre of the satellite. When this is the

case, the satellite cannot exist as a single mass. The
complete solution of the problem, concerning which Mr.
Nolan adduces certain elementary considerations, is of

extreme difficulty. At present I do not wish to go into

this question, but shall consider the point on another

occasion. It may, however, be admitted that the moon
could not subsist as a single continuous body with its

surface in contact with the earth.

On p. 4 he quotes a passage from the abstract of one

of the papers {Proc. R.S., No. 200, 1879), which must be
surrendered ; it is as follows :

—

"The coincidence is noted in the paper that the

shortest period of revolution of a fluid mass of the same
mean density as the earth, which is consistent with an
ellipsoidal form of equilibrium is 2 hours and 24 minutes

;

and if the moon were to revolve about the earth with this

periodic time, the surfaces of the two bodies would be

almost in contact with one another."

Now, since 1879 it has been shown by Sir William
Thomson that the ellipsoidal form referred to could not

' Geo. Robeitsonand Co., Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide, and Brisbane,

1885. Pp. 16.
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subsist, because it is dynamically unstable. It does not,

then, seem worth while to consider the remarks made on
that passage.

With regard to the first proposition that, if the moon
separated from the earth near the present earth's surface,

it can only have subsisted as a flock of meteorites, my
own words may be quoted as follows :

—
" The planet then separates into two masses, the larger

being the earth and the smaller the moon. I do not
attempt to define the mode of separation, or to say
whether the moon was initially more or less annular. At
any rate it must be assumed that the smaller mass
became more or less conglomerated, and finally fused
into a spheroid, perhaps in consequence of impacts
between its constituent meteorites, which were once parts

of the primaeval planet. Up to this point the history is

largely speculative, for, although the limiting ellipticity of
form of a rotating mass of fluid is known, yet the condi-
tions of its stability, and a fortiori of its rupture, have not
as yet been investigated. ... At some early stage in the
history of the system the moon has conglomerated into a
spheroidal form."

'

When, however, Mr. Nolan goes on to his second
proposition, and states that this amounts to saying
that the moon must have been a ring of fragments
revolving in the plane of the equator, and that such
a ring must be uniformly distributed and therefore in-

competent to raise frictional tides, it is not easy to

follow him. Is there any objection to the existence of a
fiock of meteorites ? And would not such a flock raise

tides in the planet which, if subject to friction, would
introduce forces tending to make the meteorites recede ?

It seems that there is no such objection, and that the
flock of meteorites would follow the same fate as the
satellite when conglomerated in a single mass.
The difficulties which are raised by the author in the

conception of the conglomeration are such as meet us in

all evolutionary theories, and whether or not it is possible
as yet to see our way mentally through the changes
which may have taken place, yet it is generally admitted
that conglomeration took place in some way.
He then points out that no other satellite is traceable

up to the surface of its planet, and concludes that it is a
coincidence that the masses and periods of the moon and
earth are apparently such as fit into the theory. No one
has pointed out the non-existence of such a satellite more
clearly than 1,- but the absence of reference to my work
seems to show that Mr. Nolan has not looked at it. It is

not then surprising to read ;
" Is it not very illogical to

suppose that the moon originated in a way which cannot
have been the way of origin for other planets and satel-

lites ? " And the reader of this sentence would hardly
think that my position is that there is a probability that a
cause which was subordinate in the history of the other
planets was predominant in the case of the moon and
earth, and that it is proved numerically that in the ter-

restrial sub-system the actual distribution of masses and
momenta (the factors governing tidal friction) differs at

least as much from the corresponding factors in the
other planetary sub- systems as the supposed modes of
evolution.

On p. 13 we read :

—

" There is a law, according to which two heavenly
bodies cannot revolve about their centre of gravity with
their surfaces nearly in' contact, unless one be smaller
than the other by a certain amount, and, further, that the
small one be denser than its companion by a certain
value."

I do not know where to find the proof of such a law,
and at the present moment am disposed to doubt its

correctness.

' Phil. Trans., part 2, i83o. pp. 83o-t
= " On the Tidal Friction of a Plai

Phil. Trans., part 2. 18S1).

attended by several Satellites
"

Next, on p. 14, we find :

—

" Rapid rotation would never cause a quantity of the
matter of a body to become piled up at one particular

place, and form into a separate single body there of any
appreciable size."

Now very recently M. Poincar^ has rigorously proved in

a very remarkable paper' the possibility and even the
dynamical stability of such a "piling up," and has given
a sketch of the mode of separation of a portion of the
mass of rotating fluid. In a paper of my own, now
nearly finished, the same problem is treated, but from a
different point of view.

It will be perceived from the quotations that the

pamphlet is true to its title, and refers almost entirely to
the genesis of the moon. This affords some proof that

my speculative remarks hazarded as to the mode of
origin of the moon, were not so guarded as was intended.

The justice of the third of Mr. Nolan's propositions may,
however, be denied, and certainly the theory cannot be
held to depend on the genesis of the moon at Xht present
surface of the earth.

The present opportunity will be convenient for a short

reiteration of my point of view with regard to the whole
subject.

In tidal friction we have a vera, causa of modifications

in the configuration of the earth and moon. If we adopt
provisionally the hypothesis of an adequate lapse of time,

we can trace the changes, and find that the obliquity of the

ecliptic, the eccentricity of the lunar orbit, and its inclina-

tion to the ecliptic (all unmentioned by Mr. Nolan), the

lunar periodic time, and that of the earth's rotation, are
co-ordinated together by supposing that the moon first

had a separate existence at no great distance from the
present surface of the earth, and with small differential

motion with respect thereto. Then it is maintained that

this co-ordination is so remarkable as to give good reason
for accepting the hypothesis as in accordance with truth.

Concerning the earlier stage in which the moon may be
supposed to have separated from the earth, nothing more
than conjecture is possible, but undoubtedly the condition

adduced by Mr. Nolan escaped my notice.

In examining the rest of the solar system, it is found
that, amongst other things, the Martian satellites afford a
striking confirmation of the influence of tidal friction, and
that the system of the moon and earth presents features

so distinct from those of the other planets, as to justify

the belief that tidal friction, subordinate in its influence

on the other systems, may have been predominant in our
own. The theory is also found to throw light on the

distribution of satellites in the solar system.

It is as yet too soon to say how far these views embody
the truth, but even should they be found untenable, yet

certainly the determination of the effects of tidal friction

on a system of planets and satellites is a problem of

physical astronomy which was well worthy of attack.

G. H. Darwin

ON THE SOUND-PRODUCING APPARATUS
OF THE CICADAS

HAPPENING to refer to Prof. Jeffrey Bell's " Com-
parative Anatomy and Physiology " on the question

of the sounds produced by insects, I read, with reference

to the Cicadas :— " The sound seems to be produced by

the vibration of membranes, placed on either side of the

stigmata of the metathorax, and set in motion by the

respiratory air " (p. 389).

As this wind-instrument theory of Landois seems to be
supplanting, in our text-books and popular natural

histories {e.g. Cassell's), the drum theory advocated by
Reaumur and the earlier writers, I think it permissible to

draw attention to certain observations I made on this

'Sur I'^quilibre d'u
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subject some six years ago. They were published in the

not readily accessible Proceedings of the South African

Philosophical Society (1879-S0, part iii. p. 161), and were
not illustrated by any figure.

The Singerjie {Platypkura capensis) is a well-known
and tolerably abundant insect at the Cape ; and few

visitors to the shores of Table Bay can have failed to

notice, in the hotter months of the year, the sharp shrill

metallic sound produced by the "little singer." It is

soon found that the male Cicada alone possesses the

power of singing, the female—recognised at once by the

long ovipositor folded beneath the abdominal somites

—

being dumb. If the ventral surface of a male singerjie

be examined (Fig. I.) two large ventral cover plates iv.c.p.)

are seen, one on either side, meeting in the central line

and extending backwards from the metathorax over the

anterior abdominal somite. On turning the insect over

and looking at the dorsal surface, two very much smaller

dorsal cover plates are seen extending forward from either

side of the first abdominal somite. If one of these plates

be removed with fine pointed scissors, there is seen the

wrinkled surface of a thickish chitinous membrane, the

drum. Turning the insect over again, so as to examine
more carefully the ventral aspect, and removing one of

the ventral cover plates, two membranes are disclosed,

separated by a transverse chitinous support. Of these

the anterior is white, narrow, and opaque, the posterior

{p.i'.in.. Fig. II.) translucent, oval, and tightly stretched.

The transverse chitinous support {ab.st.\) is the sternum of

the first abdominal somite ; the membranes are inter-

sternal membranes which would seem to be specially

modified to act as resonators. The second ventral cover
plate may now be removed, disclosing the anterior and
posterior resonator membranes of that side ; the anterior
resonator membrane of each side may be cut through ; and
the abdominal portion of the insect may be separated from
the thorax. When this is done there are seen, taking their

origin from the mid-line of the first abdominal sternum
(Fig. II.,rt/;..f/.i), two muscular pillars (/«.^.), each of which,
proceeding upwards and outwards, terminates in a chi-

tinous plate, the upper surface of which is, in turn, con-
nected by a fine ligament with the drum {dr.). Under a
low magnifying power this drum is seen to be strengthened
\yith brownish ribs, which, together with its general elas-

ticity, cause it to spring back after it has been drawn
forward by the action of the muscular pillars, the fibres

of which are beautifully striated. Each time the drum is

drawn forward and springs back, by the alternate con-
traction and relaxation of the muscular pillars, a sharp
click is heard, as may readily be proved experimentally
on the dead insect. That the well-known metallic sound
is produced by a rapid succession of such clicks is put
beyond question by the fact that, by irritating the mus-
cular pillars in a freshly killed insect, the singing noise
may be set agoing, and will then continue for several
seconds or even minutes. This I had the pleasure of

demonstrating to Mr. Roland Trimen, F.R.S., curator of

the Cape Town Museum, the abdomen singing merrily

when the head and thorax had been pitched out of

window or destroyed. A weak current of electricity

would also cause the singing to commence. The sound

generally ceased after a while in a few isolated clicks, and

at that time the waves of contraction in the muscular

pillars were plainly visible. The singing noise was less

sharp and clear than in the living insect, owing probably

to the disruption of some of the resonator membranes ;

and I have noticed that rhythmical motions of the abdo-

men in the live insect produce rhythmical alterations in

the intensity of the sound. The cover plates are doubt-

less mainly for protection ; but the fact that on their

removal the sound is less full and intense shows that they

also may play the part of sounding-boards.

Fig. II. is a slightly diagrammatic view of the severecl

abdomen as seen from the anterior end. ab.st\ and ii

are the sterna of the first and second abdominal somites ;

p.r.m. the posterior resonator membrane stretched between

them ; v. in. a vertical membrane ; m.p. the muscular

pillars ; dr. the drum ; and d.c.p. the dorsal cover plate of

the right side, that of the left side being removed.

I may mention, by way of appendix, that in this species

the rostrum contains only three stylets ; two lateral,

toothed on their external edges ; one central and smooth.

Although this central style shows, in some cases, indica-

tions of its having arisen by coalescence of two lateral

styles, it is distinctly one and indivisible.

C. Lloyd Morgan
University College, Bristol

RADIANT LIGHT AND HEA T '

V.

Evidence awarded by the Spectroscope as to the Nature of
the Elements

THE point of greatest speculative interest connected

with our subject is perhaps that regarding the con-

stitution of the so-called elements.

What light, it may be asked, does spectrum analysis

throw on this vexed question ? Does it lead us to imagine

that these bodies are truly elementary ? Or to believe

that they are in reality compounds which might be broken

up if we had sufficiently powerful instruments for this

purpose at our disposal ^

I shall begin my remarks on this subject by taking it

for granted that the constitution of matter is atomic and
molecular.

When, therefore, two chemically different substances

combine together we have the union of two heterogeneous

atoms, forming a molecule of the compound substance.

Thus, when an atom of chlorine and one of sodium com-
bine together we have, as a result of the combination,

chloride of sodium or common salt, and an ultimate

molecule or compound atom of chloride of sodium may
be described as the smallest portion of that substance

which possesses all the properties of common salt, and
which, if divided further, would be split up into one atom
of sodium and one of chlorine.

The molecules of bodies are very frequently so placed

as to have an attraction for each other, under the influ-

ence of which the body assumes a solid, or, it may be, a

liquid state.

Sometimes, however, we have the body in the state of

gas, in which the various molecules are so far apart as to

have no perceptible attraction for each other. It is by
means of such a gas that we can best study the properties

of molecules as far as radiant light and heat are con-

cerned. Now, spectrum analysis uni|uestionably tells us

that at comparatively low temperatures and great near-

ness of particles we have a comparatively complicated

^'Continued from p. 254.
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molecular structure. When, however, the temperature is

high and the particles far apart, this structure, as revealed

by its spectrum, is much simpler. A process of splitting

up has taken place in the interval.

While, however, this is universally allowed, tliere is a

'difference of opinion as to the nature of this simplifica-

tion, which, we are assured by the spectroscope, has
taken place. Thus we have already seen that in gaseous
water or steam we may have, at a somewhat high tem-
perature, a considerable variety of structures and a par-

tial dissociation of the various compound molecules. In

such a case we have at the same time portions of the

compound and portions of the components, thus exhibit-

ing a more or less complicated structure of the gas.

When, however, the temperature gets very high, the dis-

sociation is practically complete, and the compound
structures disappear, leaving us with molecules of oxygen
and hydrogen. But what will happen if we treat the

vapour of iodine in a similar manner ? It will be allowed
that as the temperature gets higher we shall have a simplifi-

cation of molecular structure accompanied and exhibited
by a great change of spectrum, but will the iodine ever split

up into components which bear to iodine a relation simi-

lar to that which oxygen and hydrogen bear to water?
In fine, we call iodine a simple body because in the

conditions in which we are placed in our laboratories we
cannot decompose it ; but what is it in the vacuum-tube
and under the spectroscope ? Is it still an element, or
does it give any evidence of being a compound .'

It is taken for granted that at high temperatures its

molecules split up, but do they split up into portions of

iodine or into portions of the components of iodine ? In
discussing this and similar questions we shall begin by
acknowledguig that the strongest and best proof of the
compound nature of any element is the exhibition of its

components in a separate state, while at the same time
we must confess that we are at present unable to do this

for the so-called elements. Nevertheless this inability

forms no ground for the assertion that the elements are
simple bodies, inasmuch as certain substances which we
know to be compound reveal their components moment-
arily in the spectral flame. There is a momentary dis-

sociation at a high temperature followed by a reconstruc-
tion at a low.

A good instance of this is the yellow flame produced by
introducing chloride of sodium into a Bunsen's burner.
This yellow flame attests the existence of sodium in the
free state, but this existence is merely temporary, and at

the end of the process there is no perceptible trace of the

presence of this metal. Thus the only difference between
the experiment in which the presence of sodium is tem-
porarily revealed and that in which splitting up takes
place when the various elementary gases are brought to a
high temperature mny be that in the former instance wc
can obtain the sodium by another means, whereas in the
latter expernnents we cannot obtain these constituents by
any other means. We say may be because we know that

our powers are limited and can very well conceive their

extension in the future as we know they have extended
in the past. We think it, therefore, unphilosophical to

assume that there is any real difference between those
bodies which we cannot decompose and those bodies
which we can, unless there is some good reason for this

distinction apart from our inability to decompose the
former. Let us now, therefore, inquire whether any such
grounds exist.

Our first remark is that in certain respects the elements,
with one or two exceptions, may be looked upon as be-
longing to a distinct family each member of which pos-
sesses the same or nearly the same atomic heat. This
means that the amount of heat necessary to raise through
a given temperature range an atom of any one element
is equal to that necessary to raise through the same range
an atom of any other element.

This fact was first discovered by Dulong and Petit, and
is expressed by saying that the product of the specific

heat into the atomic weight, or the atomic heat, as this

is called, is nearly the same for all the elements.

This peculiar law is not confined to the elements, for it

has been found that in all compound bodies of similar

atomic composition the product of the specific heat into

the atomic weight is likewise constant. This product is,

however, greater in the class of compound bodies than
it is for the so-called elements. For the latter the product
is about 6, while for the chlorides of barium, strontium,

calcium, &c., it is over iS, and for the carbonates of lime,

barytes, &c., it is nearly 22.

Thus the distinction which the elements enjoy as a
family consists in the fact that their atomic heat is less

than that of families of compound substances. In order

to perceive the physical meaning of this peculiarity let us

imagine that we make a mixture of two substances, h. and
F., which have no sort of chemical attraction for each
other. Now in order to heat this mixture through a

certain temperature range, the heat required will be the

sum of the heats required for the two components, and
neither more nor less, the one being in this respect abso-

lutely independent of the other.

Next let us suppose that .\ and b are both chemical

compounds, but that the atomic constituents of a com-
pound atom of .\ exercise on each other (in order to form
the compound atom) attractions vastly greater than those

u'hich the compound atoms of A so formed exercise upon
each other.

Let us also imagine, that a similar law holds for B,

so that in fine we have to deal with the following forces,

some of which are strong and others weak. Thus we
have :

—

(a) The strong forces exercised by the various chemical

constituents of a compound atom of A on each other.

(/3) The strong forces exercised by the various chemical

constituents of a compound atom of B on each other.

(y) The relatively feeble forces exercised by the various

compound atoms of .\ upon each other.

(3) The relatively feeble forces exercised by the various

compound atoms of B upon each other.

(e) The relatively feeble forces exercised by the com-
pound atoms of \ upon the compound atoms of B.

Under these circumstances there are perhaps theoretical

grounds for imagining that when we mix .\ and B to-

gether not only shall we have, as above-mentioned, an
independence between the specific heats of .\ and B, but

in addition the specific heat of a compound atom of A
will be found to be equal, or nearly so, to that of a com-
pound atom of B.

If we now apply these principles to the so-called

elementary bodies, we shall, I presume, be all willing to

own in the first place, that (assuming for the sake of

argument that they are in reality compounds) the force

which binds their various constituents together must at

any rate be vastly greater than that which represents the

attraction of one so-called element for another. Imagine,

now, one atom of barium and two of chlorine to combine
together to form one compound atom of chloride of

barium, we may safely assert that the strength of the

chemical ties which bind together the various constituents

of this compound atom must be vastly weaker than those

which bind together the assumed constituents of the

element chlorine or of the element bariun^ In con-

formity therefore with the sucgestions we have ventured

to make we might expect two things to happen :

First, the heat necessary to heat through a given tem-
perature range a compound atom of chloride of barium
ought to be nearly equal to the sum of the heats necessary

to heat through the same range an atom of barium and
two atoms of chlorine.

Next the heat necessary to heat through this range an
atom of chlorine ought to be nearly the same as that
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necessary to heat through the same range an atom of

barium, provided both substances are taken in the same
state—both sohds for instance.

If then the specific heat of an elementary atom is

represented by 6, that of a compound atom of chloride of

barium will be represented by 18. This is in truth the

law which Kopp has found to hold with respect to the

atomic heat of compound bodies, and the theoretical con-

clusion to be derived from it, and that of Dulong and
Petit, is, not that the elements are essentially different

from the compound bodies, but that, if compound, the

forces which bind together their constituents are vastly

more powerful than those which bind together the so-

called constituents of bodies known to be compound.
Again, if we compare together the atomic weights of

the so-called elements with those of compound bodies, we
shall find that as a whole the former are smaller than

the latter—that is to say, the family of ebments have on
the whole smaller atoms as well as smaller atomic heats

than the families of compounds. Now, if the elements are

in reality compounds we might expect in like manner
that those which have the smallest atoms should have
the smallest atomic heats.

We have great reason for supposing that this is the

case, for, although we have not obtained the specific

heat of either oxygen or hydrogen in the solid state,

Kopp has found that his law with regard to compounds
will only hold good under the hypothesis that the atomic
heats of hydrogen and oxygen are decidedly less than
those of the great bulk of the elementary bodies, that

of hydrogen being likewise smaller than that of oxy-
gen. Furthermore carbon and boron are two elements
which have small atoms. Now if we make the ob-

servation at ordinary temperatures it will be found that

the atomic heats of these two elements are decidedly less

than those of the great bulk of the elements. In fine,

elements of small atomic weight and presumed simplicity

of structure appear to bear to those of great atomic
weight a relation similar to that which the elements as a
class bear to the compounds as a class, as far as atomic
heat is concerned.
On the whole the result of this discussion appears to

be in favour of the so-called elements being in reality

compound structures the components of which possess
attractions for each other vastly greater than those
exhibited in ordinary chemical combinations.

In connexion with this branch of my subject I may
allude to the peculiar family relation between certain

elements which all chemists are now agreed in recog-
nising.

This means that the various members of a group of the

elements consisting, let us say, of A, B, C, and D, bear to

one another some peculiar relation different from that

which they bear to the other elements. Now this is pre-

cisely what happens in the case of groups of substances
which we know to be compound, and the impression is

thus conveyed that the elements themselves consist of
varied groupings of some still simpler substance. Indeed
it seems quite possible that there may be only one kind of
primordial atom, and the fact that the force of gravitation
bears a constant relation to mass quite independently of
chemical constitution seems to speak strongly in favour
of some such hypothesis.

Let us now try to picture to ourselves what would have
happened had spectrum analysis been known as an in-

strument of research at the time when we were yet
unable to isolate the metal sodium. Under such circum-
stances chloride of sodium and caustic soda would both
be considered as separate elements and the spectra of
both these bodies exhibiting the same yellow line would
lead to the conclusion that these substances contained
some common principle which was momentarily dis-

sociated from its surroundings in the spectral flame.
This leads us to ask whether there are any such coincident

lines in the spectra of the various so-called elements
besides those which may be caused by common im-
purities. Lockyer, who has greatly studied this subject,

tells us that short-line coincidences exist between many
metals, the impurities of which have been eliminated, or
in which the freedom from mutual impurities has been
demonstrated by the absence of the longest lines. Some
of his results are exhibited in Fig. 25, in which the lines

marked - are due to impurities, while those marked +
are common or basic lines. It would thus seem that these
short-line coincidences cannot be due to impurities, and
the question at once arises whether they do not indicate

the presence of some common principle in the spectra
before us momentarily dissociated from its surroundings
by the high temperature.

It is important here to explain what we really mean
when we speak of a coincidence between two spectral
lines. We mean simply that there is no perceptible dif-

ference in their position when examined with an instru-

ment of a certain power. IVIr. Lockyer therefore did not
with his instrument perceive any such diflerence in the
spectral position of certain short lines given by various
elements. Messrs. Liveing and Dewar, however, applied
to some of these lines an instrument of greater power,
and succeeded in showing that in many cases there was
a slight difference between their spectral positions.

This result raises a new question. We have now to

ask ourselves what, under these circumstances, is the
value that we can attach to this very near but not quite
absolute coincidence between certain short lines of various
elements ?

Now, in comparing together certain absorptive spectra
of compound bodies which have some principle in com-
mon, w-e learn from the researches of Russell and others
that we can sometimes trace a band presumably due to

the common principle, the spectral position of which is,

however, slightly different in the various compounds.
The want of perfect freedom may, it is imagined, alter

slightly the time of vibration of the molecular groupings,
and thus displace the spectral position of the absorption
bands. I think we are justified in imagining that some-
thing of this kind may take place in the elements, in

which, the forces being so intense, our highest attainable

temperature may be insufficient to produce complete dis-

sociation. In this case the want of complete concordance
in the short lines common to various elements, or basic

lines, as these have been named by Lockyer, may denote
nothing else than this absence of power.

It is imagined that these approximate coincidences are
too frequent and too near to be due to chance, but this is

a subject that will ultimately require mathematical in-

vestigation. In fine, we may conclude this short account
of the terrestrial evidence regarding the nature of the

elements by saying that— (i) there is no proof that they
form a class essentially different from compound bodies,

but much to the contrary ; and (2) that, if compound, the

forces which bind their constituents to one another must
be very great.

Before discussing the spectra of the sun and stars it

may be well to pause for a moment and ascertain what
we mean when we say that sulphur, for instance, is an
element. It is quite clear that solid sulphur, liciuid sul-

phur, and gaseous sulphur are different things ; also, we
may have two kinds of solid sulphur, while if we take the

spectrum of gaseous sulphur there is little doubt that the

molecular groupings suffer vast changes as the tempera-
ture rises.

Now, in all its variotis states we still call the substance
sulphur, because if we firing it down to the temperature
of our laboratories it will combine with other bodies as

sulphur and as nothing else. Thus the word sulphur
does not in reality mean a definite arrangement of matter.

Similar remarks apply to other elements, several of which
are in the form of gas and give us their spectra in
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vacuum-tubes. Now it is quite possible that in one of before. But this is precisely what we cannot do in the
these vacuum tubes as we pass the spark through it, we conditions under which we are placed, nevertheless it can
may have various atomic structures, some of which if we be done in the atmospheres of the sun and stars. Prof.

could carry them away to a separate place might on 1 Pierce has shown that in such atmospheres where gravity
cooling present us with something we had never seen

]

is very powerful, the heavier molecular structures will

naturally separate themselves from the lighter, and seek
a lower level. Lockyer therefore imagines that in such
atmospheres there is the separation of molecular struc-
tures always going on, the heavier falling downwards

until they reach a region of higher temperature where
they become dissociated or broken up, and the lighter

mounting upwards until they reach a region of lower tem-
perature, where they combine together, and hence become

heavier. This kind of sifting process must not be con-
founded with the rapid motions of ascent and descent
of the various solar currents, sometimes carrying a body
of particles downwards, andthus heating it in the process

and sometimes carrying it upwards and cooling it in the

process. Both of these causes raust be regarded as at

work together in the solar atmosphere, and they give us no
doubt the best explanation of a very pecuUar circumstance
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which Lockyer was the first to observe. It appears that

lines which, judging from terrestrial experiments, belong
to one element, sometimes appear in the solar spectrum

as distorted or displaced in dii?erent directions, indicating

perhaps that the substance producing the one line is

moving towards the eye with great velocity, while that

producing the other is moving in a contrary direction. It

is thus certain that the substances producing the two lines

must be in different places, and under these circumstances

we can hardly come to any other conclusion than that

these lines are given out by different molecular groupings
which have become separated from each other by the

sifting process already mentioned.
From Fig. 26 it will be seen that different rates of solar

motion are exhibited by different iron lines.

It would thus appear that a study of the solar spectrum
is likely to furnish us with much information regarding

the modes of vibration of molecular structures. It would
also seem that in view of these facts we should revise our

nomenclature. What, for instance, do we mean when we
say that iron occurs in the sun ? Clearly nothing more
than that certain molecular structures in the sun's atmo-
sphere are the same as certain terrestrial molecular

structures momentarily formed when we obtain the spec-

trum of iron. But if we could seize upon the various

particles that unite in giving out some one iron line, and

put them into a bottle, we might perhaps find that they
were not iron, and they might even be different from the

thing obtained by treating some other iron line in the

same way.
The following statement of Mr. Lockyer's views is

taken from the Report of the Solar Physics Committee :

—

" The view of the construction of the solar atmosphere
to which Mr. Lockyer has been led, may be stated as
follows :— If the atmosphere of the sun were quite

tranquil, and if we could see the spectrum of a section of
it, we should see it divided into an almost innumerable
number of layers, each with its appropriate spectrum. So
far from each substance (with some notable exceptions),

as determined by a spectral line, extending very far above
or below its normal position, it would be confined to one
heat-level, and the spectrum, taken as a whole, would get

simpler as we approach the photosphere from without.

The metallic elements, instead of existing as such in a
so-called ' reversing-layer,' resting on the photosphere,
are entirely broken up there, and their germs are distri-

buted throughout the atmosphere, the molecular groupings
getting more complex as the distance from the region of
greatest heat increases. The Fraunhofer spectrum, as
regards any one element, does not result from the vibra-

tion of the molecules of that element existing as such at

any given height in the sun's atmosphere, but results
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from an integration of the vibrations of the germs of that

element existing, perhaps distributed, from the top of the

atmosphere to the bottom."
It may be said, however, that, while we have strong

evidence of a splitting up and also of a sorting or sifting

process of the various molecular structures going on in the

sun, we are yet without evidence that the molecular struc-

tures of two different elements can be split up into the
same component. The reply to this will be found in a
statement made by Mr. Lockyer {Proc. R.S., December
15, 1881) that the greater part of the lines seen at the
bottom of solar spots and in solar flames are lines ap-
parently common to two or more terrestrial substances
with the dispersion employed—in other words, basic
lines, as these have been termed. He has exhibited
some of these results in a diagram which will be found
in Nature, vol. xxiv. p. 323. Now, even if we imagine
that the coincidence in position of these lines, as derived
from two or more substances, is not absolute, yet the fact

that such lines form the greater portion of the spectra
belonging to the hotter regions of the sun is a very
significant one, and surely implies something more than
a mere chance correspondence.

Rutherfurd and Padre Secchi were the first to attempt a
preliminary classification of the stars into groups, but for a
spectroscopic analysis of these bodies we are especially
indebted to Dr. Huggins. Lockyer thus sums up the

information which we have thus obtained (December 12,

1878), the symbols indicating the metallic lines visible in

the various spectra :

—

Hottest Stars "^ (n + Ca-t-Mg
Sun S i H-fCa-f Mg-fNa + Fe
Coolest Stars •- / — _ Mg + Na-|-Fe + Bi + Hg.

I may here remark that the hottest stars in the above
table are chosen because of their superior brilliancy, and
the cooler stars because of their inferior lustre. We are

thus entitled to say that the most brilliant and presumably
the hottest stars are those in the spectra of which the

prominent black lines are the lines of hydrogen, calcium,

and magnesium, while in those stars of which the sun is a

type we have in addition lines of sodium and of iron. In

the cooler stars hydrogen and calcium have disappeared,

and we have lines of magnesium, sodium, iron, bismuth,

and mercury, while in the coolest stars of all we have no
metallic lines but only fluted bands of metalloids. In

these last we may imagine that all the metallic lines hav
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disappeared through association at the comparatively loiv

temperature of the stars.

Fig. 27 gives us a representation of tire three chief
types of stellar spectra.

It is thus manifest that in stars where the temperature
is very high and the dissociation very great we have
few-est lines, or at least fewest lines of that prominence
and thickness which entitle us to associate them with
substances existing below the surface of the stellar atmo
sphere. Here let us pause for a moment and reflect

what this implies. If each element were in reality a
simple body, and if the splitting up which occurs in the
spectrum of each were merely molecular and not atomic,
the result of a high tempei'ature in a mass of matter con-
taining presumably all the elements would certainly not
diminish the number of the spectral lines indefinitely.

For, even suppose that it split up all the molecular struc-
tures of each element into their simplest forms, yet on the
supposition that they are elements, the ultimate molecular
structure for one element would be different from that for
another, and there would thus be at least as many mole-
cular structures and spectral lines as there are elements.
On the other hand, if these substances are not elements,
we may imagine them to be split up into a comparatively
small number of ultimate structures, and we might eveii

imagine that at an enormously high temperature every-
thing might be reduced to a single structure.

Thus the fact that in the hottest stars we have the
fewest atomic structures is in favour of the hypothesis
that the elements are not really simple bodies but com-
pounds, it may be, of some primordial atom.

Let us now sum up the evidence derived from terrestrial

and celestial sources in favour of this hypothesis.
First. There is experimental evidence of various kinds

tending to show that the so-called elements are not
essentially different from other bodies.

Secondly. In the terrestrial spectrum of pure metals at

a high temperature certain lines are obtained for some
one element that are extremely near, if not coincident, in

spectral position with those obtained for some other
element or elements. These have been called "basic lines."

Thh-dly. We know that in the sun's atmosphere there
is a process at work tending to separate the various
molecular and atomic structures, and we find that the
greater number of the lines given out from the sun's
hotter regions are basic lines, such as we have above
defined.

FourtJdy. In the very hottest stars, where the dissocia-
tion is greatest, we have only a few prominent lines given
out, these being lines belonging to hydrogen, calcium,
and magnesium. I think we must conclude that the
hypothesis that the elements are in reality compound
bodies offers, with our present knowledge, a very good
and simple explanation of the results of spectroscopic
analysis in the earth, the sun, and the stars.

Now, bearinj in mind the extreme usefulness of some
such hypothesis to aid us in collecting facts, I do not
hesitate to say that this hypothesis can only be legiti-

mately overthrown in one of two ways. We may either,
in the first place, obtain some indisputable fact bearing
conclusively against the hypothesis that the elements are
compounds and in favour of their being essentially simple
bodies, and may thus overthrow the above hypothesis in
the same way that Fizeau, by his experiment, overthrew
the corpuscular theory of light, if, indeed, it had not
fallen to pieces before he made the experiment ; or, on
the other hand, the hypothesis that the elements are
essentially simple bodies may be applied by some skilled
advocate to our terrestrial and celestial spectroscopic
observations and a consistent explanation of these
afforded, simpler and better than that given by the above-
mentioned hypothesis. But until either of these two
things is done we are justified in using the compound
nature of the elements as a working hypothesis.

It would, no doubt, be premature to bring it forward at
the present moment as an established theory, because an
established theory means a working hypothesis which,
having overcome the perils of infancy aiid youth, lives to
justify an honourable and useful existence on the principle
of the survival of the fittest. Balfour Stewart

NOTES
The Paris Academy of .Sciences has suffeieil another loss in

the death of M. Jamin, Perpetual Secretary for the Sectioa of

Physical Science, and the immediate successor of M. Dumas.
M. Jamin can hardly be said to have filled his office, as he was
attacked by disease of the heart very soon after his nomination-

He was elected a member of the Academy in 1858 to fill the

place vacated by the death of Pouillet. He was a vsiry eloquent

teacher and debater, and a frequent contributor to the Kevi4e ties

deux Mondes. His " Cours de Physique a I'Ecole Poly-

technique," is a very extensive work. He also published many
papers in the Transactions of the Academy of Sciences, and
patented an electric light. He was born in 1813, and educated

at I'Ecole Normale.

The death of Mr. Edward Thomas, one of the mast eminent

of English numismatists, took place on the loth in t. at

Kensington, in his seventy-third year. Afte.- a distinguished

career in the public service in India, he returned home and

devoted himself to the study of the antiquities and history

of India and Asia generally. He was a Corresponding

Member of the French Institute and of the St. Peters-

burg Academy, as well as a Fellow of the Royal Society.

His writings were very numerous, and many of them are still

only to be found scattered throughout the journals of different

learned Societies, to which he had contributed for upwards of

forty years. Amongst his most important works were liis edition

of Prinsep's "Antiquities," published in 1858; papers on

ancient Indian minerals in the yownal Asiatique ; on

early Sassanian inscriptions, seals, and coins ; his essay on

ancient Indian weights prefixed to the " Numisniata Orientalia"

is the standard work on the subject. Between 1848 and 1866

he contributed sixteen papers to the yournal of the Royal

Asiatic Society on Eastern coins. These were subsequently

republished under the title of " Tracts on Oriental Literature.'

The death is announced of Dr. Heinrich Fischer, the mine-

ralogist and professor at the Freiburg University, well known
through his work on " Jadite and Nephrite."

In a lively and interesting article in Tuesday's Times on the

work of tlie Smithsonian Institution in the field of ethnology it

is urged with some force that the British Government is bound

to render a similar service to science in the case of the numerous

races under our dominion, many of whom are dying out, or

changing their old habits and customs. " All the arguments

which could be urged for the maintenance of the Smithsonian

Bureau of Ethnology apply to the establishment of a similar

bureau for the British Empire. In British India the State from

time to time undertakes fragments of the task. Elsewhere it is

being effected occasionally and piecemeal. The want is of a

body which should carry on the enterprise as a whole, and in a

manner to borrow light from one quarter to elucidate the rest.

Types of tribal, social, and national existence are vanishing on

every side. They are changing, or giving place to new. Some
had always the germs of incurable decay in them. British

civilisation is treading out otaers. British dominion, whether

directly answerable or not for the mortality, is in the position of

administrator, and is bound to keep account of the estate of

ancient and curious memories. Being where and what it is, it

ought to be executing on a scale yet ampler the work the Smith-

sonian Institution is doing diligently from and at Washington.
'
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This really forms a part of the much wider question of the duty

of the State to science ; though with our officials 'spread every-

where over our world-wide possessions, it ought to be an easy

matter to collect abundance of data with which the ethnologist

could deal.

M. Granet, the French Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, is

connecting telephonically Paris and Brussels. When the con-

nection has been completed he will a'so connect Lille and

Paris.

It is satisfactoiy to learn that success has attended the

attempts lately made by the eminent Norwegian naturalist,

Herr Bock, and his coadjutor, Herr Schwabe-Hanssen, to

introduce a new form of industry into their native land, by

utilising some of its numerous beautiful native minerals for the

fabrication of various objects of ait. For this purpose they have

made use of the light-green so-called " precious " serpentine,

which, although generally scarce, occurs in abundance at Modum,

ivhere ophite and magnetite are also found in sufficient quanti-

ties to warrant the hope that the supply will repay the necessary

cost of raising and working these decorative minerals. Equally

valuable for ornamental purposes are the iridescent, or Labrador,

feldspar of Fredriksvjern, the avanturine of Tvedestrand, and

the tulite of Leksvik, near Trondhjem, but hitherto these

minerals have not l>een found in sufficient quantities to admit of

including theui among the genuine Norwegian materials of

decorative industry.

Herr Werexskjold reports in .Valitren tliat on January 5,

at 5.20 p.m., he noticed a so-called fire-ball, which wasobserved

in the district of Aas to be moving in a south-westerly direction

near Orion's Belt, till it disappeared behind a bank of clouds in

the neighbourhood of ;3 Ceti. Its motion was iindulatory and

slow, and in size and brightness it resembled Venus on an

ordinarily clear evening, while it was surrounded by a luminous

circle, whose diameter seemed to the observer to be about 2

metres. It continued visible for fully 20 seconds.

In an interesting paper on the Bushmen and their language,

by Mr. Berlin, published in the last number (vol. xviii. part i)

cf the yournal of the Royal Asiatic Society, the writer discusses

the ethnological position of this people. He agrees with Dr.

Fritsch in thinking that they have none of the characteristics

which would warrant either of the suppositions that they are the

result of a mixture of all the runaway slaves, or that they are

the broken remnants of a degraded and decayed population.

They can only be said to have decayed when they have accepted

a certain measure of civilisation. The area formerly covered by

them was much larger, and extended over regions now exclu-

sively occupied by Hottentots and Bantu ; but there is no means

of knowing how far they extended into the interior, although

there is some reason to suppose that at one time they occupied

the central part of the African continent. Anthropologically,

the Bushmen, Mr. Bertin states, offer all the characteristics of

the Negritos, especially of those of the Andaman Islands. The
similarity is not confined to the skull, as noticed by Prof

Flower, but extends to the colour of the skin, formation and

tint of the hair, absence of hair on the body, proportion of the

limbs, smallness of the extremities, and reduced size of the

stature. The central part of Africa is not yet sufficiently known
to enable us to say with certainty whether the Bushmen may be

connected with any other African population ; but there was,

the writer says, a race, now nearly extinct or obliterated, which

shows many of the same characteristics, namely, the Egyptian

race of the first dynasties. He thinks it safe to say that both

populations came from the same primitive stock, and have been

modified by crossing with other races, and many other causes.

This stock was a kind of Negritoid race ; the ancestors of the

Bushmen were thrown on the Hottentot population, whether or

not this was indigenous or extraneous—in their tales the Bush-

men always speak of a previous population inhabiting the

country—and it is no doubt the inevitable infusion of Hottentot

blood which has given the m the few characteristics they have in

common.

Herr L. Rutenberg, of Bremen, the father of the well-

known traveller recently murdered in Madagascar, has prehcnted

the Bremen Natural History Society with the sum of 2500/. for

a Rutenberg Fund in commemoration of the services his son

rendered to science.

Two moderately violent shocks of earthquake are reported to

have occurred in Rockland County, N.Y., on January 16 about

midnight. They were noticed in various localities, such as

Haverstraw, Rockland Lake, Spring Valley, Piermont, Sparkill,

Nyack, and Suftern ; no damage was done.

An East Greenland Exhibition at Copenhagen, consisting

principally of ethnographical objects brought home by the Danish

East Greenland Expedition under Lieut. Holm, is attracting

much attention in the Danish capital.

The proprietors of the Ostrau Karwin mines in Silesia have

offered, through the Minister of Agriculture, a prize of 1000

ducats to any one who shall discover a method for extracting

coal from pits without occasioning accidents by explosions of

fire-damp or combustion of coal-dust.

The will of the late Prof. Henri Milne-Edwards, F.R.S., has

been proved in England, the personalty in this country being

over 8000.'.

The temperature of German Alpine lakes has been recently

studied by Ilerr Geistbeck. It is shown, inter alia, that some

lakes have a much wider annual variation of temperature than

others. Small depth and large affluent streams are causes of a

higher temperature in summer and a lower in winter. The cool-

ing in autumn, it is noted, goes on much more rapidly than the

heating in spring ; for in autumn the upper layers of water,

getting heavier through cooling, sink and give place to others,

causing a strong and continuous vertical circulation till the whole

mass reaches the temperature of greatest density ; but in spring

this circulation fails. Large affluents, too, by promoting mixture,

cau.e rapid heating. Herr Geistbeck distinguishes three or four

zones in these lakes in midsummer. Down to about 6 to 8

metres the fall of temperature is very slight, only a few tenths of

a degree. Then, to about 18 metres, there is a rapid fall, from

about i4°-20° C. to 8^ The fall continues to about 50 metres,

but is now very slow (3^° to 4°). Below 50 metres the tempera-

ture is about constant and 4-2°-4-5°. The daily variation disap-

pears within the highest zone.

From a simple experiment with a small ballistic pendulum

(Wied. Ann. 36), Prof Mach estimates the velocity of the wave

of explosion of 002 gr. fulminating silver to be about 1750 metres

(say 5833 feet) per second, and so, very much greater than that

of ordinaiy projectiles. Thus is readily explained how a little

of the substance exploded electrically on a glass or metal plate,

or a card, fixed in a free position, makes a hole through it. The

resistance of the air would appear to have nothing to do with it,

for explosion in vacuo penetrated a card quite similarly, though

with less noise. The gases of explosion acquire, in an im-

measurably short time, and with nearly the same density as the

solid body, the whole high velocity imparted by the work of

explosion. As this is of the order of projectile-velocities, the

plate is shot through, the lower half of the exploding mass acting

against the upper, and the two acquiring equal and opposite

velocities. With paper or tinfoil on a table, explosion produced

(by reaction, no doubt) an upward convexity, sometimes with

rupture.
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It is the intention of the authorities at the South Kensington

Aquarium to endeavour to introduce herrings into the collection

of fish now on view there. The difficulty of naturalising this

species to artificial existence is very great, as has been proved

by former experiments. At sea-port aquaria, however, where a

continuity of salt water may be obtained, this difficulty is

obviated to a great extent, but at inland aquaria, where the

water is seldom changed, it necessitates extraordinary skill to

keep them alive.

At a meeting of the Council of the National Fish Culture

Association, held last week, it was stated that the American

Government had forwarded another consignment of Salmonids

ova since the previous week, and the hatchery was now replete

with eggs. It was further stated that the hatchery had been

reconstructed and enlarged to meet the strain placed upon its

accommodative capacity, so that the Association was in a posi-

tion to incubate any number of ova.

A LARGE supply of salmon and trout ova has been despatched

to New Zealand by Sir Francis Dillon Bell, who is most desirous

of stocking the waters of that country with Salmonidfe. The
ova were obtained by the Tay District Fishery Board, and de-

posited in the Howietown establishment until ready for shipment.

Much is being done to advance the New Zealand fisheries, and

the attempts made in this direction have terminated successfully

in nearly every instance.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Pennant's Broadtail (Platycercus fennauti)

from New South Wales, presented by Mr. H. Stacy Marks,

R.A., F.Z. S. ; five Adorned Ceratophrys (Ceratop/trys ormita)

from Buenos ;\yres, presented by Dr. F. C. Strutt ; a Common
Chameleon (C/iaiihrkon vulgaris) from North Africa, presented

by Mr. Charles Kershaw ; a Common Gull [Lants canus), a

Black-headed Gull (Lanis ri libiindus), a Kittawake {A'lssn

tridactyld), British, purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Nav.\l Observatory, Washington.—The following novel-

ties occur in the programme of work to be pursued during the
year 1886 at the Naval Observatory, Washington, recently pub-
lished :

—

'

' With the great equatorial it is proposed to make observa-
tions of some of the fainter stars in the Pleiades to connect them
with the bright ones recently measured with the Yale College
heliometer. With the 9-6-inch equatorial observations of variable
stars will be commenced. A photometer for this instrument has
been ordered from Alvan Clark and Sons ; a spectroscope by
Hilger is ready for attachment."

The Secular Nutation of the Earth's Axis.—M.
Folic, having de<luced a periodic formula for the secular varia-
tions in obliquity and in longitude, applies the designation
secular nutation of the earth's axis to these variations. Defining
the normal equator as a plane the inclination of which to the
ecliptic of a certain epoch is equal to the mean obliquity of that
epoch, and the intersection of which with this latter plane passes
at each instant through the mean equinox of that instant, he
concludes that, in virtue of the secular nutation of the earth's
axis, the mean pole describes round the normal pole, considered
as fixed, an ellipse the major axis of which, directed towards the
pole of the fixed ecliptic (i.e. the mean ecliptic of the epoch) is

sensibly constant during several centuries. The period of the
secular nutation is about 30,000 years, differing little from that
of the precession on account of the slow motion of the node of
the ecliptic, which is only S"7 per annum. Assuming a uniform
value of 50" for the secular diminution of the obliquity, M.
Folic compares the results obtained from his formula with
ancient ob-ervations of the obliquity, and is thus led to announce
that the empirical expression f, = - o"-476 -f o" -000018/ for the
annual diminution (where t is the number of years from 1850)
satisfies very closely the observations from - 250 to -I- 1487.
This expression, however, gives a considerably greater variation

to the secular diminution of the obliquity than that which results

from Leverrier's researches.

Astrophysical Observatory of Potsdam.—The first

part of the fourth volume of the publications of this Observatory,
which was published in the latter part of last year, contains
three papers. The first of these is by Prof. Vogel, and contains
the observations which he made with the great Vienna refractor

in 1883 for the purpose of testing the performance of the great
object-glass. Prof. Vogel's final verdict is altogether favour-
able :

" The Vienna objective," he .says, "leaves nothing to be
desired as regards the precision of the images -,

" and he speaks of
using with advantage a power even of 1500 upon planetary
markings, a statement which is illustrated by a sketch of part of
Saturn's ring, as seen with that magnifying power. His prin-

cipal observations were, however, spectroscopic. Prof. Vogel
utilising the great light-gathering power of the Vienna equa-
torial for a detailed examination of the remarkable spectra
shown by several faint stars, classified by him under types W.b
and III. (5 ; the former including spectra showing both dark and
bright lines, and the latter, spectra crossed by dark bands, for

the most part sharp towards the red and shaded towards the

violet. The bright lines in the former class, with the exception
of the green line of hydrogen, have not been identified with
those of any element. The principal bands of the latter class

Prof. Vogel refrrs, as Dr. Duner does, to the absorption exer-

cised by hydrocarbons in the atmosphere of the star. The paper
also contains a number of observ.ations of nebula, principally

planetary, and is illustrated by four lithographic plates.

The second paper contains meteorological observations made
in tlie years iSSi to 1883, and the third is a very careful investi-

gation by Dr. G. Miiller of the influence of temperature on the

refraction of light through prisms, of various kinds of glass, of

Iceland-spar and rock-crystal.

Comets Fabry and Barnard.—The brightness of these two
comets continues to increase, Fabry's comet in particular pro-

mising ere long to be visible to the naked eye ; and it seems
probable that at the end of .\pril and the beginning of May we
may see the unusual spectacle of two bright comets near each

other, and very nearly in the zenith.

The following ephemerides are given for Berlin midnight, that

for Fabry's comet being by Dr. H. Oppenheim, and that for

Barnard's by Dr. A. Krueger :

—

Ma

R A.
h. m. s.

23 21 32
23 21 O
23 20 27

23 19 49

I 59 29
I 57 39
156 8.

Fabry^s Comet
Decl. Loii Log. a Bright-

00370
OOI2I
9-9860

9-9591

. 27 13-7 N

. 28 IO-6

. 29 no

. 30 14-8 X
Barnard^s Cornel

. 18 20-1 N. ... 0-2017

. 19 20'7 ... 0-1836

. 20 23-4 ... 0-1646

21 28-4 N. ... 0-1443

. 0-205S
0-1958

, 01836
0-1639

. 0-2412

. 02426
• 0-2432
. 02429

4-1

4-8

57
6-9

2-9

3'4
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Stellar Photography.—The new nebula around Maia, dis-

covered by means of the photographs taken at the Paris Obser-

vatory, has since been seen with the great Pulkova refractor.

M. Cruls, Director of the Rio de Janeiro Observatory, has

been commissioned by the Emperor of Brazil to have a photo-

graphic apparatus constructed similar to that devised by the

Brothers Henry at Paris, in order to co-operate with them in the

proposed photographic survey of the sky.

Harvard College Observatory.— Prof. E. C. Pickering

has issued his Report for the year 1885. As in former years,

chief interest attaches to the photometric researches carried out

at the Observatory. With the 15-inch equatorial the photo-

metric observations of the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites have
been continued. In all, 319 eclipses have now been observed,

35 since the end of October 1884. The reduction of the photo-

metric observations of the zone stars between the declinations
-1-0° 50' and + 1° o' has been carried on, and the observations of

DM. stars between + 49° 50' and + 50° o', as well as those

between +54° 50' and 4- 55^0', have been completed. These
observations have been made with the wedge photometer at-

tached to the large equatorial. The resulting magnitudes have

been computed by means of the stars occurring in the zones

which are also under observation with the meridian photometer.
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The work of the wedge has thus been made homogeneous with

that of the meridian photometer. The extensive use tlius made
of the wedge photometer seems to show that the instrument

used at Harvard College is not capable of the great degree of

precision which is claimed for that employed by Prof Pritchard.

To determine whether this difference is due to the form of the

instrument, Prof Pritchard has kindly undertaken to superin-

tend the construction of a wedge photometer made upon his

plan. The number of series of observations made during tlie

year with the meridian photometer is 202 ; the number of sepa-

rate settings somewhat exceeding 50,000. The accordance of

the results continues satisfactory ; the average deviation of the

separate measures of the standard circumpolar stars being o'i2

of a magnitude. The entire series of stars to be observed with

this instrument includes zones at intervals of 5° from the equator

to the pole ; the system adopted insuring a regular distribution

of stars down to the ninth magnitude. An important investiga-

tion has also been undertaken in stellar photography. A Voigt-

lander portrait lens of S inches aperture and 44 inches focus has
been mounted equatoriaily, and with this many photographs
have been taken of the trails left by a star wlien the telescope is

not driven by clockwork, polar stars as faint as the fourteenth

magnitude and equatorial stars of the sixth magnitude having
been thus photographed. Some most striking results have been
obtained with stellar spectra. By placing a large prism in front

of the lens, photographs have been obtained of stars as faint as

the eighth magnitude, in which lines are shown with sufficient

distinctness to be clearly seen in a paper positive. As all the
stars in a large region are thus photographed, more than a
hundred spectra have been obtained on a single plate.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1886 FEBRUARY 21-27

/'pOR the reckoning of time the civil d,ay, commencing at
^ Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24,

is here employed.)

At Greenwich on February 2i

Sunrises, yh. 4m. ; souths, I2h. 13m. 48'03. ; sets, I7h. 24m. ;

deck on meridian, 10° 28' S. : Sidereal Time at .Sunset,

3h. 30m.
Moon (at Last Quarter on Feb. 25) rises, 2oh. 2m.* ; souths,

2h. 17m. ; sets, 8h. 19m. ; decl. on meridian, 0° 22' S.

Planet Rises Souths Sets Decl. on meridian

Mercury ... 7 13
Venus ... 6 i

Mars ... iS 48*

Jupiter ... 20 13*

Saturn ... 11 49
• Indicates that the risi

that of the following morn

... 12 7
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was smaller in size. They were pjlished with great care, and in

shape resembled certain Scandinavian stone axes. From in-

quiries which he made, he came to the conclusion that in recent

times there existed in the centre of the Malay peninsula a people

wholly ignorant of metals, and he asks whether these "fire

apes" are a remnant of the aborigines, who were overwhelmed
by a Negrito invasion, or whether they are merely Sakayes who
fled before the Malays. The Sakayes, it should be noted,

preserve a tradition of the use of stone implements, and it is

probable that before the Malay invasion they knew notliiiig of

metals. It is curious to notice that the Malays, who frequently

find stone axes in the soil, called them " thunderstones,"

believing that they proceed from a thunderbolt, thus reproducing

-an old Breton notion in the centre of the Malay peninsula.

We have more than once referred to the extraordinary diver-

sity and confusion of the names of States and towns in the

eastern half of the Indo-Chinese peninsula. The Marquis
•d'Hervey de Saint-Denys, well-known for his Chineie researches,

Jias recently read a paper on this subject before the Paris

Academy of Inscriptions, which throws much light on the his-

tory of this nomenclature. In the sixth century of our tra the

Chinese, regarding the populations of the present Kuantung,
Kwang'^i, and Tmquin as barbarians, called them Yuen.
When the present Tonquin was conquered and reduced to a

Chinese province, they called it Kiao-chi or Kia chow, from
the name of the capital, the Hanoi of our days. In 756 they
established in Tonquin a great district, which they styled the

Annam, or "pacificator of the south." This is the origin of

the present designation. In the fifteenth century Annam, then

become a feudatory kingdo j', was divided into two principalities :

the Western Court, Si-tong, and the Eastern Court, Tonquin ;

hence the latter name. In 1775 the kingdoms of Annam and
Cochin China were destroyed by a rebellion, and the last king
of the former died at Pckin, whither he had Hed. The King of

Cochin China, however, succeeded in recovering his throne,

and in adding, with the consent of the Chinese, Annam to his

dominions. But, in ratifying this union, the Emperor of China
bestowed a new name on the whole, Yue-nan. The writer

concludes that the country called Annam by the Chinese never
went beyond the seventeenth parallel of latitude, and that in

every document in which the title occurs the present Tonquin is

really meant. It would thus appear that there are, historically,

only two countries on the east coast of the peninsula, viz.

Annam (which is Tonquin, and nothing more) and Cochin
China. But this leaves the present Annam to be accounted
for. Possibly nothing short of an International Geographical
Congress will succeed in producing a simple uniform nomen-
clature for this region.

The Revue Seienlifique bases the following conclusions on the
climate of Tonquin on the evidence given by medical and sani-

tary experts before the recent Commission of the French Chamber
on the subject. Compared with Cochin China, Tonquin is not
unhealthy ; from September to April there is regular spring, and
it is from May to October that the heat is almost insupportable.
Except in the mountains, which are dreaded by the natives, and
in the forests in the neighbourhood of Hung-hoa, there are no
deadly fevers as in Cochin China ; especially.are there no serious

diarrhoeas as in the latter. In the delta of the Red River, culti-

vation and vegetation render it healthy. It is doubtful whether
cholera is endemic in Tonquin ; the last epidemic appears to

have been imported from the Pescadores, and it attacked natives

rather than Europeans. But sunstroke is rather prevalent. Two
years is tie limit assigned for the residence of troops having to

undergo great latigue, with an insufficient quantity of good
food ; but on occasion this stay may be prolonged without harm
to three or four years. Merchants and officials may safely spend
fifteen to twenty years in the country.

At the meeting of the Geographical Society of Paris on
January 8, M. Duveyrier described some observations made at

Tuggurt in 1S60, from which he calculated the latitude at

33° 7' 9" and the longitude at 3° 36' 24" east of Paris. M. Le
Chatelier sent several notes relating to the southern part of
Algeria.

The Com^/e irm/ii, 'No. i, 1S86, of the Paris Geographical
Society, contains a suggestion from M. Alphonse de Candolle
referring to ihe want in geographical books and works of travel
of an analytical index. These works, he says, contain informa-
tion on natural history, agriculture, mines, ethnography, lan-

guage, arts, religion, &c., which interest all classes of students,
but it is scattered throughout the various works, and few have
the patience or the time to get at them by an attentive perusal of
the whole. He has often experienced this want himself in pre-
paring his botanical geography, and more recently the work on
the origin of cultivated plants. As models of indices he points
to Darwin's works, and adds that the more detailed the index is

the better. He therefore invites the Society to encourage the
addition of indices to geographical works.

The last Bulletin (No. 4, 1S85) of the same Society contains
the full text of M. Velain's geographical and ethnographical
sketch of French Guiana, and the basins of the Yari and Paru,
affluents of the Amazon, based on Dr. Crevaux's exploration ; of
M. de Saint- Pol Lias's account of his journeys in Sumatra and
Malacca ("Atche and Perak"); and of the journeys of MM.
Seneze and Noetzli in Ecuador and Peru in 1876-77.

Globus (No. 5, 1886) contains an article by Prof. Blumentritt
on the tribe of Guinaus of Abra, in Luzon, based on a com-
munication by Lieut. Trullens, of the Spanish Army, to the
Boletin of the Philippine Society of the Amigos del Pais. The
article describes the houses, mode of life, manners and customs
of the tribe. They are confirmed head-hunters, notwithstanding
the presence of Spanish troops and police in their territory.

Their superstitions, Prof. Blumentritt says, go to strengthen the

theory that the religious notions of the Malays all over the

Archipelago are broadly the same. It is noteworthy that he
laments the general ignorance of ethnology displayed by most
Spanish writers on the Philippine races.

THE LUMBAR CURVE IN MAN AND APES^
T N this investigation the fresh spines of twelve Europeans, of

four anthropoids, of fifteen different species of the lower
apes, and several quadrupeds were examined. In each case the

body was frozen, and then divided by a saw in the mesial plane.

When still in the frozen condition a tracing was taken of the

outline of the body, and of the centra of the vertebra;. The
results obtained all tend to minimize the importance of the

lumbar curve as a distinctive char.acter of any special group.

It is present in a well-marked form not only in the chimpanzee,
but also in most of the lower apes, and even, under certain con-

dition--, in some quadrupeds {i.e. bear). In the chimpanzee the

quality of the curve is identical with that of man : it only differs

in degree. The latter point could not be absolutely determined,

as the four anthropoids examined were little over four years old,

and yet the degree of curve was much greater than that of a

child of six—indeed it was comparable with that of a child of

thirteen.

The second part of the memoir dealt with the adaptation in

form of the vertebral bodies to the lumbar curve. By measure-

ments it can be established that in the low races the lumbar
curve is not stamped upon the spine so firmly as in the case of

the Europeans. In other words, the European lumbar vertebrfe

are moulded in accordance with the curve, whilst the corre-

sponding vertebrae of the low races are not.

Taking the anterior vertical depth of each vertebral body as

100, the following indices were obtained ;

—

Man
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most desirable that all observations regarding snow should be

made part and parcel of regular meteorological observations. The
Ural Society of Naturalists has already collected valuable mate-

rials under that head, and it may be assumed that scientific and
practical meteorologists will not be slow in taking advantage of

such observations. P. K.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Camiiridge.—Mr. S. F. Harmer, B.A., has been appointed
Demonstrator of Animal Morphology, in the place of Mr.
Walter Heape, resigned. Mr. Harmer was previously Demon-
strator of Comparative Anatomy.
The subject for the .Sedgwick Prize Essay in 1889 is the

Petrology of the Igneous Rocks associated with the Cambrian
(Sedgwick) of Carnarvonshire. The essays must be sent in on or

before October I, 1SS8. It is open only to graduates of Cambridge
who have resided sixty days during the year preceding that date.

On the 22nd inst. the General Board of Studies will proceed
to nominate a University Lecturer in Geology for five years, in

the place of Dr. R. D. Roberts, now Secretary to the London
Association for the Extension of University Teaching.
A report of the General Board of Studies has been carried,

recommending that no fees shall be paid by students to Pro-
fessors and Readers in consideration of the lectures which form
part of the ordinary duty of their office, but only for further

assistance and material or apparatus ; also that a return shall be
given to the Board of lectures delivered, extra teaching given,

and fees charged.
The important proposals respecting the additional subjects in

the Previous Examination required of candidates for honours
have been carried in such a way as to make them broader in

their effects. The substitution of Mechanics for Statics was
carried by 58 to 44. The alternative of French or German was
introduced by 59 to 42 ; and then, somewhat surprisingly, the
restriction of this alternative to candidates for the Mathematical
Tripos, and the requirement that candidates fur any other tripos

than the Mathematical should pass in the mathematical addi-

tional subjects, were rejected by 53 to 49. Thus a great step

in adv.ance is made, and any candidate for honours can take
Mathematics, French, or German as an additional subject.

Mr. Leslie Stephen has been reappointed an Elector to the

Knightbridge Professorship, Lord Rayleigh to that of Chemistry,
Mr. Christie, Astronomer- Royal, to the Plumian Professorship ;

Dr. Humphry has been appointed an Elector to that of Anatomy
in place of the late Dr. Allen Thompson ; Mr. F. Darwin has
been reappointed an Elector to that of Botany ; Dr. G.J- Ilinde
has been appointed an Elector to the Woodwardian Ppifessor-

ship of Geology in place of Rev. E. Hill ; Prof. Stokes, P. R.S.,
has been reappointed an Elector to the Jacksonian Professor-

ship ; Dr. H. C. Sorby, F. R.S., to that of Mineralogy; the
Right Hon. G. J. Goschen, M. P., has been appointed an Elector

of that of Political Economy, in place of Prof. A. Marshall

;

Prof. H. N. Moseley, F. R.S., has been reappointed an Elector
to that of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy ; Prof. Stokes,

P. R..S. , to the Cavendish Professorship ; Lord Rayleigh to that

of Mechanism ; D.'. F. J. Farre to the Downing Professorship
of Medicine ; Prof. Huxley to that of Physiology ; Sir James
Paget to that of Pathology ; Prof. William Walface has been
appointed an Elector to that of Mental Philosophy and Logic,
in place of Mr. James Ward ; and Mr. Cadge to that of Surgery.
The appointments in each case are for eight years.

The report recommending the institution of a Tripos Ex-
amination in Engineering, to be combined to some extent with
the Natural Sciences Tripos, has been discussed at some length
in the Senate. Mr. Hill thought parts of the Mathematical
Tripos and the Special Examination of Engineering sufficient.

Mr. Trotter throught the proposed examination was required
both for engineering students and students of physics. It was
desirable to increase the mathematical training of students of
engineering. The Mathematical Tripos had, he thought, suf-

fered from its long and illustrious history. The Examiners felt

bound to find something new, and a good deal of students' time
was spent in recognising old things in disguised forms, and in

solving mathematical puzzles, not suitable for an engineering
student pressed for time, or for a student of experimental
physics. Prof. Stuart said he was in a position to state that the
University had now the opportunity of making its engineering
certificate very much ahead of anything else in the world. In

one very important respect the new examination would differ

from the Mathematical Tripos ; it would include practical work
in its earliest part.

New science buildings are now being erected for Tonbridge
School at a cost of nearly 14,000/. They will contain chemical
and physical laboratories, lecture-room, class-rooms, preparation-
rooms, and in addition a library and room for drawing.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
TheJournal of the Royal Microseopical Society for December

1SS5 contains :—On some new and rare Desmids, by W. Barwell
Turner (plates 15 and 16). Describes a number of new species,

for the most part from the United States of America, but the
localities are not always very definitely given. A new gentis,

Leptozosma, is made for a filamentous form near to Bambusina,
Kutz, but differing in the sutures. The various forms mentioned
are all figured.—Further experiments on feeding insects with
the curved or "comma" Bacillus, by Dr. R. L. Maddox. The
curved Bacilli are apparently able to retain life in the intestinal

tract of flies, and so might possibly become a source of injury to
animals.—On the cholera "comma" Bacillus, by G. F.
Dowdeswell, M.A.—On an improved form of Stephenson's
binocular prisms, by C. D. Ahrens.—Remarks on Prof. Abbe's
note on the proper definition of the amplifying power of a lens

or lens-system, by Dr. E. Giltay.—On the limits of resolution

in the microscope, by Frank Crisp, LL.B., with a note by
Prof. Abbe.—The usual summary of current researches and the

proceedings of the Society.—At one of the meetings Mr. Crisp
exhibited a series of photographic portraits of all the Presidents

of the Society. These—eighteen in number—appear in the

present part, arranged on two plates of eight portraits each and
two full-page portraits of Sir R. Owen, the first President of

the Microscopical Society, and of Mr. Glaisher, the first President

of the Royal Microscopical Society.

Wiedemann''s Annalen, Bd. xxvii. No. I, January.—F. and
W. Kohlrausch, the electro-chemical equivalent of silver, to-

gether with an experimental proof of the measurements of

intensity of terrestrial magnetism. These determinations, chiefly

by the method of Joule, appear to have been made with the
utmost regard for precision in all details. The value of the

electro- chemical equivalent of silver deduced is about o'o6 per
cent, higher than that given by Lord Rayleigh, being o'ooiiiSj
gr.amme per ampere, as against O'ooiiiyg. Mascart's latest

value was 0"OOIII56. This would make the equivalent of

hydrogen O'ooooio385.—A. Kundt, on double refraction of

light in metal films which are produced by disgregation of a

cathode. Films deposited by electric discharges from a pointed
cathode show a circularly-arranged dichroism when viewed in

the polariscope.—Ch. Liideking, on the specific heats, specific

gravities, and heats of hydration of the fatty acids and of their

mixtures with water.—Otto Schumann, on the density of the

adsorbed films of air on surfaces of glass.—J. Lahr, Grass-

mann's vowel-theory in the light of experiment. Discusses the

re'ults obtained by Jenkin and Ewing with a phonograph, and
by Schneebeli with a phonautograph.—E. Aulinger, on the

relation of Weber's theory of electrodynamics to the principle

of unity of electric forces propounded by Hertz.—O. Tumlirz,

on the properties of rock crystal in the magnetic field. This
paper announces the discovery in this body of residual dia-

magnetic properties.—Eug. Blasius, notice on Japanese mirrors.

Describing kindred phenomena with glass plates which have
been scratched at the back with a writing diamond.—E.

Lommel, aerostatic balance for the determination of the specific

gravities of gases.

Archives Italiennes de Biologic, tome vi. fasc. 3, May 30, 1885.

—This part completes volume vi. of this Archiv, and in it the

editors apologise for its tardy and irregular appearance, which was
caused by the terrible epidemic which afflicted Italy in 1884.

For the future the Archiv will appear not at stated periods, but

as matter is ready for publication, every three parts to form a

volume. This part contains the last part of a notice of Dr.

Beccari's work on " Piante Ospitatrici," by M. E. Levier.

These host plants, noticed first by Rumphius in 1750, have
been studied in New Guinea and in the Malay Archi-

pelago by Beccari, the first part of whose deeply interesting

account of them and their ant guests has but recently been pub-
lished.—On a case of congenital cataract, by J. Albertotti. The
patient was operated on at the age of 21. The operation
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was a brilliant success, and the experiences noted in this paper

are of great value ; but the result to the patient may be guessed

at by his exclamation some months after the operation :
" C'etait

mieux quand je ne voyais pas."—On the action produced on the

sensibility and motility of nerves by dilute hydrochloric acid,

by Dr. C. Negro.—Note on pneumonococcus, a grave com-

plication in pneumonia, by P. Foa and G. Rattone.—On the

physio-pathological aspects of stratified pavement epithelium,

and on the pathogeny of albuminuria, by Prof. G. Tizzoni.

—

On the presence of albumen in saliva, a criticism of the views of

Madame Dessales by Prof Brancaccio, and a reply by Madame
Dessales.—On the central termination of the optic nerve in

some mammals, by Dr. J- Bellonci.—On the influence of chloral

on gastric digestion, by A. Fiumi and A. Favrat.—Anatomical

and clinical study of Morgagni's cataract ; and on congenital

micro-ophthalmy, by Dr. Falchi.

Rivista Scientifico-Indiistriale, December 15-31.—Dr. Pietro

Cardani, variation of the diameter of the sparks with the poten-

tial and the resistance : a study of the way the diameter of the

sparks is modified by the resistance of the circuit, and how the

diameter itself varies with the increase of the explosive distance.

The diameter is found to increase proportionately to the square

root of the potential, and to decrease according to a hyperbolical

function with the increased resistance ; hence for great distances

this diameter becomes sensibly constant. The same physicist

deals with Harris's second law that the explosive distance varies

inversely with the pressure of the gas, and concludes that this

law is true only within certain limited conditions.—Dante
Roster, remarks in connection with Prof. Mariacher's observa-

tions on the food of birds. These studies have a practical value,

tending to determine those birds which are insectivorous, and
consequently harmless, and those that are graminivorous and
injurious to the crops.

Reali Istitiito Lombardo, January 7.—Summary of Tito

Vignoli's monograph on " The Psychic Act of Attention in the

Animal Series," in which the author describes the genesis of

attention from the lowest to the highest organisms, analysing

the elements of sensation and perception, and determining their

comparative values. The physiological and psychological con-

ditions of attention are held to be identical in the higher animals and
in man, differing only objectively, and man alone being capable of

introspective thought. Hence man is distinguished from other ani-

mals, not by the physio-psychic act of attention, but by the faculty

of submitting his own intelligence to examination.—In a supple-

mentary note on the transition from animal to human intelli-

gence, Vignoli argues that Darwinism will never succeed in

explaining the evolution of the organic from the inorganic, nor
of sensation and consciousness from the mere organic. The
passage from the intelligence of animals to that of man is not a

gradual development of the faculties, but is accomplished by a

reflex act of animal intelligence on itself. This act must be instan-

taneous, consequently is not the result of evolution, as are the

physical conditions leading up to it.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, January 7.
— " Experimental Researches

on the Propagation of Heat by Conduction in Muscle,

Liver, Kidney, Bone, and Brain." By J. S. Lombard, M. D.,

formerly Assistant Professor of Physiology in Harvard Univer-
sity. Communicated by Charles E. Brown- Sequard, M.D.,
LL.D., F.R.S.

January 14.
— "Notes upon the Straining of Ships caused by

Rolling." By Prof. Francis Elgar, LL.D., F.R.S.E
It does not appear that any serious attempt has yet been made

to investigate the amounts, or even the nature, of the principal

straining actions which the rolling of a ship brings into play, or

of the effect of those straining actions upon the material of

which the hull is composed. Various writers, from Bouguer in

1746, down to Prof Slacquorne Rankine in 1866, and Sir E. J.
Reed in 1871, have discussed the straining actions that are

caused by longitudinal racking and bending when a vessel is

floating in statical equilibrium. Sir E. J. Reed elaborately in-

vestigated the subject in a paper contained in the Philosophical

Transactions of the Royal Society for 1S71, and gave examples
of the amounts and distribution of the stresses caused by such

straining actions in several typical ships of Her Majesty's Navy.
Mr. W. John supplemented this by a paper on the strength of

iron ships, read before the Institution of Naval Architects in

1874, in which similar results were given for_ various classes of

vessels in the mercantile marine. 1- "-

The later investigations of these longitudinal straining actions

apply not only to the case of a ship floating in equilibrium in

still water, but also to cases in which she is (i) in instantaneous

statical equilibrium across the crest of a wave ; and (2) in in-

stantaneous statical equilibrium across the hollow of a wave

—

the wave-length being equal to the length of the ship.

Cases frequently occur which show that the maximum stresses

of the material of a ship's hull are not in proportion to the

results obtained by the ordinary calculations ; and that certain

deductions that have been drawn from those results are by no
means sound. For instance, it is said to follow from the analogy

between the longitudinal bending action upon a ship afloat and
that upon a loaded girder, that there is little or no stress exerted

upon that portion of a ship's plating which is in the vicinity of

the neutral axis for the upright position ; and the inference has

been drawn that, subject to the consideration of the sides being

occasionally brought, in some degree, into the positions of flanges

of a girder at large inclinations, the thickness of the material

may be decreased with advantage near the neutral axis. Now
it cannot be shown that the plating which is in the vicinity of

the neutral axis when the ship is upright, is ever brought into

such a position by the rolling of a vessel as to be much affected

by mere longitudinal bending.

Other propositions respecting the distribution of stress in

various parts of the structure have been deduced from con-

siderations and assumptions upon which the ordinary calculations

of longitudinal strength are based ; and rules have, in conse-

quence, been proposed for regulating the strength of the prin-

cipal component parts of ships' hulls. It is only necessai'y here

to say that many of those deductions, like the one already

noticed, are unsound, and are not consistent with the effects

that may be observed of straining action at sea.

A considerable experience at sea, where the author has closely

observed the effects of straining action caused by twisting

moments, and a further experience in investigating the stresses

to which the various portions of ships' hulls are subjected ac-

cording to the theories referred to, and in comparing the results

so obtained with the visible evidences of straining action, have
convinced liim that the stresses caused by twisting moments are

much greater than is generally supposed, and that no rules for

regulating the strength of ships can be satisfactory if based upon
hypotheses that exclude all practical consideration of twisting

moments.
The straining action considered in this paper is that caused

by the twisting moments which operate when a ship rolls from
side to side, and which are caused by differences in the longi-

tudinal distribution of the moments of the forces that cause

rotation, and those which resist rotation.

After describing at length the manner in which the twisting

moments may be approximately calculated, the author proceeds

to consider the amounts and distribution of the stresses upon
the material of the hull which are caused by a given twisting

moment :

—

We can learn something of the nature and distribution of

those stresses ; but, at present, their amounts cannot be calcu-

lated with any reliable approacli to accuracy. Experiments are

required upon the torsion of thin shells of various prismatic

forms in order to furnish the requisite data for dealing with so

complicated a case as that of a ship's hull. The difliculty of

obtaining exact data is very great ; but attention is drawn to

some of the general considerations which affect the twisting

moments and the distribution of the twisting strains and stresses

over a ship's hull ; and to the bearing which these have upon
the important practical problems that relate to the structural

strength of ships.

The best data available for guidance in judging of the dis-

tribution of strain and stress due to twisting over the structure

of a ship are to be found in M. de Saint-Venant's investigations,

of the torsion of prisms.'

The distribution of the torsional stresses over the transverse

section of a ship's hull is obviously different from the distribution

* " Memoires pr^sentes par divers Savants \ I'Academie des Sciences

, de rinstitut Impe'rial de France," 'tcme 14, 1856. " Mdmoire sur la

t Torsion de Prismes, &c." Par M. de Saint-Venant," pp. 233-5C0. Also

I
Thomson and Tail's " Natural Philosophy," vol. i., fart 2, sees. {59-710.
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of the stresses due to longitudinal bending. The parts subjected

to greatest stress by twisting are those which are near to the

centre of gravity of the transverse section ; and they are the

side plating near the neutral axis of longitudinal bendin;; in the

upri'iht position and the middle portions of the plating of the

decks. Those parts of the hull which are usually made the

strono-est, viz. , the straUe^; of side and bottom plating that are

farthest from the neutral axis, and the upper deck stringer

plate, are those which are least affected by twisting. It is pro-

bably owing, in great measure, to the straining action caused by

twisting, that experience has proved it to be necessary to make
the outside plating of a ship of nearly uniform thickness over

the whole section ; and it cannot be because of the reason some-

times given, that the plating in the vicinity of the neutral axis

when a ship is upright is often brought by rolling into positions

in which it is greatly strained by longitudinal bending.

The importance of many of the structural arrangements of

ships which practical experience has shown to be necessary are

described in the present paper, and may be understood from the

considerations adduced ; and it may also be seen that no rules for

regulating the strength of ships are likely to be satisfactory if

based, as is often done, upon the hypothesis that the straining

actions caused by longitudinal bending are so much more
important than all others that it is sufficient to regard them
alone.

Abstract of Paper on " Proteid Substances in Latex." Ity

J. R. Green, B.Sc., B.A., Demonstrator of Physiology in the

University of Cambridge.
The author, after calling attention to the researches of other

writers into the nature of the proteids found especially in seeds,

described certain bodies found by him to be present in the latex

of various plants, chiefly East Indian and South American. The
most noteworthy of these was a curious proteid exhibiting rela-

tions to the peptones and to the albumoses, resembling the

former in being soluble in distilled water, in not being coagulated

by heat, and in dialysing through membranes, and agreeing with

the latter in being precipitated from its solutions in saturation

with solid neutral salts. In addition to this body, which was
present in all the samples examined, others were described, in-

cluding a form of abaimen, a globulin, and two albumoses, one
of the latter being identical with the hemi-albumose described

by Vines as occurring in many seeds. The paper concluded

with a recapitulation of the bodies found, and with a detailed

summary of their distinguishing reactions.

February 4.—"On Intra-v.ascidar Clotting." By L. C. Wool-
dridge, M. B., D..Sc. Communicated by Prof. Sanderson.

1 he author has isolated from the perfectly fresh thymus gland
and testis of the calf a substance which, when dissolved in alka-
line salt solution and injected into the blood of an animal, causes
instantaneous death.

The substance in question is a complex proteid body, and as
proof that the effects it produces are due to this proteid and not
to any accidental admixture, the author adduces the fact tliat it

becomes entirely inactive after having been subjected for a short
time to the action of artificial peptic digestion.

The cause of death is extensive intra-vascular clotting of the
blood ; if a sufficient quantity be injected, complete thrombosis of
the whole vascular system is produced. The substance docs not
contain any fibrin ferment, nor does the blood which is obtained
from an animal after injection of this substance contain more
than a minute trace of ferment.

Mathematical Society, February 11.

—

Mr. J. \V. L.
Glaisher, F.R.S., President, in the chair.— Prof. P. H. Schoute,
Ph.D., Groningen, Netherlands, was elected a Member. — Capt.
P. A. Macmahon, R. A., read a paper on perpetuant reciprocants.
the object of which was to present the numerical enumeration of
the perpetuant reciprocants of the first six degrees carried out on
the plan initiated by Prof. .Sylvester (see Nature, January 7,
p. 222, Comfiles rendus, and the Messenger of Mathcmatks).—
The President communicated a note on the functions Z{u), e(tt),

ir(«,.j) by himself, and a note on a Z(u) function by Mr. J.
Griffiths.—The Secretary read part of a paper by Mr. R. A.
Roberts on polygons circumscribed about a conic and inscribed
in a cubic.

Anthropological Institute, January 26. — Anniversary
Meetmg.—Mr. Francis Gallon, F.R.S., President, in the chair.
—The foUowmg gentlemen were elected Members of the Council

for the ensuing year:—President, Francis Gallon, F. K.S. ;

Vice-Presidents: John Beddoe, F.R.S., Capt. R. F. Burton,

Prof. G. Busk, F.R.S., Tuhn Evans, F.R.S., Prof. Flower,

F.R.S., Prof. Huxley, "F.R.S., Sir John Lubbock, Bart.,

F.R.S., Major-General Pitt-Rivers, F.R.S., Edward B. Tylor,

F.R.S., Hyde Clarke, Lieut.-Col. H. H. Godwin-Austen,
F.R.S., Prof. A. H. Keane ; Secretary, F. W. Rudler, F.G.S.

;

Treasurer, F. G. H. Price, F.S.A. ; Council : S. E. B. Bouverie-

Pusey, Sir W. Bowman, Bart., E. VV. Brabronk, F. S..\., Sir

George Campbell, C. H. E. Carmichael, M.A., W. L. Distant,

A. W. Franks, F.R.S., J. G. Garson, M.D., A. L. Lewis,

Prof. A. Macalister, F.R.S., R. Biddulph M.artin, Prof. Meldola,

Prof. Moseley, F. R.S.,C. Peek, M.A., J. E. Price, F.S.A.,

Charles H. Read, F.S.A. , Charles Roberts, F.K.C.S., Lord
Arthur Russell, Prof. G. P. Thane, M. J. Walhoi.se, F.R.A.S.

Entomological Society, Februaiy 3.—Mr. R. McLachlan,
F. R.S., President, in the chair.—The President appointed

Mr. F. Du Cane Godman, F. U.S., Mr. Stainton, F.R.S., and
Mr. J. Jenner Weir, Vice-Presidents for the year.—Dr. Livett,

Lieut. Goodrich, Mr. Eustace Bankes, and Mr. F. Enock were
elected Fellows, and M. Ragonot of Paris, ex-President of the

Entomological Society of France, was elected a Foreign

Member.—Mr. C. O. Waterhouse exhibited some cocoons of

Coccidte [Eriopdtis) found by Mr. Moore on blades of grass at

Ilfracombe.—Mr. Douglas sent for e.xhibition leaves oiEuoiiymus
lapoiiiciis, received from M. Lichtenstein, infested by a coccid,

Chionaspis euonymi, first noticed in the United States, but

which occurred in great numbers at Montpellier and Nismes,

and always destroyed the shrubs attacked by it.—The President

exhibited specimens of Teliix australis, received from Mr. Olift

of the .Sydney Museum, who had captured them near Penrith,

New South Wales. Mr. Oliff stated that the insects were decidedly

sub-aquatic, as he had found them 8 or 10 inches below the

surface of the water on the stems of water plants.—Mr. W. F.

Kirby exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Ralfe, a series of specimens

of /,K"-"i' coryjon of a very extraordinary character.—The Rev.

W. W. Fowler e.xhibited a specimen of the almost unique

beetle, Ilarpalus calcealns, taken by himself at Bridlington ;

also a specimen of Apion Lemoroi, a new French Apion taken

on the coasts of Normandy and Brittany. He also exhibited

several species of British Helophori, and read notes on their

synonymy.—Mr. H. Goss read an analysis of M. Brongniart's

recent work on *' Les Insectes fossiles des Terrains Priuiaires,"

and expounded that author's views on the classification of

insects from geological data.—The Rev. W. W. Fowler read

notes on a small collection of Languriula: , with descriptions

of two new species.—Dr. Baly communicated a paper con-

taining descriptions of new genera and species of Calenicidit.—
Mr. J. Edwards communicated the first part of a synopsis of

British Homoptera {Cicadina).

Institution of Civil Engineers, January 26.— Sir Frederick

J. Bramwell, F. R. S., President, in the chair.—The ]iaper read

was on the injurious effect of a blue heat on steel and iron, by
Mr. C. E. Stromeyer, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.

Manchester
Literary and Philosophical Society, December i, 1SS5.

—

Prof. W. C. Williamson, LL.D., F.R.S., President, in the

chair.—The diffraction of a plane polarised wave of light, by R.

F. Gwyther, M. A.—On ihe different arrangements of equal

spherical granules, so that the me.an density may be a maximum,
by Prof. Osborne Reynolds, F.R.S.

DUBLI.N'

Royal Society, January 20.—Section of Physical and Ex-
perimental Science.—C. R. C. Tichborne, Ph.D., in the chair.

—On a nomenclature for facilitating the study of music, by G.

J. Stoney, D.Sc, F.R.S.—Notes on improvements in equatorial

mountings, by Howard Grubb, M.F., F.R.S. These consisted

of a new slow motion in declination, a new position finder, and
a modification of the old differential slow motion in right ascen-

sion. Mr. Grubb also described a new slow motion in right

ascension, and a new arrangement for electric clock control

specially adapted for celestial photography.—Dr. Stoney com-
municated notes on observations made by Prof. Vogel with the

great Vienna refractor.—On a method of determining the specific

gravity of a small quantity of a dense solid, also applicable to

finding the specific gravity of a small quantity of a porous sub-

stance, by J. Joly, B. E. The ordinary method of dealing with
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minute fragments of minerals, by balancing in a liquid of a

specific gravity adiustable to that of the mineral, fails altogether

(a) when the substance has a specific gravity over 4'5 about

;

(b) Vfhen it is of a porous nature. The author deals with mine-

rals having a specific gravity above that of Thulet's solution, or

of a porous nature, by embedding a known weight of the mineral

in a known weight of paraffin of known specific gravity, and

then determining the specific gravity of the mixed bodies by

balancing in a solution of low density. From these data the

required specific gravity is calculable. Several experiments

carried out on fragments of heavy or dendritic minerals ranging

in quantity from 12 to 35 milligrames were quoted. These gave

results concordant with recorded densities, and, where carried

out on pieces removed from the same hand specimen, were

uniformly consistent. — Celestial phenomena explicable by

meteors, by W. H. S. IVIonck, IVI.A.

Section of Natural Science.—J. P. O'Reill)', C.E., in the

chair.—Notes on the energy of the Ischia earthquakes of 1S81

and 18S3, by Rev. Dr. Haughton, F.R.S.—Dr. Haughton also

communicated an extract from a letter from a lady in India,

respecting the fall of a meteoric stone at Roorkee.—Note on

Edwardsia timida (Quatr.), by G. T. Dixon, M.A. The speci-

men was found atlMalahide, Co. Dublin. This is the first record

of the occurrence of this species in the British Isles.

Sydney
Linnean Society of New South Wales, November 25,

1885.—W. J. Stephens, F.G.S., President, in the chair.—The

following papers were read :—A list of the Trogositida; of

Austraha, with notes and descriptions of new species, by A.

Sidney Olliff, F. E.S., Assistant Zoologist, Australian Museum.

—Notes from the Australian IVIuseum—a new butterfly of the

family Lyca;nida;, from the Blue Mountains, by A. Sidney Olliff,

F.E.S., Assistant Zoologist, .ALUStralian Museum.—On a remark-

able fish, from Lord Howe Island, by William Macleay, F.L.S.,

&c. Under the name of Ctenodax 'oilkinsoni, Mr. Macleay

described a fish picked up on the beach at Lord Howe Island,

and made some remarks on its probable affinities. He considers

it not referable to any known family.—Recent changes in the

forest flora of the interior of New South Wales, by R. von

Lendenfeld, Ph.D. Based on observations made by Mr. Forest

Ranger Ridston and others, and on his own experience in the

Nymagee-Condobolin district, the author gives an account of

the rapid spreading of the pine {Frcmla robusta) within the la^t

twenty years. A table giving averages of the rainfall, the

spread of the pine and of the hee.i\e Diodoxus eiyHiniriis, White,

which in its larval stage destroys the young pine-trees, accom-

panies the paper.—The Australian freshwater Rhizopods, Part I.,

by R. von Lendenfeld, Ph.D. This paper is the first of an

intended series in which the Australian Protozoa belonging to

the groups Rhizopoda and Heliozoa are to be registered, and

the new species described. In this paper six species are men-

tioned, two are new. It is a most remarkable fact that the

common and well-known European forms are all apparently

found in equal abundance in Australian water.:. The new
sjiiecies are very similar to European ones, and do not present

any marked peculiarities. It does not appear likely that there

were no Rhizopods in Australian creeks before the advent of

Europeans, and so it cannot be assumed that all these Australian

species have been imported. As they cannot travel over the

oceans dividing Australia from other continents, it rnust be

assumed that they are unch.anged descendants of the Rhizopods

of that geological period, in which Australia was not isolated.

The absence of forms peculiar to Australia speaks strongly

against any recent spontaneous generation.—An Alga forming a

pseudomorph of a siliceous sponge, by R. von Lendenfeld,

Ph.D.

—

Onchidiiim chameleon, sp. nov., and the structure of

the dorsal skin of this and other Onchidia, by R. von Lendenfeld,

Ph.D., and John Brazier, C.M.Z S.—Observations on some

Australian Polychoeta, by W. A. Haswell, M.A., B.Sc, &c.

—

Descriptions of two new fishes from Port Jackson, by E. P.

Ramsay, F.R.S.E, &c., and J. Douglas-Ogilby, Australian

Museum.—On some remarkable crystals of siderite, by F. Ratte,

Eng., Arts and Manufactures (Paris).

Paris

Academy of Sciences, February 8.—M. Jurien de la

Graviere, President, in the chair.—Discourses on the occa-

sion of unveiling the statue erected in front of the College

de France to the memory of Claude Bernard, on February 4,

by MM. Paul Bert, Eerthelot, Fremy, and Chauvcau. '. The
statue, which is cast in bronze, is the work of M. Guillaume,

Member of the Institute.—Farewell address of M. Paul Bert

on his departure to Tonquin, where he has recently been ap-

pointed Civil Administrator. In the course of his remarks the

speaker expressed a hope that the young naturalists of the West
would begin to turn their attention to the Far East, and teach

the learned classes of those regions more fully to appreciate the

superiority of European science. " I rely on them," he added^

"to increase our moral influence, and also to enlarge our know-
ledge of that region, in many places still unexplored, to study

its resources, and prepare the way for the introduction of the

great European industries. They will thus at once promote the

interests of science and of France, a task enviable beyond all

others."—Remarks on the celebration of the centenary of Arago's

birth, on February 26th prox., by M. Mouchez. It was
stated by the speaker that the celebration would t.ake the form

of a public ceremony in the presence of the various deputations,

during which would be crowned the bust of Arago, occupying

the site on the Boulevard Arago, where a monumental statue is

subsequently to be raised to the great astronomer by public

subscription. The proceedings will close with a subscriptinn

banquet at the Hotel de Ville, to which will lie invited the

members of the Arago family.—Note on celestial photography,

by M. Mouchez. Amongst the stellar photographs already

obtained at the Paris Observatory, was [one of the nebula

near the star Maia in the Pleiades, which had never

before been seen with the best glasses. But M. Struve

now telegraphs to the author that he has just detected this

nebula with the new large equatorial of o'So m., recently

set up in the Pulkova Observatory. It was added that Dom
Pedro, Emperor of Brazil, had instructed M. Cruls, Director of

the Rio de Janeiro Observatory, to prepare a photographic

apparatus sim'ilar to that now in use in Paris, for the purpose of

co-operating in the general project of photograjjhing the starry

regions, already begun with such unexpected success at the

Paris Observatory.—Determination of the elements of re-

fraction, two diagrams, by M. Lcewy. It is shown that,

in spite of all the rotatory movements of the double

min-or, the fundamental condition for determining the con-

stant of refraction is always fulfilled. This principle rests

on the geometrical property that the projection of the

distance of two images on the trace of the plane of reflection

remains inv.ariable and always equ.al to the distance r'f' relative

to the epoch when the two stars and their two reflected images

are found comprised in the same plane.—On some hyper-

elliptical formulas, by M. Brioschi.—Note on the first botanical

collections that have reached the Paris Natural History Museum
from Tonquin, by M. Ed. Bureau. This first collection, carefiiUy

prepared by M. Balansa, is confined exclusively to the neigh-

bourhood of Hai-Phong and of Quang-Yen ; but it gives a com-

plete picture of the flora of these districts.—Remarks on the

admission of patients suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis into

the public hospitals, with a view of determining how far this

disease is contagious, by M. E. Leudet. The elements that

have served to offer a solution of this question are the records of

16,094 adult patients of both sexes treated in one of the wards

of the Rouen Hotel-Dieu during the thirty-one years from 1854

to 1885. The author concludes that the propagation of pul-

monary tuberculosis by contagion in hospitals has not been

demonstrated, or that it is at least very restricted.—Observations

on Fabry's comet made at the equatorials of the Bordeaux Ob-

servatory, by MM. G. Rayet and Courty.—Equatorial observa-

tions on Barnard's comet, made at the Bordeaux Observatory, by

M. F. Courty.—Observation of Brooks's comet made with the

14-inch equatorial of the Bordeaux Observatory, by MM. G.

Rayet and Courty.—On the shower of shooting-stars observed

on November 27, 1885, at the Zi-ka-wei Observatory near

Shanghai, China, by Pere Marc Dechevrens. The meteoric

display is described as less imposing than that of November 27,

1S72. The stars appear to have swept by at the rate of about

a hundred every 15 minutes. Notwithstanding the moonlight

a few were still seen so late as 4 a.m. the following morning

—On a new s}Stam of projection of the sphere suggested by

an inquiry into the means of representing the elliptical functions

geometrically, by M. Guyon.—Note on Ivory's theorem and on

some theorems in connection with the homofocal surfaces ot

the second order, by M. A. Mannheim.—Researches on the

groups of finite order contained in the group of the linear substi-

tutions of contact, by M. Autonne.—Note on a new process for
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preparing orthophosphoric acid, and the titration of phosphoric

and arsenic acids by means of various indicators, by M. A.

Joly.—Note on the action of acetic acid on the essence of tur-

pentine, by MM. G. Bouchardat and J. Lafont. It is shown that

acetic acid combines already in the cool state with the essence

of turpentine, yielding monacetates belonging to two entirely

distinct series. At the same time the uncombined essence is trans-

formed into two carburets CodH,^, one monovalent, analogous to

terebinthene, the other bivalent, or active terpilene.—Note on

a new direct method of studying animal heat, by M. Desplats.

The method here described is carried out by means of M. Ber-

thelot's water calorimeter, but it is applicable only to small

animals, such as rats, guinea-pigs, sparrows, &c. At equal

weight and in a given time birds are found to evolve three times

more heat than mammals, absorbing thrice the quantity of

oxygen and emitting three times inore carbonic acid.—Note on

the Eocene Echinida; belonging to the family of the Spantan-

gidea;, by M. G. Cotteau.—On some fossil Cycadeje of the

Carboniferous formations, by M. Daubree.—On a sub-lacustrine

moraine on the bar of Yvoise, which divides Lake Geneva into

two distinct basins, liy M. F. k. Forel. The dredgings carried out

in September 1SS5 have satisfied the author that this bar is, in

fact, a glacial moraine like the neighbouring hills. That this

moraine, 60 metres below the surface and 1 kilometre from the

sliore, has been kept clear of recent lacustrine alluvial deposits,

is attributed to the action of the sub-lacustrine currents.—Re-

marks on the geological map of Russian Turkestan prepared by
MM. Mtishketoff and Romanovsky—six chromolithographic

.sheets to the scale of i : 1,260,000, by M. Venukoff.—N^ite on
the relations existing between the geological, topographic, .and

chemical properties of the soil and the vegetation covering it in

Central Russia, by M. Venukofif.

Berlin

Meteorological Society, December i, 1SS5.—Prof. Born-
stein reported on a treatise by Herr van Bebber, which liad just

appeared, in which the latter, on the ground that typical

weather phenomena accompanied the minima that advanced
along the well-known highways of storms over Europe, demon-
strated that, from the position of the minimum on one of the

five highways of storms, and from the local condition of the

weather, might be derived the best data as a basis for a trust-

worthy prognostication of the weather.—Prof. Schwalbe made a

comprehensive survey of the investigations that had been
carried on by him for several years respecting the ice cavities.

In supplement of former reports on these investigations (vide

Nature, January 28, p. 312) the following is abstracted from
the address which dealt at large with the subject. The earliest

notice of the occurrence of ice cavities was contained in an
account written in the end of the seventeenth century. In the

last and in the beginning nf the present century ice cavities

had been variously described, but the descriptions were
greatly exaggerated. Down even to the present time these

enigmas of nature were little known and little investigated. Of
all students of natural science whom this subject had engaged,
the speaker had assuredly examined the greatest number of ice

cavities. Ice cavities formed but one group of ice phenomena,
which comprehended likewise dolines, ice holes, rolled ice,

ventaroles, and the cold strata of the ground. In the temperate
zone they were pretty widely distril)uted, and occurred in the

most varied mountain systems of Europe at heights of from
2000 to 4000 metres above sea-level, and some individual ones
at much lower elevations. They were found principally in

limestone, in gypsum, in basalt, and lava, but were present

likewise in mica slate and other stones. The most essential

condition of their presence was that the stone should be readily

percolable by water. In the majority of cases the entrance into

these cavities was from above, and the passage was directed

downwards, yet there were also cases in which the entrance was
from below and the passage upwards. The cavities themselves
were completely isolated, and no draught of wind was ever per-
ceived in them. The air in the cavities was in winter somewhat
colder than in summer, in winter the temperature sinking to

o* C, and somewhat lower, in summer ranging from 4° to 5' C.
The walls were always colder than the air in the central part,

and the air, moreover, was always completely saturated with
moisture. The ice is formed in spring, when the water began
to filter through the ground, and almost exclusively on the
floor of the cavities. The ceiling was always free of ice, the
floor more or less uniformly covered with a thick Layer of
ice, which, on being broken, splits into prismatic pillars re-

sembling honeycombs. The walls were covered with pearl-

like ice-crystals, and stalactitic ice formations came multifariously

to view. There was frequent opportunity for observing in an
ice cavity how the water-drops, having filtered through the

stone, fell to the ground, and there at once congealed. The
speaker then referred to and combated the various theories which
had been brought forward to explain the ice formation in the

cavities. His own view was that the water filtering through
the cold stone became refrigerated to excess, and therefore, on
falling, at once congealed.
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FRESTWICH'S "GEOLOGY"
Geology: Chemical, Physical, and Siratigraphical. By

Joseph Prestwich, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S., Correspondent

of the Institute of France, Professor of Geology in the

University of Oxford. \'ol. I. Chemical and Physical.

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 18S6.)

'T^HE last few years have been signalised in the annals

of geological science by the publication of a number

of excellent treatises and students' text-books. Not to

mention the appearance of new editions, admirably brought

up to date, of such deservedly popular works as Dana's
" Manual of Geology," and Credner's " Elemente der

Geologie," and of the " Geology for Students and General

Readers" of Prof. Green, which is unfortunately still in-

complete, we have the revisions of Lyell's " Students' Ele-

ments of Geology " by Prof. P. M. Duncan, and of Phillips'

" Manual of Geology" by Prof Seeley and Mr. Etheridge,

in which last the additions and alterations are so numerous

as to make it practically a new work ; among text-books

altogether new must be especially noticed the valuable

and almost encyclopedic treatises of Dr. Archibald Geikie

and Prof, de Lapparent—the necessity for works of this

class being shown by the fact that in the course of less than

four years they have both reached a second edition. .As

compared with all these works, however, the new treatise

by Prof. Prestwich will be found to cover a somewhat dif-

ferent ground, and indeed to occupy a perfectly unique

position among them. It deserves, therefore, to be re-

garded from another point of view, and to be judged by a

somewhat different standard from any of them. Its

author is the acknowledged Nestor of British geology

and it may be safely affirmed that no living geologist has

contributed in a greaterdegree to the advance of the science

by his important original researches. More than fifty years

have elapsed since his first original contribution to geologi-

cal science was published, and from that date forward his

activity has been ceaseless ; it is worthy of remark, that

while his earliest papers were occupied with the descrip-

tion of some of the oldest formations—the Tild Red Sand-

stone of Banffshire, and the Carboniferous of Coalbrook-

dale—his later researches have been devoted to the

Tertiary and post-Tertiary deposits. But among the

writings of Prof. Prestwich will be found some of the most

philosophical contributions to geological literature

—

among which may be especially cited his memoirs on the

circulation of underground waters, on the thickness and
extension of deep-seated rock-masses, and on the age and
relations of the deposits which have yielded the oldest

known relics of the human race. A genera! survey of the

wide fields of geological science, by one so especially

qualified to undertake the task, may be expected to be of

the greatest interest and value ; and the expectation is

not disappointed by the work now before us.

Upon the death of Prof. Phillips, the University of Oxford,

in seeking for a worthy successor to that erudite and versa-

tile geologist, wisely determined to invite Mr. Prestwich to

accept the vacant Chair. His able inaugural disserta-

tion on " The Past and Future Work of Geology," which was

published in 1875 (see Nature, vol. xi. pp. 290 and 315),

Vol. xxxiii,—No. 852

sufficiently informed the world of the position with regard

to the different schools of geological philosophy which the

new Oxford Professor was prepared to take up. In the

present work we find his matured conceptions of the sub-

ject, tested in the best possible manner as to their mode
of presentation, by having been made the basis of a

number of successive courses of University teaching.

Every geologist will turn with interest to these pages, and

even where they feel compelled to difler from the conclu-

sions arrived at by their author, will render a just homage
to the great learning and the judicious thought which are

everywhere conspicuous in them.

In the plan of the work, we think Prof. Prestwich has

shown the soundest judgment. After a brief introduction

treating of the objects and methods of the science, the

author proceeds to " give the reader a general sketch of

the nature and distribution of the materials with which
the geologist has most commonly to deal ; " by the avoid-

ance at the outset of difficult and doubtful questions of

cosmology, and by reserving those "theoretical questions

connected with cosmical and physical phenomena, which
relate to the evolution of the globe and historical geology "

to the end of the work, he best consults the needs of

students—leading them up gradually from a survey of

what is simple and known to a consideration of what is

complex and unknown.

The two chapters dealing with chemistry, mineralogy,

and petrography, large portions of which are printed in

small type as being unnecessary for the general reader,

would have proved more satisfactory if the author had
been more fortunate in the selection of his authorities.

Recent researches in those departments of science have
been so numerous and of such importance, that few
geologists would regard the " Gesternlehre" of Cotta, or

the rehabilitation of Cordier's work by Charles D'Orbigny,

as affording a sound basis for a summary of the present

state of knowledge on these subjects.

But when the author comes to a discussion of the results

of the decompositionoftheigneousandmetamorphic rocks,

he is dealing with questions to which he has evidently

devoted a large amount of personal study, and his own
observations are of the highest value, while his cita-

tions from the works of other authors, are in nearly all

cases of a very judicious character. The line of argument
adopted in the work is necessarily interrupted for a time
by the necessity for giving some account of the " place

and range of past life," and here, as in the chapters deal-

ing with minerals and rocks, the author has perhaps not
consistently followed the best guides. But in the chapters

on the formation of sedimentary strata, on the relations

of littoral and deep-sea deposits, and on meteorological

agencies and the circulation of underground waters, we
recognise the hand of a master ; and these portions of the

work will be found to be worthy of the most careful study.

In the very excellent chapter on ice and ice-action, we find

many quotations from recent authorities on the subject

;

and some very interesting illustrations and descriptions

are taken from Kane's " Voyages."

In the chapter on volcanoes, the author explains the
theory which he first broached at the York meeting of the
British Association, and which he has since elaborated in

a paper read before the Royal Society. Upon this sub-

ject, as well as upon numerous others discussed in the
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remaining chapters of the volume, geologists will be glad

to have brought together the results of the author's ex-

tensive study and exceptionally wide experience. While

every one will be glad to see the excellent use which has

been made of the splendid researches of Delesse and

Daubr^e, it might perhaps have been better if the author

had relied less implicitly upon some others among the

older school of French geologists. All will look forward

with interest to the appearance of the second and con-

cluding volume of the work, which will treat of strati-

graphical geology, and the broader and more theoretical

aspects of the science.

The present volume is worthy of the University Press,

from which it is issued ; well printed upon excellent paper,

and illustrated by numerous woodcuts ; these have been

derived from other standard works, or are founded on

sketches by the late Dr. Buckland, while not a few of

them bear testimony to the fact that recent publications,

like those of the U.S. Geological Survey of the Territories,

have been freely placed under contribution ; the general

appearance of the book is all that could be desired. Among
the six excellent folding plates, the first place must be

assigned to the beautiful reproduction, on a small scale,

of Marcou's geological map of the world, which has been

revised by its author for the present work.

We cannot better conclude this notice of a very im-

portant contribution to geological literature than by

quoting the sentences in which the author himself defines

his position towards the diflerent schools of geological

thought.

" The fundamental c|ucstion of tiute'A.wA force has given
rise to two schools, one of which adopts uniformity of

action in all time,-— while the other considers that the

physical forces were more active and energetic in geologi-

cal periods than at present.
" On the Continent and in America the latter view pre-

vails, but in this country the theory of uniformity has
been more generally held and taught. To this theory I

have always seen very grave objections ; so I felt I should
be supplying a want by placing before the student the

views of a school which, until of late, has hardly had its

exponent in English text-books.
" The eloquence and ability with which uniformitari-

anism has been advocated, furthered by the palpable
objections to the extreme views held by some eminent
geologists of the other school, led in England to its very
wide acceptance. But it must be borne in mind that uni-

formitarian doctrines have probably been carried further

by his followers than by their distinguished advocate, Sir

Charles Lyell, and also that the doctrine of non-uniformity
must not be confounded with a blind reliance in cata-

strophes ; nor does it, as might be supposed from the

tone of some of its opponents, involve any questions
respecting uniformity of law, but only those respecting
uniformity of action.

" I myself have long been led to conclude that the

phenomena of geology, so far from showing uniformity of
action in all time, present an unceasing series of changes
dependent upon the circumstances of the time ; and that,

while the laws of chemistry and physics are unchange-
able and as permanent as the material universe itself, the
exhibition of the consequences of those laws in their

operation on the earth has been, as new conditions and
new combinations successively arose in the course of its

long geological history, one of constant variation in degree
and intensity of action."

Extreme Catastrophists—if indeed any such have
escaped extinction during the evolution of modern geo-

logical philosophy—will find little in the way of comfort

in the above sentences, or indeed in any part of the

volume before us. The most pronounced Uniformitarian,

on the other hand, will find equally little to take exception

to in the general tone of Prof. Prestwich's conclusions
;

he will perhaps only ask that before recourse is had to

non-uniformity in the action of existing causes, the in-

competency of the uniform action of those causes to

produce any particular phenomena shall be distinctly

demonstrated.

THE PICTORIAL ARTS OF JAPAi\
The Pictorial Arts of Japan. With 80 Plates and
Chromolithographs, and numerous Engravings on Wood
and Copper, and with General and Descriptive Text.

By W. Anderson, F.R.C.S., late Medical Officer H.M.
Legation in Japan. To be complete in 4 parts. Part

I. General History. (London: Sampson Low, 1886.)

/^F the aboriginal inhabitants of Japan we know but
^'^

little. A Polynesian element with some Melanesian

admixture probably predominated in the southern, as an

Aino element did in the northern, islands. Of the latter

race the shell-mounds that line the coasts of the main

island have afforded many interesting relics, among
others fragments of pottery showing a simple ornamenta-

tion recalling the zigzags and curves characteristic of the

Zuni and Tesuke pottery of Arizona and New Mexico.

It was in the main island, often called Hondo, that the

history of Japan began. Not more than two or three

centuries probably before the compilation in the eighth

century of the Kojiki, the oldest e.xtant document in

Japanese literature, a colony of L'ral-Altaic origin occu-

pied the broad plain that extends from the northern

shores of the Japanese Mediterranean to the foot of the

Kiyoto hills. Tradition points to previous settlements of

the strangers on the southern islands, whither, pushed by

some Central Asian stress from their former home in the

Korean peninsula, they had wandered across the narrow

waters that separate the Land of Freshness from the

Land of Dawn. The new-comers did not easily subdue

the Aino tribes, remnants of whom in the north and east

still existed, when Yoritomo was created Barbarian-beating

Generalissimo in the thirteenth century. More or less

amalgamation took place between conquerors and con-

quered, but the former did not wholly lose their purity of

blood, and, to this day, broad physical differences dis-

tinguish the peasantry from the more aristocratic strata

of the population—differences amply and graphically

rendered in the innumerable drawings of Hokusai. These

founders of the Japanese State, which, despite the

assertions of native writers, can boast of no high anti-

quity, were a simple folk, living principally on fish

and the produce of the chase, clothed in hemp and cloth

made of broussonetia bark, and dwelling in wattled huts

roofed with bark and reeds. It was not until they were

touched by Chinese civilisation that they entered upon

the evolutionary course which has ended in a somewhat

naive preference of the civilisation of the West.

There is a difference between symbolism, which all races

ofmen have practi sed, and art. The reindeer and mammoth
drawings of the Cave-men show that a faculty of correct and

even spirited drawing was developed at a very early stage
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in man's history. But the art, like the civilisation, of

Europe cannot be traced to the Cave-men ; both are a

heritage from the Greeks, distributed westwards by Rome.

Nor was Greece itself other than an apt soil for the de-

velopment of seeds brought from Egypt. Who that has

gazed upon tlie wall-paintings of the tomb of Ti at Sak-

karah, or has seen the wonderful wooden statue at Boulak,

known as the Shekh-el-Beled, or the sculptures on the

sandstones of Wady Mughara, or the figures cut on the

obelisk of Heliopolis, can. doubt that the men who did

these works, full of truth, grace, and vigour, were the

worthy foregoers of the sculptors of Greece and the

painters of Italy? As the message of Greek art was

borne by Rome to the West, so was it carried by the

Macedonian conqueror to the northern frontiers of India,

where the Buddhists of the Punjab countries pressed it

eagerly into the service of their religion. In the sculp-

tures of the monasteries of Yusufzai (Swat frontier of

the Punjab) brought to light by IVIajor Cole, R.E., and

admirably photographed in the magnificent publication

of the Indian Government issued under the title " Pre-

servation of the National Monuments of India," this

Grffico-Buddhic art is amply exemplified, and most in-

teresting it is to trace in these remains both the reposeful

strength which the mobile Greek admired, and the

vigorous action which pleased the conte iiplative Asiatic.

Among the most striking of the sculptures are a figure

of Maya being borne to the Trayastrinsha heaven, re-

calling, and probably suggested by, the work of Leochares

(B.C. 365) known as "Ganymede carried off by Jupiter's

Eagle," the figure of Prince Siddhartha before he left

home to become a mendicant, and the wonderful group

representing the death of the Buddha, with the face of

Devadatta full of evil glee behind the couch. The best

Buddhistic works of China or Japan, in comparison with

these remains of early Grxco-Buddhic art, are merely

feeble grotesques, in which the majesty and grace of the

prototypes have degenerated into strained pose and ges-

ture and the lifeless prectiness of craftsmanship. The
great gateways of the Tope at Sanchi, it may be noted

en passant, bear a curioui resemblance to the torii of

Shinto shrines in Japan, the principal difference being

the presence of a third cross-piece in the former, and the

elaborate sculpture of their elements.

In the first century of our era the Buddhist apostles

reached China, in the fourth they were in Korea, and in

the sixth in Japan. Their art they bore with them, and

used as a means of propagation of their doctrines. In

the plates numbered i, 2, 4, 8, 9, 10, and To—the last a

particularly interesting representation by the Chinese

artist of the eighth century, Wu-tao-tsu, of the eight

Nirvana of Buddha—the characteristics of this missionary

art are well displayed, and may be instructively compared

with the Yusufzai sculptures.

But even the art of Egypt had its birthplace elsewhere

than in the Nile Valley. Recent investigations of the

earliest monuments tend to prove, as Mr. Bertin has

lately shown, that the Egyptians were not of a Semitic,

but of an Equatorial .African, stock. Mr. Bertin advances

also good grounds for supposing that the Bushmen of

South Africa, whose rock- paintings every traveller who
has seen them has extolled for their faithfulness and
vigour, came of the same or an allied stock. The Bush-

men are by no means a degraded, though a stunted, race.

They have no kinship with the Negro or even with the

Bantu races. Their skulls are well-formed and free from
prognathism, and their meagre physique may perhaps be
due to the hardship they endured in their secular wander-
ings over the vast deserts that intervene between the

equator and the tracts to the north of the Cape Colony.
A psychological connection is thus established between
South Africa and the Far East which is worthy of being
more fully investigated. There are many facts which
tend to add force to this theory, startling though it may
appear, which I have no space to dwell upon. I may,
however, cite the analogy which seems to exist between
the Bushman clicks and the Chinese tones, the former

having a similar relation to consonantal to that which the

latter possess to vocalic sounds.

Up to the middle of the last century the Chinese
school of painting, more or less directly developed from
Buddhistic art, held sway in Japan. Its history and the

modifications it underwent in the latter country are

admirably set forth by Mr. Anderson, and to his account

I must refer the reader. About the period referred to a
sort of revolt took place in Japan against Sinicism gene-

rally. The great Shinto revivalists, Mabuchi, Motdori,

and Hirata, scouted Buddhism and Confucianism with

equal emphasis. There is a quaintness in their logic

which is not unamusing. Motoori, for instance, defends

the Shinto lack of a moral code by the answer that the

very possession of a moral code was a badge of inferiority,

proving as it did the need of it, a need which Japan did

not feel, as the people had merely to obey the Mikado,
the direct descendant of the Sun Goddess, to be assured

oftheir righteousness. While this religious renaissance was
preparing the way for the return of the Mikado to power,

a sort of Giottesque revolution took place in art : classicism

was, though only partially, abandoned, and a Realistic

school lyiikiyoyc) came into existence, of which the master

spirit was Hokusai, who died at the age of ninety in 1S49.

\nt\i& Hiyaku sho den (the Hundred Heroes) are sketches

made by him at the age of eighty-eight. The ukiyoye

school was that of Japanese art par excellence, to a very

considerable degree freed from Chinese trammels, and

full of the lively and mobile spirit of the people. Mr.

Anderson gives a good account of it, but hardly so full as

it merits. Nor is it adequately represented in the present

instalment, though doubtless it will be so in the complete

work. The woodcut, after a drawing by Hokusai, called

" The Maniac " (PI. 37) is a fine example of his fluent draw-

ing and skill and breadth in composition. The last is to

me by far the most interesting phase of Japanese art. So

it was to Motoori, whose very sensible observations on the

subject have recently been translated by that excellent

scholar, Mr. Basil Hall Chamberlain (7>. As. Sac. Jap.,

vol. -xii. p. 223). To Sinico-Japanese art, Motoori, though

an enthusiastic patriot, preferred Chinese art, especially

the finished pictures of the Chinese, and their rapid draw-

ings of birds, flowers, fish, insects, and the like, and again

I share his opinion.

The ukiyoye style may indeed justly be regarded as the

highest expression of the art of the furthest East. Its

limitations are sufficiently obvious and not without in-

terest. The quite childish drawing of quadrupeds is

singular. The Japanese artists could draw them well
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enough when they chose. In one of the volumes of that

interminable romance, the " Satomi Hakkenden"—there

are more than fifty vohimes—there is a splendid sketch

of a bull, the wild boar is not seldom vigorously delineated,

and Mr. Anderson gives a spirited and fairly correct

drawing of a deer (PL 31). The explanation probably is

that quadrupeds did not interest the Eastern artist, the

chase, save of the wild boar, was little in vogue, and

rather discouraged by Buddhism. The human face was

regarded generally as a mere accessory, and convention-

ally rendered. There were exceptions : Kikuchi Yosai

drew faces vigorously, though even he seemed to limn a

profile with difficulty, and the portrait-sculptors of the

seventeenth century displayed considerable power. No
attempt whatever seems to have been made to portray

human beauty of face or form, and the renderings of

female beauty are insipid in the extreme, as well seen in the

sketch of an ancient hetaira, somewhat truculently called

" Hell " Reigan (PI. 41). The stronger emotions, however,

are delineated with a power that would have delighted Dar-

win, exemplifying admirably his descriptions of the modes

of facial expression of the passions of anger, fear, despair,

and horror. In some of the novel-illustrations I have

seen disdain, reflection, and slyness admirably portrayed.

But the softer sentiments are either not depicted at all,

or depicted after a purely conventional fashion. The

Turanian countenance is not expressive, save of the

stronger emotions. A curious mode of portraying anger

is to paint streaks of red round the eyes and along the

principal lines of expression, nor is the device altogether

ineffectual. The Japanese flush with anger, but not with

shame ; indeed, the feeling of shame they seem to

possess but in a minor degree. In some other particulars

their modes of expression are peculiar. They nod assent

iunadzuki), but do not shake their head in dissent. They

talk without gestures and with little emphasis of accent,

but with curious changes of note and intonation. They

never kiss ; mothers even do not kiss their children, and

they have singularly few terms of endearment. By way

of compensation they have few terms of abuse, and no

oaths. Their individuality is small, reflected in the

curious impersonality of their language (see some excel-

lent remarks on this characteristic by Mr. Aston, Tr. R.

As. Soc, vol. xii.) ; every Japanese is through life a member
of a family, or, if a head of a family, a member of some

guild or fraternity ; he never " paddles his own canoe."

Thus may be explained, in great measure, their neglect

of humanity in art.

On a future occasion I trust to be allowed to offer a

few more remarks on some points in connection with the

art of Japan that seem to me interesting in relation to it

as a phase in human history. Meanwhile I must not

omit a recognition, not the less hearty because necessarily

brief, of the value of Mr. Anderson's labours, the extent

of which my own studies enable ine to appreciate. This

is not the place to enlarge upon the artistic merits of his

work ; they have been, or will be, sufficiently appreciated

elsewhere. But the stores of folklore he has gathered

together form a contribution to our scientific knowledge
of man of extreme importance, and his account of the

development of Japanese art is as interesting as it is

instructive. The present instalment is admirably got up,

and the illustrations, particularly the chromolithographs

by Greve of Berlin, are of unsurpassed excellence. Alto-

gether the work promises to be of equal interest and
value to the student of man and society, to the lover of

art, and to the collector of Oriental curiosities.

F. V. DICKINS

THE EVOLUTION OF THE PHANEROGAMS
VEvoluiion des Phanerogames. Par MM. Saporta et

Marion. Second Notice. (Paris : Alcan, Boulevard St.

Germain, 18S5.)

IN our previous notice (vol. xxxii. p. 289) of this important

work we traced the evolution of gymnosperms down
to a certain point. Prof. Williamson soon afterwards com-
municated the chief point of difference between his views

and those of our authors, in a very interesting letter

(Nature, vol. xxxii. p. 364). We were not able at the

time to follow the subject farther, and this was of less

consequence, as the points at issue, though extremely

important in themselves, are not claimed to be in the

direct line of evolution of the existing phanerogams. The
palaeozoic heterosporous cryptogams, with exogenous

stems, are chiefly interesting, from the evolutionary

standpoint, for the light they throw on what must pro-

bably have been the structure of the common ancestors,

from which they, as well as the gymnosperms, were

derived. A resume of what is known regarding the

ancestry of the Eocene ConiferJE will shortly be published

by the Palaeontographical Society, the compilation of

much of which has been directly assisted by Prof.

Williamson himself, and has also been revised in part by

Mr. Carruthers. As it is not claimed by Saporta and

Marion in any way that angiosperms have been evolution-

ised from gymnosperms, even through the Gnetacea;, it is

unnecessary to pursue that branch of the subject farther

now. The interest of the work centres, in fact, in the

attempt to trace the ancestry of the monocotyledons and

dicotyledons, groups which to ordinary observers seem to

appear with startling abruptness in the geological record.

The differentiation of angiosperms, no less than gymno-
sperms, originally took place, it would appear, in pre-

Carboniferous times, the ancestral forms common to both

being heterosporous cryptogams, destitute of exogenous

wood. The fundamental difi"erence at starting seems to

be that, in the gymnosperms, one of the macrospores

contained in the ovule immediately absorbs all the rest,

enabling their evolution to proceed with rapidity ; while

in the angiosperms there is a period of struggle among
the macrospores before one finally obtains the advantage

and obliterates its fellows. Want of space renders it

impossible to give any account of the steps by which

the authors have traced out this process. The common
source, at a remote period, of the monocotyledons and

the dicotyledons, is assumed from the fact that the early

stages of the development of the embryo, in some of the

former, approach nearer to dicotyledons than to plants of

their own class. Moreover, the essential organs, the

carpels, stamens, petals, and the fruits, are sufficiently

analogous to indicate a common origin. The problem

attempted is to reconstruct the " pro-angiospermic

"

stage whence these two opposite lines have issued. The
fully-developed leaves of monocotyledon? and dicotyledons

embrace many varieties, from the most simple to others
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that are immensely complicated. Those of the former

are generally of the more simple kind, but in the aroids

and Smilax they equal in complexity, and resemble,

dicotyledons. It is not among these, however, but, as in

zoology, among the embryonic stages, that the ancestral

forms are likely to be traced. In many young plants the

first leaves are very different in form and structure to

those born when maturity is reached. Examples are

given of sheathing, amplexicaul phyllodes in Cicer aris-

tinium, Querciis piibcscens. Asparagus officinalis, and
some Rosacea, most of which are scale-like and parallel-

veined. In Aralia nymphciTfolia the stipules embracing
the young shoot are of considerable size and adherent for

some time. They have a fine parallel venation which
scarcely anastomoses and resembles not only the fully-

developed leaves of some monocotyledons, but the petals

and sepals of many flowers. In A. Sieboldi the bracts

enveloping the buds and young shoots are similarly con-

structed, the petiole and true leaf barely emerging from
their summit. The sheath, representing the primitive

leaf, is in some Umbellifera:, as the fennel, more im-

portant than the secondary leaves, and in one dicotyle-

don at least, Eryngium bromeliafolium, the latter are not

developed at all, the leaves resembling those of a yucca.

On the other hand, it is not every monocotyledon that

has preserved its primitive leaves only. In CcDina indica,

for example, the inferior and sheathing portion represents

the primitive leaf, the middle part, or petiole, the original

mucronate apex, and the blade the secondary leaf.

Nearer the flower-spike only the primitive leaf-develop-

ment remains in the form of bracts. The same characters

are observed in Strelitsia rcgina. In Aroideae the first

leaves are simple and sheathing and the second as com-
plex as those of dicotyledons. Smilax furnishes an
example of a monocotyledon which has elaborated pre-

cisely the same kind of secondary leaf as a dicotyledon.

In the grasses the primitive leaf appears on the under-

ground rhizome as a sheath, later reduced to the ligule,

while the ribbon-leaf is the homologue of the ordinary

dicotyledonous leaf. In palms the primitive leaves are

traceable in germination and later in the spathes and
bracts, and in an altered condition in the leaf petiole,

only the fan part being the secondary leaf.

The ancestral " pro-angiosperms " are supposed to have
borne leaves such as are found diminished or masked in

so many of their existing descendants—that is, entire,

more or less elongated, ribbon-like leaves, amplexicaul at

the base, attenuated and mucronate at the apex, and tra-

versed by numerous longitudinal veins, connected by
transverse veinlets, or even areolated.

Monocotyledons have, as a class, preserved their primi-

tive foliary appendages more perfectly than dicotyledons,

in which they are frequently so reduced as to be barely
traceable as lateral expansions of the petiole, or in minute
stipules.

The flower is an organ common to both, and must,
therefore, have been produced before the two classes had
become differentiated. The relative simplicity of struc-

ture seen in their several parts is thus explicable—sepals,
petals, and bracts being frequently almost reproductions,

as to form and venation, of the vagina, or the first sheath
leaves, which in many plants succeed the cotyledons, and
the terminal mucro can also sometimes be detected.

Examples of primitive flowers are seen in Maguoliaccce,

Raininciilaceiv. and Nymphacccc, but others have doubt-
lessly been profoundly modified to meet the needs of

fertilisation. That the sexual leaves bearing the micro-

and macro-sporangia—stamens and pistils—are similarly

modified leaves, is also apparent in the case of Magnolia.
Originally the " pro-angiospermic " flower must have con-

sisted of an axis bearing the sexual appendages spirally

disposed one above another, the microsporangial leaves

at the base, and the ovule-bearing ones above. Though
the flower has became consolidated through the shorten-

ing of the axis, its primitive spiral arrangement is trace-

able in a multitude of angiosperms.

Even the stems in the two classes are not really funda-

mentally different, the permanent presence or the absence

of a productive region of cambium alone sufficing to have

originated the two divergent types. In the remote past,

before even the seasons were well defined, the cambium
layer may have existed in an irregular or fugitive manner
in the " pro-angiospermic," as it did in the " pro-gymno-
spermic" stem, and thence increasing differentiation have
produced the two parallel series forming respectively

at last dicotyledonous and monocotyledonous stems.

Branching probably took place in such primordial stems

by means of solitary terminal buds, accompanied perhaps

by a restricted number of lateral ones, after the fashion

of the screw-pines, aroids, and aloes.

Such was the nature of plants in their " pro-angiosper-

mic "stage. Even the initial difference in the number
of cotyledons characterising each class is explicable by

supposing them to have been originally of unequal size,

and that progressive differentiation led, in the one direc-

tion to equalisation, and in the other to suppression.

The inequality is preserved in Nymphaccce, which thus

serve to diminish the difference in this respect between

the two classes. J. .Starkie Gardner

OUR BOOK SHELF
A Tangled Talc. By Lewis Carroll. With Six Illus-

trations by Arthur B. Frost. Pp. 153. (London :

Macmillan and Co., 1885.)

The first half of this delightful book consists of ten
chapters, or " knots," as they are labelled by the author.
Each of these contains a quaint and humorous descrip-
tion of some romantic episode, imagined in order to

furnish occasion for proposing certain ingenious mathe-
matical problems to the younger actors in the drama.
The author states that his intention was to embody

these questions in each knot " like the medicine so dex-
terously, but ineffectually, concealed in the jam of our
early childhood." This, however, may be noted : in the
several doses presented in the volume before us the
patient may assimilate all the jam, and, at will, reject the
medicine.
The fun and humour with which these sketches sparkle

may be enjoyed—and the many sly hits to be found
therein may be appreciated—by those who are unwilling
or unable to grasp the mathematical question involved.

And for another class of readers there is furnished, in

an appendix which fills the latter half of the book, plenty
of strong medicine ready to be taken undiluted, if so they
choose.

" A Tangled Tale " having originally appeared as a
serial in the Montlily Packet, many of the fair readers of
that magazine, and also some of their brothers, sent up
answers month by month to the questions proposed, and
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these are dealt with in the appendix referred to. A special

interest, befitting the occasion, seems to have been taken
by several subscribers in the problems so gorgeously-

dressed up and so prettily put before them. Not only

were solutions forthcoming which were correct and neat,

but now and then a talented contributor emulates the

author himself in regard to the manner and style of

wording the answer.
Whilst ample meed of praise is awarded to all good

work—and the author's fund of humour never seems to

fail him, causing even the initials of his anonymous
correspondents to lend themselves to give point to his

remarks—where there is any falling away from his high
standard of excellence, the criticisms are serious enough,
and, if need be, severe.

Fallacies and shortcomings in the answers are laid bare
as mercilessly as in the treatise on " Euclid and his

Modern Rivals." But great care is taken to bring home
to the mind of the hapless contributor a full sense of the

error into which he has fallen ; and there are several
very apt analogies and illustrations to be found in this

appendix.

When the sketches first appeared, editors of the puzzle

columns of other magazines must have been filled with
" mingled feelings of admiration and despair " as they
viewed these emanations from Lewis Carroll. And we
do not doubt that very many mathematical tutors, as well

as their pupils, will read with pleasure and profit " A
Tangled Tale," and the appendix thereto, and feel deeply
grateful to the author for publishing in book form this

further example of his genius.

Mr. Frost has furnished a very striking frontispiece
;

and of his other illustrations the last may be specially

noted here, wherein is depicted a martyr to experimental
science who remains steadfast and unmoved at his

observations whilst the waves close round and drown
him : this is apropos of an exceedingly clever and entirely

new "hydrostatic paradox," which the author has invented
by dressing up, with the aid of Lardner's " Physics," a very
old fallacy. A. R. Willis

Tableaux-Resumes des Observations Mcteorologiquesfailcs
a Bruxelles pendant itne p'eriode de cinquante annees
(1833-18S2). Prepartfs par A. Lancaster. L " Tem-
pi^rature de I'Air." (Bruxelles, 1886.)

In this pamphlet of seventy-nine pages Mr. Lancaster
admirably resumes the observations of the temperature
of the air made at Brussels during the fifty years from
1833, when they were begun by Oucteler, to the end of
1882. An important consideration kept in view through-
out is the climatological aspects of the observations, par-

ticularly the frequency or rareness of certain tempera-
tures in different times of the year which bear more or
less immediately on vegetable and animal life.

From 1S33 to 1877 the observations were made with
thermometers exposed 10 feet above the ground at a
north window of the Observatory ; but from the begin-
ning of 1878 the thermometers were placed in a Steven-
son screen in the garden at a point 16 feet distant from
their original position, and at a height of 4i feet from
the ground. Care was taken at the time of the change
to make a double series of observations in the two
positions, from which it is shown that the earlier series

were o'''8 too high as compared with the observations
made with the Stevenson screen arrangement.
The mean annual temperature of Brussels is So°'5.

The highest annual temperature was 53°'8 in 1834, and
the lowest 47"''l in 1879, there being thus a diflference of
6°7. During the fifty years the greatest difierence in the
temperature which occurred in the space of any one day
was 37"--4 on January 26, 18S1. In midsummer the daily
maximum occurs at 3.22 p.m., and the minimum at 3.39
a.m. ; but in midwinter these phases of the temperature
occur at 3.39 p.m. and 6.36 a.m. As regards very high

temperatures, 90 'o or upwards has not been observed
earlier than June 6 or later than August 19; and as
regards the periods of intensest cold, a temperature of

zero Fahr. has been recorded only between January 16

and 26. The longest continued frost was in 1845, when
from February 7 to March 22, or during 45 days, the

temperature fell to freezing or lower each successive day.
The hardest winter was that of 1844-45, when temperature
fell to freezing on 90 days, and the most open winter that

of 1846-47, when frost was recorded only on 17 days.

January 183S was characterised by severe and long-

continued frosts, temperature falling to 23"o or lower on
22 consecutive days, to l4°'o on 13 days, and to 5°'0 on
5 days. The absolutely lowest temperature recorded was
— 4°'4 on January 25, 188 1, and the highest 95°'4 on July
19 of the same year. The five mean coldest consecutive
days of the year are January S to 12, the mean being 34°'4

;

and the five warmest July 15 to 19, the mean being 66'''5.

A second maximum occurs from August 13 to 17, when
the mean is 65°'5. The most marked interruptions in the

annual rise of temperature from January to July are

February 10 to 14, April 10 to 14, the middle of May,
and June 26 to July 2 ; and the interruptions in the fall

of temperature from July to January are August 13 to 17,

already referred to, and December 4 to 7. The interest

of these temperature interruptions is their wide geo-

graphical range, and no quite satisfactory explanation of

them has yet been given.

Notesfrom the Leyden Museum. Vol. VII. (1885.)

LInder the able editorship of Dr. F. A. Jentink, the

Director of the Leyden Museum, these "Notes" have
been published as quarterly parts throughout the past

y-ear. They form a volume of some 2S6 pages, which is

illustrated by 10 plates. Among the more important

"Notes" we may mention a monograph of the genus

Cuscus by the Editor. Four species are recognised :

C.'oriejztalis, C. celebensis, C. maciilatus, and C. iirsinus.

Gray's species, C. celebensis, is re-described, if indeed the

original description can be said to merit such a title,

being contradictory on most important points, and illus-

trated with figures of another species. In a note on some
rare mammals the same author describes and figures

Hapaleinur griseus and H. sii/ius, and notes the occur-

rence in Cemral Africa of Epomophorus comptus and E.

gambiaiuis, of Paradoxurus stigmaticus and Ptilocercus

lowii from North-East Sumatra. He also re-describes,

almost re-discovers, the rare Antelope do?-ia, Ogilby, and
A. lonoiceps, Gray. Mr. J. Biittenkofer's " List of Birds

collected in Western Liberia" is prefaced by a most in-

teresting account of the Zoological Expedition sent out

to the West Coast of Africa under the supervision of the

late Prof. Schlegel. Two years and a half (1880-82) were

spent in Western Liberia, of which a rough sketch-map

is given. The ordinary temperature of Liberia may
tolerably well be compared to that of a European sum-
mer, rarely ever becoming insupportable. It has its dry

and rainy seasons, and produces an extremely rich flora

and fauna. His companion, C. F. Sala, died in June 1881,

and Mr. Biittenkofer, from ill health, was obliged to leave

for Holland in April 1882. Mr. Stampfli has since gone

out, and is now carrying on very successful researches in

the southern portions of the district. This paper on the

birds of Liberia is to form but one of a series devoted

to the different groups collected.

The entomological notes are numerous, and contain

descriptions of new or rare Coleoptera by C. Ritsema,

J. W. van Lansberge, Neervoort van de Poll, Ant. Grou-

velle. Rev. H. S. Gorham, and E. Candeze. Some of the

new species are represented on coloured plates. F. M.

van der Wulp continues his descriptions of exotic Diptera.

Mr. Schepman describes and figures a new Neritina

from Gara, already named in manuscript by E. von

Martens as N. subocellatu, and Dr. Horst gives an ac-
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count of a new Entozoon from the coeca of Strtithio

Dwlybdophanes, Rchw. This Nematoid [Sderostoma
struthioiiis) is figured on Plate S.

A title-page and table of contents and index accom-
pany the October part.

Solutions of Weekly Problem Papers. By the Rev. J. J.

Milne, M.A. (London: Macmillan and Co.,, 1SS5.)

In our notice of the " Weekly Problem Papers " we gave
an account of the contents, and accorded to the collection

a warm welcome. In the meanwhile we have gone
through the major part of the papers, and have found the

questions to be well suited for their purpose : here and
there may occur occasional apparent exceptions, but if

these are exceptions, then were they also in the original

papers in which they occur.

The solutions are neat, and in several cases elegant,

and in all the object of " increasing a student's stock of

mathematical knowledge, and of teaching him to put it to

a practical use" is well kept in view. Mr. Milne is

prodigal in his solutions, as not unfrequently he gives

two solutions of the same question. To compensate for

the non-insertion of solutions already printed in the col-

lections of Answers to the Tripos questions of 1S75 and
187S, Mr. Milne appends a collection of an equal number
of questions of a similar character, with their solutions

;

these, with two appendices, occupy about one-fifth of the

whole volume. The two notes are on the geometrical

theory of envelopes and geometrical maxima and minima.
We congratulate Mr. Milne on having so successfully

carried out his design. We believe it was originally in

his plan to trace each question up to its original proposer,

but this very difficult task he has apparently abandoned,
at any rate he makes no sign in this first edition.

The two books together will be of great service to

students who cannot afford to read with a private tutor,

as the solutions are written out in proper style, and are as

full in explanation as a student could expect them to be.

There is a long list of errata, but of these the greater part

are due to the original papers. We have noticed several

more, but this is not the place for indicating them, as the

student will in most cases be able to detect them
himself.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The EditorJoes not hold himselfresponsiblefor opinionsexpressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,
or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

\^The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

ofcommunications containingintertstin^ and no7>elfacts.'\

Heat Quantities

It would be a great advantage if some definite and generally-
accepted meaning were attached to the words "capacity for

heat," "thermal capacity," and "specific heat." As it is I

find that scarcely two text-books give the saine definitions of
these quantities. The French writers, Verdet, Jamin, Fourier
(Freeman's translation), and Deschanel (Everett's translation),

seem to agree in considering specific heat a quantity of heat ; so
also do B. Stewart and Daniell. Prof. Everett, in " Units and
Physical Constants," defines thermal capacity as a quantity of
heat, and on p 79 says that specific heat is also a quantity of
heat, while on p. 80 he points out that it is of zero dimensions.
In Maxwell's and Garnett's books it is pointed out that specific

heat is a ratio, but in the latter the term is used loosely later in

the book. Glazebrook and .Shaw, in their " Practical Physics,"
make it a ratio.

To avoid all this confusion, I would propose the following
definition";, on the analogy of the accepted ones for density and

,

specific gravity :

—

1

" Capacity for Heal.—The quantity of heat required to raise

the temperature of any body, under given conditions, by i° C, is

called its ' capacity for heat ' under those conditions.
" Thermal Capacity.—The quantity of heat required to raise

the temperature of unit mass of any material, under given con-
ditions, by 1° C, is called its 'thermal capacity' under those
conditions.

" Spicifc Heat.—The ratio of the thermal capacity of any
material to the thermal capacity of some standard material is

called its ' specific heat.' This standard material is usually water
at o' C. or 4° C."

If some such definitions as these were generally accepted, a
good deal of confusion would be avoided, and the analogy with
density and specific gravity would be accentuated. At the same
time the word "specific" would be defined to mean that the
quantity to which it was applied was a ratio, and of zero
dimensions. H.^rry M. Elder

Wellington College, Wokingham

Permanent Polarity of Quartz

The second note in Nature (Feb. 4, p. 325) contains an ac-

count of an "important discovery" by Dr. O. Tumlirz, which
is wrong in all essential particulars. The permanent polarity

discovered by that gentleman is not diamagnetic, but paramag-
netic. Nor is it correct that "Dr. Tumlirz appears to think
that these facts negative Becquerel's theory of diamagnetism,"
but on the contrary, he takes some trouble to show that his

experiments are in complete agreement with that theory.
" Becquerel's theory (1850) " seems to be a name for the one

discussed, though not adopted, by Faraday in his second paper
(1S45) on the subject, that all matter is magnetic, the medium
occupying an intermediate position between so-called para-

magnetic and so-called diamagnetic bodies.

Arthur Schuster

[Dr. Tumlirz's own words are :
" Der Bergkrystall ist hiermit

der erste diamngnelische Korper der eine dauernde Polaritat

zeigt."

—

Ed.]

Variegated Iridescent Halo

About noon of J.anuary 28 the sky w.as overcast by a hori-

zontal cloud, and an iridescent halo appeared directly beneath
the sun. The length of the arc was not measured, but appeared
to be nearly or quite 90°. The most of the halo was of a bright
yellow colour, but not far from the middle of the arc was a spot

of green separated on each side from the yellow arcs by a short

neutral tract. The green spot was nearly round, and its breadth
(as measured from the sun) was nearly the same as that of the

yellow arcs, and the angular distances from the sun of both the

yellow and green arcs were approximately equal. Iridescent

lialos are seen here every year, usually as complete circles about
the sun, and often showing all or several of the prismatic colours,

each forming its own definite ring at different distances from the

sun. Such halos appear through a thick haze, or quite thin

cloud. This variegated halo appeared through a cloud so dense
that the position of the sun could barely be made out by the eye,

and it was of very variable density. The borders of the coloured
arcs were not clearly defined, and apparently the light had been
somewhat scattered by reflection upon the lower cloud particles.

The temperature was several degrees below the freezing-point of
water. Twice before during the present winter short mono-
chromatic arcs of halos have appeared, once a yellowish-green,

once a bright red.

The iridescent clouds recently seen by so many of your cor-

respondents in Scotland appear to be, in part at least, the same
phenomenon as here recorded, only in this case there was
enough of the arc visible to definitely show that the colour was
due to an iridescent halo. G. H. SroNE

Colorado College

White Rainbows

Probably A. E. E. will find some answer to his questions in

the undermentioned articles:—R. Smethurst, "Account of a
White Solar Rainbow" (Mem. Phil. Soc, Manchester, iii.

pp. 176-78, 1819) ; Aug. Bravais, " Observations sur le Pheno-
mene de I'Arc-en-Ciel blanc " [Proc. Verb. Soc. Philom.,

pp. 33-35, 1846 ; .tun. de Chimie, xxi. pp. 348-61, 1847) ;

F. Moigno, " Nouvelle Theorie de I'Arc-en-Ciel blanc"
Moigno, Cosmos, ii. pp. 107-11, 1852-53) ; G. J. Symons, "On
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3o\v " (Quart. Jo Met, Soc, October
A. Ramsay

A Nocturnal Hymenoptera of the Genus BoDihus

Mr. Leonardo Fea, Assistant in the Museo Civico of

Genoa, wlio is now engaged in a zoological exploration of

Upper Burmah, and who has extensive experience in collecting

insects, writes to me from Mandalay that, on the night of Janu-

ary J7, as he was walking in the "compound" of Dr. Barbieri,

the moonlight being very bright, he was surprised to hear hum-

ming around a clump of flowering acacias. He at once pro-

ceeded to fetch a net, and, on capturing the hummers, found, to

his no small .astonishment, that he had got a fine species of the

genus Bombus, of a uniform fulvous colour.

Being unaware that the fact of a nocturnal melliphagous

Hymenoptera (all of which are eminently diurnal) has been

before noticed, I should be glad to hear of any other cases to

the point. ^l- DoRiA
Genoa, Febiuary 16

PHYLLOXERA AT THE CAPE

WE have received from a correspondent in South

Africa some details of the long-dreaded appearance

of the Phylloxera in the vineyards of the Cape Colony.

As long ago as iSSo the importation of living plants in

any form or shape was forbidden by the Cape (jovern-

ment. This measure was so strictly enforced that con-

signments of young beech-trees from England and of

tree-ferns from New Zealand were not allowed to be

landed.

In 18S4 the prohibition was for a short time relaxed.

But it was speedily revived, under a penalty of 500/. or

two years' imprisonment with or without hard labour in

the case of any one infringing it.

The insect has now, notwithstanding, actually appeared

in a few vineyards near Cape Town, and in two others

about twenty-four miles off.

Fortunately the Cape Government has competent
scientific advice at hand. Mr. Roland Trimen, F.R.S.,

the Director of the South African Museum, and a well-

known entomologist, attended the Phylloxera Congress
at Bordeaux in 18S1 as the representative of the Cape
Colony. A Commission to examine and report on the

outbreak has been appointed, consisting of Mr. Trimen,
of M. Pdringuey his assistant, and of Prof. Macowan,
F.L.S., Director of the Botanic Garden. M. P^ringuey
is a Bordeaux man and a good entomologist ; he first

drew Mr. Trimen's attention to some suspicious-lookini;

mites on a slide which had been taken from a Cape vine-

yard by the doctor of a French ship, about Christmas.

Two or three of the vineyards are simply swarming
with Phylloxera. But in others it appears to have onl\-

recent centres. Unfortunately sulpho-carbonates and
carbon bisulphide are little more than names in th.^

colony, and it has been necessary to telegraph for a

supply. Pending the arrival of the insecticide, the vines

are being uprooted and burnt. The result so far is

encouraging, and the small range of the insect leads to

the hope that it may be well kept under if not stamped
out.

OSCAR SCHAHDT
EDWARD OSCAR SCHMIDT was born at Torgau

on February 21, 1823. When he had finished his

preliminary education he was sent to Berlin, where he

had the advantage of studying natural history, to which
his mind early had a bent, under the superintendence of

Johannes Mtiller and Ehrenberg. Schmidt, however,
proceeded to Jena to take his degree in 1S49, and he
held the post of Professor of Natural History in the

University until 1S55. His " Manual of Comparative
Anatomy," which went through several editions, was first

published in 1849. .Appointed Professor of Zoology in

the University of Cracow in 1855, he was obliged, two
years afterwards, to quit the country, owing to some un-

fortunate political complications, and he took refuge in

Gratz. He was appointed Professor of Zoology and Com-
parative .Anatomy in the University, and in time was made
its Rector. During many of his vacation tours he visited

the Ionian Islands and other places on the shores of the
.Adriatic, and, diligently working out the fauna of this

almost tideless sea, he became more and more interested

in the natural history of the Sponges, with the result that

in 1S62 he published his well-known and important work,
" Die Spongien des Adriatischen Meeres," to which two
supplements were issued in 1864 and 1866, followed in

1868 by a third supplement, which formed part of a new
work on " Die Spongien der Kuste von .Algier." It will

be conceded that this work of Schmidt's marked an
epoch in the history of this interesting sub-kingdom.
The enormous progress made in our knowledge of the
natural history of the Sponges during the twenty-four
years that have elapsed since Schmidt put forward his

classification, and the immensely improved methods of re-

search, may be said to have revolutionised the subject
;

but Schmidt's work will always be of value, and the
merit of having grasped the leading features of the

classification of the Sponges will generally be awarded
to him. That he for the most part failed to perceive the

proper specific and generic characters of the forms he
describes and figures is not to be much wondered at.

In 1870, leaving the Sponge fauna of the Mediterranean,
he published his " Grundzuge einer Spongien Fauna des
Atlantischen Gebietes," which was followed in 1874 by
an account of the Sponges collected by the German Ex-
pedition to the North Sea ; and his latest contribution

to this subject was his work on " Die Spongien des
Meerbusen von Mexico, 1 879-1 SSo." In 1872 he was
appointed Professor of Zoology to the University of

Strasburg, returning thus once more to his fatherland.

Though his works on "The Natural Sciences and the

Philosophy of the Unconscious" and on " The Descend-
ance Theory of Man and Darwinism " passed through
several editions, and were translated into French, they

need not be more particularly referred to here. As already

noticed in these volumes, Prof. Schmidt died at Strasburg
on January 17 last.

THE STORY OF BIELA'S COMET^
T ASK you to listen to-night to the story of Biela's
-' comet. I will weave into the story enough of astro-

nomy to justify its place in this course as a lecture.

This story has none of the interest which human pas-

sions give to stories of human life, and yet if it shall not

be to you as interesting as a novel, it will be because I

shall spoil the story in telling it to you. It is a true story.

In other words, 1 mean to separate sharply what we know
from what we guess.

One hundred and two years ago last night (March 8,

1772) a Frenchman named Montaigne, in the provincial

city of Limoges, found a comet. He did what little he
could with his small telescope to mark its place in the

heavens, but it was not much that he could do. The comet
was a faint one, not to be seen by the naked eye, and had
a short tail, only one-eighth as long as across the disk of

the moon. He did not dream that that little foggy speck
of light was to be one day one of the most interesting

comets in the solar system ; in fact, that he himself was to

be known to history only for having first seen it. This
little comet is the hero of my story—a hero from humble
life. Montaigne wrote to Paris of his discovery, and they

saw it three or four times before it disappeared.

' A Lecture delivered by Prjf. H. A Newton, on March 9, 1874, at the

.Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College, U.S. The renewed interest in

Biela's comet created by the great shower of meteors on November 27 last

justifies giving space for this lecture. From the Airterican Jtrurnal of
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Thirty-three years later, November 1805, another

Frenchman, named Pons, saw the comet. It passed
rapidly from the northern heavens, and in a month went
below our horizon. It came this time very cloie to the

earth, and I shall in a moment tell you how it appeared.

It was visible to the naked eye, even in strong moonlight.

Twenty years later, February 1S26, an Austrian officer,

Von Biela, again found the comet. So soon as an orbit

could be computed, it was seen that the three comets of

1772, 1805, and 1826 were the same body. This has

since been known as Biela's comet. Its e.xact path around
the sun could now be told. Let me show it to you.

Let us look down upon the solar system from a point

several hundreds of millions of miles north of it. Look-
ing southward we should see the sun in the centre. The
earth, with its moon, would travel around the sun in a

path or orbit denoted by the circle in the figure (Fig. l).

It goes about the sun once a year, being, on the loth

days of January, April, July, and October, at the points

so marked on the diagram. The motion is opposite to

that of the hands of a watch. Outside, five times as far

from the sun as is the earth, will be the huge planet

Jupiter, a part of whose path you see. It goes about the

sun once in twelve years. The paths of the other planets

are not in the figure, as I have nothing to say about them
to-night. In the figures which I show you the earth's

orbit is tuentv inches in diameter, or one inch to nine

million miles. An express railway train travelling all the
time for a fortnight would pass over about the thousandth
of an inch in this figure. The comet's path is the ellipse.

Around this ellipse it travelled three times in twenty years,
or once each 65 years. When nearest to the sun, or at peri-
helion, it went within the earth's orbit, and when most
distant it passed beyond Jupiter.
The comet's motion is very unequal. At D it moves

very slowly. As it falls towards the slin the sun's attrac-
tion makes it move faster and faster, so that it whisks
rapidly by P. As it then rises from the sun on the other
side of the orbit, the sun not only turns it ever out of the
straight path it would move in, but it stops its upward
niomentum, so that when it reaches D again it has only
its old velocity with which to repeat its circuit. At P its

velocity is twenty-eight miles, at D four miles, a second.
In fact, to pass over the part lying apparently outside of
Jupiter's orbit, just half of the whole 5| years is required.
I said apparently outside, for another fact must be noticed :

while Jupiter and the earth may be said to move in the
same plane, that of the figure, the comet's orbit, lies at an
angle. Suppose the ellipse to be a metal ring, and let it

turn about the line A l! as a hinge, the part A D B rising
toward you, and the part A P D retreating from you. The
parts near D must rise about the half-diameter of the
earth's orbit to give the true position of the two planes.
Notice that the comet's and the earth's orbits cut each other

at the node on the line A B. The importance of this fact

will by and by appear. The two orbits seem to cut each

other at another point (below p), it is true, but because of

the angle of the planes the cutting is only apparent.

Like all other comets, this one was visible only when
near the earth and near the sun. Through the outer part

of its path it was never seen, even with a telescope. The
comet was seen in 1826 for the third time.

Positions in 1772 and 1805.—In March 1772 it was first

seen from a in the direction A a (Fig. 2). It was last

seen four weeks later from B in the direction b b. In

November 1805 Pons found it when the earth was at a'

and the comet at a' (Fig. 2). Both the earth and the comet
were going to the node, the comet going faster than the

earth. The earth passed the node just ahead of the

comet. I have told you that the comet was then visible

to the naked eye even in moonlight, and well it might be.

On December 8, with the scale of the figures before you, it

was only fth of an inch from the earth at the node. On
the same scale the moon is j'jjtli of "I'l inch from the earth.

The comet passed j'jth of an inch outside the earth's

orbit, but the earth was already past that point.

Dr. Schroter describes the comet : To the naked eye it

was (Dec. 8) a large round cloud of light nearly as large

as the moon. In a 13-foot telescope it had the same ap-

pearance, though it was much smaller, and it had a bright,

star-like nucleus. The nucleus had not sharp edges, not

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

even a definitely round form, but was like a light shining

through a fog. Its diameter was about 1 1 2 miles, or, if

we take its central light, 70 miles ; speaking roughly, as

large as the State of Connecticut. The whole cloud, as

seen in the telescope, was some 6000 miles in diameter
;

to the naked eye perhaps 30,000 miles. How much smaller

than 70 miles was the hard part of the nucleus we can-

not say.

Position in 1826.—In 1826 it was first seen from a in

the line a^ (Fig. 3). Astronomers followed it with care,

as they had come to know that it was a comet of short

period, and not many such were then known. Its path

then crossed just inside the earth's orbit at the node, but

only
,-, Jijth of an inch in the diagram, or 20,000 miles, in

fact, from it.

Position in 1832.—Six and two-thirds years brings us to

1832, and you can readily imagine with what interest this

first-predicted return was watched for. Some of you also

remember the widespread, though groundless, fears at that

time of a collision of the earth and the comet. The comet

was first seen by Sir John Herschel in September. In his

20-foot reflecting telescope he saw it pass centrally over a

group of small stars of the i6th or 17th magnitude. The
slightest bit of fog would have at once blotted out the

stars. Through the comet, however, they looked like a

nebula, resolvable, or partly resolvable, into stars. How
thick the cometic matter was we do not know. Its extent
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laterally, was not less than 50,000 miles. Again, M. Struve

saw it pass centrally over a star of the 9th magnitude.

A like star was seen' in the telescope at the same time, so

that he was able to say that the comet did not dim in the

least the one which it covered. The comet, as the figure

(Fig. 4) shows, was in 1832 always at a great distance

from the earth.

Another 65 years brings us to 1839. The comet came
to perihelion, at p, in July. The earth and comet were on

opposite sides of the sun both before and after July, and

of course the comet was not seen.

Position in 1845.—Another circuit was finished in 1 8450.

The comet was visible then during five months, from a to

b (Fig. 5), or as viewed from the sun through nearly half
its circuit. At this time it was that the comet became
all at once famous.
On December 29 Mr. Herrick (then Librarian of Yale

College) and Mr. Francis Bradley (then in the City Bank)
were watching the comet through the Clark telescope in

the Athenaeum tower yonder. They saw a small com-
panion comet beside the larger one ! What did it mean ?

Had the comet a satellite like the earth's moon ? Or had
the comet been split by some convulsion ? Two weeks
later the companion comet was seen by Lieut. Maury and

Prof. Hubbard at Washington, and two days after that it

was seen by two or three European astronomers.
Changes were seen in the larger telescopes that in-

creased the mystery. The faint companion grew in size
and brilliancy. Each comet threw out a tail. Then the
smaller one had two tails. Then the larger one had a
pointed, or diamond-shaped, rather than a" round head.
Two nuclei were seen in the larger one, and it also had
two tails. An arch of light was thrown over from one to
the other. For some days in February the companion
was the brighter of the two. Presently three tails were
seen running from the primary, and three cometary frag-

ments (one observer says five) around its nucleus. What
could it all mean .' Do you wonder that astronomers were
excited by these wizard changes .'

The companion comet was seen in Washington by
Maury and Hubbard two weeks after it was seen here by
Herrick and Bradley. Prof. Joseph Hubbard was the

son of a resident of New Haven, well known to many of

you from his connection with the New Haven Bank.
Prof. Hubbard was graduated two years before (in 1843)
at this College, and was now Professor in the Naval Ob-
servatory at Washington. He took up the study of the

motions of the two Biela comets as special work, outside

of his hours on duty. How faithfully he worked, four

thick manuscript volumes of figures might tell. I cannot
show you those books. They form, since Prof. Hubbard's
death, a cherished memento in the possession of a friend.

But I have brought another of Hubbard's volumes from
the College Library, one of three upon the comet of 1843,
in order to show you by what patient labour some of the

results of astronomy must be wrought out. In your school

da; s you called it a wondrously long sum that covered

both sides of the slate. On the leaves of this book there

are, as you see, one, two, three, and in some cases, 1 think,

even four thousand figures upon the page. You will, I

am sure, excuse me from telling in detail to-night how
we learn about the sizes, distances, and motions of the

comets. Eight or ten such volumes of figures, to be in-

creased in time, we hope, by the four Biela volumes, form
a monument to a true, devoted, gentle scholar of science.

You will not wonder when 1 tell you that he hated shams.

Position in 1S52.— In 1S52 the comet was always at a
great distance from the earth (Fig. 6), and only to be seen

through the largest telescopes. The changes of size and
brightness of the two comets were remarkable, and as

they could but just be seen, sometimes one and sometimes
the other alone was visible ; which one it was that a
person saw at any time was only told by computation
afterwards.

The two comets were now eight or ten times as far

apart as they had been seven years before. They were at

the point P, 1,250,000 miles apart. Prof. Hubbard found
that he could not tell which comet of 1852 was preceding
and which following in 1845. One supposition agreed as

well with the observations as the other.

Perhaps the knowing ones among you have noticed that

the arc from the node to the point marked Jan. 10 in the

first diagram is too large for one month, for in 1772 the

earth passed the node Dec. 9. But you will notice that

when the comet is at n, and the large planet Jupiter is

near by, he draws the comet toward the plane of the figure.

The result is to bring the comet down to meet the earth's

orbit farther from P. The node thus went back from
Dec. 9 to Nov. 27, a distance of 12 days, or 12° in the

circle. The figure represents this last orbit. By the same
cause the inclination was reduced one-fourth, or from 17°

to 12".

Since .September 1852 (with one doubted exception to

be spoken of), neither of the two Biela comets had been
seen. In 1S59 their path was to us behind the sun. In

1866 they should have been at the point P on January 26.
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A better chance of seeing them could hardly be. They
were at all times to be away from the sun's light, and
when nearest to the earth not more than one-fifth the sun's

distance. The paths were carefully computed, and the

action of all the planets, notably that of Jupiter, allowed
for. A dozen observers for months swept the heavens
with their telescopes, but not the slightest trace of the

comets was seen.

.•\gain, they should have come to perihelion a year ago
last autumn (Oct. 6, 1S72), but, as I suppose, neither of

them was seen. With the loss of its hero, our story would
seem to come to an end. I must ask your indulgence,

however, for another chapter.

I suppose that each one of you has often seen a shoot-

ing-star. On a clear night you have seen a bright point

of light travel quickly across the sky, as though a star

had been shot from its place in the firmament. It may,
if it was a large one, have broken into sparks as it dis-

appeared, or have left a cloudy train along part of its path
for an instant ; or perhaps it was so faint even that you
could not be quite sure that you saw anything. Some of

you have seen those shooting-stars by hundreds in star

showers.
Until near the close of the last century, poets dreamed,

and other men guessed, about these objects, but knew
nothing. Two German students, Brandesand Benzenberg,
found out, and told us, that these bright flights were in

the upper parts of the atmosphere. From the two ends
of the city a track always appeared to be in the same part

of the heavens. But when one went to a village many
miles away, a track was seen by the two persons (at ."Vand

B, Fig. 8), in different parts of the sky. Hence they

were able to measure the height of the shooting-stars

from the ground.
We now know that these luminous paths are rarely less

than 40 miles or more than 90 miles from the earth. We
also know that any shooting-star was a small body, of

unknown size, perhaps not larger than a pebble or a grain

of coarse sand even, undoubtedly solid, which has been
travelling around the sun in its own independent orbit,

like any planet or comet. Its path came within 4000
miles of the earth's centre, and so the small body struck

into the earth's atmosphere. Its velocity was so great

—

fifty or a hundred times that of a cannon-ball—that even
in our rare upper atmosphere an intense light and heat

was developed by the resistance, and the body w-as

scattered in powder or smoke. These bodies before they
come into the air, I call meteoroids. It is only when they

have reached our atmosphere and begin to burn that we
ever see them. They are then within 90 miles of the

ground.
[To be cpi!ti?!iicd.)

ON THE COAGULATION OF BLOOD ^

OROCKE'S researches on the conditions of coagulation
'-' of blood have shown that, on the one hand, contact
with foreign bodies makes blood coagulate, and, on the

other, that contact on all sides with the fresh vascular
wall obviates coagulation (Durante). Lacker has proved
the influence of foreign bodies on blood-coagulation by
microscopic observation of coagulation in its first stages.

In partial contradiction to these results was the observa-
tion'of Griinhagen that blood, when received into glycerine,

and so long as it did not mix, remained liquid. To deter-

mine the nature of these influences the following e.\peri-

ments were made. Blood was drawn under oil from the

carotid artery of a dog, and let stand at ordinary indoor-

temperature ; after twenty-four hours it was not coagu-
lated. Then the blood was drawn into a vessel smeared
inside with vaseline, and it too tfid not coagulate. When
it was stirred with an oiled glass rod, no fibrin was
separated ; but when, even after several hours, part of

' By Ernst f'reund, in Wiener mcdkinh.hc Jahrlmchir, iSS5. Heft i.

this blood was poured into an ungreased vessel, it coagu-
lated in a few minutes. Moreover, contact with an un-
greased glass rod sufficed to make the blood in the
greased vessel coagulate outwards from the rod.

Further e.xperimeaits showed that the drying of the
upper layers of the blood, and the presence of small
quantities of dust, caused coagulation even in the
greased vessel ; if this was guarded against, the blood
remained liquid for days, and the corpuscles sank to the
bottom, the plasma remaining as a clear liquid above.

After pouring out the blood, the greased walls of the
glass vessel showed neither blood-colouring matters, nor
traces of a separated albuminous body. A repetition of
these experiments at 37^ C. gave the same result. In all

the experiments blood was also, for comparison, drawn off

into ungreased vessels, and in all these it coagulated, at

the most, in a quarter of an hour.
In further experiments a small vaseline-lined glass tube

was used as a canula ; and the blood drawn through this

into vaseline-lined vessels also remained uncoagulated.
When the outer orifice of a canula inserted in the

carotid was closed, the blood column in it pulsated, without
showing the least sign of coagulation even after two hours.

In all these experiments there was nowhere in the
vessels with which the blood came into contact even a
point for adhesion—such a point would have caused in

shorter or longer time coagulation of the whole mass of
blood. Thus the coagulative influence of foreign bodies
appears to be due to their adhesion.

But to demonstrate that the anti-coagulative property
of the vascular walls is due to the lack of adhesion, a
further series of experiments was made with soaked fish-

bladders and parchment-tubes.
The membranes lay several hours in o'6 per cent,

chloride of sodiunr solution ; the blood was drawn off

through a vaseline-lined canula into the bladders and
tubes, which were then so hung in a litre of the salt-

solution that the mass of blood was under the surface.

In these experiments also the blood remained liquid,

the surrounding salt-solution having no coagulative effect,

while some of the blood, poured after twenty-four hours
into an ungreased porcelain \-essel for comparison, soon
coagulated. Like the blood-vessels, which, unlike manu-
factured vessels, after being emptied of the blood, retain

no colouring-matter, the membranes, even after several

days, showed neither imbibition with blood-colouring

matter, nor any trace of coagulated fibrine. Thus, by
soaking in salt-solution, a property of the blood-vessels

was imparted to the fish-bladders and parchment-tubes.
It can hardly be doubted, then, that while, on the one

hand, lack of adhesion prevents blood from coagulating,

so, on the other, the presence of adhesion gives the

impulse to coagulation.

INOCULATION AS A PRESERVATIVE
AGAINST CONSUMPTION

MVERNEUIL has lately pubHshed a letter to the
• editor of the Gazette hcbdominaire, M. Lereboullet,

in which he proposes to set on foot an experimental

inquiry into the possibility of finding some method of

"attenuating" the presumed virus of tubercle, so as to

make inoculation therewith practically useful against

consumption, either as a prophylactic measure, like vac-

cination against small-pox, or as a means of cure, like

Pasteur's inoculations in hydrophobia.

Three thousand francs have already been subscribed,

and the respectable names of Cornil, Bouchard, Dama-
schino, and Potain are mentioned among those who
approve of the investigation.

It must however be remembered (i) that with the

exception of hydrophobia, an exception still on trial, no
human disease but small-pox is known which can be

prevented by inoculation
; (2) that of epizootic diseases
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anthrax is only in certain cases guarded against by-

Pasteur's attenuated virus
; (3) that the dependence of

consumption on Koch's Bacillus tuberculosis is far from
established

; (4) that its fatality is very far below that of

small-pox or hydrophobia, and its treatment far more
successful.

Consumption is the most important disease of tem-
perate climates, both by its prevalence, its mortality, and
its incidence on young adults ; so that the sacrifice of a

few rabbits or cats for even a remote chance of con-
trolling its ravages is well justified. But the chance is,

we fear, remote.

NOTES
The friends and former students uf Prof. P. J. Van Benedcn,

of Louvain, are about to celebrate there the fiftieth yearof his

professorship. Since the year 1836 this distinguished savant

has occupied the position of Professor of Zoology at the Louvain

University, and it is proposed to present him, on the occasion

of his jubilee, with a gold medal bearing his portrait. After

half a century of teaching and the accomplishment of a vast

amount of other work, Prof. Van Beneden still remains fresh in

mind and body. His writings have embraced with equal success

various branches of biological science, and have gained for him

a reputation of the first rank, which has just been crowned by

the award of the Cuvier Prize by the Academy of Sciences of

Paris. There is no doubt that the proposed demonstration to

honour Prof Van Beneden on his jubilee will find a ready echo

in this country, where he possesses numerous friends.

In a recent debate in the French Chamber of Deputies on a

Bill permitting any person by will to regulate the conditions of

his funeral, a clause was added at the instance of M. de Mortillet,

the eminent anthropologist, enabling any person to dispose of

his body in favour of educational or learned societies. M. de

Mortillet stated that the Autopsy Society founded by Broca had

been allowed to retain the brains of Gambetta, Dr. Bertillon,

and two journalists, but the authorities might at any time take

these away from its museum, as also any bones or skeletons.

The proposition was adopted by 268 votes to 198.

We are glad to receive a copy of the Aniuial Coiiifniiion

to the " Obsen'atory." Its object is to give, in a collected

form, the whole of those Ephemerides which have hitherto

been printed month by month in the Observatory. This

issue is regarded as an experiment, and the editors ask

for suggestions for the improvement of future Companions,

and for criticisms on the present one. In future it is intended

to issue it with the December number or before. The principal

sources from whence the Ephemerides have been derived are

as follows :—The " Meteor Notes " have been taken principally

from the valuable series of papers by JMr. Denning in vols, i.,

ii., and iii. of the Observatory, supplemented from the British

Association Reports. Mr. Denning has also kindly revised

them. The Ephemerides for the physical observations of Jupiter

and Mars are derived by permission from those calculated by

Mr. Marth, and published by the Council of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society in the Monthly Notices. The Ephemerides for

the satellites of Mar.=, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune are taken

from the American Nautical Almanac, corrected, in some cases,

for recent observations made at Greenwich. The elements of

occultations and times of eclipses of Jupiter's satellites are ex-

tracted from the English A'atttical Almanac. The Catalogue

and Ephemerides of Variable Stars are derived from the .A)i-

nuaire ilu Bureau des Longitudes. The publication will certainly

be of much practical value.

On the evening of Wednesday, February 17, Prof. A. B. W.
Kennedy and the Committee of the Engineering Society held a

successful soiree at University College, London, in connection

with the College Society. Visitors were received in the en-

gineering laboratory, where machinery was in motion, and Mr.

A. S. Ashcroft's autographic stress diagram apparatus was

shown in action. All the available space was occupied with

exhibits. The College Society organised a show of photographs

and photographic apparatus in the library, where Messrs. Clarke

and Clarke exhibited their method of printing by gashght. The
soirfe was attended by about 1000 visitors.

Last autumn the run of salmon up most of our rivers, espe-

cially those falling into the North Sea, was quite unprecedented.

It is worthy of notice that at the same time (that is from August

to November) they ascended, in equal, if not still more remark-

able, numbers, the rivers that flow into the North Pacific Ocean,

as well on the Japan side as the American. The "canning

companies "in British Columbia were quite unable to obtain

boxes and barrels quickly enough to keep pace with the supply,

and fine large fish were sold for a cent apiece. Had this abund-

ance of the Salmonidit (sea-trout and bull-trout were as numerous

in proportion as salmon) been confined to this part of the world,

one might have supposed that an epidemic amongst dog-fish had

enabled a much greater number of smolts to escape at the mouths

of the rivers on their descent than commonly do ; but under the

circumstances some more satisfactory explanation seems to be

required. Possibly in some manner the quantity of ice in

northern waters on both sides of America had an influence upon

these fish, or those that prey upon them in the deep water.

The Italian Ministry of Agriculture has just undertaken an

interesting experiment. Half a million of fish eggs were arti-

ficially hatched, and the young brood has been distributed all

over the centre of the Lake of Como. If the experiment suc-

ceeds fairly well, it will be taken up on a large scale, and the

department will undertake the re-stocking of the Italian waters.

Efforts will be made immediately to revive and extend the rear-

ing of lobsters.

The old Tour St. Jacques la Boucherie, Paris, celebrated in

connection with Pascal's experiments on atmospheric pressure,

is now the site of a Laboratory of Physics. The inauguration

took place on January 13. The tower was lighted by incan-

descent lamps.

Large sulphur deposits are reported to have been recently

discovered on the southern slopes of the Caucasus.

EcuADOK was visited by natural calamities during January,

which probably have been the cause of great loss of life. On
January 12 the sky in and around Guayaquil was of a dark red

colour, as if coloured by an immense conflagration. Detona-

tions heard in the direction of Cotopaxi, and accompanied

by earthquakes and subterranean noises, showed that some vol-

canic eruption was in progress. The roise and shocks lasted

for two days and nights. At Yaguachi, opposite Guayaquil, a

rain of ashes was observed. It is feared that the town of

Latacunga, which is situated at the foot of Cotopaxi, is

destroyed.

A REMARKABLE effect of lightning has been recently reported by

Prof. L. Weber in a German serial. At Ribnitz, in Mecklenburg,

during a violent thunderstorm, with rain and hail, about 6 a.m.,

the lower pane of a window on the first floor was broken by

lightning, and a jet of water was thrown upwards through the

aperture to the ceiling, where it detached part of the ceiling,

and this, falling with the water, broke a small cigar-table

below. Three buckelfuls of water were afterwards taken from

the room. The hole in the window was like that from a bullet,

and there were radial cracks. The path of the lightning is not

very clear, but that it passed through the glass could not be

doubted. Some cigars on the table, it may be mentioned, were
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carbonised. As to the jet of water, Prof. Weber rejects the

hypothesis of a sudden generation of vapour forcing up water

from the street. Another explanation offered is that the light-

ning, passing through the window to the street, generated a

vortex of air about itself with vacuum in the interior, through

which the water was driven as through a tube. A third hypo-

thesis remains, viz. that a conical irombe struck the street, was

reflected, and passed through the window in the form of a jet

of water. In this case the lightning would merely have accom-

panied or preceded the trcmbe. Prof. Weber seeks further

light on such phenomena.

On the evening of January 9 a very fine display of the aurora

borealis was seen in the southern parts of Norway.

A MAGNIFICENT meteor was seen by the station-master at

Leangen Station, in the north of Norway, on January 16, at

S. 15 a.m., it being still dark. He states that the meteor first

looked like a small star, but, approaching with great velocity,

soon attained the size of a cheese-plate. It had a dazzling white

light, very like the electric, and w.as clearly visible, being below

the clouds in the upper part of the sky. When it had passed

the zenith and reached the eastern horizon, it sepai-ated into

several parts, which gradually became extinguished. It left a

trail for a few seconds, brownish-yellow in colour. Another

meteor, to which we referred last week as having been seen at

Aas, near Christiania, at 5.30 p.m. on January 5i was also seen

in various other parts of the province of Smaalenene, even as far

south as Frederikshald, near the .Swedish frontier (distance from

Aas about 100 kilometres = 63 miles). It appeared there in the

constellation Taurus, at 5.15 p.m., and moved in a north-

westerly direction. It left a long bright trail, and its passage

was, according to some, accompanied by a faint hissing.

On New Year's Eve an earthquake was felt in the central

parts of Norway, particularly at Elverum and Loiten, where the

houses ^hook. Anothershock was felt in the province of Chris-

tiansand, at about 4 a.m. on January 16, followed by vivid

flashes of lightning. In several houses the doors sprang open,

and furniture, &c., was moved. A girl w.is thrown out of bed
in one place. The barometer was very low at the time, but

remained the same as on the previous day.

Prof. Lommel has recently described {PVied. Ann. i) an

aerostatic balance for determining the specific gravity of gases.

It is useful for lecture experiments. Under one scale of a

balance is hung, by means of a wire, a closed glass balloon,

which is inclosed in a glass vessel having in its cover a small

hole for the wire. This vessel has a side tube, with stopcock,

near the bottom. Tlie instrument being b.alanced while air is

in the vessel, another gas is allowed to stream in and displace

the air, whereupon the balloon rises or sinks according as the

gas is heavier or lighter than air. By adding weights in one

scale or the other equilibrium is restored, and one finds how
much more or less a volume of gas equal to that of the balloon

weighs than the same volume of air at the same temperature

and pressure.

We have received the Calendars of the University College of

Aberystwith and Cardiff for the Session 18S5-86, and the

reports of work in both cases are very satisfactoiy, showing, as

they do, a considerable increase in the number of students, and
in the general scope of the educational work. We have

examined with especial interest the Aberystwith Calendar, for

it will be remembered that during last summer the College

there was almost wholly destroyed by fire. The Council met
the situation by taking a large hotel, where the work of the

institution is carried on apparently without any serious incon-

venience. The Principal of this College calls attention to a

question which requires the careful consideration of the responsi-

ble authorities of the three University Colleges of Wales, and

which, for the sake of the equitable distribution of the prizes and

scholarships of these institutions, it is to be hoped may speedily

be settled. Principal Edwards points out the danger that

healthy and legitimate rivaliy between the Colleges is in danger

of degenerating into a bid for students by the offer of money
bribes, and he quotes the case of a student who wandered from

one to the other, taking scholai'ships at all three by recom-

mencing his course at each in succession. There is apparently

no regulation preventing a graduate of one beginning as an

undergraduate at each of the others, and carrying off the prizes

to the disadvantage of bond-fide students. Unfortunately, the

negotiations which have been undertaken to prevent this grave

abuse have hitherto proved unsuccessful, but it behoves the

authorities concerned to prevent this misapplication of money
so nobly subscribed for education by all classes of the Welsh
people. Two very interesting and suggestive t.ables will be found

at page 25 of the Aberystwith Calendar. The first gives the

ages of the students : 76 are over 20 years of age, 22 over 25,

and 5 over 30. The second contains the occupations of the

parents, and shows in the most marked way the struggles which,

to their infinite credit, Welsh parents make to educate their

children. This trait in the Welsh character is well known, but

we have not seen it exhibited in this definite, concrete manner

before.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Bonnet Monkey {Macacus sinicns 9 ) from

India, presented by Miss Douglas ; a Chacma Ba'ooon (Cynoce-

phalus porcarius ? ) from South Africa, presented by Mr. F.

Radclifle ; a Ring-tailed Coati {Nasua rufa 9 ) from South

America, presented by Miss A. Pagella ; an Orange-winged

Amazon {Ckrysotis atnazonica) from South America, presented

by Mr. G. F. Richards ; two Feline Douracoulis (Nyclipilhecus

vocifa'ans), two Silky Marmosets (Midas rosalia], a Razor-billed

Curassow (Mi/ua ttiberosa), a Mantled Buzzard (Leucopternh

palliata) from Brazil, a Raccoon {Procyon lotor) from North

America, purchased ; a Collared Fruit Bat {Cynonycteris collaris),

born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The New Star in the Great Nebula in Andromeda.—

As the Nova in Andromeda was the first object of its kind to

which accurate photometric methods of observation were ap-

plied. Prof Seeliger of Munich has taken the opportunity of

investigating whether the observed variations of brightness

throw any light on the physical history of the phenomenon If

we suppose that the surface-temperature of a "new" star is

suddenly increased by an enormous quantity, and, in conse-

quence, the brightness increased to a corresponding extent, and
assume that the latter is proportional to an arbitrary power, n,

of the temperature, then the light curve constructed from the

observations will be a curve which represents the «th power of

the successive temperatures of a cooling body. Prof .Seeliger

has deduced an expression for the temperature of a sphere at

any lime, /, on the assumption that the sphere is homogeneous
with respect to the conduction of heat, that at the time/ = o it

has the same temperature throughout its interior, and that the

temperature of the surrounding medium is zero. If, then, /;

be the brightness corresponding to a temperature 9, we have

9 = h" , and using Pogson's scale for tran-forming brightness

into stellar magnitude, there results a formula for the magnitude
of the cooling star at any time. For the purpose of comparing
his formula with Herr .M tiller's photouietric observations of the

Nova, extending from 1S85 September 2 to October 13, Prof

Seeliger assumes that « = I, and that the epoch for which
/ = o is 1885 August 27d. Sh. Berlin M.T. He also uses quite

approximate values for the constants involved in his formula,

the more accurate determination of which would be a work of

difficulty. Under these circumstances he gets a veiy fair agree-

ment between the observed and computed values, which would.
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he considers, be improved by using more acciuate values of

the constants, and of the epoch for which t = o. The magni-

tude corresponding to this latter epoch is 7 '73- Considering

that there is evidence to show that the Andromeda nebula is

in part at least, a star-cluster consisting of a vast number of

faint stars, Prof. Seeliger thinks it not improbable that the

blazing forth of the A'oz'a may have been due to a collision

which caused an enormous development of heat and light. At
all events, the fact that his formula represents the observations

tolerably well appears to him to be sufficient evidence to show
that the supposed conditions are not, in the main, at variance

with the actual circumstances of the case.

Present State of the Solar Activity.—The sunspot
ma.\imum, after some remarkable oscillations, was definitely

attained about the close of 18S3, the intereal from the period of

minimum having been nearly two years longer than usual. Since

that date there has been a steady diminution in both the numbers
and areas of the sunspots. M. R. Wolf gives (Compies rendns,

vol. c. No. 3, and vol. cii. No. 3) the following values for his

relative numbers for the last three years : 1883, 63' 7 ; 1884, 63 '3 ;

1885, 50'3. The diminution in the last part of 1SS5 was parti-

cularly marked, there having been a vigorous rally in the months
of May, June, and July, followed by a rapid decline. The
relative numbers for the last three months of the year fell far

below the mean of the twelvemonth. The figures given by
M. Tacchini closely correspond to those given by M. Wolf, as

the following table will show. The last three columns give

Tacchini's numbers :

—

lanuai7
February
March ...

April .

.

May
June
July ...

August . .

.

September
October
November
December

31 '4
67-2

466
546
So'5

S2-I
61

'4

477
43 '4

42-6
26-8

18-9

frequency

i9'57 •

25-Si .

:6-23 .

iS'io .

18-68
.

22-36 .

15-41 .

1 1 -20

9-14 .

12-55

6-35

4-84 .

Relative

43'19

77-33
44-92
56-86
86-21

13276
90-22

44-70
59-20

55-64
22-90

21-44

Daily

groups

4"33

5.96
2-92

3 -48

5-80
5 -21

4-45

3 "40

3-31

3-09
2-30

2"I2

Faculre have not shown so rapid a decline, but there has
been a distinct falling off in these also ; the diflTerence, however,
is at present noticed rather in a loss of brilliancy than of
apparent area. But hitherto the prominences have shown but
slight indications of a participation in the falling oft" so strongly
exhibited by the spots. The following numbers, derived froin

papers by the Rev. S. J. Perry in the Observatory for February
1S85 and 1886, show indeed a slight increase of energy for 1SS5
over 1884 :

—

Mean height of Mean extent
chromosphere. Mean height of of

Year excluding prominences prominence
prominences arc

7-93
8-04

8-24

S-27

7-94
S-00

23-46
24-61

24-55
27-23

25-74
28 -67

23 21

33 iS

40 57
41 24
29 6

28 25

Mean
1880-1SS

S-07 25-71 32 45

The mean extent of prominence arc is thus the only element
which seems to point to the ma.ximum being past.

But if the prominences do not show any close correspondence
to the behaviour of the spots, M. Wolf finds that the variations
of magnetic declination have responded to their changes fairly

closely. In the paper alluded to above he gives, side by side
with his "relative" spot numbers, the monthly means of the
variations in magnetic declination as observed at Milan. The
mean obser\'ed value for 1885 is 7'

-95, whilst 7'-88 is the mean
value computed from the formula M. Wolf had deduced in
former years for Milan, v = 5'-62 -(• 0-045 ''> where r is the
relative sunspot number for the year.

Prof. Sporer points out
(
CoiiipUs rendiis, vol. ci. No. 26) that

the spots have not been equally distributed between the two

hemispheres during the period of maximum, but that throughout
the years 1883, 1884, and 1885 there has been a nearly constant
predominance of southern spots over northern ; whereas in the
period from minimum to the end of 18S2 the predominance
rested, on the whole, with the northern hemisphere. This
alteration has also been accompanied by somewhat of a check in

the regularity of the progress of the spots towards the equator,
which is usually so marked in the interval from one minimum to

the next.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1886 FEBRUARY 2Z—MARCH 6

/"pOR the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at
^ Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24,
is here employed.)

At Greenwich on February 28

Sun rises, 6I1. 49m. ; souths, I2h. 12m. 41 -5s. ; sets, I7h. 36m. ;

decl. on meridian, 7° 52' S. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,
4h. lom.

Moon (New on March 5) rises, 3h. 39m. ; souths, 8h. 6m.

;

sets, I2h. 34m. ; decl. on meridian, 18° 16' S.

Mercury ... 7 5 ... 12 28 ...
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powers magnifying from 700-900 diaras. Though successful in

some instances, this method is for the most part wholly insuf-

ficient. (3) Staining sections. This was successful in many
plants in demonstrating the protoplasmic connection. (4) In-

jection into organs. When injected slowly, underpressure, with

a fluid capable of colouring protoplasm, if the injection took

place in a sufficiently uniform way, the canals were rendered

visible. By the methods thus indicated continuity of protoplasm
was established in the stem and leaves of the box- tree, and in

Ficiis elastua.

New Edible Fungus.—Mr. Colenso calls attention to the

rapidly-increasing value as an article of export from New Zea-

land of Hirncola polytrkha. This mushroom, first described

from the East Indies and Java by Montagne, is of various sizes and
shapes, some specimens measuring even a few inches. It is found

in New Zealand growing on the trunks of trees, both on living and
on decaying ones, especially on the latter while standing, particu-

larly on tlie stems of Coryyiocarftis lavigata and on Mdicytus rami-

Jiorus. Both of these are endemic. The former is mostly confined

to the sea-shore, where it often forms dense and continuous

thickets. The latter tree is scattered plentifully throughout the

country. When dry, the mushroom becomes shrivelled up, and
is as hard as horn ; when h et, it is soft and elastic, almost sub-

gelatinous. It grows in compact gregarious masses. The
market for this fungus is China, where it is largely used by the

Chinese in soups. It appears that another species of the same
genus indigenous in North China has long been an article of

commerce. Mr. Berkeley notes of our British species, H.
auricula-jiidtr, that it was once a |-opular remedy for sore

throats, and adds that it is still occasionally sold at Covent Garden
Market. The New Zealand species is plentiful, and obtained
at little cost, the drying of it being an easy matter. Originally

the price paid to collectors was a penny per pound ; now it is

nominally twopence halfpenny, while its retail price in China is

five times t!iis. The declared value per ton at the Customs ranges

from 33/. to 53/. a ton, and is doubtless much below its real

value. During the last twelve years some 1858 tons of this

fungus were exported, chiefly from the ports of Auckland and
Wellington, and of a declared value of almost 80,000/.—

(

Trans.

Penzance Nat. Hist, and Antiq. Soc, 1884-85.)

WoR.MS IN Ice.— Prof. Leidy had examined a block of ice

which was part of the stock of ice stored at Moorestown, N.J.,
and had been nearly a year in store ; it was full of air-bubbles

and water drops. On being melted a number of worms were
liberated, and proved to be in a living and quite active condition.

It is probable that while imprisoned in the ice they may not have
been frozen, but perhaps remained alive in a torpid state in the

water-drops ; but it seems remarkable that these animals should

remain so long alive in the ice, and yet die, as they did, almost

immediately, in the melted ice-water. Of course the fact points

to the advisability of not employing spongy ice as an article of

food. Dr. Leidy, believing the form to be as yet undescribed,

gives a diagnosis of it under the name Lumhriais glacialis ; it

is from 4 to 6 centimetres long, of from 35 to 50 segments
;

oral segment unarmed, eyeless ; succeeding segments with four

rows of podal spines, in fascicles of three.

—

{Proc. Nat. Set. Phila-

delphia, December 22, 1885.)

Star-Fishes from South Georgi.v.—Dr. Studer describes

a small collection of star-fishes made by Dr. v. d. Steinen,

the naturalist of the German Polar E.xpedition in 1882-83, ^^^1°

had a meteorological station at South Georgia. Of the 14 species

collected, 9 belonged to the family StelleridEe, and 7 of these

were new, 5 to the Ophiurid^e, of which 4 were new. Most
were collected in quite shallow water. The general character

of the fauna is like that of Kerguelen Land ; and, to assist the

comparison. Dr. Studer gives a comparative list of the known
species from the South American (Falkland Islands, Magellan
Straits) district and that of Kerguelen Land. All the new
species are well figured in two plates which accompany the

memoir.—(Aiis dem Jahrbuch di r wissens-AnstalU'U zu Hamburg,
xi. 1SS5.)

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
The last number (15) of the Journal of the Straits Branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society contains several papers of much
geographical interest. In the first, Mr. Swettenham describes

a journey across the Malay peninsula from Kwala Bernam in

Perak, through Pahang to Kwala Paharg on the east coast.
|

The paper is in the form of a journal, but, unfortunately, the
accompanying sketch-map is so defective as to be quite useless

to assist the reader in following the narrative. Pere Couvreur,
of the Missions Etrangeres at Singapore, contributes an account
of a recent journey through Laos from Bangkok to Ubon, a town
on the Szimun, a tributary of the Mekong, including a visit to

the ancient Khmer city of Puthai-Saman, the monuments and
architecture of which make it similar to the renowned Angkor,
but on a reduced scale. To the people of the country these
magnificent ruins are the work of avals, so completely has all

trace of the great civilisation of which they are the eloquent wit
nesses disappeared from Cambodia. This paper is also in the
form of a journal, but is not accompanied by a map. There
are several other papers of interest (such as the translation of
old Valentyn's account of Malacca, and the account of the
Dutch expedition of 1877-79 to the interior of Malacca), but
these are not original to the Straits Asiatic Society.

The Verhandluitgen of the Berlin Geographical Society just

pubUshed (Band xiii., No. I) contains an account, by Dr. Wolff,

of the journey of the expedition sent out by the African Society
in 1SS4 from San Salvador to the Quango .and back, .and

Dr. Diener writes on the mountain system of Lebanon, on
which he has also a paper, already noticed, in the February
Pelerinaiin. The current Zeitschrift (V>t.\\<S. xx.. Heft 6) of the

same Society is largely occupied by a bibliography of the works,
papers, maps, &c., relating to geography published during the

year ending November 18S5. There is, however, a curious list

of the lengths and drainage areas of 376 rivers of the world.

These figures are necessarily approximate only in most cases.

It is noticeable that, while the Mississippi is 5882 kilometres in

length, and the Amazon only 4929, the drainage area of the

former is less than half that of the latter, the figures being :

Mississippi, 3,201.545, and the Amazon 7,337,132, square kilo-

metres. The only other paper in the number is an exceedingly

interesting one by Herr Kohde, on the Terenos tribe, which
inhabits the district to the west of the Bi-azili.an town of

Miranda, and stretches as far as the Bolivian frontier. They
are really Chaco Indians who have migrate! from Bolivia. The
writer describes, all too briefly, their appearance, mode of life,

occupation, and customs—especially their festivals.

The Austrian traveller, Mr. C. Hermann, who started on a

West African exploring tour in April last, has returned to Vienna.

Having visited Liberia, Cameroon, Eloby, Gaboon, and other

points on the coast, he arrived at the Congo early in July, and
expected the arrival of Dr. Lenz at Banana. In order to engage
the necessaiy porters for Dr. Lenz's expedition he went to

Loango, but returned to Banana without having succeeded. He
left Dr. Lenz on October 20 and returned to Europe.

Dr. Bernhard Schwarz writes from Monrovia (Liberia),

under date January 23, as follows :
— " As chief of an official

expedition ' for the investigation of the up-country districts of

Cameroon,' I reached Cameroon on November 6 last, and
thence I proceeded eastwards with forty Bakwiri porters (from

the Cameroon Mountain) on the large main road leading to the

interior over the magnificent slopes of the Cameroon Peak. I

penetrated through the immense virgin forest=, which are

peopled with elephants, and in which coffee, india-rubber, &c.,

grow, and and safely reached the interior of our colony, never
before visited by a white man on account of the energetic resist-

ance offered to all traders by the natives. Here live the

Bafarami in the Bafon Land, hitherto not even known to the

world by name. They cultivate the soil and keep cattle, and are

comparatively civilised. I visited Kumba and Kimendi, their

large towns, but on account of an attack made upon us by 500
armed slaves I could not see the upper Calabar, which must
have been quite near. The maps hitherto existing of this inter-

esting district, which may be of the highe>t importance for the

whole future of our colony, are either insuflScient or else quite

wrong.''

THE SUN AND STARS ^

VATHEN we have to consider the stars taken in their entirety.

it is obviously convenient that we should begin with the

sun, because in that way we shall be enabled to go outwards from

the known ; since it is easily to be understood that it is within

' A Course of Lectures to Working Men delivered by J. Norman Lockyer.

F.R.S., at the Museum of Practical Geology. Revised from shorthand

notes.
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our power to know very much more about the sun, which is the

star that lies nearest to us, than about the other stars, so far as

detailed structure, at all events, is concerned, for the reason that

the sun, although actually so far away, is relatively very near to

us.

The Sun's Dislance ^

The distance of the sun we may take to be about 93,000,000

of miles, and, although that seems a long way in terrestri.il

reckonings, twice that distance is the smallest base line which

astronomers can use in dealing with the distance of the star

which is next nearest to us, to say nothing of the millions of

others more remote. The sun, from being relatively so near tu

us, appears as a body of a different order. The stars proper, how-

ever powerful the telescope with which we regard them, appear

to us as the finest points imaginable, whereas the sun gives us

the appearance of a circular disk, this disk being the projection of

a sphere. That part of the sun with which we are most familiar

is in fact a sphere of something like 860,000 miles in diameter
;

hence, taking the diameter of this world of ours roughly at

8000 miles, the diameter of the sun is more than 100 times a,

great.

The moon, the nearest celestial body to us, journeys round us

at the relatively small distance of about 240,000 miles. The

Fig. I.—The orbit of the Moon and the circumference of the Sun
compared.

accompanying drawing will enable us to coa^pare the orbit or

l>ath of the moon round the earth and the space which it

incloses, with the actual circumference of the sun (Fig. i).

In the centre we have the earth very much larger than it

ought to be, and the inner disk represents the space included in

the orbit of the moon. The outer one represents the disk of the

sun ; so that it is clearly seen that if the sun were a soap bubble
it would be quite easy for the earth's attendant satellite, the

moDn, to carry on its revolution inside it ; in fact the orbit of

the moon would not He very much past half-way from the centre
of the earth to the circumference of the sun.

The Sun's Envelopes

The ne.^t point which has been made clear by the work of
the last qnarter of a century, let us say, is that this central

nucleus which we see ordinarily and call the sun, is only, after

all, a very small part of it. Outside it there is a shell very ex-

quisite in colour. This might be described as a sort of sea

^ The most recently determined value nf the sun's distance depends upon
Prof. Newcomb's determination of the velocity of light. This velocity Prof.
Newcomb values at 299,860 kilometres per second, with a probaijie error of
30 kilometres either way. Combining this with Nyr^n's value of the constant
of aberration 2o"'4g2, the S3lar parallax = 8"*794, which gives a distance cf
14961 millions of kilometres. This equals 92,965,020 British statute miles.

surrounding the central nucleus, if that expression did not give
the idea that the nucleus itself was a solid, which it is not.

This first envelope, the chromosphere, as it is called, repre-

sents a sort of atmosphere or sea surrounding what is named the
photosphere, to a height varying, say, from 5000 to io,ooo
miles. I have said that it is exquisite in colour. It is of an
intensely brilliant pearly white at the base, and of a magnifi-
cent scarlet, as a rule, higher up. But this is not the outside of
the sun by any means. Further from the centre, again, there is

another region, which we may call the inner corona, overlying
the photosphere and chromosphere ; the height of this atmo-
sphere— I mean the distance from the top of it on the average
down to the photosphere—we may again roughly take at some-
thing like 100,000 miles. Not very many years ago, in the
text-books we were told that the earth's atmosphere only ex-
tended to a height of 50 miles, so that it can be easily recognised
that we are dealing with an atmosphere on a very large scale

indeed when we come to touch the sun.

These portions of the sun's atmosphere are only very rarely

seen under the best conditions. We can feel, so to speak, the
lower reaches every day in our observatories, but we can only
see them when the sun is eclipsed. When, in an eclipse, we can
get a good sight of the inner corona, what we see is very beauti-

ful indeed, because we not merely get a pearly shell of light,

which, roughly speaking, may be taken to be 100,000 miles
high, but we see stretching into it from and through the chromo-
sphere beautiful and curious objects called "red flames," or
" prominences," or " protuberances."

Have we yet finished with the solar envelopes? No ; there is

still another. There is still an upper atmosphere, and to this I

must ask you to give a height of anything you like between half
a million of miles and a million and a half; and I speak thus
indefinitely for the reason that the exact limit is at the present
moment occupying those who are concerned in these matters.

The limit of course you will understand is a limit which can
only be determined during eclipses. Now the sun is only
eclipsed for something less than a week in a whole century over
the whole earth, and I suppose that if an observer of eclipses

were to give his whole time to them he could not spend more
on the average than six minutes every two years, so that the
time is not excessive in which the astronomer either has to

make observations or to make up his mind as to what he sees.

Vou must not, therefore, be surprised when I give you this large

choice. If we call it roughly a million of miles, we at all events
shall not be very far off the truth, even supposing the height to

be constant ; but it would appear indeed that the height varies every
time we have a chance of observing it. On that point we shall

have a great deal to say further on.

When we cjme to this outer atmosphere, we pass from one
with a more or less concentric boundary, to one with a most
irregular outline, full of strange forms varying in an almost inex-
plicable manner from eclipse to eclipse.

In the eclipse of 1878 one of the observers who took special

precautions to shield his eye from any brighter light at the
moment that the eclipse took place, imagined, or saw, the
fainter portions of the solar corona, or some solar surrounding,
extending to several diameters. The outer corona is not only
very strange in its appearance, but wonderful in colour, and
full of detail for a considerable distance from the dark moon.
To sum up some of the principal points—by no means all of

them—we may say, first, that its outline is very irregular ; that

there seems to be a flattening, or very often two opposed flatten-

ings, at opposite ends of a solar diameter. This tends to make
the thing look very often more or less square. In all parts of it,

irregularly (by which I mean that you cannot predict quite

where they will he), you get radial rifts in which the light is

much less intense than elsewhere.

I have, then, indicated that the sun that we see is not the
whole of the sun. Hence, when we study the stars we shall

probably find that we have not only to take into account the
phenomena presented by the sun as we ordinarily see it, but
others associated with those parts of the sun which are only
revealed to us from time to time, and the possibility that such
phenomena as we see on the sun may be enormously intensified

in other bodies.

The Suns lioteilion

The next question that we have to put concerning the sun is

this :—Since it is a sphere as the earth is, and since the earth
rotates on its axis, does the sun rotate on its axis? How are

we to answer that question ?
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In this way. Sometimes wlien we look at the sun it is a

beautifully pure hemisphere, almost equally illuminated all over

it with the exception of a darkening towards the edge, about

which more presently ; but at other times these conditions are

altered. It is more or less covered with what are called spots.

It is more than two centuries and a half ago since it was clearly

demonstrated that these spots belong to the sun itself ; and it

will be clear, therefore, that if these spots really do belong to

the sun, or, to be more precise, are phenomena occurring in

the photosphere—which is the part of the sun which we usually

see, the rotation of the sun will be demonstrated if these

spots are found to travel regularly across its disk ; whereas its

fixity will be demonstrated if we find that the spots do not

move at all. A very great deal of work has been done in this

direction, and it has been determined beyond all question that

the sun does rotate like the earth and like the other planets of

our system, and that it rotates from west to east, contrary to the

hands of a watch, as the earth does.

We next have to consider the plane of this rotation. The
earth moves round the sun in a plane which we call the plane of

the ecliptic ; but we know that the earth does not r itate in this

plane. There is a difference of 23^° between the equatorial ""^

ecliptic planes. We therefore say that the earth's axis is incli

234° to the plane of the ecliptic. Further, if we wish to ki

the particular direction in which it is inclined, we must de

mine the longitude of the ascending node, and this done, we
determine the star towards which the earth's axis points.

Well, can we get out these facts with regard to the sun ?
''

The sun does not rotate in the plane of the ecliptic as we m
first of all imagine that it would do. Its axis is inclined at at

7" to that plane, and its ascending node does not lie in

same direction in space as the ascending node of the earth,

it is distant from it some 73°. We have two very accu

determinations of these two sets of data. Carrington's

value gives

—

Longitude of node 73 40
Inclination 7 'S

We see, although the sun's rotation does not take place in

plane of the ecliptic, it does not take place in a plane

far removed from it.

Sporer, a German observer, who has taken up this ques

since Carrington, makes some very slight changes. He giv

Longitude of node
Inclination... • ... 57

The right ascension of the star towards which the sun's

points is 18 hours 14 minutes, and its declination 64° N. It

half-way between our own pole star, and the bright st;

Lyra;.

We may now carry these considerations a little further. W
the earth passes through the nodes of the sun's equator, th;

Sept

Fic. 2.—Position of the Sun's axis, and apparent paths of the spots across the

disk, as seen from the Earth at ditTerent times of the year. 1 he arro\vs

show the direction in which the Sun rotates. The inclination of the axis

is exaggerated, so that the effect produced may be more clearly seen.

to say, when the axis cf the sun is at right angles to the line

joining the centre of the sun and the centre of the earth, it will

be perfectly clear that the spots will appear to travel straight

across the disk. The two times of the year in which this occurs

are June 3 and December 5. The two poles of the sun at those

times are in fact on the sun's limb, and it is that condition really

which makes the path straight (Fig. 2).

From June 3 to December 5 the north pole of the sun is

gradually moving earthward. It will be clear, therefore, that

during that time the spots, instead of travelling in straight lines

across the disk, will gradually have their paths curved with the
convexity downwards. When we have got to December, from
that time to the next June it is the south pole that will be inclined

towards the earth ; and therefore the spots will then move with
the convexity of their paths upwards.

So far I have said nothing about the period of the rotation

of the .sun. The question of the sun's rotation is not quite such
a simple matter as it might appear at first sight. Here we must
be quite honest to the first workers, and I must tell you that the
actual facts appear to have been clear to a man who lived

three centuries ago—Scheiner—who was the first to observe the
spots with any very great and continuous care ; he made what
appeared to him the extraordinary discovery that the spots which
were nearest to the sun's equator appeared to travel at a

quicker rate than those which were nearer the sun's poles. The
average time in which the spots appear to cross the sun is about
28 days. That you will understand is what we may term the

Fig. 3,—Cur\-e showing the period of rota'tion^of the photosphere in different

latitudes north and south from Carrington's observations ; 851' of solar

longitude per diem = rate of rotation in lat. 15° N. The vertical lines

represent differences of 10' of longitude, + to the right, — to the left, of

the line cutting the curve in lat. 15° N.

synodic period, because the observations are made from the

earth, which is moving in the same direction as the spots while

the observations are being made. Making the correction for the

movement of the earth, and getting the actual period, the 28 days

have to be brought down to something like 26 for an average

spot. Carrington, whose results for the plane of rotation I have
already stated, also paid very great attention to this point,

and to his work, and also to Sporer's, we owe very much of our

present knowledge on this subject.

Carrington, from the observation of some thousand spots,

came to the conclusion that the photosphere in which these

spots are supposed to float really moves more rapidly at the

equator than it does away from it, in the manner that Scheiner

had suggested, in such a way that the movement at the equator

really takes place in, as near as may be, 25 days, perhaps

a little less ; but that in latitude 30° there is a slackening

off of a day and a half, so that it takes a spot in latitude 30°

north or south not 25 days, but 26i days to make its movement
right round ; if we go as high as latitude 45°, we have to add on
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still another day, and then we find that the rotation takes 27J
days.

Several distinguished men have endeavoured to formulate a

law, a mathematical statement, by which, given the movement

in one latitude, we may determine it for all other latitudes, and

several of them have very nearly succeeded in doing it ; but they

all confess that it does not amount to much at the end of the

chapter ; by wliich I mean that the formula after all contains no

physical basis. It is what is termed an empirical formula.

The formulje to which I have referred may be given in this

place. In them all x = daily motion in minutes of solar longi-

tude, and / = latitude. They are as foUows :

—

Carrington

Faye

Spbrer

Zbllner ...

.(- = S65' - 165' sin J /

X = 862' — 1S6' sin - /

X = ion' - 203' sin (41° 13' + /)

_ 863' - 619' sin ^ /

cos /

Certainly we have here, as I thinlc I shall be able to show
you by and by, one of the points in the mechanism of the sun

which it behoves those interested in solar physics to work at

with the utmost diligence.

We have now got the fact that the sun, like the earth, rotates

on its axis ; that the inclination of its axis to the plane of the

ecliptic is much less than the inclination of our axis ; that its

node lies in a different longitude ; and that the photosphere,

instead of being a solid thing like the .surface of our earth, is a

something which makes its journey round the sun's centre in 2?.

days less time in the central portions than it does half-way

between the equator and the poles.

T/w S:in's Density

Now then let us come to .another point. We are accustomed,
in dealing with the earth and comparing it with other planets,

to refer to the density of the various bodies. We say, for in-

stance, that the density of the earth is 54 times greater than the

density of water ; that is to say, that the earth put in one scale

would weigh down 5^ earths of the same size, if they were made
of water, put in the other. And we say, further, that the density

of the earth is about the same as the density of Venus and of
Mars ; but the density of the other planets is very much less.

We know on the earth that water is less dense, for instance,

than mercury. We know that spirit is less dense than water.

We can, indeed, put water in a tumbler, and by proper means
add the spirit so that it will float on the top of the water.
We do not generally do that. Again, we put' lead into water,

and it sinks. We put a cork into water, and it floats. All
these represent different orders of density. The same thing
happens v/ith regard to gases. We know that hydrogen is less

dense than oxygen and nitrogen, and so on.

Now, what is the density of the sun ? Is the sun denser than
the earth ? No ; according to the books it is just about a quarter
as dense as the earth, so that it is a little denser than water. In
fact, if we take water as our unit of density, if water equals i,

the density of the sun is I '444. If we take the density of the
earth as I, then the value is aljout o'25—practically, a quarter.
Now, these are the values given in the books, but I think that

possibly we must call them in question. They have been deter-
mined by taking the volume of the sun as given by the diameter
of the photosphere—S6o,ooo miles. Now, we have had to cm-
cede 100,000 miles for the height of one atmosphere above the
photosphere, and 1,000,000 miles for another, and it is not fair

that those atmospheres should be left out of consideration. If

we include these atmospheres, though wedo not alter the mass, we
alter the volume. If we put the same mass into a bigger volume,
we naturally reduce the density. Now, if we take the atmo-
sphere of the sun as extending to 100,000 miles above the photo-
sphere, that will give us a radius of 530,0^ miles, instead of
430,000 miles, and we shall, as nearly as may be, double the
sun's volume. Therefore we shall have halved the density.
Instead of being a quarter as dense as the earth, it will

only be one-eighth as dense ; and, instead of being just

denser than water, it will be a little over half the density of
water. For my own part, I think that this 100,000 miles is not
suflicient. I think that it is the minimum. I think that most
students of solar physics would agree that a height for this pur-
pose of 500,000 miles above the photosphere would be probably
nearer the mark. That will give us exactly ten times the
volume of the sun bounded by the photosphere, so that the

densities will be reduced to the tenth ; we shall get a density

then of about one-eighth of water. This, of course, is the aver-

age density ; it is the density of the whole volume in which
the mass is supposed to be diffused—the mass which is a fact

which we cannot get out of, and which has a definite relation to

the mass of our own earth. Now if these arguments are of any
value we must concede that the density of the sun is very low
indeed, much lower than that of any planet or satellite with

which we are acquainted ; so that we are perfectly justified in

saying that it is an enormous globe of gas, by which I do
not mean that it is absolutely and completely gaseous to the

core. The gases of the centre—gases under very great pressure

—may put on the appearance, if they do not put on all the

physical properties, of liquids ; but be this as it may, in any

region that we can get at, unfortunately limited to something

like 400,000 miles away from the centre, we are undoubtedly

dealing with masses of gas.

The Sim's Heat

Another point in which we find an enormous difference between
the sun and any other body that we investigate in the solar system

is this—that the sun is an intensely heated globe of gas. It is of

no use to use any adverbs to tell you how hot it is, and, unfortu-

nately, tl^ere are veiy few available facts ; so that I must ask you
to give your imagination play, and to believe that it is very, very

hot. The values that have been suggested by various men
of science vary between 18,000,000° and 3000°. You m.ay

take your choice. The fact is, I think, that we are not yet in a

position to find out the very best method of determining the

solar temperature and then marking it down in an absolutely

perfect manner, for the reason that the more one knows about

the problem, the more one sees how terribly complicated it is.

No doubt we have here a field of work of the very highest

interest. Of course, when men of science have stated that the

temperature of the sun is 18,000,000° or 3000°, they have re-

ferred to the temperature of that part of the sun which is avail-

able to our observation, and to the hottest parts of it. Naturally,

if the sun be a heated globe of gas, on the outside it must be

cool, so that they do not mean that this globe of gas is equally

heated throughout, but that the hottest part of it—the part which
sends us the effective heat which we try to measure—is at that

temperature.

There is one other very interesting question connected with

the remark that the atmosphere must cool to the outside. This

time last century the idea was that the sun was a habitable globe

just like the earth. An intense heat and light were granted to

an exterior envelope, but it was imagined that there wa> a

reflecting stratum inside which sent all the heat away earthward,

and planet-ward, and star-ward with redoubled energy, while at

the same time it shielded the inhabitants who were below
this reflector from the direct light and heat of this enve-

lope. That was Sir William Herschel's idea. We know
now that these things cannot be so. If the walls, and ceiling,

and floor of this lecture theatre were incandescent, you may
depend upon it that, in spite of any number of reflectors we
should soon be incandescent too. According to what is now
known as Prevost's theory of exchanges, anything inside a

heated chamber must, if you give it time, get to the temperature

of the walls of that chamber, for the reason that the walls would
be giving heat to the object inside, and the object would be

sending the heat back again if it had a surplus of it, and you
would get this exchange going on until the temperature of every-

thing inside would be the same as the temperature of the

envelope ; so that we are now perfectly certain that, if the tem-

perature of the photosphere of the sun, let uS say, be 3000', or

30,000°, or 3,000,000°, the temperature of the internal part of the

sun will not be less. It may be much more. So that we have

to give up all that beautiful idea of the habitability of the sun

by creatures like ourselves.

Now, if this mass of gas, a million and a half of miles in

diameter, let us say, is coolest outside, and hottest at the centre

—which I think you will gr.int—there must be a gradual in-

crease both of temperature and of pressure towards the centre.

The observations which have been made during eclipses indicate

with sufficient definiteness that there is an undoubted increase

of temperature towards the centre, and that the various

appearances which we get at the photospheric level really mean
that at this point, where the pressure is greater than at any
superior level—as the pressure in London is greater than the

pressure on the top of Mont Blanc—the temperature also is

higher, as is indicated by the extreme brightness of the objects
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seen, as compared with the dimming oft" of those parts of the solar

atmosphere which are farther removed.
Now, can we watch this ? Can we study it so that we can

find out all about it? Well, not entirely. The photosphere
which carries the spots to which I have referred allows us

certainly to see the phenomena of the spots, but then it acts as a

veil that prevents us seeing anything nearer the centre of the

sun, whatever it is. It practically serves as a veil for all the

underlying phenomena. Also, as I have mentioned, the outer

corona is only visible for a few minutes in each generation ; so

that, when we attempt to watch the totality of the phenomena
from the top of that magnificent radius down to that part of it

which cuts the photosphere, there are difficulties of every kind
supervening ; we can only continuously and eftectively study
those regions of the atmosphere just above the photosphere, or

in other words the phenomena included in the inner corona.

Absorption of the Suit's Atmosphere

But in addition to this there is something else that we can do,

though this work is not so valuable, as its results are too general.

We can study the general absorptive efiect of the whole atmo-
sphere above the photosphere by dealing with ordinary sunlight

reflected from a cloud.

The three kinds of absorption which we recognise in spectrum
analysis are these. First of all, we have a selective absorption

which enables us to determine the presence of the incandescent

vapour of any particular metal in the atmosphere of the sun.

Ne.xt it was pointed out in the year 1873 ' that the absorption

of some elementary and compound gases is limited to the most
refrangible part of the spectrum when the gases are rare, and
creeps gradually into the visible violet part, and finally to the

red end of the spectrum as the pressure is gradually increased.

It looks very much as if all the permanent gases, or all gases
and vapours at a temperature below that which enables them to

give out bright lines or flutings, really possess this kind of ab-

sorption, and we know that the absorption of that kind at the
sun is enormous, because the blue spectrum of the electric light

is very much longer—si.x or seven or eight times—than the spec-

trum of the sun, because we get an ultra-violet radiation from the

electric light which has been stop|]ed in the atmosphere of the sun.

As there are permanent gases in the sun's atmosphere the

same conclusion is good for it also. If this absorption both here

and at the sun were taken away, it is clear that the sunlight would
be much bluer than it is at present. Prof. Langley, of the

United States, who seems to be unaware of the results arrived at

in 1873, has recently made the same announcement.
There is one other kind of absorption also. We have a

general absorption—an absorption working equally up^n all

parts of the spectrum, which we may call general absorption in

its true sense—such absorption, for instance, as we should get

by mixing soot \yith water or smoking a glass and holding it in

front of the sun—this would cause a considerable dimming of

the light.

We can make this general examination of the atmosphere of

tlie sun by simply observing the spectrum of sunlight reflected

from a cloud ; but it will be readily understood that, although
in that case we shall be able to study the indications of selective ab-
sorption and the absorption of the blue end of the spectrum due to

such gases as chlorine, and the general absorption of the spectrum
due to the existence of solid particles ; it will still be an inquiry

which will only deal with the matter in its most general aspect,

and we shall not be able to localise the exact regions in which
these absorptions take place. Further we may say that the
result of this study of the absorption of the solar atmosphere
taken as a whole is chemical and statical merely. There is

nothing dynamical about it. It tells us most important facts con-
cerning the chemical constitution of the sun's atmosphere, taken
as a whole, without localising the region in which any par-

ticular substance which we find to be absorbing is absorb-
ing ; but it does not tell us whether this atmosphere of the sun,

which roughly we may accept as about a million of miles high,

is in violent movement, or whether it is at rest.

There is, then, very much more to be done before we are fully

in presence of the causes of the phenomena to which I have
called attention, which stare us in the face every time we look
at the sun, either when it is eclipsed, or when it is not.

J. N. LocKYER

(
To he €011tinned.

)

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The numbers of the Joiirna! of Botany for January and

February contain no papers of very great importance. Messrs.

H. and J. Groves record the addition of two new species to the
British Characese : Chara intermeJia and Nitella capitata, with
figures of both.—Mr. J. G. Baker attempts to trace the relation-

ship between the British and the Continental forms of the difficidt

genus Kubiis.—Another addition to the British flora is recorded
m Equisetum littorale, by Mr. W. H. Beeby.—Most of the other
articles relate to descriptive or geographical botany.

The most important paper in the Nuovo Giornale Botanico
Italiano for January is an account by Sig. F. Morini of a new
disease of cereal crops caused by the attacks of a hitherto un-
described parasitic fungus, Sphisrella exitinlis, allied to 5'.

graminicola z.x\A S. Tassiana.— Sig. Pichi investigates the nature
of the reddish-brown spots on the stem of Bunias £ruea^o,
which he finds to come under the head of glandular emergences ;

and Sig. Cavara describes some singular anomalies and mon-
strosities in the flowers of Lonicera.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, January 14.
—"The Coefficient of Viscosity

of Air." By Herbert Tomlinson, B. A. Communicated by
Prof. G. G. Stokes, P. R. S.

The author etriployed the torsional vibrations of cylinders and
spheres, suspended vertically from a horizontal cylindrical bar,

and oscillating in a sufficiently unconfined space. The bar was
suspended by a rather fine wire of copper or silver attached to

its centre, which, after having been previously subjected to a

certain preliminary treatment with a view of reducing the in-

ternal molecular friction, was set in vibration.

The coefficient of viscosity of air was obtained from obser-

vations of the diminution of the amplitude of vibration, pro-

duced by the resistance of the air to the oscillating spheres or

cylinders attached to the horizontal bar, arrangements having

been made so that the vibration-period of the wire should

remain the same, whether the cylinders or spheres were hanging
from the bar or not. In deducing the value of the coefficient

of viscosity from the logarithmic decrement, the author has

availed himself of the mathematical investigations of Prof. G. G.
Stokes. 1

Five sets of experiments were made with hollow cylinders and
wooden spheres, in the construction and measurement of which
considerable care was taken. When the cylinders were used

arrangements were made to eliminate the eft'ect of the friction of

the air on their ends. The following are the results :

—

Phil. Tra vol. cl.v

Cylinders

V.bration-
period in

seconds
deg

Coefficient of
viscosity of
thef'

Centigrade CG.S. units

1202 ... O'0O0l8l7I
I4"63 ... 00001S122
If69 ... o'oooi8o24

. I0'64 ... o'oooi7845

60-875 •• 2-5636 ... 6-8373
60-885 • o'9636 ... 7'o59o

60-875 •• 2-5636 ... 3-0198

53-175 ... 2-5636 ... 2-9994

Spheres

6-364 ... 2-88oi ... 9-35 ... 0-00017820

Maxwell has proved - that the coefficient of viscosity of air is

independent of the pressure and directly proportional to the

absolute temperature. We can, therefore, calculate from the

above data what would be the value of the coefficient of vis-

cosity at o'' C. ; and when this is done, in the case of each of the

five sets of experiments, we obtain the following values :

—

Set of Coefficient of viscosity

experiments ofairato°C.

tst 000017404
2nd ... ... 0-00017201

3rd 0-00017284

4th 0-00017359

5th 0-00017230

The mean of these numbers is 0-00017296 with a probable

' See Prof. Stokes's paper "On the Effect of Ihe Internal Friction of

Fluids on the Motion of Pendulums," Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc, vol. ix.

Part II.. 1S50.
= Phil. Trans., i366, vol. civt. Part I.
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error of only o'i4 per cent. The formula for finding m, the co-

efficient of viscosity of nir at the temperature t° C, is therefore

—

ixi = 000017296 ( I +
273^

The value of the coefficient of viscosity of air at 0° C, given

above, though much nearer to that obtained by Maxwell than

any which has been got by other observers, nevertheless tlifters

from it by more than 8 p-r cent.'

January 28. —"On Local Magnetic Disturbance in Islands

situated far from a Continent." By Staff-Gommander E. W.
Creak, R.N., F.R.S.

It has long been known that local magnetic disturbance has
been found to exist to a considerable extent at St. Helena,
Bermuda, and other islands. Observers in the islands adjacent

to the west coast of Scotland have also found local disturbance

existing in them, and, in order to determine its amount, have
obtained normal values from curves of the magnetic elements
calculated from neighbouring regions where observations have
been made apparently free from magnetic disturbance.

In the case of islands situated far from a continent, however,
normal values of the three magnetic elements may be obtained
by the method of turning the ship in azimuth and ob erving on
eight or more equidistant points of the compass in the process

called " swinging," whereby the effects of the horizontal disturb-

ing forces proceeding from the iron of the ship may be
eliminated, and by occasional observations at well-selected land
stations known to be free from local magnetic disturbance, the
values of the vertical magnetic forces caused by iron in the ship

may also be ascertained for all latitudes, and the necessary cor-

rections applied to the observations.

A series of magnetic observations have been made on land in

Bermuda, Madeira, Teneriffe, St. Vincent (Cape de Verde), St.

Paul Rocks, and Sandwich Islands in the northern hemisphere
and Tristan d'Acunha, Ascension, St. Helena, Kerguelen
Island, New Zealand, and Juan Fernandez, in the southern
hemisphere. The observations made in these several islands

have been collected for this paper and compared with the
normal values as observed at sea in their neighbourhood.
Throughout the discussion the term "blue" magnetism has

been adopted to indicate that kind of magnetism which attr.acts

the marked or north-seeking end of the needle, and "red ''
for

that which repels it.

At Bermuda the most extensive series of observations h.as

been made, and a strong focus of blue magnetism found to exist

between Mount Langton and the lighthouse on Gibbs Hill.

The position of this focus was approximately defined by
drawing, on a map of the western portion of Bermuda, lines of
equal values of the disturbance from the normal for each ele-

ment, and it was found that at one position eastward of this

focus the westerly declination was increased 2° 39', and at

another, westward of it, diminished by 3° 5'. The disturbance
of the inclination and vertical force gradu.ally increases as the
focus is approached, amounting in the inclination from +0" 11'

to 1° 47'. and in the vertical force from zero to -I- '314 (British

units).

Bermuda may be taken as an example of the results generally
found in the other islands under discussion, for the observations
show that, north of the magnetic equator, the north point of the
compass is invariably attracted inland towards some part of the
island, and south of the magnetic equator it is repellei, showing
marked divergence of results between observations made on the
east and west coasts. The inclination and verticil force are,

with rare exceptions, increased in the islands on both sides of
the magnetic equator.

On the whole the local disturbances are not very large, but it

may be remarked that they render the comparison of observa-
tions at different epochs very doubtful in value, unless the precise
position of observation be rigidly adhered to.

Before dismissing the question of the actu.al observation, the
results obtained .it the Bluff, Bluff Harbour, New Zealand, are
worthy of note

—

( On the sunrnit of the Bluff ... 6 54 E.

Declination
) 30 feet north ,, ... 9 36 W.

observed 1 ,, west ,, ... 5 4 E.

( ,, ea-.t ,, ... 46 44 E.
Normal from sea observations 16 20 E.

' Prof. Stokes, in a note at the end of the paper, has shown that a very
small deviation from horizontality of the movable disks used by Maxwell
would make the value of the coefficient obtained by him 8 per cent, too
great.

On the summit of the Bluff there was thus shown to be .\

strong focus of red magnetism.
The general results tend to show that the magnetic disturb-

ance in islands north of the magnetic equator is due to an excess

of blue magnetism, and in those south of it to .an excess of red

magnetism compared with that due to the respective positions

of the islands on the earth considered as a magnet.
In Sir G. Airy's treatise on magnetism, reasons have been

given for believing that the magnetism of the earth is not due t'>

sources external to it, nor specially existing on its surface, bui

that the source of its magnetism lies deep.

With these reasons in view, and the results obtained from the

observations discussed, the posible conclusion is drawn that

the excess of "blue" and "red" magnetism observed in the

islands .above-mentioned proceeds fro u portions of those islands

which have been raised to the earth's surface from the mag-
netised part of the earth, fo.vning the source of its magnetism.

For the numerical data u on which the preceding remarks
have been founded, and descriptive map of the Bermuda mag-
netic disturbances, reference should be made to the original

paper.

Linnean Society, Febra-a-y4.—Sir John Lubbock, Bart.,

Tresident, in the chair.—Mr. J. Dallas, of the Exeter Museum,
exhibited a specimen of the somewhat rare glossy ibis {Plegadis

falcinellits, L.), obtained from Mr. J. H. Clyde, of Bradsworthy
Vicarage, Holsworthy, Devon, in whose possession it had been
since killed in that neighbourhood, September 1851.—Mr. F. J.
Hanbury showcl a series of forms of the genera Hieracium
and Carex gathered by him in Caithness and Sutherlandshire,

all new to Britain, hut representative of the Scandinavian flora.

—Mr. C. Bartlett showed a remarkable African (?) caterpillar,

7 inches long, of a steel-gray colour, and abundantly hairy and
spiny.—Mr. W. H. Beeby drew attention to an example of

Etjuuitum litiorak got by him on Bisley Common, Surrey, and
hitherto not known .as an English plant.—Mr. J. C. Savver ex-

hibited a sample of a superior .-ort of the essential oil of lavender

and a spike of the plant, a cross-breed of varieties introduced

by him from the Continent, and grown at Brighton.—Mr. A.
Hammond showed a microscopic section of the integument of

the larva of a dipterous insect (Stnitwiiiys c/iamir/eon), raising

the question as to whether the polygonal areas of the cuticle,

described by M. ViUiane-, were surface-markings only, or, as

he held, cellular in character.— .Mr. F. Darwin read a paper on
the rel.ation between the bloom of leaves and the distribution of

the stomata. " Bloom " on leaves is used by him to mean a

coaling of minute particles of a waxy character, which is re-

movable by hot water or ether. But gradations occur from a

distinct and appreciable greasiness throwing off moisture to such

as are easily wetted. A large series of leaves of different groups

of plants have been studied by him, and for convenience in the

analysis of data he has divided them into four classes. Leaves
of Clas- I. are devoid of bloom on both surfaces, and yield 54
per cent, which have fio stomata on the upper surface. In

Class II. bloom is deficient above bitt present below, whereof

83 per cent, contain stomata on the leaves' lower surface.

Class III. possesses bloom on the leaves above, but none
inferiorly, and 100 per cent, of these have stomata on the

upper surface. Class IV. have leaves with bloom on both
surfaces, 62 per cent, of them having stomata above. From
such analyses and other facts and data given, Mr. Darwin con-

cludes that the accumulation of stomata accompanies that of

bloom, and, other things being equal, that it is functionally

protective against undue wetting by rain, and thus injury to the

leaf-tissue.—In a communication by Mr. E. C. Bousfield, on
the Annelids Slavina and Ophidonais, he criticises Herr
Vejdovsky's new genus Slavina, and objects to his identification

of Nais affiendiculata and .V. liirii/a, while giving a full descrip-

tion of the latter, an 1 observing points of contrast. He also

describes touch organs in Ophidonais, similar to those of

Clavina, mentioning other points of similarity between the two.

He further proposes to do away with the former genus, including

its only species under Slavin.a.— Brigacle-.Surgeon E. Bon.ivio, in a

paper afterwards read, asserts that the wild Citrus liysin.\, D. C,
is the grandparent of Lima tuberosus, L. a<;rcstris, Limoiiis fert,

Limonclhts auritriiis, and others, while also more distantly the

grandparent of the cultiv.ated true limes of India, Ceylon, &c.

The reason why the lime h.as so persistently a winged petiole,

according to him, is that this is derivative from the immense
winged petiole of its progenitor Citrus hyJrix.—Prof. Richard

J, ,\nderson communicated a i^aper on the relative lengths of
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the segments of limbs in the chick during development between
the sixth and twentieth days. On or even before the ninth day,

the bones of the fore-arm and manus are longer than the cor-

responding segments of the leg and foot. Afterwards the tarso-

metatarsus begins to lengthen, and maintains a greater relative

size at the end of incubation.

Zoological Society, February 16.—Or. St. George Mivart,

F.R.S., Vice President, in the chair.— Mr. Sclalcr exhibited a

specimen of the new Paradise-bird. Paradisornis riidolphi of

Finsch and Meyer, lately discovered by Mr. Hunslein in the

Owen Stanley Mountains of New Guinea, and pointed out the

characters in which it differs from typical Paradisca.—The
Secretary exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Taczanowski, C.M.Z.S.,
the sl-in of an owl from the south-east of the Ussuri country,

on the frontiers of Corea, which appeared to be referable to

Bubo blakis'oni of Seebohm.—Mr. E. Gerrard, Jun., exhibited

heads and skulls of two African rhinoceroses (A^. bicontis and
K. simiis), obtained by Mr. Selous in Mashuna land.— Prof.

Ray Lankester exhibited and made remarks on a drawing of a

restoration of ArchcToptery.x.—Mr. Oldfield Thomas gave an

account of a striking instance of cranial variation due to age, as

shown in two specimens of the skull of the Canadian marten
(Mus!e!a pcunanti), Mhich presented extreme differences in the

breadth of the zygomata, in the contraction of the interorbital

sjiace, and in the development of the occipital crest. Special

stress was laid on the fact that such changes as these take place after

the animal has attained maturity.—Mr. W. L. Sclater exhibited

and described a new Madreporarian coral, which he proposed to

call Stcphanoti-ochus moscUyanus. . The coral had been dredged
in the Faroe Channel during the cruise of H. M.S. Triton in

the summer of 18S2. Some account of its anatomy and histology

was also given.

Chemical Society, February 4.—Dr. Hugo Miiller, F.R.S.,
President, in the chair.—The following note was read:—The
chemical formula for wool keratine, by Edmund J. Mills,

F.R.S.—A lecture was delivered on methods of bacteriological

research from a biologist's point of view, by Dr. Klein, F. R. .S.

The object of the lecture was to bring before the Chemical
Society the methods used at present by pathologists in the

investigations of micro-organisms associated with disease. These
methods, thanks to the investigations of Koch, are greatly in

a'dvance of those hitherto employed by chemists in the investi-

gation of the activity of bacteria. The enormous amount of

work that has been done by chemists since the memorable
investigations of Pasteur on fermentation and putrefaction, if

viewed in the light of modern bacteriological methods, is in a

great measure unsatisfactory and imperfect, more so than will be

conceded by chemists. This unsatisfactory state is chiefly due to

the imperfect methods employed. Specific chemical action is

ascribed to certain organisms, because these were found present

in the substances examined, no regard being paid as to whether
these organisms were alone active or whether they were only

concomitant and dependent on the activity of others. Numbers
of instances can be adduced to prove this : amongst them may be
mentioned the assertions that alcoholic fermentation is produced
by Mucor racemosus, and also by a bacillus besides saccharo-

myces ; that the ammoniacal fermentation of urine is due to a

bacillus ; that the lactic acid fermentation is due to a micro-

coccus and also to a bacillu-. To determine vihether a definite

chemical process is produced by a definite organism, and which,
it is necessary to prove (l) that the substances to be acted upon
are at the outset free of any accidental organisms

; (2) that the

particular organism to which the definite chemical activity is

ascribed is the only one concerned in this process. The methods
used must fulfil these elementary conditions, that is to say :

(i) the materials u.seH must be sterile at the outset, and protected

from accidental contamination
; (2) the specific organism must

be obtained in ^lure cultivations, and this purified organism must
be capable of producing the specific chemical change. Viewed
in this light, few of the assertions hitherto made bear criticism.

As one of the most striking instances it may be mentioned that,

notwithstanding the enormous amount of knowledge gained by
chemical research into the changes of proteid bodies during
putrefaction, there is no reliable answer yet given to the ques-
tions—Which organism or organisms arc concerned in this com-
plex process ? Which part of the jnocess is due to which
organism ? Is the analytical process by which proteids are
carried down to relatively simple nitrogenous principles done by
one or more organisms and by which ? Is the production of the
alkaloids known as ptomaines due to the same organism cr

organisms which started the process of putrefaction ? Another
equally important series of investigations refers to the process of

nitrification ; here also no definite answer can be given. So also

the chemical changes due to the growth of moulds are waiting

for investigation. When chemical research begins to adopt
such methods as are employed by pathologists, but not till then,

its results will be unequivocal. The methods used for sterilising

materials, for studying and recognising the morphological
characters of organisms, for obtaining pure cultivations, and for

inoculating nutritive materials with them were then minutely
described.

Physical Society, February 13.—Annual General Meeting.
Prof. F. Guthrie, President, in the chair.—Prof T. H. Huxley
and Mr. A. E. Mills were elected Members of the Society.

—

The President read the report of the Council. 1 he Treasurer,

Dr. E. Atkinson, presented his report, which was adopted.

The meeting resolved that votes of thanks be accorded to the

Committee of the Council of Education, the President and
Officers of the Society, and the Auditors of the Society's

accounts. The meeting then proceeded to elect oflScers for the

forthcoming year, and a ballot having been taken, the following

were declared elected r^President : Dr. Balfour Stewart,

F.R.S. ; Vice-Presidents: Dr. T. H. Gladstone, F.R.S., Prof.

G. C. Foster, F.R.S., Prof. W. G. Adams, F.R.S., Sir W.
Thomson, F.R.S., Prof R. B. Clifton, F.R.S., Prof. F.

Guthrie, F.R.S. (the above have filled the office of President),

Prof W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S., Shelford Bidwell, M.A., Prof. H.
McLeod, F.R.S., Prof W. Chandler Roberts-Austen, F.R.S. ;

Secretaries: Prof A. W. Reinold, F.R.S., and Walter Baily,

M.A. ; Treasurer: Dr. E. Atkinson; Demonstrator: C.
Vernon Boys ; other Members of Council : Conrad W.
Cooke, Prof. G. Forbes, F.R.S. E., Prof. F. Fuller, R. T.

Glazebrook, F.R.S., Dr. J. Hopkinson, F.R.S., Prof. T- ''>rry,

F.R.S., Prof. T. H. Poynting, Prof A. W. Rucker, "F.R.S.,

Prof S. P. Thompson, Dr. C. R. Alder Wright, F.R.S.—
Prof Guthrie, in resigning the position of President, thanked
his colleagues for the help they had afl!brded him since he
became President of the .Society in 1884; he also congratulated

the Society upon the highly satisfactory state to which it had
attained.—The meeting then resolved itself into an ordinary

meeting. In the absence of the President, Prof. Balfour

Stewart, the chair was occupied by Prof G. C. Foster.—The
following communications were read :—On experimental error

in calorimetrical work, and on delicate calorimetrical thermo-

meters, by Prof U. S. Pickering. In conducting a great

number of determinations of the heat of dissolution of a solid

body in water, the author has had an opportunity of detecting

the sources of error incident on such work, and bj' an examina-

tion of the results has not only obtained the mean error of a

series of observations, but has been able to a; portionate this

error to its various causes. In the experimental work it was
found that the presence of anything but air between the calori-

meter and jacket was most injurious ; the space -.liould be

entirely open, and no cover of any sort should be used. Before

reading the thermometers, as pointed out by Berthelot, the top

of the stem should be tapped for some time, otherwise the

mercury lags behind the true temperature ; l)ut besides this

therraometric error, which the author calls the "temporary
error," is another effect which may be termed the permanent

error, of a similar kind, which no amount of tapping will remove.

He has found and verified by special experiments tliat a thermo-

meter when rising is invai-iably too low, while when falling ii is

invariably too high. Error due to this, which varies in amount
wiih different instruments, is avoided by conducting the whole

experiment with a rising or with a falling thermometer. The
thermometers employed in these experiments had a lange of

15° C, and a total length of 600 mm. The experiments were

performed at temperatures varying from - 1° to 26° C, and as

it was important that the same thermometer should be use 1 11

different experiments, and even advisable to use the same part of the

scale of the thermometer, the following expedient was devised :

The thermometer was first heated to the highest temperature

required in the experiment, and, by the application of a flaine

to the mercurial column just below the enlarged space at the

end of the tube, that part of the mercury above the flame was

broken oft" and driven into the space, where it remained when
the thermometer was cooled. By this means the relative value

of a scale division was only inappreciably affected, while the

absolute value could be obtained from a single comparison with

a standard. From an examination of the results obtained, the
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author concludes that for further accuracy in this kind of work
we must look for improvements in the methods employed, the

instruments having, he believes, attained to a state as near per-

fection as possible.—On some new forms of calorimeters, by
Prof. W. F. Barrett. These instruments were constiiicted for

the accurate and ready determinations of specific heats, notably

those of liquids. In the first form the bulb of a thermometer is

blown into the form of a cup of about 4 cubic centimetres capa-

city, which thus acts as a calorimeter. Into this cup the liquid

is dropped directly from a burette, its temperature being ob-

served by a thermometer in the burette, the mouth of which is

closed by the end of the bulb of the thermometer, which is

ground, and thus acts the part of a stopper, so that, on raising

tlie thermometer, the liquid flows from the burette into the cup.

The thermometer itself forms a balance, the horizontal stem
acting as the beam is supported by a knife-edge, and a pan is

attached to the further end by the addition of weights to which
the weight of liquid added can be ascertained. In the second
form a simple thermometer with a large bulb is used, the latter

dipping into a silver vessel, into which the liquid is introduced

as before.—Prof. S. P. Thompson exhibited a glass calorimeter,

similar in construction to that of Favre and Silbermann ; water
is used instead of mercury, the great density of which renders it

unsuitable for use in so large a glass vessel.

Anthropological Institute, February 9.—Mr. Francis
Gallon, F. R.S., President, in the chair.—The election of Prof.

Otio T. Mason, Prof. J. Ranke, Dr. G. Manouvrier, and Prof.

J. Kollmann as Honorary Members, and of the Rev. W. Birks,

J. G. Blumer, F. H. Collins, J. Spielman, and T. L. Wall, as

Ordinary Members, was announced.—The President read a paper
on recent designs for anthropometric instruments, and called

particular attention to a number of instruments made by the

Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company, and exhibited by
Mr. Horace Darwin, who afterwards described them and showed
the manner in which they are used.—M. Collin, of Paris,

exhibited a traveller's box of anthropometric instritments and
Topinard's craniophore.— Prof. A. Macalister read a paper on a
skull from an ancient burying-ground in Kamchatka ; and Dr.

G. Garson read a paper on the cephalic index, in which he
proposed a system of nomenclature for international adoption
which has already been accepted in principle by several of the
leading anthropologists on the Continent.

Royal Meteorological Society, February 17.—-Mr. W.
Ellis, F.R.A..S., President, in the chair.—Mr. G. Buchanan,
Capt. G. H. Leggett, Dr. H. C. Taylor, J. P., and Mr. J.
Tolson were elected Fellows of the Society.—The following

papers were read :— General remarks on the naming of clouds,

by Capt. H. Toynbee, F.R.Met. Soc. The author considers it

important to keep to Luke Howard's nomenclature, leaving it

to the observers to express by an additional word any pecu-
liarity they notice in a particular cloud.—On the thickne-^s of
shower-clouds, by Mr. A. W. Clayden, M.A., F.G.S. From
some measurements made by the author during the summer of

1885 he has come to the conclusion that clouds of less than
2000 feet in thickness are not often accompanied by rain ; and,
if they are, it is only very gentle, consisting of minute drops.

With a thickness of between 2000 and 4000 feet the size of

the drops is moderate. As the thickness gets greater, the

size of the drops increases, and at the same time their tem-
perature becomes lower, until, when the thickness is upwards of

6000 feet, hail is produced.—On the formation of rain, hail, and
snow, by Mr. A. W. Clayden, M.A., F.G.S. The author
points out that all observations tend to show that, except under
quite abnormal conditions, the temperature of the atmosphere
falls as the height above sea-level increases ; and there seems
n6 reason whatever for assuming that the law does not apply to

that portion of the atmosphere which forms a cloud. Hence,
if a drop were to be formed at or near the upper surface of a
cloud, it would fall down into a region saturated with vapour at

a temperature above its own. The result will be further con-

densation, producing a larger drop ; and this process will con-

tinue until it leaves the cloud. If its temperature is below the

dew-point of the air it falls through, condensation will continue
until it reaches the ground. However, it is obvious that this

subsequent gain cannot bear any very large proportion to the
growth while falling through the saturated cloud, from which
the conclusion follows that the size of the drop must increase
with the thickness of the cloud. The author suggests that con-
densation begins on the upper surface of the cloud by the
cooling of some of the liquid cloud-particles. If this particle is

cold enough it will solidify, and snow v/ill be formed. Should
it not be quite cold enough to solidify at once, owing to its

minuteness, but remain still below the freezing-point, hail is

formed. Finally, if the temperature is not low enough for either

snow or hail, rain is produced.—On three years' work by the
" chrono-barometer " and "chrono-thermometer," 1882-S4, by
Mr. W. F. Stanley, F.R.Met. Soc. The chrono-barometer is a

clock that counts the oscillations of a pendulum formed by a sus-

pended barometer. The upper chamber of the pendulum is a

cylinder of.an inch or more in diameter. By change of atmo-
spheric pressure the mercury in the pendulum is displaced from the

bottom to the top, and I'ice z-cwsd. The rate of the clock is accele-

rated or retarded in proportion to the displacemen tof the mercury.
The chrono-thermometer is a similar clock to the above, and the
pendulum is also a barometer ; but instead of the lower chamber
being exposed to pressure, the whole tube is inclosed in a

second hermetically-sealed tube containing air. Atmospheric
pressure being thus removed, the expansion of the included air

liy heat alone forces the mercury up into the vacuum-chamber,
and alters the period of oscillation of the pendulum.

Victoria (Philosophical) Institute, February 15.- .V

paper on final cau^e, by Prof. Dabney, of Texas IJniversity,

was read.

Edinburgh

Mathematical Society, February 12.—Dr. R. M. Ferguson,
President, in the chair.—Mr. William Harvey communicated
several theorems in kinematics with geometrical demonstrations ;

and Mr. R. E. Allardice submitted a proof, by Mr. T. Hugh
Miller, of Lagrange's theorem.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, February 15.—M. Jurien de la

Graviere, President, in the chair.—Discourses pronounced at

the obsequies of M. Jamin, by M. J. Bertrand on behalf of the

Academy, and by M. L. Troost in the name of the Faculty of

Sciences.—Remarks on the 172 tornadoes recorded in the

United States during the year 1884, by M. Faye. From the

scientific point of view the author considers that it seems defin-

itely established that there is a definite portion of an area of low
pressure within which the conditions for the development of

tornadoes is most favourable. The special tornado reporters for

the Signal Service are now endeavouring still more accurately to

determine this "dangerous octant," as it is called in .America.

February 19, 1884, is mentioned as memorable in the history of

these destructive phenomena. On that day no less than forty-

five were recorded in the South-Eastern States, attended with a

total loss of 800 lives, 2500 injured, 10,000 houses and build-

ings destroyed, and from 10,000 to 15,000 people left homeless.

—Note on a prophylactic means of protecting the vine by

destroying the winter egg of Phylloxera, by M. P. de Lafitte.

This plan has now been tried with considerable success during

the last three years at three different places in the department of

Lot-et-Garonne. The State aid granted for the purpose having

long been exhausted, growers have been encouraged by these

results to continue the experiments at their own expense.—On
the periods of the double integrals, by M. E. Picard.—On the

theory of reciprocants, by M. R. Perrin. It is shown that the

new forms introduced by Prof. Sylvester into mathematical

analysis may be considerably simplified by the employment of a

few general theorems here communicated to the Academy.

—

Note on the polhodie and terpolhodie (continued), by M. .A.

Mannheim.—Spectroscopic observations on the new star dis-

covered by Mr. Gore in Orion, made at the Nice Observatory by

MM. Perrotin and Thollon. This star presents a fine line spec-

trum stretching far into the violet, the red and especially the

green being remarkably brilliant, while the yellow appears rela-

tively dull. This suggested a certain analogy with the spectra of

comets, only much more complicated, and the idea was con-

firmed by subsequent comparative observations made on a

Orionis, which shows a characteristic continuous spectrum inter-

sected by dark bands and lines. Notwithstanding the faint

yellow bands, the new star would therefore appear to be of the

same type as a Orionis.—Note on the deviation of the equi-

potential lines, and the variation of resistance shown by bismuth

in a magnetic field, by M. Leduc—On the electrolysis of the

salts : influence of temperature, of the distance and surface of

the electrodes, by M. Adolphe Renard.—Observations in con-

nection with M. A. Millot's note on the "Products of Oxida-

tion of Carbon by the Electrolysis of a Solution ofAmmonia," by
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MM. A. Bartoli and G. Papasogli. To M. Millet's statement

that he failed to find mellic acid and its derivatives in the

electrolysed ammoniacal solution, it is pointed out that the

failuie was doubtless due to the fact that his experiments were

not conducted under the same conditions as those of the authors.

—Note on a combination of acetic ether and chloride of mag-

nesium, by M. J.
Allain le Canu.—On the influence of

the acid oxalate of ammonia on the solubility of neutral

oxalate, by M. R. Engel.—On the 7-bromo and iodobutyric

acids, XCH.,—(CHo)„—CO(OH), by M. Lpuis Henry.—Note
on the affinities of the Eocene floras of the West of France with

those of North America, by M. Louis Crie. The attention of

geologists and botanists is here directed to certain fossil plants

occurring in the Eocene sandstones of West France, which pre-

sent evident affinities to several species of the lignitic group

described and figured by M. Leo Lesquereux in his " Contribu-

tions to the Fossil Flora of the Western Territories " (Washing-

ton, 187S). Pleris Fyemsis, Crie, Ly^odium Fyeense, Crie,

Lygodium Knul/iissii, Heer, Asfh-niiini Cmoinanense, Crie, and

others are compared respectively with Pteris pseudopennaformis,

Lesq., Lygodittm Dentoni, Lesq., Lygodium muropteroides,

Lesq., Gyiunogramma Haydenii, Lesq., &c.—Note on the sub-

ject of atmospheric disturbances—M. F.aye's theory of whirlwinds,

by M. Jean Luvini. It is shown that the slight convergence of

the current towards the centre of great cyclones, as appears

determined by observation, would be more opposed to the

theory of absorption than to M. Faye's gyratory theory. A
slight convergence near the ground is in fact a natural conse-

quence of the principles regulating the movement of fluids.

Berlin

Physiological Society, December 11, 1S85.—Dr. Gad
spoke of an apparatus executed by him and set up in the

demonstrating-room, designed to show the play of the valves of

the heart. A short canula of 7 cm. in diameter was tightly fixed

into the left auricle of a large bullock's heart, and the free end

was closed in a water-tight manner by a plate of looking-glass.

At the side of the canula was a short tube connected by an elastic

tube with an upright bottle. A similar canula of 3 cm. in

diameter was fastened into the aorta close over the semi-lunar

valves, and its lateral tube conducted by an elastic pipe into a

funnel through which the water flowing from the ventricle

reached the bottle. A third canula was fastened into the apex

of the heart, and connected with a thick-walled elastic ball, by

the compressions and elastic expansions of which the vigorous

operations of pressure and expansion required for the circulation

of the water filling the apparatus were achieved. In the ventricle

was placed a small Edison lamp, the conducting wires to which

were, by means of a water-tight tube at the side of the third

canula, directed outwards. When the elastic ball was rhythmic-

ally compressed, then the alternating play of the cardiac valves

was seen through the two first canulre, and, by means of a suit-

able mirror before the canulas, might be exhibited to a large

class.—Dr. Goldscheider reported on the results of an in-

vestigation into the nerve-endings at the pressure and tempera-

ture points, the existence of which he had demonstrated. In

the expectation that specific terminal organs of the cutaneous

nerves must, if they existed, be met with at the pressure points

and points of cold and warmth, Dr. Goldscheider had cut out of his

forearm, at the isolated pressure points and temperature points,

small wedges of skin, and prepared them with arsenic acid and
auric chloride, embedding in paraffin. Of the preparations

he made a series of sections which in most cases showed longi-

tudinal sections through the cutaneous nerves. The micro-

scopical examination revealed that no Paccinian or Meissner

corpuscles were situated either at the pressure or at the tempera-

ture points. On the contrary, the speaker found regularly at

the pressure points, which he had previously marked by the

prick of a needle, a bundle of meduUated nerve-threads

approaching close to the boundary of the corium. At this point

the bundle split into two branches proceeding in opposite direc-

tions, and then further ramifying. 1 hese two divisions made their

way mostly between the corium and epidermis, and but seldom
penetrated as far as the second layer of the epidermis cells. So
far as ends of the nerves were visible, they were situated

between the cells and were pointed. On the temperature points

a bundle of nerve-fibres were likewise seen to rise, but in this

latter case they ended in a pretty narrow net of very fine, non-
medullated threads, and never reached the epidermis. In the

neighbourhood of the nets of the temperature nerves blood-

capillaries were regularly met with. Dr. Goldscheider was of

opinion that the cutaneous nerves possessed no specific terminal

organs, but simply merged into narrower or wider nets, and that

the sensitive points for pressure and temperature were situated

at the spot where the terminal division of the nerve-bundles

occurred.—Dr. Benda supplemented the address he delivered at

the last meeting on spermatogenesis by hypothetical considera-

tions regarding the significance of the microscopical figures

found by him.

January 15.— Dr. Miillenhoff spoke of his observations

respecting the structure of bee-cells. Producing specimens

of combs and models, he handled the geometrical figure of

the cells, the fact of which had been recognised so far back
as the time of the Greek philosopher Pappus, and the measure

of which had been taken by Reaumur, the cells forming a

hexagonal colunm bounded on the side turned to the partition

wall by a trilateral pyramid, on the other by a plain terminal

surface. To account for the great regularity of the cells, Buffon

had propounded that they originated in the mutual pressure of

the wax-vesicles, and put this explanation to the proof by an

experiment in which he filled up a vessel with peas, and stuffed

the interstices with water, which caused the peas to swell. In

point of fact the round bodies got thereby converted into pre-

cisely geometrical figures with trilateral terminal surfaces. They
were, however, no hexagonal columns, but regidar rhombendo-
decahedrons. Dr. Mullenhoft' had now, by a long series of

observations in beehives, studied the structure of the bee-cells,

and had established that the bees, which, as was known, worked
closely compacted together, first stuck a little thick wax disk to

the wall, and then gnawed away at it till the plate had grown
so thin that under the all-sided pressure, in accordance with

the law respecting equilibrium figures of fluid membranes
discovered by Plateau, they assumed the form of a half rhom-
bendodecahedron with trilaterally pyramidal surfaces. The
bees then proceeded to build on the six free edges by attaching

to them small wax plates, and gnawing away at them till they

had grown so thin that under the pressure of the neighbouring

cells they took on the form of a hexagonal column. The column

was made so long that the queen bee, in laying her eggs, rested

with her jiosterior body on the floor of the cell, and, with her

anterior legs, was able to take hold of the free edge of the

column. The geometrically-regular figure of the bee-cells was

accordingly conditioned by physical laws, and not by any know-
ledge inherent in the bees of geometrical laws in respect of the

greatest economy of space and material. That without the co-

operation of the Plateau laws the bees were able to achieve no

regular cells was demonstrated by the queen-cells, which, con-

structed isolatedly, had the irregular form of a thimble.—Prof,

du Bois-Reymond gave a short summary view of the investiga-

tions he had carried out in the past summer into living torpedoes,

by means of which he had pretty well solved all the problems

which were at all capable of being submitted to experi-

mental test on the animals of the aquaria, which were very

much reduced in strength and exhausted by inanition. Having
first ascertained the direction of the cuticular current, he ex-

amined the polarisation-phenomena yielded by stripes of the

electrical organ under the influence of foreign currents. He
learned that homodromous currents, i.e. such as were directed

in the same way as the direction of the shock, gave always a

homodromous polarisation, while heterodromous currents never

produced heterodromous polarisation, and only occasionally

homodromous polarisation. This fact was capable of explana-

tion by assuming that what appeared as homodromous polarisation

was but a shock of the fish caused by the foreign current, a

shock which of course could only be homodromous ; or that the

electrically polar molecules directed by the foreign polarising

current were capable of being turned only in one direction. A
decision between these two explanations could not be arrived at.

Prof, du Bois-Reymond next examined the conductivity of the

electrical organ, and ascertained that it conducted homodromous
currents almost as well as did the muscle, but that it conducted

heterodromous currents much worse, so that the electrical organ

was almost half an insulator for heterodromous currents. The
conduction power of the electrical organ of the torpedo was con-

sequently irreciprocal. This irreciprocity of conduction ob-

tained only for strong currents and for those of short duration.

It was met; with, moreover, only in the living organ. The
defunct organ conducted considerably better than the living, and

was equally good for the conduction of homodromous and hetero-

dromous currents. The irreciprocity, finally, increased with the
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length of the organ stripe. This ineciprocity of conduction ex-

plained in a most highly interesting manner the powerful effect

of the strokes directed outwards of electrical fish. Let us sup-

pose a column of the electrical organ reaching from the back to

the belly, then would the electrical currents of the organ diffuse

themselves at the positive pole surface of the back, and in accord-

ance with well-known laws respecting the distribution of electrical

currents in an endless conductor, betake themselves to the negative

pole surface of the belly. Were the organ a good conductor of its

currents, then would the most intense threads of currents balance

themselves in the organ, and only very faint ramifications of cur-

rent penetrate into the water. These current"^, however, had a

heterodromous direction in the organ, and were therefore ill-con-

ducted. The most intense threads of current were forced tlicrefore

to penetrate into the water, and were accordingly able to produce
vigorous effects outwardly. The speaker had finally examined
a phenomenon in the powerful electric nerves of the tor-

pedo, which he had earlier had occasion to observe in other

nerves. If a piece of nerve were cut off and the electromotory

energy of the two transverse sections determined, then did 'he

electric nerves show that the peripherical cross-section acted in

an electromotory sense more powerfully than did the central. If

both cross-sections were derived, then was an ascending current

received in consequence thereof. This occurred witii such

regularity that the peripheral and the central nerve could be
recognised on any piece whatsoever by the direction of the axial

nerve current, which was opposed to the direction of the physio-

logical action. In the sensory nerves Prof, du Bois-Reymond
had found a reverse axial current directed from the centre to

the periphery. He had the phenomenon then further investi-

gated by Dr. Mendelssohn, and it was quite generally established

that centripetal active nerves, such as the nerves of the senses

and the posterior roots of the spinal nerves, always showed a

descending axial nerve current, whereas centrifugal active nerves,

such as the motory and the electric nerves, possessed an ascend-

ing axial nerve current. In the case of mixed nerves an axial

nerve current could not be decidedly demonstrated.

Meteorological Society, January 12.—Dr. Hellniann laid

before the Society in the form of a table, the results of the

rain registration at the eleven stations to the west of Berlin for

the six months from July to December, and drew attention to the

fact that in the winter months the values yielded by the dif-

ferent rain-gauges coincided very closely, whereas in summer
differences reaching as much as 50 per cent, occurred.— Herr
Opel spoke of the quantities of water discharged by rivers, .and in

particular by the Elbe. In view of the great difference pre-

vailing in the registrations of the amounts discharged at high

water, it deserved to be noted as an indication of impnrtant

progress that Herr Sasse, on the basis of a careful special

investigation of the subject, had formulated the proposition that

the curve of the quantities of water discharged formed a parabola

to the high-water marks as abscissas, but that the zero-point of

the parabola lay deeper than the zero-point of the water-mark.

From a long series of examples the author demonstrated the

correctness of the formula, and directed attention to several singu-

larities in the quantities of water discharged by the Elbe at

various stations of its course through Germany, singularities

which, while in part explicable by the tributaries, demanded
further investigation. The speaker then discussed the question

of the volumes of water in rivers, on which in quite recent times

several scientific investigators had expressed an opinion to the

effect that they had diminished in comparison with the volumes
of water in the rivers last century. This diminutioir of volume
was in larje part attributed to the progress of the denudation

of forests in the river districts. Herr Opel was, however, of

opinion that these registrations of the rivers were rather related

to the present well-ascertained lower state of the rivers at low
water. Since at many places the beds of the rivers had, .alto-

gether irrespective of their profile, been enormously narrowed,

the rivers at high water had, in consequence, dug themselves

out a deeper channel, and in this way depressed the mass of

waters. Rain returns did not, at all events, testify to any
diminution in recent times in the supply of water. The ob-

servations on the amounts discharged by the rivers of Prussia

have hitherto rested on very unsatisfactory bases. At a num-
ber of stations daily observations of water-marks were made.
The average of these was then taken, and the monthly and
yearly averages of these water-rnarks were used as a basis for

the calculation of the monthly and yearly discharges. Seeing,

however, that the amount of water discharged represented a

parabola, it was impossible to calculate it from the height of the
state of the water alone. The amounts of water corresponding
with the average water-marks deviated, as was shown in a
number of instances, very considerably from the average of the

water volumes corresponding with the several high-water marks.
Another source of error lay in the circumstance that the obser-

vations of water-marks were made only once a day, from which
observations the monthly and yearly averages were deduced.
In view, however, of the repeated and often important variations

in the states of the water, once-a-day observations were really of

little value. Hourly observations even would not suffice. Wh.at is

required are self-registering gauges of the states of the water,

as being the only means whereby to obtain trustworthy values

for the amount of the river-discharges. Over and above this,

in the case of the larger rivers, measurements of their respective

quantities at low, mean, and high water should, every few years,

be very carefully made and the parabola determined, from which
the quantities discharged could then be calculated from the

registered high-w ater marks with some degree of certainty.
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THE ZOOLOGICAL RESULTS OF THE
''CHALLENGER" EXPEDITJON

Report on the Scientific Results of the Voyage of H. M.S.
" Cliallenger" during the Years \?riy]i) under the Com-

mand of Capt. G. S. Nares, R.N., F.R.S., and Caft. F. T.

Thomson, A'. A'. Prepared under the Superintendence of

tlie late Sir C. Wyville Thomson, F.R.S., &c , and now
of John Murray, one of the Naturahsts of the Expe-

dition. Zoology—Vols. XL, XII., and XIII. By N.

Polejaeff, M.A., P. Herbert Carpenter, D.Sc, Frank E.

Beddard, M.A., Prof. William C. Mcintosh, Edgar A.

Smith, Dr. E. Selenka, and Prof. G. O. Sars. (Pub-

lished by Order of Her Majesty's Government, 18S5.)

TOURING 1885 three new volumes of the Zoological

Series of Reports have been published. Of these.

Part 32 of Vol, XI., " On the Stalked Crinoidea," by Dr. P.

Herbert Carpenter, has already been noticed in our pages

(Nature, vol. xxxi. p. 573). The others we now proceed

to notice.

Part 31 is a " Report on the Keratosa," by N. Polejaeff,

M..A., of the University of Odessa. The Keratose sponges

do not belong to the deep-sea fauna. It is therefore not

to be wondered at that the total number of species col-

lected during the cruise of the Challenger should have

been only 37. It is, howe'-er, a little surprising that of

this number 21 should be new. The collection embraced

forms belonging to almost all the genera of the Keratine

sponges hitherto distinguished, and the specimens were

for the most part well preserved.

The Report opens with a chapter on the organisation

and classification of the group. The subject of the classi-

fication of the group is undeniably a difficult one. In no

section of the animal kingdom is there a greater danger

of describing individuals instead of genera and species.

The student has no palaeontological data to refer to ;

embryological details so far as these are known do not

help him much ; minute anatomy gives but few distinctive

characters, and so he is obliged to depend on general

anatomical details. When the author acknowledges, as

he freely does, that this is so, one is not surprised

to find the writers of the past— Duchassaing and

Michelotti, Gray, Hyatt, and Carter—depending for their

divisions on the properties of the skeleton ; nor does one

wonder that in their attempts they so often went astray.

The division of the Keratosa into two groups, differentiated

by having homo- and heterogeneous skeletal fibres, is

characterised as thoroughly artificial. The subject of the

presence of filaments is capable of no systematic applica-

tion (the extremely interesting question of what these

filaments are is discussed at length, no definite conclusion

being come to ; it is strange that they never seem to

have been examined by a botanist). The presence of

true cells in the walls of the skeletal fibres cannot at

present be defined as of systematic value. Dr. Vosmaer's

arrangement of a division into families, characterised by

the properties of both the skeleton mass and of the soft

parts is selected as the best possible for the present.

The history of these families and of the various genera

placed therein is written with the greatest care and fair-
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ness. In agreeing with Hyatt (1875) that Ceratella and
Dehitella of Gray are thoroughly sponge-like forms, and
not, as Carter (1873) would have them, " nothing but hy-

droids or coral-like skeletons," he overlooks the fact that

in the Q,uarterly Journal of Microscopical Science for

January 1870 it is stated that the CeratellidEe were undoubt-

edly a " family of arborescent Keratose sponges." The
descriptions of the species are accompanied by ten plates

of figures. This able Report concludes with a few pages

on the subject of the affinities of the group.

Mr. Herbert Carpenter's "Report on the Crinoidea"forms

Part 32, and is followed by a " Report on the Isopoda "

(part i), by Mr. Frank E. Beddard, forming Part 33 of the

series. This portion of Mr. Bedd.trd's Report relates to

the genus Serolis, which occupies a foremost place among
the Isopods collected. Of the 16 species collected nine

are new. A discussion of the systematic position of the

genus within the order Isopoda is postponed until the

next Part of the Report, but with regard to the alleged

affinity of the genus and of the Isopods generally to the

extinct Trilobites, as insisted on by A. Milne-Edwards,

the author has nothing to add to what has already been

said ; the examination of the species found during the

Challenger Expedition having brought to light no facts

which tend to show any close resemblance between the

two groups. Of the 22 known species all but four are found

at a depth of from 5 to 150 fathoms. Of the four deep-sea

forms one is found at a depth of 675 fathoms, a second at

depths between 400 and 1600 fathoms, a third between

400 and 1975 fathoms, and a fourth at depths of 600 and

2040 fathoms. In the two species from the latter depth the

genus attains to its greatest size. It has evidently had

its origin in the Southern Hemisphere^ probably around

the shores of the south polar continent. While the great

majority of the species live in shallow water, the deep-

sea forms are in all cases strongly marked ; they also

show certain peculiarities, notably in the structures of

their eyes, which are often absent, but, when present,

show great evidence of functional degeneration ; indeed

none of the deep-sea species possess well-developed eyes.

The eye-structure of some of the species is given in

great detail and is well illustrated on Plates IX. and X.

Ten plates accompany this memoir.

Part 34 of the Zoological Series forms Vol. XII., a

portly volume of over 550 pages illustrated by 93 plates.

This valuable Report is by Prof William C. Mcintosh.

It is on the Annelida Polychasta, and marks quite an

era in the history of this group. In a short notice it is

impossible to do justice to this laborious work, and we
must content ourselves with briefly marking our admira-

tion of the care and research that have been bestowed

upon it. Of the species collected no less than 220 are

described as new. It is noteworthy that the formation

of no new family was required ;
all the forms fall into

groups already constituted, and which have been so satis-

factorily diagnosed by Malmgren that the diagnoses have

not here been repeated, but a most useful synopsis of the

families, genera, and species described is appended to the

Report, with references both to the pages and plates. In

many cases the food of the Annelids has been examined,

and in the case of abyssal forms, it throws some light on

the food-resources of the great depths of the oceans.

In the North Atlantic Region a large number of forms
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occur, and relatively few range to other areas, but this

apparent distinctness in so vast a region is probably due

to the comparatively unexplored condition both of it and
the other oceans. Most of the genera are cosmopolitan

in their range, but the remarkable new genus Buskiella is

entirely confined to the abysses (2025 fathoms) of this and
the South Atlantic. In the South Atlantic Region the

two chief centres for specimens were the coast of Brazil

and the Cape. In the South Indian Region one of the

most striking features was the large proportion of species

pertaining to Kerguelen. The abundance of Annelids in

the deep water of the land-locked bays of this island was
remarkable, and many new forms are described there-

from. In the Australian Region the types found were in

many cases peculiar and novel ; here the branched Syllis,

one of tlie most remarkable discoveries of the Expedition,

was found. In the Japanese Region a series of remark-

able types were found, while comparatively few came
from the North Pacific, and the majority of the specimens

from the St)uth Pacific came from the confined waters of

the Straits of Magellan.

In regard to bathymetrical distribution, the greatest

number of species occurred in the shallow water, 10

fathoms and under. The two regions ranging from 10 to

50 and from 50 to ico fathoms have each about the same
number of Annelids, and both are similar in respect to

new forms. In the depth between 100 and 200 fathoms

the number was less, but the proportion of new forms was

much higher ; while in depths between 200 and 500

fathoms almost all ths forms were new, and many be-

longed to new and remarkable genera ; between 500 and

600 fathoms the number fell to less than half that in the

previous group, but the majority were new. The number
found between 600 and 1000 fathoms include two known
species out of a list of 14. The four species occurring

between 1000 and 1200 fathoms are new. Those species

found between 1200 and 1500 fathoms are more than five

times as numerous as the last, and include only five known
forms, most of which, however, are found in shallow water

as well as at this great depth ; between 1 500 and 2000

fathoms all the species were new. The same is true of

those between 2000 and 2500 fathoms ; while in the

lowest depths, between 2500 and 3000 fathoms several

known forms occurred. The majority of the deep-sea

forms are tube-dwellers.

Vol. XIII. opens with Part 35, Mr. Edgar A. Smith's
" Report on the Lamellibranchiata." On the return of

the Expedition all the Mollusca were placed in the hands

of the Rev. R. Boog Watson for description, but after

separating out the different species, and labelling the

greater part of the known forms, Mr. Watson, seeing the

immense extent of the collection, determined to limit his

descriptive work to the Gasteropoda and Schaphopoda,

and Mr. Edgar A. Smith then consented to prepare the
' Report on the Bivalves." The author apologises for

not using the name Pelecypoda for this group, urging that

it has not only priority but also is more in conformity

with the names in use for the other classes. When in

1S24 De Blainville first used the term Lamellibranchs,

though it is true the class for which it was used was not

characterised, still the genera placed under it were so well-

known, that the name itself may be said to carry its own
explanation, and this might fairly secure the priority for

a well-known and almost universally accepted name,
which in part by accident it would seem is used in this

important Report.

In many respects the collection of Lamellibranchs was
disappointing. Only some 500 species were obtained, and
of these five were represented by along series of specimens,

and in many cases the species were represented by only

detached or single valves. When great depths were
reached some of the forms found were of particular in-

terest, but it is a remarkable fact that only one distinctly

new generic type was discovered. The greatest depth at

which Lamellibranchs were found was in the mid North
Pacific Ocean at 2900 fathoms, but two species, Semele

{Abra) profimdorum, n.sp., and Cnllocardia pacijica, n.sp.,

were found. Some of the species are noted as found not

only at widely distant localities but also at very different

depths. The Lamellibranch fauna of the deepest parts

of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans is not of a very extra-

ordinary and certainly not of a special character, and it

would appear clear that the deeper the dredgings the

fewer the species found. The memoir is illustrated by

25 plates, executed in a very creditable manner by the

Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company.

Part 36 is a " Report on the Gephyrea," by Dr. E.

Selenka, the well-known Professor of Zoology in the Uni-

versity of Erlangen. The number of species (28) collected

was small, and they belonged to known genera ; ic were

undescribed. The habitat and distribution of some are of

special interest ; formspreviouslyknownas littoral have been

dredged from great depths ; it would appear probable that

the tube-inhabiting Gephyrea occur especially at the greater

depths, where as yet has beenfound onlya single example of

the free-living forms. Four plates illustrate this Report, on

one of which the strange male of Boncllia viridis is figured,

with its till now overlooked curious segmental organs.

Part 37 is a " Report on the Schizopoda," by Prof. G.

O. Sars, of Copenhagen. The collection made turned

out extremely rich and of very special interest, containing

several most remarkable new types, and greatly increasing

our knowledge of the morphology and affinities of the

group. In an introductory note the subject of terminology

is dwelt on ; in a note on the morphology of the group

the author decides for the present to " assign to this group

the rank of a distinct tribe or sub-order of Decapoda."

This sub-order occupies as it were the most primitive posi-

tion within the division of the Podophthalmia, containing

apparently the least modified forms, in which the original

characters distinguishing the progenitors of the whole

division would seem to exhibit least change.

In an appendix to the Report some interesting details

are given of some ecto- and endo-parasites found in the

Schizopods
; 38 plates, drawn by the author with the

aid of the camera lucida, represent all the new species
;

the drawings are very highly finished, and have been

clearly and beautifully printed. It may be noted that the

new genera and species described in the Report were

briefly characterised by the author in the Transactions of

the Christiania Scientific Society for 1SS3.

We have pleasure in again noticing that these splendid

contributions to zoological knowledge have been edited

and seen through the press with wonderful expedition

and accuracy by Mr. John Murray, whose labours as

Editor now seem coming to a close.
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THE GERMAN NAVAL OBSERVATORY
Alls dent Archiv der Deutschen Seewarte. VI. Jahrgangj

1883. Herausgegeben von der Direcktion der See-

warte. (Hamburg, 18S5.)

'T'^HIS, the si.xth yearly report of the German Naval
-L Observatory at Hamburg, of which Dr. Neumayer

is the Director, contains much valuable information as to

the increasing and successful application of scientific

methods and results to the safe navigation of the German
Imperial and iVIercantile Navies, in addition to the usual

details as to the personiu-l and working of the whole

establishment.

The volume contains four papers, but the first is that

in which the most general interest is likely to be taken,

the other three referring to special reports on subjects

connected with one or other of the four departments into

which the work of the Observatory is divided.

Commencing therefore with the first paper, there will

be found a general report showing much activity in the

collating and distribution of information on the important

subjects of meteorology, magnetism, and geography, and

describing the arrangements for making the observations

in the head Observatory at Hamburg, and the affiliated

stations on the coast. It may also be noticed that one of

the principal additions to the Observatory in 1SS3 was an

instrument for the systematic observation of refraction,

but the description is deferred to another report.

Following the general report is an account of the work
accomplished in each of the four departments before

mentioned.

Department I. is devoted principally to maritime

meteorology, and it will be found that the system adopted

ollows closely on the lines of our own Meteorological

Office in the collection of observations on the coast and
at sea, and publication of results.

In Department II. the work resembles in some par-

ticulars that which is now making Kew Observatory such

a valuable aid to the nautical world in the testing of

sextants, barometers, and thermometers. At the Ham-
burg Observatory, however, they also prove compasses,

compensating magnets, log-glasses, and position lanterns

for ships' use.

It may be remarked in passing that the production of

a novel form of compass by Sir William Thomson in

1876, and the full e.\p!anation by him of the principles

involved in its construction in several lectures, accom-

panied by the subsequent success of that instrument in

its later form, has had a world-wide influence in modify-

ing the previously conceived ideas of the best form of

compass for navigational purposes. For example, at

p. 32 of the first paper there will be found the announce-

ment of a new compass constructed in 18S2 under the

supervision of the Director of the Observatory in which

all the principles of the Thomson compass have been

carefully retained, but with certain changes securing

greater strength in the compass card. These changes

were introduced in view of the consideration that the

Thomson card was too fragile to stand the rough handling

it might be subjected to on board ship. This new compass

has been patented in Germany, and after considerable

trial in their mercantile marine has proved successful.

But this department has also turned its attention to the

instruction of officers in the magnetism of iron ships by

approved teachers of navigation, and at pp. 32 and 33
information is given as to the number of ships swung for

deviation of the compass by the officials of the Observa-

tory, and their compass arrangements scientifically treated,

also of the large number of ships' compass journals sent to

the Observatory for discussion. When the journals have

been examined, instructions for the future guidance of the

captains of the several ships are given as to the probable

deviations of their compasses in the ensuing voyage.

As a useful aid to this scientific exatnination of ship's

compasses, the terrestrial magnetic elements with the

annual change are given for certain ports on the German
coast.

In Department III. the important work relating to

weather forecasts, coast meteorology, and storm warnings

is carried on, and tables are given showing the number of

days on which forecasts w-ere given for inland and the

coast, and of the degree of accuracy attained.

In 1 883 the first attempt in establishing a limited night

service for issuing storm warnings at night was com-

menced, a lantern showing a red light being hoisted as

the signal.

Department IV. conducts all matters relating to the

trial of chronometers, and an account is given of the trial

of several descriptions of those valuable instruments, as

well as of an apparatus for simulating the action of a ship

in a seaway upon them, the effect of temperature being

observed at the same time.

Six chronometers of the German Navy have been tried

in this apparatus, but the results are not reported. It

may be a matter of curiosity to hear how far this apparatus

has been a success, but long and varied experience in

England has shown that if the rate of a chronometer due

to the elements of time and temperature are properly

ascertained and furnished to the seaman, he will soon

find out the effects of the ever-varying motion of his

ship at sea with a precision which an apparatus on shore

is not likely to attain in advance.

At p. 43 some useful information is given respecting the

scientific work carried on independently by the several

departments of the Observatory.

Paper No. 2.—This has been written as a guide for

popular instruction in the nature of the deviations of the

compass in iron ships by means of a model. A woodcut

of the model is given, and the results of some twenty-seven

experiments recorded. Models of a similar kind are in

use in England and America, and are found very useful in

imparting practical information concerning the causes and

correction of the deviations of ships' compasses.

In Paper No. 3 there is a discussion of a series of

observations of the magnetic declination in Barth, made
during the years 1881-2-3-4, a period of time which should

render them interesting to magneticians.

The fourth and last paper consists of a special report

on the trials of marine chronometers sent in by different

makers, and of varied construction, during the three

years 1880-S3. The results of these trials are here

mathematically discussed, and chiefly by the use of M.

Villarceau's formula for rate, in which the rate ^ of a

chronometer is considered to be a function of the two

independent variables—/, the time, and 6, the tempera-

ture. The tables of rates recorded resemble very closely

those published by the Greenwich Observatory, with the
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exceptions that, instead of weekly sums of tlie rates being
j

given, the sums are given for every ten days, and the
j

Centigrade thermometer is used. The chronometers are i

also kept in a constant temperature for each ten days of
|

the period of trial, commencing with 15^ C, then with the i

temperature raised 5^ for each decade until the maximum,
30°, is reached. The trials are continued in the same

manner with decreasing temperatures until 5
' is reached,

and lastly with temperatures increasing to 30" as before.

From what has been said it will be seen that at the

Naval Observatory in Hamburg a wide range of subjects

is taken under its supervision, and it may be added that

the volume now under review is a full and able exponent

of its work and aims.

VARIATION IN DOMESTICATED ANIMALS
Fancy Pigeons. By J. G. Lyell.

Poultryfor Prizes and Profit. By J. Long.

Book of the Goat. By H. Holmes Pegler.

British Cage-Birds. By R. L. Wallace. (London : L.

Upcott Gill, 1885.)

^ 5 rE have grouped the above-named works together

inasmuch as they all treat of the varieties existing

in domesticated animals, and are moreover serials in

course of publication by the same publisher.

Previous to the issue of Darwin's great work on
" Variation in Plants and Animals," the subject was

treated with undisguised contempt by biologists gene-

rally, and thought to be worthy of consideration only by

florists and fanciers, not even its importance in reference

to the food supply of man being properly estimated.

The origin of this opinion was no doubt correctly given

by the late Dr. Gray, when, in reply to the question put

to him by the writer of this notice, "Why naturalists

ignored the existence of varieties, a variation, however

abnormal or monstrous it might appear, being as real as

the most norma! species," he answered, " The reason, my
dear sir, is that they know nothing at all about them."

Nor is this ignorance extinct at the present day. In

the Museum of the College of Surgeons may be seen the

skull of a crested fowl, with the peculiar bony growth

supporting the crest, and the accompanying hour-glass-

shaped cavity of the cranium, which are characteristic of

the entire race, described as the result of disease in the

catalogue compiled by Sir Richard Owen. Nor need we

go further than our own unrivalled zoological vivarium to

see specimens which every breeder of domestic animals

believes to be mere varieties, such as woolly cheetahs

and black-shouldered peacocks, exhibited as " good

species."

How many naturalists even now care to ascertain what

are the limits of variation in any given species, or to what

extent the characteristics of allied animals or groups of

animals may be reproduced by what Darwin termed
" analogous variation."

By careful selection, aided by great practical expe-

rience, the skilled breeder can produce almost any pattern

of plumage or any disposition of colour he pleases, limited

only by the range of colours and markings natural to other

animals of the family to which the species belongs on

which he is experimenting Thus all the markings of the

wild Felida: can be reproduced in the domestic cat ; those

of the Columbidffi in the pigeon ; but the feline mark-

ings cannot be produced in the dog, nor the distribution

of colour seen in the .Australian pigeons be implanted in

the domestic fowl.

It unfortunately happens that the peculiar bent of mind
which makes a man a "good fancier " does not necessarily

tend to constitute a good naturalist, and it is rare for the two

pursuits to be combined in the same person ; the zoologist

despising the fancier and his monstrosities, which are the

result of aiiificial selection, and the fancier, on the other

hand, if he has even a slight acquaintance with zoology,

laughing at the naturalist who manufactures what he

calls "good species" out of a slight variation of plumage,

which he, the fancier, would breed to order without the

slightest difficulty. For examples of this proceeding, we
need only turn to recently manufactured species of the

genus Phasianus.

To those ornithologists who would wish to note the

almost infinite variety of pattern, colouration, and marking

to which the descendants of Coluniba livia can be

bred, we would recommend the " Fancy Pigeons " of Mr.

Lyell ; it contains a more detailed and fuller account of

the numerous breeds than any book in the language,

although some of the theories of the writer will not

meet with the support of ornithologists. The work,

moreover, has a sufficient number of engravings,

both coloured and plain, to render the descriptions

easy to follow ; and these are not, as is too often the

case in works written by a fancier for fanciers, grossly

exaggerated.
" Poultry for Prizes and Profit" treats, as far as it has

proceeded, of the characteristics of the various breeds of

fowls, of which, as of pigeons, new varieties are being

constantly produced. Of the manner in which fanciers

confound species and varieties a strong example is given,

the author describing the very distinct and strongly cha-

racterised species. Callus furcatus, as a variety of the

domestic fowl.

The " Book of the Goat " contains a very good descrip-

tion of the various breeds of goats found in different

parts of the world, and most valuable and practical direc-

tions for the management of the animal in a domestic

state as a useful milk-producer.
" British Cage-Birds," the last of the serials on our list,

deals more with wild species than with varieties. It gives

the mode of capture, treatment in captivity, &c., of

British birds that are kept in confinement for the sake of

their song or beauty of plumage. This work is also

largely illustrated, but the engravings in many instances

are capable of improvement.

W. B. Tegetmeier

OUR BOOK SHELF
Differential and Integral Calculus, with Applications.

By A. G. Greenhill,'M.A. Pp. xi. and 272. (London:
Macmillan and Co., 1886.)

Within the limits of 267 pages it is not easy to make
improvement in so vast a subject as that of this treatise.

The chief novelty is the concurrent treatment of differen-

tial and integral calculus. A great step in perspicuity

has been made by the use of the complete notation

of hyperbolic trigonometry (sinh, cosh, &c., and sinh"',

cosh"', &c.), which shows the perfect analogy of the
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circular and hyperbolic functions in both differentiation and
integration. The gain is for mathematicians ; its use to

practical men may be doubted, as the numerical calcula-

tion of these functions is (at present) best done by the

familiar logarithms. In the older treatises the applica-

tions were chiefly algebraic and geometric ; the author's

system is to introduce the student at once to a wide scope
of applications in both geometry and physics, including
some of the higher branches {e.g. central orbits, harmonic
vibration, Fourrier's and Green's theorems, &c.). It is

clear that the account of each must be very brief In
some cases (<'.^'". the article on " Curve-Tracing," Art. 127)
it amounts to merely a sketch of procedure and results

with scarcely any proof In an " introductory " work this

seems a defect. It is, however, a masterly introduction
to the subject, and the wide scope of the applications is

well fitted to interest the student.

It remains to notice some defects (in our judgment).
About ten pages are devoted to ordinary trigonometric
relations and tables of mere trigonometric formulas. This
seems too much space (being 4 per cent, of the whole) to

such elements. No definition is given of a maximum or
minimum, and the treatment of maxima and minima is

made to depend wholly on geometry.
On p. 189 it is stated that Taylor's theorem is one "by

means of which any function whatever can be expanded "

—an obvious slip, corrected lower down (pp. 193, 201).

The necessity for the subject-functions, and in many
cases also their differential coefficients, being continuous
and generally also finite within the limits of any question
is not stated. This is, unfortunately, a not uncommon
omission in elementary works. Allan Cunningham

Elementary Algebra. By Charles Smith, M.A., Fellow
and Tutor of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge.
(London : Macmillan and Co., 1886.)

It is a pleasure to come across an algebra-book which has
manifestly not been written in order merely to prepare
students to pass an examination. Not that we think Mr.
Smith's book unsuitable for this purpose; indeed, with its

carefully-worked examples, graduated sets of exercises,

and regularly-recurring miscellaneous examination-papers,
it compares favourably with the most approved "grinders'

"

books. The real want of the present day is a text-book
logically arranged and logically written. Apparently no
author cares to risk the chance of the financial ruin of his

book by going thoroughly to the root of the evil. A policy

of "safety" is the most we can expect. This is Mr. Smith's
policy, and although we think he might have made fewer
concessions to custom and yet have been safe, we wel-

come his effort very cordially, trusting that, when his

book has gained the success which it well deserves, he
will see his way to introduce further improvements. He
shows to great advantage as a teacher, his style of exposi-
tion being most lucid : the average student ought to find

the book easy and pleasant readmg. The second set of
exercises on the binomial theorem is worth specially
noting ; in many other mathematical books the sets of
exercises proposed to the student might well be, as in

this instance, collectioits of really useful theorems.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editordoes not hold himselfresponsiblefor opinioiisexpressed

hy his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,
or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[ The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. Thepressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even
ofcommunications containinginteresting and no7>elfacts.']

The Pleomorphism of the Schizophyta

Some students of natural history are content, when the ex-
planations of phenomen.i which they have advanced and the

arguments by which they have supported those explanations are
appropriated by other observers, to remain silent, trusting to the
justice of future generations for the vindication of their claims.
So far as my own experisnce goes, an active observer who shoukl
trouble himself to obtain honest treatment from all his con-
tetnporaries in regard to the significance of his published
wiitings, might abundantly employ the latter half of his Hfe in

struggling with new writers for that just recognition of his efforts

in earlier years in advancing the knowledge of this or that sub-
ject, which is the one reward desired above all others by most
men who have not attained to the heights of philosophic con-
tempt for the regard and sympathy of fellow-labourer.':. I do
not intend to largely employ my leisure in this pursuit, but there
is one subject on which I am anxious once for all to establish
the significance of my observations and reasonings published
twelve years ago in relation to similar views .idvanced and
accepted .it this moment.
That subject is what is now spoken of as the pleomorphism of

the Schi/.ophyta or Bacteria.
The view that the genera then recently est.iblished by Cohn,

viz. Micrococcus, Bacterium, Bacillus, Vibrio, Spirillum, and
Leptothrix, are form-phases, or variations of growth of a
number of " Protean" species of Bacteria, each of which may
exhibit, according to undetermined conditions, all or some of
these forms, was definitely and precisely formulated by me in

my memoir on " A Peach-coloured Bacterium," published in the
Quart. Journ. of Microscop. Science in 1873. I distinctly recog-
nised the existence of true species of Bacteria or Schizophyta,
but I pointed out that these must be characterised, not by the
simple form-fealures used by Cohn, but by the ensemble of their

morphological and physiological properties as exhibited in their
complete life-histories. I illustrated my conception of the Protean
or pleomorphic character of Bacterian species by a reference to the
similar character of the species of Calcareous Sponges, and I had
in my mind also the closely pai-allel facts established by
Carpenter in relation to the endless variety of forms of the
Prolozoic Foraminifera.
My view was no merely speculative suggestion, but was

based upon a careful study of a remarkable peach-coloured
Bacterium, which exhibited a wide range of forms, con-
nected by intermediate forms, growing together in the same
vessel, and linked to one another most unmistak.ably by the
fact that they all were coloured by a special pigment which I

studied with the spectroscope, and to which I gave the name
" Bacterio-purpurin." I observed this organism on many different

occasions from various localities ; I figured and described its

various form-phases ; I obtained some modifications of form by
cultivation, but chiefly depended upon the association of the
different forms, the presence of completely transitional forms,
and the common bond of the pigment, for the view as to their
nature which I put forward. I gave the name Bacterium
rubescens to this pleomorphic, or, as I termed it, "Protean,"
species. I gave an account of further observations on this

organism in the Quart. Journ. Mir, Sci., 1876, pp. 27-40.
Cohn opposed my view as to the genetic connection of the

various forms associated by me under this name, and, contrary
to the established laws of nomenclature, substituted a manu-
script name in one of Rabenhorst's collections (viz. " roseo-

fersicina "), for the duly-published name applied by me to this

organism. fie further described some of its form-phases,
already figured by me, as Monas olceni, Alonas viiwsa, and
Rhabdohionas warmingii.

On the other hand, two years later, Dr. Warming of Copen-
hagen (

Vidensk. Meddelelser. naturhist. For. i. Kjobenhavn,
1875), after studying the same organism and figuring many of
its form-phases, .adopted my view as to their nature, and the
extension of that view to the Schizophyta generally. He says :

" Les bacteries sont douees en realite d une plasticite illimitee, et

je crois qu'il faudra renoncer au systime de M. Cohn." In
1883 Dr. Neelsen, in his " Studien iiber die blaue Milch"
(Cohn's Beitriige, vol. iii. p. 241) cites my views and their

confirmation by Warming, and rightly contrasts them with the
later views of Nageli and Billroth, and with that of Lister, who
conceived that certain Bacteria were deA'eloped from a filamentous

fungus (Dcmatiitm fiscispoi um). As the result of his investiga-

tion of the Baclirium cyatiogenutn of blue milk, Neelsen says

:

" Viel eherwiirde fiir unsern Fall der Ausspruch Lankesters
zutreffend ersclieinen, von dem Proteus-ahnlichen Organismus,
dessen einzeinc F.rscheinungs-formen eineSerievon Adaptationen
vorstellen."

In 1884 Prof de Bary of Strasburg, in his " Vergleichende
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Morphologic der Pilze," p. 511, says, in regard to the question

of species among the different forms of Bacteria :

—

" There exist

two views on this subject which are, at any rate in appearance,

totally opposed 10 one another. The first is, as I think

erroneously, ascribed to Cohn. . . . Cohn distinguishes merely

wliat we have above spoken of as form genera and form-species.

Tiie other view in its most extreme form amounts to this, that

ill! distinction of species among the Bacteria is denied, and all

forms are regarded as modifications of a single species or what-

ever else it may be called, and these modifications can be trans-

formed by cultivation into one another reciprocally. This view

was (if we leave out of consideration older intima'ions of a

similar nature) set up in opposition to Cohn's classification by
Lankester in 1S73, and by Lister ; and in 1874 carried to such a

length by Billroth, that he united all the forms of Schizomy-

cetes known to him under one collective species, his Coccobac'cria

si'ptka. It received later a support through the views which
Nageli (1877) expressed in the words 'I have investigated

during the past ten years many thousands of Bacterian forms,

and I could not maintain (if I except Sarcina) that there was
any need for a separation into even two specific forms.'

,

Nageli, however, adds that he by no means maintains that all

forms belong to one single species : it were a bo'd thing in his

opinion to express a definite conclusion in a matter in which
morphological observation and physiological experiment leave

the investigator so much in the lurch. He expresses himself

again in the same sense in 1S82. He nevertheless is, when
carefully considered, in agreement with Cohn's fundamental
conception, since Cohn erected his form-genera and his form-

species (the latter based on physiological properties) primarily

in order to gain a provisional survey, and irrespective of tlie

question (as he distinctly states) as to whether as thus distin-

guished they correspond to natural species.
" Nageli's words above-cited contain a pregnant criticism of

the whole controversy, so far as it had tlien gone. Both parties

failed to bring forward (as is especially the case in Billrotli's

book) the only certain basis for their opinions, namely, the strict

observation of the continuity or the non-continuity of the forms

or species in question. In the absence of this, our judgment
could only remain suspended, more especially since the forms in

question are minute, very like to one another, often mixed
together, and consequently easily to be mistaken for one another

in the absence of quite strict observation. Lankester certainly

came somewhat nearer towards establishing a special case of

strictly-observed continuity, since the forms of his Bactct-inrn

riihcscens [Beg^iatoa roreo-pirskina) gave evidence of their con-

nection with one another more clearly by their characteristic

coloration. Strictly-made morphological and developmental
researches are now to hand. They have demonstrated that the

forms known as Cocci, Rod.s, Threads, &c., are phases of growth

( VVuchsformen)."
Thus writes Prof, de Bary in 1884. To some extent I have

reason to thank him for the recognition which he gives to my
position in this matter. But I cannot think that he has given a

correct statement of my relation to the conclusion which he
finally adopts when he associates me with Lister, who derived
Bacteria from Fungi, with Billroth, wh^ massed all Bacteria under
one collective species, and with Nageli, who declared that he
did not see grounds for distinguishing as many as two.

The view which I put forward in 1873 is precisely that which
Prof, de liary now espouses, and I think I may very rightly

object to its being confounded with the extreme and exploded
theories of other naturalists. As to the "strict morphological and
developmental researches " which now have made my doctrine

of the pleomorphisni of the .Schizophytes acceptable to Prof de
Bary, 1 beg to point out that thej'do not differ in character haxa
my own researches on Baclerhim rttbefcens. Prof, de Bary very
properly cites the later researches of Cienkowski, Neelsen,
Hansen, and Zopf as the chief amongst those which have tended
to establish thit view as to the forms and species of Schizophyta
which I promulgated in 1873. They have done so, twt by
affording us any stricter evidence of actual observation of change
of form taking place under the observer's eye, but by multiply-

ing cases similar (in regard to the kind of observation made) to

that published by me in 1S73, viz. observations of the juxta-

position and structural continuity of dift'erent forms, and of the
co-existence with extremely divergent forms of abundant inter-

mediate forms.

In relation to the attitude taken up by one of the above-named
observers, I have something further to say. Dr. Zopf has made

valuable researches on various Bacteria and on the Mycetozoa,
and has published the best systematic account of each of these
groups which has appeared. In his quarto memoir (Leipzig,

1882) on the Schizophyta, as well as in the smaller hand-book
which he has since produced, Zopf gives a reference to my
memoir on " A Peach-coloured Bacterium." He has himself
repeated my observations on that organism, but he has entirely

abstained from pointing out in the text of his work how far his

observations are simply repetitions of those published eleven
years previously by me (which they are almost entirely), and he
has in the most exact details adopted the view as to the pleo-
morphism of Bacteria which I then put forward, and on pre-

cisely the same grounds, without stating that he had been antici-

pated by me in this respect.

Not only this, but Zopf actually goes out of his way to ascribe

to me a view differing from his own, and one which I have never
suggested. Either Zopf is writing about my views without
having troubled himself to ascertain what they are, or he is pur-
posely misrepresenting them, when he says (" Morphologic der
Spaltpflanzen," 1S82, p. v.) :

" Die Annahme Billrotli's und
Lankester's dass alle Spaltpilzformen nur Einer einzigen natur-

historischen Art oder Gattung zugehoren, lasst sich nicht

aufrccht erhalten."

I think Dr. Zopf will find it difficult to bring forward a cita-

tion from any writing of mine in which I have hinted, even in

the remotest way, that "all the forms of Schizophyta belong to

a single natural species." Billrotli's declaration on this subject

was published a year after my statement of the pleomorphic
nature of the numerous natural species of Schizophyta, and never
appeared to me to have any foundation in a general botanical

experience, but to be the result of the restricted observations of

a pathologist.

To remove all possibility of further misapprehension, I may
be allowed to quote my own words ("A Peach-coloured Bac-
terium," Quart. Jottrn. Mic. Sci., 1873, p. 410) :

—

" The series of forms which I have found in the growth of

Bacterium rii/iescens leads me to suppose that the natural species

of these plants arc within proper limits 'Protean.' . . . The
natural species among the Calcispongire have been shown by
Haekel not to correspond at all with the series of /or//is distin-

guished by his predecessors. . . . It seems e.xceedingly probable
that the same manner of regarding the Bacteria will have to be
adopted, Cohn's tribes and genera taking the position of an
artificial or formal system, whilst the natural species must be
based upon some of those more profound characteristics which
Cohn has himself indicated to us in his divisions—saprogenous,
chromogenous, pathogenous. The indications of natural species

do not lie under our hands in the case of the Bacteria, but have
yet to be sought out."

I have now, I think, sufficiently pointed out the position of my
publication on Bacterium rubesccns in the history of the modern
doctrine of the pleomorphism of the Bacteria. It wdl accord-

ingly be readily understood that I cannot contentedly see this

doctrine referred to, as it was recently in your columns by my
friend Dr. Klein, as "Nageli's theory of the pleomorphism of

the Schizophyta," since Nageli's view was announced four years

after my publication, and is not identical with that at present

accepted by De Bary, Zopf, and others, which is, in fact,

precisely that put forward by me in 1873.

Equally objectionable as falsifying the history of knowledge
by assigning to one individual the property of another is a state-

ment in your review of Mr. Crookshanks's " Practical Bacterio-

logy" (Nature, February 18. p. 361). The reviewer quotes and
apparently indorses a statement by Mr. Crookshank, whose
book I may observe, though useful in many ways, is wanting in

accuracy and in references to original .sources. The passage to

which I allude is as follows :
—" ' Researches,' writes our author,"

" by competent observers have quite recently clearly de-
"

" monstrated that several micro-organisuis in their life-cycle
"

" exhibit successWely the shapes characteristic of the orders
"

" of Cohn. This had as early as 1873 been observed by "

" Lister in a Bacterium in milk. Lister detected forms of"
" Cocci, Bacteria, Bacilli, and Streptothrix genetically con-

"

" nected.' Recent observers also have obtained similar
"

" results, so that the very foundation of Cohn's classifica-
'"

" tion has been shaken, and we are left without possessing
"

" a sound basis for classification into genera or species."

In the original work of Mr. Crookshank (p. no) I find the

names of Cienkowski, Neelsen, Zopf, Van Tieghem, and others

of my successors in this field cited, but no reference is made to
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the memoir published by me in 1S73. Lister's observations led

him to quite different conclusions, which he has since aban-

doned. I am sure that those who are at present busy in this

country with the study of Bacteria, and who undertake to write

hand-books of the subject, can have do desire to do otherwise

than give a just statement of the history of knowledge of the

organisms of which they treat. Hence it is with no unfriendly

feeling that I offer to Mr. Crookshank and other writers

similarly engaged the statement contained in this letter.

February 20 E. Ray Lankester

Notes on the Volcanic Phenomena of Central
Madagascar

M.ADAGASCAR is as yet almost a tirra incognita to the geolo-

gist ; nothing, so far as I am aware, but notices of the most
vague and fragmentary kind tver having appeared in regard to

its geological features. Nor indeed may we e.\pect to have
other than the most general descriptions until the island is sur-

veyed by thoroughly competent men. In the absence of some-
thing more complete, I hope that the following notes on the

volcanic phenomena of Central Madagascar may not be un-

acceptable to your readers, and may prove a contribution, how-
ever slight, to our knowledge of the geology of this great island.

And first let me mention the volcanic cones, of which there are

many scores, probably hundreds, in the part of the island of

which we are speaking. These volcanic cones are situated in

two localities especially : in Mandridrano, on the western side

of Lake Itasy, and in the neighbourhood of Betafo in Vakin'

Ankaratra ; the former being from 50 to 60 miles west, and the

latter from 70 to So miles south-west, of Antananarivo, the

capital. Both localities are about 130 miles from the sea on the

eastern side of the island, and 150 on the western side. It is

hardly necessary to say that all these volcanoes are extinct, and
that there are none in activity at the present time in any part of

Madagascar.^ On the west side of Itasy the volcanic cones

e-tist in great numbers, and these, therefore, shall be first

described.

The extinct volcanoes of this district of Mandridrano extend

for a distance of about 20 miles north and south, and perhaps

3 or 4 east and west. They are, for the most part, scoria cones.

The cones are thickly studded over the district, in some parts

clustering together more thickly th.in in others. There is no
single large volcano to which the others are subsidiary, or upon
which they are parasitic. Occasionally there is a series of cones

which have evidently been heaped up by the simultaneous ejec-

tion of scorise from different vents situated on the same line of

fissure, but so that the cones have run one into the other, leaving

a ridge, generally curvilinear, at the summit. None of these

extinct volcanoes reach the height of loco feet. Kasige, which
is probably the highest, I found by aneroid to be 863 feet above
the plain (5893 feet above the sea). Andranonatoa is perhaps
next in height to Kasige. Kasige is a remarkably perfect and
fresh-looking volcano, whose sides slope at an angle of about
40°. The scoriEe on the sides have become sufficiently disin-

tegrated to form a soil on which are found a by no means scanty

flora ; for among other plants growing here I found an aloe

[A. macioclada), and clematis (C trifiJd), two or three Com-
posite herbs [Semcio cochharifoliu^^ Hclichrysuvi lycopodioidis^

Laggira alata, &c.), some grasses (Impcrata arundinacca, &c.), a

species of Indigofera, and an orchid. On its top is an un-

breached crater, which measures, frjm the highest point of its

rim, 243 feet in depth. It may be mentioned in passing, that

on the very summit, in a hollow "cinder," there were found
a small piece of money, perhaps of the value of a halfpenny,

and a small bead, as also a portion of a bai ana leaf, with a few
pieces of a manioc, and two or three earth-nuts placed upon

' Scrope, in his *' Volcanoes," second edition, p. 42S, says of Madagascar,
" There is scnie reason to believe in the existence of active volcanic vents
in this great island ; " and Dr. Daubeny, in the second edition of his '' Vol-
canoes," p. 433, in refening to the islands on the eastern coast of Africa,
says ;

' The principal of these are the great Island of Madagascar, the
Isle of Bourbon, and the Mauritius, the first of which has been too little

explored to allow of my announcing with certainty anything respecting its

physical structure
;

" and in a note he adds ;
'* Madagascar is stated by

Daubuisson to contain volcanoes, on the authority of Ebel i^Bau dcr Erde,
tome ii. p. 289), who reports that in this island there is a volcano ejecting a
stream of water to a sufficient height to be visible 20 leagues out at sea."
What remarkable eyesight those from whom Daubuisson heard the story
must have had to see an invisible phenomenon so far away ! Or. Daubeny
continues: "Sir Roderick Murchison, December 1827, exhibited at the
Geological .Society some specimens of a vjlcanic nature, said to h.ive come
from this island, but the locality was not mentioned."

it these had been deposited there by some of the heathen
inhabitants of the place as a votive offering either to their

ancestors or to the Vazimba (the aborigines of Central Mada-
gascar). Continuous with Kasige, and adjoining its south side,

though not so high, there is another volcano, Ambohimalala, and
dozens of others are to be seen near by.

One thing with regard to these volcanic piles soon strikes the
observer, which is, that they are frequently lop-sided, one side

of the crater being higher than the other. The higher side

varies from north to north-west and west. This is undoubtedly
accounted for by the direction of the wind during the eruption,

causing the ejected fragments to accumulate on the leeward side

ot the vent. Now we know that the south-east trades blow
during the greater part of the year in Madagascar, hence the

unequal development of the sides of the cones. The same
thing may be also observed in the volcanic piles in the neigh-

bourhood of Betafo. This phenoinenon, as is well known,
occurs also in other parts of the world.

A very large number of the cones have breached craters,

whence lava has flowed in numerous streams and floods, covering

the plains around. These streams and floods consist in every

instance, I believe, of black basaltic lava ; a sheet of this lava,

the mingled streams of which have flowed from Ambohimalala
and soine other vents, has covered the plain at the foot of Kasige
to such an extent as almost to surround the mountain. Similar

sheets are to be seen in other parts of the district, but they are

so much alike that a description of one will suffice for all.

Amboditaimamo (or Ambohidratrimo ?) is a small volcano to the

north of Lake Itasy, and at the northern confines of the volcanic

district. It possesses a breached crater turned towards the east

;

from this has issued a stream of lava which, following the

direction of the lowest level of the ground, has swept through

a small valley round the northern end of the mountain, and
spread out at its west foot. This sheet of lava, which is horribly

rough on the surface, occupies but a small area of some two or

three square miles. It has been arrested in its flow in front by
the side of the low hills. It is cut through in one part by a

stream which, in some places, has worn a channel to the depth

of 80 or 90 feet. Its surface, which is slightly cellular, is

covered by some hundreds of mammiform hillocks, which must
have been formed during the cooling of the liquid mass. The
hillocks are mostly from 20 to 30 feet high, and apparently are

heaped-up masses of lava, and not hollow blisters. The lava

itself is black, heavy, and compact, being porphyritic with

somewhat large crystals of augite. As yet it is scarcely decom-
posed sufficiently to form much of a soil, though grass grows on

it abundantly, and a few other plants are to be seen.

A little to the south of Ainboditaimamo there is another vol-

cano, known by the name of Andrarivahy. It is situated on

the summit of a ridge of hills—astride of it, so to speak—and

from its crater there has been an outflow of what must have

been very viscid lava, for, though the sides of the volcano and

the ridge of hills form an angle of from 30" to 40°, the ejected

matter has set or "guttered" on the slope, only a small portion

of it having reached the valley below. This ridge of hills,

through which the volcanic orifice has been drilled, is composed

entirely of gneiss ; and indeed it inay be here stated that the

whole of these volcanoes, as is the case also with those about

Betafo, rest upon a platform of gneiss, chiefly garnetiferous.

Throughout the district numerous fraginents of basic lava,

trachyte, trachytic tuft', and basaltic conglomerate lie scattered

about in abundance. The trachyte is of various shades of yellow

and gray, and frequently porphyritic wilh large crystals of sani-

dine. Pumice, obsidian, and pitchstone do not seem anywhere

to be found.

In addition to the nuinerous scoria-cones, there may be seen

here and there in the district some half-dozen or more bell-

shaped hummocks of trachyte. They are for the most part

coinposed of a light-coloured compact rock. This rock, having

originally had a highly viscid or pasty consistency, has evidently

accumulated, and set immediately over the orifice through which

it was extruded; such hummocks are Ingolofutsy, Beteheza,

Angavo, .\mbasy, Isahadimy, Ambohibe, Antsahondra, &c.

Ingolofolsy, .'ituated to the north-west of Itasy, is perhaps the

most striking in appearance of these trachytic hummocks. It

bears some resemblance to a bell or Turkish fez, except that its

sides are furrowed with watei-channels and its truncated summit

is notched in a remarkable manner. Its height above the plain

is 665 feet (525S feet above the sea); the inclination of its sides

averages probably 50^ Adjoining Ingo'ofo sy on the south-
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west is Beteheza, a large mass of trachyte which has probably

welled out from an orifice on the same line of fissure from which

Ingolofotsy was extruded. Angavo is another of these trachytic

domes. One singular feature in this mountain is its numerous
shallow water-channels, which make their way down from the

summit in a surprisingly regular manner (at least on the north

side), giving the appearance of an opened umbrella with

numerous ribs. From one point of view I counted as many as

thirty-four of these channels. It may be mentioned in passing

that, in a valley at the west foot of Angavo, there is a small

crater whose lips are level with the surface of the ground.

This may perhaps be accounted for by supposing that the ejected

materials from this and other craters near have so accumulated

as to raise the level of the valley between up to the rim of tlic

crater, and so obliterate tlie cone, probably ne\'er of any great
height.

It is hardly necessary to say that these extinct volcanoes of
Mandridrano must have been in activity in comparatively recent
times. Possibly they belong to the hisioric period, though no
tradition lingers with regard to their being in a state of eruption.'
That tliey are, at any rate, of recent date, is shown by tlie

' I was told by a native that near the village of Ambjniriana, north of
Angavo, and njt far from [ngolofutsy, there is an emission of gas
(? " fofona"), and that the people say that formerly fire was to be seen
The place is named Afotrona C'afo," fire ; and "trona," grunting or hard
breathing).

almost perfect state of preservation in which most of the cones
are still found, and by the undecomposed (or but slightly de-

composed) character of the lava-streams that have issued from
them. There have been no terrestrial disturbances or modifi-

cations of any magnitude since the days of their fiery energy ;

the conformation of hill and dale was the same then as now^
for, in every instance, the lava-streams have adapted them-
selves to the form of the existing valleys.

Another feature worthy of mention in this volcanic district

is the lakes and marshes which occupy many of the valleys.

Itasy is the largest of the lakes, and Ifanja the largest of tlie

marshes. Now most of these lakes and marshes have been
doubtless formed by the sinking in of certain portions of the

district, a fact made evident by the two following circumstances :

— (<;) On the south side of Kasige the gneiss may be seen dis-

tinctly to take a sudden dip beneath the volcanic pile, showing
that, as the matter has been discharged from below, there has

been a settling down of the cone, a fact made further evident

by the existence of a small sheet of water, known as Bobojojo,

in the immediate vicinity. But (/') on the western side of Ifanja

marsh there is a small pond known as Mandentika. In the

time of King Andrianampoinimerina, about a century ago, so

the people say, there was a headland projecting into this pond,

upon which was situated a small village of t« o or three houses.

On a certain unhappy day the foundations of this headland
suddenly gave way, and down it sank with the village and its

inhabitants, only one of the latter escaping. From that time

the pond has been appropriately termed Mandentika ( " sink-

ing "). but previous to the catastrophe it was known as Am-
parihimboahangy. There is no doubt as to the truth of this

story, as I have myself seen traces of the submerged headland
and village appearing just above the surface of the water. The
natives of the place say that the sinking was caused by a Fanan-
impitoloha, a seven-headed, mythical, serpent-like monster that

is supposed to live beneath the water.

Ifanja Marsh is some four or five miles from one end to the

other, and perhaps a mile or more wide in its greatest width.

It runs in a northerly and southerly direction, with its southern

end bending round towards the west, at the foot of which is

the volcano of Amboditaimamo, mentioned above. The marsh
is 3700 feet above the sea, forming a considerable depression

below the surrounding country, which is about 5000 feet in

altitude. At its south-eastern corner t?iere are some hot springs

which are much resorted to by sick folks.

Lake Itasy covers ground, roughly speaking, to the extent of

about 25 square miles. It may not improbably occupy an area

of depression due to volcanic action ; ' but be this as it may,
there is a cause at its outlet sufficient to account for its formation.

Here, lying in the river-bed, may be seen numerous blocks of

gneiss, many of them blackened with a covering of oxide of

iron ; and beneath this gneiss lava may be seen. Several

volcanoes cluster round the outlet ; but there is one—an in-

considerable hill—situated on the southern margin of the out-

flowing river, just above the rapids. There distinctly enough
may be seen a low and much-worn crater, with its breached side

facing the outlet ; and gneiss blocks may be traced from the bed
of the river all up the hill-side to the crater. There has ap-

parently been first an ejection of volcanic matter, followed

probably by an explosion tearing up and flinging out the gneiss

through which the vent was bored, hence the gneiss blocks are

superimposed upon the lava. Thus the water has been ponded
back. The river has now cut its way several feet through the

barrier thus thrown across its course ; and by this continual

erosion at its outlet, and the accumulation of sediment, and the

growth of vegetation at its head, the lake is slowly, though
surely, decreasing in extent year by year.

It seems that the lava also occupies the bed of the river

further down, as Mr. W. Johnson says :
" Went down the Lilia

as far as the waterfall at Ambohipo. A more beautiful fall I

think I never saw. The river, broken into three streams, falls

in foaming white masses over an edge of black lava some 50 feet

deep. The whole bed of the river for a mile above is of the

' Mr. W. Johnson says: "1 am told here that Itasy was once a huge
swamp, and that its becoming a clear lake is within the knowledge, or
perhaps the tradi ions, of the people." If this be really true, it can only be
e.xplained on the supposition that there has been a recent subsidence of what
is now the bed of the lake, as in the case of Mandentika, mentioned above.
Mr. Sibreesays; "The natives say that the lake Itasy . . . was formed

by a Vazimba chieftain, named Rapeto, damming up a river in the vicinity

and so the rice-fields of a neighbouring chief w.th whom he was at variance
were flooded, and have ever since remained under water."

—"The Great
.African Island," p. 136.
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same black character, the lava broken in innumerable blocks,

and setting out in vivid colour the verdure of the river banks."

A good deal of what has been said respecting the volcanic

district of Itasy also holds good in regard to that of the Betafo

valley and neighbourhood, where, however, the volcanic cones

are fewer, and where trachytic domes do not appear to exist.

One of the volcanoes in the Betafo valley, lavoko, is of greater

dimensions, and has a much larger crater than any to be found

about Itasy. From this volcano a large sheet of basaltic lava

has issued, upon which are to be found in abundance various

species of plants, notably a Euphorbia and a stonecrop (Kitch-

ingia). Almost all the plants growing on this lava-bed, how-

ever, are of a succulent character, and can dispense with soil,

requiring merely a foothold. On the sides of lavoko may
be picked up fragments of calcined gneiss, which have been torn

from the sides of the vent in t':e passage upward of the volcanic

matter. On some of the cones numerous crystals of augite as

large as marbles may be found among the volcanic debris.

There is one volcano, Tritriva, near Betafo, which, inasmuch as

it is different in character from any others mentioned above,

deserves a few words. It is one of those volcanoes off which

the summit has been blown by explosive action, leaving what is

known as a crater-ring, which is now the site of a small lake.

The lake is not more than loo or 2 o feet in diameter, perhaps

not as much as that ; but there is reason to suppose that it is of

very great depth. The inner sides are steep for the greater part

of the circumference, but on one side the lake is easily

accessible.

It is possible that, when the country is more thoroughly

explored, it may be found that the volcanoes near Itasy and

those in the Betafo valley are connected by intermediate ones ;

indeed, on Dr. MuUens's map several craters are shown some-

what west of a jtraight line drawn between these two volcanic

districts.

About 25 or 30 miles to the north-east of .Antananarivo I dis-

covered, a couple of years ago, several small volcanic craters.

These also seem to belong to the class of crater-rings or explosion

craters. Although fragments of volcanic matter have been

ejected from them, they are not in such quantity as to form a

cone; and the craters, none of which exceed 100 yards in dia-

meter, and 30 feet in depth, have been forjned probably by a

single explosion of the pent-up forces below. With the excep-

tion of scorite and lapilli, which are sparingly scattered about,

there is no visible sign of volcanoes, and one may come to the

very verge of the craters before being aware of their existence.

Two of the largest craters consist of saucer-shaped depressions,

but are rather elliptical than circular in form ; the others consist

mostly of small cavities, deep in proportion to their width.

Several of the craters are occupied by sheets of water, with

rushes and other aquatic plants growing around their margin.

Besides the volcanic phenomena mentioned above, thermal

springs occur in various localities in the interior of Madagascar.

The following is an analysis by Dr. Parker of water from springs

in the district of Antsirabe :

—

"On evaporation, one pint {20 oz.) of water from each spring

yielded the following quantities of solid salts :

—

Spring No. r yielded 40 grs. of salt, or 2 gi's. to I 01. of water'.

,, „ 2 „ 3S „ ,, l'9 ,, I „
,, ,, 3 .. 42 .. .. 2'i .. I ..

,, ,, 4 ,1 28 ,1 .> I'4 >> I >> 1.

All these springs contain the same ingredients, viz. lime, mag-
nesia, soda, and potash, in combination with chlorine, iodine,

sulphuric acid, and carbonic acid, with the addition of free

carbonic acid gas."

At Antsirabe there is a deposit from one of these springs of

carbonate of lime, which is occasionally used for building pur-

poses in the capital. Brtbbles of carbonic acid may be seen

rising from the surface of the deposit, and at one point, where

there is a small spring, a mass of calc-sinter has been formed
which, speaking from memory, is pi-obably 12 feet high by 18

feet long.

In one of the valleys in the vicinity of the cratei'-rings of

Ambohidratrimo, spoken of above, there is a deposit of siliceous

sinter. It appears in one or two places, scarcely rising above
the surface of the ground, in a valley of rice- fields, and has

been deposited by springs which have long since ceased to flow.

The sinter is exceedingly hai-d and compact, and is used by the

natives for fire-flints. In some portions of it numerous fossils

of a species of Equisetum are embedded. The longitudinal

strice leave no doubt as to the nature of the plant. The nstular

stem has been filled in, and the vegetable substance entirely

replaced, by silex. The stems of some of these fossil plants are

quite half an inch in diameter. Now, the only Equisetum
found in Central Madagascar at the present time is E. ramosisf.-

iiiiim, but this never attains to such a thickness as the Equiseta

in the sinter ; so that the fossil species have become extinct

since the springs which deposited the geyserite were in a state

of activity.

So little is known respecting earthquake phenomena in Mada-
gascar, no scientific observations ever Iraving Iieen instituted,

that it is scarcely worth while to refer to the subject. However,
it may be stated that scarcely a year passes without one or more
shocks being exper-ienced in Central Madagascar, though ^they

are never severe or of long duration ; and the destruction caused

by these earth-waves in some parts of the world is entirely

unknown here. The natives, I may say in passing, strangely

imagine that earthquakes are caused by a whale (Trozona) turning

on its back.
Extinct volcanoes and thermal springs exist also in other parts

of the island, birt so httle is known about them that I can do

no more than merely alhtde to their existence. R. Baron
Antananarivo, Madagascar, December 2, 1885

Coal-Dust and E.xplosions

Those who have given the labours and conclusions of workers

antecedent to, and contemporaneous with, Mr. W. Galloway,

on the subject of the part played by coal-dust in mine explo-

sions, the car-eful consideration which these merit in common
with the results and writings of that zealous exponent of the

question, will hardly feel disposed to concur in his conclusion

that, except by him, " the very simple, and yet all-important,

element " to which he refers in his recent letter has been treated

with neglect.

On the other hand, they will consider that when Mr. Gallo-

way "goes the length of crediting coal-dust with the rSld of

principal agent (in coal-mine explosions), and of relegating fire-

damp to a secondary position," he altogether loses sight of some
very obvious facts which forbid so sweeping a conclusion.

Any one who is led, by special interest in the subject, to study

the forthcoming Repot of the Royal Commission on Mine
Accidents, will find that the important part which may be, and

no doubt freqrtently is, taken by dust in coal-mine disasters is

recognised to its full extent, and that, in a careful consideration

of the accumulated knowledge on this subject, all due weight

has been given to the experimental results arrived at by Mr.

Galloway and others. Fredk. A. Abel
March 3

Deposits of the Nile Delta

Permit me to say that Prof Juddis in error in supposing that

I intended to withdraw my statement that desert sand underlies

the Nde alluvium at a very moderate depth. The general

succession of the newer deposits of Lower Egypt, according to

the information I have been able to obtain (and which I have

endeavoured to state as plainly as possible) is as follows, in

descending order: (l) Modern alluvium, varying from zero to

about 40 feet, and of course more in old eroded channels. (2)

Desert sand of the Post-Glacial continental period. (3) Pleistocene

or Isthmian deposits, lacustrine, estuarine, or marine. The
question is not whether this succession exists—that I am prepared

to ar-gue on other grounds—but whether it appears in any or all

of the recent borings. It is scarcely necessary to say that such

general succession admits of alternations at the junctions of beds,

and of local absence of some of its members. On finding, how-

ever, that the recent borings had been stopped by quicksand at

the depth of about 35 feet, and that this quicksand consisted of

the rounded grains of desert sand, and was mixed with gray clay

or marl, and concretions like those of the Isthmian formation, I

naturally concluded that the succession above referred to was

distinctly indicated. Prof. Judd now affirms, as I understand,

that, in all the Delta borings, mud of "precisely similar mineral

character " to that of the surface extends to the bottom. The
evidence of this, as well as the promised consideration of the

other points to which I have alluded, I am content to wait for

till the report appears in full. J. Wm. Dawson
Montreal, February 18
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On the Intelligence of Dogs

When reading in Nature of November 12, 1885, the ab-

stract of Sir Jolin Lubbock's paper "On the Intelligence of

Dogs," I called to mind an incident of a little Blenheim spaniel

which belongs to my mother.
The readers of Nature may perhaps be a little tired of

stories relating to the intelligence of the dog, especially when
these are illustrations of the effects of training. My excuse for

troubling you now is that the following incident seems to indi-

cate a singular power of reasoning,
" Middy " was about nine months old when he was picked

off the streets of Melbourne, and he had many traits of the

"larrikins," as the human waifs there are called. He had been
three months in our family, and we had almost begun to despair

of breaking him in to civilised life.

One Sunday my sisters set off for Sunday-school, and were
surprised, on nearing the church, to find "Middy" at their

heels. He was told to "go home," and he was found at the

house on their return. Nothing more w-is said on the subject,

which was forgotten by the next Sunday. But when my sisters

entered the school-room on that day, great was their amusement
to see the little dog seated calmly as a scholar in one of the

classes ! He behaved quite quietly during the lessons, and then

left with the children, and trotted home alone. To prevent con-

stant repetitions of this behaviour, he had to be caught hours
before school-time and shut up. He was very clever in evading
capture—crept into hiding early in the day, and bolted when
we were off guard. On these occasions he was certain to be
found in his place at school.

It perhaps should be especially noted that "Middy" had
never been to the church before, and that a whole week had
elapsed between his first and second attempts.

Mary Knott
7, Kaga Yashiki, Tokio, Japan, January 20

Frost in Devonshire

The Rev. A. D. Taylor, Rector of Church Stanton, a parish

in Devonshire, some 900 feet above sea-level, writes me under
date of the 22nd inst. :

—

'

' We have had for three days the most wonderful rime. The
trees have been covered, every twig and bud, with ice, on the
average an inch at least in depth. I have measured several

pieces, and have found them ij to li inches from base to edge.
The whole place has been like fairy-land, or a silver country.
To-day it has all fallen, with a continuous rushing and rattling

on the bushes for four hours. The very leaves of the laurels

were so frozen that you could take oft' each leaf a perfect ;'(V-

/<^«/—an exact reproduction in transparent ice, of about twice the
thickness of this (ordinary letter) paper, of the laurel leaf—every
vein and unevenness of edge distinct and clear. The children
collected scores of them, and very lovely they looked. I have
never seen anything of the sort which would compare with it.

The people call it ymigling (phonetic spelling), a queer word of
which I never heard before.

"

Keen frost in an excessively moist air no doubt sufficiently

explains the beautiful phenomenon itself; but can any Devon-
shire man explain the country people's word ?

Bregner, Bournemouth, February 24 Henry Cecil

" Pictorial Arts of Japan"
In my review last week of Mr. Anderson's " Pictorial Arts of

Japan " 1 inadvertently wrote the " eight Nirvanas " of Gautama
instead of the "eight incidents (more properly 'features'

—

/a
Slang) of the Nirvana." F. V. Dickins

University of London, Burlington Gardens, W., March i

DISCOVERY OF A NEW ELEMENT BV
CLEMENS WINKLER^

TN the summer of 1885 a rich silver ore was found at
'• Himmelsfiirst, near Freiberg ; it was pronounced by
A. Weisbach to be a new mineral, and was named
Argyroditc. T. Richter examined its behaviour in the
blow-pipe flame, and found that it consisted chiefly of
sulphur and silver together with a little mercury, which
latter element has never before been found at Freiberg.

From the &W<r/</f of ihe Berlin Chemical Society, No. 3.

The author has analysed the new mineral, and finds

that the amount of mercury only amounts to o'2l per
cent., whilst silver is present to the extent of 73-75 pei
cent., and sulphur to the extent of 17-18 per cent. He
also finds a very small quantity of iron, and traces of
arsenic. However often and however carefully the
analysis was conducted, a loss of 6-7 per cent, always
remained unaccounted for. After a long and laborious
search for the source of this error, Clemens Winkler has
at length succeeded in establishing the presence of a new
element in argyrodite. Gcnnanitiin (symbol Ge), as
the new element is called, closely resembles antimony in

its properties, but can, however, be sharply distinguished

from the latter. The presence of arsenic and antimony
in the minerals accompanying argyrodite, and the absence
of a method of sharply separating these elements from
germanium, made the discovery of the new element
extremely difficult.

The author, having a more detailed communication in

view, confines himself to the following particulars ;

—

When argyrodite is heated out of contact with the air,

which is best effected in a current of hydrogen, a black
crystalline and moderately volatile sublimate forms,
which melts to brownish-red drops, and which consists

principally of germanium sulphide, together with a little

mercury sulphide. Germanium sulphide dissolves readily

in ammonium sulphide, and, on the addition of hydro-
chloric acid, is thrown down again in a pure state as a
snow-white precipitate, which is immediately dissolved

when treated with ammonia ; the presence of arsenic or
antimony colours the precipitate more or less yellow.

On heating germanium sulphide in a current of air, or

on warming it with nitric acid, a white oxide is produced
which is not volatile at a red heat and which is soluble in

potash solution ; when the alkaline solution is acidulated

and submitted to the action of sulphuretted hydrogen,
the characteristic white precipitate is produced.
The oxide is readily reduced by hydrogen, whilst the

sulphide on account of its volatility is more difficult to

reduce. The element, like arsenic, has a gray colour and
moderate lustre, but is volatile only at a full red heat, and
is decidedly less volatile than antimony. Its vapour con-

denses to small crystals recalling those of sublimed
iodine ; these show no tendency to melt and could not

be confounded with antimony.
When germanium or its sulphide is heated in a current

of chlorine it yields a white chloride which is more
readily volatile than antimony chloride ; its acidulated

aqueous solution yields a white precipitate with sul-

phuretted hydrogen.
The author intends to undertake the determination of

the atomic weight of germanium, even if it can be decided
only approximately, as this will show whether the new
element is to occupy the vacant position in the periodic

system between antimony and bismuth.

THE STORY OF BIELAS COMET^
II.

DRANDES, one of the two German students spoken
-'-' of, was riding in an open post-waggon on the night

of Dec. 6, 1798, and saw and counted hundreds of these

shooting-stars or meteors. At times they came as fast as

six or seven a minute. These meteors which Brandes saw
that night we know now were bits from Biela's comet. In

November 1833 occurred the famous star-shower, which
some of you saw. The facts of that shower gave to two
New Haven men. Profs. Twining and Olmsted, the clue

to the true theory of the shooting-stars. From that date

" A Lecture delivered by Prof. H. A. Nev ton, on March 9, 1874, .it the

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College, U.S. From the A
Journal of Science. Continued from p. 395.
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shooting-stars have belonged to astronomy. The November
meteors were admitted a new constituent of the solar

system. Three years later, M. Ouetelet, of Brussels,

found that shooting-stars are to be seen in unusual

numbers about -August lo of each year. A few months
afterwards Mr. Herrick made independently the same
discox'ery ; but he also told us of star-showers in April

and January. What Brandes had seen in December
179S led Mr. Herrick. moreover, to e.\pect a like shower
in other Decembers, and he asked that shooting-stars be
looked for on December 6 and 7, 1838. This shrewd
guess was justified, for on the evenings of those days
hundreds of these meteors were seen in .America, in

Europe, and in Asia by persons thus induced to look for

them. These shooting-stars also had once been parts of

Biela's comet, though this fact was not dreamed of at

that time.

In the course of time we came to know more about the

meteoroids ; that in general they moved in long orbits

like comets, rather than round one^ like planets ; that

some of them were grouped in long, thin streams, many
hundreds of millions of miles long, and that it was by the

earth's plunging through these that we have star-showers
;

that the space travelled over by the earth has in it every-

where some of these small bodies, probably the outlying

members of hundreds of meteoroid streams.

Also the periodic time and the path of the stream of

November meteoroids were found out. Then came the

interesting discovery that in this stream, and in that of

the August meteoroids, lay the paths of two comets.

Then Dr. Weiss of Vienna showed that the meteors seen

'^//^'////,//y^ {y

by Brandes in 1798, and by Herrick in 183S, as well as
many meteors seen near December i of other years, and
the Biela comets, all belonged to each other.

It is then properly a part of my story to show you the
behaviour of one of the streams of meteoroids. Stand-
ing several hundreds of miles away, see them enter the
upper atmosphere. They are entirely unseen until they
strike the air. They then come down like drops of fiery

rain a few miles, in parallel lines, burning up long before
they reach the ground (see Fig. 9). The air is in fact a

shield, protecting the men below from a furious bombard-
ment. The region of the luminous tracks is many miles
above that of the highest mountains.
Go farther away. Parallel lines may show the paths of the

meteoroids (Fig. 10), though the bodies themselves are too
small to be seen. They strike a little way into the air, to

some persons coming from the zenith, to some coming
obliquely, to some skimming through the upper air—and
unseen by all upon one whole hemisphere. 1 need hardly
remind you that sunlight, and twilight, and clouds often

come in to prevent the seeing of the star-flights by
persons below.

Go still farther away. From outside look in toward
the sun upon the earth and meteoroid stream. The
meteoroids in fact are not to be seen. The stream is of
unknown depth, perhaps millions of miles deep. Its

density increases in general toward the centre. We cross
the densest part of the November stream in 2 or 3 hours,
and the whole of it in 10 or 15 hours, while the passage
of the August stream requires 3 or 4 days. The Biela
stream is crossed obliquely, the meteoroids overtaking

the earth. The August stream is nearly perpendicular,
and the November stream meets the earth.

Again go still farther away, out to the point from which
we first looked down upon the earth and comet. We then
see (by the mind's eye) the meteoroids strewn along the
elliptic orbit of the comet for hundreds of millions of
miles, forming a stream of unknown breadth, but in the

scale of the first figure shown you about ^ of an inch in

thickness.

Come back now and stand inside the stream, at its

densest part. You in fact see nothing ; but the ineteoroids

are all about you scattered quite evenly, and distant each
from its nearest neighbours 20 or 30 miles. They all

travel the same wav and with a common motion.

'>

Once more change your place and look up from the

earth's surface. The meteoroids can now be seen, for

when they strike the air they burn with intense light,

becoming'shooting-stars. As it is from this position only

that we ever see them, note their behaviour with more
care. A shooting star coming toward you appears only as

a bright stationary point in the sky. That point is a

\ /

/

marked one in every star-shower, and is called the radiant.

The meteors to the right and left of the stationary one

are, in fact, moving in the common direction, but they

seem to move in the sky away from the radiant (Fig. 11).

In other words, the tracks produced backward will all

meet in one point in the sky (Fig. 12). This radiant-point

may be in the horizon, or in the zenith, or at any place
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between. It will in general rise in the east and set in the
west, like the sun or a star, keeping always its fixed place
among the stars.

Need I tell you how much we would like to have some
of these bits from the meteoroid streams to handle, to

try with the blowpipe and under the microscope, perhaps
thus to learn something of their history ? We do have
something like this. At times large meteor masses come
crashing into the air. They burn with a light bright
enough to be seen over several States. Coming down
usually a little lower than the shooting-stars, most
frequently to a height of 25 or 30 miles, they break up
with a noise like the firing of heavy artillery, to be heard
over several counties. Fragments scattered in e\ ery
direction fall to the ground over a region 10 or 20 miles
in extent. I can show you .several such fragments. There
are over a hundred of them in our College Cabinet, one of
which weighs nearly a ton.

Between these stone-producing meteors and the faintest
shooting-star I cannot find any clear line of division. We
have meteors that break with a loud detonation, but no
fragments are seen to fall. One such was seen in 1S60
from Pittsburgh to New Orleans, and from Charleston to
St. Louis. It exploded over the boundary line of Tennessee
and Kentucky. We have others which are only seen to
break into pieces, no noise being heard. Then we have
those which quietly burn out. Like the larger ones, these
may leave smoky trains that last for minutes. One such
1 have seen for 45 minutes as it slowly floated away in

the currents of the upper air.

Thus through the whole range, from the meteors that
give us these stones and irons for our museums, down to
the faintest shooting-star hardly seen by a person watch-
ing for it, we pass by the smallest differences. They
differ in size, in colour of flame, in direction, in train, in
velocity. But in astronomical character all seem to be
alike. They move in long orbits like comets, and like
comets at all angles to the earth's orbit. In fact, a
meteoroid is a small comet, not having, however, the
comet's tail.

Let us turn from this long digression again to the story
of Biela, and tell you what we saw of it in November
1872. We of course looked for a few fragments from the
comet the last week in November, but not quite as early
as the 24th. But on that evening they came, in small
numbers it is true. Before midnight wc saw in New
Haven about 250 shooting-itars, three-fourths of them
from Biela. Very few of them were to be seen the ne\t
morning and evening. Then for a day or two it was
cloudy. But in the early part of the evening of the 27tli

they came upon us in crowds. Over 1000 were counted
in an hour. By 9 o'clock the display was over. But we
saw only the last few drops of a heavy shower. Before
the sun had set with us the shooting-stars were seen
throughout all Europe, coming too fast to be counted. .At

least 50,000, perhaps 100,000, could have been seen then
by a single party of observers.

Notice what was really seen. Here is a chart of the
paths of the shooting-stars as actually seen on thatevening,
and drawn with care at the time upon maps of the stars
(Fig. 13). You see a few stray flights cutting wildly across
the others. These are strangers to the system.
You see also that the paths do not, as we had reason to

expect, all meet in one point. This is not due to errors
of observing, for we see it in every star-shower. It is

probably because the small bodies glance as they strike
the air, just as a stone skips on the water. In fact, we
often see the meteors glance in the air—the paths being
crooked.
The meteors came from the northern sky. A German

astronomer. Prof Klinkerfues, at once thought that if this
was the main body of the comet it ought to be visible as
it went oft" from us. For this, however, we must see the
southern sky. He telegraphed to Mr. Pogson at Madras

m India :
" Biela touched earth Nov. 27. Search near

Theta Centauri." Mr. Pogson looked for the comet and
found it. On two mornings he saw a round comet with
decided nucleus, and having on the second morning a
tail 8' long. But clouds and rain returned the next day.
This IS the last that has been seen of Biela's comet.
Was this Pogson comet one of the tu-o parts of Biela

seen in 1845 and 1S52 ? This is yet an open question
among astronomers. It may have been, but I think it

was not. The Biela comets should have been nearly
200,000,000 miles away. Their orbits had been computed
with care. The comets, as single or double, had been
observed for 80 years, that is 12 revolutions, and we knew
well their orbits. All known disturbing forces had been
allowed for. It could hardly be that they should have
gone so large a distance out of the way. It is much more
probable that this was a third large fragment, thrown off
centuries ago. The two observations made by Mr. Pogson
were not enough to compute an orbit from, but they do

show that his comet was very near us, and were such as
one travelling in the Biela stream might give. But they
also show that the earth did not pass through the Pogson
comet centrally.

Orbit of tlic Biela Meteors.— In 1798, when the earth
was at N, and Brandes saw the fragments from Biela, the

comet was at C (Fig. 14). In 1838 Mr. Herrick and others

saw such fragments of the comet at N, 300,000,000 miles
ahead of the main body at h, and in 1S72 we met like

fragments at n, 200,000,000 miles behind the main body,
which should have been at I!. Thus the fragments are

strewn along the comet's orbit, probably in clusters, for at

least 500,000,000 miles.

My story of Biela's comet and of its fragments has
covered 100 years. Do we get any glimpses of its earlier

life, and can we guess how it grew into its present shape ?

Yes, we may make our hypothesis. But we must not for-

get that to tell others how God must have made the world
is bewitching to many minds, and that of the thousands
of trials at world-building almost all have been grievous
failures. With this caution let me give you a plausible

form of this early story of Biela.
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Once upon a time, hundreds of thousands of years ago,

this comet was traveUing in outer space, among the fixed

stars, too far away to be attracted by the sun. What I

mean by this outer starry space may be told by the help

of the pictures I have shown you. In them the earth's

distance from the sun is lo inches, and the comet's longest

range about 5 feet. Upon the scale of these figures only
a few of the nearest fixed stars, perhaps two or three only,

would be in the State of Connecticut. In this starry space
the comet was travelling. What had happened before I

do not try to guess. How, when, by what changes, its

matter came together, and had become solid, I do not

know, nor whether, in fact, it had not always been solid.

In the course of time its path and the sun's path through
space lay alongside of each other, and the sun drew the

comet down toward itself. If the comet had met no
resistance as it ran around the sun, whether from the

ether that fills space, or from the sun's atmosphere, and
if it had not come near any of the planets, it would have
gone off again into outer space whence it came. Some
such cause robbed it of a little of its momentum, and it

could not quite rise out of the sun's controlling force, but
it came around again in an elliptic orbit to remain thence-
forth a member of the solar system. It may or it may
not then have been a great comet, like Donati's (in 1 858).

It was probably a small one. It may have made its

circuit of the sun in tens of years or in tens of thousands.

At some time, probably in the early historic ages, it

came near the huge planet Jupiter. When it had gone
out of his reach it had just momentum enough left to go
around the sun in its present orbit of 6| years. It went
away from Jupiter an entire and single comet. As it

came near the sun, his burning heat acting upon the cold

rocky body of the comet cracked off and scattered in

every direction small angular bits. At the same time a
very thin vapour, shining by its own light, was set free.

To this vapour both comet and sun had an unaccountable
repulsion. It was driven off first by the comet every
way. But soon that which was sent toward the sun was
driven back again, and it went streaming off into space to

form the comet's tail, a process ably set forth by Prof.

Norton.
This matter which made the tail of the comet never got

back. It had, moreover, nothing whatever to do with the
meteoroid stream. The meteoroids are solid fragments.
To them the sun, at least, had little repulsion. The comet
was so small that perhaps the force with which a boy can
throw a stone would have sent the bits of stone entirely

off the comet, never to come back. Those which were
shot forward from the comet near P (Fig. i) went up
along the orbit with greater velocity and rose higher from
the sun than the comet did near D. Having a longer road
to travel, they took a longer time to come around to P in

each circuit. On the other hand, those bits which were
shot backward followed the comet with less velocity and

could not quite rise to D, and so having a shorter road to

go over came sooner back to P, gaining on the comet at

each circuit. Thus the stream grew longer slowly, and
new fragments being thrown off at each circuit, the
meteoroid stream grew in length to its hundreds of
millions of miles. .At times, the main comet has broken
into two or more parts, giving us the double comets of

1845 and 1852, the Pogson comet of 1872, and the double
meteor stream of November 1872.

THE yAVIGABLE BALLOON^
IVT RENARD, captain of the Chalais-Meudon navig-
-'*-'• • able balloon, has presented to the French Aca-
demy of Sciences a report of the experiments made
with that balloon last year. Before starting on a fresh
campaign in 1885, it was found necessary to make certain
modifications in the construction of the balloon, affecting
the ventilator, voltaic piles, commutators, &c. To measure
the velocity of the balloon, an anemometer, the registra-
tions of which would be too strong, seeing that the spiral

is placed in front, was impracticable. There was no in-

convenience, on the other hand, in the use of an aerial

log. A balloon of gold-beater's skin, 120 litres in capa-

. Ascena on du 2b Aout

. Ascension du Tl Sept

. Ascension du 23 Sept. IB''^ m2
Echelli

Fig. I.—Map of the journe>:> of the La Frathe balloon

city, was accordingly filled in part with common gas, so

as to keep exactly in equilibrium in the air. This balloon

was attached to the central extremity of a bobbin of silk

thread just lOO metres in length. The slightest effort is

sufficient to unroll this bobbin when the central thread

is drawn. The other extremity of the thread is

wound round the finger of the operator. To obtain a

measurement of speed the balloon is let go, when it

quickly flies to the rear, and, on reaching the end of its

line, conveys a perceptible indication of the fact in the

finger holding the thread. The instant of its departure

and that of the twitching sensation in the finger at its

terminus are marked on a chronometer counting tenths

of a second. Although the force transmitted to the small

balloon during the unwinding of the thread is very slight,

it is yet necessary to take account of it. Repeated trials

in a closed place showed that the little balloon swerved

7 metres per minute, or o'l 17 metre per second, under the

influence of this light effort. If, then, / be taken as the

time in seconds elapsing in the process of unwinding, the

way traversed by the navigable balloon during the opera-

' From La Xaturt\
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tion of unwinding will be loo+ o'ii/ t, and the speed of

the balloon will be given by the formula

—

The preparations above referred to having been all

completed, on the first fine day thereafter, August 25, the

new mechanism was put on its trial, and behaved in a

manner leaving nothing to be desired.

The balloon, which had been already filled for a certain

time, having lost a considerable portion of its ascending

force, M. Reuard was under the necessity, on this occa-

sion, of dispensing with the services of a third aeronaut,

and mounted in the company solely of his brother, Capt.

Paul Renard. The wind blew from the east. The speed
measured at a low height by means of small balloons,

appeared to be no more than 5 metres a second. Taking
as a basis the appro.ximate values of the preceding year,

they calculated on obtaining a proper speed of nearly

7 metres per second, and were greatly surprised at being
unable to gain the aerial current which prevailed at 250
metres above the valley of Chalais. The spiral, launched
at fifty-five rounds per minute, proceeded with perfect

regularity, yet they fell back—slowly, indeed, but con-

tinuall)'. Desiring, nevertheless, to continue the experi-

ment, and fearing to be carried away above the woods of

the Chaville quarter, M. Renard turned the head of the

balloon a little to the right, and soon, under the com-
bined action of the wind and its own speed, it took a
southern direction, and, the backward movement con-
tinuing, alighted after a voyage of 50 minutes close by
the farm of Villa Coublay, whither he had directed it.

By reason of the bad weather the second definitive

experiment did not come off till September 22, when the
wind was blowing from the north-north-east—that is,

from Paris, and its velocity in the lower strata varied
from 3 to 350 metres per second. This time the aero-
nauts had their full complement of three : Capt. Renard
at the helm and the motory machine. Capt. Paul Renard
taking measurements and various observations, and, in

addition, M. Dutd-Poitevin. They started at 4.25 p.m.
in a moist and foggy atTiosphere. The spiral was set in

motion and the head directed towards Paris. Though at

first inclined to yaw, the course of the balloon soon
righted itself, and, crossing the railway line above the
station at 4. 5 5, the balloon reached the Seine towards the
western extremity of the island of Billancourt at 5 o'clock.

Here, a measurement being taken, the progress of the
balloon was found to be precisely 6 metres per second
(time of unwinding = 17", whence

S = —-°-|- 0-117 = S"832 +0-117 = 5'999m ).

At 5.12 p.m., after an excursion of 47 minutes, the balloon
entered the enceinte by the bastion 6;. It was only the
increasing damp and fog which induced the aeronauts to

cut short their voyage and make for home. The turning
of the balloon was easily effected, and, aided this time by
the aerial current, it approached its point of departure,
wh'ch was entirely concealed by the fog, with surprising
rapidity, retracing in 1 1 minutes the road it had taken
47 minutes to cover in going. The aerostat tacked
about at first to keep its head to the wind, and in

10 minutes the little skiff touched the sward, whence it

had ascended. During this voy.age the balloon mounted
to only 400 metres above the ground.
The next day before Gen. Campenon, Minister of War,

and Gen. IJressonnet, President of the Committee of
Fortifications, the balloon, La France, performed a fresh
ascent with a success equal to that of the previous day. The
itinerary of this voyage was much the same as that of
the 22nd. The wind was weaker and bore the balloon to

Paris. The time of the passage was 17 minutes going,
20 returning. The landing was very easy, and the
balloon returned to the precise spot of its departure

The voyage could not be further prolonged for lack of

ballast, the previous ascent having cost the balloon a
partial loss of its ascending force.

On the valid basis of the experiments above described,

M. I-ienard lays down some fundamental formute for

calculating the resistance of balloons of construction

analogous to that of La France with network and car.

Let R be the resistance in kilogrammes of the balloon
La France, moving by the point ; .S, its speed per second
in metres ; 6, the work of direct traction (motory work in

kilogrammetres) ; T, the work of the propelling screw
shaft (in kilogrammetres) ; T', the work at the limits of

the motive power in kilogrammetres) ; then

( R = 1-189 .S-.

) e = i-iSgi--.
^''

) T - 2-30053.

( r = 2-800 S^

At the rate of 10 metres, which would suffice for having
the direction in most cases, we get

J! = 1 18 -9 kilogrammes.
9 = 1 189 kilogrammetres.
T = 2300 kilogrammetres, or 31 horse-power.
7" = 2800 kilogrammetres.

In general for a balloon of £> diameter (in metres) we
would get

H = 0-01685 £>' S-.

e = 0-01685 D' SK
T = 0-0326 D" 6^
T' = 0-0397 D"- S'^.

It may be added that out of seven voyages, from
August 9, 1S84, to September 23, 1885, the aerostat has

in five returned to its point of departure.

NOTES
With much regret we announce the death of the eminent

Belgian botanist, Prof. C. J. E. Morren, of Liege, at the early

age of fifty-three years.

At a meeting of the Managers of the Royal Institution, held

on Monday, March I, the Actonian Prize of one hundred

guineas was awarded to Prof. G. G. Stokes, P.R. S., for his

lectures on Light, in conformity with the Acton Endowment

Trust Deed. The following alteration has been made in the

lecture arrangements before Easter:—Prof. Dewar, F. R.S.,

will begin a course of four lectures on Electro-Chemistry, on

March 25, in place of Prof. Tyndall, F.R.S., on Light.

Dr. Julius von Haast, C.M.G., F.R.S., the eminent

geologist and Director of the Canterbury Museum, New
Zealand, who is charged as Commissioner with the exhibits from

that colony for the Colonial and Indian E.xhibition, has arrived

in London, and is busily at work in carrying out all the preli-

minary arrangements of the extensive court allotted to New
Zealand. Dr. von Haast has been exceedingly successful in his

journeys through the colony in obtaining large and valuable

collections illustrating the fauna, flora, and geology, as well as

collections of the art and industry of the Maori tribes. The

food and other fishes, the birds, the timbers, as well as other

native products and local industries will be well represented.

M. Pasteur, at the last sitting of the Paris Academy of

Sciences, stated that out of 325 cases of inoculation for hydro-

phobia, only one had failed—namely, that of the youth Pelletier,

who came too long after being bitten, and under very unfavour-

able conditions. He advocated the establishment of an inter-

national hospital, to which patients would come from all parts

of the world ; and he suggested a discussion as to the locality

and the fund for its support. At the close of the meeting

Prof Pasteur announced that he should next investigate whether

diphtheria could not be treated by a similar process to that

which he had found so successful against hydrophobia.
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M. Chevreul caught a cold a few days ago, and some
anxiety was entertained for his health, owing to his great age
rather than to the gravity of the indisposition. We are glad
to learn that he has since improved. His loist birthday will

take place on August 31 next.

It is probable that the Observatory of Montsouris will be dis-

continued as an independent establishment. M. Marie-Davy
will be placed on the retired list, and the credits paid in support
of Montsouris suppressed entirely. It will become the head-
quarters of the Central Bureau of French Meteorology.

The Colonies and India states that it is the intention of Mr.
Morris, on leaving Jamaica to take up his appointment at Kew,
to make a tour of the West India Islands for the purpose of
becoming personally acquainted with their circumstances and
resources, and with the view of being able afterwards to give
them advice and assistance in thedevelopment of new industries.

Several of the islands have already been visited by him, but it

is said to be his intention to make now a careful study of their

circumstances, to be afterwards embodied in a special report, or
utilised in directing the resources of Kew to the amelioration and
improvement of West Indian industries.

At the Scottish Geographical Society on Tuesday afternoon,
March 9, at 4 o'clock, a paper will be read by Prof. James
Geikie, F.R.S., Vice-President of the Society, entitled "The
Evolution of Europe.

"

The Department of Public Works in Japan having recently

been abolished as a separate office of State, much interest is

felt, especially by scientific Europeans in the Japanese service,

as to the future fate of the Imperial College of Engineering,
which, since its establishment, has been under the control of the

Minister of Public Works. It has been attached now to the

Education Department, but it is uncertain whether it will re-

main a separate College or will be incoporated with the Univer-
sity of Tokio. In the latter case a considerable readjustment of
the staff would take place, as the University has already pro-

fessors of most of the .subjects taught at the Engineering Col-

lege, and a number of holders of Chairs of scientific subjects

would be redundant. Commenting on this subject, the Japan
Mail says that graduates of the College are found doing useful

work in every part of the empire, and so high is the esteem in

which they are held that to have been educated there is a certain

passport to employment. It possesses the handsomest buildings

and the most perfectly-equipped laboratories and museums of

any educational institution in Japan, the University not ex-

cepted, and hence it would be a pity to destroy the individu-

ality of an institution which has been so markedly successful.

Accordingly it is suggested that the wisest plan would be to

affiliate it to the University, and to transfer the engineering

classes of the latter to its care. If any Japanese institution

may be said to be British, the Engineering College may be said

to be so from its foimdation until the present moment. Its

Chairs have all been held by English men of science, and are

still held by them.

The administration of the Ethnological Section of the Royal
Museum at Berlin has commenced the publication of a periodical

having for its object the description of the contents and additions

to the collection. It is published by Spemann of Berlin. The
first number contains an account of Dr. Nachtigal's ethnological

collections, of those from Easter Island, a description of the

burials of the Pelew Islands by Herr Kubary, also one of the

ourney of the collector, Herr Rohde, in Matto Grosso and the

Indian tribes of this region. Dr. Grube describes a collection of

Taoist pictures ; Dr. Grlinv/edel contributes notices of the

iconography of the Lamas of Tibet and Mongolia, and Bishop

Thiel supplies a vocabulary from Costa Rica. Some of the papers

are illustrated by plates.

The Christiania University has received a valuable collection

of ethnographical objects from East Greenland from the Danish
Government, as a mark of appreciation of the services rendered

by Dr. Knutsen, a Norwegian naturalist, to the expedition

under Lieut. Holm, of which he was a member.

The well-known Norwegian savant. Dr. Rausch, makes in

the Norwegian press an appeal respecting meteors and earth-

quakes which is not without interest. Respecting the former,

he points out the scientific value of these objects, and describes

their outward appearance when reaching the earth, with a

request that a better look-out may be kept by people

than has hitherto been the case. Only two meteorites

have hitherto been found in Norway, viz. one in 1848 and one

in 1S84. Dr. Rausch is, however, of opinion that a great many
more have fallen. Respecting the belief prevaleat among the

peasants that a stroke of lightning is preceded by a stone, said

to be dark and burnt in appearance, the so-called "Thorelo,"
i.e. "Thor's wadding," and which are kept on farms as a kind

of "household medicine," he ventures to suggest that they are

meteorites, and begs those who may possess such to send him a

small sample of the same. With regard to earthquakes he begs

that a closer attention be given to their duration, extent, and the

exact number of shocks, &c., than has hitherto been the case,

remarking that only the most minute details will enable us to

discover the origin and laws of these important phenomena.

A LETTER from Bagamoyo, published in Cosmos, describes a

shower of stars seen there on November 27 last year. There

were at the time neither moon nor clouds ; the firmament was

of a sombre blue. The phenomenon commenced at 7 o'clock,

and the writer watched it until 9. Again he observed it at 11,

and he was informed that it lasted all night. Bagamoyo is

situated at 6" 23' south, and 36° 30' east of the meridian of Paris.

Putting the average fall at eight per second, which he believes

to be below the actual number, the number for the twelve hours

of the night would be about 350,000 asteroids. They came from

all points of the heavens, but they appeared to increase sensibly

as one ascended from the horizon towards the zenith. Usually

they fell singly, but sometimes a single constellation of five, eight,

andten atatimefell. Their luminous course was uniformlydirected

towards the south, south-east, and south-west. They did not

appear to form curves, but rather to advance rapidly in straight

lines. Many were like ordinary shooting-stars, but others left

behind them a luminous trail of extraordinary vividness and

beauty. White was the commonest colour in the train, but

many had a red, yellow, and orange tint. Each lasted about a

second, but some persisted for five and even ten seconds. No
sound or smoke was perceived, and the phenomenon was

followed by no notable change in the atmosphere. Two days

after some thunder was heard and a few drops of rain fell. It is

noted as curious that an old wise man on the coast had pre-

dicted shortly before that fire would fall from heaven shortly ;

possibly he had recognised a certain periodicity in the shower.

We have received the first part of vol. i. of the Annalen of

the Imperial Natural History Museum of Vienna, edited by the

Director, Baron von Hauer. This part contains an account of

the year's work of the Institution, the organisation of which and

the arrangement of the new buildings were described in a recent

number of Nature. As the Museum includes all departments

of natural history in its widest sense—geology, zoology, botany,

anthropology—it will be evident that the year's work will be

full of interest. This part is the first of what promises to be a

series of papers issued at frequent intervals. In the next number

will be papers on new species of fish from the Orinoco and Ama-
zon, by Dr. Steindachner ; on new and rare antelopes in the

Museum, by Dr. Kohl ; and on the flora of South Bosnia and

neighbouring regions, by Dr. G. Beck.
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We referred in a previous number to ova having been arti-

ficially spawned from sea-trout, 6'. trutla, at the South Ken-

sington Aquarium, which had been retained in captivity for

three years, and had therefore not visited the sea. The ova

liave since become incubated, and the fry, which are hybrids,

appear to be in a healthy state. The mortality amongst them

is heavier than with those produced from ordinary fish, espe-

cially at the period when emerging from their shell. There is

an abnormal number of monstrosities amongst them, which never

live beyond a few days. The ova produced from fish in cap-

tivity occupy a longer time in hatching out than those spawned
from wild fisli. Owing to the severity of the weather this sea-

son, hatching operations have been greatly retarded, but the fry

seem to be more vigorous and healthy in consequence.

To show the value attached to the 6". fontinalis^ or brook-

trout of America, when first introduced into this country some
few years since, it may be mentioned that, ace irding to the

price-lists issued by pisciculturists at the time, loo/. per thousand

was charged for them. The same amount was mentioned for

vvhitefish, which, until last year, were not successfully acclima-

tised to our waters. The pric ; charged at the present day for

the same fish is about 2l. per thousand.

Dr. J. P. LiCHERDOPOL writes under d.ate February 23 from

Bucharest (Roumania) :
—" Yesterday at 3.40 p.m. aslight shock

of earthquake was noticed here, followed by two others strong

enough to make objects hung on the walls move. Atmosphere

calm, but covered with fog. No damage."

The telephone system of Stockholm is developing rapidly:

on January 15 it had 3164 subscribers, against 2335 in the

beginning of 1S85, and 865 in the previous year. Last year

there were over 4J million communications, of which 85,000 were

by night. The subscription is about 7/. a year. Stockhojm is

connected by telephone with several neighbouring towns, the

furthest being Trosa, 50 miles distant.

At a recent meeting of the Paris Medico- Psychological

Society, M. Rey (who was intrusted with documents, &c., left

by Broca) gave the results of 347 observations by that eminent

man on the weight of the three cerebral regions [a] the frontal

lobes, (h) the occipital lobes ^ncl (<) t'lc parietal regions. In

men the ratio of these parts to the brain is {a] i :2'33,

(b) I : io'66, (f) I : 2'I2. In females (a) i : 2-32, {6) i : 9-88,

(r) I :
2' 13. In men the left frontal lobe has more weight than

the right ; but the difference between the two diminishes with

the weight of the whole organ. In the case of the occipital

lobes and the temporal regions the right side preponderates over

the left. In old men the loss of weight in the parieto-frontal

regions is more sensible than that in the frontal and occipital

lobes. It is still more pronounced in women ; so that, while in

adult age men have proportionally more in the frontal lobes,

this proportion is reached by women in old age. In men the

frontal lobes only attain their greatest weight at 35 years of age

;

l)Ut at 25 the parieto-temporal regions have their maximum
weight. In women, with regard to the anterior lobes, there is

little difference between 25 and 35 years of age.

Mr. Van Voorst has in the press and will very soon publish

a new and enlarged edition of Prof. Mills' " Manualette " of the

destructive distillation of petroleum, rosin oil, coal-tar, and
kindred industries, with illustrations of shale retorts.

The February number of Pderinann's Mittheilutigen contains

a paper by Dr. Andries on the causes of the increasing number
of accidents by lightning. ' As to the fact of the increase itself,

he shows from statistics that this has, in the last fifty years,

been three- to five-fold. In Bavaria the proportion is I to 5,

and betwesn 1854 and 1877 it has risen from i to 275 for all

Germany. The question now is : Whence arises this striking

increase ? Various hypotheses have been advanced to accoun

for it. Bezold refers it to varying maximum and minimum
periods, the present being one of the former ; Karsten attributes

it to the decrease of forests, which made houses more and more

the prominent points of a neighbourhood ; others again allege

the increase of lofty buildings, factories, and such like as the

cause. Dr. Andries observes that altliough these may account

for some of the increase, they cannot do so for all. Nor do they

adequately explain the enormous and sudden increase in such a

short period. He states the problem thus: "How can the

electrical tension during thunderstorms be so increased that a

greater number of bolts strike the earth than formerly ? For it

is not so much the increasing number of storms as their in-

creased violence that causes the accidents by lightning." The
main cause is said by him to be the enormous increase in the last

half century in manufactories, locomotives, &c., filling the air with

smoke, steam, and particles of dust of all kinds, the increase of

population adding likewise to the impurity of the atmosphere.

Having arrived at this point, viz. the enormous increase of

foreign particles in the atmosphere, and their wide distribution

by various currents of air, Dr. Andries describes at some length

experiments made by himself and others on the subject, which

showed that all the electrical phenomena of the air increased in

intensity with the increase of dust in it, and to the same cause he

attributes the increased appearances of the aurora borealis.

Accidents by lightning in the southern half of the globe should,

if this he correct, be much less frequent than in the other half;

and this, he says, really appears to be the case. At any rate,

he thinks, the southern lights are not visible nearly so frequently

as those of the north.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include eight Viscachas {Li!;oslomus trichodaclylus)

from Buenos Ayres, presented by Mr. E. Vere Dashwood ; four

.•\merican Hares (Lepus aiiierkanus] from North America, pre-

sented by Mr. F. J. Thompson ; six Tuatera Lizards {Sphenodon

piinclatiis) from New Zealand, presented by the Hon. Sir Julius

V^ogel, K.C.^LG. ; a Macaque Monkey (Alacacus cyiwmolgus)

from' India, fifteen Tuatera Lizards {Sphenodon punctatus) from

New Zealand, deposited ; two Yucatan Blue Jays (Cyanocilla

yticcitanica) from Yucatan, two Great Barbets (^/(gafe/K(7 viruu)

from the Himalayas, purchased ; a Red Kangaroo (Macropus

rii/us), born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Binary Start Coron.-e Australis.— Mr. J. E. Gore

has recently computed elements of the orbit of this binary, fixing

the periastron passage at 1885-53 and the period at 8178 years.

These elements differ widely from those deduced three or four

years ago by Mr. Downing, who, by determining corrections to

Prof. Schiaparelli's orbit, from a considerably larger number of

observations than have been utilised by Mr. Gore, found the

epoch of periastron passage to be i883'203 with a period of

54'985 years. The position-angles computed from these two sets

of elements now differ enormously, as is seen from the following

tabular statement :

—

Distance Caiiputi

DowningI8S6-0 ... 51-3 ... 1-28
1

1886-5-, ... 48-5 ... 1-441

18S6-0 ... 200-7 ... I '20
I Gore

1886-53 ... 1967 - i-i3»

We venture to express the hope that those astronomers who can

observe this object will not fail to do so in the present interesting

stage of its physical history.

The Nebula round Maia.— Prof. E. C. Pickering states,

in the Aslron. Nach., No. 2712, that the announcement of the

discovery of the nebula near Maia by means of photography

recalled to him the circumstance that certain peculiarities had
been noticed in a photograph of the Pleiades taken at Har-
vard College Observatory on November 3, 1S85. These were
supposed at the time to be merely photographic defects, but it
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now appears that one of the markings corresponds to the Maia
nebula. The other irregularities seem to afford indications of

the Merope nebula. There is also a faint narrow streak of

light projecting from Electra on the following side.

Prof. L.angley on the Emission-Spectra of Bodies at
Low Temperatures.— Prof. Langley having traced the solar

spectrum in the infra-red so far as \ = 00027mm., where it sud-

denly ceased, has since examined the emission-spectra of vaiious

terrestrial substances at temperatures from that of fusing plati-

num to that of melting ice, and more particularly of tempera-

tares corresponding to the ordinary conditions of the soil. The
result of his observations has been to show that the maximum
of heat from cold and black bodies has in every case a wave-

length greater than 0'0027mm.,—greater, that is to say, than

that of the lowest solar heat which reaches us ; and that further,

that part of these spectra which has a greater wave-length than

that of the point of maximum, represents a larger total amount of

heatthanthe paitwithshortervvavedength. Prof. Langley believes

that he has been able, by means of his bolometer, to trace out the

emission-spectra of cold bodies so far as A = o'oi5omra., a wave-

length more than twenty times as great as that which Newton
found for the lower limit of the spectrum, viz. X = o-ooo7mm.

Fabry's Comet.—Dr. H. Oppenheim has computed the

following fresh elements and ephemeris for this comet :

—

T= 18S6 April 5-5398 Berlin Mean Time

(.1 = 126 50 27 '6 1

ft = 36 19 54'o ,• 1886-0.

i = 82 n 15-0
)

log? = 9-804021

Ephemeris for Berlin Midnight
-A. Decl. Log. r

March 77
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Angstrom, and Thalen, who were the first workers in this field

of inquiry.

Table A.

—

Elements present in the Sun according to KirchJioff,

Angstrd>n^ and ThaUn
KirchhoO"

Sodium
Iron
Calcium
Magnesium
Nickel
Barium
Copper
Zinc

Angstrom and I'hale:

Sodium
Iron
Calcium
Magnesium
Nickel

Chromium
Cobalt
Hydrogen
Manganese
Titanium

Another gives the substances which were added to the preceding

list by taking a special consideration into account. Some time

after the first work on the chemical composition of the solar

atmosphere was accomplished, a method was introduced by
which it was easy to determine the existence of a small quantity

of any particular vapour in a mixture ot vapours, so that tlie

substances indicated in the second table are those substances

which possibly exist in the sun's atmosphere in a small quantity

only.

Table B.

—

Elements the Longest Lities of ivhieh coineide with

Fraiinhofer Lines

Certainly coincident Probably coincident

Aluminium Indium
Strontium Lithium
Lead Rubidium
Cadmium Caesium
Cerium Bismuth
Uranium Tin
Potassium Silver

Vanadium Glucirum
Palladium Lanthanum
Molybdenum Yttrium or Erbium

It is important to call special attention to the fact that

Angstrom and Thalen, who followed Kirchhoff, did not agree

with regard to barium, or copper, or zinc, and they added
chromium, cobalt, hydrogen (a very notable addition), man-
ganese, and titanium, the existence of which Kirchhoff had not

discovered in the solar atmosphere.

A detailed study of the facts recorded by Angstrijm gives a

good idea of the immense difficulty of the research, and also of

the doubts and of the difficulties which were suggested in the

very first part of the inquiry. For instance, in the case of

sodium, what Angstrom did, of course, was to get the vapour of

sodium incandescent in the laboratory, and he got the eight

familiar lines. He then observed whether there were dark lines

corresponding with all of them. He found that there were.

With regard to cobalt he got nineteen lines, and he found nine-

teen lines in the sun coinciding with them. But when he studied

the spectrum of barium in his laboratory he got twenty-six lines,

but of these in the solar spectrum he found only eleven. When he

came to aluminium, of the fourteen lines seen in the spectrum of

the metal only two existed among the Fraunhofer lines. In

zinc it is not yet quite decided whether we even have two out of

twenty-seven ; so that we see it was not all perfectly plain

sailing.

A New Vu-u

So much, then, for the chemistry of the solar atmosphere,

taken as a whole. Two observations suggest themselves : the

first is, that it is perfectly clear that if we have in the sun's

atmosphere incandescent iron vapour, and calcium vapour, and
magnesium vapour, and the incandescent vapours of many other

substances which we generally know here as solid bodies, there

must be tremendously strong convection-currents somewhere
;

for were these vapours at rest they must cool on the out-

side, and if they get up high enough they will condense, first

into liquid particles, and then into solid particles, and then they

are bound to go down. So that we see there is a new world of

motion in full front of us the moment we are driven to the

conclusion that we are really dealing with a mixed mass of

gases so intensely hot that its constituents exist in it,

except in the coldest parts of it, in a state of vapour.
To enable us to think this out a little, let us consider
a small part of the sun where we will imagine that the statical

condition is as nearly secured as possible, and that then
we suddenly upset the temperature equilibrium. When we get

any solid particles, say of iron, falling into a region where
they will be gradually melted, and then driven into iron

vapour, the vapour is bound to reascend—it will not continue in

its downward flight ; whereas if vapours, by ascending, gradu-
ally get cooler and cooler, they must afterwards redescend, falling

first, as I h.ive said before, as mist and then in big liquid drops,
and finally as solids—as meteorites, if you like : they are bound
to go doH n. To put this in the most general form, we may say
that in the sun's atmosphere complex molecules are bound to go
down, and simple molecules are bound to go up ; so that we
shall have convection-currents, as I have already hinted, pro-

duced in this kind of way, and these convection-currents must
exist wherever the temperature equilibrium is bro'.ven. Of course

we must assume that these more or less vertical convection-

currents may be modified to a certain extent by the rotation of
the sun, in the same way as the up and down currents of our
own air, and even the currents pole-wise and equator-wise are

modified by the rotation of the earth.

The other observation which suggests itself is as follows :
—

We need not limit ourselves to the general chemical ideas «'e

have acquired ; the chemistry of each part of the sun (always
above the photosphere) can be examined bit by bit. The photo-
sphere has spots in it ; it has the chromosphere above it with
the included prominences, the inner corona above that, the outer

corona above all. As a matter of fact, all these have now been
examined, bit by bit, by the spectroscope—that is from the

chemical point of view.

The next point of importance to urge is that a view of the

solar constitution has been arrived at in consequence of this new
wealth of facts, on which something must be said before we
go further.

The old view put the absorbing atmosphere above the photo-

sphere, the various chemical substances being arranged in the

order of their vapour-densities, so that hydrogen would be

highest, then sodium, then magnesium, till fin.ally we arrive at

iron and platinum, and so on.

Now, if that view were correct, it would be perfectly easy to

prove it at once by the new method of local examination. We
have only during an eclipse, or even without an eclipse, to put

the slit of a spectroscope on the edge of an image of the sun

thrown by an object-glass, and observe the spectrum from each

part of the sun ; from the photosphere to as far above the photo-

sphere as we can get. If that view were true, we should get,

as short bright lines close to the photosphere, the lines of sub-

stances having a high atomic weight. Then higher and higher

we should get longer lines indicating the existence at greater

heights in the solar atmosphere of those substances which have
a sm.aller atomic weight. Further, as we have evidence to show
that the spots exist in a low part of the sun's atmosphere (how
low we shall see by and by, when we come to consider them in

detail), we should expect in those spot^ to find all the familiar

line^ of the substances having a high atomic weight to be
affected. When we examine the chromosphere and the base of

the prominences which arise out of it, we should find that at the

same height or about the same height where the spots give us

lines of the substances of high atomic weight, the chromosphere

itself should be full of the same substances of high atomic

weight.

Now the fact that not one of these expectations is realised

—

that none of these things are so—has necessitated the putting

forward of the new view to which I have referred.

This can be stated in a very few words. It is that the

temperature of the sun is not only sufficient to drive all

our most refractory metals into vapour, as we can do in

our laboratories on the earth, but that it goes very much
further ; it continues the work of our laboratories, and
drives them into something else altogether finer than anything

that we can separate with our terrestrial conditions. Accord-

ing to that view, what would happen would be this :—If we
could lay hold of a solar meteorite, say a hundred thousand

miles from the photosphere, and watch it in its downward
flight, the solid would first become liquid, it would then be

vaporised, and we should have the spectrum with which we are

familiar in our laboratories ; but after that the vapour would still
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go through a series of simplifications of whicli we can take no

count in our laboratories, because we have not the same tem-

perature. What would happen in that view is that obviously

we should l<now nothing whatever of the spectrum of the lower

part of the atmosphere open to our inquiries. Now that is

practically the fact. The spectrum of the region just above the

photosphere is one of the strangest things in solar physics.

Almost everything there is strange. The lines which we see

are lines either altogether unknown to us, or are seen without

their usual terrestrial companions. Many are found in none of

the maps prepared in any of our laboratories, and whether we
read this story from the facts presented by spots, or those ob-

served in prominences, we get the same apparently inexplicable

riddle.

All this, then, by way of introduction. There will be a good
deal to be said as to details in the sequel. What we have
next to do is to commence our detailed examination of each

portion of the sun.

Dcsaiplioii of the General Siirftxce

To do this it is proper that we should begin with that part

with which we are most familiar : I mean the photosphere— the

bright shining surface which represents to most of us the actual

veritable sun.

When we look at the sun by means of an ordinary tele-

scope, taking proper precautions,— it will never do to look

straight at the sun with an ordinary telescope unless we wish

to be instantly blinded,—what one sees is first a bright disk,

which is slightly dimmed at the edge ; here and there, it

may be, will be seen dark objects, the spots, although it may
happen that no spots will be visible ; on examining the disk

carefully, what we further see is a strange mottling of the whole
surface. The mottling is very often very delicate ; but every-

where, in all parts of the sun, near the poles, near the solar

equator, and universally, we get this strange mottling. These
fine mottlings sometimes lake certain directions, in conse-

quence of the existence of powerful currents. Here .and

there we get cyclonic swirls, and here and there there is an
appearance of smudginess, apparently produced by tremendous
overhead currents, so to speak, that is, currents between us

and that part of the sun on which they appear.

Some photographs of the sun taken of late years by Dr.

Janssen at the Physical Observatory at Meudon, near Paris,

have thrown great light upon the general arrangement of this

mottling.

An attentive examination of his photographs shows that the

surface of the photosphere has not a constitution uniform in

all its parts, but that it is divided into a series of figures more
or less distant from each other, and presenting a peculiar consti-

tution. These figures have contours more or less rounded, often

very rectilinear, and generally resembling polygons. The
dimensions of these figures are very variable ; they sometimes
attain a minute and more in diameter.
While in the interior of the figures of which we speak the

grains are clear, distinctly terminated, although of very variable

size, in the boundary the grains are as if half eftaced,

stretched, strained ; for the most, indeed, they have disappeared
to make way for trains of matter which have replaced the granu-
lation. Everything indicates that in these spaces, as in the
penumbras of spots, as we shall see, the photospheric matter is

submitted to violent movements which have confused the

granular elements.
In these investigations the sun's appearance can be better

studied by these photographs than by means of the eye ami
telescope. This is what Dr. Janssen says on this point :

—

" The photospheric network cannot be discovered by optical

means applied directly to the sun. In fact, to ascertain it from
the plate, it is necessary to employ glasses which enable us to

embrace a certain extent of the photographic image. Then, if

the magnifying power is quite suitable, if the proof is quite pure,

and especially if it has received rigorously the proper exposure,

it will be seen tliat the granulation has not everywhere the same
distinctness ; that the parts consisting of well-formed grains

appear as currents which circulate so as to circumscribe spaces
where the phenomena present the aspect we have described.

But to establish this fact it is necessary to embrace a consider-
able portion of the solar disk, and it is this which it is impossible
to realise when we look at the sun in a very powerful instrument,
the field of which is, by the very fact of its power, very small.

In these conditions we may very easily conclude that there

exist portions where the granulation ceases to be distinct or even
visible ; but it is impossible to suppose that this fact is connecteil

with a general system."
Independently, then, of the phenomena of spots (about

which presently), the verdict of minute examination is that the

whole photosphere is riddled by convection-currents ; because

I shall have to show that each of those dark markings
which we will call pores, is the seat of a downrush, and each of

those domes, as we will call the intervening brighter portions, is,

in all probability, a dome produced by the very same cause that

gives us the grand domes of our cumulus clouds on a summer's
day.

T/ic Cause of the Photosphere

In discussing any subject, especially such a subject as the sun,

it does not do to avoid difficulties, and therefore I may very

frankly say that one of the greatest difficulties which students

of solar physics have met with up to the present time has been
the absence of an easy and satisfactoiy way of explaining the

existence, and the sharp boundary, and the intense brilliancy of

tlie photosphere.
Tlie photosphere, as already stated, is about 400,000 miles—in

round numbers—from the sun's centre. If we take the average

density of the sun at a pretty low figure, as we f.iund reason to do
in the last lecture, we note that the photosphere, assuming it to

be a shell, exists in a region of low pressure, and we see in a

moment that, unless we suppose the photosphere, or some-

thing immediately inside the photosphere, to be solid, there

is no reason for supposing any very great increase of pressure at

the photosphere itself. In fact, there are a great many reasons

for regardmg this as improbable, not to say impossible.

Now, if that is si, we are driven to another line of inquiry,

and it is this. If there can be no sudden increase of pressure

at the photospheric level to account for the sudden luminosity,

to what other cause must we look ? Driven to our supports, it

is fair to ask whether any sudden increase of temperature will

help us?
In an ordinary gas-jet we have coal-gas burning. When

we examine the coal-gas flame in an ordinary fish-tail burner,

with the spectroscope, what we find is this : Up to the p.art where

the luminosity—the white light—suddenly begins, about half-

Avay up, we get the flutings of acetylene and marsh-gas, and

above that we get nothing whatever except a continuous spec-

trum ; therefore, according to the books, we have now either a

solid, or a liquid, or a densely gaseous substance to deal with.

That is an obvious suggestion, and one apparently in harmony
with all the facts. I think that is the general opinion now.

Hence in a flame, in the non-luminous portion, we have got

hydrocarbons ascending, .'^o long as they are not dissociated

they are feebly luminous. The light which they give is chiefly

a fluted light, by which I mean that if we observe it with the

spectroscope we do not get much continuous spectrum. When
the hydrocarbons reach a certain height in the flame, their dis-

sociation becomes possible, the solid particles of carbon are set

free ; these solid particles of carbon when free give a continuous

spectrum totally different from that which they gave when they

were associated with the hydrogen in its various proportions in

the lower part of the flame.

Now, it is obvious that, generally, eveiything above the photo-

sphere must be cooler than the photosphere itself. Have we
then a relatively non-luminous gas going down, which at a

distance of 430,000 miles from the sun's centre finds a region

where chemical combination is destroyed, the eftect being ex-

actly the same— different in degree, but not different in kind

—

from that which we watch in a candle or gas-flame, imaginiiig the

gas-flame to be inverted for the sake of simplicity ? That is the

question. Is it along such a line as this one is to look for

the solution of the mystery of the sudden brightening
^
of

the photosphere, rather than along that other one which

attributes the increase of brilliancy to the sudden increase of

pressure, for which really one sees no physical basis at all ?

The Facuitt

It was stated that the pores were supposed to be the seats of

downrushes, and that the domes between the pores were the

equivalents of our cumulus clouds.

The brighter portions of the photosphere, called /?i-;//ir, consist

of domes heaped up together, or arranged in certain directions.

We shall find by and by that they are associated with a certain

stage in the history of every spot. But they are by no means

limited to the vicinity of spots. We may have some develop-
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ment of tliese facula; in parts of the sun where there are no

spots at all.

Those who are familiar with this class of observations

will remember that it is much easier to see the facula; near the

sun's limb than in the centre of the sun. Also it is easier

to get a photograph of the faculce using a collodion or a dry

plate which works very far up in the blue, than it is with a col-

lodion or a dry plate which works in the green or the blue-

green ; this latter fact proves to us quite conclusively, as it

was pointed out a good many years ago now,' that the difference

between the light at the top of a dome, so to speak, or the

bottom, or between the top of the cumulus and the base of the

pore, is a difference chiefly of tliat kind of light which writes

its record by means of the absorption of the blue end of the

spectrum.

The reason that we see the sun red at sunrise and sunset fre-

quently is not that there is anything different in our air at that

moment, but because we are looking at the sun through a greater

thickness of the air ; and the redness of the sun is the balance

left after our atmosphere has done all it can in the way of ab-

sorbing the blue. We do not expect to get the sun red at mid-

day. Of course a London fog will do anything ; but I am
talking of our ordinary atmosphere ; and the fact that we do
riOt get the sun red in the middle of the day is one of the same
kind .as the other one that we do not so easily see the faculs on

the centre of the sun as we do at the edge of it. There is

absorption going on between the top of a facula and the bottom
of a pore ; and, as you know, to get that out in its greatest

vigour and quantity we must take the greatest possible thickness

of atmosphere. We see in a moment that the only way to have
a considerable thickness of solar atmosphere to work this for

is to make observations near the sun's limb.

These faculas exist on an enormous scale. It is quite common
to see reaches of them tens of thousands of miles long, lasting

for days, and perhaps weeks ; we get in that fact an indication

of the enormous amount of energy which may still be changing

places in the solar atmosphere, even though we do not get other

phenomena which appear to us to be more important. By
" other phenomena " of course I mean the spots.

J. Norman Lockyer

( To be continued. )

BARK BREAD
IVyTOST travellers in Norway have probably had more than
•''• sufficient opportunities of becoming acquainted with the

so-called "Fladbrod," flat bread, of the country. Few, how-
ever, among them who have partaken of this dry and insipid

food may possibly be aware that in many districts, more es-

pecially in Hardanger, the chief ingredient in its composition is

the bark of trees. This substitution of an indigestible product
for I'onA fide flour is not necessarily a proof of the scarcity of

cereals, but is to be ascribed rather to an opinion prevalent

among the peasant women that the bark of young pine branches,

or twigs of the elm, are capable of being made into a thinner

paste than unadulterated barley or rye-meal, of which the

Norse housewife, who prides herself on the lightness of her
"Fladbrod," puts in only enough to make the compound hold
together.

The absence of any nutritive property in bark bread, whether
made with elm or pine bark, and the positive injury it may do
the digestive organs, has of late attracted much notice among
Norwegian physiologists, and the editor of Naturen, with a

view of calling the attention of the public to the subject, has,

with the author's permission, reprinted some remarks by
Dr. Schtibeler on the history and character of the bark bread of
Scandinavia. From this source we learn that the oldest refer-

ence to the use of bark bread in Norway occurs in a poem,
ascribed to the Skald Sighvat, who lived in the first half of the
eleventh century. In the year 1300 the annals of Gothland
record a season of dearth, in which men were forced to eat the
liark and leaf-buds of trees, while then, and during the later

periods of the Middle Ages, the frequent failure of the crops in

all parts of Scandinavia led to the systematic use of the bones
and roe of fishes, as well as the bark of trees as a substitute

for genuine flour ; and so extensively was the latter substance
used that Pastor Herman Ruge, who in 1762 wrote a treatise

on the preservation of woods, has drawn attention to the almost

' In 1872 ; see " Solar Phyixs," p. 404.

complete disappearance of the elm in the Bohus district, which
he ascribes to the universal practice in bygone times of stripping

the bark for the preparation of bread.

In Nordland and Finmark the root of Stridhiopteris gertnanica
and other ferns, as well as the leaves of various species of

Rumex, have been largely used with barley-meal in making
ordinary bread as well as " Fladbrod." In Finland the national
" pettuleipa " (bark bread), which was in former times almost the
only breadstuft'of the country, still ranks as an ordinary article

of food in Kajana, and in the forest-regions of Oesterbotten. and
Tavastland. Here it is usually made of the inner layers of the
pine-bark, ground to a meal, which is mixed with a small
quantity of rye-flour to give the requisite tenacity to the dough.
The Finlanders of an older generation showed marvellous in-

genuity in composing breadstuffs, in which scarcely a trace of
any cereal could be detected in the mixture of bark, berries,

seeds, bulbs, and roots of wild plants, which they seem to have
accepted as a perfectly legitimate substitute for corn-bread. In
the interior of Sweden, according to Prof. Save, the best bread
of the peasants consisted till the middle of this century of pease,

oats, and barley-meal in equal proportions, while in the ordinary
daily bread the husks, chaft", and spikes of the oats were all

ground down together. In bad seasons even this was unattain-

able by the Dalekarlian labourer, who had to content himself
with pine-bark bread.

DILA TANCY '

'1"'HE princip.al object of this lecture was to show eicperimental
•*• evidence of a hitherto unrecognised fact of fundamental
importance in mechanical philosophy. This newly-recognised
property peculiar to granular masses (named by the author
"Dilatancy") would be rendered clear by the exp-riments.
But it was not from these experiments that it had been dis-

covered. This discovery was the result of an endeavour to

conceive the mechanical properties a medium must possess in

order to act the part of the all-pervading ether—transmitting
waves such as light, but not such as sound, allowing free motion
of bodies, causing distant bodies to gravitate, and causing forces

like cohesion, elasticity, and friction between adjacent molecules,
together with electricity and magnetism.
As the result of this endeavour, it appeared that the simplest

conceivable medium, a mass of rigid granules in contact with
each other, would answer not only one but all of these require-

ments, provided such shape or fit could be given to the grains
that, while these rigidly preserved their shape, the medium
should possess the apparently paradoxical or anti-sponge-like
property of swelling in bulk when its shape was altered.

This required that the grains should so interlock that, when
any change in the shape of the mass occurred, the interstices

between the grains should increase. Having recognised this

property as a necessity of the ether, the next question became,
What must be the shape and fit of the grains so that the mass
might possess this unique property ? At first it seemed that
there must be something special and intricate in this structure.

It would obviously be possessed by grains shaped to fit into

each other's interstices : this was illustrated by a model of bricks
arranged to bond as in a wall ; when the pile was distorted,

interstices appeared. Subsequent consideration revealed this

striking fact—that any shape of grains resulted in a medium
possessing this property of dilatancy so long as the medium
was continuous, or so long as precautions were taken to prevent
rearrangement of the grains, commencing at the outside. All
that was wanted was a mass of smooth hard grains, ea li grain
being held by the adjacent grains, and the grains on the outside
being so controlled as to prevent rearrangement. This was illus-

trated by a model of a pile of shot, which, when in closest order,

could not have its shape changed without opening the order and
mcreasing the interstices. The pile being brought from do est

to most open order by simply distorting its shape, the ontside
balls being forced, those in the interior were constrained to

follow, showing that in no case could a rearrangement start in

the interior.

Considering the generality of this conclusion, it was neces-

sary to explain how it was that dilatancy was not a property of
ordinary atomic or molecular matter. This was owing to the
elasticity, cohesion, and friction which rendered molecules in-

' Abstract of a Lecture delivered at the Royal Institution of Great
Britain, on Friday evening, February 12, 1886. By Prof. Osborne Reynolds,
LL.D.,F.R.S.
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capable of acting the part of independent grains whose only

property was to keep their shape. This was not inconsistent

with dilatancy in ether, for these physical properties were pos-

sessed by the molecules of matter in consequence of the presence

of the ether, and hence it was not logical that the atoms of ether

should possess these properties.

If evidence of dilatancy were to be obtained frorn tangible

matter, it was to be sought on the most commonplace, and what

had hitherto been the least interesting, form, that of hard,

separate grains— corn, sand, shot, &c.

That an important geometrical and mechanical property of a

material system should have lain hid for thousands of years, even

in sand and corn, was such a striking thought that it required no

small faith in mechanical principles to undertake the search for

it ; and, though finding nothing but what was in accordance

with previous conclusions, the evidence obtained of this long-

hidden property was as much a matter of surprise to the lecturer

as it could be to any of the audience.

To render the dilatancy of a mass of grains evident, it was

necessary to accomplish two things : (l) the outside grains must

be controlled so that they could not rearrange, and this without

preventing change of shape or change of bulk
; (2) it was neces-

sary to adopt means of measuring the change of bulk or volume
of the mass or of the interstices between the grains as its shape

was changed. A very simple means—a thin india-rubber bag

—

was found to answer both these purposes to perfection. 'Ihe

outside grains indented themselves into the india-rubber, which

prevented their changing their places, while the impervious

character of the bag allowed of a continuous measure of the

volume of its contents by measuring the quantity of air or water

necessary to fill the interstices.

In these experiments neither the bag nor the fluid had anything

to do with the dilatancy of the contents considered as forming

part of a continuous medium, the bag merely controlling the

outside members as they would be controlled by the sur-

rounding grains, and the fluid merely measuring or limiting tlie

volume.
India-rubber football cases were then .shown full of dry sand,

shot, corn, and glass marbles, shaken down into their densest

form. The bags could not be distorted, as by squeezing between

two plates, without enlarging the interstices between the grains,

and hence the volume of the bag. Such increase of bulk was
not, owing to the change of shape, evident to the eye ; but by
connecting the mouth of the bag to a pressure-gauge, it appeared

as the squeezing began, the pressure of the air within the inter-

stices began to diminish, and as the squeezing went on dimi-

nished as much as 6 inches of mercury, which showed that the

interstices had increased a third. These experiments were
introduced mainly to prevent the impression that the character

of the fluid within the interstices had anything to do with

dilatancy. Water affords a more definite measure of volume
than air. This was shown. A bag holding six pints of sand

full of water without air, connected by a tube with the bottom of

a vessel of water, drew, on being squeezed, about a pint of water

frnm the vessel into the bag. This was the maximum dilation
;

for further squeezing the water ran back into the vessel, and
then again, for still further squeezing, was drawn back again,

showing that, as the change of form proceeded, the medium
passed through maxinum and m.inimum dilations.

The most striking evidence of dilatancy is obtained from the

fact that, since dilatant material cannot change its shape without

increasing in volume, by preventing change of volume all change
of shape is prevented. By closing the communication between
the bag and the vessel of water, and thus preventing further

increase of volume, further change of shape was instantly pre-

vented. Starting with the sand at its densest, and the com-
munication closed, a pinch of 200 lbs. was put on the planes

without producing the smallest apparent change in the spherical

shape of the bag.

Communication with the pressure-gauge was then opened,

which showed that, so far from the water in the bag being at a

greater pressure than the atmosphere, it was less by 20 inches of

mercury, so that a little more pressure on the planes and a
vacuum would have been formed. On opening communication
with the water the bag instantly responded by change of shape,
and again instantly stopped when the supply was cut off.

That the thickness of the envelope was of no importance so

long as it was impervious to air, was shown by using india-rubber

ba 00ns, so thin that the sand could be seen through them
;

one of these, which was soft and yielding when the water was in

excess, became hard like a cannon-ball when'the excess of water
was drawn off, maintaining any shape it had when the bag was
closed, supporting 200 lbs.

In this way a cast was taken from a mould, into which the

bag was shaken with water in excess till it took the form of the

mould ; the excess of water was then drawn olif, and the mould
removed, leaving an image which preserved its shape loaded

with 200 lbs.

The firmness and softness of the sand by the sea was shown
to be due to these causes ; as the tide falls it leaves the sand
apparently dry, but in reality full of water, the surface of which
is kept up to the surface of the fine sand by capillary attraction.

This saturated sand cannot yield to the tread without dilating,

and cannot dilate until it has had time to draw more water, the

first effect of the foot being to draw down the capillary surface,

leaving the sand apparently dry round the foot. This_was
shown by experiment.
The lecturer then indicated how the property of dilatancyjn a

continuous medium would render it capable of causing an

attraction between bodies at a distance, like gravitation, and
cohesion, and elastic forces between bodies close together

;

how the ability of the grains to rearrange at a free surface would
allow bodies to move freely in the medium which, if in a state of

agitation by transverse waves in all directions, would transmit

waves like those of light, but not like sound, and which if con-

sisting of grains of two different sizes or shape, would give rise

to phenomena resembling those of electricity.

In conclusion, it was remarked that, promising as this dilatant

hypothesis of ether was, it could not be taken as proved until it

had been worked out in detail. This would take long, and in

the meantime it was put forward to add interest to the property

of dilatancy, to the discovery of which it had led. The property

of dilatancy once recognised was, however, independent of any

hypothesis, and seemed to have opened up a new field for

philosopliical and mathematical research quite independent of

the ether.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Microscopical Society, February 10.—The Presi-

sident. Rev. Dr. Dallinger, F. R. S. , in the chair. —The President

referred to the loss sustained by the death of Mr. P. H. Lealand,

to whom microscopists were so largely indebted for the optica

productions which were so well known and appreciated.—The
Report of the Council was read and adopted.—Dr. Dallinger

then gave his annual address, in wdiich he detailed the results of

his later researches into the life-history of minute septic organ-

isms as can-ied on by means of the improved lenses constructed

for him by Messrs. Powell and Lealand. Four forms weie
selected for study. Each of these septic organisms terminate a

long series of fissions with what is practically a generative act

of fusion. The two last of a long chain of self-divided forms fuse

into one, become quite still, and at length the investing sac

bursts, and a countless host of germs is poured forth. The
growth of these germs into forms like the parent was continu-

ously watched, showing gradual enlargement, and ultimate, but

as to time somewhat uncertain, appearance of the nucleus,

and the somewhat sudden appearance of the flagella or thread-

like motor organs, the latter being found in each instance to

arise in the nucleus. Very soon after the adult stage is reached

the act of self-division commences, and is kept up for hours

in succession. The delicate plexus-like structure becomes
aggregated at one end of the nucleus, leaving the rest perfectly

clear, except that a faint beading is seen in the middle line,

with two or three finer thre.ads from it to the plexus. Then
occurs the commencement of partition of the nucleus, followed

by a slight indication of division of the body-substance.

Quickly afterwards the nucleus becomes completely cleft, and
the body-substance follows suit. Then the iilexus-like condition

is again diffused equally over the whole nucleus. When the

generative condition is approached by the last generation of a

long series of dividing forms, it is remarkable that the organism

becomes amceboid, showing how far-reaching is the amceboid
state. In this condition, when two such forms touch one another

they coalesce and fuse into each other almost as though two
globules of mercury had touched, until nucleus reaches nucleus

and the two melt into one, and the blended bodies become a

globular sac, which ultimately emits an enormous number of

germs. Previous to the blending it is now made out that all
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traces of plexus-like structure are lost in the nucleus, which
becomes greatly enlarged and assumes a milky aspect, and
shows no trace of structure throughout the process of fusion.

Afterwards it begins to diffuse itself radially through the body-

sarcode, until every trace of the nucleus is gone, and the still

globule of living matter becomes tight and glossy, but no trace

of structure can be anywhere found in it. In this condition it

remains for six hours, when it emits the multitude of germs.

After giving similar details about several other organisms, Dr.
Dallinger summed up thus:—" One thing appears clear; the

nucleus is the centre of all the higher activities in these organ-

isms. The germ itself appears to be but an undeveloped
nucleus, and when that nucleus has attained its full dimensions
there is a pause in growth, in order that its internal develop-

ment may be accomplished. It becomes practic illy indisputable

that the body-sarcode is, so to speak, a secretion, a vital product
• )f the nucleus. From it the fiagella originally arise ; by it the

act of fission is initiated and in all probability carried to the

end ; the same is the case with fertilisation and the production
of germs. We are thus brought into close relation with the

behaviour of the nucleus in the simplest condition. No doubt
far profounder and subtler changes are concurrently proceeding.
We of course are no nearer to the solution of what life is. But
to come any distance nearer to a kn iwledge of how the most
living part of the minutest organisms acts in detail has for me,
and for most biologists, an increasing fascination. " The address
was illustrated by the aid of the oxy-hydrogen lantern.—The new
Council was elected, Dr, Dallinger being elected President for a
third term.

BlRiHrNGH.iM

Philosophical Society, February ii.—On Resistance at

^urface^ of electrodes in electrolytic cells, by G. Gore, LL. D.,
!•'. R. S. This paper is a purely experimental one, and contains

new proofs of some of the chief results of an extensive research

on "transfer-resistance," communicated to the Royal Society,

March 2, 1885 {Proc. Roy. Soc, 1SS5, No. 236, p. 209). In it

the author shows conclusively that the phenomena discovered
by him, and to which he applied that term, are not due to

polarisation, some kind of electromotive f irce, or any other

form of opposing difference of electric potential, because they
still remain when those causes are entirely absent. He selected

various cases of voltaic inversion, in which a ])air of different

metals in an exciting electrolyte produced no difference of

electric potential and no voltaic current, and examined them for
" resistance " and differences of "resistance" at the immersed
surfaces of the two metals. He first tested them by a "bridge"
method, and then by a "condenser" one, also described, and
gives the results ; and in every case he found that the "resist-

ance " still existed, and was different in amount at the two
plates. In each case the plates were of equal sizes. He also

took several cases in which a pair of plates of the same metal,
but of different sizes, were immersed in an exciting electrolyte, a
combination which it is well known produces no difference of

electric potential and no voltaic current, and tested them simi-

larly, and found abundant evidence of "resistance," different

in amount at the two plates m each instance. By the
condenser method he also measured the amounts of such
"resistance" at the surfaces of the two different metals, of several
voltaic elements at their inversion-points, during absence of
difference of electric potential, and gives the quantities. He
asks :

" Is the phenomenon I have discovered really of the
nature of ordinary electric conduction-resistance ? If it is, its

characters will agree with the most essential ones of that influ-

ence. It agrees in several important points with that resistance :

first, it is not able to produce a current ; second, it is usually
small with those liquids in which ordinary resistance is small

;

and third, it is considerably reduced in liquids by rise of tem-
perature, it also, when overcome by current, evolves heat"
{Proc. Roy. Soc, 1885, No. 236, p. 209; Phil. Mag., vol.

xxi. 1S86, pp. 130-14S). It differs, however, from such resist-

ance in the less important circumstance that it varies in amount
with the strength and density ofthe current ; it is also usually much
larger in amount than the ordinary conductipn-resistance of a short
section of the same liquid. "From these various fundamental
truths respecting it, ' transfer-resistance ' is a retarding influence
essentially similar to ordinary conduction -resistance, but modi-
fied, increased in amount, and rendered more complex by taking
place at the surfaces of mutual contact of two heterogeneous
bodies instead of in the mass of a homogeneous substance. ' He
concludes by remarking that " it performs an important part in

the action of all voltaic batteries and electrolytic cells," and
calls attention to the circumstance that " one important practical

application" of it "has been made in the electro-metallurgical

purification of copper on the large scale, where a great saving
has been eftected by arranging the depositing vats in multiple
series, and thus diminish the 'transfer-resistance.'" It was in

the year 1831 that the first attempt to discover this kind of
resistance was made by Fechner.

Taris

Academy of Sciences, February 22.—M. Jurien de la

Graviere, President, in the chair.—Obseiwations of the small
planets made with the great meridian instrument of the Paris

Observatory during the fourth quarter of the year 1885, com-
municated by M. Mouchez.—Determination of the elements of

refraction : examination of the general geometrical conditions

required to be fulfilled in the practical solution of the problem,

by M. Lcewy. The question is treated under the three follow-

ing heads :—(i) Given the positions of two stars, at what time

of the day must the conjugated operations be effected in order to

attain the greatest variation of refraction ? (2) What angle of

the double-mirror is most suitable for obtaining this maximum
value ? (3) What are the co-ordinates of the two stars enabling

the observer to arrive at the maximum effect of the refraction in

the minimum of time ?—Experimental verification of Verdet's

optical law in the directions near those that are normal to the

magnetic lines of force, by MM. A. Cornu and A. Potier.

—

Specific determination of the imprint of fossil plants in the Car-

boniferous formations of the Gard, with a view to determining

the sequence of the vegetable species and of the stratified rocks

in this basin, by M. Grand'Eury.—On the equivalent of the ter-

bines, by M. Lecoq de Boisbaudran.—Remarks on M. Jean
Luvini's note on the subject of the conflicting theories advanced
by M. Faye and his opponents to explain the action of water-

spouts, whirlwinds, and analogous atmospheric phenomena, by
M. Leon Lalanne. The author mentions two authentic cases

which occurred on the west coast of France many years ago,

and which seem inexplicable except on the supposition of

a transverse ascending jfwi'ctnent.—Note on the employment
of dynamometric machines for the transmission of force at the

marine cannon foundry of Ruelle, communicated by M. Jurien de
la Graviere.—Observations of Barnard's comet made at the Im-
perial Observatory of Rio de Janeiro, by M. L. Cnils. These
observations, made with the o"25m. equatorial, extend over the

period from July 15 to August 8, after which date the comet
became invisible.—Observation of the nebula in Andromeda
made at the same Observatory during the period from Sep-

tember 10 to December 18, 1885, .by M. L. Cruls. The angle of

position between the no<'a and the central nucleus of the nebula,

as well as the angular distance, was measured on two separate

occasions, with the following results :

—

Angle of position Estimated distance

September 17

October 28 ...

80-9

79-1

—Observation of the meteoric display of November 27, 1885,

made at the same Observatory, by M. Cruls. The total number
of meteors observed between November 26-29 was 1792, the

maximum being on November 27, when 73 were seen in five

minutes and 1 145 during the whole night.—Results furnished

by the observation of the solar protuberances at the Roman
Observatory during the year 18S5, by M. P. Tacchini. The
great protuberances were never seen in the neighbourhood

of the Poles, but nearly always between the equator and ± 40°,

corresponding almost invariably with solar regions free from

spots and faculK. As regards the protuberances, solar energy

may be considered as having been more active in 1885 than

during the previous year.—Phosphorographic studies for the

photographic reproduction of the stars, by M. Ch. V. Zenger.

The author describes what he hopes may prove to be an im-

provement even on MM. Henry's process, which has already

yielded such surprising results. He uses the phosphorescence of

the sulphurets of the alkaline earths instead of the fluoiescence

in the preparation of his photographic plates, thereby securing

greater sensitiveness and power to reproduce the invisible as well

as the visible stars.—Determination of the remainder in Gauss's

quadrature formula, by M. P. Mansion.—Note on a geometri-

cal interpretation of the differential equation

—

\'%-')- ax
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THE SCIENTIFIC RELIEF FUND
A TIME in which so many heartrending calls are being

made upon the benevolent seems but ill-adapted for

pressing any schemes not immediately connected with

any specially urgent distress. There is, however, at present

an appeal being made by the Royal Society to all who
are in any way interested in science, which, though on

behalf of a permanent fund, and not connected with any
ephemeral distress, has long been felt to be necessary, and
which peculiar circumstances render it imperative now to

press forward without delay.

For some years past the Scientific Relief Fund ad-

ministered by the Royal Society has been found insuf-

ficient properly to meet the numerous claims made upon
it, and the Committee in charge of the Fund has been
frequently hampered in its action in consequence. Of
course the demands upon it are variable in their character

and extent, being chiefly dependent on what may be called

the chapter of accidents ; but there are few years that

pass without some one of greater or less scientific repute

being carried off by an untimely death without having

made due provision for those whom he leaves behind

him ; and perhaps fewer years still in which some earnest

worker is not laid low by sickness, and finds himself

reduced by an unforeseen chain of circumstances to a

condition in which a grant from a fund administered by
his scientific brethren is of inestimable value both mate-

rially and morally.

The income of the Scientific Relief Fund has not

hitherto e.xceeded some 250/. per annum, its capital at

the close of last year being about 7500/. With the view

of increasing this capital sum to at least 20,000/. a most
munificent offer has been made by Sir William Armstrong,

who was among the original founders of the Fund. It is

that he will present 6500/. to the Fund provided certain

conditions are fulfilled, the principal of which is that an

equal amount be raised from other sources within the

current year. We earnestly hope that there may be no
difficulty in accomplishing this, and, with the view of

making the scope and character of the Fund !iiore fully

understood, we annex a few explanatory particulars.

It was in the year 1859 that the idea of creating a

Scientific Relief Fund occurred to the minds of the late

Mr. Gassiot and some other Fellows of the Royal Society,

and the regulations under which it was to be adminis-

tered were carefully considered, and, having been adopted

by the Royal Society, have remained practically un-

changed until the present day. The object of the Fund
is defined to be for the aid of such scientific men or their

families as may from time to time require and deserve

assistance- Cases, however, can only be entertained on

the recommendation of a President of one of th;- char-

tered Societies, it being understood that he consults the

Councils over which he presides as to the person whom
he intends to recommend for relief The Committee

administering the Fund, though Fellows of the Royal

Society, are not members of its Council, and the senior

member of its body retires annually, another Fellow

being appointed in his place. It will thua he seen that
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every reasonable precaution has been taken for the im-

partial and judicious administration of the Fund ; and
since its foundation nearly a hundred recipients of well-

timed grants have had reason to bless its existence.

It may perhaps be said that men of science ought to

be able to foresee what is coming, and be prepared to

meet all the changes and chances of this mortal life, ar \

possibly as a class they are more than usually exempt
from those reverses of fortune to which all are liable. It

is, however, the unforeseen that constantly occurs, and

the temporary aid which, by means of such a Fund, a

man can receive from a committee of his fellow-workers

may be accepted with all gratitude, and without that

humiliation which would be felt did the relief proceed

from any more ordinary source of charity.

But although men of science may as a rule be prudent,

it can hardly be said that they are as a class rich. Their

researches may aid others in the acquisition of material

wealth, but the cases are exceptional where the pursuit of

science has brought large pecuniary gains to the student.

Where it has, we are confident that others besides Sir

William Armstrong will aid those less fortunate in this

particular than themselves by contributing liberally to this

Fund.

There is, however, another and important class ot

persons whose ample fortunes have been the result of

the judicious application of science in economic pursuits,

and we may be sure that the wants of the Fund have only

to be brought under their notice to assure ready and
efficient aid in raising the amount necessary to meet
Sir William Armstrong's munificent offer. Already we
see on the list a noble subscription of five hundred guineas

from Mr. Ludwig Mond, and we venture to hope that by

thus giving publicity to what is at present being done to

enlarge the scope of this most useful Fund, others directly

and indirectly interested in science may be led to follow

so generous an example.

Looking at the extent to which the material welfare of

this country has now for many years been intimately con-

nected with its scientific progress, the debt due from all

to the workers in science must at once be appreciated,

and a more practical manner of acknowledging this in-

debtedness can hardly be suggested than that of contri-

buting to the Scientific Relief Fund.

THE BOTANY OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
REGION

Manual of the Botany of the Rocky Mountain Region,

from New Mexico to the British Boundary. By John

M. Coulter, Ph.D., Professor of Botany in the Wabash

College. (New York and Chicago : Ivison, Blakeman

Taylor, and Co, 1885.)

'r'HE object of this manual, as stated in the preface, is

1- to do for the range of country in which the plants

it describes are found, what has for a long time been so

admirably done for the North-Eastern States of the

Union by Asa Gray's manual. It hence affords a means

of comparison between two distant areas, each of such

considerable dimensions as to throw much light on the

flora of temperate North America. And not only with

the flora of the Eastern States does it compare, for, the

botany of the great Western area included in California
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having also been recently worked out, the three floras

together enable a fairly accurate estimate to be formed of

the nature and extent of the vegetation of the middle

regions of temperate North America from ocean to

ocean. Thus Gray's manual takes in the States between
the Atlantic and Mississippi, which lie north of Tennessee

and North Carolina ; that is, approximately between

lats. 36i^ and 46' N., and is essentially the vegetation of

a wooded region with high-lands towards the coast. The
Rocky Mountain manual occupies a rather smaller area,

comprising the States of Colorado, Wyoming, Montana,
Western Dakota, Western Nebraska, and Western
Kansas. Its southern and northern limits are on the

same parallel as those of Gray's " Flora," and its eastern

limits (the looth meridian) is nearly parallel to and as

long as Gray's western, and distant from it about 400
miles. Its western frontier is a very irregular one, follow-

ing the north-western and south-eastern direction of the

great mountain plateau ; and borders the Pacific States

of Washington and Oregon, and the interior ones of

Nevada and Utah. It is essentially an Alpine and prairie

vegetation
;
probably most or all of it is above 4000 feet of

elevation, with mountains attaining a maximum of over

14,000 feet (Mount Gray). The Californian flora, again,

does not occupy half the area of either of the others. It

extends rather further south, to lat. 35°, and only to 45° N.
Though only 200 miles in average breadth, it is infinitely

richer than both the others combined, having a mountain
flora—the Sierra Nevada—throughout the length of its

eastern boundary, a coast flora along the Pacific, a liill

flora along a coast range, and a valley flora between the

latter and the Sierra Nevada.

Comparing the areas thus limited with that of the

whole breadth of what may be regarded as temperate
North America (in contradistinction to the cold British

possessions to the north of 48^ and the hot ones to the

south of 35°), it will be seen that they together cover

nearly four-fifths of the breadth of the continent, of

which 1200" miles are in the limits of Gray's "Flora,"

700 in Coulter's, and (though not in the same parallel)

200 in the Californian. The strips of country not included

are, the wooded region west of the Mississippi, and the

prairies between the latter and the lOOth meridian, and the

region of the Great Basin, between the Rocky Mountains
and the Sierra Nevada. Neither ot them can, however,
be expected to add much to the sum of the three floras

now under consideration, for on the one hand the

western wooded region of the Mississippi cannot add
much to Gray's flora or the eastern prairies to Coulter's

;

and on the other hand, as the Rocky Mountain flora

takes in the plants of the western fringe of the Great
Basin, and the Californian its eastern fringe, the inter-

mediate region cannot add very much to what these two
floras contain.

Dr. Gray 1 has in various essays admirably discussed

the characteristics of the three longitudinal zones of

North American vegetation, and clearly indicated their

composition and relations. In no region of the northern

• "Statistics of the Flora of the Northern United States" {Ameruatt
"Journat of Science ami Arts, vol. xxiii.) ;

" Remarks concerning the Flora
of North America " (American yoiirnal of Scieiue and Arts, vol. xxiv.);
"Vegetation of the Rocky Mjuntain Region " (Bulletin of the United
States Geological and Geographical Survey, val. vi. No. i, i88r); " Charac-

,^^ Flora" (British Association Reports,
Journal 0/ Science, va\. xxviii. 1884).

hemisphere, nor perhaps anywhere on the globe, can
three parallel meridional floras so different in their aspect

and elements be found within such narrow limits, as the

middle unforested zone of North America separating two
heavily forested ones, the latter differing from one another

by hundreds of genera and thousands of species.

The richness of the three floras as expressed by
genera and species is, in round numbers

—

Rocky Mountain Flora
Eastern United .States

Californian

Species (European)

500 1750 (300)
660 2150 (370)

764 3786 (225)

A striking difference between the Pacific and Atlantic

floras is in the relative numbers of the two primary groups

of Dicotyledons : the Polypetalae and Monopetalae,

which in California are as 'eighteen to ten, but in the

Eastern States nearly equal. In both the Incompletae

amount to about one-third of the Monopetala;, in which
respect the Rocky Mountain flora assimilates to the

Eastern one. But the most remarkable difference

between the three floras is in the relative proportion of

Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons, which is about I : 2'i8

in the Eastern United States ; i : 3 in the Rocky Moun-
tains ; and I : 4"9 in California. This is mainly due to the

greater number of Junces, Cyperaceas, and Gramineae in

the Rocky Mountains and Eastern States, and the abnormal
excess of various Dicotyledonous families in California.

So too with the proportion of genera to species : it is

nearly the same in the Rocky Mountains and Eastern

States (i : 3^5 and l : 3'3), but in California, owing very

much to the number of monotypic genera, it is nearly as

1 : 5.

Regarding the composition of the Rocky Mountain
flora, the most remarkable facts are the number of Com-
positae, amounting to one-fifth of the Phanerogains, thus

far exceeding the proportions in the Eastern United

States (about one-seventh), and in California (about one-

eighth). Of this order nearly forty genera do not occur

in the Eastern States. Leguminosa; come next in order

of number of species, as they do in California, where,

however, they are fewer in proportion to the whole

flora. These, with Graminese, Cyperacese, .Scrophu-

larineas, and Rosaceas, which follow next in order ot

numbers (six families in all), embrace half the Rocky
Mountain Phanerogamic flora. In the Eastern United

States half of the flora consists of seven families, of

which the five first are the same as in the Rocky Moun-
tain flora ; but Scrophularineae are replaced by Ericeoe,

and Ranunculaceaj are to be added. In California, oia

the other hand, species of no fewer than thirteen families

must be added together to embrace half the flora.

But the most conspicuous difference to the eye between

the vegetation of the Rocky Mountains and the Eastern

.States consists in the absence in the former of almost

all the Conifers and Cupulifers of the latter, together

with the whole Orders of Magnoliacea;, Tiliaceas, Juglan-

de.i;, Platanaceas, and Droseraceas, and the rarity of

Hypericineaj, Rubiaceaa, Lobeliacese, Ericese, Labiatae,

and Orchidea:, and of water-plants generally. On the

other hand, there is in the Rocky Mountains a much
greater abundance of Cruciferas, Portulaceae, Loasacere,

Cactaceae, Polemoniacese, Borragineae, Solanaceas, Che-

nopodiaceae, Polygoneae, and Nyctagineas, — all show-
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ing the flora to partake far more of that of the

Pacific than of the Atlantic coast. It differs, however,

notably from the Cahfornian flora in the paucity of

Papaveracea;, Rhauinea;, Hydrophyllacea;, Labiata;,

CupuHfene, Coniferas, and Lihacea:.

The distribution in the United States of America of the

4S0 indigenous European species,' which form an integral

part of their flora, offers some very interesting matters for

consideration. Of these there are indigenous to the

Rocky Mountain Flora about 300
Eastern United States „ 370
Cahfornian „ 225
Common to all „ 135

The following list of some of the Rocky Mountain

species not found either in the Eastern Alps or Sierra

Nevada of California is a very instructive one. No doubt

some occur in the northern continuation of the Sierra

Nevada, in Oregon, and Washington, &c. ; such are there-

fore plants of the Pacific States, though not Cahfornian :

—

Ranunculus hyperboreus, Ado.xa Moschatellina
nivalis, pygmasus, and Hieracium umbellatum
affinis Campanula uniflora

Thalictrum alpinum Androsace Chamaejasme
Papaver nudicaule Gentiana frigida, glacialis,

Draba stellata, incana prostrata

Viola biflora Swertia perennis
Cerastium alpinum Lloydia serotina

Sagina nivalis Juncus triglumis, castaneus
Elatine triandra Kobresia caricina

Astragalus hypoglottis Care.'i microglochin, rupes-

Potentilla nivea tris, obtusata, frigida, am-
Saxifraga Hirculus, flagel- pullacea, nardina, gyno-

laris, ca;spitosa, cernua, crates, incurva, steno-

adscendcns, punctata phylla, elongata, leporina

Chrysosplenium alternifo- Alopecurus alpinus

hum Deyeu.xia lapponica
Epilobium latifolium Catabrosa aquatica

These it will be seen are for the most part Arctic

plants, whose presence might be expected on any range

of mountains of sufficient elevation in America ; but they

are absent both in the Sierra Nevada and the White
Mountains of the Eastern States. On the other hand, it

is not easy to account for the absence in the Rocky
Mountains of an even greater number of European species

which are found in the Eastern States or in California, or

both, and of which some occur in most other meridians

of the globe. Such are especially

Caltha palustris Trientalis europasa
Nuphar lutea Euphrasia officinalis

Cardamine bellidifolia and Prunella vulgaris

pratensis Armeria vulgaris

Arabis petrasa Myrica Gale
Drosera (all the 3 European Salix herbacea

species) Betula alba
Arenaria peploides Taxus baccata
Montia fontana Rhynchospora alba and
Oxalis Acetosella fusca
Oxytropis campestris Carex (24 species, chiefly

Rubus Chamaemorus boreal)

CircKa lutetiana and alpina Tofieldia palustris

Lythrum Salicaria Narthecium ossifragum
Lobelia Dortmanna Luzula arcuata
Erices (12 species, nearly Hierochloe alpina

all Arctic, and both Euro- Aira alropurpurea
pean and Asiatic) Glyceria fluitans

Menyanthes trifoliata

^ In Gray's " Vegetation of the Rocky Mountain Region," cited above,
will be found an exhaustive table of comparison of all the Alpine plants of
the .Atlantic. Pacific, and Rocky Mountain regions as then known. Coulter's
" Flora," however, introduces considerable modifications in its details.

Neither the climate of the Rocky Mountain region,

its elevation, its geological structure or its physical

features, appear to present obstacles to the migration into

it of these common plants of the colder north temperate

zone from Canada or from the Eastern United States.

It is still more difficult to understand how those that occur

in all three adjacent American regions should have become
excluded from the fourth, which they may be said to

bound.

It remains to add that Dr. Coulter's manual is well got

up, and though claiming in the preface to be no more
than a compilation, it is really a very useful work. The
only important omission observed, and it is a very serious

one, is that of the elevations at which the plants grow.

It is a great advance on the fragmentary " Synopsis of

the Colorado Flora " by Porter and Coulter, which was
welcome in its day ; and though there is no doubt that a

good many more species will be found in a future edition,

and that some of the data extracted above will be thereby
interfered with, there is no reason to suppose that these

will clash with the main facts, which so amply confirm all

the conclusions that Asa Gray drew years ago from the

comparatively imperfect data then at his disposal.

J. D. H.

MORLEY'S ''ORGANIC CHEMISTRY"
Outlines of Organic Chemistry. By H. Forster Morley,

M.A., D.Sc. (London : J. and A. Churchill, 1S86.)

THE faults into which the writer of a text-book ot

organic chemistry for students is apt to be led are,

as Dr. Morley points out in his preface, that of over-

elaboration on the one hand, to which the material too

readily lends itself, and that of unintelligent abridgment

on the other. Dr. Morley adopts a satisfactory com-

promise by selecting for treatment a relatively small

number of typical compounds, giving, however, " as much
consideration to each compound as it would receive in a

large treatise." Some departures from this rule are, as

he candidly confesses, due to the necessity of taking into

account "the requirements of students working for

examinations."

Dr. Morley's arrangement of his subject is new—so far

at least as it has not been anticipated in Prof. Remsen's
" Organic Chemistry," which, however, did not appear

until after the completion of the present work in manu-

script. " I have endeavoured," he says, " to describe

compounds in the order in which they may be synthetic-

ally produced, so that each compound should be a

product of the one before and a producer of the one

after." We must confess to having doubts as to how far,

save in the interests of very young students, such an

entire sacrifice of the symmetry of the ordinary clas-

sification as is involved in this arrangement is judicious.

Most text-books of organic chemistry contain, prefi.xed

to each class of compounds, preliminary chapters dealing

with the general modes of preparation, the properties and

the reactions of the entire class. This arrangement finds

no favour in the author's eyes. " Not until he (the

student) finds that a series of reactions can be grouped

together under some general expression should he be

allowed to mention a general law." The principle is

doubtless, within its proper limits, sound ; but we should
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be sorry to lay down a hard-and-fast rule. The order of

educational exposition is not necessarily identical with
that of scientific discovery. Facts are more readily re-

membered if the principle connecting them is known
beforehand. And if a teacher, by offering a few pre-

liminary generalities, can peptonise a rather indigestible

mental nutriment, why should he, on purely doctrinaire

grounds, be forbidden to do so.? Did Dr. Morley ever
read a novel, and if so, did he never yield to the human
temptation of anticipating the course of the narrative by
looking at the end ?

Dr. Morley has distributed the general reactions

throughout the text, calling attention to them, however,
by printing them in spaced type. The theoretical sections

are as a rule brief, but to the point. An excellent account
of the benzene theory is introduced

; but we would point

out that Hiibner has given a simpler proof of the exist-

ence of the symmetrical meta pair of hydrogen atoms
than that of Wroblewsky quoted by Dr. Morley: this

proof is based upon leactions of the two nitro-salicylic

acids.

The selection of facts is judicious, and, inasmuch as

Dr. Morley's plan demanded that each compound should
be treated of with considerable fulness, the student can
hardly turn to any section of the book without learning
all that is of real importance under that head.

Several inaccuracies have crept into the book, although
they are not sufficiently numerous to interfere seriously

with its usefulness. In his preface Dr. Morley acknow-
ledges his indebtedness to Beilstein's treatise in his search
for facts, and we fear that he has not always been suffi-

ciently careful to ascertain how far Beilstein's statements
are traversed by more recent experimental results.

Thus on p. 136 the author introduces glycerin ether
—formerly dear to classification as the only example of
the ether of a trihydric alcohol. But Tollens and Loe
have shown that, whatever this compound may be, it is

certainly not an ether of glycerin.

On p. 389 it is stated as a universal rule, that, in the
conversion of diazo-compounds into substituted azo-com-
pounds, " where nitrogen becomes attached to an atom of
carbon in a benzene nucleus, the nitrogen takes up a para-
position with regard to one of the groups already present."
Mazzara, Witt, Liebermann, and Griess have shown that
the nitrogen may also take up the ortho-position.

Following Beilstein the author has altered Wertheim's
formula for conhydrine, CgHi^NO, into CgHijNO. This
has of course been done in order to bring Wertheim's
statement, which Dr. Morley gives, that conhydrine may
be broken up into water and coniine, into harmony with
Hofmann's formula for coniine. But Hofmann has shown
that Wertheim's conhydrine formula is correct, and that
it is his experimental fact which is wrong : conhydrine
does not yield coniine. In this connection it is strange
that Dr. Morley makes no mention of Ladenburg's syn-
thetic optically-inactive coniine (a-isopropylpiperidine).

Under piperidine (p. 434) Konigs's assertion that pyri-

dine can be reduced to this compound by treatment with
tin and hydrochloric acid is given. Dr. Morley must
have overlooked Ladenburg's criticism of this work.

In the indigo group we find isatin (p. 386) represented
as a lactam instead of as a lactim, and the so-called
nitroso-oxindol (in reality isotoxim) formulated as a true

nitroso-compound, instead of as an isonitroso-compound.

It is of course conceivable that in these two cases Dr.

Morley does not share the views put forward in Baeyer's

later work on the indigo-compounds.

In the foregoing instances the information is, as already

stated, merely not up to date. But there are one or two
statements in the book, the source of which we are quite

unable to trace. Thus we are told (p. 339) that " anthra-

quinone forms a compound with bisulphite of soda." If

there is one thing that distinguishes anthraquinone from

the quinones of the other hydrocarbons with complex

nuclei—from phenanthraquinone, chrysoquinone, &c.—it

is the fact that it does 7iof form a compound with bisul-

phite of soda.

Again, under the head of ultimate analysis of organic

compounds, we read :

—

' Many mixtures have been suggested from time to

time as substitutes for oxide of copper ; the latest is a

mixture of potassic chromate and precipitated binoxide

of manganese proposed by Dr. Perkin."

Dr. Perkin would indeed have much to answer for if

he had proposed such a substitute for oxide of copper.

The mixture was proposed as a substitute for reduced

copper, to absorb the oxides of nitrogen formed during

the combustion of nitrogenous organic compounds.

The equation for the action of trichloride of phosphorus

on acetic acid (p. 47) is an instance of the strange vitality

which symmetrically-constructed and plausible but quite

erroneous chemical equations sometimes display. We
do not blame Dr. Morley for introducing the equation : it

is given in all organic text-books, ancient and modern,

from the time of Gerhardt to the present day, and will

prob.ibly continue to be employed, translated into the

notation of the distant future, at a time when our present

formute have become as unintelligible as cuneiform in-

scriptions. The correct equation may however be found,

by the curious in such matters, in a paper by Dr. Thorpe,

{dieni. Soc. Trans., 1880, p. 1S6), who was at the trouble

to work out the reaction quantitatively.

An excellent feature, unusual in an elementary work of

this kind, is to be found in the copious references,

designed to encourage in students the habit of reading

original papers for themselves. F. R. Japp

THE SPRINGS OF CONDUCT
The Springs of Conduct; an Essay in Evolution. By

C. Lloyd Morgan. (London : Kegan Paul, Trench,

and Co., 1885.)

"T^HIS is a thoughtful and extremely well-written little

book on psychology and ethics, regarded from the

standpoint of evolution. There is not much in it that is

strikingly original ; but the material is so well arranged,

and the views so lucidly expressed, that the work consti-

tutes a most interesting epitome of modern thought upon
the subjects of which it treats. The author is a man well

informed as to his facts, while his ability as an analyst

may be remembered by the readers of this journal, in the

pages of which it was well displayed a year or two ago in

a criticism upon the work of the present writer. On that

occasion Mr. Morgan took exception to the study of

animal intelligence and mental evolution in animals, on

the ground that it is impossible to obtain any verified
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knowledge of the psychology of brutes, seeing that we
cannot directly interrogate them upon the nature of their

feelings or mental states. The discussion which followed

appears to have had the effect of somewhat modifying his

original views ; for these, as now stated in his book, are

not so severely sceptical as they were w-hen stated in

these columns. That is to say, he now appears to recog-

nise the possibility of comparative psychology as a

science, although its subject-matter is necessarily re-

stricted by the inadequacy of our "ejective" knowledge

of animal intelligence.

We are in such full agreement with the w-hole essay

that our only criticisms upon it refer to matters of com-

parative detail. These are as follows :
—

Mr. Morgan gives it as his opinion that we cannot

conceive of matter apart from motion (p. 94), for, in

order to do so, we should require to conceive of matter

as absolutely cold, '• and of such absolutely cold matter

we have no knowledge." The fact, however, that we

have no knowledge of absolutely cold matter is no proof

that we are not able to conceive of matter as absolutelv

cold. The so-called absolute zero of temperature surely

admits of conception as definite as it would were it pos-

sible to take an actual reading of its occurrence.

Mr. Morgan's use of the word " instinct " appears to us

equivocal. At one time instinctive actions are expressly

affirmed to mean adaptive actions of an involuntary and

unconscious kind (pp. 226-7) j while at another time it is

said " Mr. Darwin clearly shows that the satisfaction of

any instinctive emotion carries with it a subdued form of

pleasure ; while, on the other hand, if those instinctive

emotions be not satisfied, there results a still more marked

feeling of uneasiness, which is a subdued form of pain ''

(p. 259). Now, clearly, there can be no such thing as an

unconscious emotion, an unconscious form of pleasure,

or a '' still more marked [unconscious] feeling of uneasi-

ness." Mr. Morgan thus appears to have fallen into the

inevitable confusion which is the fate of all writers who

fail clearly to distinguish between instinct and reflex

action, or expressly to include the former term within the

territory of consciousness. For these reasons we cannot

follow the author's analysis where it leads up to the con-

clusion that volition is coextensive with consciousness

(p. 226 et seq.). We may be conscious of the sudden

anguish of neuralgia : can it be said that this conscious-

ness is due to, or accompanied by, any act of volition ?

Mr. Morgan would answer that with the pain there arises

a desire that it should cease (p. 229). But, in the first

place, a desire is not a volition ; and, in the next place,

even the desire has here no time to arise before the pain

is past.

In one place where Mr. Morgan refers to the views of

the present writer, he represents them as differing from

those of Dr. Bain, while in reality no difference obtains.

First, he quotes the following passage from " Mental

Evolution in Animals ":—
" What is the difference between the mode of operation

of the cerebral hemispheres and that of the lower ganglia
which may be taken to correspond with the great sub-

jective distinction between the consciousness which may
attend the former, and the no-consciousness which is

invariably characteristic of the latter.' 1 think the only
difference that can be pointed to is a difterence of rate or

time, which clearly implies that the nervous mechanism

concerned has not been fully habituated to the perform-
ance of the response required. . . . Reflex action may be
regarded as the rapid movement of a well-oiled machine,
consciousness as the heat evolved by the internal friction

of some other machine, and psychical processes as the
light which is given out when such heat rises to red-
ness. Consciousness is but an adjunct which arises
when the physical process, owing to infrequency of re-

petition, complexity of operation, or other causes, involves
what I have before called ganglionic friction.''

Now, on this passage Mr. Morgan remarks that he
does not consider such ganglionic friction so important a

factor in the evolution of consciousness as is " the diffusion

of nerve-disturbance " enunciated by Dr. Bain. But surely

the former principle includes the latter. For it is only

due to this internal friction that the diffusion of nerve-

disturbance can be supposed to take place. If all the

paths of nervous discharge were freely open, the nervous

disturbance would course rapidly and easily along the

habitual channels, with comparatively little diffusion as a

reeult. It is only in cases where no one set of paths are

more readily open than other sets that alternative direc-

tions are offered to the flow of nervous disturbance, with

diffusion as a result. The resistances thus encountered

—

or the ganglionic friction thus created—finds its measur-

able expression in the delay of eventual response. But

although ganglionic friction may arise from such "com-
plexity of operation " (so leading to diffusion), it may also

arise from " infrequency of repetition or other causes.'

Therefore the term ganglionic friction includes all that is

expressed by the term diffusion, and differs from it only

in being more comprehensive, or in recognising other

conditions of cerebral action leading to consciousness,

the occurrence of which is always expressed by delay.

George J. Romanes

OUR BOOK SHELF
Spectrum Analysis. Six Lectures delhiered in 1868

before the Society of Apothecaries in London. By Sir

Henry E. Roscoe, F. R.S. Fourth Edition, Revised

and Considerably Enlarged by the Author and by
Arthur Schuster, Ph.D., F. R.S. ' (London: Macmillan
and Co., 1886.)

This is a fourth edition of a well-known book, and the

joint authors have evidently taken some trouble to bring

the present edition up to date. To this end, the arrange-

ment of the book, which is rather peculiar, lends itself

very well. The peculiarity of the arrangement to which we
refer is this. At the time that the lectures were first de-

livered, now nerirly twenty years ago, the literature of the

subject was so restricted that Prof Roscoe found it easy

and convenient to reinforce the subject-matter of each
lecture by reprinting, immediately after it, the particular

memoirs on which it had been based. Hence the first

edition was a very precious boon to two classes of people :

there was an excellent popular account of the new science,

and there were the complete memoirs conveniently brought

together for those who wished to go more deeply into the

subject.

In the present edition an attempt has been made, as

we have said, to bring the lectures more or less up to

date, and considering the volume of the work which has

been done since 1 868, one can understand that this has

been no easy task. When we pass, however, from the

lectures to the appended memoirs so much cannot be
said ; indeed the interest of this part of the book is now
chiefly antiquarian, if we except reprints of Dr. Schuster's

own papers, which are given, we believe, in extcnso,
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while Prof. Young's observations on the sun, now fifteen

years old, is the latest information we get in the ap-
pendixes on any solar matter, English and foreign work
being ignored with a magnificent impartiality. In the
same manner V'ogel's work on the spectra of stars, the
most extensive which has been accomplished by any one
single individual up to this time, is also passed over, as is

also Birmingham's work on the red stars.

We give these as instances of the treatment adopted.
No doubt, had the initial idea of the book been carried
out in its entirety by the insertion of the most important
parts of these memoirs, the size of the volume would have
been greatly increased, and this perhaps may be one
reason for the violently selective treatment adopted ; but
it may be urged on the other hand that the value of the
book would have been increased much more than its size,

and further, that space might easily have been gained for
some of the best modern work by the omission of those
papers which, as we have said before, are now purely of
antiquarian interest.

There was one feature in the third edition which we also
regret very much to see dropped in the present one. This
was a bibliography running over twenty pages, in perhaps
its most convenient form, namely, a list of authors and a
complete reference to their memoirs, arranged under the
larger groupings of the subject-matter.

Trigonometry for Beginners, as far as ilie Solution of
Triangles. By the Rev. J. B. Lock, M.A., Senior
Fellow of Gonville and Caius College. (London:
Macmillan and Co., 1SS6.)

'T^HIS book covers exactly the same ground as
-• Pinkerton's, which we noticed in NATURE, vol.

xxxi. p. 148. The two have many good points in com-
mon, and we should be well satisfied "to'use either of them
as a text-book. IMr. Lock's great advantage is precep-
torial skill in arrangement and exposition. On this score
he deserves much credit indeed. There are very few
])oints on which it is possible to suggest improvement.
The retention of the expression "circular measure" in
all its former importance, notwithstanding the introduc-
tion and constant use of the term " radian," is regrettable
but not of much consequence : the mode, however, which
he employs for indicating the word "radian," e.g. writing
- for 7r radians, is most unfortunate, and we should hope
altogether unacceptable. It is surprising too to find so
skilled a teacher following the multitude in condescend-
ing to recognise those unnecessary nuisances, "tabular
logarithmic sines," &c. Their existence, Mr. Lock says,
is due to a typographic difficulty—a statement we hesitate
to give assent to ; but, be their history what it may, they
serve no purpose nowadays whatever, except to roughen
the learner's path. Writers require to give them a foolish
name and a special symbol, to alter the formula? for solu-
tion, and to burden the learner with additional cautions,

—

and all for less than nothing. It seems almost malicious
indeed to force on a " beginner" such gratuitous absurdi-
ties as "natural sines," "logarithmic sines," and "tabular
logarithmic sines," when the entities to be dealt with are
simply sines and logaritlims of sines. If Mr. Lock in a
succeeding edition could see his way to inaugurate the
necessary reform here, many teachers would be grateful
to him.

TIte Apparent Movements of the Planets and the Princi-
pal Astronomical Phenomena for the Year 18S6.
Illustrated with Charts showing the Paths of the
Eleven Principal Planets among the .Stars. By William
Peck, F.R.A.S. (Edinburgh : Archibald and Peck,
1S86)

Beginners in astronomy will find this little compilation
useful. Just the kind of information is brought together
in it which persons interested, though not learned, in
celestial phenomena want to be supplied with Technical

language, too, is as much as possible avoided, while
sufficient exactness for the purpose in view is usually pre-
served. Not, however, invariably ; the statements re-

garding the two solar eclipses visible in 1886 are so loose
as to be misleading. Eleven miniature maps, showing
the paths through the constellations during the present
year of seven primary and four minor planets, are neatly
executed, and ought to prove acceptable to casual ob-
servers. Exception must be taken to the introductory
assertion that Copernicus swept away all the " compli-
cated machinery of the heavens." His reform of the
Ptolemaic system was by no means so complete as Mr.
Peck's expression implies. The retention by the Frauen-
burg astronomer of the old hypothesis of equable circular
motion necessitated, in fact, the employment still of no
less than thirty-four circles, by which to make plain, as
he said, " the entire structure of the heavens"—that is,

the revolutions of the moon and of the six known planets.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\Tlie Editordoes not hold himselfresponsible/or opinions expressid

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,
07' to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communicalions.

[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even
of communications containinginterestiiig and novelfacts.'\

An Earthquake Invention

In Nature of July 2 last, p. 213, I was accused by Prof.

Piazzi-Smyth and Mr. D. A. Stevenson of having attempted to

appropriate an invention of Mr. David Stevenson. The in-

^enlion referred to was the joint introduced by Mr. Stevenson
beneath the lamp-tables in certain lighthouses in this country.

In my reply (Nature, vol. xxxii. p. 573) I pointed
out the fact that the a^eismatic joint had been independ-
ently invented by several investigators of earthquake pheno-
mena, and so far as I was aware Mr. Mallet had appeared to

have the prior claim to this invention. My reason for attri-

buting the invention to Mr. Mallet is that when speaking of

Japanese lighthouses he says :
" I was consulted by Mr. .Steven-

son as to ihe general principles to be observed, and these

edifices have been constructed so that they are presumedly proof
against the most violent shocks likely to visit Japan ; not
perhaps upon the best po";sibIe plan, but upon such as is truly

based upon the principles I have developed " ( Palmieri's

"Vesuvius," p. 43). As the aseismatic joints were portions of
the lighthouses especially designed to render them proof against

earthquakes, I naturally assumed that Mr. Mallet might be the
first inventor of the ball-and-plale joint.

The only occasion on which I have posed as the author of th e

aseismatic joint in question, was when Messrs. .Stevenson and
Smyth promoted me to that ywiivZ-enviable position.

Mad these gentlemen recognised the fact that they were only

reading a ///v'c/ ;«/<; about bnll-and-plate joints, intercalated in a

collection of notes on other subjects, and had they been well

acquainted with the recent literature relating to aseismatic tables,

they would cer:ainly have refrained from the objectionable accu-

sations made on July 2.

On more th in one occasion I have referred to Mr. Stevenson's

work in Japan. As an example of such a reference, Messrs.

Stevenson and Smyth may turn to the Times of May 2O

—

a dale

lohich it will be obse/ved is prior to the date oj' their unwarrantable
attack. In that paper there is a long letter on " Buildings and
Earthquakes " signed with my name. When speaking of my
house on shot, I there say, " This experiment was very similar

to one cirried out by Mr. David Stevenson with regard to the

lamp-tables in several of tlie lighthouses on the coast of Japan.
For several rea'ions, among which were the movements pro-

duced by w'nd, I abandoned the balls, and now have my house
resting at each of its piers upon a handful of cast-iron shot.

These shot, which are about the size of buckshot, have so

increased the frictional resistance to rolling, that the house is

practically astatic, and the motion in the house is in most earth-

quakes only about one-tenth of what it is outside."

I make especial reference to the Times, first because it is a
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paper which many Englishmen have often the opportunity of

seeing ; and second, because the article in question occasioned

considerable discussion.

With this reference to the relationship of my experiments to

those of Mr. David Stevenson, and I will furnish others if re-

quired, I think it would only be just for Prof. Piazzi-Smyth and
Mr, D. A. Stevenson to withdraw their accusation of July 2.

I must now refer to a second point which Mr. Stevenson has

raised. In your issue of August 6 Mr. Stevenson appeals to

the results of my experiments as showing the value of his aseis-

matic tables. All my experiments with aseismatic tables, whether

used for seismographs or buildings, when approximating in form

to Mr. Stevenson's joint were, for a variety of reasons, unsatis-

factory. Under compulsion I have stated that Mr. Stevenson's

joint itself, as applied to the lighthouses of Japan, has been
unsatisfactory. I did so for the following reasons :

—

(i) Shortly after erection the free motion of the tables occa-

sioned so much inconvenience, that the European engineers

then on the Japanese service had them clamped. For this

reason Mr. Stevenson's arrangement was not adopted in light-

houses which were subsequently erected (see Brunton on "The
Japan Lights," Institute of Civil Engineers, No. 1451, p. 9).

(2) I learn from the Lighthouse Uepaitment that in 1SS2,

wishing to give Mr. Stevenson's tables another trial, several of

them were put in working order. The result has been that on
March n, 1S82, at Tsurgisaki, a number of lamp-glasses on
the burners on the aseismatic tables were overthrown.
Some time afterwards a second shock produced a similar

effect. At neighbouring lighthouses, of which there are several

(two being within 8 miles), not provided with aseismatic tables,

no damage was sustained.

The shock of March 11, 1882, which was felt for at least 300
miles along the coast, was severe, and its effects at Yokohama
\nd Tokio, which are no great distance from Tsurgisaki, were
i-arefully recorded. I am not aware that any small articles like

lamp-glasses, bottles, vases, &c. , were overthrown inside ordin-

ary houses (see Trans. Seis. Soc, vol. vii. part ii. pp. 41-44).
The fact that no ill effects occurred at other lighthouses provided
with Mr. Stevenson's tables, like those on the Inland Sea and
near Kiushiu, must not be regarded as an argument in favour

of the tables, inasmuch as the earthquake referred to was not

felt in those districts.

I may here remark that several of the aseismatic tables are

at places where earthquakes are almost as rare as they are in

Britain. Mr. Stevenson tells the readers of N.\Tt;RE (June 26)
that his lighthouses suffered when the aseismatic tables were «o/

in working order. I have shown that they suffered when they
were in good working order.

Speaking generally about Mr. .Stevenson's descriptions of his

aseismatic arrangement, he invariably refers tn it as a great

success. Where it was applied, earthquakes have produced no
effect, but where it was suppressed, evil effects have resulled.

After inquiries at the Lighthouse Department, which is a branch
of my own department, I find that the facts adduced by Mr.
Stevenson are exactly ilie reverse of the facts which have been
placed at my disposal ; and from what I learn, and from my
own experiments, I conclude that thus far Mr. Stevenson's tables

have been a failure.

As a further support to my conclusions I will quote the fol-

lowing translation of a report from the chief lightkeeper at the

Tsurgisaki Lighthouse :

—

" Sir,—On October 15, 1884, at 4.16 a.m., very severe shocks
of earthquake were felt. The aseismatic table was in working
order, but the shocks were so violent that fifteen lamp-glasses

out of twenty-one in use were upset and broken. The lamps
thus stripped of glasses began to smoke. The milled heads of

the wick-holders being shaken off, and besides the revolving
machine being in motion, we had some difficulty in replacing
the glasses promptly ; however, we managed to put them all in

proper order again by 4.21 a.m.— I am. Sir, your obedient
servant, &c. , 6:c.''

The only form of aseismatic joint that I have found at all

practical is one where something more like a layer of cast-iron

sand rather than a bed of cannon-balls is used to break the con-
tinuity between a structure and its foundations. I arrived at

this after spending much time and, I may add, a considerable
sum of money, and although the method involves the same
principle zs Mr. Stevenson's tables, I hardly think he is justified

in claiming my successes to back up what I cannot but feel have
been his failures.

If the ways and means permit, I hope to make experiments
upon a small building resting on a bed of sand or fine gravel.

Should results of any value be obtained, surely Mr. Stevenson
will not expect me to do more than I have done already

—

namely, to state the relationship which may exist between these

experiments and those which he carried out at the expense of

the Japanese Government.
If everything connected with earthquake investigation which

involves the same principles as are involved in Mr. Stevenson's

lighthouse tables are to be regarded as his creations, he cannot
avoid claiming the rolling sphere seismograph, the rolling

cylinder seismograph, the horizontal pendulum seismograph, the

conical pendulum seismograph, and in short, a very large pro-

portion of the work accomplished by the Seismological Society

of Japan. To this I cannot assent. All that Mr. Stevenson
can be accredited with is a particular method of applying a prin-

ciple, and this method has to my mind been a failure.

The question of the principle involved in Mr. .Stevenson's

device is one that has been repeatedly discussed in Japan. As
an example of these discussions I will refer to the Transactions

of the Seismological Society of Japan, vol. iii. p. 9, where Prof.

J. A. Ewing is speaking, amongst other things, about a rolling

sphere seismograph, the invention of Mr. Thomas Gray. Prof.

Ewing says that Mr. Gray's contrivance was an application of

"the method of supporting a mass by a movable piece in such a

manner that the connection with the earth was at the centre of

percussion of the movable piece, the mass being at the cor-

responding centre of instantaneous rotation, while at the same
time the supporting piece was arranged so that its movements
did not introduce any disturbing force due to the action of

gravity upon the mass. This kinetic property, common to all

these instruments, he believed he might fairly claim to have

introduced into seismomeliy."
If Messrs. Stevenson and Smyth see fit to comment upon

these notes, I trust that they w ill distinctly state whether they

yet consider that I have attempted "to get round the letter" of

Mr. David Stevenson's invention, and whether they were justi-

fied in publishing the objectionable personalities about "a B. A.

man " on July 2.

This is the main point at issue, and if they choose to neglect

it, the discussion may be considered as ended.

In conclusion I may remark that it was not I who commenced
this controversy. John Milne

Tokio, January 6

On the Velocity of Light as Determined by Foucau't's
Revolving Mirror

A FEW years ago Lord Rayleigh raised an interesting question
as to the quantity actually determined by our experiments and
observations on the velocity of light. There can be no difficulty

as long as the medium transmits different wave-lengihs with the
same velocity, but whenever the medium possesses the property
of dispersion the velocity with which any one crest of a wave
travels ( y) is different from the velocity with which a group of
waves is propagated (6^) ; hence the question arises in each
particular case, whether it is f or i/ or something depending
on both quantities that we measure.

In his first article on the subject (Nature, vol. xxiv. p. 382J
Lord Rayleigh states that, in experiments with Foucault's revolving
mirror, the group-velocity, U, is determined ; but subsequently
(vol. XXV. p. 52) he corrected this statement and gave y-/(7
as the quantity measured. A paragraph was added, however,
in which the remark is made that, if a convex lens is interposed
so that an image of the slit is formed on the fixed mirror, the
rotation of wave-frunt, caused by the different velocities ot dif-

ferent wave-lengths, and acquired on the outward journey, is

neutralised during the return, so that in this case we should
measure F.

Gouy {Comptes rcndns, ci. p. 502, 1885) dissents from Lord
Rayleigh's second view, and gives i/as the quantity determined ;.

without, however, giving sufficient reason in support of his

opinion.

Finally, Michelson has performed the experiment with bi-

sulphide of carbon, and obtained a result in close agreement
with U. In a discussion of Michelson's measurements in the
American Journal of Science, by J. W. G. , his result is said to

give " no countenance " to the theory which would make the

velocity observed K-/ U.

It is the object of this communication to support Lord Ray-
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leigh's value F'-76'for the arrangement considered by him, but
to point out that, if only one revolving mirror is used, the ex-

periment cann t be performrd in this way. The lens spoken of
in Lord Rayleigh's s cond note is, then, a necessary condition
of the experiment. When the lens is used it seems to me, how-
ever, that the result ought not to be a neutralisation of effects,

but rather an equal rotation in the opposite direction. I have
Lord Rayleigh's authority for stating that he agrees with this

conclusion.

The method of Foucault's revolving mirror thus measures
neither I' nor U, nor V^IU, but V^I{2V - U). As Fand U
differ by a small amount only, the last expression becomes nearly
equal to U, so that Michelson's experiment is in complete agree-
ment with theory.

In Foucault's experiment, it is well known, the displacement
of an image is measured which is due to the rotation of a
reflecting mirror in the time of passage of the light from the
mirror to a fixed mirror and back again. But in order that this

quantity should be capable of measurement, it is necessary that
a displacement of the mii-ror should not by itself alone cause a
displacement of tlie image.

The following consideration will show what conditions this

imposes on the arrangement of the experiment.
In the accompanying figure let A B be the position of a wave-

front as it leaves the mirror {supposed fixed). Let c n be the
position as it returns to the mirror. I have drawn the wave-
surfaces plane, for the sake of simplicity, but the argument
remains the same if they are curved. The point A may cirre-

spond to the point c on the returning front or to the point D. If

now the mirror is displaced through a small angle, the wave-
front takes a different position, a' b. If this displacement shall

not change the position of the image after reflection from the
miri-or, the returning wave must turn through the same angle and
take up the position c' D. But it is easily seen that, in order
that this may be possible, the point A must correspond to D and
11 to c, for the optical length along any ray between two wave-

to the wave-front on its journey, whether it is refracted, reflected,

or inverted, that side of it which left the receding part of the
rotating mirror will always gain on the other. When the wave-
front returns to the revolving mirror, it will have rotated
through the angle given in Lord Rayleigh's second note ; but
we have to consider the direction of rotation.

If that part of the wave-front which left the receding half of
the mirror will return again to the receding half, the final rota-

tion of wave-front will be in the same direction as the rotation
of the mirror ; and the displacement of the image which depends
on the relative rotation of mirror and wave-front will be dimin-
ished. In this case, however, as I have shown, we want a
second revolving mirror, otherwise the image of the slit will

be drawn out into a band.
In the experiments hitherto performed, the wave-front is

inverted an odd number of times between the two mirrors, and
hence that part which left the receding side of the revolving
mirror will now be on the preceding side. The relative rotation

i
being increased, the observed displac menl of the image will be
increased.

I The total observed rotation w i!l thus, with Lord Rayleigh's
notation, be

V\

fronts remains the same ; also, owing to the maximum-minimum
property, we can still measure optical lengths in the displaced
position along the original paths ; and the length of the ray
leaving A having been shortened by a distance A a', the ray
leaving B must be shortened by an equal amount, c c'—that is

to say, the ray arriving at c must be the one leaving B, and the
ray arriving at D must be the one which left A. We may then
express the condition of a stationary image thus : The wave-
surface nnist be inverted by the optical arrangement interposed,
and the magnifying power of this optical arrangement must be
equal to one. The last part of the condition is rendered neces-
sary by the fact that the width of beam must remain the same

;

otherwise A a' could not be equal to c c'. If both conditions
are fulfilled, the image will remain distinct in the rotating
miri-or, otherwise it would be drawn out into a band.

But an arrangement is possible, at any rate theoretically, in
which the wave-surface is not inverted. We might have a
second mirror rotating in such a way as to neutralise the effect

ofdisplacement. For this purpose the second mirror ought tu

rotate twice as fast as the first, the light being sent on to this

second mirror on its way back only, after reflection from the
first revolving mirror. As the angular velocity of the two
mirrors must have their velocity accurately adjusted, the e.xperi-

ment would be difficult to perform, but it is important to point
out that it is theoretically possible.

Returning now to Foucault's arrangement, consider two suc-
cessive wave-fronts as they leave the revolving mirror. The
distances between them will be larger on the receding than on
the preceding side of the mirror. That part of the wave-front
which is on the receding side will thus be propagated more
quickly in a medium having dispersion, and whatever happens

the velocity of light calculated will be Vjy '

="( d\oaV\
-j-j

—

-
j, the apparent velocity becomes equal to

V-I(2V- V). If' 2_ is small comp.ired to unity, we may write
(/ log\

the expression for the apparent velocity approximately

'i - '!JJ3Z\
^ i/cosxj

U.

In the case of bisulphide of carbon, J. W. G., m the passage

quoted above, gives for the green rays Kj P'— I '637, KjU= 1 767,
A' being the velocity in viaio. From this we get for the

theoretical value of the quantity observed in Michelson's experi-

ment l'758> being identical wi;h the value 176 .actually

observed.

If a second rotating min-or is used, as described, Lord
Rayleigh's value F^/ 6'^ remains true.

We have then as a final result, that, while the aberration of

light measures V, and the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites and
Fizeau's experiments me.asure U : Foucault's revolving mirror

measure-^ either K-/(2f'- U), or V^jU.
Arthur Schuster

Variable Stars

In the last number of Nature (p. 397) Prof. Seeliger, of

Munich, is represented as thinking "it not improbable that

the blazing forth of the A^crz'a may have been due to a collision

which caused an enormous development of heat and light." It

appears to me that the collision hypothesis is not necessary, and
that the variability of a star is a physico-chemical consequence

of mere cooling. This conclusion is based on considerations

relating to the formation of the chemical elements.

If we suppose a mass of primitive matter, say gaseous, to be

cooling down, it will from a chemical point of view undergo a

series of changes such as are indicated in the known traniforma-

tions I to Ij, NO2 to N2O4, &c. ; in short, it will produce a

succession of polymers. When, however, each stage of poly-

merisation is exactly reached, the formation of each new polymer
being attended with an increase of density, will, from a physical

point of view, lead to an evolution of heat. This evolution of

heat will occur periodically as polymerisation goes on ; and if the

heat be sufficiently intense, there will be a corresponding

periodic development of light. The number of such periods

will doubtless depend on the nature of the primitive matter, and
the difference between its temperature and that of its environ-

ment. I cannot recall an instance where, in the laboratory,

more than three polymeinc jieriods have been attained ; but

celestial events have a wider range and greater possibilities.

The evolution of heat which necessarily occurs at the point of

polymerisation involves of course a partial reversal of the poly-

merisation. Elements therefore will be formed which may be

regarded as derived from successive polymers by virtue of such

reversal.
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In the Philosophical Magazine for November 1884, and for

February l8S6, I have shown that the numerical \a\-aey of the

symbol of an elem.ent within the common system is given with

great accuracy by the equation

y = iSf - «S('9375)'.

where/ is the number of the period, and ^ is a whole number,

easily approximated to, on the scale of celestial temperature.

Our ordinal^ elements—that is to say, all that are known to us

with the exception of hydrogen—are thus seen to correspond to

what might be expected from a law of polymerisation afiected by

the inverse of Dulong and Petit's law of cooling. They appear

to be comprised within sixteen periods only.

These considerations lead to the inference that a variable-star

is one that is engaged in making " elements." All stars, there-

fore, either are, or must at one time have been, variable-stars.

Glasgow, March I Kdmu.n'D J. Mills

Do Young Snakes take Refuge in the Stomach of the

Mother?

The letters of Messrs. Middleton and Creole (Nature, vol.

xxxiii. pp. 176 and 269) in relation to the above-indicated re-

puted habit of serpents, directed my attention to some considera-

tions and facts bearing upon the question at issue.

It has long been a popular belief—in relation to the European

viper, as well as the American rattlesnake—that when the female

is suddenly surprised she opens her mouth and permits her young

to run down her throat. Some of the English viper-catchers

deny that any such thing ever happens ; and for a long time I

was disposed to ascribe the origin of the popular opinion to the

fact that, these serpents being tn'o-ziviparoiis, they are 'oine-

times found with the young in the ovidiut ; which might lead

persons to suppose that they were in the stomach. But the

following account, given by the well-known French naturalist

and traveller, M. Palisot de Beauvois, is so direct and positive,

that my faith in the above ex|ilanation has been seriously

shaken.

He asserts " that he saw a large rattlesnake, which he hap-

pened to disturb in his walks, coil itself up, open its jaws, and

instantly receive five small ones which were lying by it and

instinctively rushed into its mouth. M. de Beauvois retired and

watched the snake, and, about a quarter of an hour after, he

saw her discharge them. He approached a second time, when
the young retired into its mouth with greater celerity than before,

and the snake immediately moved off among tlie grass and

escaped" Isolde Rees' "Cyclopaedia," vol. x.. Article " Cro-

talus," cited from the Transactions of the American Philosophical

Society). Testimony so clear and distinct from a scientific inan

is hardly to b: gainsaid. John Le Conte
Berkeley, California, Februar)' 17

The Coal-Dust Question

SiK Frederick Abel ha^ not fortified his statement by even

one quotation from the writings of one of those workers "ante-

cedent to and contemporaneous with " myself, who, according

to his letter in the last number of Nature (p. 417), have taken

the variable specific heat of air into account in drawing com-
parisons between experimental effects obtained in practically

open apparatuses and the corresponding effects to be expected

in a great explosion taking place in the practically closed space

represented by the workings of a mine.

Secondly, I am entirely at a loss to know what "are the "very
obvious facts " which forbid the conclusion at which I have
arrived, namely, that coal-dust plays the principal part in most
great explosions in mines. They have not yet been pointed out

by any author so far as I have been able to learn.

Lastly, Sir Frederick's statements, to which I called attention

in my letter in Nature of December 31 (p. 197), were made
for the most part before popular audiences, very few of whom
will probably take the trouble to wade through the Report of

the Royal Commission on Accidents in Mines in order to verify

his concluding remarks for themselves. W. GALLOWAY

Permanent Magnetic Polarity of Quartz

To my letter in Nature for February 25 (p. 391) you have

added an editorial note, quoting a passage from Tumlirz's paper

which has no bearing on an;' of the points at issue.

In your original note you stated that Tumlirz has discovered a
permanent diamagnetic polarity of quartz. To this I objected,

saying that the permanent polarity was paramagnetic, not dia-

magnetic, and you reply by a quotation stating that quartz is a
diamagnetic body showing perm.anent polarity, a very different

statement indeed from your original one.

A permanent diamagnetic polarity could only mean that

quartz placed between the poles of a magnet should show
permanent north polarity at the end placed opposite the North
Pole. Tumlirz is perfectly distinct and explicit that this is not

the case, but that the permanent polarity acquired is in the
same direction as it is in iron. Tliere is no room for two
opinions as to the meaning of Tumlirz's words.

Arthur Schuster
[Our correspondent who furnished us with the original note

informs us that Prof. Schuster was entirely right in the definition

of the term diamagnetic polarity, and that his informant in

Vienna had been misled in using the phrase permanent diamag-
netic polarity for permanent polarity of a diamagnetic body.
The sentence which we quoted from Dr. Tumlirz's now-published
paper we quoted because it is the one in which he points out

the essential novelty of his discovery, which we and our corre-

spondent regarded, and still regard, as one of ver}' great import-
ance. Our thanks are due to Prof. Schuster for pointing out

the ambiguity.

—

Ed.]

The " Muir Glacier ' of Alaska

I.N Mr. G. W. Lamplugh's interesting article on " The ' Muir
Glacier' of Alaska, "published in your issueforJanuary28(p. 299),
appears the erroneous statement that Glacier Bay opens into

Chilcoot Inlet. Chilcoot Inlet is at the head of Lynn Can.il,

the approximate latitude and longitude being 59° 20' N., and
135° 20' W. Glacier Bay opens into Cross Sound (or Icy

Strait) about latitude 58= 30' N., and longitude 135° 50' W.
Lynn Canal is an extension of Chatham Straits, both running
nearly north and south. Cross Sound connects the latter with

the Pacific Ocean, and runs nearly ea-;t and west, entering

Chatham Straits south of the southern limits of Ljnn Canal.

Washington, February 25 Chauncey Thomas

THE SURVEY OF INDIA 1

IT has been well said that " I'exacte connaissance topo-

graphique qui est un facteur de Tavau-ement des

sciences et de leurs applications pratiques, est aussi un

Element constitutif du progress national."- India is a

country which, ever since the establishment of British

dominion in the east, has been prolific of surveys of very

various degrees of exactitude, ascending from the rough

and rude reconnaissances which were needed for the

speedy acquisition of some knowledge of the general

geography, to, first, a fairly close representation of all

topographical features, and, finally, to an exact delinea-

tion of the boundaries of all properties—of private

individuals as well as of the State—in the richer

and more densely populated portions of the British

districts. Commencing at the coast lines, with the

primary object of ftirnishing charts for the guidance of

navigators, with a view to the rapidly-increasing traffic

between India and Europe, they were extended inland,

here and there, as difierent parts of the country became
subject to British influence. Astronomical determina-

tions of the latitude and longitude were employed in the

first instance as a general basis for the geography, but

not proving satisfactory, they were abandoned at the

commencement of the present century, when the Great

Trigonometrical Survey was originated, which has been

of such value for geodesy, as well as geography. The
survey work may be broadly classified as non graphical

and graphical, the former trigonometrical and geodetic,

the latter delineative of the configuration of the ground

and of whatever has been raised on its surface.

' 'General Report on the Operations of tlie Survey of India Department,

admi.iistered uader the Government of India during 1883-84." Prepared

under the direction of Col. G. C. De Free, S.C, Survevor-General of In.lia.

- " Importance de la Cartographic ofBcielle." C. D. Carusso. Geneve.

i336.
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For many years survey operations of various kinds
were carried on independently by distinct agencies.

Of these the most notable were the Revenue and Settle-

ment Departments under the Governments of the Madras
and Bombay Presidencies and of the several provinces of

the Bengal Presidency, and the Great Trigonometrical,
the Topographical, and the Revenue Departments under
the Supreme Government. The three last were amalga-
mated, in 1S78, into a single department, styled the
Survey of India, the report of which for 1883-84 we are
about to review.

The survey year in India is invariably divided into the
two periods of the field season and the recess, which are
mainly governed by climatic conditions, and vary greatly
in different parts of the country according as the mon-
soons set in or terminate early or late. For the surveys
under the Supreme Government it is held to commence
on October i, when most of the survey parties are pre-
paring to leave their recess quarters and return to the
field. The annual reports are prepared for the survey
year, as distinct from both the calendar and the official

year. This one has been issued somewhat tardily, fully a
year after the close of the period it embraces.
The operations were mainly geographical, topographi-

cal, and cadastral.' The principal triangulation having
been completed in 1SS2, it is now only necessary to con-
struct occasional minor triangulations. A chain was
carried along the coast of Orissa and Gaujam to establish
beacons for the use of the Marine Survey. Another was
contemplated in extension of the principal triangulation
terminating below Mergui and Tennasserim, at the
southernmost point of the British- Indian territories on
the Malayan Peninsula, to connect the Straits Settlements
and Malacca ; but it had to be held in abeyance in view
of financial exigencies ; thus Singapore still remains un-
connected geographically with India, though Bangkok,
the capital of Siam, has been well connected by a chain
of triangles carried eastwards from Tavoy. And now
that Upper Burmah has been annexed to the dominions of
the Queen-Empress, the triangulation to Singapore must
give way to what is more urgently required for the
geography of the newly-acquired provinces.
Some idea of the variety and extent of the topographical

operations is afforded by the following statement of the
out-turn of area surveyed on different scales during the
year :

—

4034 squnre miles on the scale of \ inch = I mile

3225 ,, ,, J ,,

7437 „ „ I „
12074 .. ,1 2 inches ,,

692 ,, ,, 4 ,,

no ,, ,, 6 ,, ,,

in addition to which areas of S75 and 310 scjuare miles
were surveyed on the 4-inch scale, the former to supply
working plans for the Poorest Department, the latter to
enable village boundaries to be relaid in riverain tracts,

where they had been swept away by floods. The topo-
graphy was carried on simultaneously in widely distant
regions, in Biluchistan and in Burmah, in the Andaman
Islands of the Bay of Bengal, and in the Native States
of Rajputana and Cutch in Western India ; also in the
Guzerat and Deccan provinces of the Bombay Presi-
dency. It may excite surprise that these last, which are
among the oldest of the British possessions in India,
should now be under regular topographical survey, and
for the first time ; but as a rule more attention has been
paid to the topography of our later than our earlier
acquisitions of territory. Good maps were prepared for
the Punjab and Oudh as soon as possible after their
annexation, under instructions from Lord Dalhousie and

Lord Canning, at a time when very inferior ones were
forthcoming for the North-West Provinces and Bengal

:

and to this day some of our oldest possessions have no
better topography than was acquired by reconnaissance
on the |-inch scale early in the present century. These
tracts are taken in hand as the requisite agency becomes
available on the completion of surveys elsewhere.

Indian topography is entirely executed by the method
of plane tabling on a trigonometrical basis, which, though
well known on the Continent, is but little practised in

England, and is not adopted by the Ordnance Survey.
When a plane table is employed, all the details of the
ground may be " fixed " by direction intersections laid off

on the table, and all instruments for direct linear measure-
ments may be dispensed with ; this is a great advantage
in surveys of tracts of mountains where chains cannot
be conveniently employed, and in native States where
they are objectionable for political reasons, raising a sus-

picion that lands are being measured with a view to

annexation ; and it has the further advantage of enabling
the details of the ground to be drawn on the spot, whereby
field-books are dispensed with and the rate of progress

is much accelerated. In accuracy it cannot compete with

the Ordnance Survey system of triangle-chaining ; but it

is better suited for ordinary topography in India, and
best of all for rapid geographical reconnaissance every-

where ; and it may be supplemented by chaining to any
extent that may be desired for cadastral and other large

scale surveys.

The out-turn of the work of the Cadastral Survey
parties was as follows :

—

Square miles Fields

In the North-West Provinces... 1747 comprising 1,863,000

,, Burma 1749 ,, i,6oS,ooo

,, Central Provinces ... 31 ,, 40,000

,, Assam 228 ,, 148,000

Total 3755 3,6s9,coo

" The term
which gives a

relating theret'

book, which
individuals.

"cadastral" is applied in India to a field-by-field survey
outline-map of all properties and statistical information

; it is derived from the French word "cadastre " = rental
omes from " capitastrum," a register f

Of the total area, 11 square miles were surveyed on
the 32-inch scale, and the remainder on the 16-inch scale ;

the average areas of the fields ranged from '12 to '98 of

an acre in different districts, the general average of all

being two-thirds of an acre.

Cadastral Survey operations have hitherto been mainly
carried on conjointly by the Survey and by the Settle-

ment Departments, with the double object of furnishing

correct maps of all properties, and records of the rights

of every individual proprietor and tenant. Such maps
and records are obviously of enormous value in the ad-

ministration of the country ; but they are necessarily

costly, and therefore it has long been, and is still, a moot
point whether they are absolutely necessary. Records of

rights and liabilities to taxation were constructed at each
of the successive periodic settlements of revenue under
the Asiatic Governments anterior to the British, but no
maps were made. During our first settlements no
attempt was made to obtain accurate maps ; some at-

tempt was made to ascertain the areas of the fields with

fair approxii'nation by measures of lengths and breadths

with poles and ropes of a length regulated by that of the

forearm of the measurer, obviously a very variable and
indifferent standard unit ; and from these measures rude

outline sketches were constructed which were serviceable

as furnishing a graphical index to the record of rights of

each village, but of course were not true maps showing

all boundaries of property correctly. In the modern
Revenue and Settlement Survey of the Bombay Presi-

dency accurate map construction was deliberately set

aside, lest it might intei-fere with the classifications of soils

and the investigations of tenures and rights which were
deemed of greater importance. In the Madras Presi-

dency its advantages were recognised, and good maps
were made from the first, but the results were costly. In

Northern India there has been a continuous endeavour
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on the pait of the settlement officers to improve the field

survey and construct good maps ; but it has been

attended witli varying success, indiflerent at best ; for

though a theoretical knowledge of the first principles of

surveying, which are very simple, is readily acquired, a

practical knowledge of their application in the combina-

tion of a vast number of mutually interdependent mea-
sures, with all the desirable accuracy, is not so easy to

acquire ; it needs much skill and judicious organisation
;

the ground measurements are necessarily made by the

cheapest agency procurable ; many measurers have to be

employed simultaneously, and they have to be systematic-

ally supervised in order to guard against both accidental

mistakes and intentional falsifications. Thus in the

Bengal Presidency the Survey Department has long been
called on to co-operate with the settlement officers to

some extent. All village or parish boundaries have been
carefully surveyed, and plane-table sketches of the

interior have been made, distinguishing the cultivated

from the uncultivated lands ; and the areas of the entire

village, the cultivation, and the waste thus determined
have been employed as a check on the gross areas

derived from the field measurements of the settlement

officers. The results thus obtained were long considered

sufficient for practical purposes, though the maps were
still far from accurate, for it was merely the areas that

were checked, not the mapping of the fields and
boundaries of property. But as the country grows in

wealth and civilisation, the want of accurate cadastral

maps is more and more felt ; and the question has arisen,

How are they to be obtained in the future ? whether
wholly by the Professional Survey, or by the Settlement

Department, as formerly, but with greater assistance from
the surveyors, by getting the latter to subdivide the

village area into several accurately-outlined blocks, each

no greater than the field-measurers can be e.\pected to

fill in with accuracy ? The merits of the two rival systems
are hotly contested ; the Governments of the Punjab and
the Central Provinces have declared in favour of the

modified settlement system, whole those of the North-
West Provinces and Burmah are in favour of the pro-

fessional survey ; and the surveyors and the settlement

officers are each declared by their respective backers to

be the fittest to survive in what has come to be regarded,

in some quarters, as a struggle for existence.

There are three essential requirements for administra-

tive purposes, a correct map, a classification of soils, and
a record of individual rights, and at first sight it would
seem desirable to have each of these performed by a
separate class of experts. Thus, when the professional

surveyors were called on to undertake the field measure-
ments, it was intended that they should simply make a
survey of the ground, and leave the business of classi-

fication and recording rights to others ; but, though
in most instances this would have sufficed to secure what
was wanted, in very many it would have failed to do so,

because several boundaries of property are either quite

unmarked on the ground, or so faintly marked that they
must be specially pointed out to the surveyor ; while, on
the other hand, many prominently-marked divisions of

land are not boundaries of property. If, then, the sur-

veyor simply made a survey of what he saw, assigning a
number to each plot of land on his map for ready identifi-

cation, the settlement officer following him had sometimes
to break up, sometimes to combine, his plots, and institute

a new series of numbers for the record of rights, all

which caused trouble, expense, and delay, and might
necessitate the construction of a second map. Thus, it

was found that the surveyor had to survey not what he
saw, but what was wanted by the settlement officer, and
this necessitated his entering into communication with all

the landed proprietors and tenants and squatters.

Now in India and Asiatic countries generally there is

this standing objection to any invasion of a district by

Government officials, more particularly when made with

a view to inquiries about rights of proprietorship and

occupancy, that the inhabitants invariably consider it a

judicious precaution in their own interests to conciliate

the officials and win their favour by substantial presents,

even when they have no rival claimants to fear, and when
they have, the conciliatory gifts are liable to merge into

bribes of ruinous magnitude. Thus every district is in-

variably impoverished more or less by the passage over

it, and still more the protracted residence in it, of a body

of native officials, and the less it is subjected to such

invasions the better for its welfare. In this respect there

is a decided advantage in having the survey, the classifi-

cation, and the record of rights executed simultaneously

by the officials of a single department working under a

single officer ; and there is the further advantage that the

presence of the villagers in attendance on the officials is

required much less frequently when all three investiga-

tions are made simultaneously than when each is con-

ducted separately. Thus in some of the districts in which

cadastral operations are now being carried on, the survey

officers have been called on to undertake, in addition to

their ordinary duties, the classification of soils and the

entr\- of all undisputed items in the record of rights, and

to furnish a hst of all disputed items, with the requisite

information to enable the disputes to be settled either by

an officer specially appointed to do so, or by one of the

higher courts of justice. This new system has not been

long on trial, but it is expected to be very satisfactory in

being less costly to the Government and less oppressive

on the people of the country. The Survey Department

has the great advantage of a staft' of European subor-

dinates to control the accuracy of the field measurements ;

its system of operation is cheap native agency closely

supervised ; its officers can control the classification of

soils and the preparation of the record of rights as well

as the ground measurements ; and close supervision is a

sine qua non wherever subordinate native agency is

largely employed.
the question of the best system of cadastral survey is

one of especial importance at the present tmie, for the

Government of Bengal contemplates carrying out such a

survev in the districts which were permanently settled by

Lord' CornwaUis in 1792. When that settlement was

effected the Government ceased to have any direct

interest in the land so long as the annual payments of

revenue were made with punctuality. The land has

greatly increased in value, and the lightly assessed

revenue has been paid with ease and without demur
;
but

meanwhile great changes have taken place in proprietary

rio-hts, and of these there is little official record
;
lands

have changed hands, and the settlements of zamindars

with ryots° or landlords with tenants, have not by any

means'been of the permanent and easy nature of the one

made by the Government with the landlords ;
on the

contrarvj rents have been raised to the utmost, and dis-

putes between the zamindars and the ryots are constantly

cominc- before our Law Courts, which have no record of

ri^fbts and no map to guide them to a correct decision.

When the permanent settlement was effected, nearly a

centurv ago, it was provided that a " patwari," or village

accountant, should be maintained to keep the record of

ric^hts and correct it up to date on all occasions of sub-

di"vision or clubbing of land ; but no steps were taken to

carry out this provision, and in Bengal the " patwari " has

lonCT become extinct, doubtless to the great advantage of

the°rich and the strong over the poor and the weak. And

now the former arecrving out that they do not want a

survey, while the latter have not as yet commenced to ask

for what they have not yet learnt to understand and

appreciate. But many of the higher officials of Govern-

ment think it imperatively necessary for the just adminis-

tration of the country.

One of these officers maintains that there can hardly
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be two opinions as to the abstract desirability of a

cadastral survey ; that it would be difficult to conceive a

greater boon to the province than would be the existence

at the present moment of a complete series of cadastral

maps, with their accompanying detailed records of pos-

session and of title ; that to measure the extent to which

such a record would facilitate administration and promote

economic progress, it is only necessary to realise the vast

quantity of interminable litigation, more or less connected

with the land, that burdens the civil and criminal courts,

and drains the resources of the agricultural population.

Out of the many criminal cases, true or false, that are

brought to determine questions of title or possession in

village fields—out of the concurrent and still more
harassing civil litigation on the ssme subject—a very

great proportion would certainly never have arisen at all,

but for the lack of survey records, and in the remainder

the same lack places equity and justice at an extreme

disadvantage, and prevents the decisions arrived at from

being accepted as definitive. The criminal courts decide

at most the question of actual possession at the moment

:

the parties accept the situation for the time, and go away
poorer, but not wiser, to renew the contest when oppor-

tunity and resources offer. The civil courts work in the

dark, sending out "amins" to perform straggling frag-

ments of mapping—the outcome of hearsay and village tra-

dition rather than of any scientific process—which barely

serve as precarious foundations for the court's decree, and
do not secure the ready identification of the site when
the litigation is in course of time reopened. There is

nowhere any stand-point of knowledge or certainty, and
every transaction in connection with land is either a

litigation or a compromise, in which the strongest wins.

But the cleansing of this Augean stable is expected to

be a work of extreme magnitude and difficulty. A Com-
missioner, who is entirely in favour of the experimental

introduction of cadastral survey operations, reports that

both zamindars who continue to levy rates which ba^e

been actually disallowed in courts of justice, and ryots

who for years have taken advantage of the absence of a

record to hold more land than they pay rent for, are

interested in many instances in preventing the truth from
being found out, and the appearance of the survey party

in any estate will awaken all sorts of fraud and chicanery,

all that procrastination, evasion, and quiet opposition at

which both zamindars and ryots are such great adepts.

To this must be added the opposition which will be

offered by interested middlemen of all grades. The
cadastral survey will be an opening up of all the sores of

the country, a probing of old wounds, and an invitation

to all and sundry to come forward and join in the great

game of scrambling for rights ; for in Bengal there is

next to nothing to go upon.
Thus a cadastral survey will not be an unmixed

blessing, and there are not a few of the higher officials

who think it likely to be exceedingly mischievous, and
deprecate its being undertaken. It is strongly opposed
by all the more powerful zamindars. Still it is probably

more alarming in prospect than it will prove to be in

reality. With a view to the acquisition of practical

e.vperience on the subject, the Government has ordered a

cadastral survey of the district of Mozuffinpur, which lies

to the north of Patna, to be immediately undertaken as a

tentative measure. J. T. \V.

(
To be continued^

AERIAL NA VIGA TION
'X'HE account given in NATURE (p. 421) of the late
* experiments of the French Government with their

" dirigible "' balloon is very interesting and iinportant, and
in order to give it its full significance I will ask leave to

offer a short explanation of the general state of the

question.

In 1875 I had occasion, in writing an article on balloons

for one of our leading Reviews, to call attention to the

fact that some skilful and, so far as they went, Successful

attempts had been made not long before by two French
engineers, MM. Henri Giffard and Dupuy de Lome, to

show the possibility of propelling and guiding balloons

through the air.

At that time a general and strong opinion prevailed in

England against such a possibility. This opinion was
enunciated by various classes of people. In the first

place, some writers, taking upon themselves to speak in

the name of science, declared that the thing was physic-

ally impracticable. The Duke of Argyll, for example,

the President of the Aeronautical Society of Great

Britain, wrote :
—

^

"A balloon is incapable of being dii-ecteJ, because it possesses

no active force enabling it to resist the currents of the air in

which it is immersed, and because, if it had such a force, it

would have no fulcrum or resisting medium against which to

exert it. It becomes, as it were, part of the atmosphere, and

must go with it wherever it goes."

Then another class of objectors were the aeronauts,

who necessarily and properly commanded respect as ex-

perts in the practice of ballooning. The cleverest of

these, Nadar, declared it was impossible to control the

direction of balloons, on account of their lightness and
large surface, and he laid down what he considered

an important principle, that " pour lutter contre I'air, il

faut ctre plus lourd que Fair." One of our most es-

teemed and experienced English aeronauts, Mr. Coxwell,

held the same view : and another (now, alas ! lamented)

expert, Col. Fred. Burnaby, wrote in the Fortnightly

Kc-viciu oi May 1884, an article on the " Possibilities of

Ballooning," for the express purpose of asserting that the

power of guiding them was not one of these possibilities.

He professed to show that we were not '• one whit nearer "

the solution of this problem than when De Rozier and
the Marquis d'Arlandes made the first ascent ; he denied

the truth of the French reports of what had been done ;

and he offered a present of 100/. to any one who, in a

free balloon, would after travelling a certain distance

return to his starting-point. And 1 may mention that so

strong was the feeling in favour of Col. Burnaby 's asser-

tion, that the editor of the Review refused to insert a

short and respectful remonstrance against it which I ten-

dered to him. Then there were the host of writers in

the general Press, the limes at their head, who argued

that, as in the century since balloons had been invented

nothing had been done, it was clear nothing could ever

]

be done, and that the idea of guiding them must be a

delusion, which w-as accordingly ridiculed unmercifully.

All this had an important practical eft'ect ; for our

military authorities, who wished to make use of balloons

in war, totally ignored all possibility of directing them,
i and confined their attention to using them captive for

observing stations, as had been done in the battle of

Fleurus nearly a century ago.

As it appeared to me that this opposition and in-

credulity were very ill-founded, and that the matter was
worth more serious investigation, I sent to the Institution

of Civil Engineers " .A Study of the Problem of Aerial

Navigation, as aftected by Recent i\Iechanical Improve-

ments,'' which they did me the honour to publish in the

volume of their I'roieediiigs for the session 1S81-82. I

attempted to show, in the first place, that the problem was
perfectly amenable to mechanical reasoning, and that its

[
successful solution involved nothing inconsistent with the

I teachings of mechanical science ; secondly, 1 pointed out

I various reasons to account for the failure of early at-

tempts to guide balloons : and thirdly, I showed that the

result of the recent French experiments, when treated on

ordinary mechanical principles, gave fair data for forming

an approximate estimate of what might hereafter be done.

' " Reign of Law," London, i86S, p. 130.
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They had sufficiently established the general practicability

of the attempt, and they had obtained an actual speed
through the air of about 6 miles an hour, and it was
easy to argue that by suitable provisions this might be
increased to lo, 20, or perhaps even 30 miles an hour.

Meantiine the French, who had no insular prejudices

to restrain them, continued their experiments. ^I. Gaston
Tissandier, an eminent man of science as well as a skilled

aeronaut, conceived the possibility of applying electrical

power for balloon propulsion ; he exhibited a working
model at the Paris Electrical E.xhibition of 1881, and
afterwards made, at his own expense, a large balloon,

with which in 18S3 he obtained a velocity of 9 miles an
hour. But the French military authorities (wiser in their

generation than ours) here stepped in, and, with their

greater resources, carried the trials still further. They
commissioned two of their engineer officers, Messrs.

Renard and Krebs, to construct a balloon with which the

problem might be thoroughly worked out, and the result

is now given. The experiment has been a perfect suc-

cess : an independent velocity through the air has been
attained of upwards of 13 miles an hour; the bal-

loon has been managed, steered, and guided with the

greatest ease, and it has, in defiance of the wind, been
made to return to its starting-point, the test proposed by
Col. Burnaby.
But the most valuable part of the communication to

the Academy of Sciences has been the investigation of

the bearing of the experiments on the scientific conditions

of the problem. There were two points especially which,
from the want of actual experience, had in former calcu-

lations to be estimated by analogy from water navigation :

the resistance which a balloon would encounter at dif-

ferent speeds in its passage through the air, and the

efficiency of the screw propeller in overcoming this re-

sistance.

First, as to the resistance. M. de Lome estimated this

by the midship section, but in a vessel much elong-

ated the length has also to be taken into account. Prof.

Rankine has given a rule for ships according to the

wetted surface, and also another dependent on the dis-

placement. Adapting these to air, and miking certain

additions which M. de Lome estimated as special to the

balloon, I obtained for the resistance in lbs., the diameter
and length being in feet, and the velocity in feet per

second

—

By the skin friction R = o'oooo^jjdh'
\

By the displacement R = o<xx)oSS6{d'/)hr.

Now, taking the proportion of MM. Renard and Krebs's
balloon at / = 6if, these equations become—

R = o'ooo2S6</"-j'=,

and A' = o'ooo292rf-j'=.

The result of the latest French experiments is, when put

in English measures

—

R = o'ooo^zoii'T^.

This is a little higher than the estimation by the former
methods, but it corresponds sufficiently well to give

confidence in the general mode of inquiry.

Secondly, as to the efficiency of the screw propeller.

This has been often investigated for water navigation, and
it may be said that an efficiency of 70 per cent, is

fairly borne out by experience. Mi\L Renard and Krebs
obtain for their screw an efficiency of only about 50 per

cent.

It is, I should think, highly probable that by further

experience both these elements may be considerably

amended ; but even taking the facts as they are, they

show the attainment of consid;;ably higher speeds to be
perfectly practicable. A balloon of 50 feet diameter,

for example, would carry power sufficient to give a speed
of upwards of 20 miles an hour, and still leave a con-

siderable buoyancy disposable.

At any rate, let us hope that we may have no more
quasi-scientific declarations of the impossibility of propel-

ling and guiding balloons, and no more sneers at those who
attempt to solve the problem. The capabilities of aerial

locomotion of this kind must (as I have fully shown else-

where) be necessarily limited, but its utility in certain

situations would be incontrovertible. The President of
the Institution of Civil Engineers, Sir F. Bramwell,
speaking in January 1885, said :

—

" There may undoubtedly be particular circumstances in

which this mode of locomotion would he useful, such, for ex-

ample, as the exploration of new countries, or as the present

Egyptian campaign. I strongly suspect that if our lively neigh-
bour;, instead of ourselves, had been invading the .Soudan, they
would lon^^ before this have had a dirigible balloon looking
down into Khartoum."

.And we have now a curious comment on his words, as

we know that at that very time there was, lying in its shed
near Paris, a balloon which, though perhaps it could not

have saved Gordon, might certainly have saved poor Bur-

naby, and otherwise have been of incalculable benefit to

our military operations. \ViLLi.\.M Pole

MEDICAL STUDY IN OXFORD
STATUTES for the regulation of the qualifications of

Candidates for Degrees in Medicine and Surgery,

and for creating a Faculty of Medicine in the University

of Oxford, have after prolonged discussions been approved
by Congregation in their definitive form. The Statute

which places the medical studies of the LJniversity under
the control of the new Board of the Faculty of Medi-
cine recently received the final sanction of Convocation,
and the other statutes will soon lollow. The interest

which these Statutes have excited could certainly not be
attributed to the radical nature of the changes which they
will initiate. It must be rather due to the circumstance
that the establishment of the new Faculty is regarded as

an indication that Oxford, which has hitherto stood alone

as the only University in the United Kingdom w-hich has
no mdeical students, and in which there is no organisa-

tion for medical instruction, now intends to undertake
this function.

It is well known that the Oxford Medical Degree is

one of the most coveted professional distinctions, but

it does not, like that of Cambridge or Edinburgh, mean
that the possessor of it has been trained either in science

or in medicine at Oxford. In future there is reason to

hope that it will be otherwise—that the University will

no longer confine itself to the giving of degrees, but will

teach all those branches of medical knowledge which
come within the range of University studies.

Chemistry, Iiuman anatomy, and physiology, are the

three subjects which constitute the scientific foundation

of medical education, the last-mentioned being itself

founded on the other two. For the instruction of medical
students in human anatomy, the University has lately

imported from Edinburgh an accomplished and ex-

perienced teacher. Dr. Arthur Thomson, who has

already as many pupils as he can find room for ; and
the completion of the new laboratory has rendered

possible the development of practical work in physiology.

But the mere providing of the means of instruction in

these subjects is insufficient, unless the lectures and
laboratory work are so systeniatised as to enable the

student to learn all that he needs to learn within the

limited time at his disposal, and at the same time each
branch of teaching is sufficiently specialised to adapt it

to his requirements.

The bearing of the new statutes on medical education

in the University can be best understood in relation

to the course of scientific training which an intending

student of medicine will, if they are passed, be able to

follow. Hitherto the Oxford graduate who has obtained
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lionours in biology, has been in no better position as

regards his medical curriculum than he would have been

had he taken an ordinary pass degree. For the statute

now in force, which we hope in a week or two will be

replaced by a better, does not permit him to present

himself for his medical examination in anatomy and
physiology until two years after his degree. In future it

will be possible for him to do this at the same time with

his examination in the Honour School in the same subjects

;

the practical effect of the change being that two years

will be saved, and that he will be enabled and encouraged
as an imdcrgraduaie to stud)- human anatomy and physio-

logy in their relation to medicine.

In Oxford, as is well known, every man who intends to

take a degree in Arts, which is a necessary precursor to

that in Medicine, must have passed the examination in

classics and mathematics, which is known as " Modera-
tions," and inasmuch as he is not permitted to present

himself for this examination until the fourth term after

matriculation, it is obvious that he is practically precluded
(supposing him to have Medicine in view) from beginning

his scientific education until after this period. Conse-
quently, of the four years which intervene between
matriculation and his final examination in the Natural
Science School, only three at most are at his disposal for

the study of physics, chemistry, anatomy, and physiology.'

Of these three years one at the very least is occupied
in acquiring a sufficient knowledge of the four subjects to

pass the very thorough and practical " Preliminary

Examination." In the scanty remainder of time which is

thus left to him he has to get through the most important

part of his Oxford work. He has to acquire such pro-

ficiency in physiology as will enable him to obtain a class

in the Natural Science School, in addition to a very de-

tailed knowledge of human anatomy and a limited

acquaintance with organic chemistry. Under present

conditions this can only be accomplished by men of ex-

ceptional power of work. The rest find it to their

advantage to defer their anatomy and chemistry for

another year, and consequently are not in a position

to enter on their hospital studies until five years after ma-
triculation. As this is more time than men of moderate
means can spare, our system cannot be considered satis-

factory until the medical student is enabled to devote the

four years of University residence entirely to scientific

education. The occupation of the first year in studies

which, however excellent in themselves, do not fit him
for the hard work before him is a grievance of which he
may justly claim to be relieved. As, however, the ex-

emption of natural science students from Moderations
has already in principle been accepted by Congregation,
there can be little doubt that, in the course of a year or

two, the desired change will be carried into effect.

The great success of the School of Medicine at Cam-
bridge, although no doubt chiefly due to the ability and
energy of the men who are at the head of it, affords

evidence that the conditions under which medical educa-
tion is there conducted, are in themselves well adapted
to the requirements of students. It is therefore of interest

to compare our own proposed arrangements with those
of Cambridge. Assuming that, with the aid of the new
Faculty of Medicine, we succeed in giving eftect to the
views above indicated, there will still be fundamental
differences between the two schools.

The first of these is that whereas here every aspirant to

the degree in Medicine must have first graduated in Arts,

the Cambridge student becomes from the moment that

he has passed the " Previous Examination" free to devote
himself exclusively to medicine. Tliis of course means
that, whereas in Oxford at least four years must intervene
between Matriculation and the first examination in medi-
cine, in Cambridge the corresponding point is reached in

in the Oxford ihi^
e of study in Oxford :

r J.^nuary 27, i3S6.

three years, or even in two,—a loss of time which is

chiefly due to the circumstance already referred to, that
the year which intervenes between Responsions and the
First Public Examination, is by the Cambridge medical
student devoted to physics, chemistry, and biology. It

is not, however, in this way only that our Oxford system
tends to lengthen the course of medical study. Our
" Preliminaries," which are adapted to the requirements
of an Honour School, are at Cambridge represented by a
pass examination in the same subjects, specially intended
for medical students, and therefore presumably easier.

But it is a point of much more importance that our
medical candidate is required, before he presents himself
for any medical examination, to have obtained a class in

one of the branches of biology. On general grounds there
seems reason for thinking that this is disadvantageous, for

it does a man harm to compel him to pass an honour exam-
ination for, if one may so express one's self, pass purposes.
Of the two subjects open to him, the medical student
naturally chooses physiology, not only because it is more
closely related to medicine, but because he may hope, by
obtaining a first or second class, to exempt himself from
farther examination. In that subject the schedules are

framed for the purpose of affording first or second class

candidates the opportunity of showing their knowledge.
Consequently, in attempting to prepare for it, the medical
student who studies physiology specially for the sake of

its applications to medicine, acquires a knowledge of

wider range than he requires, but of imperfect quality.

The evil is a serious one, but happily not difficult to

remedy—either by establishing a pass examination in

physiology, or, more simply, by marking oft' in the

schedules those subjects which are of less importance to

the medical student than the rest.

Enough has been said to show that, however insignificant

the position of medicine in Oxford may seem to be at

present, it is not likely to remain so. One of the diffi-

culties in the way of medical study here—the non-

recognition by the licensing bodies of Oxford teaching

—

was removed a year ago. The other is the occupation of

time, of which the student requires every moment for his

preliminary training in physics, chemistry, and ele-

mentary biology, with studies which, excellent in them-
selves, are not conducive to his purpose. From the

moment that we are relieved from this drawback, we
shall have everything in our favour, and success or failure

will depend on our own exertion. In the meantime, it is

not too soon to proceed with the organisation of our

system of studies, so that, when the opportunity is offered

for efficient action, we mi)- be prepared to take advantage

(fit. J. B. S.

CHARLES WILLIAM PEACH
AT the ripe age of eighty-six this genial and enthusi-

astic naturalist has at last passed away. Never was
there a more notable example of the irrepressible instinct

of a true lover of nature. Born in Northamptonshire,

he eventually joined the Coast-Guard service, and was
stationed at various parts of the coast where smuggling

went on apace and where his shrewdness and tact were

often more than a match for the daring spirits who defied

the revenue laws. But in the intervals of his duties he

found time for close observation of the living things he

met with along the shores and of the plants, insects, birds,

and fishes he saw inland. Working in the pre-Darwinian

days, when the adding of new species to the known list

was one of the chief aims of natural history students,

his zeal was early enlisted on behalf of the species-makers.

Some twenty species and several genera of sponges were

first made known by him as inhabitants of our seas. He
considerably augmented our list of native hydrozoa and
polyzoa. Among the naked-eyed medus?e, echinoderms,

moUusks, and fishes he also materially increased our know-
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ledge. One of his distinguishing characteristics was his

readiness to tell everything he knew to any naturalist en-

gaged in the investigation of the departments of zoology

in which he himself had worked. He was a keen observer

rather than a trained naturalist. He published little him-

self, but he contributed rich materials to those who knew
how to make the best use of them. He was consequently a

valued correspondent of many of the leading naturalists

of his day, who gladly acknowledged their indebtedness

to his generous aid. Nor were his observations confined

to the living things of the existing creation ;
he searched

the rocks around him for traces of former plants or animals,

and found them in places where no one had ever seen

or suspected them before. His keen eye detected the first

relics of fossil fishes in the Devonian rocks of Devonshire,

and when, after his transference to the north of Scotland

in 1849, iie had an opportunity of looking at the lime-

stones of Durness, he soon brought to light a series of

fossils which, in the hands of Murchison and Salter,

proved of the utmost value in fi.xing the geological age

of the rocks of the North-West Highlands. After his

retirement from the public service he went to reside in

Edinburgh, and devoted himself with all his old enthu-

siasm to the exploration of the fossil flora of the Car-

boniferous rocks of that neighbourhood. Nothing seemed
ever to escape his notice, and hence even from the

quarries and sections where many a practised eye had
preceded his own he was able to glean materials which
no one but himself had noticed. In recognition of his

important services to the cause of natural history, the

Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1S75 awarded to him the

Neill Gold Medal. His health has for some time past

been faihng, and he has now gone to his rest with the

affectionate regrets of all to whom the progress of natural

science in this country is dear. His son, Mr. B. N.

Peach, of the Geological Survey, with all his father's

enthusiasm and more than his father's range of acquire-

ment, will, we hope, for many a long year, preserve

among the naturalists of this country a family name that

is familiar as a household word.

PROFESSOR EDWARD MORREN
CHARLES JAMES EDWARD MORREN, whose

death on the 2Sth ult. we announced in our last

issue, was the son of Charles Morren, a Professor in the

University of Ghent, and was born in that city in 1S33.

Shortly afterwards the father removed to Lidge as Pro-

fessor of Botany. The son, Edward, as he was usually

called, was educated for the law, but evincing a strong

tendency towards the natural sciences and chemistry,

took his degree in the Science Faculty with much dis-

tinction. Owing to the ill-health of the father, Edward
Morren was early called on to undertake the professorial

duties, but the continuation of his licence to teach was
made conditional on his undergoing a " special " exam-
ination for the Doctorate. This was the occasion of the

publication of his dissertation on green and coloured

leaves, by which he first became known to the botanists

of Europe. After the death of Charles Morren, in 185S,

the son was appointed in the father's stead, and from that

day to this, the aim of the son seemed to be to walk in

the steps of his father, and to complete and extend his

work. Both devoted themselves not only to botany but

to chemistry, and in particular to horticulture and agro-

nomy. Both were imbued, as so many of the Belgian
savants are, with an ardent patriotism which led them to

devote their science to the practical good of the nation,

and to hold up to honour and respect the work of their

celebrated predecessors. Hence, from father or son, or

both, we have memoirs of Dodoens, of de I'Obel, of de
I'EscIuse, of Fuchs, and other worthies of Flemish
nationality.

Both were impressed with the necessity of extending

and adapting to the necessities of the times the system

and the means of botanical education. The Botani-

cal Institute of Liege, which Edward Morren lived

to found and to see completed, was but the modified

outcome and extension of the plans and schemes origin-

ally proposed by the father. The result is that Liege is

now equipped with a compact and well-ordered laboratory

for botanical tuition and research, such as some of our

own Universities might envy. In order to perfect this

institution Morren availed himself of his frequent travels

to study the method of instruction followed in the Uni-

versities of Germany, and the organisation of the scientific

establishmentsof Holland, Paris, London, and othercentres.

With his professorial work, his ceaseless duties in con-

nection with official horticulture and the publication of

the Bcli^ique Horticole, Edward Morren necessarily found

little time for the preparation of any separate work, but his

memoirs and academic dissertations are numerous. The
most important of them, as may be gleaned from what has

been said, referred to questions of chemistry and vege-

table physiology. A paper published in this country in

the Report of the London Botanical Congress, 1866,

comprises a most elaborate investigation into the action

of sulphurous acid and other vapours on plants.

His academical discourses and popular lectures were re-

markable both for their method and their matter. With the

fluency and elegance of style of a practised orator, Morren
combined the fulness of knowledge and accuracy of exposi-

tion of a man of science. Botanists, however, were looking

forward with expectancy to a monograph of the Brome-
liaceas from his pen. It was known that the Professor

had been accumulating for many years material for this

purpose. His collection of living examples is, we believe,

the largest and best selected in existence, and the mate-

rials in his herbarium and very extensive library (the

most complete of its kind in Belgium) are in their way
equally remarkable. Beyond detached fragments, how-

ever, .Morren published little on this curious family.

Death has overtaken him, as it did his father, when
little or not at all beyond the prime of life, and it has

caused a void which only those who knew the warm-
hearted, genial, liberal-minded Professor can fully ap-

preciate.

THE WEATHER
OVER the greater part of the British Islands last

month was one of the coldest Februarys on record,

the mean temperature at Greenwich being only 33""8, or

6^8 below the average of the month. Throughout Great

Britain generally, from the Grampians to the Channel,

temperature was' from about 5''o to f'o below the means
of the stations. But in the northern and western divi-

sions of these islands temperature was only from about

2°'o to 3°'5 below the monthly averages. This differ-

ence was mainly occasioned by the distribution of tem-

perature during the second week of the month, owing to

the higher temperature in the north and west accompany-

ing the storms which prevailed in the far north during

the time. Thus during the week ending February 13,

the mean temperature of Parsonstown was 43°'5, whilst

at Oxford it was so low as 33°-8, or nearly 10° lower.

From the middle of February, however, to the memor-
able snowstorm in the beginning of March, the weather-

maps of Europe presented several remarkably persistent

noteworthy features. The commencement of the period

was marked at the Ben Nevis Observatory by forty-eight

hours of singularly dry clear weather, such as occurs in

connection with anticyclones and the settled weather

attendant on them. Eastern and Northern Europe was

now even more pronouncedly than it had been in the

earlier part of the month the theatre of a widely- extended

anticyclone, which slowly shifted its position from day to

day, and sent out from its central regions winds in all
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directions, differing much in their climatic qualities. On
the other hand, Western and Southern Europe was
marked by an atmospheric pressure persistently and
greatly lower, with an absence of anything approaching a

cyclone—usually a characteristic feature of the weather at

this season—if we except a cyclone, not very decidedly
marked, that appeared in the Bay of Biscay on February

25, and thence passed slowly eastwards across Italy and
Greece, towards Asia Minor, which was reached on
March 2.

The inevitable consequence of this distribution of

atmospheric pressure was a prevalence of cahiis and of

easterly and northerly winds over the Continent, with
low temperatures. For five days, ending February 19,

the anticyclone had its centre near Moscow, during which
time the barometer, at 32 and sea-level, rose to 30965
inches. Meanwhile temperature steadily fell, and -7 '6

was recorded at Moscow on the morning of the 19th.

The anticyclone thence advanced northward to the White
Sea and westward to the Gulf of Bothnia, a pressure of

30'96l inches being recorded at Haparanda on the 22nd,
and 30'922 inches at Uleaborg, in Lapland, on the 24th

;

and thereafter southward to Stockholm with a pressure
of 30'6o3 inches on the 28th, to Riga with a pressure of

30742 inches on March i, and to Charkow with a pressure
of 30'39S inches on the 2nd. The central regions of the

anticyclone were throughout, as happens at this season,
marked by unusually low temperatures, the lowest being
- i6°-8 on the 23rd and — ]S°'S on the 24th at Arch-
angel, and - I5"'5 on the following morning at Hapa-
randa, these temperatures being about 3o''o below the

average for this time of the year at these places.

The weather-maps show that an important change had
already set in on the morning of the last of February,
the curvings of the isobaric lines pointing to a cyclone
to the north-east of the White Sea, and to another
cyclone advancing to the south-west of the British

Islands. The anticyclone was thus now surrounded by
three cyclones, located respectively near the White Sea,

to the south-west of the British Islands, and in the Medi-
terranean. On the morning of March I the most northern
of the cyclones had travelled somewhat to westwards,
and the other two to eastward ; and these respective
movements were continued on the following day. In the

meantime the anticyclone had greatly shrunk in breadth,
and by the morning of the 2nd, when the snowstorm
raged most fiercely over an unusually extensive breadth
of country, it lay as a narrow tongue of high pressure
westwards over Scandinavia, and, meteorologically con-
sidered, perilously close on to the cyclone whose centre
was then about the H umber. It necessarily followed,

from the contiguity of the high-pressure area to the

cyclone on its north side, that the storm passed across the

British Islands with uncommon slowness, thus prolonging
its continuance in Great Britain ; and that the steepest

gradients were formed in the north-east quarter of the

cyclone,—a rather unusual feature of the storms of North-
western Europe,—thus exposing North Britain to one of

the worst easterly gales of recent years.

Some snow fell in a few places on Sunday, but on
Monday it fell in almost all parts of England, the fall

being particularly severe in North Wales and the

northern counties. The Furness and Wigtownshire rail-

way lines were blocked and traffic suspended, a circum-
stance that has not occurred since these railways were
opened, which as regards the Furness line is twenty-
seven years ago. In the more southern counties the

storm was not quite so severe, and as the day advanced
the snow changed to sleet and at last to heavy rain. On
the Tuesday the storm spread northwards over all Scot-
land, and raged with a fury altogether unexampled.
Owing to the fineness of the snow-particles and the force

of the wind, snowdrifts in many places accumulated in a
degree quite unparalleled, and all transit was seriously

paralysed. The most serious railway block occurred on
the East-Coast line, and it was computed that thirty

trains of various sorts were snowed up between Newcastle
and Berwick. Letters carried by the London Monday
mail were not delivered in Edinburgh till Friday morning.
The sensation produced by the rapidly-driven snow-
particles on the face resembled the sharp pricking of a
shower of needles ; and it was remarked that the effect of

the snow-drift on the eyes gave the feeling which would
be produced by the spray of dilute nitric acid. As
respects the singular character of the snowfall, it may be
suggested that it was in some way connected with the

remarkable meteorological conditions described above as

having overspread Eastern and Northern Europe during
the fortnight preceding the storm, and the proximity of

North Britain to the anticyclone when the storm raged in

all its fierceness.

It is remarkable that, while the snowfall was large in

many western as well as in eastern districts, it was com-
paratively light over the higher midland parts of Scotland,

and that on Ben Nevis and surrounding mountains little

snow fell. It is to be noted, however, that at the Ben
Nevis Observatory the wind blew, not as is usual on such
occasions, from a different direction, but from precisely

the same direction as at lower levels, with a force, how-
ever, very greatly diminished, the mean wind-force for

the day being estimated by Mr. Omond at only 4 of the

Beaufort scale. For the week preceding the storm the

mean pressure and temperature of the air at the Obser-
vatory were respectively 25'482 inches and I4''9 ; and at

sea-level at Fort William, 30154 inches and 3i°'2. This
mean pressure at the Observatory is o'046 inch in excess

of what previous observations show to be the mean when
the sea-level pressure and temperature of the air is as

above. On the morning of the jtorm the e.xcess was
double that of the previous week. It is these departures

from the average in their relations to the cyclones and
anticyclones of this part of Europe that give the Ben
Nevis observations their great significance.

NOTES
It will be remembered that the Paris Academy of Sciences

on Monday week, after hearing Prof. Pasteur's account of the

cases he has treated, appointed a Committee to consider the

question of the establishment at Paris of a vast international

hospital. On Monday last M. Vulpian communicated to the

Academy the following proposals, unanimously agreed upon by

the Committee :—(l) An establishment for the treatment of

rabies shall be founded at Paris under the name of I'lnstitut

Pasteur. (2) This Institution shall be open both to French

subjects and to foreigners bitten by dogs or other rabid animals.

(3) A public subscription is opened in France and abroad for

the foundation of this establishment. (4) The employment of

the funds subscribe 1 shall be made under the direction of a Com-

mittee, consisting of Admiral Jurien de la Graviere, President

of the Academy of Sciences ; M. Bertrand, M. Vulpian, M.

Marey, M. Paul Bert, M. Bichat, M. Charcot, M. Herve

Mangon, M. de Freycinet, M. Camille Doucet, M. Wallon,

Vicomte Delaborde, M. Jules Simon ; M. Magnin, Governor of

the Bank of France ; M. Christophile, Governor of the Credit

Foncier ; M. Alphonsede Rothschild ; M. Beclard, Doyen of the

Faculty of Medicine, and Perpetual Secretary of the .\cademy

ofMedicine; M. Brouardel, Professor to the Factdty of Medicine,

and President of the Consultative Hygienic Committee of

France ; M. Gaucher, Professor to the Faculty of Medicine of

Paris, (s) The subscriptions shall be received at the Bank of

France and its branches, at the Credit Foncier and its branches,

and at the Public Treasury Offices. The nnmes of all sub-

scribers shall be inserted in the Journal Offitiel.
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The Stockpoit people have a pleasantly hearty way of testi-

fying their appreciation of the services of scientific men. A
series of popular science lectures has been given this winter

under the auspices of the local Society of Naturalists and the

directors of the Mechanics' Institution. The fourth of the series

was on " The Life of Pasteur," and on the conclusion of the

lecture it was proposed from the body of the hall that an

address of thanks should be sent to the illustrious Frenchman.

In accordance with the resolution an illuminated memorial has

been prepared for transmission to M. Pasteur.

M. Chevreul has so far recovered that he has been able to

walk out in spite of the low temperature prevailing in Paris.

Sir John Lubbock has been appointed Rede Lecturer to

the University of Cambridge for the ensuing year.

M. CORNU, member of the Paris Academy of Sciences and

Professor in the Polytechnic School, has been appointed a

member of the Bureau des Longitudes.

The Council of the St. Petersburg University has awarded

Prof. P. A. Tlienkoff's premium of 500 roubles to Prof. P. T.

Brounoff of the same University for his work on " The Laws of

the Movement of Cyclones and Anticyclones, especially in

Russia." For the next year's competition the same premium is

offered for the best work on the Compositce of European

Russia.

The late Dr. Davidson had a world-wide reputation as one of

the most eminent of British palaeontologists, and freely gave his

life-long services for the advancement of science. He also ren-

dered, for a series of years, great and valuable services to

Brighton ; chief amongst which may be mentioned the arrange-

ment of the Brighton Free Museum in its present locale, tlie

presentation to it of a fine series of volcanic products, and of his

collection of rocks and fossils from the Paris Basin— one that is

unique of its kind and of very great value because it was obtained

whilst the fortifications of Paris were being constructed, an

exceptional circumstance not likely to recur ; in addition to

these the late Dr. Davidson acted as Chairman of the Museum
Committee for several years, and filled that office at the date of

his de.ath. Whilst holding this position his attention to and

care over the best interests of that institution were unremitting,

and he was always ready, at his own expense, to purchase speci-

mens for the public benefit, whenever he thought it desirable to

fill up gaps in any series in the museum, on behalf of which his

scientific influence was always freely exercised. It is felt that

such disinterested and valuable services should be permanently

commemorated in the museum in which Dr. Davidson laboured

so assiduously and which he loved so well. With this end in

view, the Mayor of Brighton, Mr. E. J. Reeves, on behalf of

the members of the Pavilion Committee of the Town Cotincil,

and of the Museum, Fine Arts, and Library Committees, invites

his fellow-townsmen and Dr. Davidson's personal and scientific

friends to contribute towards the raising of a fund to be devoted

to the placing in the museum of a memorial to the late Dr.

Davidson.

The Royal Meteorological Society's Exhibition of Barometers

will be held at the Institution of Civil Engineers, 25, Great

George Street, Westminster, on Tuesday and Wednesday next.

The E.xhibition will be a most interesting one, as a large number
of various forms of barometer have been brought together, many
of them being of great value, and some being the only specimens

known to exist. At the meeting of the Society on Wednesday
evening, the President, Mr. \V. Ellis, will give an historical

account of the barometer. Any persons, not Fellows, wishing

to visit the Exhibition or to attend the meeting, can obtain

tickets on application to the Assistant Secretary, Mr. W.
Marriott, 30, Great George Street, S.W.

Of the three colleges—Columbia, Harvard, and University

of Pennsylvania—that received the benefit of the Tyndall Fund,

Columbia has been the first to act, we learn from Science. Her

trustees have recently drawn up a series of regulations in regard

to the John Tyndall Fellowship. The Fellow, who is to be

appointed on the recommendation of the President and Pro-

fessors in tlie Scientific Department, must pursue a course of

study and research in experimental physics for the term of one

year, and he may be reappointed. The first incumbent of the

Fellowship is Michael Pupin, who graduated at Columbia in

1883 with honours, and has since his graduation been studying

mathematics and physics at Cambridge, England.

M. GuERAULT, the well-known electrician and secretary of

the Lumiere Electiiquc, has died, at the age of forty, from con-

sumption. He was well known in England, where he stayed

during some years to learn engineering.

A VERY interesting entomological conference took place

recently at Odessa ; it was organised by the Zemstvos of nearly

all the southern provinces of Russia. It appears from the

reports read by the respective representatives, that nearly all the

southern districts of Russia suffer more or less from different

obnoxious insects and other animals, but principally from the

Hessian fly and marmots. The latter are especially destructive to

the corn-fields, and the Zemstvos found themselves compelled to

encourage the extermination of the plague by offering a reward

of from one to three kopeks (one to three farthings) for each

animal killed. During the year 1885 alone the Zemstvo of

Kherson thus paid ovr 100,000 roubles, this sum corresponding

to 6,600,000 animals killed, while in 1883 over 2,000,000 of

these animals had been killed.

Mr. Westwood Oliver, with the assistance of Messrs.

E. W. Maunder, F.R.A.S., W. F. Denning, F.R.A.S., T. E.

Espin, F.R.A.S., A. Cowper Ranyard, F.R.A.S., T. Gwyn
Elger, F.R.A.S., J. E. Gore, F.R.A.S., J. Rand Capron,

F.R.A.S., Howard Grubb, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., W. S. Franks,

F.R.A.S., T. W. Backhouse, F.R.A.S., and other well-known

observers, has in preparation a practical manual of " Astro-

nomical Work for Amateurs," the aim of which is to help the

possessors of limited instrumental means to turn their attention

to astronomical researches of real scientific utility, special atten-

tion being directed to the comparatively new fields of spectro-

scopy and celestial photography. The book will be published

by Messrs. Longmans and Co. Mr. Oliver invites suggestions

from practical workers, which may be sent to him at Loch-

winnoch, Scotland.

We have received Parts I. and II. of "British Petrography,

a Description of the Ordinary Rocks of the British Isles," by

J. J. Harris Teall, F.G.S. The publishers are Watson Brothers

and Douglas, Birmingham.

On March 15, 22, and 29, Prof. Bonney lectures at the

London Institution on the "Making of Mountains.

"

The Arago Laboratory created by M. de Lacaze-Duthiers in

France is attracting much attention on the Continent. This

laboratory serves as a counterpart to that formed at Roscoff,

and is performing an excellent work. It is constructed in such

a manner as to be capable of resisting excessive heat, which

always militates considerably against the operations carried on

at this and all similar laboratories.

The artificial reproduction of the sole is being energetically

carried on in France, where a laboratory was established so

far back as 1881 by Dr. Joussett of Belleyme especially for this

purpose. Since that time the ova of the sole have been regu-

larly incubated with success, notwithstanding the numerous

difficulties attending the process.
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The French Consulting Committee of Hygiene recently

advised the prohibition of the use of vaseline for butter in food

preparations. The effects of vaseline on the system, however,

seemed to require fuller CNamination, and Dr. Dubois has made

some experiments in regard to it. Two dogs were fed exclusively

on soup in which the usual fat was entirely replaced witli

vaseline ; one of them absorbed 25 grammes of vaseline a day

for ten days, the other 15 grammes (this would correspond in

the case of an average man to 100 grammes and 60 grammes

respectively). With this diet the animals even slightly increased

in weight. Their general state was good : there was no loss of

appetite, nor vomiting, nor diarrhoea. In general it may be

said that the carburets of hydrogen forming vaseline, though tliey

favour neither o.xidation nor saponiftcatiop like fats, are readily

tolerated in the alimentary canal, at least in the case of dot;-.

Further experiments will show if a prolonged use of the sub-

stance is equally innocuous.

It is estimated by the Marquis de Nadaillac {La Naliir.),

that Europeans can endure temperatures as widely apart as

130° C. at least. Thus, on January 25, 1882, a temperature of

- 65° C. was recorded on board the Varna and DijmpJiiui,

when blocked by ice in the Sea of Kara, east of the Straits of

Waigatz. On the other hand, M. Duveyrier, in the country of

the Touaregs, in Central Africa, has seen the thermometer rise

to 67°7 C.

A RECENT number of Globus contains an article by Prof.

Nehring, on an interesting prehistoric discovery made in the

neighbourhood of Madgeburg. At the village of Westeregeln,

between that city and Halberstadt, in the course of some work

the labourers came on the remains of an ancient grave, contain-

ing parts of the skeleton of an unburned human body, near

which were about 112 bored dogs' teeth, two decorated shells

of a river shell-fish now only fouml in Southern Europe, the

Unio sinnatus : two pieces of an easily-burnt resin, the remains

of one or more clay vessels, and a small highly-o.xidised bronze

ring, which appears to have been used as a finger ornament. The
teeth, from their formation, must have been collected from

twenty dogs at least, and they were all bored through the root

portion, and were evidently meant to be hung on a string.

With reference to the shell, it is noticeable that here and there

in the Rliine provinces similar shells are found with Roman
remains. Dr. Nehring is inclined to look for an explanation of

this circumstance rather to an importation from Southern Europe

than to the theory that the Unio siniiaiits has died out since the

Roman period in the Rhine provinces. Ornaments of the teeth

of Carnivora for the neck, waist, arms, &c. , have been found in

prehistoric mounds or graves elsewhere in Germany ; and even

now they are in use for a simil.ar purpose amongst certain primi-

tive peoples. The Igorrotos of Luzon use them for necklets

and earrings ; so also do the inhabitants of the islands in Torres

Straits.

At the annual meeting of the London Sanitary Pro' eel ion

Association the Report stated that the number of members is

now over 1000, and the total number of inspections made during

the year 1264 ; a large number having been made in the suburbs

of London and several in the country, including that of Eton
College and other large public institutions. Unfortunately the

general character of the houses inspected was as insanitary as

ever, only 5 per cent, being found in perfect order, and 9
'5 per

cent, in fairly good order ; whilst in 60 per cent, foul air was
escaping directly into the house, and in 24 per cent, sewage was
partly retained underground by leakage or choking of pipes.

Dr. Sciiliemann, who has been busy at Berlin for the last

few days arranging in the new Ethnological Museum the fruits

of his recent excavations, intends to return to Athens shortly.

The doctor promises that Berlin shall be the ultimate inheritor

of all his archaeological treasures.

A TELEGRAM from Catania announces Mount Etna to be in a

state of eruption. Cinders and stones are being continually

thrown up, and it is supposed that lava is coming cut of the

crater, but as it is covered by a dense mist no proper observa-

tions can be taken. Slight shocks of earthquake have been felt

at the foot of the mountain.

A VIOLENT shock of earthqu.ake was felt at 7.30 on Saturday

morning at Cosenza. Several houses were thrown down. One
penon was killed.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

pa-t week include a Patas Monkey {Ccriopitheats patas 9 ) from

West Africa, presented by Master Eric Blind ; a Toque Monkey
[Macacus pileatus) from Ceylon, presented by Mr. C. Brown ; a

Blue and Yellow Macaw {Am ararauna) from South America,

presented by Lieut. W. H. Duiifin, King's Own Regiment ; a

Serval {Fciis serva! i), a White-tailed Ichneumon (HirpesU's

alhkauda) from West Africa, presented by Mr. F. J. Jackson ;

a Canada Goose {Bcrnicla cauaM'iisis) from Canada, presented

by Mr. J. E. Kelsall ; a Rough-billed Pelican {Pdccanus trachyi-

r/iyiichus) from Mexico, a Hutchins's Goose {BeniiclahuUhimi),

from Arctic America, purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Lunar Inequalities due to the Action of Jupiter.

—Some years ago Prof. Newcomb, discu-sing certain discord-

ances between the observed and tabular places of the moon,
was led to the conclusion that there existed a hitherto undetected
inequality with a coefficient of i""S in the longitude, and having

a period of about 17 years as regards its effects on the eccen-

tricity and longitude of the perigee. Shortly afterwards Mr.
Neison announced that he had found in the action of Jupiter

the explanation of this inequality. Using Delaunay's notation,

his expression for the inequalities in longitude is

—

IV = - r''l63sin(2/i + zg->r I ~ lh" - 2g" - zl'')

+ 2"'200 sin {lh + 2g - 2/t" - 2^" - 21").

Now, the coefficient of the second of these inequalities is,

theoretically, a quantity one order higher than that of the first ;

the first having the simple power of the eccentricity as factor,

while the second has the square. Hence we should natur.illy

expect to find the latter coefficient the smaller. On the grounds,

therefore, that there is reason to think that Mr. Nelson's value

of this coefficient is possibly too large, Mr. G. W. Hill has

investigated the lunar inequalities arising from the action of

Jupiter, and has computeil afresh the values of the coefficients

of the resulting perturbations in longitude. His final result is

—

5 K = - o"-903 sin {zh + 2g + I — 2/2" - 2g" - 2I")

+ o''209sin(2/i -f 2f - 2V - 2g" - 2I")

- o"-ii8sin (/ - 2h' - 2g' - 2/' -f 2h" + 2g" + 2I").

It will be seen that the coefficient of the second term is only

about one-tenth of that found by Mr. Neison. It is not possible

at present to determine the cause of this discordance, as Mr.
Neison has not published the details of his investigation. It is

to be hoped that he will now rio so, in order lo afford the means
of deciding this interesting matter.

Spectroscopic Determination of the Motion of the
Solar System in Space.—The Aitnnoniscltc Nachrkhten, No.

2714, contains a brief note by Herr Hans Homann, giving the re-

sult of a discussion he has recently made of the spectroscopic ob-

servations of the motions of stars in the line of sight made at the

Royal Observatory, Greenwich. He finds the position of the apex

of the solar motion as derived from these to be R.A. 320°'i,

Deck 4I°'2 N., and the speed of translation to be 39*3 ± 4'3

kilometres per second. He has likewise discussed the similar

observations made by Dr. Hiiggins, and at the Temple Obser-

vatory, Rugby, by Mr. Seabroke, although these two latter

series embraced too few stars, and these insuflSciently observed

to furnish adequate grounds for any satisfactory conclusions.

The results derived from these three series, though differing

very considerably from each other, yet show a certain rough

correspondence which was perhaps all that could be expected,
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and Herr Homann considers that the velocity of translation may
be taken as not greatly differing from 30 kilometres a second.

The results from Dr. Muggins's and Mr. Seabroke's measures

are as follows :

—

Observer Velocity of Tr.insl.-uion Ape.x of Solar Motion

Iluggins ... 48'5 ± 23-1 ... R.A. 309'S, Decl. 697 N.
Seabroke ... 245 ± IS'S ... R.A. 278-8, Deck 13 6 N.

These results all dififer very considerably from those obtained

by Struve, Airy, Galloway, and others, from a consideration of

the proper motions of stars as observed with the telescope, i.e.

in a direction at right angles to the line of sight, the most
probable mean value of the co-ordinates of the apex from all these

discussions being about R.A. 260°, Decl. 35° N., whilst Struve

found the velocity of translation to be about 7 kilometres per

second. This speed was, however, based upon the assumption

that the average annual parallax of stars of the first magnitude is

about o"'25, and it should be borne in mind that Airy obtained

{Mem. R.A.S., vol. x.xviii. p. 161) from the discu^sion of 113

stars with large proper motions a speed of translation nearly

six times as large as that of Struve. Plummer also (Mem.
R.A.S., vol. xlvii. p. 341), from a rediscussion of Gallo-

way's data, found for the co-ordinales of the apex R.A. 276° 8',

and Decl. 26° 31' N., a result which differs considerably from
the earlier ones above referred to, and in the direction of greater

accordance with those obtained by the spectroscopic method.
It may, however, be doubted whether the spectroscopic results

are yet ripe for satisfactory discussion ; the preliminary inves-

tigation undertaken by Plummer some time ago gave distinctly

disappointing results, and, so recently as last May, Maunder
{Ol'serva/ory, vol. viii. p. 165) stated that but "some fifty

stars in all had been observed a sufficient number of times for

us to be able to deduce their speed to the nearest ten miles

per second." He considered, however, that the results, so far

as they went, "indicated a motion towards a Aquarii rather

than towards any point in Hercules." This would agree well

with Herr Homann's calculations in R.A., but not in Decl.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1SS6 MARCH 14-20

/'pOR the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at
^ Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24,
is here employed.

)

Ai Greenwich ou J\ljre/i 14

Sun rises, 6h. 17m. ; souths, I2h. gn. I9'25. ; sets, i8h. Im.
;

decl. on meridian, 2° 26' S. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

5h. 30m.
Moon (one day after First Quarter) rises, iih. 20m.; souths,

I9h. 14m. ; sets, 3h. 6m.* ; decl. on meridian, 18° 14' N.
Pla Rii Souths Sets De. 1 meridJE

Mercury ... 6 39 ... 13 6 ... 19 33 ..
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Dr. Archibald Geikie, than whom no one can speak with
higher authority, ha? expressed a most decided opinion on the

peculiar value of physical geography in education. He writes,

in a letter published in Mr. Keltic's excellent Report, that he
knows of no other subject "that lends itself so effectively to the

teacher who wishes to inspire his pupils with some appreciation

of the nature and value of scientific education and reasoning."
He has long been of opinion that, in this sense of the term,
geography (that is physical geography), should form an essential

part of education.

It seems generally conceded that the teaching of geography
in this country is at present in a very unsatisfactory con-
dition, and far behind that existing over a great part of the
Continent of Europe. It is most remarkable, and much to be
regretted, that in England, of .all countries where advanced edu-
cation prevails, with her world-wide possessions and interests,

such a condition should exist. There can be no doubt about
the matter. The fact that it is not found by English publishers
to pay to issue first-rate maps and works on physical geography,
equivalent to those published in Germany, is striking evidence
of its correctness. The present movement is founded on a con-
viction that it is so. The reasons for this condition of things are
probably not far to seek. When we find that geography,
whether in lower or higher schools, or .at military training col-

leges, is best taught and provided for in such countries as

Germany and Austria, where the subject is represented by
special professors .and systematically taught at the Universities,
whilst at no British University is there any professor of geo-
graphy at all, it is surely mt unreasonable to conclude that the
lack of professors and higher teaching of the subject at our
Universities is the main cause of the inferior position of the
subject here.

The present energetic effort of the Society to promote geo-
graphical teaching cannot but yield considerable results in im-
proving the po-ition of the subject in this country, but it is most
important that a further attempt to introduce the subject in .any

form, as a University one, should be made.
Possibly, although at the present moment it may not be fea-

sible to secure the representation of geography as a whole,
because of the apparent vagueness of its bounds and the att.acks

on all sides to which it is in consequence liable, there may be a
chance of success if the attempt be made to press the claims of
physical geography. It is, however, scarcely pos^ble that the
establishment of physical geography at the Universities can ever
be effected without the cordial co-operation of the leading geo-
logists of this country. I know that several of these, including
Prof. Bonney, to whom I am indebted for much advice in the
present matter, believe that the time has come when speci.al

chairs of physical geography should be established, regarding the
question as one of, as it were, splitting the subject of geology
into two parts. Prof. Archibald Geikie expresses himself as of
a similar opinion in his letter published in Mr. Keltic's Report.
That there is a necessity for lectures on the higher branches of
physical geogr.aphy is shown by the fact that courses of lectures
nearly relating to this subject are now being given by Prof.

Hughes at Cambridge and Prof Boyd Dawkins at the Owens
College, and I venture to suggest to the Council of the .Society

that it would be well to make an attempt to secure the co-
operation of the Geological Society in a joint endeavour to induce
the Universities to establish professorships of physical geography.
There are many reasons why success may attend an effort to

establish the representation of physical geography rather than
the wider .subject. It is obvious that any professor who could
hold such a chair must be a geologist, the two subjects of
physical geography and geology being most closely allied and
overlapping. I am not going to attempt to define physical
geography .as a subject. The term geography is, no doubt, a
somewhat unfortunate one, and a great deal of serious opposition
has been raised to the advancement of the subject on such
grounds as that it is a " graphy " and not a "logy." But the
Germans have not only practically separated geology and geo-
graphy as subjects of University study with the highest success,
but find no difficulty in the use of the term physical geography
to cover such knowledge as is represented in Peschel's excellent
work, " Allgemeine Erdkunde."
Regarding physical geography as a part of geology to be sepa-

rated from it :—The reason why such a separation should be
effected is that there is thus formed and brought together for

special treatment a subject which is far more necessary and suit-

able for general educational purposes than the whole of geology
itself, which will attract far more students and act as a lever for

promoting the study of other branches of science as special

subjects, as well as of geology itself.

The principal argument that is always brought against the

establishment of professorships of physical geography at the

Universities, is th.at the subject is already covered by the pro-

fessors of geology ; but Prof. Geikie evidently does not take

that view, and points out in his letter already referred to,

" Geology is every day increasing in its scope, which is

already too vast for the physical powers of even the most
indefatigable teacher." It is already impossible for one
teacher to cover all which may be supposed to be included

under the name geology. When both physical geography
and geology are represented by a single professor in a Uni-
versity they must needs be inadequately covered, or one
branch must receive but meagre treatment in proportion to the

other ; or the period covered by a course of lectures is too long
for any one student to attend the whole. Convinced that it is a

matter of the utmost importance for the progress of geography
here to show that the two subjects, geology and physical geo-

graphy, can be taught with perfect harmony and advantage by
different professors at the same time at a University, I asked Mr.
Keltic to write to some of the German professors of geography,

and request them to express their views on the matter, and to ask

for copies of the syllabuses of courses of lectures on geography
and geology delivered at the same time within their Universities.

He h.as handed me the following most interesting letter from
Prof. Kirchhoff, Professor of Geography at H.alle :

—

"Unfortunately, I cannot send you .syllabuses of the Uni-

versity lectures in geology like those of my own lectures on
general geography, and on the countries of Europe, which I

placed in your hands, since such do not exist.

"However, the question now being raised in England is

already practically settled in Germany. All the Universities in

Northern Germany, and now those in Austria also, possess geo-

graphical as well as geological professors, and it is not found in

any instance that the two interfere with each other, or are super-

fluous to each other, but, on the contrary, they have proved to

afford mutual support.
" It is, no doubt, correct that geology, in just the same way

as geography, is concerned with the earth and all its various

parts. But the point of view on either side is different. For
e.xample, whilst I am delivering in Halle during four successive

semestres the course on geography, with the nature of which you
are acquainted, Prof, von Fritsch and two colleagues are lectur-

ing to almost entirely different audiences on mineralogy, crystal-

logr.aphy, geology, and palaeontology. In summer. Prof, von
Fritsch arranges excursions for geological purposes, and many
of the students attending my lectures take part in these, because

a problem of great geographical importance is able to be solved

during these excursions, namely, the explanation of the form of

the land surface as resulting from its composition, and by means
of the history of its development.
"The two sciences do, indeed, touch one another in what is

termed superficial geology, but from this zone of contact they

stretch wide apart from one another. Geology discusses not

only the developmental history of the earth in the Quaternary
period, a matter which concerns the geographer quite as much
as the geologist, but it discusses also that of the most remote

periods of the earth's antiquity, investigates the petrographic

structure and the organic life of every formation, subjects which

hardly concern the geographer at all.

" On the other hand, geography h.as to deal not only with the

land surface and the waters, but also with climate, the flora and
fauna, and human inhabitants, both of the earth .as a whole and
of each separate country, confining its view to the present only,

that is to say to the Quaternary period. It might as well be

said that the existence of history as a "subject at Universities

rendered geography unnecessary, because it also has to do with

the entire earth's surface.
" In reality, geography embraces all facts relating to the

earth, borrowing them often from other sources. The geology

of the British Isl.inds, for example, together with their history

since the time of Cassar, does not by any means represent the

geography of the islands."

Prof. Wagner, of Gbttingen, Professor of Geography in that

University, a most em.inent authority on geographical edu-

cation, has sent a note, in which he gives a syllabus of his
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own lectures and those of Prof, von Koeneu, Professor of

Geology.

From tbis it is evident, as Prof. Wagner concludes, " that

there is no connection whatever {gar kein Konnex) between my
lectures and those of the geologist."

Can any one doubt that the establishment of such a system
of teaching geography and geology, side-by-side, as set forth in

these two communications, would not be of the utmost benefit

to our country and its education generally, if established in our

Universities also ? It will be impo'^sible to obtain adequately

trained teachers of physical geography until such courses of in-

struction are open ; and until adequately trained teachers are

produced for higher schools and training colleges, no real pro-

gress in the teaching of physical geography can be made through-

out the country.

There can scarcely be a doubt that the establishment, at our

Universities, of such a condition as that at the German ones,

would be in every way to the advantage and advancement of

geology, and to the increase of the numbers of its students ; it

would also advance the cause of all other branches of natural sci-

ence, and all interested in the teaching of these subjects ought to

support a movement in favour of its adoption warmly. No
doubt the adoption of the system is merely a question of time,

—

England cannot lag behind in the study of geography for ever.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge.—Mr. J. E. Marr, M.A., Fellow of .St. John's

College, has been appointed University Lecturer in Geology.

It is estimated that the ethnological collections now displayed

in the Antiquarian Museum are worth at least 2000/., and with
a little additional accommodation objects valued at looo/. more
i-an be displayed. These series are of inestimable value to the

student of anthropology, and from the labours of Baron von
Iliigel in their arrangement the University is reaping a rich

harvest. The baron contemplates illustrating them by a full

series of maps and drawings.

The honorary degree of M.A. is to be conferred on Mr. C.
Todd, Government Astronomer, Postmaster-General, and Di-
rector of Telegraphs in South Au-tralia.

The Open Entrance Scholarships for Natural Science to be
competed for in the ensuing months include those of Peterhouse,
Chemistry and Physics, October ; Clare, Natural Science,

March 24 ; Downing, Natural .Science, June i ; Non-Collegiate
Students, Physical Science, July.

Mathematical Scholarships will be given at each College men-
tioned above (e.tcept Downing), and at Trinity Hall, March 17 ;

Corpus Christi, March 23 ; Queens', April 27 ; St. Catherine's,

May II ; Magdalene, March 17. Further information will be
given by the Tutors of each College.

At the City and Guilds of London Institute, Central Institu-

tion, Exhibition Koad, S.W., Prof. Ayrton, F.R. S., will give a

course of six lectures on some of the industrial applications of

electricity, from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. Friday afternoons, March 12,

19, 26, April 2, 9, and 16. The lecture on March 12 will be
im Electric Lighting ; March 19, Electricity as a Motive Power;
March 26, Klectric Storage of Energy ; April 2, Electric Trans-
mission of Power ; April 9, Electric Meters; April 16, Electric

Locomotion.

At Clifton College a .Scholarship of the value of 30/. per
annum, tenable for three years at the Central Institution of the

City and Guilds of London Institute for the Advancement of
Technical Education, is offered by the Committee of the
Institute, and will be awarded, on the nomination of the head-
master, in July next. ThL- candidate so nominated will be
required to pass the Entrance Examination of the Institution, to

be held in the following October. It is the intention of the
Committee of the Institute to offer this Scholarship annually
for six years, beginning with 1886. The object of the Central
Institution is to provide advanced instruction in those kinds of
knowledge which bear upon the different branches of industry,

whether manufactures or arts.

It is intended that a subdivision of the Military and Engin-
eering Department of Clifton College shall have its studies
specially, though not exclusively, directed with a view to
prepare for entrance to the Central Institution and similar
Engineering and Technical Colleges.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, February 4.
— " On the Polarisation of Light

liy Reflection from the Surface of a Crystal of Iceland Spar." By
Sir John Conroy, Bart., M.A. of Keble College, Oxford. Com-
municated by Prof. G. G. Stokes, P.R.S.

In the year 1819 Sir David Brewster communicated to the
Royal Society {Phil. Trans., 1819, p. 145) an account of some
experiments he had made on the polarisation of light by reflec-

tion from ihe surface of double-refracting substances, and
showed that Malus's statement with regard to Iceland spar was
incorrect.

Malus said that Iceland spar behaves towards the light it

reflects like a common transparent body, and that its polarising
angle is about 56° 30', and that, whatever be the angle compre-
hended between the plane of incidence and the principal section
of the crystal, the ray reflected by the first surface is always
polarised in the same manner ("Theoriede ia Double Refrac-
tion," pp. 240, 241).
Some years later Seebeck made a number of very accurate

observations on the same subject, and in 1835 and 1837 Neu-
mann published an account of further experiments that he had
made on the reflection of light by Iceland spar.

He begins his second paper by a brief summary of the results

obtained by Brewster and Seebeck. " Brewster found that the
angle of complete polarisation for calc-spar depends on the posi-
tion of the reflecting surface relatively to the axis, and upon the
position of its principal section to the plane of reflection ; he
also found that when the reflecting surface is covered with a
liquid the plane of polarisation of the completely polarised ray
does not coincide with the plane of reflection, but makes a
smaller or greater angle with this ; when a cleavage-face of calc-

spar is covered with oil of cassia this deviation may amount to
go°. The knowledge of these phenomena has only been further
advanced in recent times. Dr. Seebeck has so followed out, by
means of most accurate determinations, the influence of optically
uniaxial crystals upon complete polarisation that the angle of
incidence at which this occurs can be determined as accurately
beforehand as it can by Brewster's law in the case of uncrystal-
lised bodies. Seebeck also discovered that the deviation of the
plane of polarisation from the pl.ane of reflection, which
Brewster had observed, also occurs when the ray of light falls

directly from air on to the surface of the crystal."

Seebeck's observations having been mainly directed to the
determination of the angle of polarisation, Neumann's object
was to determine the azimuth of the plane of polarisation of the
reflected light.

Seebeck and Neumann only repeated a portion of Brewster's
experiments, and no one except Sir David Brewster appears
to have made any determinations of the angles and azimuths of
polarisation when the spar was in contact with media other than
air.

Prof. Stokes very kindly called my attention to these experi-

ments of Sir David Brewster, and pointed out that, as they had
never been published in detail, and had not been repeated by any
one else, it was desirable that further observations should be
made on this subject. The experiments, the results of which I

have the honour of submitting to the Royal Society, were under-
taken at Prof. Stokes's suggestion, and in carrying them out I

had the beneiit of his advice.

The apparatus used was essentially the same as that employed
by Seebeck ; the divided circle of the goniometer was, however,
horizontal, and not vertical, as in Seebeck's instrument, and the

arrangement for keeping the reflected ray constantly in il e axis

of the observing-tube, whilst the angle of incidence was varied,

differed from that employed by him.

The measurements were made by altering the angle of in-

cidence and the azimuth of the observing Nicol until the light

reflected by the Iceland .spar was reduced to a minimum, the

position of the crystal remaining fixed.

In order to obtain anything like accurate results with observa-

tions of this kind it is necessary to make a large number of

determinations and take their mean : it was obvious that there

were two ways in which any given number of observations

might be grouped, either by making a good many separate

determinations for a few positions of the crystal, or by making
a few observations at a number of diflferent azimuths ; the latter

alternative being the one adopted, two readings were made at

seventy-two different azimuths of the crystal.

Two complete series of observations were made with cleavage-
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faces of Iceland spar in air, water, and tetrachloride of carbon,

the water and tetrachloride of carbon beint; contained by a nearly

cylindrical thin glass vessel (a chemical beaker), which stood on

the horizontal stage of the goniometer, the tetrachloride being

prevented from evaporating by a layer of water floating on its

surface.

The position of the crystal in which the principal section was

in the plane of incidence and the obtuse summit nearest the

observer was considered the zero position ; when the principal

section was in the plane of incidence, and the obtuse summit

towards the side from which the light was incident upon it, was

therefore azimuth l8o°. The ciystal was rotated clockwise, and

the same direction of rotation was considered the positive direc-

tion for the Nicol.

It had been intended to make similar measurements with

artificial surfaces cut perpendicular and parallel to the axis of

the crystal, and three pieces of Iceland spar cut respectively

parallel to a natural face, and perpendicular and parallel to the

axis, and all polished with "whiting" were obtained.

Seebeck states {Fogg. Ann., vol. .xxi. 290) that Iceland spar

polished with rouge or putty powder differs in its optical pro-

perties from the natural substance, but that an artificial surface

polished with chalk behaves very nearly, if not exactly, like a

natural one.

Seebeck's measurements were all made with the crystal in

air, and as the changes in the azimuth of the plane of polarisa-

tion, and in the value of the polarising angle, for different

azimuths of the crystal, when such is the case, are small, it

seemed desirable, before making any measurements with the

artificial surfaces cut perpendicular and parallel to the axis, to

make some determinations with an artificial surface parallel to a

natural face of the crystal when the crystal was immersed in

water ; this was accordingly done.

These results differed considerably from those obtained pre-

viously with a natural face in water, and it therefore did not

appear worth while to make any further experiments with arti-

ficial surfaces, as it seemed certain that the results would be

untrustworthy.

The difference between the results obtained with this artificial

surface and with a natural surface of the crystal is too great to

be explained by supposing that the artificial surface was not cut

absolutely parallel to the direction of the cleavage, and must

therefore be attributed to some change produced by the polisli-

ing, possibly due to the pressure employed (conf. Seebeck,

Pogg. Ann. vol. xx., 1S30, 27).

Prof. Stokes pointed out to me that the experimental results

which had been obtained were well suited for reduction by

means of the harmonic analysis, and not only explained the

method but himself reduced the first set of observations made
with a cleavage-face in water. All the observations were accord-

ingly reduced by this method.
Owing to the fact that the principal section of the crystal is a

plane of symmetry, the periodic series for the development of the

azimuths of the planes of polarisation can contain sines only, and

that for the polarising angles cosines only, including the constant

term ; therefore the coefficients of the cosines in the former case,

and of the sines in the latter, were not calculated, except with

the observations made with the artificial surface ; it seemed pos-

sible that the process of polishing might occasion some want of

symmetr)', and that therefore it was desirable to calculate the

values of the coefficients in both sines and cosines.

Omitting the terms which we know from theoretical reasons

ought not to appear, and which at any rate are extremely small, we
obtain as the final result the following approximate expressions

—

Azimuths of the Plane of Polarisation ofLight Polarised by

Reflection

Cleavage surface in air - 2° 10' sin 9 -I- 1° 49' sin 29 -I-
0° 2'

sin 38 -I- 0° 1' sin 48.

Ditto, in water - 9°27'sin8-H 5° 29' sin 28 -I-
0° 47'

sin 38 - 0° 10' sin 48.

Ditto, in tetrachloride - 23° 47' sin 8 4- 10° 25' sin 28 -I-
4° 17'

of carbon sin 38 - 0° 24' sin 48.

Artificial surface in water — 3° 52' sin 8 -I- 5° 1 1' sin 28 -I-
0° 33'

sin 38 - 0° 21' sin 48.

Polarising Angles
Cleavage surface in air 58° 17' - 1^ 15' cos 28 + 0° 2' cos 46.

Ditto, in water 52° 2' - 3° 14' cos 28 -H 0° 13' cos 48.

Ditto, in tetrachloride 53° 9' - 8° 54' cos 28 -|- 1° 12' cos 48.

of carbon
.A.rtificial surface in water 48°53'-2° 9' cos 28 -f 0° i' cos 48.

From these expressions the values of the ordinates of the
curves representing the phenomena were calculated, and the

curves plotted from the values so obtained.

These curves correspond very closely with the smooth curves

drawn from the points given by the observations, the values of

the ordinates for those portions of the curve corresponding to

azimuths o°-40° and 320°-36o°, being rather greater than the

values given by the smooth eye-drawn curve. The curves for

the artificial surface in water show clearly, when compared with
the corresponding curves for the natural surface, how greatly

these two surfaces differed in their optical behaviour.
Brewster, in his paper in the Philosophical Transactions for

1819, says:— " In any given surface when A and A" are the

maximum and minimum polarising angles, viz. in the azimuths

of 0° and go", the polarising angle A' at any intermediate azi-

muth a may be found by the formula A' — A + sin-a(.J "-.-/)."

This expression is the same as that given by the harmonic
reduction of the observations set forth in this paper, if

we assume that the smaller terms are due to errors of observa-

tion, as in that case the expression for the polarising angle in

air (B) becomes 58° 17'- i 15' cos 28.

Brewster's formula also appears to hold good for the case of

Iceland spar in water, as the harmonic series for the value of

the polarising angle {D) may be taken as 52° 02' - 3" 14' cos 28.

But with the spar in tetrachloride of carbon the agreement no
longer holds, as the coefficient of cos 48 becomes too large to be
neglected, being 1° 12'. The determinations made in this

strongly refracting liquid were less satisfactory than the others,

but there is hardly sufficient ground for assuming that the

value of the coefficient of cos 48 is merely due to errors of

observation.

The experiments, of which an account had been given, confirm

the accuracy of Brewster's observations made with a surface of

Iceland spar in contact with media other than air, and show
moreover that, as .Seebeck pointed out, the change in the value

of the azimuth of the plane of polarisation of the reflected

light also occurs, though to a far less extent, when the crystal

is in air, and further, as the refractive index of the medium
increases, the change in both these values is greatly augmented.

The harmonic analysis affords a means of expressing approxi-

mately at least both these changes as functions of the azimuth

of the principal section of the crystal, and further shows that,

when the crystal is in air or water, Brewster's formula for the

angle of polarisation expresses the facts of the case.

Linnean Society, February 18.—Dr. St. George Mivarf,

F. K.S., in the chair.—Prof. II. Macaulay Posnett, N.Z., was

elected a Fellow of the Society.—Mr. W. Joshua exhibited over

130 species of Lichens from Jamaica, collected by Mr. J. Hart

in the Blue Mountains near Gordon Town, and after-

wards determined by Dr. J. Miiller (Arg.) of Geneva ;

many of these were of great interest.— Mr. T. Christy ex-

hibited some flowers preserved by a new chemical process ;

he also called attention to a hitherto unknown Cinchona bark

from South Africa ; and besides showed a living plant of

Erytho.xylon coca in fruit.—Mr. H. Goss made remarks on

specimens of the Wild Parsnip (Pastinaca sativa) gathered by

him on the Thames side, Moulsey, Surrey.—Mr. A. D. Michael

read a paper on Acari of the genus Glycifhagus, discovered in

moles'-nests. In G. platygaster the male, although slightly

differing from the female, as is usual in the genus, still can

easily be recognised as of the same species ; but in G. dispar,

while the female closely resembles that of G. platygaster, the

male, on the contrar)', is totally unlike in size, form, markings

of body, and arrangement of the legs, &c. G. dispar also

affords evidence of the retro-anal position of the bursa copulatrix,

and its being the posterior median projection characteristic of

the females of the genus. Mr. Michael speculates wherefore

the above divergence of the male form of G. dispar, seeing

that its habitat and other conditions are the same as

its female, and the closely-allied species. — Mr. John Ball

gave a communication on the botany of Western South

America. He introduced the subject with reflections on the

climatal relations of the western seaboard, which have such

a remarkable influence on the development of vegetable life,

lie then describes his collection of plants from Buena Ventura

in Columbia, from Payta in Northern Peru, from Caldera in

Northern Chili, and Lota in Chili, from the neighbourhood of the

Ch.annels of Western Patagonia, andStraitsof Magellan, through-

out interspersing reflections and brief summiiries of the peculiari-

ties of the floras in each of the districts in question. He infers
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that the vast region including the warm and moist parts of South

and Central America should be regarded as a single botanical

province, in which the same generic types are represented by
species of which a large proportion are endemic, and confined

to comparatively small areas. Along with these we find, in

various parts of the same region, a few forms so distinct as to

be ranked as separate genera, mostly represented by one, or

very few, species, and nearly allied to types of wide distribution.

He assumes that, in a broad sense, the most natural divisions of

the vegetation of the earth are wide areas of low country, over

which, with more or less modification, a limited number of

types have extended, with islands of high land, which are the

original homes of special types that form the characteristic

features of different regions.

Zoological Society, March 2.—Dr. St. George Mivart,

F.R.S., Vice-President, in the chair.— Mr. J. G. Millais,

F.Z. S., exhibited an adult specimen of the Ivory Gull, shot: by
himself near Thurso, in December 18S5 : also a young example
of the same species, obtained in Scotland in 1879.—Mr. T. D.
A. Cockerell exhibited a living Slug of the genus Parmacella,
obtained at Tangier, and probably referable to P. I'tikiicioinesi.

—A communication was read from Prof. R. Collett, C.M.Z.S.,
containing an account of a new Pediculate fish from the sea ofi"

Madeira, belonging to the family Ceratiida;, which the author
proposed to call Litiophryne liictfn:—Mr. P. L. Sclater read a

note on the external characters of the head of Rhinoceros simus
as compared with those of ]\. bicornis.—Mr. F. E. Beddard
read a note on the air-sacs of the Ca>;sowary. —A second paper
by Mr. Beddard treated of the syrinx and some other points in

the anatomy of certnin forms of Caprimulgidie.

Entomological Society, March 3.—Mr. Robert McLachlan,
F.R.S., President, in the chair,—Mr. J. M. C.Johnston was
elected a Fellow, and Cavaliere Piero Bargagli, of Florence,
was elected a Foreign Member.—Mr. Pascoe exhibited a curious

larva, probably of a Piipilio, from Para ; and also a pupa-case of

Anosia plexippus {Daiiais nrchippiis), from the same locality.

—

Mr. W. J. Williams exhibited, on behalf of Mr. C. Bartlett,

a gigantic hairy and spiny larva, perhajss allied to Gaslropacha,

from.- Madagascar.—Mr. C. O. Waterhouse exhibited Rutcla

riifipennis, Dorypliora haroldi, and some other (undescribed)

species of Coltoptera, from Colombia.—Mr. Billups exhibited a
specimen of Cholus /or/iesei, found alive in a horticultural sale-

room in London.—Mr. Eland-Shaw referred to the exhibition at

the last meeting of Tdlix aiistralis from New South Wales,
and called attention to the fact that the aquatic habits of certain

species of the genus Tdlix in India had been previously re-

corded.—Dr. Fritz Midler communicated a paper on fig insects

from Itajahy, South America ; and Prof. Meldola exhibited, on
behalf of Dr. Fritz Miiller, a number of specimens of the insects

described in the paper.—Mr. E. B. Poulton read further notes
upon lepidopterous Iar\'X and pupa?, including an account of

the loss of weight in the freshly formed pupa.

Dublin

University Experimental Science Association, January
27.— Prof. Cathcart in the chair.— Prof. Fitzgerald showed his

new galvanometer. This instrument was constructed, and
exhibited in the Inventions Exhibition last year, by the
Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company. Its peculiarities

are (i) the arrangement by nhich the coils can be measured in

their place, which is an advantage when practical classes are
working, and should measure their instruments

; (2) the
arrangement by which the circle is read with a microscope by
reflection-mirrors attached to the magnet, when the instrument
is used either as a sine or tangent galvanometer; (3) an
arrangement by which a spot of light reads the tangents of de-
flection. The first advantage is secured by having the two pairs of
short and long coils wound in grooves closed in, outside, by a
glass plate through which they can be seen, and the external
and internal diameter of each layer of wire measured ; the
transverse diameter, by seeing through small holes left in the
ring that covers the coils outside. The reading is effected by
viewing a scale engraved on the inside of a horizontal ring sur-
rounding the needle by reflection in two right-angled prisms
attached to the needle which reflect opposite sides of the scale.

The corresponding lines in the two maps, which difler by
exactly iSo°, is the line at right angles to the line of intersection
of the reflecting planes of the prism. The exact position of that
.ine can be read by means of a micrometer in the ej'e-piece of

the microscope. The horizontal graduated ring is attached

through the vertical axis on which the coils, &c., turn to the

base of the instrument, and so the same circle does for reading
when the instrument is used as a sine galvanometer. By means
of a small mirror attached to the needle at 45° to the line of
suspension, a spot of light can be reflected through the glass

side of the instrument to a scale, and then a uniform scale

represents the tangents of the deflections.—Mr. J. Joly, B.E.,
gave an account of a method of finding the specific gravity of
small heavy bodies. The substance, whose specific gravity is

required, which may only be a few milligrammes in weight, is

melted into a small dish of paraffin of known specific gravity.

The paraffin and substance is then floated in a specific gravity

solution, and from the formula

W
S = —

the required specific gravity of the body can be obtained. In

the above equation Wh the weight of the solid, w.^ that of the

paraffin, lo', the sum of these weights ; s.^ is the specific gravity

of paraffin, .c, the specific gravity of paraffin and substance

together This method is extremely useful in dealing with

porous bodies, owing to the capability of paraffin, when in a

molten state, of entering the pores and expelling air. Mr. Joly
gave details of a number of experiments which show excellent

results.—The next paper was read by Mr. Gerald Stoney, on
the dynamics of bicycling. He described experiments made by
him, in conjunction with his father, Dr. G. Johnstone Stoney,

F. R. S., by which tlie energy required to propel a bicycle was
obtained. They found that it required, when the velocity was

9 miles per hour, about 5500 foot-pounds per minute, and that

it often rose higher than 10,000 foot-pounds per minute, which
was the highest the apparatus used was capable of recording.

Their results were higher than those of other experimenters on
the power a man can exert. This shows that the bicycle or tri-

cycle is probably the most economical way of using human
muscles. The experiments were made by attaching an indicator-

diagram-apparatus to the lever of the safety-bicycle, known as

the " Extraordinary," and also by observing the reduction in

speed due to friction, when the bicycle was running free. The
experiments also showed that the resistance varied almost as the

velocity, and that the pressure on the pedal was not constant,

but was at a maximum at the centre of the stroke.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, March i. — M. Jurien de la

Graviere, President, in the chair.—Results of the application

of the new method for preventing rabies after the bite of a mad
dog, by M. Louis Pasteur. Since October 26, 1885, when his

process was first announced to the Academy, 350 patients of

all ages and both sexes have been treated with perfect success

in every case except one. The eminent biologist considers his

prophylactic method established, and expresses a hope that a

hospital may now be founded for the regular treatment of

patients by this process of inoculation. This suggestion met
with general approval, and a Commission was appointed to give

it effect, including the names of MM. Vulpiau, Marey, P. Bert,

Jurien de la Graviere, Bertrand, and De Freycinet.—Direct

formulas for calculating the momenta of flexion in continuous

girders of constant or variable section, by M. Maurice Levy. —
Note on the comparative results of direct astronouucal obser\'a-

tion with those obtained by MM. Henry's photographic process,

by M. Wolf. Discrepancies are pointed out between the photo-

graphs of the Pleiades and the author's observations of that

constellation in 1S74. He adds :
" The chart of the heavens

now obtained by photography is different from that drawn from

direct observation, and it also differs from that which will be

obtained twenty years hence by the photography of the future,

whose processes will certainly be different from ours. The
human eye, on the contrary, is an organ which is always the

same ; consequently its observations are always capable of being

compared together. . . . Celestial photography must work
hand in hand with the observer's eye, which it can never replac"
—Reply to M. Lalanne's note of February 22, on the mechani-

cal effects of tornadoes, by M. Faye. M. Lalanne's facts are

not questioned, but they are shown to be perfectly in accordance

with M. Faye's well-known theory.-—Remarks on the various

theories of tornadoes, by M. Lecoq de Boi>.baudran. While
admitting the descending movement .as the general law, the
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author siiggei^ts that a secondary movement in the opposite direc-

tion may perhaps occasionally be produced, which would serve to

explain many phenomena difficult to account for on anyone theory.

—On the equivalent of the terbenes ; explanatoiy note, by M.
Lecoq de Boisbaudran.—On the employment of the azimuthal

co-ordinates in geodetic surveys, by M. Halt.—Communication

on the approaching centenary of Arago, by M. Mouchez. It

was announced, on behalf of the Committee, that the in-

tended banquet in the Hotel de Ville has been abandoned,

and that it has been decided to erect a more lasting monu-
ment to the memory of the illustrious astronomer, to take

the form of a colossal statue to be raised by national

subscription on the Boulevard bearing his name.—Remarks on

the Year-book of the Imperial Oliservatory of Rio de Janeiro,

presented to the Academy on behalf of the Emperor of Brazil,

by M. Faye.—Position of telescopic stars in the constellation

of the Pleiades, by M. G. Rayet. A complete list is given of

143 stars observed with the 14 inch equatorial of the Bordeaux
Observatory during the winters of the years 1884-85 and
1885-86.—Observations on Fabry's comet made at the Obser-

vatory of Algiers with the 050 m. telescope, by M. Ch.

Trepied.—Orbit and ephemeris of the same comet, by M.
Lebeuf. From the observations taken at Algiers, Hamburg,
Nice, and Paris, the elements of the new orbit have been deter-

mined as under :

—

T= 18S6 April 5-9580 Paris Mean Time

u = 126 36 67 1

n. = 36 22 32 'o !• Equinox lS86'0.

i = 82 36 34-9 )

log (/ = 9 '807626

-On the angle of the line of depression below the horizon at sea,

by M. E. Perrin. The observations of depression here pub-

lished were taken in 18S4-S5 on board the Galissonniere in the

Chinese seas by means of a Lorieux reflection circle furnished

with Daussy's additional small mirror. The mean value of

apparent depression was determined at 5' 3i"'S. The cor-

responding geometric depression being 5' 46"'8 for an altitude

of 9 metres, about 1/23 was fixed for the coefficient of geodetic

refraction at sea.—Calculation of mechanical re ;ulators ; the

proper course to follow in practice in order to establish a

regulating apparatus with indirect action, by M. H. Leaute.

—

"Note on the articulated hyperboloid and the application of its

properties to the demonstration of De Sparre's theorem, by
M. A. Mannheim.—On Deprez d'Arsonval's aperiodic galvano-

meter employed as a ballistic galvanometer, by M. Ledeboer.

—

On the spectrum of erbine, by Prof. W. Crookes. The phos-

phorescent spectrum of this earth, of which a comparatively

pure specimen has recently been obtained by the author, showed
four green bands coinciding with none of those of the spectra of

yttrium and samarium.—On the crystallisation of the paratartrate

of soda and ammonia, by M. J. Joubert.—On the relations exist-

ing between the variations of terrestrial magnetism and the pro-

tuberances and other phenomena observed on the sun, by M. II.

Wild. As far as the question has hitherto been studied the author

considers it well-nigh established that the great movements of the

solar atmosphere are revealed on the globe by corresponding dis-

turbances of the magnetic needle.—Actinometric observations

made at Montpellier during the year 1885, by M. A. Crova.—On
the hygroscopic properties of tobacco, by M. Th. Schlcesing, jun.

—On the isomeric states of the sesquichloride of chromium,
green sesquichloride, by M. A. Recoura.—On some immediate
principles of the peel of the bitter orange, by M. Tanret.—On
the respiratory centres of the spinal marrow, by M. E. Wert-
heimer. Numerous experiments made on dogs show that in the

spine there exist nervous centres, some determining inspiration,

others expiration. —On the character of an anomalous rock in

the Aspe Valley, Lower Pyrenees, by MM. E. Jacquot and A.
Michel Levy. This rock, by Charpentier called compactjeUispar,

is interstratified at the base of the Carboniferous formations, its

age coinciding with the end of the granulite and beginning of

the microgranulite eruptions. Although soft and oily to the

touch, like the steatites, its dust scratches glass. Chief con-

stituents : silica, 76"33 per cent. ; alumina, I4'30 ; potassa,

3 "33 ; lime, 0^90.—On the stratigraphic relations existing

between the miliolite limestones and the Micraster lercensis

formation in the department of the Haute-Garonne and the

canton of Sainte-Croix (Ariege), by M. J. Roussel. The new
acts determined by the author show that in the Pyrenees the

relations of the Chalk and Tertiary formations are sometimes o

an extremely complicated character. But in his remarks on this

paper M. Hebert was unable to accept the view that the

A/icrai/er lercensis of the Pyrenees, essentially a Cretaceous

rock, was contemporary with the Terti.iry formations containing

Ccfithiiiin lailevezij Oslrca itncifera^ and similar fossils,

Stockholm
Royal Academy of Sciences, February 10.—On Binuclearia,

a new genus of Confervacea, by Prof. V. B. Wittrock.—On the

biology of some Ai'ctic plants, by Prof. E. Warming.—Contri-

butions to the anatomy of the cotyledons of the monocotyle-
donous plants, by Miss M. Lewin.—On the amount of the rain-

fall on bare and wooded ridges in the North of Halland, by Dr.

H. Hamberg.— Insects collected in the Cameroon Mountain, by
G. Waldau and H. Knutson : L Coleoptera, Cetoniidse,

described tiy Prof. Chr. Aurivilius.
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A TEXT-BOOK OF POLITICAL ECONOMY
A Btief Text-Book of Political Economy. By Francis

A. Walker. Pp. iv. -415. (London: Macmillan and

Co., 1885.)

pROFESSOR WALKER'S "Text-Book," for the most

part an abridgment of the larger work published in

1883, deserves to be received with the highest commenda-

tion as supplying a much-felt want in English literature

of the subject. An introductory treatment of so complex

a study as political economy, written with due insight

into the theoretical difficulties of the subject, and at the

same time with adequate notice of the practical problems

which these involve, can hardly be said to be given in

any of the smaller manuals in current use in this country.

The praiseworthy work of the late Prof. Fawcett, with its

condensation by Mrs. Fawcett, kept on the whole too

rigidly to the lines prescribed by Mill's classical treatise,

and remained unaffected by many discussions which

had shown the need of altering or amending the cardinal

doctrines so forcibly stated by Mill. There is hardly any

portion of the theory of political economy which has not

received attention since the date of Mill's exposition,

while the pressure of new practical problems has of itself

been sufficient to render necessary some revision of the

general theory. Prof. Walker, while retaining on the

whole Mill's general conception of the limits and divisions

of economical science, has incorporated many results of

recent research, and has in addition so keen an eye for

practical issues that his exposition, even when remaining

within the lines of the older doctrine, gains peculiar

freshness and interest.

Of the six parts into which the work is divided, the first

contains a brief statement, mainly based on Cairnes, of

the character and logical method of Political Economy.

Parts IL, IIL, IV., on Production, Exchange, and Distri-

bution, contain an admirable rhtime of the current

doctrine, with certain important modifications. As

excellent specimens of the way in which the author's

keen appreciation of practical conditions enables him to

state economical principles in a novel and forcible

manner, I would instance the chapters on labour and

productive capacity (Part II., Chapters 2 and 4\ that on

the reaction of exchange upon production (Part III.

Chapter 7), and the treatment of market prices. Opinions

must differ in regard to what should be included for

purposes of elementary instruction under the three staple

heads of production, exchange, and distribution, as also

in regard to the most suitable order of treatment. Gener-

ally Mr. Walker's choice is wise, and his exposition clear

of the more thorny theoretical difficulties. It appears to

me, however, that much greater expansion might have

been given to the section which follows out division of

labour into its concrete form—the specialisation of in-

dustries, employments, and localities, and in particular

the separation of industrial functions. Without a descrip-

tive basis of some such kind, the student finds far too

wide a gap between his hypothetically deduced theory of

exchange and distribution and the facts of practical life.

More might with advantage have been said on the way in
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which this social development affects competition, and
so some more concrete view of capital obtained than is

contained in the chapter on that subject. Justice is barely

donetothe theoretical notions involvedinthedetermination

of normal value, and I think that most useful illustrations

of a quite elementary kind are to be had from the treat-

ment of local and temporary variations of price, and of

cost of transporter circulation. I am unable to persuade

myself that the treatment of seignorage, on which Prof.

Walker lays unusual stress, is the best or even a good
introduction to the discussion of inconvertible paper

money, and generally the sections on money seem to me
to leave much to be desired. Possibly the problem of

the determination and the variation of general prices is

too hard for an introductory treatise, but, if it be omitted,

unusual caution is required in laying down abstract

propositions regarding demand and supply of money. I

do not know how Prof. Walker, usually very careful in

his use of terms, will reconcile the statements about

"inflation " in §§ 164 and 186. On certain points in the

treatment of distribution a remark will later be made.

In Part V. a very interesting and instructive treatment

is given of some portions of the theory of Consumption.

Prof. Walker seems to me justified in all he says of the

importance of this part of the subject. But it has

peculiar difficulties, and tends to bring before one rather

forcibly the often-recurring doubts as to the economical

statics which have preceded it. Perhaps political economy
is hardly yet in a position to take the important step of

regarding its statics as but a special case of the more
general, more important, but less easily formulated

dynamical principles.

Part VI.—"Some Applications of Economic Principles"

—contains interesting but, on the whole, over-brief treat-

ments of some mixed problems of economics and politics,

ranging from usury laws to prutection. So far as the

book is designed for students beginning the subject,

nearly the whole of this part might with advantage have

been omitted ; it does not seem possible to deal satis-

factorily in the compass of a few pages with such

involved problems as bi-metallism, progressive taxation,

and jjrotection.

The treatment of distribution is the portion of Prof.

Walker's work in which he deviates most widely from the

current doctrine as laid down in Mill's treatise,- in which

he tends more towards the view of certain French and

German economists. The tendency seems to me to be in

the right direction, but not to have been allowed sufificient

development, and although I attach high value to this

portion of Mr. Walker's work, both in its abridged and

its laro-er form, I cannot think that he has been entirely

successful in threadmg the labyrinth of distribution. It

is in the province of distribution that the abstrac-

tion by the aid of which the economist proceeds to

develop his theorems becomes at once most necessary

and most dangerous—most necessary, for there is ab-

solutelv no single fixed significance attached to the

fundamental terms employed ; most dangerous, because

the attempt to sever may reduce living reality to a mere

economical caput mortuum. In the theory of production

it is comparatively easy to form the schema or general

picture of the elements, their relations and movements,

which constitute the fact to be analysed ;
nothing is
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harder than to form any one self-consistent sc/iema of the
line within which distribution falls. The common com-
plaint that the fundamental categories of rent, interest,

wages, and profits, have in popular usage a meaning not
that assigned to them by the economists, only expresses a
small part of the difficulty. There is hardly an econo-
mical treatment of the subject which altogether evades
the consequences of the peculiar difficulty that these terms
are indifterently employed to mark the remuneration
which, in a hypothetical or actual state of society, falls

to distinct industrial functions, and the shares which, in

like circumstances, are enjoyed by distinct industrial

classes. Hardly anywhere is there sufficient recognition
of the important distinction between the proximate and
the ultimate conditions through which the distribution of

produced wealth comes about. Illustration of these
difficulties can be given only from Prof Walkers excel-

lent and most instructive treatment of profits. Here,
following, or at all events coinciding with, some of the
best Continental economists, Prof Walker develops the
notion of the entrepreneur and his industrial function,
and assimilates the remuneration of the entrepreneur to

rent, from which follow certain important general propo-
sitions. Profit, apparently, is regarded as the title of the
share falling to the entrepreneur. Now, undoubtedly there
is a portion of the share falling at any given time to the
entrepreneur which in its origin and laws is identical

with rent, for rent is a quite general consequence of any
inequality, howsoever arising, in productive sources at

any moment needed for the satisfaction of social wants.
But it is impossible to identify this with profit at large,

—an identification which Prof. Walker appears to reject

in S 25;, but which he accepts without qualification

in the proposition that there is a class of no-profit entre-

preneurs. There is doubtless a class of no-profit entre-

preneurs, but the immediate inference is that the term
profit is not equivalent to remuneration of the cn'.re-

preneur, while it is a further conseq^uence that, in quar-
ters where it has not generally been looked for, there
is precisely the same rent-element, in wages e.g., and in

payment for the use of capital. What conceals it from
us in many cases, and makes it disappear in particular

conditions, is the greater perfection of the market for

services, which tends to remove the inequalities out of

which rent essentially emerges. Prof Walker's analysis

of the entrepreneur lemuneration seems thus to be far

from adequate, though it is on the right track. He has
not sufficiently recognised that, if we take entrepreneurs
as a class, then, by whatsoever name we describe it, their

remuneration will be a complex quantity, proximately
determined by the conditions under which the exercise
of the entrepreneur function at any moment meets a
social want, ultimately breaking up into a number of
distinct remunerations, each having its own natural

origin and laws. So with wages. To begin the analysis
of wages with the conception of the hired labourer,
though it keeps one closer to practice, is only to make a
first step, and ought not to conceal from us the essentiall)'

complex character of the payment so-called. I believe

that fundamentally I am in agreement with Prof. Walker
in his view of the ultimate condition determining wages,
but I cannot assign such importance to it as he seems to

do, and I wish that he had observed his own prudent

caution (§ 9) regarding the word property, and not
thought it necessary to say (§ 273) that, after deduction
of rent, profits, interest, " thj whol; remaining body of
wealth daily or annually created i; the property of the
labouring class "

! This is either one of the many truisms
that abound in theoretical economics, or it is a dubious,
ambiguous, and incautious rule for practice. It is to be
added, however, that Prof Walker's practical observa-
tions about wages in §§ 27S-239 are excellent and to the
point. R. Ad.\mson

ALG.^
Till Alnemes Systematik. Nya bidrag af J. G. Agardh
(Fferdeafdelningen). VII. " Florideae." Lunds Univ.

Arsskiift, torn. xxi. 4to. {Proceedings of the Univer-
sity of Lund, Sweden, 1886.)

'P'OR more than forty-five years the venerable author
^ —now a septuagenarian—of the work mentioned
at the head of this notice, has continued to produce, at

brief intervals, a succession of standard works on Algas.

We hope this will not be the last. The present work is a

fourth instalment of Dr. Agardh's " Contributions to the

Systematic Classification of Algs." The three preceding

parts have been already reviewed in N.^ture.'^

The recent part, which consists of 1 17 pages, is devoted

to the Floride.'B. Besides observations elucidating many
genera and species already partially known, it contains

descriptions of three new genera and between fifty and
sixty species. Of the new genera, Titanophora, which

belongs to the Nemastomese, contains two species

—

T.

incriistans, J. Ag. {Halynienia incrusttins, J. Ag.), and T.

Pikeana {Galaxaura Pikeana, Dickie)—both from Mau-
ritius. The other new genera belong to the Rhody-
meniacese, namely, Glaphyrymenia, of which there is one

species

—

G.pustulosa (see Fig. 4)—and Merrifieldia, which

also contains one species

—

M. ramentacea. The last-men-

tioned alga is one among several instances where the

algologist has had to wait many years before he had

amassed sufficient material to enable him to give an

accurate description of the plant, and to decide on its

place in the system. Every one who has collected algs

must know how frequently it happens that plants are

dredged or cast ashore in an imperfect state. In some

the lower part may be absent ; in others the apices of the

ultimate branchlets may be broken off ; in others, again,

the plants may be sterile ; or, in the case of the Florideae,

they may bear but one species of fruit. Until, therefore,

perfect plants, bearing ripe cystocarps, and others bearing

sph.-erospores, have been thoroughly examined, neither

the genus nor the species of the plant can be accurately

determined. M. ranientacea was first partially described

by C. Agardh, in the " Systema," upwards of sixty years

ago, under the name of Ctiondria ramentacea, ai.d after-

wards by his son. Dr. Agardh, in the " Epicrisis " (p. 661),

as Hypnea ramentacea. The examination of subsequent

examples, with fruit of both kinds, has induced Dr. Agardh

to consider this alga as the typical species of a new genus.

1 The first part, containing a revision of (0 Caulerpa. (2) Zonaria, and

(3) certain groups of Sargassum, was published in 1S72, in vol. ix. of the

Proceedings of the University of Lund : the second part, containing

(4) Chordarieae, and (5) Dictyotea; in vol. .xniI. ; and the third part,

containing (6) Ulvacea; in vol. xix> of the Proceedings of the same
University.
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In Fig. 5 the cystocarps and sph;i;rospore5, in dilierent

degrees of development, are represented.

Two other genera at present but little known, namely,

Marchesettia (Hauck) and Melanoseris (Zan.), are also

commented on. The former is a most singular alga, in

appearance much more like a branched sponge than a

plant, and, except for the little deep-red fruit-leaflets, it

might readily be taken for one. The discovery of the

fruit shows that its affinities are with Thamnoclonium.

One of the several new species of this genus, described

in the present work, so much resembles Marcheicttia,

that it has been named T. MarcJiesettioides.

The other genus, Melanoseris, is nearly related to

Pollexfenia, from which it is distinguished by the fruit

in the former being marginal, instead of on the disk, as

in the latter, and by its smaller size.

Halymcitia saccata (Harv. and H. " Fl. Tasm.'") has long

been a puzzle to algologists. Dr. Agardh now refers it to

Bindera, supporting his opinion by a comparison of the

structure and fruit with those of Rinticra splachiwides (see

pp. 41-46, and Fig. 3).

Another plant, Amansia? Marchantioides, first men-

tioned in the " Flora of New Zealand," had not, hitherto,

been accurately determined. Dr. Agardh now considers

it to be a Placophora.

Among the more interesting of the new species is

CliftOHO'a iinbricata, of which one specimen only has yet

been discovered. This was also the case with C. semi-

pennata, of which one example only is known to exist.

The present work is illustrated by one plate. The
eight figures are printed in a red ink, which is somewhat
dazzling to the eyes.

In conclusion, we venture to suggest that Gracilariii

Millardetii (p. 64) should be G. Maillarde/ii, the plant

having been named by Montagne Rkodyinenia Maillar-

detii, in honour of J\I. Maillard, the author of " Notes sur

I'lle de Reunion."

OUR BOOK SHELF
Practical Chemistry, wit/t Notes aitd Questions on Theo-

retical Chemistry. By William Ripper, Assistant Pro-

fessor of Mechanical Engineering, Sheffield Technical
School. Second Edition. (London : Isbister and Co.,

1885.)

Truly the number of little books coming into existence,

presumably to aid students to do the Science and Art
Department's examinations, is very great, and they are not
by any means always good. The evil of a big book has
evidently been well seen by chemical teachers, and more
especially by teachers connected with the Department's
examinations, many little books springing up intended
originally for the class or school to which the teacher is

attached only. In some, the greater number of cases
perhaps, this is a very happy thing for students in general.
When a book of this kind passes through two editions in

a reasonably short time there is some cause for its sur-

vival. The book before us has evidently fulfilled its

mission in a fairly satisfactory manner. It is still de-
cidedly one of the cramming class, but it contains an
amount of matter simply and well arranged which, with
the aid of a teacher, or demonstrations, should enable
any ordinarily industrious student to " pass " the first

stage of the " Department's " examinations.
The first part contains descriptions of experiments on

the non-metallic elements, reactions for metals and acids,
and tables for the examination of a simple salt. The

second part, called " Theoretical Chemistry," is mostly

equations, and questions and problems.

Free Public Libraries; their Ore^anisation, Uses, and
Atanai^ement. By Thomas Greenwood, F.R.G.S.

(London : Simpkin, Marshall, and Co., 1886.)

If in Her Majesty's dominions there is a spot where

newspapers do not penetrate and where free libraries

are only known by name, andyet where some pioneering

spirit only requires a spark to set aflame the desire to

start such an institution, this book will be a fitting flint

and steel for the purpose. But as such a combination is

to be found in very few places, we cannot encourage the

writer to hope that many will read his 500 pages of news-

paper cuttings with much satisfaction. To any reader

who is within measurable distance of earnestly consider-

ing that " most interesting question of the day—ho\y to

work a free library in a small community "—nine-

tenths of tlJs book, commencing its survey as it does at

the British iSIuseum, will be provokingly irrelevant ; he

will grudge the time taken up in finding where the

practical information is scattered. As a missionary book,

crying in the wilderness the advent of knowledge, it is

less likely to make its way than the newspapers from

which it is compiled, and it is thoroughly wanting in the

eloquent earnestness of the prophet.

Still there is much excellent advice to those who know
nothing about the matter ; and since it seems to have
been written, as the compiler says, " with the earnest

hope of increasing the number of free libraries " (there

are 133 now open in Great Britain) we gladly call to it

the attention of any to whom such a book as we describe

may be useful. The combination in the writer of librarian

and newspaper editor has made easy to him much that

would have been a considerable labour to others who
might have gone more deeply into the subject, and his

information is brought down to marvellously recent date.

The hasty way in which it has been put together is

illustrated by an account on p. 83 of " first failures,"

which apparently apply to Sheffield, and are not dis-

covered to belong to Newcastle-upon-Tyne till three

pages further on there comes a full-page engraving of the

important building opened there in 1S84 by the Prince of

Wales. A puzzled reader may guess that a short para-

graph on p. 100 should have introduced its history, but that

it found its present place among the author's notes through

confusion of the name with that of Newcastle-under-

Lynie. The same haste appears in more important

matters. Mr. Greenwood very properly urges the im-

portance of the librarian as the " vocal key to the cata-

logues," and gives a touching illustration of the value of

knowledge and sympathy in that officer. " Wives and
children come for books, and make the request, ' Please

pick me a nice one, sir, for if I take home an interesting

book, my husband (or father, as the case may be) will

stop in during the evening and read it to us.' " We must

point out the inconsistency between this and the un-

qualified advice he gives to the hbrarian not to stand "at

the desk entering out and taking in the books, and so^

uselessly employed in doing the work of a boy." It will

be found that as such a librarian stands at the counter

and hears the wants expressed of the class for whose
benefit chiefly these libraries are considered to be esta-

blished, the circulation of books will increase ; while if it

is left to a boy to do the work, the popularity, the circula-

tion, and to a far greater extent the good work, of a free

library will fafl off The same consideration also should

qualify the zeal with which the use of indicators is urged,

which, though tlieoretically very simple, and to the

hbrary officials very time-saving things, yet practically do
not work where any attempt is made to accommodate the

class just referred to, or an unlearned public who, it will

be found, luonU use catalogues. For one minute, how-
ever, which they save the librarian, they hinder five
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minutes of the borrower of the more intelligent class ; to

whom, also, the most recent catalogue (and hence the
indicator) is generally deficient of three-fourths of the
books he most wants, viz. the new ones.

Nothing is better than the advice given here to secure
a good librarian even at a higher cost than some may
consider proportionate to the income. But the committee
having taken that advice, there is little in this book which
will be of value to either him or them. W. Odell

Les Aerostats dirigeablcs. Par B. de Grilleau. (Paris :

Dentu, 1884.)

This little book does not add anything to the scientific

data regarding the direction of balloons which we have
lately published ; indeed it was written before the best

and most conclusive trials were made. It is a popular
view of the subject only ; but it is useful as combating
the ignorant prejudice existing thereon in the public
mind. It points out to whom the successful solution of

the problem is due ; it states the results that have been
obtained, and it shows what may be expected to be done
in the future. It also explains clearly some of the con-
ditions affecting the question, which arc often misunder-
stood, such as the effect of the wind, the effective speed
obtainable, the nature of the propelling action, and
so on.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editordoes not hold himselfresponsible/or opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to retttrn^

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[ The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to iiisure the appearance even

ofcommunications containinginteresting and novelfacts.^

Clifford's "Mathematical Fragments"

A SHORT lime since I lent the originals of this work to Mr.
A. B. Kempe, F. R.S., as he has been working on the subject

of "graphs." Some remarks he made on returning the
" Fragments " led me to compare them with the lithographed
work, and I propose to supply what is, 1 think, a defect in the
publi-^hed book.

The "Mathematical Fragments" are reproduced on xxii.

pages of a uniform size which in the original manuscript U
that of the first 5 pages only. The paper of these pages is bhic,
and has ruled lines. Page vi. corresponds to two pages of
manuscript, indicated by a break, two other pages being blank.
Page vii. corresponds to two distinct pages of manuscri|it.
Page viii. is made up of three parts, the first six lines on one
page of manuscript, the next thirteen of another page of manu-
script. These last pages of plain white paper are approximately

4I inches wide by 5I inches deep. The page is filled up with a
fragment on plain blue paper approximately 5^ by 8 inches.

Page ix. is on stout plain white paper, app. 7 inches Ijy

9 inches. The last five lines of book are written on the back
of the paper. Pages x. -xvl., xviii.-xxi. are written on thin
white paper of the same material as page vi., size 9 inches by
II inches; the pages are all detached; page 15 is on back of
page 14, and page 19 on back of page 18. Page xx. is made up
of two distinct pages of manuscript, the second commencing a,t

the defaced word which is clearly in the manuscript " Degree."
Page xvii. is written in pencil on stiff white paper, folded in

half, the lower fragment in the manuscript being in the lower
half of the page, and at right angles to the upper—size of full

page, app. 7 inches by 10 inches. Page xxii. is made up of
three pages of manuscript : the uppermost fragment is on white
paper, 6 inches by 4 inches ; the immediately following four
lines of writing are given on the back of this page. The next
three lines are on paper 7 inches by 10 inches, and the last four
lines on precisely similar paper. The time notes at the side have,
of course, nothing to do with "graphs."

These "Fragments" have been circulated (see "Papers,"
p. 2S6) chiefly amongst libraries ; if the details I here supply
are indicated in the copies, their value will, I believe, be greatly
increased, and much trouble may be saved by students when

lliey know how slender a connection there is in some cases

between consecutive pages of the text. In the manuscript there

is no indication of the order in which the pages should be read
beyond what I have pointed out above. The manuscripts are

now deposited in the Library of University College, Gower
Street.

'

R. TUCKER

The Upper Wind Currents in the South Indian Ocean
and over the N.W. Monsoon

AiTER sending a brief account to Nature of my observations

on the upper wind currents over tlie Atlantic doldrums, I started

from Natal for some journeys across various portions of the

Indian Ocean, to investigate the circulation of tlie higher atmo-
sphere in that region.

I first went to Mauritius. During the whole passage from
Natal, at the end of December, we sailed in the S.E. Trade,
with an almost constant movement of high cirrus from the N.W.
Though I was disappointed in not meeting with a cyclone in

those seas, still I succeeded in obtaining much valuable informa-

tion about the details of hurricane weather, which could only be
learnt on the spot. One point relating to upper currents is very

important. The cirrus which appears five or six days before the

arrival of a hurricane follows the normal course from N.W. or

.S.W. , and is no guide to the path of the cyclone. But on the

outskirts of the hurricane, low clouds afford valuable informa-

tion. If the cloud over the S.E. surface-wind inclines towards
E. the centre of the cyclone will pass to the N. ; if on the con-

trary the low cloud inclines towards S. the centre will pass to

the S. of the observer.

Though Meldrum, and Bridet'of Reunion, both agree on this

point, the subject requires further elucidation, for such a rota-

tion of upper currents is contrary to all analogy of what is sup-

posed to hold round cyclones in the northern temperate
regions. I am certain from my own investigations that the

general character of tropical and extra-tropical cyclones is

identical. In Mauritius hurricanes I find the same oval form,

the same squall at the turn of the bai'ometer, the same halo in

front, and hard, detached cloud in rear, which characterise

European cyclones. Mr. Harris has recently traced a cyclone

from its easterly course as a typhoon in the China Seas, across

the Pacific, United States, and Atlantic into Western Europe.
Like eveiy other long-lived cyclone, this one received accessions

of strength by fusion or coalescence with others which had
formed outside the tropics. It is perfectly certain that cyclones

which revolved on difi'erent systems could not unite, and I think

that the motion of the lower layers of cloud over the northern
side of our own cyclones should receive special attention. At
present we are led to believe that the cirrus in front of a cyclone,

both right and left of the path, comes from S.W. or S.

Be this as it may, cloud motion forms a useful adjunct to a

valuable and successful system of hurricane forecasting that is

carried out by Mr. Meldrum, who, in the absence of telegraphs,

has to rely entirely on his own instruments and above all on his

own experience and judgment. Another interesting feature of

this system is the care which must be taken to allow for the

diurnal motion of the barometer during the slow diminution of
pressure which always precedes tire arrival of a hurricane.

From Mauritius I sailed to Adelaide, so as to examine the

Polar limit of the S.E. Trade. Though we steered a great

circle course which took us fully into 39° S. latitude, we ex-

perienced constant S.E. and E. winds. These must have been
due to some extra-tropical anticyclone, and every observation of

low or middle layers of cloud showed a current practically in

the same direction as the surface-wind.

At Adelaide I learnt that the normal direction of the highest

currents is from N.W. In that city the direction of the surface-

wind is much influenced by land and sea breezes. Through the
kindness of the actinig chief of the Observatory, Mr. W. E.
Cooke, I was able to confirm what I had previously suspected
from my investigations in Melbourne last year, that sometimes
at least the characteristic "southerly bursters" of Australia,

are due to that class of V-shaped depression in which the rain

occurs in rear of the disturbance. Other times the sudden irrup-

tion of S. wind appears due to the shift of wind at the passage
of the trough of a cyclone.

From Adelaide I came here to Colombo so as to repeat a

section of Indian Ocean very nearly at the same season and in

the same straight line as last year. The results of the former
voyage were communicated to Nature, vol. xxxii. p. 624,
when I announced the fact that the highest currents over the
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N.W. monsoon came from points of E., and not from W., as

might have been anticipated.

In this journey I found the clouds at the Polar side of the

S.E. Trade coming constantly from a point either side of the

surface-wind, that is, from S.S.E. to E.S.E. When well in

the Trade, the middle clouds always came from some point

more east than the surface-wind, or in accordance with the

usual circulation of the southern hemisphere. No high cirrus

was ever observed.

We found no doldrum, but ran straight from the 'J'radjs, under

a bank of cloud, into the N.W. monsoon, in about 12° S. lati-

tude. In that monsoon the low and middle clouds always came

a little more from the N. than the surface N.W. wind, or in the

manner of the upper winds of the northern hemisphere. AH
the high cirri moved from E. or N.E., e-xcept on one occasion,

when they came from S.

The N.E. monsoon which we picked up on the equator

was so clear that I only obtained one observation of cirrus which

came from N.E. when the surface-wind was N.N.E. The
lower layers of cloud usually drove from the same direction as

the surface-wind, though on one or two occasions they came

from a point more N. than the surface.

The above results entirely confirm the observations described

in my previous letter of a deep S. E. Trade and of an easterly

current over the N.W. monsoon. Ralph Abercromby
Colombo, February 15

Glacier Bay in Alaska

I THANK your correspondent, Mr. Cliauncey Thomas, for

pointing out my error in describing Glacier Bay as opening into

Chilcoot Inlet, and for more exactly indicating its position.

When I visited this region I was provided only with a small

and inaccurate pocket-map, in which I found it difficult even

to trace the course of the steamer, and I was under the impres-

sion that the whole of the fiord northward from Chatham Strait

was known as Chilcoot Inlet, though my statement would still

not be quite correct.

It may be well to add that my object in arranging my rough

field-notes for publication was not to describe the glacier as a

whole, but to draw attention to some uncompleted observation

of special geological interest which it seemed to me ought to be

made known as indications for future explorers ; and it should

be borne in mind that my estimates of heights and distances

were only estimates based on opinion, and not on any system of

actual measurement. The very limited time at my disposal, and
my desire to get over as much ground as possible in that time,

precluded the use of more satisfactory methods.
Bridlington Quay, March 13 G. W. Lamplugh

A Correction, and the Distribution of Appendicularia

(i) The specimen which I referred to in Nature (Jan. 7, p. 221)

as being probably a new species of Chaloderma, has turned out

on a more detailed examination not to be Chjetoderma at all.

Therefore I must withdraw the statement that that genus has
been found in British seas.

(2) Can any of your readers who have been using the tow-net
round our coasts give me information in regard to the occurrence
of the Appendiculariidfc ? Forbes and McAndrew found
Appendicularia off the north coast of Scotland in 1845. Allman
found it in the Firth of Forth in 1858, and Sanders at Torquay,

1873 ; and it has been taken by Huxley on the English coast.

It was seen in quantity by Sorby off the south coast of England
a couple of summers ago, and I obtained it in Lamlash Bay in

1880 and 1S84, in Loch Fyne in 1883, and off the Mann coast

in 1885. Apparently it is much commoner and more generally
distributed than is usually supposed. I would be glad to hear of
any additional records of the occurrence of the Appendiculariidas
in our seas. W. A. Herdman

University College, Liverpool

Morley's "Organic Chemistry"—Correction

In my notice of Dr. Morley's "Organic Chemistry" in this

week's Nature, the reference to " Ladenburg's synthetic opti-

cally-inactive coniine (a-isopropylpiperidine) "
(p. 436) contains

an inaccuracy. Instead of "coniine" it should read "coniine-
base." F. R. Japp

Normal School of Science, March 11

"Peculiar Ice-Forms '

In Nature, vol. xxxi. p. S, you allowed me to describe,

under this heading, a curious and beautiful form of fibrous ice

met with near Chamonix, which I, and other of your correspon-

dents who discussed the matter, thought to be very unusual,

though later communications seemed to show that it is com-

moner than we had supposed.

It may be interesting to note that a day or two ago I came
upon the same form of ice in considerable quantity in a very

unexpected locality, viz. on the path leading from Gerozano to

Lake Nemi, in the Alban Hills. Attention was drawn to the

circumstance by the crackling of the ice under foot, otherwise

there was no visible indication of its presence except that, where

it existed, the path was slightly damp (which was not the case

on other parts of it), the dampness being evidently due to the

partial melting of the upper stratum of the ice, which was every-

where covered with a layer of earth. The ice was almost

exactly similar to that found at Chamonix, but only an inch and

a half to two inches deep, and in three layers, easily detached

from one another, and evidently the result of successive frosts.

We afterwards found that a bank beside the road between

Albano and Frascati was covered with the same formation for

several hundred yards ; but it would certainly have escaped

detection, being everywhere covered with earth, if our previous

discovery had not led us to recognise it. This proves that it

may often exist unnoticed.

The conditions were precisely similar to those under which

this particular form of ice has been observed before—viz. a

northerly aspect—a very porous soil (in this case volcanic),

bright, sunny days, and clear nights with a low temperature.

Rome, March 12 B. Woodd Smith

REMARKABLE DISCOVERY OF RARE
METALS IN DILUVIAL CLAYS '

P)R. STROHECKER, of Frankfort, has carefully
-'-^ examined and analysed the clay which is found in

the neighbourhood of Hainstadt, near Seeligenstadt, and
he has made the remarkable discovery that this clay,

which has been largely used for building purposes, con-
tains considerable quantities of some of the rare metals,

and more especially cerium. The beds are extensive,

and consist of layers differing considerably in appearance
and composition.

The composition of picked samples of the two upper
layers is as follows :

—

No. I No. 2,1

SiO., 475444 ••• 58-3331
TiO, trace. ... —
AljOg =4'5937 • 117607
BeO 6-4399 S3833
Fe.jOg ., o'9i9o ... 06356
CeI(6H)5 I3'42I4 ... 9-4012
DiO — ... 08474
LaO 0-8576 ... 2-6536

YO — ... 1-6949

MgO 1-5901 ... 1-8659

CaCOj 0-8878 ...
—

CaS04 01361 ... 0-2015

CaO — ... 0-5883

P.,05 trace ... 2-0691

K„0 2-3236 ... 0-5648
NLO 1-2137 ... 0-5838
NH4CI — ... 0-0529

Loss on ignition ... — ... 4-1057

19273 ICO-7418

The cerium and yttrium oxides appear to be derived

from orthite, which is known to occur in the syenite at

Weinheim. The upper layer (No. l) of the clay varies

in colour from a bright flesh-colour to a dark cinnamon-
brown, indicating that the cerium hydroxide, which is the

colouring substance, varies in amount at different points.

The bricks made from this clay vary in colour according

to the temperature at which they are burnt, the lightly-

burnt bricks having an orange-yellow colour, whilst those

7". ni/. pyakt. Che 18S6, pp.
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burnt at a white heat are leather-coloured, and have a

silver-gray appearance.
The second layer (No. 2) is divided into two varieties,

a and /', the former of which is black from the presence
of lignite, and yields lemon-yellow bricks ; this colour is

due to the conversion of the cerium oxide Ce.,03 into the
lower oxide Ce304 by the action of the carbon which is

present. The b variety is blackish-gray, and yields orange-
red to orange-j'ellow bricks.

The third layer contains less cerium than the other
two, and the bricks made from it are of a fiinter orange
colour.

The amount of glucina present is very characteri,stic of

the H.iinstadt clay. Ammonium chloride, which occurs
only in traces in so.nie portions of the clay, exists in

quantity in others ; and in one piece which crumbled to

pieces a crystal of sal-ammonia was found measuring
about 2 centimetres in length and I '5 centimetres in

thickness.

It will be seen from the above that the oxides of cerium
which were hitherto of only theoretical interest, are now
of technical importance. They have long served as
colouring substances in building materials without the

fact having been known, and from the large amount
present in the Hainstadt clay there are prospects of their

being brought into use as paints.

The variation in the colour of the bricks, already men-
tioned as being produced according to the degree of heat

to which they are submitted in the process of burning,

does not appear to be due to any action of the silicate on
the eerie oxide, as the latter substance can itself be made
to assume either colour by igniting it at a suitable tempe-
rature. The small amount of iron present in the clay is

found to have no influence on the colour of the bricks,

which however is aftected by the admixture of larger

quantities of iron. Dr. Strohecker mentions a number of

streets in Frankfort in which houses constructed of the

dift'erent sorts of cerium bricks are to be seen ; the

leather-coloured bricks occur in Palmstrasse, Berger-

strasse, .Schleidenstrasse, .Schillerplatz, Goetheplatz, &c. ;

the orange-red bricks at the police-station, the law-courts,

and in the walls of the zoological garden, &c., and the

lemon-yellow bricks at a villa near the west station at

Hanau, and at a house in the Verlangerte Zeil at Frank-

fort. The houses of the peasants near Hainstadt are

built of lightly-burnt bright flesh-coloured and yellow

bricks.

The somewhat remarkable fact that chemists have so

long failed to recognise anything other than ferric oxide

as the cause of the colours in these bricks may probably

be explained by the large number of shades of colour pro-

duced by iron in its various stages of oxidation, by the

presence of manganese, and by the employment of mixed
clays containing the oxides of both cerium and iron.

HARVARD COLLEGE MUSEUM REPORT
PROF. AGASSIZ' Report, dated October 1S85, has

just reached us, and, as usual, it presents several

topics of interest. .Since the first section of the Museum
was inaugurated in November i860, the establishment
has passed through many changes, and from being, at its

origin, a State institution, it has gradually assumed that

of an independent department of the Harvard College.

While it has thus lost the immediate support of the
State, it has gained the good will and interest of the

students of the College, the class upon whom it must in

a very great measure depend not only for its maintenance,
but for its being a source of intellectual and scientific

good.
During the first decade of its existence the resources

of the Museum v.-ere spent in forming collections which,
in some branches of science, have made it a great scien-

tific centre. During this period of ingathering the teach-

ing powers of the place were interfered with. Now this

period has so far passed that the resources of the place
will be chiefly expended on its teaching, its original
investigations, and its publications.
The foundation of this Museum dates from the public-

ation of the " Origin of .Species." The powerful movement
effected by this work on the scientific thought of the age
has not failed in modifying the problems which this in-

stitution was intended by its original founder to illustrate

and to solve ; and rightly does the son write that, if the
synoptic, systematic, faunal, or palajontological collec-

tions should cease to bear the interpretation given to
them by his father (the founder), their interest and im-
portance for the advocates of the new biology would
not be one whit lessened.

It is pleasant to note that the plans of Prof Louis
Agassiz—the founder of the Museum—have been, it is

known, realised, and indeed beyond his most sanguine
expectations, and that his son and successor now sees the
establishment of a prosperous School of Natural History,
amply provided with laboratories, connected with a Uni-
versity, and recognising in the administration of its trusts

the claims of the College and of the advanced students,

as well as those of the original investigator, and giving to

both the latter ample opportunity of publishing their

theses or researches. It has not even forgotten the
specialists, for whom it has collected vast stores—stores

in every way available, as most of the specialists in Europe
will gladly testify.

Very truly writes Prof. .'\. Agassiz in reference to

original investigation, that such is always best promoted
in connection with educational institutions, and we would
that the fact were more recognised in these countries; and
in regard to museums belonging to such he suggests that

they should grow so fast, and no faster, as the demand for

such growth arises, otherwise they become mere unwieldy
and meaningless accumulations. We may add that in

countries where large museums are kept up by the State,

University or Colle,ge Museums on an extensive scale

are a vast mista'^e. The college student's needs are very
limited, and the money spent on adding to and keeping
up collections would be infinitely better expended as aid

to original research. .All experienced teachers know how
small is the stock of material required for their demon-
strations, and how comparatively easy nowadays it is to

procure such.

Prof. Agassiz hints that it would be desirable if, in con-

nection with the Laboratory of the United States Fish Com-
mission, the Universities of the United States should found
a sea-side laboratory, which would render unnecessary,

unless for special work, the various establishments already

being established along the American coast. The hint

should not be lost on our own Universities and Colleges,

which should be urged to assist in the establishment of

the British Biological Station. A long list of donations

and purchases, an account of the work done, meiaioirs

published or assisted by the loan of collections, conclude

this very interesting Report.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN NEW SOUTH
WALES

THE progress of technical education during the last

few years in this country has been watched with

great interest by some of our more important colonies

which are desirous of not lagging too far behind the mother
country in their arrangements for giving special instruc-

tion to artisans in subjects allied to the industries in

which they are engaged. The Report of the Minister of

Public Instruction of New South Wales recently issued

contains some interesting particulars as to the estabUsh-

ment of a Technical College in Sydney and the organisa-

tion of trade classes in the colony. The present
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Technical College of Sydney, like many similar mstitu-

tions in this country, has grown up out of the Sydney

School of Arts. From iS73to 1S77 plans for the extension

of the school were carefully considered, and in 1S78 the

Colonial Parliament granted 2000/. towards the inaugura-

tion of a Technical College. In 18S3 the Government

decided to establish a State system of technical education

in New South Wales, and having carefully examined the

scheme of the City and Guilds of London Institute, and

compared it with what was being done on the continent

of Europe, they decided that the course of study and

system of instruction to be adopted in their college should

"accord with the practice of the City and Guilds of London
Institute, with such modifications as seemed necessary

to meet local requirements and appliances." " Following

out the principle laid down by the City of London Guilds

for their own guidance, the Board of Technical Education

resolved that the object of technical initruction in the

colony would be to improve the industrial knowledge of

workmen by teaching the sciences and principles under-

lying their handicraft, and that such teaching should be

illustrated by the best apparatus and machines that can

be obtained, and by visits to workshops, manufactories,

&c." No sounder views than these could be expressed.

In 1SS4 the Parliamentary vote for technical education

had increased to 17,093/. 3^-. 41-/., and more than forty

classes were in operation at the College. These figures

indicate the great advance that has been made, .^s now
organised, the College contains thirteen departments,

viz.. Agriculture, Applied Mechanics, .-\rt, Architecture,

Geology, Chemistry, Commercial Economy, Mathematics,

Music, Elocution, Pharmacy, Physics, and Domestic
Economy. Some of these subjects are outside the

curriculum of our own Technical Colleges ; but there is

much to be said in favour of the introduction of some
non-scientific subjects into a technical course ; and where
statesmanship is almost a profession the study of elocu-

tion in early youth is of distinct advantage. The average

number of students in the College during the past session

has been 917, and the fees paid by the students amounted
to 1838/.

For the benefit of artisans engaged in the building-

trades, classes have been established in decoration, plumb-

ing, bricklaying, wood-carving, carpentry, and joinery
;

and in many of those classes the syllabus of instruc-

tion is identical with that in use at the Finsbury

Technical College Recently, the Council of the

City Guilds Institute have received an application to

extend their technological examinations to the colony,

and to award certificates and prizes on the results.

This application is at present under the considera-

tion of a Committee of the Institute. There can be
no doubt that all efforts to bring the colonies and
mother country into closer relationship should be en-

couraged, and the more the colonial system of education

is assimilated to our own, the greater will be the sympathy
between the colonists and the inhabitants of the Unjited

Kingdom. This sympathy is of greater advantage to our

commercial interests than is generally supposed ; for it

tends to link together the colonies and the mother country

into one vast empire, the several parts of which will depend
upon one another rather than upon foreign markets for

the supply of their various wants.

It is to be hoped that the e.xample of New South Wales
will be followed by Victoria, and may extend to New
Zealand and to other parts of our colonial empire. The
advancement of technical education in our colonies is to

us a matter only second in importance to the improve-
ment of the means of technical instruction in our own
manufacturing towns ; and it must be a source of satis-

faction to the City and Guilds of London Imtitute that

the influence of its operations is being felt, not only in

the centres of our home industries, but already in one of

the most flourishing of our colonies.

SEEBOHM'S HISTORY OF BRITISH BIRDS'-

SINCE our last notice of Mr. Seebohm's book (N.OiTURE,

vol. .xxviii. p. 126) the author has brought it to a

successful conclusion, and has fully sustained his reputa-

tion as an original and painstaking writer. The great

defect in our standard works on British birds has been a

want of originality, as one author after another, and one

editor after another, have compiled books on the subject,

each one founded on the labours of their predecessors, so

that the best books have been but compilations. Mr.

Seebohm has started on quite a different principle, and

the greatest charm of his book consists in the account of

the 'life and habits of the birds, drawn from his own
actual experience of the species in their native haunts.

And before giving to the world his varied experiences, he

has, as is well known, travelled extensively in Europe and

Northern Asia, and has become celebrated as the dis-

coverer of the breeding-places of many species of Euro-

pean birds, previously unknown. In this respect he

resembles the late John Wolley, for whom a fellow-feeling

of sympathy is expressed by Mr. Seebohm throughout his

work, but, more fortunate than that well-known naturalist,

our author has survived to record in his own books the

results of his successful expeditions. It must not, how-

ever, be supposed that Mr. Seebohm, in giving us de-

tailed accounts of the life of the birds, has neglected in

any way the scientific portion of his task. On the con-

trary, he has grappled with this difficult subject in a

manner which is highly creditable, and however divided

opinions may be as to the advisability of some of the

changes of nomenclature which he introduces, there can

be no question as to the greater simplicity which he has

once more attached to the names of the British birds, and

w^e believe that he will be largely followed. Some revision

of the code of rules proposed by the British Association

appears to us to be necessary, and we trust that ere long

Mr. Seebohm or some other ornithologist will draw out a

scheme for their modification, in order to bring them into

harmony with the more advanced state of science of the

present day ; and an attempt to arrive at a definite under-

standing with our Continental and American brethren as

to the employment of a uniform system of nomenclature

ought soon to be made. The opportunity may probably

come when the authoritative " List of North American

Birds" is promulgated by the American Ornithologists'

Union, a work which is anxiously awaited by naturalists in

this country, and it will then be competent for us to con-

sider the m'erits and demerits of the trinomial system of

nomenclature which is gaining ground considerably on

this side of the water, but which cannot be adopted with-

out the utmost consideration. Mr. Seebohm does not

hesitate to adopt it, but how far he will be followed remains

to be seen.

We can cordially recommend this book to all lovers

of ornithology, both at home and abroad, and to young

and old alike, for they will find ample material for

study, and a very great deal that is new. It is by far the

best introduction to a knowledge of British birds that we
are acquainted with, and a great deal of the subject-matter

is very original. The criticisms of contemporary orni-

thologists are occasionally somewhat hard, but no one can

complain of a want of candour on the author's part, and

as he no doubt expects equally hard hitting in return, he

must have counted the cost before striking at the authors

who so often arouse his ire. One thing we do not clearly

understand, and that is the constant odium thrown by

Mr. Seebohm upon the "Ibis List of British Birds" com-

piled by a Committee of the B.O.U., of which the author

was himself a member. A long time was spent by this

Committee in investigating the subject, and as its conclu-

sions were carried by a majority of votes, all the members
' "

.A. Hiitory of Brilish Birds
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of the Committee ought to acquiesce in its decisions.

We ourselves do not agree with every point of the Com-
mittee's work, but at the same time the " List " supphed
a great want in ornithology in this country, and it will, no
doubt, be greatly improved in a second edition.

Oologists in this country have in Mr. Seebohm's work
a thoroughly good hand-book, the figures of the eggs
being highly satisfactory, while as to the information
concerning the nesting-habits and life of the birds, we
believe this " History of British Birds " to be by far the
most complete yet published in this country. R. B. S.

NOTES
The collection of funds for the Pasteur Hospital is proceeding

rapidly. The total of the first list is a little under 10,000/.

In reply to a recent letter from the Russian Minister of Edu-
cation, M. Pasteur has written offering to receive Russian

doctors for instruction, and suggesting that Russia should con-

tribute towards the establishment of his proposed Institution at

Paris. A small establishment for the application of M. Pasteur's

method against rabies has already been started in St. Peters-

burg, on the initiative and at the expense of Pdnce Alexander
of Oldenburg, where experiments on rabbits and dogs are now
being made, preparatory to the treating of persons in danger of

hydrophobia.

In the House of Commons, last week, in reply to a question

by Sir Henry Roscoe, Mr. Chamberiain stated that his atten-

had been called to the reported discovery by M. Pasteur of a

cure for hydrophobia. The recognised eminence of M. Pasteur

as a scientific investigator, and the great interest and importance

which attach to the subject of his recent inquiries, seemed to him
to justify a careful and impartial examination of the results ob-

obtained. At present the information on the matter in the

possession of his department was too vague and incomplete to

afford materials for a full appreciation of M. Pasteur's process.

Mr. Chamberlain promised to consider how such an inquiry can

be most satisfactorily conducted, and to confer with the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer with reference to the question of the

expense. He hoped to be able to arrange for such an investiga-

tion as may enable a just estimate to be formed as to the relia-

bility of M. Pasteur's method and its applicability to this

country.

The French Minister of Public Instruction has applied to the

French Parliament for a grant of about 150,000 fr. for the build-

ing of an equatorial-coudc according to the Lcewy system. The
total sum required will be 100,000 fr. more.

At the last meeting of .the Berlin Anthropological Society

Prof Virchow stated that the German Colonial Society had sei,t

circulars to all European colonies situated in the tropics

requesting observations to be made regarding the question of the

acclimatisation of Europeans in the tropics, the result of this

inquiry to be communicated to the German Naturalists'

Association at their next annual meeting in September. An
exhibition of objects required in fitting out scientific travellers

for their journeys will also be held at the same time as the

meeting of German naturalists.

The Ben Nevis Weather Reports chronicle an extraordinary

dryness of the air in the end of last week. From 3 a.m. of

Thursday the air became so dry that a humidity of about 15 per

cent, was maintained for some time, and the dew-point fell to

- 24" 'o. On Friday the humidity was about 13 percent, till

3 p.m., when the air became still drier, and at 9 p.m. the

humidity was only 8 per cent., the readings at this hour being:

di7bulb. i9"'-2, and wet bulb, l3°'o. The great dryness ceased

at midnight, when the air suddenly became saturated. The
snov\' lying at the Observatory at present is not much more than
half the quantity of the two previous winters at this season.

It is reported that on Sunday night, about 11 o'clock, a

sharp shock of earthquake, lasting seven seconds, caused a panic

at the theatre in Granada. The audience rose, and rushed into

the streets. The inhabitants, awakened by the shock, poured
out of their houses, and many persons remained in the streets

and squares part of the night. Very little material damage was
done to the houses, and none to the public buildings, for the

preservation of which the authorities have adopted precautions.

The shocks were oscillatory from west to east, and accompanied

by a rumbling noise. The shock was felt also in the districts

which were the scene of the earthquake of 1884. The villagers

were terribly alarmed, and some houses were injured.

A VIOLENT shock of earthquake was felt at Wiesbaden at

twenty-eight minutes past midnight on Sunday.

The fourth volume of Dr. M. C. Cooke's " Illustrations of

British Fungi" is just completed, bringing the total number of

coloured plates up to 622, illustrating 790 species and varieties

of Agariais, or more than double the number figured by Fries

in his "Icones," and nearly as many as there are in the com-

bined works of Sowerby, Hussey, Bolton, BuUiard, and Kromb-
holz. It is estimated that the two volumes yet to be published,

if the author receives sufficient support, will contain about 400

additional species, making a total of nearly 1200 species and

varieties of the gill-bearing Fungi, or nearly three times as many

as in any other work in e.xistence. The four volumes accomplished

represent five years' laborious work and a great expenditure of

money by the author, who is publishing at his own sole cost ; yet

we are assured that he has not only derived no profit therefrom,

but has suffered a loss, and this in spite of his having saved the

expense of an artist. Surely there must beasuflicient number of

persons in this country interested in botany to render such a work

self-su|)porting, if not remunerative ; especially as the price is

about half that ofcontemporaneous Continental works on the same

subject. Dr. Cooke, in response to numerous solicitations, also

proposes issuing a volume of coloured plates of British Desmids

as a supplement to his " British Fresh-Water Algce," provided

a sufficient number of subscribers come forward.

Near the village of Dorndorf (Prussian province of Nassau)

considerable alarm has recently been caused by the repeated ap-

pearance of extensive fissures in the surface of a hill. Quite lately

the main fissure has advanced- to within 100 metres of the

village, at which point it, however, turned aside, seemingly

returning to its starting-point. Subsidence of the soil has also

been noticed in several parts of the circumscribed area, which

measures about a mile in diameter.

The climate of Lucerne has been described by Herr Suidter

(in a recent address there) on the basis of five years' observa-

tions at Mariahilf Lucerne, he says, is in the fohn-climate,

but on the outer edge of its zone (the fdhn being, it is known,

a strong, warm, descending wind of southerly direction in

Switzerland). The former is proved by the preponderance of

warm winds and the large rainfall (average 1275 "8 mm. in

1S79-83) compared with Central Switzerland, the latter by

the low mean annual temperature (8^-284 C), and by a much

less rainfall than places near the source of the fohn, such as (in

descending order) Rigikulm, Vitznau, Schwyz, and Engelberg

;

where the fohn blows much oftener and more continuously and

strongly. A peculiar green tinge of the sky's blue over the

Uri or Obwaldner Mountains tells the Lueerners of the fohn's

coming, some 12 to 24 hours in advance. Drenching rain

nearly always comes with it. The lowest temperature in those

five years was - 17° C. (in 1879) ; but years often pass without
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the thermometer going down to - lo° or - 15°. In the cold

winter of 1879 the arm of the lake never became unnavigable

from ice, and the robust exotic plants in the open gardens were

scarcely damaged at all. The vegetation of Lucerne is much

more southerly than the mean annual temperature of 8'''284

would lead one to expect. It is an interesting fact that as early

as 1598 there was in Lucerne a small botanic garden (formed by

Renward Cysat), where many exotic plants, such as tobacco,

were grown, .and from which issued the beit methods for culti-

vating fruit-trees, &c.

The curious phenomenon of " lake-balls " is to be met with

on the Sils Lalce and others in the Upper Engadine. They are

composed of larch-leaves felted together. Three samples (the

largest over a foot in diameter) were recently e,xhibited by Herr

Coaz at the Berne Naturalists' Society, and he stated that these

balls are formed in small bays into which the prevailing south-

west winds blow. The water acquires a whirling motion, and

the larch-leaves involved in it, together with pieces of moss,

&c., are worked into balls. There is no cementing with mud.

Sometimes, on shallow banks—not in bays—sausaije-like forms

are met with. Prof. Fischer made reference to another kind of

lake-balls formed of a filamentous alga in the lakes of Sweden and
other countries ; also to the marine balls, formed of fragments

of phanerogamic sea-plants (Zostera, Cymodocea, &c.) which
were at onetime used medicinally.

At the last meeting of the Seismological Society of Tokio,

Prof. Milne read a paper describing the rejults obtained from a

seismic survey of the ground in the neighbourhood of his house.

By the seismic suivey of a district he meant an examination of

the different parts of that district with regard to the effects which
were produced upon them by earthquakes. After describing

local peculiarities of the ground, he said that he placed at dif-

ferent places, but in similar positions, similarly constructed

seismographs. These had been proved to give diagrams which

were practically absolute measures of the movements of the

ground, and, when any of these instruments were placed side by
side, they gave similar results. The result of observing many
earthquakes was that all the instruments, the positions of which
would be included in a triangle the sides of which were 800 or

900 feet in length, gave difierent indications as to direction,

amplitude, maximum velocity, and intensity. So that, had these

instruments been in the hands of different observers, each ob-

server would have given a different account of the same earth-

quake. Thus, comparing the average maximum velocities at a

station, C, on hard ground, with that at a station, E, on soft

ground, they were found to be I : 5. The maximum accelera-

tions at these two stations were i : 2^4. It might therefore be
concluded that a building at C would withstand a disturbance

which would be sufficient to shatter a similar building placed at

E. Prof. Milne also described further experiments made with

a seismograph placed in a pit 10 feet deep, and with a wooden
building the foundations of which at first rested on lo-inch

cannon-balls, and subsequently on cast-iron shot 6 mm. in

diameter.

All these experiments were made with a view to discover

the best method of constructing buildings which would stand

earthquake shocks with least damage. The practical conclusion

of the investigation was that there were three ways by which
residents could escape from very much of the motion which

disturbs an ordinary building. These were (i) by a seismic

survey they might select a site where there was relatively little

motion
; (2) they might build up from the bottom of a pit,

which might be utilised as a cellar, the walls of the houses not

touching the sides of the pit ; (3) when obliged to build on soft

ground, when a pit could not be excavated, a light one-storied

building of wood or iron might be rested on a layer of cast-iron

shot.

We have received from Dr. D. J. Macgowan, whose name
has for many years been well known to all students of China,

a copy of a curious paper by him on the movement cure in

China, contributed to the Medical Reports of the Chinese Cus-
toms. In form the paper (which contains several interesting

illustrations of the modus operandi of the cure) is a notice of

successive writers on the system of therapeutics, which was
actually practised on the late Empress by a high official who
was supposed to be an adept in the art. The notion that super-

natural power was imparted to the human frame, and that the

latter was rendered invulnerable to disease and death, by breath-

swallowing, or accumulations of air in the system, is a very old

one. About the sixth century before our era a celebrated

writer recommended a mild form of exercise to effect this, and
this exercise, with breath-gulping, now constitutes the Chinese
movement cure. After tracing the fluctuations of the practice

and their causes. Dr. Macgowan comes to a work published in

1858 by the high official already mentioned. Life, it is taught,

depends on the existence of a primary aura ; so long as a par-

ticle of it is retained in the system, death cannot occur. A
deficient supply is the cause of disease ; and when it duly per-

meates the system, every ailment is averted. The object of the
postures, motions, and frictions is to promote the due circula-

tion of that vital air. One writer illustrates the state of the
system that is thoroughly saturated with air by that of a dranken
man who falls from a cart without sustaining injury, because of
into.xication

; so a man permeated with the vital aura is invul-

nerable. Disease appears only when the vitiated air can find

entrance, when the circulation of the vital air is defective. The
air starts in its circulatory movement from the "little heart,"
« hich is situated in the pubic region ; air-vessels convey it

thence upward anteriorly to the forehead, where these vessels

become continuous with a similar system that returns the air

posteriorly to the "little heart." Without fire this aura is the

source of animal heat ; without water it lubricates the viscera.

Fate, indeed, determines longevity as it does birth, yet disease
miy be averted by employing the movement cure, which is

preferable to delaying until disease sets in, when the art is com-
paratively useless. These are the principles on which the care
rests.

These curious searchings into the mysteries of life and death
are followed by a description of the details of the process.

These are too numerous and complicated to be mentioned at

length. They deal with the periods of air-swallowing and
friction, the time for inhaling the sun's air and the moon's air,

the time and modes of friction, the implements for shampooing
(amongst them being a bag filled with water-worn pebbles, and
a pestle or round bat for pounding the abdomen), and the

various muscular movements, many of which are exceedingly

comical. In gulping air the cast should be faced, and twelve of

the various operations described should be gone through each

forty-nine times. In going through the exercises there is to be
no thinking, for the mind must be absolutely quiescent. Refer-

ence to this air-swallowing is made in the earliest extant Chinese
medical treatises, but regular practitioners have always regarded

the exercises as charlatanism.

Mr. Howard Grubb, F.R.S., will give the first of two lec-

tures on the Astronomical Telescope on Saturday (March 27),

at the Royal Institution
; and on Friday (April 2) he will give

a discourse on Telescopic Objectives and Mirrors : their Pre-

paration and Testing.

M. Gaston Tissandier has issued the prospectus of a large

work which he is preparing on the great aeronauts. The work
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the first of which is to appear nextwill be in two volui

October.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Silky Marmoset (Midas rosalia] from Brazil,

presented by Mr. Percy Bewick Bewick ; a Green Monkey
(Cercopithccus callurichtis i ) from West Africa, presented by

Mrs. Dunn; a White-crowned Mangabey {Cercoccbtis itthiopi)

from West Africa, presented by Mr. N. King ; a Grey Icli-

neumon (Herpestcs giiseus) from India, presented by Mr. W. A.

Rooff; a Black-backed Jackal (Caiiis ineioinelas 9 ) from South

Africa, presented by Mrs. E. Thomas ; a Grey Iclmeumon

(Jierpestes griseus 9 ) from India, a Demoiselle Crane (Grus

virgo) from North Africa, presented by Mr. T. W. Proger ; a

Moor Monkey [Semnopithecus fiiaurus ? ) from Java, deposited ;

a Talapoin Monkey {Cercopithccus talapoin 9 ) from West Africa,

received in exchange.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Dark Transits OF Jupiter's Fourth Satellite.—Prof.

Davidson, of the U.S. Coast Survey, has communicated to tlie

Californian Academy of Sciences some interesting notes of ob-

servations of "dark" transits of Jupiter's satellite IV. n.ade by
Mr. Burckhalter with a lo^-inch reflector. Mr. Burckhalter's
observations on May 21, 1885, suggest the possibility that the

satellite h.as an area of white surface and also an area of dark
surface. When the satellite approached the planet it appeared
bright, the white area being then the visible part ; but when it

had advanced some way on the disk, this white part was (on
this supposition) lost in the superior brightness of the plauet,

and the dark area became visible. Prof. Davidson thinks it

might even lead to the determination of the rotation period of

the satellite if it were watched throughout the whole transit, ami
the different phases nt.ted. Again, observing on June 7, 18S5,

Mr. Burckhalter saw the satellite as a dark spot on the edge of

the north dai-k belt. But as soon as the satellite was clear of

the planet's disk, it was noted to be north of this belt ; so thnt

it \^ ould appear from this observation also as if the satellite

were divided into bright and dark areas, the south pole being
the dark one. Prof. Davidson also observed the transit of

June 7 with a 6 '4-inch refractor, and confirms generally the

appearances noted by Mr. Burckhalter.

Nova AndkomiiD.'E of 1885, and Nova Scorph of iSco.
—With reference to Prof. Seeliger's researches on the subject

of the Nova in Andromeda (Nature, vol. xxxiii. p. 397), Herr
Auwers diaws attention in the Aslronomhche Nachrichtcn, No.
2715, to the great similarity of this outburst to the phenomenon
observed by him in i860 in the nebula So Messier in Scorpio.

He consideis that the probability that, in an interval of twenly-
five years, two variable stars of so exceptional a character should
be projected on the central part, in one case of a close slar-

cluster, in the other case of an object which appears to be, in

part at least, a close star-cluster, is so small that the identity of

the circumstances attending the phenomena of 1S60 and 1SS5
makes it almost necessary to refer both outbursts to physical
changes in the nebula; in which they respectively appeared. As
Prof. Seeliger makes no mention of this (in Herr Auwers'
opinion) very strong argument in favour of his supposition
respecting the cause of the outburst in Andromeda, He r

Auwers is induced to do so, and takes the opportunity of pub-
lishing the details of his observations of the Nova of i860, an
account of the discovery of which was printed in the Aslronoin-
ische NachrichtLti, No. 1267. Herr Auwers states that having
turned the Konigsberg heliometer on 80 Messier on the evening of
May 21, i860, he saw a 7th magni ude star in the nebula, a
little following the central pari, which it quite outshone in

brilliancy. By June 16 this star had degraded to magnitude I0"5.

It will be remembered that the "new" star in Scorpio was in-

dependently discovered in this country by Mr. Pogson, whose
attention was arrested on May 28, i860, "by the startling

appearance of a star of the 7-6 magnitude in the place which the
nebula had previously occupied." On June 10, according to this

observer, the stellar appearance had nearly vanished, but the
cluster still shone with unusual brilliancy and a marked central
condensation.

Fabry's Comet.—The following ephemeris, by Dr. H.

Oppenheim {Astr. Nac/i. No. 271 1) is in continuation of that

given in Nature for 1S86 March 4 :

—

For Berlin Midnight
R.A. Dec!. Log Log ii Bright-

March 23 23 16 58 36 5'6 N. 98421 005S9 20

27 23 16 57 37 12-4 9'S233 0-0203 26

31 -3 '7 59 3S ii'S 9 S102 9-9744 34
Apnl 4 23 20 55 j8 5S-9 9'So43 99198 45

8 23 27 4 39 28-7 9-8062 9 8547 61

12 233833 39 31-4 N. 9-8157 97767 83

The brightness on December 2 is taken as unity.

Barnard's Comet.—The following ephemeris, by Dr. A.
Krueger (Astr. Nach. No. 2710), is in continuation of that given

in Nature for 1886 March 4 :

—

Fur Berlin Midnii;ht
1886 R.A. Deck Log r Log A Bright-

March 22 I 51 49 27 34-3 N. 0-0217 02230 7-12

26 I 51 13 28 57-0 9'99I7 0-2144 8-51

30 I 50 34 30 23-2 N. 9-9594 0-2036 10-38

The brightness on December 5 is taken as unity.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1 886 MARCH 21-27

/^UOR the reckoning of time tlie civil d.ay, commencing at
^ Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24,
is here employed.)

At Greenwich on March 21

Sun rises, 6h. im. ; souths, I2h. 7m. I5'4S. ; sets, l8h. 13m. ;

deck on meridian, 0° 19' N. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

6h. lom.
Moon (one day after Full) rises, i8h. 50m.*; souths, oh. 53m.

;

sets, 6h. 45m. ; deck on meridian, 2° 35' S.

Planet Rises Souths Sets Decl. on meridian

Mercury ... 6 19
Venus 4 23
Mars 15 54
Jupiter 18 4*
Saturn 9 59

13 12

9 43
22 55
o 13
18 II

20 5 ... 9 40 N.

15 3 • 8 37 S.

5 56* ... II II N.
6 22 ... o 59 N.
2 23* ... 22 48 N.

• Indicates that the rising is that of the preceding evening and the setting

that of the following morning.

Occultations of Stars by the Moon (visible at Greenwich)
Corresponding

^, , c. \r T^' n anglesfrom ver-March Star Mag. Disap. Reap. ^.,5 .„ ..:.,k. r^-° "^ *^ tex to rigtit lor

inverted image

4^ •
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BIOLOGICAL NOTES
The Pelagic Stages of Youxg Fishes.—The memoirs

by Alex. Agassiz, on the young stages of O5seou5 fishes, have

been noticed from time to time in our pages. In connection with

C. O. Whitman, he has quite recently published, as the first

part of vol. xiv. of the Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative
Zo jlogy at Harvard College, an account of the pelagic stages

of young fishes, which is illustrated with nineteen very beauti-

fuUy-exeaited plates. This memoir is devoted to descriptive

.sketches of the different fish-eggs which have come beneath the

notice of the authors, and of the early stages of the fish after

their escape from the egg. In a second portion of the memoir
it is proposed to treat of the earlier stages of cleavage, the

formation of the embryonic ring, the formation of the various

portions of the embryo, and so on. The pelagic eggs, so far as

the authors' experience goes, may be divided into—(i) those

without oil-globules, and (2) those with one or more oil-globules.

But this, while a convenient, is not an accurate division, because,

if eggs apparently without oil-globules are carefully examined, the

yolk-mass will be found permeated with minute fatty bodies, but

these are never seen to coalesce to form conspicuous oil-globules.

Some pelagic eggs are laid singly—this seems to be the most
common condition—and are left to float at the mercy of the

waves and winds, while others are hid in an investing gelatinous

mass. The single eggs seem to have the best chance of escape

from their numerous enemies, while as to those laid in masses

the chances seem all against them. When first laid, pelagic

eggs are usually perfectly transparent ; little by little, with the

formation of the embryo, chromatophores are formed, generally

upon the surface of the yolk-mass close to the embryo, or upon
the embryo itself. These chromatophores, at first colourless,

soon become pigmented, and while the young embryo is still

within the egg, the characteristic colour-pattern is often clearly

indicated All the eggs described in the memoir, except when
confined in masses, float with the embryo downwards. The
resorption of the yolk-m.ass differs greatly in the difterent species.

The rate of resorption also varies, and would seem to be corre-

lated with the degree of development of the structural features

of the embryo. The chromotaphores very rarely become den-

dritic before the embryo is hatched, and as a rule not till then
does the black eye-pigment make its appearance. The first fins

formed are the pectorals, traces of which appear in very early

stages within the egg. The closing of the blastopore and the

disappearance of the vesicle of Kupfter are fjUo ved by the

growth of the tail and the formation of an embryonic caudal

fin. Usually at the time of the resorption of the yolk-mass

the pectorals are well developed, and have become p:)werful

limbs ; then, too, the intestinal tract lengthens, and a swim-
bladder and larger alimentary canal appear. In the very

youngest stages, immediately on leaving the egg, the embryo
depends mainly upon its embryonic dorsal and ventral (its lepto-

cardial fin) fin for locomotion. The propelling powers are pro-

portionally veiy large, ani at no time of its life is the young
fish better provided with b:>th means of locomotion and sense-

organs. With growth the young fish depends, however, more
and more for locomotion upon the use of its pectoral fins. The
comparatively large size of the chorda in the ea'-lier embryonic
stages is a marked feature of all young fishes. The regularity

with which the same stages of development of identical species

appeared in successive years was very striking, and the authors

note that this regularity was not peculiar to young fishes, but

that they also found the spawning of the majority of marine
animals and their rate of development practically identical year
after year ; as instances of the latter they refer to embryos of
Agalma, Balanoglosstts, Plagusia, &c. To facilitate the identifi-

cation of the different pelagic stages of fish and fish-eggs, a
table is given, in which we find the most characteristic features

of the eggs and young fish so far as these have been observed,
the date of their occurrence, the distinctive features at time of
hatching, with references, so far as the forms described in this

memoir are concerned, to its pages and its figures, and f :ir the
rest to authorities where they have been described. The figures

on the plates are from sketches from life made by A. Agassiz
and Whitm.an. We trust soon to be able to notice the second
portion of this important memoir.

DANAIS ARCHIPPl'S—AN ENTERPRISING BUTTERFLY.—As
an instance of a species extending iis geographical area under
our observation, perhaps there is none more remarkable than
the case of a beautiful and noteworthy butterfly whose natural
history is so pleasantly written about in the Entomologist's

Montldy Magazine for March i886 by Mr. James J. Walker,
R.N. We would that our British Navy had many more such

excellent observers. This butterfly, which, according to the

rules of zoological nomenclature, is called Anosia plexippus, L.,

is perhaps better known by its synonym, Danais archippiis, F.

The original home of this insect is the American continent,

where, including some well-marked varieties, it now enjoys

a vast range, extending from the Hudson's Bay Territoiy and
Canada to the region of the .\mazons, Bolivia, and the estuary

of the Rio de la Plata. Nearly everywhere through this vast

area it is common, and in some places it occurs in vast swarms.
Thus Mr. Riley says that at Missouri the air is sometimes filled

with these butterflies 1 1 a height of from 300 to 400 feet. These
swar ns appear in autumn, and some of them seem to migrate

southwards to warmer regions at the approach of winter. The
caterpillar is singularly hardy, handsome, and easy to rear ; it

feeds on various species of Asclepias, a genus belonging to one

of the most interesting families of plants known. All the species

of the genus are peculiar to the New World—and to the

northern portions of it, just that area which seems to have been
the birth-area of our butterfly—or to tropical Africa. Many of

them are hardy even in this country, and are easily increased,

taking care, as a gardener wottld say, of themselves. A. tuberosa

is a fine border plant ; A. cornuti has sweet-scented flowers ;

while .-;. cumssavica, though bearing showy flowers, has a foetid

perfume, like its congeners, the Stapelias, those African

Asclepiads so attractive to the carrion-flies ; this last species

is the one so fully described by H. Midler as fertilised through

the agency of Lepidoptera. The chrysalis of D. archippus is de-

scribed as very beautiful, being of a bright, translucent, emerald-

green colour, with some transverse black ridges, brilliantly-

gilded lines, and minute spots of a bright gold hue, and the

duration of the pupal condition is from fourteen to twenty days.

Insect-eating birds do not toach either larval or perfect forms,

which are free even from Ichneumon guests. It is interesting

to note that Mr. Riley has found the larva attacked by a Dipteron,

this group of insects beingintimately connected with the life-histoiy

of Asclepiads. The longevity of the imago is most remarkable.

Taking all these facts into consideration, we find this butterfly

well outfitted for the battle of life : the perfect insect strong

on the wing, with from twelve to fifteen months of a life ; eggs

soon hatching, after being laid on the food-plant-, these themselves

spreading like weeds ; larva; not molested by destructive parasites.

The first great march westwards was over 2350 miles to the

Sandwich Islands, and remembering that the appearance of the

insect here is subsequent to commerce with these islands, the

probability is that it was helped across this expanse of ocean,

and then it in a wonderfully steady and rapid manner spread

across the whole breadth of the Pacific Ocean, and far into the

Malay Archipelago. Carrying on its course round the world, we
may soon expect to hear of it in Asia. Southwards and west-

wards it has appeared in New Zealand and Australia. After

enterprise like this, it does not seem surprising that eastward it

should have flown to the West Indies, and at least one or two

exaiiples to the iVzores ; and within the last ten years it has put

in an appearance and been speedily captured in South Wales,

Devon, Isle of Wight, Dorset, Sirssex, and Kent. In 1879 a

specimen was even taken at La Vendee. While as garden plants

species of Asclepias are fairly common in Britain, in Europe

other food -plants might be found in I'incetoxiciiiii 0fficin.1le3.ai

Cynanchuiii aciitum. With such a startling phenomenon in

distribution, which in so gay and fine an insect cannot easily be

overlooked, a great light is thrown on the diffusion under perhaps

even more favourable circumstances as to the distribution ot

less conspicuous species. We should have welcomed some re-

marks from Mr. Walker's pen about the varieties that may have

arisen from the very varied surroundings that environ the butter-

fly ; one of these, D. enppus, seems by some entomologists

almost to take rank as an independent species ; that is to say,

that it has passed too fir away from the type to be easily recog-

nised as such.

GEOGRAPHICAL AOTES
The following medals have been awarded by the Geographical

Society of Paris for 1SS6 :—The principal gold medal to MM.
Capello and Ivens for their three journeys across Africa

;
gold

medal to the Pandit (name not specified, but doubtless A K)

for his journey in Tibet ; the Lagerot prize to M. Moi-sche for

his explorations in the Philippines ; a silver medal to M. Bloyet
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for his topography of Eastern Africa ; and the bronze medal to

M. Mager for his Atlas Colonial, published by M. Bayle.

Ethnologists will be glad to know that the February
number of the Bolletino of the Italian Geographical Society
contains a full descriptive account of the objects forwarded to

Europe by Romolo Gessi after his return to East Central Africa
in 1877. These objects have now been added to the rich col-

lection which he had already presented to the Geographical
Society, and which has found a permanent home in the Pre-
historic and Ethnographic Museum in Rome. Amongst the
objects specified by Dr. G. A. Colini, to whom the public is

indebted for this paper, mention is made of a stool from the
Bongo tribe (Upper White Nile) with feet made exactly like the
boots usually worn by European ladies. This object was locally
known as "the lady," and it is suggested that the native artist

took for his model the boots belonging to Miss Tinne. The
artistic talent of the Bongos is, however, better illustrated by
the figure of a man 069 metres high, wearing a girdle of cylin-
drical glass trinkets, and with upper lip and ears pierced for the
insertion of the iron rings commonly worn by this tribe. From
the Latuka people on the opposite or east side of the Nile come
ivory trumpets, wooden clubs with iron heads, curious knives
with slightly curved blade and wooden handle inlaid with iron
plaques, and a very fine helmet decorated with shells, red and
blue glass beads and a triangular brass plate in front. The
A.-Zandeh (Niam-Niam) and Mangbuttu (Monbuttu) objects are
distinguished by their number, variety, and richness, including
articles in wood, iron, and ivory : arm;, ornaments, utensils, and
musical instruments. The ivory carvings often display great
taste in the designs and technical skill "in the execution, fully

bearing out the accounts of Schweinfurth and other travellers
regarding the great artistic talent of these cannibal tribe-.

Archaeologists will be interested to know that amongst the
Mangbuttu objects is a splendid polished stone hatchet 0-25
metres long, with circular section, and terminating above in a
point, which must be classed with the prehistoric hematite
weapons supposed by the natives to have fallen from the
clouds. Nearly all the tribes of the Upper Nile Valley, and
even several of the equatorial lake region, such as the Wagamla
and Wanyoro, are represented in tliis very valuable ethnological
collection, probably the most complete yet brought together
from that quarter of the globe.

At the meeting of the Paris Geographical Society of the 19th
ult. Vicomte de Brettes described the results of an exploration
made by him during last year in the southern Grand Chaco.
Since the commencement of the sixteenth century forty-three
expeditions have attempted to discover a communication between
the regions on the eastern slope of the Andes with those on tlie

left banks of the rivers Paraguay and Parana, These expeditions
have constantly followed the courses of the Pilcomayo and
Vermejo, and have ultimately demonstrated the impracticability
of these routes by reason of the numerous rapids, as well as of
the shalloivness of the water. The route so actively sought for

three centuries by the Argentine Republic, Bolivia, and P.ara-

guay, which would increase their trade tenfold, has never yet
been sought by land, and since the Spanish conquest the interior
of the southern Grand Chaco has remained wholly unknown.
M. de Brettes undertook this exploration, and entered the region
accompanied only by two Chenupis Indians. lie discovered
three rivers and an immense salt lake, on the banks of which he
marched 113 miles, when ague and fever compelled him to
return to Corrientes after a journey of 436 miles in a hitherto-
unexplored region. The country traversed by him is absolutely
flat, mimosa-trees and palms grow in abundance, and there aie
vast prairies and swamps, ijihabited by the Chenupis, Mocovis,
Velelos, and Matacos—all tribes still in an extremely bar-
barous state. The lecturer referred to various unpublished
documents respecting these tribe=, including a grainmar of the
Topii language, which is in the press. He also announced his

intention of returning to the Chaco to continue the work which
was arrested by illness. He appears to have received the most
cordial assistance from the Argentine authorities.

On February 12 General Prjevalsky gave a lecture on his

fourth journey to Central Asia before a distinguished audience
at St. Petersburg. He entered into details on the sources of the
Yellow River, and described the environs of I.ob-nor, dwellinr
upon the peculiar features of the population of the surrounding
country. Then the lecturer passed to the orographic outlines of
the Alpine country, the numerous chains of which had been first

traced by himself, and finally concluded his account by de-

scribing the valley of the River Tarim. The lecture was very
well illustrated.

The March number of the Proceedings of the Royal Geo-
graphical Society has for its leading paper an account, by Col.

Stewart, of the Herat Valley and the Persian border, from the

Hari-rud to Sistan. It contains a large amount of interesting

information respecting a region which appears destined to play a

larger part in the public eye of England in the future than even
in the past. The discussion which followed adds much to the

paper, and this is especially the case with the remarks of Surgeon
Aitchison, the naturalist to the Afghan Delimitation Commis-
sion, who read an account of the botany of the region. Major
Greely's lecture on Arctic exploration with reference to Grinnell
Land is also published. The number also contains summaries
of two lectures, and the subsequent discussions, at the Exhibition
of Appliances used in Geographical Education, the lecturers being
Profs. Biyce and Moseley.

The March number of the Scottish Geographical Magazine
commences with a paper by Col. .Stewart on a visit to Badghis
in 1S83, and to the Herat Valley in 1885. It also contains a

paper by Prof. James Geikie on mountains—their origin,

growth, and decay ; and a brief account of Dr. Boas's recent

journeys in Baffm Land. The geographical notes are very com-
prehensive ; amongst them is one, taken from the Geo-

grafhischer jFahrbiich, 1S85, containing statistics of the geo-

graphical societies of the world. It is somewhat humiliating to

find Great Britain and her colonies only third on the list in

point of members, and fifth in the number of societies. France
has 26 societies with 18,000 members ; Germany 24, with 9300
members ; while the British Empire has 5 societies, with 5300
members. The United Stdtes is even worse, for it has only 2

societies, with 1500 members.

At the last meeting of the Geographical Society of Paris, M.
Hansen-Elangsted read a note on the disagreement between
geographers as to the highest peaks in Denmark. According to

the maps of the general staff' at Copenhagen, the highest hills

were in the south-west of the department of Aarhus. Himmel-
berg was long regarded as the principal eminence in Denmark

;

it is 147 metres in height. But in the forest of Ky, in the south

of the commune of the same name, there are several unnamed
heights, one of which is 163 metres high. Llimmelberg is now
only the third in height, and possibly it will have on examina-
tion to take even a lower place. Communications were read

from Gen. Annenkoff on the Transcaspian Railway and the

region it traverses, from M. Thouar on his exploration on the

Pilcomayo, and from M. Duveyrier on some Salhara longitudes.

In the last number of the Transactions of the Halle Verein
fiir Erdkunde, Herr von Brandis describes some curious obser-

vations which he made during a year's residence in 1S61-62

on the slope of the active Java volcano Merapi, which has

lately been in eruption. From the crater two perfectly straight

white columns of steam (not smoke), of equal thickness above

and below, ascended. For some weeks the colour was of an

equal degree of whiteness throughout ; both were of equal

height, and from measurements made this varied from 320 to 450
metres. The upper ends were cut off sharply like the ends of

two tapers, and the thickness of one varied from 5 to 15 metres,

while the other was only about half this. The distance between

the two appeared to be about 20 metres. The colour of the

smaller of these pillars appeared to alter occasionally, but the

wind did not seem to have any effect in causing them to deflect

from the perpendicular. At first the observer thought there

must be perpetual calm at thi; altitude ; but this is not so, for

others have found that a south-east wind blows constantly there.

The effect of a current of air blowing from this direction would
have been readily perceptible to Herr von Brandis in the posi-

tion his residence occupied. This curious phenomenon was

observed in 1836 by Junghuhn, of Madgeburg, who ascended

the mountain, but the conditions of the summit do not appear

to have been sufficiently investigated to enable a positive

explanation of it to be made.

It is stated that M. Rogozinski, who is at present in Cracow,

is preparing a dictionary and grammar of the idioms of the

Cameroon tribes.

M. RoLLAND has been charged by the French Minister of

Public Instruction with a mission to Madagascar, to study its

mineralogy, botany, zoology, and anthropology.
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THE SUN AND STARS'"
III.

The Spots

TN the large photographs now secured at Meudonand in India,
' and smaller ones now received from India, the Mauritius,
and Austraha, showing the spots as they are photographed
there, I am glad to say almost every day now, on a scale of 8
inches to the sun's diameter, we get wonderful records of what
a spot really is, and how it changes.

In a nonnal spot the exterior shade is called the penumbra.
The inner darker one is called the umbra, and very often

there is a deeper shade still, which is called the nucleus.

In some spots there are many umbrse for one penumbra
;

and very likely, if one had examined them carefully with
the telescope at the time, one would have found that each
had its interior nucleus. The idea is that we have at the edge
of the penumbra, where the penumbra joins the photosphere,
the greatest height of the spot ; that the penumbra is an incline

going down as gradually as you like, but still down, so that the
level of the photospheric stuff, whatever it is, at the edge of the
umbra, is below what it is at the edge of the penumbra.

In the penumbra the domes seen on the general surface are
drawn into elongated shapes, hence we speak of the " thatch

"

on the penumbra. Visually the part of the penumbra adjoining
the umbra seems brighter than that adjoining the photosphere.
In photographs this is not so.

Now, if the view that the spots are cavities be correct, and
the appearances they put on in travelling over the sun are suf-

ficient to prove it, it will be clear that there ought to be occasions
when a spot going over the limb should show as a depression.
The idea that sunspots are cavities is a very old one. It was
first put forward by Wilson of Glasgow in the last century ; but
it was not so easy to demonstrate it to a large audience in the
days when one had no photographs.
Here is a photograph showing the retreat of a sunspot over

the edge of the sun in 18S4. We see that it writes its record
in an unmistakable notch at the limb of the sun (Fig. 5).

In other photographs we can conveniently study the connec-
tion between the faculse and the spots, especially if the spots be
near the limb ; the neighbourhood of spots in this position is

very rich in faculae.

When we come to examine these spots carefully, we find
that there are apparently in the main—(I want to speak as
guardedly as I can)—two different kinds. Some spots seem to
be pretty regular, and to undergo no very violent commotion.
I mean that the penumbra and the umbra are not so tremen-
dously contorted and mixed up as sometimes happens ; and,
again, the ridge of facula round the spot is not so honeycombed

^ A Course of Lectures to Working Men delivered by J. Norman Lockyer.
F.R.S., at the Museum of Practical Geology. Revised from shorthand
notes. Continued from p. 429.

by convection-currents and the results of convection-currents.
On the other hand, as representing the other class where we
get violent action, there seems to be no limit to the enormous
energies indicated, and the areas over which these energies hold
their sway. I believe that one spot, or at least a spot system,
was observed in 1858, of 140,000 miles or eighteen earth-diameters
in length. Telescopic examination of each minute part of these
enormous disturbances indicates that the most violent changes

i photograph taken at Dehra Du
ispot passing over the Sun's edge.

are going on—changes which the eye can detect, after a few
minutes' interval, in different parts of the spot (see Fig. 6).

The Hhlory ofa Spot

A spot seems to be the first disturbance of the photosphere
in the region where it is formed. I mean the facula follows.

Fig. 6.—Sunspot showing details of the penumbra- the dark portion in the

centre is the umbra, the surrounding half-tone is the penumbra, a, a
" bridge " or tongue of facula being carried over the umbra; B, clouds

forming at the end ; c, part of the penumbra being driven over the spot

(the domes are drawn out); D, domes on photosphere ; F, " thatch " on
penumbra.

and does not precede, the spot. On this point I first quote Dr.

Peters,' one of our highest authorities :

—

" The spots arise froin insensible points, so that the exact

moment of their origin cannot be stated ; but they grow very
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rapidly in the beginning, and almost always in less than a day
they an-ive at their maximum of size. Then they are stationary,

I would say in the vigorous epoch of their life, with a well-

defined penumbra of regular and rather simple shape. So they
sustain themselves for lo, 20, and some even for 50 days."

I next quote the Rev. S. J. Perry, one of the most constant
of modern solar observers :

—

" And. to begin with spot-formation, we find almost invariably

that large solar spots start life as little dots, frequently in grou]is,

and then grow at once with enormous rapidity. A spot will

often attain its full size in 5 or 6 days, although exception.illy

large ones occasionally occupy a longer time in their first de-

velopment. If no remarkable increase is noticed in a sp>t

within 2 or 3 days from its birth, it will in all proba-
bility never attain to any considerable size. The solar surface

has repeatedly been examined with the greatest care, in regions
where considerable spots have broken out on the following
day, without detecting any marked disturbance or other sign

announcing a probable outburst. No satisfactoiy exceptions to

this have as yet been noticed."

The second state of a spot's history presents us with phenD-
mena of reaction, as if the material carried in the first instance
below the upper level of the photosphere had produced a dis-

turbance in the lower regions, indicated by the increase in the
quantity and brilliancy of the faculoiis matter and its separation
into small masses, while at times the umbra of the spot becomes
distinctly coloured.

I again quote Dr. Peters :
—

"The notches in the margin, which, with a high magnifying
power, always appear somewhat serrate, grow deeper, to such a

degree that the penumbra in some parts becomes interrupted by
straight and narrow luminous tracts,—already the period of de
cadence is approaching. This begins with the foUo«-ing highly
interesting phenomenon. Two of the notches from opposite
sides step forward into the area, over-roofing even a part of the
nucleus ; and suddenly from their prominent points flashes go
out, meeting each other on their way, hanging together for a
moment, then breaking off and receding to their points of start-

ing. Soon this electric play begins anew and continues for a

few minutes, ending finally with the connection of the two
notches, thus establishing a bridge and dividing the spot into

two parts. Only once I had the fortune to w itness the occur-
rence between three advanced points. Here fiom the point

A a flash proceeded towards n, which sent forth a ray to meet
the former when this had arrived very near. Soon this seeoied
saturated, and was suddenly repelled ; however, it did not retire,

but bent with a sudden swing toward c ; then again, in the

same manner, as by repulsion and attraction, it returned to I!

;

and, after having thus oscillated for several times, A adhered at

last permanently to B. The flashes proceeded with great speed,
but not so that the eye might not follow them distinctly. Ijy

an estimation of time and known dimension of space traversed,
at least an under limit of the velocity may be found ; thus, I

compute this velocity to be not less than 200,000,000 metres
[or about 120,000 miles] in a second.

"Tlie process described is accomplished in the higher photo-
sphere, and seems not to affect at all the lower or d.irk atmo-
sphere. With it a second, or rather a third, period in the spot's
life has begim, that of dissolution, which lasts sometimes for 10
or 20 days, during which time the components are again
subdivided, while the other parts of the lumin jus m u-gin, too,

are pressing, diminishing, and finally overcasting the whole,
thus ending the ephemeral existence of the spot.

"Rather a good chance is required for observing the remark-
able phenomenon which introduces the covering process, since it

is achieved in a few minutes, and it demands, moreover, a per-
fectly calm atmosphere, in order not to be cmfounded with a
kind of scintillation which is perceived very often in the spots,
especially with fatigued eyes. The observer ought to watch for
it under otherwise favourable circumstances when a large and ten-
or twenty-days'-old spot begins to show strong indentations on
the margin."
The scintillation referred to by Dr. Peters is perhaps

associated with a phenomenon which has been described by M.
Trouvelot,' who has observed the faculous masses to subdivide
into small flakes which vibrate rapidly, producing the efifect of a
snow-storm above the umbra, when these dissolve into blue or
violet vapours.

It happens sometimes also near groups of spots which are

^ Bulletin Astronojttipte, vol. ii.

endowed with great activity that perturbations are observed
which are so violent that the adjacent photosphere is shaken to

its foundations, cracks, and, on opening, forms sinuous crevasses
which extend to considerable distances, sometimes connecting
the most distant spots with each other.

From the instant of their apparition the crevasses—even thoss
which are the narrowest—sh 3w a striated and filamentous struc-

ture, which presents the greatest analogy with the penumbrae of
spots ; only, instead of inchning and forming a sort of sloie like

that on the penumbra, the filaments which form entirely the sides

of the crevasses are vertical, and are all directed towards the
centre of the sun.

When tliese. crevasses have a certain duration they widen
sometimes here and there, especially when they bifurcate and
send branches in another direction. In this case it is not rare

to see forming a strait and lengthened umbra when, at the same
time, the vertical filaments having now more room raise their

1 Dwer extremities.

We have seen that the last act in the history of a spot is its

invasion by the faculae. These facula; remain long after the spot

has entirely closed up, and in this connection it is important to

remark that new spots very often break out in the old place.

These of course, unlike the first spot in that position, will appear
to be preceded by faculx.

There is a great deal more that I might say about spots. It

is a very tempting subject, but there is so much more to be re-

ferred to. The papers which have recently been printed by the

Rev. S. J. Perry ^ and M. Trouvel 3t represent some of the most
careful modern examination of the solar surface, and there is

really a very great deal to be learnt from them ; and fortunate it

is that much which this new work has brought out in the

plainest way has reference to a region of fact of very great im-
portance to any one wlio wants to be able to answer for himself,

as well as he can, the question. What is a sun ? For instance,

M. Trouvelot discovered about ten years ago that, although, as

we shall see presently, ordinary sunspots have a very definite

place of their own on the sun, there is a kind of spot

which is not so confined. These he calls veiled spots ; and I

gather from his description that his opinion is that the photo-
sphere is driven down there to a certain extent, but not driven

down sufficiently to give us the dark appearance which we get in

the other cases.

Spots caused by Descent of Copied Material

It has already been suggested in preceding paragraphs
that in the spot region we cannot really be dealing with

any violent changes of pressure, but we may be dealing with

very violent changes of temperature. We can see that it is the

most natural thing in the world to suppose that in an atmo-
sphere like the sun's, seeing that there i; enormous radiation,

and therefore cooling at the exterior, there must be a descent of

solid particles into the interior heated region. Now, can we
associate this with spot phenomena ?

Yes, we can, and we are absolutely driven to it. We have
already seen that the spot, w'nen it travels over the limb, is a

hollow. We also find when wc examine a spot with the

spectroscope that certain vapours get very much denser, as if

they were being crushed together into a certain limited region

either by an upthrust or a dovnfall. Which? Well, the

spectroscope answers that question for us quite perfectly, because

it shows that the vapours are absorbing, and therefore that they

are cooler than the photospheric material immediately underlying

them, and that they have not an excess of radiation, as they

would have if they came up from below ; the spectroscope then

certainly justifies the view that a spot is really the result of a

downrush ; the vapours there are cooler, as they should be if they

come from a cooler place ; they are denser, as they should be,

if they are descending rapidly into a place which is more or less

confined ; and, more than all, the change of the refrangibility of

certain lines enables us to determine roughly the rate at which
tliese descents take place. A very common velocity is 30 miles a

second—not 30 miles a minute or 30 miles an hour, but 30 miles

a second.

Our final idea with regard to the spots then is that they are de-

pressions, that in fact we may regard them as shallow saucers

or cups filled with the cooler vapom's brought from the upper
regions of the solar atmo.sphere. This is merely a physical con-

ception. What we have next to do, if possible, is to add a little

! Register.
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chemistry, to make a more or less detailed examination of the

materials—of the various chemical substances—in them.

The Chemistry of the Spots

Now from what has been already said we at once see that if

we get a downrush of solid bodies, such as cooled iron masses
which are derived from the condensation of the iron vapour,
and which we may regard as solar meteorites, from the

top of the sun's atmosphere down to the photosphere, we
shall have, if that quantity be great enough in the spot region,

a considerable dimming of the sun's light, by reason of the
fact that we have an infinite number, or a very large number, of
solid bodies stopping the light from that particular part of the
sun. We shall have in that way then a continuous absorption of

the Sim's light ; that is to say, the red light, the yellow light, the
green light, the blue light, and so on, will all be more or less

stopped, and that part of the sun will, from that cause alone,

look dimmer. Further, if we have any vapour apf roximating in

molecular structure to the chlorine vapour to which I drew your
attention before, we shall have an absorption of another kind ;

we shall have a special stopping of the blue light of the sun,

making, therefore, the sunlight yellower than it otherwise would
be. Again, if we have other substances associated with these
spots in the state of fine vapour in a state of incandescence, we
shall have such absorption indicated by the darkening of certain

of the Fraunhofer lines, and by the widening of them as well
as the darkening of them if the quantity of any particular vapour
is considerable, and we shall also get new lines if new substances
are produced or their existence revealed by these conditions.

Now, I propose with regard to this point, seeing that our
time is limited, to confine myself to the observations that have
been made on the sun's spots at South Kensington since the year
1879. From that period some 700 spots have been observed.
Of that number some 200 have been discussed ; that is to

say, maps have been made, and we have endeavoured to

see along which line it was best to push on the work. But
this climate of ours is not aparticularly good one for observations
of this kind, especially in London, because there is a good deal
of smoke, and it is almost as difficult to Fee through a smoke
cloud as it is through one of the ordinary kind. Still, in that time
a considerable number of observations have been made altogether;

and, to guarantee us as far as possible against bad climatic con-
ditions, what has been done in the case of each spot has not been
to observe all the lines which are specially affected, but to con-
tent ourselves with getting the results with regard to twelve lines,

six in the green and yellow, and six in the blue. In that way,
as these observations can be recorded in about an hour, all the
observations made from 1879 to the present time are strictly

comparalile.

Before I state exactly what results we did get it is worth while
for one moment to consider what results we should get if the old
view of the chemical structure of the solar atmosphere were
correct. This view is tliat most of the absorption which pro-
duces the Fraunhofer fines in the solar spectrum, especially tliose

due to the absorption of the vapours of chemical substances of
high atomic weight, takes place close to the photosphere, which
is practically the place where the spots live. Thertfore we should
expect to see :

—

(1) The :ame lines constantly thickened, as the ordinary solar
spectrum is constant.

(2) T he same lines of a substance widened in all spots, in
which we have evidence that that particular substance is present,
or the lines thinning out in all cases in the same order.

(3) No lines but those visible in the general spectrum. 1

(4) Motion indicated by one line of a substance indicated

by all.

If the old view were true, that we have iron vapour among
the other vapours in the atmosphere of the sun—nickel vapour,

magnesium vapour, and so on, it would not be at all out of the

way to suppose that some spots might chiefly consist of iron

vapour, whereas another spot might be chiefly filled with nickel

vapour, or with magnesium vapour, and so on.

With reference to (2) it may be explained that in the case

of a spot which we can imagine to contain a very large

quantity let us say of iron vapour, and a very small quantity of

magnesium vapour ; by a laboratory process A\'hich had been

worked out before this work was commenced, it was easy to make
a rough, but stil! a very useful, quantitative guess as to their

relative proportions, because it has been found in laboratory

work that if we only have a very small quantity of one vapour,

let us call it vapour a, in a mixture of other vapours, b, c, and d,

then we shall not get all the lines of n ; we shall only get some

of them, the longest lines ; and if the quantity a is very small

indeed, then we shall only get one line—the longest, in the

spectrum of the vapour.

The method of mapping adopted may next be stated. In

order to get as much light as we could out of the work,

first of all the Fraunhofer lines were mapped in a manner which

enabled anybody who took the trouble to look at the map to see

which was darkest. In addition to those Fraunhofer lines infor-

mation is given showing the origin of them.
I should tell you that it has been found since Kirchhoff's first

researches that it does not do to talk about the spectrum of a

substance as if it were an unchangeable thing. To be precise

we must refer to the spectrum at the temperature of the arc ; or

at the temperature of the electric spark with a jar or without a

jar ; or at the temperature of the oxy-hydrogen flame. These

spectra are very different indeed, not with regard so much per-

haps to the actual lines which we see in any case, but chiefly

with regard to the intensity of the lines as seen in one spectrum

and in the other.

Thus it was useful to compare the lines of a substance as seen

in the arc and spark with that seen in the spots, and that, so

to speak, formed the ground-plan of the maps. The work to

be done was to observe all the lines most widened in a region

of the spectrum, and see whether they were absolutely unchange-

able or whether they were not.

The diagram shows a part of one of these maps dealing with

the first 100 observations. The Fraunhofer lines are at the top ;

the lengthening of the lines representing the intensity, that is to

say, the longest line is the darkest. Below are the lines of the

substance being specially studied seen in the electric arc, the

longest being the brightest ; and lower still the lines seen in

the electric spark, the longest line al-o being the brightest.

We ob -erve in the first place that there is a very considerable

diSerence in these two spectra. We have a considerable number
of lines seen in the arc, and seen in the solar spectrum among the

Fraunhofer lines, which are not seen in the spectrum of the

spark, the temperature of which of course is assumed to be very

much higher than the temperature of the arc.

Again we may have a very faint line at the temperature of the

arc, which is considerab'y intensified when we pass to the tem-

perature of the spark. There are, again, other lines seen nearly

of the same length both in the arc and in the spark.

Now, when we first mapped the spjt observations, the maps
did not indicate the origin of the lines, and when there was a

great variation in the lines discovered it was a fair thing to fay

that the explanation lay in the fact that some of the lines be-

longed to one substance, and some to another. Let us call those

two substances a and b. In some spots we have more of a and

in other spots we have more of l>. That of course was very good
reasoning, so good that it was necessary to undertake a complete

discussion in the case of each element. In this case the spot

lines studied are not all the lines which were seen in spots,

but the lines of one substance. Now the moment this work was

begun strange results appeared, and the matter became difficult,

because we should have imagined a prhri that if the same sub-

stance were always present in the spot we should always have

got the same spectrum, or, at all events, a spectrum along that

line to which I have already referred, viz., that if the relative

quantity of the vapour were less the number of its lines would

be reduced, and at last when the quantity was the least possible

the number of lines would be the least possible. I must call
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your attention to the fact that we found inversions, as they are

now called ; that is to say, to take an instance, if we repre-

sent three lines of a spectrum by a, b, and c, we have found among
the most widened lines in spots a without b and c, b without a

and c, and c without a and /'. Now that is a condition of things

impossible to understand or explain on the old view.

We next continued the discussion over another region of the

spectrum, and we found that the result held absolutely good, that

is to say, in other regions we got these same inversions. If

we look at a map belonging to another period, although the lines

change, the inversions remain, and the lines behave very much in

the same way as the other. This result is quite constant for all

regions of the spectrum examined. Hence, finally, we learn that

these inversions hold good for different periods, and for different

parts of the spectrum ; and we have found that spectroscopic-

ally any one vapour in the spots behaved in exactly the same
way as various mixtures of many vapours would be bound
to do.

The result of this inquiry with regard to cliemical substances

which have been most carefully worked out, is indicated in the

accompanying table, giving the result of the work for two years

from 200 spots.

Statistics of the most H'iiiencd Lines seen in 200 Sunspols at

Kensington
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blood, and gives a lable of the invertebrates in which ha^mo-
cyanin and haemoglobin have been found.—On the nature of
papain and its action on vegetable protcid, by Dr. Sidney H. C.
Martin. The proteids present in papain are globulin and albumin,
and two forms of albumose. No peptones were found.—Re-
Ljarding the influence of the organic constituents of the blood on
the contractility of the ventricle, by Dr. Sydney Ringer (plate 9).

He infers that the arrest of contractility with a saline solution is

not due to the removal of pabulum to support the contractions,
but that lime and potassium salts are necessary ingredients in a
circulating fluid to supply the conditions essential to the change
occurring during a contraction, there being stored up in the
muscular tissue a material to carry on contractions which cannot
be washed out by a fluid circulating in the heart cavities.—On
the nature of glomerular activity in the Icidney, by J. O. Adami.
It would seem that the glomerular epithelium has properties of a
definite secretory nature ; they may even be regarded as {in the
dog) having powers of a selective secretory nature.—Plethysmo-
graphic and vaso-motor experiments with frogs, by Dr. Fred. W.
Ellis (plates 10 and 11).—On some vaso-motor functions of the
spinal nerves in the frog, by W. Horscraft Waters.

The yoiirnal of Anatomy and P/iysiohgji for January 1SS6,
vol. XX. part 2, contains :— Prof. Macalister, morphology of

the arterial system in man, part i.— R. Austin Freeman, the

anatomy of the shoulder and upper arm of the mole (plate 5).

—

Dr. Hans Gadow, on the reproduction of the carapax in tor-

toises (plate 6). In the case experimented on, the dermal
annour was cast ofl^, after injury, down to the soft cutaneous
layers ; the bulk of these produced cutis, which then underwent
the normal process of ossification, until at last a new complete
armour was formed. The author cites, as an analogous case,
" the reproduction of bark from the 'oliole surface of the cam-
bium laid open after the destruction of the old cortex." Is

this so?—Dr. A. M'Aldowie, on the development and decay of

the pigment-layer in birds' eggs.—Dr. D. J. Cunningham, the

connection of the os odontoideum with the body of the axis.

—

Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, on the skeleton of Geococcyx (plates 7-9) ;

a very full account of the skeleton of this rare bird.—Dr. Noel-
Paton, 'relationship of urea- formation to bile-secretion ; partii. of

these important experimental researches. The formation of urea
in the liver bears a very direct relationship to the secretion of

bile by that organ.—Dr. W. Hunter, recent histological

methods.—Prof. \V. Turner, the sacral index in various races of

mankind ; makes two classes—where the sacral index is below
100 (Dolichohieric), and where it is above loo (Platyhieric).

—

Dr. J. L. Gibson, the blood-forming organs and blood-formation,

I
art ii.

Zeitschrift fiir ivisscnschaftliche Zoologie^ Band xliii. Heft i

(Leipzig, December 31, 1885), contains :— Prof. A. Kblliker,

histological studies of Batrachian larvs (plates I and 2). Almost
forty years ago Prof. Kblliker published his first account of the

development of the Batrachian tissues, but the improvement in

methods of research and the expansion of knowledge as to nerve-

bundles and other endings have caused him to alter his opinions

on several matters, and in this memoir we find his latest views on
the structure, development, and terminations of the nerves ; also

some general considerations of the structure of the nerve-fibre

and on the development of the blood- and lymph-vessels.—W.
Schwarze, on the post-embryonal development in Trematodes
(plate 3). These researches were made on Cercaria arinata and
C. echinata from Linmeus slagnalis, and on C. oriiata and C.

spinifcra from Planorbts coineus. A useful bibliography of the

literature is appended.—Hermann Uhde, on the dorsal pore of

the terrestrial Oligochfets : a contribution to the histology and
classification of the Lumbricidae (plate 4). In this memoir, in

addition to a very detailed list of the literature of the subject

and to a chapter on anatomical details, we have an account of

the various species, based on materials collected from various

parts of the world.—Dr. Deichler, on Protozoa parasitic in

the sputa of whooping-cough.—Dr. E. Witlaczil, on the mor-

phology and anatomy of the Coccid;e (plate 5).

Morphologisches Jahrbiich (Gegenbaur's), Band xi. Heft 3
(Leipzig, 1885), contains :—Dr. Bela Haller, researches on the

marine Rhipidoglossa (plates 17-24), part ii. The first part of

Haller's researches appeared in vol. ix. The present part treats

of the structure of the central nervous systems and their enve-

lopes. The material operated on was obtained at Trieste from
Fissurella, Haliotis, and Turbo, and the conclusion is arrived at

that without doubt the nerves throughout this group of MoUusca
have a double origin.—Dr. H. Virchow, on the form of the

plicce of the ciliary body in mammals (plate 25). These folds, so

comparatively small in the human eye, are largely developed in

the rabbit.—Dr. W. Pfitzner, on the division of the nucleus in

Protozoa
( plate 26). These observations were chiefly on the

nuclei in Opaliua ranaritm^ and show the general similarity of

the kariokinesis in this Protozoon with that in Metazoa.—Dr.
G. Baur, notes on the "astragalus" and the "intermedium
tarsi" in mammals (plate 27). As introductory to these notes

a very copious account of the literature of the subject is given.—

•

Among the short notices are : on the nerve-canal in the humerus
of the Amniota, by Prof. U. Fiirbinger ; and on the rudiment
of a septal nasal gland in man, by Prof. Gegenbaur.

Fciulicivili del Rcale Istitido Loinbardo, January 21.—On
the grape-vine mildew ; observations and remedies, by Prof.

Gaetano Cantoni. Although usually supposed to have been for

the first time introduced into Europe from America about 1877,

the writer quotes a correspondent in the Bulletin of the French
Agricultural Society, who states that this disease was known in

Alsace under the name of niildan over forty years ago. From
Alsace it passed to America, where the name became Anglicised,

recently returning to Europe under the designation of grape-

vine mildew. The best prophylactic remedies hitherto discovered

are the sulphate of copper and milk of lime, applied either

separately or in combination about the beginning of June, and
repeated, if necessary, towards the end of August or beginning

of September.—On the formation of dew, by Prof Giovanni

Cantoni. It is shown that the theory recently communicated by
Prof. Aitken to the Edinburgh Royal Society and described in

Nature for Jan. 14 (p. 256), agrees with the conclusions already

arrived at by Fusinieri, Melloni, and other Italian meteorologists.

—Summary of the meteorological observations made at the

Brera Observatory, Milan, during the year 1885, prepared by

E. Pini.

Mittheilungen der Naturforschenden Geselhchaft in Bern, Nos.

1092-1132 {1884-85).—Wind and precipitates in Bern (from

records of Bern Observatory during fifteen years), by Herr

Benteli.—On a case of rapid hole-formation in rock, by Herr

Baltzer.—On lake-balls, by Herr Coaz.—On the theory of

trisection of angles, by Herr Moser.—On the termination

of nerves in striped iimscles of man, by Herr Flesck.

—

On a case of loess in Canton Bern, by Herr Baltzer.—On
the oldest map of Switzerland of .-Egidius Tschudi, by Herr

Graf.—Mathematical researches on the colour of thin gypsum

plates in polarised light, by M. Jonquiere.—On the poisoning with

Amanita phalloides in Bern in 1884, by Herr Studer, jun.—On
the occurrence of the vascular wave in the carotid-curve, by

Herr Mvitzenberg,—Contributions to a comparison of the brain-

fissures in Carnivora and Primates, after examination of a lion's

brain, by Herr Familiant.—On the chemistry of food-stuffs, by

Herr Fueter-Schnell.—On a new occurrence of rock-crystal in

Switzerland, by Herr von Fellenberg.

Verhandlungen der Schweizerischen Naturforschenden Gesell-

schaft in Lucerne, September 1884.—We note here the President's

(Herr Suidter-Langenstein) opening address, dealing with the

Lucerne region in geological, meteorological, and biological

aspects ; also two interesting reports on prize competitions—one

relating to a climatology of Switzerland, the other to the deep-

water fauna of Swiss lakes.

Journal de Physique, February.—On refrigerating mixtures

and the principle of maximum work, by M. Potier.—On the

critical temperatures and the pressures of some gases, by MM.
Vincent and Chappuis.—Researches on the freezing temperature

of solutions, by M. Raoult.—On the formula of plane gratings,

by M. Branly.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, December 10, 1885.—" On the Magnetisa-

tion of Steel, Cast Iron, and Soft Iron." By John W.

Gemmell.
In this paper the author describes and gives the results ot a

series of experiments upon particular specimens of iron and of

steel. The specimens consisted of wires of " soft Scotch iron,

"common wire," "charcoal iron," and "soft steel," with bars

of cast iron and malleable iron ; .and the object of the investiga-
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tion was to find the tlifference between these, with respect to

the intensities of their total and residual magnetisation, due to

different degrees of magnetising force.

The apparatus was ananged, and tlie experiments made,

according to a simple magnetomelric method fully detailed in

the paper. The magnetising currents were derived from a bat-

tery of Thomson's tray Daniells, so arranged that any number
of cells could readily be placed in the circuit.

The results represent the effect of a current gradually in-

creased from o to the maximum, gradually diminished to o again,

and of the same process repeated with a negative current. They
are shown in curves, the abscis^^e of which are proportional to

the magnetising forces, and the ordinates to the magnetisation

produced. Figures are given by which to reduce these values

to absolute measure.
It has been found that the " charcoal iron" has the highest

magnetisability, and the "soft steel" the lowest ; while that of

the "soft Scotch iron " approaches the former. With regard

to retentiveness, the " charcoal iron" shows the least, and tlie

"soft steel" the greatest. Annealing the latter, however, has

the effect of bringing it very near the "common wire," both in

respect of magnetisability and retentiveness. The two speci-

mens of cast iron differ considerably. The malleable iron

bar shows a very much higher magnetisability than the cast iron

ones, and its residual magnetisation was so low that it could

not be observed with the same arrangement of apparatus.

These curves also present certain anomalies which are worth
investigation. The space about the zero on an enlarged scale is

affixed to each set to show its peculiarities more clearly.

in the curves representing the residual magnetisation we find

a loop between the direct and return curves, more or less marked
in all the diagrams. A similar feature presents itself in the

curves of total mngnetisation in two of the diagrams, and there

seems to be a tendency always to form this loop.

In that part of the return curve which represents the effects

of the .-mall magnetising forces, the residual magnetism is .'een

first to take a greater value, and then to diminish again just

before the zero of magnetising force is reached. This may be

observed also in the negative return curve.

January 21.— " On Radiant Matter Spectroscopy : Note on
the Spectra of Erbia." By William Crookes, F. R. S.

I have recently succeeded in getting the earth erbia in a

sufficiently pure state to allow me to examine its phosphorescent

spectrum without the interference which might be produced by
the presence of yttria, samaria, holmia, thulia, Ya, or ytterbia.

As in the case of yttria, ' the spectrum is best seen when erbic

sulphate is heated to redness and .submitted to the electric dis-

charge in a high vacuum. The addition of calcic sulphate inter-

feres with the purity of the spectrum. In this respect erbia

differs from samaria, as the latter earth seea.s to require the

presence of some other metal to develop its phophorescent
properties.

The phosphorescent spectrum of erbia consists of four green
bands, of which the following measurements have been taken :

—

Scale of I

speclrosci pe a p Remarks

975° • 5564 .. 3230 ... Approximate centre of a

wide band, shading off

at each side.

9'65o ... 5450 ... 3367 ... Approximate centre of a

band, narrower and
somewhat fainter than

the first hand.

9'525 531S ... 3536 ... Approximate centre of a

narrow band, bright and
moderately sharp on
each side.

9'40o ... 5197 ... 3702 ... Approximate centre of a

band, similar in appear-

ance to the first band,

but brighter.

These bands do not correspond in position to any in either

the yttrium or samarium .spectrum. The nearest approach to a

coincidence is between the first erbia green and the samarium
green, but when the two spectra are examined one over the

other it is seen that the samarium band is less refrangible than
the erbium band.

^ Phii. Trans
,
part iii., 18S3, p. 913 (par. 71).

The first green of Ya occurs midway between the first and
second greens of erbia, and the second Ya green comes between
the second and third erbia greens.

Pure erbia is of a beautiful rose-pink colour. When illumin-

ated by sun or electric light and examined in the spectroscope it

gives a spectrum of black lines and bands as sharp and distinct

as the Fraunhofer lines. It is strange that this most character-

istic property has been recorded by so few observers. Indeed,

the only notice of it I have come across is a passing remark of

Prof. Cleve's that "the light reflected by dry erbia shows
absorption bands."

The absorption spectrum given by a solution of pure erbic

chloride differs in some respects from the drawings mapped from

older observations, as the absorption lines of holmia and thulia

are absent. The fine group of lines in the green of the reflec-

tion spectrum is also absent in the absorption spectrum.

The spectrum of bright lines emitted when erbia is rendered

incandescent in the blow-pipe flame has been often observed,

but the lines in this case are luminous on a fainter continuous

background, and are not particularly sharp, whilst the reflection

spectrum consists of black lines sharply defined on a continuous

spectrum.

February 4.
— " A Further Inquiry into a Special Colour-

Relation between the Larva of Smeri7i:hiis ocellatus and its

Food-plants." By Edward B. Poulton, M.A,, of Jesus and

Keble Colleges, Oxford. Communicated by Prof. J. S. Burdon-

Sanderson, F. K . S.

The object of the paper was to give an account of the investi-

gation upon this subject which had been undertaken in 1885,

having been continued from the previous year (described in

Proc. Koy. Soc, No. 237, 1885, p. 269) The points which

had been raised, and upon which evidence was desired, were as

follows :—(i) The larvie are generally uniformly coloured on the

same food-plant, but someumes there are exceptions; can any

of these be due to the hereditary transmission of the influence of

food-plants upon the parent larvK ? (2) Is the colour of the

larva influenced by the colour of the environment which, acting

upon some sensory surface, directs the kinds and amounts of

pigments deposited, or absorbed from the food ? (3) It w.as also

important to test the effects of certain new food-plants and ot

others about which the evidence was conflicting ; and (4) to

look out for any indications which would throw light upon the

red-spotted varie'ies, or upon the existence of individual varia-

tion of any kind, under similar conditions of parentage and

food ; and (5) to inquire into the periods during which the larva;

are most susceptible to the colour-influence.

Experiments in 18S5.—These were divided into five series, as

the larvre came from five batches of eggs. The differences

between the larva2 are expressed in five degrees : white, whitish-

intermediate, intermediate, yellowish intermediate, and yellow.

Series I. Eggs w ere laid by a moth bred from a lai-va which had

been a typical whitish variety (as was also the case with the

male parent). The resulting larvtewere whitish (5) upon /'yr-us

Mains (var. aecrlia), interjnediate (1) upon Populus Iremulu

and another species of poplar, intermediate (i) upon £alix

baliyloniea, and whitish (2), although they did not become adult,

upon 5. rubra and other similar species of sallow. In this

series the hereditary influence on the side of white is seen to be

strongly marked on comparing the effects with those shown in

the other series and in the parent larvae (see former paper).

Series II. Eggs were laid by a moth bred from a whitish-inter-

mediate larva, without any act of coitus having been vvitne sed

(although male moths were present). Most of the eggs shrivelled

up, but a few hatched, and form the larvaa of this series. Sub-

sequently coitus was induced (artificially), and a large number

of fertile eggs were laid which are considered under the next

series. The larva; of Series II. were whitish (4) upon Salix

viminalis, although not to such an extent as upon apple, and

yellowish-intermediate (l) upon S. Smithiana and another sallow

with similar leaves. These results are rather irregular, for the

former larvae were whiter than the parents, the latter yellower

than it is probable that the parents would have been on the saine

tree. But the results were not unusual in themselves. Series

III. The female parent was the same as in Series II. ; the male

parent was bred from a typical whitish larva. The resulting

larvEE were whitish (6) upon ordinary apple, and upon the same

whh the leaves sewn to expose the under sides (i), and to

expose the upper sides (3) (none of these reached maturity,

and the last lot were especially young when they died) ; whitish

(4) but immature upon crab (var. acerba) ; whitish-intermediate
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(5) upon Sa'ix vimitialis : white (i) but immature upon S.

7'iiiniui/is, sewn to sliow the under sides ; yellowish-intermediate

(2) but immature upon ^. alba; whitish-intermediate (4) but

mostly immature upon 5'. Sniiihiaiia and similar leaves ; inter-

mediate (i), yellowish-intermediate (5^, and yellow with traces

of the red spots (i) upon S. ciitLi-ea ; intermediate (l) upon
Pofnlus nigra ; intermediate (6) and yellowish-intermediate (2)

upon S. triandra ; yellowish-intermediate (10) upon 5'. triandra

without the bloom on the under sides of the leaves ; yellowish-

intermediate (4) upon 5. bihyloiiica (when the larvce were young
and more numerous, one of them in the fourth stage possessed

traces of the upper row of rust-coloui'ed spots, and was a whitish

variety : it was put upon apple and died as an intermediate

variety when advanced in the last stage) ; intermediate (i) and
yellowish-intermediate (3) upon ^. rubra. The results of these

experiments were mostly what might Iiave been anticipated

from the colour of the leaves. The especially interesting results

were : the effects produced by the sewn leaves of S. viminalis

and the bloomless leaves of 5. triandra as compared with tlie

normal leaves in both cases, and the occurrence of red spots on
two larva;—one, the only yellow variefy obtained, and the

other an intermediate variety. The indications of individual

variation in the .5". cin rca larv.x were also interesting. Series IV.
All these larva; died before trustwo-'thy observations could be
made ; they had been reserved for experiment : the ocelli of

many were covered with a harmless opaque layer (lamp-black
and McGuilp) in the attempt to isolate the sensory surface which
is affected by the colour of the environment. Others were fed

upon apple and .S". rubra, and a certain number were changed
at every stage, so as to find the periods d-jring which the Iarv;e

are most susceptible to the surrounding colour. The failure of

all these was due to the season an<l not the conditions of the

experiment. StriesV. The female parent was bred from a yellow-
ish-intermediate larva, the male parent from a yell iw larva. The
resulting larvae were, intermediate (l) upon S. viminalis sewn to

show the upper sides of the leaves; intermediate (l) and yellow-

ish-intermediate I'l) upon S. cinerea. The first result was inter-

esting, but the second shows that the larvce did not tend much
towards yellow. The hereditary influence towards yellow in

llii^ case depends chiefly on the male parent, and how far this

clement asserts itself in opposition to the other se.\ is quite

unknown in this class of experiment.
Results of the Experiments.—The existence of hereditary in-

iliience is, on tlie whole, demonstrated. The parent laiv.1;

tended towards white, and out of the 75 larvae of the next
i^eneration, there was only one yellow variety. Yet the latter

were, on the whole, rather more inflaenced in the direction of
yellow than the parents, when the plants tended this way. The
results were the same as in the parents when very powerful white
influence was used (apple, &c.) The comparison of the different

series was less satisfactory, but the hereditary differences were
mostly delicate, except between V. and the other series.

Series I. and IIL compare favourably, while in II. the
parentage is very obscure. There is conclusive proof that it is

the colour of the leaf, and not its substance when eaten which
influences the larval colours.

Conflicting evidence as to the effect of plants is cleared up.
6'. triandra produces yellow ; and Mr. Boscher'.-i white larviE,

said to have been found upon this plant, occurred upon the very
similar, but much whiter, .?. alba. Previous conclusions as to

.S. Siiiithiana and 5'. bah)donica are cmfirmed. The existence of

individual variation with similarity of parentage and conditions
is now proved, although it is rare and slight (8 out of 75 in 1885,
o out of 23 in 1SS4). Thus it cannot explain the extreme differ-

ences met with in the field (1SS4), e.g. yellow upon apple, &c.
The colours of the larvje are determined by (i) the food-plant

;

(2) hereditary influence
; (3) individual variation. Slight differ-

ences may be caused by the latter ; extreme differences by the
two former. The uncertain action of (i) will be shown later.

The two red-spotted larvae were very interesting, showing how
the character tends to appear on the yellow varieties (the only
yellow one produced), and yet that it may appear upon the other
varieties (which is a new experience).

Obseruations in the Field in 18S5.— (1) White variety upon
ordinary apple

; (2) white and (i) intermediate upon 6'. vimi-
nalis : (l) yellowish-intermediate upon S. line iris (Forbes);
(i) yellow upon S. incatia in Switzerland; (l) white upon .J.

all'a (ordinary) in Switzerland ; (i) yellowish-intermediate upon
var. 5. alb I C* vitellini] in Switzerland

; (2) yellow upon var. .S.

alba in Switzerland
; ( i) whitish-Ln'ermediate upon .9. Smithianrii;

(4) yellow and (i) whitish-intermediate upon .J. cinerea ; (4)

yellow upon .9. triandra; (l) yellowish-intermediate upon S.

ftziiy'&KzVa ; (12) yellow and (3) yellowish-intermediate upon S.

rubra. All, except the five in Switzerland, were found at

Oxford.
Conclusionsfrom CapturedLarvte ; Reconciliation of Conflicting

Evidence.—The results recorded above were very uniform. Only
in the case of 5. cinerea was there any great difference between the

larva; on the same tree, for the Swiss varieties of S. alba, which
produced yellowish larva;, had leaves resembling .S". rttbra rather

than the ordinary English S. alb.i, with one exception (which
produced the white larva). At the same time there were two
instances which perplexed me for a long time, and finally sug-

gested the explanation which clears up the greatest difficulty in

the way of the theory^the conflicting evidence (Mr. Boscher's

and my own) with regard to the action of .9. viminalis. These
instances were, the yellowish intermediate larva upon 6'. linearis

and the yellow one up:)n .S". incana. Both the trees had small

narrow leaves with very white under sides, and yet the larvje

were not white. S. linearis is whiter than apple or any sallow

that I have seen. Then I remembered that the single yellow

larva I had found upon i". viminalis (in 1S84) was upon a tree

with very small leaves ; finally, I had the opportunity of looking

at twigs from the trees upon which Mr. Boscher had found

about eighteen yellow larv£e. These, too, bore very small

leaves, although they were as white as usual on the under sides.

This association of yellow larvje with small leaves (although

white) suggested the following explanation. It is the immediate

environment almost in contact with the larva which has the

greatest eftect upon it, and the longer it acts the more extreme

will be the result. The larva; habitually rest upon the under sides

of the leaves, until their size and weight render it impossible

for them to do so longer ; then they retire to the stem. Hence
the larva: rest for a much longer period of their lives upon large

and strong leaves than upon small ones, and therefore, in the

forhier case, the effect of the white under sides is much more
powerful, for after the larva has reached the stem the immediate
environment is less exclusively white, and maybe largely formed
by the green or yellowish upper sides of the leaves (depending

upon the arrangeaaent of the latter). This completely explains

the conflicting results upon^. viminalis, for there is an immense
difference in size between the leaves of the two forms upon
which the two varieties of larva have been found ; and the

arrangement is also different, tending to produce a white en-

vironment after the larva has gone to the stem in the case of the

large-leaved trees, but not in the small-leaved forms. This ex-

planation is valid for other food-plints in exact proportion to

the difference in colour between the two sides of their leaves.

Thus it is probable that it explains in a great measure the

yellow eftect of the small-leaved S. cinerea, and the much
whiter eftect of the large-leaved S. Smithiaua ; both having

very similar leaves with white under sides. It also explains the

very powerful effect of apple, with its large strong leaves, which
are arranged so as to give a maximum white eftect after the

larva has retired, very late in life, to the stem. Another difii-

culty is also cleared up by this suggestion—the fact that bred

larvae in 18S4 and 1S85 became intermediate upon large-leaved
5'. vimina'is, although they tended towards white (as shown by
the effect of other plants). The long leaves were disarranged

when crowded into the glass cylinders in which the larv?e were
kept, and so the immediate environment of the larvce was arti-

ficially altered when they were on the under sides of the leaves,

and also on the stem. Furthermore, they were often disturbed

by changing the food, and so did not rest upon the white sur-

faces for such long periods as in the natural state. The
larvae found in the field upon 5. rubra and plants tend-

ing towards yellow were much more extreme varieties

than those produced by breeding. This is partly due to

the hereditary influence towards white in the latter case,

but also probably to the white muslin which was tied

over the breeding cylinders, and to the less amount of direct

sunlight obtainable indoors and among the crowded leaves. In

the field the larvce habitually rest on the most exposed and
tallest boughs, of which the colours are most brightened by sun-

light, and such an environment therefore produces a very strong

influence upon them. Such considerations suggest that it will

be very interesting to breed the larva; under coloured light, and
I intend to make the experiment this summer.

Conclusion.—The whole evidence for the theory of colour-

relation advanced in the present paper c jnsists of 204 instances,
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of which about half were bred and the rest found] in the field.

Such is the evidence for the conclusion that the larva of

Smerinthns ocella/iis maintains a colour-relation with the food-

plant upon which it was hatched, adjustable within the limits of

a single life, and that the predominant colour of the food-plant

itself is the stimulus which calls up a corresponding larval

colour. This is an entirely new resource in the various schemes
of larval protection by resemblance to the environment, and one
which stands on a very different level from all others. In the
latter the gradual working of natural selection has finally pro-

duced a resemblance, either general or special, to something
which is common to all the food-plants of the larva or to some
one or more of them, the larva being less protected upon the
remainder. But in the former case the same gradual process
has finally given the larva a power which is (relatively) immediate
in its action, and enables the organism itself to answer with
corresponding colours the differences which obtain between its

food-plants. This action is very different from the much more
rapid changes of colour in other organisms (amphibia, fish, &c.),
for in them the changing colours of the environment act as

stimuli, which, through a nervous circle, modify the condition of
existing pigments ; while in the larva the influence makes itself

felt in the absorption and production of pigments rather than
their modification when formed ; and such a method of gaining
protection is, as far as we yet know, unique in the animal
kingdom. And the power is not confined to the species in

which its existence has been to some extent completely proved.
There are already proofs that many other larv;^ can maintain a

similar colour-relation, and careful observation will doubtless
reveal many slight and protective differences among larvae of the
same species when found upon differently-coloured food-plants,
and will prove that this power is not at all uncommon among
the great body of lepidopterous larva; which adopt the methods
of protective resemblance.

February II.—"On the Theory of Lubrication and its Ap-
plication to Mr. Beauchamp Tower's Experiments, including an
Experimental Determination of the Viscosity of Olive Oil." By
Prof. Osborne Reynolds, LL.D., F.R.S.
The .application of the hydrodynamical equations for viscous

fluids to circumstances similar to those of a journal and a brass
in an oil-bath, in so far as they are known, at once led to an
equation ' between the variation of pressure over the surface and
the velocity, which appeared to explain the existence of the film

of oil at high pressure.

This equation was mentioned in a paper read before Section
A at the British Association, at Montreal. It also appeared
from a paragr.aph in the Presidential .Address (p. 14, B. A. Report,

1884) that Prof Stokes and Lord Rayleigh had simultaneously
arrived at similar results. At that time the author had no idea
of attempting the integration of this equation. On subsequent
consideration, however, it appeared that the equation might be
so transformed " as to be approximately integrated by consider-

No. of equation

<lp_^ 6^U (/; - /;,:

dx B (31)

in which p is the intensity of pressure, fi coefficient of viscosity, x the direc-
tion of motion, h the interval between the journal and the brass, A, being the
value of h for which the pressure is a maximum, U the surface velocity in the
direction of .r.

^ If the journal and brass are both of circular section, as in Fig. i. and R
is the radius of the journal, R -|- a radius of brass, J the centre of the journal,
I the centre of the brass, JI = <ra, HG the shortest distance across the film,
10 the hne of loads through the middle of the brass, A the extremity of the
brass on the offside, B on the on side, P, the point of greatest pressure

putting oiH -
<pa

- -
2

OIPi = (p,

OIF = e

i = ah + r sin (9 -
<;>„)}

//i
= a(i + ^sin

{<t>i
-

^d)}

the equation (31) becomes

r// 6R/ii-{sin (fl -
<p(,)

- sin {<p^ -
^„)}

nil + c sm (9 - f,)Y

.(48)

if g is small. This equation, which

has been integrated by approximation

ntegrable when c is small,

i large as 0-5.

ing certain quantities small, and the theoretical results thus
definitely compared with the experimental.
The result of this comparison was to show that with a par-

ticular journal and brass the mean thickness of the film would be
.sensibly constant for all but extreme values of load divided by
viscosity, and hence if the coefficient of viscosity were constant
the resistance would increase approximately as the speed.
As this was not in accordance with Mr. Tower's experiments,

in which the resistance increased at a much slower rate, it ap-
peared that either the boundary actions became sensible, or
that there must be a rise in the temperature of the oil which had
escaped the thermometer used to measure the temperature of the
journal.

That there would be some excess of temperature in the oil

film on which all the work of overcoming friction is spent is

certain, and after carefully considering the means of escape of
this heat, it appeared probable that there would be a difference
of several degrees between the oil-bath and the film of oil.

This increase of tempeiature would be attended with a diminu-
tion of viscosity, so that as the resistance and temperature in-

creased with the velocity there would be a diminution of viscosity,

which would cause the increase of the resistance with the velocity
to be less than the simple ratio.

In order to obtain a quantitative estimate of these secondary
effects, it was necessary to know the exact relation between

the viscosity of the oil andjthe temperature. For this purpose
an experimental determination was made of the viscosity of
olive oil at different temperatures as compared with the known
viscosity of water. From the result of these experiments an

The friction is given by 2 I equation

_ .. \i

all + c sm e - . (49)

s also approximately integrated up to c = o's-

nd ^, and c have to be determined from the conditions of equilibrium,

r^i

/:,

I/ sin 6 - /cos ejJp = o

1

'/ cjs e -f/sin oj./e = -

!'•'

R-

(44)

•(45)

.(4«)

where 2^, is the angle subtended by the brass, L the load, and M the r

of friction.

The solution of these equations may be accomplished when c is small, and
has been approximately accomplished for particular values off up to 05, the
boundary conditions as regards/ being

% = ±Q^ p = ;>,„

hence substituting the value"; of ^,, ^q, c In (48) and (49), and integrating,
the values of the friction and values of the presi ; obtained.
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empirical formula has been deduced for the viscosity of olive

oil at all temperatures between 60" and 120° F.^

Besides the effect on m the temperature might, owing to the

different expansion of brass and iron, produce a sensible effect

on tlie small difference a in the radii of the brass and journal,

i.e. on the mean thickness of the film. E was taken for the co-

efficient of this effect, and since, owing to the elasticity of the

material, the radius would probably alter sUghtly with tlie load,

III was taken as a coefficient for this effect, whence a is given

by an equation - in terms of a^^, its value with no load and a

'temperature zero.

Substituting these values in the equations, the values of the

pressure and friction deduced from the equations are functions

of the temperature, which may be tlien as-umed, so as to bring

the calculated results into accord with the experimental.

There was, however, another method of arriving, if not at the

actual temperatures, at a law connecting them with the frictions,

loads, and velocities. For the rise in temperature was caused

by the work spent in overcoming friction, while the heat thus

generated had to be carried or conducted away from the oil

film. Consideration of this work and the means of escape gave

another equation between the rise of temperature, the friction,

and velocity."

The values of the constants in this equation can only be

roughly surmised from these experiments, without determining

them h-j substituting the experimental values of/, U, and T, as

previously determined, but it %\as tlien found that the experi-

ments with the lower loads gave remarkably consistent values

for A, B, E, III, and a„, which was also treated as arbitrary. In

proceeding to the higher loads for which the values of c were

greater, the agreement between the calculated and experimental

results was not so close, and the divergence increased as c in-

creased. On careful examination, however, it appeared that

this discordance would be removed if the experimental frictions

were all reduced 20 per cent. This implied that 20 per cent, of

the actual friction arose from sources which did not affect the

pressure of the fdm of oil ; such a source would be tiie friction

of the ends of the brass against flanges on the shaft commonly

used to keep the brass in its place, or by any irregularity in the

longitudinal section of the journal or brass. A coefficient, k, has

therefore been iutroduced into the theory, which includes both

the effect of necking and of irregularity in longitudinal section.

Giving n the value i'25, the calculated results came into accord-

ance with all Mr. Tower's results for olive oil, the difference

being such as might well be attributed to experimental inaccuracy,

and this both as regards the frictions measured with one brass,

No. I, and the distribution of the pressure round the journal

with another, No. 2.

Not only does the theory thus afford an explanation of the

very novel phenomena of the pressure in the oil film, but it

also shows, what does not appear in the experiments, how the

various circumstances under which the experiments have been

made affect the results.

Two circumstances in particular which are brought out as

principal circumstances by the theory seem to have hitherto

entirely escaped notice, even that of Mr. Tower.

One of these is a, the difference in the radii of the journal and

of the brass or bearing. It is well known that the fitting

between the journal and its bearing produces a great effect on

1 he carrying power of the journal, but this fitting is supposed to

be rather a matter of smoothness of surface than a degree of

difference in radii. 'Ihe raduis of the bearing must always

be as much larger than that of the journal as is necessary to

secure an easy fit, but more than this does not seem to have

been suggested.

It now appears from this theory that if viscosity were constant

the friction would be inversely proportional to the difference in

the radii of the bearing and journal, and this although the arc

of contact is less than the semi-circumference ; an 1 taking tem-

perature into account it appears from the comparison of the

' An inch being unit of length, a pound unit of fori

le, for olive oil

fj.
= o-O00O4737i-"°°=="

: of

' a = (ir,i -I- iiih)c'''''' . . .

/= (
A -f- ? JT -I- EAT-. .

A -f- ET represents the rate at which the mechanical equivalent of heat is
:_j .._r. ^c .— . j> represents the rate at which it is

.("7)

{120)

theoretical frictions with the experiment on brass No. i that the

difference in the radii at 70° F. was

a = o"ooo77 (inch),

and comparing the theoretical pressures with those measured

with brass No. 2,

a = o"ooo84 (inch),

or the difference was 9 per cent, greater in the case of brass

No. 2.

Another circumstance brought out by this theory, and re-

marked on both by Lord Rayleigh and the author at Montreal,

but not before suspected is, that the point of nearest approach of

the journal to the brass is not by any means in the line of load,

and, what is still more contrary (o common supposition, it is on

the oj^^ side of this line.

This point H moves as the ratio of load to velocity increases ;

when this ratio is zero, the point H coincides with o, then as the

load increases it moves away to the left, till it reaches a maxi-

mum distance - = <!>„, being nearly - - . The load is still

small, smaller than anything in Mr. Tower's experiments, even

with the highest velocities. For further increase of load, H
returns towards o, or -

I

increases. With the largest loads

carried away per unit of temperatu
conducted away.

and smallest velocities to which the theory has been applied

this angle is about 40°. With a fairly loaded journal well lubri-

cated it would thus seem that the point of nearest approach of

brass to journal, i.e. the centre of wear, would be about the

middle of the offside of the brass.

This circumstance, the reason of which is rendered perfectly

clear by the conditions of equilibrium, at once explains a

singular phenomenon, incidentally pointed out by Mr. Tower,

viz. that the journal having been run in one direction for some
time, and carrying its load without heating, on being reversed

began to heat again, and this after many repetitions always

heating on reversal, although eventually this tendency nearly

disappeared. Mr. Tower's suggested explanation appears to the

author as too hypothetical to be satisfactory, even in default of

any other ; and particularly as this is an effect which would
necessarily follow in accordance with the theory, so long as there

is wear. For the centre of wear, being on the offside of the line

of loads, this wear will tend to preserve or diminish the radius

of the brass on the off side, and enlarge it on the on side, a

change which will, if anything, improve the condition for pro-

ducing oil pressure while running in this direction, but which

will damage the condition on which the production of pressure

in the film depends when the journal is reversed and the late off"

side becomes the new im side. That with a well-worn surface

there should be sufficient wear to produce this result with such

slight amounts of using as those in Mr. Tower's experiments

before reversal seems doubtful, but supposing the brass new
and the surface more or less unequal, the wear for some time

would be considerable, even after the initial tendency to heat

had disappeared. Hence it is not surprising that the effect

should have eventually seemed to disappear.

The circumstances which determine the greatest load which

a bearing will carry with complete lubrication, i.e. with the oil

film continuous between brass and journal throughout the entire

arc, are definitely shown in the theory, so long as the brass has

a circular section.

The theory shows that the ultimate limit to the load will b;

the same with the oil-bath and with partial lubrication as Mr.

Tower found it to be.

The eifect of the limited length of bearings, and the escape of

the oil at the ends, is also apparent in the equations.

Although in the main the present investigation has been

directed to the circumstances of Mr. Tower's experiments,

namely, a cylindrical journal revolving in a cylindrical brass,

the main object has been to establish a general and comp ete

theory based on the hydrodynamical equations for viscous fluids.

Hence it has been thought necessary to proceed from the

general equations, and to deduce the equations of lubrication in a

general form, from which the particular form for application has

been obtained. It has been found necessary also to consider

somewhat generally the characters of fluid friction and viscosity.

The verification of the equations for viscous fluids under such

extreme circumstances affords a severe test of the truth and com-

^ On and t?^ sides are used by Mr. Tower to express respectively the sides

of approach and recession, as B and A, Fig. i, the arrow indicating the

direction of motion.
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pleteness of the assumptions on which these equations are

founded ; and the result of the whole research is to point to a

conclusion (important to natural philosophy) that not only in

cases of intentional lubrica'ion, but wherever hard surfaces under

pressure slide over each other without abrasion, they are separ-

ated by a film of some foreign matter, whether perceptible or

not ; and that the question as to whether the action can be con-

tinuous or not turns on whether the motion tends to preserve

the foreign matter between the surfaces at the points of pressure,

as in the almost if not quite unique ca^e of the revolvin_^journaI,

or tends to remove it, and sweep it on one side, as in the action

of all backward and forward rubbing with continuous pre.-sure.

The fact that a little grease will enable any surfaces to s'ide

for a time has tended doubtless to obscure the action of the

revolving journal to maintain the oil between the surfaces at the

point of pressure, and yet, although only now understood, it is

this action that has alone rendered machinery or even carriages

possible. The only other self-acting system of lubrication is that of

reciprocating motion with intermittent pressure and intermittent

separation of the surfaces to draw the oil back or to draw a

fresh supply. This is important in certain machinery, as in the

steam-engine, and is as fundamental to animal mechanism as is

the continuous lubricating action of the journal to mechanical
contrivances.

Mathematical Society, March ii.—Mr. J. W. L. Glaisher,

F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. L. J. Rogers was ad-

mitted into the Society.—Prof Sylvester, F.K.S., read a paper
on an instantaneous proof of the expression for the number of
linearly independent invariants or seminvariants of a given
type, and also of the corresponding e.\pression for reciprocants.

—

Mr. E. B. Elliott read a paper on ternary and «-ary recipro-

cants, and Mr. L. J. Rogers read one entitled " Homograi.ihic,

Circular, and Projective Reciprocants."—Capt. P. A. Mac-
mahon, R. A., communicated a proof of Cayley's fundamental
theorem of invariants, and Mr. Leudesdorf communicated a
note by Mr. Griffiths, on the invariantisers of a binary quantic.

—Mr. Tucker (Hon. Sec. ) called the attention of the Society
to a paper read before the Royal Irish .Academy (January 26)
by T'r. Casey, F.R.S., entitled "On the Harmonic H._-xagon

of a Triangle, ' in which properties established by himself for a
harmonic quadrilateral were beautifully generalised and extended
to the harmonic hexagon and other harmonic polygons. The
hannonic hexagon is thus defined :

—

A i> C is any triangle,

A A', S B', C C its ."-ymmedian lines, which meet the circum-
circle in A' B' C ; the figure A B' C A' B C is the harmonic
hexagon. Dr. Casey calls the triangles A' B' C, A B C co-

symmedian triangles.—Mr. Tucker then communicated, for the
Rev. T. C. Simmons, the following extensions :—Let A" be the
inverse point of the symniedian point K with respect to the
circumcircle, and let A"' A, K' B, K' C meet this circle in

A" B" C" ; then .-i" />'" C" may be called the inverse cosymnic-
dian triangle of A B C. What Dr. Casey has proved for co-
symmedian triangles, Mr. Simmons shows also for these inverse
triangles, and the result is that the three sets of triangles have
the same Brocard points, symmedian point, Brocard, "T. R.,"
sine and cosine circles.—Mr. Simmons also sent a construction
for finding a triangle whose Brocard points and angle are given,
whence he proves that anv triangle inscribed in a certain circle

and circumscribed to the Brocard ellipse has the given Brocard
points for B. points.

Linnean Society, March 4.—Sir John Lubbock, Bart.,
F.R. S., President, in the chair.—Messrs. Gilbert C. Bourne,
William H. Catlett, and Thos. A. Cotton were elected Fellows
of the Society.—One of nine volanies of water-colour drawings
of British plants, by the late Miss Mose!ey of Great Malvern, was
exhibited for Miss Onslow.—.A paper on Strotigylus Ariij'uidi
and S. tetrccanthus, by Prof. Spencer T. Cobbold, was read,
and specimens illustrating the encysted stage of the latter ex-
hibited. Of -Arnfield's strongyle he drew attention to the morph-
ology of the hood and its rays, the po.'-ition of the vulva, and the
structure of the embryo, contrasting these with those of allied
forms. Regarding his observations on the four spined strongyle
these may be sununarised as follows :—(l) The eggs are expelled
from the parent in a state of fine yolk-cleavage

; (2) embryos
are formed after egg expulsion, and a few days subsequently
escape from the envelopes, undergoing a primary change of skin
in moist earth during warm weather

; (3) thereafter they live
many weeks as rhabdiform nematoids

; (4) in all likelihood an
intermediary host is unnecessary; (5) the rhabdiform larvK are

passively transferred to their equine bearers either with fresh-cut
fodder, or while the animals are grazing ; (6) transferred to the
intestinal canal they enter the walls of the Citcum and
colon, encjst themselves, and undergo change of skin

;

(7) their presence in the intestinal walls is associated with
certain pathological conditions, frequently fatal to the bearer ;

(8) ordinarily the young worms perforate their cysts and
migrate to the lumen of the bowel, and indications of sex
appear at this the " Trichonema stage"; (9) they next form
cocoons by agglutination of vegetable debris within the gut,

and undergo a third skin-casting, with intestinal metamorphosis ;'

(10) lastly, their internal sexual organs and the completion of
definite form are acquired within the colon of the host.—A paper
was read by Mr. G. Murray on a new species of lihipilia from
the Mergui Archipelago. This was collected by Dr. J. Ander-
son (of Calcutta Museum) in 1SS2, and recently presented to the
British Museum. It was found growing on mud flats at King's
Island Bay. The genus Rhipilia was established by Kiitzing

for the reception of two species

—

R. tomentosa and A*, ion^icaulis

—collected by .Sonder in the .\ntilles. To these Prof. Dickie
added A. Ransoni from Barbadoes. The new species, R. Anier-
soni, differs from the two former in the frond being completely
sessije on the mass of rhizoids, and from the latter in the sessile

frond being entire. A hitherto unidentified, imperfect specimen
brought by Cumming from the East (Philippines?) is now found
to be identical with Dr. -\nderson's example, which is well pre-

served in spirit, and thus the Oriental habitat of the genus is

corroborated. The author describes minutely and illustrates the
remarkable rhizoid filaments of R. AnJcrsoni.—A second paper
was read by Mr. G. Murray, viz. on two new species of
Leii/inus, one of them growing on a large Sclcrotiiim.—Mr. J.

G. Baker afterwards gave orally the gist of a communication on
a collection of ferns made in North Borneo by the Bishop of

Singapore and Sarawak.

Physical Society, February 27.—Dr. J. H. Gl.adstone in

the chair.—Dr. Sydney \'oung and Mr. D. E. Jones were
elected members of the Society.—The following communications
were read :—The relations of pressure, temperature, and voluo.e

in s.aturated vapours, by Prof W. C. Unwin. In the first part

of this paper certain formula given by Messrs, Ramsay
and Young in a recent communication on some thermo-
dynamical relations are criticised. The most important
of these is the statement that for different saturated vapours

at the same pressure P'T,'^^ constant. Prof. Unwin finds,

dp dp t- dp
however, that /,, is less constant than fi t, while- ^.' di dt' p dt

is nearly a constant quantity for all saturated vapours under
any conditions. This result suggested that

'111 dp

p dt

might be more nearly constant, and the integration of this

gives

log * = fl- _

a formula to the examination of which the second part of the

paper is devoted. From it maybe derived the following rela-

tions in which for convenience in calculation the logarithms

given are to the base 10.

2-3025

log/)'

b"-

£-.''/ =2 '3025^,
/• dt "> \

&e. These formulaa have been examined in the case of steam
from - 30° to 230° C, and with pressures varying from '4 to

20,000 mm. The constants were found to be

« = 7-5030 ... ^ = 7579 - «=i-2S,
and the difterences between the calculated results and the obser-
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vations of Regnault and Zeuner rarely exceeded I per cent.,

while generally much smaller, a, b, and n have also been found
for some other substances, with the following results :

—

Alcohol a - 7'448 ... b — 8784. ... n = 1-29

Ether a — fi'ggSS ... b = 3047 ... 11 = I'r53
Mercury ... a = 9 '8651 ... b = 597 '5 ... « = '69

Carbonic acid a = 8'4625 ... b — 302"8 ... « = "77

I'rof. Perry offered some criticisms upon this paper, and
believed that for practical purposes the expressions gi\'en would
not be found superior to Rankine's formula

log / = "----,
f t-

which gives/ in terras of /, and and a quadratic expression for

obtaining / in terms of />. He also observed that the chief aim
of Ramsay and Voung's paper was to obtain relations between
the pressure and temperature of different saturated papers, so

that the connection between temperature and pressure having
been observed and recorded for one vapour, tliat for any other
vapour could be at once deduced from it.—On a map of the
world in which the proportion of areas is preserved, by Mr.
Walter Bally. The author had devised a method for construct-

ing such a map, but has subsequently found that one precisely

similar was employed by Flamsteed in 1729 for charting the stars

in his " Atlas Ccelest'S." The construction applied to the
earth is briefly as follows. Draw a straight line to represent the
meridian that is to occupy the centre of the map. Divide this

line into equal parts representing upon a convenient scale the
distance between the parallels ot latitude, and through these
Iioints draw a series of lines at right angles to the original line

;

these are the parallels of latitude. Mark off on these the actual
• lisiances at which the meridians cut them ; through the points
-.i) found the meridians maybe filled in, and the map constructed.
From the method of construction it is evident that, although the
outlines in the map are distorted, the amount of distortion in-

creasing w ith the distance from the central meridian, the pro-
portionality of areas is preserved, a fact which tl)e author
believes will render the map useful for recording rainfall, depth
of sea, ocean currents, &c.—On a delicate calorimetric ther-

mometer, by Prof. S. U. Pickering.

Edinburgh

Royal Society, February i.—Mr. J. Murray, Vice-President,
in the chair.—Several obituary notices were read.—Dr. Thomas
Muir read the second part of a paper on the theory of deter-

minants in the historical order of its development.—Mr. G.
Brook communicated a paper on the origin and formation of the
germinal layers in the Teleostei.—Mr. A. C. Mitchell described
the results of experiments on the thermal conductivity of ice. A
method involving periodic variation of tempe ature was used.

February 15.—Mr. R. Gray, Vice-President, in the chair.

—

Mr. W. Durham read a paper on chemical affinity and solution.
— Mr. J. T. Cunningham, of the Scottish Marine Station, read
a paper on the reproductive elements of My.xinc glutinosa.—Dr.

J. R. Buist commimicated a paper on the life-history of the
micro-organisms associated with Variola and Vaccinia.—Mr. A.
P. Laurie discussed the probable he.ats of formation of zinc-

copper alloys, as determined by observations on the E.M.F. of
constant voltaic cells with the alloys as negative elements. His
results indicate the formation of a compound of the formula
CuZno with an evolution of heat producing a fall of E.M.F.
equal to o'5 volt. —Prof. Tail, in a paper on the mean free paths
in a mixture of two systems of spheres, generalised his results as
given in previous papers.—Prof. Duns read a paper on two
shnmk human heads from South America.

March i.— Prof. Douglas Maclagan in the chair.—Sir W.
Thomson read a paper on the magnitude of the mutual attrac-
tion between two pieces of matter at distances of less than 10
micro-millimetres —Prof. Tait read a paper on a theorem in the
science of situati'in.—Mr. John Aitken communicated a paper
on radiation from snow, and also a paper on thermometer
screens.—Mr. J. H. PoUok discussed the relation between the
volume of an aqueous solution of a salt and the sum of the
columns of its constituents.—Mr. W. Peddie read a paper on
the increase of electrolytic polarisation with time.

Mathematical Society, March 12.—Mr. W. J. Macdonald
in the chair.—Mr. Harry Rainy read a paper on bifilar suspen-
sion treated by the method of contour hues, and Mr. J. S.
Mackay gave an abstract, with notes, of a paper of Euler's,

entitled " Solutio f.acilis problematum quorumdam geometric-
orum difficillimorum."—A conversation took place regarding
work to be done under the auspices of the Society by groups of
members, with the result that investigations were undertaken
on linkages, projective geometry, and the bibliography of
mathematical periodicals.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, March 8.—M. Jurien de laOraviere,
President, in the chair.—Foundation of a hospital for the treat-

ment of rabies. The following aiticles have been adopted by
the Commission appointed by the Academy to promote this

object :—(i) An establishment for the treatment of rabies after

the bite of a mad anim.al shall be founded in Paris under the
title :of "Institut Pasteur"; (2) this Institute shall admit
Frenchmen and foreigners bitten by dogs or other mad animals

;

(3) a public subscription shall be opened in France and abroad
for the foundation of this establishment ; (4) the funds thus
raised shall be applied under the direction of a Committee
appointed for the purpose

; (5) subscriptions received by the
Bank of France and its branches, the Credit Foncier and its

branches, the Treasury, and public receivers. Names of all

subscribers to be inserted in the Journal Officid. Amongst the
Committee are the names of MM. Jurien de laGraviere, Pasteur,
Bertrand, Vulpian, Marey, Paul Bert, de Freycinet, Magnin
(Governor of the Bank of France), Baron Alphonse de Rothschild,
and the Perpetual Secretaries of the Academies of Sciences,
Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, Beaux Arts, and Moral and
Political Sciences.—Determination of the elements of refraction.

:

the most convenient practical solution of the problem, by M.
Lcewy. Compared with the older methods here passed in review,
the new process enables the observer to obtain in a single month
a greater pi-ecision than was formerly possible after fifteen years
of observations and researches of all sorts required to determine
the instrumental constants.—Remarks on the danger of fire

arising from the use of nitric acid in the manufacture of certain
industrial objects, and especially of explosive substances, such as

gun-cotton and dynamite, by M. G. Lechartier. Several
instances are mentioned of straw and other organic substances
when heated, and even at a low temperature, taking fire by acci-

dental contact with this acid.—Equatorial observations of
Brooks's, Barnard's, and Fabry's comets, made at the Observatory
of Bordeaux in February 1886, by MM. G. Rayet and Courty.

—

Observation of the nebula in Maia, by M. Perrotin. In a letter

addressed from Nice to M. Mouchez the writer states that by
masking Maia he was able distinctly to observe the nebula dis-

covered by MM. Henry, first on February 28, and again, in

company with MM. Thollon and Charlois, on March 3 and
4.—On the construction of objectives for instnnnents of pre-
cision, by M. Leon Laurent. The objectives here described and
illustrated have been executed by practical methods, which,
according to the author, yield the best possible results. They
have a diameter of 70 mm. with focus 735 mm.—On the iso-

meric states of the sesquichloride of chromium : gray hydrated
chloride ; anhydrous chloride, by M. A. Recoura. The author's

researches have led to the determination of two isomeric
varieties—a gray chloride and a green chloride, with which
latter is connected the violet anhydrous cliloride. Dissolved in

water, both varieties constitute two extreme states capable of
being transformed one into the other by passing through all the
intermediate states, the gray-blue solution constituting the
stable state of the extended solutions, the green solution
the stable state of the highly-concentrated solutions. In
another paper it will be shown that these are not the
only varieties of chloride.—Note on a combination of methylic
alcohol and sulphate of copper, by M. de Forcrand.—On the
action of ammonia and water on chloroform, by M. G. Andre.
Some details are given regarding the use of ammonia in aqueous
solutions, with indications of the relative proportions of the
products resulting from this reaction.—Note on the action of
picric acid on terebenthene and on thymene, by M. Lextreit.

—

On the histogenesis of the elements contained in the ovaries of
insects, by M. J. Perez.—On the anatomy of the reproductive
organs of Pontobdella {P. muricata. Leach), by M. G. Datilleul.

—A contribution to the study of the Miocene palms of Brittany,

by M. Louis Crie.—On the distribution of inverted formations
in the region of the Jura comprised between Geneva and
Poligny, by M. Bourgeat.—Note on a method of direct analysis

of rocks by means of their physical properties, by M. Thoulet.
The physical properties of which the author avails himself in this

process are weight, specific heat, density, and the coefficient of
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cubic expansion (vaiiation of density with temperature), the two

last being easily determined even with small samples by means

of the fluid of iodides uh-eady recommended by him.—Remarks
on M. Mushketoff's orographic and geological description of

Turkestan, by M. Daubree. Of the three volumes of explana-

tory text to the map of Russian Turkestan (scale I : 1,250,000),

the first has now appeared. It contains a summary of the

explorations of Turkestan from the remotest times down to the

year 1884, and a geological description of the Aralo-Caspian

steppes, with a small geological map of Turkestan.

Berlin

Physical Society, January 22.—Dr. Konig spoke of some
photometers he had quite recently tested in respect of their

precision. The simple Bunsen photometer, consisting of a

screen of fine writing-paper smeared with a grease spot, laboured

under the drawback that it was not possible to contemplate

simultaneously the two sides it was desired to compare. 'I'here

were several modifications of this apparatus planned with a view

to overcoming this defect. First, there was the application of

two mirrors inclined at 45°, by means of which both surfaces

were seen in juxtaposition. Other contrivances for the same

purpose were the application of a prism, tlie edge of which lay

in the plane of the screen, the use of two prisms, and, further, the

use of two totally reflecting piisms with lenses. The last-named

description of photometer, as also the mirror-photometer, were

very exact, but it now appeared that it was not possible to cause

the spot of grease wholly to vanish from view. For such precise

photometers there would, on the contrary, have to be found two

substances which reflected and transmitted the light differently,

but yet absorbed it with equal strength and possessed the same

structure. Weber s photometer was constructed according to

an entirely different principle. It consisted in the main of a

small benzene lamp, wliich was placed in a tube in front of a

mirror and which ilhunined a milk-glass plate displaceable in the

tube. From the illumined milk-glass the light was carried to a

totally reflecting prism, and thence into the eye-piece, where it

lighted up the half of the field of vision. The other half received

light from a milk-glass plate standing in the direction of the

eye-piece behind the prism. This milk-glass plate was illumined

by the light which was to be measured. In the case of like-

coloured light the registrations of the Weber photometer were

very exact, but in the case of different-coloured lights such pre-

cision was not obtained. Of the means employed by Herr Weber
to measure different-coloured lights with his photometer, tliat

which consisted in bringing first a red, then a green, and there-

after a blue glass before the eye-piece, and taking the average of

the three measurements, was still at this day the most approxim-

ately exact, but was yet inadequate. A great advantage belong-

ing to the Weber photometer, on the other hand, was that by

means of it the scattered daylight could be measured. The
readily available Weber photometer woidd prove itself particu-

larly useful for the purpose of testing the conditions of illumina-

tion in school-rooms.—Dr. Grunmach reported on the baro-

metric investigations carried out by him in the Normal Gauging

Oftice. He described at length the arrangement of the normal

barometer, the vacuum of which was measured in an electrical

way. A combination of the barometer-vacuum with a Geis>.ler

tube permitted the attenuation to be examined even beyond the

limits of the pressures measurable by the cathetometer. The
occurrence of the phosphorescence light in the spectral tube was

a standard for the highest degrees of attenuation, in which the

vacuum was filled with quicksilver vapour of the tension of only

o'oi to o'02. A still better vacuum would be achieved when
the quicksilver vapour was made to be absorbed, a condition

which the speaker had in vain tried to effect with selen-

ium. With this barometer was compared a large number of

normal barometers according to a method described at large by

the speaker, and with the application of the developed formulse

of reduction. Under these comparisons it appeared that the

impurity of the free quicksilver-cup heightened the meniscus, and

thereby the registrations also of the barometer. In the case of

older barometers, a series of other disturbing influences like-

wise showed themselves, which would have to be further inves-

tigated. In the discussion which followed this address. Dr.

Goldstein proposed for the electrical measurement of the

vacuum, instead of Geissler's spectral tube, the employment of

a wide tube which let the fluorescence light pass more obviously

into the phenomenon ; and/or the graduations of these highest

degrees of attenuation the thermometer would, he maintained

be better adapted than were the optical phenomena. Let,

namely, a thermometer be brought into a vacuum-tube whose
positive pole was a point, but whose negative electrode was a
steel plate nearly filling out the tube in Iront of the cathode :

then the thermometer, when the attenuation reached such a

degree that the cathode light appeared would mount 80° to 90°

above the temperature of the room. At the positive pole the

thermometer rose only about 3°. This rise of temperature in

the cathode light occurred in connection with the degree of

attenuation, and might be utilised for the measurement of these
degrees.
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THE GREELY ARCTIC EXPEDITION
Three Years of Arctic Service. An Account of the Lady
Frankliti Bay Expedition of 1881-84, and the Attain-

ment of the Furthest North. By Adolphus W. Greely,

Lieutenant U.S. Army, Commanding the Expedition.

Two Vols. (London: Bentley and Son, 1SS6.)

THE principal incidents of this wonderfully successful

and singularly unfortunate Expedition must be

familiar to most of our readers. It formed one of the

series of International Polar Stations which carried on a

year's observations all round the Polar area in 18S2-83.

The Greely Expedition, however, took up its quarters at

Fort Conger (Si'^ 44' N., 64° 45' W.), Discovery Harbour,

Lady Franklin Bay, in August of 1881. This, it will be

remembered, was the station of the Discovery in the last

English Expedition. The Expedition consisted of twenty-

five men, all told. So far as organisation goes, the Expe-

dition was a military and not a naval one, under the U.S.

Signal Service, which is attached to the War Department.

It was certainly a mistake not to have had the naval

element substantially represented on such an expedition,

and a still greater and more fatal blunder not to have

provided the party with a ship in which they might have

escaped in case no relief party reached them. No time

was lost after landing in erecting a substantial wooden
house, observatory, and the various instruments with

which the scientific work of the Expedition was to be

carried on. Observations in all departments of meteoro-

logy seem to have been faithfully and regularly taken

according to the prescribed programme, and we have no

doubt that most of them were preserved and taken home
in the rescue ship. Only a few of the results are given in

the appendixes to these volumes ; the observations them-

selves will doubtless be sent to the Central Committee to

be worked out along with those from other stations.

Under the very efficient guidance of Major Greely excel-

lent work of various kinds was carried out in the autumn
of 1881 and the spring and summer of 1882. The relief

vessel which was sent out in the latter year failed to come
near Fort Conger, and the party, well provided, continued

their work in the autumn of 1882 and up to the end of

August 1883. Two vessels were sent out in the summer
of 1883 to reach Fort Conger, but through incredible mis-

management, completely failed in fulfilling their mission,

and even carried back with them the bulk of the pro-

visions which they ought to have cached at certain

points for the sustenance of the retreating party. It

seems a strange perversity and a remarkable piece of

red-tapeism in the U.S. Government to have intrusted

these relief expeditions entirely to military men. It

would surely have been easy to get experienced Arctic

navigators for such critical work, and so probably have

saved the lives of the poor men who were practically

without the means of saving themselves. According to

instructions. Major Greely, since no relief reached him,

abandoned his station at Fort Conger on September I,

1883, and with all his men, who up to this time had

enjoyed excellent health on the whole, made his way
south in a small steam launch and a boat or two, through
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almost impassable ice. In the end they were forced to

land at Cape Sabine about the middle of October, and
here, with scarcely any shelter, with only about enough
food to sustain one man in these regions, and under the

most miserable meteorological conditions, on the bleakest

spot in all the Arctic, did these men drearily drag them-

selves through the winter. When at last Commander
Schley did reach the spot in June 18S4, he found only six

out of the twenty-five alive. Yet up to within a few days

of the rescue, such observations as were possible were car-

ried on, and the conduct of the men, on the whole, was as

noble as could be imagined. This fearful sacrifice of life

is deplorable, all the more so when it is remembered that

it was due to blundering and half-heartedness on the part

of those at home. It is easy to ask whether the gains to

science are worth all this sacrifice to human life, but the

question is not so easily answered. And whatever the

answer is, we may be sure that the Greely disaster will

never deter humanity from attempting to find out all

about the remotest and most inhospitable corners of its

little home.

During the two years that the Expedition remained in

Grinnell Land, it did some admirable work, in addition

to the scientific observations carried out in the neighbour-

hood of the station. One of the most efficient and
bravest members of the Expedition was Lieut. Lockwoodi

who, alas, did not return to reap the reward of his

splendid work. He, along with Sergeant Brainard (who,

we are glad to believe, will receive an acknowledgment of

his services from the Royal Geographical Society),

carried the coast of Greenland far beyond the furthest

point reached by Beaumont in the Nares Expedition. In

doing this, Lockwood reached the furthest point north-

wards yet attained, 83' 23''8 N., only three or four miles

beyond Capt. Markham's farthest. Of course he was

quite justified in waving the Stars and Stripes over this

triumph ; though it should be rem.embered that it is a

very different thing to travel along an Arctic coast to

trudging straight Polewards over palaeocrystic ice.

As far as Lockwood reached, the coast of Greenland

is broken up by fjords, and skirted with islands, while

the interior seemed an ice-bound land. There now
remains only a comparatively small section of the

north coast of Greenland to lay down, in order to join

the furthest points east and west ; and it is much to be

wished that this section were completed. At the same

time if an expedition were sent out specially for the

purpose, it would be desirable to endeavour to penetrate

southwards into the Greenland interior, to test Sir Joseph

Hooker's conjecture, " that vegetation may be more

abundant in the interior of Greenland than is supposed,

and that the glacier-bound coast-ranges of that country

may protect a comparatively fertile interior." It was in

search of a green interior, it will be remembered, that

Baron Nordenskjiild made his remarkable journey a few

years ago. He failed to find what he sought for, probably

because he struck too far south.

In another direction Sir Joseph Hooker's prophetic

faculty has been amply sustained. " Wc are almost

driven to conclude," he wrote in 1877, "that Grinnell Land

as well as Greenland, are, instead of ice-capped, merely

ice-girt islands." The most noteworthy and novel geo-

graphical work done by the Greely Expedition was the
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exploration of this same Griiinell Land. Previously we
only knew its coasts and the country bordering on them

in the neighbourhood of Discovery Harbour. Aldrich

carried the north coast as far west as 85° W. long. Much
of this outline has now been filled up. Archer Fjord has

been traced to its head ; a large portion of the interior

has been opened up ; while on the southern coast another

fiord, Greely Fjord, has been discovered, and the coasts

beyond seen stretching northwards and southwards. In

the spring and summer of 1S82 Greely himself made two

considerable journeys into the interior, when he made
discoveries which form an important addition to our

knowledge of the physical geography of the Arctic re-

gions. Bordering on 82° N. is a considerable freshwater

lake (Hazen), skirted on the north by the lofty Garfield

and United States Ranges and westwards by the Conger

Mountains. Around Lake Hazen are a series of small

lakes, and many streams which send their waters into

Lake Hazen. Even in April the river which discharges

into Chandler Fjord was found quite open in part of its

course, and the country generally remarkably free of

snow. In summer the valleys give birth to a compara-

tively luxuriant vegetation, which serves as pasturage for

considerable game. Besides grass in plenty, willows,

beds of dryas and saxifrages were common ; butterflies

added brightness and gaiety to the scene ; bumble-bees
and " devil's darning-needles " flitted about. Ample
remains of recent Eskimo settlements were foimd, and
fossil testimonies to the former temperate character of the

climate and the recent elevation of the whole region.

Unfortunately, though very excellent collections seem to

have been made, none of the members of the Expedition

were specially qualified to make the most of the rare

opportunity for thorough scientific investigation. Many
Eskimo relics were collected, but a study on the spot of

the sites of dwellings and remains by one skilled in such

investigations would have yielded valuable results to

ethnology. Still Major Greely and his men did their

best, and the collections they made and information they

collected will form important and welcome additions to

science. Even on the south side of Archer Fjord, near

Cape Baird, a fossil forest was discovered, one tree over

a foot in diameter being found at an elevation of 800 feet

above the sea. Of Grinnell Land Major Greely writes :

"This fertile belt, 150 miles long and 40 wide, extends

from Robeson and Kennedy Channels to Greely Fjord

and the Western Polar Ocean. Its iceless condition

depends entirely on its physical configuration. The
Abrupt, broken character of the country makes it im-

possible for the winter's scanty snow to cover it. Long,
narrow, and numerous valleys not only offer the greatest

amount of bare soil at favourable angles to the heating

rays of the constant summer sun, but also serve as natural

beds, with steep gradients, for the torrents from melting

snows. The summer rivers drain rapidly the surface

water, and long before continuous and sharply-freezing

weather comes, the land is generally free from snow, and
the large rivers have dwindled to brooks. The deep
intersecting fjords not only receive the discharging rivers,

but, from their frozen surfaces, furnish large quantities of

saline efflorescence, which, mixing with the land-snow,

facilitates greatly its disappearance in the coming spring.

Where such conditions do not prevail in Grinnell Land,

ice-caps are found similar to the inclosed ice of Green-

land traversed by Nordenskjbld."

Abutting on the north shore of Lake Hazen through a

gap in the Garfield Range, is a magnificent glacier, with a

convex face some five miles long, and 150 feet high, an

outlier of the great ice-cap which covers all the north of

Grinnell Land. Major Greely estimates the area of this

northern ice-cap at 3000 square miles. " There is but

little doubt," he says, "that the Challenger Mountains

bound this ice-cap to the north-west, and that its northern

face drains through Clements Markham Inlet, and the

many ravines which Aldrich speaks of as running far

inland from the bays on the shores of the Polar Sea."

Similarly on the south side of this Arctic oasis Lock-

wood and Brainard found a magnificent glacial wall

extending between Archer Fjord and Greely Fjord,

with a vertical face of an average height of 1 50 feet. From
one mountain the wall was seen trending for forty miles to

the south-west. The surface of the Agassiz mer-dc-glace

itself is very elevated, and extended southwards as far as

the eye could reach. Lockwood thought that it must be

of enormous depth in the interior. No moraines or

foreign matter of any kind were observed on the surface,

and crevices were e.xtremely few and insignificant. Of

moraines along the wall there were very few. The wall

was generally of a uniforni white colour. The ground to

the north of it, especially on the divide, had a singularly

smooth appearance, as if it had once formed the base of

this mass of ice. We have here evidently a region of

singular interest, well deserving the study of the geologist,

and especially of the paleontologist.

Major Greely devotes a chapter to Polar ice, in which

he describes some of its more usual forms ; this having

already been very exhaustively done by Nordenskjold in

his " Voyage of the Ve(^a." Major Greely, however,

specially discusses the formation of pateocrystic ice. It

will be remembered that Sir George Nares attempts to

account for the formation of these enormous thick masses

of floating ice by supposing that they are due to succes-

sive accretions at the base. Major Greely rebuts this

hypothesis, and maintains that the origin of palaiocrystic

bergs is similar to the flat-topped bergs of the Antarctic.

He believes that the ice is in origin a land-formation,

probably the accumulation of centuries on some islands

far to the north of Grinnell Land ; that it gets shunted off

into the sea, and is floated southwards towards Robeson

Channel. We suspect that neither hypothesis can be

considered satisfactory ; and though we do not think Major

Greely has much to advance in favour of his hypothesis,

his description of the structure of these great floes

is at least instructive. The tidal observations made
regularly during the two years are likely to lead to valu-

able results. Not only were observations taken at Fort

Conger, but simultaneous observations, when possible,

were taken along Grinnell Land coast. These, combined

with the observations of 1875 and those of Bessel in

1 87 1, may enable us to determine satisfactorily the co-

tidal curves of Robeson and Kennedy Channels and the

entrance to the Polar Sea.

Much exploration, it should be said, was also car-

ried out along all the coasts around the' Station, and

Dr. Pavy made an unsuccessful attempt to push north-

wards from Cape Joseph Henry. Very fair supplies of
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musk oxen were met with, and no doubt had the Expe-

dition disobeyed instructions and remained at Fort

Conger, it would have been saved most of the hardships

it encountered, and all the members might have been

saved alive Much valuable scientific matter will be

found in the appendix—ethnology, botany, ornithology,

Medusffi, &c. One of the most striking and instruc-

tive features about these handsome volumes is the

beauty and accuracy of the illustrations. They are most

of them from photographs, and are fine examples of

the services which photography can render to science.

The texture of rocks and ice in these illustrations is

wonderful.

The narrative itself, though quite unvarnished, is of

intense interest ; and the Expedition was in many ways

one of the most remarkable ever sent Polewards.

THE KRAKATAO DUST-GLOWS OF 1883-84

Beobachtungen iiber die Ddmmerung insbesondere iiber

das Pitrpurlicht undseineBeziehungen zum Bishop'schen

So?niL'nri>!g. Habilitationsschrift der philosophischen

Facultat der Universitiit Basel vorgelegt von Dr. Albert

Riggenbach. (Basel : H. Georg's V'erlag, 1886.)

THE Krakatab dust-glows of 1883-84 have already

created a not inconsiderable literature. To this

the pamphlet now before us is a contribution of some

value. The writer has not only diligently studied the

observations of others, but has added a long series of his

own, and has thus acquired a right to an attentive hear-

ing on the subject of the remarkable appearances which

have given rise to so much discussion.

Scientific opinion has all but unanimously adopted the

volcanic hypothesis of their origin urged with irresistible

logic by Mr. Lockyer in the Times of December 8, 1883.

It is admitted, though not examined, by Dr. Riggenbach
;

whose concern is less with the primary cause of the

phenomena than with the minute machinery of their pro-

duction. Questions bearing on the general physics of

the globe are left untouched, while attention is concen-

trated on the intricate optical problems connected with

the variegated tints of our skies.

These, according to our author, result mainly from

diffraction. But absorption and reflection also play each

an indispensable part. The sunset-sky, it must be re-

membered, is illuminated only by a residuum of sunlight.

A long journey across the densest strata of the atmo-

sphere has robbed it of all its more refrangible con-

stituents. The course of the surviving rosy beams is

interrupted by encounters with innumerable fine particles

of solid matter, always, in greater or less quantity, sus-

pended at considerable heights above the earth's surface.

These form fresh points of divergence, whence rays which

would otherwise have been transmitted unseen, reach the

eye, either directly, or after reflections from interposing

veils of fine cloud. Thus, the hurling into the air of 150

cubic kilometres of volcanic dust in August 18S3, served

only to intensify pre-existent conditions for the produc-

tion of twilight-pageantry, not to create new ones. What
we might almost call the solid constituents of our atmo-

sphere were not alone largely increased in amount, but

the added dust-supplies were of unusual fineness, conse-

quently floated at unusual elevations. Displays of colour

hence gained both in splendour and duration.

The effects of this strange reinforcement from the anti-

podes did not, however, manifest themselves at sunrise

and sunset only. On September 5, 1883, Mr. Sereno G.

Bishop first noticed at Honolulu a peculiar white halo of

a pinkish tint encircling the sun (NATURE, vol. xxix.

p. 260). The phenomenon had never previously been

observed, and is now known as " Bishop's Ring." It was

perceived later in Europe, and proved extraordinarily

persistent. For fully two years, whenever the air was

sufficiently clear, it continued visible, thus long outlasting

the twilight-glows, with which, nevertheless, it was most
intimately connected. Dr. Riggenbach observed that the

rosy illumination began to show after the sun had dipped

below the horizon, precisely at the same angular distance

from his limb with the maximum intensity of the ring or

" corona." And it may be taken as ascertained that the

latter was purely an effect of diffraction. The succession

of colours was the opposite to that seen in an ordinary

halo, the blue lying inside ; while the diameter (measured

to the middle of the red zone) was about 28', that of the

refraction-halo being 45°. The observed dimensions of

the ring gave the means of calculating the size of the

particles concerned in producing it ; and they were

accordingly found by Prof. Hagenbach to be 0^003 mm.,

by M. Flogel o'ooi mm. in diameter. Yet, though far

finer than the minute vesicles occasioning the dift'raction-

rings frequently observed in comparatively close proximity

to the sun and moon, their bulk (even adopting the lower

estimate) would still be at least one million times that

assigned by Sir William Thomson to the ultimate atoms

of matter.

Seen from the Bernese Oberland, or other high ground

in Switzerland, during the summer and autumn both of

iS84and 1885, this curious aureola presented a striking

appearance. A silvery field of diffused radiance extended

to about 10° from the sun's limb, and was terminated by

coloured circles, the prismatic order of which grew dis-

tinct in proportion as the air gained transparency. Below

1000 metres of elevation, the whole phenomenon became

effaced. It was independent of meteorological conditions,

taking its origin in a region of the atmosphere beyond

the reach of ordinary disturbances. The invariability of

its presence was painfully experienced by Mr. C. Ray

Woods during his sojourn on the Rifi"el in the summer

of 1SS4. No more effectual obstacle to the work of

photographing the sun's proper corona can indeed be

imagined than that which, by a linking of causes not

difficult to trace, though impossible to foresee, was inter-

posed by the memorable eruption two and a half years

ago in the Sunda Straits.

OUR BOOK SHELF
The Star Guide. By Latimer Clark, F.R.A.S., and
Herbert Sadler, F.R.A.S. (London: Macmillan, 1886.)

Thls is a most useful and carefully planned guide to the

best use of small telescopes. It consists of a list of the

most remarkable celestial objects visible with such instru-

ments, with their positions for every tenth day, and
partly serves as an introduction to Webb's " Celestial

Objects for Common Telescopes." Very considerable

trouble has been taken in the compilation of the table of

double-stars. Test objects, lunar craters, shooting-star

radiants are also catalogued, and although small apertures
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are principally considered, objects suitable for examina-
tion with larger ones up to seven inches are given.

Much trouble has been taken with a very convenient
result ; and as the author shows what corrections to apply
to make the volume useful in future years, we must regard
it as one of the most useful books an amateur astronomer
can possess.

Practical Introductioa to Chemistry. By W. A. Shen-
stone. Lecture; on Chemistry in Clifton College.
(London: Rivingtons, 1886.)

Although several courses of practical chemistry for

beginners have lately been introduced the author has not
found any of them suitable for school work, and so he
has undertaken to write one himself

In his selection of experiments, he says he has been
guided by two main considerations. First, that they
should be suitable for the young boys who chiefly will

have to perform them, and who will have but a limited
amount of time to do them in. Secondly, that when
completed they shall constitute a body of experience
which shall be as valuable as possible to appeal to when
the students pass to the classes which have lecture
teaching.

The first three chapters deal briefly with the elements,
compounds, acids, &c. Chapters IV. and V. deal with
the law of chemical combination and the classification of
chemical changes; Chapters VI. and VII. with the de-
composition of water and air. Chapter VIII. is devoted
to a few very elementary experiments on the relations

between solids, liquids, and gases. In Chapters IX. and
X. attention is drawn to the use made of these differ-

ences in experiment.
The appendixes contain a list of apparatus and also a

description of the balance and how to use it.

The book is divide 1 into two sections. In the first sec-

tion the student is given instructions how to perform the
experiments, but he is not told how they will " come out,"

so that as the experiment proceeds, he has to observe and
note what takes place, and when it is finished he can
compare his notes with those given in Section II., where
full explanations are afforded. Certainly if this method
is well carried out we shall have a vast improvement
upon the ordinary "test tubing" process, in which, as a

rule, little theoretical construction is given to the be-
ginner. W.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\7he Editordoes not hold himselfresponsible/or opinionsexpress<il

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,
or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous comtnunications.

yrhe Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible othe)"wise to insure the appearance even
of communications containinginteresting and novelfacts. ]

Permanent Magnetic Polarity

Since the subject of the permanent polarity of quartz has
been brought prominently forward by the researches of Dr.
Tumlirz, published in the January number of Wiedemann's
Annalcn, and by the recent discussion of it in your pages, it is

perhaps allowable for me to put on record the fact that I have
been engaged during the course of this winter with very similar
experiments, and have obtained very similar results. Qu.-irtz

indeed does not happen to be one of the substances I have
examined,— I rather dreaded the complexity of crystalline sub-
stances,—but my observations have led me to the conclusion
that most likely every substance possesses some trace of per-
manent m.ignetisability or retentivity.

The set of experiments were not indeed begun with the object
of looking for permanent polarity, but with a wholly different
object, viz. this :—According to the Ampere-Weber theory of
magnetism and diamagnetism, wherein magnetism is explained
by means of specific molecular currents flowing in channels of

no resistance, and diamagnetism by induced currents excited in

those same channels by the magnetic field, it is obvious that

'.he permeability of a magnetic body ought to become negative
when the magnetising force applied oversteps a certain amount.
Because an increasing magnetising force must weaken the specific

currents, even though it is unable to excite contrary ones and so
cause diamagnetism.

This result of the theory is pointed out by Clerk-Maxwell
(vol. ii. § 844, 1st edit.), who further says : "If it should ever
be experimentally proved that the temjjorary magnetisation of

any substance first increases and then diminishes as the mag-
netising force is continually increased, the evidence of the exist-

ence of these molecular currents would, I think, be raised almost
to the rank of a demonstration."
There are many circumstances now known which point more

or less distinctly to such a maximum, but my ambition has been
to not only establish a falling off of induced magnetism, but
actually to reverse it ; to convert, in fact, a feebly-magnetic

substance into a diamagnetic substance by immersing it in a
sufficiently intense m.agnetic field.

Accordingly, in October last, I set up a fairly large magnet, with
.specially-pTiinted pole-pieces about a centimetre or less apart,

and arranged that various strengths of current, ranging from very

weak to very strong, might be sent round its coils ; the weakest
current being given by a Leclanche or two, an intermediate

strength by 3 or 4 secondary lead cells, a strong current hy 24
such cells, and the greatest strength by about 40 secondary
batteries, some of them zinc-lead with 2\ active volts apiece be-

tween their terminals, tept charged in two batches by a dynamo.
I then instructed my workshop-assistant, Mr. Benjamin

Pavies, to fill up his odd time by cutting ellipsoids of all manner
of substances (axes about '6, '3, '3), to finish them off with
glass-paper, when practicable to boil them in acid, and then to

examine their behaviour between the poles of the magnet in a
specified way.
The dimensions of the magnet were :

—

Diameter of iron core 5 centims.

Length of each leg 21 ,,

Distance from centre to centre ... 15 >.

Total number of turns of No. 12 B.W.G. wire,

1 868, on both legs together.

Resistance of wire I'l ohm.
Usual strengths of current, from \ ampere to 50
amperes.

The thing intended was to discover by trial some substance so

feebly magnetic that, though it could just set itself axially with

the weakest current, it might lie equatorially with the strongest.

But failing this actual change of property it was thought that the

rate of oscillation between the poles might diminish for some
(non-conducting) substances when the highest powers were
applied, instead of increasing.

And meanwhile the behaviour of all the substances was to be
noted and carefully recorded, whatever it might be.

In this way a large number of substances, various kinds of

wood, all sorts of metal, glass, coke, charcoal, wax, chall<, card-

board, ebonite, &c., have been passed under review ; and some
one or two of them seemed to behave exactly in the way hoped
for. One piece of coke, for instance, vibrated in the intense

field more slowly than it did in the feeble one ; while another,

which vibrated axially in a weak field, set itself nearly equa-

torially in the strong one. Its behaviour was thus sufficiently

like what we wanted to justify a more careful examination.

Soon after this, however, Uavies of his own accord inserted a

reversing key into the circuit of the Leclanche, and thus made
an important observation.

When the strong current was reversed, the deportment of the

substance remained unaltered, as is natural enough ; but directly

the weak current was reversed, the little suspended piece turned

in the magnetic field through 120° or so, and pointed in a

symmetrically situate direction on the other side the magnetic

axis. The piece of coke, for instance, which may have been

pointing some 60° on the one side of the magnetic axis, changed

its position when the magnet was reversed, and pointed some 60"

on the other side. The suspending thread was not wholly

devoid of torsion though it was extremely minute. A piece of

electrolytic copper, and a piece of boxwood with the grain long-

ways, wei-e soon afterwards found, which set themselves almost

exactly equatorially, and on reversing the magnet turned through

very nearly 180°.

I was a little excited about this result at first, because I thought
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it meant a permanent diamagnetic polarity, that is to say, "a
diainagnet" which seemed an incomprehensible result. My
suspicions were at once aroused, however, as to the possibility

of a transverse ordinary magnetisation ; and subsequent expe-

rience, on the whole, confirms this explanation.

All the substances were then tried over again for permanent

magnetic polarity, and not one of them has failed to show it. A
piece of wood, for instance (or any other substance), which

points axially between the poles, instantly reverses its position,

turning through iSo°, when the magnet is reversed. But the

reversal must be done with the weak current only : anything

like a strong current, e.g. that from two or three secondary cells,

instantly destroys and reverses the permanent magnetism, and no

abnormal behaviour is then detected. Some substances, how-
ever, retain it better than others. The permanent magnetism
requires a strong current to excite it, and a very weak reverse

current to detect it. Without these conditions it would certainly

have been overlooked. It does not seem to matter whether a sub-

stance is magnetic or diamagnetic, it always reverses its position

or nearly reverses it when the weak reverse current is applied.

The piece of copper was next lidd long-ways in the field, and
a strong current applied. On now han^jing it at 45" in the

field, and testing it by a weak current, it at once returned to its

axial position (though the copper was electrolytically " pure " and
decidedly diamagnetic) ; on reversing the weak current, it at

once turned through 180°, setting axially the other way, thus

behaving exactly like a weak magnet. When a strong current

was applied this behaviour was lost, the piece set itself nearly

equatorially again, and the residual axial magnetism was either

masked or lost. The reaction of induced currents natur.ally

makes the examination of conducting masses rather troublesome.

During Christmas week Sir Wm. Thomson happened to pay
the laboratory a hurried visit, and I showed him a piece of pitch-

pine between the poles behaving exactly like a weak compass-

needle ; "a wooden magnet," as he at once called it. He was
good enough to suggest a better mode of arranging the experi-

ment for my original purpose of looking for the conversion of

magnetism into dianir.gnetism : an arrangement which I have
since adopted. So far, however, the results in this direction are

very preliminary.

In all these experiments there is one flaw ; and it is partly

owing to this flaw that I have regarded them as unfit for pub-
lication. Indeed, I only send this note now because of the

publication of Dr. Tumlirz's result. His experiment with quartz

is very like one of mine, and it is very clearly and neatly de-

scribed in his paper. But the same flaw, or what appeared to

me to be such, ^eems to extend to his ca e also. What guanan-

tee is there that no trace of iron is present,—perhaps as mere
dirt, more likely as an infinitesimal ingredient of the substance?
Several of the pieces of coke I used had been boiled for weeks
in several lots of hydrochloric acid, and the last few washings
gave no ferrocyanide coloration ; but I have no doubt the coke
yet contains iron. Possibly the other substances do too.

Suppose, now, asubstance contains a trace of iron, which iron

is susceptible of permanent magnetism, no matter how feeble :

then, no matter whether the substance itself be j aramagnetic

or diamagnetic, in an intense field its own properties will alto-

gether overpower those of the trace of iron, for this trace may
be considered as magnetically saturated and done for at once.

But suppose the substance next finds itself in a very weak field

:

the induced magnetism and the force depending on it, since they

vary as the squnre of the field, are vanishing quantities ; any
trace of residual or permanent magnetism has it all its own
way.
What way is there of proving that not a trace of iron exists

in a body? Chemical tests are surely futile compared with the

test of a magnet. I see at present no way out of the difficulty.

And would not the same difficulty recur in connection with my
original notion ? I believe it would. Suppose I succeeded in

finding a substance, paramagnetic in a weak field, diamagnetic

in a strong one ; it would be open to any one to object that the

paramagnetism was due to a trace of magnetic impurity : that

this impurity, being intrinsically highly susceptible, causes all

the observed action in a weak field, but that it soon becomes
saturated as the field increases in strength, and that then its

force is altogether overpowered by the main bulk of less sus-

ceptible substance, whose saturation-point, if existent at all, is

miles higher up. Tnis substance then regulates the behaviour
of the body, and, according as it is diamagnetic or m.ignetic,

the whole body behaves diamagnetically or magnetically.

Notwithstanding the prevision of this difficulty, I determined
to try the experiments, not knowing what might come of them,
and thinking that a body which could be made magnetic or dia-

magnetic at pleasure would be of some interest, however its

beh.aviour might be explained. I even thought of artificially

constructing such a body by incorporating a trace of iron in a
lump of bismuth, or by using semi-purified commercial bismuth.
I have not done this yet, however, and accordingly do not know
if it be possible.

Tliat which has come, so far, of these experiments, viz. the
apparent existence of magnetic retentivity in all matter, is in

itself n)t an improbable result; rather, one might say it is

a probaljle one ; and although it may be poisiblej to explain
it by a trace of iron impurity, it by no means follows that this

disappointing sort of explanation is the correct one.

The singular fact which most strongly suggests the need for

some such explanation is that diamagnetic bodies are capable of
ordinary permanent magnetism. It is true that on the Weber-
Ampere theoiy the specific molecular current of a diamagnetic
substance need not be zero but may have a small positive value,

which is easily destroyed and reversed by a powerful field, but
which yet may endow the substance with magnetic properties

in a weak field. But the worst of it is that I have never been
able to detect any trace of paramagnetic property, in a dia-

magnetic substance, other than this permanent or residual

polarity excited by immersion in a strong field.

The only suggestion I can make is the following.

Let the molecular channels in a diamagnetic substance be
not wholly free from resistance, though their resistance must be
very small ; let induced currents be excited in these channels
by immersion in a magnetic field, and let them have time to

dissipate a little energy and begin to die away before the field

is removed. On now destroying the field, the inverse induction
will more than destroy the previously induced currents, and
will leave a residue of opposite current in the molecules ; the

body will therefore behave as a weak magnet, until these re-

sidual currents die away.
I must examine more carefully the excitation and decay of the

permanent magnetism with time. With wood it seems to be a
question of hours.

These dissipation experiments are very important and should
be seriously attempted in several directions with proper appli-

ances and funds. Thus : gas molecules appear to be perfectly

elastic, or rather their impact coefficient of restitution is sup-

posed to be unity, but if a box of gas be shut up in infinitely

adiabatic cotton-wool for a century, will it have gone colder?
Again, iron molecules are supposed to be infinitely con-

ducting, and their Ampere currents seem permanent ; but if the

moment of a bar were measured from time to time against

gravity, when a given current circu'ated in a given helix round
it, would it be found that age impaired its strength ?

Once more, bismuth is supposed to be diamagnetic by reason

of its non-resisting channels ; but suppose a piece of bismuth is

left in a constant magnetic field for a year, will it have lost some
of iis diamagnetic property ? and when taken out will it be found
magnetic for a time ?

It may be remarked that, whereas it is certain (on Ampere's
theory) that iron molecules are almost infinitely conducting, we
have no siuiikar assurance for bismuth ; it is even possible to sur-

mise that a body may tend to become diamagnetic in proportion

as it chokes off its own molecular currents, while magnetic
bodies are such as retain them perennially without apparent
loss. If such were the case, diamagnetism would sometimes
improve with age.

I am, of course, aware that there is another, and merely
differential, theory of diamagnetism, but this leaves magnetism
itself wholly explained ; whereas, directly the Ampere theory of

magnetism is even provisionally accepted, the Pruth of infinite

molecular conductivity is already crossed, and the Weber theory

of diamagnetism follows as a natural and indeed inevitable con-

sequence. Oliver Lodge
University College, Liverpool, March 15

Dissociation and Contact-Action

In a recent issue (Nature, vol. xxxiii. pp. 350-51) you drew
attention in your " Chemical Notes " to some recent researches

of M. Konovaloff on " contact-actions," and to the suggestion

made by him that " the dissociation (in the cases referred to)

w.as a consequence of the contact-action of the solid body." On
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referring to the abstract of M. Konovaloff's paper in the Journal
of the Chemical Society for January, i8S6, I meet with the follow-

ing :
— " As an explanation of this contact-action phenomenon it

is asked whetlier it is not possible that the bombardment of the

molecides on the solid matter causes the kinetic energy of the

molecules to be transformed in part into the internal work re-

quired for their decomposition."

Perhaps some of your correspondents will kindly furnish me
with references to original memoirs (or other sources of informa-

tion) in which I may find this question competently treated.

The idea here put forward by M. Konovaloff is surely not new.

It might lie extended, as I conceive, to such cases as, for

example, the combination of SO.j and O.2 to form SO3, the for-

mation of ammonia from a mixture of NO and H„ in the pro-

portion of 5H2 -^ 2NO, the formation of NO from a mixture of

NH3 with an excess of O.,, in each case when the gaseous mix-

ture is passed over heated platinum sponge or platinised asbestos.

For some years past this explanation of sucli contact-action

phenomena has appeared to me much more reasonable than such

explanations as are generally suggested. The hi^h temperature

required in such cases seems to point rather to something in

common with the initial dissociation caused by the intense heat

of the electric spark, when oxy-hydrogen gas is fired. In such

cases as those referred to above the lesser intensity of the heat

applied from without may easily be compensated by intra-mole-

cular results of the increased energy with which the impact of

individual molecules must take place at high temperatures, and
the great extension of the heated solid surface exposed to their

bombardment. Under this view (with which my pupils have
been familiar for some years past) combination is brought about
through the atoms of some of the molecules of the mixed gases

being brought into the ijuasi-nasceiit state. A. Irving
Wellington College, March 10

Variable Stars

In Nature for March 11 (p. 440) Dr. Mills, in criticising

Prof. Seeliger's collision hypothesis of the blazing forth of Nova,
advances a theory of his own as a presumably original and novel
explanation of the phenomena of variable stars. It may be of
interest, therefore, to point out that practically the same ex-

planation was suggested in 1878 by Prof. R. Meldola in a paper
published in the Fhilosophical Magazine (or July of that year.

In this paper the author states: "It is conceivable that in

certain cases the composition of a star's atmosphere may be such
as to permit a considerable amount of cooling before any com-
bination takes place among its constituents ; under such circum-
stances a sudden catastrophe might mark the period of combina-
tion, and a star of feeble light would blaze forth suddenly, as

occurred in 1866 to t Corona; Borealis. In other cases, again,

it is possible that the composition of a star's atmosphere may be
of such a nature as to lead to a state of periodically unstable
chemical equilibrium ; that is to say, during a certain period
combination may be going on with the accompanying evolution
of heat, till at length dissociation again begins to take place.

In this manner the phenomena of many variable stars may per-

haps be accounted for."

It will be seen that these hypotheses are essentially identical,

although it would appear that Dr. Mills limits his explanation
to the formation of polymerides (presumably of some primordial
matter), these constituting our chemical "elements." I cannot
see, however, that he has any reasons for excluding the forma-
tion of true compounds, or why he should consider a variable
star as necessarily one that is engaged only in "making ele-

ments." This last process would, no doubt, be the first to take
place on the hypothesis of cooling from a state of complete dis-

sociation, but there would surely come a period w hen the more
stable chemical "compounds" could exist, and their formation
would also be attended by the evolution of heat and possibly of
light also. Jxo. Castell-Evans

London, March 13

The Iridescent Clouds and their Height

Col. Tennant is mistaken in supposing that the only pecu-
liarity of the clouds which appeared in December 1S84 and
1885 is in their being fringed with coloured spectra, though
these were, I believe, much more vivid than those of ordinary
clouds, as described by him ; besides which, my impression was
that the colours were more varic.l than is usu.ally the case. Col.

Tennant, with his experience, will be better able to say than I

am whether there is generally as much blue in the clouds

he describes as in those under discussion. I stated in my letter

of Dec. 29 last (p. 199) that there was no special amount of blue

in the clouds seen the previous day, but on the 31st there was
a good deal. However, I do not insist on this as being any
important difference ; but, by referring to the numerous letters

this year and last about the clouds, he will see there were
several other characteristic points.

These clouds are not like any ordinary clouds ; if they can
be referred to any of the usual classes they are cirrus, but de-

cidedly different from any cirrus we generally see. Their usually

very smooth texture was striking, though some on December 28
(1885) had the oidinary appearance of rippling, but in most
cases this was too slight to be visible without optical aid, even
when the clouds were broken up into narrow wisps, and in such a

position that no colour was produced there was still some-
thing in their appearance which struck me as different from
ordinary clouds. The frequently rectangular shape was very
singular also, though they had not always this form. I said I

had not observed this shape in the clouds of December 28, but

other observers noted it on that occasion (see pp. 219, 220), and
on the 31st I saw many of the clouds with this outline. It is

shown indistinctly and with the corners cut off in Mr. C.

Davison's sketches (pp. 292, 293). The form is generally de-

scribed in the letters you have published as rhomboidal, but this

is an effect of perspective ; no doubt if the clouds were seen

overhead they would appear rectangular. Their great height,

too, must have been unusual, though perhaps not greater than

that of the singular coloured clouds seen last summer in Bavaria

by myself and in this country by others, as described in

Nature, and which differed from the clouds I am now describ-

ing in some important particulars. One patch of cloud was ob-

served both here and at Shields on December 28, and a calcula-

tion from a comparison of the position as seen from the two
places gives its height as 23 miles ; while making the ut-

most allowance that seems permitted for the roughness of the

observations only reduces its elevation to il miles. That it

was the same patch of cloud observed from both places is un-

doubted, for one observer of it (H. R. Procter) was travelling

from Shields to Sunderland, and he saw that it was the same
patch all the time, and the one I had been observing here. The
fringes of colour were distinctly visible on this cloud up to

4h. 25m., and feebly so till 4h. 27|m. I concluded that the sun

had not ceased shining upon it till that time ; if so, its height

would be between II and 12 miles. At 4h. 28.2m. it was pink

with sunset colouring ; but the sun need not have been shining

on it then.

The iridescent colours have no connection with halos, as sup-

posed by Mr. Stone (p. 391), no particular colour appearing at

any particular distance from the sun, but every colour being seen

at any distance, though more vividly at perhaps from 15° to 30°

off the sun. Tiios. W. Backhouse
Sunderland, March 12

Forms of Ice

A CURIOUS formation has lately occurred on the surface of a
sheet of ice in a tub. Being under a tap, the ice became sub-

merged below several inches of water. Fresh ice then formed

as thin vertical plates upon, and at right angles to the submerged
sheet. These plates meeting each other in all directions, pro-

duced a spongy mass, 3 or 4 inches thick. I do not know if it

is a common production, but the special interest attached to it is

that it would seem to suggest how "spongy" quartz has arisen,

of which I have a specimen consisting of thin and nearly parallel

plates ; as well as the well-known form of thin crystalline plates

in which calcite may occur. It is just this form of calcite

which gives rise to "hacked" quartz, when silica has coagu-

lated or crystallised over a mass of such thin crystals, and then

these latter have been subsequently dissolved out.

Why a sheet of ice should increase regularly in thickness by
additions to its lower surface, and form this spongy mass on its

upper, is a question I should like to hear solved.

Another form of ice I lately noticed on a wall consisted of

minute prisms standing in little depressions in the bricks.

The circumference of the prism partook of tlie irregular form of

the cavity, giving the appearance of an upward growth.

While speaking of ice, I should like to venture a suggestion

to account for its lighter specific gravity than that of water,

namely, that water crystallises in macles of complex form ; the
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consequence being that the molecules cannot possibly fit to-

gether into a compact mass, as, for example, the rhombohedra

of calcite do ; for ice really resembles compact snow.
George Henslow

Sunrise-Glows

On the morning of the 7th inst. a curious form of sunrise-glow

was observed on Ben Nevis. The sky at the time was covered

by a uniform thin sheet of stratus-cloud lying just a little above

the hill-tops all round. About 7 a.m., shortly after sunrise, the

sun was shining downwards through this cloud, and the valleys

to the eastward of Ben Nevis were filled with a " glow " exactly

similar in colour and general appearance to the upper glow so

often observed before sunrise and after sunset. The tempera-

ture at the time was very low—9°.2 F.—and at 7.16 a portion

of a vertical halo passing through the sun's disk was seen. This
" under-glow " would seem therefore to have been due to the

presence in the air of ice-crystals, rather than of dust, whether

cosmic or otherwise. R. T. Omond
Ben Nevis Observatory, March 8

A Horrified Cat

Last week, in connection with a study of Carnivora, I

obtained a cat from an acquaintance at a distance, and carefully

dissected it in a room above our stable. When I had finished,

the cat was, as may be supposed, hardly to be recognised. I

cleaned the scalpels, placed them in the case, and took them to

the house. No sooner had I put them down than I observed

our own cat go and sniff all around the case with a peculiar look

of intense wonder. I took the instruments away, and thought

no more about it ; but a short time after I returned to the remains

of the dissected cat in order to prepare the skeleton, when I saw
our cat standing at a distance of about a foot from the dissection,

and presenting an appearance of most helpless terror. She was
trembling from head to foot, and in such a condition of evident

horror that my presence had no effect upon her. After some
moments she noticed me, and then darted away with a scared

look such as I have never before seen. She did not return to the

house that day—a thing quite unusual ; but on the next day she

returned and entered the house with a fearful caution, as though

realising the probability that she herself might become a victim

to science, and her whole conduct has changed.

This suggests that the country custom of using dead birds,

weasels, &c., as a scare to the like is not entirely unreasonable,

and it would be interesting to know whether others have noticed

similar effects. E. J. D ungate
Horton Kirby, Dartford, March 23

Nocturnal Hymenopterse of the Genus Bomhus

As no one has replied to Mr. Doria's letter in Nature for

Februaiy 25 (p. 392), I may say, in response to his inquiry, that

I have heard in England a number of bees on a species of Tilia,

at dusk, when it was probably much darker than the "very
bright moonlight " referred to by Mr. Doria. It was too dark

to watch them, but their "hum" was very audible, and on my
diagging down a bough of the tree I saw one bee fly away. In

Herman Miiller's "Fertilisation of Flowers," English transla-

tion, p. 67, it is stated that a social wasp [Apoica pallida) in

Brazil seeks honey ^^ only by night" sitting still in its nest by
day.

Query. Might not the " very bright moonlight," and not

habit, be the cause of the bees appearing at night, as described

by Mr. Doria ? I should hardly think a bee could discern

between moonlight and twilight. I have several times seen

bees rapidly on the wing, and apparently making for home in

the lu'Hit^ht. JNO.'C. Wilson
Fairfield, near Manchester, March 13

A LINGUISTIC REVOLUTION'^

JAPAN, in modern days, is the land of revolution and
of change. The systems and habits of centuries are

rapidly disappearing ; the old order is being dissolved by
contact with the West, and every year produces some

of the Aim and Method of the Komajic Kai"
ition of J.ip.in). (Tokio, 1885.)

reform which brings the country more and more into line

with Europe and America. There may sometimes be
haste, but there is no rest, in Japanese movements ; there

is little swerving to the right or left, and now for about

sixteen years the country has been, on the whole, steadily

moving along towards one goal, viz. equality with Western
nations, politically, socially, and intellectually. But of

all the wonderful changes which the present generation

has witnessed in that coimtry, perhaps not one has been
so strange or widely beneficial as that the commencement
of which is described in the pamphlet before us. And
as the first who will profit by it, should it prove ultimately

successful, will be the rising generation which has to study

Western science in all its branches, it deserves special

description in these columns.
It will be known to inany of our readers that the

Japanese language, which, in its genius and structure, is

wholly different from that of China, is nevertheless written

by means of the Chinese ideographic or pictorial signs,

aided by two alphabets or syllabaries, themselves based on
Chinese characters. The object of the new movement,
shortly stated, is to sweep away these signs altogether, so

far as Japan is concerned, and to use Roman letters only

in writing the language. The Association, which has

been formed to carry out, as far as a private body can,

this reform, has issued the present pamphlet by the

advice of Her Majesty's Minister in Tokio, with the view

of making known abroad a movement "which its authors

believe to be an important step in the intellectual progress

of their country." We cannot do better than follow this

official stateiTient of the evils of the present system, which

is an incubus on the intellect of the nation, and which

adds incalculably to the mental toil, more especially of

its scientific youth, at the most important stage of their

lives. It may be well, however, to say at the outset that

the reform is no mere craze of a few misguided enthu-

siasts. The Society numbers amongst its most active

and sympathetic members not only Japanese scholars of

eminence who have studied their own as well as Western
languages, but also Europeans and Americans who have
devoted their lives to the study of the Japanese language

and literature, and Western diplomatists who are most
unlikely to participate in any visionary movement of this

nature. When men drawn from these \-arious classes,

with the best means of studying the question on the spot,

join together with the object of carrying the reform into

practice, we, who ha^-e not the same opportunities of

becoming acquainted with the local circumstances, may
be excused from discussing its practicability any further.

We may take that for granted, or we should not find the

names supporting the reform that we do. Another point

to be noticed is, that hitherto the Government has

officially held aloof from the Association, preferring, no
doubt, to allow private effort to prepare the soil before-

hand. To return, however, to the pamphlet issued by the

Society.

The object of the Roinajie Kai, it states in the first sen-

tence, is to introduce the use of Roman letters, instead of

Chinese ideographs, for writing the Japanese language
;

when a language can be adequately represented to the

eye by twenty-two signs indicating sounds, why (it asks)

waste time and effort by continuing to represent it by
many thousands of symbols pictorially representing ob-

jects and ideas ? It is a labour of years to learn to write

the Japanese language as at present written, viz. with

Chinese characters supplemented by syllabaries invented

by Japanese scholars a thousand years ago. The number
of Chinese characters is not their only disadvantage.

Upon their introduction (we here employ for the most
part the exact words of the pamphlet) into Japan, it was
early found impossible to restrict the employment of

them to the expression of purely Japanese words of cor-

responding signification. The Chinese sounds, or, rather,

a more or less inaccurate approximation to the Chinese
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sounds, was imported gradually into the language of Japan
along with the written symbols. It has therefore come
to pass that, in Japanese books, one and the same cha-

racter is at times used as the equivalent of a Japanese
word, and at other times of the synonymous Chinese
word. But, besides this source of confusion when the

characters are used with their proper ideographic values,

there is a further element of doubt and difficulty imported
into written Japanese by the circumstance that many of

the characters are occasionally employed as merely
phonetic signs, irrespective of their meaning ; sometimes
to represent the mere sound of a Japanese word, at other
times the mere sound of a Chinese word. Thus the

difficulty of the ideographs arising from their numerical
superabundance is aggravated by ambiguities in the
modes of using them. Another disadvantage of the

Chinese characters is the complexity of their form and
structure. Although some scores of them are written

with no more than three or four strokes of the pen
each, there are thousands of others requiring each as

many as ten, twenty, thirty, and sometimes even more
than forty distinct movements of the hand for their

formation. To write these complex combinations of

lines, curves, and points always at full length was a task
too much even for Chinese patience, and at least two
distinct varieties of abbreviated handwriting caine into

general use both in China and Japan, namely, the
" cursive" and the "grass" script. In most cases, how-
ever, these contracted forms of the characters are so
destitute of any likeness to the oiiginal forms as to afford

no aid whatever to the eye or to the mind in detecting
their identity. To acquire the quicker modes of writing
involves, therefore, a further considerable expenditure of
time, and fresh demands upon the already over-burdened
memory.
Nothing can be added to this clear and succinct

account of the difficulties which lie at the threshold of
knowledge in the Japanese language ; but there is a

serious aggravation of these difficulties, not referred to in

the statement, when we come to the Western sciences,

with the large and special vocabularies attached to most
of them. If we take chemistry, for example, the
Japanese student of this science is compelled to learn the
translations into his own language of technical chemical
terms and the Chinese characters which have been
invented or adapted to represent these translations.

Under the rational system proposed by the Society there
is no reason why oxygen should not be written " oxygen "

at once in Japanese, instead of by a couple or three
fanciful symbols which may either be an attempt at trans-

lation or description, or an attempt to reproduce the
sound, or arbitrarily selected to represent the word. The
Japanese student would begin his work much where the
English student does ; he would learn the word " oxygen "

once for all, and then learn its properties, combinations,
&c., in the Japanese tongue, as the latter does in the
English tongue.

The ivriters of the pamphlet then observe, with much
force, that the excessive expenditure of mental power in

learning by heart thousands of intricate symbols of
sounds and ideas must diminish the stock available for

use in other directions. The memory indeed is exercised,
but at the expense of some of the other intellectual faculties.

To this they are inclined to attribute in a large measure
the comparative backwardness of the Chinese mind, and
its deficiency in the powers of abstraction and generalisa-
tion—a very interesting observation which it would lead
us too far to discuss now. Japan partially emancipated
herself from the thraldom of the Chinese script when the
syllabaries were invented a thousand years ago ; but no
complete deliverance is possible, they think, otherwise
than by wholly discarding it in favour of a purely alpha-
betic system. So long as the literature of China formed
the sole staple of education in Japan, little inconvenience

arose from the multiplicity and intricacy of the Chinese
ideographs, but now that European science is being
eagerly studied and assimilated by the rising generation,
the need of a simpler and easier script for the expression
and propagation of the new ideas becomes every day
more evident. The most convenient course is, clearly, to

adopt the new terms as well as the new ideas bodily into

the language, and this cannot properly be done unless the
writing used be alphabetical. Amongst the subsidiary
advantages of employing the alphabet in which the
languages of the leading nations of the world are written

is that the acquirement of any other European language
will be much facilitated. Europeans, too, will find it

much easier to learn the Japanese language when the

principal stumbling-block is thus removed, so that, as the
writers properly conclude, from both ends at once the

channel of communication between Japan and the Western
world will be widened and deepened by the employment
in common of the Roman alphabet.
Very few words will suffice to explain the broad features

of the scheme of transliteration produced after much con-
sideration by a Committee of the Society, and now uni-

versally adopted. First, in using the Roman alphabet
the consonants have been taken at their usual English
values and the vowels at their values in Italian ; secondly,

the actual pronunciation of the words regardless of their

spelling in the syllabaries, the latter in many cases

being so totally different from the pronunciation that

even Japanese themselves are frequently at a loss to write

words in the syllabaries ; and, thirdly, the standard of
pronunciation chosen is that of educated people in the

capital at the present day. Of the twenty-six letters of the

Roman alphabet, four, viz. /, q, v, and .r, are not used in

writing Japanese, and are therefore omitted ; in regard to

capitals and punctuation the ordinary English method is

followed. Nineteen rules, most of them too technical for

special mention here, are laid down : they are all simple
enough to those acquainted with the syllabaries, and can
be readily applied in practice. Finally, the pamphlet
gives examples of the various styles— literary, epistolary,

&c.—in the present mode of writing, and under the

Roman system according to the rules laid down.
Such being the objects to be attained and the method

of attaining them, it is satisfactory to observe that almost
universal assent has been given to the work of the

Society. Some of the principal journals of the country
set apart a certain portion of their space for articles

printed in the Roman letters ; a journal wholly printed in

this way is published by the Society itself ; the number
of members is increasing by leaps and bounds, and many
of the most learned and influential men in the country
have already joined the ranks of the reformers. On the

other side, of course, there are the rooted habits of a
thousand years ; but the Japanese have already succeeded
in changing so many of their old habits and modes of
thought that they may be trusted ultimately to succeed in

this reform also. Moreover, it should not be forgotten

that the present method of writing Japanese by means of

Chinese ideographs is itself and imputation, a graft on
Japanese civilisation, and, it may properly be urged,
that what the nation has done once it may do again.

The letters of the future may not be so artistic and
beautiful as those of the present day ; but this aesthetic

objection will be counterbalanced by the fact that several

years, at the most sensitive and valuable portion of life,

will be added to the work of each generation, and a

crushing obstacle will be removed from the gateways of

knowledge for the Japanese youth of the future. Those
who have technical and local knowledge speak of the

perfect feasibility of the reform, and the outer world may
accept their verdict with reasonable confidence ; we may
all, with a clear conscience, wish Japan success in one of

the most arduous and beneficent reformations ever under-
taken for a nation.
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Since the above has been in type we have received the

report of the annual general meeting of the Society, held

in the great hall of the Engineering College of Tokio on

January 23, amongst those present being some of the

most prominent members of the Japanese Government,
and many representatives of foreign Powers in Japan.

The annual report stated that the Society now numbers
over 6000 members, scattered over the various provinces

of the Empire. A proposition having for its aim the

retention of the old syllabary system of spelling, was
rejected by a large majority in favour of phonetic sim-

plicity, as above described. The Minister for Foreign

Affairs, Count Inoue, delivered a speech, in which, view-

ing the aims, methods, and probable future of the Society

from a great variety of standpoints, he expressed his

complete sympathy with the movement. The British

Envoy, in describing the objects of the Association, said :

—

" We aim at nothing less than one of the greatest changes
ever yet made in the history of literature, or indeed, I

may say, of the world. We hope to bring the thoughts

of a nation of 37,000,000 into closer communion and
intercourse with the thoughts of the rest of the world,

and by freeing memory from the task of learning many
thousands of characters, the sense of which can be satis-

factorily rendered by a couple of dozen letters, to give the

intellect some leisure to acquire the many and varied

branches of learning which the necessities of modern
civilisation render so important to us all."

THE SURVEY OF INDIA 1

II.

T N our first notice we reviewed the principal topo-
^ graphical and cadastral operations. We have now
to review the interesting information regarding the physio-

graphy of the localities of operation and other subjects

which is scattered over the Report, but chiefly in the

appendixes.
The Andaman Islands were being brought under survey

for the first time ; they form a portion of the belt of

islands extending from the south-west point of the Burman
mainland to the north-west point of the great Island of

Sumatra, which are all that is now left of what was pro-

bably once a long, tapering off-shoot from the Asiatic

continent, such as we still have in the Malayan Peninsula.

These islands became of interest to the Government of

India only of late years, when a convict settlement was
established at Port Blair, on the South Andaman Island

;

but as yet little intercourse has been established with the

inhabitants, who are wild and barbarous aboriginal

Negritos with very dark skins and of very small stature.

They are said to consist of nine distinct tribes known as
Akas, which occupy separate islands and speak different

dialects. Our influence has been most operative on the

Aka-Bojigngiji, who are settled nearest Port Blair, and our
relations with some of the other tribes are said to be on a
fairly friendly footing, but very little is known about them,
and nothing of the interior of the islands which they
inhabit.

The Aka-Jdrawas, who occupy the Little Andaman, have
ever been openly hostile ; they are professional wreckers
whom it has been necessary to punish on more than one
occasion for barbarities perpetrated on shipwrecked crews,

but they still retain their reputation for treachery and
cruelty, and hold aloof from friendly intercourse ; of late

years they have been visited annually by the Chief Com-
missioner, and presents have been made tothem witha view
to bringing about more amicable relations, but they have
been known to accept the proffered presents and then
attack the bearers on their way back to their boats ; their

language is said to be unintelligible to the anglicised or

' ''General Report on the Operations of the Survey of India Department,
administered under the Government of India during 1883-84." Prepared
under the direction of Col. G. C. De Free, S.C., Surveyor-General of India.
Continued from p. 444.

tamed Andamanese, who are employed as a go-between
The Survey officers landed on the island and deposited
presents on the beach, and then retired to their boats ;

the Jarawas advanced and appropriated the presents some-
what sulkily and retired into their forests, and consequently
nothing could be done with them ; but their dwelling-

places were entered and examined by the surveyors in

their absence. These were found to be substantial, well-

built huts, affording shelter for from 30 to 40 people, circular,

dome-shaped, about 60 feet in diameter, and rising to a
height of some 35 feet in the centre ; the dome was
thatched, and supported on long poles set up in three con-
centric circles within the hut. Small cots and a rocking-

cradle were found inside ; and all round the interior pigs'

skulls, beautifully cleaned and neatly bound up, were
closely arranged about three feet from the ground.

Barren Island (lat. 12' 15' by long. 93° 50') and the
Island of Narcondam (13° 26' by 94° 16') were visited and
surveyed by Capt. Hobday, whose exquisitely shaded maps
of these interesting volcanic islands are published with his

report Barren Island is circular in shape with a diameter
of 2 miles and an area of 3'07 square miles. Its principal

features are a main crater and an inner cone. The main
crater is elliptical in shape, with axes of li and i mile, the

walls rising to a height of 11 58 feet above the sea-level on
the south-east, and sinking down to the sea on the north-

west ; the cone is about half a mile in diameter at its base,

and rises 1015 feet above the sea, terminating in a small
elliptical crater, with axes of 300 and 190 feet and a maxi-
mum depth of 74 feet. Steam and smoke were issuing

from the highest point of the cone ; sulphur was found in

large quantities near the vent, at a temperature sufficiently

high to be felt through the boots. There was evidence of

three distinct outbursts of lava on the sides of the cone,

half-way up ; the slopes were coated with fine volcanic ash,

which made the ascent very laborious ; loose cinders and
scoriffi of various sizes lay heaped together in confused
masses around the base, amid which occasional tongues
of alluvial soil, overgrown with thick grass, were found
jutting from the inner slopes of the main crater ;

the outer

slopes were covered with thick vegetation, the principal

tree being a species of fig. The island was infested with

rats, which had not yet learnt to become shy of man, and
were readily knocked over with sticks ; bats and large

crabs were found on the summit of the main crater. The
outer slopes of the main crater would, if prolonged, meet
in a point immediately above the present apex of the cone

;

thus it is conjectured that the crater was originally a true

cone rising to about twice its present height, and that the

upper portion has been carried away by a violent eruption,

such as recently occurred at Krakatab, leaving the present

truncated crater. The volcano is known to have been in

an active state towards the end of the last century ; since

then it has been gradually cooling, and the temperature of

a hot spring on the beach was found to be considerably

less than it had been when measured by previous

visitors.

The Island of Narcondam is about ih miles in length

by It in breadth, and rises to a height of 2330 feet above
the sea ; it is composed of trachytic lava, but no trace of

any crater was discerned. The slopes were covered with

dense forest, but water was not found anywhere ; flocks of

hornbills or toucans, uttering a peculiarly shrill note,

followed the surveyors on their way to and from the sum-
mit ; and a large iguana, with long prehensile claws, was
captured and sent to the Museum at Calcutta.

In Assam a raid of the semi-savage Akas who inhabit

the hills on the borders of Tezpur and Lakhimpur, led to

the acquisition of some new geography by Colonel Wood-
thorpe and a party of surveyors who accompanied the

troops which were sent to recover the British subjects who
had been captured by the Akas and carried away into their

hills. The country of the Daphlas was crossed, when a

river, never before heard of, the Kaneng, was discovered
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and proved to be the most important of all the affluents of

the Baroli ; it drains much of the area which has hitherto

been assigned to the Khrii. Colonel Woodthorpe main-
tains that some confusion appears to have existed in the

public mind as to the proper application of the names
Abor and Daphla, for whereas it is believed that " the

Daphlas always tattoo but the Abors never," just the re-

verse is the case. "Abor" is, however, a very vague
appellative, and among the Assamese themselves means
only a " foreigner." It is applied equally to tribes in the

Aka, Daphla, Miri, Mishmi, and Naga Hills, and is only
acknowledged by the so-called Abors themselves out of

deference to the ignorance of those who, they believe, would
fail to recognise them under any other name.
The survey of Independent Sikkim, in which Captain

Harman's life was nobly sacrificed, has now been com-
pleted by his quondam assistant Mr. Robert. Returning
from the northerti frontiers of Sikkim, Mr. Robert has
brought the unlooked-for intelligence that there are no
great glaciers in the valleys to the north-east of Kinchin-
jinga, though situated on the shady side of peaks and
ridges ascending as high as 28,000 feet, and nowhere under
20,000 feet ; masses of glacial ice and neve skirt the lower
slopes of the mountains, but without protruding into the

valleys, and as a rule the enormous mass of snow deposited
on these mountains—which are among the highest on the
surface of the earth—is either evaporated where it falls or
is melted and carried oft" by the Lachen and other feeders

of the Teesta, without having first passed into the state of

glaciers such as pervade the entire length of many of the

valleys of the North-West Himalayas, near the junction
with the Hindu Kush Range, where the mountains are
lower, but the annual rainfall is much less. '

The Survey operations confirm the general accuracy of
the admirable sketch-map constructed by Sir Joseph
Hooker upwards of thirty years previously, which has
bsen our only reliable map of Sikkim up to the present
time, and which still represents the limits of the geogra-
phical knowledge acquired by Europeans beyond the
frontiers of Sikkim ; the ofiicers of the Survey have not
been able to penetrate further north than he did, nor do
more than see, as he saw, without fixing, the peaks of the
great Tibetan ranges beyond ; all new geography in Tibet
is wholly due to the native explorers.

CoIonelTannergives an interestingaccountof thejourney
of one of these explorers, " the Lama," through portions of
Southern Tibet and the northern borders of Bhutan; an
excellent map is attached in illustration. The Lama
travelled round the entire circumference of the famous
Yamdok Lake—lat. 20"^ by long. 90° 45'—which was visited

by D'Anville in 1735 and by Manning in 181 1, and forms
such a prominent object in all maps of Tibet ; he found it

considerably larger than has hitherto been conjectured,
the circumference being 120 miles excluding and 180 miles
including the bends of the shore. There are numerous
townsand villages onitsbanks,alarge population, andmuch
cultivation. It is sometimes called Piahte, or PAlti, after

a neighbouring town, but most commonly the Yamdok-tso
or Scorpion Lake, because its shape resembles that of a
scorpion ; the tail points eastwards towards the K^r-md-
sing, " the starry plains," or " plains of heaven," a delight-
ful and far-reaching extent of sward on which graze
thousands of cattle, horses, and beasts of the chase ; the
two claws point to the west, and almost encircle a penin-
sular mountain tract, on which there are some villages

and an important monastery. The south claw partially
encircles an inner lake—the Dumu-tso—which is 500
feet higher than the main lake, and has a circumference of

24 miles, and is regarded by the Tibetans with great awe,
fear, and superstition. There is an idea that some day
Tibet is doomed to be flooded and all animal life

destroyed by the overflow of this lake, and prayers are
constantly being offered up in the surrounding monasteries
to avert the catastrophe. Earthquakes, landslips, and

convulsions, accompanied by subterraneous noises, are

said to be of constant occurrence, and the waters are

reputed to be steadily rising, notwithstanding the prayers
constantly offered by the monks to turn away the wrath
of the demon of Dumu-tso, who is believed to be confined
below the waters.

The Yamdok Lake drains westwards into the Yaru-
sanpo or Upper Brahmaputra River, through a valley

which lies parallel to the river but slopes in the opposite
direction. Colonel Tanner points out that this is a general
feature in the drainage of Southern Tibet, all the principal

feeders of the Sanpo running for the greater length of their

courses in a contrary direction to the great river itself.

The Lama was informed that the lake occasionally falls

to so low a level that it receives water from the Sanpo,
but this seems scarcely possible, for on the occasion of his

visit it stood 1600 feet above the .Sanpo at the point of
junction with the drainage channel—as shown by his

boiling-point observations—and even then the flow of the
current in the channel was not particularly remarkable.
It not unfrecpiently happens in analysing the work of the

native explorers that the facts deducible from their own
observations, which they are taught to make accurately

but not to reduce, prove some of the tales they have been
told by the people of the country to be fictions.

To the south of the Yamdok the Lama discovered a
new lake, called the Pho-mo-chang-thang [lit. man and
wife of the high plain), at a height exceeding 16,000 feet,

embosomed in lofty mountains and having no outlet. The
range to its south is a portion of the great water-parting

between India and Tibet ; the Lama crossed it by the

Menda Pass, 17,450 feet high, and then descended the

nonh-west branch of the Lhobra River to Lhd-khdng
Jong (lat. 28" 5', long. 91° 5', height 9500 feet), where he
saw the Lhobra River flowing to the south towards
Bhutan through a deep gorge. Colonel Tanner says this

river must be one of the largest, if not the very largest,

feeder of the Monas, but we know so little of Bhutan that

it is hard to say which of the streams crossed lower down
by Pemberton is the Lhobra. Leaving Lha-kh;ing Jong the

Lama ascended the north-east branch of the Lhobra River,

and again crossing the great water-parting—at the Shar-

kha-leb Pass, i6,Soo feet—returned to Tibet, his ddtour
to the south having taken him over much ground that

was entirely new to geography. Our limits do not allow

us to devote more space to his travels, which are very

interesting and valuable,—a satisfactory evidence of the

advantages which the Indian Survey derives from its

utilisation of Asiatic employes to explore regions into

which Europeans are not allowed to penetrate.

Colonel Tanner is an artist as well as a geographer, and
his reports contain much picturesque description, in addi-

tion to necessarily dry detail. He was employed for some
years in the Western Himalayas, around Gilgit, and in the

neighbourhood of several very high mountains, including

the great Nanga Parbat and the sharp-pinnacled Raki-

poshi ; and he gives an interesting comparison of the

aspects of these mountains with those of the Eastern

Himalayas, showing that the latter are less striking, though
they are the higher, and include Everest, 29,000 feet, the

highest peak yet measured on the surface of the globe

;

their bases are more elevated, and thus the surfaces of

snow which they expose to view rise into the sky to a less

height above their surroundings. He says of Everest

that the outline is rather tame than otherwise, and that

Makalu—27,890 feet high, and 12 miles south-east of

Everest—is the finest peak yet fixed in the Eastern Hima-
layas, with the exception of Kinchinjinga, 28,160 feet.

The fact is that Everest lies some distance to the north of

the main line of peaks, and the view of it from the south-

east, south, south-west, and west-south-west is shut out by
more prominent peaks which, though lower in height, are

nearer the point of view accessible to Europeans, and are

also less lowered by the earth's curvature than the more
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distant pinnacle. These peaks are frequently mistaken

for Everest ; thus in the atlas accompanying the " Results

of a Scientific Mission to India and High Asia" there is

a large chroniolithographed plate from a drawing by Her-

mann Schlagintweit of a mountain which he believed to

be Everest ; but the mountain is undoubtedly iVlakalu, as

has recently been pointed out elsewhere.' The best view

of Everest from British territory is obtained at Sandakphu,
a well-known hill on the boundary between Nepal and
Darjeeling ; but even there it is partly shut out from view
by Makalu, which being exceedingly bold and picturesque

in appearance generally comes in for more attention than

its higher neighbour.

The pillars and posts marking the line of boundary be-

tween the Nepalese and the British territories, having in

many instances been destroyed by wild animals or carried

away by floods, survey operations have been undertaken, at

the request of the Nepalese Government, with a view to re-

laying the line. This has aftbrded an opportunity of

surveying the Sameswar Hills, the water-parting of which
constitutes a portion of the boundary. A strip of the

Nepalese territory which skirts the boundary has been
sketched as far as circumstances would permit, and large

errors in the topography of the tract, as laid down hitherto

from native information, have been discovered and cor-

rected. The Sameswar Hills are said to be very similar

to the Siwalik Ranges, which the pala;ontological dis-

coveries of Falconer, Cantley, and Baker have made so

famous, excepting that the peaks are generally of less

altitude, and the Piniis longifolia is almost entirely

absent.

Major Holdich gives an account of the first ascent ever

made by Europeans of the famous Takht-i-Suliman, or

Throne of Solomon, the highest portion of the range of

mountains on the western border of the valley of the

Indus, which separates the highlands of South-Eastern
Afghanistan from the plains of the Punjab. Viewed from
these plains the Takht has the appearance of a ridge some
8 miles in length, much elevated above its surroundings,

and with two culminating peaks at its northern and
southern extremities,—apparently admirable points from
whence to make a survey of the tract of country extending
westwards almost as far as Candahar and Ghazni, of which
very little is known. Lieutenant James Broadfoot, of the

Bengal Engineers, travelled across it in 1839, by the route

from Ghazni to Deva Ismail Khan viti the Ghwaleri Pass,

of which he made a hurried sketch under great difficulties;

and the Zhob Valley to the south has been roughly

mapped by a native explorer. But much more knowledge
of the country was wanted, and this it was expected might
be obtained by observations from the two great peaks of

the Takht, the ascent of which had for many years been
an object of laudable ambition on the part of the Survey
officers ; they were greatly gratified when the Government
authorised a survey expedition to be sent to the summit
of the mountain, with a sufficient escort of troops to over-

come any possible opposition. On reaching the summit
the Takht was found to consist, not of a single ridge, but
of two parallel ridges, with a plateau between, the highest

point at the northern extremity (l 1,300 feet) being on the

western ridge, while that on the southern extremity

(11,070 feet) is on the eastern ridge, and is unfortunately

shut out by the other from all view of .'Xfghanistan. Thus
the Takht was disappointing as a basis for distant geo-
graphical exploration ; but a good deal of valuable topo-

graphy was secured of an important but little-known

portion of the Sulimanr Range, which constitutes the

primary base for the defence of India from western
aggression.

In Biluchistan Lieutenant the Honourable M. G.
Talbot, R.E., and Lieutenant Wahab, R.E., made a valu-

able reconnaissance to the south-west of the little-known

See "Notes on Mount Evere
Geographical Society for P'ebruary :

the Proceedings of the Royal

region which lies between Kelat, the capital, and the town
of Gwadur, on the Persian Gulf ; they worked over the

Raskoh Ranges across the great plain of Kharan to the

Lagar Koh and Koh-i-Sabz Ranges, and down to Panjgur.

Much of the coimtry traversed was a deseit, and the scope

of the operations had to be carefully adjusted to the

limited available supplies of both food and water for men
and animals.

The systematic tidal observations with self-registering

tide-gauges, which were instituted under the superinten-

dence of Major Baird, R.E., F.R.S., by the Government
of India, in accordance with the recommendations of the

British Association, have been continued at sixteen stations

—including the ports of Aden, Kurrachee, Bombay,
Madras, Calcutta and Rangoon, and Port Blair—completed
at two stations, Kdrwar and Pamban, and commen.ed at

three new stations, of which two are on the Island of

Ceylon, more under the direct influence of the Indian

Ocean than the stations on the coasts of India. Good
progress has been made with the lines of spirit-levels

which are carried between the tidal stations, both along

the coast lines and across the peninsula from coast to

coast. So far as yet completed the operations indicate

that the mean sea-le\el may be regarded as practically

identical at all points on the open coast.

The Calcutta International Exhibition has necessitated

a considerable extension of the operations of the litho-

graphic and photographic offices under Colonel Water-
house ; the processes of heliogravure and collotype were

found very serviceable in reproducing the delicate objects

of Indian art-work which were exhibited. In the first of

these processes a valuable improvement has been eftected
;

originally the engraved copper plate was obtained by

developing a positive pigment print, or relief in hardened
gelatine, on a silvered copper plate, and then depositing

copper upon it so as to form a new copper plate, bearing

the design in intaglio, from which prints can be taken in

the usual way. In the new process a tiegative pigment
print is developed on a copper plate, and the intaglio

image is obtained directly on the plate by biting in with a

chemical solution, which penetrates the gelatine film com-
paratively easily in those parts representing the shadows
of a picture or lines of a map, where there is little or no
gelatine, biting the copper to a considerable depth

;

whereas in the parts representing the light of the picture

or the ground of the map, \\-here the gelatine is thicker,

it penetrates with more and more difficulty as the thick-

ness of the gelatine increases, and in the highest lights

should leave the copper untouched. The operation of

biting does not take more than five minutes, and the_

engraved images are said to be marvellous in their deli-

cacy of gradation and richness of effect. The great

advantage of the process is its rapidity, a day or two

being sufficient to prepare the etched plate, whereas from

three weeks to a month are required to" deposit "a printing

plate of sufficient thickness by photo-electrotyping ; on

the other hand, it is difficult to get etching of sufficient

depth to stand much printing without the loss of the finest

tints.

The Report contains mmy other items of interest which

our limits do not allow us to notice. It has evidently been

compiled with much care, though there are occasional

slips, as at page 3, where the country of Kafiristan is re-

ferred to as " an explorer in the service of the Educational

Department," and the scale of the survey of that country

is said to be " confidential." I. T. W.

SCIENCE SCHOOLS A T HOME AND ABROAD

IN this volume Mr. Robins has collected together a

series of communications which have appeared at

various times in the Journal of the Society of Arts and

' " P.ipers on Technical Education, Applied Science Buildings, Fittings,

and Sanitation." By Edward Cookwortny Robins. (London, 1886.)
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in the Transactions of the Royal Institute of British

Architects. The republication of these papers coming so

soon after the last Report of the Commission on Technical
Education is most opportune. We have here, brought as

it were to a focus, a mass of detail relative to the planning,

construction, and mode of equipment of the most note-

worthy schools of science of Europe. To the teacher of

applied science, and especially also to the many bodies of

public-spirited men who are engaged both in London and
in our midland and northern towns in the erection of

buildings for applied science and art instruction, the work
must be in the highest degree valuable. The mere col-

lection of the facts themselves could not fail to prove of

the greatest service to the cause of technical education in

this country ; but when the facts are, as it happens,
arranged, co-ordinated, and criticised by one who has
himself had no inconsiderable experience in designing

buildings of this class, the collection becomes simply
indispensable.

In the first paper, on " English and Foreign Technical
Education," Mr. Robins seeks as it were to clear the

ground. In this matter, as in so many others, it is the

houses which obscure the view of the village. Mr. Robins
therefore attempts to state precisely what it is that tech-

nical education aims at, and how we may reasonably hope
that the aim may be attained. It is of course only after

the lines have been laid down upon which the teaching of

technology should proceed that the question of appliances

and buildings can be properly approached. It is necessary

therefore to carefully analyse the results which have been
obtained abroad, for we have at present little to appeal to

at home, and even that little has been too recently in

operation to afford a basis for sound conclusions. We
have as yet no system. That is, of course, characteristic

of us, for we are continually reminded that we are, in

some respects, the most illogical people in the world.

Nothing in our whole educational history is more charac-

teristic of us—of our energy, public spirit, and independ-

ence—than the way in which with much effort, laborious

and occasionally ill-directed, and with no inconsiderable

e.Kpenditure of money, we are hammering away at this

question of teaching technology. In Yorkshire alone

there is at the present moment probably every type of

technical school more or less imperfectly developed, which
the ingenuity or perversity of man could devise,—from the

school which does nothing but handicraft pure and simple,

up to that which concerns itself mainly with the science

of practice, and relegates practice itself to the workshop.
The men who are struggling with this problem of grafting

a high-class scientific education upon the daily work of

bur towns are the manufacturers, the engineers, and
merchants of our great commercial centres. These men
—the men who build the big bridges, bore the big tunnels,

sink the deepest mines, set up the highest blast-furnaces,

and gauge their power for civilisation, as Liebig said, by
the size of their vitriol chambers—have a silent horror and
tolerant contempt for docti-inaircs. Mr. Froude may say

of the age of patriotism—as Burke said of the age of

chivalry—that it is dead. But England owes a debt of

gratitude to those who are thus struggling to keep her in

the forefront of the battle for industrial supremacy
among the great producing peoples of the world, and who
are unstintingly spending time, energy, and money in the

determination that their sons and the generations to come
shall reap some of the benefits of knowledge that were
denied to them.

In Mr. Robins's first paper, published in 1882, there is

much relative to the Continental systems which has been
supplemented by the Report of the Commission, but re-

garding it simply as introductory to the purely professional

papers which constitute the most valuable feature of the

book, it would be necessary to modify it in but few and
comparatively unessential details.

In the next paper, on " Buildings for Applied Science

and Art Instruction," Mr, Robins gives a detailed account,

mainly compiled from personal visits, of the most distinctly

representative buildings of this class to be met with in

Germany, Austria, Sweden, and in our own country. In
this paper we have the first attempt to formulate the

general principles which should govern the planning of

buildings intended for technical instruction. All technical

education does not need special accommodation. Mr.
Robins points out that the ordinary class-rooms attached

to school-buildings may be appropriated to certain kinds

of technical instruction provided that they are properly

lighted and ventilated. But there are many subjects

which can only be efficiently taught in specially-designed

buildings, as, for example, chemistry and physics, me-
chanics and engineering, architecture, i&c,—in fact, all

involving the provision of laboratories, lecture-theatres,

work-rooms, modelling-rooms, &c., which have to be
grouped in a certain order and contiguity, and which
must be specially floored, lighted, heated, and ventilated,

and arranged for particular furniture and fittings or special

apparatus. It is with buildings of this class that we are

at present more particularly concerned.

I n Germany, and in the German-speaking part of Europe
generally, the system of working the different subjects in

separate buildings is now almost universally regarded as

the most convenient arrangement. Thus at Berlin, Prof.

Helmholtz's physical laboratory and its associated class-

rooms and lecture-rooms are in one grand building, and
Prof Du Bois-Reymond's physiological laboratory is in an
adjoining building—worthy companions of the handsome
structure erected for Prof Hofmann so long ago as 1865.

At Leipzig is a street full of separate and distinct build-

ings for these subjects, supplementing the old L'niversity

provisions. At Geneva, Prof. Graebe has designed and
superintended the general arrangement and fittings of the

new chemical laboratory, also situated apart from the

LIniversity proper. Profs, von Pebal and Toepler at

Gratz, Prof Landolt at Aachen and Berlin, Prof Baeyer
at Munich, have each worked out, with the respective

architects, the details of their new and remarkably well-

fitted laboratories. At Strasburg the new University

buildings are also constructed in separate blocks. In

addition to the main building for classical studies and
general literature, distinct blocks are arranged for physics,

chemistry, botany and forestry, mineralogy, &c., each
block costing from 30,000/. to 40,000/., built in the classic

style, faced with stone from the Harz iMountains, and
together covering several acres of ground.

In addition to these Mr. Robins adds, as types of less

ambitious places, an account of the chemical and physical

laboratories of the Royal Trade School at Chemnitz, of

Prof Kohlrausch's physical laboratory at Wurzburg, of

the Technical High School at Hanover, of the Royal

Technical High School at Stockholm, and of the Chalmers
Industrial and Technological School at Gottenborg.

It would be quite impossible, with the space at our

disposal, to attempt to follow Mr. Robins in his analysis

of the distinctive features of these various institutions.

He has treated the mass of material thus brought together

in a remarkably clear and lucid manner. There is neces-

sarily much in every chemical laboratory which is common
to all, and the same remark applies to every other labora-

tory or workshop in which technology is taught. Nothing
more certainly indicates the trained professional eye than

the manner in which characteristic difterences are de-

tected and commented upon, and it is the evidence of

this diagnostic faculty which constitutes one of the most
valuable features of the book.

But perhaps the most generally interesting portion of

Mr. Robins's work is that relating to the applied science

buildings which have been erected in this country. These
consist of the Central Technical Institution at South
Kensington and the Technical College at Finsbury, both
erected by the City and Guilds of London

; the Owens
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College, Manchester ; the Yorkshire College, Leeds

;

University College, London ; the Mason College, Bir-
mingham

; and the Merchant Venturers' School at Bristol.
As a typical school laboratory Mr. Robins has very
judiciously chosen that of the Manchester Grammar
School. We have selected for reproduction here, from
among the many sheets of plans with which Mr. Robins's
papers are illustrated, portions of the plans of the Central
Institute, the Yorkshire College (Leeds), and the labora-
tories of the Merchant Venturers' School at Bristol, as
types of institutions engaged in the work of teaching how
science is to be brought to bear upon the industries of
this country. In the Merchant Venturers' School we
have a building specially constructed for teaching science
to large classes of boys ; in the Yorkshire College the
arrangements, as regards science, were designed with
reference to the requirements of students receiving
specialised teaching, and who intend to pass into manu-
factories or workshops, or to become professional chemists,
physicists, or engineers ; in the Central Institute we have
the most highly developed type, designed for selected
students coming from the Finsbury College or from the
provincial colleges, and who already have a basis of
sound scientific knowledge, and are thereby fitted to
receive special and advanced instruction in various
branches of technology. A careful comparison of the
plans of Mr. Waterhouse's buildings, viz. the Yorkshire
College and the Central Institute, with that of Mr. Robins
erected for the Merchant Venturers, will serve to show
how the particular requirements of each class have been
met in the case of chemistry. It will be seen that the
number and relative size of the various rooms, their
mutual position, and internal arrangement of work-
tables, &c., are very different in the several buildings,
and that these differences are primarily dependent upon
the special type of instruction which is contemplated.

In the next paper Mr. Robins deals with the fittings
for applied science instruction buildings. Strictly
speaking, the two questions of fittings and structure can-
'lot be considered apart, for, as Mr. Robins very truly

1 marks, " it is of the utmost importance in a truly

j

jonomic aspect of the question that the architect should

I

possess from the very outset a clear preconception of the
structural provisions involved in the particular system of

I
fittings intended." The paper has especial reference to

I

the fittings of chemical and mechanical laboratories; it

is singularly full and complete, and admirably illustrated.

j

The fittings of every laboratory of note have been well

I

studied, and the facts are so detailed that the merits of
any particular arrangement can be readily determined.
It is certain to be of the greatest service to any architect

! engaged in the erection of this special kind of building.
The last paper which we have space to notice deals

(
with the important question of the heating and ventilation

I
necessary for applied science instruction buildings. It is
principally based upon details of the means adopted in

I four of the most modern erections in this country, viz. the
Finsbury Technical College, the Central Institute (South

j

Kensington), the Yorkshire College, and the Merchant
Venturers' School. These buildings are characterised by
very wide differences in compactness and in the relative

j

proportions of inside and outside walls
; and the particular

modes of heating, that is, whether by steam or hot water,
are also different. In some of the buildings the vitiated
air is extracted by a chimney, or by a fan ; in others the

j
fresh air is forced into the buildings by a fan. Each

I system has its merits and defects, and most of these are
pointed out in the paper, or in the appendix containing
the remarks made during the discussion which followed
the reading of Mr. Robins's paper at the Institute of

I

British Architects.
It will be seen therefore that Mr. Robins has treated

I
this question of the provision of buildings for applied
science instruction in a remarkably comprehensive

manner. The collection of papers is certain to be of the
greatest service to any architects engaged in the erection
of buildings of this class

; it constitutes, indeed, a sort of
vadc 7iiecuin to the building committees who may be
responsible for the selection of the architect's plans. The
cause of technical education in this country is under a
debt of gratitude to Mr. Robins for the service which he
has thus rendered to it. T. E. Thorpe

A
JULES JAMIN

SHORT time ago we announced the death of the
eminent French physicist. Prof Jamin.

By the courtesy of the editor of La Nature we are
enabled this week to give an excellent portrait, to which
we add a brief sketch of his scientific career, for the
detads of which we are indebted to the same source.
Jamin was born, in 1818, in the village of Termes in

the Ardennes. He was the son of Anthony Peter Jamin,

who engaged as a volunteer in 1795, was appointed
Captain and decorated at the battle of Friedland, and
afterwards retired to his native country. Jamin was
brought up first in a little school in the village of Vouziers,
and his father sent him to the College at Reims.
At the end of the first year there Jamin had gained

nine prizes, and in 1838 his work was crowned with the
prize of honour in a general competition between the
Colleges of Paris and the Departments. In the same
year he entered the Ecole Normale Superieure, and three
years after, in 1S41, he came out first prizeman in physical
science. He was then appointed to the College at Caen,
where he succeeded Desains, whom he found later as col-

league at the Sorbonne, and survived only a few months.
At the end of two years he was called to Paris as Pro-
fessor of Physics at the College Bourbon. The following
year, in 1844, he became Professor at the College of
Louis-le-Grand, where he continued his researches com-
menced at Caen, and he received in 1847 his Doctorate
of Physical Science for a thesis, now a classic, on the
reflection of light on the surface of metals.
The precision, elegance, and solidity of h'.s instruction,
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the value of his scientific work, all designated him for

some superior professorship ; so, in 1852, he was elected

Professor of Physics at the Polytechnic School. He lec-

tured there with success for twenty-nine years—till 1 88;,

when he resigned.

In 1S63 he was appointed Professor at the Sorbonne,
where, till his death, he attracted a great number of

eager listeners. In this position he displayed his admir-
able talent of exposition, his great power of simplifying

the most difficult questions, and of indicating by most
striking apparatus the methods of solving many intricate

problems.
The qualifications that Jamin displayed in his oral

teaching are found in the " Trait(5 General de Physique,"

which reproduces his course at the Polytechnic School,

and in which masters as well as pupils find e.xact descrip-

tions of the actual state of science.

Jamin was not only a physicist ; his mind was open to

all manifestations of intelligence. At the Normal School,

in preparing for his degree in physics, he found time to

obtain one in natural sciences also. At Caen he went
with his pupils on Sundays on botanical and geological

excursions. But it was only on his return to Paris that

his great power, elevated ideas, distinguished tastes

and his fine intelligence could find a free scope. He re-

membered always with pleasure how at the age of twenty-

five he found himself at once surrounded by an intelligent

and enlightened society. He dined in a pension with

several of his colleagues, who have left names either in

science or at the University : with Lefebvre, the eminent
professor at the College Rollin, with Saisset, Barni,

Suchet, La Provostaye ; with Faurie, who often brought
his friend Sturm. The dinner was followed by long chats,

dissertations on science, philosophy, music and art,

in which Jamin took an active part. He loved music ; he
was a painter. He was an early riser, and on Sundays he
went with one or two of his colleagues to study the works
of the great masters at the Louvre. He painted an ad-

mirable portrait of Lefebvre ; his family preserve several

of his paintings, and the church at Termes possesses a
picture of his composition.

But art and literature only occupied his leisure ; he
produced at that period his most important scientific

works—works which procured for him in 1868 admission
into the Academy of Sciences.

His researches embrace the most varied subjects.

Besides his optical, magnetic, and electrical researches,

which remain his best titles to fame, his studies on
the compressibility of liquids, on capillarity, hygrometry,
specific heats, the critical points of gases, prove the

originality and versatility of his genius.

By their historical order and succession his memoirs
indicate the progress of physics in France since the

middle of the century to the present day. A pupil and
admirer of Cauchy, it was by his optical experiments that

he made his debut, and it was also to this subject that he
most frequently returned.

He took great pains to invent methods of measurement
delicate enough to control the analytical results of Cauchy,
and his first memoir is a beautiful study of reflection of

light by the surfaces of metals. He discovered after-

wards the elliptical polarisation of light reflected by
vitreous substances near the polarising angle, anticipated

by Cauchy's theory ; and discovered at the same time the

negative elliptical polarisation of fluorine, which no one
suspected. He published a long memoir on coloured

rings, and invented interference-apparatus utilising the

light reflected on opposed faces of thick transparent

plates.

When in 1868 M. Durny, then Minister of Public

Instruction, founded the Ecole Practique des Hautes
Etudes, and endowed a research laboratory, Jamin
profited by the powerful aid thus placed at his disposal.

The rapid and so unlooked for progress in electricity

supplied a new field for his activity. Assisted at first by
inexperienced workers, he thought, and worked for all ;

he undertook ten difterent researches, of which one would
have absorbed all the time and power of one less in-

defatigable.

Cruelly touched by family affliction, he found in the
midst of his workers, who needed continually his aid and
assistance, some relief for his great grief. During some
time before his death he seemed to have mastered his

sorrows and to have regained his usual activity. He had
succeeded his illustrious master, M. Dumas, as Perpetual

Secretary of the Academy of Sciences, and no one was more
fitted to have filled this delicate office. He had replaced
Milne Edwards as Dean of the Faculty of Sciences, and
at the time of his death he was at the height of his

reputation.

His death leaves a large gap in Parisian scientific society,

and those English men of science who had the privilege

of knowing him and admiring his genial and powerful

nature and his admirable private life w-ill long mourn his

loss. R.

THE U.S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY^

IN 1880 a site was purchased for a new Naval Observa-
tory a short distance beyond Georgetown, in the

district of Columbia ; but no appropriation has yet been
made for erecting the necessary buildings and removing
the instruments from the present location. On account

of this delay the Secretary of the Navy, in April 1SS5,

called upon the National Academy of Sciences for an
expression of opinion as to the advisability of proceeding
promptly with the erection of a new Naval Observatory ;

and the reply of the Committee of the Academy is con-

tained at length in a letter from the Secretary of the

Navy, just published as Executive Document No. 67.

The conclusions of the Committee we give in the lan-

guage of the Report. This Report is signed by F. A. P.

Barnard, A. Graham Bell, J. D. Dana, S. P. Langley,

Theodore Lyman, E. C. Pickering, C. A. Young. (l) It

is advisable to proceed promptly with the erection of a

new Observatory upon the site purchased in 1S80 for this

purpose. (2) It is advisable that the Observatory so

erected shall be, and shall be styled, as the present Ob-
servatory was styled originally, the " National Observa-

tory of the United States," and that it shallbe under
civilian administration. (3) It is advisable that the

instruments in the present Observatory, with the ex-

ception of the 26-inch telescope, the transit circles,

and the prime vertical transit, shall be transferred

to the Observatory at Annapolis, with such members
of the astronomical staff as may be required to operate

them ; also that such books of the library as relate chiefly

to navigation shall take the same destination ; the instru-

ments above particularly specified, with the remainder of

the library, being reserved as part of the equipment of

the new National Observatory, to which also the remaining

officers of the astronomical staff shall be assigned for

duty. (4) It is advisable that the Observatory at Anna-
polis shall be enlarged, if necessary, and adapted to

subserve as effectually as possible the wants of the Naval

Service, whether practical, scientific, or educational ; that

it shall be under the direction of the department of the

Navy, and shall be styled the " Naval Observatory of the

United States." The grounds upon which this decision

is based are set forth in the document to which we have

referred ; and numerous letters are appended, from astro-

nomers and others, in regard to the administration of the

Observatory, and from physicians of Washington, upon

the healthfulness of the portion of the city in which the

Observatory is at present situated. It will be seen imme-
diately that this report is intended to favour the establish-

ment of an Observatory worthy of the country, and the

* From Science.
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placing its control in the hands of those who have made
astronomy their life-work. The Navy will be provided,

if the recommendations are carried out, with an Obser-
vatory well suited to its special needs, and would be
relieved from the task of supervising work in which it

has no interest aside from that felt in scientific work in

general.

NOTES
We learn with much regret of the death of Dr. Spencer

Cobbold, F. R. S., the well-known authority on parasites and

parasitic diseases, at the age of fifty-seven years.

We understand that it is proposed to award the Founder's

Medal of the Royal Geographical Society to Major Greely, the

leader of the late United States Aictic Expedition to Grinnell

Land, and the Patron's Medal to Cavaiiere Guido Coia, Professor

of Geography at tile University of Turin, and founder and con-

ductor of the geographical journal known as Cosmos. The Back
Grant will probably go to Sergeant Brainard, who did such

admirable work on the Greely Expedition.

Mr. J. Y. Buchanan, who is in charge of the Buccaneer^

telegraph surveying ship for the India-rubber Construction

Company, writes home from St. Thomas, under date February

I, giving some account of his doings up to that time. When the

survey to Loanda was completed, Mr. Buchanan was to be free

to take any soundings he pleased and any route he pleased

through the Atlantic, so long as he is home by the beginning of

April. He has reached Loanda and visited Ascension, and

expected to be at the ^Vzores on the 24th. The following was

to be Mr. Buchanan's programme after leaving Loanda :

—

" Stop at 6 a.m. Sound, then take temperatures, water-bottles,

tow-net, and possibly dredge. This will take till noon, or per-

haps longer ; then on again. Next day stop and sound at noon,

and take any observations which can be made during the

sounding. This may detain us two hours ; then on again, and

next morning stop at 6 a.m., and make a station again. In this

w ay the time divides itself into periods of 48 hours. Say from

4 p.m., when we set on after finishing a station, we run till

II a.m. next day; this is 19 hours, or 200 miles; then stop

2 hours; then on again till 6 a.m. of next day, making 17 hours,

or 175 miles ; then stop till 4 p.m. In this way we get 36
hours' steaming and 12 hours' work in the 48, and cover 375
miles." " We have got very interesting results so far," he goes

on, "and a perfect plethora of material. We made a most

delightful excursion yesterday," he continues, "to a cinchona

plantation up in the high ground in the interior of this island

(St. Thomas). They grow very good coffee, and there is no
leaf-disease, and they are planting everything up with cacao,

which at present prices pays enormously. The island lies only

twenty miles north of the equator, and both St. Thomas and
Principe are perfect examples of the luxuriance of equatorial

vegetation. In Principe the jungle is more dense ; in St.

Thomas the trees are on a larger scale, and there is magnificent

timber. With the exception of Accra and Gaboon, these two
islands are the only places where we have landed. All along

the so-called West Coast the surf is at all times bad and frequently

dangerous, so that communication is only kept up by native

surf- boats, and Europeans pass through it as rarely as possible.

. . . The African rivers are quite stupendous, and have much
to do in giving the Gulf of Guinea its peculiar char.icter. The
drainage of quite 90 per cent, of the whole continent empties
itself into a very restricted area of the sea, the formation and
the conditions of which it has profoundly modified."

The Colonial and Indian Exhibition, which opens in May,
besides its wide general interest, will evidently have many points

of special interest to men of science. The flora and fauna of

almost all the colonies will be represented more or less com-
pletely. Thus, Mrs. Blake, the wife of the Governor of the

Bahamas, has sent a series of beautiful paintings of the flora of

that archipelago for the West Indian section ; British Guiana
sends specimens of all its woods, to the number of 74. Each
block is about 34 inches wide, 15 inches long, and 3 inches deep.

The several pieces are labelled with the colonial name of the

wood, its botanical name wherever possible, the height to which
the tree grows, and its use. Dr. Schomburgk, the Director of

the Botanic Gardens of South Australia, is sending a very com-
prehensive dried collection of the flora of that colony. It consists

of four volumes, and contains iioo different specimens. A
similar collection was sent to the last French Exhibition, and is

now in the Paris Herbarium. It is proposed after the Exhibition

is over to present this collection to Kew Gardens, or to one of

the Universities. Visitors to the South Australian Court will

also have an opportunity of examining the magnificent fern-trees

of the colony, four of them having been despatched to London
for the Exhibition. The trunk of one of these weighed 500 lbs.

The Canadian Geological Survey will send a large collection of

the minerals of the Dominion ; while there will also be collec-

tions of Canadian fauna and flora. The animal kingdom of

Manitoba and the North- West Territoi7 will be represented with

particular care ; while the entomological collection will be very

comprehensive. Indeed, mineralogy and natural history will

form two of the four main departments of the Canadian section.

Similarly the mines and the flora of New South Wales will be

amply represented. From Victoria comes a large natural history

collection, including two young Australian aborigines, and a

number of specimens of ferns, which will be arranged in a kind

of natural fern-tree gully. The tropical and sub-tropical flora of

Queensland will be shown, as will also specimens of the mineral

wealth of the colony. From New Zealand comes a large collec-

tion of mineialogical and geological specimens, including castings

of gigantic fossil reptiles. There will be about 500 speci-

mens of the forest woods of South Africa, and the medical,

meteorological, and natural history departments of the Straits

Settlements section are receiving special attention from Dr.

RovvelL In the West Indian section will be collections o

tropical plants from the various islands—pine plants from Antigua,

cabbage palms from St. Kitt's, lime-trees from Montserrat, and

tree-ferns from Dominica. The process of hatching the ova of

turtle will be displayed in this section, which, in addition, will

contain a collection of stone implements and relics of the Carib

race. There will therefore be no lack in the forthcoming Exhi-

bition of objects deserving of the attention of students in most

branches of science.

The new aquarium which is now being constructed for colonial

and Indian fishes, to be shown at the forthcoming Exhibition at

South Kensington, is rapidly approaching completion. The
building contains twelve tanks in addition to a colossal habitat

for turtles, capable of accommodating fifty specimens. In juxta-

position to the latter a hatchery has been erected for incubating

the ova of turtle, which will be effected through the medium of

heated sand. The hatchery is formed of glass, and contains a

grotto arranged in an attractive manner by means of rockwork,

over which water will flow into a pool beneath, forming a cas-

cade. The entire aquarium will be heated according to the

climatic exigencies of the various fish. Those of India require

a temperature of 92°, which is the normal state of their native

waters. All the fish will be fresh-water specimens, and on this

account great difficulty will attend their transmission to this

country. The turtles, however, will be those indigenous to the

sea, and comprise chiefly the green turtle {Chdonia iiiidas),

which will be sent by the West Indian Commissioners in large

numbers. The Australian, New Zealand, and Victorian authori-

ties have announced their inability to forward specimens from
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their respective colonies. This is to be regretted, especially in

regard to AustraUa, from whence some interesting fish could be

sent.

The Japanese Government has decided to erect a meteoro-

logical obsei'vatory on the Loochoo Islands. The necessary

apparatus for this purpose was sent there at the beginning of the

year. From the geographical position of the archipelago this

observatoi-y should be able to render important services to

meteorological science.

We have received a pamphlet on "The Present Position of

the Museum and Art Galleries of Glasgow," published by order

of the Town Council, and containing an indictment of that body

for its neglect to provide adequately for these two institutions.

After sketching their vicissitudes and their present somewhat
doleful condition, the writer states what they actually are and

what they should be. With regard to this latter it needs only

to be said that his observations are, in our judgment, perfectly

accurate. He complains that the Kelvingrove Museum has

been placed haphazard in an inconvenient and unsuitable posi-

tion, that no permanent character has been given to the collec-

tion, the arrangement being only temporary and provisional, and
that its main characteristic at present is its miscellaneous nature.

" There is much to e.xcite the attention and to stimulate the

curiosity of the ordinary visitor, but the museum displays little

which serves to draw the attention of the .investigator or the

man of special knowledge." He insists on the function of the

museum as an educational element in the town rather than a

mere show or place of public resort, and on the special duly

—

not to say necessity—of a city like Glasgow, with vast com-
mercial and industrial interests, to be adequately equipped in

this respect. There can be no question as to the justice of the

writer's concluding observation: "It is open for the munici-

pality to elect whether a museum shall be established or not ;

but, having made the choice, it has no right to found such an

institution on an insufficient basis, nor to maintain it on a scale

which deprives it of its most important and useful function." It

may be hoped that the publication by the Council of this sharp

attack on itself is a sign of compunction for its shortcomings in

the past and a promise of better things in future.

We have already referred to the anxiety which exists in Japan
with regard to the fate of the Imperial Engineering College at

Tokio, now that the department under which it was founded

and organised has been abolished in recent administrative

changes. The institution was a peculiarly English one ; it was

established and worked by an English principal and a staff' of

English professors, and the names of many of the latter, past

and present, are well known in the scientific world. In a recent

article in the Japan Mail on the subject of University educa-

tion in Japan, the editor (himself, we believe, a former professor

in the College) writes thus :
—" The threatened absorption of

the College of Engineering, with its admirable organisation and

its complete buildings, into the University (of Tokio), is an

event to which enlightened men, and all the friends of Japan,

can look only with grave dread. That these buildings, the result

of so much thought and care and high ambition, should be

divorced from their original purpose, and that the only institu-

tion in Japan which might well be called firat-class should

be ruthlessly uprooted, would be a blow to the higher

education in Japan which would make her detractors laugh

and her friends hold down their heads in shame." No
doubt grave warnings such as these from a writer of experience,

whose general sympathy with Japan is recognised, will cause

the Japanese authorities to reflect carefully on any step they

may take with regard to the College.

Petroleum-wells are reported to have been discovered at the

peninsula of Jemsah, on the west coast of the Red Sea, 170 miles

south of Suez, at the foot of the mountain known as Jebel Zeit, or

Oil Mountain. M. Deboz, the Belgian engineer, who was sent

to search for petroleum in January last, commenced boring at a

distance of thirty miles from the sea. After penetrating suc-

cessively through gypsum, containing veins and nests of sulphur,

shale, green and blue clay, limestone, and sandstone, the drill on
February 28 fell suddenly 40 centimetres, and petroleum rose to

a point 2 metres above the sea-level.

The Italian Government have lately deposited 500,000 fry

in Lake Como, with the view of replenishing the stock of fish.

It is the intention of the Government to adopt similar measures

in regard to other important lakes. They also have resolved to

undertake the propagation of lobsters artificially, thus reviving a

branch of fish-culture which previously existed in Italy.

At the stated meeting of the Royal Irish Academy, held on
the 1 6th inst.. Prof. Fr.ankland and Lord Rayleigh were elected

as Honorary Members in the Department of Science. The
President, Sir S. Ferguson, nominated as Vice-Presidents for

the ensuing year. Dr. Ingram, Rev. Dr. Haughton, Sir R. Ball,

and Prof J. P. O'Reilly.

A SOURCE of mineral water was discovered a few days ago in

the very centre of St. Petersburg. In the yard of one of the

houses situated on the Maika Embankment, close by the Winter

Palace, a boring 560 feet deep was made in order to reach the

source. In composition this water is said to be like that of

Staraya Russa, or Kreuznach, while in taste it is quite similar to

genuine seltzer water.

According to the communication of the mining engineer,

L. P. Dolinski, to the Society of Natural Science of Odessa, a

very important discovery of cinnabar mines has been recently

made in the mining region of the Don in Russia. The ore con-

tains from 69 to 80 per cent, of pure mercury.

According to a medical report just published, the cattle

plague continues to ravage various parts of Russia. Within

a period of five years, from 1876 to 1880, the loss is estimated

at no less than 1,208,500 head of horned cattle; but even

these figures, based upon official information, are considered far

below the real value.

We notice in the last issue of the Izvestia an interesting paper,

by M. Stephanoff", on the religious beliefs of the Chersonese

people. Although all Christians, they still adhere to their

beliefs in good and evil spirits, and worship them—the good

spirits in forests and groves, where coniferous trees are mixed

with foliaceous ones ; and the evil spirits in purely coniferous

forests. Every god is represented by a special tree, and served

by a separate priest, who is not hereditary, .as with the Siberian

Shamanists, but elected by lot. The sacred groves are pre-

served with great care, and some trees are two and three hundred

years old. From time to time, according to orders given by

some prophets to whom the gods appear in dreams, thousands

of Chersonese, coming from different districts and provinces,

meet together in sacred groves to sacrifice hundreds of horses,

cows, sheep, and fowls, and to share in a general feast. These

considerable expenses are covered by voluntary taxation of all

villages taking part in the feast. The paper of M. Stephanoff

is accompanied by an interesting illustration of worship.

In regard to the electro-magnetic rotation of light, Herr Kundt

{Wied. Ann. 2) notes the fact that all simple substances

hitherto examined, be they strongly magnetic or strongly dia-

magnetic, show positive electro-magnetic rotation. Negative

rotation is shown only by chemical compounds, and such as

contain atoms of strongly magnetic elements (as iron salts).

Positive rotation has been proved in the case of eleven elements^

viz. Fe, Co, Ni, Br, Se, S, P, C (diamond), O, N, H.
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The question whether electro-magnetic forces may not have

demonstrable action on natural, as well as polarised, light, has

been lately taken up by Herr Sohncke {WUJ. Ann. 2). His

guiding idea was this :—It is known that two polarised light-

rays from the same source, meeting at a sufficiently acute angle,

interfere most if they are polarised parallel, and not at all if

polarised at right angles, to each other. Now, natural rays of

light from the same source behave, in regard to interference,

quite like parallel polarised rays ; and it seemed likely that two

such rays would lose their power of interference if the direction

of vibration (or greater ellipse-axis) of one of them were turned

round by electro-magnetic forces 90" relatively to the other, for

in this case the two rays would behave like two polarised at

right angles to each other. This was effected (in a way he

describes). It appears that the same thing was done some years

ago by Prof Abbe, using with natural light the natural rotation

of a right and left quartz instead of electro-magnetic ; and this

before-unpublished method is also developed by Herr Sohncke,

who describes a new interference-experiment with natural light.

Since Graham's time it has been generally accepted that thin

parchment paper is the best material for a dialyser. A variety

of substances have been experimented with lately by Herr Zott

in Munich (Wied. Ann. 2), and he pronounces goldbeaters'

skin the best ; it has always at least twice the separative effect

of parchment paper, and sometimes much more. In a list of

relative permeability, goldbeaters' skin being valued as I, we

have next, sow-bladder o'77, parchment paper o'5, 2 mm.
leather 0'025, and so on to the fifteenth, caoutchouc, o'oooi.

For solutions which injure organic membranes, common earthen-

ware cells (like those in Grove's battery) are best ; but their

effect is sixty to seventy-five times less than that of goldbeater's

skin. All phenomena of difl^usion are intensified, if the dia-

phragm is first evacuated in an air-pump ; and the more quickly

a substance dilTuses itself through a diaphragm, the greater is

the accelerative effect of evacuation. This evacuation should be

renewed after each experiment. It induces endosmose in dia-

phragms which did not previously show it ; and even colloids

show a considerable endosmose, even surpassing that of most

crystalloids if the time of diffusion is prolonged enough. Solu-

tion-mixtures of two substances are more easily and fully sepa-

rated the further apart their relative velocities of diffusion ; and

dialytic separation is more rapid the oftener the external water

is renewed.

In a recent communication to the Erlangen Physical-Medical

Society Prof. Gerlach describes a successful method he has

devised for watching the embryo-growth in birds' eggs through a

small glass window made at the sharper end. After detaching

the end with a bent pair of scissors, a little albumen is taken

out, Eo that the germinal disk of the yolk turns upwards ; then

the liquid is put back. Gum-arabic solution is spread on the

opening, and wadding put round it ; then a small (ladies')

watch-glass is fixed on it with gum ; collodion and amber-lac

being afterwards added. The eggs must lie horizontally in the

incubator ; development then goes on normally, and may be

observed till the fifth day (thus comprising the time most inter-

esting to the embryologist), the egg being taken out and the

window-end turned up.

The French language in Canada, according to M. Demanche
n a French review, presents no palois, owing to fusion of accents

by the well-educated teachers in schools, &c. , in the seventeenth

century, who came from all parts of France. Further, the

Canadian peasant is better educated than the French ; and all

French-Canadians speak English as well as French (an elevating

factor). In France, while foreign words are often adopted with-

out scruple, such as rail, -waggon, sleeping-car, tramway, ticket,

square, the French-Canadians generally translate, saying, e.g..

lisse, char, char-dortoir, char-urbain, billet, carre. The preser-

vation of the French tongue on the banks of the St. Lawrence

has been greatly favoured by the prodigious increase of the

French-Canadians. Of a total population of 4,324,819 by the

last census in 1S81, there were 1,298,929 French. The total

increase since the beginning of the century gives an annual rate

of 21 per cent., while the increase in the United States for the

same period is only 15 per cent, annually. In the province of

Quebec the French form four-fifths of the population. Celibates

are rare in Canada ; and families number, on an average, eight

to ten children, but sometimes one pair will give birth to

twenty-five children. A twenty-sixth child is educated at the

cost of the parish.

A NUMBER of workmen were entombed in a subterranean

gallery at Chanulade (Dordogne) some time since. The work

for their recovery was so unfortunately protracted that all hope

of finding them ahve was lost for a long period. But it « as

deemed necessary to continue the excavation in order to procure

them a decent burial. This sad part of the programme could

not be executed with success. Then it was decided to excavate

a small hole and to use it for sending below an electric light and

a photographic apparatus to ascertain what was the condition of

the wrecked galleries. This operation was delayed by diffi-

culties but at last executed with complete success. A plate was

procured showing the likeness of a young man who had not been

crushed but who had evidently died of hunger. It is greatly

feared this fate has been shared by others of his unfortunate

companions.

Although scientific researches on the habits of the herring

on the coast of Norway have been prosecuted almost without

interruption since 1861 (at the instance of the late Dr. Axel

Boeck), and some valuable results have been obtained there-

from, it is generally felt by those interested in this industry in

Norway that there still remains a great deal to be done in this

direction, as for instance has been the case in Scotland and

Prussia. This is chiefly applicable to the "summer" herring

visiting the shores of the provinces of Nordland and Tromso,

where hardly anything is known of the habits of the fish. It is,

therefore, proposed, in order to promote this important industry,

to prosecute scientific researches on the spawning of the fish, the

locaHties or fiords preferred by it for that purpose, the time of

the fish's coming inshore, and the climatic conditions most

advantageous to its existence. Considerable fresh light is also

expected to be thrown on this subject through the sea-water

fish-hatcbing establishment recently started at Arendal, in the

Christiania fiord.

The additions to.the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Macaque Monkey (Macaciis cynomolgus i )

from India, presented by Mr. L. H. G. Morgan ; two Azara's

Opossums [Didelphys azane S 9 ) from Rosaria, La Plata, pre-

sented by Capt. G. W. Freeman ; three Striated Finches (.l/«;«'rt

striata), a Nutmeg Finch {Munia ptincttdaria), two Black-

headed Finches {Munia nialacca) from India, presented by Mr.

L. B. Lewis ; a Thunder Fish (Misgurttus fossUis) from Austria,

a Ground Loach (Cobites tcenia) from Russia, presented by Mr.

Alban Doran ; two Tasmanian Wolves {Thylacinus cyno-

cephaliis i 9) from Tasmania, two Red Kangaroos (Macropiis

riifus (5 9), a Great Kangaroo (Macroptis giganteiis) from Aus-

tralia, a Yellow-footed Rock Kangaroo {Petrogale xant/wptts),

two Haii7-nosed Wombats [Phascolomys latifrous (5 ?), two

Vulpine Phalangers {Phalangista vidpina), two King Parrakeets

(Aprosmictus scaptilatus), a Bauer's Broadtail {Platycercns zcna-

rius), two Swainson's Lorikeets {Trichoglosnts nova-hollandiie),

a Roseate Cockatoo (Cacatiia roseicapilla) from South Australia,

deposited ; a Bay Antelope {Cephalophus dorsalis 6 ) from West

Africa, a Green-billed Toucan {Ramphastos discolorus) from
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Guiana, a Sun Bittern [Einypyga hdias) from South America, a

Thiclc-necked Tree Boa (Epkrates ceyirhns) from West Indies,

purcliased ; three Long-fronted Gerbilles {Gerbilltis longi/ioiis),

bom in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
An Observation of Neptune Occurring in Lamont's

Zones.—Mr. Hind pointed out in the Astronomische Nach-
richten. No. 712, two cases of observations of Neptune occurring

in Lamont's zones, in which the planet was mistaken for a star.

The dates of these two observations are respectively October 25,

184S, and September 7, 1846. Prof. Schonfeld, in No. 2716 of

the same publication, draws attention to a third instance in

which an observation of the planet occurs in these zones. Tlie

date of this observation is September 11, 1846. It will be

remembered that Neptune was optically discovered by Galle on
September 23, 1846. Prof. Schonfeld thinks it advisable to

give publicity to his discovery, lest at any time an astronomer

should be led to think that this object, which is entered as

No. 381S in the Catalogue in the IMunich Supplementband .\ii.

(generally designated Lamont 5), was a " tempofary " star.

The Armagh Observatory.—We are glad to learn from a

report recently issued by Dr. Dreyer, that an equatorial re-

fractor by Mr. Grubb, having an excellent object-glass of

10 inches aperture, and 10 feet focal length, has been installed

in the "Robinson Memorial Dome," erected by the same artist.

The instrument has already been brought into use, and a series

of micrometric observations of nebulae has been commenced.
We trust therefore that, under Dr. Dreyer's superintendence,

the Armagh Observatory is now entering en a career of obser-

vational activity which will restore it to the position whiili it

has formerly held as one of the foremost institutions of its kind

in the British Isles.

Distribution in Latitude of Solar Phenomena.—M.
Tacchini, in a note appearing in the Comptes rendiis, vol. cii.

No. II, gives a table showing the distribution in heliographic lati-

tude of the various classes of solar phenomena in 18S5. The lable

is remarkable as still further accentuating the difference seen at

the present time in the behaviour of sunspots and prominences
(Nature, Feb. 25, p. 398). Not only have the prominences shown
little or no diminution in dimensions or frequency during the

past year, whilst sunspots and faculas have notably declined, but

the prominences are still detected in every latitude from pole to

pole, whilst spots, faculre, and metallic eruptions are confined

almost entirely, the spots entirely, to latitudes lower than 40°,

and in the great majority of instances to latitudes lower than
20°. The zones showirig the greatest frequency for prominences
are placed considerably further from the equator. There is also

a difference in the proportionate distribution of the different

classes of phenomena between the two hemispheres, as the fol-

lowing table will show :

—

Northern Southern
heinispliere hemisph'ie

Prominences ... ... o'478 ... o'522
Faciilae ... ... ... 0'367 ... o'633
Sunspots ... ... ... o'336 ... o'664
Metallic eruptions o'325 ... 0-675

Thus whilst the southern hemisphere has been about twice as

prolific in the last three classes as the northern, there has been
a much smaller difference between the hemispheres in the matter
of prominences. The result of the comparison, on the whole,
tends to show that, whilst there is a close connection between
spots and metallic eruptions, ordinary prominences are to a great

extent independent phenomena ; indeed whilst, as already men-
tioned, stinspots have declined during 1885, prominences have
actually been more frequent in the zones in which sunspots have
not been seen.

Prominences and Magnetic Disturbances.—The con-
nection between sunspots and magnetic disturbances having lieen

clearly established, it would seem natural to infer from the pre-
ceding and other similar indications of the independence of sun-
spot and prominence activity that but little connection would be
traced between individual prominence displays and terrestrial

magnetism. A note by M. H. Wild, presented by M. Mascart,
appearing in the Coniptcs reiidns, vol. cii. No. 9, seems, how-
ever, to favour the idea of a somewdiat close connection, four
remarkable observations of prominence-changes made by M.

Trouvelot having been found to synchronise fairly closely with

magnetic disturbances. An examination of the magnetic
traces at Greenwich has, however, shown that in only one

case out of the four was there anything like a sharp disturbance,

the movements in the other instances being of a very ordinary

character. Further, M. Trouvelot has recently published a

series of prominence-observations in the Bulletin Astronomique
for January, and in no one of these instances was there any-

thing like a magnetic disturbance to correspond to the great and
remarkable prominence-change M. Trouvelot was observing in

the sun.

Displacement of Lines in Solar Prominences.—The
observations of M. Trouvelot above referred to deserve a very

careful and detailed examination, as, if confirmed, they will go

far to utterly overthrow the views at present held as to the sig-

nificance of the displacement of lines in the spectra of sunspots

and prominences. M. Trouvelot records displacements so extra-

ordinary, that an entire jirominence more than 3' in height was
rendered visible when wholly outside the (tangential) slit, which
wasnearly closed ! Other similar phenomena are also recorded,

only less astonishing. It is of the utiiiost importance that, if

other spectroscopists have witnessed similar phenomena, they

should not delay to publish their experiences, as it seems im-

possible that displacements of so peculiar a character can be due
solely to the motion in the line of sight of the gases under

examination. In the meantime it would seem more reasonable

to suppose that M. Trouvelot had made some extraordinary

error in his observations.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1886 MARCH 2%—APRIL 3

('I7OR the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at

^ Cjreenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24,

is here employed.)

At Greenwich on March 28

Sun rises, 5h. 451T1. ; souths, I2h. 5m. 6'6s. ; sets, i8h. 24m.
;

decl. on meridian, 3° 4' N. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

6h. 48m.
Moon (one day after Last Quarter) rises, 2h. 19m. ; souths,

6h. 48111. ; sets, iih. 19m. ; decl. on meridian, 17° 54' S.

Planet Rises Souths Sets Decl on meridian

Mercury ... 5 53 ... 13 o
Venus 411 ... 9 30
Mars 15 16 ... 22 20
Jupiter 17 27 ... 23 38
Saturn -9 33 ... 17 45

20 7 ... 12 13 N.

14 49 ... S 45 S.

5 24* ... II 41 N.

5 49* ... I 23 N.
I 57* ... 22 49 N.

March

30

Indicates thai the setting is that of the folio

h.

2 ... Mercury stationary.

Variable-Stars
R.A. Decl.

U Ce])hei o 52-2 ... 81 16 N. ... Mar. 28, 19 14 m
R Sculptoris ... i 217. ..33 8 S. .., „ 29, M
S Ursa; Majoris ... 12 39'o ... 61 43 N. ... ,, 30, m
R Bootis 14 32-2 ... 27 14 N. ... ,, 28, m
5 Libra; 14 54-9 ... 8 4 S. ... ,, 28, 5 10 ni

Apr. I, 20 52 HI

U Coronre 15 I3'6 ... 32 4 N. ... Mar. 30, o 11 m
W Herculis 16 3r2 ... 37 34 N. ... Apr. 3, m
U Ophiuchi 17 lO'S ... I 20 N. ... Mar. 29, 5 26 m

and at intervals of 20 8

X Sagittarii 17 40-4 ... 27 47 S. ,., Mar. 31, o o /«

Apr. 2, 21 30 M
W Sagittarii ... 17 57-8 ... 29 35 S. ... ,, 3, 2 20 vi

U Sagittarii 18 25-2 ... 19 12 S. ... Mav. 30, 4 50 in

Apr. 2, 4 50 M
$ Lyrje 18 45-9 ... is H ^- M=i''- 3"' 21 30 m^
R Lyrae 18 51-9 ... 43 48 N. ... ,, 28, m
ij Aquilje 19 467 ... o 7 N. ... Apr. I, 2 20 jl:?

R Sagittje 20 8-8 ... 16 23 N. ... ,, I, m
5 Cephei 22 24-9 ... 57 50 N. ... Mar. 28, 4 50 m

M signifies maximum ; m minimum ; m^ secondary minimum.

Meteor Showers

Meteors from the following radiants may be looked for :

—

Near S Ursa; Majoris, R.A. 180°, Decl. 60° N. ; near ;3 Bootis,

R.A. 223°, Decl. 40" N. ; near 3 Libr£e, R.A. 226°, Decl. 8° S.

Fireball date, April 2.
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THE SUN AND STARS''

IV.

Changes of Waue-Length

"T^HE spectroscope not only enables us to determine the chemical
* constitution of the spots, but it allows us, by the alteration

in the refrangibility in the various lines, to determine the rates of
motion at which each of the vapours is descending. The hydro-
gen lines are not thickened as the other lines are in the spots ;

they are at times thickened on one side only, that is to say, they
are what is called contorted. The line suddenly changes its

position in the spectrum towards the less refrangible part of the

spectrum, which is the red end. Now the amount of change
towards the red along the spectrum measures exactly for us the

rate of downrush, and we learn generally that the hydrogen is

rushing down at the rate of 30 or 40 miles a second. These
changes are associated with brightenings of the line, which we
shall have to refer to afterwards.

The fact that we get those extraordinary inversions above
referred to of the various lines in the spectrum of a substance is

simply explained by the assumption that the substance is an
exceedingly complicated thing that is broken up into simpler
things at the temperature of the sun, and that some of these

things exist in some sunspots, while other constituents exist

in others. The changes of wave-length come to the support
of this argument. If a chemical element is one thing, it cannot
be doing two different things at the same time ; if its vapour in

a spot is homogeneous, one set of lines cannot tell us that it is

going up and another that it is going down ; but that is exactly

what the sun does tell us.

Those results, like the previous ones relating to the inver-

sions, of course are simply and sufficiently explained by the

assumption that we are not dealing in any one vapour with one
set of molecules only, but that we are really dealing with various

constituent molecules, and that some of the molecules may be in

one stage of simplicity, some of them may be in another; some
may be at rest, while the others may be in very violent motion.

These observations of the relative movements of the vapours
have been made at different times and in different parts of the

spectrum. We get, in all of them, contorted lines, showing us

that a particular vapour is moving ; while other lin»s in the

spectrum of the same substance indicate that there is no move-
ment whatever in the vapour in that particular spot.

This problem, however, has a very great difficulty connected
with it, because it will be readily understood that the slit of the

spectroscope has to be kept absolutely on the same part of the

sun. It would not do, it would not be fair, for instance, to have
the slit of the spectroscope resting on one part of the sun, and
then make an observation of a line of any particular substance

indicating motion, and then to let it, even by accident, travel on
to another part of the spot and find out that the next line of the

same substance indicates rest. The answer to that would be

—

You are dealing with two different parts of the spot. The
observations must be made contemporaneously. I may tell you
parenthetically that we have a new instrument now which I think

will help us very considerably in these inquiries. This is a

spectroscope having a diffraction-grating with 17,000 lines to

the inch, which gives us, therefore, a very considerable disper-

sion. What has been done has been to cut the grating in two.

If the two parts of the grating are absolutely in the same plane,

of course the whole grating will be receiving the light which
comes from the sun direct into the spectroscope, and will send a

definite part of the spectrum to the eye ; both parts of the

grating then will be building up a spectrum of the same part of

the sun, and will give us the result in the same part of the spec-

trum. But now that we have split the grating we have the

power of altering the inclination of one half of it, while the

other half remains rigidly in its first position. Hence we can
make any part of the spectrum overlap any other part, and in

this way, instead of being limited to observations of parts of

the spectrum sufficiently close to each other to be visible in the

same field of view, we can compare lines in the red part of the

spectrum thrown to the eye by one part of the grating with
lines in the blue part of the spectrum thrown by the other. In

this way we are able to make comparisons from one end of the

spectrum to the other, when there is no doubt whatever that the

^ A Course of Lectures to Working Men delivered by J. Norman Lockyer,
F.R.S., at the Museum of Practical Geology. Revised from shorthantl
notes. Continued from p. 472.

slit is lying on the same part of the spot ; this will be an enorinous
safeguard against error.

We have taken several photographs of the spectra of sun-
spots at Kensington ; nearly all of them indicate that two lines of
calcium in the ultra-violet spectrum—two lines it is difficult to

see with the eye—are always bright, while all the rest remain
dark. Another important fact is that in addition to the down-
rush, the velocity of which has been already stated as some-
thing like 40 miles a second on the average ; there are in the
neighbourhood of the spots, in consequence of the disturbances
produced, violent movements of the lower parts of the solar
atmosphere which we should call winds ; that is to say, in-

stead of being up and down they are really horizontal along the
surface of the sun. Now 140 miles a second is no uncommon
velocity for these winds, and we may imagine, therefore, that

the heated gases of the photosphere, and the cooler gases of the
spots, are very often arranged in layers. When this is so it is

easy by the appearance of the widened absorption-lines to

determine the existence of a hotter layer above or between cooler
ones. We get what is called a double reversal of the lines.

Fig. 8.—Spectrum showing the double reversal of the _D lines due to hotter

sodium vapour overlying cooler sodium vapour in the sunspot.

Prof. Young, of America, has been fortunate enough to

detect one case with, I think, no less than three strata of incan-

descent sodium vapour inter-layered between three strata of

relatively cool sodium vapour. When we wish to consider the

phenomena of spots in their entirety therefore, we must not con-

sider the downrush on the photosphere merely, but must also bear

in mind the lateral currents which are produced by the disturb-

ances it has set going.

Conchtsions

I will now state the conclusions at which we have arrived

touching sunspots by means of the work which I have

brought before you. You will see they are all of them im-

portant with regard to the structure of the lower part of the solar

atmosphere.

(1) The spot spectra are very unlike the ordinary Fraunhofer

spectrum.

(2) We get as much inversion of lines in the case of one ele-

ment as we do between the lines of different elements ; by which

I mean that the lines of nickel, say, are just as much varied in

different spots as the lines of iron, nickel, and calcium would be

in spots in which the proportions of these substances very greatly

varied.

(3) Very few lines indeed are strongly affected at the same

time. A great many lines of the same substance are affected of

course besides those included in the twelve which have been re-

corded at South Kensington as most widened every day ; but a

small number of the lines altogether are affected in this manner.

(4) There is a change depending on what I shall afterwards

have to refer to as the sunspot period ; that is to say, day after

day, month after month, year after year, the lines of any par-

ticular substance thickened in the spots are not the same. In

fact towards the end of the year 1881 (we began our observations

in the year 1S79) the iron lines which were strongly affected at

first died out altogether.

(5) Many of the lines seen in the spots are lines seen at low

temperatures, and none of them are brightened or intensified

when we pass from the temperature of the electric arc to that of

the electric spark.

(6) In the first 200 spots observed loi lines were recorded

which have never been mapped in any laboratory ; that is to say,

they do not correspond with lines seen in the emission-spectrum

of any substance with which we are familiar.

(7) Many of the lines widened are new solar lines ; that is to

say, they are not visible among the Fraunhofer lines at all.
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(8) Many of the lines most frequently seen widened ave

common to two or more substances when low dispersions are

employed.

The Chr vpheve

In what has gone before we have been chiefly occupied with
a discussion of the various chemical materials which we can
trace in those cavities in the photosphere which we call spots.

We have now to begin the consideration of the chemical mate-
rials which can be traced in that solar envelope which lies im-
mediately over the photosphere, I mean the chromosphere : so

that eventually we m.ay endeavour to make a comparison between

by the disk is shown in the accompanying diagram of a part of
the spectrum. You must imagine that the slit is, as I said
before, half on the sun, and half off it. We have the Fraun-
hofer lines in the red part of the general spectrum of the sun.

We see what the spectroscope picks up outside the sun alto-

gether. It picks up one line, and one line only, coincident
with a dark line in the ordinary solar spectrum. That we know
is a line due to hydrogen. In the chromosphere, this line

appears as a bright line because it has not behind it waves of

greater energy, and therefore it gives us its own light. You
understand in a moment that the height or length of the line

depends upon the depth of what I have ventured to call the sea

the chemical materials in the spots and in the chromosphere,
which are supposed to lie, and which in fact really do lie, at
about the same height in the solar atmosphere, with, however,
the enormous difference that we know the spots are caused by
the descent of materials coaling down from above, and we do
not know at present that that is true with regard to the sub-
stances in the chomosphere.
Now, the chromosphere we will take roughly, as it varies

in height from year to year, and from latitude to latitude,
to be between 5000 and 10,000 miles high. It is not only
bright at the bottom—so bright, very often, that in eclipses,
when the bottom is seen, observers imagine that the sun has
reappeared—but it is exquisitely coloured at the top, the colours
very often being scarlet, crimson, green, yellow, and so on.
As ordinarily observed, the simple chromosphere varies very
considerably.

The first distinction that we have to draw is that in some
parts its surface seems to be billowy, in other parts prickly

;

some have likened the latter condition to grass, some have
likened it to flames ; but at all events the distinction is that in
many cases it is serrated, and in other cases its saw-like appear-
ance gives way to a much softer billowy outline. These spikes, or
grass blades, or whatever we may liken them to, really want very
much more study than they have received, for the reason that if
they are studied they will give us some ide.as on a very import-
ant subject. What one wants to know now, I think, ahiiost
more than anything else, is the direction in which the currents
on the surface of the sun flow ; a careful study of the direction of
these flames may eventually give us some very material aid in
that direction.

The chromosphere, taken most generally, is chemically a sea
of hydrogen, plus something that we do not know. Above the
photospheric level, and for some distance above it, the chief
substance which we see in the sun is incandescent hydrogen gas.
Now, on our earth we have at the present moment no free
hydrogen whatever ; all the hydrogen we have is locked up in
combination with other substances. At the same time it is fair
that I should point out that hydrogen is a very consider-
able constituent of water, which seems to play the same part
with regard to the solid crust of the earth as the chromosphere
p ays with regard to that shell of the sun which we call the
photosphere.

Its Spectrum

^

What one sees when one immerses the slit of the spectroscope
in an image of the sun so that only half the slit is covered

—One of the hydrogen lines of the chromosphei

of hydrogen. If this sea is shallow, the line will be short; if

the sea is deeper, the line will be longer.

I have said that it is a sea of hydrogen. It is not, however,

merely a sea of hydrogen. Of the spectrum of five lines gene-

rally thus seen, one of them we do not understand at all. This

line is in the orange part of the spectrum, and is called D^,

because it is near to D^ and D- ; it is a line, I am sorry to say,

which has never yet been seen in any terrestrial laboratory.

This, then, is the most simple and the most constant spectrum

of the chromosphere. ^3^
It has already been pointed out that if the old view that the

various substances were assorted in the solar atmosphere accord-

ing to their atomic weights were correct, then we should have in

Fig 12.— Early hypothesis of the arrangement of materials in the Sun's
atmosphere. H ^ hydrogen ; Mg = Magnesium ; Na = sodium ; Fe,
&c. ^ iron and the other elements of high atomic weight.

the chronosphere a spectrum very rich indeed in the lines of the

substances with which we are perfectly familiar, and especially

in the lines of those substances which are of high atomic weight.

The condition which it reveals is just about as opposite as

can be imagined.
Amongst those who have most closely examined this chromo-

sphere is Prof. Respighi. From his observations we gather that

its brilliancy is exceedingly variable in different parts of the sun ;

that as a rule it is greatest near the spots ; that its height, or its

depth, if we like that expression better, is greatest at the poles ;

that it is always shallow near the spots.

Iiijeetions

Occasionally the level of this sea over a very large region
is gradually, peacefully, and quietly raised, and when that
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happens we get short lines—shorter than those of hydrogen
—of other substances, and the indications afforded by the

observations show us that this welling up is due to the

intrusion of other vapours. There seems to be a gradual

distillation from out the photosphere, or a gradual heating of
slowly falling material, and these lines appear delicately

over large regions, pushing up the upper level of the sea of

hydrogen, so that the spectrum of the portion of the atmosphere
near the photosphere gets richer and richer ; we get, in fact,

layers of different substances.

I give a table showing the lines which have been thus most
constantly seen, in addition to the five lines above referred to.

The wave-lengths given are from Thalen and Angstrom.

Table shmuing Lines of Chromosphere

l86q Hydrogen All lines

D-'

'474 (5315'9) Unknown
/>' li"- /'' Magnesium 3 out of 7 (T)
/'•' Nickel I ,, 34
D' D= Sodium 2 ,, S

4933 '4 I
4899-3 J

-X) 4923- 1
I

CD 5017-6 j

5275
5233-6

1

5'79:9 Unknown
4921 J I

5014-8 bright ;

After 1S69

/4471
)

® 49_24;5( Unknown

B—a )

CD 5019 Titanium i out of 201 (T)

,- f Calcium 2 ,, 74

Barium

Iron 2 ,, 460 [k.)

Some remarks on this table may be permitted. The first new
line is called in spectroscopic language I474„ for the reason that

when this work was begun the only maps at the disposal of

investigators were those made with great care by Prof. Kirclihoff.

He gave a scale of such a nature that this particular line fell at

1474 on that scale. Since then these artificial scales have been
discarded in favour of the natural one, which is given us by
the actual wave-lengths of light. In this the actual number of

that line is 5315-9, which represents the actual wave-length inten-

miUionths of a millimetre of that particular quality of light. After

this we observe three lines of magnesium—only 3 out of 7. Next,
a line of nickel, one only, however, out of 34. Then two lines of

sodium. We might naturally expect to get all the 8 lines of

sodium, but we do not. Then come two lines of barium out of

26, and so on. For the rest, we see that almost all the

other lines have origins which are absolutely unknown, that is

to say, we never get them in our terrestrial laboratories, and
never, therefore, are able to match the bright lines in this enve-

lope of the sun which we are now discussing with any chemical
substance. In the year 1871 we got other lines added to those

first observed, because, as we shall see by and by, the sun was
then more active, and this activity resulted in the addition of

new lines, all of them, however, as you see, absolutely unknown
to us, except one which represents a line which we observe in

the spectrum of titanium ; but in that case we get one line out

of 201 in exactly the same way as we get two only of iron out of

460.

The latest constant addition to the lines of this envelope
are H and K, two lines so named among the Fraunhofer lines,

which we have already seen brightened in spots. Here, again,

as in the case of iron and titanium, we only get two lines out

of a large number.
Now, over certain reaches of the sun these injections, as we

may call them, Iiave been seen to last for a fortnight, quite

independent of any spot in the locaUty, and while the rest of the

periphery of the sun has been more or less tranquil.

Here is a drawing showing two gentle wellings up of the

chromosphere to which I have referred. The distance from the

horizontal line shows the depth of the strata indicated by the

lengths of the various lines. The stratum which reaches highest

up has a spectrum containing a certain line of magnesium. The
next, which is shallower, consists of a substance about which v/e

know nothing, except that its line is called "1474." Then,
again, we get other shallower strata giving us still shorter lines.

These, again, are of unknown origin. The lower we go the

deeper does the mystery become.
The next point it is important to notice is that none

of the lines which we have in the table as representing the

spectrum of the chromosphere, and those special lines to which
reference is now being made as representing the usual com-
mencement of an injection into the chromosphere below, are

among those which are widened in the spots. That is an im-

portant point to make, and we shall have to refer to it again by
and by.

The announcement that iron existed in the sun, an announce-
ment made by Kirchhoff a good many years ago now, was

Wellings up of vapou

made because ha found, or said he found, that all the lines

which we see in our laboratories agreed absolutely, both in posi-

tion and relative strength, with the lines which can be seen in the
spectrum of the sun. If that reasoning is good for the general
spectrum of the sun, and if we assume it to be equally good for

the spectrum of this speci-al part of the sun—viz. the chromo-
sphere—you will see that if we accept Kirchhoff's line of argu-

ment we have no right whatever to say that any of the chemical
substances that we are familiar with here exist in this part of the

sun, whicli, as I have told you, is the very hottest part to which
we can direct any inquiries. . . . . . .

So much, then, for a general statement Avith regard to the

chemical nature of the chromosphere.

The Chromosphere Disturbed

These injections are at times the first be:iinnings of an
apparent disturbance of the temperature equilibrium, or at all

events of the chemical equilibrium of the chromosphere, for, soon
after they make their appearance, we frequently get another indi-

cation that there is a disturbance going on by the formation of
what is called a prominence—a quid prominence ; and when we
are familiar with those forms of prominences the distinction

between a quiet prominence and one of the other kind is a very
decided one.

As a rule they need not be very high. By very high I mean
40,000 miles. And also these quiet prominences may last for a

very long time. Many of them resemble trees. I was fortunate

enough to be one of the early observers of these exquisite forms
which one never gets tired of looking at, and the first time I

saw one I wrote down in my note-book that the chromosphere
and prominences in that place reminded me of an English
hedge-row with luxuriant elms. The lower part of the chromo-
sphere, of course, represented the hedge, and tlie prominences
the elms. The simile of a hedge with trees in it was not
at all a bad one, but some years afterwards I found a very

much better one, and one perhaps nearer the truth of Nature.
It was my duty in the year 1878 to go to America to look

at an eclipse. I crossed the Atlantic in the high summer,
and we naturally had to pass through a considerable an-ount of

fog. We were three days in a dense fog, and one of the delight-

ful things about that fog was this, that one day ue were steaming
through an opening, and we saw the edge of ihe fog, which was
apparently upright and solid, about a mile off, and we coasted
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along it. I found that that fog was fed by what I at once called

fog-spouts. You know what water-spouts are, and you have all

seen drawings of them, and the drawings of water-spouts that I

have seen represent the reality very well. If you imagine a bank

of fog about 50 or 60 feet high filled with little fog-spouts, you

get exactly svhat I then ^aw, and you get exactly what one often

sees in these quiet prominences on the sun, and I reilly b;lieve

that what I and others have likened to the trunks of trees may
be really somewhat akin to these fog-spouts, with the enormous
difference, however, that we are dealing with water and aqueous

vapour in one case, and with the photosphere of the sun and

incandescent hydrogen gas in the other.

These quiet prominences, when we come to examine them
with the spectroscope, seem to be built up entirely of hydrogen.

When I say quiet you must understand that the word is a

relative one. I have seen a quiet prominence as big as a dozen

earths born and die in an hour. That is not at all an uncommon
thing. And there are several facts which indicate that when
such a prominence disappears, it does not mean that the stufT

Fig. 14.—Tree-like prominences.

disappears ; it means that it changes its state, that is to say, it

chiefly changes its temperature. We can understand that these

prominences, if they are excessively hot, will be very much more

brilliant than if they are cool. If, therefore, they cool more or

less suddenly, we may lose sight of th;m, but it may
be that the hydrogen is there just the same, although it is no

longer in a condition to radiate so much heat, and therefore

light, to us. There is also evidence that these prominences are

really, the quietest of them, due to up-rushes of gas from below.

When we watch the growth of a prominence it expands fmrn

below, close to the photo<;phere. First the prominence is of

small height, then it gets higher and generally broader, and after

a certain time we may see a kind of cloud formed at the top

of it, but we never see the prominence coming down, as we
have imagined the cooler materials of the sun must come down,

to form a spot.

It happens very r.arely indeed that any very large horizontal

motion is indicated in such prominences as these. Drawings of

prominences indicate very clearly the extraordinarily curious

forms which these masses, which consist chiefly or entirely of

hydrogen gas in the sun's atmosphere, put on.

J. Norman Lockyer

(To he continued.')

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Geological Society, February 19.—Annual General Meet-

ing.— Prof. T. G. Bonney, F. R.S., President, in the chair.

—

The Secretary read the Reports of the Council and of the

Library and Museum Committee for the year 1885. In the

former the Council stated that they had the ple.asure of congratu

lating the Society upon an improvement in the state of its

affairs, both from a financial point of view and on account of an

increase in the number of Fellows. The number of Fellows

elected during the year was 54, and the total accession amounted
to 51 ; while the losses by death, resignation, &c. , amounted to

46, making an increase of 5 in the number of Fellows. The
number of contributing Fellows was increased by 15. The
balance-sheet showed an excess of income over expenditure

during the year of 347/. i8,t. 2.i. The Council's Report further

announced the awards of the various medals and of the proceeds
of the donation funds in the gift of the Society. In handing the

Wollaston Gold Medal to Mr. Warington W. Smyth, F.R.S.,
for transmission to Prof. A. L. O. Des Cloizeaux, the President

addressed him as follows :—Mr. Warington Smyth,—In the

absence, which we much regret, of Prof Des Cloizeaux, I must
request you to transmit to him this medal. Geology is the child

of two parents—mineralogy and biology. If we look to the

latter to bid the dry bones and buried relics of organisms once
more live, we appeal to the former to disclose the nature and
constitution of the earth's framework whereon they flourished.

It is therefore only jvist that our Society should seek oppor-
tunities of acknowledging the aid which we receive from mine-
r.alogists ; and it would be difficult to find one on whom this

Wollaston Medal could be more fitly conferred than on Prof.

Des Cloizeuix. To enumerate the papers which he has written

would be a formidable task ; they numbered 141 so long as

fourteen years ago ; what, then, must he the present tot.al ? I

may, however, point in passing to his admirable "Manuel de
Mineralogie," and allude, as more directly bearing on the work
of this Society, to his papers on the classification of hyperites

and euphotides, on the geysers of Iceland, on the action of heat

upon the position of the optic axes in a mineral, and the

numerotis memoirs on the distinction of minerals by their optical

properties, especially those relating to microcline, and to other

species of feldspar, of the importance of which students of micro-

scopic petrology are daily more sensible. I esteem it a great

honour to be the means of carrying into effect the award of the

Council by placing in your hands, to be transmitted to Prof.

Des Cloizeaux, the Wollaston Medal, founded "to promote
researches concerning the mineral structure of the earth."—The
Preddent then presented the balance of the proceeds of the

Wollaston Don.ation Fund to Mr. J. St.arkie Gardner, F.G. S.,

and addressed him as follows :—Mr. Starkie Gardner,—The
small number of students and the paucity of memoirs seems to

indicate that fossil botany is one of those subjects of which the

difficulties repel rather than fascinate the neophyte. If these

are in some respects less formidable in the plant-remains of the

earlier Tertiary period, if, in studying them, recent research throws

some light on fossil botany, yet the practical difficulties of obtain-

ing, developing, and preserving specimens are so great that no
little ardour and patience ai-e demanded from one who devotes

himself to the subject. For years this has been your special work

:

after thoroughly exploring the flora of the Focene Tertiaries on the

coast of Hampshire and in the Isle of Wight, you are now, and
have for some time been, engaged in communicating to us the

fruits of your labours through the medium of the Palaeonto-

graphical Society, thereby earning the thanks of students,

Your researches also of late years have been extended to Antrim,

Mull, and even Iceland, and their results caimot fail to be of

the highest interest in rega-d to the age of these floras, and

their relation to those which occur in the Hampshire district.

In recognition of past, and in aid of future, work the Council

has awarded to you the balance of the Wollaston Fund, which

I have much pleasure in handing to you.—The President next

presented the Minxhison Medal to Mr. William Whitaker, B.A.,

F.G. S., and addressed him as follows :—Mr. William Whitaker,

—To many members of the Geological .Survey of Great Britain

since the date of its constitution we are indebted for work freely

done—beyond the sphere of their more strictly professional

duties. Its chiefs, from the days of Sir H. de la Beche to the

present distinguished Director-General, Dr. A. Geikie, have

Iieen among the most valued contributors to our Journal, and

have enriched geological literature by their longer writings ;

while among its other members, few have done more than your-

self in following the example of its leader;. On the present occa-

sion I will only allude to the various memoirs of the Geological

Survey, especially that on the London Basin, in which you have

taken so large and important a share, and will dwell rather on

your contributions to our own Journal and to other publica-

tions. Your papers on the western end of the London Basin

and on the Lower London Tertiaries of Kent deserve to be

ranked with the classic memoirs of Prestwich as elucidating the

geology of what I may call the Home District ; and your last

contribution to its deep-seated geology is still too fresh in our

memories to need more than a mention. We do not forget your

varied and valuable contributions to the Geological Magazine,

especially those on the Red Chalk of Norfolk, on the water-

supply from the Chalk, on the formation of the Chesil Bank
(written jointly with Mr. Bristow), a paper, as it seems to me,

of remarkable suggestiveness ; and last, but by no means least,

on sub-aerial denudation, in which, as remarked by the late

Mr. C. Darwin, you had " the good fortune to bring conviction

to the minds" of your fellow-workers by means of " a single

memoir." We are also greatly indebted to you for your labours
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in reference to the history of the literature of geology, a task

involving not a little labour, which, though of the greatest value

to students, is to all unremunerative, and would be, to many,
exceptionally toilsome. Of this, your care for several years of

the Geological Record^ and the lists of books and memoirs re-

lating to the geology of various counties in England, are con-
spicuous instances. There is a peculiar appropriateness in the

award to you of this medal, founded by Sir Roderick Murchison,
one of the illustrious chiefs of your Survey, and I have the

greatest pleasure, on behalf of the Council of the Geological
Society, in placing it in your hands, together with the customary
grant from the Fund.—In presenting the balance of the proceeds
of the Murchison Geological Fund to Mr. Clement Reid, F.G.S.,
the President said :—Mr. Clement Reid,—The later Pliocene and
the Pleistocene deposits of East Anglia offer to geologists a
series of problems as difficult as they are attractive. We
are indebted to you for much valuable information on the

exact distribution and the fossil contents of these varied deposits,

which owing to peculiar local circumstances often present ex-

ceptional difficulties, and demand exceptionally patient study on
the part of the investigators. Your memoir on the Forest Bed

I

of Norfolk is a contribution of especial value to students as afford-

ing them fuller and more precise information than could pre-

viously be obtained, while the pages of our yournal and of the
Geological Magazine testify to the zeal and thoroughness with
which you have applied yourself to these and kindred questions.

In conferring upon you this award from the Murchison Fund,
which I have great pleasure in placing in your hands, the

Council of the Geological Society hopes that it may aid you in

prosecuting your studies in this department of geology and
extending them to localities which could not be visited by you
in the discharge of your professional duties as a Member of the

Geological Survey of Great Britain.—The President next pre-

sented the Lyell Medal to Mr. William Pengelly, F.R.S.,
F.G.S., and addressed him as follows:—Mr. Pengelly,—The
Council of the Geological Society has awarded you the Lyell
Medal and a sum of twenty guineas from the Fund in recogni-

tion of your life-long labours in the cause of geology, and more
especially, of your investigations in those caverns of the south-

west of England by means of which our knowledge of the con-
dition of Britain daring the latest epoch of geological history has
been so largely augmented. To exhume the contents of a
cavern, not only the lair of wild beasts, but also an abode of
men in those ages when, to quote the words of the old Greek
tragedian,

" Like tiny ants they dwelt in sunless caves," ^

requires the exercise of unwearied patience and, in addition, of

extensive l^nowledge and critical acumen. By the labours of

the Committee, of which you were the hands and the eyes, and
at least a fair proportion of the compound brain, Mr. MacEnery's
long-neglected discoveiy in Kent's Hole was placed beyond all

dispute, and the contents of that cavern, its succession of

deposits, its relics of extinct animals, and its tools of stone and
bone, denoting more than one stage of civilisation, have been
made known to the world. In like way the virgin ground of

the Brixham cave was investigated, and its valuable contents

have been rendered accessible to students. All this you have
done, not as the fruit of secured leisure, but in the intervals of a

busy life, of which, in the full sense of the words, time was
money ; and you began this work at a period when, owing to

mistaken prejudices, you incurred no small risk of obloquy and
personal loss. Your v\ ork at Bovey Tracey and your papers on
the later geology of Devonshire and Cornwall are too well known
to need more than a passing allusion ; the Torquay Museum and
the Iratisactions of the local societies will be a lasting monu-
ment of your zeal in stimulating scientific researches in the
neighbourhood of your home. There is a peculiar fitness in the
award to you of this Medal, a memorial of the fearless and
illustrious author of the "Principles of Geology" and of the

*' Antiquity of Man.'' I esteem myself exceptionally fortunate

in being commissioned to place it in your hands, and being thus

enabled to testify my regard for so valued and genial a friend.

—In handing the balance of the proceeds of the Lyell Donation
Fund to Dr. Henry Woodward, F.R.S., F.G.S., for transmis-
sion to Mr. D. Mackintosh, F.G.S., the President addressed
him as follows :—Dr. Woodward,—I have much pleasure in

placing in your hands, as representing Mr. Mackintosh, the

balance of the Lyell Donation Fund awarded to him by the

Council of the Geological Society. In him we have a second
instance of the way in which, through an untiring zeal for

science, the rare mtervals of a hard-worked life may bear fruit

so largely augmenting the common stock of geological know-
ledge. There are few problem.s more interesting than that of
the physical condition of our native land during the period com-
monly designated the Glacial epoch ; but for its solution an
exact knowledge of the distribution of erratics and an identifica-

tion of their points of departure is absolutely necessary. Those
who, like myself, have attempted to adjust the rival claims of
glacier and Hoe, of the ice-chaviot vei-siis the ice-ship, as vehicles

of boulder-transport, can hardly speak too highly of the value of
the papers on British erratics which he has contributed to our
yournal and to other publications. I trust that this award may
not only be gratifying to him as a mark of our appreciation, but
also help him in continuing his labours in a field where, notwith-
standing them, much still remains to be done.—The President
then handed the award from the Barlow-Jameson Fund to Dr.
W. T. Blanford, F. R. S., for transmission to Dr. H. J. Johnston-
Lavis, F.G.S., and addressed himas follows :—Dr. Blanford,

—

I will ask you to transmit this award to Mr. Johnston-Lavis. In
this country happily the volcanic fires have long ceased to glow,
and the earthquake seldom causes more than a transient tremor.

It is otherwise on the shores of the Bay of Naples, where again
and again during the last eighteen centuries Vesuvius has rained
down ruin ; and of late years the earthquakes of Ischia have
wrought destruction on the works, and desolation in the homes,
of men. It is true that these phenomena of the darker side of
nature have not been unobserved by the many illustrious men of
science to whom Italy has given birth; but "the cur^e of
Babel " has debarred s^jme of us from access to their works. This
alone gives an exceptional value to the elaborate studies which
Mr. Johnston-Lavis has undertaken of the various eruptive pro-

ducts of Vesuvius and of the Ischian earthquakes. There is yet

another advantage, that natural phenomena should be studied

by men of different nations, diverse training, and varied habits

of mind. In recognition of his past labours and in furtherance

of futui'e work in the vicinity of Naples, the Council has awarded
to him a grant from the Barlow-Jameson Fund, which I have
much pleasure in placing in your hands.—The President then
read his Anniversary Address, in which, after giving obituary

notices of some of the Members lost by the Society during the

year 18S5, he referred to the principal contributions to geological

knowledge which have been made during the past year, both in

the publications of the Society and elsewhere in Britain. The re-

mainder of the address was devoted to a discussion of the principles

of nomenclature which should be followed in regard to the meta-
morphic rocks. After describing the nature and relations of the

various mefamorphic rocks in certain parts of the Alps, Canada,
Scotland, &c., the effects of the intrusion of igneous rocks,

and the results of pressure in producing changes, both mechani-
cal and chemical, upon rocks originally crystalHne, he pointed

out that these last could generally be distinguished from
anterior foliation, otherwise produced ; that many rocks in the

metamorphic series appear to have originated in stratified de-

posits, but that the evidence at present in our possession pointed

to the very great antiquity of all these, and to the probability of

their having been produced under conditions which have not

recurred since the beginning of the Palaeozoic period.—The
ballot for the Council and Officers was taken, and the following

were duly elected for the ensuing year :—President : Prof J. AV.

Judd, F. R. S. ; Vice-Presidents : H. Bauerman, John Evans,

F.R.S., A. Geikie, F.R.S., and J. A. Phillips, F.R.S.'; Secre-

taries: W. T. Blanford, F.R.S., and W. H. Hudleston,

F.R.S. ; Foreign Secretary: Warington W. Smyth, F.R.S. ;

Treasurer: Prof T. Wiltshire, F.L.S. ; Council: H. Bauer-

man, W. T. Blanford, F.R.S., Prof. T. G. Bonney, F.R.S.,

Thomas Davies, Prof P. Martin Duncan, F.R.S., John Evans,

F.R.S., A. Geikie, F.R.S., Henry Hicks, F.R.S., G. J.
Hinde, Ph.D., J. Hopkinson, W. H. Hudleston, F.R.S.,
Prof. T. M 'Kenny Hughes, M.A., Prof. T. Rupert Jones,

F.R.S., Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S., R. Lydekker, B.A., J. E.

Man-, M.A., J. A. Phillips, F.R.S., Prof. H. G. Seeley,

F.R.S., Warington W. Smyth, F.R.S., J. J. H. Teall, M.A.,
W. Topley, Prof. T. Wiltshire, F.L.S., Henry Woodward,
F.R.S.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, March 15.—M. Jurien de la

Graviere, President, in the chair.—On the authenticity and
exact value of the Peiuvian unit of measure preserved in the

Paris Observatory, by M. C. Wolf. The French legal metre

being defined as a determined fraction of this standard taken at

the temperature of 13" Reaumur, the importance of ascertaining
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its exact value and state of preservation is obvious. As the

same standard was used for the measurement of an arc of the

]iieridian in Peru, it forms the connecting link between the older

and more recent geodetic operations. It thus becomes an object

nf the highest interest, not only for France, but for the whole

scientific world, and the author here replies in detail to the

doubts and objections that have been raised by Peters and others

in Germany against its authenticity and ^tate of preservation.

At his request the whole question will be submitted to a Com-
mission appointed for the purpose by the Academy, consisting

<jf MM. Faye, Mouchez, Janssen, F. Perrier, and Wolf.

—

Memoir on the order in which the first vessels in the leaves of the

Cracifer.r make their appearance : mixed formation, and mor-

phogeny, by M. A. Trecul. The leaves of all the plants here

treated belong to one of the two types of mixed formation

described by the author in 1S53, that in which the lobes or

teeth of the lower part of the leaf are formed from above

downwards, while those of the upper part are developed in the

contrary direction from below upwards.—Theoretical considera-

tions on the principles affecting the roll of vessels at sea, in

connection with M. de Burry's recent communication [Compli-s

;v;/,7/H ofJanuary 4, 1S86), byM. A. Ledieu. It is shown that M.
de Burry's conclusions cannot be accepted because based on do

Benaze and Risbec's formulas, which are applicable only to ships

in smooth water, account being taken of the resistance of the

keel.—Remarks in connection with the Bidlclin of the .Society

lor the Encouragement of National Industry, presented to tlie

Academy by M. Haton de la Goupilliere.—Note on the

hurricane that swept the Gulf of Aden in June 1885, by Vice-

Admiral Cloue. The cyclone, in which five large vessels

foundered, including the German corvette Augusta, and the

French aviso Le Kcnard, both with all hands, and in which

probably over Soo lives were lost, was especially remarkable

for its sudden appearance. As it penetrated up the Gulf, it

contracted from a diameter of 150 miles 250 miles east of

Socotra to 50 miles at Obock, increasing in velocity from S to

15 miles an hour. The diameter appears to have continued to

contract towards the interior of the continent, where it overtook

a caravan proceeding from Sangallo in the direction of Slioa.

—

Remarks on the first botanical collections that have reached the

Paris Natural Historj' Museum from Tonquin (continued), by M.
Ed. Bureau. Although collected exclusively in the delta of the

Red River and surrounding hills, this flora includes no less than

407 species, distributed over 95 families. It comprises proliably

not a fourth of the whole flora of Tonquin, which thus appears to

be one of the richest in the world.— Note on the ephemcris of

Fabry's comet, by M. Lebeuf.—Complementaiy note on the

barometric depressions observed by M. Perrin on lioard

the Calissontiiirc m the Red .Sea, by M. Mouchez.—Simpli-

fications which may be effected in the numerical calcul.ation

of perturbations of planets, by M. O. Callandreau.—On
the latitudin.al distribution of the solar phenomena observed

during the year 1S85, by M. P. Tacchini. The general con-

clusions .arrived at are—(i) In 1885 the solar phenomena were
more frequent in the southern hemisphere

; (2) while the pro-

tuberances appear in e.ich zone, the spots, faculoe, and eruptions

are confined almost entirely to the regions between the equator

and ± 40°, one eruption and one facula alone being recorded in

higher latitudes; (3) the maximum of eruptions, spots, and
faculse occurs in the same zone of the southern hemisphere

;

(4) eruptions were less frequent in 1S85 than in 1884, which was
also true of the solar spots, showing the connection between

these two phenomena
; (5) the protuberances, on the contrary,

were more frequent in the zones where no spots occurred.—On
the theory of diversities in mathematical analysis, by M.
Lipschitz.—Note on the construction of the tangents to pl.ine

curves, and determination of the point at which a movable
straight line touches its envelope, by M. Rene Godefroy.—On
the determination of the coefficient of self-induction ; applica-

tion of the Deprez d'Arsonval aperiodic galvanometer, by M.
Ledeboer.—Application of the colour-diagram to experiments

m.ade on a colour-blind person, by M. Feret.—Descriptim
of a new apparatus for the quantitative analysis of o.\y-

genated waters (one illustration), by M. Maurice de Thierry.

—

On selenides of sodium and of potassium, by M. Charles Fabre.

—On the formation and dissociation of manganates of baryta and
strontian, by M. G. Rousseau. The author had already shown
that, under temperatures increasing from dark red upwards, the

manganates of baryta and strontian become dissociated at a maxi-

mum of 1000° to 1100°, the limit being marked by the formation

of a diamanganate, which at a still higher temperature returns

to the state of a monomanganite. He now finds that, by rais-

ing the temperature to a white heat, this manganite dis-

appears in its turn, passing to a maximum of oxidation

and becoming integrally transformed t j mang.anate. — On
the various degrees of solubility possessed by certain chlor-

ides in the presence of hydrochloric acid, by M. R. Engel.

— Description of various processes for the separation and quanti-

tative analysis of copper, cadmium, zinc, nickel, &c., by M. Ad.
Carnot.—On the existence of the elements of sugar of milk in

plants, by M. A. Muntz. Although hitherto rarely detected, it

is shown that these elements are found in great abundance in

plants, .and that the vegetable products yielding galactose are

very numerous.—On the decomposition of the sodico-ammoniacal
and sodico-potassic racemates, by M. G. Wyrouboff".—On the

seat of the organ of taste in the coleopterous insects, by M. J.
Gazagnaire.— On the labrum of the Hymenopter.n;, by M. Joannes
Chatin.—On the processes of fructification in the fossil calamo-
dendrons, by M. B. Renault.—Complementary observations on
the origin of the diamantiferous sands of South Africa, by M.
Stanislas Meunier.—On the eruptive rocks and stratified forma-

tions of the Serrania de Ronda system, south of Sp.iin, by MM.
Michel Levy and J. Bergeron.—On the optical properties of

griinerite, withamite, and some other minerals destitute of de-

terminable crystalline forms, by M. A. Lacroix.—On the

spectrum of the Ya earth, by M. W, Crookes. —On the mosan-
drine earth of Lawrence Smith, by M. Lecoq de Boisbaudran.
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A FISHERY BOARD FOR ENGLAND
T N the House of Commons, on March 6, Sir Edward

Birkbeck pressed upon the consideration of the

Government the advisability of taking immediate steps to

give effect to the recommendations of the Trawhng Com-
mission. Few men could have handled the question with

so much knowledge and force. Sir E. Birkbeck pointed

out that there is urgent need for a central department for

the administration of business connected with sea-

fisheries, and in supporting his appeal exhibited a
detailed knowledge of the clumsy state of the existing

arrangements and a wide acquaintance with the statistics

and conditions of fishing industries. He pointed out that

Scotland and Ireland possessed each a Fishery Board
with considerable powers, complete organisation, and
liberally supplied with public money. He recommended
that a Fishery Board for England should be established

which should unite the powers and functions now distri-

buted among the Government Offices. The duties of the

Board suggested were that it should collect detailed sta-

tistics as to the amount of fish taken, its value, and the

number of vessels and hands employed ; that it should be
responsible for the registration of fishing-vessels ; and
should be able to recommend legislation when necessary

or advisable. The author of the motion further recom-

mended that the Board should divide the English coast

into Fishery Districts, each with its Fishery Officer, and
that the supreme control of the salmon and other inland

fisheries should also be vested in the new authority. Mr.

Mundella replied that the Government accepted the

principle of the inotion, and were about to carry it out by
constituting a Committee of the Board of Trade which

should be responsible for matters connected with the

fisheries, but reminded the House that a Bill would have

to be passed to transfer the powers at present vested in

the Home Office to the new sub-department.

The present Government are thus pledged to the for-

mation of what is practically an English Fishery Board.

If a Fishery Board is useful and valuable it is a surprising

fact that Ireland and Scotland have long enjoyed an

institution which is wanting in England. It would seem
that so much fear e.xists lest the smaller constituents of

the United Kingdom should be neglected or unjustly

treated that England is in danger of surtering from com-
plete maternal self-sacrifice. But now that the deficiency

is to be remedied it is necessary to consider carefully

how the new institution can best be constructed. It is

easier to provide good arrangements in the course of

construction than to remedy mistakes afterwards. Sir

Edward Birkbeck pointed out what functions he thought

the new department should undertake. Mr. Mundella

refrained from entering into details, only mentioning the

subject of floating grog-shops as one requiring immediate

attention. Sir E. Birkbeck's recommendations are appa-

rently founded on his knowledge of the constitution of

the Irish and Scottish Boards, but he did not enter upon
the question of scientific work. He thought that the

Board should include a practical element. But the ques-

tion of what " practical " means depends largely on the
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particular practice to be carried on. The ordinary inter-

pretation of the word would mean that some member of

the Board or Committee should be a man who had been
personally engaged in the fishing industry. We have
miners in the House of Commons, and doubtless an in-

telligent fisherman would be useful on a Fishery Board.
But the Trawling Commission recommended that money
should be granted to the Scottish Board for the purpose
of conducting scientific investigations, and that a central

authorityfortheUnited Kingdom should, when created,also

carry on scientific work and collect fishery statistics. For
scientific work the practical element means men of science

to do the work. The principle is now recognised by several

examples. A Professor of Zoology was appointed to the

Trawling Commission, and another by the influence of

the Scottish Meteorological Society, to the Scottish

Fishery Board. A training in science does not always

include a training in business details. But in a Fishery

Board, and especially in its scientific work, the purely

administrative and business work are of subordin-

ate importance compared with the necessity that the

inquiries and actions of the department should be

carried on by men who have special knowledge of ani-

mals, and particularly of marine life. This principle is

recognised in other countries. The Fishery Commissioner

of the United States is a distinguished man of science,

and his colleagues and many of his subordinates are

trained scientific men. The Commission for the Investi-

gation of the German Seas is composed of distinguished

men who are students and teachers of biology or physics.

In Norway and Holland the same thing occurs. It is to

be hoped that we in England shall not commit the error

of entrusting the affairs of a Fishery Department en-

tirely to men whose only training has been legal or com-

mercial. The mere collection of fishery statistics can

only be efficiently carried out, or at least controlled and

directed, by men of some scientific training. Fishermen

themselves, as was abundantly shown during the inquiries

of the Trawling Commission, are too uneducated to esti-

mate truly the meaning of the things they see. For this

reason their views and statements must be subject to the

criticism of exact science. As the Trawling Commission

conckided, it is impossible to discover the causes or mea-

sure the fluctuations of the fisheries in the absence of

a proper system of fishery statistics and scientific ob-

servations. The new laboratory now being founded by

the Marine Biological Association will form an important

central station for the accurate investigation of fishery

questions, and, with the co-operation of smaller and

sometimes temporary laboratories at other parts of the

coast, some real knowledge of the conditions of our

fisheries may be obtained.

As an instance of the care and knowledge which must

be devoted to inquiries concerning fishery matters, we

may point out that in the Second Annual Report of the

Scottish Fishery Board, a fish was described as of a

species new to the northern region of the German Ocean,

which really belonged to a species long known to be

common in the district where it was taken. We be-

lieve that only two herring-spawning beds off the coast

of Britain are at all accurately known. It is manifestly

advisable that our knowledge of the herring, perhaps the

most important of our food-fishes, should include an
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exact knowledge of all the spawning beds round the

coast. The assertions of fishermen would be a guide to

the acquisition of this knowledge, but it would require

scientific men to ascertain the position and extent of the

spawning areas, and properly mark them out on a chart.

A large number of matters connected with the fisheries

have not yet begun to receive attention even in Scotland.

The spawn of the sprat is still entirely unknown. The

smelt fisheries have never yet, we believe, been examined,

and complaints are made in some places that the number

of smelt has been seriously diminished by the capture of

the young in tidal bag-nets. Statistics of the smaller

fisheries ought to be obtained, as well as of the larger, for

in many cases these smaller fisheries could be largely

developed by intelligent methods. As we have already

said, the collection of these statistics requires zoological

knowledge, for the same species often bears several local

names, which would be put down by an untrained officer

as belonging to as many different kinds of fish. What
is wanted is a proper division of labour. It does not

recjuire a biologist to draw up statistics concerning boats

and crews, or carry on purely administrative work. But

a large proportion of the work which a Fishery Board

ought to carry out is really scientific work, and can only

be done by men of science.

Sir Edward Birkbeck very properly included among
the functions of the proposed authority that of advising

legislation when necessary. The public have learnt by

several examples how dangerous it is to legislate in

fishery matters, apart from the mere introduction of police

regulations, without the basis of results established by

experiment. In many cases the laws passed have been

themselves experiments, but as the conditions under

which they were carried out were complicated, and not

properly studied, little accurate knowledge has been

gained from them. The Scottish Fishery Board is about

to try an extensive experiment with regard to beam
trawling, prohibiting that method of fishing in certain

defined areas. The experiment is worth trying, even at

the cost of temporary inconvenience to the fishery indus-

try. But in order to render such an experiment fruitful,

it would be necessary to make a detailed and exact in-

vestigation of the areas selected. It is doubtful whether

the organisation of the scientific department of the

Scottish Board is yet in a position to make this investi-

gation in a sufficiently complete manner. But there can be

no doubt that such experiments should be repeatedly made
on a sufficiently large scale ; and on their results legislation

may be based with some safety. Without them it is

better not to legislate at all. No one is at present in a

position to say how far artificial propagation can be

applied to sea fishes with results economically successful.

In America even the extensive resources of the Fish

Commission have not yet settled this question. In view

of the annually increasing efiiciency in the means of

capture of marine fish, it would be certainly wise to lose

no time in at least ascertaining by suitable experiments,

if it be at all possible to add by human intervention to the

supplies of sea fishes provided by unaided nature. The
harvest of the sea has been gathered by man for ages

;

the time may yet come when it will also be sown by
human foresight.

Moreover, beyond and above the necessity for practical

scientific work, there is another advantage which in-

evitably follows from the association of scientific investi-

gation with the work of a Fishery Board. The results

include additions to abstract scientific knowledge, and

facilitate in many ways purely scientific researches. The
extent to which biology especially has been enriched by

work primarily intended to develop the fisheries is well

known. It is not to the credit of the United Kingdom
that this remark applies chiefly to foreign countries. The
valuable aid which the Fish Commission renders to bio-

logical science in America can scarcely be too highly

estimated. The attention which has been paid to the

questions concerning the breeding of fishes has advanced

our knowledge of teleostean embryology much more

rapidly than would have been possible from purely aca-

demic work. The scientific public, then, should insist

that exact science be represented in the English Fishery

Department, by whatever title it may be called. At least

one leading official of the department should be a biologist

of recognised standing, who could properly organise the

scientific inquiries which must necessarily be undertaken.

It would be well if at least one other member were a

meteorologist or a physicist. It is inevitable that the

new department, if it is to be of any use at all, must

apply to men of science for counsel and assistance, and

this assistance can most efficiently be rendered by men
of science who are members of the administrative body.

In this way the organising and directing power of one or

possibly two scientific authorities should be secured for

the department, but, in addition to this, a staff of sub-

ordinates trained as scientific naturalists is absolutely

necessary to carry on the actual work of inquiry and

observation. These officers must be really competent

men, or their services will be worse than useless. They

should also be pcrinanently employed, and not asked

casually to undertake an inquiry. No doubt the de-

partment should have the power and the necessary funds

to retain the services from time to time of the most highly-

skilled men of science to carry on special investigations

in connection with questions which arise. But every man
of science knows that constant and permanent occupa-

tion in a special branch of inquiry, without uncertainty

as to pecuniary conditions or undue anxiety to obtain a

striking result in a short space of time, is the most favour-

able condition for the production of really trustworthy

and progressive scientific work. It is on this account

that we should urge the formation of a stafi" of perma-

nently employed scientific investigators similar to the

staft" of the Geological Survey.

For in truth what that important State enterprise has

effected for the economic exploration of the land of the

British Islands is 7iiuiaiis mtt/andis xtvy mvich vih^i has

to be done for their seas. The parallel may indeed be

pushed pretty far. For just as the deeper search for

minerals, such as coal and iron—and even water—has

now to depend on accurate geological knowledge when

the resources of superficial prospecting are played out, so

we may come to have to take seriously into account the

conditions and place of production of the fish which we

complacently content ourselves with hauling up in our

nets. The Fishery Department has hitherto been in a

tolerably chaotic state. But at any rate it summoned to

its aid the most eminent biologist of the day. It would
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be an exti-aordinary anomaly if a carefully considered

organisation discarded at starting the scientific help on

which it will eventually have to rely.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING LEGISLATION
T T is not so many years ago that our only notion of

practical electric lighting was the arc lamp. Experi-

ments had indeed been made for many years (com-

mencing as far back as in the year 1845) in the direction

of incandescent lighting,—experiments where platinum

and platinum-iridium wires had been made incandescent,

where carbon in the form of sticks or pencils having very

low resistance had been made incandescent. Indeed,

King's experiments in the year 1845 had been made with

the carbon pencil, and a proposition had been put forward

for preserving these carbons from combustion by their use

in closed vessels, in which either a vacuum was formed, or

a preservative atmosphere, such as nitrogen, was intro-

duced. But all these attempts at incandescent lighting

were, as has been said, in a purely experimental condition,

and the arc light was the only one in practical use.

At that time it was said that even if a satisfactory in-

candescent lamp could be made there was still, even for

separate installations, the difficulty of dividing the electric

current, and as regards anything like a distribution of

electricity from a central source there was a further

commercial diiificulty in the great cost of the conductors

suited to carry the needed current.

This state of things was followed by contradictory

rumours of what Mr. Edison was doing in the United

States. First that he had succeeded in producing a durable

incandescent lamp ; then that he had utterly failed ; then

that there was hope that he was about to succeed with

the lamp, but he felt he must abandon any attempt to

divide the current ; and then similar contradictory rumours
as to the possibility of supply from a central source.

At length, some six or seven years ago, it became un-

doubted that Edison had devised an enduring lamp,

having a filament of high resistance ; that the current

could be readily divided to these lamps by placing them
in parallel arc ; and that, by the raising of the elcctromo.

tive force to that needed for the_woiking of the lamps, the

mains could be reduced to within reasonable limits of

cost.

After some little time had elapsed no doubt there was

a very large amount of commercial speculation entered

into in connection with electric lighting,—a most unfor-

tunate thing for those who seriously desired its develop-

ment, a most unfortunate thing for private persons who
wished to adopt electric lighting.

The promoters of electric lighting had thought that, if

they could show to Parliament they were prepared to

undertake the lighting of a district, they would obtain the

Parliamentary sanction needed in the case of railways,

docks, water, gas, and other industrial undertakings, and

under proper precautions granted by Parliament to

those who were willing to subscribe capital. But at this

point the Board of Trade intervened, under their then Pre-

sident, Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, and setting all precedent

at defiance, obtained the passing of their Electric Lighting

Act of 1882, an Act jocosely called "An Act \q facilitate

and regulate the supply of electricity for lighting and other

purposes."

From the title of this Act any one would imagine that,

while Edison had devoted years of his life to making
electric lighting by incandescence possible, Mr. Chamber-
lain, appreciating these efforts, had stepped forward with

a law which was to be generally applied ; and that the

labours of the statesman were to be in continuation of

those of the philosopher in developing electric lighting.

" Facilitate," on turning to Ogilvie's dictionary, one finds
" to make easy or less difficult," "to free from difficulty or

impediment."

Mr. Chamberlain's interpretation of the word " facili-

tate," as one gathers that interpretation from the 27th

section of the Act, confirmed by four years' experience of

its effects, is a very different one. " Facilitate " with him
must mean "to make difficult or less easy," to "encumber
with difficulty or impediment, or to add to it." The 27th

section, which is set out in extenso in a footnote, may be

briefly summarised as follows:— After the expiration of

twenty-one years (or even a shorter period if the oppo-

nents can succeed in getting its insertion in a special Act),

any local authority, corporation, or local board, or sani-

tary authority in whose district the undertaking is situated,

may insist upon the undertakers selling to such authority

the undertaking, and if they cannot agree as to the price,

as, of course, they would not (for one does not agree in

cases of confiscation), the value is to be determined by
arbitration ; but the value is only to be the fair market
value oft he lands, buildings, works, plant, and material

at the time of the purchase, but nothing is to be added in

respect of " compulsory purchase," or of " good-will," or

of profits, past, present, or prospective. Be it observed,

however, there is no obligation on the part of the local

authority to purchase if the concern does not pay at the

end of twenty-one j'ears. The local authority may forego

the right to purchase. But then, still further to " facili-

tate " the investment of capital in electric lighting, the

local authority at the end of a further seven years is again

invested with the option, and so on from seven years to

seven years.

At an interview between the parties something of this

sort can well be imagined :—Mr. Town Clerk to the Chair-

man of the Company :
" The end of the twenty-one years

is coming, are you making a profit .'" " We have begun

during the last few years to pay a small dividend—3 per

cent." "Oh ! we can get 10 per cent, out of the extension

of our gas-works. We sha'n't buy your electric light

undertaking." The twenty-seventh year comes. Mr.

Town Clerk and the Chairman again have an interview.

By this time electricity has been appreciated
;
gas is going

out of fashion, and the electric lighting shareholders are

beginning to get some return for their years of labour, of

no dividend, and of low dividend.

Chairman :
" We made last year 7 per cent., and the

year before 6."

Town Clerk :
" Do you expect to continue 7 per cent,

or do you think it will increase ?

"

" Well, we have now so many applications for the electric

light in substitution of gas, that in frankness I must say I

believe the dividend will not only be maintained but will

be augmented, and within a few years will reach the maxi-

mum allowed."
' Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .^fter the next council

meeting you will receive a notice that the corporation in-
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tend to purchase your electric light undertaking, at the

price of the materials, under the 27th clause of Mr. Cham-
berlain's Act !

"

In fact, the local authority is by that Act put into the

position of the big bully who tosses halfpence with the

little boy, and makes him agree to " heads I win, tails you

lose/'

The Act provides that local authorities may themselves

supply electricity for lighting purposes, and perhaps it may
be said this was a real facility (a facility in the Ogilvie

dictionary sense, and not in the Chamberlain dictionary

sense). But has it been ? Up to the end of last year

it is believed not a single application had been made
by any local authority to the Local Government Board
in respect of a provisional order under this Act. The
reason is clear. The local authority (and properly

enough) does not wish to risk the ratepayers' money in

that which may prove an unsuccessful adventure, and it

says, " We'll wait until some company comes and does

it—does all the pioneering, all the educating of the

people to take a new source of light, runs every risk
;

and then if it turns out a failure, we shall have lost

nothing ; if it turns out a success, we'll acquire the right

to make the profits for ourselves at the mere value of the

then material," this being a value so small compared with

the capital embarked that the revenue which would have
paid only 5 per cent, on the capita! invested will pay

10 per cent, upon the sum for wliich under Mr. Chamber-
lain's Bill the local authority will be entitled to acquire

(we do not say " steal") the undertaking.

The Act, therefore, has proved not to " facilitate," in

the ordinary sense of the word, the extension of electric

lighting by local authorities ; and is it surprising that

(great as is the need of investment for capital with the

hope of remuneration) it has been impossible to obtain

money for private enterprise to develop electrical lighting

by distribution from a central source with Mr. Chamber-
lain's 27th section staring the capitalist in the face ?

When the Bill was in Committee, the maximum period

allowed for enjoyment was not as long as twenty-one

years, and the hardship upon investors having to give up
their property at the end of the period was pointed out.

The objectors were answered in this way, " Oh ! you can
charge such a price for your electricity that you will be
able to get back your capital in the time allowed and
earn a good dividend too." To this it was and is ob-

jected, that the great difficulty in spreading the business

of electric lighting would be the competition with gas,

and the low price to which it has been reduced by
reason of private management and the sliding scale (of

which more hereafter) ; coupled with the fact that the

expense of supplying houses with gas-fittings had been

incurred while a new outlay would be needed to furnish

it with electrical fittings ; so that it was impossible to hope
for any custom at all if a high price were to be charged,

which would prevent the chance of getting back capital

by increasing the rate. It was also pointed out that an)

fixed period of purchase upon the terms of payment
mentioned was prohibitory of practical working.

Suppose, for example, that /;5o,ooo had been embarked
in lighting a district, and that ten years having elapsed,

the demand for electric lighting in the district was such

as to need an increase of plant and mains, involving the

expenditure of another ^50,000. It is obvious that with

only ten years' enjoyment remaining, no one would be

insane enough to advance a shilling of this further

capital ; and this must be true, however extended the

period of enjoyment might be, so long as the sum to

be paid on acquisition is merely the value of the " then

materials."

It may be asked, how came such an Act to be passed in

the face of all these obvious objections? The answer is

twofold. One, the growing and most mischievous tendency

to make governing bodies into traders ; the other, the fear

of what might happen from having already made governing

bodies, such as those of Birmingham, into traders. Local

authorities had been stimulated to become the proprietors

of gas undertakings, to risk the money of their ratepayers

in a trade, in a highly artificial matter such as gas

illumination. Under these circumstances, no matter at

what sacrifice of the true principles of political economy,

no matter what principles of ordinary fair dealing were

abandoned, lighting by electricity must be so " facilitated
"

that it should never compete with local authority gas-

works. No doubt it will be the same if local authorities

ever make the plunge and adopt electric lighting ; and if

hereafter some one were to invent a practicable mode of

storing up daylight and delivering it out at night (lumin-

ous paint to wit), then the Chamberlain of the day would

obtain an Act to "facilitate" its use, which would be as

efficacious as has been the " facilitating " Electric Lighting

Act of 1882.

During the four years since that Act was passed, the

public have become more and more alive to the merits ot

incandescent electrical lighting. Steamships, clubs, hotels.

Inns of Court, and the mansions of the wealthy, are being

lighted by separate installations, with a result in health,

cleanliness, and convenience that must be experienced in

order to be fully appreciated. This is all very well for the

rich, but why are the poor, the tradesmen, or even the

moderately well-off, to be debarred from the benefits of

electric lighting ? Why is the dressmaker's workroom or

the shopkeeper's shop still to be lit by an illuminant which

not only consumes the air, but gives out products of com-

bustion intolerably heated, and charged with ingredients

prejudicial to health, prejudicial to cleanliness, and

destructive to books, paintings, and furniture ?

In New York, where electricity has not been "facili-

tated," incandescent lighting has, during the last three

years, been provided to all who cared to take it (and they

are a very large number) who reside within a certain

distance from a central distributing station. Why is that

not to be allowed here ? Why, in the present depressed

state of trade, are not capitalists permitted to invest their

capital upon the fair terms which have been allowed to

every other industry, and thus give employment to thou-

sands of operatives who are now out of work ? Why are

we to continue to use the gas from a ton of coal as an

illuminant to obtain the light of 30,000 candles for one

hour when the selfsame gas, driving an engine to produce

electricity for electric lighting, would give us 50,000 candles

for the same time. We are told we are to be debarred

because of the fear of creating a monopoly, the truth

being that this evil is permitted in order to maintain

the monopoly which local authorities in certain towns

have already got, and that must not be disturbed ; while
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in the metropolis the effect of this Act is to foster the gas

monopoly by preventing electrical competition.

It has been said that no other industry was ever

burdened as electrical industry has been by the "facilitat-

ing" Act. The answer made to this statement before

the Committee, and since, has been, " It is not so. Com-
pulsory acquisition of a trading concern by the Govern-
ment is no new thing."

There is Mr. Gladstone's Act of 1S44, enabling the

Government to purchase the railways ; but what are the

terms of purchase in this Act .' At the end of a term of

twenty-one years (see Section 2), notice to acquire might
be given, but the payment was to be twenty-five years'

purchase of the annual divisible profits on the average of

the three preceding years, provided that the average
rate should be less than 10 per cent ; and further, mark
this :

" It shall be lawful for the company if they shall be
of opinion that the said rate of twenty-five years' purchase
of the said average profits is an inadequate rate of

purchase of such railway, reference being had to the

prospects thereof, to require that it shall be left to arbi-

tration, in case of difference, to determine what (if any)
additional amount of purchase money shall be paid to

the said company."

In the case of certain of the Indian railways, the

Government guaranteed 5 per cent, upon the money from
the moment it was paid.

But the great instance relied on by Mr. Chamberlain
was that of the Tramways Act of 1870. By virtue of

this Tramways Act a company gets for nothing the actual

surface of the road on which to lay its rails, to the great

annoyance of all other trafiic. The public require no
education to ride in a tramcar ; it appears upon the road,

and the traffic begins at once. Although it may not be
desirable, there is nothing revolting in the condition that

at the end of twenty-one years the surface-soil should
revert to the authorities on payment of the then value of

the materials
; but the Tramways Act has most carefully

provided that the local authorities should not become
traders in running tramcars. All that they can do, if

they purchase, is to let the tramways on lease to other

persons. The temptations, therefore, to acquire are not

what they would be in the case of a successful electric

light undertaking.

With respect to the bugbear of monopoly—this bug-

bear has been raised no doubt very largely by the mode
of charging for water. ( )n sanitary grounds it has been
deemed e.xpedient not to charge for water for domestic

purposes according to the quantity supplied, but accord-

ing to the ratable value of the dwelling in which it is

used ; and, under this provision, anomalies have arisen,

and dissatisfaction has been felt, and the public, without

examining the advantages, and without pausing to dis-

criminate between the difficulties inherent to such a
mode of charge, and the simplicity attendant upon a
charge based on the quantity of the thing supplied, have
rushed to the conclusion that every supply by a private

company of that which is commonly used is an injurious

monopoly involving the payment of more than a fair

dividend upon the capital embarked. But recent legisla-

tion in respect of gas has entirely removed all reasonable

grounds of objections such as these, and it has done so

by the introduction of two clauses—the sliding scale

clause already alluded to, and the auction clause.

The sliding scale gives a direct incentive to sell the

commodity at the lowest possible price consistent with
earning the dividend, because it provides that, as the

price is diminished below the standard, the statutory

dividend may be increased, while, if from any cause,
such as a coal famine, the price is raised above the

standard, the statutory dividend must be proportionately

diminished. This great incentive to economy (bene-

fiting alike the consumer and the shareholder) has
entirely cured the supineness in the way of improvement
that was fostered by the old condition of things, wherein
the consumer was facetiously said to be "protected"
by the fixing of a maximum dividend and a maximum
price.

The other provision is one that thoroughly prevents the

consumer from paying more than the fair market rate of

interest needed to cover trade risks. That provision is

known as the " auction clause." Under this clause

all capital (after the first), instead of being allotted

at par among the existing shareholders, must be offered

to the public in suitable lots. By this means, if the

rate of dividend allowed by the Act is deemed by the

public to be more than sufficient to give a return, having

regard to the trade risk, the public pay a premium for

these shares. That premium goes into the capital of the

undertaking, but bears no dividend. Thus the public

are thoroughly protected against paying an undue rate of

interest.

Having regard to all the foregoing facts, a Bill has

been prepared on this very simple and intelligible basis

—that electric lighting should be put on exactly the same
footing as gas-supply : obligations to keep the mains
always charged, to supply electricity on demand to any
person wanting it on similar conditions to those which

attend the obligatory supply of gas, the provision of a

statutory dividend, a standard price, and a sliding scale,

so as to give incentives to improvements benefiting alike

the consumer and the shareholder, and the insertion of

the auction clause for all future capital, by which the

public are secured against paying an undue rate of

interest.

This Bill—one so simple and fair in its character—has

met with the thorough approval of Lord Rayleigh, who
has now obtained a second reading for it in the House of

Lords. No peer probably could with greater propriety

take charge of a Bill relating to the practical application

of electrical science. Lord Rayleigh's high position as a

physicist marks him out as the proper person to bring

forward such a Bill.

At the same time there are two other Bills before the

House of Lords for the amendment of the Act of 1882.

The first of these is that presented by Lord Ashford

(better known as Lord Bury), the important section

of which, the 6th, repeals the 27th section of Mr.

Chamberlain's Bill of 1882, gives forty-one years as the

period before the option of purchase arises, with recur-

rent periods of seven years, but provides that the pur-

chase, whenever made, shall be upon the terms of paying

the then value thereof as a going concern. The words
prohibiting the arbitrator from taking profits into account
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are omitted, and the proba'Dility is that the arbitrator

would be entitled to assess the value upon profits.

The second Bill is presented by Lord Houghton as

representing the Board of Trade. The print of it has

not yet been had, but it is understood to make no change

in the objectionable features of the existing Act, but

merely to add somewhat to the length of the term before

the option of purchase arises. If this be so, it will still

leave electric lighting as much "facilitated " as before, for

there can be no increase of capital, and therefore no de-

velopment, in an undertaking where, in a few years, the

enjoyment of the interest upon that capital has come
to an end, and where, when it does come to an end, a

large portion of that capital will be confiscated.

Lord Houghton's Bill has this value, however— it

shows, first, the length of time it takes the Board of

Trade to admit they have made an error, and it shows,

secondly, that it requires yet a still longer time to enable

them to understand what that error is.

ELECTRO-DEPOS/TIOX
Eh'ctro-depositiou of Gold, Silver, Copper, Nickel, Ss^c.

By A. Watt. (London : Crosby Lockwood and Co.,

1SS6.)

IN the preface of this book is stated:—"The author's

desire was to furnish" "a comprehensive treatise,

embodying all the practical processes and improvements
which the progress of science has, up to the present time,

placed at our command." " The author's aim has been

to treat the more scientific portion of the work in such a

manner that those who are not deeply versed in science

may readily comprehend the chemical and electrical prin-

ciples of electrolysis, the knowledge of which is essential to

those who would practise the art of electro-deposition with

economy and success." How far he has succeeded in

his desire and aim, and to what extent the contents of

his book are suitable to electro-metallurgists and agree
with its title, it is our duty as reviewers carefully to

examine.

The book is essentially and almost exclusively a work-
man's manual. In accordance with this we observe that

out of about 568 pages, only about 18 are strictly devoted
to the fundamental principles or foundation of the

subject.

It 'is evidently written and compiled by a " practical
"

man who has spent a long period of time in electro-plate

workshops. It has various excellences and defects, the

most important of which we will endeavour to point out.

Its chief excellence consists in the remarkable complete-
ness of information given respecting the details of work-
shop manipulation, in describing the treatment of nearly
every kind of article requiring a coating of electro-

deposited metal. The author has with greit industry
and perseverance collected a large amount of such infor-

mation, and his book is especially full of details respect-

ing the electroplating of articles with nickel. The
information contained in it is, with certain exceptions,
well up to date, and the printer's errors are remarkably
few. It has also the advantage of a copious index con-
sisting of nearly 50 pp., and the subject-matter of the

book is conveniently divided into chapters of moderate

length, with the contents of each chief paragraph plainly

indicated by bold headings.

Its greatest defects are those of omission ; it is seriously

deficient in the chemical, chemico-electric {i.e. voltaic),

and electro-chemical {i.e. electrolytic) principles of the

subject. Throughout the volume nothing is said respect-

ing the fundamentally important matter, both theoretically

and practically, of the chemical valency of the elementary

substances ; the chemical, voltaic, and electrolytic equi-

valents of those elements are also neither given nor

explained. On p. 513 a table of atomic weights of the

chemical elements appears, but as only a portion of these

are equivalent to each other, and those not indicated,

they would, without the valencies or a separate table of

combining-proportions, in many cases only mislead an
unscientific workman. The only indication of any differ-

ence existing between atomic-weight and chemical-equi-

valent is contained in a footnote to that table, saying,

" the combining-weight of oxygen is 8."

From beginning to end of the book, the molecular and
equivalent weights of all the compound substances em-
ployed in electro-deposition are omitted ; none are given

even for the commonest substances, such as sulphuric

acid, potash, soda, lime, double cyanide of silver and

potassium, blue-vitriol, potassic cyanide, double sulphate

of nickel and ammonium, &c. ; similar remarks may be

made respecting the salts of zinc, cadmium, lead, tin,

iron, nickel, copper, silver, gold, palladium, platinum,

bismuth, antimony, &c. ; also respecting hydrochloric,

nitric, and other acids. Almost the only exception

appears to be on p. 4S3, where it is said, respecting the

salt used for making nickel-plating solution:—"The
double salt consists of i atom of sulphate of nickel, I atom

of sulphate of ammonium, and 8 of water."

Throughout the book also the chemical formute of all

those compounds are omitted, notwithstanding that they

would enable the workman to arrive in many cases at the

chemical equivalents by comparing them with the atomic

weights, and would also assist him to more perfectly

realise and remember the actual chemical composition of

the acids, bases, and salts used in his occupation.

In accordance with these omissions, no principle or

general rule is supplied which will enable the operator to

calculate how much in weight of a given metal or base

would be necessary to neutralise a known amount of a

particular acid, nor what quantities of acid and base

would be required to form a certain weight of a salt, in

m.aking and correcting his various solutions ; nor how
much current would be generated by the consumption of

known amounts of different positive metals or of different

acids ; nor what quantities of different metals would be

deposited at the cathode, or of unlike ones dissolved at

the anode, by the passage of a given amount of current

through an electrolyte. Respecting this latter point, on

p. 72 it is, how-ever, stated :

—" The decomposing effects

produced by the voltaic current in different electrolytes

are precisely in accordance with the atomic-weights or

cliemical-equivalents (which see) of the substances elec-

trolysed." " For example, the same amount of electricity

that would reduce 56 parts of iron from its solution to the

metallic state, would reduce 207 parts of lead or 108 of

silver." But the " chemical-equivalents " to which the

reader is here referred are not to be seen in the book,
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nor does the table of " atomic-weights " necessarily indi"

cate them ; and either the above numbers given by the

author for iron and lead are double the correct amounts,

or that for silver is only half the proper c[uantity. This

is an example of the misleading effect we have already

referred to, of the table of atomic-weights, when unac-

companied by valencies or by one of combining-propor-

tions, and used by a person unacquainted with the differ-

ence between atomic-weights and chemical-equivalents.

The nearest approach to information respecting chemical-

equivalents is indicated on p. 480, in instructions for

testing the strength of potassic cyanide, but this is appli-

cable only to the particular substances employed in the

case. .Any electro-depositor therefore who, relying upon

the information contained in this book, wished to cal-

culate the cost of depositing various metals, or to make
e.xperiments or improvements in his processes, outside

the mere empirical or " rule-of-thumb " circle of know-
ledge, and involving chemical principles, would not be

enabled to do so ; in novel cases of difficulty in electro-

deposition also, this deficiency of knowledge of chemical

principles might prove a great disadvantage to him.

On p. So the writer says :

—
" It is necessary, in the

present advanced state of electrical science, that both the

student and practical operator should be acquainted with

the principles and laws which govern the development of

electricity ; " and in the preface he speaks of " the che-

mical and electrical principles of electrolysis," " the

knowledge of which is essential to those who would

practise the art of electro-deposition w-ith economy and
success." But notwithstanding these statements, the

important matters we have mentioned are omitted, and
the student and practical operator are referred (pp. 80-90)

" for a more intimate acquaintance with the principles of

voltaic and dynamic electricity " to other books.

We observe that in Chapters V. and VI., on the theory

of the subject, nothing is said about the thermal prin-

ciples of electrolysis, or of the absorption and evolution

of heat by chemical changes at the surfaces of the plates

in voltaic and electrolytic cells. In the chapters on
electro-deposition and electro-metallurgy of copper, the

chemical analyses made by the Duke of Leuchtenberg

(P- 395) ciiid others, showing the composition of the in-

soluble matter of the anodes, are not given. The special

defect of thermo-electric piles, viz. that they are only

durable if kept at unvarying temperatures, is also not

mentioned. And nothing is said of the presence of

sulphur in electro-deposited " bright " silver. These,

however, are much less important omissions.

The errors in the book are not many ; we have observed
the following :

—" Nine parts of water consist of one part,

by -dieight, of hydrogen, and eight parts, by weight, of

oxygen ; or by volume, i part hydrogen and 16 parts

oxygen "
(p. 74) ; the error is obvious. Roseleur says,

" that solutions of cyanides, even without the aid of the

electric current, rapidly dissolve in the cold, or at a
moderate temperature, all the metals, except platinum"

(p. 174) ; this statement of Roseleurs is not quite correct,

iron is nearly as little dissolved as platinum, in a cold

solution of pure potassic cyanide.

The author says that for containing cyanide of silver

plating solution, " wooden tubs may be employed for

small operations, but since that material absorbs the

silver solution, such vessels should be well soaked in hot

water before pouring in the solution" (p. 241). We may
remark that such soaking does not prevent the wood
becoming saturated with the silvering liquid.

On p. 270 it is stated that a solution of sulphide of

potassium "dissolves" silver. This is not correct; it

converts the surface of the silver into sulphide without

dissolving either. On p. 365 the author speaks of
" Chevalier Bunsen's methods " of electrolysis. We may
state that the " Chevalier," and Bunsen the chemist,

whose methods are referred to, are two different persons.

In various parts of Chapter XXX., on the electrolytic

refining of copper, the author, speaking of where this

process is in use, says :
—" Besides Messrs. Elkington's

works at Pembrey, South Wales," "by the Elliott Metal

Refining Company at Selly Oak, near Birmingham, where

Wilde's machines are employed." And under the head-

ing of " Electrolytic Refining at Birmingham," he says :

—

" The Elliott Metal Refining Company, of Selly Oak,

near Birmingham, employ five large Wilde machines,

which refine about ten tons of copper per week ; " and he

then gives a variety of particulars respecting the arrange-

ments employed, the " thickness of deposit " of copper

per week at the " Selly Oak Works, Birmingham ;
" the

" cost of electrolytic copper refining " at those and other

works, based partly upon the cost of fuel " in Birmingham

and Swansea," &c. (pp. 416, 420, 423, 424, 425). All this

is founded upon a mistake ; there is not, nor ever has

been, any " electrolytic refining of copper," nor any plant

for such a purpose, at " Selly Oak " or at " Birmingham,"

or anywhere near those places. This error appears to

have been first published by M. Fontaine in his book on
" Electrolyse," then copied by Berly in his English trans-

lation of that book, and again copied by Watt. The
explanation and facts are : the Elliott Metal Company;
of Selly Oak, near Birmingham, possess and carry on the

Electrolytic Refining Works at Pembrej-, near Swansea,

formerly possessed by Messrs. Elkington.

The redundancies in the book are considerable ; the

following are examples :— Description of several voltaic

batteries which are rarely used for electro-deposition, viz.

Callan's, Walker's, Leclanche's, the bichromate, and

Marie Davy's (pp. II, 13, 15, i6) ; an account of Mr.

Charles Watt's magneto-electric machine (p. 25) ; de-

scription and engraving of Mr. C. Watt's thermo-electric

battery (pp. 42-45) ; the source, mode of collecting, and

purifying gutta-percha (pp. 94, 95) ;
gilding metals with

gold leaf (p. 195) ;
processes and compositions for colour-

ing ordinary gold articles by chemical means (pp. 19S-

201) ; mercurial gilding, gilding bronzes with amalgam,

ormolu (pp. 202-208).

A considerable portion of the book also is occupied by

information which, although very useful to jewellers and

other workers in metal, does not strictly belong to the

subject of" Electro-deposition ; '' we allude to the follow-

ing :—Driving-belts (pp. 487-493) ;
gas-engines (p. 492) ;

speed indicator (p. 497) ; characteristics of metals (pp.

49S, 499) ; alloys (pp. 500-504) ; soldering metals (pp.

504-507) ; table of high temperatures (p. 515) ; tables of

different wire-gauges (p. 517).

In various parts of the book, whilst there is an excess

of details of manipulation, there are very few references

to general principles, as if the main object of the author
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was to enable the workman to compensate for deficiency

of knowledge of scientific laws by means of "rule-of-

thumb" experience and by remembrance of a multitude

of empirical instructions. In order therefore to enable

the artisan reader to make the best use of the book, we
would recommend him to previously learn sufficient of

the principles of chemistry and of voltaic and electrolytic

action, and then master the very numerous practical

details of this book.

Repetitions of small matters are frequent in the book
;

in more than twenty instances the same statement has

been made in modified forms, from two to four times.

These repetitions are most frequent in the chapters on
deposition of nickel.

In consequence of the considerable redundancies, the

large amount of extraneous matter, the excess of details

of manipulation, and the repetitions, a large quantity of

matter might have been omitted, and the contents of the

book would have been rendered more in accordance with

the title. According to the present contents, a more
appropriate title would have been " Manipulations in

Electro-deposition," &c.

The writer of the book makes the following statement

on p. 213; speaking of "cheap jewellery" he says:
" The author has found it a very convenient plan to use

a copper anode for gilding work of this description, and
by making small additions of chloride of gold when the

bath exhibited signs of weakness, he has been able to

gild a very large number of articles of a very fine colour,

with an infinitesimal amount of the precious metal. In

his experience, although the prices were very low, the

result was exceedingly profitable. Against the employ-

ment of a copper anode it has been argued that the solu-

tion must of necessity become highly impregnated with

copper, to which we may reply that we did not find such
to be the case in practice." The circumstance he men-
tions—that the solution " did not become highly impreg-

nated with copper" is easily and correctly explained : the

solution did become charged with copper, but not
" highly," because the copper was deposited as fast as it

was dissolved in alloy with gold upon the articles, and
thus produced the "very fine colour," and conduced to

the " exceedingly profitable " character of the result. A
complete proof of this is afforded by the author on p. 197
of his book, in his instructions for depositing alloys of

gold.

On p. 214 he very truly remarks ;
" The introduction of

the electro-gilding art greatly favoured such unscrupulous

persons as desired to prey upon the public by selling as

gold, electro-gilt articles which had not a fraction of the

precious metal in their composition." As an example of

this he mentions " mystery-gold," and states that " the

chief aim of the manufacturers" of articles made of that

composition "is to defraud pawnbrokers."

In Chapters XXIX., XXX., and XXXI., on "Electro-

metallurgy," the author has copied and collected together,

from Fontaine and Berly's books on " Electrolysis," and
various periodicals, &c., nearly all the information yet

published respecting the electrolytic refining of crude

copper, lead, zinc, itc, on the commercial scale, and the

economic extraction of metals from minerals by the aid

of electrolysis. Six pages of those chapters are devoted

to a description, with drawings, of Cowle's electric furnace.

But this furnace is not "electrolytic": it is one in which

an intense heat is obtained by means of the electric arc on

a large scale in an inclosed fire-resisting chamber, in

which carbon at an enormous temperature reduces

aluminium and silicon from their oxides, and those re-

duced elements form alloys with copper previously mixed

with the carbon. Much of the information contained in

these chapters is useful, but a large portion of it relates

to new processes, and partly unsuccessful experiments

on a large scale ; and as some of those processes are

imperfect and in a state of development, the statements

made respecting them should be received with caution.

In consequence of the serious deficiency of information

respecting the chemical, voltaic, and electrolytic principles

of the subject, we do not consider that the author has

succeeded in his aim "to treat the more scientific portion

of the work in such a manner that those who are not

deeply versed in science may readily comprehend the

chemical and electrical principles of electrolysis." But
notwithstanding the fundamental and minor defects which
we have pointed out, as the details of workshop informa-

tion and manipulation contained in the book are so

copious and complete, we think he has substantially

attained his " desire to furnish a comprehensive treatise

embodying all the practical processes and improvements
in the art of electro-deposition" ; and, irrespective of its

shortcomings, the book will prove of great value to many
electro-depositors, jewellers, and various other workers in

metal.

OUR BOOK SHELF
^^W'cathcrology" and the Use of Weather Charts. By
Campbell M. Hepworth, R.N.R. (London : Laurie,
1 886.)

Meteorologists must wish success to this endeavour
of Capt. Hepworth's to popularise their technical phraseo-
logy, and to explain how the public can utilise the weather-
charts which appear daily in the Times and Lloyd's List,

in combination with local observations of wind, sky, and
weather. The author has considerable sea experience in

the North and South Atlantic, and he imparts the results

of it freely, but his language is still rather too scientific

for an ordinary reader.

Without being hypercritical, we must take exception to

two statements. The definition of a "gradient" is de-
fective, for no mention is made of the unit of barometrical
difference (o'oi inch), which is emplojed, while the
modern unit of distance is 15 miles, not 5o.

Again we must protest against fathering on Admiral
FitzRoy (p. 5) the form of siphon barometer which is sold

for a guinea, and sometimes is called after him, some-
times dubbed the " Polytechnic barometer." There is no
authority to connect the Admiral with it, as either invent-

ing or even approving of it. RoBB:Rr H. Scott

LETTERS TO THE EDII OR
\^7 he Editor does not hold himselfresponsiblifor opinions expressed

bv his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,
or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripti.
No notice is taken ofanonymous comvninications,

\^The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their lettet s

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

ofcommunications containinginteresting and novelfacts.l

Residual Magnetism in Diamagnetic Substances
In the account which Prof. Li dge gives of his very interest-

ing experiments (Nature, March 25, p. 484) he describes an
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observation which at first sight seemed to show the existence of

residual diamagnetic polarity in a diamagnetic substance after

exposure to a strong field, and remarks that this seemed an
incomprehensible result. It appears to me that this result,

should it be confirmed, is not incomprehensible on Weber's
theory of diamagnetism, if we supplement that by a modification

of the Ampere-Weber theory of ordinary magnetisation.

Suppose that the induced currents in the molecules of a dia-

magnetic substance are confined to definite channels, that there

is little or no primitive current, and that the molecules are

capable of being deflected. Then as the field is increased,

each molecule is turned so that the plane of its channel becomes
more and more nearly parallel to the lines of force. We may
assume that this turning of the molecules is resisted, like the

turning of the molecules of iron, and that when the field is

withdrawn they return more or less completely towards their

initial positions.

Experiments with iron and steel show that in the turning of

the molecules the resistance while the field is being applied is

on the whole greater than the restoring force, while the field

is being removed : in fact something very like static friction

acts on each molecule. There is what I have elsewhere called

"hysteresis," or lagging behind, in the relation of the mole-
cule's movement to the magnetising force. If this molecular
quasi-friction also exists in diamagnetic substances, and if the

molecular channels are turned at all, they will, during the

removal of the field, be in less favourable positions for the in-

duction of currents than they were in during the application of

the field. There will consequently be a residue of current in

each when the field is wholly withdrawn ; and these residues

will make the substance a permanent "diamagnet."
But the fact that this result would be comprehensible is no

evidence of its truth, and apparently Dr. Lodge inclines to

interpret the experiment referred to in an entirely difterent

—

indeed opposite—sense. Moreover, his other results show not
residual diamagiit-tisni, but residual paramapielism in dia-

magnetic substances which have been immersed in a very strong

field.

Now I think this result may also be interpreted in terms of

the magnetic theory of magnetisation ; and the purpose of this

communication is to suggest an explanation which seems to me
so probable that it may perhaps serve, until Dr. Lodge confirms

these results, as a set-off against the suspicion he has cast on
them by suggesting the presence of iron in his diamagnetic
bodies.

When we begin to magnetise iron by a field which increases

from zero, we find at first scarcely a trace of magnetisation. A
curve showing the relation of intensity of magnetism to mag-
netising force starts off (as nearly as can be judged) tangent to

the line along which the magnetising force is plotted, but soon,

of course, takes ra rapid bend as the permeability increases.

1 his is very consistent with the idea that the molecular electro-

magnets are held back from turning by a sort of static friction

which requires the field to reach a finite value (different perhaps
for different molecules) before the process of turning begins.

But what has happened before this process begins ? Diamag-
netic induction has been going on in each molecule that has not

begun to turn ; and hence, if the molecular configuration is

rigid for a magnetising force of any finite magnitude, the sub-

stance is diamagnetic in that and all weaker fields.

If this be the case in iron (and the experimental evidence
certainly points to the existence of a finite frictional resistance

to the turning of the molecules) that metal is really diamagnetic
in excessively weak fields, because the molecules are fixed by
friction ; then very paramagnetic in stronger fields, because the

molecules are turning ; and, finally, diauiagnetic in a field

strong enough to turn the molecules as far as they will go, and
to induce currents in them which swamp the primitive Ampcrian
currents.

Next, imagine a substance whose molecules are held by fric-

tion in a very tight grip, sd that no moderate magnetising force

is able to alter their configuration. The substance is then dia-

magnet'c, and when the field is withdrawn there is no residual

polarity. But let a field be applied strong enough to begin
turning the molecules. This will cause a decrease of diamag-
netic susceptibility. And when the field is withdrawn the

molecule; remain deflected, and the substance is a permanent
paraniagiiet.

Now this is exactly what Dr. Lodge has observed in his

copper, coke, wood, and so forth. They behaved as diaraag-

netics while in the field, but showed paramagnetic polarity

when withdrawn from it.

My suggestion, then, is that in diainagnetics, as in paramag-
netics, there are strong primitive Amperian currents circulating

in the molecular channels. That in a strongly paramagnetic
substance such as iron there is comparatively little molecular
rigidity, so that the molecules begin to turn even in very weak
fields ; the induction of currents in their channels then plays a

very insignificant part in the magnetisation. That in a dia-

m.agnetic substance, on the other hand, the molecules stick so

fast that in any moderate field they have scarcely begun to turn ;

the induction of currents goes on independently of the existence

of the primitive currents, and is then practically the whole affair.

But if the field be made strong enough the molecules begin to

turn, not in the way spoken of in the earlier part of this com-
munication (where it was assumed that the induced currents

swamped the primitive currents), but in the way in which the

molecules of iron turn. Then common magnetisation becomes
superposed on diamagnetic induction. And when the field is

withdrawn the molecules are left with a paramagnetic alignment,

and with their primitive Amperian currents strengthened, if

anything, since they have been facing more favourably during

the withdrawal of the field.

There is nothing to show that the primitive Amperian currents

are not as strong and as numerous in copper or bismuth as in

iron. If they are, and if we could only apply a field strong

enough to force them into alignment, we might expect to find,

in substances so hard to magnetise, a permanence in the

residual magnetism which would put steel to the blush.

University College, Dundee, March 27 J. A. EwiNG

Ferocity of Rats

I H.4.\E recently had occasion to chloroform a number of wild

rats for the purpose of procuring their blood. The rats are sent

to me by a ratcatcher, who places frum six to twelve in the same
trap or cage. It usually happens that, within a few hours after

their imprisonment, some of their number are killed and eaten

by the others ; while they all exhibit scars as the result of their

struggle for existence in confined quarters.

A few days ago I placed two wild rats in a cage, and for a

long time endeavoured unsuccessfully to catch the larger one
under a bell-jar let in through a doorway in the top of the cage.

The rat perfectly well understood my object, and for about ten

ininutes succeeded by his agility in thwarting it. This animal,

therefore, must have been in as great a state of alarm as it is

possible that a rat could be. Nevertheless, after the ten minutes'

chase inside the cage—during which he had been many times

very nearly caught—he appeared to be suddenly seized with a

violent outburst of ferocity against his fellow-prisoner ; for

he fell upon the smaller rat, drove it into a corner of the

cage, and killed it by biting its throat. By means of

a glass rod I drove him away, drew the dead body
of his victim beneath the doorway in the roof of the

cage, and held the bottom of the bell-jar just above the

dead rat. I had not long to wait before the living one again

fell upon his victim and began to devour the carcass. It was

then an easy matter to lower the bell-jar over both the living and
the dead, when, by pouring chloroform in at the open top of the

bell-jar, I quickly reduced the murderer to a state of insensi-

bility. But up to the very last moment of consciousness this

animal continued to bury his fangs in the body of the little rat,

and even after his head had dropped away in stupor the jaws

still continued to move as if he «ere enjoying the feast in his

dreams.
Now, I do not believe that any instance of ferocity at all

approaching this could be found in any other animal. But it

has been suggested to me that the fact may have been due to a

kind of emotional insanity produced by extreme terror. I there-

fore write to ask whether any of your readers can supply me with

additional facts bearing upon the subject. In particular, is it the

habit of wild rats when not confined, or when in a state of

nature, to devour one another ? Or do they only do so when
shut up together in a cage ? George J. Romanes

The Recent Weather

The enclosed extract from the log of one of the "excellent"

observers for the Meteorological Oflice may be interesting to

some of your readers, as bearing upon the large amount of
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easterly viinds and severe weatlier which were experienced at

the time. Henry Toynbee,
Marine Superintendent

Meteorological Office, London, March 27

Extractsfrom Mdeorohgkal Log of the Ship " Tiuiarii," Capt.

D. Fiillarton

18S6 March 15 ; Noon Position, Lat. 48° 31' N., Long. 8° 16' W.
" A great many small land birds about us ;

put about 60 into

a coop, evidently tired out."

1886 March 17 ; Noon Position, Lat. 48° 30' N., Long. 7° 34' W.
" Over 50 of the birds cooped on the I5ih died, though fed.

Sparrows, finches, water wagtails, two different small kinds of

birds, names unknown to me, one kind like a linnet, and a large

bird like a starling. In all there have been on board over 70
birds, besides some that hovered about us for some time and fell

into the sea exhausted."

Variable Stars

I HAVE to express my indebtedness to Mr. Castell-Evans

(Nature, March 25, p. 486) for drawing my attention to Prof.

Meldola's valuable memoir of 1878. Occasionally I cannot

help passing over a paper of great interest ; and, much to my
regret, I did not read Prof. Meldola's until to-day. According

to his theory there is '•.
. . actu.al combustion taking place in

the atmosphere of a slowly-cooling star previously at a tem-

perature of dissociation." The previous existence of elements is

assumed throughout the memoir ; and it is these which undergo

"actual combustion," and of course give rise to compounds
capable of the dissociation referred to. Prof. Meldola proceeds

to show that dissociation of compounds and actual combustion

of elements may very well lead to a "periodically unstable

chemical equilibrium."

For my part I was not writing about combustion, but about

polymerisation ; not about compounds, but about elements ; and
nothing was said about dissociation. Chemical effect, more-

over, was expressed by an equation totally different in form

from dissociation equations.

There is thus a perfect distinction between my work and that

of Prof. Meldola. He is, so far as I am aware, the originator

of the theory that the variability of a star may depend on actual

combustion of elements, followed by dissociation of compounds.

I regard this theory .as having considerable value, and great

probability. But it has obviously nothing whatever to do with

ray own. Edmund J. Mills
Glasgow, March 27

Colours in Clouds

I AM afraid I cannot give any further details to .aid Mr.

Backhouse. My object was to point out that the presence of

coloured fringes is not very rare, though they require suitable

means to see them.

I do not think the dark blue tone is very material.

Mr. Backhouse will, however, .'ee that it implies a general

absence of glare and illumination of the atmosphere in the

neighbourhood of the cloud, and that is exactly the condition

which I artificially made by a suitable dark glass, which stopped

the glare. It is the dilution of the tints with white light which
makes them faint or invisible. Of course it may be said that the

dark glass will weaken the tints as well as the general light, but

as a fact the tints do show better through a proper one, and
reduction of glare does make colour more marked.
Nor do I think that the square or rhomboidal form is im-

portant, for I think that is only the result of the air-currents

which cause the light cloud.

These colours will be oftener seen in projections from banks
near the horizon, if my view be correct of the height at which
they are formed, because it is only when the bank or mass of

thick cloud hiding the sun is low that we see well above it.

Mr. Backhouse gives enormous heights at which water could

only visibly exist as minute ice-crystals, such as cause halos.

J. F. Tennant
37, Hamilton Road, Ealing, W., March 27

The Distribution of Appendicularia

In regard to Prof. Ilerdman's query concerning the distribu-

tion of Appcnd'u'utaria it may be mentioned that this form was

frequently met with near the surface of the sea during the
observations for H.M. Trawling Commissioners along the east

coast of Scotland. From previous observations it would seem
to be prevalent, especially in summer and autumn, all round our
shores, as well as to stretch far into the neighbouring seas.

W. C. MclNTOSH
St. Andrew's Marine Laboratory, March 23

THE TECHXICAL INSTITUTE
T N considering the sixth .Annual Report of the Council
-*• of the City and Guilds of London Institute to the

Governors, we cannot but be impressed with the sub-

'

stantial advance made in each of the several branches of

the Institute's work.
The past year has seen the completion of the great

Central Institution in Exhibition Road, the University of

the system of technical education, and London may be
congratulated on at last possessing an institution which
is, as pointed out in the Report, comparable with, and in

some respects superior to, a German Pot>technic School.

Considering the thorough manner in which the work-
shops and laboratories in the several departments have
been equipped, we think the Institute is justified in

claiming that parents will be enabled to secure in Eng-
land for their sons technical instruction of the same high

class as has been for so long provided in the great

technical colleges abroad, and moreover better adapted
to the special circumstances of home industry. The
Report further expresses a patriotic hope that students

trained in the Central Institution will gradually occupy
the places in manufacturing works, and especially in

chemical works, both in Great Britain and the colonies,

which have of late been almost monopolised by the

Germans and Swiss.

Besides the regular courses of instruction, special series

of lectures are given by the Professors of the Institution

at 5 o'clock, and we have reason to know that such

courses as Prof Henrici's on the Differential and In-

tegral Calculus for engineering students, and those by
Prof Armstrong on Carbon Compounds, and by Prof.

Ayrton on Industrial Apphcations of Electricity, now
being given, fulfil a distinctly-felt want. The same may
also be said of the special courses, including that on
Iron-Girder Bridge Construction, by Prof. Unwin, to be
given in July.

At the Finsbury Technical College the year has been

marked by the appointment of Dr. Silvanus Thompson
to the office of Principal, a post the duties of which have

hitherto been discharged by Mr. Philip i\Iagnus, the

Director and Secretary of the Institute, but which the

enormous increase in all the branches of the Institute's

work has compelled him to relinquish. It is satisfactory

to note that the great success already achieved by this

College, both with respect to its Day and Evening De-

partments, has continued, and the Institute has deter-

mined to considerably increase the accommodation at a

cost of 17,500/. In the Evening Department greater

prominence has been given to courses of instruction for

persons engaged in the various branches of the building

trade, laboratories for instruction in plumbing, in gas-

fitting, and in metal-plate work having been arranged,

as also a class for builders' quantities. There are now
between 600 and 700 persons attending the courses in the

Evening Department.

The branch of its work by w^hich the Institute is most

widely known, the system of technological examinations,

develops rapidly. According to Mr. Magnus's present

Report, 396S candidates presented themselves for e.x-

amination in May last, of whom 2168, or nearly 55 per

cent., w-ere successful in passing. Examinations were

held in forty-two subjects. In four subjects incltided in

the programme, viz. salt manufacture, oils and fats,

silk manufacture, and mechanical preparation of ores,

the number of candidates was below the minimum for
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which an examination is held. In regard to- silk manu-
facture, Mr. Magnus, in deploring the want of attention

given in this country to technical instruction in connec-
tion with this important industry, points out the great

improvement which has taken place in the silk trade of

Crefcld as a result of the establishment of the Weaving
and Dyeing School at that place.

Examinations were held for the first time, in 1885, in

boot and shoe manufacture and in framework knitting, at

which a mmiber of students from the new Technical
School at Leicester presented themselves.

It is satisfactory to observe that great attention con-
tinues to be paid to making the examinations of such a

character as to prevent students possessed only of mere
book-knowledge from passing. Practical examinations
were held in weaving and p.^ttcrn designing, in metal-
plate work, in mine surveying, and, for the first time, in

carpentry and joinery. In all these subjects (except mine
surveying), candidates have to send in specimens of work
duly certified as having been executed by themselves.
The examinations were held in 167 towns in Great

Britain and Ireland, Manchester heading the list of pro-

vincial towns so far as regards the number of its success-

ful candidates. The Polytechnic Institution, London,
was equally successful, and next in order came Bradford,
Leeds, Bolton, and Huddersfietd.

With regard to the prospects of the examinations in

May of this year, it appears from returns furnished in

November last that 6396 persons were receiving instruc-

tion in the registered classes of the Institute, as against

5874 in the previous year ; and it may therefore be
expected that a considerably increased number will pre-

sent themselves this year.

It must b3 gratifying to the Institute to have received

an application, recently noticed in these columns, from
the Board of Technical Education in New South VVales,

to extend the examinations to that colony, and we are

glad to observe that the Council of the Institute, believing

that whatever tends to unite more closely the colonies

with the mother country is calculated to improve their

mutual trade and commerce, recommend that the appli-

cation should be acceded to.

The annual meeting of the Governors was held yester-

day, under the presidency of Lord Selborne, who delivered

an address on the work of the Institute during the past

year.

EXHIBITION OF BAROMETERS
THE Royal Meteorological Society held its seventh

annual Exhibition of Instruments on March 16 and
17, in the Library of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

25, Great George Street, Westminster. The Exhibition

was devoted entirely to barometers, with the exception of

a few new instruments which have been brought out

during the past year. A very valuable collection of dif-

ferent forms of barometer was brought together, and in

those cases where it was not possible to obtain a speci-

men of the instrument a photograph or illustration of it

was shown. The Exhibition therefore practically in-

cluded almost every known form of barometer.

The instruments were classified under the following

headings :— Mercurial Barometers : Adjustable Cistern,

Closed Cistern, Siphons ; Barographs; Aneroids; Metallic

and other forms of Barometer. There were altogether 78
barometers, 9 new instruments, and 33 drawings, photo-

graphs, &c., making 120 exhibits.

Some very fine specimens of standard barometer on the

Fortin principle were exhibited—Mr. P. Adie showing
one with a glass plunger to raise the mercury in the

cistern, Mr. Casella showing another with the scale figured

to tenths of an inch, and Messrs. Negretti and Zambra
showing a third with cistern and tubular casing square

in section. By the side of these were placed a port-

able barometer, with ivory float, about 100 years old, and
a standard barometer, by Barrow, the pattern used by
the members of the British Meteorological Society about
1S50-60. Messrs. Negretti and Zambra exhibited a self-

compensating barometer with a double rack moved by
one pinion, so that, when adjusting the vernier in one
position, the second rack moves in the opposite direction,
carrying along with it a plunger, which is the exact size

of the internal diameter of the tube. This firm also
showed a standard barometer with electrical adjustment,
and a new standard barometer with overflow cistern
adjustment. Some interesting specimens of mountain
barometers were exhibited, including one originally used
by the North American Boundary Commission in 1857,
which since its return has been employed by the Kew
Committee on the inter-comparison of the various standard
barometers of this country.

Among the closed cistern barometers was the large
cistern one made for the Meteorological Society of
London in 1S37 by Mr. R. C. Woods. The proportion
of the calibre of the tube to that of the cistern is as i : 50,
a proportion which was considered sufficient to obviate
the necessity for applying capacity corrections. The
tube and cistern originally held 70 lbs. of mercury ! The
next instrument to this was the Kew barometer, first

designed in 1S53, in which the cistern is closed and the
scale contracted so as to obviate the necessity of correct-
tion for capacity. Specimens were exhibited of the marine
barometer, as supplied to Her Majesty's ships previous to

1854 ; the Kew marine barometer, as adopted by the
Admiralty ; the gun barometer, with the glass tube
packed with india-rubber to check the vibration caused
by firing ; and the coast barometer. The Meteorological
Office showed patterns of barometers as used in France,
Holland, and Russia. Two specimens of long-range
barometer were exhibited, viz. Morland's diagonal, by
Messrs. Negretti and Zambra, in which the top part of
the tube is inclined more or less from the perpendicular
to give an enlarged scale-reading ; and Hicks's spiral

tube, which gives a range of 8 inches for I inch variation

of atmospheric pressure.

Among the siphon barometers were two very old
forms, viz. Hooke's double barometer and a Dutch baro-
meter, by Reballio, combining siphon and long-range
barometer, thermometer, and hygrometer. An interest-

ing relic was the mounting of the travelling-barometer

formerly belonging to, and used by, De Luc. The siphons
included Gay Lussac's, Bunten's, Jones's, Adie's,Dollond's,

Bogen's, and Wild's forms of barometer ; also a siphon
designed by Capt. J. B. Basevi, R.E., and used by him
in the high table-lands of Tibet, in connection with the

operations of the Great Indian Trigonometrical Survey
;

Stanley's barometer, with " rising and falling " index
;

and Guthrie's sensitive barometer, which has a flat hori-

zontal spiral in which is a bubble of air for indicating the
variations of atmospheric pressure, the motion of the

bubble being four and a half times that of the true baro-

metric variation.

A specimen of Milne's barograph was shown by the

Meteorological Office, while Messrs Negretti and Zambra
exhibited their improved form of the same instrument in

which the paper is carried on a cylinder. MM. Redier,

of Paris, sent two forms (large and small) of their baro-

graph, which works so satisfactorily ; and MM. Richard
Freres,of Paris, in addition to sending a self-recording mer-
curial barometer, exhibited several specimens of their self-

recording aneroid, which is becoming so popular in this

country. This instrument consists of a series of eight

vacuum-boxes, by which the effects of the atmospheric
pressure are increased and transmitted by a system of levers

to an arm carrying a pen. The pen, of a special form, con-

tains an ink mixed with glycerine, and marks the curve of

atmospheric pressure on the paper round the cylinder,

which revolves once in seven davs. This firm also showed
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a Bourdon's metallic recording barometer, in which the

drum turning in eight days is supplied with a continuous
band of paper, serving for six months or a year.

Various specimens of aneroids were exhibited, including
skeleton aneroid, showing the various working parts

;

aneroid with altitude scales
;
pocket watch aneroid, in-

dicating heights to 20,000 feet ; Stanley's surveying
aneroid ; F"ield's engineering aneroid ; aneroids as sup-
plied to Her Majesty's ships previous to 1854, and the
pattern now adopted ; and self-registering aneroid with
maximum and minimum indexes. Messrs. Lund and
Blockley exhibited a barometer dial 6 feet in diameter,
the hand of which is kept in its true position by a single

aneroid vacuum-box.
Mr. Stanley showed his chrono-barometer, which is a

clock that counts the oscillations of a pendulum formed
by a suspended barometer. The upper chamber of the

pendulum is a cylinder of an inch or more in diameter.

By change of atmospheric pressure the mercury in the

pendulum is displaced from the bottom to the top, and
vice 7'ffsi!. The rate of the clock is accelerated or re-

tarded in proportion to the displacement of the mercury.
Among the other forms of barometer were Jordan's

glycerine barometer, the cistern and upper part of the
tube only being shown, as the instrument, when com-
plete, would be about 30 feet in height ; Cetti's long-range
mercurial and glycerine barometer; Hicks's flexible

barometer ; Lowne's handy weather-glass ; Ronketti's
thermo-barometer ; Wilson's diflerential barometer; and
several patterns of sympiesometer.
The most interesting of the new instruments was

Immisch's pocket metallic thermometer. This is a

watch-shaped instrument, and about the size of a small
locket. The index-hind is actuated by the expansion
and contraction of a very small Bourdon tube filled with
a highly expansive liquid, and hermetically sealed, the
motion of the tube being multiplied by an ordinary rack
and pinion.

To the Savilian Professor ofAstronomy ill the Universilv

of Oxford, Author of a Memoir on the Proper
Motion ofForty Stars in

The Pleiades,

On his receiving the GoldMedal ofthe Royal Astronomical
Society for his Invcstiij^ations of the Relative

Brightness of the Fixed Stars

Pritchard ! thy praise is lifted to the skies,

Who in the starry fields find'st pure delight,

Noting each ray that gilds the brow of night
From pale gems set in depths beyond surmise.
Press on, where Fame's subliinest summits rise-

Time's stroke falls lightly on his sacred might
Who ploughs from morn to eve his furrow right

Then sinks to rest 'midst sunset's gorgeous dyes.
Hail ! faultless herald of the bright-eyed throng
Heir to the wand, once Tycho's, to assign
What place and precedence to each belong :

Whilst yet with watery ray yon Pleiads shine
Or strew with sands of gold their hair divine,
Thy name shall flourish in immortal song.

NOTES
Her Majesty the Queen has been ple.ised to intimate her

intention of opening the Colonial and Indian E.xhibition on
Tuesday, May 4.

M. VuLPiAN has been elected by a majority of one over M.
Alphonse Milne-Edward?, Permanent Secretary of the Paris

Academy of Sciences, in the place of the late M. Jamin.

The death is announced of Mr. Charles George Talmage,

F.R.A.S. , on Saturday. He was director of the private

observatory of Mr. J. G. Barclay, at Leyton.

There has recently died in Calcutta one who, though not in

any sense a man of science, has done much for science as an

artistic delineator. A Belgian by birth, Jules Schaumberg more

than twenty years ago found his way to India, in search of the

picturesque, and was at first associated with M. Rousselet, author

of " Les Indes des Rajahs," during which time he made many
•admirable sketches and water-colour pictures illustrative of the

architecture and life in the cities of Central India. His capital

having been exhausted, he accepted an appointment as artist in

connection with the Geological -Survey of India. The number

of plates drawn by him for the Survey and also for the yournalo\

the Society amount to hundreds, and those who knew Schaum-

berg well remember the interest and spirit he threw into the

drawing of plates representing animated life. He lately officiated

as Principal of the Bengal .School of ."^rt, and died suddenly .at

the .age of forty-six.

The Biological Section of the Canadian Institute of Toronto

proposes to petition the Dominion Government to reserve one of

the islands in Lake Superior for the preservation of native

Canadian animals.

Mr. Edgar Hall, of Queenborough, sends us a cutting from

the Sydney Echo of February 4, giving an interesting account

of a vessel which is reported to have been set fire to by a meteor.

The vessel, a schooner, tlie f. C. Foni, was on her voyage from

the P.acific Coast to Kahului, Maui, and the communication

originally appeared in the Pacific Advcrtiicr, published at Hono-

lulu. The letter is dated " Kahului, Dec. 22, 1885," and addressed

to the Hon. S. G. Wilder. It is signed "T. H. Griffiths, captain ;

B. J. Weight, passenger." On Saturday, Dec. 12, according to

the letter, being in latitude 23° 53' N., longitude 143° 26' W.

,

at 1.30 p.m., the weather being fine .and wind moderate, the

first mate, Mr. Mercer, discovered the mizen-staysail, which was

clewed up, to be in flames at the mainmast-head. With all

possible speed the fire was put out by means of water, beating,

and cutting away. "It is needless to say that all hands won-

dered at a fire occurring at the mast-head, but the finding of

fragments of some metallic-like substance showed us that sonie-

ihing'of a meteoric nature was the cause. Those on the deck

were picking up burning fragments and throwing them over-

board. The pieces of the strange substance were found at the

base of the mainmast. A piece as large as a man's hand was

thrown overboard quite hot by Mr. Weight, and a piece as large,

or larger, which was burning the mainsail, was thrown over-

board by one of the hands. The above are the facts, as we

remember them, and as they are recorded on the ship's log. In

the night previous the weather was clear, but meteors were very

numerous, and the mate and man at the wheel noticed their fre-

quency and number.-, and also that they would burst in a manner

resembling a rocket. No shock was noticed, the first intimation

of the occurrence being the st.aysail in flames. Our theory is

that the substance found is the crust of a meteor or fragment

projected laterally. As there was a large quantity of kerosene

and other combustible matter on deck, there were doubtless

more than th« two pieces thrown overboard in our anxiety to

avoid disaster."'

A PRIZE of 25,000 francs, or 1000/., is offered every year by

Leopold II., King of the Belgians, for the best essay on some

])redetermined subject tending to advance the well-being of

mankind. The competition is alternately restricted to Belgians

and thrown open to the whole world, being settled by an inter-

national jury. The subject of this year's competition, open to

the whole world, was "The Best Means of improving Sandy

Coasts" ; and the prize has been awarded by an international
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jury, including some of the most eminent English and French

engineers, to M. de Mey, Engineer^ of Fonts et Chaussees,

Bruges, against fifty-nine competitors. The subject for the essay

at the next international competition is "The Progress of Elec-

tricity applied to Motive Power and Illumination, its Applica-

tions and Economical Advantages." The essays for competition,

which must be written in French, or translated into that

language, are to be sent before January i, 1889, to the Minister

of Agriculture, Industry, and Public Worlis, from whom the

conditions of the competition may be obtained.

Botanists will be pleased to learn that the "Flora of the

West Riding of Yorkshire," which Dr. F. Arnold Lees has been

engaged on for some years, will shortly be ready for the press.

It will be a complete and comprehensive enumeration of species

in all the groups, phanerogamic and cryptogamic, which occur

in the wide and diversified area of which it treats, together with

chapters on lithology, climatology, bibliography, &c. The

account of each plant will include its range, horizontal and

vertical, and its history as a West Riding species. The work

is to be issued by subscription under the auspices of the York-

shire Naturalists' Union, and will constitute an important volume

of their series of memoirs dealing with the flora and fauna of

Yorkshire.

The Sheffield Free Library Committee can report a greatly

increased use of the specifications of patents in the Reference

Library as well as of the books of the Science and Art Class.

The issue also of works of fiction in the circulating departments

has also fallen off, while that of history and travels and arts and

sciences has increased in both central and branch libraries. Of

this, however, the Committee may probably take much of the

credit, as they have not only spent a larger amount of money in

the more valuable books, but have also purchased a larger

number of volumes. The value of branch libraries is shown by

the result that three in Sheffield have scarcely reduced the

average issues of the central one ; and if, in a place of so great a

rental, further progress is crippled for lack of funds, how highly

necessary must something beyond a penny rate be in many

towns only a small fraction of its size. Although during the past

year the Observatory was open only thirty-seven nights, yet the

Committee report that its "utility is confirmed by experience."

A lioness's brain was recently dissected and studied by Herr

Familiant at the Anatomical Institute of the Berne Veterinary

School. Among other results he finds {Mittlieilungen of Berne

Naturalists' Society, 1885) that in form it is in many respects

intermediate between the do^'s and the cat's brain ; from both it

is distinguished by relatively small projection of the cerebellum

and narrowness of the lobin pyr^fonnis. Further, the chief

fissures of the brain of carnivores are to be found in that of

primates, the principal differences between homologous fissures

being partly in imperfect formation or perhaps retrograde for-

mation of certain parts, and partly in confluence of some

sections of originally separate fissures. In some varieties

of the fissuring of man's brain, the original relations of

the carnivore's brain recur. The parieto-occipital fissure

is a special formation not met with in the brain of carni-

vores. The secondary fissures, especially in the frontal lobes,

are due to a special mode of fissuring that has appeared late,

and is therefore subject to wide variations.

Arch.-eologists are placed under fresh obligations to Dr.

A. B. Meyer, the indefatigable curator of the Dresden Natural

History Museum for his recent publications on the prehistoric

settlements and graveyards of Gurina in Karinthia and of Hall-

stadt in Upper Austria. .Since about the middle of the century,

Gurina, which lies on the Upper Gail, an Alpine stream flowing

to the Drave above Klagenfurth, had been vaguely spoken of in

connection with a few stray antique objects from time to time

falling into the hands of collectors. But the very locality of the

place was scarcely known until, one of these objects coming in

the way of the author, he was induced to visit the neighbourhood

during the summer of 1884 on behalf of the Viennese Anthro-

pological Society. Although able to do little more than

" scratch the surface," he was soon convinced that Gurina must

have been an important centre of European culture, either

Etruscan or more probably Illyrian, some centuries before the

new era, consequently that a systematic exploration of the locality

is urgently demanded in the interest of archreological science.

The results of his own preliminary investigations are embodied

in an elaborate monograph, entitled "Gurina im Obergailthal
'

(Dresden, 1S85), which also contains a ftdl account of all the

interesting finds hitherto made and here figured on fourteen admir-

ably executed photographic plates. Although mostly picked up

accidentally without any systematic research, these finds are of

the most varied character, including Greek (Alexandrian), Roman

(Imperial), Keltic (?), and other barbaric coins in silver, bronze,

copper, and brass ; bronze and iron fiiiuUe, iron chains, bronze

chains and plaques, bronze and tin statuettes, iron swords and

knives, glass ware, potsherds plain and ornamented, and other

artistic remains, some apparently of local manufacture, some

introduced from Greece, Italy, Gaul, and other countries during

a period ranging from perhaps 200 or 300 years before to as many

after the new era. Amongst the most interesting objects are the

bronze plaques, pins or bodkins inscribed with Etruscan or

Illyrian characters, a few words of which have been deciphered

and referred by Paoli to the Illyrianbranchof the Aryan linguistic

family. The Illyrian (Thraco-Illyrian) peoples would seem to

have reached their extreme western limits in this part of Noricum,

where they came in contact with the Etruscans and Kelts, and

were ultimately absorbed in the Roman Empire.

On his return from Gurina, Dr. Meyer made an excursus

to the prehistoric necropolis of Hallstatt in Upper Austria,

an account of the past and present state of which he com-

municates in a short memoir, "Das Griiberfeld von Hall-

statt" (Dresden, 1885), illustrated with a photographic view

of the place and photographic plates of two of the

finest objects found there. Although Hallstatt has been "ex-

ploited" by treasure-seekers ever since 1835, during which

nearly 200D graves have been opened, Dr. Meyer's hasty survey

satisfied him that the place is still far from exhausted. Most of

the graves have been rifled ; but the site occupied by the neigh-

bouring prehistoric settlement appears to have been scarcely

touclied, and there remain several thousand square yards of

ground still to explore. Until this is done it will be difficult to

come to any definite conclusion as to the origin, period, and

duration of the settlement. The fact that no Keltic coins have

ever been discovered at Hallstatt seems to support Morlot's view

that the foundation dates from about the fourth century before

the new era. Basing his calculations on the number of graves

in the place. Dr. Meyer thinks that it cannot have flourished for

more than two hundred years, if so long. The two objects here

figured and now preserved in the Museum of Linz, are a large

fibula or brooch with twelve long chain pendants spreading out

like a fan, and a knife with peculiar bronze handle and iron

blade.

Some little time since an account was given in Natukk

(vol. XXX. p. 271) of the edible birds'-nest caves at Gomanton,

in British North Borneo. A recent number of Die Natiir con-

tains a translation from the Danish Geop-aphical Journal of an

account of a visit to certain caves in islands off the coast of the

Malay Peninsula, where these nests are also produced. The

islands are very small, and almost inaccessible ; they lie between

8° and 10° N. latitude, and lie between twenty and forly

miles off the coast. They belong to the Siamese Government,

and are farmed out to contractors, who collect the nests, and
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despatch them to China. The harvest is during the months of

March and April. As soon as the nests are built, and before

the swallows begin to lay their eggs, they are collected ; the

birds then build second nests, and these are likewise taken away ;

the third nests are left undisturbed for the birds to lay and hatch.

The island visited by the Danish writer was abDut 500 feet

high, and 3000 feet in diameter. The caves are only accessible

by means of rattan ladder.s, and the nests are collected from the

roofs by means of rattan galleries and stagings. To show the

impossibility of ingress and egress without artificial assistance,

it is stated that about forty years ago, before the collection and
sale of the nests was made a Government monopoly, about fifty

Malays arrived at the caves before the Siamese, and commenced
taking the nests ; while they were engaged in this the Siamese

arrived, and in revenge ran away with the rattan ladders,

leaving the whole of the Malays to die of hunger and thirst in

the caves, from which their only means of escape had been

taken. Their skeletons are still in the caves. These Siamese

caves appear smaller, not so well ordered, and infinitely wilder

and more dangerous than those at Gomanton, but otherwise

there appears little difference in the nests themselves, cr in the

mode of collecting them.

The latest numbers of the Ceylon OticntaUst (Nos. 3 and 4,

vol. ii.) are largely occupied with folk-lore. The editor writes

on comparative folk-lore, showing how certain Singalese stories

occur elsewhere in Sanskrit and Siamese collections. Mr.
Lewis's " Notes on some Oriental Folk-lore Stories " is on
much the same lines, the field e.\amined being somewhat more
extensive. Thus a story from a Singalese collection of stories,

the "Jataka," is found in English in Chaucer's "Pardoner's
Tale." There are two other papers of a like character. The
Rev. H. Horsley writes on Tamil proverbs, while Mr. Lewi-;

concludes some interesting papers on a subject which appears to

have escaped investigation hitherto—viz. the terms of relation-

ship in Singalese and Tamil.

Prof. Lodge wishes to state that in his letter under the
heading of "Permanent Magnetic Polarity," in our last issue,

in the last paragraph the word "explained" should be " uii-

explained."

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the
past week include a Ring-tailed Lemur (Lemur caltd) from
Madagascar, presented by Mr. Alfred Best ; a Bonnet Monkey
(Macacus siniciis) from India, presented by Dr. E. Woakes ; a
Mountain Ka-Ka [Nesloi- notabilis) from New Zealand, presented
by Mr. James Ellis ; four Leopard Tortoises

( Testudo parda/is),
eleven Angulated Tortoises {Chersina an^ulata), an Areolated
Tortoise {Homoptts areolata), three Geometric Tortoises {Testudo
geomdriea), a Robben Island Snake {Coronella p/iacaruui), two
Infernal Snakes [Boodon iiifernaUs) from South Africa, pre-

sented by the Rev. G. II. R. Fisk, C M.Z.S. ; two Common
Boas (Boa constrictor) from South America, a West African
Python (Python seha) from West Africa, presented by Mr. Daniel
Nicols ; two Golden Plovers (Ckaradrius pluvialis), European,
a Sharp-nosed Crocodile (Crocodilus acutus) from Central
America, deposited ; three Wheatears (Saxicola cenant/ie),

British, purch.ased ; a White-fronted Lemur (Lemur albifrom),
born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Binary Star /3 Delphini.—In 1873 Burnham dis-

covered that the primary star of the well-known wide double-
star j8 Delphini was itself a very close double, and a few years'
observations sufficed to sho.v that it was a binary star in rapid
motion. As the companion star has now described over lSo°
of its apparent path, a fairly accurate approximation to the
elements of its orbit is possible. An attempt has accordingly
been made, first by Dubiago and more recently by Gore, to

determine the orbit, with tolerably accordant results. The
former makes the period to be 26 '07 years, with perihelion pas-

sage at i8S2'i9 and semi-axis major o"'55. Gore finds the
|.)eriod to be 30'9i years, and fixes the periastron passage at

iSS2'25, with semi-axis major = o"'5i7. The observations are

fairly well represented by these elements, considering what a

close and difficult object the star is to measure. According to

Gore's elements the components were at their minimum dis-

tance, o"'l92, at the epoch iSyg'gi ; and during 1S79 Burnham
failed to elongate the star with the l8J-inch Dearborn refractor.

We hope that those double-star observers who possess suffi-

ciently powerful telescopes will not lose sight of this interesting

object.

The Velocity of Light and the Solar Parallax.—
From two determinations of the velocity of light made by Prof.

Michelson (in 1879 ^"^1 in 1882), and from one made by himself
in 1882, Prof Newcomb concludes that the most probable value

of this physical constant, expressed in kilometres per second,

is 299860 ± 30. Adopting Nyren's value of the constant of

aberration from Pulkowa obf^ervations, viz. 20" '492, the corre-

sponding value of the solar parallax is 8"'794, taking the earth's

equatorial radius to be 637S'2 kilometres, as determined by Chark.

We may also draw attention to the circumstance that Prof. New-
comb considers that his observations negative the hypothesis

put forward by Messrs. Forbes and Young as to the existence of

a difference between the velocities of rays of different colours.

Had there been such a difference to anything like the extent

asserted by these physicists, it would have shown a well-marked
effect in Prof. Newcomb's apparatus. No trace, however, of

any such effect could be seen. Prof. Michelson has arrived at

similar conclusions as to the erroneous nature of the views
expressed by the Scotch experimenters,

Fabry''s Comet.—The following ephemeris by Dr. H.
Oppenheim (Astr. Nach. No. 2712) is in continuation of that

given in Nature for 1S86 March 18 :

—

i386

For Berlin Midnight

R.A. Decl. Log t Log i Bright-

April 16 23 58 4$ 38 46-9 N. 9-8317 9-6825 118

iS o 13 47 37 53-4 9S417 9-6282 145
20 O 33 27 36 24-0 9-8527 9-5686 181

22 O 58 58 33 58-3 9-8645 9-5043 230
24 I 31 39 30 2-6 9'877o 9-4370 297
26 2 12 8 23 52-1 9-8S99 9-3726 376
28 2 59 25 14 52-2 9-9031 9-3229 445
30 3 50 o 3 37-0 N. 9-9165 9-3042 456

The brightness on December 2 is taken as unity.

Barnard's Comet.—The following ephemeris by Dr. H.
Oppenheim (Astr. Nach. No. 2714) is from elements by Dr. A.
Krueger :—

For Berlin Midnight
1886 R.A- Decl. Log r Log A Bright-

h m. s. , , ness

March 31 1 50 22 30 45-4N. 9-9509 0-2006 11

April 4 I 49 33 32 15 9 o-iS68
S I 48 25 II 49-1 9-8776 0-1699 18

12 I 46 58 35 23-8 0-1494
16 I 45 6 36 57-3 9-7962 0-I245 32
20 I 42 50 38 25-0 0-0)41

24 I 40 23 39 3S-9 9-71SS 00568 62

28 I 38 22 40 260 001 II

M.iy 2 I 38 8 40 28-4N. 9-6796 9-9556 118

The brightness on December 5 is taken as unity.

The Nebula round Maia.—MM. Perrotin and ThoUon
(Comples rendus, cii., No. 10) have succeeded in seeing the Maia
nebula "without too much difficulty" ; but M. Perrotin adds,
" We have seen the nebula because we knew it existed. We
should certainly not have observed it else." The nebula seemed
comprised in an angle of about 120°, with the opening turned

towards the north-west, and the summit to Maia; one of the

sides lies along the line joining Maia to Bessel's star An. 4.

The general a|)pearance is that of a faintly luminous cloud, of

which the different parts are very unequally bright. A nebu-

lous filament stretching from Maia nearly to the little star just

named, and a region towards the north-east and nearly 2' from
Maia, are the brightest parts of the nebula. On one occasion

exceedingly faint luminous points were suspected in the centre

of this latter district.
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ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 18S6 APRIL 4-10

/"pOR the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at

^ -* Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24,

is here employed.)

At Greenwich on April \

Sun rises, 5h. 30m. ; souths, I2h. 3m. O'os. ; sets, i8h. 36m.
;

decl. on meridian, 5° 46' N. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

7h. 28m.
Moon (New) rises, 5h. 43m. ; souths, I2h. 2m. ; sets, i8h. 32m.

;

decl. on meridian, 3° 6' N.

Planet

Mercury
Venus ...

Mars . .

.

Jupiter...

Saturn ..

Rises
h. m.

5 23

3 59
14 40
16 54
9 7

Souths
h. m.

12 27

9 20
21 46
23 7

17 19

19 3>

14 41

4 52
5 20

Dec]- on meridit

... ii°37N.

... 8 20 S.

... II 56 N.

... 1+4N.

... 22 50 N.
' Indicates that the setting is that of the following morning.

Occultations of Stars by the Moon (visible at Greenwich)
Corresponding

il Star Mag. Disap. Reap. ^^^'^011°^^^;
inverted image

Aldebaran
130 Tauri
26 Geminorum.

17 S

23 49
22 2i

17 54
o 2 it

23 18

.. 175 257
• 175 251
•• 143 28s

t Occurs on the following morning.

Saturn, April 4.—Outer major axis of outer ring ~ 4o""9

outer minor axis of outer ring = l8""3 ; southern surface visible"

April h.

9 ... 4 ... Mercury in inferior conjunction with the
Sun.
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with practice, about half an hour later one of the young accentors

was ejected : strange to say, its mother was present, and looked

on quite calmly, but the desperate efforts of the young murderer

seemed for the time to exhaust it, so that it was not until

I p. m. that it returned to the work and pushed out the

second egg, and then tried to put out the remaining ac-

centor. This at 3.30 was done, and the cuckoo remained sole

occupant. No wonder Mr. Hancock writes:—"The cuckoo's

proceeding, as I saw it, is, in my opinion, the most wonderful

and unaccountable piece of business that I ever witnessed in bird

life." Some of our readers may like to learn that one of the

unfortunate young accentors was placed in a whitethroat's nest,

where there were four young ones about its own age, and that

it was properly attended to by its foster-parents, whereas the

young cuckoo was, after a week's short e.xistence, found dead,

apparently of sunstroke, at the bottom of its nest.

The Torture of the Fish-Hawk.—While the fact,

above recorded about the cuckoo are wonderful, and, from

a human standpoint, perhaps cruel, they would seem to

be surpassed in both respects by those recently recorded

about the fish-hawk of Southern Florida by a well-known

observer, J. y.zriCii.%\.tr (American Naturalist, Marcli 1886). The
distribution of land and water on the Gulf coast of Florida is

very favourable to the existence of fish, and the flats and creeks

swarm with life. Birds subsisting on fish diet also abound.

Long lines of pelicans can be seen on every hand ; armies ol

cranes stalk about ; fish-hawks abound. These latter are

arboreal in their habits, nesting in the tops of the pine-trees, ami

rarely resting on the ground. For the most part they fish in the

secluded creeks and inlets, hovering over the water and captur-

ing their prey by suddenly diving upon it ; but sometimes they

fish in the open waters. While large, active-winged birds, they

never soar. On first acquaintance their actions seemed inex-

plicable : while in the hiddeu creeks they uttered no cry and

seemed to be masters of the gentle art ; but in the open, allured

thereto by a school of mullet, at the moment when they would

seem eager for action and all alive with expectation, jut as they

might be swooping on a fish, they would emit a discordant,

frightened scream, and make for the shore with a haste so ill-

advised as to seriously impede their progress. The shelter of the

trees gained, the terror would subside. Desire for food would

tempt the bird once more out, and again and again the same

frantic performance was to be witnessed. The reason was soon

made evident. A fine specimen of the fish-hawk swooped on a

fish, which soon left its element and swung aloft in the bird's

talons. The hawk began its homeward journey. But now a

new-comer appeared on the scene. A black creature, which

seemed all wings, dropped from above and confronted the hawk,

which at once let go its prey and uttered a scream so brimful of

mortal terror as to excite one's pity. The hawk was not struck,

and it made oft" with wild haste for shore. The intruder was a

frigate-bird, w hich seized the dropped fish in its beak long ere

the prey reached the water, and then with a sweep of exquisite

grace, on tense w ings, fronting a mild breeze, the corsair was

lifted half a mile into the air. A bite was taken from the fish

by a wringing motion of the bird's head, which .'ent the carcass

whirling. The morsel being swallowed, the bird, folding its

wings tightly on its body, dropped swiftly after the fish, seized

it, again swept upwards, and then the performance was repeated

till the meal was over. In a personal contest for superiority on

the ground of physical strength the frigate-bird, with its small

legs and feet and its head and beak not stronger than the fi-h-

hawk's, w.as no match for the latter ; but sometimes the fish-

hawk does not play its part as capturer of the prey desired by

the frigate-bird, and several of these latter combine to cut off

its retreat landwards, swoop about it until the unfortunate victim

loses its power of screaming, then of flight ; down it falls at last

exhausted into the waters of the Gulf; the demon birds still

pursue it ; with their miserable, puny feet they alight on it,

and push it beneath the surface, continuing in one case to do

this for over an hour, until the bird was dead. When the hawks
captured fish they were not so treated—they were robbed, not

killed. It would seem as if the existence of the fish-hawk as a

species depended on their understanding this, and that now and

then those thatdid not understand lost their lives in the struggle.

The Sensibility and Movements of Plants.—To the last

number of the Bitlldin de VAcademic Royale de Belgiijue, the

late Prof. Morren contributes a valuable memoir on the sen-

sibility and movements of plants, in which he further developes

Darwin's well-known theory, and attempts to establish a
complete synthesis of the animal and vegetable kingdoms. It is

argued that the law of sensation producing motion dominates
all the biological sciences, that plants are sensible to the in-

fluences of the environment, and not only move, but are able to

co-ordinate their movements. All the phenomena of motion are

referred in ultimate analysis to protoplasm, a living substance
common alike to plants and animals, and whose general and
essential characteristics are precisely the power of sensation and
movement. It has the faculty of receiving external agencies,

and of moving //t7/77'(? luotu. It stirs, therefore it lives ! And
this is equally true of all organisms from man to the microbe and
the plant. Life might be defined as the activity of protoplasm,

although this is a substance whose true nature is still unknown,
of \\'hose texture we are ignorant, and whose activity is a property,

the mechanism of which has not yet been discovered.

Heredity.—The same Bulletin contains an equally in-

teresting paper by M. Ch. Van Bambeke, on heredity, in

which the theories of Darwin, Haeckel, Niigeli, Pfliiger,

and others are subjected to a searching criticism. Both
pangenesis and plastidulperigenesis are rejected, as inade-

quate to explain all the phenomena of heredity, which, it is

argued, can be accounted for only by supposing that the germ,
Weismann's Keiinplasma, is in fact continuous. It is not to be

regarded as the final outcome of the ontogenesis of each indi-

vidual, but passes from parent to offspring directly, being from
the first present in an unmodified form in a large number, pos-

sibly ill all the somatic cells. The germinative plasma persists

through certain cellular series, concentrating itself anew in the

embryonic cells of the new organism. In a word, in the phylo-

genetic development of the organisms the germ, whose true seat

has now been determined, is perpetuated throughout the whole
series of successive ontogenies. The generations succeed and
efface each other; the Kdmplasma alone is immortal.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
The progress of drying up of the steppes around the Caspian

Sea is i-teadily going on. Thus we learn from a recent com-
munication by M. Krasnoff to the Geographical Society that the

series of the Sarpinsk lakes in the eastern part of the Kalmuck
steppes, close to the Ergheni hills, are rapidly disappearing ; the

lakes Chilguir and Keke-tzun have quite disappeared in the

course of the last year.

General Tillo publishes in the last issue of the Izvcstia of

the Russian Geographical Society the results of new exact

levellings made in order to ascertain the heights above the sea of

Lakes Ladoga, Onega, and Ilmen. Their respective heights

above the average level of the Gulf of Finland appear to be

only 16, 115, and 59 feet, with a probable error not exceeding I '5

feet. The formerly accepted heights were 59, 237, and 157 feet.

A VERY interesting paper on the irrigation of the oases of

Merv and Akhal-Tekke was recently read by M. Pokrovski-

Kozelat St. Petersburg, before the Society for the Assistance of

Russian Trade and Commerce, Count Ignatiefif being in the

chair. The lecturer considers the Merv oasis as one of the

most fertile spots on the earth. Wheat, rice, and other cereals

cultivated by natives for home consumption yield beautiful

crops. The oasis includes about 900,000 acres of cultivable

land. But, in order to cultivate them, it would be necessary to

colonise the oasis with civilised pioneers, and to spend about

120,000/. on the restoration and extension of the splendid

system of canals built up by the Arabs a thousand years ago,

and preserved until now in some parts, as, for instance, at the

mouth of the River Murhab, about 50 miles from Merv. These

canals are 14 feet deep and 70 feet wide, and partly used even

now by the Merv Turcomans for the irrigation of their fields,

though in a primitive manner. The Akhal-Tekke oasis is not so

rich as that of Merv, but still it has about 900,000 acres of

land suitable for culture. It covers the space of 7 miles along

the railway line from Mikhailovsk Bay to Khizil Arvat, and

could be irrigated by the water from the River Tejen.

The Imperial Russian Geographical Society has decided in

its Natural Science Section, to organise during the current year

another expedition to Central Asia, in order to investigate the

mountain district of Khan-Tengri, which has never yet been

explored by any of the European travellers in Central Asia.
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Prof. Guido Cora has lately printed the address he de-

livered in November 1SS3 at the opening of the annual course of

geographical'studies in the University of Turin. This address,

dealing with the surface of the earth as the projjer suliject of

geography, has a special interest for the English public, who are

just now occupied with the question of geographical reform.

The author accordingly appeals more particularly to those

English men of science "who seem still to entertain grave

doubts whether geography really possesses a scientific and indi-

vidual character, and whether it is entitled to be taught even in

Universities." Amongst the subjects discussed are, the relations

of geography to the other sciences, geography an individual

science, separation of geology from geography, division of geo-

graphy in reference to its subject-matter and methods of investi-

gation, mathematical and physical geography, necessity of teach-

ing geography according to the most exact scientific and didactic

methods.

At the last meeting of the Geographicnl Society of Paris, a

letter was read from Major Serpa Pinto, dated Zanzibar, De-

cember 10, describing his recent explorations in Eastern Equa-

torial Africa. He started from Mozambique, and followed the

coast, carefully examining the country as he proceeded, until he

reached Ibo. Here he organised a large expedition with 200
guards and 700 bearers, carrying provisions and wares, and

started for Lake Nyassa, uhxh he reached without difficulty.

On the journey he undertook a triangulation survey with level-

ling. Major Pinto was forced to return to the coast by himself

from Nyassa, on account of ill-health ; but M. Cardozo, his

second in command, continued the journey, and at the time of

writing should have been between Nyassa and Bangweolo.

Capt. Monteil, of the P'lench Marines, read a paper on the

French establishments in Senegal.

.\ LENGTHY report from M. Thouar to the President of the

Argentine Republic, on the Pilcomayo River, has been pub-

lished. The object of his last exploration was to seek the

branch of the river which was mo-t navigable. Leaving Fort

F'otheringham on October 25, he reached, on November 12, the

rapids, the point which, from the other side, he reached with the

Bolivian Expedition in 1883. His conclusion is that it is

possible to go at any season of the year from the mouth at

Lambore to the mission of San Francisco de Solano in Bolivia,

at the very foot of the Andes, at a short distance from the prin-

cipal commercial centres of Southern Bolivia. The difficulties

caused by accumulations of trees, and the consequent formation

of sh.allows can, in his judgment, be overcome. The report

then goes on to describe the incidents of the journey, and the

hostility of the Toba Indians, which more than once threatened

the existence of the Expedition. M. Thouar left in the beginning
of February for Bolivia, crossing the Chaco between the iSth

and 19th parallels, still intent on his exploration of the

Pilcomayo from the Bolivian side.

The current Ze'itschrift {&i. xxi. Heft l) of the Berlin Geo-
graphical Society has for its first contribution a paper of great

interest on the discovery and conquest of Chili, the portion pub-
lished in the present number dealing with the period between
the discovery of the Straits of Magellan and the death of Pedro
de Valdivia {1520-54). The writer, Herr Polakowsky, tells the

story of the stirring events of which Chili was the theatre at

this time with much fire and vigour. The second paper is also

devoted to South America. It is an account (accompanied by a

map) by Capt. Rohde, of the expedition of Gen. Victorica to

the Grand Chaco. The writer first gives some general informa-

tion abont the Chaco, its s'ze, natural divisions, productions,

flora .and fauna, so far as they are known; then he refers to

earlier expeditions, and this brings him to the plan of the cam-
paign under review, and to the events attending the march of
the column specially under the comm.and of General Victorica,

and of the other columns acting in conjunction with it. As part

of this comes the work on the Pilcomayo and Bernejo of Lieut.

Feilberg, of which much has already been heard in Europe. In
conclusion a list is given of the trees of the Chaco, their native

and botanical names, with a few words of description in each
case. A shorter paper (the last in the number) is a report on
the same expedition by the head of the Topographical Depart-
ment of the Argentine army. From a geographical and geo-
logical p .int of view this is the most valuable part of the

accounts of the campaign. It describes the geology, climate,

zoology, mineralogy, &c., of the Chaco.

The Va-liandluns;en (Band xiii., No. 2) of the same Society

contains a paper, by Dr. Zintgraff, entitled "Impressions of

the Lower Congo." The writer was a volunteer with Dr.

Chavanne, who was despatched to map the lower part of the

river, and does not appear to be able to add much that is new
to our knowledge of this region. Dr. Ehrenreich writes on the

land and people in the Rio Doce in Brazil. This is a paper of

much interest, as it sketches the life and habits of a compara-
tively little-known people, from long and careful observation.

Herr Paul Reichard has a long report on his journeys in East-

ern Africa and the regions around the source of the Congo.
These journeys, of which much has been heard from time to

time, extended over about five years, and the present is a popu-

lar account of some of their leading features.

The Mitthfilungen of the Vienna Geographical Society (Band
xxix. , No. 2) contains an account by Dr. Breitenhohner, the

Director of the Meteorological Station at Sonnblick, near Salz-

burg, wliich is the loftiest in the world, being more than twice

as high as the Ben Nevis Station. Herr Steinhauser continues

and concludes his review of the mathematical geography of the

last five years, which takes the form of a series of notes on
various books. Dr. Diener continues his contribution to the

geography of Central Syria, while further letters from the

Congo, from Dr. Lenz, are published.

UNIVERSAL OR WORLD TIME^
CONSIDERING the natural conservatism of mankind in the
^^ matter of time-reckoning it may seem rather a bold thing
to propose such a radical change as is involved in the title of
my discourse. But in the course of the hour allotted to me this

evening, I hope to bring forward some arguments which may
serve to show that the proposal is not by any means so revolu-

tionary as might be imagined at the first blush.

A great change in the habits of the civilised world has taken
place since the old days when the most rapid means of con-
veyance from place to place was the stage-coach, and minutes
were of little importance. Each town or village then naturally

kept its own time, which was regulated by the position of the sun
in the sky. Sufficient accuracy for the ordinary purposes of village

life could be obtained by means of the rather rude sun-dials which
are still to be seen on country churches, and which served to

keep the village clock in tolerable agreement with the sun. So
long as the members of a community can be considered as

stationary, the sun would naturally regulate, though in a rather
imperfect way, the hours of labour and of sleep and the times
for meals, which constitute the most important epochs in village

life. But the sun does not really hold a very despotic sway over
ordinary life, and his own movements are characterised by
sundry irregularities to which a well-ordered clock refuses to

conform.
Without entering into detailed explanation of the so-called

"Equation of Time," it will be sufficient here to state that,

through the varying velocity of the earth in her orbit, and the

inclination of that orbit to the ecliptic, the time of apparent
noon as indicated by the sun is at certain times of the year fast

and at other times slow, as compared with 12 o'clock or noon
by the clock. [The clock is supposed to be an ideally perfect

clock going uniformly throughout the year, the uniformity of its

rate being tested by reference to the fixed stars.] In other

words, the solar day, or the interval from one noon to the next

by the sun, is at certain seasons of the year shorter than the

average, and at others longer, and thus it comes about that by
the accumulation of this error of going, the sun is at the

beginning of November more than 16 minutes fast, and by the

middle of February 144 minutes slow, having lost 31 minutes, or

more than half-an-hour, in the interval. In passing it may be men-
tioned as a result of this that the afternoons in November are

about half-an-hour shorter than the mornings, whilst in February
the mornings are half-an-hour shorter than the afternoons. In
view of the importance attached by some astronomers to the use

of exact local time in civil life, it would be interesting to know
how many villagers have remarked this circumstance.

It is essential to bear these facts in mind when we have to con-

sider the extent to which local time regulates the affairs of life, and
the degree of sensitiveness of a community to a deviation of half-

an-hour or more in the standard reckoning of time. My own
' Lecture by W. H. M. Christie, F.R.S., Astronomer-Roy.-il,

Royal Institution, March ig, 1886.
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experience is that in districts whicli are not within the influence

of railways the clocks of neighbouring villages commonly differ

by half-an-hoiir or more. The degi-ee of exactitude in the

measurement of local time in such cases may be inferred from

the circumstance that a minute hand is usually considered un-

necessary. I have also found that in rural districts on the

Continent arbitrary alterations of h.alf-an-hour fast or slow arc

accepted not only without protest but with absolute indifference.

Even in this country where more importance is attached to

accurate time, I have found it a common practice in outlying

parts of Wale^ (where Greenwich time is about 20 minutes fast

by local time) to keep the clock half-an-hour fast by railway

{i.e. Greenwich) time, or about 50 minutes fast by local time.

And the farmers appeared to find no difficulty in adapting their

hours of labour and times of meals to a clock which at certain

times of the year differed more than an hour from the sun.

There is a further irregularity about the sun's movements which
makes him a very unsafe guide in any but tropical countries. He
is given to indulging in a much larger amount of sleep in winter

than is desirable for human beings who have to work for their

living and cannot hibernate as some of the lower animals do.

To make up for this he rises at an inconveniently early hour in

summer and does not retire to rest till very late at night. Thus
it would seem that a clock of steady habits would be better

suited to the genius of mankind.
Persons whose employment requires daylight must necessarily

modify their hours of labour according to the season of the year,

whilst those who can work by artificial light are practically

independent of the vagaries of the sun. Those who work in

collieries, factories, or mines, would doubtless be unconscious of

a difference of half-an-hour or more between the clock and the

sun, whilst agriculturists would practically be unaffected by it,

as they cannot have fixed hours of labour in any case.

Having thus considered the regulating influence of the sun on

ordinary life wilhin the limits of a small community, we must
now take account of the eflect of business intercourse between
different communities separated by distances \ihich m.ay range
from a few miles to half the circumference of our globe. So
long as the means of communication were slow, the motion of

the traveller was insignificant compared with that due to the

rotation of the earth, which gives us our measure of time. But

it is otherwise now, as I will proceed to explain.

Owing to the rotation of the earth about its axis, the room in

which we now are is moving eastward at the rate of about 600
miles an hour. If we were in an express train going eastward
at a speed of sixty miles an hour (relatively to places on the

earth's surface), the velocity of the traveller due to the combined
motions would be 660 miles an hour, whilst if the train were
going westward it would be only 540 miles. In other words, if

local time be kept at the stations, the apparent time occupied
in travelling sixty miles eastward would be 54 minutes, whilst in

going sixty miles westward it would be 66 minutes. Thus ihc

journey from Paris to Berlin would apparently take an hour and
a half longer than the return journey, supposing the speed of the

train to be tlie same in both cases.

In Germany, under the influence of certain astronomers, the

system of local lirne has been developed to the extent of placing

posts along the railways to mark out each minute of difference

of time from Berlin. Thus there is an alteration of one minute
in time reckoning for every ten miles eastward or westward, and
even wilh the low rate of speed of German trains, this can
hardly be an unimportant quantity for the engine-drivers and
guards, who have to alter their watches one minute for every

ten miles they have travelled east or west. This would seem to

be the redtictio ad absurdum of local time.

In this country the difficulty as to the time reckoning to be
used on railways was readily overcome by the adoption of Green-
wich time throughout Great Britain. The railways carried

London (i.e. Greenwich) time all over the countiy, and thus local

time was gradually disp'aced. The public soon found that it

was important to have correct railway time, and that even in

the west of England, where local time is about 20 minutes
behind Greenwich time, the discordance between the sun and
the railu ay clock was of no practical consequence. It is true

that for some years both the local and the railway times were
shown on village clocks by means of two minute-hands, but the

complication of a dual system of reckoning time naturally

produced inconvenience, .and local time was gradually dropped.
Similarly in France, Austria, Hungary, Italy, Sweden, &c.,

uniform time has been carried by the railways throughout each

country. It is noteworthy that in Sweden the time of the

meridian one hour east of Greenwich has been adopted as the

standard, and that local time at the extreme east of Sweden
differs from the standard by about 36J minutes.

But in countries of great extent in longitude such as the United
States and Russia, the tiine-question was not so easily settled.

It was in the United States and Canada that the complication of

the numerous time standards then in use on the various railways

forced attention to the matter. To Mr. Sandford p'leming, the

constructor of the Inter-Colonial Railway of Canada and
engineer-in-chief of the Pacific Railway, belongs the credit of

having originated the idea of a univer-al time to be used all

over the world. In 1879 Mr. Fleming set forth his views on
time-reckoning in a remarkable j^aper read before the Canadian
Institute. In this he proposed the adoption of a universal day,

com'nencing at Greenwich mean noon or at midnight of a place

on the anti-meridian of Greenwich, i.e., in longitude 180° from
Greenwich. The universal day thus proposed would coincide

with the Greenwich astronomical day, instead of with the

Greenwich civil day which is adopted for general use in this

country.

The American Metrological Society in the following year

issued a report recommending that, as a provisional measure,

the railways in the United States and Canada should use only

five standard times, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 hours respectively

later than Greenwich, a suggestion originally made in 1875 by
Prof. Benjamin Peirce. This was proposed as an improvement
on the then existing state of affairs, when no fewer than seventy-

five different local times were in use on the railroads, many of

them not differing more than i or 2 minutes. But the com-
mittee regarded this merely as a step towards unification, and
they urged that eventually one common standard should be used

as railroad and telegraph time throughout the North .\merican

continent, this national standard being the time of the meridian

6 hours west of Greenwich, so that North American time would
be exactly 6 hours later than Greeenwich time.

Thanks to the exertions of Mr. W. F. Allen, Secretary of the

General Railway Time Convention, the first great practical step

towards the unification of time was taken by the managers of

the -American railw,iys on November 18, 18S3, when the five

time standards above mentioned were adopted. Mr. Allen

stated in October 1884 that these times were already used on

97J per cent, of all the miles of railway lines, and that nearly

85 per cent of the total number of towns in the United States

of over 10,000 inhabitants had adopted them.
I wish to call particular attention to the breadth of view thus

evidenced by the managers of the American railways. By
adopting a national meridian as the basis of their time-system,

they miglit have rendered impracticable the idea of a universal

time to be used by Europe as well as America. But they rose

above national jealousies, and decided to have their time-

reckoning based on the meridian which was likely to suit

the convenience of the greatest number, thus doing their

utmost to promote uniformity of time throughout the world by
setting an example of the sacrifice of human susceptibilities to

general expediency.

Meanwhile Mr. Sandford Fleming's proposal had been dis-

cussed at the Geographical Congress at Venice in 188 1, and at a

meeting of the Geodetic Association at Rome in 1883. Follow-

ing on this a special Conference was held at Washington in

October 1884, to fix on a meridian proper to be employed as

a common zero of longitude and st.andard of time-reckoning

throughout the globe. As the result of the deliberations it was

decided to reconmend the adoption of the meridian of Green-

wich as the zero for longitude, and the Greenwich civil day

(commencing at Greenwich midnight and reckoned from o to 24

hours) as the standard for time reckoning. In making this

selection the delegates were influenced by the consideration that

the meridian of Greenwich was already used by an overwhelming
majority of sailors of all nations, being adopted for purposes of

navigation by the United States, Germany, .-Vustria, Italy, &c.

Further, the United States had recently adopted Greenwich as

the basis of their time-reckoning, and this circumstance in itself

indicated that this was the only meridian on which the Eastern

and Western Hemispheres were likely to agree.

The difficulties in the way of an .agreement between the two

hemispheres may be appreciated by the remarks of the Superin-

tendent of the American Ephemeris on Mr. Sandford Fleming's

scheme for universal time (which was subsequently adopted in

its essentials at the Washington Conference) :— " A capital plan
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for use during the millenium. Too perfect for the present state

of humanity. See no more reason for considering Europe in

the matter than for considering the inhabitants of the planet

Mars. No ; we don't care for other nations, can't help them,

and they can't help us." '

A^ a means of introducing universal time, it has been pro-

posed by Mr. Sandford Fleming, Mr. W. F. Allen, and others,

that standard times based on meridians differing by an exact

number of hours from Greenwich should be used all over the

world. In some cases it may be that a meridian differing by an
exact number of half-hours from Greenwich would be more
suitable for a country like Ireland, Ss\'itzerland, Greece, or New
Zealand, through the middle of which such a meridian would
pass, whilst one of the hourly meridians would lie altogether

outside of it.

The scheme of hourly meridians, though valuable as a step

towards uniform time, can only be considered a provisional

arrangement, and though it may work well in countries like

England, France, Italy, Austria, Hungary, Sweden, &c. , which
do not extend over more than one hour of longitude, in the case of

such an extensive territory as the United States difficulties arise

in the transition from one hour-section to the next which are

only less annoying than those formerly experienced, because the

number of transitions has been reduced from seventy-five to five,

and the change of time has been made so large that there is less

risk of its being overlooked. The natural inference from this is

that one time-reckoning should be ^used throughout the whole
country, and thus we are led to look forward to the adoption in

the near future of a national standard time, 6 hours slow by
Greenwich, for lailways. and telegraphs throughout North
America.
We may then naturally expect that by the same process which

we have witnessed in England, France, Italy, Sweden, and
other countries, railway time will eventually regulate all the

affairs of ordinary life. There may of course be legal difficulties

arising from the change of time-reckoning, and probably in the

first instance local time would beheld to be the legal time unless

otherwise specified.

It seems certain that v\'hen a single standard of lime has been
adopted loy the railways throughout such a large tract of country
as North America, where we have a difference of local times

exceeding five hours, the transition to universal time will be but

a sm.all step.

But if is when we come to consider the influence of telegraphs

on business life, an influence wliich is constantly exercised, and
which is year by year increasing, that the necessity for a universal

or world time becomes even more apparent. As far as railways

are concerned, each country has its own system, which is to a

certain extent complete in itself, though even in the case of

railways the rapidly increasing inter-communication between
diff'erent countries makes the transition in time-reckoning on
crossing the frontier more and more inconvenient. Telegraphs,

however, take no account of the time kept in the countries

through which they pass, and the qu-^stion, as far as they are

concerned, resolves itself into the selection of that system of

time reckoning which will give least trouble to those who use

them.
For the time which is thus proposed for eventual adoption

throughout the world, various names have been suggested. But
whether we call it Universal, Cosmic, Terrestrial, or what seems
to me best of all. World Tune, I think we may look forward to

its adoption for many purposes of life in the near future.

The question, however, arises as to the starting-point for the

universal or world day. Assuming that, as decided by the great

majority of the delegates at Washington, it is to be based on
the meridian of Greenwich, it has still to be settled whether the

world day is to begin at midnight or noon of that meridian.

The astronomers at Rome decided by a majority of twenty-two
to eight in favour of the day commencing at Greenwich noon,
that is, of making the day throughout Europe begin about

mid-day. However natural it might be for a body of astronomers

to propose that their own peculiar and rather inconvenient time-

reckoning should be imposed on the general public, it seems
safe to predict that a World Day which commenced in the

middle of their busiest hours would not be accepted by business

men. In fact, the idea on whicli this proposal was founded was
that universal time would be used solely for the internal admin-
istrati )n of railways and telegraphs, and that accurate local

time must be rigidly adhered to for all other purposes. It was

Proceedings of ihe Canadi; , Toronto, No. 143, July

conceded, however, that persons who travelled frequently might
with advantage use universal time during railway journeys.

This attempt to separate the travelling from the stationary

public seems to be one that is not likely to meet with success

even temporarily, and it is clear that in the future the latter

class may be expected to be completely absorbed in the former.

Another argument that influenced the meeting at Rome was the

supposed use of the astronomical day by sailors. Now it

appears that sailors never did use the astronomical day, which
begins at the noon fo/lcnuiitg the civil midnight of that date, but

the nautical day, which begins at the noon /nvt-n'/Hi,', i.e. twenty-
four hours before the astronomical day of the same date, ending
when the latter begins. And the nautical day itself has long
been given up by English and American sailors, who now use a

sort of mongrel time-reckoning, employing civil time in the log-

book and for ordinary purposes, whilst, in working up the obser-

vations on which the safe navigation of the ship depends, they

are obliged to change civil into astronomical reckoning, altering

the date where necessary, and interpreting their a.m. and p.m.

by the light of nature. It says something for the common-sense
of our sailors that they are able to carry out every d.ay without
mistake this operation, which is considered so troublesome by
some astronomers.

In this coimection I may mention that the Board of Visitors

of Greenwich Observatory have almost unanimously recom-
mended that, in accordance with the resolution of the Washington
Conference, the day in the English Nautical Almanac should be
arranged from the year 1S91 (the earliest practicable date) to

begin at Greenwich midnight (so as to agree with civil

reckoning, and remove this source of confusion for sailoi's), and
that a committee appointed by them have drawn up the details

of the changes necessary to give effect to this resolution without

causing inconvenience to the mercantile marine.

The advantage of making the world day coincide with the

Greenwich civil day is that the change of date at the coiirmence-

ment of a new day falls in the hours of the night throughout

Europe, Africa, and Asia, and that it does not occur in the

ordinary office hours (10 a.m. to 4 p.m.) in any important

counry except New Zealand. In the United States and Canada
the change of date would occur after four in the evening, and
in Australia before ten in the morning. This arrangement
would thus reduce the inconvenience to a minimum, as the

part of the world in which the change of d.ate would occur

about the middle of the local day is almost entirely water,

whilst on the opposite side we have the most populous continents.

The question for the future seems to be whether it will be

found more troublesome to change the hours for labour, sleep,

and meals once for all in any particular place, or to be continu-

ally changing them in communications from place to place,

whether by railway, telegraph, or telephone. When universal or

world time is used for railways and telegraphs, it seems not

unlikely that the public may find it more convenient to adopt it

for all purposes. A business man who daily travels by rail, and
constantly receives telegrams from all parts of the world, dated

in universal time, would probably find it easier to learn once for

all that local noon is represented by lyh. U.T. and midnight

by 5h. (as would be the case in the Eastern States of North
America), and that his office hours are I5h. to 2ih. U.T. , than

to be continually translating the universal time used for his

telegrams into local time.

If this change were to come about, the terms noon and
midnight would still preserve their present meaning with refer-

ence to local lime, and the position of the sun in the sky, but

they would cease to be inseparably associated with 12 o'cl )ck.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
AniiaUn dcr Physik iiiid Chemie, No. 2, 1S86.—On the gal-

vanic conductivity of some easily fusible metallic alloys, by C. L.

Weber.—On the electric conductivity of double-salts, by E.

Klein.—On the galvanic polarisation of lead, by F. Streintzand

E. Aulinger.—Experiment to determine the maximum of galvanic

polarisation, by A. Foppl.—On the electro-magnetic rotation ef

the polarisation of light in iron, by A. Kundt.— Electro-m.agnetic

rotation of natural light, by L. Sohncke.—On determination of

the capillary constants of liquids, by S. Quincke.—On the

relative permeability of different diaphragms and their avail-

abiUty as dialytic partitions, by A. Zott.—On the influence of

te Jiperature and concentration on the fluidity of liquid mixtures.
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by K. Novak.—On the dispersion-equivalent and coefficient of

expansion of sulphur, by A. Schrauf.

Bulletin dc FAcadanie Royak de Bdgique, December 1S85.

—

Some remarks on Gen. Liagre's remarks and Baeyer's posthu-
mous note on winter and summer tides, by M. Folic. The
statements that the tides are higher in summer owing to the
greater heat of the sun, and that for the same reason there is

greater barometric pressure, are both shown to be groundless.

—

Note on the Middle Devonian rocks of Belgium : the Givet
limestones, their stratigraphic relations and distribution, by E.
Dupont. The pure limestones of the Givet epoch are classified

asunder: (i) Fossiliferous gray, with stromatopores, favosites,

alveolites, &c. ; (2) deep blue, rarely lilac, granular or sub-com-
pact, occasionally schistoid ; (3) blue sub-compact, with small
spathose particles disseminated ; (4) oolithic gray

; (5) fissured

gray. All these limestones are distinctly stratified.—The Ceta-
ceans of the European waters, by P. J. Van Beneden. These
Cetaceans, which are described in detail, are divided into three
groups : (i) BalienidEe, or true whales, such as B. biscayensis,

BiliTiiopttya sibbaldii, &c. ; (7.) Ziphioid;e, or Cetodonts with
teeth in the lower jaw only, such as the Cachalot (Pvsetcr
macrocephalus), HyperooJon rostralus, &c. ; (3) Delphinidas, or
Cetodonts with two rows of teeth piercing the gums, such as

Phocmna communis, G'obiceps melas (the Grindewall of the
Orkneys), Orca gladiator, Grampus griseus, &c.—The Camiguin
volcano, by A. Renard. A full description is given of the
geological constitution and other natural features of this volcanic
isbnd, one of the most remarkable in the Philippine Archi-
pelago.—Note on the meteoric display of November 27, and
on an enigmatical luminous phenomenon observed on November
28, 1885, by F. Terby. In a field of observation about one-
fifth of the celestial Hiorizon the author observed, at Brussels,

1806 meteors in 57 minutes, or a mean of 3r7 per minute,
which for the whole sky would give a mean of I58'4 per minute.
The moment of maximum intensity appeared to be 6.16 p.m.,
when the meteors passed at the rate of forty-nine per minute.
At 7.50 the following evening, durinj a violent storm accom-
panied by heavy rain, the observer noticed, at about 60° above
the southern horizon, a very luminous region of spherical form,
with a diameter of from 5° to 8°. The phenomenon, which re-

turned at 8.5, lay evidently behind the clouds, by which it was
more or less obscured. Its altitude and position seemed to con-
nect it with the needle of magnetic inclination, and it may have
been associated with an aurora borealis partly concealed by the

clouds.—On a new method of separating and effecting a qu.in-

titative analysis of cadmium and copper, by Dr. Leo Backen-
landt.—On the Bacteria of bread fermentation, by Emile
Laurent. It is shown that viscous bread is produced by Bacd-
lus panificans, which renders the albuminoids soluble, feeding
on saccharose, and at a depth of 7 or 8 mm. resisting the baking
process. It abounds in ordinary bread, and, after the baking,
may attack the starch when not sufficiently acid, transforming
it to a substance analogous to erythrodextrine. The formation
of viscous bread may be prevented by the addition of a suffi-

cient quantity of organic acid.

Rivisia Scicntifico-Industriale, January 31.—Notes on the
tliree comets recently discovered by Fabry, Barnard, and
Brooks, by Prof. Tempel. The last-mentioned already passed
its perihelion in November, but the two others will both be
visible simultaneously and not far apart from each other during
the second half of April and the first of May next. It is possible
that F.abry's may even be projected on the solar disk on April
26 and 27.—Description of a new polarimeter (three illustra-

tions), by Prof. Augusto Righi. The apparatus here described
belongs to the penumbra type of polarimeters, which are now
universally preferred, especially for measuring the rotation of
vibrations. The inventor believes it to be as sensitive as those
of Jellet or Laurent, while combining in itself the special

advantages which are separately possessed by those two instru-

ments.—New facts on etherification by double decomposition,
by Dr. Giacomo Bertoni. Berthelot having stated that the
analogies between the ethers and the salts are superficial and th.it

profound differences exist between them, supporting this view
by the assertion that direct metathesis at a cold temperature has
not been obtained on organic compounds, the Italian chemist,
on the contrary, here demonstrates that metathesis between
organic bodies really tal es place in the same way. Thus is

demonstrated the extension of Berthelot's own law to organic
compounds, and the principle being in perfect harmony with
thermo-dynamics, in no way contradicts the laws of thermo-

chemistry. With these brilliant researches Dr. Bertoni not only
illustrates the theoretical aspect of modern chemistry, but also

opens a wide field for new and useful applications.

Rendiconti del Reale Istitulo Lombardo, February 4.—On the
birational transformations of three geometrical forms of the
second species, by Prof. G. Jung. The subject is treated under
three separate heads. In the first are generalised some proper-
ties of the geometrical forms of the second species ; in the
second is given a new demonstration of two familiar formulas
which occur in the theory of birational transformations ; in the
third the aforesaid properties are discussed in connection with
some analogous subjects recently treated by several writers,

especially with the question of undetermined analysis solved by
De Jonquieres (Comptcs rendus, November 2 and 9, 1885) and the

researches of Autonne on the groups of biration.al substitutions.

—On the reciprocal linear correspondences in a linear space of

any species, by F. Aschieri. It is shown that two fundamental
forms of h species in a linear space Sn - 1 will be reciprocal if

one is obtained from the other with a finite number of opera-

tions (projections and sections), and will constitute a polar

system in respect of a general quadrature belonging to one of

said forms.—A theorem on the functions each term of which is a

function of c(= x -f- iy), by Prof. Giulio Ascoli.—Meteorological
observations made at the Brera Observatory, Milan, during the

month of January

.

Sitzungsberichtederphysikalisch-medizinisc/ienSocicldtzu Erlaii-

oen. Heft 17, 1S85.—On alkaline fermentation of urea, and on
" urea-ferment," &c., by \V. Leube.—The diffraction-phenomena
of a circular aperture and a circular shield, by E. Lommel.—On
reducible curves, by M. Xoether.—On some syntheses in the

pyrrol series, by L. Know.—Projection of the interference of

liquid waves, by E. Lommel.—Visible representation of the

focus of the ultra-red rays by phosphorescence, by the same.

—

The discriminants of the binary form of the sixth degree, by R.
Gordan.—On calomel, by k. Heischer.—On partial arching of

the tympanum with moderate increase of the air-pressure in the

outer auditory passage, by W. KiessellMch.—On an anomaly of

the lower vetia cava, by 1.. Gerlach.—On a new way of making
glass windows in the shell of birds' eggs before or in the first

stage of incubation, by L. Gerlach.

Revue d'.-Uithropologie, tomei. fasc. i, Paris, 1886.—M. Topin-
ard, editor of the Rcz'iie, treats at great length of the measure-
ments made by Dr. P. Broca, of various crania derived from the

so-called Baye Caverns in the valley of Petit-Morin (Marne).
These caves, of which M. de Baye has thoroughly explored

120, have been excavated by the hand of man in the chalk, both
as habitations and as places of burial, and from the appearances
of the two hundred and odd skulls that have already been
brought to light, and the general character of the finds, these

deposits may be referred to the polished stone age. Dr. P.

Broca's hitherto unpublished measurements of forty-four of

these crania, and his explanations of the methods adopted in

his determinations, together with his remarks on the evidence
favouring his opinion that two mixed races were represented in

the remains of the Marne caves, are accepted by M. Topinard as

incontrovertible proof of an augmentation in the mean cephalic

index among the successive races who advanced from the south

to the north of France dui'ing the Neolithic period. The general

mean of the index of the forty -four crania was found by Broca to be
78'i, while he gives 72'6 for the Cave-men of L'Homme Mort,
and 79"5 for the men of the dolmen of Vaureal, near Paris, the

Baye Cave skulls thus presenting a mean between these ex-

tremities. The present paper, which is a sequel to the series

published by the Society from thi mass of materials left by
Broca in a more or less complete condition, will be followed

by others of similar interest. — On the Cro-Magnon race,

their migrations and descendants, by M. le Dr. Verneau.
The author is of opinion that the Cro-Magnon type was
not effaced in the Glacial period, and that it still survives

in many parts of France and Italy, and nowhere in greater

purity than among the Western Basques, while recent re-

searches in Spain and Portugal show that a race presenting

identical cranial characteristics had spread from one extremity of

the peninsula to the other. M. Verneau believes that their

presence may be traced froai the valley of the Vezere, with its

Cave-men, to the dolmen regions of North- West Africa, and even

to the Canary Isles, and that the race, which was one of hunters,

migrated from north to south in pursuit of the game on which
its existence depended.—The Kirghis, by M. Nicolas Sceland.
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The author, from his position as Medical Director for the

province of Semiretchie, where the Kirghis population numbers

more tlian 550,000, has had exceptional opportunities for

observing the social and doniestic habits of the people ; and his

carefully-conducted craniometric and other measurements, to-

gether with his exhaustive remarks on the physical, moral, and

intellectual characteristics of the people, their language and

literalure, religion and superstitions, and the past and probable

future efl'ects on the race of closer contact with Western civilisa-

tion, supply valuable materials towards the history of these

ancient tribes, whose numbers are computed at upwards of a

million and a half.—On the so-called cup-like excavations,
" Pierres a Cupules," by M. de NadaiUac. The author pisses

in review the most remarkable of these stone-markings, which

have been found in the most widely-separated parts of the globe

since they first attracted notice in Switzerland in 1849. In

Brittany, where such stone- markings and depressions have of

late years been found in great numbers, they appear to be con-

temporaneous with the dolmen age. M. de Nadaillac is of

opinion that the general similarity of the markings, of which he

gives various clear drawings, cannot be accepted as a proof of

any ethnic connection between the various peoples who designed

them, and is probably only to be referred to a general similarity

of intelligence among men at one and the same stage of their

respective courses of development.—Contributions to the history

of muscular anomalies, by A!. Ledouble. In the present paper,

which is a sequel to the author's articles in last year's Rcz'ue on

the major and minor pectorals, he treats specially of the varia-

tions of length and breadth in the abdominal muscles, con-

sidering each anomaly from a comparative anatomical point of

view.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, January 28.—"On the Development of

the Cranial Nerves of the Newt." By Alice Johnson, Demon-
strator of Biology, Newnham College, Cambridge, and Lilian

Sheldon, Bathurst Student, Newnham College, Cambridge.
Communicated by Prof M. Foster, Sec. R.S.

February 25.—"On Radiant Matter Spectroscopy: Note on
the Earth Ya." By William Crookes, F.R.S.
Among the samarskite earths which concentrate towards the

middle of the fractionations there is one (or a group) which pre-

sents in the radiant matter tube a well-marked phosphorescent

spectrum differing from those I have already described.

The measurements of the bands and lines are given below :

—

Scale of

spectroscope Remarks

io'325 6446 2407 Approximatecentreof ared band
shaded off on the least refran-

gible side.

iO'3io 6415 2430 Somewhat sharp edge of the red
band.

10TS5 61S9 261 1 Approximate centre ot a very
faint orange band.

I0'I30 6094 2693 A sharp narrow orange-red line.

I0'05 5970 2806 Approximate centre of a narrow
bright orange band. ( Between
this line and 2693 is a fainter

scmi-contipuous orange band).
9 '840 5676 3104 Approximate centre of a narrow

bright green band.

9790 5613 3174 Approximate centre of a narrow
green band, not quite so bright

as 3104.
9-690 5495 3312 Approximate centre of a bright

green band, wider than the

other three green bands.

9610 54°6 3422 Approximate centre of a narrow
bright green band.

The earth giving the above spectrum, when sufficiently puri-

fied, presents all the characteristics of the earth discovered by
Marignac, and provisionally called by him Ya (Coinptes rendus,
xc. p. 899). Through the kindness of M. de Marignac I have
1 een enabled to compare a specimen of Ya of his own prepara-

tion with the earth described above. The two earths agree in

their chemical characteristics, and their phosphorescent spectra

are practically identical.

No name has yet been given to this earth, as the discoverer

appears to be in some doubt whether it is not identical with J.

Lawrence Smith's earth mosandra {Comptes rauius, Ixxxvii. p.

145 ; Ixxxvii. p. 831 ; Ixxxix. p. 4S0). A specimen of mosandra

prepared by J. Lawrence Smith, and sent me by M. de Marignac,

gave a phosphorescent spectrum showing that it was compound,

and that yttria was one of its constituents.

-"On a Comparison between Apparent Inequalities of Short

Period in Sunspot Areas and in Diurnal Declination Ranges at

Toronto and at Prague." By Prof Balfour Stewart, F.R.S.

,

and William Lant Carpenter, B.A., B.Sc.

The authors discuss these inequalities in precisely the same
manner in which they discussed those of a previous communica-

tion (Proc. Roy. Soc, vol. xxxvii. p. 290), and are led to the

following conclusions ;

—

(ct) When disturbances are excluded as much as possible, both

the Toronto and the Prague declination inequalities exhibit signs

of duplicity of phase, the predominant maximum at both

observatories occurring shortly after the sunspot maximum for

inequalities around t«enty-four days.

(S) On the other hand, for inequalities around twenty-six

days the predominant maximum for both observatories more

nearly coincides in time with the subsidiary maximum of the

twenty-four day inequalities.

(7) The short-period inequalities of this paper are as nearly as

possible equally developed and equally traceable for temperature

and for declination ranges.

(S) When disturbances are excluded as much as possible,

corresponding phases appear to take place at Toronto three or

four days before they take place at Prague.

March 4.—The Bakerian Lecture.— "Colour Photometry."

By Capt. W. de W. Abney, F.R.S., and Major-Gen. Festing,

K.E.
One of the authors of this paper has already communicated

to the Physical Society of London [Phil. Mag. 1885) a method

by which a patch of monochromatic light can be thrown on a

screen. This formed the starting-point of the present investi-

gation, which was to ascertain whether it was practicable to

compare with each other the intensity of lights of different

colours.

The authors describe various plans they adopted to effect this

purpose, and finally found that, by placing a rod in front of the

patch of monochromatic light, and by casting another shadow by

means of a candle alongside the first shadow, the intensities of the

two lights which illuminated the two shadows could be com-

pared by what they term an oscillation method. It is known
that on each side of the yellow of the spectrum the luminosity

more or less rapidly decreases. By placing a candle at sucli a

distance from the screen that the luminosity of the two shadows
appears as approximately equal, it is easy to oscillate the card

carrying the slit through which the monochromatic rays of the

spectrum pass. (The slit is in the focus of the lens which helps

to form the spectrum.) The shadow of the rod cast by the

candle can thus be made to appear alternately "too light" cr

"too dark" in comparison with the shadow of the rod cast by

the parts of the spectrum falling on the screen. By a moderately

rapid oscillation the position of equality of the two shadows

can be distinguished with great exactness. The auth m- describe

their method of fixing the position of the rays emp' • ed and

the source of light with which the spectrum is formed. 1 hey

also enter into details as to the comparison light, the receiving

screen, and the comparative value of the light as seen 1 y the 11

respectively. The curve of the intensity of the sp'ctrum of

the light emitted from the positive pole of the aic light as

seen by their eyes, which they call the normal curve, is then

described. The question as to the effect of aa alteration of

the colour of the comparison light is then discussed, as is the

effect of the brightness of the spectrum.

The next pomt touched upon is as to the value of mixed light

as compared with its components. It is found that the following

law holds good, viz. : that " the sum of the intensities of tivo or

more colours is equal to the intensity of the same rays when
mixed." This law is applied to Hering's theory of colour.

The authors next state that with the majority of people the

curve of luminosity of the spectrum is identical with the normal

curve, but that in some cases slight differences may be observed,

of which one example is given. Such slight deficiency does not
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constitute colour-blindness, since the want of appreciation of any

colour is but very partial. They next describe observations

made by four colour-blind persons, and show that there is a

remarkable divergence in their curves from the normal. The
deficiency curves are shown, from which it appears that two of

the observers are totally blind to red, whilst the other two are

partially so. They then show that such observers would not

"ive a true value for any light which is not of identically the

same colour as the comparison light they might employ. It also

appears that the intensity of illumination felt by a colour-blind

is really less than that perceived by a normal-eyed person.

Two examples of the curves for sunlight are then given, one

taken on a day in July by the method of separating close lines

by varying the illuminaiion, and the other in November by the

method described above. Their results are compared witli

Vierordt's curve, obtained by extinguishing colour with while

light.

In order to ascertain the effect of the turbidity of a medium
through which light passes (for instance, of air on sunlight), the

authors compared the intensity of the spectrum after passing

through clear water and turbid water, and found that the absorp-

tion agreed with Lord Rayleigh's theoretical deductions that

I' =l,,.-''-^-''

where I' is the intensity after passing through a turbid medium.

Id the intensity after passing through clear water, x the thickness

of the turbid layer, k a constant independ'ent of A, \ being the

wave-length.

The authors conclude their paper with a discussion of the

intensity curves of the spectrum of carbon filaments electrically

heated.

Chemical Society, February iS. — Dr. Hugo Miiller,

F.R.S., President, in the chair.—The following papers were

read :—The constitution of undecylenic acid as indicated by its

magnetic rotation ; and on the magnetic rotation, &c., of mono-

and di-allylacetic acids and ethylic diallylmalonatc, by W. H.

Perkin, F.R.S.—Reactions supposed to yield nitroxyl or nitryl

chloride, by W. Collingwood Williams, B.Sc.—The condition

of silicon in cast iron, by A. E. Jordan and Thomas Turner.

—

Certain aromatic cyanates and carbamates, by H. Lloyd Snape,

B.Sc.—The oil obtained from lime-leaves, by Francis Watts.

March 4.—Dr. Hugo Muller, F. R.,S., President, in the chair.

—A new element : germanium, by Clemens Winkler.—The
influence of temperature on the heat of chemical combination,

by S. U. Pickering.—The salts of tetrethylphosphonium and

their decomposition by heat, by Prof. E. A. Letts and Norman
Collie, Ph.D.—The formation of acids from aldehydes by the

action of anhydrides and salts, and the formation of ketones

from the compounds resulting from the union of anliydrides and

salts, by W. H. Perkin, F.R.S.—A new method of preparing

tin tetrethide, by Prof. E. A. Leits and Norman Collie, Ph.D.

—Contributions to the history of cyanuric chloride, by Alfred

Senier, M.D. — The action of naphthylamine on cyanuric

chloride, by Harold H. Fries.—Sulphine salts containing the

ethylene radicle; part i., diethylenesulphide-melhyl-sulphine

salts, by Orme Masson, M.A., D. Sc.—Sulphine salts containing

the ethylene radicle
;
part ii., on Dehn's reaction between ethyl-

ene bromide and alkyl sulphide, by Orme Masson, M.A., D.Sc.

Zoological Society, March 16.—Prof. W. H. Flower,

F.R.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. F. D. Godman, F.R.S.,

exhibited some examples of a butterfly, Danais plcxippus, from

various localities, and made remarks on its distribution, which

of late years seemed to have become very widely extended.

—

Prof Bell made some remarks on the Balanoglossus recently

discovered in the Island of Herm, Channel Islands, of which

he had exhibited a specimen on a former occasion.—A commu-
nication was read from the Rev. H. S. Gorman, F.Z.S., con-

taining descriptions of some new genera and species of Coleo-

ptera of the family Endomychida: from various localities.—

A

communication was read from Dr. R. J. Anderson, F.Z.S., of

Queen's College, Galway, containing observations on the pelvi-

sternum in certain Vertebrates.—Prof F. Jeftrey Bell read a

paper on the generic characters of Planarians, basing his obser-

vations mainly on a specimen of a Planarian recently found

living in this country, and believed to be referable to Bipabutn
kt-vense.—Mr. F. E. Beddard read a note on the structure of a

large species of earthworm from New Caledonia, of which ex-

amples had been recently received from Mr. E. L. Layard,

F.Z.S., H.B.M. Consul for New Caledonia.

Physical Society, March 13.—Prof. Balfour Stewart,

President, in the chair.— Prof. U. S. Pickering and A. C.

Hayward were elected Members of the Society.—The following

communications were read :—On the growth of filiform silver,

by Dr. J. H. Gladstone. It has long been known that if a

piece of metallic copper be placed in a solution of nitrate of

silver, replacement of one metal by the other will take place,

the silver being deposited in the crystalline form, sometimes

having a resemblance to fern-leaves, or as superposed hex.agonal

plates, or knobs. It was observed, however, as far back as

1872, by the late Mr. Tribe and the author, that if nitrate of

silver were decomposed by suboxide of copper instead of the

metal, the silver presented itself in threads, which rarely, if

ever, bifurcate, but frequently turn at sharp angles or twist in

every direction. This was described in the British Association

Report for 1 872, and it was observed that the same forms

occurred in native silver. More recent observations have shown
that the particular character and rapidity of formation of these

thi'eads depend very much upon the strength of the solution and
the condition of the suboxide. Hydrated suboxide will scarcely

decompose a 2 per cent, solution, even after standing. The
threads, which bend at a sharp angle, usually do so at 60° or

120°. Other threads, however, are symmetrically curved ; but,

especially in strong solutions, they are given to twisting about in

every direction, and generally terminate in irregular knobs of

silver. As a rule a thread continues to grow of the same thick-

ness as it commenced, but it sometimes enlarges for a while into

a flat plane, or becomes incrusted for some distance with small

crystals of silver. When the solution is very nearly exhausted

of silver, fine arborescent forms appear ; but with the suboxide

there are never produced the fern-leaved forms, or hexagonal

plates, or the other distinctly crystalline structures which charac-

terise the growth from metallic copper. During the reaction the

suboxide is changed into black protoxide and metallic copper,

which dissolves ; and the change will take place as well with

the acetate and sulphate as the nitrate. If a mixture of suboxide

and metallic copper be employed, not only do the distinctly

crystalline and the filiform forms make their appearance, but

strange inte: mediate forms come into existence.—Apparatus for

measuring the electrical resistance of liquids, by Prof. Reinold.

The apparatus consists of two bottles connected by a horizontal

tube. The whole is filled with the liquid to be examined, and

immersed in water, by which means, and by thermometers

inserted in each bottle, the temperature may be regulated and

accurately ascertained. The electrodes ai-e platinum plates, one

dipping into each bottle. Two fine tubes terminate near the

ends of the connecting-tube, and electrodes are fitted into them

at some distance from the ends ; by connecting these to a

quadrant electrometer or a condenser and galvanometer, the

difference of potential between the ends of the tube can be com-

pared with that at the ends of a known resistance in the same

circuit.—On chromatic photometry, by Capt. Abney and Lieut.

-

Col. R. Festing. (This paper had been previously communi-

cated to the Royal Society.) A series of experiments have been

made by the authors to determine the comparative luminous

effect of different parts of the spectrum. A monochromatic

light from any part of the spectrum of the electric arc was

obtained by a method devised by Capt. Abney, and pre-

viously described by him to the Society [Physical Society,

June 27, 1885, Nature, vol. xxxii. p. 263]. The photo-

metric effect at different parts of the spectrum was com-

pared with that due to a candle at different distances by

Rumford's photometer. In using this it was found best to place

the candle in a given position, and obtain a balance by moving

the slide upon which the spectrum was formed, and through a

slit in which part of the light was allowed to pass rapidly to and

fro. For each position of the candle there are thus two corre-

sponding positions of the slit. From the results of these obser-

vations a curve may be drawn, showing the luminosity at differ-

ent points. From the method by which it is obtained it is

evident that the curve of one observer is not directly comparable

with that of another, since a deficiency of perception in any

part of the spectrum would affect the light of the candle as well

as that examined. Since, however, the curves obtained by a

great number of persons coincide very closely « ith those ob-

tained by the authors, they have felt justified in adopting them

as the normal curves. In the case of the electric arc the normal

curve attains a maximum rather nearer the red end of the spec-

trum than the blue. Assuming the normal curve, any other

curve may be compared with it by increasing or decreasing its
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oidinates, so that no part of it shall lie without the normal curve.

In curves thus obtained, several of which were shown, deficiency

in colour-perception is often very clearly marked. By the use

or two or more slits in the movable slide, experiments were

made upon mixtures of colours, and it was found in all cases

that the luminous effect of a mixture of colours was the sum of

the luminous effects of its components. It was also found that

the colour of the comparison and the quantity of light admitted

to form the spectrum were without effect upon the form of the

curve. Light from the sun and from an incandescent lamp were

similarly examined, though it should be observed that the result

for sunlight differs not.ably from that given by Maxwell. An
examination has also been made of light after passing through

a turbid medium, and an expression of Lord Rayleigh's—

/' = Ic-^
~\

where / is the original radiation, /' that after passing through

the medium, A. the wave-length of the light, and .v a constant

depending upon the medium, has been closely verified.

Royal Microscopical Society, March 10. — Rev. Dr.

Dallinger, President, F.R.S., in the chair. —Mr. J. Beck
described his recent visit to the Naples Zoological Station,

and exhibited some Tubularia and other organisms with ex-

panded tentacles —Dr. Crookshank exhibited an elaborate

micro-photographic apparatus by Messrs. Swift.—Mr. Crisp

exhibited Helmholtz's vibration-microscope for observing the

vibration of tuning-forks, strings, and other bodies, Thoma's
microscope for examining the circulation of the blood in the

mesentery of dogs and other small mammals, and various other

microscopes and apparatus, including Prof. Exncr's new micro-

refractometer for detecting differences in the structure of blood-

corpuscles, insects' cornea, &c.—An important communication
was read from Prof. Abbe, of Jena, announcing the construction

of a new kind of glass, by which the secondary spectrum in

objectives was eliminated. Two new objectives were exhibited,

which were found to present a considerable advance upon those

hitherto constructed.—Notes on a new mounting media of high

refractive index, and on a process for obtaining diatoms, were
read.— Mr. A. D. Michael read a paper on the life-history of

an Acarus, one stage whereof is known as LalnJop/wrus talpie,

Kramer, and on an unrecorded species of Disparipes. In 1877
Kramer described a creature which he found parasitic upon the

mole, and treated as a new species, naming it as above ; it re-

sembled Koch's Dermaleichns sciurinus ; it was, however, sus-

pected that both were immature, hypopial forms. In 1S79
Haller discovered the adult form of JX sHufiniis ; he found it

upon the squirrel in considerable numbers and in all stages,

Koch's supposed species being the hypopial nymph. For some
years Mr. Michael has been trying to trace the history of

Kramer's Labidophorus, which he frequently found on the mole,
but which he could not get to thrive away from its host ; less for-

tunate than Haller, he could not find on the mole any Acarus
which could be the adult stage. Last December it struck him
that he might succeed by getting the moles' nests ; here he
found adult males and females of what he thought might be the

species ; he also found immature Acari in the ordinary nymphal
stage, which he suspected belonged to the same species. By keep-
ing these in confinement and carefully watching them he was en-

abled actually to see the hypopial nymph, Labidophorus talpiT,

emerge from the cast skin of the young ordinary nymph, and
the adult males and females emerge from the cast skin of the
fully-grown ordinary nymph. Mr. Michael proposes to call the
species Glyciphagus crameri. It is a singular species, the males
having remarkable comb-like longitudinal ridges under the front

legs. Mr. Michael also described the life-history of a new
Disparipes, to be called D. exhainiilatus.

Anthropological Institute, March 9.—Mr. John Evans,
F.R.S., Vice-President, in the chair.—The election of Mac-
cwUough Bey was announced.—Mr. Arthur J. Evans read a
paper on the flint-knapper's art in Albania. During a recent
journey through Epirus Mr. Evans was so fortunate as to
observe, in a street of Joannina, an old Albanian flint-knapper
practising his art, and described his method of working. The
place where he obtained his flints is about two hours' journey
from Joannina. The flints were mostly of t.abular shape, scat-

tered in profusion about the summit of a limestone plateau, but
Mr. Evans was unable to discover any signs of their having been
used for manufacture in ancient times. The strike-a-lights, as

exposed for sale, are partially cased in ornamental lead sheaths

studded with glass gems and otherwise adorned with something
not unlike the ancient "honeysuckle" pattern. Compared
with old English, French, and German forms, the Albanian
flints show the peculiarity of being chipped on both faces instead

of presenting one flat side, and they are fashioned with a minute
care that recalls the beautifully even surface-chipping of Neo-
lithic times.—The following communications were read by the

Secretary :—Notes upon a few stone implements found in South
Africa, by \V. H. Penning, F.G. S. ; and notes on some pre-

historic finds in India, by Bruce Foote, F.G.S.—Dr. Garson
exhibited and described Broca's stereograph and some other
anthropometric instruments.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, March 22.—M. Jurien de la

Graviere, President, in the chair.—On the constitution of the

eartli's crust, by M. Faye. It is argued that the surface of the globe
cools more rapidly and to a greater depth under the oceans than on
the continents, because heat radiates more freely through liquid

than through solid bodies. And as this discrepancy has existed

for millions of years, the crust of the earth must now be denser

under the waters than under dry land. Hence, in the pendu-
lum observations and other calculations made relative to the

figure of the globe, no account should be taken of the attraction

of the continental masses lying above sea-level, this excess of

matter being compensated lower down by a corresponding
diminution of density. In the same way no account should be
taken of the feeble attraction of the oceans, because this also is

compensated a little lower down by the greater density of the

solid crust under the oceanic basins. The same conclusion is

pointed at by the now completed triangulation of India, Col.

Clarke remarking that i1 would seem that these pendulum ob-
servations have established the fact {previously indicated by the

astronomical observations of latitude in India) that there exists

some unknown cause, or distribution of matter, which counter-

acts the attraction of the visible mountain masses.—On the

flexion of prisms, by M. H. Resal. A source of error is de-

tected and corrected in the memoir on the flexion of prisms
published by M. de Saint-Venant in 1856, the last in which he
occupied himself with the subject.—Description of an instru-

ment intended to produce at pleasure an invariable quantity of

electricity, by M. Marcel Deprez. This invention, which has

already been successfully tested in several experiments con-

ducted by M. Minet at Creil, has for its object the easy repro-

duction of the unit of electric quantity known by the name of

coidotiih at all times and under all conditions of temperature and
pressure.—Account of a spherical absolute electro neter, by M.
Lippmann.—Note on the poisons normally present in animal
organisms, and particularly on those of the urine, by M. Ch.
Bouchard.—On the development of a holomorphous function

in a series of polynomes in any area, by M. P. Painleve.—On
the calorimetric study of metals at high temperatures, by M.
Poinchon. In this paper the author continues the researches of

Pouillet, Weber, and VioUe, and here deals more especially

with the common metals and some alloys of platina.—Oneffluvo-
graphy, a method of obtaining images by effluvium, by M.
D. Tommasi. The author submits the first results of his re-

searches on a process for obtaining, by the sole action of electric

effluvium, the eftects realised by the employment of light in

photography. His experiments tend to show that the effluvium

produces the same effects as the ultra-violet rays, and that

there must consequently exist a connection between the two
extreme ends of the spectiiim. This connection is consti-

tuted by what he provisionally calls electric rays.—On the

separation and quantitative analysis of copjjer, cadmium,
zinc, nickel, cobalt, manganese, and iron, by M. Ad.
Carnot. Having already shown how copper may be sepa-

rated from cadmium, and cadmium from zinc, by means of

the hyposuI]Dhite of ammonia and soda, the author explains

his process for separating zinc, nickel, or cobalt, manganese,
and iron by means of sulphuretted hydrogen, the state of the

liquids being modified by successive precipitation.—On the

elements of sugar of milk in plants. In continuation of his

previous paper the author shows that the mucous substances of

plants, gums, pectine, mucilage, &c., contain galactose identical

with that of the sugar of milk ; and further, that these mucous
substances exist in vegetable aliments in such quantities that

they are able to furnish the galactose which enters into the con-

stitution of the sugar of milk secreted by the mammary glands
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of herbivorous animals.—On a new organ of sense in Mesostoma
lingua, Osc. Schm., by M. Paul Hallez. The organ liere

described as a median ventral fosse would probably seem to be

the seat of the sense of smell in these organisms.—Chlorophyll

and the reduction of carbonic acid by plants, by M. C.

Timiriazeff.—Note on some xylenic derivatives, by MM. Albert

Colson and Henri Gautier.—On the o.xidation of the acids of

fatty substances, by M. H. Carette.—On a synthesis of the

cyanide of ammonium by effluvium, by M. A. Figuier.—Fresh
researches on the toxic or medicinal substances by which ha:mo-
globin is transformed to metha;moglobin, by M. Georges Hayeni.
—Description of the excreting apparatus and nervous system i if

Duthicrsia expansa, Edm. Perrier, and of So^anophorus nicga!i>-

cfp/niliis, Creplin, by M. J. Poirier.—On the selenides nf

potassium and of sodium, by M. Charles Fabre. The formul.is

are given for the heat of formation and the Iieat of dissolution of

these selenides.—On Sigillaria Mcuardi, in reply to the

strictures of M. Weiss, by M. B. Renault.—On the disposition

of the crystallised and archasan rocks in West Andalusia, by

MM. Michel Levy and J. Bergeron.—On the slope of the iso-

thermal layers in the deep waters of the Lake of Geneva, which
are shown to be inclined at an angle and not superimposed hori-

zontally, as hitherto supposed, by M. F. A. Forel.—On the

probable origin of earthquakes, by M. Ch. Lallemand. The
author reverts to Elie de Beaumont's theory of a central fluid,

which, in combination with Lowthian Green's more recent views

on the chilling process (" Vestiges of the Molten Globe "), sup-

plies, he thinks, an adequate explanation of all the underground
phenomena and igneous eruptions.

Berlin

Physical Society, January 8.—Dr. Lummer had subjected

De Lalande's element to an examination, and communicated
some provisional results of this investigation. The element
consisted of an iron vessel, the bottom of which was covered

with peroxide of copper ; the neck was closed by an india-rulilier

stopper, through which a zinc cylinder passed ; the fluid witli

which it was filled was potash lye. The chemical process in

the cell consisted in the formation of zincate of potassium
{Kaliujiizinkiii) and of metallic copper. The electromotory force

of the element was found to be equal to from o'5 to o'8 Daniell.

In one case, however, there were two elements which appeared
perfectly alike, one of which yet showed an electromotory force

ofo'S Daniell, the other of more than i Daniell, though no
ground for this difference was perceptible. The internal resist-

ance of the element was found to be equal to about o'l Siemens,
and the intensity of the current, the external resistance being
1 Siemens, was about I Ampere. Permanently closed with I

Siemens, the element kept the same intensity for six full days. If

the element was exhausted, tlie passage of a vigorous current

from the dynamo-machine sufficed, according to the statements

of the discoverer, to completely restore the element. This,

however, could only happen, as Prof, von Helmholtz set forth

at large in the discussion following the address, when such
strong currents were applied that the iron became passive, and
only the copper again got oxidised.— Prof. Bbrnstein reported
on the sleety squall which blew through Berlin on January 5,

at 2.20 p.m. He laid before the Society the curves marked at

that time by the registering apparatus of the Agricultural

High School of Berlin. The barograph first showed a sudden
rise of about imm. in the pressure of the atmosphere. The ther-

mograph marked just as sudden a depression of temoerature.
The anemograph indicated a sudden increase in the strength of

wind, and at the same time a shower of sleet fell to the earlli.

The same da)', at about 11.30 a.m., a squall was observed in

Hamburg, which also coincided with a sudden rise in the pres-

sure of the atmosphere and diminution of temperature. It was
hardly to be doubted that this was the same squall which reached
Berlin at 2.20 p.m., and which accordingly had overtaken the

distance from Hamburg to Berlin in about 2| ho\ir5. In regard to

the nature of these squalls, the speaker set forth the theory that

they represented the state of the atmosphere after the occur-

rence of a small minimum with ascending current of air. On the

back of this minimum the air fell to the ground, and produced
both sudden rise of pressure and abatement of temperature,
seeing that the upper cold air descended with its icy precipitate.

The most important phenomena of the squalls—increase in pres-

sure and in the strength of the wind, decrease of temperature
and the precipitates—were in this way very readily explained.

The somewhat lengthy discussion with which this address was
followed up dwelt on the necessity of quite precise determina-

tions of the time of each particular phenomenon embraced in

the course of such a squall, in order to be able to distinguish

the primary from the secondary phenoviena, as also on the

necessity of exactness in respect of the barographs, both quick-

silver and aneroid.
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THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 1886

KINSHIP AND MARRIAGE IN EARLY
ARABIA

Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia. By W.
Robertson Smith. (Cambridge: University Press, 1885.)

TT is almost, if not quite, an act of presumption to

attempt to review Prof. Robertson Smith's book.

The subject (the development of the family in early

Arabia) is exceedingly obscure. The evidence is mainly

drawn from books whose very names I never heard of

before. In matters of Greek and Roman antiquities the

evidence is handy, and may be estimated by one who
only knows the usual classical tongues. In matters of

early India, we have, at least, the German translations of

the Veda and Mure's Sanskrit texts to help us, and Prof.

Max Miiller's English works, and all that Bergaigne, and
Whitney, and Barth have written. But Prof Robertson

Smith's Arabian writers are wholly inaccessible to the

ordinary anthropologist. He cannot presume to criticise

the sources and testimonies, and I make no such pre-

tension. One has to take the author's statements as he
gives them, with the confidence inspired by his great

renown as an Orientalist, and by the assent which, it is

understood, other famous Eastern scholars give to his

method and conclusions.

The thesis maintained by Prof. Robertson Smith is

that in Arabia, as elsewhere, the Patriarchal family, where
it existed, grew slowly out of a system, commonly called

the Matriarcha/e, in which women were the acknowledged
permanent element in the household. Such families are

familiar to readers of Mr. McLennan's books, and Prof

Robertson Smith, on the whole, is chiefly occupied here

in extending the sphere within which Mr. McLennan's
opinions hold good. A period of promiscuity, or at least

of brief informal unions, was succeeded by an age of

polyandry, and consequent doubtfulness about male
parentage in each case. This condition was gradually

modified, for example, by brothers sharing the same wife,

till the patriarchal family emerged from the confusion-

Stocks of kindred were not so much gentes, like those of

Rome, but totem kindreds, with relationship and the

totem and family name descending through the woman,
and, of course, with the exogamous prohibition against

marriage between a man and woman of the same totem.

These, roughly, are the conditions whence, in early

Arabia, Prof Robertson Smith thinks that marriages and
families with the husband and father for recognised

centre were evolved. In many savage lands it is certain,

in some civilised lands it is probable, that affairs have
taken this course. But there is a very strong disposition

to resist this conclusion among scholars who had it put

before them rather late in life, when new ideas are dis-

tasteful. The existence of an older generation of doubters

is most profitable to science. They exercise a constitu-

tional check, and demand that proofs shall be very clear

and unmistakable before they give up their old opinions.

I do not expect Prof Robertson Smith to make converts

among the devotees of an original primjeval patriarchal

family. On the other hand, in my own case, he is

" preaching to a proselyte." I am convinced that the

Vol. XXXIII.—No. 85S

order of development in which he believes has been very
common if not universal. I think his theory colligates a
great number of curious facts, and explains them at one
stroke ; whereas, if his theory is not accepted, I fail to

see any one hypothesis, on the other side, that meets all

the cases. These old survivals of customs will have to

receive each its separate solution, or to be left unex-
plained as mere sports and curiosities. But, if Prof
Robertson Smith is right, they all fall into their proper
strata, venerable fossils left by the tide of social progress,

e.xamples of laws known to have worked elsewhere to

similar results. This appears to be an argument in favour

of Prof Robertson Smith's hypothesis.

When the Prophet started on his career, the unit of

Arab society was the local group, feigned by genealogists

to be a patriarchal tribe with a common ancestor. But
the common ancestor's name often shows him to have
been a fiction. " Many tribal names are plainly collectives."

Some are plural animal names—Panthers, Dogs, Lizards

—

exactly such as we find in America, Africa, Australia, and
India. Now, in these countries, the groups bearing such
names are demonstrably «<</ patriarchal, and demonstrably
did grow up through exogamy and female kinship. If

the similarly-named Arab tribes grew up differently, grew
up on patriarchal lines and male kinship, the presence of

beast na'nes, like totem names, is a very curious coin-

cidence. On the other view. Leopard, Wolf, Lizard was the

name of the original or ideal ancestor. Now animal
names as Christian names (so to speak) for individuals

are common among savages. The personal name of a
Red Indian whose totem and family name is " Crane,"

may be Wolf or Lizard. But as far as I know the

personal name—the Christian name as it were— is always

accompanied by an epithet, " Spotted Dog," " Sitting

Bull," and the like, while the family or totem name is the

beast, or plant, or another name sa?is phrase. For tliiis

reason I am disinclined to share Mr. C. J. Lyall's doubts

{Academy, March 6, 1886). I think when an individual

man has a personal name derived from a beast, it is a

name with a qualification, as a rule. To a kindred call-

ing themselves " Spotted Dogs," I would allow their claim

to descend from a gentleman named " Spotted Dog," but

a tribe called " Dogs" have a very totemistic air. How-
ever, so far, there is no certain demonstration. Arab
tribes have many other names, divine or local, which
cannot be derived from an actual ancestor. For these

and similar reasons, Prof Robertson Smith rejects the

patriarchal origin of the several tribes, as conventionally

given by genealogists. That explanation naturally oc-

curred to men living in a state of male kindred, and the

patriarchal family, but that explanation explains nothing.

It does not, e.g., explain tribes which refer their origin to

a female eponym, an eponymous heroine. Nor does it

explain why the Arab technical term for clan means
"belly," just as, among aboriginal tribes of India, the

native name for clan means " motherhood."

If we now examine marriage law, we find that by the

prevalent type a woman goes to her husband's kin, and
her children are reckoned of his blood, and take the side

of his clan. But there are proofs that the opposite, the

anti-patriarchal system, once existed. The man went to

the woman's people (either permanently or on visits), and
his children were reckoned to her blood, and took the

A .\
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side of /icr clan. Even now, among the Bedouins, a

woman, it seems, rarely leaves her tribe, but strangers

readily marry and settle in the tribe of their brides.

In the fourteenth century, a wife of the women of

Zebia would never follow a stranger husband, avid she

kept the children. The women of the Jahilya had the

right to dismiss their husband, /he tent was theirs.

Ammianus mentions the gift of the wife to the bride-

groom, a spear and a tent, he dwelt in her tent, and
followed her people to the washing of spears. All this

means bcciid marriage, as it is called in Ceylon. In

marriages by capture, necessarily, the opposite rule pre-

vailed. A woman went with the husband to his people,

he is her lord, or ba'al, and thus ba\il marriage is the

reverse of /;^^;/(Z marriage. Purchase of wives naturally

produced marriages of a ba'al type. As the two latter

forms of marriage prevailed, women lost that independ-

ence in the wedded condition which they had enjoyed

under bcena marriage, thanks to the kindred of their own
blood who surrounded them. Prof Robertson Smith
goes on to show the existence of various shapes of poly-

andry in early Arabia ; there were " small sub-groups

having property and wives in common as in Tibetan
polyandry." In short, at the Prophet's time, the Arabs
had already the orthodox family system with a pater-

familias, but previously there had been a system with a

materfamilias, the house and children were hers, succes-

sion was through mothers, and the husband came to the

wife, not the wife to the husband. The end of the book
(Chapters VII. and VIII.) deals with traces and survivals

of totemism. A list of tribal names derived from animals
is given : the evidence that tlie animals were totems,
worshipful, and not to be slain or eaten, is, naturally,

scanty. In fact, though the analogies strongly point to

the existence of totemism at a remote period in Arabia, I

do not think the evidence will have much effect on the

minds of the people who dismiss totems with the remark
that thej' should be spelled otcs or otems. A note (2, p.

221, see p. 304) is more to the point and more convincing.

This note is of great religious interest and importance.
The tendency of the book, on the whole, is to show that

among the Semitic races, as among Red, Black, and Yellow-

men, the matriarchal preceded the patriarchal family,

and the totem kindred preceded the i;;ens. That is pre-
cisely what one believes, but it is not in this generation
that the doctrine will be universally accepted. In the
case of .Vrabia proof is peculiarly difficult, as the reforms
of the Prophet did so much to veil the remains of earlier

religion and custom. It would be superfluous to praise a
book so leirned and masterly as Prof. Robertson Smith's

;

it is enough to say that no student of early history can
afford to be without " Kinship in Early Arabia."

Andrew L.\ng

FIELD'S CHROMATOGRAPHY
Field's Chromatography; a Treatise on Colours and Pig-
ments,for the Use of Artists. Modernised by J. Scott
Taylor, B.A. (London: Winsor and Newton, 1SS5.)

The Artists' Manual of Pigments. By H. C. Standage.
(London : Crosby Lockwood and Co., 1SS6.)

'p HE new edition of " Field's Chromatography" differs

in two im])ortant particulars from the previous issues
of this well-known treatise. Firstly, one-third of the

volume is devoted to a discussion of such parts of the

modern theory of chromatics as bear upon the practice of

the painter ; secondly, a large number of useless or dis-

used pigments and of substances suggested for use as

pigments have been excluded from the pages before us.

In accuracy and compactness this hand-book has un-

doubtedly been much improved, but it affords the student

very little information upon two of the most important

aspects in which artists should study their paints—those,

namel)', of purity and permanence. For instance, we are

informed on p. 72 that " the artist will be told all that is

known, outside manufacturing circles, of the constitution

of his pigments." How is this promise redeemed? We
turn to the description of white lead (pp. 97-101) ;—not a

word can we find as to the presence in it of intentional

adulterants or of such a frequent and injurious impurity

as lead subacetate. We search in the same way and with

the same result for some of the most rudimentary scraps

of information as to the chemical characters and tests for

the purity of vermilion, cadmium yellow, and artificial

ultramarine. Then too we find statements as to indi-

vidual pigments which are positively incorrect. It is not

strictly true that the Naples yellow now sold is an imita-

tion of the original pigment. One London house sells

the original pigment—an antimoniate of lead, another

supplies an equally good paint \\\ which some oxide of

zinc is associated with the antimoniate ; neither prepara-

tion is an " imitation," made, say, with cadmium yellow

and zinc white, and falsely called " Naples yellow." The
question of permanence is not adequately discussed in

this volume. We want numerical values representing the

degrees of change suffered by those pigments with which

the artist cannot dispense but which are known to alter

under exposure. For example, it is misleading to call

brown madder "very permanent" (p. 155): let anyone
try the effect of an exposure to a single summer's sunshine

of a wash of this paint on a sheet of pure white paper.

The same criticism applies to the statement (on p. 115)

that the midder lakes are " not liable to change by the

action of light." Certainly they cannot be termed fugitive

in the same sense as the cochineal lakes, but they are by

no means permanent. The editor of " Field's Chromato-

graphy " should have given more attention to gradations

in the amount and nature of the colour-changes suffered

by comparable pigments. In the tables of pigments in

the appendix (pp. 171 -185) no distinction is made between

pigments used as oil-colours and those employed in water-

colour drawings, although it is notorious that the medium
has a marked effect upon the degree of stability shown by

many pigments. .And we altogether object to the accuracy

of Table IV. (p. 176). Several of the pigments named in

that list are entirely unaffected " by admixture with ochres

and other ferruginous substances " instead of being " de-

composed " by them as there stated.

The second work on our list has very slight claims on

our attention. Mr. Standage's " Manual of Pigments " is

stated on its title-page to show the composition of pig-

ments, their degrees of permanency, their adulterations,

and their mutual action ; it also oft'ers " the most reliable

tests of purity." But when we examine into the chemical

details given under the heads of the individual pigments

we find that this compilation teems with the most ludicrous

blunders. We proceed to cite a few of these, which need
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neither note nor comment in order to be fully appreciated

by our scientific readers. On p. i we are informed that

baryta white (barium sulphate) " consists of 137 equiva-

lents (!) of barium, 32 equivalents of sulphur, and 64 equi-

valents of oxygen." On p. 3 we are furnished with an

elegant test for the detection of free sulphuric acid in

baryta white ; we are directed to " add a few fragments

of loaf-sugar to a largely diluted solution of the pigment,

and evaporate to dryness. A black charred residue indi-

cates free sulphuric acid." We are told (p. 7) that calcium

imparts a green coloration to the blow-pipe flame. In

testing verdigris for sulphate of copper we are informed

(p. 21) that "sulphuretted hydrogen will throw down the

sulphur present in it." Coeruleum (oxides of tin and

cobalt) is stated to be made (p. 26) of " carbonate of soda

15 parts, powdered flint 20, and copper 3." Thdnard's

cobalt blue is " a salt of calcium calcined with alumina or

oxide of tin "
(p. 27). Indian yellow (p. 39) is " urioplios-

phate of lime" identical with "a magnesium salt of a

curious acid called cuxanthic." In order to sec whether

cadmium red (p. 47) contains any lead, " mix with white

lead (!), boil in water, and add SH.^ to the solution." Red

lead is said (p. 55) to undergo a "rapid oxidation " when

mixed with sulphuretted hydrogen. Vermilion " must

not be used with iodine" (p. 5S). When chromate of

lead is mixed with sulphide of cadmium, sulphide of lead

is formed, and chromium, oxygen, and metallic cadmium
are set free (p. 74). The iron in yellow ochre will if

mixed with Naples yellow (antimoniate of lead) abstract

oxygen from the latter and become deeper in tone (p. 76).

Enough of Mr. Standage's chemistry : one line as to the

value of his statements as to the theory of chromatics.

On p. 81 he is good enough to inform us that from his

own knowledge of colour-science he remains " steadfast

to the old original theory of red, yellow, and blue being

the three primaries."

We should not have devoted so much space to this

curious little book if the present issue had been a first

edition. But the majority of the extraordinary statements

cited above were published by Mr. Standage in a work
called the " Artists' Table of Pigments," of which the

"Artists' Manual of Pigments" is to be regarded as a
revision and enlargement.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Americanyournal ofMathematics, vol. viii. Nos. i and 2.

(Baltimore, 1885, 1886.)

This volume opens with a memoir by Capt. MacMahon,
R.A., on scminvariants, in which the author continues the
discussion of the asyzygetic scminvariants commenced by
nim in vol. vi.. No. 2 (see also vol. vii. No. i). Mr. J.Hammond contributes " Syzygy Tables for the Binary
Ouintic." One table replaces in part the enumeration
given by Prof. Cayley in his tenth memoir on Ouantics
\Phil. Trans., part 2, 1878) and that given by Prof Syl-
vester {Afiier. Jourii , vol. iv. p. 58). The same writer
has two papers in No. 2—one " On Perpetuants, with
Applications to the Theory of Finite Ouantics," this is a
subject familiar to the readers of the Journal through
Prof. Sylvester's brilliant papers, and is handled in the
author's usual accurate and clear manner ; the second
paper is on " The Cubi-quadric System," and is like-

wise a following out of previous papers in the Journal
the size of whose paper is admirably suited for such
lengthy and wide tables. P. Scelhoff has two papers

on the theory of numbers, " Priifung grosserer Zahlen auf

ihre Eigenschaft als Primzahlen" and " Nova methodus

numeros composites a primis dignoscendi illorumquc

factorcs dignoscendi." The first is a continuation of

a paper in vol. iii. No. 3, and puts in the fore-

front a remark of Mr. Glaisher's :
" The process of

determining without a table the factors of a number is

excessively laborious. Thus to determine, for example,

whether the number 8559091 is oris not a prime, would

require a long day's work." Upon this the writer remarks
" Sehen wir zu

!

" There are ten pages of tables.

The memoir by Dr. Kmory McClintock entitled

" Analysis of Quintic Equations," is a very interesting

and apparently thorough discussion of the subject, with

full historic references. Dr. T. Craig contributes a

paper " On Linear Differential Equations whose Funda-

mental Integrals are the successive derivatives of the same

function." This paper runs on into No. 2. The same
writer closes the number with a memoir " On a Linear

Differential Equation of the Second Order." Messrs. E.

H. Moore and C. N. Little, in their " Note on Space

Divisions," follow on the lines of Pilgrim's " Ueber die

Anzahl der Theile, in welche ein Gebiet /!.''<='^ Stufe durch

n Gebiete (/t- lY" Stufe getheilt vverden Kann," and dis-

cuss the division of flat space of k dimensions by Hat

spaces of k—\ dimensions. In a "Note on a Rou-

lette'' Dr. A. V. Lane discusses that generated by the

rolling of an ellipse on a right line, one extremity of the

major axis being the generating point. Mr. H. B. Fine

contributes a paper " On the Singularities of Curves of

Double Curvature," and Mr. J. C. Fields has a notelet,

" Proof of the Theorem—the equation /(-) = o has a

root where/(ir) is any holomorphic function of z."

Burma, as it was, as it is, and as it will be. By James
George Scott (" Shway Yoe "). (London : George Red-

way, 1886.)

Mr. Scott's position as a competent and instructive

writer on Burma wa^ assured by his volume on " The
Burman ; his Life and Notions," published a few years

ago. In this work he showed an intimate knowledge of

the habits and modes of thought of the Burmese which
could only have been acquired by a mastery of the

language and a familiarity with the inner life of the

people such as few Europeans can obtain of any Oriental

nation. The present work is, no doubt, published in view

of recent political events which have naturally attracted

public attention especially to Upper Burma. In it the

reader will find the whole subject treated in a general

way, the first section being devoted to history, the second

to geography, the third to " the people," under which

head we find information respecting the method of

administration, the religion, superstitions, and social

habits of the Burmese. It is inevitable that the book
should have a somewhat encyclopaedic air, but Mr. Scott's

entertaining style should gild the pill for the "general

reader." Moreover, there are no really popular books in

which tlie comprehensive information here given can be
obtained in English. The average reader can hardly be
expected to master the large works of Fytche, Yule, Crau-

ford, and others, merely in order to get some accurate

information about one small portion of the British Empire.
In this respect the book is of a kind more familiar to

French than to English readers ; but it is much more
than a mere catchpenny publication to meet a superficial

and temporary demand. Readers of this journal, for

example, may find much in it of special interest to them.

The sketch of Burmese cosmogony and mythology is

very interesting. The story of the forbidden fruit is

familiar in Burma, the place of the apple being taken by
the seeds of a species of creeper, and the fall being
gradual instead of immediate.
Another point of much importance at the present

moment is dealt with at comparative length. We refer
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to the hill-tribes in the mountainous region to the north
of Burma, and especially between Bahmo and Momien.
These call themselves by many different names, Chyens,
Kyavvs, Paloungs, Khamis, Mros, &c., but a closer

examination of dialects, and especially of traditions and
customs, proves, says Mr. Scott, that they are merely
waifs and strays from the four main stocks, Burmese,
Peguan, Karenns, and Shans. The Salones of the
Mergui archipelago, some of the Arakan hill-tribes, and
the notorious Kachyens in the north, are apparently
exceptions, but all the others belong to one or other of

these four families. The Kachyens just mentioned are

so called by the Burmese ; they call themselves Singpho,
or Singpaw, which means simply " men." Ethnologi-
cally they are a branch of the Singphos proper, who
inhabit the northern Assam hills, and are better known
to us by their local names of Gdros and Nagas. Such at

least is Mr. Scott's account of them ; but it is quite clear

that the last word has yet to be said by ethnologists
about these and other tribes adjoining our new territory.

The last pages of the volume are devoted to an account
of the habits, manners, superstitions, &c., of these hill-

tribes. The writer would probably be the last to expect
a very high position for this volume as one of original

research or information ; but he may fairly claim to ha\e
performed a task of much usefulness and interest in a

thorough and workmanlike manner. He has placed
within easy reach of his countrymen sound and accurate
information about a region for the peace, order, and
good government of which they have now assumed the

responsibility ; and Mr. Scott's own previous writings are
mainly responsible for having deprived part at least of

the present book of the merit of originality likewise.

Marvels of Animal Life. By Charles Frederick Holder.
(London : Sampson Low, Marston, and Co., 1886.)

The author, during a long residence among coral

reefs somewhere on " our southern border "—we have
failed to find exactly where—studied very diligently the

various forms of marine life abounding in such places,

and he seems to have been attracted more especially to

the study of the fishes. From the interesting records of

these observations to be found in this little volume there

can be no doubt that Mr. C. F. Holder has been a close

and intelligent student of nature, and he has grouped the

observations of others with his own in a manner to make
the record fairly interesting reading to a specialist. To
the wider field of young students some of the escapes
from whales and swordfish will prove even exciting read-

ing, while, so far as we can judge, none of the chapters
conve)' erroneous or exaggerated views of the marvels of

animal life. The illustrations, of which there are thirty-

one, in the form of plates, are often rather sensational,

and the majority of them would hardly be claimed as

after nature. The work is sure to be popular, from the

very novelty of the subjects about which it treats.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ 1he Editordoes not hold himselfresponsiblefor opinionsexpressed

bv his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications,

\The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even
of communications co7ttaininginterestingand novel facts.^

Integer Numbers of the First Centenary, satisfying the
Equation A- = B^ + C

I HAVE sonielinies wished to refer to the principal integer

numbers which s.itisfy the equations A" = B- + C-, and I have
computed all in which the leading numbers rise to and slightly

pass the value 100. Tcrhaps they may interest some of the

readers of Nature.

o a^
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White House, Greenwich, March 31
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The Sunrise Shadow of Adam's Peak, Ceylon

Some of the phenomena of the shadow of Adam's Peak in

the early morning have been remarked by almost every traveller

who has visited this island. The mountain rises to a height of

7352 feet as an isolated cone projecting more than 1000 feet

above the main ridge to which it belongs. The appearance
which has excited so much comment is that just after sunrise the

shadow of the Peak seems to rise up in front of the spectator,

and then suddenly either to disappear or fall down to the earth.

Various suggestions have been made as to the source of this

curious shadow ; among others one, which was published in the

Phil. Mag., August 1876, that attributed the rise of the shadow
to a kind of mirage effect, on the supposition that the air over

the low country was much hotter than on the Peak top.

I determined to attempt the disco . ery of the true nature of

this appearance, and was fortunate to see it under circumstances

which left no doubt as to the real origin. Through the courtesy

and hospitality of Mr. T. N. Christie, of St. Andrew's Planta-

tion, 1 was able to pass the night on the summit, and to carry

up a few necessaiy instruments.

The morning broke in a very unpromising manner. Heavy
clouds lay all about, lightning flickered over a dark bank to the

right of the rising sun, and at frequent intervals masses of light

vapour blew up from the valley and enveloped the summit in

their mist. Suddenly, at 6.30 a.m., the sun peeped through a

cbink in the eastern sky, and we saw a shadow of the Peak pro-

jected on the land ; then a little mist drove in front of the
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shadow, and we saw a circular rainbow of perliaps S° or 10° dia-

meter surrounding the shadow of the summit, and as we waved
our arms we saw the shadow of our limbs moving in the mist.

Two dark lines seemed to radiate from the centre of the bow,
almost in a prolongation of the slopes of the Peak, as in the

figure.

Twice this shadow appeared and vanished as cloud obscured

the sun, but the third time we saw what has apparently struck

so many observers. T'le shadow seemed to rise up and stand in

front of us in the air, with rainbow and spectral arms, and then

to fall down suddenly to the earth as the bow disappeared.

The cause of the whole was obvious. As a mass of vapour
drove across the shadow, the condensed particles caught tlie

shadow, and in this case were also large enough to form a bow.
As the vapour blew past, the shadow fell to its natural level

—

the surface of the earth.

An hour later, when the sun was well up, we again saw the

shadow of the Peak and ourselves, this time encircled by a

Shado^

double bow. Then the shadow was so far down that there was
no illusion of standing up in front of us.

I believe that the formation of fog-bow and spectral figures on
Adam's Peak is not so common as the simple rising up of the

shadow, but one is only a development of the other. In fine

weather, when the condensed vapour is thin and the component
globules small, there is only enough matter in the air to reflect

the Peak shadow in front of the spectator, and no figure is seen
unless the arms are waved. In worse weather the globules of
mist are large enough to form one or two bows, according to

the intensity of the light. We were fortunate to see the lifted

shadow accompanied by fog phenomena, which left no doubt as

to the cause of the whole appearance.
Any idea of mirage was entirely disproved by my thermo-

metric observations, which cannot be detailed here for want of
space. Ralph Abercromby

Colombo, February 25

" Bishop's Ring"

The critique on Dr. Riggenbach's pamphlet on the Krakalao
dust-glows alludes to the peculiar ring since seen surrounding the
sun, and known as " Bishop's Ring," as though it had ceased to

be visible last year. But the peculiar pink-tinged area sur-

rounding the sun has been constantly seen since then, though
perhaps without so definite a succession of tints as to deserve
the title of "halo." On almost any day when the sun is hidden
by a dense cloud so that the direct light is greatly subdued,
there will appear, surrounding the cloud, an area at first in-

tensely white, and then passing into a definite pink tinge. I

saw this phenomenon very markedly this afternoon at 5. 10 p.m.,
when walking across the fields from Swinggate, a hamlet be-

tween here and Dover, towards the Cornhill Coastguard Station.

I have always observed it better when there is a strong south-
west wind blowing. Does this mean that the great mass of the
dust -particles is still in equatorial regions ? Though the pheno-
menon to which I allude is undoubtedly best seen when the sky has
that gray tinge which accompanies a saturated'or super-saturated
condition, I can hardly think it due to moisture. I did not
observe it till after the Krakat.ao eruption, and I have observed
it constantly since that outbreak. Perhaps condensation of
moisture in the upper aerial regions may result in the formation
of minute particles of water to which the dust-particles become
attached, and thus both water and dust may be concerned in the
production of the pink-tinged area. Edward F. Taylor

St. Margaret's-at-CUfife, Dover, March 29

"Ferocity of Rats "

In reference to the correspondence that appeared in last

week's issue (p. 513) upon the above subject, permit me to state

I have found by practical experience that the ferocity and
voracity of rats is very great. They devour one another at all

times and under all circumstances, whether living in a wild state

or under the influence of domestication. I kept six rats at one
time in confinement, and although well fed, the largest specimen
consumed all the rest. Again, shortly after the late Inventions
Exhibition closed last year, the following incident came under
my notice, which fully confirms me in the belief I have ex-
pressed. As I was passing through the building I heard wild
and piteous cries issuing from a spot close to where I stood. I

immediately proceeded thence, and beheld six large rats feasting

upon three of their congeners not much smaller than themselves,
who were endeavouring to free themselves from the sharp teeth
of their assailants. All of these rodents appeared thin and
wild, and were no doubt rendered bold and desperate by priva-

tion, for my presence had no effect upon their carnivorous
attacks. I frequently hear rats scampering beneath the floor of
my oflice, accompanied by loud and protracted squeals ; and,
after what I saw, I am induced to believe that a deadly raid is

on such occasions being made upon one or more of them.
W. August Carter

The Claylands, South Norwood, April 5

Weather in South Australia.—Stevenson's Thermometer-
Screen

Lately the conditions of weather on the Adelaide Plains
have been so very interesting to the English meteorologist that

a few figures will doubtless be acceptable to readers of Nature.
On February 18 the shade-maximum temperature at this ob-
servatory was 105 '5 during a barometric depression. This was
followed by a minimum of 48°7 accompanying a barometric
crest on the morning of the 21st, a range of 568 within thfee

days. Again, at 3 p.m. on the i8th the dry bulb read ios°"5,

and wet bulb 69°"!, giving the extraordinary difference of 36°'4.

These figures actually give 9 as the percentage of relative

humidity, according to Guyot. The instruments are exposed
in an enlarged Stevenson screen, which answers admir-
tbly in this climate ; and what can be a better test ? I

may add that I also have a small "Stevenson," of the
pattern usually employed in England, with duplicate instru-

ments. The differences between the two usually amount to

merely a few tenths of a degree. The Hon. Ralph Abercromby,
who visited my observatory a short while ago—since my return

from Queensland—was much pleased with the result of my com-
parison. I reserve a table for the Royal Meteorological Society,

but I may mention that I claim to have proved that Mr.
Stevenson's screen is in every way suitable for the hot and dry
climate of this continent. I am strongly of opinion that this

screen, in its enlarged form, should henceforth be universally

employed to secure uniformily of exposure—a desideratum of

the very highest importance. I have strongly recommended its

adoption throughout Queensland. I have found no trace of
undue heating of the internal louvres, even under temperatures
over ico°. Clement L. Wragge

Torrens Observatory, near Adelaide, South Australia,

March I

"Radicle" or "Radical"

May I utter a word of protest against a common, but (as I

venture to think) erroneous way of spelling the above word
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when used in its ordinary chemical sense of a root (Latin,

radicula), basis, or common ingredient of a series of chemical
[

compounds?
Surely the word is a substantive, and, like similar derivatives,

should be spelt "radicle," and not as the adjective "radical."

I hope, however, that those who spell it in the latter way will

be able to adduce a partica/ of reasoning in favour of their

practice.

I am quite aware of the existence of a "leading artic<j/'

called a " Radical " in politics ; but in this case there is refer-

ence to one who desires a " radical " change in existing institu-

tions. If, however, we are to consider him as "a common
ingredient in a series of Caucuses," then Lshould maintain that

here also the spelling should be amended. H. G. Madan
Eton College, April 5

An Earthquake Invention

Referring to Prof. Milne's letter in Nature of March ii

(p. 438), I have to say:—(l)That what I, as representing my
father, have to complain of is that in a British Association

Committee's Report describing experiments made with an ascis-

matic arrangement, and which appeared in the Transactions of

the British Association of 18S4, the writer thereof, who appears

to have been Prof. Milne alone, did not acknowledge that Mr.
David Stevenson had invented, described, and constructed pre-

cisely such apparatus in 1868, facts which Prof. Milne cannot

deny, and yet took the honour to himself ; and, when this was
pointed out, he then set up a claim for Mr. Mallet which Mr.

Mallet assuredly never made, and would have been the first to

repudiate.

(2) Prof. Milne in that Report praised the aseismatic

joint as a most useful invention, introducing a new and
valuable principle of construction for earthquake-affected

countries, and though he may now think otherwise, yet the

account given in the Tsugisaki light-keeper's letter, quoted by

him, of the effects of a shock at that lighthouse, in place of

showing the uselessness of the apparatus, in my opinion proves

the reverse, as the shock is reported to have been very seveie
;

and had there been no aseismatic joint under the illuminating

apparatus, it would have been so seriously damaged as to have

been rendered useless, in place of which the light was only

extinguished for five minutes.

Mr. Stevenson, in his original ])aper, with characteristic

caution, carefully calls it an apparatus to miligatc the effcit of
cartltijiiake shocks. Mr. Kinjero Fugicura, Engineer in Cliief

to the Lighthouse Department of Japan, writing January 11,

1886, says he is unable at present to give any definite opinion

as to the merits of the aseismatic arrangements, because, since

he put them in operation when he became Engineer in Cliief,

the occurrence of earthquakes has been veiy rare indeed ; and
further, he is of opinion that really to get at the bottom of the

matter, two experimental tables would have to be placed at the

same locality side by side, one with the aseismatic arrange-

ments, and the other fixed, so that the behaviour of the two
tables might be directly compared. To which I might add
that the whole lighthouse (or any building of equal size), like

that constructed and sent to Japan by my father, but which was
unfortunately lost at sea, should be rebuilt and tried against

ordinary houses unprovided with my father's invention.

(3) Prof. Milne asks what I claim as coming under Mr,
Stevenson's invention. I claim of course everything which
employs the same principle, and most distinctly the house

carried on shot or "cast-iron sand," as Prof. Milne calls it, and
which he lately erected in Japan, as well as the building

described by him in the B. A. Report, p. 248, for 1884, as
" resting on four cast-iron balls," and the action of which has

been so j^erfect as to have actually "destroyed" all the "sudden
motion or shock," and recorded by him as a notable earth-

quake.
I will not further trespass on your space, but refer your

readers to the former correspondence on this subject in Nature.
D. A. Stevenson

84, George Street, Edinburgh, March 22

VR. T. SPENCER COBBOLD, F.R.S., F.L.S.

"PjR. COBBOLD was the son of the Rev. Richard
*-^ Cobbold of Wortham in Suffolk. He was born in

182S, and educated at Charterhouse. He matriculated

at the University of Edinburgh in November 1847, after

having, in accordance with the mode of preparation for

the profession of medicine then regarded as most advan-

tageous, served a three years' apprenticeship with Mr.

Crosse of Norwich, one of the most eminent and distin-

guished surgeons of his time. He thus came up to the

University provided with a large amount of practical

information, and even as a first year student possessed

great dexterity in dissection and in the making of

museum preparations, and was a skilful draughtsman.

After working diligently for a year under Prof Goodsir,

he was appointed by that great anatomist as his prosector,

and under his influence was led to abandon practical

medicine for the inore attractive study of morphology ;

his first original research being an anatomical essay on

the Canal of Petit, which he offered as his graduation

thesis, and for which a gold medal was awarded him by

the Medical Faculty.

Like all other earnest Edinburgh students of that time

he took an active part in the debates of the Royal

Medical Society, and became in 1852 its senior Pre-

sident. In the same year, not many months after his

graduation, he was appointed Curator of the Anatomical

Museum, and became a prominent leader in the bio-

logical work of the School. As Curator he gave lectures

on comparative osteology, and added largely to the col-

lections. He also worked out the material for his article

" Ruminantia," which appeared in the " Cyclopaedia of

Anatomy and Physiology" in 1856.

In 1856 Dr. Cobbold removed to London, and soon

afterwards began to devote himself to the study of animal

parasites, and particularly to the experimental investi-

gation of their life-history, on wdiich subject he made
during the following years a number of important com-
munications to the Linnean and other Societies. In 1864

his well-known work on " Helminthology " appeared, to

which in 1S69 he added a supplement containing his later

researches. He subsequently published a manual of the

parasitic diseases of domestic aniinals, a work on the

grouse disease, and various other works relating to

diseases of the same class.

In 1 868 he was appointed by the Trustees of the

British Museum to the Swiney Professorship of Geology,

to which subject he had been led, under the influence of

Prof Edward Forbes, to devote much attention during

his residence in Edinburgh. The greater number of

these lectures were given at the Royal School of Mines,

and were largely attended.

Dr. Cobbold's reputation as a comparative pathologist

will rest on his treatise on the Entozoa. His most im-

portant contributions to morphology are his article on
Ruminantia, his experimental researches on Tcrnia

iiiedioaincUata and other Cestodes, on Trichina, and on
Distoma licematobimil, and his recent paper on the para-

sites of elephants. His last communication to the

Linnean Society was read on March 4.

THE GEOLOGISTS' ASSOCIATION AT THE
SCIENCE SCHOOLS

ON Saturday, March 20, a party of over a hundred
members of the Geologists' Association visited the

Science Schools at South Kensington, by permission of the

Science and Art Department, and were conducted over

the building by Prof J. W. Judd, F.R.S. The visitors

inet in the entrance-hall at 2.30, and then seated them-

selves in the large Chemical Lecture Theatre, where Prof

Judd gave a sketch of the history and development of

the Schools and of the methods of'study therein followed.

At the conclusion of this address the party walked slowly

through the various laboratories and lecture-rooms

—

metallurgical, physical, and chemical—gradually ascend-

ing to the upper stories of the lofty building, where are

situated the biological and geological rooms. In one of
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fhem a large collection of apparatus employed in various

parts of the course was laid out.

Although not termed a museum, the teaching collec-

tions of minerals, rocks, fossils, &c., at the Science

Schools are sufficiently full and complete for the most

advanced student. Some time was spent in these rooms
;

as many of the members of the Association are engaged

in teaching science they examined the arrangements with

much interest. The elementary collections, which every

student is required to know thoroughly, are arranged in

table-cases always open to inspection ; the more advanced

collections are in drawers beneath. Over the table-cases

and drawers which contain the foss'ls there are coloured

vertical sections and diagrams of the geological forma-

tions and their subdivisions, showing the variations in

their development in different districts.

In the Biological and Geological Lecture-Room an

address was deli"vered by Mr. G. A. Cole, Prof. Judd's

chief assistant, on " The Preparation of Microscopic

Sections of Rocks and Mmerals," illustrated by the appa-

ratus employed and by drawings upon the blackboard.

From the'lecture-room the party passed into the bio-

logical laboratory, upon the table of which, for this occa-

sion, were placed a large number of microscopes, with

sections of rocks and minerals, each with its name
attached. From this the visitors passed into the ad-

vanced and research laboratories for geology, and thence

down the main staircase to the entrance-hall.

PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY OF STELLAR
SPECTRA

Henry Draper Memorial

THE study of stellar spectra by means of photography
was one of the most important investigations under-

taken by the late Prof Henry Draper. He was actively

engaged in this research during the last years of his life.

His plans included an extensive investigation, one object

of which was to catalogue and classify the stars by their

spectra. Mrs. Henry Draper has made provision, at the

Observatory of Harvard College, for continuing these

researches, as a memorial to her husband. The results

already obtained, with the aid of an appropriation from
the Bache Fund, permit the form of the new investigation

to be definitely stated. The part of the sky to be sur-

veyed is that extending from the North Pole to the parallel

of 30= south declination. Each photograph will be ex-

posed for about one hour, and will include a region 10°

square. The telescope employed has an aperture of

20 centimetres (8 inches\ and a focal length of 117 centi-

metres (44 inches). The object-glass is covered by a

prism, and the resulting spectrum of each star in the

region photographed has a length of about i centimetre
;

which enables the character of the spectra of stars from
the fifth to the eighth magnitude to be determined. A
modification of the apparatus is employed for the brighter

stars.

Meanwhile, experiments are in progress with the 15-

inch equatorial, with the object of representing the

spectra of some typical stars upon a large scale. The
spectra so far obtained are about 6 centimetres in length,

and exhibit much well-defined detail. Additional experi-

ments will be tried with a spectroscope provided with a

slit, as well as with the simple prism hitherto employed,
in order to secure the best possible definition. The
present results encourage ths expectation that the move-
ments of stars in the line of sight may be better detert

mined by the photographic method than by direc-

observations.

To keep the astronomical public informed of the

progress made in this work, specimens of the photo-

graphs obtained will be gratuitously distributed from
time to time. The first of these distributions will pro-

bably be made in a few weeks. Owing to the expense of

providing a large number of copies, it is desirable to

limit the distribution, as far as possible, to those who are

interested in this class of work. It is also desired, how-

ever, to send the specimens to all who will find them of

value from the scientific point of view. A blank form of

request is attached to the present circular, and may be

filled out and sent to the Harvard College Observa'ory

by any one desirous of receiving the specimens ; but

requests to the same eflect in any form which may be

convenient will also be cheerfully complied with so far as

mav prove practicable.
Edw.\rd C. Pickering,

Director of Harvard College Observatory

Cambridge, U.S., March 20

SOLAR HALO WITH PARHELIA

ON Thursday, April I, a solar halo with parhelia was

seen here, in regard to which, with the consent of

the Astronomer-Royal, I beg herewith to offer a few par-

ticulars. The best display occurred between ih. 30m.

and 2h. p.m., and at one time exhibited the following

appearance. There was the large halo commonly seen, in

addition to which a luminous ring passing through the

sun encircled the s';y, everywhere of the same altitude

above the horizon, forming a small circle of the sphere

taking the zenith as pole. On this, the parhelic circle,

and outside of the halo by about 5°, a mock sun was

seen both on the eastern and western sides ;
another was

seen in about a north-north-west direction, and a fourth

nearly east, both also situated on the circle.

Calling the real sun S, and the several mock suns,

counting westward, Si, S., S;„ S4, differences of azimuth

were independently estimated as follows :

—

130
120

"5
120

By myself, numerical estimation ... 115

By Mr. Nash, by estimation ... 120

By Mr. Lewis, measured froJi a

sketch 123 ... 115 •• 122

Mean II9 ... 122 ... 119

apparently indicating that the true difference of azimuth

was in each case 120'.

Mr. Turner states that Sj was on the meridian at

ih. S5m., at which time the calcidated azimuth of S from

south was 36°, which is therefore the difference of azimuth

between Sj and S. I estimated this difference to be 31°,

Mr. Nash 35°, and Mr. Lewis 35'. Mean^= 34°. This

azimuthal measure corresponds to about 27' as measured

on a great circle at about the position of the sun. De-

ducting 5^ the estimated amount by which Sj or S^ was

outside the halo, we have 22° for an approximate value of

the radius of the halo, about the usual magnitude.

The evidence that the altitude of the circle on vyhich

the suns were seen was everywhere the same is as

follows :—At 2h. the altitude of the sun, by direct calcu-

lation, was 37°. At the same time Mr. Turner, by

measurement with the transit-circle, found the altitude of

the circle at the point at which it crossed the north

meridian to be 37', it being well seen ; its altitude on the

south meridian appeared to be 40", but the circle at this

moment was not distinctly visible at this point. At

2h. T5m. Mr. Turner found, with the altazimuth, the alti-

tude of both S2 and S3 to be 35°, which, allowing for

change of altitude, gives 364^ for the corresponding alti-

tude at 2h.

There were great variations in brilliancy of the different

parts during the interval first mentioned, and some of the

appearances were visible at a much later hour. The

suns S, and S4 at times exhibited prismatic colours in a

marked manner.
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Two mock suns, such as at times accompany the
ordinary halo, were seen also on April 2, and a simple
halo also on April 3. William Ellis

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, April 5

NOTES
\Ve learn that, at the request of the Royal Society, the

Treasiu-y has agreed to insert a sum in the estimates, and tlie

Admiralty has agreed to furnish transport and assistance, in aid

of an expedition to observe the total eclipse of the sun, visible

in the island of Grenada (West Indies) on August 29 next. The
Expedition, which will consist of seven observers, will leave

England on July 29 in the Royal Mail s.s. Nils. According

to present arrangements a ship-of-war will meet them at

Barbados, and take them on to their various stations. It is

a noteworthy sign of the interest taken in such national work by
our great public companies that the Directors of the Royal Mail

Company have enabled the Eclipse Committee of the Royal

Society to increase the number of observers beyond that at first

contemplated by a concession in their terms which amounts to

an important endowment of the e.xpedition.

Mr. H. Fowler stated in Parliament the other day that the

final report of the expeditions to observe the transit of Venus in

1882, subsidised by the British Government to the extent of

14,680/., would be presented in June.

We have already announced the death, on March 20, at

Leyton, Essex, of Mr. Charles George Talmage, F.R.A.S., in

the forty-sixth year of his age. Mr. Talmage, who was well

known as a skilful astronomical observer, had the entii'e direc-

tion of Mr. J. Gurney Barclay's observatory at Leyton for more
than twenty years. During this period he turned his attention

chiefly to observations of double stars, and the results of his

work are given in four volumes of the " Leyton Astronomical

Observations." Previous to his appointment to this post he had
served his apprenticeship to astronomy at the Royal Observatory,

Greenwich, in the years 1856-60, had worked under Mr. Hind
at Mr. Bishop's observatory, first at Regent's Park, and then at

Twickenham, and had spent four years at Nice in order the

better to prosecute the work on which he was then engaged, the

revision of Admiral Smyth's Bedford Catalogue. He was sent

to Gibraltar in 1S70 to observe the total solar eclipse of that

year, and was placed in charge of the Transit of Venus Expe-
dition to Barbadoes in 1882. His death will be much regretted

in the astronomical world and by his numerous friends.

Mr. Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.S.A., died on Friday at

Camden House, Sutton, Surrey, in his sixty-seventh year.

Educated at Berlin, he was appointed chemist to the Royal
Asiatic Society in 1S38, Lecturer on Chemistry at the Royal
Institution in 1841, honorary member of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society in 1842, Fellow of the Royal Society in 1843,
Professor of Chemistry in the East India Company's Military

College at Addiscombe in 1845, ^nd honorary Professor of

Chemistry to the Horticultural Society in 1846. Besides several

works in which the importance of chemistry to agriculture was
maintained, he wrote " Rural Chemistry " (1843) and " Syllabus

of Chemistry " (1849).

Mr. Richard Edmonds, the seismologist and antiquary,

died recently at Plymouth in his Ssth year. He closely studied

the extraordinary agitations of the sea and earthquake shocks,

and published the results of his investigations in the Edinburgh
New PItilosophical Jtitnial, the British Association Reports, and
the Transactions of the Royal Society of Cornwall. In 1862
Mr. Edmonds published a collection of his papers, under the

title of "The Land's End District; its Antiquities, Natural
History, Natural Phenomena, and Scenery."

Prof. Oliver Lodge will give the first of two lectures at

the Royal Institution on Saturday next (April 10) on Fuel and
Smoke considered with reference to the scientific principles under-

lying the use of the one and the avoidance of the other. The
following arrangements are announced for the Royal Institution

lectures after Easter :— Prof. Gamgee, six lectures on the

Function of Circulation ; Prof. Dewar, three lectures; Prof. A.
Macalister, three lectures on Habit as a Factor in Human
Morphology ; Prof. Ernst Pauer, three lectures on How to

Form a Judgment on Musical Works ; and Prof. G. G. Stokes,

Pres. R.S., three lectures. The first Friday evening discourse

will be given by Mr. Frederick Siemens on Dissociation ; and

succeeding discourses will probably be given by Prof. J. M.
Thomson, Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M.P., Prof O. Lodge, Dr.

W. H. Gaskell, and Prof. Dewar.

The seventh International Oriental Congress will be held at

Vienna on September 27 next and following days.

As the work of unpacking the cases which arrive daily at

South Kensington from the British colonies all over the world

proceeds, the extraordinary variety and interest of the exhibits

become more apparent. In addition to objects of specially

scientific interest already referred to, we may mention the ethno-

logical groups in the south or Imperial Court of the Indian

section. These are intended to illustrate the physiognomy,

dress, and customs of the various races inhabiting the Indian

Empire. The collection of woods from the Andaman and

Nicobar Islands, shown at the Forestry Exhibition at Edin-

burgh, has been greatly enlarged, especially by specimens of

timber of extraordinary size from the Andamans, and will be

shown in the Indian section. One of these, the Diospyros

Kurzii, a marble wood, resembles a combination of oak and

ebony. There will be two timber trophies from the Indian

Forest Department ; one will be a triple arch 46 feet broad by

15 feet high, containing over 300 kinds of wood, while the

second will be formed wholly of bamboo, of which thirty species

will be shown. The most original arrangement of woods, how-

ever, is that adopted in the Victorian Court. Each specimen is

in the shape of an octavo volume, on the back being printed, as

a title and place of publication, the scientific name of the wood
and the locality whence it came. The whole collection is

inclosed in a handsome book-case, and so resembles a small

library. Prof. McCoy and Baron von MiiUer have prepared a

large natural history collection, and one of rare plants from

Victoria in albums. The entomological collection is said to be

remarkably complete, upwards of a thousand distinct specimens

of insects being included. The Melbourne Botanical Gardens

send a collection of fibres and carpological specimens. In a

natural history case in the Canadian section, prepared by Col.

Stockwell, will be a general representation of the fauna and

flora of Anticosti. New Guinea has been taken under the wing

of Queensland, and collections from that island will be explained

by Mr. Hugh Romilly, who will be appointed Assistant Com-

missioner for Queensland specially on this account. The
trophies in the various sections will also be of great interest and

beauty; Ceylon will have a natural history trophy, India a

jungle trophy, Queensland two of natural history—one being

animals, the other birds—and so for other courts. It may be

hoped that one result of this Exhibition and of the meeting of

colonists from all quarters of the globe simultaneously in London

will be the establishment of a permanent colonial museum in

London. The Exhibition will supply abundant materials with

which to make a beginning.

In commemoration of the fiftieth year of the foundation of the

Museum of Native Antiquities at Kiel, the directress, Fraiilein

Mestorf, has published a hand-book on the prehistoric antiquities

of Schleswig-Holstein, containing 62 plates with 765 pictures of
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typical prehistoric objects, the originals of which are for the

most part in the Kiel Museum. The first 17 plates contain 149

objects of the Stone Age, vessels, flint, horn, and bone imple-

ments, and pottery, some of which is decorated ; the second

section is composed of 18 plates containing 227 objects from the

Bronze Age, swords, knives, saws, urns, &c. ; lastly, there are

27 plates with 399 objects belonging to the Iron Age, which

began in Schleswig-Holstein in the first or second century im-

mediately preceding our era. The last representatives of this

series are some silver denarii of Charlemagne's time. On the

whole the collection appears to be a remarkably complete one

for a single province to produce and preserve.

The third volume of the Transactions of the Washington

Anthropological Society (November 1883—May 1885) contains

a suggestive paper by the President, J. W. Powell, on the

growth of barbarism and civilisation from the savage state. This

paper, which formed the subject of the annual address delivered

on February 3, 1885, deals with the successive stages of savagery,

barbarism, and civilisation from a somewhat novel standpoint.

It is argued that the evolution of culture, that is, the gradual

development of mankind from savagery to civilisation, is essen-

tially the evolution of the humanities—the five great classes of

activities denominated arts, institutions, languages, opinions,

and intellections. Hence if the course of culture is to be

divided into stages, the several stages should be represented in

every one of the classes of activities. If there are three stages

of culture, there should be three stages of arts, of institutions,

and so on. Here the author deals more especially with the

essential characteristics of the first two stages, defining the epoch

of transition, and explaining how the lower phases of the various

activities are developed into the higher. The evolution has

evei7where proceeded on the same lines, because the human
race is fundamentally one in the strictly genetic sense. The
tendency to depart from the original type would doubtless have

resulted in the establishment of specific differences, as in the

case of other organisms, had it not been checked by various

causes arresting free biotic evolution, and bringing about a return

to homogeneity. For although much diversity exists it is

restricted to narrow limits, the essential characteristics being

everywhere the same. Again, after a certain stage is reached,

human evolution differs radically from that of all other organisms.

It proceeds, not by survival of the fittest, or adaptation of the

species to the environment, but on the contrary by adaptation of

the environment to the species. There is no aquatic variety of

man, no aerial, tropical, boreal, herbivorous, or carnivorous

varieties ; but man has everywhere adapted the environment to

himself, that is, created an artificial environment by his arts,

and in general by the development of his inventive and other

intellectual faculties. Man has inherited the body, instincts,

and passions of the brute ; the nature thus inherited has survived

in his constitution, and is exhibited along all the course of his

history. But man has risen in culture not by reason of his

brutal nature ; he has been evolved because he has been largely

emancipated from the laws of the brute creation. His develop-

ment has been through the development of the humanities, that

is, of those qualities which distinguish him from the brute. It

has been a mental and moral far more than an animal evolution.

Hence the curious result that, while the mind of man differs im-

measurably from that of the next highest in the scale of animal

evolution, his body is on the contrary in some respects actually

inferior, physically weaker, less able of itself alone to struggle

with the adverse conditions of the environment.

The thirteenth meeting of Scandinavian Naturalists will take

place at Christiania between July 7 and 12.

On the nth of last month, at about 6.15 p.m., a meteorite

fell on the ice off Aastvedt, in the province of Bergen, Norway,

with the effect of making a hole about 18 inches in diameter,

though llie ice was 8 inches in thickness. It was accompanied

by an audible hissing.

The great success of the oyster cultivation carried on by the

Norge Company in the Christiania fjord has induced the Swedish

Government to invite the manager of this establishment to

inspect the coast of the province of Bohus, on the opposite side

of the fjord, with a view to the arranging of similar establish-

ments there should the conditions be favourable. A gunboat

has been placed at the disposal of the inspector by the Govern-

ment. The subject is engaging much attention in Sweden,

where very few oyster-banks exist.

On the night of March 30, between 8 and 9 o'clock p.m.,

there w.is a very fair display of auroric light in the co. Donegal.

Mr G. II. Kinahan writes :
—" At the time the sky to the north-

ward was clear and bright, but after 9 p.m. it became overcast,

with dark snow-clouds. The light was peculiar for Ireland, not

being of the usual type, but bright light silver-coloured, of the

type se?n in the autumn in Canada, although far less elaborate.

The light extended from the N.W. to the N.E. To the N.E.

was a wide column of white light, rather stationary, but at times

extending across the zenith in a broad arch to the N.W.
horizon. Between this column and the N.N.W. point, being

more numerous and prevalent between the N.N.E. and N.

points, were pencils .and horns of light, even shooting up and

down, with clouds of very bright light rising at intervals, and as

they ro e sent up pencils of light from the upper edges. In the

space between the N.E. and N.N.W. points, the pencils of

light rose, some perpendicularly, and some obliquely, in a north-

easterly direction. Towards the end of the display dull light-

reddish clouds rose at intervals, at one time there being a faint

marginal edge to the N.E. white column." During the last

winter aurorse appear to have been remarkably scarce, for

although on the look-out for them all Mr. Kinahan saw were

very faint and scarcely perceptible to any one but those who had

studied them.

The American Government have forwarded a consignment

of landlocked salmon ova to the National Fish Culture Asso-

ciation, which arrived this week in excellent condition. A
large number of this species were reared by the Association

last year, and placed in nurseries pending their introduction to

the Thames, where it is felt they will thrive well in certain

places. The Thames Angling Preservation Society are particu-

larly anxious to naturalise this species in the river, it being an

excellent fish from a sporting point of view, and, moreover, it

does not migrate to the sea.

The German Fisheries Union intend to try the acclimatisa.

tion of the sterlet in the Vistula and the Oder. About 2000

living sterlets are to be caught in the Save, under the personal

superintendence of Prof. Spiridion Brusina, the Director of the

Zoological Museum of Agram. They are to be sent to Thorn

and to Oderberg respectively for transfer into the two rivers

named above. Hitherto sterlets could only be obtained from

Russia.

Messrs. Macmillan and Co. will publish in a few weeks

an elementary treatise on Statics, by John Greaves, M.A.,

Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge. Although adapted for

those beginners whose mathematical reading does not go beyond

geometrical conies and trigonometry, the book contains proposi-

tions of a more general character, especially in connection with

the principle of work, than any other book that does not assume

a much wider range of knowledge on the part of the reader. In

order to meet the wants of students who can get little assistance

in their work, a large number of illustrative examples have been

carefully worked out. The mode of treatment chiefly differs
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from that usually adopted in that ihe principle of transmissibility

of force is discarded ; while the conditions of equilibrium of all

bodies, including liquids and flexible strings, are deduced from

those of a sini^le particle by means of D'Alembcrt's principle.

The Newtonian definition of force is, of course, the one

employed.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a White-fronted Capuchin Monkey (Ccbtis

albifrons) from South America, presented by Mr. Matthews ; a

Ring-tailed Coati {Nasiia nifa) from South America, presented

by Miss Agnes Shouman ; a Common Kingfisher (-4/«(/o ispida),

British, presented by Mr. Cuthbert Johnson ; two Cambayan

Turtle Doves {Tiiitur semgiilcnsis) fro;n Egypt, presented liy

M. J. M. Corncly, C.M^Z.S. ; a Chinese Mynah (AaiJo-

(heres crislatel us) from China, presented by Mr. T. Douglas

Murray, F.Z. S. ; a Huanaco {Lama /iuana:os) from Bolivia,

two Llamas {Lama peruana) from Peru, a Dingo {Canis dingo),

a Roseate Cockatoo (Cacalua rosdcapilla) from Australia, two

Sonnerat's Jungle Fowl {Callus sonnerali) from Southern India,

seventeen Tuatera Lizards {Sphcnodon punctatus) from New
Zealand, deposited ; two White-eared Scops Owls {Sops Imcolis)

from West Africa, a Red and Black Lizard {Clenosaura erythro-

melas), purchased ; two Geoffroy's Doves {Peristera geoffion)

frjm Brazil, two Blood-breasted Pigeons (PAlogtcnas cruenlala)

from the Philippine Islands, received in exchange ; a Black

Lemur (Lemur macaco), an Axis Deer {Cafus axis), born in the

Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
An Astronomical Directory.—M. Lancaster, of the

Brussels Observatory, has compiled and published a most useful

list of observatories, with their geographical co-ordinates and
the astronomers attached to them, of astronomical societies and
institutions, and of reviews and journals specially devoted to

astronomy. The pamphlet also contains a select list of the
names and addresses of those astronomers wlio are not attached
to any ob.servatory, and of amateurs, as well as a further list of
makers of astronomical instruments. As is practically inevitable
in a work of this nature, there are faults both of omission and
of cominission noticeable in it. The most consjncuous of the
former perhaps occurs in the account of the English Nautical
Almanac office, where the staff is represented as consisting of
the superintendent and one assistant. There are, we believe, as
many as eleven assistants attached to this ofiice. A good many
mistakes have also been made in the addresses of individual
astronomers. We hope that in a second edition M. Lancaster
will be enabled to remove these blemishes from what must be
considered, on the whole, as a very valuable publication, and
one which ought to be in the library of every astronomer wlio
is engaged in the active work of his profession.

RousDON Observatory, Devon.— Mr. Cuthbert Peek has
recently published a short ihumS of his astronomical work
during the years 1882-85, including a description of his private
observatory near Lyme Regis. This observatory, of which a
photograph is given, is solidly built, and seems to be very
thoroughly equijiped for its size. It contains a transit instru-
ment, by Troughton and Simms, of 2 inches aperture ; an equa-
torial by Merz, mounting by Cooke, of 6

'4 inches aperture;
solar and sidereal chronometers; position- circle micrometer by
Hilger, &c. Beneath the equatorial room is a room used as a
laboratory and fur photography. Of the observations, the most
important is a monograph on the nebula surrounding i) Argus.
Mr. Peek had joined the Expedition under the command of
Capt. W. G. Morris, R.E., which was sent out to Queensland
10 observe the transit of Venus in 1S82, and, whilst at Jimbour,
I he place selected as the observing- station, made the observa-
tions here recorded. The other observations are of comets
1883/' (Pons- Brooks), 1SS4 11. (Barnard), 18S4 <r (Wolf),
lincke's comet, the lunar eclipse of 1884 October 4, occulta-
lions of Aldebaran, Saturn, Nova Andromedse, and the meteor-
^hower of November 27 last. As the observatory was in course
of erection during the years 1884 and 1885, and therefore no

systematic work could be undertaken, this record must be con-

sidered as very satisfactory.

The Great Melbourne Telescope.—The first part of

observations of the southern nebulce made with the great Casse-
grain reflector at Melbourne has just been published. Other
parts, containing the results of observations for the revision of

the southern nebulae observed by Sir John Ilerschel at the Cape
of Good Hope in the years 1834 to 1838, the work to which the

tele-cope has been chiefly devoted since its erection in 1869, are

to follow at short intervals. The present part contains a de-

scription of the instrument itself and of the methods employed
in using it, together with observations of some of the smaller
nebulae, and it is illustrated by two good photographs represent-

ing the great telescope and its surroundings, and by three litho-

graphic plates of the nebula: observed. The report as to the

performance of the great telescope is to the effect that on the

average of ordinary fine nights it is somewhat disappointing to

one accustomed to observe with smaller apertures, but on really

good nights it is quite different. So large an aperture, that is to

say, requires specially good atmospheric conditions for its fidl

powers to be displayed. The number of nights fit for using the

telescope is given as about 40 per cent., but of best nights only

17 per cent. Moonlight nights are reckoned as bad nights, as,

though used for lunar photography, they are unsuitable for the

special work to which the instrument is devoted—the observa-

tion of nebulce. The observations of the nebulae given afford

several remarkable instances of apparent changes having taken
place in a few years. Nebula; Nos. 187 and 567 (" Gen. Cat.")
seem to differ from Herschel's description, and the group of
four nebulas—Nos. 962, 963, 966, and 968—appear to have
altered in their relative positions in a very striking manner in

the interval between Mr. Turner's observation in i876"8 and
Mr. Baracchi's in 1884 '8. It seems very difficult to explain the

differences between the descriptions of this group by Herschel,

Turner, and Baracchi.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1 886 APRIL 11-17

(''pOR the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at

^ Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24,

is here employed.)

At Greenwich on April 1

1

Sun rises, 5h. 15m. ; souths, I2h. im. 17s.; sets, i8h. 47m.
;

deck on meridian, 8° 24' N. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

8h. 6m.
Moon (at First Quarter) rises, loh. 15m. ; souths, iSh. 6m.

;

sets, ih. 52m.* ; decl. on meridian, 17° 41' N.

Planet Rises Soudis Sets Decl. on meridian
ti. m. h. m. h. ni.

Mercury ... 4 56 ... II 43 ... 18 30 ... 8 31 N.
Venus 3 48 ... 9 14 ... 14 40 ... 7 26 S.

Mars 14 9 ... 21 IS ... 4 21* ... II 56 N.
Jupiter 16 23 ... 22 37 ... 4 51* ... 2 2 N.
Saturn 8 41 ... 16 53 ... I 5* ... 22 51 N.

* Indicates that the setting is that of the following morning.

Vartable-Stars
Star K.A. Decl.

h. ni. o , h. m.

.Algol 3 o-S ... 40 31 N. ... Apr. 12, 23 38 m
,, 15, 20 27 m

U Monocerotis ... 7 25^4 ... 9 32 S. ... ,, 12, m
U Canis Minoris... 735-2... 8 39 N. ... ,, 12, m
V Cancri 8 15-2 ... 17 39 N. ... ,, 12, M
R Hydrte 13 23'5 ... 22 42 S. ... ,, 14, m
5 Libra; 14 S4'9 ... 8 4 S. ... ,, 11, 4 18 m

,, 15, 20 o m
R Corona; 15 43-9 ... 28 30 N. ... ,, 17, m
S Scorpii 16 109 ... 22 37 S 15, M
U Ophiuchi 17 io'8 ... i 20 N. ... ,, 14, 3 52 m

•and at intervals of 20 8

X Sagittarii 17 40-4 ... 27 47 S. ... Apr. 14, 2 20 m
,

, 17, o o M
W Sagittarii ... 17 57-8 ... 29 35 S. ... ,, 13, 21 30 AT
^ Lyrte 18 45-9 ... 33 14 N. ... ,, 13, 19 10 Wj

,, 17, o oM
R Lyrje 18 5I'9 ... 43 48 N. ... ,, 12, M
S Delphini 20 378 ... 16 41 N. ... ,, 13, m
5 Cephei 22 24-9 ... 57 50 N. ... ,, 14, 21 40 M
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Occitliations of Stars by the Moon (visible at Greenwich)
Corresponding

April Star Mag. Disap. Reap.
'^^^^rJl^S'^Jor
inverted image

h. m. h. m. o o

13 ... I Leon is 6 ... 20 o near approach 342 —
J4 ... 48 Leonis 6 ... 22 57 ... 23 40 ... 40 329
15 ... T Leonis 5 ... 21 21 ... 21 55 ... 359 310
16 ... 13 Virginis ... 6 ... 18 14 ... 19 4 ... 69 180

16 ... Uranus - ... 21 58 ... 22 44 ... 6 297

April h.

16 ... 12 ... Jupiter in conjunction with and 0° 29' north

of the Moon.

Meleor S'loxacrs

Amongst the radiants represented at this season are the fol-

lowing :—Near 'if Ursa; Majoris, R.A. 162°, Decl. 48' N. ; from

Coma Berenices, R.A. 190°, Decl. 21° N. ; from Libra, R.A.
225°, Decl. S° S. ; from Corona, R.A. 240°, Decl. 25° N. ; from

Hercules, R.A. 265°, Decl. 23° N. ; maximum April 13.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
The sixth German " Geographentag," which will be held at

Dresden on the three last days of this month, together with

a Geographical Exhibition, will, first of all, bring up the reports

of the two travellers, Messrs. Reichard and Lieut, von Fran9ois,

concerning their experiences and observations in Equatorial

Africa. Dr. Ed. Naumann will speak on his topographical

and geological survey of Japan, and Director A. Matzat, of

Weilburg, on drawing in geographical instruction. Further

addresses which will be delivered are by Dr. G. Leipold

(Dresden), on the raising of the sea-level near the coasts of

continents ; by Dr. Hahn (Konigsberg), on the development

and division of coasts from a geographico-comiiercial point of

view ; by Dr. P. Lehmann (Berlin), on the significance of Kant
for geographical science ; by Dr. Egli (Ziirich), on the develop-

ment of the nomenclature of towns, &c. ; by Dr. Petri (Berne),

on the exploration of Siberia ; by Dr. O. Schneider (Dresden),

on the closer limitation of geographical terms ; and by Dr. S.

Ruge (Dresden), on the Central Commission for German
topography.

A LETTER was recently read before the Russian Geographical
Society on March 17 from M. G. N. Potanin, the leader of

another Expedition to Central Asia. At the end of October last

the explorer was on his way from Sukhan-Hiln to Lon-djou.

He had met great difficulties on this journey ; the Expedition
having been compelled to march on foot and their luggage to be
carried by ]")orters. The direction of the return journey will

depend on the success of the proposed passage across the Desert
of Gobi. However, this return is secured.

We have received a communication from M. Grigoriev, Secre-
tary of the Imperial Russian Geographical Society, in which
he informs lis that Dr. Bunge has left Nasatchye, his head-
quarters, on the Yana River, in command of the Expedition to

explore the New .Siberian Islands during the summer, and that

he is expected back at the end of October or early in November.
These islands, which by many Arctic explorers are held to be
the right base for an attack on the Pole, are very little known,
not having been visitei since 1823.

The Norwegian Storthing has granted a sum of 45CO/. towards
the further geographical survey of Norway.

Mr. C. Winnecke, of South Australia, has prepared a ])lan

showing the contour of the country along the overland telegraph
line from Port Augusta to the Queensland boundary, a distance
of 1626 miles.

THE SAHARUNPUR BOTANICAL GARDENS
IV/TR. J. F. DUTHIE'S Report on the progress and condition

of the Government Bot.anical Gardens at Saharunpur and
Mussoorie for the year ending March 31, 1885, has reached us. It

is a bulky Report of some fifty-one pages and a very interesting
Report of fifteen pages, on "an examination of the indigenous
gr.asses and other fodder-yielding plants growing on the Hissar
Birland," under date September 5, 1885, accompanies it. In
the Report on the Gardens, amongst other interesting and im-

portant matters Mr. Duthie refers to samples of wheat and
barley grown in the Saharunpur Garden, which had attracted

some amount of .attention in this country. He says :
—" Amongst

some contributions for the Economic Museum of the Royal
Gardens, Kew, which I took to England last year were two
samples of gr.ain—one of a variety of wheat called ' Gujaria,'

and grown at Saharunpur from selected seed, the original

having been received some years since from the Government
Farm at Ca\\npore ; the other a remarkable variety of loose-

graine<l barley, of a dark chocolate colour, from a small sample
exhibited at a previous agricultural show at Saharunpur." These
samples were considered by the authorities at Kew to be of

sufficient interest for their being specially reported on, and they

were accordingly sent to Messrs. McDougall Bros., of MiUwall
Docks, who reported to the effect that the samples had been
shown to most of the principal people on the Corn Market,

who took much interest in them. The wheat was valued at

about 30.!. per 496 lbs., it being classed with the Kubanca
(Russian) wheat, its bright and clean appearance causing much
remark. On grinding and pasting it was found to contain much
gluten, but to be somewhat sticky. The reporter thinks, how-
ever, tliat it would pay better to grow the white seed, such as is

now shipped from Bombay, and realises 39J. per 496 lbs. Re-
garding the b.irley, the specimen, it is said, w.as looked upon
with much interest, and many opinions expressed upon its being

quite new, and the value varied from 23^. to 30J. per 400 lbs.

On damping, the grains were found to sprout well, and so would
do for malt, but the colour comes off", and so would not do (it is

thought) for pale ales, but it might do well for stout ; for feeding

purposes it would be useful, although it would take time to

remove prejudice against its colour. In some comments on this

Report Mr. Duthie says:—"The wheat is a very hard free-

growing sort, and always gives a good yield, both in grain and
chaff Last season the yield was r8 maunds and 13 seers chaff

per acre. This variety possesses the good quality of being able

to stand well up when grown in highly-manured soil ; for, as is

well known, most varieties of Indi.an wheat run up into straw

and fall over before coming to maturity when the soil is toe

highly manured. This variety is thus well-adapted for those

who attempt to cultivate wheat according to the European

method. The chocolate-coloured b.irley produced 15 maunds
grain .and \2h maunds straw per acre. The yield of grain was
thus heavier than the yield of straw. The objection as to

colour, alluded to in the Report, is fatal to its value, and will

prevent its ever being grown except as a curiosity. We possess

a white-grained variety of huskless barley, and a good large

sample of this has lately been sent to Kew for special report.

The huskless barleys appear to be quite unknown in England, and

as everything except colour was favourably commented on in the

case of the variety sent, I am in hopes that the report on

the white variety will be altogether favourable, and per-

haps become the means of bringing the b.arley to the notice of

the English market." Mr. Duthie records the introduction ofmany
useful and ornamental plants to the Gardens; and to the Her-

barium, he says, large and valued contributions continue to be

received, amongst them a very interesting set of specimens from

Mr. C. B. Clarke, chiefly belonging to families which have been

specially worked up by him in his several monographs contri-

buted to the "Flora of British India" and De Candolle's
" Prodromus," also a large collection made by Mr. J. S. Gamble
during a tour in the Madras Presidency. Beside- which dupli-

cates had been received from Dr. King, of the Calcutta Botanic

Garden, and Dr. Trimen of the Per'adeniya Botanic Garden,

Ceylon. In addition to these contributions, specimens had been

placed in the Herbarium collected during Mr. 1 )uthie's expedition

to North-Eastern Kum.iun. This collection, it is stated, "con-

sists of over 1000 species and varieties, including about 25 new

to science, one (Cystopteris moulana) new to India, and upwards

of 128 not previously recorded for Kumaun. The north-eastern

portion of Kumaun, including the districts of Darma and Byano,

had not hitherto been explored botanically, and this, of course,

accounts for the large number of new records. Amongst these

latter are several wliich had previously been known only from

Nepal and Sikkim. Further investigation will, no doubt, con-

firm my own conclusions as to the greater similarity of the vege-

tation along the entire length of the Himal.ayas as you approach

the inner and drier ranges." Mr. Duthie's "Appendix VI.,"

being "Notes on a Botanical Expedition to North-Eastern

Kumaim in 1884," will be read with interest by the botanist

interested in Indian plants.
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THE SUN AND STARS'"

V.

Mclaliic Promiiitnces

X/ERV impressive indeed are the phenomena when we pass to

that other class representing prominences no longer of the

quiet sort. These are at times observed shooting up almost in-

stantaneously—the exact rate of motion I will state by and by

—

to enormous heights ; and not only are they seen to shoot up

into the atmosphere with very great velocity and with every

indication of the most violent disturbance, but the alteration in

the lines of hydrogen in the spectrum indicates most violent

lateral motions. These phenomena unfortunately have been

called eruptions, and, as it very often happens, when we get a

word like that coined it means more than it is intended tb mean
by the author of it ; and more or less on the strength of this

word "eruption," we have theories trying to explain these

prominences on the idea that they are ejected, possibly from a

volcano—a real solar volcano—at some distance below the photo-

sphere. I think we have no right to call them eruptions at all.

In the first place they are not like any volcanic eruption that

man has ever seen.

When^we get the chromosphere agitated preparatorily to one

ofthese tremendous outbursts—one of these metallic prominences,

at they are called—the lines which we see are ditferent from those

in the table which I have given. The Italian observers, to

whom we are indebted chiefiy for our knowledge on this part of

the subject, have recorded three lines, which they call tlu'

" elementary'metallic prominence spectrum." These are

—

4943 No Fraunhofer lines corresponding.

5031
5315'9 = 1474

Althouijh these energetic prominences are eventually very often

fuUijof lines of various vapours these three lines always precede

them when the action commences. There is one point about

this matter to which I must call attention, and that is that of

these three lines one—the 1474 line—is not the line with the

same namej to which I have already drawn your attentiuii,

and about which we know absolutely nothing, but it is a line

of iron almost c lincident with it, which the temperature of tlie

iS.-iMe : prominence, Vuung. Ka

spark brings out, though it is invisible in the arc. The
other two are lines which do not even appear amongst

the Fraunhofer lines at all, and about which, therefore,

we know nothing. We have me.ans, both by actual obser-

vation in the case of the uprise of the prominences into the

solar air and in the change of the wave-lengths of the lines in

' A Course of Lectures to Working Men delivered by J. Norman Lockyer,
F.R.S., at the Museum of Practical Geology. Revised from shorthand
notes. Continued from p. 502.

the case of any lateral motion, of determining how fast these

violent prominences vise and are driven by solar winds. Well,
these metallic prominences have been seen to mount upwards at

the rate of 250 miles a second, that is very nearly 1,000,000
miles an hour ; so that, if these gases continued their flight they
would reach the top of the solar atmosphere, if the solar atmo-
sphere were 1,000,000 miles deep from the top down to the

photosphere, in about an hour's time. There are indica-

tions that these prominences, instead of rising vertically, as

we may imagine them to do, are at times shot out sideways

—

almost tangentially. In that case, of course, the spectroscope

enables us to determine the velocity. 100 miles a second,

either towards or from the eye, is by no means an uncommon
velocity, and there are also indications that, in the neighbour-
hood of the photosphere where these enormous prominences
take their rise, vividly incandescent hydrogen at a considerable

pressure is rushing up from the interior part of the sun.

In the case of some of these violent prominences the spectrum
at the base appears to be full of lines, but we know enough
about the subject now to know that many, if indeed not most,

of those lines are not Fraunhofer lines at all, not lines with
which we are familiar, but new ones. In fact, the same thing
happens in the prominences as happens in the spots. To show
that this is so I again refer to some very important work
done by Prof. Voung in the United States sume years ago. He
went to a station in the Rocky Mountains, at a height of Sooo
feet, to observe these prominences. Of course the higher we
go the purer the air, and the better we can see. As the result

of one month's work he brought back a very valuable catalogue

of lines which he had seen in such prominences as I have
attempted to describe.

Let us consider one particular substance. It is always
well in these matters to be as definite as possible, and if the

l>romiuences contained that particular substance, say, for in-

stance, barium, in the same conditions in which we find it on this

earth, we should imagine that the spectrum of barium in the

prominence would be very much like the spectrum of barium in

the electric spark. To see whether that was so or not, what my
.assistants and myself did was this. We prepared a map showing
the lines of barium over a long reach of the spectrum, and we
drew the lines so that the longest represented the strongest

according to our highest authority in these matters. Prof. Thalen.

Alongside of these we m.ade another map showing the particular

lines which had been seen by Prof. Young, and we assumed that

the line which was strongest at the sun would be the line which
he would most probably see most frequently, and therefore we
made the line which he s.aw the greatest number of times the

longest line. That being premised, you will see there is no rela-

tion whatever between these two spectra. In the first place a

great number of the lines of barium seen in the laboratory

are left out of account altogether in the prominence spectrum,

and when the other lines are considered we find that the

intensities in the sun are quite different ; and that, I may say, is a

very fair indication of what as a matter of fact we have observed

with regard to a number of these substances. Calcium, iron,

nickel, cobalt, and several other metals which we have tested in

the same way, give us exactly the same result.

But there is more important work to do than that. Since

Prof. Voung made those admirable observations in America, the

Italian observers, Profs. T.acchini and Ricco, have been observing

metallic prominences every day. It has been our duty at Ken-
sington to map every line which these industrious Italian gentle-

men h.ave observed ever since 1871, and in these maps, as in

those of spot-spectra, we have the lines of the various elements

seen in the sun, in the arc, and in the spark. Now, of all those

lines, we only get a very small number in the prominences. In the

case of iron, for instance, in the F

—

b region, we may say there are

only two lines ; one iron line was left out by mistake by Prof.

Thalen in his map of the solar spectrum, and the Italian obser-

vations of the sun suggested to us at Kensington that Thalen, at

Upsala, had made an omission in the spectrum of iron. This we
found to be the case. All the other lines are clean swept out of the

record. We get none of them in the spectrum of prominences.

At a ceitain date, I believe about the end of necember 1873,
the lines in question suddenly ceased to appear in the spectrum
of j^rominences. The Italian observers, who had observed them
constantly day by day for three years, suddenly found them g<^ne,

but other new lines were seen. I shall show by and by that

there was a very good reason why that should have happened.

But the important point now is that it really did happen.
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The Relation belmeen Spots and Prominences

We are now in a position to discuss the relation between llie

spots and the prominences. We are aheady familiar with the

lines affected in spots. We have now seen the lines affei.ted in

prominences. Are they the same? To investigate tliis ques-

tion maps have been prepared in exactly the same way as those
to which reference has already been made. We have at the top
the lines affected in spots, and at the bottom the lines affected in

prominences. In hardly any case are the lines of any one
vapour widened in the spots the same a> the lines brightened in

the prominences.
There is another very interesting fact which is also seen

alongvide of this ; if we regard the lines seen widened in the
spots, or that other set of lines seen l>riKht in the prominences,
we find, when we come to study the positions of those lines in the
spectrum with the positions of the lines of elementary bodies,
that in the case of very many of them there are coincidences
between the lines of different chemical elements with the disjier-

sion that was employed.
We have learnt since then that the coincidence is not entirely

absolute, but whether that be so or not, we have the very extra-

ordinary fact that, while of all the iron lines taken at random the
chances of the coincidence of any one line are very small, of iron

lines widened in spots, or of iron lines brightened in promin-
ences, the chances of coincidence are something like ten to one.

In that way you see we make a considerable difference

between the lines of iron which are affected in the lower reaches
of the solar atnnsphere, whether we are dealing with the
phenomena of spots or of prominences, and the lines of iron

which are dropped out.

These discussions to which I have referred have led us to

make the following statements with reganl to prominences, on all

fours with the statements alreatly made regarding spots :

—

General Statements

(1) The cliromospheric and prominence spectrum of any one
»ul)stance, except in the case of hydrogen, is unlike the ordinary
spectrum of the substance. For instance, we get two lines of

iron out of 460. Thus we see that the spectrum of a substance
in the prominences is very unlike its spectrum out of a promin-
ence, that \*, in our lal)oratories or in a sunspot.

(2) There are inversions of lines of the same elements in the
prominences as there are inversions in the spots, that is to say,

in certain prominences we see certain lines of a substance with-

out others ; in certain other prominences we see the other lines

without the first ones.

(3) Very few lines are strongly affected at once, as a rule, and
a very small proportion altogether ; smaller than in the case of

spots.

(4) The prominences are not so subject as spots to sudden
changes so far as lines of the same element are concerned.

(5) There is a change in the lines affected according to the

sunspot period. This is a point about which I shall have to

say something by and by.

(6) The lines of a substance seen in the prominences arc

tliose which in our laboratories are observed to be considerably
brightened when we change the arc spectrum for the spark
spectrum.

(7) None of the lines ordinarily visible in prominences are

seen at the temperature of the oxy-hydrogen flame. .Some
of the oxy-hydrogen flame-lines arc seen in the spots, but, as

said before, none of these lines have ever been seen in the

prominences.

(8) A relatively large number of lines ordinarily seen are of
unknow n origin.

(9) Many of the lines seen are not ordinarily seen amongst
the I'Vaunhofer lines. Some are bright lines.

(10) As in the spots we found that the H and K lines of

calcium in the ultraviolet were always bright in the spot-

spectrum, the other lines of calcium being darkened and
widened ; so also it would appear that the lines II and K of

calcium are always bright in the prominences in which the other

lines arc generally unaffected.

(11) Many nf the lines are common to two or more elements
with the dispersion which has been employed.

A Case in Point

In the region of the sjjcctrum which has been most studied

with regard to spots and prominences, are three lines of iron

adjacent in the .solar spectrum, so close together, t^hat if you see

one you are bound to see the other two. A study of these
three lines affords a very definite and interesting case, indicating
that it is not at all necessary to go over the whole s'lJcclrum to

see these results. We have those three lines in the solar spec-
trum of wave-lengths 4882, 4898, and 4923'I. They are seen
among the Fraunhofer lines with the intensity shown in the
accompanying diagram (Fig. 16). If we photograph the spectrum
of the arc very quickly we miss the right-hand member alto-

gether, and get the two left-hand lines alone. If we observe the
spectrum of the iron spark with a cpianlity coil (and a jar) the
left-hand member almost disappears. If we use no jar the right-
hand member almost disappears. If we use an intensity coil

with a jar not only does the left-hand member nearly disappear,
but the right-hand member is enormously developed. If we take
out the jar we bring about very much the same condition as we
have among the Fraunhofer lines. Now, what happens .at the
sun ? The two lines on the left of the diagram have alone been
seen widened in spot*. The right-hand member has never been

Fig. 16.—Diagram showing the behaviour of throo iron lines under dlffereiii

conditiont, solar and terrestrial, i, solar spectrum; 3. arc; 3, (Quantity

coll with jar : J, t^u.^nlit); coil without jar
; 5, intensity coil with j«r ;

6, intensity coil without j»r ; 7. spots observed at Kensington ; 8, pro-

nilljenccs observed by Tacchini ; g, prominences observed by Young ;

to, reversed in penumbra of .spot observed on August 5, 1873, by Young ;

II, motion indicated by change of rcfrangibility.

seen widened in spots. Contrariwise the right-hand member
has been seen in 52 per cent, of the prominences which have

been observed by Prof. Tacchini, but the left-hand members
have never been seen in any prominence whatever. The last

result is this, that in spots the left-hand members h.-ive indicated

that the spot has been descending at the rate of 50 miles a

second, while the right-hand member has shown that the spot is

not descending at all—that the vapour is just as quiet as could

possibly be expected.

Those arc some of the hard facts gathered by the observation

of three lines quite close to;;ether. During the eclip e of 1882

my chief work was to see what happened to those three lines.

What did happen was this : the line seen in prominences wa.s

observed 7 minutes before totality began, as a very short bright

line close to the photosphere of the sun, whilst the other two

lines did not come out until the moment before totality began,

and were then very thin and feeble lines at the best, indicating

that the absorbing molecules which produce them exist in all

probability at a considerable elevation in the sun's atmosphere.

The Corona

We now p.iss to the inner and outer corona. We are still of

course engaged with the question of materials, and may take

these two together.

The spectrum of the inner corona indicates that it is chiefly

composed of hydrogen. All the hydrogen lines are seen in it,

and up to a certain height in it we get the II and K lines of

calcium, showing that either calcium, or something that exists in

calcium which we cannot get at in our temperature, is there.
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'4 When we go fmtiier afield into the outer corona we leave

behind us most of the bydvogen lines, but one, the green line F,

remains for a considerable height side by side with the 1474 line,

indicating, as far as we can see where everything is so doubtful,

that so far as the gaseous constituents of the outer corona are

concerned they consist most probably of hydrogen in a cool

form, and this unknown stuff which gives us the line 1474.

With regard to the other materials of the outer corona we

17.—Diagn ults of the Italian observations foi

that the spectrum of the limelight is continuous, but that it was

probably excessively complex in its origin.

General Connection of the Foregoing Phenomena

We next come to an excessively important point—the connec-

tion of the various phenomena which we have now pa sed under

review with each other.

The Italian observers have not only very carefully observed

the prominences from day to day, but they

have observed spots and the other pheno-

mena which require continuous investiga-

ition. The accompanying diagram puts

llogether in a very convenient form much
{information which we want at the present

moment. The information extends over

three years, so that we have not merely to

ilepend on the result of one year's observa-

tion. The curious-looking hieroglyphics,

wliich are called curves, have a very simple

explanation. In the middle of each of these

series E stands for the equator, and right

:ind left of that we have vertical lines giving

every 10° of latitude from the equator to the

|)o'es south or north for each year. The
lieight of the curves from the base-line re-

]iresents the number either of spots, faculse,

metallic or quiet protuberances seen each

year. The spots in the year iSSi had their

maximum in latitude 20° N. and 12° S.

'fliere were no spots either nortli or south

t)f latitude 40°, and there were very few

lie -ears i88i-8i
spots indeed near the equator of the sun.

10 je a I I- 3.
j^ \%^i the conditions are a little changed.

There are some spots near the equator, and
the maxiuaum of spots now is 18° N., and there are more
spots this year than there were last, because the curve is

higher. Going on to 1S83 the maximum of spots has changed
from the north of the equator to the south, and in latitude 15° S.

reduced maximum, whereas in the northern hemi-

know that it contains particles which reflect the ordinary sun-

liglit to us, because in 1871 Dr. Janssen and in 1878 Prof

Barker and others saw the dark Fraunhofer lines in the spectrum

of the corona. \\'e must imagine, therefore, that some part of

the s]>ectrum of tlte corona' depends for its existence on solid we have
particles which not only give us such a spectnim as the limelight sphere we get very nearly the same quantity in latitude-; 10° and
does, but which further have the faculty of reflecting to us the 20". The other curves may now be compared with these, and the

light of the underlying photosphere. point of enormous importance is this, that the maxima factdse

and the metallic prominences agree

absolutely in position with those of

the spots.

When and where the spots are

at the maximum the faculre and the

metallic prominences are at the

maximum. If the maximum changes

from north to south, as it does, in

the spots, it changes from north to

south in the metallic prominences,

and from north to south in the

facukis ; so that were we dependent

on these diagrams alone, represent-

ing three years' work, we should be

ilriven to the conclusion that there

is absolutely tlie most tremendous

and important connection between

spots, the metallic prominences, and
the faculre ; and not only that, we
reach finally the fact of the wonder-

ful localisation of these phenoinena

upon the sun. The spots are never

seen north or south of 40°. They
are invariably seen in smaller quan-

tity at the equator ; similarly the

facula: do not go very much further

than 40' north or south, and their

minimum is also at the equator.

The metallic prominences also

never go very much beyond the

also have a minimum at the

Fig. 18.—Spo e indicates the amount of spotted i

1 latitudes of the spots.

It was also put beyond all question in the eclipse of 1882 in

Egypt that this corona has another sp"ctrum of its own. I was
fortunate enough to see that eclipse under very good conditions,

and the spectrum which had been supposed up to that time to

be a continuous spectrum only was an integration of a consider-
able number of spectra. T here were bright bands and dark
bands from one end of the spectrum to the other, showing that,

with these additions, it was no longer continuous in the same way

and theyspot region,

equator.

But when we pass to the protuberances of the quiet sort that is

not so. They extend from one pole of the sun to the other, so

that whatever it may lead us to, we are bound to consider that

there is the most intimate connection between spots, metallic

prominences, and facuke, and that there is a great difference

between the metallic prominences and the quiet ones. That
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is a result to have arrived at of the very first order of im-

portance.

I have next in connection with that diagram to give another
whicli we owe to the labours of a German observer. Prof.

Sporer. Not only have we to accept the fact that these im-

portant solar phenomena are limited to certain zones, but we
have to study that fact in connection with another, that though
all of them vary very violently, they all have what is called a

cycle, and the cycle affects the particular zone of the sun on
which they appear. Here a sunspot curve, as it is called, writes

out for us in a graphic form the quantity of spotted area on the

sun from year to year. It begins at 1867, and ends at 1878.

This curve means that when the curve is at its highest, we get

the greatest number of spots, or the greatest amount of spotted

area on the sun's surface. At one place we get a very sudden
increase of the spotted area. The carve is almost like a chalk

cliff, it goes straight up, but it does not come so straight down.
The curve from the minimum of spots on the sun to the maximum
is very much steeper than that from the maximum to the next
minimum. The sunspot period on an average is one of about
eleven years, and it may be said, though I do not want the term
to be misunderstood, to represent the seasons on the sun,

because when we get that curve low, we see the sun for days
together without any spots on it at all. When we get to the

highest part, of course there is the greatest number of spots

on it.

In connection with that period then, which, as it is good for

spots, must also be good for faculje and for metallic pro-

tuberances, after the results obtained by the Italian observers,

it is most interesting to see in further detail whetlier there is

any difference in the part of the sun thus aftected. The two
lower curves show us that when there is the smallest number
of spots on the sun—when there is a sunspot minimum—the spots

that appear are seen in a high latitude, and that latitude goes on
decreasing and decreasing regularly and gradually until v/e get,

at the next minimum, a real over-Lapping of two perfectly distinct

spotted areas. When we have the maximum period of sun-

spots, the latitude of the sunspot zone is between S" and lo*^,

but it gets much lower than that when the period is closing, and
even before one period has closed another one has begun in a

higher latitude, so that the swirl in the solar atmosphere seems
to begin in a high latitude—say 30° or 35°, or thereabouts—and
very soon gets into full swing in latitude between 10' and
12°, and then it very gradually dies away until spots and metallic

|>rominences and faculae cling pretty near to the equator, and
then we get a new wave of activity, beginning .again in a
high latitude, as is indicated by the beginning of the second
curve.

Drawings made by Mr. Carrington a good many years ago
show this result in another form, which emphasises the enormous
difference in the amount of spotted area, as it is called, at the

maximum and minimum time. Another diagram gives the results

of the last eleven years' work at Greenwich, where they have
been computing the positions of the spots obtained on their

photographs and on the photographs which the Solar Physics

Committee receives from India. This gives the history of the

sunspot period in rather a different way ; we begin in the year

1873, and end in the year 1884, and the curves represent the

amount of faculse, of penumbrce, and umbrae. Here again we
get both faculfc, penumbr^e, and umbras increasing towards
the maximum period, and it is seen that when we come to dis-

cuss photographs instead of depending on eye-observations, as

the Italians did, we still find that the facula: and the spots

vary together. Another diagram shows another important
matter. We are now discussing at Kensington the results ob-

tained from the photographs from several points of view. One
point of view is this. It seemed hard, after all the trouble taken

to observe latitudes, that all spots north and south of the

equator should be lumped together in a mere statement of

spotted areas. The two upper curves in the diagram represent

the spots north and the spots south ; and an important thing

which comes out of this is that the curve representing the

greatest amount of spotted area north and that representing the

greatest amount of spot area north .and south do not go together.

We do not get the greatest amount of spots north and south
of the equator at the same time. A peak in the south curve is

in two or three cases associated with a valley in the north curve.

J. Norman Lockyer

(To be continued.')

THE CORRELATION OF THE DIFFERENT
BRANCHES OF ELEMENTARY AlATHE-
MA TICS^

A MONG the permanent acquisitions to mathematical science
^"^ secured within the last half century, within the limits of

those branches with which our Association concerns itself, two
(I conceive) stand out as pre-eminent in their far-reaching and
all-pervading consequences.
These are the firm establishment as distinct entities of two

concepts, which have been fixed for all the future of science in

the terms Energy and Vector, and the development of the groups
of ideas and principles which cluster around each.

The term Energy indeed, and the great principle of the Co}i-

servatwn, or (as I prefer with H. Spencer to call it) Persistence,

of Energy, the establishment of which will live in the history of

science as the great achievement of the central part of the nine-

teenth century, h,ave a scope far beyond the purely mathe-
matical treatment of dynamics and the allied branches of

physical sciences. They, the concept and the principle, have
already profoundly modified the views of the physicist as to the

natural laws with which he is concerned, and are destined to

form the starting-point and firm foundation for all his conquests

in the future. But no le-s is it true that the conception of

energy, while it has naturally arisen out of the higher mathe-
matical treatment of dynamics, has necessitated a very material

recasting of that treatment in its most elementary, as well as in

its more advanced, stages, if it is to bear any fruitful relation to

physical science in general. This recasting of elementary

dynamics, if not yet fully and satisfactorily effected in most of

the text-books which still remain in use, in which the notion of

energy is brought in rather as the "purple patch" than in-

woven into the whole texture of the robe in which the subject is

clothed, is yet, thanks pre-eminently to the teaching of Max-
well, Thomson and Tait, and Clitford, in a fair way for being

accomplished.
The influence of the conception of energy is, however, as

regards mathematics, rather an influence from without than one

from within its peculiar domain.
That which is strictly mathematical in the treatment of any

science is not its subject-matter, but the form in which that sub-

ject-matter must from its nature be expressed. Mathematics, as

such, is in fact a formal (may I not say tlie formal ?) science,

concerning itself with the particular matter only so far as that

matter necessitates a particular form for its expression. Hence
the recurrence of the same formulce and mathematically the

same propositions in different branches of science, so that, to

take elementary instances, a proposition in geometry may be

read off as a proposition in statics by substituting forces for lines,

or the formula which deteimines the speed of the centre of mass

of two masses having difl^erent speeds is also that which deter-

mines the temperature resulting from the mixture of two masses

of different temperatures.

To this formal, or essentially mathematical, part of the exact

sciences belongs the conception of a Vector, or rather the group

of conceptions which cluster around that term. The term itself

was introduced by Hamilton in connection with his grand theory

of quaternions about forty years since, but the idea had been

already firmly grasped and developed so as to afford a complete

explanation of the imaginary {\l - i) of ordinary algebra within

the twenty years preceding that epoch. In fact in the year

1845 I myself enjoyed the privilege, as a young student, of

attending lectures of De Morgan on this subject, which he after-

wards developed in his treatise on "Double Algebra," published

in 1849.- I think, however, that we may conveniently date

from the introduction of the term " Fiv/or," which is now the

accepted term for any magnitude which besides numerical

quantity or intensity has a definite direction in space, the defini-

tive acquisition of this concept with all its consequences to the

settled territory of mathematical science. The calculus of

quaternions indeed, or that part of it which was truly original

and due to the genius of Hamilton alone, involving the concep-

tions of the products and quotients of vectors in three-dimen-

sional space, is doubtless beyond the range of what now can be,

or within the near future is likely to be, regarded as elementary

mathematics ; but the notions of vector addition and subtraction

^ A paper read before the Association for the Improvement of Geometrical

Teaching by the President, R. B. Hayward, F.R.S. (see l^AruRE for

January 21, p. 277). We print the address in the hope that a discussion of

some of its principles may ensue.
-

Sir \V. R. Hamilton's Lectures on Quaternions were published in 1853.
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and their consequences in geometry and mechanics ought

assuredly to be considered as within tliat range, as ought also,

for a complete view of ordinary algebra, vector products and

quotients in one plane.

If we inquire in what manner we should expect the idea of a

Vector and its attendant ideas to affect our elementary teaching,

I think the answer would be that it would naturally lead t > a

different grouping, or arrangement in order, of the various

branches taught. It would lead us to group them not according

to their subject-matter—arithmetic and algebra, the sciences of

number, particular and general
;
geometry, the science of space

;

trigonometry, in one aspect treating of space and number in

combination, in another as a development of algebra ; statics,

dealing with forces in equilibrium ; dynamics, with forces pro-

ducing motion ; and so on—but according to their form, as

dependent on the nature of the magnitudes dealt with. One-
dimensional magnitudes, that is, magnitudes defined by one

element only, whether such as are completely defined by one

element, or more complex magnitudes regarded for the moment
in respect of one of their elements only, would naturally form

the first stage, with subdivisions according as the treatment is

purely qitantitaiive or metj'k-, or scalar, that is, metric with the

addition of the notion of sign or sense. Then would follow

two-dimensional magnitudes, or magnitudes defined by two
elements, treated with respect to both elements in subdivisions

metric and scalar as in the first stage, and also finally as com-
plete Vectors.

If we further inquire how far these notions have in fact

affected our elementary text-books, I think we shall find that

the extent to which they have done so is very small. A com-
parison of the text books of the present day (I speak of them in

the gross, not forgetting that there are some important excep-

tions) with those that were current at the time when my own
mathematical studies began, an interval of some f irty years,

produces the impression of likeness rather than that of contrast.

Changes, which are welcome improvements, have doubtless

been made in matters of detail, and in various ways the paths

have been smoothed for the student ; but the general treatment

is essentially the same, and shuws very little sign of independent

thought, informed by more extended views, having been exer-

cised with regard to the old traditional modes of presenting the

subject as a whole.

The algebra, for instance, of our ordinary text-books is (if I

may venture to give it a nickname which every brother Johnian
at any rate will understand) lief'tadiaholic,^ or that whose highest

outcome, in the mind of the pupil who has studied it, is the

solution {so called) of a hard equation or equation problem

—

little more in fact than a series of rules of operation, which
skilfully used (and how many fail to attain even this amount of

skill) will solve a few puzzles at the end, but very barren of any
intellectual result in the way of mental training :—an algebra

in which the interpretation of negative results and the use of the

negative sign as a sign of affection has been ignored, or so

lightly dwelt on, that the notion of the signs + and - as

appropriately expressing opposite senses along a line, has to be
elaborately explained as almost a new idea in commencing tri-

gonometry ; and further, an algebra which, as Prof. Chrystal has
observed in his address to the British Association, is useless as

an instrument for application to co-ordinate geometry, so that

the student has at this stage practically to study the subject

again, and only then obtains something of a true notion of what
algebra really is.

With the foregoing general considerations as a guide, I will

now examine in some detail the correlation or affiliation of the

several branches of elementary mathematics to which they seem
to lead.

Mathematics naturally begins by treating magnitudes with
reference to the single element of quantity. The answers to the

simple questions. How many ? How much ? How much greater ?

How many times greater ? lead up to the arithmetic of abstract

and concrete number, and the doctrines of ratio and proportion,

and the development of these with the use of the signs -^ , -
,

&c., as signs of the elementary operations, and letters to denote
numbers or ratios, naturally leads to generalised arithmetic or

' The allusion is to a paper which used to

Examinations at St. John's College, Cambridge,
hard equations and equation problems, familiarly kr
devils." As a test of a certain kind of skill in algebraical operation and of
ingenuity and clearheadedness it was not without considerable value, but it

tended to produce false notions of algebra in its relations to mathematics
generally.

arithmetical algebra. At this stage a-l>, where b is greater

th.an a, is an impossible quantity, and a negative quantity has
by itself no meaning. In this earliest stage the magnitudes
dealt with are either pure numbers or concrete one-dimensional
magnitudes, value, time, length, weight, &c. , whose measure-
ments are assumed as known. There are few magnitudes which
are metric or quantitative only, but all magnitudes have quan-
titative relations which may be regarded apart from their other

relations, and so may be the matter or subject of arithmetic, if

they are such that their quantity can be estimated definitely or

measured. Purely metric magnitudes are such as can be con-

ceived to be reduced in quantity down to zero or annihilated,

but of which the negative is inconceivable, so that at zero the

process must stop. Such are many magnitudes that are mea-
sured by integral numbers—as population, numbers of an army
or a flock, a pile of shot, &c. , or continuous magnitudes, such

as mass, energy, quantity of heat or light, the moisture of the

atmosphere, the siltness of water, &c. But there is a far larger

class of magnitudes, of which it is true that not only the oppo-
site or negative can be conceived, but that they cannot be fully

treated without regard to such opposite. For these, reduction

to zero, or annihilation, is only a stage in passing from the mag-
nitude to its opposite, e.g. time after antl time before a given

epoch, lengths forward and backward along a line, receipts and
payments, gain and loss, and so forth. The consideration of

such magnitudes at once leads to the scalar subdivision of the

one-dimensional stage. In this, magnitudes which are them-
selves purely scalar, or the scalar elements of more complex
magnitudes, are alone considered. But to the quantitative ele-

ment is now superadded the notion of sign or sense, appro-

priately denoted by the signs + and - , which, without ceasing

to be signs of operation, are now regarded also as signs of affec-

tion. The introduction of this notion leads at once to scalar

algebra, in which a- b, where li is greater than a, is no longer

an impossible quantity, and a negative result has a definite

meaning, so long as the magnitudes dealt with are not purely

metric. The step from arithmetical to scalar algebra, though

very simple and almost insensibly made, should, I think, be

much more distinctly emphasised in our teaching and our text-

books than is usually the case. Exercises in metric and scalar

readings of the same simple expressions should be frequent, and

negative results, whenever they occur, examined and shown to

be impossible only if the magnitude in the question is purely

metric, but interpretable if it is scalar. Thus the idea would
be gradually evolved that the impossibles or imaginaries of

algebra are so in a purely relative sense and with regard to the

particular subject-matter treated of, and it would become readily

conceivable that the remaining impossible quantity a + b -.J
- I,

to which form scalar algebra, working on the basis of its laws

of combination, would show that all expressions may be reduced,

may be completely interpretable when ultra-scalar magnitudes

form the subject of investigation.

Passing now to the consideration of special magnitudes and

how far their discussion can be carried in the one-dimensional

stage, I think we shall arrive at some important practical

results.

The scalar element of space is length measured forwards or

backwards along a line, and the resuhmg geometry is the simple

geometry of points on the same line. Starting from the defini-

tion that - AB is BA, the fundamental proposition is that

AB + BC = AC, whatever be the positions of A, B, C on the

line, and this with a few simple consequences completes all that

is necessary to be considered in linear geometiy.

Combine with this the notion of time, and the science oflinear

or scalar kinematics emerges This includes the measurement

of the motion of a point along a given line by the scalar magni-

tudes, spced^ and acceleration, and the discussion of different

kinds of linear motion, uniform and uniformly accelerated, and

so the laws of falling bodies. When the notion of a variable

rate became firmly grasped, the investigation might be extended

to sone simple cases of variable acceleration without any large

demand on algebraical skill, and so the fundamental notions of

the fluxional or differential calculus and some idea of its scope

and aim be attained.

Introduce now the notions of force and mass and the axioms

of force or motion as contained in Newton's laws, and the

science of linear or scalar dynamics results. If we drop for an

* The term speed has been happily appropriated for the scalar element of
velocity. A corresponding term is wanted for the scalar element of accelera-

tion ; no better word than qitickenittg suggests itself to me.
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instant the notion of time, or rather of cha}i<ie in time, we have 1

linear statics, which consists of little more than the single pro-

jjosition—the ** tug-of war " proposition—that the resultant of

any number of forces along the same line is their scalar sum.
Linear kinetics, however, covers a wide field—the relations of

force, mass, and acceleration, their measures and their applica-

tions to simple cases of linear motion ; the time integral of force,

momentum ; the space integral, work ; energy, kinetic and
potential ; the relations of force applied to resistance overcome
in simple machines working steadily ; impulsive actions in col-

lisions and explosions ; and other simple developments—would
here be stulied in their simplest forms apart from any greater

mathematical difficulties than arithmetic and very rudimentary
algebra, and yet involving almost every truly dynamical principle

needed for the highest problems in dynamics. Here, with per-

haps a few applications to other branches of physics, the range of

the one-dimensional stage ends.

Proceeding next to two-dimensional magnitudes, we commence
of course with elementary plane geometry, in which the proposi-

tions, which ae not purely descriptive, deal with the magni-
tudes considered in purely metric relations.

The introduction of the notion of sense for lines and angles,

denoted by the signs -I- and -
, leads in one direction to ele-

mentary trigonometry, and in another to co-ordinate geometry.
Kinematics is now extended to motion in two dimensions, and

this should lead at once to the notion of velocity, acceleration,

&c., as vector magnitudes, and with this the general notion of a

vector and vector addition. In dynamics force emerges as a

vector, and the composition offerees regarded as the addition of

vectors hays the foundation of statics, or the relations of forces

independent of the element of time, to be developed on the one
side with the aid of pure geometry and graphical methods, on
the other by the application of trigonometry. This is naturally

succeeded l^y uniplanar kinetics, developed more or less fully till

it extends to regions beyond the range of elementary mathe-
matics. Algebra will have been carried on fari passu to meet
the increasing requirements of the special subjects, but will still

remain scalar with its impossible or uninterpreted symbols.
The next step is to complete the algebra of vectors in one

plane. The notion of a vector and vector addition will already

have been grasped and will need only some further application

and development, but the extension of the notion of multiplica-

tion to vectors in one plane at once leads to the already familiar

algebra, but with wider meaning and without impossible

quantities or uninterpretable symbols. The immediate result is

a complete trigonometry, of w'lich De Moivre's theorem, now
completely intelligible and not a mere formula, forms the basis,

and the higher developments of ordinary elementary algebra. It

will then appear that ordinary algebra receives its full explana-

tion in vectors limited to one plane, and it will naturally be
anticipated that the algebra of vectors in any directions in three-

dimensional sjiace will be different from the ordinary algebra,

an expectation which will be amply justified by the study of the

algebra or calculus of quaternions, the grand discovery of Sir

VV. R. Hamilton, but to pass on to this would be to pass

beyond the limits of what is, in the sense of our Association,

elementary mathematics.
If the correlation of the elementai-y branches of mathematics,

which I have now sketched out, is accepted as based on true

principles, I cannot doubt but that it will lead to important
practical consequences, the development of which I may safely

leave in the hands of those who so accept it. There are, how-
ever, a few immediate deductions from it, which occur to me as

naturally cnlling for expression before I close this paper.

In the first place I would observe that while I believe the

several stages in the foregoing scheme to be natural and such as

every teacher would do well to have in his own mind in

arranging the course of instruction for his pupils, I do not at all

regard it as marking out the exact order to be followed by each
individual student. There is room here, still in subordination

to the general scheme, for wide variation according to the

different requirements of different students. It would in almost
all cases, I think, be very unwise that any one of the stages

should be completed before the next was commenced. For
instance, though the theoiy of ratio is purely one-dimensional
and metric, no one, I suppose, would think of dealing uith it

otherwise than in the incomplete form sufficient for arithmetic

before commencing the study of the simple two-dimensional

geometry of Euclid or our own text-book. And again, how far

scalar or linear kinematics and dynamics should be studied (or

whether at all) before proceeding further in the two-dimensional
stage to trigonometry, &c. , is a question which may fairly be
answered in different ways according to the different objects

aimed at in the study of mathematics by different classes of

students.

It appears to me too to follow from our scheme that, whatever
may be true for the select few who aim at becoming mathemati-
cians, for the great mass of those with whom the chief object is,

or ought to be, intellectual training, algebra should be studied

at first, not as a subject for its own sake, but as an instrument

for use in other subjects. I hold that, unless pur.- ued into its

higher developments, algebra /«• se is not a valuable instrument

of mental training. Can it be said that such algebra as is

required (say) at the Previous Examination at Cambridge, a

large part of which has had no application for the student in

any other subject, is of any value at all proportional to the time
it has taken him to acqui'-e it ? I think, then, that algebra

should be studied piecemeal : first just that small quantity which
is necessary for one-dimensional magnitudes treated as scalars

;

then, when the need was felt from the occurrence of problems
requiring more knowledge of algebra, adding more, and so on
continually, keeping up the study of algebra concurrently with,

and only slightly in advance of, the requirements of the subjects

to which it is applied.

Again, our scheme suggests, I think, a definite answer to the

question :—What minimum of mathematics is it reasonable to

expect every educated man, not professing to be a mathe-
matician, to have acquired ?

I think there are few who are satisfied with the answer
practically given to this question by our Universities in their

first examinations for matriculation or degrees. At Cam-
bridge, the question with reference to the " Little Go" Exami-
nation is even now under consideration. I would submit that

the subjects included within our one-dimensional scalar stage

together with elementary geometry, and statics, treated geo-

metrically, or by graphical methods only, from the two-dimen-
sional, would constitute a far more satisfactory minimum than

the present. This would exclude a good deal of the algebra

now expected and the trigonometry, but would add linear kine-

matics and kinetics. The student, who had gone through such

a course, would not probably be able to effect any but the

simpler algebraical reductions or solve any but the simplest

kinds of equations ; but he would have gained some notion of

what an algebraical formula means as the expression of a law,

and be able to deduce from it numerical consequences and to

follow out the simpler general results obtainable from it, and he

would have acquired a clearer conception and higher apprecia-

tion than is common with people otherwise well educated of the

part which mathematics plays in its application to the physical

sciences, and with it that sound dynamical basis which is the

essential condition of a fruitful study of physics. I feel sure,

too, that the consciousness of the student that he was dealing

with actual living laws and not with the dry bones of algebraical

processes or trigonometrical formula; leading to no results, and

that his mathematical studies were meant to be, and were, more
than a mere mental gymn.astic, would add life and interest to

those studies which would react on the whole of his mental

training.

I may note, further, that our scheme seems to give the best

answer to the question which has frequently been mooted of

late, in our Association as well as elsewhere, whether statics

should precede kinetics, or whether it should be treated as a

particular case of the more general science. Linear kinematics

and kinetics, being one-dimensional and scalar, may well pre-

cede the study of statics, which deals with vectors, though not

of necessity in the case of one who has attained sufficient know-

ledge of elementary geometry not to be stopped by mere geo-

metrical difficidties ; but vector or uniplanar kinetics, on

account of its much greater complexity and its consequent larger

demands on mathematical attainments, would in general natu-

rally follow a somewhat detailed study of statics.

1 will take this opportunity of making one other remark,

which, if it does not directly arise out of the present discussion,

is closely akin to it, and that is on the importance of our teach-

ing of the several branches of mathematics being prolepti<, or

looking forward in one stage to what will be required in a higher

stage. In definitions for instance, of two that are equally good

for the immediate purpose, that one is to be preferred which will

be intelligible and useful when the term defined comes to be

extended to higher matter.
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Thus I conceive that muItipUcatioii shou'd be defined from

the outset in such a manner as would make it applicable to a

fractional as well as to an integral multiplier. If I explain that

to multiply 6 by 5 is to repeat 6 five times and find the aggre^fate

result, my explanation fails when I am asked to multiply 6 by

% ; but if I use De Morgan's definition that " multiplication

consists in doing with the multiplicand what is done with the

unit to form the multiplier," or an explanation of multiplication

cast in this form, I have given an explanation equally simple

with the former and applicable also to a fractional multiplier.

Again, in the very beginning of arithmetic, which is counting,

I maintain that much would be gained if from the first the child

were taught to count, not one, two, &c., but nought, nothings

or uro, one, two, three, &c. ; and then if, later on, ordinal

reckoning were made to accord with this, though here unfortu-

nately language and usage fails to supply the word wanted, for

which, for want of a better, I must coin the form zeroth

{noughtth or not/iiiigth being out of the question), thus : zeroth,

first, second, &c. Then the transition to counting below zero

by negative numbers would follow at once as by a natural de-

velopment, when the need for it arose. Thus when it came to

the notation of numbers, the place of a digit would properly be
reckoned from the units as the zeroth place (not \.\i&first), and
would be extended naturally by negative ordinal reckoning
downwards, when decimal fractions are introduced.

This leads me to another illustration, which I am also anxious

to introduce as a suggestion on its own merits. Prof. Chrystal

has complained that to many students even when beginning co-

ordinate geometry the idea of the oriler of a term or an expres-

sion is unfamiliar. Now it has occurred to me that this is just

the word wanted, to replace the five-syllable word " character-

istic," which has been used (or perhaps has not been used just

because it is pentasyllable) to express the distance of any digit

of a number in order from the unit's digit. Let us speak of the

unit's digit as of the order o ; the tens, hundreds, &c., digits of

the orders i, 2, &c. ; and the tenths, hundredths, &c. , of the

orders - I, -2, &c. ; and add to this that a number is said to

be of the same order as that of its highest significant digit, and
we have a language not only of the utmost use and importance
in decimal arithmetic, but also at once applicable by the most
natural extension to an algebraical expression arranged accord-

ing to the powers of some letter or letters, while it would
enable us conveniently to express in language numbers which
transcend our ordinary numerical vocabulary, so that, for in-

stance, 53 X 10'- might be read as 53 of the 12th order, and
53 X io"i- as 53 of the - I2th order, and so on.

In conclusion I will only add that, if in this paper I have in

any parts expressed myself somewhat dogmatically, I have done
so in the hope of challenging discussion, and only claim the

acceptance of the views which I have tried to express distinctly,

\ibnffly, in the event of discussion resulting in a verdict in their

favour.

ON THE METHOD OF STATING RESULTS OF
IVA TER ANAL YSES

n^HE Chemical Society of Washington is desirous of bringing
before chemists and others interested, the report of Com-

mittee herewith inclosed ; and as Nature has a wide circula-

tion in this country, I am authorised to send a copy of the
abstract to your journal, hoping you may find space for it.

A. C. Peale, M.D.,

Sec. Chem. Soc. Washington
(Office of U.S. Geol. Survey)

Washington, D.C., February 25

The Chemical Society of Washington, at the meeting of
November 12, 18S5, appointed a Committee to consider the
present state of water analysis, and to present a method of
stating analyses, adapted for general use, in order that those
hereafter published may be readily compared with each other
and with future work. This Committee reported February u,
1886, and was authorised to prepare an abstract for publication,
in order to call the attention of chemists to the subject. The
Society earnestly recommends the adoption of the scheme which
is herewith briefly presented. The full text of the report will
be published in the next Bulletin of the Society.

[A istract)

Water analyses are usually made to answer one of three
questions, viz :

—

(i) Is the water useful medicinally?

(2) Is it injurious to health ? and
(3) Is it suitable for manufacturing purposes ?

Many books relating to water were published during the
eighteenth century, but accurate chemical analysis was not at-

tempted until about 1820. As the earlier analyses were isolated,

rare, and made for special purposes, the form of the statement
was of little importance if it were only intelligible. At the
present time, however, water-analyses are very numerous. An
examination of about a thousand shows some forty-two methods
of stating quantitative results, there being sometimes three dif-

ferent ratios in the report of one analysis. Such discrepancies
render comparisons difficult and laborious. The various
methods of statement may be classified under the following
general forms :

—

(i) Grains per imperial gallon of 10 lbs. or 70,000 grains.

(2) Grains per U.S. or wine gallon of 58,372+ grains.

(3) Decimally, as parts per 100, 1000, 100,000, or 1,000,000.

(4) As so many grammes or milligrammes per litre.

The last two would be identical if all waters had the same
density ; but as the densities of sea water, mineral waters, &c.,
are much above that of pure water, it is plain that the third
and fourth modes are not comparable. The Committee there-
fore unanimously recommends

—

(i) That water-analyses be uniformly reported according to

the decimal system, in parts per million or milligrames per
kilogramme, with the temperature stated, and that Clark's
scale of degrees of hardness and all other systems be aban-
doned.

(2) That all analyses be stated in terms of the radicals found.

(3) That the constituent radicals be arranged in the order of
the usual electro chemical series, the positive radicals first.

(4) That the combination deemed most probable by the
chemist should be stated in symbols, as well as by name.
The abandonment of Clark's scale has been recommended by

Wanklyn and Chapman ; and the recommendation made by the
Committee does not involve the disuse of his method, but merely
the bringing it into accord with the decimal system—the
changing from grains per gallon to milligrammes per kilo-

gramme.
The last conclusion (4) was deemed desirable from the

frequent confusion in the statement of the iron salts and of the
carbon oxides.

The Committee is unanimously of the opinion that analyses in

the form recommended will prove quite as acceptable to Boards
of Health and to the public in general, for whom such analyses

are often mnde, as if presented in the mixed and irregular forms
commonly adopted.

The Committee also feels sure that the people in genei'al are

better able to form a definite idea of the character of a water
from a report stated in parts per 100, parts per 1,000,000, &c.,
than from one expressed as grains per gallon, the latter being a
ratio wholly unfamiliar to any but those in the medical or
pharmaceutical professions.

(Signed) A. C. Peale, M.D.
Wm. H. Seaman, M D.
Chas. H. White, M.D.

ON SOME POINTS IN THE PHVLOGENY OF
THE TUNICATA

T N his monograph on the genus Dclioluin, forming one of the

recent parts of the series illustrating the Fauna and Flora

of the Bay of Naples,' Dr. B. Uljanin gives a sketch of the

phylogeny of the Tunicata, some parts of \\hich cannot, I think,

be accepted without considerable modification. Uljanin has

evidently regarded the subject from the Doliohim point of

view, and, in fact, he only introduces the other groups of

Tunicata for the purpose of discussing their relationships to

Doliolian. Consequently it is not to be wondered at that he
should assign rather too central a position to that genus, and
give it too much importance relatively to the other groups.

What is of more importance is that his scheme shows a course

of evolution which seems not altogether in accordance with

' "Fauna und Flora des Golfes von Neapel." X. Moii.ygraphie :

Doliolum, von Dr. Basilius Uljanin. (Leipzig, 1884.)
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wliat is known of tlie anatomy and cmbryolcigy of the various

forms.

In the first place the diagram given on page 123 shows the

lines of development of certain groups passing through other

existing groups, an arrangement which should be avoided in

j^hylogenetic tables. It always suggests that the groups passed

through are the direct ancestors of the group at the free end of

the line, and it is highly improbable that any existing forms are

precisely the same as the ancestors from which a group was
derived. To take an example, Uljanin represents the line of

evolution of Doiiohnn dcn'-iculatunt passing through first

Anchinia rubra^ and then D. viiUUTi^ thus suggesting, I

hold, that the two last-named species are extinct forms which
were direct ancestors of D. dailktilatuni. Now of course

A. jiibra and D. iiiiillerisx^ not extinct, and although they are

undoubtedly closely related to ancestral forms on the line of

development terminating in D. denticulatutn, still it is very
unlikely that they are in all re-pects identical with these an-

cestral forms. The best way to represent such a case diagram-
matically would be to place A. rubra and D. rmilleri on the

ends of short side branches springing from the main stem at the

points which the ancestral forms they seem to resemble probably
occupied. In that way the line of evolution of Z). denticulatutn

would be shown as passing not through, but dose to, A. rubra
and D. miilUri.

Uljanin represents the Appendiculariidse giving rise to the

Ascidiae Simplices, from which three lines then diverge, one
leading to Sa'fa, the second to the Doliolidae through .4 «<-^z/«'(T,

and the third to the Ascidije Compositse. From this last group
(presumably only the typical Compound Ascidians) three lines

start upwards, leading,—the first to Fjrosomi through Dis-
taplia {?), the second to Botryllus, and the third to the " Social

"

Ascidians through Pieudodidemnum and Tridideinnum.

The starting-point in this scheme of evolution is undoubt-
edly correct. The various existing groups of Tunicata are all

descended from common ancestral forms closely resembling the
Appendiculariidsc. But the origin of the .Salpid^ and the
Doliolida; from groups of the Simple Ascidians is very question-

able. The passage from Apficiidiculciria mossi ' through Anrhinia
rubra to DoUoluin, and through the ancestral Doliolida; to Salpa,

seems so simple and natural that it makes it very unlikely that

the Thaliacea were ever fixed .Simple Ascidians which have
undergone great modification and have become free-swimming
|5elagic organisms again. The argument made use of by Uljanin
that the Thaliacea, &c , have not such a typical method of de-
velopment as the Simple Ascidians, and are therefore a younger
group, is not necessarily of great value, since the process of

development may have undergone modification.

Then, again, it seems more probable that the Simple and the
Compound .Ascidians were derived from a common ancestor

resembling the simpler forms of the two groups {e.g. Ciona and
Diazonn) than that the Compound were derived from the .Simple.

IVIany of the Simple Ascidians show far more differentiation and
far more specialisation of certain important organs (e.g. the

branchial sac in the Molgulidae) than is found in any of the

Compound Ascidians.

I must protest against Uljanin's statement that the " Social

"

Ascidians are a group derived from the Compound forms and
having no close connection with the Simple Ascidians. This
view is opposed to all we know as to the veiy close relationship -

between the Clavelinida: and the Ascidiidte. There can, I

think, be no doubt, after the examination of such a series of

forms as Diazona, Clavelina, Ecleiuascidta, and Ciena, that the
" Social " Ascidians (Clavelinidas) are intermediate between the

least modified forms of the Simple .\scidians {e.g. Ciona) and
the least modified forms of the Conpound Ascidians {e.g.

Diazona), and ought therefore to be regarded as being closely

allied to the ancestral forms from which both Simple and Com-
pound Ascidians were derived.

I agree with Dr. Uljanin in considering Pyrosomx a modified
Compound Ascidian, but I differ from him inasmuch as I regard

it as being derived from the family Didemnidas, and not from
Distaplia. The remarkable new genus Calocormus, found
during the CJiallen^er Expedition,"* is a valuable connecting-link

between Pyrosoma and the primitive Didemnidre, which in their

' I have ventured to call by this name a species described as new, but not
named, by Dr. Moss (Trans. Linn .'ioc. Land., vol. .\xvii. p. 229, 1871).

* See Herdman, " Report upon CZ/rt/Zc/i^tf?- Tunicata," part i., and Sluiter,
" Ueber einige einfachen .'\scidien," &-., Natuuriiuiidig Tijdsctiri/t v.

h'ederlandscli-Indie, Band .tlv. p. i6o, 1885.
3 See '* Report upon CJtallenger'Xnmza.K:^.," part ii.

turn were derived from the primitive Distomidas, thus carrying

the origin of Pyrosoma back to the typical Compound Ascidians.

Distaplia, which figures in Uljanin's scheme as the stepping-

stone to Pyrosoma, is not really such an extraordinary form as

has been supposed. It is an ordinary Compound Ascidian be-

longing to the family Distomidae. The Didemnidse {e.g. Tridi-

dejnnuni) and the Diplosomidas (t'.^. Pseudodidemnum) are not

at all closely related to the " Social " Ascidians. They .ire

highly modified and in some respects degenerate Compound
Ascidians which have probably originated from the primitive

Distomid?e,

Dr. Uljanin is, I think, right in regarding the Botryllidse as

an abnormal group of Compound Ascidians worthy of being

placed in a branch by themselves. They show certain resem-

blances to some of the Simple Ascidians, and it is just a question

whether they should not be regarded as a remarkably modified

offshoot from the primitive Cynthiidx quite distinct from the

other Compoimd Ascidians. 1 am inclined to regard the Com-
pound Ascidians as polyphyletic. There is some evidence in

favour of their having arisen as three distinct groups from the

ancestral Social and Simple Ascidians, .and in that case one of

these groups would be the Botryllida;. This question will be
discussed more in detail in a paper I am now preparing on the

Phylogeny of the Tunicata
On some points, then, I am quite in accord with Dr. Uljanin,

while we differ on others. With the modifications suggested
.

above I would accept his views. Probably the most valuable

part of his scheme is that dealing with the evolution of the

Doliolidae, and the relations between the different forms of

DoUolum and Anchinia. W. A. Herdman

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science for February

l8S6 contains:—On the development of the mole (Talpa

iuropiTa) \ the ovarian ovum and segmentation of the ovum, by

Walter Ileape, M.A. (plate li). Of the two membranes the

outer (zona radiata) was thick, the inner (vitelline) thin ; betvveen

them there was a space ; radial canals exist in the outer mem-
brane ; no micropyle was observed. Two kinds of yolk are

noticed—homogeneous vesicular and minute highly refractive

bodies. During maturation the vitellus divided into a medullary

and cortical portion, and withdrew from the vitelline membrane,

excepting where connected by pseudopodia-like processes, and at

the spot where the polar bodies are formed. A single sperma-

tozoon appears to effect impregnation. Seginentation occurs

while the ovum traverses the Fallopian tube.—On the develop-

ment of the Cape species of Peripatus, by Adam Sedgwick,

M.A., part 2 (plates 12-14). This part is chiefly devoted to a

consideration of the segmentation of the ovum and the formation

of the layers. The important and in several cases novel facts

brought to notice do not readily admit of being abstracted. The
embryo at the gastrula stage and in all the earlier stages of de-

velopment is a syncytium : no part of the nucleus or centre of

force of the unsegmented ovum enters the clear endoderm

masses. The gastrula gut arises from an enlargement and con-

fluence of the vacuoles in the centre of the mass.—Studies on

earthworms, by W. B. Benham, B.Sc. (plates 15, 16, \iibis).

In this series of papers the authors describe a number of earth-

worms from various parts of the world, placed at his disposal by

Prof. Lankester ; these include new genera and species. In

this paper, after an historical resume, a notice of the hitherto

known genera and species is given, and Microchata rappi,

Bedd., is described and figured.—The official refutation of Dr.

Robert Koch's theory of cholera and commas.

The Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society for February

1 886 contains :—Fresh-water algoe (including chlorophyllaceous

Protophyta) of the English Lake District, with descriptions of

twelve new species, by A. W. Bennett, F.L.S. (plates i and 2).

A record of a six weeks' collecting in the district between

Windermere and Langdale, and no doubt only an indication of

what a more protracted study would do for the L.ake flora.

—

Explanatory notes on a series of slides presented to the Society,

illustrating the action of a diamond in ruling lines upon glass,

by Prof. VV. A. Rogers.—On the preparation of sections of

pumice-stone and other vesicular rocks, by Dr. H. J. Johnston-

Lavis.—On the cultivation of Bacteria, by Dr. E. M. Crook-

shank (plates 3-5).—On the appearance which some micro-

organisms present under different conditions—as exemplified in

the microbe of chicken-cholera, by G. F. Dowdeswell, M.A.
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(plate 6).—On " central " light in resolution, by J. W. Stephen-
son, F. L. S.—With the usual summary of current researches and
the proceedings of the Society.

The Journal of Physiology, vol. vii., No. I, January i8S6,
contains but one memoir, but that an important one by Dr.
W. H. Gaskell, on the structure, distribution, and function of
the nerves which innervate the visceral and vascular systems
(plates 1-4). If the various nerves of different function which
are described as innervating the viscera have a real and separate
existence, then, as in the case of the motor nerves of ordinary
skeletal inuscle=;, a similar correlation must exist between their
function and their morphological arrangement. In a series of
papers the author proposes to deal with this question for all the
different groups of nerves, classifying them according to function,
and including afferent as well as efferent nerves. In the present
memoir he confines himself to the efferent nerves of the vascular
and visceral muscles, treating of the structure and distribution
of these nerves ; of the nature of the action of the motor and
inhibitory nerves of the same, and he further treats of the mor-
phology of the superior cervical ganglion ; on the centr.al origin
of the ramus visceralis ; on the relation of the posterior root
ganglia to the visceral nerves ; and on the roots of the cranial
nerves.

The American jfoiiriial of Science, February.—The story of
Biela's comet, a lecture delivered at the Sheffield Scientific

School of Yale College on March 9, 1S74, by A. Newton. This
paper is here reproduced in consequence of the renewed interest

created in Biela's comet by the meteoric display of November
27, 1885.— Relation between direct and counter-electromotive
forces represented by an hyperbola, by H. S. Carhart. In dis-

cussing the relations between the electromotive force (E.M.F.)
of the generator, the counter E.M.F. resulting from the electro-

magnetic reactions taking place in the motor, and the rate at

which energy is absorbed by the Latter in the electrical trans-
mission of power, it is implicitly assumed that E is constant.
Here it is sliown that, with an assumed amount of work spent
upon the motor per second and a given resistance R, E has a

minimum value equal to twice E ; this corresponds withjacobi's
law of maximum rate of working or greatest electrical activity
and constant E.M.F.—Tendril movements in Ciicurbita maxima
and C. Pepo (continued), by D. P. Penhallow. From 436
distinct observations upon the motion of the tendrils and ter-

minal bud under all conditions of temper.ature, sun and humidity,
a normal rate of movement under all conditions to which the
plant is ordinarily subjected, has been determined at 0-351 m.
per minute. In the terminal bud the greatest movement
occurred about noon under conditions of great humidity, the
least at night, also during great humidity. In all the results so
far obtained we have still further proof of the influence of
meteorological conditions on the growth of the plant.—

A

theorem of maximum dissipativity, by George F. Becker. The
proposition here demonstrated is that in all moving systems
there is a constant tendency to motions of shorter period, and
that, if there is a sufficient difference between the periods com-
pared, this tendency is always a maximum. Hence all natural
phenomena occur in such a way as to convert the greatest
possible quantity of the energy of sensible motion into heat, or
the greatest possible quantity of heat into light, &c., in a given
time, provided that the interval of time considered exceeds a
certain fraction of the period of the most rapidly moving par-
ticles of the system.—A ne'V law of thermo-chemistry, by George
F. Becker. Considering chemical energy as a form of motion,
and accepting Berthelot's thermo-chemical law of maximum
expenditure, the author seeks to ascertain whether any definite
results may be reached as to the rate of evolution of heat. The
principle arrived at is set forth in the previous paper, the
chemical interpretation of which is thus summed up : the sum
of the chemical and physical transformations in any chemically
active system will be such as to convert higlier forms of energy
into heat, light, &c., at the greatest possible rate, provided that
the interval of time for which the comparison is made is a
multiple of a certain fraction of the period of the most rapidly
moving particles of the system. This is practically equivalent
to the statement that the transformation will be such as to evolve
heat, light, &c., at the highest possible rate.— Recent explora-
tions in the Wappinger Valley limestone of Dutchess County,
New York, by William B. Dwight. This paper, the fifth con-
tribution on the subject, deals with the discovery of fossiliferous
Potsdam strata in the Poughkeepsie district, New York.

—

Wind-action in Maine, by George H. Stone. Drifting sands,

partly of marine, partly of fresh-water deposition, are common
in Maine. But here two less common phases of wind-action
are considered,—till-burrowing, such as is frequently observed
in Colorado, and sand-carving, as seen in the grooves, scratches,

and striated polished surfaces of the boulders scattered over
several square miles, and already described in Hitchcock's
Report on the Geology of Maine (1861).—The westward exten-

sion of rocks of Lower Helderberg age in New York, by S. G.
Williams. It is shown that the Lower Helderberg period, in-

cluding all above the Water-lime group, is represented at least

as far west as Cayuga Lake by limestones not less than 65 feet

thick, containing an unmistakable Lower Helderberg fauna.

—

Meteoric iron from Jenny's Creek, Wayne County, West
Virginia, by George F. Kunz. This specimen, picked up in

18S3, is octahedral, belonging to the "grobe Lamellen ' of

Brezina's new classification, and yielding on analysis ; iron, 91'56
;

phosphorus, 0'I3; nickel and cobalt, S'3I ;—specific gravity,

7-344-

The American Natiiralisl for February 1S86 contains :—On
the post-mortem imbibition of poisons, by Dr. George B.

Miller. Treats of a subject of a highly interesting character from
its medico-legal aspect. —Notes of an ascent of the volcano of

Popocatapetl, by A. S. Packard (woodcuts). The ascent

was made from Amecameca (a town forty miles by rail

from Mexico, and 8223 feet above the sea) at i p.m. ; a rancho
where the party stopped for the night was reached at $.\o,

twelve hours after the ascent proper began ; it was for two
hours on horselrack, and then on foot for three hours and a half.

While it was hard work, there were no dangers or difficulties.

No notes of the vegetation are given.—Notes on the CEcodomas
or leaf-cutting ants of Trinidad, by C. Brest (woodcuts).—The
Flood-Rock explosion, by W. H. Ballou.

March 1886 :—On the migrations of Siouan tribes, by Rev.

J. Owen Dorsey.—The torture of the fish-hawk, by J, Lan-
caster.—A study of garden lettuce, by Dr. E. L. Sturtevant.

—

Aquatic respiration in soft-shelled turtles, by Simon H.
and Susanne Phelps Gage.—This is a very valuable contribution

to the physiology of respiration in vertebrates. By comparing
the free gases found in water with those in the same water after

a turtle had been immersed in it without access to air, it was
found that a turtle, weighing two pounds, in ten hours removed
from the water 71 milligrammes of free oxygen and added to it

318 milligrammes of carbon dioxide.—On a new sub-species of

tlie common Eastern Chipmunk (Sciuriis siriatus), by Dr. C. H.
Munair.—Fish remains and tracks in the Triassic rocks at Wee-
hawken, N.J., by O. T. Mason.

yoitrnttl of the Russian Chemical and Physical Society, vol.

xviii. fasc. i.—On the influence of contact on the course of

chemical transformations, by Prof D. G. Mendeleeff.—On the

specific gravity of aqueous and alcoholic solutions of mercuric

chloride, by J. Schreder.—Thermic data for the group of aro-

matic compounds, by Werner. The thermic effects at;company-

ing the neutralisation and dissolution of di- and tri-oxybenzoic

acids and di- and tri-phenols are determined and verified.—On
tire action of the tri-carbonate of potassium on salts of nickel

and cobalt, by F. P. Rosenblatt. This reaction is proposed as

a new method of separation of the above metals and of their

(jualitative determination also.—On the action of sulphuric acid

on oleic acid, by M. Sabaneyeff. Important for dyeing industry
;

the literature on the subject is given. —On azocumol, by
Pospekoff ; and on one of the xylidines, by E. Wroblewski.

—

On the heating of the glass of condensators in consequence of

the alternative electrisation, by M. J. Borhman. The author

comes to the conclusion that the heating of the glass in conse-

quence of the rapid successive charges and discharges is very

nearly proportional to the square of difference of potentials of the

charges.—On the demonstration of the second Kirchhoff's

theorem concerning the ramification of electric currents, by J.
Borhman.—On the geometrical demonstration of the conditions

of minimum declination of a ray in the prism, by V.
Lermontoff.

Bulletins de la Sociili d'Anthropologie de Paris, tome viii.,

fasc. 3.—Sequel to M. Verrier's paper on the various modes
of delivery practised among the women of civilised and savage

nations.— Report of M. Hovelacque's address at the third meet-
ing of the Transformist Conference, on the evolution of lan-

guage. Tliis treatise cannot be commended on the score of

originality or profoundness of knowledge, or even as contri-
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buting in any way to the advance of philology.—Hypothetical
suggestions as to the origin of right-handedness or left-

handedne s, by M. Dareste. The author believes that we
must seek in embryonic relations for the preponderance of the

right hand over the left, in which he sees a possible result of the

position generally maintained by the foetus in regard to the

vitellus, in which one side of the body enjoys greater freedom
for development than the opposite one. Di. Dareste wishes to

verify, by the observation of others, his hypothesis that left-

handedness is present in those who suffer from inversi n of the

viscera (heterotaxy), which would seem to be unquestionably due
to malposition in the fcetal state.—M. Sebillot has presented to

the Society a comprehensive formula of questions relating to the

appearance, character, and various other phenomena of the sea,

together with the popular legends and superstitions connected
with it by different races. These he wishes to see incorporated
with the Society's authorised directions for travellers.—Mote on
May celebrations in the Gironde, by M. Daleau.—Discussion on
the a-sumed Quaternary jaw found at Chalons-sur-Marne, and
forming part of M. Nicaise's collection. M. Topinard, who
gave the result of his own measurements, considers that the

differences between this jaw and the one found at Naulette
prove the co-existence, in primaeval ages, of different human
types. The Naulette jaw he regards as unique of its

kind, differing as it does from the thousand and upwards
of inferior ma.xillac which he had examined with special

reference to this question. — On the difficulties of distin-

guishing between genuine prehistoric trepanning and recently

effected injuries of the crania, either through accident in

the process of exhumation, or for purposes of deception, by
M. Manouvrier.—On the best means of measuring the cranial

capacity, by M. de Jouvenrel.—On Broca's method of deter-

mining cranial cubage, as exemplified by means of a bronze
test-cranium, by M. Topinard.—On an archaeological explora-

tion on the Island of Teviec, near Quiberon, by M. Gaillard.

The similarity of the dolmens, shells, and bones with those on
the neighbouring mainland, and the numbers and character of

the silex and bone fragments found on the island, lead the

w riter to believe tliat a separation from the continent has been
effected since prehistoric ages.— On the Dutch dwarf known as

Princess Pauline, by M. Mortillet.—On curious methods of

conducting barter in parts of Asia and Africa, by M. Hove-
lacque. In tracing the history of the development of the pro-

cess of bartering silently and from a distance, which still pre-

vails between tribes or castes who refuse to meet or be seen by
each other, the author draws attention to notices by Herodotus
which prove the existence of the same customs among the people
of Libya.—On the. existence of wars in primaeval times, by Dr.
Hoffman, of Washington.—On the finds of a cave near Ojcow,
by M. Zaborowski. Numerous fragments of the bones of the
mamuioth, rhinoceros, hytena, and cave-bear were found inter-

mixed with those of the ox, borse, hare, &c., together with flint

knives, bone implements, cS:c.—On the brain of an insane woman,
by M. Rey.—On a case of microcephalism, by M. Letourneau.

—

On a gibbon-fcetus and its placenta, by iM. Deniker.—On ideas

and memory, by M. Fauville. In this elaborate treatise the

author considers memory as the result of special manifestations
of the impressionability of the sensient cellules of the brain,

while ideas are defined as the consequences of sensations.—On
the common origin of Malays and Dravidians, by M. O. Beau-
regard. In this sequel to his former paper on the subject of the
Malayan races the author begins with their language, which
may be traced from the Moluccas as far west as Easter Island,

many words in use among the inhabitants of the various island-

groups that lie between these remote limits being absolutely the
same. This paper is an exhaustive compendium of what has
been written by other authors, chiefly Knglishmen, on the lan-

guage and legendary literature, the political and social constitu-

tion, and the religion and laws of the Malayan and Dravidian
races, with special reference to those settled in Ceylon.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, February II.
—"The Electrical Phenomena

accompanying the Process of Secretion in the Salivary Glaiids

of the Dog and Cat." By W. Maddock Bayliss, B.-Sc, and

J. Rose Bradford, B. Sc, Senior Demonstrator of Anatomy in

University College, London (from the Physiological Laboratory
of University College). Communicated by E. A. Schafer, F. R. S.

March ii.
—"The Influence of Stress and Strain on the

Physical Properties of Matter. Part I. Elasticity (continued).

The Internal Friction of Metals." By Herbert Tomlinson, B. A.

Communicated by Prof. W. Grylls Adams, M.A., F. R.S.
An abstract of a paper on this subject has been already pub-

lished (Proc. Roy. Soc, vol. xxxviii. p. 42), but the paper itself

was withdrawn for the purpose of revision. The fresh experi-

ments which have been for this purpose instituted during the

last year, besides confirming the results of the older ones, as

far as the latter have been published, have furnished, more or

less in addition, the following facts relating to the internal

molecular friction of metals :

—

The proportionate diminution of amplitude is independent of

the amplitude, provided the deformations produced do not ex-

ceed a certain limit. This limit varies with the nature of the
metal, and is for nickel very low.

The logarithmic decrement of amplitude increases with the

length of the vibration-period, but in a less proportion than the

latter, and in a diminishing ratio. The amount of increase of

the logarithmic decrement, attending on a given increase through
a given range of the vibration-period, varies with the nature of

the metal, and with those metals which possess comparatively
small internal friction becomes almost insensible. It follows as

a consequence that the internal friction of metals differs from
the viscosity of fluids, for in cases of damping by the latter the

logarithmic decrement is inversely as the length of the vibration-

period.

Permanent molecular strain resulting from loading not carried

to a sufficient extent to produce sensible permanent extension,

diminishes the internal friction, and increases the torsional

elasticity.

Considerable permanent longitudinal extension and permanent
torsion produce increase of internal friction and diminution of

torsional elasticity. The effect of torsion is much greater than

that of extension, and the increase of internal friction is much
greater than the decrease of torsional elasticity. As a conse-

quence, wire-drawing, where we have permanent extension and
torsion combined, sometimes increases enormously the internal

friction ; in fact, in the case of six different metals it was found
that, by careful annealing, the internal friction was decreased
from one-half to one-thiiiiiih of the original amount of friction

of the metals in the hard drawn condition.

The internal friction of a metal wire, whether in the hard-

drawn or annealed condition, is temporarily decreased, and the

torsicmal elasticity is temporarily increased by loading not

carried beyond a certain limit ; beyond this limit both the friction

and the elasticity become independent of the load.

The "fatigue of elasticity," discovered by Sir William Thom-
son in metal wires when vibrating torsionally, is not felt,

provided the deformations produced do not exceed a certain

limit, depending up m the nature of the metal. The above-
mentioned limit is extraordinarily low for nickel, so low, indeed,

that it is difficult to avoid "elastic fatigue " with this metal.

This last consideration, and others founded on the results of

experiments on the effects of stress on the physical properties of

nickel, tend to .show that the molecules of this metal are com-
paratively easily rotated about their axes.

The author agrees with Prof. G. Wiedemann, that the loss of

energy due to internal friction in a torsionally vibrating wire Is

mainly due to the to-and-fro rotation of the molecules about

their axes ; any cause, therefore, which increases the iTiolecular

rotatory elasticity diminishes the internal friction, and con-

versely.

The molecules of a metal tend to creep into such positions as

will ensure a maximum molecular rotatory elasticity, and they

can be assisted in doing so by agitations effected either by
thermal or mechanical agency ; hence

—

Rest after suspension, aided by oscillations at intervals,

diminishes the internal friction of a wire which has been
recently suspended, or which after a long suspension has been
subjected to considerable molecular agitation by either me-
chanical or thermal agency.

On the contrary, when a maximum molecular rotatory elasti-

city has been reached, molecular agitation, if carried beyond a

certain limit, diminishes the elasticity ; hence the results of

"fatigue of elasticity ; " and hence

—

Mechanical shocks and rapid fluctuations of temperature

beyond certain limits may considerably increase the internal

friction, and, though to a much less extent, diminish the

torsional elasticity.
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The logarithmic decrement :

and diameter of the wire.

independent of both the lenLjth

"Effects of Stress and Magnetisation on the Thermo-electric

Quality of Iron." By Prof. J. A. Ewing, B.Sc, F.R.S.E.,

University College, Dundee. Communicated by Sir William

Thomson, F.R.S.
This paper comprises 'a revised version of one submitted to

the Royal Society in 1881, under the title " Effects of Stress on

the Thermo-electric Quality of Metals, Part I." (published in

abstract in Proc. Roy. Sec, No. 214, 1881), along with much
new matter. It deals principally with the cyclic changes of

thermo-electric quality which an iron wire undergoes when ex-

posed to cyclic variations of stress (described in the abstract of

the former paper), and with the relations of these changes of

thermo-electric quality to the changes of magnetism which also

occur as an effect of stress. Stress was applied by exposing

the wire to longitudinal pull by means of loads. The changes

both of thermo-electric quality and of magnetism exhibit that

tendency to lag behind the changes of stress to which in a pre-

vious paper (Proc. Roy. Soc, No. 216, 1881, p. 22) the author

gave the name kysUresis, and the effects are sufficiently similar ,

in regard to the two qualities to suggest that the changes of I

thermo-electric quality occur as secondary effects of changes of

magnetism. To examine whether this is the case, simultaneous

measurements of the magnetic and thermo-electric effects of stress

on an iron wire were made, and also independent observations

of the thermo-electric effects of m.agnetisation, without change
of stress. A com.parison of these made it clear that stress

causes change in the thermo-electric quality of iron directly,

and not as a secondary effect of magnetisatioi\. If the wire

be completely demagnetised to begin with, and Icept clear

of all magnetisation during the application and removal of

stress, the presence of hysteresis is not less marked than

before. Experiments are given to show how the thermo-electric

effects of stress .are modified by the exi-tence of more or less

magnetisation in the wire ; and, conversely, how the thermo-
electric effects of magnetism are modified by the existence of

more or less constant stress. The influence of vibration in

destroying the effects of hysteresis is investigated, and also the

result of exposing the wire to the process of demagnetising by
repeated rapid reversals of a continuously diminishing magnetis-

ing force, and it is shown that this process acts in the same
way as vibration in destroying the effects of hysteresis. Residual

effects of hysteresis are studied, as, for exam)ile, the difference

which presents itself when a wire is magnetised after having
been loaded strongly and then unloaded down to a certain

constant state of stress, and, on the other hand, when the same
state of stress has been produced by simply increasing the load ;

and it is shown that these re'-idual effects are wiped out by
vibration or by demagnetising by reversals. With regard to the

effects of stress on thermoelectric quality it is shown that if a

somewhat soft wire be more and more strongly magnetised
these effects become more and more similar to tliose v\hich are

found when the wire is hard-drawn but not magnetised. .\

few experiments were made with wires of silver, copper, lead,

magnesium, aud German silver, but in none of these was
hysteresis of thermo-electric quality with regard to load dis-

covered.

Special attention is directed to a peculiar feature in the curves
by means of which the experimental results are exhibited. In
curves showing the relation of thermo-electric electromotive
force to lo.id, it is shown that any reversal from loading to un-
loading, and vice versa, causes an inflection in the curve, the first

effect of the new process being to continue the kind of change
of thermo-electric quality that was going on before. That this

is not due to any mechanical disturbance which the loading or
unloading produces is shown by the fact that it occurs in an
equally marked way after the molecules have been brought to a
condition of stable equilibrium by vibrating the wire before
beginning to load or unload. It is suggested that the effects of
hysteresis, described in the paper, have a possible relation to

the properties which Prof. Osborne Reynolds has recently shown
to be possessed by granular media.
The experiments described in the paper are closely connected

with those which were c 'mmunicated to the Society in January
18S5, under the title " Kxperimental Researches in Magnetism,"
and are now being published in the Pliilosophical Transactions.
They were conducted in the Physical Laboratory of the Uni-
versity of Tokio, in 1S81-83, partly with tlie help of one of the
author's Japanese students, Mr. S. Sakai. The results are

given graphically, and are for the most part reduced to absolute

measure.

March iS.
—"On the Properties of Matter in the Gaseous

and Liquid States under Various Conditions of Temperature
and Pressure." By the late Thomas Andrews, M.D., LL.D.,
F.R.S. Communicated by the President.

The following are the general conclusions to which this in-

quiry has led :

—

(i) The law of gaseous mixtures, as enunciated by Dalton,

is largely deviated from in the case of mixtures of nitrogen and
carbonic acid at high pre-sures, and is probably only strictly

true when applied to mixtures of gases in the so-called perfect

state.

(2) The critical point of temperature is lowered by admixture
with a permanent gas.

(3)- When carbonic acid gas and nitrogen diffuse into each
other at high pressures, the volume of the mixture is increased.

(4) In a mixture of liquid carbonic acid and nitrogen at

temperatures not greatly below the critical point, the liquid

surface loses its curvature, and is effaced by the application

of pressure alone, while at lower temperatures the nitrogen

is absorbed in the ordinary way, and the curvature of the

liquid surface is preserved so long as any portion of the gas

is visible.

Linnean Society, April i.— Sir John Lubbock, Bart.,

President, in the chair.—Mr. J. G. Balier exhibited Scolopen-

driuut Devalyi, a new species of fern discovered by tlie Abbe
Devalyi in the province of Yunnan.—Dr. F. Day showed pho-

tographs of the fully-grown skulls of Salmo salar and S. fario,

in proof of the marked cranial differences existent in the very

adult stages of the salmon and the trout.—A paper was read,

botanical observations made in a journey to the Naga Hills

(between Assam and Munipore), by Mr. C. B. Clarke. Writing
from Kohima, a station 4750 feet altitude, he says the country

above 5000 feet is nearly all jungle, and that the predominant
plant-groups, such as the Commelinacece, Rubi, Senecio, and
ferns, besides others, are nearly all identical with those growing
in Sikkim, while, on the contrary, many Kh.asi plants are con-

spicuously absent. Various kinds of oaks form forests around
Kohima, and the alder is abundant, the latter occasionally

having an enormous trunk. The Nagas pollard the alder at

6 feet from the ground, and cut the innumerable sprouts for fire-

wood. Two rare species of Dyospyros were observed. The
flora is altogether rich and interesting, though there are few

new species. Mr. Clarke gives an account of his ascent of

Jakpho, a mountain-peak 99S0 feet high, and about 10 miles

distant from Kohima. Lomaria i^laiica, a rare fern in Khasia,

is here jjlentiful, rhododendrons are plentiful at 8500, and the

ridge at the top is clothed with dwarf bamboo. The levels

5000 to 7000 feet on Jakpho are mostly forests of shrubby Strobi-

lanthes 6 to 12 feet higli, just as in Sikkim. There are several

laurels, and Ilex Ai]uif\iliuin exists as a tree 30 to 40 feet high.

The Convolvulacere are prominent up to 5000 feet.—The fir^t

part of a lengthened technical communication, " Index Florae

Sinensis," or an enumeration of all the plants known from China
proper, Formosa, the Corea, and the Luchu Islands, together with

their synonymy and distribution, was spoken to by the authors,

Messrs. F. B. Forbes and W. B. Hemsley.—Afterwards a paper

was read by Mr. H. N. Ridley, on the freshwater Hydrochar-
ideie of Africa. Among many new species described is Boctia

exseria, obtained by Sir John Kirk on the borders of the Zam-
besi in i860.—The Secretary read a communication, on the

vegetation of the Arctic regions, by M. Buysman. The author

remarks that the flora of Greenland is decidedly Scandinavian
in character. Almost all the plants are also found in Lapland,
but, notwithstanding the proximity of America, few belong to

that continent, while Asiatic Arctic types are rare. Some 378
species of phanerogams and cryptogams compose the Greenland
flora. Of these, over 200 are found on the eastern coast, only

7 of them being absent on the western shore, while 170 species

are recorded from the west, these being absent on the east.

Nova Zemlya and the Island of Waigatz together possess 290
species, and Spitzbergen 1 17 species. The author enters into

particulars regarding the special plants peculiar to the seaboard,

and such as are cultivated by the inhabitants both in the open
air and under cover. He remarks that the long and continuous

summer sunlight, and at times intense heat, have much influence

on the vegetation, and counterbalance the dark severe winter
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Geological Society, February 24.—rrof. J. W. Judd,

F.R.S., President, in tlie chair.—William Barns Kinsey

and Henry Mauiice Platnauer were elected Fellows, and Prof.

Juan Vilanova y Piera, the University, Madrid, a Foreign

Correspondent of the Society.—The following communications

were read :—On two Rhajtic sections in Warwickshire, by Rev.

P. B. Brodie, M.A., F.G.S. The sections noticed in this

paper were (i) one exposed on a railway at Summer Hill, near

Binton, between Stratford and Alcester, and (2) one, thirteen

miles further to the south-east, at Snitterlield, three miles north of

Stratford-on-Avon, in excavations for a tunnel connected with a

supply of water to that town. At the first-named locality, a

bed with insect remains overlies the firestone and Esthtvia-h^A.,

and this is succeeded in descending order by a considerable

thickness of black and grey shales with the usual Rhartic fossils.

The bone-bed is not exposed. At the second locality, in

borings and shafts, black Rhcttic shales were found in three

places resting upon a denuded surface of new Red Marl, and

covered by between 40 and 50 feet of drift. Avicula contorla

and other typical fossils were obtained from the shales. In

other shafts the Rhanic beds were wanting, so that apparently

those met with were merely small portions remaining of a larger

mass which had been denuded away.—On the basement-beds of

the Inferior Oolite of Gloucestershire, by E Witchell, F.G.S.—On
the Pliocene Beds of St. Erth, by Percy F. Kendall and Robert

G. Bell, F.G.S. This paper consisted of a description of the

beds exposed at St. Erth, a list of the MoUuscan fossils identi-

fied, and some preliminary considerations of the evidence

afforded by the Mollusca, and may be considered a continuation

of that by the late Mr. S. V. Wood, read to the Society in

November 1S84.

Royal Meteorological Society, March 17.—Mr. W.
Ellis, F.R.A.S., President, in the chair.—Mr. W. E. Addison,

Mr. A. W. Clayden, M.A., F.G.S., Mr. T. B. Moody, R.N.,

and Dr. W. Schlich were elected Fellows of the Society.—The
President gave an historical sketch of the barometer. After re-

marking on the accidental nature of the discovery of the instru-

ment in the year 1643 in its best form, in ignorance for some
time of its value for purposes of meteorological inquiry, he gave

a brief account of many early kinds of barometers, the first en-

deavour being, in consequence of difficulties experienced with

the ordinary mercurial form, to enlarge the scale of variation,

attempts which in general introduced other errors and incon-

veniences. The desire to experiment on elevated positions

induced the construction of an early form of portable barometer

—one such with cistern completely closed, leaving the air to

communicate through the pores of the wood, having been made
above 200 years ago. The President further described various

points in the arrangement of the Ramsden, G.ay Lussac, and

other barometers, including also mention of some modern pat-

terns of long-r.tnge barometers, standard barometers, and sitch

liarometers as are more commonly used. The practice of driving

out air from the mercury by heating or boiling appears to have

been in use early in the last century. Engraved plates indicat-

ing the weather to be expected with different heights of the

mercury have been longer used, at least as early as 16S8. As
regards correction for temperature, De Luc in the last century

adopted a temperature corresponding to 54°'S F. as that to

which to make reduction, because corresponding nearly to the

average of observations, such reduction being now made to the

natural zero, 32° F. Reference was made to the employment

of water (as in the well-known Royal Society barometer) and

other liquids instead of mercury ; also to various kinds of float-

ing and other barometers not at all, or not entirely, mercurial,

and to metallic barometers. The President concluded his ac-

count with a sketch of the history of recording barometers or

barograjjhs, including a notice of the application of photo-

graphy and electricity to recording purposes.—At the conclusion

of the President s address the meeting was adjourned to afford

the Fellows and their friends an opportunity of inspecing the

valuable and interesting exhibition of barometers which was

opened on Tuesday evening.

Anthropological Society, March 23.—Mr. Hyde Clarke,

Vice-President, in the chair.—Capt. C. R. Conder, R.E., read

a paper on the present condition of the native tribes in Bechu-

analand. The new Crown colony of Bechuanaland is a pastoral

countiy, consisting of a great plateau 4000 feet above the sea,

with a fine climate, and grazing-lands said to be among the

finest in South Africa. The native population consists of about

183,000 souls, belonging to various tribes. The Korannas are

a small slightly-built people with a strongly Turanian type of

face, but with hair growing in isolated tufts as among the B.antu

races ; they colour the face and hands with red lead, and black lead

is often used for colouring the hair. The Matabele are originally

Zulu-, who, being unsuccessful in war, were afraid to reappear

before Chaka : they settled in the Transvaal, and were driven

thence to their present country by the Boers. Their name in

Sechuana means " naked," and is due, not to the fact that they

are lightly clad, but because they offend Bechuana ideas of

decency by not wearing the small fur apron which men and

boys always wear among the Bechuana, even when they have

no clothes. The author described the Batkaping and Baralay

tribes, and discussed some of the peculiarities of the Sechuana

language. Tlr^customs, superstitions, and native government

of the people were dwelt upon, and Capt. Conder concluded

by referring to some of the causes of the decay of the native

tribes, and urged that the chiefs should be supported in their

attempts to keep brandy out of their towns.

EoiNBUitGH

Royal Society, JNIarch 15.— Sheriff Forbes Irvine, Vice

President, in the chair.—Prof. Blyth described an apparatus for

determining the absolute strength of an electric current by

weighing,—Dr. D. Noel Palon gave an account of an experi-

ment concerning the connection between urea formation and

bile secretion.—Dr. G. A. Atkinson read a paper on the volu-

metric estimation of inorganic nitrates.—Dr. Orme Masson read

a paper on sulphines —Prof. D'Arcy Thompson submitted a

paper on the pelvic girdle of birds and reptiles.

Parks

Academy of Sciences, March 29.—M, Jurien de la

Graviere, President, in the chair,—On the flexion of prisms

(continued), by M. IT. Resal. In this concluding part of his

memoir the author deals with the lectangular piism and the

elliptical cylinder. In the special case of flexion here con-

sidered, the hypothesis advanced by him from the first on the

nullity of three pressures is rejected for the elliptical prism but

admitted for the rectangular prism, the problem regarding which

in connection with flexion may be c msidered as solved,—Notes

on the progress of the Panama Canal, by M. Ferdinand de

Lesseps. The eminent engineer reports favourably of the

progress made since his first visit six years ago. '1 here has been

great improvement in the sanitary conditions, with correspond-

ing diminution of mortality amongst the workmen. During his

inspection a rocky eminence 30 metres high, at Gamboa, about

the centre of the isthmus, was successfully disintegrated by the

explosion of a mine, two parts dynamite and one part powder,

which removed 20,000 cubic metres without accident. With

the means at present avaikable, he considers that the canal will

be completed, as promised, in 18S9.—On the variations in the

toxic properties of the urine in the healthy subject while awake

and asleep, by M. Ch. Bouchard.—Equatorial observations of

Fabry's and Barnard's comets, made at the Observatory of

Algiers with the 0-50 m. telescope, by M. Ch. Trepied.—On
the best instrumental dispositions for determining the elements

of refraction by means of M. Lcewy's method, by Mr. David

GiU. Some modifications of M. Loiwy's apparatus are pro-

posed, with a view to simplifying its application, and increasing

the general accuracy and usefulness of the method.—On the

Fuchsian functions and the indefinite ternaiy quadratic forms,

by M. H. I'oincare.—On an extension of Paschal's theorem to

surfaces of the third order, by M. A. Petot.—On the deterini-

nation of the gemis of a holomorphous function in certain special

cases, by M. de Sparre.—Note on the surface of the sixth order

with six straight lines, by M. Giovanni Bordiga.—Note on the

screw-pile, by M. Leaute. M. Resal having worked out

the theoretical principle of this useful mechanical appliance,

the author proposes a case, not considered by hiiri, which

presents the twofold practical advantage of diminishing

the friction oftered to the action of the screw-pile in borings,

and preserving greater cohesion to the surrounding sod.

In reply to this communication M. Resal expressed himself

unable to adopt M, Leaute's standpoint at least until it has been

put to ;ome practical test.—On the theory of dynamo-electric

machines acting as receivers (two illustrations), by M. Giza

Szarvady.—Description of an absolute electrometer with con-

tinuous indications, constructed by MM. E. Bichat and R.

Blondlot.—Combinations of vanadic acid with the oxygenated
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acids, by M. A. Ditte. Here the author deals with those oxy-

genated acids, such as sul|-)luiric, arsenic, iodic, &c., which may
be freely isolated under the form of crystals. Those hitherto

obtained only as salts are reserved for future consideration.—On
the products of decomposition of hypophosphoric acid, by M. A.

Joly.—Action of platina at a red heat on the fluorides of phos-

phorus, by M. H. Moissan.—On the decomposition by com-
pensation of compound bodies optically inactive, by M. E.

Bichat.—On a photo-chemical reaction of the oxymetric fluid of

M. .Schiitzenberger, by M. Victor Jodin. It is shown by re-

peated experiments thai the o.xyrnetric reagent is of itself sensi-

tive to light and that account should be taken of this property

in researches dealing with photo-chemical reactions accompanied
by a liberation of o.xygen.—On the volatile character of the oxy-

genated nitriles, by M. Louis Henry.—Note on the salivary

sylands in the order of Coleopter;^, by M. J. C?^zagnaire. A
chief result of the author's researches is the verification of the

hypothesis that salivary glands are developed throughout the

whole order of Coleopterce.—On the mode of formation of the

chromatophores in the Cephalopods, by M. C. Phisalix.—On
the toxic properties of the Cytisus, by M. Ch. Corneviu. Of ten

species of Cytisus two were found to be harmless (C. stssiliflonn

and C. capitatus), two slightly venomous (C nigricans and
C. sufiiiius), six extremely venomous (C. Lalnimttm, C. alfiims,

C. purfuicU!, C. WchUnii, C. biflorus, and C. elongatns).—
Note on the Paljeozoic formations of the Neffiez-Cabrieres dis-

trict, Herault, by M. de Rouville.

Berlin

Physical Society, Feliruary 5. —Dr. R. von Helmholtz, in

an investigation into the ten^ions of vapour of solutions of salt,

made use of a method whereby the least depressions under which
a condensation of vapour occurred, when no heat was admilled
from the outside, were determined. With this end in view a

glass cylinder was filled to a third of its capacity with the fluid.

The space filled with a mixture of air and vapour was on one
side connected with a manometer, while a second cock allowed
the depression to be effected, a small over-pressure having been
generated beforehand. The first formation of cloud was ren-

dered visible in this wise, that a bundle of light was directed',

through the axis of the glass cylinder, and the observer in a dark
section of space under small angle looked towards the axis.

Experiments with pure water showed that in saturated air the

depression needed first to attain a certain value before the

formation of cloud set in. Under the temperature of a sitting-

room this depression amounted to about 10 mm. water ; at o- a

depression of 12 mm. water was required. In this investigation

Heir von Helmholtz confirmed the statements of MM. Coulier
and Aitken, that the formation of cloud in saturated air was
induced solely by particles of du^t. Saturated air completely
free of dust might suffer a depression of half an atmosphere
without any cloud getting formed in it. The finer and sparser

were the dust-particles the slower was cloud in forming itself in

the vapour-saturated air. Salt-particles and acids furthered the

formation of cloud, and, most powerfully of all, particles of sal-

aijimoniac. An explanation of this phenomenon the speaker
found in the proposition demonstrated by Sir William Thomson,
that the tension of vapour was greater over convex than over
even surfaces of fluidity. When the air w.\s without dust-

particles there were wanting the convex surfaces at which
the tension was higher and it was possible for the precipitate to

ensue. Dust-particles, on the other hand, presented such
surfaces, and all the more the rougher they were. In the atmo-
sphere dust-particles must be present as far up as to the highest
layers in which clouds were formed, seeing that without them no
cloud-formation was possible. This circumstance yielded sup-

port to the explanation given by Prof Tyndall of the blue
colour of the sky, in accordance with which the sky was in-

debted for its blue colour to the particles floating in the air.

The dense and persistent fog-formations in large cities, such as

London, were caused by the sulphuric acid with which the air

was charged in consequence of the vast consumption of coal,

and which thus favoured the formation of clouds. The fact,

demonstrated by experiments, that saturated water vapour did
not, even under the lowest depression, give rise to the formation
of cloud, but required first to attain a perceptible magnitude,
rendered necessai'y a change in the theoretical formulae for the
conditions of cloud-formation. Determinations executed accord-
ing to this method of the tensions of vapour of various sulphuric
acid solutions showed a very good 'agreement with those exe-

cuted by Regnault.—Dr. Frohlich gave a short report on the results

of his investigations, lasting for years, into the theory of the

dynamo-electrical machines, which he had developed with
special reference to the practical requirements of technics, and
had quite recently pub'ished in a separate work. He com-
municated and explained the concluding formulae he had found
for the performance of the various systems of machines, in

respect of their magnetism, as also of their intensity and polar

tensions. He likewise gave the formulae for the performances
of the dynamo machines as transmitters of energy. Be it here

specially brought out that, in contrast with MM. Deprez and
Silvanus Thompson, he hatl found that, for the mechanical per-

formance of two machine^ of similar construction and unequal
dimensions, the larger did not gain in mechanical labour to the

extent of k", n being used to denote the linear enlargement,
but only in the proportion of about «', in which the mass also

increased. The utility-effect, on the other hand, of a machine
of similar construction, increased with enlargement in the pro-

portion of n^.
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BIRD-MURDER
A \'ERY urgent appeal to the public has just been

issued in America by our contemporary Science,

which journal has attached to its issue of February 26 a

special " Supplement " devoted to the question of " the

present wholesale destruction of bird-life in the United
States." Powerful articles have been written by Messrs.

J. A. Allen, W. Dutcher, and G. B. Bennett, three pro-

minent American ornithologists, in which the facts have
been plainly set forward, remedial legislation proposed,

ending with an " appeal to the women of the country on
behalf of the birds."

The American Ornithologists' Union has also appointed

a " Committee on Bird-Protection," and from the names
of the gentlemen who are serving on it, it is quite certain

that practical remedies will be forced on the consideration

of the American people, and that energetic efforts will be

made to preserve the birds from destruction. But it is

equally certain that a corresponding effort must be made
by civilised nations on this side of the water, if remedial

measures are to have a real efl'ect, and we are glad to

find that steps are being taken to attract public attention

to the gross scandal which now exists in our midst. A
" Selborne Society" has been formed, of which Mr. G. A.

Musgrave, of 45, Holland Park, is the secretary, and of

which H R.H. Princess Christian is a patron, for the pro-

tection of birds. Invoking the shade of the gentle Gilbert

White of Selborne, this Society may hope to prevail some-

what with the English nation, which would undoubtedly

protest with the same vehemence on behalf of the small

songsters of England, as it did some years ago on behalf

of the sea-birds, if the facts are but put plainly forward.

We are certain that if the women of this country- only

knew the real state of the case, the senseless and savage

decorations now in vogue would be regarded with disgust

and loathing. The Selborne Society has but just com-
menced its labours, but already many excellent well-

wishers have joined it, and it numbers amongst its mem-
bers many names famous in society, in art, in literature,

and in science.

There is scarcely a portion of the world which is not

being devastated of its birds at the present moment to

minister to the fashionable wants of the women of Europe

and America, and it is as well that the root of the evil

should be recognised at once. This has been done in

America, and the point must be insisted on again and
again in this country, that the vanity of womankind is

in this enlightened age the cause of the " wholesale de-

struction of bird-life " on this side of the Atlantic as

much as in America. Nor is it confined to the

higher classes. The difference between the factory-

girl and the high-born lady as regards the question of

bird-feather decoration is only one of degree, the former

paying as many halfpence for the starling's wing in its

natural state as the latter does in shillings for the same
article dyed or gilt out of recognition as it may be. New
Guinea and the Papuan Islands are being despoiled

of the birds of paradise, India and Africa of their sun-

birds and rollers. Southern Europe of its bee-eaters, until

Vol. XXXIII.—No. 859

every one of these countries is being exhausted of its

feathered denizens. It is no longer the brightly-plumaged
species which are being laid under contribution, for, as
exhaustion has begun to limit the supply, the soberly-clad
birds are now being shot down in thousands to minister
to "fashion" in this country. Thus any one with a
knowledge of birds has only to walk down any fashion-
able thoroughfare in London, and note the materials with
which the bulk of the hats in the milliners' shops are
decorated, to see that robins, sparrows, larks, and star-

lings are a staple commodity with the trade in this

country. Dyed they are in most cases, and occasionally
relieved by the wings of some Indian "jay" {i.e. roller),

or African " merle " (glossy starhnj) or sun-bird, or it

may be with a few " osprey " feathers. These last are

the long breeding-plumes of the egrets, which are deve-
loped only during the nesting season, and the slaughter

amongst these birds at that time of the year must be
something incredible. No wonder that Mr. Allen com-
plains that the " swamps and marshes of Florida have
been depopulated of their egrets and herons." It is not

as if the birds thus slaughtered were harmful, the killing

of them beneficial. On the contrary the majority of the

species now massacred are distinctly beneficial to the

countries they inhabit, and surely no one could wish that

this country should be deprived of its birds and reduced
to the generally unaviferous aspect of France and
Italy.

It is said that legislation in the direction of the further

protection of birds would be an interference with the

legitimate industry of the "plume " trade. This is by no
means the case. There are many birds which are used as

articles of food, the plumage of which could be utilised

for decorative purposes ; and that this ,is well known by
the trade is evidenced by the large number of dyed
fowls' wings which figure largely in the composition

of hat and bonnet ornament. Just as before,

when the outcry against the slaughter of gulls and
sea-birds rendered the wearing of their feathers un-

fashionable, the milliners adapted their wares to the

wants of their customers, so would they once more find

substitutes for the larks, robins, and other small birds

whi:h they now use by the thousand.

Our American brethren have put forward some practical

suggestions with regard to a stoppage of the traffic. Mr.

Allen shows that in the natural order of things birds have

already sufficient enemies to contend against without

having the hand of man turned against them too. \'ast

numbers perish in the eggs, which are the food of many
predatory animals, and numbers perish while yet too

young to defend themselves against their enemies. To
stress of weather also and the trials of migration large

quantities of birds succumb, and a severe winter like the

last one causes the death of birds of all classes alike. On
the top of all these ills which ornithological flesh is heir

to, comes a bloodthirsty demand from the women of

civiUsed nations for their small bodies to adorn hats or

ball-dresses—in order that our belles may not leave the

monopoly of feather ornamentation to savages. Statistics

have not been published giving an exact account of the

number of birds annually sold in London by auction for

the plume trade, but it is well known that the numbers

are enormous. Thirty thousand ruby-and-topaz humming-
B B
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birds are said to have been sold some years ago in the

course of an afternoon, and the number of West Indian
and Brazilian birds sold by one auction-room in London
during the four months ending April 18S5, was 404,464,
besides 356,389 Indian birds, without counting thousands
of Impeyan pheasants, birds of paradise, &c. In Mr.
Dutcher's article on the " Destruction of Birds for Mil-
linery Purposes," he quotes from an article in Forest and
Stream, wherein one dealer, during a three months' trip

to South Carolina, prepared no less than 11,000 skins.

" A considerable number of the birds were, of course, too

much mutilated for preparation, so that the total number
of the slain would be much greater than the number
given. The person referred to states that he handles, on
an average, 30,000 skins per annum, of which the greater

part are cut up for millinery purposes." During four

months 70,000 birds were supplied to New York dealers

from a single village on Long Island, and an enterprising

woman from New York contracted with a Paris millinery

firm to deliver during this summer 40,000 or more skins

of birds at 40 cents apiece. From Cape Cod, one of the

haunts of the terns and gulls, 40,000 of the former birds

were killed in a single season, so that " at points where,
a few years since, these beautiful birds filled the air with
their graceful forms and snowy plumage, only a few pairs

now remain." The above extracts out of many interest-

ing facts which could bs quoted from the articles in

Science, give some idea of the slaughter which is going
on at the present time, and it is to be hoped that some
immediate steps may be taken to call public attention to this

wholesale bird-murder, before the nesting season begins,

when most of the mischief is done among the sea-birds,

which congregate in large numbers at that time of

year.

Space does not permit us to traverse the whole of the

ground taken up by our contemporary, whose articles

occupy fifteen pages, but we trust that they will be
perused by our readers for themselves. Mr. Sennett's

essay on the " Destruction of the Eggs of Birds for

Food " proves the wanton waste which accompanies the

ways of the professional " egger," to say nothing of

the cruelty which accompanies the taking of the eggs.

The " Relation of Birds to Agriculture " is a well-written

article, as is also an essay on " Bird-Laws," the latter

containing resolutions which, if adopted by the Legis-

lature, would undoubtedly prove of great service in pro-

tecting bird-life on both sides of the water, but no legisla-

tion will avail unless the women of America and Europe
can be made to understand that they are absolutely

responsible for the wholesale destruction of birds which
is now going on, to the great benefit of the plume trade

and the milliners, but to the everlasting detriment of the

world on which we live. We should like to see some
authorised body, such as the British Ornithologists'

Union, the Selborne Society, or a Committee of the

British Association, taking this matter in hand and or-

ganising public meetings to bring the true facts of bird-

slaughter before the public ; and we have every faith in

the good sense of English women to secure a stoppage
of the trade which exists by their patronage alone, and
which is thoroughly antagonistic to the instincts of

humanity.

R. BOWDLER SHARPE

MR. GEIKIE'S "CLASS-BOOK OF GEOLOGY"
Class-Dflok of Geology. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D.,

F.R..S. (London: Macmillan and Co., 1886.)

"/"'EOLOGY is essentially a science of observation.
VJ The facts with which it deals should, as far as

possible, be verified by our own personal examination.

We should lose no opportunity of seeing with our own
eyes the actual progress of the changes which it investi-

gates, and the proofs which it adduces of similar changes
in the far past. To do this will lead us to fields and hills,

to the banks of rivers and lakes, and to the shores of the

sea. We can hardly take any country walk, indeed, in

which with duly observant eye we may not detect either

some geological operation in actual progress, or the evi-

dence of one which has now been completed. Having
learnt what to look for and how to interpret it when seen,

we are as it were gifted with a new sense. Every land-

scape comes to possess a fresh interest and charm, for we
carry about with us everywhere an added power of enjoy-

ment, whether the scenery has been long familiar or

presents itself for the first time. I would therefore seek

at the outset to impress upon those who propose to read

the following pages, that one of the main objects with

which this book is written is to foster a habit of observa-

tion, and to serve as a guide to what they are themselves

to look for, rather than merely to relate what has been

seen and determined by others."

In these words, which form the concluding paragraph

of the introduction to Mr. Geikie's " Class-Book on

Geology," we have the key-note to the whole work, and
the promise which they contain is amply redeemed in the

pages which follow. Our author has wandered over

many lands ; he has always carried with him eyes to see,

and the habit of using them which he strives so earnestly

and so successfully, in this his latest book as in those

which have preceded it, to develop in his readers ; and

out of the stores of his ripe and varied experience he

brings, to throw light on his subject, a wealth of illustration

which excites the envy, while it commands the admira-

tion, of those who have not enjoyed all the opportunities

for varied observation which have fallen to his lot. But

even if passing feelings of envy will obtrude themselves

as one happy illustration after another, new from this

quarter and new from that, finds a fitting place in the

narrative, they soon give way to the pleasanter feeling of

satisfaction that these opportunities have been placed

within the reach of one who knows so well how to use

them ; not for the advancement of his own knowledge

merely, but whose chief pleasure is to distribute with

open hand his treasures to all who care to share them,

who has the seeing eye to note, the ready pencil to

depict, and the facile pen to paint in words all those

manifold workings of nature by the study of which geology

was snatched from the shadowy realms of guess-work,

and based on a firm scientific foundation.

At the very outset geology is looked at in its proper

light, not as an amusement for the collector and a

means of learning where he will get pretty and curious

objects for his cabinet, not as a field where the ingenuity

or perversity of the classifying mind may delight itself

with grouping natural products as reason or fancy

prompts, not in any other of these limited aspects,
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beyond which it is to be feared the vision of some

geologists never reaches ; but as a history, the history of

the earth during ages long gone by. And as the historian

is careful to inform his readers of the sources from which

he has drawn his information, what manuscripts he has

collated, what monuments he has inspected, what in-

scriptions he has deciphered, so the book opens with a

description of the materials which are available for con-

structing a history of the earth. First of all we are

reminded that " that history is in progress now as really

as it has ever been, and that its events are being recorded

in the same way and by the same agents as in the far

past;" so that "if we would explore its records in the

dark backward and abysm of time, we must first make

ourselves familiar with the manner in which these records

are being written from day to day before our eyes." We
are introduced to this study by an account of the manner

in which atmospheric agents are bringing about ceaseless

decay over the whole of the surface of the globe. The

important part played by the freezing of water receives

due notice, but it would seem that sufficient stress is not

laid on the magnitude of the force generated during this

process. That ice "pushes aside the particles between

which it is entangled " would hardly prepare one who
does not know it for the fact that ice can burst asunder a

cast-iron shell. The figure on p. 72, it may be noticed in

passing, does not strike us as very happy. We must also

take exception to the reasoning on p. 105 : so very little

is known about the formation of the manganese nodules

and coatings of the abysmal depths of the ocean, that it

is somewhat risky to assume that it was an exceedingly

slow process. Perhaps, too, a little over-confidence is

shown in treating of " fissure eruptions" ; doubtless some

otherwise puzzling facts do receive easy explanation on

the hypothesis that such eruptions have taken place, but

this is not enough to convert the hypothesis into a

certainty.

We next pass to a description of the more important

elements, minerals, rocks, and rock-structures of the

earth's crust. It is extremely difficult to decide how
much or how little chemistry and mineralogy is desirable

in an elementary treatise on geology. It is not safe to

refer to special works on these subjects, because the

majority of readers would not take the trouble to make
the reference, and yet the descriptions which the limits of

space will allow of are necessarily so curt and meagre as

to be of little practical use ; if therefore we criticise any

portions of Chapters X. and XI. it is not because we are

not fully alive to the difficulties of dealing in an element-

ary fashion with the subjects of which they treat. In the

definition of a mineral it should certainly have been

stated that minerals, besides having definite chemical

composition and definite geometrical form, have also

definite physical properties, such as hardness, which are

most valuable as means of recognition.

Again, in the description of a crystal, one of the first

points to impress on a beginner is that the dimensions of

the faces and edges are of no importance, and that the one

thing to note is the constancy of the interfacial angles,

and this is a simple truth which any one may be got to

understand ; we wish this had been brought out more
clearly. The author has followed the time-honoured

custom of giving a brief summary of the six crystallo-

graphic systems. We are sadly afraid that the descrip-

tions, though perfectly accurate as far as they go, and the

excellent figures by which they are illustrated, take up

room which might be more usefully employed, for these

few paragraphs will never enable a student to read a

crystal unless it be of the simplest character, and they are

not full enough to be an introduction to a more detailed

study of crystallography. It has always seemed to us

that the best plan for an elementary work would be to

take one actual crystal—say of orthoclase, with basal and

prismatic faces, clinopinacoids, and orthodomes—and,

without using any of these technical terms, to explain

how the crystallographer arrives at this crystal by grafting,

so to speak, certain additional faces on an ideal simple

prism ; how the shape of that prism can be defined by

reference to certain lines Sand their inclination to one

another, which are called axes ; how the position of the

additional faces are related to these axes—all of which

are geometrical truths of the simplest character ; and

then to say how all crystals, however complicated, can in

like manner be referred to certain simple forms of which

there are six ; and if you want to know how, you must go

to a work on crystallography.

The student will then get a real knowledge of one

actual crystal, instead of learning by rote descriptions of

ideal forms, not one of which he will meet with in nature.

We may next note one or two statements which might be

usefully amended in a second edition. It is not uni-

versally the case that the least fusible mineral crystallises

first in a molten rock, as stated on p. 169; it would be

well to mention that the rhombohedral crystals of hajma-

tite (p. 172) are usually so very fiat that they look like

plates or lamina: : some zeolites (p. 176) contain calcium

and barium as well as alkalies ; whether alumina replaces

the bases or the silica in hornblende (p. 177) is a question

on w-hich chemists do not seem to be agreed ; under the

head of calcite (p. 179) the wording would imply that the

difference between nailhead and dogtooth spar consists

only in a difference in the length of the chief axis, which

is not the case. When it is said that gypsum is not

" affected by acids " (p. 206), it is probably meant that it

does not effervesce with acids. The evidence for looking

upon heat as a pseudomorph after chalk, so to speak, is

so strong that it might have been alluded to on p. 212.

Under the head of quartzite it would have been desirable

to notice that the conversion of sandstone into quartzite

has in many cases been mainly brought about by the

deposition of silica between the original quartz grains.

And while we are on the subject of metamorphism it will

be well to call attention to a slight inaccuracy of language

into which our author, in common with many other geolo-

gists, has fallen. The important part played by pressure in

developing schistose structure in rocks is now verygenerally

recognised, and has been nowhere better illustrated than

by the labours of Mr. Geikie and his colleagues on the

Geological Survey among the crystalline schists of the

Highlands, and a fashion has arisen of speaking of the

action as " shearing." Now, that shearing has taken

place there can be no doubt, but shearing is not all that

has happened : the particles have not only been slid over

one another, but they have been rolled out and flattened
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in the process. Shearing does not necessarily involve

flattening, though in a large number of cases the two
would doubtless go together. For this reason tt is not

correct to speak of cleavage as due to " shearing

"

(p. 255) : shearing alone will not produce all the pheno-

mena of cleavage ; there must be flattening of the

particles as well. Under the head of "'Joints," instead of

vaguely stating that some joints may be due to compres-

sion or torsion, would it not have been better to introduce

a few lines about Daubr^e's experiments, which almost

bring a conviction that the majority of joints in sub-

aqueous rocks are due to torsional strain ?

In Part III., to which some of the above criticisms

apply, we have a clear account of the way in which the

crust of the earth is built up out of the materials de-

scribed in Part II. Then follows Part IV., " The Geo-
logical Record of the History of the Earth." This must
necessarily be presented in an abridged form, and if any
fault is to be found with the way in which the subject is

handled, it might perhaps be said that an atteurpt has been
made to be rather too encyclopffidic. Graphic pictures,

suchasthe author can so well pen, of the physical geography

of our own countay, and, where necessary, of the adjoining

parts of Europe, during the different geological periods,

would perhaps have been more acceptable and instructive

to most of those who will read this book than palaeonto-

logical details and accounts of the range of formations

through other lands. For instance, the sketch of the

physical geography of Europe during the Triassic period

on p. 380, strikes us as singularly happy, and we should

like to have seen more of the same kind of thing in the

book. We all know how the pigeon-hole geologist deals

with this question ; how he produces his parallel ruler

and divides his sheet of paper nearly into squares ; how
he puts the names of countries into the squares on the

top line and the names of formations into the squares

down one side, and then proceeds to fill in his puzzle.

Under the column " England," line " Muschelkalk,' he
inserts " Wanting." Ha ! says he, a whole formation

missing ! great unrepresented interval ! there must be a

corresponding unconformity. Primed with this idea he now
takes to the field, finds that the evenly-bedded New Red
Marl does lie irregularly on the false-bedded sand-banks
of the New Red Sandstone, and is overjoyed to see the

unconformity which his chess-board told him must be
there. Had he used, in trying to realise the meaning of

the geological facts, half the ingenuity he showed in dis-

torting them in order to fit them on to his Procrus-

tean bed, he would have seen that what is called the

Muschelkalk is not the only marine intercalation in the

Trias of Central Europe, but that minor muschelkalks

occur both in the Keuper and Bunter ; that each of these

marks an advance of the Triassic sea over the district

where they are found ; and that the reason why neither

the great nor the little muschelkalks are found in

England is that the sea did not succeed in pushing its

way as far west as our country during any of its incur-

sions. But there is no pigeon-holing in the book before

us, and where the author has tried to bring before us a

picture of the physical geography of bygone time, he has
been so successful that we wish he had given us more of

them.

A. H. G.

OSCAR SCHMIDT'S ''MAMMALIA"
T/ie liTamiiia/i'a in their Relation to PriiniTval Times.

By Oscar Schmidt. International .Scientific Series.

(London: Kegan Paul, Trench, and Co., 1885).

'X'HE numerous and important discoveries that have been
made in the last few years in extinct forms of mam-

malian life, and the light that hasbeen thus thrown upon the

relations of the surviving species, render a popular sum-
mary of our present knowledge of the class a very desir-

able undertaking. Moreover any work which, by showing
the intimate relation of the present with the past, aids in

breaking down the custom, which has descended to us

from an antiquated condition of scientific culture, of

treating separately of the existing and the extinct forms

of life, of speaking of zoology and palaeontology as if they

were distinct subjects, must be welcomed by the philo-

sophical naturalist.

In undertaking such a work the late Prof Oscar
Schmidt, of Strasburg (whose death we regret to say has

been recently announced), acknowledges that he was
departing from the specialty in which he had so highly

distinguished himself, and was deriving his materials

entirely from the researches of others. But the subject

evidently had strong attractions for him, and he has most
industriously and impartially compiled from the best

authorities a work which, if it had been written in any
one of the languages of the series of which it forms a

part would have well served the purpose intended. The
attempt, however, to give it a truly " international

"

character, by bringing it out in a combination of two
languages, is unfortunately anything but successful.

Words are continually occurring, which, though perhaps
literal translations of German pseudo-vernacular expres-

sions of modern manufacture, can convey no meaning
to the English reader, whatever assistance he may get

from the dictionary, as for instance, " spoon-dog " (for

the African large-eared fox, Otocyon lalandii), " fingered-

animal " (for Chiromys), " forked-animals " (for the

Monotremata), " dog-fish " (for seal) ; and such expres-

sions as "mid-jawbone," "root of the hand," "middle
hand," "skiff-bone," and "spoke" are far less intelligible

to the student of ordinary education than their generally-

accepted scientific equivalents " premaxilla," " carpus,"

"metacarpus," "navicular," and "radius." Misprints

and inaccuracies abound everywhere, such as the habitat

of the small species of hippopotamus being transferred

from Liberia to Siberia, the reference to " African arma-
dilloes" and to Prof Huxley's discovery of fibrous epipubic

structures " in several hundred different species of dogs "
!

As a specimen of style we may quote the following

sentence :—" When it is said that the Marsupials

'vicariate' in Australia for the other groups distributed

on the other continents, this expression denotes nothing

but the bare fact, nothing but the mere statement, that in

America we do not meet with the camel but with the

llama, which in a few main characteristics shows some
affinity with it" (p. 13). With the general argument
against the idea that the expression " vicarious," or, as

English authors generally say, " representative," species

offers no explanation of the facts of distribution we en-

tirely agree, and we can even see what was floating

through the author's mind when this extraordinary sen-
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tence was penned. The following description of the horn

of the rhinoceros is however quite beyond our compre-

hension :

—"The head weapons are solid horny projec-

tions of the nasal bone, which rise into a flat hump
within equalities of the bone substance. From this

characteristic feature it can in most cases be determined

whether the fossil animals of the rhinoceros species

possessed horns" (p. 194).

There is so much solid and useful information in the

work, brought down to the most recently-published re-

searches, as, for instance, those of Nehring, Branco, and

Pidtrement on extinct horses, that, if it had been subjected

to careful revision by any one conversant both with the

subject and the English language, it would have made a

popular and readable manual of great educational value.

W. H. F.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Chemistry of the Non-Metallics. By E. B. Aveling, D.Sc.

(London: Joseph Hughes, 1886.)

Dr. Aveling tells us in the preface that " few people

have as hearty a dislil.e for the whole system of examina-
tions as himself Theoretically, the object of the acqui-

sition of knowledge is the bettering of human conditions.

Practically, to-day the end and sole object is the passing

of some examination "
; after which the subject is shelved

indefinitely in perhaps most cases. This seems to be
the author's opinion, and it is doubtless correct in the

main. But people who have even learned enough " to

pass" one of the examinations the author names— the

Matriculation (London) or the Elementary Stage (South
Kensington)—must surely be in a better condition than
before, spite of the inane questions the author speaks of

as being set.

The extent of the book is to the so-called non-metallic

elements only, their preparation, reactions, &c., and
questions, including arithmetical problems, follow each
element treated of.

The plan is very complete, perhaps too complete, for

very young students such as we have nowaday. For
instance, under the heading of each element is given

—

(A) Symbol, (B) weight number (atomic weight), (C)

preparation, with several methods in exte?iso, (D) proper-

ties, with further numerated subsections I to 6, &c. Even
Greek letters are used for " planning out" a property, of

a substance, &c.
Although the author starts by telling us how he dislikes

examinations, his little book is eminently meant to cram
students up for them. It is evidently intended to be
used as a class-book, so that the beginner will have the

assistance of a teacher to make a beginning.

There are a few misprints, and the descriptions are

obscure in places.

Why do people who write little books always begin
with hydrogen ? In this book we begin with hydrogen,
valency, ice, water, steam, latent heat, ammonia, and
then come to oxygen, which has been spoken of as if we
knew all about it. We certainly think, with most Ger-
man teachers, that it is most logical to commence with
oxygen and nitrogen and the atmosphere. There is much
less knowledge of other substances to be assumed.

Hand-book of Mosses, with an Account of their Structure,

Classification, Geographical Distribution, and Habitats.

By James E. Bagnall, A.L.S. (Swan Sonnenschein and
Co., 1886.)

This little book is a popular, but on the whole accurate,

account of the best-known British mosses. The chapter
on development, usually the weakest part of hand-books
of this kind, is better than usual. We must however call

attention to the confusion between " cuticle " and " epi-

dermis " on p. 1 9, and to the unnecessarily bewildering
description of the development of the spores on the
following page.
The longest and also the best chapter is that on moss

habitats, containing a very clear general description of
the most important species, arranged according to the
localities in which they are to be found. The following
chapter, that on classification, is certainly not up to date,
but perhaps the arrangement adopted is not intended for

a natural one. The remaining sections, on distribution,
cultivation, uses, and the preparation of specimens, are
slight, but good as far as they go.

The book ought to be useful as an introduction to the
systematic study of mosses. D. H. S.

The Tourist's Guide to the Flora of the Alps. By Prof
K. W. V. Dalla-Torre. Translated and Edited by
Alfred W. Bennett, M.A.. B.Sc, F.L.S. (Swan
Sonnenschein and Co., 1886.)

Mr. Bennett has introduced to English tourists a
most convenient and useful Alpine flora. It is issued in

a handy pocket-book form, and ought to be very popular
with all travellers who take any interest in plants. The
author had originally excluded the " commonest and
most ubiquitous plants," but some even of these have
been added by the translator, and all those nati\es of the
Alpine districts which are not described in the flora

proper will be found enumerated in an appendix.
Only two suggestions occur to us. Might not the

often difficult work of identification be facilitated by the
introduction of one or two analytical tables, such as those
in Wiinsche's " Schul-Flora von Deutschland .''" They
need not much increase the bulk of the book. And
secondly, might it not be better, in a work intended for

English tourists, and not for scientific men, to substitute

English measures for those of the metric system ? The
latter ought by this time to be equally familiar with our
own to educated people, but as a matter of fact we fear

they are not so. D. H. S.

Nemtoti : His Friend: and His Niece. By the late

Augustus De Morgan. Edited by his Wife and by his

Pupil, Arthur Cowper Ranyard. (London : Elliot

Stock, 1885.)

The nucleus of the volume entitled as above was formed
by an article written in 1858 for the Companion to the

British Almanac. Its rejection brought to a close the

remarkable series of Prof De Morgan's contributions to

that publication. The undivulged article, however, as

years went on, grew by gradual accretions to the propor-

tions of a book, now at last posthumously given to the

world. Its primary object is to clear the character of

Newton from the odious imputation of having counten-

anced immorality for the sake of personal advancement.
This, in our opinion, has been satisfactorily attained.

The researches here embodied afford strong grounds for

the persuasion that there was no immorality to counten-

ance. The sneer enshrined in No. 21 of Voltaire's

"Lettres Philosophiques" (1765) thus at last loses its

sting.

Catherine Barton, the " famous witty Miss Barton," as

she was called in the Gentleman's Magazine, was the

daughter of the Rev. Mr. Barton, by Hannah Smith,

Newton's half-sister, and was born in 1680. Educated at

the charge of her uncle, she came to keep house for him
in London a year or two before 1700. Her beauty

and brilliancy were the talk of the town, and
won her the homage of men eminent for position

and parts. She was amongst those whom Swift

"loved best"; "j'ai conservd," Remond de Mont-
mort wrote in 1716, "I'idee du monde la plus magnifique

de son esprit et de sa beautd ;
" Charles Montague, Earl

of Halifax, formed for her a devoted and life-long attach-
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ment. There is, in fact, strong presumptive evidence
that she became his wife nine years previous to his

unlooked-for death in 1715. The position, it is true, was
never expHcitly claimed by or for her ; but silence might
easily have been imposed by the inferiority of her social

position. At any rate, a letter written by Newton to his

kinsman. Sir John Newton, May 23, 1715, admits of but
one interpretation. It includes the following sentence :

—

" The concern I am in for the loss of my Lord Halifax,
and the circumstances in which I stand related to his

family, will not suffer me to go abroad until his funeral is

over." No "circumstances" existed which could possibly
explain this allusion save one—that of a marriage between
the deceased nobleman and the writer's niece. The words
are used with no purpose of disclosure ; they treat the
fact they bear witness to as a known and indisputable one
—known, that is, to an inner circle, where Catherine
Barton moved all her life with the respect due to an un-
blemished character. Handsomely provided for by the
will of Lord Halifax, she married, in August 1717, John
Conduit, M.P., Newton's subordinate, and afterwards his

successor at the Mint, and died in 1739, leaving an only
daughter, ancestress of the present Earl of Portsmouth.
A considerable amount of elucidatory information

regarding the marriage-laws and social usages of the
last century adds to the value of t'je little work edited by
Mrs. De Morgan.

Numerical Examples in Heat. By R. E. Day, M.A.
(London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1885.)

This is not merely a collection of numerical examination
questions with the answers attached, but a well-arranged
series of problems grouped under twenty-five heads, each
beginning with simple questions, which increase in com-
plexity. At the first introduction of every kind of question
the answer is worked out in full, with a sufficient ex-
planation to show the meaning of the operations. Other
questions are given with their answers, but without the
process of solution.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\7 he Editordoes not holdhimselfi-esponsibhfor opinionsexpressul

bv his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,
or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[ The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as sriort as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherzuise to insure the appearance even
of communication s containinginlerestivgand nojjelfads.]

Note on Sonnet to Pritchard

In the general theory of algebraical forms there are two modes
of defining an Invariant or Reciprocant. In the one mode
either of them is regarded as subject to satisfy a partial differ-

ential ei]HOtion~m the other as subject to extinction under the
action of a partial -differential operator. Of course the difference
between these two modes is one of presentation merely, and not
of substance. Nevertheless it was interesting to me to observe
that the very same rival concepts of equality and extinction lie

at the root of the admirable investigations simultaneously carried
on by Prof Pickering at Harvard (who works by equation of
light), and Prof. Pritchard at Oxford (who works by the method
of extinctio:i), which have earned for each of them the distinc-
tion of the award of the gold medal of the Royal Astronomical
Society. I say the gold medal, because the medal to each is to
be regarded in a transcendental sense as only one to both.

This_ reflection added to the sentiments of regard which I

entertain towards my Savilian colleague caused me to write the
sonnet in his praise, which you have done me the honour to
insert in Nature (April i, p. 516), in which, owing to my own
inadvertence the words name and praise have got interchanged.
Being desirous that this tribute of unaffected admiration towards
the subject of it sliould be affected with as few blemishes as are
compatible with the feible versificatory powers of its author, I

request to be allowed to say that the first and last lines should
read

—

Piitchaid! thy name is lifted to the skies,

and
Thy praise shallflourish in immortal song,

respectively. Also that the third and fourth lines should run
thus

—

To note each ray that gilds the hem ofNight
Or eye herjewelhd brow with keen surmise.

At the dinner of the Fellows of the Royal Astronomical
.Society on the evening of the public presentation of the Medal
to Prof. Pritchard, the sonnet was recited by its author at the
desire of the Astronomer- Royal, who presided on the occasion.

J. J. Sylvester,
Savilian Professor of Geometry in the University of

Oxford ; and Author of "The Laws of Verse "

Fishery Board of Scotland

Your leading article of the ist instant, headed "A Fishery
Board for England," contains several inaccuracies with regard
to the Fishery Board of Scotland which it appears desirable to
correct.

(i) " If a Fishery Board is useful and valuable, it is a surpris-

ing fact that Ireland and Scotland have long enjoyed an institu-

tion which is wanting in England."
The present Fishery Board for Scotland was constituted only

in 1S82. Prior to that date there was a Board of Fisheries

which, from its origin in iSo8 until 1S20, confined its attention

to the curing and branding of herrings, and to collecting statistics

of the quantities of herrings landed and exported. From 1820
to 1881 statistics of the cod and ling cured were also prepared.
This Board of Fisheries having charge of all the fisheries around
the coast of Britain, appointed officers at the chief Scottish and
English fishing ports, two of whom were stationed in London,
from which in the beginning of the centuiy large consignments
of herring were sent to the Continent. In course of time the
number of herrings cured at the English stations became so small
that in 1850 the English Fishery officers were dismissed. In
fact, the old Fishery Board existed chiefly in order to collect

statistics of cured fish and to superintend the curing and
branding of herrings. It will be understood how exclusively

attention has been devoted to these objects when it is men-
tioned that even now the Fishery officers must be practical

coopers.

(2) " The Commission for the Investigation of the German
Seas is composed of distinguished men who are students and
teachers of biology or physics. In Norway and Holland the
same thing occurs."

We believe it is a fact that neither the Norwegian nor the
Dutch Government has yet instituted Fish Commissions.

(3) " A large number of matters connected with the fisheries

have not yet begun to receive attention even in Scotland."
It was only in 1S83 that the Scottish Fishery Board obtained

from the Government a >um of 300'. for studying the life history,

&c., of the food-fishes, and the total sum received up to the end
of last month was only 2800/. When it is remembered that a
sum of 10,000/. has been required to found the laboratory of the

Marine Biological Association, it can scarcely be deemed a matter
of surprise that many topics of interest and importance have not

received from the Scottish Fishery Board that degree of attention

which they deserve.

(4) "The spawn of the sprat is still entirely unknown."
Mr. Duncan Matthews, of the University of Edinburgh

Zoological Laboratory, in his " Report on the Sprat Fishing
during the Winter of 1S83-84, " published in the Report of the

Fishery Board for Scotland for 1S83, describes and figures the
" spawn " of the sprat.

(5) "The Scottish Fishery Board is about to try an extensive

experiment with regard to beam-trawling, prohibiting that

method of fishing in certain defined areas. The experiment is

worth trying, even at the cost of temporary inconvenience to

the fishery industry. But in order to render such an experiment
fruitful, it would be necessary to make a detailed and exact

investigation of the areas selected. It is doubtful whether the

organisation of the scientific department of the Scottish Board
is yet in a position to make this investigation in a sufficiently

complete manner."
Seeing that he appears to speak as one having authority, an d

not as the scribes, it is gratifying to note that the writer o f

your article deems " the experiment worth trying." We have only
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to regret that he appears to view with suspicion the competency of

the scientific department of the Fishery Board to try it. Perhaps

it may serve to reassure him on this point to learn that these

suspicions are not in any way shared by the Government, who
have now furnished the means for purchasing a steam-vessel for

trawling; for maintaining three laboratories (one of them with

a large number of tanks) ; and for securing the assistance of three

skilled naturalists who will work in conjunction with Profs.

Ewart and Mcintosh, to whom y nir contributor alludes.

S. F. B.

Protective Influence of Black Colour from Light and Heat

The difficulty of explaining the black colour of races near the

Equator has long been felt. Strong sunshine undoubtedly tends

to darken the skin ; but if black, as generally supposed, is the

colour that absorbs most heat, natural selection should have

developed white as the complexion best adapted to shield man-
kind from the intense radiation of an equatorial sun.

Without venturing to offer an opinion on the subject, I should

like to mention three cases that have come under my personal ob-

servation, in which brown-skinned natives, in very different parts

of the world, blacken their faces to protect them from intense

light and heat.

In Morocco, and all along the north of Africa, the inhabitants

blacken themselves round the eyes to avert ophthalmia from the

glare off hot sand.

In Fiji the natives, who are in the habit of painting their faces

with red and white stripes as an ornament, invariably blacken

them when they go out fishing on the reef in the full glare of

the sun.

Lastly, here in the Sikkim hills the natives blacken themselves

round the eyes with charcoal to palliate the glare of a tropical

sun on newly fallen snow.
This I had an opportunity of experimenting on, We were

caught in a snowstorm at an elevation of 10,000 feet ; when it

subsided all the coolies blackened their eyes, so I had one eye

blackened, the other left natural, and went out into the sun for

half an hour. I cannot say that I felt much difference. Next
day I tried marching for about six hours, up to 12,000 feet, with

both eyes blackened. I cannot say how far this may have been
palliative, but the glare was so bad, we were all very glad when
the mist came up and obscured the sun. Radiation is far more
intense at high altitudes than at low levels. Still it is impos-

sible to suppose that three such different nations would have

adopted the same device to mitigate sun glare if black colour

did not give some palliation at least.

Here then we have one of those strange anomalies in which
physiological experience contradicts the teachings of pure

physics. Charcoal black, which is used in physical experiments

as the best absorbent of every kind of heat radiation, is prac-

tically used by three races at least, to protect one of the most
sensitive human organs from reflected light and heat. Of course

I cannot offer any explanation, but bring the facts to the notice

of those who have the skill and opportunity to make physio-

logical experiments, in the hope that they may perhaps find a

clue to the long-sought-for explanation of the colours of the

human race. Ralph Abercromby
Darjeeling, March 15

Pumice on the Cornish Coast

About a month ago I picked up on Maenporth Beach, near

Falmouth, apiece of drift pumice of the size of a large goose's

egg. It was rounded, floated heavily, and was just twice the

weight of a piece of Krakatab pumice of the same size which had
been obtained in the Indian Ocean several months after the

eruption. No Cirripedes, Serpulas, &c., had attached them-

selves to it ; but in one of its crevices I found a tiny dead
coleopterous in?ect, which I unfortunately lost. From my
familiarity with floating pumice in the Western Pacific I at once

perceived that this fragment had been a considerable time in the

water. After searching the other beaches in the neighbourhood

I failed to find another piece. Mr. John Murray, to whom I

sent the specimen, informs me that he has similarly picked up
fragments of pumice on the west coast of Scotland.

Without speculating on the source of the fragment found on
the Cornish beach, I should remark that, judging from an experi-

ment made in the We-tern Pacific, pumice may float for several

years on the sea before it becomes sufficiently sodden to sink to

the bottom. I kept floating in sea-water for two years and nine

monihs three pieces of pumice which I originally obtained in the

tow-net whilst cruising in the Solomon Islands. Although they

had evidently been a long time in the water before I got them,

since they floated heavily and had in two cases the tubes of

Serpulce attached, the only apparent alteration in their buoyancy

produced by my experiment was that one which floated in fresh

water when I first obtained it now sank. How much longer

they would have continued to float in the sea-water I cannot

say. From their condition before the experiment they must

have been previously floating for even a longer period.

H. B. GUPPY
95, Albert Street, Regent's Park, April 10

The Connection between Solar and Magnetic Phenomena

In the discussion which followed the reading of Prof. Balfour

Stewart's paper on magnetic declination, at the Physical

Society, considerable weight was attached to Carrington's

observation of a solar outburst observed on September i, 1859,

and the simultaneous occurrence of a movement of the magnetic

needles at the Kew Observatory.

Nearly twenty-seven years have now elapsed since the event

referred to took place, and both the sun's surface and the

magnets have been under observation thousands of hours since

that time.

Hundreds of magnetic movements similar to that above men-

tioned have been recorded since, and I should deem it a great

favour if any correspondent would either inform me of the time

or time< of similar outbreaks to that seen by Carrington, if such

have been observed, or refer me to any published accounts of the

phenomena.
Carrington's paper is published in the Monthly Notices of the

R.A.S. vol. XX. p. 13. G. M. Whipple
Kew Observatory, April 12

Aurora

A BRIGHT Polar light was observed here on March 30 from

8 to II o'clock p.m., how long it had lasted I cannot tell. At

8 o'clock only flashes of a pale blue were seen about the

Pleiades; their brightness was changing very quickly; at 11

o'clock across the whole northern sky there lay the well-known

dark segment with the bright arch above ; from the latter only

a few reddish beams of light were seen emerging.

Konigsberg i. Preussen H. Fritsch

Was it an Earthquake?

Yesterday morning (Thursday, April 8), at 5.35, the door

of my room vibrated regularly for about three or four seconds.

I did not perceive any motion of the room itself. I was up at

the time, and quite still. Perhaps the best way of finding out

whether anyone else experienced anything of the same nature, so

as to determine whether it was in any way connected with an

earthquake, is to write to Nature.
Ladbroke Gardens, W., April 9 A. Trevor Crispin

" Radical " or " Radicle "

Mr. Madan in his amusing letter last week (p. 533) raises a

point which has doubtless often caused the comments of teachers.

I think "aparlical of reasoning" at least can be adduced in

favour of "radical." In this paradoxical world it is not sur-

prising to find that "radical" is the "conservative" and "con-

stitutional " spelling, and that " radicle " is a radical alteration

in a centenarian word. For next year will be the hundredth

anniversary of what was, if I am not mistaken, the first use of

the word by Guyton de Morveau. It seems to have long

retained its French spelling, and I think it would be a pity to

alter one which thus recalls to the memory a host of great

names, and perhaps more than any other single word in che-

mistry suggests the international brotherhood of scientific men.

Of course Mr. Madan's protest has force from the grammatical

point of view; it may also be urged that " radicle " is English

for the French "radical." But from the chemical standpoint

surely the "radical" is as much a "stem" as a "root"? For

instance toluene is either CoHsCCHj), or CH3(C„H5), and it

would be arbitrary to select from a very limited number of

reactions the "root" in prussic acid, H.CN, C.NH, or
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N.CH. Many chemists prefer "grouping," a safer word
often used by Prof Odling in his lectures.

After all, the question is really a gnat amongst the camels of

our present nomenclature in organic chemistry. The sooner the

last straw comes the better. What would Morveau or

Lavoisier say, for instance, to " dimethyldiethylhydro.vytri-

methylenecarboxylic acid (i, 3, 2, 3, 2, i)," in Dr. Parkin,

Junr's., paper, Joui-nal Chem. Soc, 1S85, p. 807? Chemists

who doubt the propriety of spelling a word in two ways must
have e.xces^ive sympathy with the geographers who are trying

to get their brethren to select one of over forty different

"spellings" of Fuchau or Foo-Chow. J. F. Heyes
12, Merton Street, O.vford, April 12

Square Bamboo
Nature was so good as to publish (August 27, 1885), a

communication from Mr. W. T. Thiselton Dyer in relation to

my discovei-y of the square bamboo. Supplementary to the in-

formation therein given I send the following which I have just

met with in a Chinese work:— " It grows wild in the north-

eastern portion of Yunnan on the sequestered mountains of

Takuan-ting and Chenhsing-Chou, to which in spring men,
women, and children resort for cutting its shoots, which they tie

in bundles and send to market. It is prized above all other

bamboo shoots as an esculent." D. J. Macgowan
Wenchau, Febraary 8

Ferocity of Animals

Although the animals in question are not rats, it may in-

terest Mr. Romanes to hear that some years since a friend was
on a railway journey in the north, having with him two large

dogs. These were confined together in the brake-van. During
the journey one of these dogs {a bull-dog) attacked and seriously

injured the other (a retriever, if I remember rightly), although

ordinarily they were very much attached to one another. Jly

friend's idea was that the bull-dog became frightened at the

motion of the train, which oscillated considerably, and imagined

that the other dog was the malefactor. This may be merely

theory, but the case perhaps is worth noting. Unu.s
Birkbeck Institute, April 6

MR. rSRBEEK ON KRAKATAO
T\ T R. Yerbeek's work on the Krakatab eruption has
^'-'- now been completed. The first part, which deals

principally with the history of the great eruption, came
out more than a year ago, and has been made accessible

to English readers in a French translation. It was de-

sirable, says Mr. Verbeek, in his introduction to the

second part, of which an abstract is given here, that

that portion of the work should appear as soon as pos-

sible, to contradict the many untrue statements that had
found their way into the newspapers, and even been
partially adopted in scientific magazines.
The second part, a quarto volume of some 500 pages,

with additional drawings and maps, which will likewise

shortly appear in French, gives an account of the pheno-
mena observed both during and after the eruption, besides

a description of the old Krakatab. Mr. Verbeek's task

has been a very laborious and comprehensive one, for

while the consecjuences of most eruptions are confined to

the immediate neighbourhood of the volcano, those which
followed the great Krakatao eruption have been observed
all over the earth, and have as much interest for the

hydrographer, the meteorologist, and the astronomer, as

for the geologist.

It may be said without exaggeration that the Krakatab
eruption has been the most remarkable catastrophe of

the kind of which the human race has kept a record, for,

though other eruptions, such as that of the Tomboro in

181 5, no doubt caused important atmospheric disturb-

ances, there were no instruments at that time to make
accurate observations, and thus they were lost for

science.

How invaluable the self-recording barometers and tide-

gauges have been on this occasion has been conclusively
shown, but the number of these instruments is compara-
tively small, and Mr. Verbeek hopes that his work may
lead to an increase of the number of barographs which
mark the atmospheric pressure as an unbroken curved
line, and especially of self-registering tide-gauges at
favourable points on the coasts, and on various islands in

the ocean.

In spite of the assistance Mr. Verbeek gratefully

acknowledges to have received from innumerable per-
sons in obtaining accurate information, he has had much
difficulty in sifting the often conflicting evidence. Even
now a few data are wanting, which will probably make an
appendix necessary.

As the work with which the Dutch Indian Government
had intrusted him would take a considerable time, they
wished him to issue a preliminary report ' which had
necessarily to be drawn up in a limited period before the
close examination of the volcanic substances could have
taken place. Mr. Verbeek had in consequence to modify
some of the views he expressed there. For instance, he
no longer considers the balls of marl to have been pro-
duced by a rapid revoh-ing motion of marl, mud, or sand,
because at a later period similar balls were found in clay-

stones, and thus were shown to have already existed

before the eruption. He was also obliged to give up the
notion that the dust found in snow and rain in various
parts of Europe was derived from Krakatab. A slight

inodification had to be made in the time when the four

greatest explosions occurred, and a more considerable
one in the time of the rising of the greatest wave. Hence
also the figures given for the medium depths of the sea

had to undergo an alteration. Finally, the composition
of some of the volcanic products was accurately deter-

mined by a later and more elaborate chemical analysis,

and it was proved that the percentage of silica given in

the short report is generally too large. Those are the
only modifications of any importance which Mr. Verbeek
says he had to make in the preliminary report.

The book—which he has spared no pains to make as com-
plete as possible, and which is indeed the most complete
work of the kind ever written—will, he hopes, serve as a
standard guide for any future eruption of the same magni-
tude that might still occur in this century. In such an
undesirable but not iinprobable contingency a great deal
of trouble will be saved by referring to its pages, where
information laboriously collected from innumerable sources

may be found, as well as elaborate calculations which
will not require to be repeated.

No hypotheses are oflered for explaining the unusual
number of volcanic phenomena in 1883, because every
certain foundation is wanting. If the cause of eruptions

is to be found in the first place in the water penetrating

from the surface into the interior of the earth, and if their

multiplicity must therefore be traced to the formation or

opening up of lines of dislocation, or to subterranean sub-

sidences, which both facilitate the access of water and
increase the pressure in the subterranean regions, there

still remains the question what specially produced these

I

altered conditions in 1S83.

A connection has been supposed to exist between the

volcanic phenomena on the earth and the intense activity

of the sun in that year. The maximum of the sunspot
period seems to fall on i8S4'o, thus a few months only

after the eruption. The interesting researches of Prof.

R. Wolf at Zurich have shown a connection between the

number of sunspots and the daily variation of the mag-
netic declination. At a maximum of the spots, therefore,

strong terrestrial magnetic currents might arise which
might produce chemical disturbances in the interior of

the earth that would be favourable to earthquakes or

eruptions ; but it must not be forgotten that at the

periods iS29'9, 1837 2, i848'i, iS6o'i, and iS70'6 maxima
^ This report appeared in Nature, vol. x.\x. p. 10.
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of sunspots likewise occurred, of which those of 1837 and
1870 were almost twice as great as the maximum of 1884,

whereas those years were not marked by any special vol-

canic activity. Mr. Verbeek cannot, therefore, see any
connection between the activity of the sun and that of

the earth in 1883, nor does he believe the position of the

earth with respect to the moon and sun had any relation

to the great eruption of August. The following is IVIr.

Verbeek's summary of what the eruption has specially

taught us :

—

(1) The extraordinary loudness of the sounds deserves,

in the first place, our attention. The substances were
shot out of the crater with great velocity up to a very

considerable height, and this was accompanied with de-

tonations which far surpassed in power all the sounds
with which we are acquainted. Never were sounds heard
over such a large area of the earth's surface during any
previous catastrophe. Some time ago, in the French
Academy (Cf/;///6'J- rendus du 9 Mars, 1S85), the possibility

even of the transmission of these sounds through the

earth's centre, straight to the antipodes of Krakatab, was
suggested. According to a communication from M. F. A.

Forel, reports were heard on August 26 on the Island of

Caiman-Brae in the Caribbean Sea (south of Cuba, 80°

W. long, from Greenwich, and 20° N. lat.). The exact hour
is not given ; but from the account it appears clearly

that the reports were heard in the daytime. (The sky was
clear. People ran to the shore to see whether a ship was
approaching, &c.) For several reasons it does not seem
to me very probable that these sounds proceeded from
Krakatao. In the first place, at the time of the great

eruption in the Straits of Sunda, there appear to have
been eruptions near the antipodes, though the details are

wanting. In the second place, it is probable, for other

reasons, that an earthquake or eruption occurred in or
near the Caribbean Sea. Thirdly, the time does not
agree ; for if, according to M. Forel, an hour be allowed
for the transmission of the sound through the earth's

centre, which is probably too little, the great detonations
of Krakatati could not have been heard at the antipodes
in the daytime, but only late in the evening of August 26.

(2) These stupendous detonations caused such violent

disturbances in the atmosphere that many objects at long
distances from the volcano underwent a corresponding
vibration of such intensity as to suggest the idea of an
earthquake.

(3) The formation also of an atmospheric disturbance
which propagated itself in very long air-waves round the
earth's surface is a phenomenon which had not yet been
observed in connection with eruptions, though other at-

mospheric disturbances had been previously understood
to have regular wave-motions.

(4) The phenomena of the green and blue sun and
moon, and of the beautiful red glow, had been already
observed after eruptions, but not with such intensity as
after August 1883.

(5) Though the truncated cones of many volcanoes
had been previously recognised as the remains of conical
mountains which had had their summits flattened by a
subsidence of the central part, we have here for the first

time witnessed a subsidence which agrees in dimensions
with the Tengger in East Java, known to be one of the
largest subsided crater areas in the world. The explana- i

tion, which was hitherto considered a doubtful one by
some on account of the enormous dimensions ascribed to

the subsided part, has been entirely confirmed by the
catastrophe at Krakata'b in 1883.

(6) The almost vertical section of the peak Rakata,'
accidentally formed by the eruption, has given us a very
valuable insight into the internal structure of a volcano.
Of course this formation is by no means the same in all

volcanic conical mountains ; thus for instance in many
_^ The old name, of which Kr.ikat.ru is a corruption, and which is still

given to the peak itself.

volcanoes the existence of a hollow space or a compact
kernel may be considered probable, though the Rakata
section does not exhibit this.

(7) By the subsidence into the sea of part of the peak,
waves arose which fai surpassed in elevation the biggest
ever formed in a storm. To this additional catastrophe,
which caused the inundation of the coasts in the Straits

of Sunda, the large number of victims of the Krakatab
eruption must be attributed.

(S) The propagation of this wave-motion is very remark-
able. Not only in the whole of the Indian Ocean, but even
in the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans, disturbances were
observed which were caused by the Krakatab wave.
Part of the disturbances, however, observed in the state

of the water on the coasts of America and Europe, which
were originally also attributed to Krakatab, must have
had another cause.

(9) It is known that, from the velocity with which the

wave-motion is propelled, the medium depth of the sea

may be calculated along its path. Upon the route from
Krakatab to South Georgia it is found that the rate of

velocity is equal to the extraordinary depth of 6340
metres. Over that track there lies to all appearance a

deep basin, the probable existence of which will, I hope,
be shortly confirmed by deep-sea soundings.

(10) Finally, a very remarkable result of the analysis

of the Krakata'b ashes deserves mention. These ashes,

namely, are the first rocks in which a very great number
of plagioclase species of felspar have been found together.

While in many rocks of volcanic origin various triclinic

felspar species (usually two) had been previously supposed
or shown to exist, it was proved for the first time by the

analysis of the Krakatab ashes that one rock may con-

tain a!/ the plagioclases, from the most basic to the most
acid. There appears, besides, a little sanidine. All

these felspars are, in this instance, products of the first

crystallisation, as the second crystallisation was prevented
by the sudden cooling and consolidation of the melted
rock magma. Tschermak's theory of felspar finds a

fresh support in this simultaneous presence of plagio-

clases whose specific gravity diminishes gradually from
that of pure anorthite to that of pure albite.

That which has been easily proved in this case by the

isolated condition of the crystals, we may take as highly

probable for many compact andesites, and even for a
large number of other eruptive rocks, namely, that

among the porphyritic felspars there are a variety of

species, which differ in specific gravity, and therefore

also in chemical composition.
If on two corresponding rectangular axes, with the

specific weights as abscissa, the analogous quantities of

plagioclase which a rock contains are put as ordinates,

a number of points are the result, of which the junction

gives a curve which may be called the " felspar curve " of

the rock. This curve must necessarily take a very dif-

ferent course for the different acid and basic stones.

It is a new and interesting task for petrographers to

determine the " felspar curve " of the principal eruptive

rocks.

THE PLEIADES
T T is a singular circumstance that the oldest-known mode
A of determining the seasons and directing the recurrent
operations of human industry, should also have been the
most widely diffused. Nor was this an obvious one. It

regarded directly neither of the two great luminaries,
which, as they move, might almost be said visibly to pay
out a golden cable of time ; but turned, instead, to a
comparatively inconspicuous, though beautiful and emi-
nently interesting, group of stars. The periodical shift-

ings in the sky of the sun and moon force themselves
upon the dullest apprehension ; one must, however, be
already something of an astronomer to take any close
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heed of stellar configurations. Yet all over the world, in

the northern and southern hemispheres, amongst Poly-

nesian and Australian savages, as well as under the sway

of Egyptian, Peruvian, Mexican, early Hellenic, and

Indian civilisations, traces are found of a primitive

calendar regulated by the risings and settings of the so-

called '' Seven Stars." '

Only 6 Pleiades, indeed, are usually visible, although

12, 14, even perhaps 16, have been made out without

optical aid by exceptionally keen and vigilant observers.

Hipparchus is probably the only astronomer of antiquity

who mentions the possibility of discerning a seventh

member of the family ; and he admits that it could be

seen only under a transparent sky and in the absence of

the moon. Thus Ovid's well-known line in reference to

the group,

—

" Quae septem did, se.'i tamen esse solent,"

—

quite correctly describes its ordinary visual aspect.

Nevertheless, it figures as septuple in the folk-lore of

well-nigh all the peoples of the globe, from the Baltic to

the Tropic of Capricorn ; and the aborigines of Victoria,

no less than Greek poets, have sought, by appropriate

inventions, to reconcile what was apparent with what was
assumed. It is altogether uncertain whether the story of

the " lost Pleiad" is a tradition or a myth,—whether it

commemorated an actual prehistoric occurrence, or

merely supplied by fable the unit wanting to complete a

consecrated number. There is no manner of doubt,

however, that it is cosmopolitan and immemorially an-

tique. Before dismissing it as an idle fancy, it may be

worth while to inquire into the probability of a real loss

of lustre in an originally manifest companion of Alcyone.

The spectroscope affords some grounds for a prhmi
facie presumption against marked variability in these

associated stars With one or two quite insignificant ex-

ceptions, they all shine with the bluish-white radiance,

and display the brilliant spectrum obscured only by
hydrogen-absorption, of which steadfast emission is

usually the concomitant. Usually, but not invariably.

There are noted instances to the contrary, which further

experience may perhaps multiply. It is, at any rate, cer-

tain that perplexing anomalies have hitherto been found

to affect photometric estimates of the Pleiades.

Very little reUance can in general be placed upon early

accounts of relative stellar brightness
;
yet it is startling

to find that Ptolemy enumerates four individuals of the

group, none of which can be identified with its now pre-

eminent member. Either, then, his description is strangely

misleading, or Alcyone was not, 1750 years ago, the

lucida of the collection. Francis Baily, who well knew
how to make allowance for ancient inaccuracy, considered

that this star, if observed at all by the Alexandrian

astronomer, must then hive been of far less magnitude
than now {Memoirs R. Astr. Soc, vol. xiii. p. 9). Further,

Abdurrahman Sufi, who professed, in the tenth century,

to have corrected, from personal observations, the cata-

logue of his predecessor, expressly states that Ptolemy's

quartette were re-specified by him as being the most con-

spicuous of the Pleiades (Flammarion, " Les Etoiles,"

p. 294). But Alcyone, as we have seen, was certainly not

amongst them. The leading position it still occupies was
first, some six centuries later, assigned to it by Tycho
Brahe. That there have been fluctuations of lustre

among its attendant stars has, by the recent inquiries of

Wolf and Lindemann, been rendered certain in a few

cases, and highly probable in many more. Room for

doubt on the point will presumably ere long be narrowly

limited. By means of his " wedge photometer," invented

for the special purpose of introducing harmony into the

light-measurements of the Pleiades, Prof Pritchard has

accumulated materials for future comparisons, vouched

' See R^ G. Haliburton's " Festival cf the Tead," aid Bunsen's "Die
Plyaden und der Thierkreis."

for as trustworthy by the satisfactory agreement be-

tween his estimates of magnitude and those arrived at

by Profs. Lindemann and Pickering. In the meantime
there is sufficient authentic evidence of variability in the

group to render the literal explanation of the disappear-

ance of the seventh daughter of Atlas a plausible one.

The oldest existing map of the Pleiades was constructed

by Maestlin in 1579. It deserves attention as a curiosity

of archaeological astronomy, and as exhibiting eleven stars,

discerned, of course, with the naked eye.' Galileo made
the first telescopic survey of the group, of which he
detected, with his feeble instrument, nearly 50, and
graphically recorded the positions of 36 components. De
la Hire, Cassini, and Jeaurat followed, the last mapping
and cataloguing at the Ecole Militaire, in 1782, 64
leading Atlantids {Mimoires de I'Ac. lies Sciences, 1779,

pub. 1782, p. 505). In publishing, in 1841, differential

measures, with the Konigsberg heliometer, of 52 of these

stars {Astr. Nach., No. 430)—besides Alcyone, the place

of which was fixed by observations in the meridian

—

Bessel had another end in view than mere enumeration.

He designed to establish a term of comparison from
which their mutual displacements might hereafter be
determined. And, in fact, the prospect of gaining some
real knowledge of such displacements would be still

remote, were it not for this anticipatory labour. Dr.

Gould was the first to turn it to account. He obtained,

it is true, only a negative result, but one memorable as

the earliest in sidereal science derived from the use of a

method then in its infancy, but now, within a score of

years, grown to be of overwhelming importance.

With an object-glass II inches in diameter, corrected

for the ultra-violet rays, Lewis M. Rutherfurd, of New
York, took, in 1S65, some admirable photographs of the

Pleiades {Observatory, vol. ii. p. 16). One of them, now
in the possession of the Royal Astronomical Society, re-

markably exemplifies the capabilities of the old collodion-

process. The time of exposure is not known, but was
probably short, since there is scarcely a trace of irradia-

tion, and the stellar impressions are minute and beautifully

distinct. They are thus peculiarly susceptible of exact

measurement. The right ascensions and declinations of

nearly fifty Pleiades, hence deduced by Gould, showed so

close an agreement with Bessel's, as to make it fairly

certain that no appreciable change in their relations had
taken place within a quarter of a century.

This conclusion was somewhat modified by the results

of M. C. Wolf's laborious investigation at Paris ten years

later {Annates de I'Observatoire, t. xiv. 1877)—probably
the last aiming at exhaustiveness for which merely visual

data will furnish the materials. His chart includes all

stars down to the 14th magnitude, to the number of 625,

contained in a rectangle 135' by 90', in which Alcyone

occupies a nearly central position. Of these, 571 are cata-

logued, while the places of 79 are determined with the

utmost nicety, and compared with those assigned at

Konigsberg. The upshot went to show unmistakably a

community of backward drift, reflected from our own
advance through space. Alcyone has a well-marked,

though small, proper motion, in a direction exactly oppo-

site to that of the solar translation. The invariability of

relative situation in its crowd of companions, inferred

by Gould in 1866, hence really amounted to a demonstra-

tion of the existence of a physical tie between them. For

it proved that the whole cluster was pursuing an identical

line of march in the sky. Even though that march be

purely a parallactic effect, the force of the argument

remains untouched. Unanimity in apparent movement
implies a real aggregation equally with unanimity in rapid

actual progress.

Other, and if possible more cogent, proofs of the close

relationship of these clustered stars are now, however,

For a map by Miss Airy of 12 Pleiades from ocular view see Monilily

Notices, vol. xxiii. p. 175.
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gradually becoming available. The presence of minute
displacements connected with the internal economy of

the system, emerged pretty clearly from Wolf's inquiries

;

although their direction and amount remained little more
than conjectural. The main fact indicated is that of an
extraordinary complexity in the governing plan of the as-

semblage. It appears to embrace a great number of

binaries, and at least one triple star, which pursue their

separate revolutions independently of the higher systemic

relations which no doubt bind and sway them. Each of

the pairs, for instance, numbered 9, 10, and 31, 32, on
Bessel's list, gives signs of orbital movement ; while the

beautiful little triangle of Sth-magnitude stars close by
Alcyone is (seemingly) in slow process of deformation.

Fresh evidence was deduced from a set of elaborate

measurements of forty stars in the Pleiades, completed by
Prof Pritchard in 1884. To fourteen amongst the

number, two independent processes were found applic-

able. Meridian observations extending over 130 years

afforded, when reduced, the means of ascertaining their

absolute co-ordinates and proper motions ; and these

were compared \\ith the results of micrometrical deter-

minations of relative position at Konigsberg, Paris, and
Oxford, 1838 to 1 880. Both methods agreed in pointing

to certain shiftings inter sc,]ml, as it were, nascent, and
demanding a further lapse of time for the development of

the scheme they are conducted upon. Enough, however,
was made out to show plainly that no mere incongruities

of proper motion, or perspective displacements consequent
on change in our own point of view, were concerned, but
real effects of gravitative action amongst a group of

mutually connected bodies.

Thus at last we seem to be on the verge of learning

something of the interior mechanism of a star-cluster, the

extraordinary difficulty of the problems presented by
which has hitherto almost silenced speculation. The
facilities for collecting the necessary data offered by the

recent enormous improvements in stellar photography,
will doubtless help to stimulate the inquiry, as well as to

assure its conclusions.

Our readers are already familiar with the first results

in photographic star-charting secured by means of an
apparatus constructed (as to its optical part) by MM.
Paul and Prosper Henry, and mounted in the garden of
the Paris Observatory in April 18S5. These have been fol-

lowed by four photographs of the Pleiades, taken respect-

ively on November 16, December 8 and 9,and January 8, of
surpassing beauty and interest. The exposure was in

each case of three hours, during which long period the
following of the diurnal movement appears to have been
absolutely perfect. No mechanism is adequate to effect

this with the requisite nicety ; the eye and hand of the

operator are an indispensable adjunct. An ili-inch
telescope, adapted for visual use, inclosed in the same
metallic tube with a photographic object-glass 134 inches
in diameter, serves accordingly as a channel of communi-
cation with the sky, through which the progress of the
operation is surveyed, and timely notice derived of the
need for controlling incipient inequalities.

On the plates thus exposed, above a thousand stars—all

presumably belonging to the same magnificent cluster

—

are clearly imprinted. They range down to the 17th
magnitude, many of them being beyond the power of any
telescope hitherto constructed to disclose to the eye. But
the retentive "photographic retina" has time on its side.

Such extraordinary success in registering the faintest

objects necessarily implies considerable over-exposure in

regard to bright ones. It is indeed found that the time
of poxc for a star of the sixteenth is no less than one
million times than for one of the first order of lustre (MM.
W^xvcy, La Nature. December 5, 1885). This disparity

constitutes perhaps the most serious drawback to the
photographic metliod of charting. It has, however, the
counterbalancing advantage of supplying tolerably accu-

rate indications of magnitude in the varying size of the

stellar disks.

The importance of these remarkable pictures is one
which the lapse of centuries must tend to heighten. They
will place future astronomers in possession of documentary
evidence of ever-growing value. Their historical function,

however, does not stand alone. They have also unex-
pectedly served the purpose of present discovery. A
small nebula of a spiral form, encircling the 5th-magnitude
star Maia, of which no visual trace had ever been per-

ceived, comes out with surprising intensity on all four

plates. It consists of a single whorl resembling a strongly-

curved cometary train, and extends on one side so as to

involve a minute adjacent star, which might be thought

to play the part of a secondary nucleus. The configura-

tion recalls the tendency to a duplicate structure visible

in the great spiral in Canes Venatici, as well as in other

similar formations. The photographic strength, in pro-

portion to the curious optical weakness of the new nebula,

suggests that its rays are situated mainly in the upper
part of the spectrum, and that it is of a gaseous constitu-

tion. Spiral nebute conform to no fixed rule in this

respect. The first recognised and most striking member
of the class (that in Canes, 51 Messier) emits continuous

light, while several others show bright lines. Amongst
these would most probably be found the specimen just

discovered, were it possible tq submit its feeble light to

analysis. This probability is greatly strengthened by
Mr. Lockyer's recent detection in the spectrum of Maia
of bright lines, as yet, however, undetermined in regard

to position.

Photographic discovery led the way to, and was quickly

followed by, visual detection. On February 8 Admiral
Mouchez communicated to the Paris Academy of Sciences

a telegram from M. Struve announcing that the Maia
nebula had just been successfully observed with the 30-

inch Clark achromatic recently mounted at Pulkova.

This promising debut by the largest refractor yet con-

structed, encourages the hope that the limit of useful size

has not yet been reached.

The singular vortex round Maia is not the only nebula

in the Pleiades. At Venice, on October 19, 1859, M.
Tempel, who had then lately exchanged his profession of

an engraver for that of an astronomer, discovered an ex-

tensive nebulosity of an elliptical form, encompassing, and
stretching southward from, the star Merope. The history

of its subsequent observation is not a little curious. Un-
accountable discrepancies have perplexed the evidence

of its existence. Some of the finest instruments in the

world have persistently refused to disclose it, while at

times it has been plainly visible with glasses too insig-

nificant to serve as their finders. Messrs. Hough and
Burnham have uniformly failed to perceive it with the

great Chicago refractor. Prof. Pritchard, during the

whole course of his assiduous study of the group, has

never detected a nebulous indication connected with any

of the stars composing it. D'Arrest only succeeded in

seeing it in 1862 after two years of fruitless searching, and
considered it the faintest object he had ever viewed with

the I i-inch Copenhagen refractor {Astr. Nach., No. 1393).

Nevertheless Schiaparelli, February 25, 1875, found it to

extend past the star Electra as far as Ceteno, and gave

it as his opinion that it was a striking object in a clear

sky {Astr. Nach., No. 2045). The late Dr. Schmidt, of

Athens, had no doubt at all of its variability. Mr. Lewis

Swift, of Rochester (N.Y.), on the other hand, who,

unaware that it e.xisted, " ran upon it " accidentally in

1874, watched it carefully during seven years without

perceiving a sign of change (^Monthly Notices, vol. xlii.

p. 107). Its presence is to him palpable. A 2-inch

aperture with a power of 25 suffices to reveal it. M.
Tempel himself has always seen it in its original form.

Mr. Maxwell Hall, in Jamaica, has never looked for it in

vain with his 4-inch achromatic. Schonfeld described it
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as " very distinct and immediately conspicuous " (Tempel,
Monthly Notices, vol. xl. p. 622).

The truth seems to be that, whether variable or not, it

is one of the most sensitive objects in the sky. The
slightest haze suffices to obliterate it. Air so translucent

as to allow 13th or 14th magnitude stars to shine clearly

may still contain mist enough to shroud the iVIeropc

nebula. Nor will it endure high magnification. Its scanty
rays need to be condensed into a small image to become
sensible, while, in the restricted field of a great telescope,

they are apt to leave the eye unaffected for want of a con-
trasted black background. Even the enormous light-

grasp of the Rosse reflector was unavailing to show this

delicate object until the lowest possible powers were
applied. Idiosyncracies both of instruments and ob-

servers have besides tended to widen divergences of

opinion. Some eyes appear to be incapable of discerning
an illumination so faint and diffused. Nay, telescopes of

equal apertures are not perhaps devoid of " personality
"

regarding it.

Still more difficult to explain than its anomalous invisi-

bility, are the differences in its aspect when seen. Gold-
schmidt made the supposed discovery in 1863 {Les
Mondes, t. iii. p. 529) that it was no isolated forma-
tion, but a spur or projection inwards from a vast

nebulosity 5° in diameter, in which a blank central space
similar to that left clear for the trapezium in the Orion
nebula, was occupied by the entire group of the Pleiades

And Wolf, after careful consideration, adopted this view
in 1876. Other observers have seen several distinct

patches in lieu of the large misty ellipse, about 35' by 20',

in which M. Tempel could just distinguish the beginnings
of two nuclear condensations. Engelmann's map of the

Pleiades, published in 1876 (in Bd. ii. of Bessei's ^M(;«(/-
lungen), shows a mere nebulous wisp to the south of, and
apparently unconnected with, Merope. Two such were
observed by MM. Baillaud and Andri^, at Paris, March 7,

1874, and form the regular aspect of the nebula as viewed
with Mr. Pratt's S-inch mirror. Mr. Common's great

speculum disclosed to him, February 3, 1880, a triple

and considerably scattered group, with unmistakable
symptoms of an extension north-west towards Electra.

Now at last the camera steps in as arbiter between con-

flicting observations. The Paris photographs decide at

once the Merope nebula to be no such illusory object as

has sometimes been supposed. It really exists ; but in a

shape at present strangely varied from that of its earlier

appearances. Only its position on either side of the star

Merope identifies the irregularly striated formation visible

on the plates, with the uniform train of almost evanescent
luminosity recorded in M. Tempel's skilful drawings.

Comparison with future autographic pictures will

quickly and easily settle the question of its variability.

As yet there is little positive, though some presumptive,
evidence for the affirmative. Hind's and Chacornac's
admittedly variable nebulae are situated not far off, one in

the head, the other near the tip of the right horn, of

Taurus. And it is unquestionable that some kinds of

sidereal phenomena tend to localise themselves in certain

quarters of the sky. There is, moreover, reason to

believe that a nebula has vanished from the heart of the

cluster itself Such an object is marked on Jeaurat's

chart of the Pleiades (published in 1782) in connection
with a pair of small stars nnmbered by Bessel 31 and 32.

These lie about half a lunar diameter north of Pleione, in

a quarter where no vestige of nebulosity can now be dis-

tinguished ; so that the possibility is excluded of Jeaurat's

having merely anticipated subsequent discoveries. The
stars 31 and 32 form a binary system already giving
signs of mutual revolution ; and one of them (No. 32) is

considered by Lindemann as variable. If any weight
attached to Jeaurat's estimates of brightness, there could
be no doubt about the matter, since he stated them to be
respectively of 7th and 4th magnitudes, while Bessel

found them both of the 8th. Jeaurat's authority in photo-

metry, it is true, is of the lowest
;
yet it is hard to believe

that his eye can have represented to him a difference of

three whole orders between two equal stars, visible side

by side in one field of his telescope.

Stellar fluctuations have so frequently been observed

to be associated with nebulous surroundings, that it is

worth noting, as at least a coincidence, that neither

Merope nor Maia is exempt from a strong suspicion of

variability. The latter, according to M. Wolf, is slowly

gaining lustre ; the former oscillates through a range of

one magnitude.
The stars of the Pleiades are immeasurably far off.

None of them has any sensible parallax ; and we are thus

uninformed as to their intrinsic lustre, mutual distance, or

gravitating mass. It is, however, easy to compute the

dimensions of the group relatively to its remoteness from
ourselves.^ A circle described from Alcyone with a radius

of 48' includes all its principal stars. Only one of Bessel's

53 falls outside it. We may then take the globular mass
of the cluster to be of this apparent size, disregarding

the stellar streams external to it as being, more or less,

outliers. Now, since the sine of an angle of 48' is to

radius as (in round numbers) I : 71, it follows that the

furthest of the suns congregated into the nuclear group
under consideration, are just 71 times as distant from us

as from the centre of their own system. Consequently,

Alcyone blazes upon them with 5000 times the lustre

it displays to us, or as a star about 86 times the brilliancy

of Sirius. It would still, however, seem a star rather

than a sun. Even from the distance of Neptune, our

own central luminary must outshine Alcyone, as viewed,

say, from Atlas or Taygeta, fully 77,000 times.

The glimpse afforded by recent investigations of the

structure of the Pleiades group is a very surprising one.

We find in it a miniature sidereal system, the richness

and variety of which bewilder theoretical conceptions,

and recall, as analogous, the accumulated wonders of the

Magellanic clouds. Nebul* are discovered in most inti-

mate connection with lucid stars, and in suspicious rela-

tions to their luminous vicissitudes, while themselves

possibly subject to strange alternations of visibility.

Stars of all orders are included in one vast assemblage,

some doubtless magnificent orbs, of many times the

radiance of our sun ; others as inferior to them perhaps

as the moons of Mars to Jupiter. The distribution of

these bodies appears to be no less varied than their size.

Groups are collected within the main group, systems

revolve apart, the subordination of which to the laws of

a general federative union leaves their internal liberty of

movement unshackled. It is not, indeed, certain that a

dynamical equilibrium of the whole subsists. Hints of

a centrifugal tendency have been caught by M. Wolf,

suggesting that an impulse of separation may at present

be the predominating one. Possibly, then, Mr. Stone's

curious observations on the slowly divergent proper

motions of some southern stars, apparently the remnants

of broken-up systems, may exemplify the inscrutable

destinies in store for the unnumbered stars of the

Pleiades. A. M. Clerke

NOTES
Science was en fete -aX the Mansion House on Tuesday night,

when the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress received the Presi-

dents and Members of Council of the Royal and other principal

Learned Societies. Everything passed off in the most admir-

able way, and the presence of about 100 ladies, as well as of

200 of our representative men of science, made the gathering a

very brilliant as well as a very remarkable one. The present

" As was done by the Rev. J. Michcll in 1767 (Phil. Tnvis., vol. Ivii.

P- 257)-
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Lord Mayor is entirely to be congratulated on this new

departure.

On Monday last the galleries in the west wing of the British

Museum, hitherto occupied by natural history objects which have

been removed to South Kensington, were thrown open to the

public. Besides a rare collection of objects of Oriental art,

sacred and profane, the galleries are now the home of the ethno-

graphical collections belonging to the British Museum, including

the famous Christy Collection presented by the trustees to the

nation. When Mr. Christy died in 1865 he left his prehistoric

and ethnographical collections, together with a sum of money,

to four trustees, with power to dispose of them to any existing

institution, or to create an institution for them if this course

should prove desirable. One portion of the collections had been

arranged prior to Mr. Christy's death by Mr. Steinhauer of

Copenhagen, and the trustees decided on offering this to the

British Museum, together with a selection of objects of the same

kind made from the remainder of the collections. This offer

was accepted in 1866, bul, owing to the crowded state of the

National Collection, a temporary place of deposit was taken at

103, Victoria Street, formerly occupied by Mr. Christy. Here

the scattered collections were brought together and incorporated

with that arranged by Mr. Steinhauer ; various additions were

made from time to time during the past twenty years, either by

presentation, or by purchase from the income arising from the

sum left by Mr. Christy for the purpose of maintaining the col-

lection. The ethnographical portion has now been removed to

the British Museum, and is incorporated with the collections

previously in the Museum. One provision of the gift by the

trustees to the nation was that the collection should be actually

placed in the British Museum, and exhibited there, and as this

condition was not fulfilled until Monday last, it Ibllows that it

was only on and from that day that the Christy Ethnographical

Collection became the national property. The prehistoric col-

lection will, in like manner, be incorporated with the pre-

historic collections already in the British Museum, and will

shortly be arranged in the room between the top of the staircase

and the ethnographical collection.

Of the new galleries and their contents it would be impossible

to speak adequately here. They do not yield their secret in the

course of a few cursory visits ; each one of the many sections is

a study in itself, and will engage the attention of the ethnologist

and of the student of Cu'twgcschichien. The first room con-

tains, on the left, the arms and armour of the civilised nations of

Asia, from the Burgess, Meyrick, and Henderson collections,

while the other side is occupied by the weapons and implements

of the less civilised or barbarous Asiatic peoples ; these come

from Borneo, the Nicobars, Ceylon, theKhonds of Orissa, tribes

inhabiting parts of Burmah and Northern Siam, the Nagas of

Assam, the Ainos, and the tribes of Northern Asia. The second

room is occupied by the utensils, weapons, implements, dress,

&c., of Java, Sumatra, Australia, and New Guinea on the left;

and on the right by those of Borneo, the Asiatic islands, Micro-

nesia, and New Zealand. The last is an excellent collection, and

one which it would be now very difficult, if not impossible, to

collect again. The third room is devoted to the Pacific islands, to

New Ireland, New Britain, the Solomon Islands, Fiji, the Harvey,

Society, Friendly, Samoan, and Savage Islands. The centre of this

room is occupied by two magnificent specimens of the canoes of

the Solomon islanders. This room also contains the Sandwich

Islands collection, which is now absolutely priceless, for it could

never again be obtained. The fourth room is nearly wholly

devoted to .'\frica, but the American collection (which appears

to be greatly cramped for space) overflows into it. On the left

we have South and West Africa represented, and North

America ; on the right we have the Marquesas and Easter

Island, Madagascar, Eastern Central Africa, Abyssinia, North

Africa, and Arctic America. The fifth and last room is pos-
sibly the most interesting and valuable of all. It is devoted to

America, We commence on the left with the Ancient West
Indies, which are mainly represented by stone implements ; this

is succeeded by a wonderful collection representing Ancient
Mexico. Here also stone implements and pottery (especially

the latter) abound ; then come Central America and New
Granada, and finally an invaluable collection representing the
Inca civilisation of Ancient Peru. On the right of this room
the collections from Modern Mexico, North-Western and Arctic
America are placed. In this abounding wealth of ethnological

objects it is difficult to specify one section which attracts the eye
more than another. Each visitor, accordmg to his tastes and
course of study, will select for hi uself, but, as we have already

suggested, the New Zealand, Sandwich Island, Ancient West
Indian, Ancient Peruvian, and Ancient Mexican collections are

probably unrivalled elsewhere in the world. When the pre-

historic collections shall have been arranged, the British

Museum will have at last materials for the illustration of the

history of mankind worthy of the British nation.

We understand that Mr. John Smith, Curator of the Royal
Gardens, Kew, has, in consequence of ill-health, resigned his

appointment, which he has held for a period of twenty-two
years.

A STRONGLY supported memorial has been presented to the

Lord President of the Council, urging the desirability of esta-

blishing a Medical Faculty and an Engineering School at Cardiff,

in connection with the University College of South Wales.

Forcible reasons are given for the establishment of the former

in so thickly populated a region ; and as several of the subjects

required for medical students are already taught at Cardiff, it

need not be difficult to supplement them, so as at least to carry

medical studies to all but the final stage for the medical de-

gree. As to an Engineering School, it is pointed out—that

the engineering and colliery interests in the district are second

to none in the world, while the rapidity of their growth has

been unparalleled in our national history ; that the urgent need

for the establishment of a Faculty of Engineering in connection

with the University College of South Wales and Monmouth-
shire is shown by the fact that no less than 90,000 skilled work-

men are employed in the vast collieries, and in the iron, steel,

tin, copper, chemical, and general engineering works of the

district ; that tho,ie who direct and manage the operations of

these large industries (at a low estimate in number more than

4000 persons) must at present, in order to obtain a technical

training, proceed to distant parts of the United Kingdom or to

the Continent ; so that for the great bulk of the people there

are insuperable difficulties in the way of that higher education

which is becoming more and more necessary in the face of the

growing competition with Continental nations, and the greater

advantages in the way of technical education offered by Ger-

many, France, and other countries. It is to be hoped that

Government will grant the prayer of the petition, and provide

the funds necessary to establish the necessary Chairs.

It is intended to hold a Photographic Exhibition in Glasgow,

in the Corporation Galleries of Art, during July, .Vugust,

and September, 18S6. The E.\hibition will comprise :

—

(I.) Illustrations of the history of photography, early daguerreo-

types, calotypes, &c. ; (II.) photographic instruments, materials

and appliances, lenses, cameras, chemicals, &c. ; (III.) illustra-

tions of modern processes in photography
;
(IV. ) applications of

photography: portraiture, landscape photographs, architecture,

reproductions of pictures, drawings, etchings, and engravings,

photolithographs, photogravures, copying plans, maps, mechanical

drawings, illustration of books, decoration of glass, pottery, &c.

,

astronomy, meteorology, microscopy, &c. The object of the Kxhi-
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bition is to illustrate the history and development of photography,

and to show the numerous and important applications of the art

to science, art, and industry. All objects selected for exhibition

will be chosen with the view of promoting the educational value

of the collection. The elements of competition and trade will

not enter into the Exhibition, nor will there be any prize offered

to exhibitors. Portraits will be shown only in so far as they may
serve to illustrate the various methods of portrait photography,

or special features of size, treatment, &c. Landscapes may be

accepted on account of the interest of the subject, as well as for

technical excellence. Reproductions of art objects will be

received both as illustrations of processes and for the artistic

interest and importance they possess. Communications respect-

ing the business of the Exhibition should be addressed to the

Secretary of the Museum and Galleries Committee, Town
Council, Glasgow.

Mr. George R. Rogerson, an old pupil of the College, has

presented his valuable astronomical observatory to the Council

of Liverpool College. The instruments include an equatorially-

mounted refracting telescope, a spectroscope with ten prisms, a

micrometer, and also an astronomical library.

An important essay on micro-chemical reactions has just been

published in Brussels by MM. Klement and Renard. Availing

themselves of the published researches of Boricky, Behrens,

Streng, Lehmaun, Haushofer, and others, combined with

the results of their own extensive researches, the authors have

produced the most complete account of the subject which has

yet appeared. They describe the methods of research and the

reactions, simple and characteristic, by which compounds of more
than fifty elementary bodies may be identified in minute crystals

recognisable under the microscope. They also give a brief

description of the processes of isolation and identification appli-

cable to such compounds as the mineral constituents of rocks.

The value of the treatise is much enhanced by the accompanying
plates, eight in number, comprising nearly 100 figures of the

foiTns of crystals obtained by the various reactions described in

the text.

An International Congress of Cliniatologistsand Hydrologists
is appointed to meet at Biarritz during the first week in October.

The co-operation of the various medical, hydrological, and
meteorological societies of France has been received ; the

Minister of Commerce will open the first meeting on October i,

and Dr. Durand-Fardel of Paris will be the President. The
object of the Congress will be to assemble specialists from every

country to discuss questions connected wdth hydrology and
climatology. Excursions are to be made to various watering-

places in the Pyrenees.

The sale of a" considerable portion of the celebrated Godcffroy
Ethnological Collection from the South Sea Islands, at Hamburg,
to the Leipzig Museum, has already been recorded. The
portion thus sold appears to have been mortgaged by the owner,
and the sale was made by the mortgagees. The remaining part,

which was not mortgaged, and which included very valuable
zoological and palreontological collections, as well as a compre-
hensive collection of woods from the South Seas, has just been
purchased by the city of Hamburg for 85,000 marks.

Mrs. Ogilvie, of Sizewell House, has presented 1300/. to
the Ipswich Museum, to clear off the debt attaching to the
building.

The Municipal Council of Paris at its sitting of the 29th ult.

resolved to vote a sum of 5000 francs to M. Georges Poucher,
to enable him to continue his investigations into the course of
Ihe Gulf Stream.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus 9 )

from India, presented by Mrs. Carter ; a Black-eared Marmoset

{Hapale penicillata) from South-East Brazil, presented by Mr. A.

Evershed ; two Three- toed Sloths {Bradyfus tridactylus) from

British Guiana, presented by Capt. Hicks ; a Crested Porcupine

{Hystrix cristata) from Ceylon, presented by Miss C. S. Simp-

son ; a Crested Porcupine {Hystrix cristata) from South Africa,

presented by the Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S. ; a Black-

backed Jackal (C««/V 7ursome!as) from South Africa, presented

by Mr. John Hewat ; an Indian Antelope {Antilope cervicapra)

from India, presented by Capt. J. C. Robinson ; a Herring Gull

{Lurus argeiUatiis)^ British, presented by Capt. H. G. Alex-

ander ; a Ceylonese Hanging Parrakeet (Loriculiis asiaticus)

from Ceylon, presented by Mr. C. W. Rosset ; a Clouded Tiger

{Felts macroceiis] from Assam, a Burchell's Zebra {Equus

burchelli i ) from South Africa, two Globose Curassows {Crax

gloHcera 9 9) from Central America, deposited ; two Black-

footed Penguins {Spheniscus demersns) from South Africa, pur-

chased ; a Lesser Koodoo {Slrepsica-os imberbis £ ) from Somali

Land, a Ruddy Sheldrake
(
Tadorna casarca), European, received

in exchange ; two Black-backed Jackals (Gj«;> mesomelas), an

Eland {Oreas canna t), born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Parallax of Nova Andromed.^.—Prof. Asaph Hall,

writing under date February 12, in the American Journal of
Science, states that this star was then very near the limit of visi-

bility in the great refractor of the Washington Observatory. It

had thus in five months faded down from " the limit of visibility

to the naked eye to that in a 26-inch telescope." Led by the

suggestion of Prof. Peters that it would be interesting to test the

parallax of such a star, Prof. Hall began on September 29 a

series of measures of the Nova, referring it by means of polar

co-ordinates to a known star of the eleventh magnitude, distant

from it a little less than 2'. The measures do not, in Prof.

Hall's opinion, show any proof of a parallax, though they indi-

cate perhaps a diminution of the apparent distance from the com-
parison star. The variation in the brightness of the star would,

however, be likely to affect the measures. The star was too

faint for the measures to be continued after February 7.

Prof. Hall mentions favourably Mr. \V. H. Monck's sugges-

tion {Oliserralory, vol. viii. p. 335) that the Nova may have
been a swiftly-moving star "that in rushing through the nebula
had been set on fire like a meteor in our atmosphere."

M. Lcewy's Method of Determining the Elements
OF Refraction.—Mr. Gill, writing on the subject of M.
Lcewy's proposal to determine the elements of refraction

by means of a reflecting prism placed in front of the object-

glass of an equatorial (Nature, vol. xxxiii. p. 303), whilst

expressing his appreciation of the merits of the French
sa7'ant's scheme, suggests that, in place of having the

tube of the telescope fixed and the prism movable with respect

to it, it would be better to have the prism rigidly attached to the

objective, the micrometer threads being parallel to the line of

intei'section of the reflecting surfaces of the prism, and the whole
tube capable of rotation round its axis. By this arrangement a

sufficiently firm connection would be established between the prism
and themicrometer, and the necessity of calculating the direction of

the line of measurement bythelatterwouldbeentirelyobviated. It

is also pointed out by Mr. Gill that the carrying out ofM. Loewy's
plan necessitates the construction of a complete special appara-
tus, but that it would be comparatively easy to adapt the modern
heliometer to this kind of observation. It would only be neces-
sary to mount the prism symmetrically in front of the object-

glass, so that the line of intersection of the reflecting surfaces

should be at right angles to the line of section of the object-

glass, and to the axis of the heliometer. The observations
would then be made by bringing the images of the two stars

into coincidence near the centre of the field by symmetrical
movements of the segments of the objective, as in the ordinaiy
process of measurement with this instrument. This method of

observation is, in Mr. Gill's opinion, the most convenient and
the most accurate of all those known at the piesent time, and
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the advantage of precisely simultaneous measures Is a point of

considerable importance when one of the stars is at a low alti-

tude which is rapidly varying.

Discovery of Minor Planets.—Four new minor planets

were discovered in less than a week by Herr Palisa at the

Vienna Observatory—Nos. 254 and 255 on March 31, No. 256

on April 3, and No. 257 on April 5. All are about the

thirteenth magnitude.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 18S6 APRIL 18-24

/"pOR the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at
^ Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24,

is here employed.)

At Greenwich on April 18

Sun rises, 5h. cm. ; souths, llh. 5gm. l6'8s. ; sets, l8h. 59m. ;

decl. on meridian, 10° 54' N. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

Sh. 46m.

Moon (Full) rises, iSh. 58m. ; souths, oh. 24m.*; sets, 5h. 42m.*;
decl. on meridian, <f 13' S.

Mercury
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Alice Springs, is 2000 feet above the level of the sea. The
Finke River is described as the largest and most important in

Central Australia ; its southern part is now being re-explored

by Mr. Lindsay. On the whole it appears that Mr. Winneclce's

map and the details accompanying it add considerably to our

knov\ ledge of the geography of Central Australia.

The last census of the Hawaiian Archipelago, as compared
with that of 1S78, gives some curious results. In these six

years the pure natives have decreased from 44,088 to 40,014,
while the half-castes have increased from 3420 to 4218. The
Chinese immigrants in 1S7S numbered only 5916 ; in 1884 they

had increased threefold, their number being 17,931. In every

other respect the population increased. The Portujuese

labourers number 9377 against 436 ; immigrants from the United
States were 2066 against 1276; British subjects i?.S2 against

883 ; Germans 1600 against 272, and so on. The children born

in the archipelago of foreign parents increased from 947 in 187S

to 2040 in 1884. On the whole the population was 80,578 in

the latter year, against 57,985 in the former, although the natives

had diminished about 10 percent, in the six years. We thus havd
passing under our eyes the peaceful extinction of a race by the

operation apparently of natural laws. The Hawaiians govern

themselves under a sovereign of their own race, and under their

native conditions
;

yet they are rapidly disappearing, simply

through the presence of other races, without war or any other of

the direct causes to which the decay of native races is generally

attributed. The social conditions of the archipelago are an

interesting study just now from many points of view.

M. VAN GeOns, Chief Engineer and Inspector of Public

Works in Java, has lately been on a journey through that

and the neighbouring islands, of which he has published an

account. He speaks of the various Javan volcanoes, of which
much has been heard lately, and says that since the eruption of

Krakatab in 1883 the people live in comparative quiet. But
this calm is only apparent, for volcanic eruptions, always

numerous, are incessant. The volcanoes on the Island of Java
itself manifest everywhere great activity, but not so as to pro-

duce a serious cataclysm. Smeroc, which is the highest moun-
tain in the island, and its neighbours Bromo and Lamonyon,
are active from time to time. In 1885, for example, Smeroc
overwhelmad plantations and villages on its side with eruptive

matter. Merapi, in the centre of the island, shows constant

signs of life ; lava is constantly flowing from it, smoke and
steam are almost always visilMe at its summit, so that it is one
of the active volcanes of the world. M. van Geims reports

another curious phenomenon. After a period of extreme drought
continued rains have inundated one part of the country, while

there is an absolute want of water in other places which should
have it in abundance. This anomaly is attributed to the mon-
soons which blow irregularly, and which cause more anxiety to

the Javanese than their volcanoes.

THE MINES COMMISSION REPORT
npHE final report of the Accidents in Mines Commission has
-* been issued as a Blue Book. The report, which occupies

120 pages, is accompanied by minutes of the evidence taken
and numerous appendixes and diagrams. The report conclude-
with the following paragraphs, in which the Commissioners give

a summary of the most important subjects dealt with and of the
chief conclusions and recommendations based upon them :

—

Volumes of air sufficient for the ventilation of even the most
extensive collieries are capable of being passed through the

workings by means of properly constructed furnaces, or by
mechanical contrivances, such as are already in action at most of

the collieries. At a large number of collieries the sectional area

of the intake and return-air courses may be increased with
advantage. Where furnaces are used they should by preference

be in connection with dry and deep shafts, and should be pro-

vided with dumb drifts. Where mechanical contrivances are

employed they should be in such positions and placed under such
conditions as will tend to insure their being uninjured by an
explosion, and, if they are not provided altogether in duplicate,

there should be at least an engine in reserve. The improved
system of ventilation by ".splits" and the shortening of the air-

courses, as practised in the larger collieries, is a subject of great

importance, and we recommend tliat more general attention
should he given to it. It would conduce greatly to safety if the
system of carrying the intake air through two parallel drifts, of

which one may be used as the travelling road, were introduced

into workings likely to become extensive, and where mechanical

haulage is intended to be employed.
That the casualties due to falls of the roof and sides are much

more numerous than those due to any other causes is demon-
strated by the tabular statement given at the commencement of

this report. It is essential that all the officials and workmen in

mines should pay special attention to the careful propping of the

working places and travelling roads. In the north of England
the system of trusting mainly to officials (deputies) for the tim-

bering is found to answer well ; in South Wales and other dis-

tricts, where the roof, face, and sides are more liable to falls, the

system of the men limbering their own working places has been
found to be best.

We are of opinion, however, that in all cases the security of

the working places should be examined into by over-lookers once
at least in the course of each shift. Supervision has been greatly

enlarged in the last thirty-five years, and we find that there is

generally one official so employed to about twenty men, some-
times one even to eleven or twelve men. In order to reduce
the number of casualties from falls, we recommend the observance

of the following :

—

[a) The maintenance of ample supplies of

timber in localities convenient to the workmen ; (/') the proper

training of each miner to the be-t modes of timbering and of

otherwise protecting his working place ;
(c) the exercise of in-

crea-ed care on the part of the workmen in watching the roof,

sides, and face, and protecting themselves in time
;
{d) the

introduction, as far as possible, of arrangements with the work-
men which will make it their interest not to avoid the labour of

putting up the necessary timber, coj-walls, buildings, or nogs
for their proper protection

;
{e) the employment of special tim-

bermen or deputies for the timbering of main ways and also for

the repairing as well as drawing of timber ; (/) preventing

timber being left in the goaf of long wall workings, which would
have the effect of breaking the roof

; {g ) driving the working
places as rapidly as possible by shifts of an ample number of

workmen in each face, and .«o reducing the risk of falls and
exposing the least number of men to danger at any one time.

We are of opinion that by improved discipline and the exercise

of greater care by those employed in or travelling through engine

jilanes and other roadways the number of casualties comprised

under the head of "miscellaneous accidents" would be consider-

ably diminished. The practice in some collieries in South Wales
i^[ boys nmning in front of the horses and trams should be pro-

hiljited. The very numerous casualties under the heads of
" falls of roof and sides" and "miscellaneous accidents" are

due in great part either to carelessness or want of early training.

Looking to the importance of practical training, and of encourag-

ing boys to enter the mines at the ages specified by the Mines
Regulation Acts, we are of opinion that careful consideration

should be given to this point in connection with the administra-

tion of the Klementary Education Act.
We think that the experiments we have made on the pressure

of fire-damp in plugged bore holes in coal, a pressure sometimes
amounting to upwards of 400 lbs. on the square-inch, have thrown
much light upon the occurrence of sudden outbursts of gas. The
boring of holes upward or downward has been successfully tried

as a means of avoiding such outbursts, and we have little doubt
that the closer attention which is now paid to thorough stowing

and packing or building in the workings will contribute greatly

to the same end. It is almost impossible to account for many of

the accidents which have occurred in well-managed mines, some
of which have originated in the main-intake airways, except upon
the supposition that gas has suddenly invaded the workings from
the adjacent strata. Sudden outbursts of large quantities of gas,

accompanied by violent disniption of the floor, roof, or coal, are

fortunately rare, but smaller incursions of gas, accompanied by
falls of roof, or even without any apparent displacement of

ground, are comparatively frequent. We are of opinion that in

working fiery seams at great depth such abnormal discharges of

gas must occasionally occur, yet that they may be successfully

met by ample ventilation, good discipline, and efficient lamps.

While we recognise that variations of atmospheric pressure exert

an infiuence on the escape of gases which have accumulated in

cavities, and possibly to a slight extent on that of gases emitted

directly from the coal, we entertain great doubt as to the wisdom
of placing reliance on the issue of meteorological warnings.

These can at best only convey very imperfect informa-

tion, which, moreover, may be sometimes dangerously mis-

leading. We are of opinion that safety would be much more
likely to be insured by imceasing vigilance on the part of the
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officials and woilimen in the mine than liy any attention to such

explosions have been made the subject of careful study and com-
prehensive experiment by numerous workers since attention was

first drawn, about forty-two years ago, by Faraday and Lyell to

the functions exercised by coal-dust in "aggravating and ex-

tending the injurious effects of fire-damp explosions." The
results and conclusions which have been arrived at in this direc-

tion, and to which the labours of your Commis-ioners have con-

tributed, are sufficiently complete and definite to warrant the

following authoritative statements :—The disastrous effects of

fire-damp explosions in coal-mines are almost always aggravated

and extended by the existence of coal-dust in dry mine-workings

and roadways. A gas explosion in a dry mine, even if only of

comparatively trifling nature, will raise and inflame coal-dust

existing at the seat of the explosion or in the vicinity ; the

flame attending the explosion will be thereby increased and
carried to more or less considerable distances, and may thus

become cimmunicated to any accumulations of explosive gas-

mixture which may exist in goaves or other lurking places at a

distance from the seat of the original gas explosion.

The firing of an explosive in shot-hole of a strength which is

in excess of the power applied, or which has not been sufficiently

tamped, will result in the almost complete projection of the

highly-heated products of explosion and of a more or less con-

siderable body of flame from the mouth of the hole, as from the

bore of a gun ; it thus produces what is kno \n as a blown-out

shot. And further, if the charge of explosive is decidedly

greater than that necessary to perform the desired work in the coal

or stone where it is ai:)plied, a more or less considerable projec-

tion of highly-healed products of explosion will nlso take place,

and effects similar to those of a blown-out shot will Vie produced.

The production of a blown-out powder shot in a mine-working,

in the entire absence of coal-dust, or in a wet mine, is not

attended by the projection of flame to a very considerable

distance, but the flame thus projected is much increased in

volume if, as is frequently the practice, dry or slightly damp
small coal has been used as stemming for the shot. If a blown-

out powder-shot be produced in a dry locality where coal-dust

exists in more or less a'umdance, the flame projected by the

shot is sure to be considerably increased and extended by
the ignition of portions of the dust-cloud which is raised

by the rush of air occasioned by the firing of the shot. A
result of this nature will be produced even if the air in the

vicinity of the blown-out shot is entirely free from fire-

damp. Unless the coal-dust which exists in the immediate
vicinity of a blown-out powder-shot is dry, very finely-

divided, and of a very highly inflammable character, the

propagation of flame from the shot by the raised dust will

only take place to a comparatively limited extent if the atmo-

sphere in which the dust is raised be entirely free from fire-damp.

It is, however, well established that, even when the air is quite

free fro 11 fire-damp, an exceptionally inflammable coal-dust, in

a very finely divided and diy condition and existing in abun-

dance in the immediate vicinity of a blown-out shot, may, when
raised by the shot, be ignited so readily, and carry on the flame

so rapidly, that i: may produce explosive effects of a similar

character to those caused by a gas explosion. The flame, as it

rushes along, if fed by fi eshly raised dust, may extend under
these circumstances to very considerable distances, with results

resembling, in their disastrous nature, those of explosions origin-

ating with, and mainly due to, luc da!iip. If a blown-out
powder-shot occurs in a localit}" wlicr'/ lln atmosphere contains

a small proportion of fire-damp (evi n not idnivc two parts in 100

of the air), the presence of dry, fine, and porous dust, even if

it be only comparatively slightly inflammable, may give rise to

the explosive propagation of flame to distant localities, where
either accumulation, of inflammable or explosive gas-mixture

(as in goaves or old working places), or deposits of very inflam-

mable dust, may take up the explosion and still further extend

its disastrous effects. Wherever a coal is worked which con-

tains inflammable gas, the atmosphere in the vicinity of the

workings, however efficient the ventilating arrangements, will

at one time or another, and, it may even be said, generally, con-

tain some small proportion of fire-damp. Mines have hitherto

been considered free from fire-damp when the search for gas by
means of a lamp flame has been unattended by the appearance

of a cap upon the flame or by an elongation of the flame. This

test, however, fails to indicate the presence of fire-damp, if the

atmosphere contains less than from 2 to 2
'5 per cent, of its

volume of marsh gas. Such a slight contamination of the

atmosphere by fire-damp is not only sufficient to greatly enhance
the dangers due to the existence of dust in any abundance in a

dry mine-working, as already described, but is also sufficient

actually to give rise to the production of an explosive mixture
with dust raised in it by a blown-out shot. Small proportions
of gas, such as are referred to, when existing in the atmosphere
of a mine, can now be detected by more delicate gas-indicators

than a lamp flame; but, while a knowledge is thus afforded of the

presence of gas, it remains impracticable to prevent such slight

contamination by fire-damp of the air of a mine near the

working places.

It will be seen from the foregoing that such contamination,
although quite insufficient to constitute in itself a source of

danger, does become dangerous if dust co-exists with it, in abun-
dance, in diy mine-workings, if powder-shots are fired in such
workings. No means are at present known by which security

can be attained against blown-out shots during blasting in hard
coal or in stone, and the use of powder in coal is sometimes
attended by the emission of flame, even when blown-out shots

are not produced. It follows from the foregoing that the firing

of powder-shots in a dry mine-working where dust exists in

abundance must always be liable to be attended with disastrous

results if the air in such a locality is contaminated by fire-damp,

even to so small an extent as in the proportion of two volumes
in 100 volumes of the air of the mine. The constant removal
of accumulating dust from the workings in di-y mines, to such an
extent as to guard against the raising of any considerable quantity

of dust where shots are fired, coultl scarcely be so thoroughly

carried out. in any but very exceptional cases, as to constitute by
itself an effectual precaution. The application of water to the

laying of dust in roadways has been applied here and there with

some amount of success, but the effective adoption of such a

measure in or near the working places is in some instances at-

tended with practical difficulties. Unless very copious watering

be resorted to, it would be inePectual in guarding against the

dangers arising from the firing of powder-shots in dry and dusty

workings where the air may contain some small proportion of

fire-damp. The employment of hygroscopic or deliquescent

salts in conjunction with water has not been found a trustworthy

means of maintaining dust in a safely moist condition. The
dangers which attend the firing of powder-shots in dry mine
workings where dust exists in abundance, and where the air may
contain even only a small proportion of fire-damp, can therefore

not, with our existing knowledge, be effectually guarded against,

except by combining the removal of dust as far as practicable

with very copious watering. The obvious inference to be drawn
from the foregoing is that a due regard for the safety of those

employed in mines, where the conditions above indicated pre-

vail, precludes the use of powder, unless the precautions just

specified are effectually applied. The results of extensive prac-

tical experiments, carried out by ourselves and by others, have

demonstrated that the abolition of the use of powder, where the

conditions above indicated prevail, will not generally involve any
formidable inconvenience, because the work which is accom-

plished by its employment, both in coal and in stone, can now
be performed with equal efficiency and at very little, if any,

greater outlay, by one or other of the following available alterna-

tive means :—(«) In some coal-seams the lime-cartridge will per-

form work quite equal to that accomplished with powder, at no
greater cost, and with absolute immunity from risk of explosions

;

\b) mechanical appliances exist which will do efficient work, not

only in some kinds of coal, but also in some stone or shale over

or underlying coal
;
{c) the so-called "high " or violent explosive

agents, which are represented by dynamite or gelatine-dynamite,

and by gun-cotton or tonite, can now be applied, not only for

working economically in stone or shale, but also for coal-getting,

by using them in conjunction with water, according to one or

other of the methods described in this report.

The "high" explosives may be used, as indicated in {c), with

security against the ignition of coal-dust thickly suspended in

air, by a blown-out shot or by the effects of an over-charged

hole, even when the air contains some small proportion of fire-

damp. One very simple method of using the " high " explosives

in conjunction with water, included in (c), which may be supple-

mented by the use of ordinary tamping for securing the best

working results, has, so far as several severe tests have shown,

afforded a complete safeguard even against the ignition of an

e.xplosive mixture of fire-damp and air by a blown-out shot.
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Therefore, in dry mine-workings, where the removal of dust,

combined with copious watering cannot be carried out, and where
neither of the alternative methods {a) and {b) of working in coal

or stone can be advantageously substituted for blasting by means
of powder, in localities where fire-damp is liable to have access

to the mine-workings, shot-firing may be safely carried on, pro-
vided that any one of the "high" or violent explosives is

employed, in one or other of the modes described, in substitution
for powder. But the methods of operation which furnish effec-

tive safeguards when applied in conjunction with the high explo-
sives fail to furnish such safeguard when applied in the same way
together with powder. Unless, therefore, effective measures be
adopted for the removal of dust as completely as practicable in

the vicinity of the place where the shot is to be fired, such re-

moval being followed by copious watering, the employment of
powder, or of any explosive preparation of a similar nature to

powder, .should be prohibited in dry coal-mines where fire-damp
may pervade the air, and whereat the same time coal-dust accu-
mulations are unavoidable.

^
With the view of promoting security from accidents under

circumstances where blasting may be practised in coal-mines we
would recommend that the following instructions be observed ;

—
(i) Tliat all work involving blasting in mines should be in-

trusted only to experienced workmen. (2) That, in order to
lessen the risk from blown out shots, particular care should be
taken that each shot should be assisted by under-cutting and
nicking or shearing whenever it is practicable. (3) That the
tamping, stemming, or ramming should consist of very damp or
non-inflammable material. (4) That where strong tamping is

needed the compression of air at the bottom of the hole should
be avoided by pushing in tlie first part of the tamping in small
portions. (5) That where safety-lamps are used and powder is

employed the shots should be fired only by specially-appointed
shot-men, who before firing the shots shall satisfy themselves that
the foregoing instructions are observed, and shall also satisfy

themselves by carefully examining all accessible contiguous places
within a radius of twenty yards of the shots to be fired that fire-

damp does not exist to a dangerous extent.
The employment of the ordinary miner's fuse, which when

burning is liable to allow fire to escape from its extremity or
laterally into the atmosphere, should not be permitted in any
mine-workings where the exigencies of safety dictate the exclu-
sion of powder and the substitution for it of one or other of the
"high"^ explosives in conjunction with water. .Similarly, no
description of mining fuse, however safe in itself, should be
allowed to be ignited in such localities by means either of a
lamp-flame or of a wire which has been made red hot by
inserting it into the gauze of a safety-lamp, or by means of any
other source of fire, which, when applied to the' lighting of the
fuse, must come into contact with the atmosphere of the mine.
Electrical exploding appliances present very important advan-
tages from the point of view of safety over any kind of fuse
which has to be ignited by the application of flame to its

exposed extremity, as the firing of shots by their means is not
only accomplished out of contact with air, but is also under
most complete control up to the moment of firing. Their
simplicity and certainty of action have been much increased of
late years while their cost has been greatly reduced, and but
little instruction is now needed to insure their efficient employ-
ment by persons of average intelligence. For the foregoing
reasons the use of electrical arrangements for firing shots in
mines, where the employment of powder for blasting is inadmis-
sible, should be encouraged as much as possible. Where the
regular use of electrical exploding appliances is attended with
serious difficulties, as in wet mines, a special form of miner's
fuse, now procurable at a cost very slightly, if at all, greater
than that of the ordinary miner's fuse, and exempt from the
defect of a possible lateral escape of fire, should be employed,
but it should be used only in conjunction with a special self-

contained igniting arrangement. Such an appliance should be
constructed to fit over the entire exposed end of the fuse in a
shot-hole, and to ignite the fuse out of cont.act with the air, and
after the lapse of a definite interval {i.e. five minute^) from the
time when it has been set into action by the person in charge of
the shot-firing. Simple, cheap, and efficient forms of "igniter"
have been devised which fulfil these conditions.

^

It has been shown that mines which have hitherto been con-
sidered free from fire-damp may have the air which passes
through them vitiated to an extent corresponding to about 2 per
cent, of its volume of marsh gas. The air in many such mines

may probably never be entirely free from explosive gas, at all

events in the neighbourhood of freshly cut faces of coal and in

the return airways. It has been demonstrated in our experi-

ments that when the atmosphere contains 5 to 5
'5 per cent, of

marsh gas it becomes highly explosive. We have even obtained
explosions which, though less violent, might be nevertheless de-
structive of life if they occurred on the large scale possible in a
mine when the air contained only 4 per cent, of marsh gas. It

will thus be seen that air which would appear free from gas if

tested in the ordinary way may become by the addition of only
about 2 per cent, of marsh gas capable of propagating flame and
causing destruction, while the addition of about 3 per cent, con-
verts it into a highly explosive mixture. As we have already
pointed out, air which would appear quite free from gas if

examined by a lamp flame may become explosive when laden
with fine, dry coal-dust. It has been stated that appliances now
exist by which very small proportions of marsh gas in air may
be readily detected, and which can be used for examining the
atmosphere of a mine. With Liveing's indicator present, gas
in the air can be estimated with sufficient accuracy for all practical

purposes, even when the proportion is as low as o'25 per cent.
Maurice's indicator is also capable of giving accurate measures
of the proportion of gas, and is very portable, but the time re-

quired in taking an observation with the instrument in its

present form seems to preclude its practical application.

The natural inference from the foregoing is that some mines
hitherto considered safe with naked lights may at times be in

peril. It may be that risks of e.tplosion, arising out of the
possibility of an unforeseen contamination of the air by fire-

damp to a dangerous extent in parts of the workings of some
coal-mines, can only be provided against by the invariable use
of safety-lamps. We have not, however, considered it advisable
to make a suggestion of this nature, because the great prepon-
derance of cisualties due to falls of stone and c:)al, over those
.arising from explosions, points to the importance of miners
having the advantage of superior illumination afforded by naked
lights in comparison \\ith even the best forms of safety-lamp,
when the circumstances of the mine, in regard to association of
fire-damp and coal-dust, do not necessitate the use of safety-

lamps.

We have therefore arrived at the following conclusions ;

—

(i) That it is most important that all mines should be care-

fully examined by means of indicators capable of detecting
as small a proportion as i per cent, of gas ; such examina-
tion to be made before the commencement of each day-shift,

and, in case of an interval, also before the succeeding shift.

(2) That in all dry mines where the air may be laden with
coal-dust, and where fire-damp is either known to be given
off from the strata, or may from experience be reasonably
suspected to exist, the Secretary of State may require safety-

lamps to be used, unless the owners and workmen of such
mines prove, to the satisfaction of a court of arbitration to be
appointed by the respective parties, that less liability to acci-

dents, generally, will be involved by the working of the mine
with open lights than by the use of safety-lamps. It should
be a special instruction to such court that the circumstances
of each mine be taken into consideration with reference

to the following points : (rt), the mode of working
;

[b), the

nature of the coal-seams and of the roofs and floors of the seams
and of the adjacent strata

; (f), the proximity of the seams to

each other
;

{d), the emission of gas from tlie seam, and the

liability to blowers or outbursts of gas from the coal, roof, or

floor
;

(e), the order of working the seams of coal. For the

system which prevails in some places of working with mixed
lights—that is, with open lights and safety-lamps intermixed in

the same set of workings—there is no justification, and this prac-

tice should be strictly prohibited. We are of opinion that in

mines where safety-lamps are required, the position of lamp
stations, or places where open lights are allowed, in reference to

the possibility of access of vitiated air, should receive much more
attention than at present. It is desirable that, at convenient

places near the working faces, reserves of lighted and locked
lamps be kept available for exchange with those extinguished in

the workings.

It has long been known that if the atmosphere become inflam-

mable the Davy and Clanny lamps, and in a less degree the

.Stephenson lamp, are unsafe in currents having velocities much
below those encountered in well ventilated mines. Our experi-

ments fully confirm this. The ordinary Davy lamp becomes un-

safe before a velocity of 400 ft. per minute is attained. The
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ordinaiy Clanny lamp will almost certainly cause an explosion

in a current having a velocity of 600 ft. per minute. A Stephen-

son lamp will frequently cause an explosion in a current with a

velocily of 800 ft. per minute. From the information supplied

to us by your Majesty's Inspectors of Mines and others, currents

having velocities of more than 400 ft. per minute are now fre-

quently found in working places. The currents sweeping long

wall-faces have very often higher velocities, in main airways

current-velocities approaching 2,000 ft. per minute are recorded,

and considerably higher velocities are encountered at regulators

and in narrow |ilaces, or when large falls occur. It is thus obvious

that, in the present improved ventilation of collieries, ordinary

Davy and Clanny lamps have ceased to afford protection from ex-

plosion, and that the Stephenson lamp, though more secure tlian

the two former, cannot be relied upon. We felt it our duty at

an early stage of our investigation to draw the attention of the

Secretary of State to the danger attending the use of the ordi-

nary Da\-y and Clanny lamps, and our subsequent experiments

have made this danger still more conspicuous. We have no
hesitation in stating that these lamps should be prohibited, unless

they are inclosed in cases capable of effectually preventing the

gauze from being exposed to the full force of the current of air.

Many lamps now exist which are able to resist, in highly ex-

plosive atmospheres, current velocities up to and even exceeding

3000 ft. per minute, at all events for several minutes. Ample
time is thus obtained for bringing into operation a "shut off"

appliance for the extinction of flame produced both by the

illuminant and by ignited gas within the lamp. We consider

that all safety-lamps should be provided with such an appliance.

Four lamps seem to us deserving of special attention, as com-
bining a high degree of security with fair illuminating power
and simplicity of construction. They are Gray's lamp, Mar-
saut's lamp, the bonneted Mueseler lamp, and Evan Thomas's
modification of the bonneted Clanny lamp, described as No. 7
in our report. In our experiments the last lamp has given upon
the whole the best results. It will be seen, however, from our

experiments that many other lamps exist which are simple in

construction, and almost, if not quite, as safe as the above.

They generally, however, yield an inferior light in consequence

of the flame being surrounded by gauze, but from this method of

construction they derive the advantage of not being entirely de-

pendent on glass for their security. To make a particular lamp
compulsory would be unwise, as calculated to throw dil^culties

in the way of introducing improvements which will no doubt
arise in the future, but we think it desirable that some control

should be exercised in reference to the description of lamps
employed in coal-mines, and that only those lamps should be
used which are authorised from time to time by the Secretary of

State. A lamp may be of the safest pattern and yet small

defects in the fitting of its parts may entirely deprive it of

its power of affording protection. In preparing a large

number of lamps for use in a mine it may happen, even
with the greatest care on the part of the lamp-men, that

a lamp in an imperfect condition may be allowed to pass.

The detection of these imperfections by simple inspection is

in many cases almost impossible, and we are convinced

that the only way of avoiding the introduction into a mine
of a dangerously imperfect lamp is to test every lamp in an
explosive mixture of air and some inflammable gas before it is

allowed to descend the shaft. Though we have good reason to

believe that the practice of surreptitiously opening safety-lamps

in the workings is much less prevalent than formerly, it is still

necessary that such lamps should be locked. We have ex-

amined many appliances for this purpose, and we consider that

the plan of fastening the oil vessel to the other part of the lamp
by a riveted lead plug, impressed at each end with marks or

letters varied from time to time, is the simplest, the most efficient,

and the one most likely to lead to the detection of any attempt
to tamper with the lock. The power and uniformity of illumina-

tion given by a lamp can be notably improved by using, as the

illuminant, vegetable or animal oil mixed with about one-half

of its volume of a petroleum oil of safe flashing-point. The use

of petroleum spirit or benzine as the illuminant in safety-lamps

instead of vegetable or animal oil, is attended with some advan-
tages, but it is also liable to introduce new sources of danger.

Special care is needed in the filling and trimming of lamps, and
in the arrangement of lamp rooms, to avoid the ignition of the

highly explosive mixture formed by air with the vapour arising

from this spirit. The selling of petroleum spirit, or of spirit

of similar character as to volatility, under designations which are

calculated to mislead in regard to the nature of the illuminant,

is a proceeding fraught with danger, unless all vessels'containing

such illuminants bear a prominent label indicating the dangerous

nature of their contents. Stringent regulations as to the condi-

tions under which illuminants of this class are to be used and

stored are absolutely necessary.

The advantages in point of convenience and efficiency which

attend the employment of electric glow-lamps for illuminating

the pit's bottom and roadways immediately adjacent to it have

already been demonstrated at several collieries where this utilisa-

tion of the electric light has been combined with illumination at

the surface by arc lights. In applying electric glow-lamps to-

underground illumination, to the extent indicated, through the

medium of conducting caljles leading from the generators to the

pit bottom, it is essential to safety, as well as to the permanent

efficiency of the installation, that the cables should be placed in

positions where they are thoroughly protected against possible

accidental injury. It is also essential, in all mines where fire-

damp has been known to occur, that the glow-lamps should be

excluded from direct contact with the air of the mine in one or

other of the ways indicated in this report. Portable, self-con-

tained electric lamps have been devised which will furnish for

several successive hours a light considerably superior to that of

the best safety-lamps, and which at the expiration of eight hours

and upwards will still give a light fully equal to that of a

freshly lighted Davy lamp. These lamps are perfectly safe, but

as they do not afford any indication of the condition of the

atmosphere in a mine, their employment, even if special fire-

damp detectors are used, cannot in any case entirely dispense

with the necessity for the use of some safety-lamps. For
exploring purposes after accidents, or in foul places, these la tips

must prove very valuable even in the present condition of their

development, and as auxiliary lights they cannot fail to prove

very useful. The great progres-i which has recently been made
in the construction of portable electric lamps affords promise of

a speedy utilisation of such lamps to an important extent in coal-

mines.
While we think that the safety-hooks at present available

may have contributed to prevent fatalities from over-wind-

ing, we believe that the best appliance for the purpose is an

automatic steam brake attached to the winding-gear, and we
think it desirable that such brake should be introduced where

practicable.

We consider that measures should be adopted to deal more
systematically, and if possible more expeditiously, with casualties

resulting from the various sources of accidents dealt with in this

report. Collieries or mines should be required to provide an

ambulance and stretchers for the purpose of conveying to their

homes suffijrers from injuries received w^hile in the discharge of
their duties. Arrangements should be made for the establish-

ment of centres in mining districts, where additional appliances

for succour and relief, and also special appliances for exploring

purposes, should be maintained in an efficient condition, so as to

be ready for use at the shortest notice. It is most desirable that

facilities should be afforded for the instruction of men in the use

of special auxiliary appliances for exploring purposes, and in

simple measures connected with the provisional treatment of

injuries. We attach great importance to the systematic inspec-

tion of each mine by the workmen, as provided for in General

Rule 30 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1872, and we re-

commend that this provision should be generally and regularly

acted upon.

Concludiug Obscfvations

In submitting to your Majesty the results of our inquiries and

experimental work, and the conclusions to which they have

led us, we desire to express our regret at the unavoidable delay

which has occurred in the presentation of our report. This

delay has been due to the wide range of important and veiy ex-

tensive subjects included in the reference to us, and to the great

difficulties we have experienced in bringing to a close the experi-

mental work upon which we have been engaged, almost con-

tinuously, since we first entered upon the inquiiy intrusted to

us. These difficulties have arisen in part out of the constant

succession of inventions and suggestions submitted to us in

connection with the questions under investigation, many of

which demanded careful consideration and necessitated the insti-

tution of fresh experiments. They have also been in part due

to the circumstance that, as our investigations progressed, the

results obtained opened up new fields into which it was necessaiy
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to extend our inquiries. In bringing our labours to a termina-
tion, we feel very strongly that many of the subjects with whichwe have dealt need much further elucidation by perseverance in
experimental research of the kind which we have pursued We
are convinced that if the worlc which we are relinquishing were
continued, the knowledge of the conditions to be fulfilled for
securing safety from preventable disasters, and the development of
resources and appliances calculated to promote the fulfilment of
those conditions, could still be much advanced. It is moreover
certain that new subjects for inquiry connected with the safeworking of coal-mmes must continue to present themselves, as
has been the case during our seven years' experience. These
considerations have impressed upon us the need for the official
estal^lishment of some permanent arrangement by which the
continuous pursuit of this highly important class of work would
be secured, and by which, also, the merits of suggestions and
inventions presenting themselves from time to time would be in-
vestigated properly and thoroughly, and dealt with authoritatively
\ye consider, moreover, that the complete investigation of coal-mme disasters would be greatly promoted if the arrangements
to which we have referred were utilised systematically, in con-
nection with the usual official inquiries, in dealing with the diffi-

d^saslers
' ^"^""y ""''''' '" <='»<:idating the causes of these

Warington \V. Smyth. Thos. Burt.
Crawford and Balcarres. R. B. Clifton

v^T'^f
Elliot. W. Thomas Lewis.

T ;^'"'''" Lindsay Wood.
John Tyndall.
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SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
In the Jour,ial of Bola>,y for March Mr. G. A. Holt de-

scribes and ligures a species of moss, Thaiitnium angusUfolium,
not on y new to Britain, but new to science. It was found
sparingly in Derby, hire. -\fr. J. G. Baker concludes his com-
parison of the British an I Continental forms of the difficult
genus Riibus.

Proccciings of the Liimait Society of Nno South IValea, vol.
X. parts, Sydney, December 21, iSSs.-This part contains the
proceedings of this most energetic Society for July, August, and
September, 1SS5, and memoirs by the following : -Dr. R. von
Lendenfeld, monograph of the Australian sponges, part 5 (plates

^ i?^'',-
' ™, Aulenina:, order 3, the Ceraospongia;, Halme,

Aphrodite, Aulena, and Halmopses are established as new genera,
patt 6 (plates 36-38), on the genus Euspongia.—On a spon"e
destructive to oyster culture in the Clarence River, a new species of
Chalinula;.—Addendum to the Australian sponges.—Addendum
to the Australian Hydromedusce.-Note on the Glacial period
in Australia. -Vy. A. Haswell, M. A., jottings from the Biological
Laboratory of the Sydney University, on an Australian species
ot Uonellia

;
on a greater respiration in fresh-water turtles,

i^rom observations on the Australian Chdodina lomricollis thinks
the pheiiomena described by S. H. Gage as auxiliary respiration
extremely improbable and that the Chelonian can bear with
impunity being deprived of oxygen for lengthened periods ; but
the facts recorded by Simon and Sus.anne Gage in the March
I8i>5 number of the American Natu-alist cmno\. thus be inter-
preted. —Lapt. Hutton, on the supposed Glacial period in Aus-

Ju »; ,

'''' Miklouho-Maclay, plants used by the natives of
the Macleay Coast, named by Baron Miiller.—George Masters,
catalogue of the hitherto-described Coleoptera of Australia,
part I, Ucindehda; and Carabidos (960 species enumerated).—
J. Uouglas-Ogdby, three new fishes from Port Jackson ; notes on

on-B-^"'
"""" °^ '*°'"'^ Australian sharks and rays.—A. Sidney

UlliH, new species of Australian Coleoptera belonging to the
genera Lacordairia, Xanthophaja, Plagioteium, Catosiopus, and
Kcysodes —W. Macleay, on a new genus (Phalacrognathus) of
the subfamily Lamprimides.—Rev. Dr. Wools, on doable
nowers. --K. H. Bennettt, remarks on the decay of certain
species of tucalyptus. The species were almost without excep-
tion .&. mdlidora and E. roslratu, and the cause is ascribed to
the enormous increase in the numbers of the opossums. Some
laea of the number of this animal in a portion of Gipps' Land
may be had from the fact that four men in a short time procured
a quarter of a million of skins.

liivista Srientifico-Inluslriale, February 28.- Description of
a new telescope, the "plesiotelescope," by Prof. Nicodemo

Jadanza. This is an astronomical instrument intended for the
study of near and distant objects. It is constructed with an
achromatic objective, M, to the second focus of which is attached
a second lens, n, at a less focal distance than that of the lens M.
i hese two lenses form a compound objective, which brings into
view objects at short and great distances.-A new application
of electrolysis, by G. F. The anonymous author describes a
process for producmg damascened work rapidly and econo-
mically by electrolysis.—Note on the explosion of boilers in
steam-engines by Prof. Giovanni Luvini. The author traces
the bursting of boilers to their chief causes, suggests a practical
remedy, and offers some remarks on a means of generating
steam with a saving of fuel.—A description of Prof. E. Lommel's
aerostatic scales for determining the specific weight of gases, by

Bulletin lie VAcadhnie Royale de Belgique, January.-Descrip-
tion of some ciystals of calcite, by Prof. C. Casaro. The author
describes a first series of Belgian calcites, comprising the crys-
als found along the left bank of the Meuse and in some other
localities. These are reduced to thirty-two simple forms, of
which three are new. —On the difference of sea-level in
winter and summer, by Gen. Commines de Marsilly. It is
argued that the Polar seas must be higher in summer than in
"inter, when the accumulation of ice increases the salinity,
consequently also the density, of the water.—Note on the dis-
play of meteors observed throughout Belgium on November 27,
ibSS, by F. Fohe. The maximum of intensity was generally
alioiit 6 p.m., when as many as 155 meteors were observed in a
single minute at Louvain.— .A. contribution to the study of the
gerni-cell in the lower animal organisms, by C. Van Bambeke.—On the coefficient of internal friction of fluids : determination
of Its variations according to temperature. Theoretical con-
siderations suggested by the observation of these variations, by
P. de Ileen.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, March n.—"Qn Systems of Circles and
Spheres. By R. Lachlan, B.A., Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge. Communicated by Prof. A. Cayley, F.R.S.
This memoir is an attempt to develop the ideas contained in

two papers to be found in the volume of " Clifford's Mathematical
Papers" (Macmillan, 1882), viz. "On Power Co-ordinates"
(pp. 546-55), and "On the Powers of Spheres" (pp. 332-36).
The conception of the "power o{ two circles," or spheres, as an
extension of Steiner's use of the "power of a point with respect
to a circle, ' is due to Darboux.
The memoir is divided into three parts : Part I. consists of the

discussion of systems of circles in one plane; Part II. of systems
of circles on the surface of a sphere ; and Part III. of systems of
spheres.

The power of two circles is defined to be the square of the
distance between their centres less the sum of the squares of their
radii.

Denoting the power of the circles (i, 2) by it , it is proved
that the powers of any five circles (i, 2, 3, 4, 5) with respect to
any other circles (6, 7, 8, 9, 10) are connected by the relation—

S. 6 5, 7 ^s, 3 '^s, 9

which may be conveniently written

—

^/l. 2. 3, 4- SN_n
''1,6,7,8,9, ioJ-°-

This is the fundamental theorem of the paper ; it is shown that,
if the power of a straight line and a circle be defined as the
perpendicular from the centre of the circle on the straight line,
and the power of two straight lines as the cosine of the angle
between them, then the theorem is true if any circles of either
system be replaced by points, straight lines, or the line at
infinity.

The general theorem is then applied to prove some properties
of special systems of circles, and more particularly those systems
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(if circles which have analogous relations to three circles, as the

circum- circle, the inscribed, and nine-points circle of a triangle

have to the straight lines forming the triangle.

The rest of Part I. is taken up with a discussion of equations

expressed in terms of power-co-ordinates. The " power-co-

ordinates " of a point are defined as any multiples of its powers

with respect to a system of four circles which have not got a

common orthogonal circle.

The equation of the first degree represents a circle, or straight

line ; and the equation of the second degree a bicircular quartic,

or circular cubic, and these curves are discussed in some detail.

Part II. contains merely the extension of the results of Part I.

to spherical geometry ; the power of two circles on a sphere is

defined to be tan r tan r cos w, where r, r' are their radii, a> their

an;^Ie of intersection : the power of a small circle, radius r, and
a great circle is defined as tan r cos w, and tlie power of two
great circles as cos m.

The fundamental theorem is as before

1^6, 7, 8, 9, loj - °'

connecting the powers of the systems of circles.

Consequently the results obtained previously are extended
with but slight modification.

In Part III. the method of Part I. is applied to spheres ; it is

pr ived at once that the powers of two systems of spheres must
satisfy the relation

/I, 2, 3, 4, s, 6\ _
'^(,7,8.9, 10, II, 12;

-°'

where any of the spheres may be replaced by planes, or the plane
at infinity.

The discussion of the equation of the first degree in power-
co-ordinates is much the same as that in Part I. The equation
of the second degree represents a cyclide of the fourth or third

order, but the reduction of the equation to its simplest form is

more complicated than in the case of bicircular quartics. It is

shown that there are four distinct canonical forms, each of

wh'ch includes several species of surfaces. The different species

are then discussed in detail.

March 25.—^'* Remarks on the Cloaca and on the Copulatory
Org.ans of the Amniota. " By Dr. Hans Gadow. Communi-
caied by Prof. M Foster, Sec.R.S.
The first portion of this communication contains an account

of the sphincter and copulatory muscles, the derivation of which
from skeletal and from visceral muscles is foUowe 1 up in the

Sauropsida and Mammalia, partly aided by the study of the

nerve-supply.

Then follows an extensive description of the modifications of

the cloaca of the chief groups of the Amniota. Ilatteria comes
nearest the Amphibia. Chelonia represent a type intermediate
between that of the Ostriches and Crocodiles, and that of the

Monotremes, from which again a continuity of stages up to the

highest Placentalia can be traced.

The anal sacs of the Chelonia are discussed with reference to

experiments on their being able to take in water. The peri-

toneal canals of Crocodiles and Tortoises are still functional, but

in Hatteria they are rudimentary. Muellerian ducts are present

in the males and Wolffian ducts in the females of young Croco-
diles. Space will not permit to mention mo) e than the following

of the general conclusions drawn regarding the phylogenetic
development and the homologies of the various organs treated in

this paper.

The whole cloaca of the Amniota consists originally, either

permanently or in the embryo only, of three successive chambers,
which m.ay be distinguished as follows :

—

I. The Proctodajum (termed thus by Prof. Lankester). It is

the outermost anal chamber of epiblastic ori;Tin. With its deri-

vatives : (i) bursa Fabricii in birds
; (2) various hedonic glands

in most Amniota
; (3) the copulatory organs, the at least partly

epiblastic nature of which is indicated by the frequently deve-
loped horny armament of the glans, by the various sebaceous
glands, and, as shown in this paper, by its development.

II. The UrodsEum, from olipov and 5a/w. Hy]5oblastic. This
is the middle chamber or primitive cloaca, into which open the

urinogenital ducts, and through which pass the fxces. With its

differentiations: (i) urinary bladder, ventral; (2) anal sacs in

Tortoises, dorsal.

III. The Coprodaaum, from KiJirpo; and Sa((u. This is the
innermost cloacal chamber.

The Urodfeum is the oldest portion of the whole cloaca, then

follows the Proctodfeum, and, lastly, the Coproda;um has

secondarily assumed cloacal functions.

The various modifications of these three chambers, their func-

tion, and the gradual separation of faaces, urine, and genital

products have been discussed in the third chapter.

We can derive the types of the intromittent organs and of the

cloaca of the Amniota from conditions which are still represented

by the Gymnophiona and by Ilatteria, viz. from the walls of the

Proctotla.nim in connection with a certain uro-proctodceal fold.

Then Lizards and Snakes followed one line leading to the deve-

lopment of paired organs, whilst the other Amniota modified

the same substratum into another, unpaired, ventral form. The
Carinatoe show a degeneration in this respect.

The extraordinary resemblance of the organs dealt with in

this paper to those of the Chelonia and young Crocodiles can

hardly be explained by homoplastic coincidence, but strongly

favours the phylogenetic relationship of the Mammalia with the

Reptiles. This, however, is but one more link in the long

chain, which, being anchored in the Triassic Theriomorpha,
makes the Amniota more akin to each other than to the

Amphibia.

April I.
—"Description of Fossil Remains of Two Species of

a Megalanian Genus {Mdohiiiia, Ow.) from Lord Howe's
Island." By Sir Richard Owen, K.C.B., F.R.S.

In a scientific survey by the Department of Mines, New
South Wales, of Lord Howe's Island, fossil remains were ob-

tained which were transmitted to the British Museum of Natural

History, and were confided to the author for determination and
description.

These fossils, referable to the extinct family of horned Sau-

rians described in former volumes of the Philosophical Transac-

tions (vol cxlix., 1858, p. 43; ib. 1880, p. 1037 ; ib. 1S81, p.

1037) under the generic name Megalania, form the subject of

the present paper. They represent species smaller in size than

MegahDiia prisca, Ow., and with other differential characters on
which an allied genus Mciolania is founded. Characters of an

almost entire skull with part of the lower jaw-bone, of some
vertebrae and parts of the scapula and pelvic arches, are assigned

to the species Mciolania platyceps. Portions of a cranium and
mandible are referred to a Mciolania minor. Both species, as

in Megalania, are edentulous with modifications of the mouth
indicative of a horny beak, as in the Chelonian order. The
cranial and vertebral characters are, however, sauroid. Horn-
cores in three pairs are present, but shorter relatively, especially

the first and third pairs, than in Megalania prisca. The indi-

cation of a seventh more advanced and medial horn is feeble,

and the author remarks that in the small existing lizard (Moloch)

this horn has not an osseous support. The tail of Mciolania is

long and stiff ; the vertebra; being incased by an osseous sheath,

developing, as in Megalania, tuberous processes in two pairs,

corresponding with the vertebrae within : such defensive parts

are less developed, relatively, than in Megalania prisca.

The locality of these singular remains is an insular tract not

exceeding 6 miles by i mile in extent, situated midway between

Sydney and Norfolk IsLind, in lat. 31° 31' S., long. 159" 9' E.

The island is formed of three raised basaltic masses connected

by low-lying grounds of blown coral-sand formation, consisting

of rounded grains and fragments of corals and shells. In the

parts of this formation converted into rock were found the

petrified remains which are the subject of the present paper. It

is accompanied by drawings of the most instructive fossils :

these form the subjects of five plates illustrative of the text.

Mathematical Society, April 8.—Mr. J. W. L. Glaisher,

F. R. S., President, in the chair.—The followin,; communica-

tions were made :—On the number of linearly independent

invariants (or seminvariants), reciprocants, or in general of

integrals of any assigned type of a homogeneous and isobaric

linear partial differential equation, by Prof Sylvester, F.R.S.

—

On some results connected with the theory of reciprocants, by C.

Leudesdorf.—The President (Mr. Walker, F.R.S., in the

chair) gave an account of the work he has been for some time

engaged upon in connection with elliptic functions, the special

points he drew attention to being the use of the twelve

elliptic functions, and of twelve zeta and twelve theta

functions. The two latter systems of functions depend upon
the quantities E, G, I, where C — E - k'K .and I = E - K.
—Mr. A. B. Kempe, F.R.S., communicated a note on an

extension of ordinaiy algebra differing from the latter in the

substitution of three arbitrary quantities 2, /, and «, for the
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quantities o, I, and m. Taking z, i, and n to be o, 6, and i

respectively, he showed that 2 + 2 = 3, 2x2 = 3^.—Mr. Tuckci

read a theorem in conies, by the Rev. T. C. Simmons. Through

the focus A' of an ellipse chords LKL', MK'.W' are drawn at

angles of 60° wilh the major axis. A new ellipse is described

having /i for focus, and LM', ML' for tangents at vertices.

Then it will follow that (i) the new ellipse will have the same
directrix as the former ; (2) its eccentricity will equal half that

of former; (3) an infinite number of triangles inscribed in the

outer, may be circumscribed about the latter ; (4) if the outer

ellipse be projected orthogonally into a circle, these projected

triangles will all have K for symmedian point, the inner ellipse

for Brocard ellipse, and the projections of the intersections of

LV, MM', with the inner minor axis for Brocard points ; (5)

the sine of the Brocard angle will be the ratio of the minor axes

of the ellipses, the ratio of the Brocard diameter to the

circum-radius will be the ectentricity of the outer ellipse, &c.

Geological Society, March 24.—Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S.,

President, in the chair.—Henry Fisher, Edwin Harman, Henry
Johnson, and Edward Alloway Parkhurst were proposed as

Fellows of the Society.—The following communications were

read :—On the genus DipJiyphylluin, Lonsdale, by James
Thomson, F.G.S.—On additional evidence of the occurrence of

glacial conditions in the Palceozoic era, and on the geological

age of the beds containing plants of Mesozoic type in India and

Australia, by Dr. W. T. Blanford, F.K.S., Sec G.S. After

recapitulating briefly the principal facts known as to the corre-

lation of the Karoo formation of South Africa, the Gondwana
system of India, and the coal-measures and associated beds of

Eastern Australia, and especially noticing those phenomena in

the different strata that had been attributed to the action of ice,

the author proceeded to describe the additions recently made to

previous knowledge by various members, past or present, of the

Geological Survey of India, and especially by Mr. R. Oldham
and Dr. Waagen. These additions had recently been published

in the Records of the Geological Survey of India. Mr. K.

Oldham, in a recent visit to Australia, had come to the same
conclusion as all other geologists 'who had visited the country,

and clearly showed, as the Rev. W, B. Clarke and many others

had done, that beds containing Glossopteris, PJiyllotheca, and

Nccggcrathiopsis were intercalated among marine beds with

Carboniferous fossils. The age of these marine beds was shown
by Dr. Waagen to be that of the European coal-measures. Mr.

Oldham had, however, further ascertained the presence in

abundance of smoothed and striated boulders, evidently trans-

ported by ice, in the marine Carboniferous beds north of

Newcastle, N. S. W., and he consequently considered these beds,

and not the overlying Hawkesbury, the equivalents of the

Bacchus-mar^h beds of Victoria, and of the Talchirs of India, a

view which was in accordance with the relations of the fossil

flora. Meantime Dr. Waagen had received from Dr. H. Warth
some fossils from the Salt-range of the Punjab. The fossils came
from the upper part of a boulder-bed, the resemblance of which

to the Talchir group at the base of the Gondwana system had

long been recognised, but which had hitherto been classed with

a stage immediately overlying, containing Upper Cretaceous

fossils. The fossils now found by Dr. Warth included two
forms of Coiiidaria found in the Australian Carboniferous rocks,

besides some other species evidently of Carboniferous age. Dr.

Waagen consequently classed the boulder-bed together with

other similar formations in other parts of the Salt-range as

Carboniferous. There was one difficulty, the fossils just re-

ferred to were considered by Mr. Wynne to be contained iu

pebbles derivative from another bed. It was, however, shown
that this did not affect the age of other boulder-beds in the Salt-

range, and that the latter were connected with the Talchir beds

in Central India by another discovery of Mr. R. Oldham's, that

a boulder-bed in the Indian deserts was also probably of Talchir

age, and that the question as to whether the nodules containing

the Conulariir, Sec, were concretions or pebbles might await

further examination in the field. Another contriliution to the

question had been made by Mr. Griesbach, who had recently

found a boulder-bed which, from its character and fossils, he

considered as Talchir, in the neighbourhood of Herat. It was
pointed out that the existence, over such extensive areas, of

boulder-beds, all of which might, without any improbability, be
of approximately the same age, rendered it highly probable that

all were really contemporaneous and due to one Glacial period ;

that this period must have been towards the close of the

Palaeozoic era, which it may possibly have terminated by exter-

minating many of the principal forms of life. The peculiar
flora of the Australian Newcastle beds and of the Indian
Damudas, having nothing in common with the contemporaneous
European Carboniferous flora, afforded an important proof of
distinct botanical provinces in past times.

Geologists' Association, April 2.—On grasses, by J.
StarMe Gardner, F.L.S. The paper was an inquiry as to the
geological period at which grasses first commenced to assume a
preponderating position in vegetation. Their value and im-
portance at the present day was first sketched, and it was re-

marlced that they occupy under cultivation one- third of the
entire area of Europe, inclusive of lakes and mountains, while,

exclusive of malt and spirituous drinks distilled fi-om them,
their products to the value of nearly one hundred millions

sterling are imported annually into this country alone. There
are over 3000 species, fitted to occupy most diverse stations and
to overcome nearly every kind of competition under no matter
what conditions, with the result that about 95 per cent, of the

plants growing in ordinal^ meadow-land are grasses. The
conclusion arrived at was that there was no great development
of grasses until towards the close of the Eocene, no definite

remains being associated with any of the older Eocene floras of

temperate latitudes. A number of facts were brought forward
to show that grasses could by no possibility have failed to

become associated with the remains of other plants in beds de-

posited under such conditions as those of the Eocene had they
existed in any profusion then, while further to sup]3ort this

argument it was stated that the very similar Oligocene and
Miocene beds all over Europe are crowded wilh them. Further
it was shown that the dentition of all the early Eocene herbi-

vorous Mammalia was adapted for crunching fruits, snapping
twigs, and grubbing up roots, rather than for browsing on such

food as grass, so that the evolution of true Graminivora, as

well as the specialised Carnivora that prey on them, must be
post-dated to the appearance of the grass itself. The geological

history of the whole class of insects was reviewed, with the

object of supporting the conclusion arrived at as to the post

mid-Eocene date of grass. Older remains of grass may, how-
ever, occur in the vast series of Tertiary deposits in Spitz-

bergen, but as yet their age has not been accurately correlated.

Finally, it was shown that the introduction of an aggressive

type in vast numbers and of different habits to pre-existing

vegetation, exerted an influence on terrestrial life altogether

without parallel, and for the first time rendered possible the

development of a meadow and prairie vegetation, as distinct

from that of marsh, scrub, and forest, with all the attendant

forms of animal and vegetable life to which such vegetation is

indispensable.

Physical Society, March 27.—Prof. W. G. Adams, Vice-

President, in the chair.—Mr. A. R. Wright was elected a

Member of the Society.—The Chairman read a letter from Dr.

Alder Wright, Secretary to the "Tribe Fund" Committee, in

which reference was made to the scientific work of the late Mr.

Alfred Tribe, and an appeal made for funds to aid in the main-

tenance and education of his family, which, owing to his early

death, has been left in sti-aitened circumstances.—The follow-

ing communications were read :—On an arc lamp convenient for

use with the Duboscq lantern, by Prof S. P. Thompson. The
old Duboscq lamp, though working well with a series of Grove's

cells, is very unsuitable for use with currents from dynamos.

Prof Thompson has employed as a substitute in the Duboscq

lantern a lamp commonly known as the " Belfast arc lamp."

The result is all that can be desired as regards steadiness and

regularity. The focusing, that is, the adjustment of the arc so

that it shall remain unchanged in position, is effected by a

wheel below the lantern, which is moved by hand.—On a modi-

fied Maxwell's galvanometer, by Prof. S. P. Thompson. The
galvanometer consists of a light frame of copper, upon which is

a coil of wire. This is suspended between the poles of a horse-

shoe magnet, and a piece of soft iron is placed within the coil,

but free from it, which concentrates the magnetic force between

the poles. The coil is suspended by two silver wires, by which

it is in connection with two binding screws on the base of the

instrument. The galvanometer is extremely simple in adjust-

ment, and very dead beat ; it has also the advantage of being

affected to an inappreciable extent by neighbouring magnets aiid

currents, with a current in its own coils ; when no current is in it,

it is of course quite unaftected. The reading is effected liy the

ordinai7 lamp, mirror, and scale arrangement.—On the expansion
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of mercury between 0° and - 39° C, by Profs. W. E. Ayrton

and John Terry. On November 14, 1885, Mr. G. M. Whipple
gave the Socieiy the resiiUs of the examination of thermometers

down to the mehing-point of mercury. There was, however,

no evidence as to whether the contraction of the mercury con-

tinued uniform, as the thermometers were only compared witli

mercurial ones. The authors have therefore examined this

jjoint, and have made a series of comparisons of a mercurial

thermometer, lent them by Mr. Whipple, with a constant volume
air-thermometer, both immersed in a bath of frozen mercury,

which was allowed to gradually become warm. The result ob-

tained was that no certain deviation from a linear law c .uld

be detected in the expansion of jrercury when temperature was
measured by the increase of pressure required to keep a volume
of air constant. Hence temperatures down to — 39° C. may be

correctly measured by a mercury thermometer the stem of which
is graduated for equal volumes.—On the expansion produced by
amalgamation, by Profs. W. E. Ayrton and John Perry. It has

been accidentally observed by the authors that the amalgamation
of brass is accompanied by gr?at expansive force. If one edge
of a str.aight thick brass bar be amalgamated, ii will be found

that in a short time the bar is curved, the amalgamated edge
being always convex, and the opposite concave. The authors

imagine that a similar action may be the primary cause of the

phenomena presented by the Japanese " magic mirrors."

Japanese mirrors are made of bronze, and have a pattern cast

upon the back, and although to the eye no trace of it can be dis-

covered upon the polished reflecting surface, yet, when light is

reflected by certain of these mirrors on to a screen, the pattern is

distinctly visible in the luminous patch formed. In a paper
before the Royal Society they have shown that this is due to the

polished side opposite the thinner parts of the casting being

more convex than the others, a conclusion verified by the fact

that the pattern is reversed when formed by a convergent beam
of light. Such a condition of things would evidently result

from a uniform expansive stress taking place over the reflecting

surface, the thinner, and consequently ihe weaker, parts becom-
ing more convex or less concave than the others. The authors
have hitherto attributed this inetju-ility of curvature to a

mechanical distortion to which the mirrors are intentionally sub-

mitted during manufacture, to produce the general convexity of

the polished surface, but they now think it possible that the use
of a mercury amalgam in the process of poli-hing may have an
effect in the production of this inequality of curvature.

Victoria (Philosophical) Institute, April 5.—A paper by
Mr. W. P. James, F. L. S. ,

giving a careful risumi of the

various records of the Creation current among nations in ancient

and modern times, was read.

Institution of Civil Engineers, April 6.— Sir Frederick
Bramwell, F.R.S., President, in the chair.—The paper read
was on water-purification : its biological and chemical basis,

by Percy F. Frankland, Ph.D.

Dublin
Royal Society, February 17.—Physical, Experimental, and

Applied Science Sections.— Prof. W. F. Barrett in the chair.

—

Prof. E. Hull, LL.D., F.R.S., read a paper on the difl'erent

varieties of Irish paving sets. The use of Irish paving mate-
rials is of comparatively recent date, North Wales having been
the chief source of supply. Granite, which affords compara-
tively tough paving sets, capable of preserving a rough sur-

face, is worked at Bessbrook, Goraghvvood, and Castlewellan.
Whinstone, similar to that of Penmaen nawr in Wales, and
from rocks of the same group, is worked at Ballintoy, Co.
Antrim, and Arklow, Co, Wicklow. The author expressed the
opinion that sets of the granitoid class were most serviceable in

those parts of a city where the traffic was of an ordinary charac-
ter, but where it was excessive in quantity and weight paving-
stones of the whinstone class, especially if largely crystalline, were
preferable.—On a sine and tangent galvanometer, by Prof. G.
F. Fitzgerald, F. R.S.—An improved method for determining
the specific gravity of solids,by R. J. Moss, F.C.S. This is an
application of Sprengel's specific-gravity tube to solids. The tube
employed consists of two parts fitting together by an accurately-
ground joint the full width of the tube. The error arising from
this joint may easily be reduced to one-tenth of a milligramme.
With a tube of I cubic centimetre capacity, about 2 grammes
of most minerals can be employed. If benzene or turpentine
be used instead of water, no difficulty arises with air-bubbles.

Results sufficiently accurate for determinative purposes can be
obtained with even 20 milligrammes of the solid body.

Natural Science Section.—Prof. J. P. O'Reilly, C.E., in the
chair.—On some recent discoveries in the salt-range, Punjab,
by Mr. A. B. Wynne. Certain peculiarities of the section at

different parts of the range were described, and attention was
called to the absence of any recognisable Devonian formation
in the neighbouring parts of the country, as well as in the
salt-range itself, which added interest to the recent discovery by
Dr. H. Warth of fossils believed to be of Devonian age, occur-

ring as rolled and derived or transported inclusions of some of

the liter Jurassic or Cretaceous conglomerates. Specimens of
these fossds were exhibited ; the most characteristic is Conularia.

It was suggested as probable that the parent beds lay to the
southward. Other cases of derivative fragments amongst the

Salt-Range series having an equally obscure origin were men-
tioned, all p:)inting to a lost land, perhaps buried under the

deserts and alluvial tracts stretching away into Sind.—On the

relationship of the structure of rocks to the conditions of their

formation, by II. J. Johnston-Lavis, M.D. Communicated by
Rev. Dr. S. Haughton, F.R.S.

Edinburgh

Mathematical Society, April 9.—Dr. R. M. Ferguson,
President, in the chair.—Mr. J. .S. Mackay communicated a
note on the divisibility of certain numbers.—Mr. R. E. Allardice

discussed the projective geometry of the sphere.—Mr. John
Alison gave statical proofs of several geometrical theorems.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, April J.—M. Jurien de la Graviere,

President, in the chair.—Obituary notice of M. A. Lallemand,

Member of the Section for Physics, by M. Mascart.— On the

constitution of the earth's crust (concluded), by M. Faye. The
author concludes that the revolutions of the globe are due, not

to contraction caused by a general and uniform chilling process,

as hitherto supposed, but to the circumstance, peculiar to the

earth, that this chilling process goes on at an accelerated rate

and more deeply under the marine basins than under the

continents.—On the magnetic perturbation observed throughout

France on March 30, by M. Mascart. The disturbance, which
began about 8.^30 a.m., lasted for over two days, gradually dying

out on April I.—Summary remarks on the fauna of Tonquin, by
M. Emile Blanchard. These remarks are made in connection

with a collection of insects made in the delta of the Red River

by M. Langue, and recently forwarded to the Paris Natural

History Museum. It comprises 567 species of Coleopterae, 90
of LepidopterEE, and a few of Hemiptera;, Neuropter^, and
other orders. Most of them are common to the rest of Indo-

China, but several are new, either indigenous or related to

genera represented by more or less divergent species occurring

in other parts of the peninsula. This collection shows that on

the whole a considerable degree of uniformity characterises the

local fauna throughout all the coast-lands of Indo-China.—Note

on the specimen of rock brought by M. Lesseps from the hill at

Gamboa, on the line of the Panama Canal, by M. Fouque.

This specimen, picked up after the explosion by which the hill

was removed, is described as a microlithic volcanic rock, an

augitic labradorite with optical properties analogous to those

usually occurring in volcanic labr.adorites.—Remarks on the

rocks collected during the soundings of the Talisman, by
MM. Fouque and Michel Levy. Amongst these speci-

mens, mostly obtained from depths of from 4000 to 5000
metres, the older metamorphic is much more generally repre-

sented than the eruptive series. Sedimentary rocks also

occur in considerable abundance including 73 specimens of

limestones, 16 of arkoses, and 19 of sandstones, the latter

sometimes rich in remains of biotite and muscovite.—A first

experiment with an instrument intended to study the roll

of vessels at sea, by Admiral Paris.—Observations in con-

nection with M. Resal's recent note on the flexion of prisms,

by M. J. Boussinesq. The supposed error in M. de Saint-

Venant's theory of the flexion of prisms with elliptical base

is shown to be due to a mistake made by M. Resal himself

in his calculations.—Description of an automatic instrument

designed to register the heat liberated by living organisms (one

illustration), by M. A. d'Arsonval. By means of this extremely

sensitive "thermo-electric calorimeter" the physiologist is

enabled to determine and measure the quantity of heat liberated

hy cold-blooded animals, such as frogs and fishes, and even by
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inferior organisms, such as insects and larvs.—Observations on

the new planet 254, discovered by M. Pahsa at Vienna on

March 31, made at the Paris Observatory, by M. G. Bigourdan.

—Note on the number of poles at the surface of a magnetic

body, by M. Stieltjes.—Construction of the left curve of thd

sixth'order and first genus : transformation of the surface of the

third order on a plane, by M. A. Petot.—Note on the late_M.

Dupuy de Lome's theory of submarine vessels, by M. Zede.—

Remarks in connection with the preceding note, and on_M.

Dupuy de Lome's projected submarine boat, by Admiral Pans.

It is pointed out that the problem of submarine navigation was

practically solved in the year 185S by Admiral Bourgeois, who

who actually sailed under water in his Plongmr, a model of

which is still preserved in the Naval Museum, Paris.—Note

on a calculator of ,steam and fluids at high pressure, by

M Henri Parenty.—On the mathematical problem of ana-

morphosis, by M. Leon Lecornu.—On a new general

method of graphic calculation by means of hexagonal aba-

cuses, by M. Ch. Lallemand.—On the variation produced by

a rise of temperature in the electromotor force of thermo-

electric couples, by M. H. Le Chatelier.—Note on a new

method of photographic reproduction without objective and by

the simple reflection of light, by M. Boudet de Paris. The

author's numerous experiments prove beyond doubt that a

design, a photograph or object of any Kind, may be reproduced

photOCTi-aphically without the aid of the usual appliances, and

with The light of a Carcel lamp.—Note on the tungstates and

chlorotungstates of cerium, by M. P. Didier.—On the elimina-

tion of the oxide of carbon in cases of partial poisoning, by

M. N. Grehant.—Researches on the therapeutic action of

urethane, by MM. A. Mairet and Combemale.—On the re-

productive functions of Doris t,sl:iJinaria and some other

Gasteropods, by M. E. Bolot.—On some special variations of

structure in the organs of the Simple Ascidians, by M.

Louis Roule.—On a new process for preserving and econo-

mising the hops used in brewing, by M. Louis Boule. For this

process it is claimed that it effects a saving of one-half in the

consumption of hops, which are at the same time made to pre-

serve their efficacy for an indefinite period. If generally

adopted it will reduce hops to a reasonable price, and remove

the inducement to employ deleterious drugs as substitutes.

Berlin

Ptiysiological Society, January 29.—Prof. Ewald spoke

on the significance of the so-called second swallowing noise.

As was known, Kronecker and Meltzer, in their investiga-

tions into the mechanism of swallowing, had endeavoured to

explain the second noi-e, audible by auscultation in the region

of the stomach six seconds after the movement proper of swal-

lowing, by setting forth that through the act of swallowing, the

bit eaten was squirted into the upper part of the CESophagus, and

then encountered the peristaltic wave of the oesophagus, where,

after six seconds, it attained the lower part, and was pressed into

the cardiac orifice. It was the contraction of the lower part of

the oesophagus which produced the second noise in question. As

the result of observations on sound and diseased persons, as aho

on animals. Prof. Ewald had arrived at another opinion. Accord-

ing to his view the second swallowing noise was generated by the

entrance of air into the cardiac orifice. Both in the case of swal-

lowing anything and also in the case of not swallowing anything,

whether it were altogether empty swallowing or only saliva

trickling down, air penetrated into the lower part of the oesophagus.

Air might, iiowever, likewise penetrate from the stomach up-

wards. In proof of the correctness of this interpretation of the

second noise, there was first the fact that this phenomenon was

absent when water was so carefully drunk that no air accompanied

it on its passage to the cardiac orifice, and second that the noise

was sometimes heard without any bit being swallowed. If, now,

the second noise of swallowing had not the significance attached

to it by Herren Kronecker and Meltzer, neither could it be

regarded as any argument in favour of their view that, as had

been maintained by these authors, the piece swallowed stayed

for six seconds before the cardiac orifice till it got pressed into it.

Far from such being the case, the piece swallowed passed con

tinuously into the cardiac orifice, and finally the co-entering air got

pressed, with emission of noise, through the sphincter into the

stomach.—Dr. Pohl-Pincus gave a sketch of his experiments

designed to determine the influence of excitement of spirits and

passionate feelings on the hair of the head. Except in the case

of one phenomenon, these experiments proved without result.

Through long years' experience he had by facts established that

in consequence of excitement the hair of the head showed a

changed double refraction in the lowest part lying above the

papilla, which he called the root-nodule (
iVurzelkmlcheti).

While under normal conditions this part of the hair appeared

white when polarised, when under moderate excitement it fell

out it sho« ed the colouring of blue I to yellow 2. Under the

highest degrees of excitement, again, the highest shades of

colour appeared ; blue 2 to yellow 3. What was the connection

between this material change of the hair and the excitement could

not be ascertained. No doubt the nouri.shment of the hair and

the process of cornification of the hair-cells played a part in the

matter.—Dr. II. Virchow produced a series of photographs in

which the structure of the corpus ciliare in the eyes of various

animals came out to view in its multiplicity.—Dr. Benda showed
preparations of the central nervous system which were treated

wilh copper hsematoxyUne, and shortly discussed the advantages

of this method of colouring for brain and spinal-marrow

preparations.
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INJURIOUS INSECTS

Reports on Insects Injurious to Hop Plants, Corn Crops,

and Fruit Crops in Great Britain. Prepared for the

Agricultural Department, Privy Council Office, by

Charles Whitehead, F.L S., F.G.S. No. II., " Insects

Injurious to Corn, Grass, Pea, Bean, and Clover

Crops." (1885.)

Reports of Obseniations of Injurious Insects and Common
Farm Pests during the Year 1885, with Methods of

Preve7ition and Remedy. By Eleanor A. Ormerod,

F.R.Met.Soc, &c. (London: Simpkin, Marshall, and

Co.; 1886.)

THE first of these works, a Government Report issuing

from the press of Messrs. Eyre and Spottiswoode,

and bearing the announcement that it was " Presented to

both Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty,"

forms the second of the series, and is a very valuable

contribution to the knowledge of the insects destructive

to crops mentioned above. It will be of great service

to agriculturists, Avhether scientific or otherwise, as the

whole Report from beginning to end is written in a clear

and concise manner, without losing any of its accuracy.

The Report occupies seventy pages, and of these, forty-nine

pages are devoted to " Insects injurious to corn and grass

crops.'' From p. 50 to 56 " Insects injurious to corn in

store" are treated of, and from p. 57 to the end " Insects

injurious to pea, bean, and clover crops " are dealt with.

Each insect has a separate article devoted to it, uniformly

treating first of the habits of the creature, the manner and

extent of its devastations, then under separate heads the

life-history is given, prevention, and remedies.

The crane-fly, or more popularly the daddy-long-

legs (Tipula oleracea, L.), comes in for a considerable

share of attention. Mr. Whitehead reminds us that " It

is the larva or grubs that injure plants of corn and grass,

by attacking them with their strong jaws and eating into

them just beneath the surface of the ground, so as either

to kill them or make them weak and sickly. In the early

spring, if wheat plants which show signs of failing are

examined, large ash-grey grubs or maggots will often be

found close to the affected plants. Oats and barley are

ecjually liable to harm fronr these grubs, not perhaps

quite to such an extent as autumn-sown wheat, and espe-

cially wheat sown after clover leys."

Mr. Whitehead gives the following estimate of loss

occasioned by these insects :

—
" A field of oats sown on

March I, after clover, was attacked by these grubs.

Although it was an even strong plant, it was soon nearly

half devoured, and, instead of nine quarters per acre being

obtained, as might have been expected from the state of

the land, and the circumstances of its cultivation, and the

produce of other land hard by, only about four quarters

per acre were grown. It is computed that the loss in this

case amounted to 80/.'' As an illustration of Mr. White-

head's manner of treating the life-history of the several

insects, the following quotation from that of the daddy-

long-legs will suffice :
—" The life-history of the crane-

flies, both of the Tipula oleracea and its close congener

Vol. XXXIII.—No. 860

Tipula maculosa, is simple. The eggs are small, oval,

conical grains, shining and black as ebony (as Curtis

writes), forming a mass which occupies nearly the whole

of the abdomen. As many as 300 have been found in

one female. These are deposited, in the autumn, upon

grass and herbage, and more frequently in the ground.

Wet, nndrained meadows and marshy and damp places

are preferred by these insects, and the conditions of such

spots are probably favourable to the preservation and the

ultimate hatching of the eggs. This hatching takes place in

the early spring, directly the weather becomes mild. . . .

After hatching, the maggots or larvre grow fast until they

become an inch in lengtli. Labourers call them ' leather

jackets' because of their tough skins. Their colour is of

the earth, with a slight dash of grey or ash colour in it.

Although they have no legs, they are able to move rapidly

from place to place, and burrow in the ground. It is in

this grub form that they do mischief to crops, and they

remain in this stage of their existence until the beginning

of July, at which period they change into pupse under the

surface of the soil. After a while the pupaj work their

way up to the light by means of hooks or recurved spines,

and in a short time the crane-flies appear, and soon un-

fold their long wings and fly away to commence a new
series."

After some further notes descriptive of the insects, some
'instructions are given under the heads of Prevention and

Remedies.

It will be seen that the mode of imparting information

is of the simplest and clearest description, and in this as

well as in the manner of treatment the author has followed

Miss Ormerod in her well-known manual, and moreover

he frequently quotes her views and opinions expressed

throughout her valued reports.

Just as we are finishing this notice Miss Ormerod's ninth

annual " Report of Observations of Injurious Insects and

Common Farm Pests during the Year 1885, with Methods
of Prevention and Remedy," comes to hand. Like its

predecessors, it is full of interesting and valuable records.

Miss Ormerod has still something more to say on that

general pest referred to above—the daddy-long-legs. It

i;, perhaps, not generally known how difficult the grubs

are to kill, but Miss Ormerod's experiments, as recorded

in a previous Report, proved that they could endure

almost any amount of freezing and yet come to life as the

season returned. Speaking of the grubs, one corre-

spondent, in the Report before us, says :
—" In my experi-

ence, any chemicals applied for their destruction when

they begin to make their ravages must destroy the grain.

I have had them covered with salt and soot over night,

and they have been alive in the morning." Miss Ormerod

here notes that " This obsei'vation quite agrees with the

result of the experiments of Mr. Ralph Lowe (noted p. 26

of Report for 1884), in which grubs covered respectively

with quicklime, soot, household salt, and superphosphate,

and also some placed in earth mixed with one-fourth of

white arsenic, were not at all the worse, excepting those

that had been in the arsenic, and even these recovered

before the following day. But nitrate of soda had much
more serviceable effects."

It is satisfactory to find that the cases of injurious

insects which were exhibited for so long a time in the

Bethnal Green Museum are being thoroughly overhauled.

c c
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Miss Ormerod remarks in the preface to her Report that

the rearrangement of these cases, in which are shown

insects injurious to crops, fruit, and timber, is now in

progress, and promises to be of practical service. " The

insects exhibited are for the most part those which are

serious in their ravages, and, as far as is possible, they

are shown in their various stages (either by specimens,

drawings, or models), with samples of injury caused by

them accompanying."

.Appended to the Report are some special observations

on the warble-fly or ox-bot-fly.

ACROSS THE JORDAN
Across the yordan : Being an Exploration and Survey

of Part of Hattran and Jaulan. By Gottlieb Schu-

macher, C.E. With Additions by Laurence Oliphant

and Guy Le Strange. (London : R. Bentley and Son,

1886.)

THIS volume is the last of several recently published

by the Committee of the Palestine Exploration

Fund, following quickly on the steps of Conder's " Heth
and Moab " and Hull's " Mount Seir," and describes with

great accuracy a district lying to the east of the Sea of

Galilee not often visited ; or, if visited, only hastily skirted,

by travellers on the road from Jerusalem to Damascus.
How little is known of its geographical details may be

gathered from a comparison of the excellent map which
faces the title-page of the book with any of the best

maps now published. The district described embraces
the eastern part of the Jaulan and the western of the

Hauran, and is remarkable for the number and variety

of its works of ancient art, dating from the time of the

dolmen-builders to those of the Crusaders, and including

structures referable to Jewish, Greek, Roman, and Chris-

tian times. How this region came to be explored is

narrated by Mr. Walter Besant in the preface. It appears

that about a year ago a firman was granted by the Porte

for the survey of the district lying between Haifa on the

Mediterranean and Damascus, with a view to the con-

struction of a railway. For the western part of this

route, namely, that between Haifa and the Jordan Valley,

the maps of the Palestine Exploration Society afforded

the necessary details ; but from the Jordan to Damascus
the line of country had to be specially surveyed, and this

work was intrusted by the concessionnaires to Herr Gott-

heb Schumacher. In the course of his work Herr Schu-
macher was able to make many scientific observations, as

well as maps and drawings of villages, structures, and
works of art, which he afterwards embodied in the

memoir forming the greater part of the present volume.
A ready means of publication was found in the active

Society which has done so much in elucidating, and em-
bodying in maps and memoirs, the topographical details

of Palestine and its borders.

To the geologist, as well as to the antiquarian, the

region of the Jaulan and Hauran is full of interest, and
the author has added some details on its geological struc-

ture which are very acceptable. The best and most
recent observations on this subject are those of Prof. L.

Lartet, and contained in his work on the geology of the

Dead Sea.^ The country, as is well known, is volcanic,

' "Voyage d'Exploration a la Mer Morte," par M. le Due de Luynes

;

tome 3me, " Ge'ologie" (Paris).

and is largely covered by sheets of basalt, scoriae, and
ashes which have been erupted from numerous vents,

some of which lie in the district here described. Several

of these, such as Tell-ej-Jabiyeh and Tell-ej-Jemir'ah,

reach an elevation of considerably over 2000 feet above

the Mediterranean, and therefore of nearly 3000 feet

above the surface of the Sea of Galilee. The southern

margin of the Jaulan region, as well as of the basaltic

formation, is marked by the deep gorge of the Yarmuk
(Hieromax of Pliny), to the south of which the soft

Ci etaceo-Ntimmiilitic limestones reach the surface and

afford a genial soil to forests of oak. The Yarmuk
receives several tributaries from the north, now correctly

mapped for the first time, which lay open on their banks

fine sections both of the volcanic rocks and of the under-

lying chalky limestones ; and these streams, which are

large and swift, are often precipitated over cliffs of

basalt, forming fine cascades. One of these in the Wady
Seisiin, a tributary of the Rukkad, has a fall of 100 feet,

and then, pursuing its course by a succession of cataracts,

unites with the larger stream after falling 517 feet in 420

yards. The Rukkad rises at the foot of Mount Hermon
Jebel-esh-Sheikh), a little above the village of 'Ain-el-

Berbab, and, upon the melting of the snows in early

summer, sends a large flood of water into the Yarmuk, It

is remarkable, however, that none of these streams

depend altogether on surface drainage for their permanent

supplies, as they have their sources in springs ; and

the combined volume of these waters goes to form a

river of equal volume with that of the Jordan itself

where it leaves the Lake of Galilee. There are clear

indications of the existence of large underground reser-

voirs of water in the basaltic and calcareous formations.

The winter snows and " the former and latter rains " of

autumn and spring rapidly sink into the fissured and

broken str?.ta, and are pent up, either in the mass of the

rock itself, or in caverns which have been formed in the

limestone by the solvent action of percolating water.

These waters probably accumulate under the tracts

sloping towards the south from the base of Hermon to

the north of the Yarmuk Valley, and when a vent is

formed rise to the surface with force. One of these

springs, that of Ras-el-'Ain at the village of El Mezeirih,

fills a considerable basin, and is two to three yards across

and about two feet deep at its source ; others are of

nearly equal copiousness and more or less thermal.

The physical phenomena connected with the district

described by Herr Schumacher have their counterpart in

the volcanic district of Central France, with this excep-

tion, that there do not appear to be any examples of the

highly silicated class of lavas, such as domite, trachyte,

&c., which we generally find associated with the basic

varieties. As regards the geological age of the volcanic

outbursts, the question is brought within narrow limits by

their relations to the Crctaceo-Eocene limestones. Both

these formations appear to have been not only deposited,

but subsequently upraised and largely denuded, before the

volcanic lavas issued forth from their subterranean reser-

voirs. As this movement and denudation of the strata

took place in the Miocene epoch, the volcanic eruptions

may be referred, with little uncertainty, in the main to

the succeeding Pliocene ; an epoch remarkable for out-

breaks of vulcanicity over large portions of the globe. At
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the same time it is'not improbable that'the first outbursts

may be dated back to the later Eocene, and the last to

the period when the waters of the great Jordan-Valley

Lake had receded from their original limits to those

within which they are now restricted.

The physical details form but a small part of the

volume, which contains a large number of carefully drawn

figures of works of art and architecture, accompanied by

descriptive text, showing that the region, now the abode

of Fellahin—or of migratory.Arabs—was one of import-

ance during long centuries of successive dynasties and

races. The book cannot fail to be of value to students of

Biblical and ancient history, and we are promised by

Herr Schumacher descriptive drawings and maps of

another section of the Hauran country.

HARBOURS
The Design and Construction of Harbours. A Treatise

on Maritime Engineering. By Thomas Stevenson,

P.R.S.E., &c. Third Edition. Pp. xiv. + 355.

Twenty-four Plates. (Edinburgh : A. and C. Black,

18S6,)

THIS work is a reprint, with large and valuable addi-

tions, of the article " Harbours " in the Encyclo-

pffidia Britannica." Its importance may be gauged from

its acceptance in successive editions of that " Encyclo-

pjedia, and from its having passed into three editions in

the separate and enlarged form.

An important feature is the attempt to lay down gene-

ral principles, and to discuss and reduce as far as possible

to calculation the effect of the great forces of wind and

water, and to regulate both the general design and the

details of constructions thereon. To the earlier engineers

this was mere guesswork, e.g. Smeaton is said (p. 41) to

have described these forces as " subject to no calculation."

Many striking instances of the maximum effect of wind

and waves are given, e.g. at the top of Whalsey Skerries

(Zetland), at a height of 74 feet above high water, large

blocks up to 132 tons were found to have been lifted and

transported by the waves (p. 45). Again, two blocks of

1350 tons and 2600 tons were shifted bodily at the Wick
breakwater in two storms in 1872 and 1877. At Dunbar,

pressures of 3i tons per square foot for the direct wave-

action (p. 56), and of I ton per square foot for the back-

wash (p. 131), were recorded upon a dynamometer of the

author's invention ; and, by use of two instruments at

different levels, it was found that the pressure at the

upper level may (exceptionally ?) be twice that at the

lower level (p. 56). It is much to be wished that ex-

tensive and systematic observations of this kind were

made, as instances are quoted wherein only 80, 144, and

70 lbs. per square foot had been assumed in the design

of lighthouses and harbours (p. 58). Scott Russell's

opinion is quoted (p. 106), and accepted, that the most

violent action on sea-works is from those waves^which

form ground-swell or rollers, and are " waves of transla-

tion," i.e. vast masses of solid water moving horizontally

with great velocity ; and that the only way of opposing

them is by masses too heavy for them to move.

A useful feature of the work is the presentation of

28 cross-sections of quay-, dock-, and harbour-walls, and

breakwaters, beginning with the jetty of old] Dunkirk

(1699) ; also of 10 cross-sections of lighthouses, beginning

with Winstanley's Eddystone (1699).

A chapter (47 pp.) is devoted to materials. A good
deal is said about their decay under water. No ordinary

material seems free from this. All timber is eventually

destroyed by borers (oddly termed insects in this work !)

of diflerent sorts ; even greenheart and creosoted timber,

till recently thought borer-proof, have now given way to

their special borers. Most stone, and even rock in situ,

has its own special borer. Iron gives way by rusting,

perhaps at a rate of three-quarters of an inch in a

century. Bronze alone seems to stand sea-water, but is

too expensive to be extensively used.

Ten pages are given to the use of Portland cement
concrete, and some remarkable instances of its use are

detailed, e.g. the concrete cylinder foundations (12 feet

diameter, 30 feet length) of the Plantation Quay at Glas-

gow, and the use of 350-ton blocks (say 5000 cubic feet)

laid in 24 feet of water at Dublin (1885).

Attention is drawn to a new and seemingly very pro-

mising .-\merican cement styled " carbonite," which is

said to stand an ultimite pressure of Sooolbs. per square

inch, or eight times as much as Portland cement. Trial

of this cement in England is much to be wished. Its

preparation is apparently a secret, as though four pages

are devoted to its use and properties, its main ingredients

are only hinted at as being various hydrocarbons.

Two chapters (39 pp.) are given to the difficult subjects

of training works for preserving the outfall of harbours

and rivers, and preventing silting in estuaries. An inter-

esting instance of the great commercial advantage of

even a small increase of depth in a harbour is that of

Leith, where an addition of only 2 feet of depth at the

Albert Dock gave 296 tides yearly of 23 feet depth

against 102 tides of that depth at the Victoria Basin.

Attention is drawn to the disadvantage of harbours

being constructed as local instead of as national works. .

Want of funds has thus repeatedly led to harbours being

designed too small for future wants, and being afterwards

enlarged at greatly increased cost, the whole works

having to be destroyed to make way for the new.

One of the least satisfactory parts of this work is the

formulae, the range of applicability of several of the em-
pirical ones being very doubtful. One (which should have

been definite) on strength of lock-gates (p. 191) is mis-

printed
5 = 1 IVstc (f> + Jj cosin

(f>.

By reference to the original (Trans. Inst.C.E., vol. i. p. 67)

it is seen to be

S = ^ r-Fsec </> + .J a JKcosec 4'-

Moreover, the meaning of IV is misquoted as "pressure

on the length of the gate, &c.," instead of " pressure on

the length /, &c." (/ being only the half-breadth of lock),

and the meaning of the result .S" is given, in words which

are barely intelligible, as " whole transverse strain at

angle <f>": the context of the original shows that this

should be " whole transverse strain applied at middle of

gate " (strain being understood to mean pressure). These

defects occur in the "Encyclopaedia Britannica" (9th ed.)

as well as in the separate work (3rd ed.).

(jn p. 243 a table of values of a "constant" of strength

of various timbers is given without explanation of the

meaning of the " constant."
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Space might have been saved by the exclusion of

special subjects, e.}(. lighthouse apparatus, &c., which

could not be treated at adequate length.

A short glossary of uncommon terms would have been

decidedly useful, e.g. alveus, bollard, kant, pawl, scend,

staith.

These blemishes are, however, small compared with

the great merit of the work as a w^hole, which deals with

the difficult and important subject of harbours in a

thoroughly masterly manner.

At.L.\N CuNNiNGHASr, (Major, R.E.)

OUR BOOK SHELF
A First Course of Physical Laboratory Practice. By

A. M. Worthington, M.A., late Assistant Master at

Clifton College. (London : Rivingtons, 1886.)

PR0B.4BLY no one has so successfully carried on practical

science teaching in schools as the author whose e.vcellent

work at Clifton College has done so much to gain for that

institution an enviable reputation. He therefore is

specially fitted to write a " First Course of Physical

Laboratory Practice " which shall contain just that which

the schoolmaster who is endeavouring to supplement

mere lectures with the necessary practical work requires.

In the introduction the author explains the system of

science teaching at Clifton. He insists on the importance

of from the first making boys themselves measure and

experimentally confirm geometrical, mechanical, and
physical laws', not necessarily with expensive and ela-

borate apparatus, such as may be best suited for making
determinations of the greatest accuracy, but by the most

simple and obvious methods, which are likely to lead to

results quite accurate enough to show the truth of the

law being examined. The pupil is thus from the first

taught to learn the value of simple and often extem-

porised apparatus, instead of acquiring the very general

distrust in anything that has not been highly finished by

the professional instrument maker.
Here much that is of great value to those intending to

introduce practical science teaching into schools will be

found, such as descriptions of fittings, original and working

cost, and the time that the several courses of instruc-

tion should occupy.

The book is clivided into nine parts as follows:—
I, Mensuration, 23 experiments; 2, Hydrostatics, 15 ex-

periments ; 3, Barometer and Boyle's Law, 3 experiments ;

4, Mechanics, 39 experiments
; 5, Elasticity, 20 experi-

ments ; 6, Heat, 42 experiments
; 7, Magnetism, 55 ex-

periments ; 8, Statical Electricity, 57 experiments ; 9,

Current Electricity, 16 experiments. The two branches

of physics, light and sound, are not included.

The first part is especially valuable as an introduction to

laboratory practice of any kind. It is full of examples

in which a good way of observation is contrasted with

one or more bad ways, so that the pupil soon learns, or

ought to learn, method in observation, to choose that way
in which error of observation shall least affect the result.

If it is possible to point out any parts as being more
excellent than the rest, the chapters on mechanics and

elasticity may be mentioned. It is shown how, by means
of one or two boxwood scales, a few weights, some pieces

of catapult india-rubber (but for sufficient reasons it is

not called catapult india-rubber), and some other equally

simple and easily obtained articles, a course of experi-

ments of the utmost value can be performed. A pupil

must, if he gives his mind to the subject, learn more of

the principles of mechanics, of the reasons of things—
not the mere "pulley, wedge, and lever" mechanics of

the ordinary text-books—than as yet the majority of

people have ever acquired.

There is only one sentence which might with advan-

tage be modified as being not strictly correct, though any

false impression which it would produce might be re-

moved by the more exact statements five pages later.

Having shown that the bending of a lath depends on its

length, the author proceeds to show that thickness aftects

the bending. He says :
—

" Now take a lath of double the

thickness, or, what is the same thing, lay on the first lath

a second similar one, and put on the same weight, ..."
This would be a serious blunder to make if the effect of

depth were not well shown later. As the fact that the

stiffness of a beam is directly proportional to its width is

explained by considering it as equivalent to beams side

by side, the opportunity is lost, when the effect of depth

is considered, of showing that a beam is not equivalent

to beams lying above one another, and why.

As a text-book for school use, Worthington's " First

Course of Physical Laboratory Practice" is highly to be

recommended.

Lectures on Heat, Sound, and Light. By Richard

Wormell, D.Sc, M.A., Head Master of the City of

London Middle-Class Schools. (London : Thomas
iSIurby.)

The distinguishing feature of this book is its gradually

progressive character. The subjects are supposed to be
taken in the order in which they are given. " Heat being

far simpler in itself, and so much easier to explain, is

]5laced first, while Light, being essentially more intricate

than either Sound or Heat, is placed last." The lectures

on Heat are adapted to the minds of pupils when first

receiving instruction in a scientific subject ; as the mind
develops the lectures advance in character, so as to make
full use of the increased intelligence of the pupil, and
ultimately, when light is reached, the perfection of the

undulatory theory can be presented with some hope of

its being appreciated.

After each of the three parts questions are given, and,

what is far more valuable, a few pages of instruction

in laboratory practice.

The book is illustrated by many figures, which are

often explanatory diagrams rather than pictures. Such
diagrams have far more educational value than cuts from
photographs of apparatus, but the want of proportion

may be carried so far as to give a misleading idea of what
a thing is really like— thus, the gridiron pendulum is

shown nearly as wide as it is long.

There is a curious slip in Fig. 30, which shows how
waves travelling along paths differing by half a wave-
length come together again in opposite phases, and so

neutralise one another ; while, if there is a difference of

one or more complete wave-lengths, the phase is the

same, and they reinforce one another. The slip—it can
hardly be called more than a slip —consists in showing
the same number of wave-fronts in the longer as in the

shorter path.

That the book should contain much that is excellent is

only to be expected of an author of such experience,

while the necessity for turning to such trivial details for

criticism is sufficient to show that fault of a serious kind

cannot be found.

Une Experience sur I'Ascension de la Seve chez les

Plantes. Par Ldo Errera, Professeur h. I'Universit^ de
Bruxelles. Comptcs rendus de la Socidtd Royale de
Botanique de Belgique, torn. xxv. 2ieme partie, 1SS6.

This paper contains an interesting contribution to the

question of the course taken by the sap of vascular plants

on its way from the roots to the leaves. The view taken

by Sachs, that the current passes through the substance

of the lignified cell-walls, has, as is well known, been dis-

puted by Bohm, Elfving, and many others, who maintain

that it ascends through the cavities of the vessels and
tracheides. Various observers have endeavoured to bring

the question to an experimental decision by stopping up.
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in one way or another, the cavities of the water-conducting

elements, and then observing whether the current is inter-

rupted. Sachs and Dufour endeavoured to attain this

result by sharply bending the stems of actively-transpiring

plants, but this method is obviously unsatisfactory, owing
to the difficulty of proving that the cavities are completely

closed. Elf\ing attacked the problem in a different way.

He injected portions of the stem of woody plants with

cocoa-butter, melted at a temperature of 30° C, and satis-

fied himself that the cavities were really filled up when
the injected material had solidified. Under these condi-

tions he found that a pressure of 60 cm. of mercury failed

to force any water through the wood, though before the

injection i cm. of water had sufficed to cause filtration.

To Elfving's experiment two objections have been made.
On the one hand, Dufour urged that the absence of the

action of transpiration, rather than the closure of the

cavities, might well explain the result of the experiment.

On the other hand, it was objected by Scheit that the

action of the fatty cocoa-butter on the membranes would
probably render them impermeable to water, and thus

account for a negative result. Prof. Errera has succeeded
in modifying Elfving's method in such a way as to meet
both these objections.

In the first place, actively transpiring branches were
emplo)ed for the investigation, Vitis vulpiiia being
selected for experiment on account of the large diameter
of its vessels. Secondly, instead of cocoa-butter, a solu-

tion of gelatine melting at 33° C. was used as the inject-

ing material. This was coloured with Indian ink, so

that its presence in the vessels might be easily demon-
strated. The action of transpiration was in most cases

assisted by the pressure of a column of water 50 cm. in

height. The experiments were carried out with all pos-

sible precautions, and the result in every case was that

the injected branches took up no water, and faded in a
few hours, while, under precisely similar conditions, un-
injected branches remained perfectly fresh for three days
at least, and during that time transpired many cubic

centimetres of water. For details and numerical results

we must refer to the original.

Prof. Errera's experiments certainly add greatly to the
already strong probability that the cavities of the tracheal

elements of the wood constitute the channels through
which the sap ascends. D. H. S.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ 7heEditor does Hot hold himselfresponsiblifor opinions express: d

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,
or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken 0/anonymous communications,

[ The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even
ofcommunications containi72ginterestingand novel facts.'\

The Lost Found— Boole Justified and Monge Reinstated
in His Rights by Prof. Beman of the University of
Michigan, U.S.

In the report of my public lecture on Reciprocants, published
in Nature of January 7 (p. 222), mention is made of a formula,
given by Boole in his book on "Differential Equations," which
he ascribes to Monge.

Endeavours were instituted in London, Cambridge, and Paris to
ferret out the passage in Monge in which it occurs, and very
diligent search was made, as well in the printed works as in the
manuscriptsof Monge in the library of the Institute, to accomplish
this object.

But all these researches were fruitless, and the opinion was
come to by the compatriots of Monge that Boole had made a
misquotation, and that the formula ascribed by him to Monge
was not to he found in his works. The formula is one of very
great interest, as being the first instance on record of a multi-
nomial projective reciprocant.

Knowing how scrupulous and painstaking Boole was, and the

least likely of all men to make a quotation at random, I never
acquiesced in this belief, but entertained little or no hope that

any one would ever succeed in uneai thing a reference which had
defied all the endeavours of Monge's own countrymen to verify.

But fate had designed otherwise, as will be seen from the sub-

joined letter. In addition to the satisfaction of a controverted
point being settled and Boole's character freed from a rash im-
putation of inaccuracy, it is to my mind, and will probably be
so to many of the readers of N.'M'URE, a peculiar source oi

jjleasure to contemplate the occurrence as an illustration or note
of the unity not merely of occupation, but of feeling also, which
l)inds together mathematical workers in all parts of the world.
To think that a task found impossible in London and Paris

should have been accomplished in the most satisfactory manner
at Yale and Michigan !

Without further comment I submit the letter in its entirety as

written, for the insertion which it so well merits in the world-
wide-diffused c lUmins of Nature, and think that all its readers
will join with me in according a cordial vote of thanks to Prof.

Beman for his valuable contribution to mathema'ical history.

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan,

April z, 1886

Prof. J. J. Sylvester, Oxford, England
Dear Sir,—You will find Monge's form of the differential

equation of the conic in his memoir, " Sur les Equations dif-

ferentielles des Courbes du Second Degre " (Corresp. sur I'Ecole

Polytech. Paris, ii., 1809-13, pp. 51-54), and in Bulhtin de la

Soc. Philom,, Paris, 1810, pp. 87, 88 ; the first as having been
contributed directly by Monge, and the second as having been
copied from the first.

I have not seen the journals myself, but the references have
been verified for me at the Yale College Library. The actual

form is " <)q"t - 4Sqrs + 40r^ = o."

The term " Mongian " can now be used without hesitancy by
you.

I remember noticing this form when I began reading Boole's
" Differential Equations," and I also noticed Halphen's method
in Jordan's " Cours d'\nalyse." It never occurred to me that

Halphen considered the form original with himself ; I thought
that his method, probably, of deducing it was different from
Monge's.
With kind recollections of having met you at Johns Hopkins

once upon a brief visit when Prof. Cayley was there,

I am yours very sincerely.

W. W. Beman,
Assoc. Prof. Math.

Since writing the above, in fact this very afternoon, I have
received a letter from the Universal Knowledge and Informa-
tion Office containing the same references as those given by
Prof. Beman, which will speak for itself, and cannot fail to draw
the attention of the readers of Nature to the important service

which this Society is capable of rendering to all engaged in

research of whatever nature in enabling them to discover the

origins and hunt up the authorities of any subject on which they

may desire to obtain information.

It is certainly a singular coincidence that after the lapse of

four months the desired information in this case should have
reached me from such widely distant sources at an interval of

less than forty-eight hours. The letter, which I inclose, is well

deserving of setting out in full. The reference made to the circle

at the end is extremely interesting, as it contains an example of

a non-homogeneous mixed reciprocant, which in the notation

now in use might be written (i + t')b - ya'. Or rather, adopt-

ing the improved notation, in which t, a, b, , , . represent

dy I d-y i d'-'y

dx 1.2 fl'jT^' 1.2.3 "'*"*'

it takes the form

{I -f t')b - 2ta-.

London, April 15, 1886

Dear Sir,—I am instructed by the management to send you
the following in reference to your question relating to the attri-

bution of the differential equation

«*-^'
dx-']

d^y d^y d*y
5-T—.» -r-« • -7—. + ' <S)'==)

to Monge by Boole in his " Differential Equations."
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In the Nouveaii BiiUdin des Sciences, par la Societe PliUo-

mathique de Paris, tome ii., Paris, 1810, occurs this passage :—

" Mathematiques.—Sur les Equations differentielles des

Courbes du Second Degre, par M. IVIonge. L'equation gene-

rale des courbes du second degre etant

Ay"^ + zBxy + Cx"' + iDy ^ Ex + I -o,

dans laquelle A, B, C, D, E sont des constantes, M. Monge
donne I'equation diflferentielle debarrassee de toutes ces con-

stantes, et il parvient a I'equation suivante, du cinquieme ordre,

(A) 90/-/ - 45'/" -1-40'" = °>

les quantites r, s, t, etant definies par les equations suivantes

:

ciy - ^,
dp _ ^ dq

= /. -f = ?.

d_r _ ^
dj_ _

f

dx dx

" II faut ensnite voir I'usage de I'equation (A), pour trouver

I'integrale d'une equation d'un ordre inferieur qui satisfait a

cette equation (A) ; ainsi etant donnee I'equation differentielle

(i -\- p")y = 3/17-, il parvient a I'integrale (.(- - a]'^ + (y - bf =c-,

qui est I'equation d'un cercle.

"La meme methode pourroit s'appliquer aux equations des

lourbes d'un degre superieur au second."

A note is added to the ,efrect that "Get article est extrait de

la Correspondance de I'Ecole imperiale Polytechnique, redigee

par M. Hachette : ir cahier du 2e volume, 1810." The pre-

s

mark of this work at the British Museum is PP. I543'

Trusting that this is the reference you are in search of, and

that the long delay in the discovery of it may be excused when
the difficulty of identifying a particular passage (known perhaps

only in its full extent to those whose chief work is concerned

with such matters) is considered.

I remain, Sir, faithfully yours,

H. Fisher
Prof. J. J. Sylvester, &c., &c.

New College, Oxford, .'\pril 19 J. J. Sylvester

On the Velocity of Light as Determined by Foucault's
Revolving Mirror

It has been shown by Lord Rayleigh and others that the

velocity (U) with which a group of waves is propagated in any
medium may be calculated by the formula

—

d\ogV\

d log \ /'

where V is the wave-velocity, and \ the wave-length. It has

also been observed by Lord Kayleigh that the fronts of the waves
reflected by the revolving mirror in Foucault's experiment are

inclined one to another, and in consequence must rotate with

an angular velocity

—

d\
"'

U= V

such experiments depend upon the value of U, and not upon
that of V.

The discussion of the experiment by following a single wave,
and taking account of its rotation, is a complicated process, and
one in which it is very easy to leave out of account some of the

elements of the problem. The principal objection to it, how-
ever, is its unreality. If the dispersion is considerable, no wave
which leaves the revolving mirror will return to it. The indi-

vidual disappears, only the group has permanence. Prof.

Schuster, in his communication of March 11 (p. 439), has
nevertheless obtained by this method, as the quantity determined
by " the experiments hitherto performed," f-/(2K- t'), which,

as he observes, is nearly equal to U. He would, I think, have
obtained U precisely, if for the angle between two successive

wave-planes of similar phase, instead of aze/A/ V, he had used the

more exact value 7,ivKJ U.
By the kindness of Prof. Michelson, I am informed with

respect to his recent experiments on the velocity of light in

bisulphide of carbon that he would be inclined to place the

maximum brilliancy of the light between the spectral lines D
and E, but nearer to D. If we take the mean between D and
E, we have

—

where a is the angle between two successive wave-planes ofsimilar

phase. When dVjdX is positive (the usual case), the direction

of rotation is such that the following wave-plane rotates towards

the position of the preceding (see Nature, vol. xxv. p. 52).

But I am not aware that attention has been called to the im-

portant fact, that while the individual wave rotates the wave-
normal of the group remains unchanged, or, in other words, that

if we fix our attention on a point moving with the group, there-

fore with the velocity U, the successive wave-planes, as they pass

through that point, have all the same orientation. This follows

immediately from the two formulae quoted above. For the

interval of time between the arrival of two successive wave-
planes of similar phase at the moving point is evidently

\I(V - U), which reduces by the first formula to dKldf. In

this time the second of the wave-planes, having the angular

velocity adV/dK, will rotate through an angle a towards the

position of the first waveq^lane. But o is the angle between the

two planes. The second plane, therefore, in passing the moving
point, will have exactly the same orientation which the first had.

To get a picture of the phenomenon, we may imagine that we
are able to see a few inches of the top of a moving carriage-

wheel. The individual spokes rotate, while the group maintains

a vertical direction.

This consideration greatly simplifies the theory of Foucault's

experiment, and makes it evident, I ihink, that the results of all

1745.
7i(2V - U) ^ J.

V-
737-

A' denoting the velocity //; vacuo (see Am^r. your. Set., vol.

xx.xi. p. 64). The number observed was I 76, " with an uncer-

tainty of two units in the second place of decimals." This
agrees best with the first formula. The same would be true

if we used values nearer to the line D.

J. Willard Gibes
New Haven, Connecticut, April i

The Effect of Change of Temperatureoon the Velocity
of Sound in Iron

I venture to draw attention to an error relating to the above
subject, which, originating with Wertheim, still holds a place

in some of our modern books on science. According to

Wertheim, the velocity of sound in iron and steel is increased

by rise of temperature not extending beyond 100° C. Now in

n 1 sense whatever is this statement correct. It is true that the

longitudinal elasticity of iron, as determined by the static

method, will be found greater at loo° C. than at 0° C, pro-

vided we begin with i/ie ioiuer temperature first and the wire

has not, after the original annealing, been previously raised to

100° C. ; but the apparent temporary increase of elasticity is

really a permanent one [Phil. Trans., part i., 1883, pp. 129-

131), and if the wire be repeatedly heated to 100'' C. and after-

wards cooled, subsequent tests will always show a less elasticity

at the higher temperature than at the lower, \{ suffici<nt rest after

cooling be allowed. When, however, we come to such small

molecular displacements as are involved in the passage of sound
through a wire, even the apparent increase of elasticity men-
tioned above vanishes. I have been able to prove that, when
an iron or steel wire is thrown into longitudinal vibrations, so

as to produce a musical note, the pitcli of this note becomes
lower as we raise the temperature, even when the wire is heated

for the first time after it has left the maker's hands.

It seems rather strange that this er-ror should have so long
been allowed to remain uncor-rected, for it has been known for

many years that the pitch of a tuning-fork made of steel is

lowered by small rises of temperature, and the main part of

this lowering must be due to the decrease of elasticity of the

steel. Herbert Toiilinson
King's College, Strand, April 10

Sound-producing Apparatus of the Cicadas

With regard to the above subject, treated of in an article by
Mr. Lloyd Morgan in February last (Nature, February 18, p.

368), I may mention that some time ago I examined the drum
of the comn^ou cicadas found plentifully in the Himalaya near

Simla, and which in the evenings send forth a deafening roar

from the rhododendron-trees like the whirr of large machinery.

Generally the arrangement of the drum and the powerful

muscles was as figured by Mr. Morgan, but I also noticed the

following particulars not mentioned by him.

The chitinous rods in the membrane of the drum were not

parallel, but converged slightly towarxls one point of the mem-
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brane. The effect of this when the sound-producing motion set

in was to cause the membrane to wrinkle sharply towards the

point of convergence ; and, by experiment on the dead insect

with the point of a pencil, it was easy to see that the sound was
simply produced by this sharp wrinkling of the membrane. If

a piece of stiff paper or parchment be held in the fingers, and
the thumb be made to play sharply and rapidly upon it in suc-

cession, so as to produce a "kink" or wrinkle each time, a

very fair representation of the sound of the insect will be pro-

duced. A captive insect, when the motion is slowing down,
can be advantageously watched ; it will then be seen that, as

the sound divides up into separate clicks, the membrane becomes
alternately wrinkled and flat. Beyond doubt the sound is no
humming. C. S. MiDDLEMiSS

North- West Himalaya, March 14

Ferocity of Animals

I HAVE read with interest the article by Prof. Lloyd Morgan
" On the Study of Animal Intelligence " in the present number
of Mind, in which he touches upon the subject of entangling fact

and inference which attracted my attention when reading
" Mental Evolution in Animals " some time since.

I write to call Prof. Morgan's attention to the excellent

example of " ejective inference " given by Dr. Romanes in his

letter in Nature for April i (p. 513), where he says of a rat

that he "perfectly understood my object." Would it be
troubling Dr. Romanes too much to ask him to explain the

appearance a 7m/</ rat presents on "perfectly well understand-

ing " the object of a human being's actions ?

Churchfield, Edgbaston, April S F. H. Collins

Tropical Dew
Having had occasion to lay out a large quantity of iron hoes

and picks, without handles, on the hard ground of an open in-

closure in one of the driest districts in India (Bellary), where,
in fact, these implements had been collected in the face of a

scarcity, it was found, after they had Iain a couple of months,
that a thick, weedy, but luxuriant vegetation had sprung up,

enough, though there had been no rain, to almost hide the tools.

The effect depositing tools on giass has had in stimulating its

growing the writer has observed in the tropics before, but was
at a loss to account for it, except upon some irresolvable

theory of radiation or magnetism.
The whole phenomenon is cleared up by Mr. Aitken's paper

on "Dew" in Nature of January 14 (p.256), dew being proved
deposited, not, as generally thought, from the air above, but

rising and conden-ing from the soil below ; and the ground in

India is always hygroscopic. The outer surfaces of the iron

tools radiate of course quickly at night, and the stratum of air

inclosed between the metal under surfaces and the earth is

therefore saturated with condensing moisture.

That iron giatings laid on bare ground will raise a rank vege-

tation in places with only 10 or 15 inches of annual rainfall, and
exposed to tropical heat, is a not unimportant fact, as being a
readily available substitute for irrigation water, worth further

investigation. A. T. Fraser
India, March 26

The Climbing Powers of the Hedgehog

I AM advised by some of my friends to send you a notice of

the mode in which hedgehogs may frequently escape from con-
finement, and of their habits.

I obtained a hedgehog last week, and put it in my kitchen.

Every day it is placed in a small back area, about 12 feet square,

during the day-time. The waste-pipes from the cisterns discharge

into this area, and the animal frequently lies under these, and,

as my servant says, "wallows in the trough like a pig." If he
hears any noise he at once runs to a corner and rolls himself up.

On Wednesday the servant found him on the top of the parti-

tion wall between my area and the next. This wall is vertical,

height 9 feet 6 inches. The top course but one projects I inch,

so he must have climbed over this.

He has been watched in the operation. He climbs by the pro-

jecting mortar beds, which are rather rough, looking about him fre-

quently to see if he is watched. He climbs up the house wall beside

the pipe in the corner—an ordinary iron rain-pipe ; but from

the shoulder of the pipe, where it passes through the wall, to

the top of the partition w all, there is a distance of g inches
without any pipe, so up this portion and over the projecting

brick course he must have climbed by clinging to the wall of the
house or the partition wall.

Yesterday (Thursday) he repeated the ascent, and descended
into the next area, where he was found this morning.

Robert H. Scott
6, Elm Park Gardens, April 16

STARS WITH BANDED SPECTRA 1

nPHE spectroscopic survey of the northern heavens, un-
' dertaken conjointly by MM. Vogel and Dun^r in 1879,

has already progressed so far that its general results can be
fairly anticipated—its immediate results, that is to say

;

for it is ultimately designed, not so much for a collection

of statistics, however valuable and interesting, as for a
criterion of change. This effect, however, must wait for

the future—perhaps a remote future—to develop ; we can
in the meantime gather much present knowledge through
labours inspired by still unfolded possibilities.

The first instalment of the first spectroscopic star-

catalogue systematically executed, was published by
Vogel in 1883 {Publicationen des astrophysikalischen
Observatoriums zu Potsdam, No. 11). It covers a zone
of the heavens extending from — 2" to + 20° of declination,

and includes 4051 stars down to 7'5 magnitude. M.
Duner now sends us from Lund, in a catalogue of 352 stars

ftiUy ascertained to possess spectra of the fluted and zoned
types, a work of special and extreme importance.

Stars with banded spectra fall into two perfectly dis-

tinct classes, of which the first is well exemplified in

a Orionis (Betelgeux), the second in a 5'5 magnitude star

close behind the Great Bear, numbered 152 in Schjellerup's

Catalogue of Red Stars {Aslr. A/ach., No. 1 591), and
called by Father Secchi " La Superba," from the extra-

ordinary vivacity of its prismatic rays. The spectrum of
Betelgeux (Fig. l) shows a series of seven or eight well-

marked dark bands (besides minor shadings) all abruptly
terminated towards the violet, and dying out by insensible

gradations towards the red. The impression upon the

eye resembles that of a colonnade thrown into strong
relief by a vivid side-illumination. Only three conspicuous
dark spaces, on the other hand, interrupt the beams of

152 Schjellerup (Fig. 3) ; but their breadth is fully twice
that of the flutings in the spectrum of a Orionis ; and,
still more remarkable, ihey fuce in the opposite direction.

Their obscurity deepens slowly downwards towards their

less refrangible sides, tlien suddenly, by a sharp transition,

and with a singular and splendid efiect of contrast, gives
place to unclouded light.

The stars characterised by these two different qualities

of absorption, respectively constituted Father Secchi's

third and fourth spectral orders. M. Vogel, however, saw
fit in 1S74 [Astr. Nach., No. 2000) to modify the arrange-
ment by grouping the two varieties together as sub-
divisions of a single clasi. Nor was this a mere arbitrary

change. It was the outcome of a far-reaching speculation

regarding the course of development taken by the great

army of suns marshalled in the profundities of space.

Secchi's classification involved no hypothesis of any
kind ; it was founded simply on appearances. But the

idea that the colours, consequently the spectra of stars,

may guide us to a knowledge of their comparative " ages,"

thrown out in a crude shape by Zollner in 1865, had,
meantiine, made its way. Vogel's adoption of it as a
means of rationalising observed particulars, gave it (per-

haps prematurely) a recognised scientific status.

According to this view, the white stars forming Secchi's

first order (of which Sirius and Vega may be taken as

1 "Sur les Etoiles h Spectres de la Troisieme Classe." Par N. C. Dun^r.
Memoire presenu! a I'Academie Royale des Sciences de Suede, le 11 Juin,
1S84. (Stockholm, 1S84.)
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representative), are in the initial stage of their life as suns.
Their energy is still unwasted ; their temperature is

enormously high ; their light is not sensibly modified by
absorption, hydrogen being the only constituent of their
atmospheres capable of strongly intercepting their radia-
tions. But with the lapse of ages, this early fervour cools
down, and absorption gains strength. Hydrogen no
longer stamps itself predominantly upon their spectra

;

metallic rays deepen and multiply ; a dusky veil is drawn
across each photosphere, stopping preferentially its more
refrangible emissions, and thus imparting a yellowish
tinge to the resulting light. The condition of our sun, as
well as of Capella, Pollux, and Dubhe, is, in short,
reached. Down to this point the history of all ordinary
stars is the same. Here, however, a bifurcation in the
path of development is reached. Two roads to extinction
are now open to them. For, according to Vogel, the two
varieties of banded spectra mark co-ordinate, not suc-
sessive, stages in stellar existence. The choice, so to
speak, once made, is definitive. Migration from one type
to the other is impossible. Hence Vogel's abolition of
Secchi's fourth type, and his distribution of such stars as
Betelgeux and a Herculis on the one hand, and 152 Schjel-
Icrup and 19 Piscium on the other, into two alternative
branches of his third. But let us look a little more
closely at facts before admitting conjecture.
M. Duner's Catalogue includes 297 entries under the

heading Class 111. a (type of a Orionis), to which in all

475 stars are so far known to belong. A particular de-
scription of each spectrum, from his own and others' ob-
servations, is appended ; so that ample materials are
provided for some few safe generalisations.
The first point to be noted is that the positions of the

leading bands in a/i spectra of this kind are absolutely
unchanging. The series is repeated with varying degrees
of intensity from star to star, almost as if in stereo-
type. The shadings are, it would seem, in reality made
up of fine lines very closely grouped. D'Arrest and
Huggins, at least, repeatedly succeeded in thus resolving
them, although to Vogel, even when employing most
powerful optical means, they persistently maintained a
nebulous appearance. Now a glance at the accompanying
figures will show a symmetry in the arrangement of these
bands suggesting that they result from the rhythmical
vibrations of one highly complex molecular system. In
other words, they betray the absorptive action of a single
substance

; particular identification is awaited ; nor is it

easily attainable. Great difficulty attends inciuiries into
the direct spectra of compound bodies, since the very
means employed to render them luminous, also tend to
destroy, by forcing them asunder into their constituent
elements.

Besides this unknown substance, however, metallic
vapours exist abundantly in the atmospheres of Betelgeux
and its congeners. The grooved spectrum distinguishing
them might in fact be regarded as superposed upon a
modified Fraunhofer spectrum. Not only in its bright
spaces, but even across its dusky flutings, a crowd
of significant dark rays can be perceived. Their
number, as disclosed by the 27-inch Vienna refractor
in September, 1884, in the spectra of /3 Pegasi and
a Herculis, took Vogel altogether by surprise [Piiblicatio-
nen, Potsdam, No. 14, p. 22). Yet he and Dr. Huggins
had already measured no less than 95 such in the analysed
light of Betelgeux. Some of these can be identified with
terrestrial substances. Sodium, iron, magnesium, cal-
cium, and bismuth, ara without doubt incandescent above
the photosphere of that star. Lines of hydrogen have
also been made out, and its presence is certified by Dr.
Huggins's photographs. Its absorption is, however, in-
conspicuous in all, and imperceptible in most spectra of
this description.

One of their most singular features, as yet unexplained,
is that dark metallic rays form the sharp boundary of

many of the flutings. Thus calcium-lines (wave-lengths
6i6'4 and 585'6) respectively terminate, on their more
refrangible sides, the bands numbered 2 and 3 in the
figure ; strong contiguous lines of calcium and iron limit

band 4 ; band 5 ends with the well-marked iron lines of
wave-lengths 54S'o and 544-4, and band 8 with that of
495'S

; band 7 with the solar group I/; band 9 with a
deep furrow of unknown origin. These coincidences are
extremely puzzling ; for, as M. Duner remarks, they can
scarcely be accidental.

Stars with fluted spectra are all more or less deeply
tinted with orange, owing to the stoppage, by a general
absorption, of by far the greater part of their blue rays.

Their actual emissions must then be very greatly in excess
of those reaching outer space. Stripped of its surrounding
atmosphere, our sun, it is computed, would leap up to

some three or four times its present lustre ; but in stars

like Betelgeux, absorption must at least c(ua Iruple its

solar effects. This consideration is of fundamental im-
portance in any estimate of the relative luminous power
of the stars.

Fifty-five members of Class III. b find a place in the
Lund Catalogue. These are all that have hitherto been
discovered. Yet exploration, in their case, is more com-
plete than with the previous type, the broad, deep zones
of their spectra being distinguishable in objects much too
faint to show the narrower groovings of Class III. a. No
star of this kind is as bright as the fifth magnitude, while
eight between ninth and tenth are included in M. Dundr's
list. Thus, although the fluted spectra already examined
outnumber those in zones (as we may call them for the
sake of distinction) scarcely nine times, JVl. Dundr con-
siders that the real proportion of their excess is at least

fifty to one.

The rare objects constituting Class III. b are amongst
the most interesting in the heavens. For they exhibit in

their spectra the unmistakable signature of that substance
which, more than any other, deserves to be called the
material basis of life. Father Secchi (their original dis-

coverer) regarded them from the first as " carbon-stars ;

"

but Dr. Huggins in 1872 tested the supposition (for it

was then little more), and rejected it as disproved. There
is now no doubt that the Roman observer was in the right.

The three conspicuous bands of dense absorption visible

in such spectra agree in position quite closely with the
emissions of carbon-vapour glowing in the electric arc.

Dr. Huggins gives scanty details of his observation (see

Schellen's "Spectrum Analysis," ed. 1S72, p. 504) ; he is

rarely in error ; but on this occasion was perhaps misled
by the facile emergence of acetylene-bands, of which the

blue one falls just in the intermediate position indicated
by him as fatal to the suggested identity.

Besides carbon, sodium is without doubt present in the

atmospheres of these remarkable bodies ; and there are
signs of further metallic absorption, notably by iron.

Their rays being, however, too faint to bear scrutiny with
a narrow slit, the finer features of their spectra remain,
for the present, unrecognisable. Yet we cannot avoid
being struck with the circumstance that their most pro-

minent constituent elements are precisely those which
kindled in the great comet of 1882 as it approached the

sun.

The " zoned," like the " fluted " stellar spectrum, is, in

general outline, invariable, though capable of endless

individual modifications of tone and detail. It is as if

one fundamental sketch-plan were filled in with the most di-

verse depths of shading.' Another point on which all such
stars agree, is the redness of their light. The violet end
of their spectra is, uniformly, all but obliterated ; not

necessarily through original deficiency. The more re-

frangible emissions of 152 Schjellerup may, for aught we
' See Figs. 4, 5, and 6 : the last a supposed example of a "transition"

spectrum given by a star in course of passing from Class II. rt (solar typt) 10

Class IIi;^.
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can tell, be as copious as those of Sirius or Vega. But
they are intercepted in a deeply-laden atmosphere, which
can indeed be escaped by only a small per-centage of

their entire radiations. This explains at once the uniform
inconspicuousness of such objects. A star of this class

should possess, say, a hundred times the radiating surface

of Vega, to send us, from an equal distance, the same
quantity of light.

No star of those yet known to show banded spectra of

either kind has an ascertained parallax. This is not
wonderful, since the stars at measured, or perhaps
measurable, distances from the earth, constitute a scarcely

perceptible fraction of the whole. Still, the fact remains
that all members of the two classes under consideration
are indefinitely remote. We are accordingly without the

means of estimating, even in the most general way, the

real quantities of matter contained in, or of light emitted
by, them. We can only say that their dimensions must be
very great in proportion to their apparent magnitudes.
The question of their distribution is of much interest,

as involving their relations to the vast ground-plan of

the sidereal system. And one circumstance connected
with it becomes immediately evident. This is, their

largely predominant occurrence in and near the plane of
the Milky Way. M. Duner, it is true, considers that they
merely obey the general law of stellar condensation.
But this law applies more and more closely to the lessen-

ing orders of stars ; and we have just seen that, physically,

stars characterised by strong absorption should rank with
stars optically by many degrees their superiors. The
hypothesis, then, of some special connexion with the
galactic streams and rugosities is by no means excluded

;

and it is countenanced by statistics as to the distribution

of red stars in the southern hemisphere, recently afforded
by M. Pechiile (" Expedition danoise pour I'Observation
du Passage de V^nus," 1882, p. 38).

One of the most assured peculiarities of stars with
banded spectra is their marked tendency to fluctuations

of light. Amongst innumerable examples of this con-
nexion may be cited "Mira" Ceti, and Gore's "new
star" in Orion, both of which display brilliant prismatic
flutings. Nearly all variables, in fact, save the few
which complete their cycle of change in a few days,
belong to one or other of the subdivisions of Class
III. Whatever may be the secret of their consti-

tution, it is indissolubly bound up with the still

mysterious cause of stellar variability. We can scarcely
penetrate the one without divining the other. Already
something is gained by the mere fact of the connexion
being established. We learn from it that the steadfast

shining of a sun or star is conditioned by the quality of
its surrounding gaseous envelope. Continuous study,
then, of the spectra of variables aflbrds probably the best
chance of progress in knowledge of their nature. M.
Duncr's incidental observations show that the reinforce-
ment and extension of banded absorption apparent at

minima, do not sufficiently explain the diminution of
light, which must accordingly be in part due, either to a
real failure of emissive power, or to an increase of general
absorption. The analogy of sun-spots favours the latter

alternative.

JVI. Dundr concludes his valuable memoir with the ad-
mission that the order of stellar development postulated
by Vogel, and advocated by himself, may, after all, be the
inverse of that pursued in nature,—a possibility surely
worth thinking about.
The heavens are no longer in our eyes " incorruptible."

Reason and revelation alike lead us to seek for symptoms
of growth and decrepitude in their bright inmates. Not
in human affairs alone " the old order changeth, yielding
place to new." But the subject is one on which we are
without the guidance of experience, and can scarcely
hope to acquire any, regard being had to the almost
infinite disproportion between our hurried notions of time,

and the unimaginable leisureliness of cosmical progres
sion. Caution is then all the more needful, if we would
avoid wide wandering from the trutb.

Now it has to be objected to Vogel's scheme, that it

gives no account whatever of suns in process of becoming.
Yet they must be as numerous, one would think, as suns
in process of decay. From the summit of brilliancy and
vigour, the course of decline is traced downward towards
the final quenching. But what of the other branch of

the curve ? Stars now at their acme of splendour must
have passed through long periods of preparation. Sirius

and Canopus, we are fully assured, did not all at once
blaze out in their present radiance. What, then, we
cannot abstain from asking, was their anterior condition ?

What quality of light did they emit ? How were their

atmospheres constituted ? What kind of spectra, in short,

would they then have afforded ? A system of classifica-

tion, based on the supposed order of stellar development,
in which no account is taken of this wide branch of the
inquiry, must be regarded as essentially incomplete.

A. M. Clerke

THE INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS

THE twenty-seventh annual session of the Institution

of Naval Architects, held at the rooms of the

Society of Arts, was one of the most successful of the

series. The meetings began on the 14th inst. and con-

cluded on the 17th. There were seven sittings, averaging

from three to four hours each, and no less than eighteen

papers were read and discussed. As on previous occa-

sions, too much was attempted to be done in the time

available, with the result that some important matters

received scant notice. This may be to some extent in-

evitable in a Society embracing such wide and varied

interests, yet meeting but once a year. But it may be
anticipated that the autumn meetings in the outports

which are now contemplated may somewhat relieve the

congestion in future.

Lord Ravensworth presided as usual, and delivered a

Presidential Address, in which various matters of interest

were touched upon, inter alia the use of liquid fuel in-

stead of coal in steamships, the development of triple-

expansion engines, the prospects of shipping and the

statistics of shipbuilding, including the extended use of

steel. It may be hoped, although the immediate future

scarcely justifies the expectation, that before the next

meetings a change in circumstances may enable the

President to speak more cheeringly. On the other hand,

it is an undoubted fact that the period of depression

through which the country is now passing is forcing into

prominence inquiries into possible economies in the con-

struction and propulsion of ships which might otherwise

have been neglected.

No less than seven of the papers read had relation to

the propulsion of steamships. The first on the list
—" On

the Speed Trials of Recent War-Ships"—was I'ead by

Mr. W. H. White, Director of Naval Construction. It

contained a succinct account of the remarkable advances

made during the last quarter of a century in the speeds

and propelling machinery of war-ships. The fact that

huge battle-ships carrying enormous weights of armour
and guns are now driven at speeds of 17 to 18 knots

—

20 to 21 miles per hour—is sufficiently remarkable. Yet

the fact that such a ship, weighing 10,000 tons, can be

driven 9 knots in an hour with an expenditure of only

I ton of coal is no less striking. Much has been learnt,

too, of late years as regards the influence of form upon
the resistances of ships ; thanks, in great measure, to the

researches of the late iVIr. Froude, whose work received

the substantial support of the Admiralty. In the paper

above mentioned it was shown that by suitable selection

of form, the Howe, a vessel of 9600 tons, 325 feet long

and 68 feet broad, was driven as easily as the Warrior
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up to the highest speed reached by the latter, althou.i^h

she was 380 feet long, 58 feet broad, and of 8S50 tons only.

The Warrior reached 145 knots only ; the Houie attained

17 knots. Improvements in marine engineering made
this tremendous speed possible in the Hcnve. In her each

ton weight of propelling apparatus corresponded to 10

indicated horse-power ; in the Warrior 6 indicated horse-

power required i ton. This economy of weight in the

propelling apparatus was shown to be due to several

causes, including a higher steam-pressure, quicker-

running engines, the use of forced draught in the stoke-

holds, and the introduction of wrought iron, steel, and
gun-metal instead of cast iron.

Two papers dealt with the interesting subject of " forced

draught " from different points of view. Mr. Sennett

described at some length the Admiralty system of " closed

stoke-holds," by means of which air is delivered into the

boiler-rooms by powerful fans, and at a sensible pressure.

The stokeholds being thus in plenum, the air can escape
only through the furnaces, and combustion is quickened
greatly. With the best natural draught, about 10 indi-

cated horse-power per square foot of furnace (or grate

area) is considered a good performance : with forced

draught and closed stoke-holds, this may be increased

from 60 to 80 per cent. It will be seen therefore that for

war-ships, which only require to steam occasionally and
for comparatively short periods at full speed, the system
is admirably well adapted. And it has been proved to be
not nearly as wasteful of fuel as might have been sup-

posed ; while it certainly makes the stoke-holds cooler

and more comfortable to work in. For the mercantile

marine the conditions are different : ships have to steam
ordinarily at practically their full speed ; the restrictions

of weight and space are not so great as in war-ships
;

and economy in coal consumption is of primary import-

ance. Still even here forced draught promises to sup-

plant iratural draught, and to enable large economies to

be made in weight and size of boilers concurrently with
savings in coal. Mr. Howden described his system of

forced combustion, which has been tried at sea over a

long period, and promises to be successful. He does not
close in the stoke-holds, but delivers air under pressure

from fans direct into the furnaces and ash-pits, this air

having been heated by passing through a special apparatus
placed in the up-takes. Great economy is claimed for

this system, and it was well spoken of by competent
authorities in the discussion which followed. Competing
plans are also being tried, so that more will certainly be
heard of forced draught in the mercantile marine.
Hitherto economy has been sought in higher pressures
and in the iist' of steam in the engines : now engineers
are turning attention to the boiler, and the means of
generating steam with a minimum e.-cpense.

Hard times in the mercantile marine have led to a

wholesale conversion of compound engines into engines
of the triple or quadruple expansion type. Mr. Cole read
a thoughtful and well-considered paper on this subject,

which is of general interest to shipowners just now. It

may prcrve a very desirable thing to reduce the coal-bill

by 20 per cent., even at the cost of converting the

machinery to the more highly expansive type.

It is a natural transition from the propelling machinery
to the propellers of steamships. Mr. R E. Froude, who
has succeeded his father in the superintendence of the

Admiralty model-experimental works, contributed one of

the most valuable and scientific papers read at the meet-
ings, on " The Determination of the most Suitable

Dimensions for Screw Propellers." He attempts from
experiments with models of ships and screws to ascertain
the resistance experienced by a ship moving at a given
speed, and the "augment" of that resistance produced
by the action of the propeller behind her. By means of

a lengthy series of experiments with model screws he
further attempts to fix the best diameter and pitch for a

given number of revolutions of the engines. And finally,

the results are thrown into a form adapted for practical

use. The paper is in all respects admirable, but we are

bound to say that it can be regarded only as another step

forward on a very difficult road, and may be treated as

provisional rather than conclusive. Some of the infer-

ences do not accord, either, with the results of general

experience. It is to be welcomed, however, for as yet

the theory of the screw propeller is not in a satisfactory

condition ; and it is well known that very remarkable
economies are frequently realised by changes in pro-

pellers. In the course of the discussion Mr White men-
tioned a case of recent occurrence, where, by a change of

screw only, the speed of a ship was raised from 12 to 13J
knots per hour.

M. Marchal, of the French G^nie Maritime, con-

tributed an interesting paper, in which the results of a
number of experiments, made by order of the Govern-
ment, were described. It was desired to obtain data for

guidance in deciding on the relative advantages of two
or three screws as applied to an ironclad of 10,000 tons.

A model steamer of 10 tons was built, and tried at
" corresponding speeds," with two screws and with three.

The publication of this paper marks a distinct change of

policy in France, and it places before English designers

a mass of valuable facts, which may prove very useful

hereafter as the speeds of ships are increased.

Mr. Hall read a paper on " Flexible Shafting for Screw
Steamers," describing a plan by which he hopes to

reduce the number of breakages or serious accidents to

the screw shafts of ocean-going steamers. His conten-

tion was that in not a few cases there is a want either of

accuracy in the line of shafting and shaft -bearings, or of

rigidity in the hulls of steamships ; so that, by special

joints between the various lengths of shafting, a certain

amount of llexibility might advantageously be secured.

Experience will prove whether he is correct or not in the

anticipation that his plan will reduce accidents or break-

ages—serious matters in single-screw ships carrying large

numbers of passengers and having very small sail-

power.
Another important group of papers are those dealing

with the use of rolled and cast steel for shipbuilding. It

is well known that steel is rapidly gaining upon iron, and
Mr. Martell (of Lloyd's) stated some very interesting

facts as to the extension of its employment in the mercan-

tile marine. War-ships are now all steel-built. Seven
years ago only 4470 tons of steel ships were built as

against 518,000 tons of iron ships. In 1885 over 165,000

tons of steel ships were built as against 290,000 tons of

iron. Confidence in steel was expressed by Mr. Martell

in his paper, echoed by Mr. Ward in another excellent

paper recording eight years' experience in building steel

ships, and indorsed by all who took part in the discussion.

Incidentally the question arose of the introduction of

steel made by the "basic" process for shipbuilding pur-

poses ; as yet this " make " of steel has not found much
favour, but the Admiralty authorities are now about to

undertake a series of experiments from which much may
be learnt. Everyone agrees that thorough and systematic

testing has done much to secure the excellent quaUties of

steel now made by both the Bessemer and the Siemens

processes ; and even the manufacturers are in favour of

maintaining the full severity of the tests in order to pre-

vent any deterioration in quality. Of more recent date

than the use of " mild-steel " plates and bars is the intro-

duction of mild-steel castings in lieu of iron forgings.

Mr. Warren, who had been chairman of a Committee
appointed by the Admiralty to look into this question,

gave to the meeting an excellent summary of the results

of their inquiries. There can be no question but that

heavy iron forgings are doomed to give place to steel

castings, which can be produced rapidly and cheaply, of

sound and ductile quality, and in finished forms, avoiding
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costly machine-work. As a record of experience up to

date, Mr. Warren's paper will have a permanent value.

The remaining papers on the list are of a miscellaneous
character, but all of considerable interest. Mr. Heck de-
scribed a " Mechanical Method of Finding the Stability

of a Vessel," by means of a simple model. This is a very
ingenious and labour-saving device, likely to prove of

great assistance in ordinary ship-yards, where a staft" of
trained calculators may be wanting. Mr. Stromeyer de-
scribed a " Strain Indicator " which he has invented.
This instrument is extremely simple in its construction :

the essential parts consisting of two flat plates between
which is inserted a " rolling-pin " of fine steel wire. Re-
lative motion of the two plates causes the rolling-pin to

rotate, and its rotation is the means of measuring the
strain to which the material is subjected in any portion
of a sample or a structure to which the indicator may be
attached. If this instrument answers as well as it pro-
mises to do, much will be learnt from its indications as
to the strains brought upon ships under various conditions
and more especially at sea. Such information carefully

compiled and collated ought to prove of value in deter-
mining the structural arrangements of ships.

Admiral Paris, the venerable Curator of the Naval
Museum at the Louvre, long known for his eminence as
a scientific naval officer and as an archsologist in ship-
building, attended the meetings, and contributed an in-

teresting paper on the " Rolling of Ships," exhibiting an
instrument designed to represent the relative movements
of ships and waves. His reception was deservedly cordial.

Capt. Colomb described, in a well-written paper, some
of the more important results of recent measurements
of turning powers of ships in the Royal Navy. These
trials are now systematised, and much has been learnt
from them which will be of value to future naval tactics,

as well as useful to shipbuilders in designing rudders and
steering-appliances. .A novel steering-gear was described
by Mr. Maginnis, who also laid before the Institution

some valuable autographic information on the obscure
subject of the strains brought upon a rudder when it is

" put over " to various angles in a ship moving at speed.
Mr. Read's contribution, " On the Strength of Bulk-

heads " in ships, was seasonable, the recent loss of the
Oregon having again drawn public attention to the neces-
sity for water-tight subdivisions as a means of safety from
foundering. Mr. Read put into a mathematical form the
principles which should regulate the construction of bulk-
heads if they are to successfully withstand the water-pres-
sure which must come upon them when the compartments
are " bilged " and sea-water enters. He did not deal with
the principles which should govern the disposition of
bulkheads ; but these principles are well understood, and
more generally acted upon now than formerly.
Another paper by iVIr. Benjamin described a " Pro-

posed Steam Lifeboat " which had been designed to be
practically uncapsizable ; and for that purpose, among
others, made of a very peculiar form. The only other
paper on the list described the improved methods of
working anchors and cables devised by the author, Mr.
Baxter. This was a paper of a practical and historical

character, on a subject of undoubted importance.
From this hasty summary it will be seen that the

Institution of Naval Architects maintained at its recent
gatherings its old reputation for widely diversified topics
of discussion. And it is to be added that the papers as a
whole, numerous as they were, were also of more than
average merit.

ON THE USE OF MODELS FOR INSTRUCTION
IN THE MAGNETISM OF IRON SHIPS

'T'HE deviations of the compass produced by the iron
-*- used in the construction of wooden ships was a
source of considerable perplexity to the navigators of the

last and early part of the present centuries; and no sooner
were these difliculties fairly overcome thari the building
of ships entirely of iron commenced.
With the introduction of iron ships, prolonged investi-

gations into their magnetism and the resulting deviations
of the compass on board were undertaken by some of
the most eminent philosophers and mathematicians of
the day, the subject being still one which occupies the
attention of many observers, from the increased use of
iron in the equipment, as well as construction, of the
hulls and decks. These investigations were much facili-

tated by the increased knowledge of the earth's magnet-
ism, which received such notable additions from magnetic
surveys made by travellers on land and navigators at
sea daring the years 1819-45.

Aloreover, as time rolled on, these observations were
embodied in trustworthy gr'aphic representations of the
declination or variation, the dip or inclination, and the
horizontal force, which have done such good service in

the work of obtaining a clear understanding of the cause
of the magnetism of iron ships, and the changes to which
such magnetism is liable when the vessel's position is

altered either geographically or in respect to the magnetic
meridian.

It is not here intended to enter into any historical
rhuiiu' of the names of the several investigators in this

branch of science, nor of the results which each obtained,
but to indicate at once where the physicist and mathe-
matician may find the theory and examples of its appli-

cation ; also, how the practical results of this elegant
theor-y may, by the use of models, be made intelligible

and available to the seaman and other inquirers who
have neither the time nor the opportunity for abstruse
studies requiring considerable mathematical knowledge.
The text-book which is now generally accepted in all

countries is the " Admiralty Manual for the Deviations
of the Compass," in Appendix No. i of which will be
found the three fundamental equations of Poisson, which
form the whole theory of the deviations of the compass,
and the expressions of these equations " in terms of the
quantities which are usually given and I'equired," written
by the late Archibald Smith, M.A., F.R.S.
The whole of the action of the soft iron of a ship is

represented in these equations by the parameters a, h, c,

d, e, /, g, li, k, and in a model by nine soft iron rods
fixed in definite positions, distinguished by the same
letters.

The effects of the magnetism of the hard iron of the
ship are represented in these equations by the parameters
P, O, R, and in the model by two permanent magnets
held horizontally in definite positions, and a third perma-
nent magnet held vertically under the compass.
One of the most important contributions to magnetical

science as regards iron ships was made by Sir George
Airy (late Astronomer-Royal) in a paper published in the
Phil. Trans. Royal Society for 1839. After making a
series of experiments in certain iron-built ships, he dis-

cussed the results mathematically with the purpose of
discovering a correction for the deviation of the com-
pass. He concluded his paper with the announcement
of his invention of the system of correction by magnets
and soft ii-on, which is universally practised in the pr-esent

day, always with advantage, and often as a matter of
necessity in "ships of certain types, where to find a suitable

place even for the standard compass is a matter of no
small difficulty. This system of correction, coupled with

the analysis described in the "Admiralty Compass
Manual," provides the means of correcting a compass
even in position on the 'tween decks of our armour-plated
ships of war.

With these preliminary remarks, the description of
some different forms of models will be given, and their

uses for inslr-uction in the magnetism of iron ships

considered.
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One of the first of these instructive models was that

constructed for Sir George Airy, and used during his

lectures to illustrate his method of correction of the

deviations of the compass. It consisted of a model of the

wooden hull of a vessel. In the centre of the deck a

compass was mounted, disturbing magnets and pieces of

soft iron being concealed underneath it, producing semi-

circular and quadrantal deviations as in an iron ship.

These deviations were then corrected by placing the

model ship with its bow alternately on the north and
south magnetic points, when the compass was made to

indicate the same directions by means of transverse

magnets on the deck ; and then on the east and
west points magnetic, the correction of the semicir-

cular deviation being completed by longitudinal mag-
nets on the deck. Lastly, with the model placed in

a north-east and south-west direction magnetic, scrolls

of soft iron were placed on either side of the compass

—

an imaginary line transverse to the model passing hori-

zontally through the centre of the scrolls and compass-
card—until the compass pointed correctly.

Of more recent models there are three which are of an
instructive character: one designed by Dr. Neumayer
of the German Naval Observatory at Hamburg ; the

second in England by an official of the Board of Trade
;

and the third, which is the most complete both for experi-

ments and purposes of instruction, by the United States

Navy Department.
The accompanying woodcut on the scale of one-

twentieth of the original model is taken from Paper
No. 2 of the Archiv der Deiitsclicn Scewartc, VI. Jahr-

gang, 18S3, where an account of the experiments to be

made with it is given in full detail. The following is a

description of the several parts shown.
S is a pillar fixed in the floor of the room, upon which

pivots the wooden board a b, with the line of its central

axis marked. At the point T, a compass-card is fixed to

s, with its north and south points adjustable in the mag-
netic meridian.

Supported by the two brass uprights «'//, is the

second board in the form of a ship's deck pivoting at

d d'
, so that it can be inclined sideways, as when a ship

inclines under pressure of sail or when rolling, but kept
horizontal as required by the screws s s. An arc, o p^
marked to degrees, shows the angle of inclination. A
gimballed compass, C, with sight vanes, is mounted on
the deck, and when the lubber's point and the pin i are

in line, as seen through the vanes, the compass sup-
port is secured by the clamping-screw, o P' is a gradu-
ated arm revolving round the base of the compass stand,

grooved to receive a bar-magnet, and with a pointer, ;,

showing the number of degrees the arm has been turned
in azimuth. /; and /;' are brass bearers for carrying the
rods of soft iron used in disturbing or correcting the

compass, with screws, s, for clamping the rods at any
required distance.

The model, as described thus far, is entirely free from
any magnetic body external to the compass, and may, by
means of the latter, be placed with its marked axis in

the magnetic meridian, the compass card at T being fixed

in that direction for future reference. The means for

producing the disturbing forces on the compass similar

to those found in iron ships are these. M n is a magnet,
which may be so adjusted in the groove that, by moving
the arm O P' in azimuth, semicircular deviation of any
desired form may be produced. In the figure the mag-
net M N is placed to produce the semicircular deviation
of a ship built with her head north-north-west, and the
resulting south (or blue) pole is found in the point R.

The soft iron rod v v in its vertical position represents
the stern-post of a ship, producing that part of the semi-
circular deviation in compasses placed near it, which
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changes as the ship moves into fresh magnetic latitudes.

c c are soft iron rods, intended to represent iron masts.

Quadrantal deviation of the form generally observed is

produced by the soft iron rod e , extending from side to

side under the deck D D' like a deck beam, the rods a a

also conspiring with c in increasing the quadrantal de-

viation. That part of the heeling error caused by the

magnetism of the hard iron of a ship is produced by a

small vertical magnet in the position of the rod / when
removed ; that from soft iron by the vertical soft iron

rod k and the horizontal I'od e'.

The compass C having been disturbed by magnetic

forces of the usual type in an iron ship, may now be
corrected: m" ti" \s a magnet with its north or marked
end, n", towards the stern of the model, and near enough

to the compass to correct the deviation on the east and
west points : ni' it is a second magnet with its north or

marked end, n', towards the port side, correcting the de-

viation on the north and south points. Or the whole
semicircular deviation may be corrected by one magnet,

111 11, placed exactly in the direction of K, n being the

marked or north end. The quadrantal deviation is cor-

rected by the rods e e. The heeling error caused by e is

also nearly corrected by ee, and that caused by the sum
of the effects oi k and the vertical magnet under the com-
pass by another vertical magnet with the opposite pole

uppermost.
Thus it will be seen that any component part of the

whole deviation usually found at the standard compass of

an iron ship may be produced in the model and the cor-

responding corrector provided.

The portable model adopted by the Board of Trade
has a compass mounted on a ship's deck, as in the figure

;

but the deck, which rests on a central metal support,

revolves round a pivot in the centre of a fixed board, an
arrangement for inclining the model being provided.

The disturbing magnets and soft iron are arranged
thus. For producing the semicircular deviation due to

the hard iron of a ship thin magnets are placed as re-

quired in any of the grooves cut in the deck radiating

from the centre of the compass, so that deviations due to

any direction of the ship's head whilst building may be
produced. For that part of the semicircular deviation

due to soft iron a vertical soft iron bar is fixed in the

central longitudinal line of the deck and near the stern.

For the quadrantal deviation hollow cylinders of soft iron

are placed under the deck similar to the rod e of the

figure. For the heeling error due to hard iron a magnet
is placed vertically under the compass.
The correctors are magnets placed on the deck as in'n',

in"n" in the figure, and soft iron spheres—on brass

brackets which may be turned in azimuth round the com-
pass—instead of the rods e e ; z. Flinder's or vertical soft

iron bar before the compass ; a vertical magnet under
the centre of the compass to correct the heeling error.

This model is exceedingly well adapted for instruction

and examination in the causes of the deviations generally

found at standard compass positions in the mercantile

navy, and the method of correction adopted in that

service.

There remains now only the model made for the

Bureau of Navigation of the United States Navy Depart-

ment to be noticed. It consists of a miniature vessel of

which the stem, keel, and stern-post are of bronze cast in

one piece, with three wooden decks supported by bronze
screws. This model, called the Scoresby, is pivoted at

the stern by a socket in the floor, with a bronze wheel
fitted under the bow, so as to be easily turned round in

azimuth. The disturbing magnetic forces are produced
by magnets and hollow wrought-iron tubes of soft iron,

whilst wrought-iron plates can be attached to the sides of

the vessel.

The Scoresby was designed with the object of

proving by experiment the mathematical theory already

noticed. Experiments were consequently made as to the

effects of hammering the plates of the model with the bow
in different directions, a magnetic survey being made
after the hammering to determine the polarity in different

sections, and its degree of permanency or otherwise. The
model was next swung both when upright and inclined,

for the deviations of the compass produced by a magnet
or soft iron tube representing each parameter singly, com-
binations being made afterwards as desired. These
experimental results proved satisfactorily the correctness

of the mathematical theory.

This general description of the Scoresby will serve

to show that the Americans have taken considerable

pains in making valuable experiments in proof of theory,

and for instruction to the seaman. Before parting with

her, however, a quotation from the American profes-

sional paper on the subject of the Scoresby seems
worthy of a place, as sounding a fresh warning note to

those who ruthlessly distribute iron ad libitum and in any
form round the position of a ship's standard or guiding

compass.
" Compensation of large deviations by means of mag-

nets is at the best but a remedy for an ailment ; better not

sow the seeds of the disease."

The three models just described have been selected as

being the most modern specimens of these useful aids to

knowledge, but there are others for the instruction of offi-

cers in the Royal Navy which have been in use for some
years past. It will be gratifying to the many who take

interest in maritime affairs to note the increasing anxiety

for the spread of a sound knowledge of the principles of

the magnetism of iron ships and the deviations of their

compasses which the construction of these models

manifests.

NOTES
The total number of candidates for election into the Royal

Society this jear is sixty-two. Of these the following fifteen

have been selected by the Council to be recommended to the

Society for election ; the voting will take place on June 4 :

—

Shelford Bidwell, M.A., W. Colenso, F.L.S., H. B. Dixon,

F.C.S., E. R. Festing, Major-Gen. R.E., Prof .\. R. Forsyth,

M.A., Prof. A. H. Green, M.A., Prof. Victor Horsley,

F.R.C.S., T. R. Lewis, M.B., R. Meldola, F.R.A.S., P. H.

Pye-Smith, M.D., H. C. Russell, B.A., Prof W. C. Unwin,

B.Sc, R. Warington, F.C.S., Capt. W. J. L. Wharton,

F.R.A.S., and H. Wilde.

The following are the probable arrangements for the Friday

evening meetings of the Royal Institution after Easter :

—

May 7, Mr. Frederick Siemens, "Dissociation"; May 14,

Prof John Millar Thomson, F.C.S., "Suspended Crystallisa-

tion"; May 21, Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M.P., F.R.S.,

"The Forms of Seedlings : the Causes to which they are due "
;

May 2S, Prof Oliver Lodge, D.Sc, "Electrical Deposition of

Dust and Smoke"
;
June 4, WaUer H. Gaskell, M.D., F.R.S.,

"The Sympathetic Nervous System" ; June 11, Prof Dewar,

M.A., F.R.S.

The e.d:\l.oxoi'Ca^ Sidereal Messenger (U.S.) writes in his April

number :—" We are glad to learn from private advices that a small

observatory will soon be fitted up with the necessary instruments

for continuous solar and local magnetic observation, in which

daily solar photographs of the sun will form an important part

of the work done by the observers. We are not aware that work

of this kind is now anywhere systematically undertaken in the

United States."

The Congress of French Societes Savantes will take place as

usual at the Sorbonne, and the final ceremony under the chairman-

ship of M. Goblet, the present Minister of Public Instruction. It is
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expected that this ceremony will have an unusual interest, M.

Goblet having sent a circular to the various learned Societies,

announcing his intention of altering the date of the Convocation

of French savants in Paris.

Although the Association Fran^aise and the Societe Scien-

tifique de France have passed a vote for their fusion into one

compact body, the resolution has not been carried into effect,

owing to some legal difficulties resulting from the very peculiar

state of French law relating to Societies of public interest, which

are con^-idered as so many infants, whose properties are always

in the hands of a lord chancellor for protection.

The Report of the Committee of the Mitchell Library at

Glasgow (where the Public Libraries Act was rejected by a

moderate majority during the past year), while showing a

largely-increased usefulness of that institution, forces attention

to the very great cost of working even a reference library only.

Out of an expenditure of 2770/., only the odd 770/. can be em-

ployed in the combined purchase and cost of binding of both

books and periodicals. Of this, 450/. is all that was spent in

the purchase of 4500 publications j which does not suggest

costly works for a reference library from which fiction is

excluded. Nevertheless, the crowded state of the present

rooms has led to an earnest effort to expend nearly fifty times

that amount in a new site and "inexpensive" buildings,

although the Committee are well aware that "a new and large

building would imply a larger annual expenditure of every

kind." The present premises have been much more economic-

ally, though not sufliciently, supplemented by the addition of

two small houses adjoining, in one of which a reading-room for

ladies has been fitted up, while the remaining rooms are well

utilised by being shelved and filled with the less-used classes of

literature. Complete sets of the 26S periodicals taken would be
a valuable part of such a library if indexed in the American way,

so that all the most recent information would be found there

directly or indirectly. A presentation of 288 volumes from the

Lords of Her JVIajesty's Treasury is specially acknowledged, and
suggests that a gift from Government Offices of sets of their

pitblications to all free libraries up to a certain time, which would
be willing to properly house them, would be no very great cost

to the nation, while it would be a reward to the enterprise of

those towns which have organised free libraries and an en-

couragement to others to do so quickly.

The Fish Commission steamer Albatross, Science states,

arrived at Nassau, New Providence, March 19, after a most
successful trip. The ship was chiefly engaged in making
soundings. Two naturalists were landed at Watling's Island,

San Salvador, where much valuable scientific material was
gathered during a stay of two weeks. But little dredging has
been done, so that few accessions of marine life have been made.
At Rum Cay, Conception Island, Cat Island, and Great Exuma
Island, the naturalists of the expedition obtained many valuable

specimens of fish, lizards, birds' nests, eggs, cave relics, pottery,

and about 500 bird-skins. These islands are very small and
thinly populated. Vegetation is scarce, and the islands them-
selves are formed almost entirely of rock. Cocoa-nut trees and
bananas are abundant, but oranges and apples rather scarce.

The Albatross is now at Key West, and will spend some time
dredging in the Gulf of Mexico and vicinity.

General Hazen said receutly, in his testimony before a

U.S. Congressional Committee, th.at foreign signal stations were
a necessity, and the establishment of a station in the West
Indies had fully demonstrated thi* fact. It is quite probable that

Congress will authorise the establishment of stations at important
foreign points.

An interesting discussion is just now being carried on between

Scandinavian and German anthropologists as to priority in the

theory of three great prehistoric periods—the ages of Stone,

Bronze, and Iron. Dr. Soplius Midler, for the former, claims

that the theory was first enunciated in 1837 by the Danish

Thomsen, and that it was ridiculed for forty years by the Ger-

mans. To this Prof Virchow, in the last Zeitsckriftjitr Ethnolo-

gic, replies that Dr. Midler confounds two different things. The
priority of the Stone Age to the others was never disputed in

Germany ; it certainly was denied that any epoch deserved

especially the title of the Bronze Age, and he thinks that this

was due to the propensity of the Scandinavians to exaggerate

the extent of this epoch. But he contends that two Germans,

Lish and Danneil, discovered the three ages simultaneously

witlr Thomsen. In support of this he quotes a memoir by the

former, published in 1837, but in large part printed in 1836,

before Thomsen's work appeared, and when it was wholly un-

known to him, expounding a similar theory. In 1835 Lish had

actually arranged prehistoric objects in the Museum in Mecklen-

burg according to the three ages. Prof. Virchow therefore pro-

poses that in future Danneil (whose share in the discovery does

not appear so pronounced), Lish, and Thomsen should be re-

garded as the earliest propounders of the theory of the three

prehistoric ages.

OxV March 28, at about 9 p.m., a magnificent meteor w.as

observed in several places between Trondhjem and Molde, on

the north-west coast of Norway.. An observer at the former

town states that his attention was first attracted to the pheno-

menon by the street in which he was walking becoming suddenly

brilliantly illuminated, and on looking up he saw a bright

meteor, with a somewhat faint trail, going in a direction S. S.W.
toN. N. W. The light from the body itself was an intensely

bluish-white, and that of the trail grayish, with a red tint at

the end. During its passage the meteor passed behi id some

light clouds, and was still visible through them, but not the

trail. The meteor disappeared from view behind mountains,

but a brightness could still be observed in that direction for

some time afterwards. Another observer at Christiansund

(about 130 kilometres south-east of Trondhjem in a straight

line) states that he saw the meteor at that place at 8.45 p.m.,

going in a direction S.E. to N. W. It was about 40 centimetres

in diameter, with a purple-coloured trail of about ij metre in

length, and its passage was accompanied by a whizzing sound

like that of a flight of birds. The meteor illuminated the whole

town brightly for some seconds, and burst with a report like that

of a big gun. The light was so intense that even people in

well-lighted rooms were attracted by the sudden brightness

without. At Molde (about 60 kilometres further south) the

meteor was also seen, and its bursting was so loud that the

Romsdal Mountains returned a thundering echo.

In the twenty-ninth issue of the Medical Reports of the

Chinese Customs, published half-yearly, besides the reports of

the medical officers at the v.irious Treaty ports, which .ire probably

ofmtich professional and local interest, there are two special

papers. In one of these the character and uses of the so-called

"black-lime" of China are noted by Dr. Peek of Tientsin.

This substance is generally stated (Dr. Williams even falls into

the error) to be a kind of bitumen ; it really is amorphous

graphite, and it is used when mixed with lime to mal^e a very

hard and durable plaster, and it is also employed in dyeing cloth.

The second special paper is Dr. Macgowan's on the movement

cure in China, which has been already noticed in these columns.

The Norwegian Meteorological Oflice is making an appeal

to Norwegian sea-captains with reference to the total eclipse

on August 29 ne.xt, viz. that any one who on that day happens

to be in the locality wheie the eclipse is total shall make obser-
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vations of the barometer and thermometer every qnarter of an

hour from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. (Greenwich time), with a view to

ascertain what the effect of the eclipse is on the atmosphere

during totality, a point on which our knowledge is very limited.

Proper forms for recording the observations, and full details of

instructions, are issued gratis by the Office.

At a recent meeting of the Russian Physical Society, M. B.

Sreznewski pointed out some remarkable oscillations of the

barometer during the series of atmospheric storms which had

passed over Western Europe and Russia from December 12 to

17 last; namely, the sudden appearance on December 12 in

Western Europe of a considerable barometric minimum in a

region of very eqiially spread high atmospheric pressure

;

secondly, the very low range of the barometer at Nicholaistadt

in Finland, as low as 7i7'6mm. ; and thirdly, the remarkable

occurrence of a barometric minimum in Western Russia, which

brings the author to conclusions similar to those which served

M. Brownoff as a basis for his recently published theory of the

movement of cyclones.

In the month of January shocks of earthquake were felt in

several parts of Sweden and Norway. The shock which we
reported as having been felt in several parts of Central Norway
on January 2 was also felt in several parts of Central Sweden.

On January 21, at 9.55 p.m., another shock was felt in and

around the town of Hernosand, on the Baltic, going in a direc-

tion east to west, and shaking houses and fixtures. On the

following morning, at about 5 o'clock, another but fainter shock

was felt in the same district. In one place two shocks were felt

in quick succession.

A REPORT has been received from Tschembar, in .Siberia,

giving an account of some remarkable phenomena observed at

that place on the night of January 3-4 last. At about i a.m. a

meteor was suddenly seen rushing across the town, being accom-

panied by sudden gusts of wind, and bursting with a terrific report

near the high-road outside the town, and killing a horse before a

cart. The peasant who was driving it was so frightened that he

was unable to give any details of the occurrence, believing that

it was a " fire-dragon " which had slain his horse. Ten minutes

later a loud report as of an explosion was heard, on which the

commander of the garrison in the town ordered a pitrol to pro-

ceed at once to the gunpowder magazine, as he believed it had

been blown up. This official had hardly issued the order when

a second and more terrific report was heard, accompanied by a

violent vibration of the earth, which Lasted half a minute.

During the shock several houses fell in, and the thick ice on an

adjacent lake was broken, the blocks being piled one upon the

other. A shock and a similar report were observed at the same

time at a town twenty versts distant.

Arrangements are being made by the Canadian Commis-

sioners at the forthcoming Colonial and Indian Exhibition to

hatch and rear large numbers of Salmonidas and other fish in-

digenous to the waters of Canada. Consignments of trout and

whitefish ova have already arrived at the Exhibition, and are

rapidly becoming incubated.

The Joti'-nalol the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. liv. part ii.

No. 3 (December 18S5) contains two valuable papers on Indian

entomology. Mr. E. T. Atkinson enumerates fifty-one species

of Fulgoridse (including the Indian lanthorn flies), of which

several are indicated as new, and there are copious local (and

other) notes on already known forms. Prof K. Forel, who has

paid so much attention to ants in general, enumerates twenty-six

Indian species contained in the collection of the Calcutta

Museum, with one or two new forms. The only other paper in

the part is of a thoroughly practical nature, viz. by Mr. A.

Pedlar " On the Cause of the Corrosion of Indian Tea Chests."

The author sums up by stating that tea if properly cured has no

power to corrode lead, but the corrosion is usually due primarily

to acetic acid derived from the unseasoned wood of which the

chests are too often made.

Dr. Meyer has recently issued an "Album of Philippine

Types" (Dresden, 1885), containing thirty-two photographic

plates, with altogether about 250 figures of natives of Luzon and

Mindanao, the two largest islands in the Archipelago. Some of

these were originally taken by Dr. Meyer himself in the year

1872, when he spent some time in the Philippines ; for the

others he is indebted to Herr C. Heinszen, of Hamburg, Dr.

W. Joest, of Cologne, and Dr. A. Schadenberg, of Glogau.

Two plates with nine figiires are devoted to the little-known

Bagobos tribe of South Mindanao ; all the rest to the motley

populations of Luzon. Here are figured a large number of

Negritos (.'Vetas) and half-caste Malayo-Negritos ; Tinguianes,

and Igorrotes from the northern and western districts ; Ibilaos ;

Ilongotes from the province of Nueva Vizcaya, and Tagalas

of every variety (pure, and half-caste Spanish, Chinese, and

Negrito Tagalas) from Manilla and other districts. The accom-

panying letterpress gives a brief description of the several

figures, the reader being referred for fuller information to Prof.

F. Blumentritt's valuable treatise on the ethnography of the

Philippines, which appeared in Pdermantis Mitlheilungen,

igsheft 67, 1882.

The library of the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers is to be

lighted by electricity. It is the first Parisian library which will

enjoy this advantage. The inauguration will take place next

week, on the occasion of the meeting of the several scientific

Congresses, which generally assemble in Paris during the week

following Easter.

At the January meeting of the Russian Chemical Society,

Prof. Mendeleeff communicated some results of his investiga-

tion into the thermic effects of dilution of sulphuric acid with

water. The maximum evolution of heat and the maximum con-

traction of 100 parts of the solution both correspond to the

solution containing from 65 to 75 per cent, of H„SOj, which is

very near to the hydrate H„SO|j = S(HO)|j. Together with

some other observations this leads the author to the conclusion

that there exist at least five more or less constant hydrates of

sulphuric acid, as H2SO4, H4SO5, H^SOs. and two more con-

taining a large amount of water, as II2SO4 + looH^O.

Consignments of grayling ova have been received by the

National Fish Culture Association and the Buckland Museum.

Considering the present period of the year, the fry are unusu-

ally late in becoming incubated, but this may be accounted for

by the fact that, the past winter being very severe, it has greatly

retarded the development of fish life. The ova are fully-eyed,

however, and in some instances a few newly-born fish are

issuing therefrom.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Pudu Deer {Ptidua humilis), five Chilian

Sea-Eagles {Geranoaeliis melanoleiicus), two Siskins {Ckrysomitris

barbata), a Diuca Finch [Diiica grisea), two Auriculated Doves

{Zenaida auriculata) from Chili, a King Vulture [Gypagus papa)

from Tropical America, five Capoeira Partridges (
Odoiitophorus

diiitatus) from Brazil, two Barn Owls {Strix flammea) from

America, an Antarctic Skua {SUrcorarim antarctkus) from the

Antarctic Sea, presented by Mr. Harry Berkeley James, F.Z.S. ;

a Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatiia gaUrita), a

Barnard's Broadtail {Platycercus barnardi) from Australia, pre-

sented by Lord Braybrooke, F.Z.S. ; a Greater Sulphur-crested

Cockatoo (Cacalua galerita) from Australia, presented by Mr.

W. Woods ; six Field Frogs (Rann an-aUs) from Breslau, pre-

sented by Mr. G. A. Boulenger, F.Z.S. ; fourCalifornian Quails
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{Coturnix californica) from California, a Scarlet Ibis {Eudocimiis

ruber) from Para, deposited ; a Roan Kangaroo {Macropus et it-

be cens) from South Australia, an Eroded C\Tayiy%{Cinixys erosa)

from West Africa, a Merrem's Snake {Liophis inci-remi) from
South America, purchased; an Axis Deer [Cennis axis), born
in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Relation of Asteroid Orbits to that of Jupiter.—

Prof H. A. Newton, in the American Journal of Science,

April i886, points out that the orbits of the asteroids should have
a relation to that of Jupiter. For supposing the orbits of the
asteroids to be distribiiled in any manner whatever, provided
only that they make small angles with the plane of Jupiter's
orbit, the action of Jupiter would give to each orbit a motion of
its node which would differ for the different orbits, and even-
tually the orbits would come to be distributed somewhat sym-
metrically about the orbit of Jupiter. And as a matter of fact,

the centre of gravity of the poles of the 251 known asteroid
orbits, computed as for points of equal weight, lies only 30'

froni the pole of Jupiter's orbit ; so that the plane of Jupiter's
orbit lies nearer to the mean plane of all the asteroid orbits than
any single asteroid orbit does, the nearest orbits being those of
Medu'a and Euterpe, inclined to it 46' and 49' respectively.

In the same periodical Dr. H. Geelmuyden, of Christiania,
remarks, relative to Prof. Searle's deduction that the plane of
the zodiacal light has some relation to the asteroid orbits

(Nature, February 11, p. 350), that "the most northerly
point of Jupiter's orbit has the heliocentric longitude l8S°, or
with 60° east elongation 178° ; and for matter in the same plane,
but nearer the sun, the approxim.ation to coincidence with 160°
is still greater."

The Proposed Change in the Astronomical Day.—
M. Raoul Gautier has recently published in the Archives des
Sciences Physiijues et Naturclles of Geneva an account of the pro-
ceedings of the International Meridian Conference held at

Washington in October 1884. Remarking that the resolutions
passed at Washington are similar in many respects to those of
the Roman Conference of the preceding year, M. Gautier goes
on to point out how they differ in the important particular of the
manner of reckoning universal time, and that on this account a
large number of astronomers have expressed their reluctance to

conform to these recommendations, more especially to the sixth

resolution (which proposed that the astronomical and nautical
days should be arranged everywhere to begin at mean midnight
of Greenwich), the adoption of which would involve considerable
changes in the astronomical and nautical ephemerides, which are
used by all observers and navigators. Astronomers, M. Gautier
states, as well as sailors, begin the day at noon ; the former to

avoid changing the date in the middle of the night during a series

of observations, the latter becau-e they find it convenient to

commence the day at the moment when they observe the sun on
the meridian. Why then, he asks with some force, oblige them
to modify their habits, now of long standing, considering that
the fourth resolution passed at the Washington Conference
expressly stipulates that the universal day ought not to interfere

with the use of local or other standard time where the latter

appears desirable ?

The Pleiades as Seen and as Photographed.—MM.
Henry have recently compared their beautiful photographic map
of the Pleiades with the map so carefully laid down by M. Wolf in

1873-75, •'^"d published in vol. xiv. of the Manoires de I'Obser-

vatoire de Paris, and find that the photograph possesses the
following advantages over the map made by direct eye-observa-
tion. The photograph shows faint objects which are lost to the
eye through their proximity to bright stars ; thus the Maia
nebula, and another near Electra, have been made evident, as

well as details recognised hitherto only by Mr. Common in the
Merope nebula. A number of faint companions have also been
detected close to several of the brightest stars of the group, and
in several cases where M. Wolf had detected a faint companion
to a bright star, the photograph has shown that the magnitude
of the former was under-estimated. Many more stars are seen
on the photograph than are given in M. Wolf's map, the former
showing 142 1 stars, the latter 625 ; the aperture of the instru-
ment employed being about the same in both cases. A yet
more striking instance of the superior sensitiveness of the plate is

seen in the fact that M. Rayet, in his revision of M. Wolfs map
in the pure air of Bordeaux, and with a much more powerful in-
strument, added only 151 stars in a region where the photograph
gave 338. All the stars observed by M. Wolf are seen in the
photograph but ten, and these cannot be found in the sky.
The Brothers Henry, whilst laying stress on these facts as

showing how indispensable a weapon photography has now-
become to the astronomer, disclaim the idea of criticising M.
Wolf's great work, and completely assent to his opinion, ex-
pressed in the Comptei rendus, vol. cii.. No. 9, that the eye of
the observer must continue to work at the same time as the
sensitive plate ; the latter can never supersede the former.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1886 APRIL 2i—MAV i

/pOR the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at
Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24,

is here employed.

)

Ai Greenwich on April 25
Sun rises, 4h. 45m; ; souths, iih. S7m. Sl'4s. ; sets, igh. lom.

;

decl. on meridian, 13° 15' N. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,
gh. 25 m.

Moon (at Last Quarter April 26) rises, oh. 57m. ; souths,
5h. 28m. ; sets, loh. 2m. ; decl. on meridian, 17° 22' S.

Planet Rises .Souths Sets Decl. on meridian

Mercury ... 4 16

Venus 3 25
Mars 13 19

Jupiter 15 20
Saturn 7 51

* Indicates that th.

10 37
9 6
20 21

21 37
16 3

16 58 ... 3 29 N.
14 47 •.. 4 21 S.

3 23* ... II 16 N.
3 54* ... 2 32 N.
O 15* ... 22 51 N.

tting is that of the following morning.

0:ciillations of Stars by the Moon (visible at Greenwich)
Corresponding
glesfrom ver-
:>: to right for

verted image

Mag. Reap.

4 42 42 288

139 175

28 ... £' Aquarii 6 ... 3

29 ... 78 Aquarii ... 6 ... 2

April h.

28 ... 6 ... Mercury at greatest distance from the Sun.
29 ... 17 ... Venus at greatest elongation frjm the Sun,

46' west.

30 •• 5 ••• Venus in conjunction with and 0° 19' north
of the Moon.

i83t3

Positions of the Comet Fabry
R.A. Decl. Log A Bright-

April 25 ... I 45 25 ... 31 18 N. ... 9-420 ... 315
27 ... 2 29 43 ... 24 51 ... 9-355 ... 400
29 ... 3 20 22 ... 15 22 ... 9-309 ... 465

Positions of the Comet Barnard
1SE6 R A. Decl. Log .i Bright-

h. m. s. . , nets.

April 25 ... I 39 50 ... 39 53 N. ... 0-047 •• 67
27 ... I 38 41 ... 40 19 ... 0023 ... 80
29 ... I 38 8 ... 40 31 ... 9997 ... 94

The comet positions are for Berlin midnight.

Variab'c-Slars
Star R.A. Decl.

h. m. „ , h. m.
R Leporis 4 54-4 ... 14 59 S. ... Apr. 26, o o m
S Libra; ..; ... 14 54-9 ... 8 4 S 25, 3 26 m
U Coronae 15 13-6 ... 32 4 N. ... ,, "30, i 53 m
U Ophiuchi 17 io'8 ... i 20 N , 25, i 31 m

and at intervals of 20 8
X Sagittarii 17 40-4 ... 27 47 S. . Apr. 28, 2 20 in

May I, o Q M
W Sagittarii ... 17 57-8 ... 29 35 S. ... Apr. 25, 21 40 m

,, 29, 2 25 AT
U .Sagittarii 18 25-2 ... 19 12 S. ... ,, 26, 2 30 m

,, 29, 2 20M
^ Lyrte i8 45-9 ... 33 14 N. ... ,, 29, 2 r 35 J/
7) Aquil^ 19 46-7 ... o 7 N. ... ,, 29, 21 40 M
R Vulpeculre ... 20 59-3 ... 23 22 N. ... ,, 25, w
5 Cephei 22 24-9 ... 57 50 N. ... May i, o oM

M signifie
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Mclcor SJwwers

The piincipal sliower of tliis week is that of the Ai/ntviJs,

radiant R.A. 326°, Decl. 2° S. It is a strong shower, visible

just before daybreak, from April 29 to May 2.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
The Geographical Society of Paris held last Friday its first

general annual meeting. M. de Lesseps was in the chair, and

delivered an address on the Panama Isthmus and Canal.

Amongst tlie gold medallists are MM. Capello and Ivens, the

Pandit Krishna, and Alfred Marche.

M. Pellet, a French explorer belonging to the cavalry, was

murdered by an unfaithful guide on his way to Timbuctu, before

reaching Insalah, the capital of Tuat.

The Portuguese Legislature has, at the initiative of the Geo-

graphical Society of Lisbon, passed an act relating to MM.
Capello and Ivens, of which the following are the main pro-

visions:— (i) They are to receive apension of 600,000 )v/y(i35/.)

per annum each, in addition to a similar pension granted to

them after their first journey ; (2) exemption from all taxes ; (3)

the Treasury is to bear the expense of printing an edition of the

account of their last African journey, of which 5000 copies will

be given to them, and the copyright will be their property ; (4)

confirmation of the rank conferred on them, and dispensing with

the condition of serving the remainder of the term in Africa in

consideration of which the rank was granted to them by law.

Portugal, it would thus appear, knows how to honour officially,

as a nation, her sons who have done honour to her. MM.
Capello and Ivens's work is in the National Press at Lisbon, and

the first volume is expected to be published in two months.

The current number (Band v., Heft i) of the Mitlheiluiigcii

of the German African Society is full of interesting matter.

The contents are divided into two parts : (i) the reports of the

Society's explorers in the Congo region, and (2) those in the

Western Soudan. The first part contains Dr. Biittner's diary of

his journey during July, August, and September last year.

Leaving .\rthinglon Falls on July 3, he travelled eastward to

the Quango, at its junction with the Quito, which point he

reached on the 2ift of the same month. He then turned south

along the right bank of the Quango for seven days, as far as

Muene Putu, where he stayed for a fortnight, again returning

northward, and crossing to the left bank near the spot where the

Quilo joins it. Leaving this on August 21, he continued down

the left bank to Kiballa, whence he turned westward to Stanley

Pool. A map compiled by Dr. R. Kiepert accompanies the

diary, and also tables of various measurements calculated by

Dr. von Danckelman. The reports from the Expedition in the

Western Soudan are written by Dr. Flegel (from Bakundi, on

the Tarabba) and Dr. Semon.

The last number of the Mittheilimsm of the Geographical

Society of Vienna, like so many similar publications just now,

is mainly devoted to African geography. It contains, with a

description, routes &c., a map of the neighbourhood of Ango-

Ango, by Herr Baumann, a member of Dr. Lenz's Austrian

Congo Expedition. 'Ihe topographical material was collected

during a stay at Ango-Ango, and was put together in Vienna.

Two further letters from Dr. Lenz ore also published : the first

describes the journey from Ngombe to Stanley Pool, and

the second the journey to the Equator Station on the Upper

Congo. It is satisfactory to learn that the Expedition reached

this point in excellent health, and that the Free State officials

gave it every assistance. The only other paper in the number

is the conclusion of Dr. Diener's contribution to the geography

of Central Syria. At the end he confesses that it is at present

impossible to say whether the physical features of a great part

of this region have altered since the days of the Romans.

There are facts, historical, climatic, and geographical, which tend

in favour of both sides, and the problem is one for solution in

ihe future.

According to a recent communication of M. Venukoff to the

Geographical Society of Paris (to which we have already

referred), the results of a survey of the basin of the Neva, exe-

cuted in 1S84--85, show that hitherto the levels generally

accepted by geographers here have been totally incorrect. The

following is a comparison of the levels now ascertained with

those given by M. Reclus in his " Geographie Universelle " for

Lakes Ladoga, Onega, and Ilmen :

—

New Survey M- Reclus

Ladoga ... 5-01 metres ... 18 metres

Onega ... 34-97 .. • 72 ,,

Ilmen ... I7'97 >i °- >>

These figures, and others which might be quoted, show that the

region watered by the Neva and its tributaries is much lower

than was generally supposed. The new figures refer to the

normal zero of Cronstadt, which is itself 0'66 m. above the level

of the Baltic at Revel. The absolute heights of the lakes is thus

slightly increased, but still the differences between the old and

the new figures are very great. As the results of the new suryey

appear unquestionable, the former hypsometric details respecting

the basin of the Neva must be dismissed as wholly incorrect.

The French Topographical Society proposes that an Inter-

national Exhibition of Topography should take place in the

Palais de ITndustrie next year, uc.der the patronage and with

the assistance of the Government. The Committee of Organis-

ation which has been appointed has addressed a circular to

P'rench topographers, geologists, geographers, and explorers,

asking for their co-operation. The Society, the circular says,

has for its aim the popularisation of the science of topography,

especially by means of gratuitous lectures, and it is antici-

pated that an exhibition will give a spur to this work.

SOME RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS WITH
KITE- WIRE SUSPENDED ANEMOMETERS
UP TO 1300 FEET ABOVE THE GROUND
IN 18S3-S5

SINCE I had the honour of reading a japer on the first series

of observations t.aken in 1883-84 before the Association in

Montreal last year, I have made twenty-five fresh observations

at heights above the ground varying from 300 to about 1300 feet,

or double the greatest height before attained. I had hoped in

have been able to make a greater number and variety of obser-

vations, but a pressure of private and other work has stood to

the way.

Since, however, in ten of the new observations the upper

anemometer was suspended at a height of over 1000 feet above

the ground, or 1500 feet above the sea, I trust the results may
be thought sufficiently novel and valuable to merit the brief

discussion to which I have subjected them.

In dealing with the observations I have included fifteen of

those made in 1883-84, and have thus been able to utilise forty

observations in all. As the observations were intentionally made

as nearly as possible at certain desired heights, so as to afford a

regular progression upwards in the scale of height, I have been

able to arrange forty-two pairs of observ.ations at two different

levels in six groups.

In order to present the results in a form in which they can be

readily compared, as well as to exhibit the law of change of the

velocity with the height, I have computed for each observation

the value of the corresponding exponent in the empirical formula

-!=(-
\ , wliere V, v, H. h, are the velocities and heights of the

V \ h I

upper and lower instruments respectively. The several groups,

together with their corresponding heights, mean velocities, and

exponents, are given in the following table :

—

Table I.

a.
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always increases from the surface of the ground up to 1800

feet above sea-level, and that the ratio of the increase steadily

diminishes up to that height. The only exception to the steady

decrease in the value of .r occurs in Group S> ^"^'^ 'his is evi-

dently due to the inclusion in that group of an abnormally large

value of X (o'576), corresponding to an equally abnormally small

velocity of 789 feet per minute, which is little more than a third

of the mean velocity of the stratum corresponding to that group.

The mean velocities of each group are also seen to increase with

some degree of regularity with the height, but this is, of course,

partly accidental. In estimating the value of the exponent x
for strata of the atmosphere at different heights above sea-level,

it must be remembered that the place of observation is 500 feet

above sea-level, and therefore that at a certain height above the

ground the motion of the air in all probability approximates to

what it would have at its real height above the sea. Where this

state of things actually occurs, we have no ready means of de-

termining, but at a height of 1000 feet above the ground we may
assume that the influence of the subjacent tableland is almost

obliterated, and the motion of the air approximates to what it

would have at its real sea-level height. On this assumption, if

we add the full 500 feet to each height in Group 6, we get the

following value for the exponent ;

—

Upper sea-level Lower sea-level Value of x
height height

Group 6 1595 1267 o'2S

If more reasonably we add 400 feet only, we get x — o'26, or

almost identically the same value as o'2S, which I found agree

best on the average with Dr. Vettin's cloud observations at

Berlin, ranging from 1600 to 23,000 feet above sea-level (Nature,
January II, 1883). I think, therefore, that the results of the

present series of observations may be taken to add strong con-

firmation to the general agreement of the empirical formula

- = (
-

j , with the average motion of the air at heiglits

over i6oo above sea-level.

One great advantage which results from the representation of

the observations in the form of exponents is that we are thus

enabled to compare observations differing from one another, both

as to height and velocity, in a manner which would otherwise be

almost impossible.

There are four principal variables which have been observed,

and which are likely to affect the value of these exponents, viz.

(i) the mean velocity at the upper and lower elevations ; (2) the

direction of the wind ; {3) the time of day ; and (4) the month
of the year. I have, so to speak, differentiated the exponents

with respect to each of these variables in turn, and have in each

case placed the corresponding values of the other variables

alongside, in order to see how much of the resulting variation

of the exponent is independent, or dependent on accidental

collocations of the other variables. The results I find most
curiously involved, owing to apparently accidental groupings of

some of the variables.

One or two variations can, however, be shown to arise from
the influence of one factor alone, after that due to the co-

existence of others is allowed for. One of these is that due to

the change of mean velocity, and the other is the diurnal change
with the hour of the day. These are shown in the accompanying
Tables II. and III. respectively.

In Table II. the exponent is found, on the whole, to increase

with an increase in the velocity in the two lowest groups
(i and 2), and to decrease in the four upper groups, the maxima
in each of these groups occurring at the lower velocities, and the

minima at the highest ones.

This latter result is what might have been expected a priori,

and though the first two groups would appear at first sight to

present an anomaly, it mu'-t be remembered that in these groups

the lower instrument is hardly above the influence of surrounding

trees, so that in high winds, while the upper instrument might
be feeling the full force of the wind, the lower one might be
unduly sheltered from it by adjacent trees or buildings.

In Table III. the diurnal variation in the value of the ex-

ponents, reaching its minimum from 2 to 3 or 3 to 4, and its

maximum between 6 and 8 (as far as the observations go), is

most clearly and regularly shown in each of the four upper
groups, .and as these last are well beyond the influence of local

obstructions, I regard the uniformity with which they exhibit

this variation as a strong proof in favour of its physical existence

independently of any similar variation caused by the parallel

march ofother factors. Even if part of the variation in groups 3, 4,

and 6 is due to the equally regular decrease in the mean velocity

from midday to evening, it can be shown from Table II. that

this only accounts for a portion of the observed variation.

Thus, taking the ranges of the exponents in Table III., and
adding to or subtracting from them the proportional ranges of

the exponents for the corresponding opposite range of velocity

(deduced from the mean range of the exponents for 400 feet

range of velocity in Table II.), we get the following results :—

•

^i + -=73 + 'oSs + '^se -(-
•

that is to say, for Group 5 the variation is increased, and for the

rest not materially diminished.

The opposite variation in the two lowest groups (i and 2) may
be capable of an explanation somewhat analogous to the similar

anomaly presented by these two groups in Table II., but in any

case it cannot be said either to sensibly corroborate or invalidate

the physical existence of the variation so statistically marked in

all the four upper groups.

This diurnal change in the value of the ratio of the velocity

of the upper to the lower strata which is here shown to occur for

the afternoon hours, is confirmed by various other casual obser-

vation':, and is in complete accord with the results afforded by

anemometrical observations on Ben Nevis and other lofty

mountain observatories, as well as with Dr. Koppen's theory of

the diurnal period in the surface-wind alluded to in my former

paper.

Since at stations near sea-level the diurnal wind-velocity

i-eaches its maximum at midday and its minimum at midnight,

while at lofty stations about 4000 feet above sea-level the critical

epochs are reversed, it is evident that somewhere between these

levels a neutral plane exists where the diurnal variation is nil.

The ratio of the upper velocity to the lower for a given difterence

of height would, however, continue to vary diurnally all the

way up (unless some unknown law intervene), reaching its

minimum value about midday and its maximum about midnight.

Indications of other laws have been noticed in the value of

the exponents, such as a maximum for west winds and a mini-

mum for east winds in five out of six of the groups, and also a

maximum in the autumn, minimum in the winter, and maximum
again in the summer in all the gr'oups, but the observations are

too few and the factors too involved to establish these with any

certainty. I trust on a future occasion to be able to go into

these questions more in detail, and also to supply the morning

half of the diurnal variation, which I consider to be the most

certain and valuable result I have as yet obtained in addition to

the law of the general progressive decrease in the value of the

exponent up to 1800 feet above sea-level in the/?w atmosphere.

E. Douglas Archibald

BASIC CINDER"-
'

'T'HE interest of this report centres principally around the
-*- question of the manurial value of undissolved phosphates

present in basic steel slag or cinder. The basic cinder is the

effete and broken up basic lining of the converters used in the

Thomas and Gilchrist process for dephosphorising iron, and is

made in very large quantities as a by-product of steel manu-

facture. It contains from 16 to 19 per cent, of phosphoric acid

in union with lime and other bases in combinations insoluble in

water.

At the request of the North-Eastern Steel Company Prof.

Wrightson and Dr. Munro undertook field experiments in order

to test the manurial value of this substance. The«e experiments

were carried out last summer on the College farm at Downton,

and at East Howie, Ferry Hill, county of Durham, upon dis-

similar soils, and under different climatic conditions. The re-

sults as given in the very concise report before us are remarkable,

and certainly must be highly satisfactory to those who are inter-

ested in the future of basic cinder. The value of this substance

as a fertiliser for swedes and turnips, as well as for grass,^ is

placed beyond reasonable doubt by a most remarkable unanimity

of results obtained at both experimental stations. Each series

' " Report on E.\periments made to test the Manurial Value of Basic

Cinder from the North.Eastern Steel Works." By Prof Wrightson and Dr.

Munro, of the College of Agriculture, Downton, Salisbury. Middles-

brough ; Daily Excliange Offices, 1886.
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was composed of thirty-five plots of one chain square, or of one-

tenth of an acre each, and comprised forty drills or roi\s of

plants. The plots were arranged to form five rows of seven

plots each, and a rectangle of three and a half acres. They
were so disposed within this area that every manured plot was
adjacent to an unmanured plot, with the object of obtaining

repeated confirmations of any differences which might be indi-

cated in favour of the dressings. Every trial was made in

duplicate in both series, and the results are graphically shown
by tinted plans, on which the number of the plot, the manurial
dressing used, and the number and weight of ro3ts grown are

printed.

Not only do these experiments prove ground basic cinder to

be a valuable fertiliser, but they assign it a higher position than

ground coprolite, and place it only slightly below "super-
phosphate " in value. This remarkable result is, we find, sup-

ported by statements resting on the authority of Dr. Biedermann
Cttitralhlatt (vol. xiv. part 2), in which the phosphoric acifl in

basic cinder is asserted to be more readily appropriated liy

growing plants than is the phosphoric acid contained in copro-

lites.

The subject is full of interest as bearing upon the positive

profits of steel manufacture, and also upon the manufacture of

superphosphate and upon agricultural practice. It has attracted

the attention of M. Grandeau, of the Faculty of Science of liie

French University, who contributed a review of the pamphlet
before us occupying over three columns of Le Tempi newspaper.
In the course of his remarks he says :

—" Les resultats obtenus
en Angleterre confirment pleinement, on le voit, ceux que les

agronome> allemands ont publies et que j'ai precedemment
analyses. Les scories de dephosphoration sont appelees a jouer

un role considerable dans la fumure du sol. Des negociants
ont deja traite avec quelques-unes des importantes usines de
I'Est (Alsace-Lorraine notamment) pour I'achat de loute leur

production de scories."

The experiments conducted a* Downton and Ferry Hill were
not only instituted to ascertain the positive value of ground basic

cinder in comparison with unmanured plots. In them the

ground cinder was compared with ground coprolite, with ordin-

ary superphosphate, with a rich superphosphate, with a super-

phosphate made direct from the basic slag, and with a super-

phosphate to which green vitriol was added. The subject is

likely to arouse a very considerable amount of attention.

AN IMPRO VED FORM OF TEMPERA TURE
REGULATOR

T N 1882, at the request of the Board of Trade, the Royal
Society appointed a Committee, consisting of Sir G. Airy,

Col. Clark, and Prof. Stokes, to advise on the question of im-
proving the existing means of the comparison of standards of
length at the Standard Office. In their report the Committee
suggested improvements in the arrangement for securing greater
uniformity and steadiness of temperature in the bars under com-
parison. As a first step in this direction, the Cambridge Scien-

tific Instrument Company were requested to investigate the

subject of temperature regulators, and to consider the general
design of a comparing apparatus. They proposed that the

standards, some hours before they were observed, should be
placed in metal cases and immersed in a bath containing water

;

and that they should not be disturbed during the process of

observation. If the uniformity of temperature of the water
could be ensured, it would secure the equality of temperature of

the standards and remove one of the greatest difficulties in the
construction of a satisfactory comparing apparatus.

After some preliminary trials a regulator was constructed
similar to that used at the Bureau International des Poids et

Mesures at Sevres.^ Its action depends on the variation of
pressure of a saturated vapour, caused by a change of tempera-
ture. The pressure on the volatile liquid and vapour is due to

the atmosphere, as well as to a column of mercury ; consequently
the regulated temperature will vary with any change in the
atmospheric pressure. In the following experiments the corre-
sponding change of temperature for one inch alteration of the
barometer was about o°'37 C. The accuracy of the regulator
therefore dejiends on the constancy of the atmospheric pressure,

' See "Travaux et Miimoires du Bureau International des Poids et

and to overcome this serious disadvantage an arrangement was
devised for maintaining a constant pressure on the volatile

liquid.

An iron bath, D (Fig. i), containing water, was placed in a

wooden box. The intermediate space was filled with sawdust ;

this was done to minimise the unequal cooling due to the vary-

ing temperature of the room. The two ends of a U "Shaped

tube were fixed into the bottom of the iron bath and passed

through holes in the side of the wooden b ix. The water was
kept warm by means of two gas-flames placed under a part of

this tube. One of the gas-flames was connected to the regulator

and the other direct to the gas-main. The object of the second

flame was to re-light the regulated gas-jet in case it should have
been extinguished by the regulator.

The water in the bath was kept thoroughly stirred by air

forced through it by means of bellows. These were placed

inside the box in order to keep them warm, and also for the

more important reason of avoiding the currents of air which
would otheruise be produced at each stroke. The air used for

F.ol

stirring was thus saturated with aqueous vapour, and did not

cool the water in the bath by absorbing moisture from it.

The nozzle of the bellows was connected to the (J 'Shaped tube

by a branch inserted just above the point where the gas-flame

was applied. The air thus pumped through the upper part of

the U'ti'be caused a rapid circulation of water through it. This

method has the advantage of applying the heat in a manner
which does not tend to make the water in one part of the bath

perceptibly hotter than the rest.

The volatile liquid in the regulator was a mixture of

methyl-chloride and ethyl-chloride, boiling at about 2i° C.

under the normal atmospheric pressure. It was contained

in a flat bulb, G, blown at the end of a glass tube, and

was under a head of mercury. The glass lubes containing

the mercury were connected by short lengths of canvas-

lined india-rubber tube. A double brass tube was secured to

the open end of the regulator, E ; this is shown enlarged in
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Fig. 2. The gas entered by the inner tube, which passed down
to the surface of the mercury, and the outer tube was connected

with tlie gas-burner placed under tlie (J's'i^P^tl heating-tube.

Thus a rise of mercury in the regulator reduced the supply of

gas to the burner. The cross-section of the Hat glass bulb at the

common surface of the mercury and volatile liquid was large

compared with the cross-section at the upper end of the regu-

lator ; thus nearly all the increase in height due to expansion of

the volatile liquid and vapour takes place at the upper end of

the regulator, and the level of the common surface of the

mercury and volatile liquid remains nearly constant.

The most interesting part of the apparatus is the arrangement

for compensating for the variation of atmospheric pressure.

With this object a barometer in tlio form of a bent tube is fixed

at F. To simplify the explanation we will suppose that the

atmospheric pressure diminishes by an amount equal to a head
of one inch of mercury ; this will cause the mercury in the open
end of the barometer to rise half an inch. If the regulated gas-

flame is to be extinguished when there is a constant pressure on
the volatile liquid, then the tube E must be raised one inch ; thus

it must move in the same direction as and twice the amount of

the exposed surface of the mercury in the barometer. To
accomplish this the upper part of the regulator was attached to

a board turning about a horizontal axis. A. A gas-bag was
placed between the projecting end of this board and a fixed

tjoard, B. The board turning about A was so weighted as to

tend to close the bag. The nozzle of the bag was connected to

the gas-main, and a branch pipe led to a small tube, c, passing

down the open end of the barometer. This small tube was fixed

by a bracket to the movable board half-way between the upper

end of the regulator and the pivot a. Now if the mercury rises

in the open end of the barometer it closes the tube c, and the

gas from the main passes into the bag, forces the boards apart,

and raises both the upper end of the regulator and the tube c,

until the escape restores the equilibrium. The flexible india-

rubber connections in the glass tubes allow the necessary move-
ment to take place. This arrangement is of interest, as the

pressure of the gas-supply is the motive-power for automatically

moving a piece of mechanism in a required manner.

The apparatus was kept in action for fourteen days without

readjustment, but the stirring of the water was discontinued at

night. The thermometer was read about ten times a day, and
from July 18 to August I the extreme readings were 30°'90 C.

and 30° 86 C. The greatest change of temperature during any

day was o°'04 C, the least observed change during any day was
o°'oi C, and the longest period during which no change was ob-

servable was from 12.30 p.m. on July 20, to i p.m. the following

day. At night, when the stirring was discontinued, the variation

of the temperature was greater, but it settled down to its normal

amount shortly after the stirring began. In a properly-con-

structed comparing-room the change of temperature would have

been less. On one occasion the barometer rose rapidly, nearly

half an inch in twenty-four hours, and during this time the tem-

perature of the water did not vary perceptibly. If the baro-

meter had not been attached to the regulator, this change of

pressure on the volatile liquid would have produced a change of

o°"l4 C. in the bath.

The apparatus was roughly made in an experimental form,

but the results were highly satisfactory. There were no doubt

errors in the readings of the thermometer. Sir William

Thomson, in his .article on "Heat" in the " Encyclopcedia

Britannica," describes an error which may be introduced owing

to the mercury in the stem of a thermometer remaining at rest

whilst slight changes of temperature are occurring, and then

moving suddenly into a new position, where it again remains at

rest. This phenomenon was observed in the very delicate

thermometer used.

The variation of temperature due to the expansion of the

mercury in the bai-ometer and regulator was perceptible, and

agreed roughly with the amount arrived at by calculation. Very
small errors were also probably introduced by the following

causes : the sticking of the mercury in the regulator and the

barometer ; variation of the gas-pressure ; imperfections in the

mechanism and of the vacuum in the barometer. There can,

however, be little doubt that the errors produced by these and

other causes could be reduced to an inappreciable amount, and

if the apparatus were placed in a room of fairly constant tem-

perature, remarkable results could be obtained.

IIOKACF. Darwin

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
yotirnal of the Russian C/itmual ami Physical Society, vol.

xviii., fasc. ii.—On the analysis of platinum ores, by F. Willm.
All former methods of the separation of noble metals, though
sufficient for technical purposes, are considered not exact for the
scientific determination. Electrolytic method is recommended.

—

On the thermic effects of the replacement of hydrogen by
bromine in the aromatic compounds, by E. Werner.— On
cholanic and bileanic acids, by P. Latchinoff. Both having been
obtained from cow's bile and formula; proposed for the former

CjsHjsO; 4- iH.O, and for the latter CosH^^Og -t- iHjO.—
Contribution to the theory of the influence of the decomposition of

a body due to heat or to mechanical influences, on its magnetism,

by P. Bakmetieft".—Thermo-electrical researches, by the same
author. The starting-point for these researches being the fact

observed by the author, that the thermo-electro generative force

in the metal rods, which serve as thermo-elements, undergoes

variations under the influence of the contraction or expansion of

the rods parallel to those of magnetism in the same metals and
from the same causes.

Rtiuliconti del Reak Iitituto Lombardo, February 18.—State
of public instruction in Italy, by Prof. A. Amati. In general

the results here tabulated of an inquiry into the present state of

instruction throughout the peninsula show that the number of

unlettered is in direct proportion with that of the criminal

classes.—On a phenomenon of intermission in the sense of

hearing, by Prof. A. Raggi. It is shown that under certain

conditions regularly recurring sounds strike the auditory faculty

in rhythmically recurring waves of greater and less intensity.

The phenomenon is regarded as the direct result of perception,

the reflex act represented by the awakened attention not being

produced with a uniform degree of energy continued throughout

the duration of the stiinulus, the lack of uniformity being itself

due to the feeble degree of excitement.—Note on a simple and

obvious, but not hitherto noticed deduction from Ta)lor's

formula in infinitesimal analysis, by Gian Antonio Maggi.

—

Remarks on a normal metamorphosis of the scented violet due

to the presence of the larva of Cecidomyia destructor, by Dr. S.

Calloni.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, March 25.
— " On the Changes produced by

Magnetisation in the Length of Iron Wires under Tension."

By Shelford Bidwell, M.A., LL.B. Communicated by Prof.

F. Guthrie, F.R.S.
In a paper communicated to the Royal Society about a year

ago, the author discussed the results of certain experiments

made by Joule in relation to the efTects of magnetism upon the

dimensi' ins of iron and steel bars.

It is well known that the length of an ir>.n rod is in general

slightly increased by magnetisation. Joule enunciated the law

that the elongation is proportional in a given bar to the square

of the magnetic intensity, and that it ceases to inci-ease after the

iron is fully saturated. The author's experiments, made with a

greater range of magnetisini; forces and with thinner rods than

those used by Joule, showed that if the magnetising current

were gradually increased after the so-called saturation point of

the iron had been reached, the elongation, instead of remaining

at a maximum, was diminished, until, when the current had

attained a certain strength, the original length of the rod was

unaltered, and if this strength were exceeded, actual retraction

was produced.

Joule also found that when the experiment wis performed

upon an iron wire stretched by a weight, the magnetic extension

was in all cases diminished, and if the weight were considerable,

magnetisation caused retraction instead of elongation. From
these facts he appears to have formed the conclusion that, under

a certain critical tension (differing for difterent specimens of

iron, but independent of the magnetising force), magnetisation

would produce no eft'ect whatever upon the dimensions of the

wire. In one of his experiments a certain iron wire loaded

with a weight of 408 lbs. was found to be slightly elongated

when magnetised ; the weight was then increased to 740 lbs.,

with the result that magnetisation was accompanied by a slight

retraction. In both cases the magnetising currents varied over

a considerable range, and the smaller ones were without any

visible effect. Commenting upon these results, Joule conjectured

that "with a tension of about 600 lbs. (which number is roughly
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the mean of 40S and 740) the effect on the dimensions of the

wire would cease altogether in the limits of the electric cur-

rents employed in the above experiments."

In reference to this surmise the author in his paper of last

year expressed his belief that, if Joule had actually made the

experiment, he would have found that the length of the wire
was increased by a weak current, that a current of medium
strength would have had no effect whatever, and that one of his

stronger currents would have caused the wire to retract. He
had, in fact, reason to believe that the effect of tension was to

diminish the "critical magnetising force" (which produces
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streams which flow in diverse directions to feed the rivers

Orinoco, Essequibo, and Amazon. Roraima is therefore a pro-

bable centre whence peculiar vegetable forms may have origin-

ated and distributed themselves over a wide area. Regarding

the flora of Guiana as a whole, three distinct zones of vegetation

may be distinguished : one, the cultivated strip of coast-land ;

another, the forest which clothes the upward slopes of the

country ; and, third, the high savannahs of the interior. Within

each of these zones plant species are evenly distributed, though

occasionally on the savannahs uniformity is interrupted by small

tracts of peculiar vegetation. Sometimes these tracts are

marked by the occurrence of only one peculiar species
—"areas

of localised species "
; sometimes by a large number of peculiar

species
— "areas of distinct vegetation." These latter have

notable representatives in the savannah above Karctem Fall and

Roi-aima itself; where, so to say, the more common plant

species are excluded. This, then, gives them quite a separate

and independent botanical fades.

Entomological Society, April 7.—Mr. Robert McLachlan,

F.R.S., President, in the chair.—The following were elected

Fellows -.—Dr. Capron, Dr. J. W. Ellis, Messrs. F. D.

Wheeler, M.A., J. B. Eridgman, F.L.S., T. D. Gibson-

Carmichael, F.L.S., J. Rhodes, F.R.M.S., A. C. Horner,

J. T. Harris, Evan John, Martin Jacoby, J. A. Clark, G.

Ehsha, and A. S. Olliff.—Mr. Crowley exhibited a large

number of Lepidoptera from Accra, West Africa, including long

series of Cliaraxes and Rhonialaosoma, and a number of speci-

mens of Satiiniia from Natal.—The Rev. W. W. Fowler

exhibited four beetles belonging to the family Caralndit. Three

of them had been taken twenty years ago on the banks of the

Clyde, and had lately been identified as An^homL-nus sahlliergi,

a species new to Europe, having hitherto been only found in

Siberia. Tlie remaining specimen was Anclwmenn^ anh-
ani^elicus, a North European species, nearly related to A. sahl-

hergi.—Mr. J. W. Slater exhibited a spider belonging to the

genus Galcodes, a Lamellicorn beetle belonging to the genus

Cdoiiia, and an undetermined species of Ciirculioiuda, all from

Port Elizabeth, South Africa.—Mr. Billups exhibited a specimen

of Bassiis bizonarius, an Ichneumon new to Britain, taken at

Peckham in 1885 ; aho a series of another parasite, Dimcris

miia, taken in Headley Lane, Surrey, in March last.—Mr.

White exhibited preserved larvte of two species of Catoca/a, for

the purpose of calling attention to some hitherto undetected pro-

cesses on the under side ; and Prof Meldola and Mr. J. J. Weir

made some remarks on them.—Mr. H. Goss exhibired two

remarka'ile varieties of the male oi Argynnis paphia, taken in

Sussex and Hampshire respectively.—Mr. S. Edwards exhibited

an unknown exotic spider found in his Orchid House at Black-

heath.—Mr. A. G. Butler communicated a paper entitled "De-
scriptions and Remarks upon Five New Noctuid Moths from

Japan."—The Rev. W. W. Fowler read a paper on new genera

and species of Laiigiiriidie, chiefly from specimens in the collec-

tions of the British Museum, the Cambridge Museum, Mr. G.

Lewis, and the Rev. H. S. Gorham ; and Dr. Sharp and Mr.

Champion made remarks thereon.—Dr. Sharp read a paper on
" Some Propo-ed Transfers of Generic Names," the subject of a

pamphlet recently published by M. Des Gozis, iuwhich that author

transposed many of the most familiar generic names. Dr.

Sharp pointed out the extreme confusion caused by this practice,

and showed that the theory on which the system was based was

as unsound as the practice itself was objectionable. A long

discussion ensued, in which Mr. Fowler, Mr. Waterhouse, Mr.

Pascoe, Mr. McLachlan, Dr. Sharp, and Mr. Dunning took

part. The last-named gentleman said that the discussion re-

minded him of a similar one on the application of the law of

priority, which took place at a meeting of the Society nearly

twenty years ago. The project was then condemned as unani-

mously as that of M. Des Gozis had been that evening, and he

trusted that entomologists would hear no more of it.

Anthropological Institute, April 13.—Prof. A. H. Keane,

Vice-President, in the chair.—Mr. H. Ling Roth read a paper

on tire origin of agriculture. He commenced by briefly review-

ing the ideas entertained by savages as to the origin of agricul-

ture among them ; then, criticising the views held by scientific

men of the present day on the subject, he discussed the con-

ditions generally accepted as necessary to be fulfilled wherever

agriculture is to flourish. He laid special stress on the fact that

with savages the want of food could not possibly be an induce-

ment to cultivate the soil, but considered that, from the social

condition of women in barbarous life and their connection with

the soil, they probably originated the first steps which ultimately

led whole nations to become agriculturists. He then described

what he thought might have been the first step, the rotation in

which plants became domesticated, the three homes of agricul-

ture and its spiead amongst the uncivilised, and wound up
with a few words on the development of agricultural imple-

ments.—A paper on the Sengirese, by Dr. Hickson, was read.

—The election of Mr. Abraham Hale was announced.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, April 12.—M. Jurien de la Graviere,

President, in the chair.—Complementary note on the results of

the application of the prophylactic method against rabies after

the bite, by M. L. Pasteur. As many as 726 patients from

every part of Europe, and even from North America and Brazil,

have now been treated, of whom 688 were for dog-bite and 38
for wolf-bite. Of the first class all are doing well except the

already-reported case of the girl Pelletier, and over half of the

number have passed the critical period. Of the second class

—

all Russians—three have succumbed, the others, 30 far, pro-

gressing favourably. An essential difference is pointed out

between the nature of bites by wolves and dogs, the former

being regarded in Russia as always absolutely fatal. Hence the

proportion of victims under the new process must be considered

extremely low, more especially cinsidering the severity of the

wounds and the long time that elapsed before the treatment

could be applied.—On the origin of the electric discharge in

thunderstorms, by M. Daniel Colladon. The paper coniains a

more detailed statement of the author's views, already reported

in previous numbers of the Comphs rendus, supplemented with

remarks suggested by two violent thunderstorms observed by

him in the Swiss Alp.s during the summer of 1885. In the

latter an important feature was the stationary character of the

thunder-clouds, inexplicable according to M. Faye's well-known

theory.—Remarks on the second volume of the "Cours de

Machines " presented to the Academy by M. Haton de la

Goupilliere. This volume treats of hydraulics and all kinds of

hydraulic machinery, w ith a special chapter on accumulators and

their various applications.—Note on a photographic map of the

Pleiades group, by MM. Paul and Prosper Henry. This

chart is an engraved reproduction of a proof on paper of the

impression obtained on November 16, 1S85, by means of the

o-33m. photographic equatorial twice enlarged. It shows,

besides the interesting nebula near Maia, another near Electra,

of which a very faint impression was obtained. It also indicates

the existence of several new companions to Merope, Alcyon,

and some other brilliant stars. The discrepancies between

this map and Wolf's tables are most pronounced in the case of

the small stars in the vicinity of brighter constellations. One of I he

loth magnitude in Wolf's list is resolved in the photographic

into two of the 13th magnitude. It is also pointed out that

where direct observation gives only 625, the photographic pro-

cess reveals 1421 stars in a somewhat smaller space.—On some

remarkable spectroscopic phenomena, by M. A. Ricco.^ While

recently observing on a very bright protuberance the inversion

of the sodium rays D and D^, the author was surprised to notice

that the very vivid chromosp'heric ray D, seemed double, being

divided by a very fine black line. The same effect was ai^ter-

wards observed on the chromospheric rays C and F, and it is

suggested that these and other double inversions noticed from

time to time on the .odium and magnesium rays may be con-

nected with the phenomenon of diffraction.—On the origin of

M. Janssen's "solar photospheric network," by M. G. M.

Stanoiewitch. From his studies of the photosphere the author

concludes that, whatever be the origin of the solar granules, the

"photospheric network," as presenied by the photographic

plates, does not exist on the surface of the sun. It is produced

by the irregular refraction of a transparent body with irregular

molecular constitution interposed between the granular solar

surface and the photographic objective. This irregular refrac-

tion is caused by the gaseous envelope of the sun, which, being

agitated by currents in all directions, presents as a whole a body

of extremely irregular molecular constitution. This view was

not accepted by M. Janssen, who made some remarks after the

paper was read.—On the equilibrium of a fluid mass in rotation,

by M. Matthiessens. The author claims priority of discovery of

the annular figures which M. Poincare lately stated had first

been observed by the English geometricians Tait and Thomson.

He refers to a series of papers ranging from 1845 to 1883, in

w hich he describes the two rings and discusses the whole theory of

these forms and of the ellipsoidal figures.—On a general theorem
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relating to the propagation of motion, by M. Hugoniot. The

method employed by the author in studying the propagation of

motion in fluids is here generalised and extended to all move-

ments regulated by the same system of mathematical formulas.

—On the thermo-electric jiroperties of iodide of silver, plios-

jihuret of zinc, sulphuret of tin, and some other chemical com-

]iounds, by M. G. Chaperon.—On the density and compressi-

bility of gases and vapours, by M. Antoine. The compressibility

of atmospheric air is shown to approach that of nitrogen, whence

an important induction is drawn for the use of automatic torpe-

does in marine warfare.—On the optical phenomenon kno\\n as

simultaneous contrast, that is, the tendency to produce the

sensation of a complementaiy colours in the neighbourhood of

any coloured surface, by M. Aug. Charpentier. From his re-

searches the author infers that this phenomenon of contrasting

colours produced in a region not directly etci'ed is simply a case

of itidnced colours in the literal and figurative sense of the e.\-

pression.—Transformation of the protochloride of chromium

into a sesquichloride : molecular states of the oxides of chro-

mium, by M. Recoura.— Onmonochloruretted vinylethylic ether,

trichloruretted, pentachloruretted, and some other chloruretted

ethers, by M. L. Godefroy. The first-mentioned of these ethers,

discovered by the author, has enabled him to jjrepare six olher

ethers, some already known, some new, and formmg two distinct

series with almost opposite general characterstic properties.—

A

study of the isomeric naphthylphenylcarbonyls, by M. Ros-

pendowski.—On the eleven genera of the land Lumbricus esta-

blished by Kinberg, by M. Edm. Perrier. Most of these

so-called genera are shown to be mere species, and all the

genera known in the time of Kinberg, or down to the year 1872,

are now reduced to four. To these are here added eleven others,

making fifteen at present known.—On the food of turtles, by

MM. G. Pouchet and J- de Guerne. Although usually supposed

to be herbivorous, the stomach of some turtles captured in the

.Azores waters yielded remains oi Hyalcca Iridentata, Lepas ana i-

fera, besides Medusa; and small fishes.—Note on the discovery

of a Cenomanian deposit at Pech de Foix, containing Pfffns'cr

Intiicatus, Rhynchonella graHaiia, and other fossils of the same

epoch, by M. J. Roussel.—Experimental essay on the toxic

properties of febrile urines, by M. V. Fellz.—Note on the jiro-

ject of a railway from the coast of Syria to the Persian Gulf, by

.M. A. Dumont. The projected Euphrates Valley scheme con-

necting the Mediterranean with the Persian Gulf is favourably

discussed from the engineering and economic standpoints. This

alternative overland route is declared to be a necessity in the

near future, in consequence of the continually increasing traffic

through the Suez Canal. At the conclusion of the paper M.
de IjCsseps also spoke in favour of the scheme, which might be

carried out for about 10,000,000/.

GOTTINGEN
Royal Society of Sciences, Aug. i, 1SS5.—On the theory of

liquid jets, by W. Voigt.—Thespectrumof the brush discharge, by

E. Hoppe. The lines showed a certain correspondence to tliose

of aurora.—On the pyro-electricity of tourmaline, by E. Riecke.

The method was to heat a tourmaline a given time in a space of

high constant temperature, then hang it by a cocoon fibre to

cool near the knob of a gold-leaf electroscope, whose behaviour

was then noted. In cooling, the maximum of electric charge

occurs if the tourmaline has first taken throughout the tempera-

ture of the heating space. The charge corresponding to a

regular heating is nearly the same as that with an irregular, if

the mean temperature of the latter be equal to the constant

temperature of the former.—On Crinoids, by H. von Kbnen.

November 7.—On a representation of elliptic modulus func-

tions, by infinite products, by H. von Mangoldt.—On Mac-

cullagh's theory of total reflection for isotropic and anisotropic

media, by P. Volckmann.

SrOCKHOT.M

Academy of Science, March 12.—Report on a visit to

the Continent for the study and research of chemicals

by Dr. J. M. Loven.—On Biunclearia, a new genus of Con-

fervace^", by Prof. Wittrock.—On Erythra,! exsiccatce, V. B.

Wittrock.—Report on a visit to tne province of Jemtland

(Sweden) for the prosecution of mycological studies, by Ilerr

C.J. Johansson.—Report on a visit to the province of Scania

for the prosecution of bryological studies, by Dr. A. L. Grouvall.

— On the formation of zoospores and quiescent spores in some
species of the genus Conferva, by G. Lagerheim.—On the
" Herbarium Ruborum Scandinaviae " of Dr. C. J. Lindeberg, by

Prof Wittrock.—Report on a visit to Ireland, the North of

France, Holland, and Westphalia, in order to study the Cre-

taceous formations of these countries, by Dr. J. C. Moberg.

—

On a discussion with a view to prove the stability of the

planetary system, by Prof H. Gylden.—Sur ime formule dans

la theorie des fonctions, by Prof Pincherle of Bologna.—Aiino-

tations on the mathematician Petnis de Dacia, and on writings

(third part), by Dr. G. Enestrom.—On a geological map of

Scandinavia, Denmark, and Finland, exhibited and commented
upon by Prof O. Forell.—On the classification of tourmaline

with the group of the rhombohedric tetartohedric forms of tlie

hexagonal system, by Dr. W. Ramsay.
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FLOWERS, FRUITS, AND LEAVES
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lubbock,

Bart., M.P., Sic. "Nature Series." (London: Mac-

millan and Co., 1886.)

T^HE President of the Linnean Society sets a good

example. Not many men, we suppose, have more

onerous or more multifarious duties than he. He earns

his leisure, httle though it be, and he makes ex-

cellent use of it. Flowers, fruits, and leaves, to say

nothing of insects and archaeological investigations,

supply him with the recreation he needs, provoke

his observation, and stimulate his intelligence. More
than that, they make him a propagandist. He is anxious

to share with others the pleasure and relief he obtains

from the study of Nature. To this end he descends from

the Presidential chair to converse familiarly on the objects

of his study, not only with those who are already in

sympathy with him, but with those benighted Philistines

whom perchance he may yet hope to gather into the fold.

The substance of the book before us formed the basis of

certain lectures addressed to popular audiences, and is

well suited, with the accompanying illustrations, to arouse

the attention of the indifferent and of that very large class

of persons who go through the world with their eyes shut.

Two of the lectures, those on " Flowers," have been

previously published. They contain references to the re-

lationships between insects and flowers, to the visitations

of the former to the latter, and other cognate matters

with which the reading public has been familiarised.

We need therefore only allude to the remaining chapters,

treating of " Fruits and Seeds " and of " Leaves." The
terms are throughout used in their popular and not in

their strict technical acceptation, a circumstance which

at once brings under notice the very different means by

which the same effect or purpose is fulfilled. The

general reader concerns himself far more with results

than with the way in which they are brought about, and

hence he sees no incongruity in grouping the winged

flower-stalk of the lime, the "keys" of the ash or the

maple, and the winged seed of the pine under one and

the same heading.

Sir John humours this tendency. Probably he feels

that the majority would be repelled by morphological

disquisitions, genealogical dissertations, and transcen-

dental speculations. These things come after. For the

present the author dilates upon the form and appearance

of the fruit and seed in relation to the necessities of their

life and the purpose of their existence. He thus points

out, on the one hand, the modifications and adaptations

to secure adequate protection for the seed from the

vicissitudes to which it is exposed, and, on the other, the

divers means by which the dispersion of the seed is

effected and its germination facilitated. Similarly, in the

case of the leaves, the author discusses the probable

causes of the exuberant variation met with in these

organs. Whatever the cause, the result is doubtless con-

sistent with the principle expressed by "the greatest

happiness of the greatest number," the co-relations and

adaptations met with secure the maximum of advantage
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possible to each leaf with the least interference with the

requirements of neighbouring leaves. It is not often we
should be disposed to cite Mr. Ruskin as an authority

on botanical matters, but in the fifth volume of his

"Modern Painters "he has to some extent anticipated

Sir John, and given some striking illustrations of the

mutual adjustments between the several leaves on the

same branch.

The protection possibly afforded by the close resem-

blance of one plant (unprovided with other means of

defence) to another duly equipped with defensive armour
was not thought of in pre-Darvvinian days. Sir John
Lubbock in the volume before us gives several illus-

trations of the phenomenon which, whether we accept

the explanation or not, are very striking. Attention is

also called to the primordial leaves which succeed to the

cotyledons or seed-leaves. In many cases, as in conifers

and in most compound-leaved plants, the form of these

adolescent leaves difters widely from that of the adult

foliage. Frotii these circumstances the obvious inference

is drawn that plants with lobed or compound leaves are

derivatives from ancestors that had leaves of simpler

type. The seedling plant in such cases is assumed to

repeat the form and appearance of its ancestors. If this

inference is taken in a general sense, and not made too

exclusive in its application, it will meet with general

acceptance. But we do not think that we are entitled

to assume direct genetic connection in all such cases. Of
necessity siinple leaves must precede divided or com-
pound ones. Similarity of conditions and requirements

would bring about, in the case of archaic and of recent

plants respectively, similarities of form without any neces-

sary direct hereditary connection between the two.

A few slips may be mentioned for correction in the

next edition ; thus, it is hardly correct to describe the

leaves of Desinodiicin gyrans as perpetually moving round

(p. 49) ; Stael (p. 114) should be Stahl ; and the reference

(at p. 93) to " Mr. Moore " requires further differentiation,

as there are several Moores known to botanists. In this

case Spencer Le Marchant Moore is probably intended.

We have said enough to show what varied sources of

interest are opened up by Sir John Lubbock in this book.

We trust that in future we may have further discussions

of like nature from his pen, and we might suggest to him,

as a complement to what he has here given us, a chapter

on the significance of the various modifications of leaf-

arrangement met with in Buds.

Maxwell T. Masters

THE GEOLOGY OF PAI^ESTINE
Memoir on the Physical Geology and Geography of Arabia

Peiraa, Palestine, and Adjoijiiiig Districts. By Edward
Hull, F.R.S. (Under the auspices of the Committee of

the Palestine Exploration Fund. 1886.)

MUCH has been written in recent years regarding

the geology and natural history of that deeply

interesting region which lies to the east of the Gulf of

Suez, and includes the Basin of the Jordan River. Yet

much still remains for further exploration, more especially

in the way of more accurate detail and of connected

analysis of the whole region. Recognising this deficiency

of information, the Committee of the Palestine Explora-

n D
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tion Fund towards the close of the year 1883 organised

an expedition for the purpose of making a geological

survey, or rather reconnaissance, of Western Palestine,

and intrusted its conduct to Prof. E. Hull of the Geo-
logical Survey. The Report of this expedition is now-

issued as a handsome quarto volume of 145 pp., with

maps and numerous woodcuts. Part I. gives an enume-
ration of the more important or accessible writings of

previous observers, and a description of the physical

features of the districts visited. Part II. deals with the

geological structure of Arabia Petrasa and Palestine,

including the Archaean crystalline rocks, and the Car-

boniferous, Cretaceous, Tertiary, and Po5t-Tertiary for-

mations. Part III. contains a brief account of the

Tertiary Volcanic Rocks. Part IV. is devoted to a dis-

cussion of the dynamical operations which may have
brought about the present geological structure of the

region, and of the evidence of former differences of

climate. Part V. treats of the origin of the saltness of

the Dead Sea and of the recent climatal changes of that

district. The scheme of treatment is thus comprehensive
enough, and the details and conclusions are clearly ex-

pressed, though they hardly add as much as could have
been hoped to what was already known on the subject.

The discussion of the dynamical questions is disappoint-

ingly meagre. In the problem of the origin of the great

Jordan A'alley depression there was room for much
detailed exposition, wherein a careful collection of the

facts of geological structure could have been made con-

ducive to a valuable addition to our knowledge of this

important and still obscure branch of geological physics.

The history of the surface-features of the region of

Western Palestine is a question on which the Report
throws very little fresh light, though it is the one to which
perhaps above all others the members of a flying corps

of observation might have been expected to be able to

contribute valuable data. Regarding the changes of

climate and the origin of the Dead Sea we should have
looked for more new materials and a much fuller dis-

cussion than the few paragraphs in which this important
subject is dismissed. No doubt Prof Hull and his

companions did as much in the way of observation

during their brief visit as was possible in the time, and
he has made all that probably could be made of it in this

Report. But we are inclined to think that the subject

was in such a position that little further could be usefully

done to it by the rapid journey even of a trained observer

through the country. If the Committee of the Palestine

Exploration Fund want to have a satisfactory solution of

the many profoundly interesting geological problems
presented by Syria and Palestine, they must organise the

task as part of the less rapid and more detailed survey of

the general topography. The Report is excellently

printed and illustrated, the maps being of especial value,

containing as they do a summary of all that is known up
to the present time regarding the distribution of the rocks
in Palestine. There are some errors of the press which
on revision the author will no doubt correct in another

edition, and we would call his attention to a sentence

which betrays his nationality, " The Patriarch Job,

whether an actual person or a representative character,

may be supposed to have inhabited the Plains of Edom "

(p. 123).

A MANUAL OF CHEMISTRY
A Short Manual of Chemistry. Vol. I. " Inorganic

Chemistry." By A. Dupr(^, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S., &c.,

and H. Wilson Hake, Ph.D., F.C.S., F.I.C. (London:
Charles Griffin and Co., 1886.)

" \ 11 7HY should another hand-book on this subject be
* » added to the many which already exist in the

language?" In the first paragraph of their preface the

authors anticipate the possibility of this question arising

in the minds of some chemists, and they therefore answer

it by (i) claiming their right, as teachers of lengthened

experience, to record their methods of instruction ; and

(2) expressing their belief " that the very multiplicity of

text-i)Ooks already published tends to show a want felt,

but not yet satisfied."

Their method consist; in first laying down general

principles which, when thoroughly mastered, are to be

followed up with the facts of descriptive chemistry.

The introductory chapters containing these general

principles, on which the student " with no previous know-

ledge of chemistry whatever " is to found his chemical

education, comprise about 80 pages of the book, and since

the authors lay so much stress on their importance, we
cannot pass over this portion of the book without giving

a few illustrations of what is to be learnt from the manual

apparently intended to supersede all other text-books.

The representation of a molecule by two small circles

surrounded by a larger circle (see note on p. il) may
perhaps be mentioned as an instance of the pertinacity

with which so many teachers continue to do their best to

confuse their pupils with erroneous conceptions of atoms

and molecules.

On p. 36 the melting-point of a substance is incorrectly

defined as " the temperature at which it is no longer

capable of existing as a solid." On p. 37 it is stated that

" most substances increase in volume on melting, but

some decrease. In the case of the former the effect of

pressure is to lower, in the latter to raise, the melting-

point." Thomson proved the opposite of this to be the

case.

The statement generally found in text-books that a

ray of light passing from a rarer to a denser medium is

refracted towards the perpendicular, and vice versa, is re-

produced on p. 42. If the authors are employing the

word dense in the optical sense, we think they should say

so, if in the ordinary sense, the statement is incorrect.

On p. 43 they describe total reflection as taking place

when " a ray of light proceeding from a denser to a rarer

medium strikes the surface, separating the two media at

such an angle that the refracted ray would form a right

angle (or any greater angle) with the reflected ray." We
would like to know the authority for this curious state-

ment.

On pp. 64 and 65 is a table headed " Table of Symbols,

Atomic and Molecular Weights, and Valency of the

Elements." It contains a list of all the elements, in-

cluding those most recently discovered, norwegium

amongst the rest, though the existence of the latter metal

cannot be said to have been satisfactorily demonstrated.

The columns to which we more particularly call attention

are, however, those headed "molecular symbol, showing

number of atoms in the molecule," and " molecular
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weight." Every element has a molecular symbol and a

molecular weight assigned to it. Carbon, for instance, is

represented by the molecular symbol C, and by the mole-

cular weight 28. Now, on pp. 58 and 59 the reader is

given to understand that the molecular weight of a sub-

stance is the specific gravity of the gas or vapour multi-

plied by 2 (the sp. gr. of hydrogen being taken as unity).

On p. 130 it is further stated that carbon in all its forms
is non-volatile. How then is the unfortunate student, or,

in fact, any one else, to reconcile these statements with
that found in the table that the molecular weight of
carbon is 28, and what applies to this element appHes of
course to most of the others. We may also mention that
in another part of the book (p. 160) a molecule of carbon
is represented as consisting of twelve atoms. This may
of course be a printer's error, but we find the same want
of system in symbolic representation throughout the book.
We entirely agree with the authors that Inorganic

Chemistry should receive more attention at the hands of
chemists, but how is it that the authors do so little justice
to what has been done in this branch of chemistry?
Garzarolli-Thurnlackh's proof of the non-existence of
chlorous anhydride is simply ignored, and the statements
found in most text-books with reference to this imaginary
compound are again reproduced The action of nitric

acid on the metals is also represented by the usual text-

book equations.

A good feature in the book is the arrangement of the
properties, &c., of the substances described under different

headings, which are convenient for ready reference.

There are many more points to which we might refer
if space allowed, but we think we have said enough to

indicate that in our opinion, at least, this new manual is

not calculated to supply the " want felt, but not yet
satisfied."

OUR BOOK SHELF
Technical Gas Analysis. By Clemens Winkler, Ph.D.
Professor in Freiberg. Translated by George Lunge,
Ph.D. (London : Van Voorst, 1 885.)

Prof. Lunge has rendered another service to the
world of chemists, both students and practical men, in
translating Winkler's small book on " Gas Analysis." We
have here a really practical work which a man may use in
a works or a teacher or student in a laboratory.

Winkler's book is scarcely known in this country, and
we may venture to say that several, if not most, of the
gas apparatus figured and described in this book are also
scarcely known.
The book is decidedly practical, and treats in the first

instance of methods of collecting gases ; on measurement
of gases

; and on apparatus and methods of analysis. The
translator has added a chapter on the nitrometer, and
shows how it may be used for more extended analyses
than the examination of nitrous vitriol. An appendix of
useful tables makes the book a very valuable laboratory
companion.

Lessons in Elementary Cheinis/ry, Inonranic and Or-
ga?iic. By Sir Henry E. Roscoe, LL.D,, F.R.S.,
Professor of Chemistry in the Victoria University,
Owens College, Manchester. New Edition. (London:
Macmillan and Co., 1886.)

This favourite text-book is so well known to students
of chemistry that, whilst calling attention to the appear-
ance of a new edition, we need only remark that the

author has introduced several changes and additions
which bring the book as well up to date as the limits of
a work of this size will permit.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editordoes not Iiold himselfresponsiblefor opinions expressed

l>y his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,
or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

{.The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters
as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even
ofcommunications containing intcnsting and novelfacts. ]

New System of Earthquake Observations in Japan
Owing to the invention of new seismographs by the members

of the Seismological Society of Japan, there has been of late a
complete change in the system of earthquake observations in
this country. The Meteorological Bureau now employs the
horizontal pendulum and vertical-motion seismographs of Profs.

J. i\[ilne and T. Gray, and of Prof. J. A. Ewing for
systeuiatic observation, while the Imperial University of Tokio
pulilishes from time to time detailed accounts of particular and
more interesting shocks by the use of similar instruments.
The e seismographs register on a revolving glass plate or drum
automatically started by the earthquake motion, components of
horizontal and vertical motions of the earth on a magnified
scale, thus producing continuous diagrams, and indicating
successive displacement of the ground in conjunction with the
time.

The account of the earthquake of December 28, 1885, the
largest shock during the last three months, is here given as a
sample of seismic record now issued in this country. The
meanings of the terms employed are as follows : a, semi-
amplitude of seismic wave ; T, period of complete wave ; V,

, . . T.Tramaxmium velocity m mm. per sec, or r. ; ti, maxinnuu acce-

•

y'
leration ui mm. per sec. per sec. or —

.

At lite Imperial University of Tokio, Japan, at lo/i. 6«. 30^. on
December 28, 1885

Maximum semi-amplitude of horizontal motion a^ ... r8
Complete period 7\ corresponding to the max. hori-

zontal motion ... ... ... ... ... 1-5

Maximum semi-amplitude of verticil motion 3j ... 0-3
Complete period T., corresponding to the max.

vertical motion ... ... ... ... ... o'6
Direction of the max. horizontal motion E.-W.
Duration ... ... ... ... .. ... 3m. 30s.

Remarks.—The motion slowly commenced, not accompanied
by quick tremors, as is usually the case. At the 14th second
from the commencement a considerable E.-W. motion occurred ;

in another second the maximum movement appeared in the same
direction, which was followed by smaller shocks during about
one minute ; and from thence the oscillations gradually sub-
sided. As usual, the particles of the ground did not move to
and fro, but traced a curvilinear path, although the E.-W. com-
ponents always remained greater than the .S.-N. components. In
all, over 130 shocks or complete waves were registered.

From figures given in the above table, the maximum velocity
V and the maximum acceleration a may be calculated, which
are, in this case for the horizontal motion, 7'6 mm. per sec. and
39 mm. per sec. per sec. respectively. The latter quantity is the
measure of the intensity of the earthquake, and may be em-
ployed in determining the overthrowing power of body and
shattering and other destructive effects produced on buildings.
Although the records given by the oscillations of fluids, fissures

on walls, rattling of wine-glasses, &c. , might tell something
about the nature of earthquakes, and are indeed invaluable in
absence of suitable instruments, yet for the absolute measure
ments of seismic force the method above cited, I believe, is by
far the best that has ever been attempted on this subject.

I may add in respect to the above earthquake, antl in general,
that the vertical motions are always—in our experience

—

smaller than horizontal ones, and the maxima and minima of
these two kinds of motions are not synchronous. I shall have
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occasion before long to communicate to you tlie general results

of all observations made during past years.

An equally interesting set of observations carried out by the
Meteorological Bureau was the determination of areas shaken
in every earthquake, together with the reductions of results during
the years 1885-86—the works of which I was directed to super-

intend. The method followed out was almost exactly the same as

that originated by Prof. J. Milne in studying "387 earthquakes
in North Japan," an epitome of which appeared some time ago
in your columns. This method is briefly as follows. Observa-
tion-books furnished with directions for reporting earthquake
phenomena with or without instruments were distributed, au-
thorised by Government, among over 600 local offices through-
out the empire ; in fact, the earthquake observations were made
a part of the duty of local officers, and the reports were trans-

mitted free of postage. From the reports sent in by different

observers thus closely stationed, maps have been made showing
the disturbed area in every shock, and a summary of observations
has been compiled.
The results worked out from a large number of these maps

and their notes have revealed many interesting facts, and entirely
confirmed the previous works of the eminent seismologist above
mentioned.
The total number of earthquakes in Japan in 18S5 was 482,

equivalent to 1-3 shakings a day. In Tokio alone 68 shocks
were registered. Earthquakes are most prevalent in Yezo, and the
north and central portions of the main island along the eastern
or the Pacific coast, but in provinces bordering the Japan Sea
they are few, and in some places none at all ; if they occur,
they are generally limited to small tracts of land. .Speaking of
the main island in general, the range of mountains traversing
through and forming the backbone of Central Nippon appears
to divide it into two zones of different seismatic activities. In
Kiushu, Shikoku, and other islands, disturbances are compara-
tively small.

Most larger earthquakes originate beneath the ocean. The
majority of shocks are only local. Of the whole number, 235
local disturbances were recorded, which have not extended more
than 100 square miles of land area. The maximum area oi one
earthquake was 34,700 square miles. The aggregate area of dis-

turbance during the year was 796,000 square miles, and taking the
total area of the empire to be 147,000 square miles, it is equivalent
to saying that the whole of Japan has been shaken 5-4 times in one
year. In summer shocks are less prevalent than in winter. The
earthquakes occur in groups, that is to say, when disturbances
occur, they are limited within certain portions of country, not
generally extending beyond these limits. Propagations of seismic
waves are often stopped by mountain-chains.

Finally, I may state that we shall continue these observations
in future, and I hope the results to be obtained from more years'
work of this nature will be some help in throwing light on the
physics of the earth's crust. Seikei Sekiya
The Imperial University of Tokio, Japan, February 28

Pumice on the Cornish Coast

Is Mr. Guppy sure that the "pumice " he records in Nature
for April 15 (p. 559), as found on Maenporth Beach, is the

natural article ? I ask because of having been accustomed to

find pieces of a pumice-like stone, many light enough to float on

the sea, along the Suffolk coast. This, however, is an artificial

product, a sort of cinder from steamers, though it has deluded

many people. It puzzled me for some time.

\V. Whitaker
$1, East Park Terrace, Southampton

Ferocity of Animals

If your correspondent in last week's NATURE (p. 5S3) will

treat a wild rat in the way which I described, the animal will

answer his question much more effectually than I can. For

while I have only words at my dispisal whereby to convey any

"ejective" information upon the subject, the rat will display

the fact of his understanding your correspondent's intention

by a thousand co ordinated movements of a much more eloquent

kind.

The paper by Mr. Lloyd Morgan in the current issue of Mind
is merely a republication of his views as already presented in

this periodical. Having replied to these views as fully as seemed

to me desirable when they were first expressed, it is needless

that I should now go, over the same ground a second time. It

will, therefore, be sufficient to refer your correspondent to the

discussion between Mr. Morgan and myself, which he will find

in consecutive issues of Nature for February and March 1884.

George J. RoMA^ES

The Climbing Powers of the Hedgehog

I rememrer many years ago we kept a hedgehog on the

Continent in an upper garden well \i ailed in. There she re-

mained for some time, until she littered four or five young in a

rubbish heap in a corner. The young having grown, and being

able to move about, she and her whole brood disappeared. Her
only way was over a wall four or five feet high, on which she

left traces, but the young could not have been able to climb

this, and she must have carried them. Hyde Clarke
32, St. George's Square, S. VV.

ON THE LA IV OF THE RESISTANCE OF THE
AIR TO THE MOTION OF PROJECTILES

IN my experiments made to determine the resistance of

the air to the motion of projectiles, it was assumed
that this resistance followed souie law producing a
gradual change in the velocity, and consequently that

the times occupied by the shot in passing over a succes-

sion of ecjual spaces would admit of being differenced.

This method of proceeding gave the required result in

"The Krakat.ib Dust-Glows of 1883 84"

In your issue of March 25 (p. 4S3) the writer of the critical
notice of Dr. Riggenbach's pamphlet on the above propounds a
statement which, if true, is of vast importance in accounting for
the subsequent optical phenomena which are supposed to have
been connected with the eruption. He says :

" Thus the hurl-
ing into the air of 150 cubic kilometres of volcanic dust in August
18S3," &c. Whence does he deduce this enormous quantity ?

M. Verbeek, in his " Krakata"b," part I, which I have carefully
perused, estimates the entire volume of ejecta (chiefly based on
what fell near the spot) at only 18 cubic kilometres, and as his
work is the only reliable source of information regarding the
eruption with which I am acquainted, I am entirely at a loss to
conceive how the 18 has been suddenly magnified into 150.

.\s one of the Krakata"o Committee of the Royal Society, I

have naturally examined the theoretical possibility of the amount
of dust ejected having been sufficient to account for the optical
l>henomena w^itnessed, and have been obliged to content myself
with the very modest quantity of 4 cubic kilometres out of the
total 18, but if your writer's statement is correct, I am evidently
at liberty to considerably augment the quantity at my disposal,
and it is needless to say that this would seriously change the
aspect of the question. E. Douglas Archibald

April 15

the form of a coefficient A': of 7'^, in terms of the second
and higher differences of time above referred to, when
the time was expressed in seconds to five places of

decimals. So long as this value of K remains constant,

the resistance of the air varies as the a/lh' of the velocity

The first results obtained were published in a note in the

Phil. Trans, for 1868, p. 441. The experiments were
afterwards more carefully calculated, and given in detail

in the Reports published by Government in 1870. In
using these results to calculate general tables for space
and time, for cases where the projectile could be supposed
to move approximately in a straight line, and free from
the action of gravity, the corrected mean values of A',, were
used, and made to vary with the corresponding velocity v.

And in my ''Treatise on the Motion of Projectiles" (1873),
the cubit: law of resistance was used for the purposes of

calculation, so that for those velocities where I\ varied it

was necessary to divide the trajectory into such small

arcs that, throughout each arc, the average value of K
could be used without sensible error. This treatment of

the question rendered it unnecessary for me to attempt to

express the law of resistance according to powers of z' for

all practical velocities. But from the results of my experi-

ments for velocities between 900 and 1700 f.s., I remarked
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that " the resistance of the air may be considered to vary
roughly as the sixth power of the velocity for velocities

900-1100 f s., to vary as the thii-d power for velocities

1100-1350 f.s., and to vary as the second power for

velocities above 1350 f.s. {Proc. R.A. Inst., September
1871).

Further experiments were made in 1878-80, which
furnished the values of K for velocities from 100 to

2800 fs., as published in Reports, 1879 and 1880.

I now propose to express the resistance of the air to the

motion of ogival- headed shot (li diam.) in terms of ?/-, w^,

and v^, according to the values of v. The Newtonian

) ; the cubic
1000/

law of retardation is given by

.f-^y.whe:
\iooo/

law by -

—

K( —— ) ; and the law of the 6th power byw Viooo/

re //denotes the diameter of the shot

in inches, and w its weight in pounds. The values of K-.,

used in the tables given below (I. to V.) are those given
directly by experiment, as published in my Reports of

1870 and 1880, with the exception that the values of K,,

for velocities between loSo and 15S0 f.s. have been in-

creased by 0'6S per cent., to render the density of the air

uniform throughout.

The points of division in these tables are some-
what arbitrary, and if they should be passed a little

either way the practical error will not be large. Capt.
Ingalls, of the U.S. First Artillery, has deduced very
similar coefficients from my experiments, which he has
published in his "Exterior Ballistics" (1S85).

In another place I have shown {P>-oc.o{ X.h.e R.A. Inst.,

1885) how K may be corrected : (i) for density of the air,

by the introduction of a factor t
; (2) for steadiness of the

shot by a factor a- ; and (3) for a different form of head,
by a factor k. The corrected value of A' thus becomes
Ktitk. And the same form of correction will apply to the
coefficients k and L.

It must be remarked that the values of K for high
velocities were derived from the motion of shot fired at

low elevations. Consequently, in calculating ranges for

comparison with experimental ranges, S:c., the best agree-
ment may be expected for low elevations of 1° to 4" or 5°.

But when the muzzle velocity is high and the elevation

considerable, there are several disturbing causes to be
considered.

The elongated projectile has a tendency to preserve the
parallelism of its axis, but this soon becomes inclined to

the direction of motion of its centre of gravity, and hence
arises a lateral pressure from below, which gives rise to a
gyratory motion of the shot. The effect of this upon the

shot is to increase the resistance of the air, to give a
lateral "drift," and probably a still greater vertical "drift,"

because ihejirst lateral disturbing pressure is from below.

When the projectile rises to a great height the density

of the air decreases, and the resistance of the air is

consequently diminished.
The direction of the initial motion of a shot is com-

monly not that in which the gun is pointed, but is affected

by an error called the " jump."
All these errors tend generally to increase the range,

except that, when the axis of the shot is oblique to the

direction of motion, the resistance is increased. But it

is evident that the direction of the axis of the shot does
not differ much from the direction of the tangent to the

trajectory, because the holes made in targets appear
practically circular.

And, further, guns have different shooting qualities, and
t is said that two guns of the same type do not shoot

alike. One gun may be superior to another for one
charge and be inferior for a different charge, as our

experiments clearly showed. I mention these matters to

show that we cannot expect an exact agreement in all

cases between calculation and experiment.
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1080
1063
105 '6

105-9
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104-4
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947
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927
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42-6
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48-2

486
47-8
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47 'o
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43 '2

44-6
45 '2

44-6

43 '6

42-4

41 "3

37-9
38-9

40-4
41-8
43 'o
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437
45-0

42-4

41 o
39 '4
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37-8

42-5

41-9
41-8

41-8

35-2

36-3

367
37-4
38-2

38-6

35-2

37-8
40-8

35'9
36-8

34-2

34-1

33-9

35-3
36-4

36-3

35-4

357
36-6

37-3
38-2

38-4

397
402
39'5
40-3

41 4
42-5

42-6

43'i

Mean value of / = 14

82-8

Srs
80-1

78-3

78-3

80-5

797
79-2
78-8

74-7

74 '9

747
747
747
74-5

72-3

73-3

74-5

71-5
71-6

69-9
69-5
69-0

69-4
69-6

69-2

68-3

68-3

68-4
68-2

68-5

68-4

67-7
67-8

67-9
67-8

+ 0-5

+ II
+ 0-9

+ 2'I

+ 4-6

+ 5-5

+ 6-7

+ 71
+ 6-3

+ 5-2

+ 5-5

+ 2-4

+ 17
+ 3'i

+ 37
+ 3-1

+ 2-1

+ 09
-02
-3-6
- 2-6
- I I

+ 0-3

+ 1-5

+ 1-8

+ 2-2

+ 3-5

+ 0-9

67-6
67-8

67-5

67-5
67-1

67-0
67-0
67-0
66-9

66-9

66-9

66-9

66-9
66-8

66-8

66-8

677
66-9

66-9

67-0
66-1

64-4
64-6
64-6

2360 64-6

2370 63-8

2380 63-7

2390 61 -o

2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2igo
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350

-0-5
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mean value of aio° finally adopted was 3'66, differing very

little from the above result.

But if we examine the matter more closely we find that

the velocities for round 9, given by the two chronographs

at ^ were 9o7'4 and 88y2 m.s., showing a difference of

20'2 m.s., or 66'3 f s. ; and for round 10 there was a differ-

ence in the measured velocities at B of I9'4 m.s., or

63'6 f s. ; while at C there was only one velocity measured
for all four rounds, by one instrument ; so that the deter-

mination of the value of X in both the above cases was
made to depend upon one solitary velocity, measured by
an instrument manifestly unreliable. But at both A and
B the velocity adopted was an average of the results of

eight measured velocities. Consequently these velocities

at A and B may be expected to give a trustworthy value of

X over range A B, if the experiment be of any importance.

Substituting we find Xio* = 2'58, something very differ-

ent from its adopted value 3 '66. So that, according to

this group 3, the Newtonian law of resistance holds for

velocities between 900 and 438 m.s., and for velocities

between 853 and 438 m.s., but not for velocities between

900 and 853 m.s. ! Group 2 is still more inconsistent.

Gen. Mayevski is also the author of an attempt to

express the laws of the resistance of the air to elongated

projectiles from extensive experiments said to have been
made at Meppen in 1881. The projectiles were more
pointed, and the standard density of the air adopted was
less than those used in England. Capt. Ingalls, having

reduced Gen. Mayevski's coefficients to English measures
for convenience of comparison, remarks, " It will be seen

that these coefficients are less than the corresponding

coefficients derived from Bashforth's values of A', given

above. This is undoubtedly due to the different forms

of projectiles used in the two series of experiments, and
particularly to the difference in the shapes of the heads"

(p. 21). My values of A' were derived from about 350
rounds, each of which in general furnished from 8 to

10 Lonsistcnt records, and gave numerous values of A' by
the help of a single chronograph. And the values of K
used in the above tables are the means of 40, 30, 20, 10,

&c., independent determinations of A' for each velocity.

Beyond a doubt they express accurately the average

results of the rounds fired.

Although the shooting of recent guns is said to have
been improved, it is doubtful whether the coefficients of

resistance will require any sensible reduction on that

account for long ranges. For, as we have seen,

however steady may be the initial motion of an elong-

ated shot, the lateral action of the air must soon set

up a gyratory motion of the shot, and therefore the

axis of the shot must become oblique to the direc-

tion of motion. And we are told that a slight initial

unsteadiness of the shot becomes corrected, so that it

steadies down in its flight. This we might expect from
the nature of the action of the air on an elongated pro-

jectile rotating about its axis, which tends to place the axis

approximately in the direction of the motion of the shot.

But, if it should be found necessary to reduce the co-

efficient of resistance, this, as I have said, can be effected by
writing AV instead of A', where tr is less than i. But inas-

much as we have to use — X Kt — -a X a, we must

first calculate the value of tr, and then use the tabular

numbers in the usual manner. F. B.^SHFORTH

PLANTS CONSIDERED IN RELA TION TO
THEIR ENVIRONMENT

"T^ HAT great differences of constitution are to be found
•^ among plants is at once evident— differences affect-

ing internal structure, external form, and habit of life.

Those of structure and form at first seem likely to be
correlated, and no doubt such relation to a large extent

does obtain, but still it is not at all exact, differences of form
occurring between plants whose intei'nal structure closely

agrees. The study of the environment of the particular

plant enables us to see that this must be taken into ac-

count in tracing the changes that have made it what it is,

each plant having a power of adaptation to circumstances
which determines the form which it assumes, which
modifies, though with extreme slowness, its internal struc-

ture, and which leads in course of time to the recognition

of new species.

Looking at plants from this point of view, we notice at

once great differences between those which flourish in

water and those whose home is on land. These, again,

show diversities between those whose habit is terrestrial

and those which are epiphytic, while others are notice-

able whose habit of life is more or less completely para-
sitic, and whose constitution and structure are much
modified in consequence.
A typical land plant will be seen to consist of a stem,

branching continually, bearing a variable but usually very

large number of leaves, and continuous below with a root

or system of roots embedded in the soil. The stem will

be characterised by a great development of wood, rigidity

being thus secured. The leaves will be noticeable espe-

cially for their great extent of surface in relation to their

bulk, and will show, generally on their under surfaces,

though very frequently on both, a large number of sto-

mata. The roots will be woody, like the stem, and
towards their ultimate terminations will be found to bear
a varying number of delicate root hairs, by means of
which they are enabled to discharge their special function

of absorption of water.

This plan of construction is considerably deviated from
by plants whose habit is aquatic. The stiffness so essen-

tial to a land plant, which has to resist storms of wind,

is not at all essential to a water one, which has rather I o

adapt Itself to varying currents of water. JVIore fle.'ci-

bility, and that of a rather difterent kind, is needed by
the stem. We find, consequently, that the rigidity of an
aquatic plant is mainly arrived at by the development of

turgid parenchymatous tissue containing typically large

intercellular spaces, while the woody tissue largely dis-

appears. The intercellular spaces in most cases form a

very elaborate system, as may be seen on examining the

petioles of the large white water-lily {^Nyinphcea alba),

the stem of the common mare's-tail (Hippuris), or the

whole plant of difterent species of Fotamogeton. The
number of the fibro-vascular bundles is much less than

would be the case in the stem of a land plant of similar

dimensions, but the most noticeable difference is the rela-

latively much smaller amount of woody tissue in each
bundle. This difference of internal constitution may be

connected also with a functional ditt'erence associated with

the environment. The woody tissue of a plant is con-

cerned with the transmission of water upwards from the

roots to the leaves. In the case of an aquatic plant this

is not needed to anything like the extent to which it is in

an ordinary tree, and hence a further reason for the dis-

appearance of woody elements. Nor is it only the stem

which has been aftected by the habitat. The character

of the root will be found to vary. This is best seen

in noticing the efl'ect of allowing the root of an ordinary

land plant to come into contact with a quantity of water.

By its constitution it is fitted to absorb only the hygro-

scopic water surrounding particles of soil. The first effect

of the contact with excess of water is to cause the root

to perish ; but after a time new roots are developed which
can utilise the moisture they now are in contact with, and
which in turn are unable to avail themselves of the hygro-

scopic water which before was necessary. Both kinds of

roots may be seen sometimes on plants which have been
growing close to pipe-drains, some having penetrated the
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drain, and so come into contact with water in quantity
;

others remaining unchanged, and utilising only the water

of the soil. Such differences maybe noticed also in the

case of hyacinths, grown some by water culture in glasses,

others in ordinary earth. The former roots are larger

and more succulent than the latter. A difference also

may be seen in the development of the root-hairs, though

a very definite statement about this can hardly be made.
Still, in allied species, and often in individuals of the

same species, the hairiness of the roots increases with

increasing sunlight, dryness, and airiness of the spot in

which the plants are growing.

The leaves also undergo much structural modification.

Many plants have leaves which are totally submerged,
and these are able to resist the action of the water, which
would soon destroy ordinary leaves, whose constitution

fits them to live only in air. Some amphibious plants

show this peculiarity well. They grow generally in

marshy places, or on the banks of streams, by which they

are often submerged. Such a plant, having its land form,

possesses leaves which die on being submerged, but later

it puts out other leaves which are not injured. In Lycopus
eitropceus and in LythruDi Salicaria there is also a histo-

logical difference between the stems grown in water and
those grown in air. Two layers of cells containing no
chlorophyll are developed in the watery specimens deep
down in the cortical parenchyma The outer layers of

tissue perish, and these new cells then serve to protect

the tissues within. In the leaves of water plants also,

other peculiarities are noticeable. Generally chlorophyll

is developed in the epidermis, a fact which is perhaps
connected with the slight amount of evaporation taking

place The position of the stomata and their relative

number in different cases is also closely connected with

their habit of life. This may be well seen in Marsilea,

whose leaves, though generally raised above the surface

of the water, are sometimes to be found floating on the

surface. The aerial leaves have stomata on both upper
and under surfaces, but the swimming ones have them
only on the upper surface, and have then three times the

number that the same surface of the aerial leaf possesses.

It is easy to show that the change is the result of the

change in the environment, for if a piece of the plant,

possessing quite young leaves, be submerged and kept

under the surface, the young leaves will develop into

swimming-leaves, and not aerial ones. In other water
plants with large floating leaves the same disposition of

stomata may be seen. Generally on sub-aerial leaves it

is the lower surface which shows them in far the larger

quantity. The environment of the plants then seems to

have a great influence on their distribution, that arrange-
ment being followed which is best suited to keep the

stomata dry.

A curious adaptation of structure to environment is

seen in the roots of the epiphytic orchids and aroids.

These are aerial in habit, hanging freely downwards.
Not coming into contact with water in the same way
as either aquatic or terrestrial plants, they have no
root-hairs. There is a development of tissue met with

in them which enables them to absorb and avail them-
selves of the moisture in the atmosphere. Instead of the

usual single-layered epidermis, they are covered by
a many-layered velameu made up of numerous cells

fitting closely together, of the description known as

tracheides. The usual cuticle or secretion from the outer

walls of the epidermis, which is always very little deve-

loped in roots, is here altogether absent ; the membranes
of the cells are .usually colourless, and the cells them-
selves contain air. This layer absorbs water quickly,

supplying the plant with moisture.

The influence of the environment on the forms of

leaves, as well as on their structure, can be well seen also

in aquatic plants. The swimming-leaves show certain

general resemblances, their form being more or less

rounded, and not as a rule lobed or cut ; they are, too,

usually of fair dimensions. In the case of submerged
leaves we find differences which are connected with the

conditions noticeable in the water. Thus, in a rapid

stream they are generally long and very much divided,

while in stagnant water this is not the case. Three
species of the genus Ranunculus especially exhibit a
gradation in this respect. R. divaricattis is a denizen of

stagnant water ; R. aquaiilis is found in slowly-flowing

streams; /f.^/c/Zawj- in rapid ones. The divisions of the

leaf are longest in the last case and shortest in the first,

the second being intermediate. A', aquaiilis is an am-
phibious form, and shows well how environment decides

the character of the adult plant. When growing in a

pool it has its leaves in fairly long divisions, the

lobes being rounded and the internodes long. If

the pool should dry up, it changes gradually, the new
leaves being less divided and the divisions becoming
flattened, while the nodes are nearer together. The epi-

dermis, which in the water form had almost square walls,

now becomes serpentine. Growing so, it produces in due
time its flowers and seeds, and these latter reproduce the

land form. If the pool again becomes filled with water,

a reversion speedily takes place, and again the character-

istics of the water form are seen. The two are, in fact,

easily converted from the one into the other.

Not only is the correspondence between environment,

form, and structure seen in the species of Ranunculus

already alluded to, but the whole genus can be divided

into two sections, those of terrestrial and those of aquatic

habit, so nearly allied to each other in all points of so-

called systematic importance that they are now included

together under the common name Ranunculus, and yet

e,\tremely dissimilar in form and structure of the vegeta-

tive parts. The same difference in amount of woody
tissue as has been alluded to above' can be seen most

strikingly by comparison of sections of the stem of K.

7-epcns with those of the stem of R.fluitans.

Turning now from aquatic plants to those which,

though alike terrestrial, are yet situated amid very differ-

ent surroundings, the effect of the environment can easily

be traced. Take, first, the plants which inhabit regions

in which habitually the air contains very little moisture.

These may be affected in several different ways—the

most conspicuous modification perhaps being the differ-

ent forms of succulent plants, such as Mcsembryanthe-

mtim. In these the leaves have lost the usual ratio

between surface and bulk ; they are now thick and fleshy,

their internal parenchyma being very succulent or pulpy
;

their outer layers leathery, with comparatively few

stomata, and a great reduction of the system of inter-

cellular spaces typically found in the leaf Their en-

vironment has led to such a structure as will enable them

to make the most of the limited supply of moisture, great

facilities being seen for storing it, and precautions taken

against its escape. Similar adaptations, but affecting the

stems and not the leaves, are found, f,^'., in the branching,

fleshy Opuntias, while we have also large, thick, fleshy

leaves in the aloes and agaves of such regions. The
genus Euphorbia has some strange repiesentatives here.

There are several hundred species of this genus, inhabit-

ing all parts of the world, and all characterised by the

peculiar structure of the flower familiar to us in the

common spurge of our gardens. The great majority of

the species are annual or perennial herbs, with slender

unarmed stems bearing great numbers of scattered, sessile,

simple leaves. The comparatively few members of the

genus which inhabit the regions of little moisture have

become so extremely modified in their vegetative parts as

to closely resemble cactuses. E. canarieiisis especially

has taken on this peculiar habit, developing enormously

its stem and branches, the former becoming in sonie

cases 20 feet high, and ceasing to produce leaves, while

the branches are plentifully supplied with prickles.
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A curious modification in the cells of the leaf is seen

sometimes in some species of Oxalis. In plants grown
in well-shaded spots the cells of the pallisade parenchyma
are not so much elongated as in those exposed to more
light, but are more conical. In the beech too a similar

difference is noted. In the sun the leaf is smaller and
thicker, and has several layers of pallisade parenchyma,
while in the shade it is large, but thin, and the pallisade

layer is single.

Looking still at terrestrial plants, the general character
of the vegetation in different regions illustrates well the

general correspondence between environment and struc-

ture. In the tropics we find vegetation luxuriant, huge
trees with evergreen leaves, masses of interlacing

climbers, a great tendency of the smaller plants to be-

come shrubby, even some annuals simulating the bushes
of temperate regions ; the presence of palms, tree-ferns,

&c. Higher in latitude these disappear, bushes are more
numerous ; the trees become less luxuriant and more
compact, the leaves smaller and more rigid ; annuals are
found in larger proportion, while mosses and lichens

make their appearance. Still higher, where the influence

of winter begins to be felt, the trees have as a rule

deciduous leaves, which do not cover them for more than
half the 5'ear. Where the leaves remain evergreen, as in

the Coniferae, they are specially constructed to resist cold,

being strongly cuticularised and altered in form so that

the ratio of surface to bulk is much lessened. In the
pines especially they are much elongated, becoming
almost needle-like in shape. Their structure is adapted
especially to check loss of water by evaporation, and to

protect the delicate parenchyma of the interior from the
access of the cold.

Various modifications of structure accompany also a
parasitic habit of life. Here the effect of the environment
must be taken to include all the various interferences

with the normal habits of plants brought about by the
changes in the mode of nutrition which the parasite now
pursues. The modifications will be seen to be greater
the more complete the parasitism. We may consider
what are perhaps the most striking cases, those found
among flowering plants. Of these we have certain

Scrophulariacea; which show but little modification.
They take only part of their nourishment from their

hosts, being furnished with means of living exactly like

other plants. The dependence of the different species of

Orobanche on the host is more complete. The outward
form of the plant is there ; the long stem, bearing small
leaves. In accordance with the mode of nutrition, all the
food being absorbed from the host, th; power of absorb-
ing food or obtaining energy from without the latter has
gone ; the leaves contain no chlorophyll, and are conse-
quently brown and shrivelled. In Cuscuta the process of

degradation has gone still further, even the leaves having
disappeared. The degradation does not affect merely the
vegetative structure, but the reproductive organs also

suffer, as may be seen in the common mistletoe. This
change, however, seems only incidentally to be connected
with the environment, being rather the result of the dis-

turbance of the constitutional equilibrium brought about
by the changes in nutrition.

A comparison of lower forms of parasitic habit with
others which, though about as high in the scale, do not
depend on a host for support, reveals similar degradation
brought about by the nature of the mode of life Their
power of independent growth has much decreased, their

cells often appear to contain no nuclei, or these are made
out with difficulty ; they have no chlorophyll, nor any of
the other colouring matters which are present in the non-
parasitic forms.

Some curious modifications of structure are associated

also with different climbing plants. These are not of so i

general a nature as those already alluded to, being notice-
1

able only on particular species. In Ainpclopsis hcdcracea, I

and in A. VcitcJtii the curved tips of the tendrils, after

touching a surface, form adhesive disks, which secrete

and pour out a resinous cement which attaches the tendril

to the surface. Bignoiiia capreolata has a similar but
more elaborate development, while Ficus repe?!s, which
climbs like the ivy by rootlets, exudes similar material
from its rootlets, this being somewhat of the nature of

caoutchouc.
Not only the vegetative parts of plams thus exhibit

modifications of structure according to the nature of their

environment, but the same thing can be seen especially

with regard to the structure of the reproductive organs.
The ways in which these are adapted to different modes
of fertilisation would however pass far beyond the limits

of this article.

NOTES
Pkof. Melsens, the distinguished chemist, has died at

Brussels, at the age of seventy-two.

By the death of the Rev. W. W. Newbould, F.L.S., which

took place on April 16, at Kew, at the age of sixty-seven, a

figure has passed away very familiar to the frequenters of the

meetings and library of the Linnean Society, the British Museum
herbarium and reading-room, and the herbarium at Kew. At
the time of his student-days at Cambridge, where he was a pupil

of Prof. Henslow, Mr. Newbould acquired a love of botany,

which became the recreation, and latterly the pursuit, of his life.

His interest was, however, confined to a study of our native

British plants, the limitation of the species, and especially their

geographical distribution. Several of our local county floras

owe much to his co-operation ; and of some particular groups of

plants he had a very exact knowledge. But his speciality was

an intimate acquaintance with the botanical bibliography of this

country ; in his knowledge especially of the older literature he

was almost unrivalled.

Many will regret to learn of the death of Thomas Edwards,

the Banff naturalist, so well known through his Life l>y

Mr. Samuel Smiles. Edwards was born on Christmas

Day, 1 8 14, at Gosport, Portsmouth, where his father, a

private in the Fifeshire Militia, was stationed after returning

from the Peninsular War. Early in life Thomas Edwards

showed indications of a great love of animals, insects, and

creatures of every description. He made extensive excursions

in search of specimens, and many amusing anecdotes are told

to illustrate his extreme fjndness for even the most repulsive

subjects in the animal creation. At eleven he was apprenticed

to a shoemaker, and at the age of eighteen he had undergone

many severe trials. He joined the Militia, but his love of

insects proved fatal to his military ambition. In his twentieth

year Edwards went to work as a shoemaker at Banff, and there

he pursued so successfully his researches in natural history that

he added a great deal to his scientific store of knowledge. For

fifteen years he carried on the most of his researches by night,

and he had many narrow escapes by reason of the eagerness

with which he pursued his object. He completed, however, a

splendid collection, and in 1846 exhibited it in Aberdeen. The
exhibition was a failure, and he had to sell the collection for

20/. to defray the expenses. He then set to work to form

another collection, and was mo t successful. His researches

added greatly to the knowledge of natural history, as he em-

bodied his new discoveries in papers written to scientific maga-

zines. In 1866 Edwards was elected a member of several

scientific societies. Latterly he had acted as Curator of Banff

Museum. After the publication of his biography by Smiles,

Edwards's genius was publicly recognised by a presentation of

333/. made to him in Aberdeen, and he was awarded by the

Queen a pension of 50/. a year.
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A CORRESPONDENT writes :—Under the name of the " phono-

phore " a remarkable telephonic invention is about to be intro-

duced to public notice by Mr. Langdon Davies. The name is

given to a contrivance which, while absolutely a non-conductor of

continuous electric currents, still allows of the passage or transmis-

sion of rapidly-alternating currents such as correspond to sounds

in vocal and harmonic telephony. The "phonophore" itself

may be regarded as at once a condenser and an induction coil.

It consists essentially of two insulated wires laid side by side,

twisted together and wound up upon a bobbin, one end of ?ach

wire being completely insulated. Regarded as a condenser, its

capacity is very feeble indeed. Regarded as an induction coil,

it will be seen that neither the primary nor the secondary forms

a closed circuit. Yet it transmits telephonic speech perfectly.

It follows that Mr. Langdon Davies has solved the problem of tele-

phoning on an open 'circuit. But the real object of the invention is

to enable telephonic messages, including both vocal and harmonic

under that name, to be transmitted through the ordinary tele-

graph-wires without interference with or from the telegraphic

messages that are simultaneously passing through the wires. For

many months Mr. Langdon Davies has been at work experi-

menting upon the lines of telegraph-wire running across the

county of Kent. He has devised a whole series of new tele-

phonic apparatus in which not only the induction-coils of the

transmitters, but also the bobbins of the receivers, are replaced

by open-circuit phonophore coils. Apart from its purely technical

value, the new instrument presents several points of great scien-

tific interest, and opens up sundry new problems to the mathe-

matical physicist.

A NEW method of reading small angular deflections, as, for

example, those of galvanometers, has been devised by Dr.

D'Arsonval. It may be briefly described as the inverse of

Poggendorff's (subjective) method. Usually the objective of

the observing telescope forms at the conjugate focus a diminished

image of the object—the scale as reflected in the mirror. Dr.

1 /Arsonval places the scale—a small one, reduced by pho-

tography, giving tenths and twentieths of a millimetre—at this

conjugate focus, and obtains a magnified image of it reflected in

the mirror, and situated above the objective. This enlarged

image, which is enormously displaced for small angular move-

ments of the mirror, is again observed by an eyepiece bearing

the usual cross-wires.

The annual meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute has been

arranged to take place in London on the 12th, 13th, and 14th of

May next. On the first day of the meeting the President (Dr.

Percy, F. R. S.) will deliver an opening address. The Council

have decided to present the Bessemer Gold Medal to Mr.

Edward Williams, of Middlesbrough, who was for many
years connected with the Dowlais Company, and Bolckow,

Vaughan, and Company, in recognition of his services to

the Institute and to the iron trade generally. The pro-

gramme embraces a list of fifteen papers, four of which are

adjourned from the meeting held in Glasgow last autumn, while

eleven are entirely new papers. The subjects dealt with

include the manufacture of tin plates (which is still, in spite

of recent efforts of the Germans and Americans to secure a

portion of the trade, an almost exclusively English industry) ;

American blast-furnace practice ; the tenacity of steel wire ; the

cost of blow-holes in open-hearth steel, by which the strength

and reliability of that metal is affected ; a neutral lining for

metallurgical furnaces ; the composition of cast iron; the use of

wrought-iron conduit pipes ; the manufacture of chrome steel

;

the endurance of steel rails ; the microscopical structure of steel

;

and certain descriptions of Indian castings.

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers will hold its next

general meeting on Thursday, May 6, at 7.33 p.m., and Friday,

May 7, at 3 p.m., at the Institution of Civil Engineers, 25,

Great George Street, Westminster. The papers to be read are :

"On the Distribution of the Wheel Load in Cycles," by Mr.

J. Alfred Griffiths, of Coventry ;
" On the Raising of the

Wrecked Steamship Pur of the Realm" by Mr. Thomas W.
Wailes, of Cardiff; "On Refrigerating and Ice-Making Ma-

chinery and Appliances," by Mr. T. B. Lightfoot, of London ;

" Notes on the Pumping-Engines at the Lincoln Water-Works,"

by Mr. Henry Teague, of Lincoln.

Mr. Cuthbert E. Peek's Second Report of the Meteoro-

logical Observatory he established at Rousdon, Devon, in the

end of 18S3, has reached us, and it shows in several respects an

improvement on the First Report. The weather notes of the

months, while retaining their popular character, are now fuller

and more precise, and form, so far as can be expected from the

records of a single station, a very serviceable account of the

weather of the year. A comparison of the weather forecasts of

the Meteorological Office with the actual weather experienced at

Rousdon continues to form part of the regular work, with the

result that for 18S5 the reliable forecasts for this part of England

were 11 per cent, above that of 1884. Some interesting observa-

tions are made regarding sea-fogs and their extension inland, for

observing which, the Rousdon Observatory is «ell situated. A
useful table is added to the Report in which the months are

grouped respectively in order of frequency of sea-fogs, of mean

wind velocity, of duration of bright sunshine, of rainfall, and of

temperature ; and we are glad to see that the mean temperatures

of the months are included in the Report. We still, however,

desiderate the monthly means for atmospheric pressure and

humidity, and certain other details, which, as they are indis-

pensable to such publications, Mr. Peek will, no iloubt, include

in future issues of his reports.

Those interested in the Daily Weather Reports of the

Meteorological Office will have noticed with satisfaction the

addition, since April 7, of a paragraph headed "Continental

Information," which details the general features of the weather

over the Continent on the previous day, taken from the data of

the Daily Continental Weather Reports. With this greatly

extended field of observation, not only is the weather of Europe

generally brought more or less vividly before us, but a much

clearer explanation is afforded of the more important weather

changes occurring in the British Islands than can be given by

weather maps covering a more restricted area. It is evident

that much assistance would be rendered in framing forecasts of

weather if daily telegrams were received from additional Con-

tinental stations. The immense importance of this extension

will be seen by a reference to the recent anticyclonic areas of

high pressure over Russia, often extending westwards through

Scandinavia to the north of the British Islands, in connection

with the low pressures at the time over southern and south-

western Europe, as the immediate cause of the past hard winter

(see Nature, vol. xxxiii. pp. 447-48). Good results may fairly

be expected to follow, as the area embraced by the stations

increases in extent and in height through the atmosphere.

A correspondent points out that the meteorological station

at Sonnenblick, near Salzburg, 10, 170 feet high, is not the highest

in the world, that on Pike's Peak, Colorado, U.S., being 14,134

feet high.

The various elevated meteorological stations of Europe, with

their respective heights in metres, are thus given by Dr. Breiten-

lohner, the Director of the Observatory at Sonnenblick, near

Salzburg, in an article in the last number of the Mitt/ieilungen

of the Vienna Geographical Society :—Italy—Monte Cimone,

Apennines, 2162 ; Etna, Sicily, 2900. France—Puy-de-D6me,

Auvergne, 1463 ; Pic de I'Aignal, Cevennes, 1567 ; Mont Ven-

toux, Cottian Alps, i960 ; Pic du Midi, Central Pyrenees,
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2877. Switzerland— Santis, Appenzell, 2500. Gieat Britain

—

Ben Nevis, 1418. Germany—Brocken, Harz, 1141 ; Wendel-

stein, South Bavaria, i860. Austria—Schafberg, near Ischl,

1776; Hoch-Obir, Carinthia, 2047; Sonnenbliclc, Salzburg,

3103. These heights are taken from the sea-level.

For the first time the Government of the Straits Settlements

has published in the official Gazette a separate meteorological

report on the result of observations taken in the three settlements

—Singapore, Malacca, and Penang—comprising atmospheric

pressure, temperature, wind, rainfall, &c. The statistics, which

are edited by Dr. Rowell, embrace the year 1885. Carefully

compiled tables of observations and four charts are attached to

the report.

At a recent meeting of the Russian Archaeological Society,

Prince Putiatin reported his impoitant discovery near the

Bologne railway station (half way from St. Petersburg to

Moscow) of an image of the constellation of Ursa Major

engraved on a grindstone of the Stone period. A similar dis-

covery, as is Inown, had already been made near Weimar in

Germany.

The sixteenth annual report of the Wellington College

Natural Science Society is satisfactory as showing that the

society is pursuing its useful work with much success. A con-

siderable number of lectures on various scientific topics were

delivered during the session, one of them being by Prof. Flower,

and the usual phenological and meteorological reports are added.

The value of such societies as these in connection with our public

schools is obvious, and it is only to be wished that the list of

school natural history associations were a much longer one. At

present, we believe, there are only nine in all—Wellington,

Winchester, Cheltenham, Marlborough, Clifton, Rugby, Dul-

wich, Haileybui-y, and King Edward's, Birmingham. Neither

Eton nor Harrow, it will be noticed, is on the list, although

both are favourably situated for the purpose.

A CORRESPONDENT at Gorebridge writes to the Scotiman :—
On Thursday week (April 8), at twenty minutes past twelve,

a slight shock of earthquake was felt in this 1 icality. The low

rumbling and vibration were felt by your correspondent quite

plainly, though at first I did not put it down to its real cause.

Afterwards I found that the miners employed in Lord Lothian's

Newbattle pits, about a mile to the westward, had been alarmed

by loud explosions and vibi-ation ofthe strata in which they were

employed. In East Bryans pit, a mile further to the north-east,

the miners had a like experience, being also of the belief that

an explosion had occurred in the workings. In the villages of

Cowdengrange and Newtongrange the shock was felt most dis-

tinctly, houses and furniture appearing to oscillate, and the

crockery in some instances falling from the shelves. The phe-

nomenon lasted for about five seconds, travelling from east to

west, but appears to have been confined to the low range known
.as the Roman Camp. About half-past twelve on Sunday morn-

ing a shock of earthquake was distinctly felt in Comrie and

neighbourhood, as well as in St. Fillans district. Several of the

inhabitants state that they were awakened by the peculiar tremor,

and that there was a dull heavy sound at the time of the shock,

resembling distant thunder. The vibration apparently passed

from the north-west towards the south or south-east.

The last number of Prof. Caporali's Nuova Scicitza, which

continues to attract general attention on the Continent, is of a

somewhat iconoclastic chai-acter. After dealing with the in-

herent ditftculties and contradictions of Prof. Sergi's materialistic

doctrines, it proceeds to attack with its customary vigour and

learning the modern school of metaphysicians, who study the

mental and outward phenomena of nature from the subjective

instead of the objective stand-point. Kant himself is not spared,

and it is argued that, were his views accepted regarding tlie

. negative character of the concept of space, all progress in positive

science would be arrested. No induction could be made from

the known to the unknown, because nothing would ever be

known with certainty, not even the very ground on which we

stand. The followers of these idealistic theories are compared

to mariners navigating a shoreless ocean, and ingulfed at last

in a sea of phenomenalism and pure scepticism. Crude mate-

rialism and idealism being thus both set aside. Prof. Caporali

returris to his own theory of the universe, which aims at a com-

plete reconciliation of the psychic and mechanical views of

material and biological evolution from the atom to the last out-

come in the human intellect.

The French Minister of Commerce has decided, subject to the

approval of scientific men and specialists, to erect, either at the

entrance, or at some other part of the Paris Exhibition, the

gigantic metallic tower invented by M. Eiffel, the mechanical

engineer. It will be 300 metres in height, and entirely con-

structed of iron. It will rest on five pillars, forming four immense

arcades, lofty enough to exceed in height the towers of Notre

Dame. On the summit of the tower will be erected an electric

lighthouse, and a terrace to which visitors will be admitted.

The tower is expected not only to be an extraordinary source of

attraction to the building, but to render important services to

science. It is suggested that meteorological and astronomical

observations will be made at the summit under entirely novel

conditions. An electric signal, placed on the summit of the

tower, may be seen in clear weather at Dijon—a fact which will

give the erection great importance in connection with military

signalling and national defence.

An interesting account of the latest information concerning

the former bed of the Amu-Daria River was recently given by

Baron Kaulbars before the Russian Geographical Society. He
ascribes the alteration of the course of the river between Kilik

and the Khiva oasis principally to the terrace-like character of

the locality along which it runs ; and, secondly, to the softness

of the strata of the bed at the point where the river leaves the

mountains. The strata are washed off, and their remains

precipitated on a slightly inclined slope of the Chardjui oasis,

producing periodical inundations. Consequently, reeds are

growing, and lakes are formed along the bed of the river as the

course of the water filtering through the reeds becomes slower

and slower. Finally, the lakes, increasing in size and number,

reach the edge of the terrace, overflow it, and open a new

course for the river along another slope.

With reference to a communication which recently appeared

in Nature respecting a Fishery Board for England, and the re-

mark that there is no Fishery Board in Norway, a correspondent

writes that, though there is no Fishery Board in Norway, there

is a General Inspector of Fisheries, Prof. A. Landmark, and

that the Government have just appointed a Board consisting of

three members, who shall be practical men, knowing the best

markets, &c., which would be of benefit to the Norwegian

fisheries. We ought to add that the reports and suggestions

recently issued by the Norwegian Inspector of Fisheries contain

many valuable hints respecting the salmon- and trout-fishing in

Norway, and the Inspector seems fully alive to the necessity of

enacting as stringent fisliery laws for Norway as those in force

in this country.

In the year 1S82-83 the Norwegian Inspector of Fisheries

imported at the public expense a parcel of ova of the American

trout {Snlmofoiitinalis), with a view to introduce this fish into

Norwegian waters, and the result has been so satisfactor)' that

last autumn one of the hatching establishments near Christiania

had some 30,000 young fish to offer for sale, which were then

about two and a half years old. The result appears to have
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been welcomed with great satisfaction in Norway, as it proves

that thi-; fish is capable of increasing in almost stagnant waters,-

where the Norwegian trout cannot exist, though its size is

smaller. As an example of the success of this experiment it

may be mentioned that the Norwegian Inspector of Fisheries,

Prof. A. Landmark of Christiania, offers these ova at ten

shillings per thousand.

The additions to the Zoological .Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Garnett's Galago (Galago garnetli): from

West Africa, presented by the Rev. W. C. Porter ; a Grey Ich-

neumon (Hcrptstcs griseus) from India, presented by Mr. James

B. Bevington ; a Common Badger (Meles taxus], British, pre-

sented by Mr. E. Gully; a Kestrel {Tinnunculus alaudarius),

British, presented by Mr. Baleson-de-Yarburgh ; six Barbary

Turtle Doves
(
Turtur risoriiis] from Africa, presented by Mr-

Richard Seyd, F.Z.S. ; a Roblien Island Snake [Coroneila pho-

cnrum) from Robben Island, South Africa, presented by the

Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S. ; a P.ale-headed Tree Boa
(Epia-ates angulifcr) from Cuba, presented by Miss M. Hunt

;

an Ogilby's Rat Kangaroo {Hypsiprymnus ogilbyi), a Roseate

Cockatoo (Cacatua moluccensis) from Australia, three Poe

Honey-eaters (Prosthemadera novir-zealandia], a Huia Bird

(Heterolocha gonldi), five Gannets (Sula ) from New
Zealand, deposited; two Collared Fruit Bats {Cynonycleris

collarh), born in the Gardens.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
The last number of the China Rcvieiv contains the first ]:)arl

of an article by Mr. G. Taylor on that interesting and little-

known subject, the aborigines of Formosa. The writer has
lived in the extreme south of the island, in daily communication
with the people there for four years, and has therefore more ex-
perience of the southern type than all previous writers put
together. He divides the Formosans south of Takow—that is,

the southern peninsula—into four parts : the Paiw.ans, inhabiting
the extreme south ; the Pepohuans, or half-castes, of the plains

;

the Tipuns, inhabiting the great plain inland from Pilam ; and
the Ameirs, who have scattered themselves in small villages
along the east coast down to South Cape. Of these, he can
speak of the Paiwans from intimate personal observation ; the
Ameirs he is also acquainted with ; but in the case of the others
he has gathered his information from straggling members who
have been found domiciled among the Paiwans. The present
instalment is devoted wholly to the latter, Pakuan being the
generic name of all the savage tribes on the south coast, and on the
west up to Tang-Kang. These, at least, show no traces of the
Negrito mixture which is supposed to exist among certain For-
mosan tribes. They are of a bright copper complexion, with
black, straight hair, of a coarse texture. Mr. Taylor describes
their physical features, their traditions of their origin, their arts
(which are disappearing through contact with the Chinese), their
superstitions and customs. They have a dim belief in the trans-
migration of souls, probably derived from Buddhist sources, and
think that some souls are, as a mild punishment for minor mis-
deeds, condemned to pass into certain animals, where they
remain for a time. The Subongs, a northern tribe of the
Paiwans, are still almost absolutely independent, and still pre-
serve the practice of head-hunting. They have known and
wrought iron as far back as their traditions extend ; they wear a
ring in the lobe of the ear inserted in a hole formed by gradual
expansion, and these ear-rings are the true mark of aboriginal
descent, half-castes and Chinese not being allowed to wear them.
One tribe of Paiwans, the Koaluts, has the custom of killing off
infants when the tribe increases beyond a certain number, the
saying being that whenever their tribe increases beyond the tra-
ditional limit they are certain to be visited by a pestilence. The
paper is very interesting, and the u hole promises to be a work of
much ethnological value.

Telegrams from Cairo and Aden announce the massacre
by the Emir of Harrar, in the .Somali country, of the members
of an Expedition sent out by the Geographical Society of
Milan. The Expedition was under the charge of Count Purro,
and, besides the leader, the other victims were the Count

Montiglio, Prof. Sicata, Dr. Gethardi, Signori Romagnoli,

Janin, Bianchi, and two servants. They were set upon by the

Emir with 200 soldiers between Geldessa and Arton.

According to information received in Paris, M. Barral and
his wife, who had set out from Obock to explore a great part of

Abyssinia and to establish commercial relations in the country,

were murdered by the Danakils on the frontiers of Shoa.

The Izvestia of the East Siberian branch of the Russian Geo-
graphical Society are appearing now in a new shape, similar to that

of the Izvestia o{l\\^ St. Petersburg GeographicalSociety. The last

issued fascicule contains a short account of the geological excur-

sions undertaken by the Society during the years 1883 and 1884.

M. Dubroff continues the report of his journey to Mongolia, in

which he givesmuch valuable topographicalinformation concerning

the valleys of the rivers Baikoy, Eder, Delgir-Moria, and Selenga,

as also some ethnographical notes. M. Cherski contributes a

paper containing the geological observations he has made during

a journey from Irkutsk to the river Nijnia Tunguska. .\good
deal of attention was paid by the author to the geological

features of the valley of the Middle Lena (from Kachug to

Kirensk), which had been visited formerly by many explorers

(Zlobin, Erman, Stchukin, Meglicki, Middendorff, Krapotkin,
and Chekanefski), but never made a subject of special in-

vestigation. M. Cherski found there in the red sandstone of

the valley some valuable exterior casts of shells similar to those

of Orlhls, but unfortunately the specimens were subsequently

spoiled on their way to St. Petersburg, and therefore the ques-

tion concerning the origin of the red sandstone still remains

open. Finally he describes the Mammalia which now inhabit

the valley of Nijnia 1 unguska, as also those which inhabited it

during the Palaeolithic period, such as Bos priscus, Bos priini-

geiiius. Rhinoceros tichorrhinits, Elepkas printigenius, Cervus
canadensis, and Castor fiber, the last three having only dis-

appeared in recent time.

Dr. Konrap Keller, of the Ziirich University, is about to

start on a scientific exploring expedition to Madagascar. The
Swiss Ministers of Agriculture, Commerce, and Internal Affairs,

the Mercantile Society of Zurich, and the East Swiss Com-
mercial Geographical Society will jointly bear the cost of the

expedition.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Parallax of '!/• Aurig.*.— Herr W. Schur, of Strass-

bourg, has published in the Astronomische Nachrichten,
No. 2723, a determination of the parallax of this double-
star, deduced from a series of measures of position-angles
and distances of the components made by him with the 6-inch
refractor of the Strassbourg Observatory, on thirty even-
ings between January 14, 1883, .and January 29, 1885. Trans-
forming the observed position- angles and distances into Aa. cos 5
and A5, and attempting, first, to determine corrections to the
assumed proper motions of the brighter star (talven from
Auwer's Fundamental-Catalog.), Herr Schur finds—

Correction to assumed proper motion in Aa cos S — + o"'o75
± o"-027, TT = + o"'i6i ± o"-036.

Correction to assumed proper motion in AS = -f o"'OI3
± o"'02i, TT = - o"'oii ± o"'o96.

Combining the two values of the parallax resulting from the
differences of R.A. and declination respectively, there results
T =

-t- o"-i40 ± o"-034. An examination of the measures of
this double-star, made from Herschel's time on, shows that there
is no perceptible orbital motion in the system, but also shows that
this comparatively large correction to the assumed proper motion
in Aa cos 5 is inadmissible. Putting, therefore, these corrections
to the assumed proper motions = o in his equations, the cir-

cumstances being unfavourable for their determination, Herr
.Schur finds

—

From differences of R.A.,

Deck
+ d'-i26± o"-036
- o"-oo9 ± o"'094

and, finally, ir = -I- o"-iii ± o"-034. It is to be remarked
that this valuf! refers to the fainter star of the pair (m.ag. g'o, that
of the other component being 5 '3 according to Struve's estimate),
in the observations the place of this star having been referred
to that of the brighter one. Herr Schur thinks he is justified in

asserting that the parallax of this star is at least o"'I,—a remark-
able result considering the fixity of the object.
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ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE
WEEK 1886 MA K 2-8

/"pOR the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at
^^ Greenwich mean midnight, counting the liours on to 24,

is here employed.)

At Greenwich on May 2

Sun rises, 4h. 32m. ; souths, iih. S6m. 5o'4s. ; sets, igh. 22m. ;

decl. on meridian, 15° 26' N. : Sidereal Time at Sunset,

loh. 4m.
Moon (New on May 4) rises, 4h. lom. ; souths, loh. 42m.; sets,

I7h. 25m. ; decl. on meridian, 5° 29' N.

Planet Rises Souths Sets Decl. on meridian

Mercury ... 4 o
Venus 3 13
Mars 12 59
Jupiter 14 49
Saturn,..- ... 7 26

10 23

9 5

19 57
21 7

15 38
Indicates that the setting is that of the folio

16 46 ... 3 50 N.
14 57 - 2 18 S.

2 55* ... 10 39 N.
3 25* ... 2 43 N.

23 50 ... 22 51 N.
ling.

OccuUations of Stars by the Moon (visible at Greenwich)
Corresponding

May Star Mag. Disap. Reaj..
tex^'t"ri°"/f";
inverted image

h. m. h. m. „ „

6 ..." Ill Tauri 5i ... 20 12 ... 21 3 ... 114 324
6 ... 117 Tauri 6 ... 21 42 ... 22 21 ... 88 342

Saturn, May 2.—Outer major axis of outer ring = 39"'I J

outer minor axis of outer ring = 1
7"

'4 ; southern surface visible-

May h.

2 ... I ... Mercury in conjunction with and 0° 6' south
of the Moon.

7 ... I ... Mercury at greatest elongation from the Sun,
26° west.

Positions 0/ the Comet Barnard [ioY Berlin Midnight)

Log. A Bright

2 ... I 38 8 ... 40
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sented by one carrying positive electricity down or negative

jClectricity up, whereas that at the North Magnetic Pole might be
one carrying positive electricity up or negative electricity

down. We say probably, because it is exceedingly difficult to

imagine that either of these vertical currents goes through
the lower regions of the atmosphere into the earth, and it is

likewise very difficult to imagine that the system of currents is

an open one. They must, therefore, somehow close themselves
in the upper atmospheric regions, and we may thus perhaps
imagine that, while we have an ascending current at the North
Magnetic Pole, we liDve a series of descending positive currents

at the equator.

Or, if we prefer to render the analogy between the meteoro-
logical and magnetical systems more verbally complete, we
should say ascending negative currents at the equator and
descending negative currents at the pole.

These vertical currents being supposed to be confined to the

upper regions of the atmosphere, we might imagine that they

ought to render themselves visible at the magnetic pole, where
they are most concentrated. If so, they would appear as a

luminous vertical curtain or fringe suspended in mid-air. This
at once suggests to us that the well-known form and nearly con-

tinuous appearance of the aurora in these regions may be due to

this cause, and may represent to us the vertical component of

those currents which we have here supposed to be the causes of

the solar diurnal magnetic variations. It must not, however, be
supposed that in making this suggestion we imply that pheno-
mena of an auroral nature are not likewise connected with
magnetic disturbances.

It is to be remarked in conclusion that 'a system of atmo-
spheric currents will act inductively on the terrestrial magnetic
system, so that the final effect on the needle will be the conjoint

effect of the currents above and of the magnetic change below.
In the case of the declination it is our inability to express the
force that acts near the equator or near the magnetic pole in

terms of any conceivable general change in the magnetic system
that induces us to look to atmospheric currents as affording us a
simpler mode of expiessing observed facts. This, however,
does not hold for the horizontal force near the equator. A set

of airrents moving east in both hemispheres will produce by
induction a definite and well-understood effect upon the ter-

restrial magnetic system. We do not, therefore, know how far

the change produced by the sun upon this element is due to a

cause above the needle or how much to magnetic change below
;

and in this respect the conclusions we have deduced may require

modification.

ON THE DIURNAL PERIOD OF TERRESTRIAL
MAGNETISM^

'X'HE explanation of the daily variation of the magnetic forces
-^ observed on the surface of the earth will, in all probability,

lead to the explanation of the mysterious connection between
solar phenomena and terrestrial magnetism. For the increase

in amplitude of the diurnal variation of the horizontal compo-
nents of magnetic force forms one of the most striking effects

accompanying the increase in sunspot activity. The daily

variation, then, seems a most important symptom of solar in-

influence, and its investigation becomes a matter of great

interest.

In the remarks which I wrote out for the Report of the Com-
mittee appointed by the British Association for the purpose of
considering the best means of comparing and reducing magnetic
observations, I pointed out the importance of adopting a sugges-
tion, made already by Gauss, to apply the analysis of surface

harmonics to the diurnal oscillations. It is well known that

such an analysis would allow us to decide the question whether
the immediate cause of the disturbance was inside or outside the

surface of the earth ; nor can there be t\^o opinions as to the
importance of definitely .settling that question. At the time I

wrote out my suggestions, however, it seemed to me that, as the
causes of the disturbance had their seat in all probability close

to the surface, whether outside or inside, that we should require
a large number of terms in the expansion before we could arrive

at a definite result.

In this I was mistaken, and it is one of the principal objects
of this paper to show that the periodic variations adapt them-
selves with great facility to the analysis, and that even with the

1 Abstract of ,i Paper read before the Mancliester Literary and Philo-
sophical Society, by Arthur Sclnister, F. R.S.

very limited quantity of material at our disposal we shall be
able to arrive at most important results ; results which within a
short time might be made absolutely certain if additional obser-
vations at a few well-selected stations are taken. My results, as far

as they go, point definitely to the region outside tht surface of the
ea!-th as the locality of the periodic cause of the variation. It

is easy to see that, if electric currents parallel to the earth's sur-

face produce any disturbance, we can readily find out whether
these currents are outside or inside the earth. As we pass
through any current-sheet, the normal magnetic force remains
continuous, but that tangential component which is at right

angles to the current suffers a discontinuity depending on the

intensity of the current. For a spherical current-sheet these
components will always be of opposite sign. If we then find

the distribution of magnetic potential on the surface of the earth

from the horizontal components only, we should get by calcula-

tion a vertical component of different sign according as the

cause is inside or outside. A comparison with the observed

values will at once decide the question. A more careful analysis

is necessary, if tlie causes are partly outside and partly inside,

and we wish to determine their relative importance.

I believe that few practical magneticians at the present day read

Gauss's memoir "On the General Theory of Terrestrial Magnet-
ism," and the loss which cosmical physics has suffered in conse-

quence is, as far as ourgeneration is concerned, quite irretrievable.

The memoir is a model of scientific reasoning, and full of sugges-

tions which are as valuable now as they were fifty years ago.

The investigations of Gauss are founded on the assumption of a

magnetic potential on the surface of the earth, but that assump-
tion requires justification in the case of magnetic disturbances.

There will be no potential if there is a discharge of electricity

through the earth's surface, and a variation of electric charge

would be equivalent to a current. Calculation shows that

electrostatic experiments on the surface of the earth would have
shown before now if there was a sufficiently rapid change in

electric potential to cause a disturbance of the magnetic needle.

As regards an actual discharge, it is difficult to form an estimate,

and we have therefore to fall back on magnetical observations,

and see whether or not they seem to show that the line-in-

tegral of magnetic force taken round a closed curve vanishes.

The calculations of the author, made on the assumption that it

does vanish, seem to show a general agreement with fact ; but

some observations of Sabine, taken near the magnetic pole,

would, if confirmed, point to a discharge in the Arctic regions.

The determinations of the diurnal variation of the magnetic

variations show such a remarkable regularity everywhere

except in the Arctic regions, and especially in latitudes between
20° and 60°, that we may as a first approximation express the

westerly force (measured as change in declination) as the product

of two quantities, one changing with local time, the other with

latitude only. This assumption leads to the conclusion that the

northerly com]5onent of force ought to be a maximum or minimum
when the declination-needle passes through its me.an position.

This is very nearly true at Greenwich, Bombay, Lisbon, and
Hobart. The agreement is not quite so good at the Cape of

Good Hope and in St. Helena, but the observations at these

places show some marked anomalies. It is found by observa-

tion that the variation in declination increases with the latitude,

and we may as a first approximation put it proportional to the

sine of the latitude. Writing 7 for the westerly, % fo'' ^'^

northerly component of force, u for the co-latitude, K for the

longitude reckoned towards the east, and t for the local time, we
may put

7 = cos 71 cos {t -I- X).

It follows from this, on the assumption of the existence of a

potential, that

X = cos 2« sin (t 4- A).

The important point here is the factor cos z«, which changes

sign at a latitude of 45°. If our equation is approximately

right, the northerly force ought to be a maximum in the morn-

ing, a ininimum in the afternoon in the equatorial regions where

cos 2tt is negative, while in latitudes above 45° the minimum
ought to take place in the morning. This is exactly what

happens, with the exception that the change seems to take place

in latitudes smaller than 45°. At Bombay the maximum of

horizontal force takes place at 11 o'clock a.m. At Greenwicli

the minimum takes place a little after that time.

At Lisbon {ii = 51°) the phase agrees in summer with Green-

wich, and in winter with Bombay, the Greenwich type pre-
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ponderating ; we may conclude '.hat the latitude at which the

change of phase takes place shifts with the season, and that its

average position is not far south of Lisbon.

The good agreement of our formula with the observed facts

encouraged me to deduce the vertical component of force.

Measured downwards it should be

sin 2u sin (/ 4- K)

if the cause of the disturbance is outside the earth, but

- f sin 2u sin {t + A.)

if the cause of the disturbance is inside the earth.

Both expressions have their maxima and minima coincident

with those for the northerly components of horizontal force, a

fact which finds its CDnfirmation in actual observation. They
also show the phase of the vertical force to be the same for each
hemisphere and not to change as with the horizontal force. But
theieis an important distinction : while the vertical force has its

maxima and minima coincident with the maxima and minima of

horizontal force at latitudes greater than 45°, in the equatorial

regions the maximum of horizontal force ought to be coincident

with the minimum of vertical force, and vice versti, if the cause

is outside the earth's surface ; the opposite should be the case if

the cause is inside.

At Greenwich the maximum of northerly force takes place at

7 p.m., the minimum at noon ; the maximum of vertical force

takes place at 7 p.m., the minimum at 11 a.m.

At Bombay the maximum of northerly force takes place at

II a.m., the minimum at 9 p.m. ; there is a very decided mini-

mum of vertical force at II a.ni ; but there is no pronounced
maximum ; two minor maxima occur, one at 6 a.m. and the

other at midnight.
As far as these results go they give an emphatic answer in

favour of the supposition that a great part at any rate of the

disturbing currents lie outside the earth's surface, a view which
Prof. Balfour Stewart has oflen supported in the last few years.

The results seem to me very encouraging, and I hope soon to

be able to make use of more material and to obtain more
accurate expressions for the various forces concerned.

If we make use of the actual observations of Bombay and
Greenwich, we may calculate for each hour the intensity and
direction of the currents which would produce the disturbance.

This has been done, and the results have been collected in a

table.

It is very remarkable how very nearly at the same local hours

tlie currents flow north and south at Bombay and at Greenwich,
namely, at 4 in tlie afternoon and between 7 and 8 in the morning.

It is curious, moreover, to find how very quickly the current

turns through the meridian ; at Bombay, at 3 o'clock, it flows at

an angle of 15° from the east, and at 5 already it flows due
west, and remains almost unaltered in direction till 5 o'clock in

the morning. At Greenwich the currents turn much less

sharply, but they always flow east when the currents at Bombay
flow west. Tlie system of currents indicated is that approxi-

mately shown by the equations given in the paper, the phase,

however, being different. Along the meridian on which the

local time is 4, the currents flow from the equator towards the

north ; tliey turn round in our latitudes towards east and west,

join on either side again to go south, where the local time is

7.30 in the morning, and come back along the equator.

The strength of the currents is approximately of the same
order of magnitude as the currents we are accustomed to send

through our vacuum-tubes, but as the thickness of layer through

\\hich they are distributed must be very large compared to that

on which we experiment, the current-intensity at each place is

very small, far too small to cause luminosity. The currents, on
the whole, are weaker at Greenwich than at Bombay, but, while

ihey almost vanish at one time at Bombay, making the ratio of

the strongest to the weakest current equal to 73, that ratio is

only 3i at Greenwich. The minimum at Greenwich in the early

morning is as pi-onounced as the afternoon minimum, but much
less so at Bombay.
On the whole, the numbers, both as regards direction and

intensity, show such a remarkable regularity that there is good
hope of obtaining a good mathematical representation of their

distribution.

CHEMICAL AFFINITY AND SOLUTION
T N 1878 I read a paper to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, in

which I stated my opinion, based on the results of a con-

siderable number of experiments, that chemical combination

solution and suspension of solids, such as clay, in water differ

in degree only, and are manifestations of the same force ; and
that there seems to be a regular gradation of chemical attraction

from that exhibited in the suspension of clay in water up to that

exhibited in the attraction of sulphuric acid for water, which we
call chemical affinity. Further, I stated that the attraction of

chemical affinity is not, in all cases, at any r.ate, exhausted when a

definite compound is formed, but has sufficient power left to

form solution or suspension compounds. In 1881 I read another
paper on chemical affinity and atomicity, in which I went a

step further, and endeavoured to show that the theory of valency
as usually held was incorrect in assuming chemical affinity to

act in units or bonds, and insufficient to account for the various

phenomena of varying atomicity, or valency, molecular com-
pounds, crystallisation, solution, alloys, &c., and that all these

varied phenomena were simply due to the chemical affinity of

the elementary atoms, and that the difficulties disappeared if we
got rid of the idea of the indivisible units of chemical affinity,

and considered it as a whole acting all round, and spreading
out, so to speak.
As an illustration of my views, I considered the compounds,

HCI, NII3, and NH4CI. In HCl we have two monovalent
elements combined, and their chemical affinities completely
neutr.alised or satisfied. In NH3 we have N considered as a

trivalent element satisfied with three monovalent elements.

Now these two completed, neutralised or satisfied compounds
combine with one another to form the third compound, NH^CI.
How is this ? The usual answer is that N sometimes acts as a

pentavalent atom, and in this particular case does so, and the

compound is represented graphically thus :

H
IH—N—

H

/\
n ci

I pointed out that this explanation was most unreasonable,

and to me, indeed, incredible, because it supposes that N, which
has usually such a weak affinity for CI, can nevertheless decom-
pose the HCI into its constituent atoms, and fix the atom of

CI to itself. While on the other hand the CI leaves the H, for

which usually its affinity is so great, and itnites itself to the N,
for which usually its affinity is so small, and this while the atoms
are in such close proximity, as they must be in a molecule, and
with so many hydrogen atoms allied with it. My explanation

was simply this. The affinity of the CI acts on all the four

atoms of H, and the affinity of the N does the same ; and thus

the whole molecule is held together, and may be represented

thus :

/ "\
N<H H>C1

\ H /

I did not, however, exclude the idea that the CI and N react

on one another to some extent, but the main cause of the com-
bination is as stated above.

Since these papers were read chemists seem to me to be coming
more and more to my views in this matter. Thus Pattison

Muir in his " Chemical Principles," says : "It seems to me that

a most important step will be made if the bond theory of

valency is generally abandoned ; with it will go all those quasi-

dynamical expressions, the offspring of loose and slipshod ways
of thinking which have gathered round that strange anomaly, a

unit of affinity employed as a variable standard for measuring

nothing." Further, he says, in reference to the behaviotir of

acetic acid vapour when exposed to a high temperature; "If
this is so, we evidently have a series of substances beginning

with solution of salts or gases in water and proceeding through

crystallisation and acetic acid vapour at low temperature,

which connects mechanical mixtures on the one hand with stable

gaseous compounds on the other."

Again, Professor Armstrong, in his address to the Chemical
Section of the British Association at Aberdeen last year, says

that in his view molecular compounds are held together by what,

for want of a better name, he calls surplus, or residual affinity.

In view of these and many other similar expressions of opinion,

all tending in the same direction, I may perhaps be excused for

again bringing forward the subject.
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In the present paper, however, I shall confine myself mainly

to the subject of solution, for two reasons. First, because it

seems to me that if we can satisfactorily account for this part of

the subject, the remainder will be easily and naturally explained
;

and, second, because from a study of Thomsen's researches on
thermo-chemistry, as given in Muir and Wilson's recent work
on that subject, I have obtained data which seem to me almost

to demonstrate the truth of niy views on the subject of solution.

In my paper of 1881 I explained solution to be due to the

affinities of the constituent elements of the body dissolved for the

constituent elements of the solvent. Thus NaCl dissolves in

water because of the affinity of the Na of the salt for the O of

the water, .and of the CI of the salt for the H of the water.

These affinities not being strong enough to cause double decom-
position, an indefinite compound is formed having the properties

of what we call a solution. If this explanation be correct, we
should expect that the relative strengths of the aftinities of Na,
O, CI, and H should have an effect on solution, and that if we
substituted another metal for Na whose affinity for CI and O
was greater or less, we should have a corresponding change in

the solubility of the salt. If, for instance, this other metal had
greater affinity for CI and less for O, we should expect the salt

to be less soluble, because the CI would be held more firmly,

.-nd could not act so energetically on the H of the water, while
I he action of the metal on the O of the water would also be
less. Now it may be admitted generally that the heat evolved
in similar chemical operations is a measure of the chemical
affinities of the elements concerned, or at least of their relative

affinities. With these explanations, let us consider some of
Thomsen's results. He finds as the result of numerous experi-

ments that as the atomic weight of the metal increases in

similar compounds of Mg, Ca, Sr, and lia,

(i) Heat evolved in production of MCI., inctrasus

(2) ,, ,, MO 'decreases

(3) ,, solution of MCI., ,,

(4) Solubility of MCI; in water ' ,,

These results apply to the alkali metals also.

To make these considerations plain, consider the following
table :—

Metal
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Al, Si, P and S, for CI, regularly diminish if we take tlie amount
for one atom of CI in each case ; but if we talie the actual

maximum amount of CI with which each element in the series

combines, a very diflerent result comes out, because while Na
combines with one atom of CI, Mg combines with two, and Al
with three, and so on. This leads us to make a distinction

between the intensity and quantity of chemical affinity, so that

while the intemity of affinity in this case regularly diminishes,

the quantity rises to a maximum in Al, and then diminishes

towards S. There is thus a spreading out of affinity which
lowers its intensity, and in this there seems to me a gradual

approach to solution. I have traced the same phenomena in

some oxides, and it is interesting to note that the atomic weight

of Al, whose affinities for CI and O are nearly equal, is almost

exactly midway between the atomic weights of O and CI. It is,

so to speak, the point where the two curves of affinity cross one
another. On the one side the affinity for CI relatively to that

for O increases, and on the other side decreases. 'I'his may
throw some light on the peculiar properties of Al. P'e, which
is in many respects analogous to Al, and has an atomic weight

about twice that of Al, and almost midway between CI and Br,

shows somewhat similar relations towards CI and O. It is also

to be noted that while the maximum affinity for CI is at Al, that

of O is at Si. It would be interesting to trace curves of in-

tensity and quantity for other elements such as H and S. Much
light might be thrown on many chemical facts.

(2) If we take the heats of combination of CI, I3r, or I, with
any element, the law seems to be that the amount of heat
iliminishes as the atomic weights of CI, Br, and I increase,

modified, however, by the atomic weight of the element with
which they combine. Thus, take what maybe called the normal
case, viz. combination with hydrogen, we have

Atomic weight of Br = So
CI = 35-5

Htat of combination HCl = 22,000
HBr ^ 8,440

of I = 127
Cl= 35-5

of IICl = + 22,000
HI ^ - 6,040

• 3.560 28,040

Now, 44'5 : gi'S : : 13,560 : 28,040 almost exactly. With Al
again the above differences are as under

—

Heat of combination AICI3 = 160,980 of AICI3 = 160,980

,, ,, AlBr3 = 119,720 AII3 = 70,590

Difference 41,260 90, 390

Now it is evident these are not exactly in same proportion

.as the H compounds, and with Na and K compounds the dis-

crepancy is even greater, but still near enough to suggest the

general law as stated above.

(3) If the explanation given of crystallisation be correct, we
may go a step further. If we take water alone without any
salt in solution, there will be, in my view, attraction between
the H2 of one molecule and the O of another, and vice versd^

and if the heat of the liquid be diminished sufficiently, that

attraction will cause cohesion of the molecules, and will produce
solid water or ice, the regulai- structure of which is caused by
the symmetrical arrangement of the atoms. This again leads on
to solids in general, for there is little doubt that atoms of the

same kind have affinity one for the other ; and thus the various

conditions of matter, solid, liquid, and gaseous, may be due to

chemical affinity of the constituent atoms, modified in various

w.ays by the kinetic energy of the system.

It will thus be seen that my view of chemical affinity is quite

opposed to the idea of its being a sort of arbitrary force acting

in units or bonds, but I consider it acts between all atoms of

matter, whether of the same or different kinds in varying degrees
of intensity and quantity, producing combination of more or
less stability, graduating froji the so-called mechanical mixture
of clay and water up to the irresolvable molecules of the per-

manent gas, condensing bv its action the gas into the liquid, and
the liquid into the solid, chemical compounds being combi-
nations in definite proportions of more or less stability. In

fact, in this case as in all others, there are no hard and fast lines

in Nature, but every phenomenon graduates by almost imper-
ceptible degrees into another. \V. DtJRHAM

THE JAPANESE NATIONAL SURVEY AND
ITS RESULTS

POURING the past five years a work of great national and
scientific importance has been proceeding in Japan ; little

has been heard of it in Europe, and none of its results have been
visible amongst us in England until within the last few months.
The Japanese National Survey, under the superintendence of

Dr. Naumann, formerly Professor of Geology in the University
of Tokio, has during the period above mentioned been steadily

progressing ; it has revealed hitherto unknown features of the

country, and has thrown a flood of light on its geography,
geology, and resources, actual and possible. A period has now
been arrived at in the history of the Survey : its Director, after

five years' labour at this particular work, and as many more in

the Chair of Geology in the University of Tokio, returns to

Europe, leaving the task to be carried out by the Japanese whom
he has trained. Some tangible results of the work have, as

already mentioned, been for the first time placed before the

European public. In the rooms of the Koyal Geographical
Society might a short time ago be seen by any one who
desired to do so a series of maps, printed and manuscript, with
numerous plans, illustrations, and sketches, e.xhibited by Dr.
Naumann, and representing to some extent the work of five

years. Samples of these were also to he seen at the Exhibition

of Geographical Appliances in Great Marlborough Street,

amongst others an orographic map of Japni, and several illus-

trations—one of the mountain summits in the neighbourhood of

the active volcano Asamayama being especially striking. The
present, then, seems a suitable time for describing the Survey,

the work it has set before it, that which it has succeeded in

doing so far, and the effect of its work on our knowledge of the

country.

When Dr. Naumann laid before the Japanese Government,
about six years ago, the plan for a national survey, it was based
mainly on economical considerations. It was pointed out that

by means of such a survey the resources of the country, hitherto

undeveloped, and to a considerable extent unknown, would be
investigaled systematically. At the commencement of the un-
dertaking there were hardly any maps in existence that could be
utilised with safety. The work was facilita'ed by the materials

derived from a Japanese astronomical-geodetic survey carrieil

out at the beginning of the present century, which fixed the

position of the coast-line and the courses of some of the main
roads. The coast surveys of the English Admiralty, also, and
of the navies of other countries, as well as the few results of the

trigonometrical survey of Japan, were found of use. But the

interior of the country, in all that related to <irography and
geology, was still a ttrra incngnita. In every other re-

spect those rough Japanese compilations of older map-work
of a medieval type, though worked out by the application of

some of the principles of European cartography, were totally

insufficient. Hence at the outset it was necessary to undertake
a topographical survey, so that not only matter, but also space,

became the object of investigation. From the beginning the

necessity of combining observations with measurements was
emphasised. Inasmuch as the economical position of the

country depends on agriculture, special attention had to be paid

to the relations between the qualities of the soil and its cultiva-

tion. Hence the Survey started with three departments in-

trusted with field-work—one topographical, the second geologi-

cal, and the third agronomical. A fourth, the chemical section,

was created to investigate and test the materials collected by the

geological and agronomical sections as to their composition and
technical applicability. The plans laid before the Government,
and approved, placed the scale of the maps, which were to be pub-

lished in three series corresponding to the three divisions of the

Survey— one topographical, one geological, and one agronomi-
cal, at I : 200,0:0. The maps were to be o'456 x o'277 metres
for publication, and each series was to contain ninety maps,
each of which corresponded to half a degree division, reckoned
on the meridian of Greenwich. Two editions, one in English

and one in Japanese, were to have been published. The scale

for the field-work was I : 50,000. Subsequent experience de-

monstrated the substantial accuracy of these plans. It is of

course essential in surveys like this that the various divi-

sions should work side by side, and advance with equal

and regular steps. But a consequence of the condi-

tions under which work of this kind is conducted in

Japan was that this co-operation, which was so necessary to
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the common aim, could not be carried out. The agro-

nomical and chemical sections ultimately came under the sole

direction of a Japanese Commissioner, and only the topo-

graphical and geological sections remained together under the

immediate control of the Director who had laid the foundations

of the whole undertaking. In order to understand the ill-effect

of this division, it is only necessary to mention that the agro-

nomical section worked on a different scale from the topographical

and geological, and did topographical work for its own pur-

poses, independent of that done by the topographical section !

The difficulties at the outset were numerous and important.

First of all there were those connected with the nature of the

work itself The Japanese chain of islands is little more than

a huge and complicated range of mountains, which is in parts

hardly passable. Travelling along the main roads in Japan is

not always very pleasant, but there are no particular hardships.

Amongst the mountain*:, however, progress can only be made
under great difficulties ; and when a survey has to be made in

these regions it demands all the energy and strength of a very

strong man. It was necessary, too, in the present instance, in

view of the economical wants of the country, to do the work in

the shortest possible time. The period originally arranged was
twelve years for the wh le work ; and what has been actually

done since the beginning showed that it was possible to com-
plete the Survey in this time had the staff been complete
and the proposed organisation strictly disciplined for, and
directed to, the purpose in hand, as might have been done. But,
in fact, the staff never was complete, and the regular and con-

stant prosecution of the Survey in course of time became more
and more difficult, mainly owing to financial considerations.

The year before last, for example, no field-work was done at all

for this reason. At the outset, too, the training and educating
of the assistants and cartograj^hers presented great difficulties,

which, owing to the energy and intelligence of the Japanese co-

operators, were ultimately overcome. Again, when the stage of
publishing was reached, obstacles of a peculiar kind were met
with. To publish the map? abroad was not to be thought of.

The Department had to pay the cost of publishing out of its

own funds, and the work had to be carried out by Japanese.
Experiments were made with litliography and heliogravure, but
it is found impossible to adopt either of these methods in Japan.
Ultimately the Toyodo Engraving Company in Tokio was
intrusted with the work, under the constant superintendence and
control of the director, and it is curious to note that the maps
are all elc/ied on copper, not engraved. Much more might be
said of the difficulties which had to be overcome in this wholly
new undertaking in Japan ; but a commencement was made
with tile work towards the end of 18S0. It soon appeared that

the plans of the Survey could only be successfully carried out by
a reconnaissance of the whole country in the first place. It

appeared necessary to obtain first a general view of the condi-
tions of Japan before the special and main work could be
effectually eoaimenced. The bro.id features, internal and ex-

ternal, of the mountain system of the country had to be ascertained,
particularly for the purpose of allowing uniform representation
in the special maps to be published later on. The Director
commenced this preliminary survey early in 18S1, and decided to

prosecute it as far as possible in person. This reconnaissance was
completed in the beginning of 1SS4, with a little help from
assistants in regard to subordinate details. As an example of
the work which this entailed, it may be mentioned that in two
years he travelled, mostly on foot, 2000 miles, and that during
the five years he was engaged in the work his routes covered
about 5000 miles. The surveys in 1881 lasted from May to

November, in 1882 from September to December, and the last

great journey was from July 1883 to February 1S84. The inter-

vals which were spent in the capital were fully occupied ; the
orographical and geological sketch-maps (recently exhibited in

London), as well as many others, were then produced. On this

general survey of the country a topographical and geological
map on a scale nf i : 400,000, in five large sheets, was prepared.
The first of these, embracing the topography of Northern Japan,
ha.s already been published, and might have been examined with
others in the Royal Geographical Society. The other parts are
in hand, and the record is doubtless already complete in manu-
script.

Both in the reconnaissance and the principal survey, the
method employed in the field-work was partly that of flying
surveys. The main object was to obtain in the shortest pos-
sible time a view of the natural conditions of the country, and to

produce a map which would be useful for economical and scien-

tific purposes. The very detailed surveys of European coun-

tries could not, therefore, be taken as e.xaniples to be foUoived.

The fundamental consideration was, above all, the economical
requirements of the country. Even for military purposes in

Japan, a smaller scale, allowing of the application of simpler

methods and more rapid progress, is preferable for field and
map work. Tn Tokio there is also a Survey Department
attached to the General Staff, but it is based on Western methods,

and on account of the very large scale adopted many genera-

tions must elapse before it is completed. In 1884, when dis-

turbances broke out in the Saitama prefecture, the military

authorities discovered their lack of maps, and they were com-
pelled to obtain maps of the district from the Geological Survey.

After this exj^erience, and after the publication of the first sheets

of the special map of the Survey, the General Staff would no
doubt readily understand the advisability of a system such a^

that applied by the Geological Survey. During recent years in

Jap.an interesting results were collected respecting the methods
necessary for surveys where rapid progress is required. With
regard, for instance, to the amount of work which can be per-

formed in a limited time, the sketches exhibited in the Royal
Geographical .Society prove of much interest for military,

exploring, and colonial surveys. It h.appens frequently that

the practical geographer is compelled to explore or survey a

given region in the shortest possible -time. During the topo-

graphical and geological field-work of the Japan Survey, one of

the most important rules observed was that of plotting the rela-

tions of space measured or observed in the particular places at

once, and according to a definite scale (i : 50,000). The first

designs of the maps were, so to say, made in the field in the

face of the objects to be represented. In this way the work of

the topographer was made as independent as possible of that of

the cartographer ; under any other plan the final result would be

more arbitrary. The amount of field-work done each day
appears to reach the highest limit attainable. In 1881, for

instance. Dr. Naumann surveyed, in some cases, routes of

32 kilometres in length, and this during the hottest summer
months, and in difficult mountainous country. The daily

average of Dr. Naumann during the reconnaissance surveys of

1881 amounted to 20 kilometres, while the average for the

Japanese assistants was 12 kilometres. With regard to the

degree of accuracy of the surveys thus made, it appears from an

article on them, published in PeU'riiiniiii's Miltkiilnngen for

January 1884, that the results, even with this great rapidity,

were highly satisfactory. The route Miyako-Morioka, in

Northern Japan, for example, shows an error of only 0'6 per

cent, for the distance between the terminal points, which in a

straight line is 68 kilometres, while the actual route surveyed is

100. For reconnaissance purposes this route was surveyed in

five days.

At the commencement of the Survey the technical staff con-

sisted of four Europeans—viz. a director, topographer, .agricul-

turist, and chemist—and twenty-two Japanese assistants—viz.

one geologist, five topographers, five agriculturists, five chemists,

and six draughtsmen. The foreign chief of the agricultural

fection left the Japanese service at the beginning of 1S81, and
the foreign topographer a year later. The services of another

foreign agriculturist were obtained at the end of 1883. At
present the technical staff consists of two Jap.anese directors,

one European in charge of the agricultural section, and thirty

Japanese assistants. The results of the Survey are, in the first

place, in the shape of maps, of which the following is a

list :—
A. General Maps on the scale of I : 874,000 (at present in

manuscripts.

(1) Geological map by Dr. Naumann and his geological

assistants. On this map the distribution of the following geo-

logical groups and rccks shown :—Primitive gneiss (violet) ;

crystalline schists (light rose carmine) ; Palfeozoic group (neutral

tint) ; Mesozoic group, Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous (blue)
;

Tertiary ^light green) ; volcanic tufi", corresponding to very

modern Tertiary (light yellow) ;
granite, quartz porphyry, por-

phyry, porphyrite, diorite, diabase, and volcanic rocks.

(2) Oroplastic map by Dr. Naumann and his topographical

assistants. The surface shape is i-epresented by horizontal

layers of 200 metres ; the depths of the surrounding seas are

shown on the same system. The mountains are marked by

successive shades of brown, the sea by shades of blue. This

map w as in the late Exhibition of Geographical Appliances.
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These two maps are mainly compiled from Dr. Naumann's
reconnaissance surveys.

(3) Magnetic map by S. Sekino, representing the isogenic,

isoclinic, and isodynamic lines of Japan, constructed from about

200 magnetic observations made at as many different stations.

(4) Map of the great historical earthquakes, volcanoes, solfa-

taras, and hot springs of Japan, by Dr. Naumann and two of

his assistants. The relative frequency of earthquakes in different

parts of the country is indicated by different shades of brown.
The limits of the areas of disturbance of some of the most
remarkable earthquakes are likewise given.

B. Maps Printed ami PublisIicJ.

(5) Reconnaissance map. Division I., containing the northern

part of the main island, from the original survey of Dr. Nau-
mann and his assistants (Tokio, 1884). As already mentioned,
this map is on the scale of i ; 400,000. The mountains are

represented by curves of equal height, 40 metres apart. The
map is printed in three colours—the mountains brown, the

water blue, w-hile the skeleton and writing are black. The sur-

face shape is clearly shown, and the system of representing the

mountains is peculiar, and novel at least in a map of such small

scale. The curves of equal height are directly used for the

production of shades, which latter indicate the amount of slope.

Great difficulty was encountered in reproducing this map. There
can be no doubt that 40-metre curves applied to a 400,000 scale

map represent the utmost limit attainable at present. In the

case of an inclination of 45°, which occurs here and there,

though rarely, the curves approach each other so closely that a

zone of I mm. in breadth contains no less than ten lines !

There are two different editions of the reconnaissance map—one
with Roman, the other with Japanese, lettering. On other
grounds all these maps are of interest, for they are the first

artistic reproduction of the results of a regular topographical
.Survey in the far east of Asia.

(6) The three first sheets of the special Survey, showing the

topography of the section Yokohama, Idsu, and Kadzusa.
Here also these are two editions. Scale i : 200,000, and the

mountains are show n by curves of equal height 40 metres apart.

(7) Index-sheet, containing the divisions of the whole country
into five sections for purposes of the publicition of the recon-

naissance map, and into ninety sections for the special map. A
short statement gives the progress of the Survey n\i to 18S4,
while the various signs employed in the maps are explained.

Besides the maps here specified, numerous designs, geological
sections, landscape representations, tables, &-c. , have been
made. A large number of practical reports were made for the
Government, some of which have been published, but only in

Japanese, and they are therefore inaccessible to the rest of the
world. Among the papers thus furnished by the Director him-
self were reports on the waste of ores in Japan, on slate deposits

and their utilisation, on Japanese building-stones, on the moving
sand-dunes on the coast of .Satsuma and how to fix them, on
Japanese mineral springs, on the occurrence of gold and copper
in various localities, and others.

As to the scientific results obtained by the Survey, they are of
much general interest, but it is impossible in the space at our
dis]iosnl to do more than refer to them cursorily. Those
specially interested in the geological work may consult Dr.
Naumann's book on the subject, " Kau und Entstehung der
japanischen Insein " (Berlin, Frredlander Sohn, 1885). Almost
.all systems have a ])art in building up the colossal mountain-
range forming the Japanese islands. The occurrence of De-
\onian. Carboniferous, Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous, and
Tertiary, was established by well-characterised fossils. A re-

markable discovery of Upper Cretaceous Ammonites was made
in the Island of Yezo, which Dr. Naumann proves are identical

with Indian species of corresponding age. The considerable

collection of Tertiary plants is now being studied by Prof.

Nathorst, and his researches promise some interesting results, as

appears from some preliminary notes already published by
him. A monograph on Jurassic plants by Mr. Yokoyama, one
of Dr. Naumann's assistants, will shortly appear. In early

Tertiary times the Japanese islands contained numbers of

elephants, identical with the celebrated species belonging to the

old Indian Siwalik fauna (Dr. Naumann, " On Japanese Fossil

Elephants," " Palaontographica," xxviii. i). Triassic strata

have yielded important fossils corresponding to the well-known
Aloiwtis saliuaria of the Alps. Another important result of the

Survey is the discovery of Radiolarian slates in almost ev..-ry

part of the archipelago. These are of great age, being probably

older than the Carboniferous limestone, and they are nothing

else than hardened mud of the deepest parts of the ocean bottom.

Radiolarian mud occurs at present in depths of from 4200 to

8400 metres in the western and central parts of the Pacific

Ocean, as ascertained by the Challenger Expedition. The mud,
as well as the slates, is in great part made up of the micro-

scopical skeletons of Radiolarians, and we learn that at remote
periods the conditions at the greatest depths of the ocean have
been nearly the same as at present, and that in Palfeozoic times

a great part at lea-t of the Japanese chain was deeply submerged
beneath the sea. Great scientific value must also be attributed

to the results respecting tectonic geology, which are perhaps

the most prominent of all. The Japanese island chain is one of

the finest ex.amples of a mountain-range of unilateral structure
;

and there cannot be the slightest doubt that it has been shifted

by forces acting from the side of the lapan Sea towards the side

of the free ocean. Almost all the eruptive and volcanic rocks

are confined to a zone facing the Sea of Japan, while the outer

zone is for the greater part made up of folded larger masses of

Palaeozoic and prePalxozoic times. Very striking, too, is the

great transverse depression, introduced by Dr. Naumann into

scientific nomenclature by the name of Fossa Magna, which
crosses the main island not far from the capital. It appears that

this depression is a kind of fissure or cleft produced by another

chain of mountains running from Vries Island to the Bonin
Islands. The movements going on in this latter chain may have
entered the Japanese chain so as to split it. Some of the largest

volcanoes of the country—as for instance the celebrated

Fujinoyama—issued from that fissure. An inspection of the

geological map shows clearly how the advancing folds were
stopped by the Fossa Magna, so that they curve back and go
around it. Last, hut not least, the results concerning the mag-
netism of the earth may be mentioned. As shown in the

magnetic map mentioned above, the magnetic curves are

curiously irregular, and these irregularities have an evident

connection with those of the geological structure. The Fossa

Magna causes the isogonic lines to describe a large irregular

curve, like the folds of the geological strata. Dr. Naumann,
we believe, is prejiarinj a paper on this subject for the Royal

Society, where a fuller treatment of this phenomenon than he

has hitherto given may be anticipated.

It is to be regretted that the Japanese Government does not

appear sufficiently aware of the importance of a work such as

that carried out by its Geological Survey. Its economical value

is probably that which would appeal most strongly to a Govern-

ment, and of its utility from this point of view there can be no

doubt. The fundamental ideas with which the undertaking

started should be revived : the various sections of the Survey

must advance with even step, otherwise the work cannot fail to

be irregular and dislocated. It may be hoped, too, that the

Japanese will know how to utilise the invaluable experience

laboriously collected by the Survey during the past five years.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambribge.—An Examination for Minor Scholarships at

Downing College will be held early in June. These Scholar-

ships will be awarded for Law, or certain branches of Natural

Science. Persons who have not entered at any College in the

University are eligible to these Scholarships, which will be of

the value of 50/., and tenable until their holders are of standing

to compete for a Foundation Scholarship. Further information

will be given by the Tutors of the College.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Archives Italieiines tic Biologic, tome vii. , fasc. 1, Rome,.

February 1886, contains :— Studies on the drainage of the

Roman Campagna, part 5, by C. Tommasi-Crudeli, concludes
with the expression of his opinion, based on very numerous
facts—(i) that the proposed artificial draining of the Ostian
and Maccaresan marshes, and their reclamation, will augment
in a great degree the malaria exhalations from these basins :

and (2) that the hygrometric condition in which the subsoil of
the reclaimed district would exist would render it veiy p'obable
that such malaria exhalations would be persistent. He believes

that malaria is produced on the earth, and not on the water,

and when an area is covered with a sheet of water, and while it
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is covered, it is free from malaria.—On the minute anatomy of
the central nervous organs, by Prof. C. Golgi —On periodic
and superfluous respirations, by Prof A. Mosso (eight plates).

—

The respiratory movements in health are not always uniform in
sleep and during moments of deep repose ; the respiratory effort
decreases and augments. This pecidiar form the author calls
"periodic respiration," and any excess of respiration beyond
the actual needs of the tissues and blo:)d he calls "superfluous
respiration." Many phenomena of interest are described in this
memoir.— Contribution to a knowledge of the physiological
effects of cocaine, by Dr. C. Sighicelli.—On the physiological
action of thalline, by Dr. G. Pisenti.

Schriflm rtVr Naturfonchenden CeseUschaft in Danzig, Band
vi. Heft 3 (1886).—We note here a copiously-illustrated account
by Drs. Lissauerand Conwentz of the various antiquities which
have been found in the Vistula-Nogat delta, ranging from the
Neolithic period to Roman times ; also a curious collection, by
Herr Triechel, of sayings of the country folk in West Prussia,
about plants.—Herr Helm and Herr Brischke report on insects
found in amber.—The remaining matter largely relates to local
botany.

Bulletin de VAcadSmie Royale de Btlgique, February.—Appli-
cation of the telephone to the discovery of faults in electric lines,
by Eric Gerard. A new and ingenious method is described for
determining by means of the telephone the spot where an under-
ground telegraph line presents any accidental solution of con-
tinuity without the necessity of opening the ground and expos-
ing the section of ihe wire where the break is suspected to exist.
Owing to its extreme sensitiveness, the telephone communicates
all signals transmitted by the underground conductor during the
examination

; but when the fault is reached, it remains silent,
thus indicating the spot where search should be made for the
defect. The method may be made applicable to submarine
cables.—Earth microbes and then- action in stimulating the
growth of the higher vegetable species, by E. Laurent. In°order
to ascertain how far these micro-organisms are necessary to the
life of the plant, the author has recently made some experi-
ments : (I) in natural soil; (2) in soil first sterilised and then
inoculated with microbes ta'<en from the natural soil

; (3) with
soil rendered absolutely sterile

; (4) with sterilised soil to which
mineral manures were afterwards added. These experiments
clearly showed the importance of the microbes, whose functions
would seem to be identical with those of nitrification. They
seem to prepare the needed inorganic food of the plant by de-
composing the organic matter present in the ground.—On tlie
influence of lunar attraction on the mercurial barometer, by \.
Liagre. This was in reply to some remarks of IVI. Folie, wlio
questioned the author's statement that atmospheric tides cannot
be determined by '.he mercurial barometer. He repeats that
lunar attraction cannot be appealed to in order to explain M.
Kolie's law that atmospheric pressure is lowest when the
oceanic tides are highest.—A simple and practical method of
deterniinuig the magnetic declination of any place whose
me, idian is unknown, by F. Folie. It is shown that the difficult
and troublesome process of fixing the meridian may be dispensed
with by employing a method based on the simple fact that, when
the height of a star is equal to its declination, taken with its sign
or opposite sign according as it is in the northern or southern
hemisphere, its azimuth is the supplement of its horary angle, or
else is equal to this angle itself —Notice of some geological
specimens from the islands of Cebu and Melanipa (Philippines),
by A. F. Renard. A study of these specimens, collected by
Mr. Buchanan in 1874, seems to show that to Cebu and
Melanipa may also be extended the interpretation already
admitted for the larger islands of the archipelago regarding the
schisto-crystalline character of the underlying rocks, and the
presence of eruptive rocks of the archa;an type.—The same
author contributed two other valuable papers on the geological
constitution of the Ternate volcano and of Mount Giinong-Api,
in the Banda Archipelago.

Rcndiconti del Reale hliluto Loinbardo, March 4-18.— Posi-
tivism and evolution, by Prof A. Buccellati. It is argued that
Comte's theological, metaphysical, and positive cycle may
perhaps represent the general sequence of mental evolution, but
cannot be accepted in a strictly chronological sense. It confines
the human mind in t to narrow limits, and it must be obvious
that all three phases of thought have been simultaneously at workm varying degrees of intensity at all times. Such an exclusive
succession is illogical, and opposed alike to history and to the

very constitution of the mind, which passes readily and uncon-
sciously from analytic observation to synthesis, and from the
inductive to the deductive method.—On the systems of surfaces
and their rectangular trajectories, by G. Morera.—Meteoro-
logical observations made at the Brera Obser\'atory, Milan,
during the month of February.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
I.O.NDON

Royal Society, March 25.—"On the Minute Anatomy of
the Brachial Plexus." By W. P. Herringham.

Dr. Herringham had traced by dissection the fibres of the
several nerve roots from the spinal cord through the net
of the plexus into the various nerves given off from this,
and down these nerves to their final destination, whether motor
or sensory. He found

—

(i) That any given fibre may alter its position relative to the
vertebral column, but will maintain its position relative to other
fibres.

(2) That, in the motor nerves, {a) of two muscles, or of two
parts of a muscle, that which is nearer the head end of the body
tends to be supplied by the higher, that which is nearer the
tail end by the lower nerve

; [b] of two muscles that which is

nearer th^ long axis of the body tends to be supplied by the
higher, that which is nearer the periphery by the lower nerve ;

(<-) of two muscles that which is nearer the surface tends to be
supplied by the higher, that which is further from it by the
lower nerve.

(3) That, in the sensory system, {a) of two spots on the skin
that which is nearer the pre-axial border tends to be supplied by
the higher nerve ; (b) of two spots in the pre-axial area the
lower tends to be supplied by the lower nerve, and of two spots
in the post-axial area the lower tends to be supplied by the
higher nerve.

A table was also given of the muscles classified according to
the spinal root which supplied them. The paper was based on
fifty-five dissections.

Physical Society, .\pril 10.—Prof. Balfour Stewart, Presi-
dent, in the cliair.—The following communications were read :—
On the cause of the solar diurnal variations of terrestrial mag-
netism, by Prof Balfour Stewart, LL.D., F.R.S. The author
commenced by reviewing various theories that have been ad-
vanced to account for the solar diurnal inequalities of terrestrial
magnetism. That they can be due to the direct magnetic action
of the sun is highly improbable, since terrestrial analogies would
lead us to infer that matter at the temperature of the sun is quite
incapable of possessing magnetic properties, and also from the
fact that changes in the range of the daily variation Lag behind
corresponding solar changes in point of time. The hypothesis
of Faraday, that the observed variations are the result of the
displacement of the magnetic lines of force due to the varying
temperature, and consequently varying magnetic permeability,
of the atmospheric oxygen, is disproved by the fact that there
is no agreement between the chief magnetic variations and those
of the temperature of the great mass of the atmosphere, though
it is certain that there must be some effect due to this. The
earth-current hypothesis is quite unable to explain one of the
chief characteristics of these variations, that they are half as
great again at periods of maximum as at those of minimum sun-
spot frequency. Sir George Airy has, moreover, been unable
to detect any resemblance in form between the regular diurnal
progress of the magnet and that of earth-currents. We seem,
therefore, compelled to seek for the cause of the variations in
the upper atmospheric regions, and we cannot imagine such a
cause to exist in any other form than that of a system of elec-
trical currents. That curents may, and actually do, exist at
great heights is shown by the aurora, which is unquestionably
an electric current, and manifests a close connection with the
phenornena of terrestrial magnetism. The great increase of
magnetic variation at epochs of maximum sunspot frequency
can also be accounted for on this supposition : Prof. Stokes has
remarked that an increase in the radiating power of the sun
would probably imply not only an increase in general radiation,
but a special and predominant increase in such actinic rays as
are probably absorbed in the upper regions of the earth's atmo-
spheie. These regions will, therefore, greedily absorb the new
rays, their temperature will rise, and, as is known to be the
case for gases, the electrical conductivity will be increased.
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Thus, even if we imagine the general atmospheric current to

remain constant, a greater proportion of it would be thrown at

such times into those heated portions which had become good

conductors, but it is also probable that tha current itself would

be increased. Assuming the existence of currents at great alti-

tudes, the regularity and general characteristics of the diurnal

variations would seem to point to a direct magnetic action of the

currents rather than to any general induced change in the mag-

netic system of the earth, which, to produce the observed results,

would have to be of a very artificial character. The diurnal

variation of the declination, attaining a westeily maximum at

2 p.m. north of the equator, and an easterly maximum at the

same time south of it, would suggest the existence of currents

flowing northward and southward from the equator to the poles,

attaining a maximum in each hemisphere about two hours after

the sun had passed the meridian. To supply this flow we
should probably have to assume the existence of vertical cur-

rents ascending from the equatorial regions of the earth. At
this point Dr. Schuster has endeavoured to apply mathe-

matical analysis to the subject. From the recorded ob-

servations at Greenwich, Lisbon, Hobarton, St. Helena,

and the Cape, he has shown that the work done by a

magnetic pole describing a closed path in a horizontal plane at

those places is equal to the work done upon it, and consequently

no part of the ascending current can be inclosed by the path.

Hence the potential at those places obeys the law expressed by
the equation

—

d-V d-y
,
d-V

-ZF^ + ^ + 1?? = °-

From this Dr. Schuster has deduced two possible expressions

for the potential, one referring to a system of currents above our

heads, and the other to one beneath our feet. From the first of

these expressions it follows that for latitudes greater than 45°

the maximum of horizontal force should coincide with the

minimum of vertical force, and vice versa, and this is actually

the case at Greenwich ; while the opposite should hold if the in-

fluencing system were beneath us. For latitudes below 45° the

reverse of the above should be the case, and the observations at

Bombay, though less decided than those at Greenwich, would

seem to point the same way. On the whole, then, it must be

said that the results of the first attempt are very encouraging,

and point to the supposition that the greater part of the disturb-

ing cause lies outside the earth's surface. In a discussion that

followed, Mr. Whipple remarked that recent observations in

high latitudes seem to show that the aurora is not always at such

a great height as is usually supposed. Prof. A. W. Riicker

cited the well-known case when an observer saw what appeared

to be a meteor fall into the sun, while simultaneously, or nearly

so, there was recorded a magnetic disturbance on the earth, as

showing a direct solar action. Mr. Whipple, however, stated

that he had recently examined this point, and believes that the

very slight notch in the record, many similar to which have

occurred since, was of an accidental nature, and a mere coin-

cidence. Prof. McLeod suggested that the earth-current theory

might be tested by observations at the bottom of a mine, where,

according to the theory, the disturbances should be reversed.

Prof. Adams believed that there was nothing physically impos-

sible in the existence of such currents as the author imagined.

—

On a relation between the critical temperatures of bodies, and
their thermal expansions as liquids, by Prof. A. W. Riicker,

F.R.S., and Prof. T, E. Thorpe, Ph.D., F.R.S. A paper by
the authors bearing the above title was published in the Joitrnal

of the Chemical Society of London for April 18S4. The sub-

stance of the paper was as follows. Prof. Mendeleeff has shown
that the expansion of liquids under constant pressure between
0° C. and their boiling-points may be expressed by means of

the veiy simple fornuila

—

V,= '
,

I - kt

F, being the volume at t° C. (that at 0° C. being unity), and k

a quantity which differs for different substances, but whiqh may
for any one substance be considered invariable between 0° C.

and the neighbourhood of the boiling-point. From this law the

authors have obtained as a deduction the following expression for

the critical temperature (/"c) of any liquid

—

TV, - 273

a{l^,- I)'

where Vi is the volume at /' C, 7' the absolute temperature,

Tc = -

and a a quantity which is very nearly constant for all substances,

and which was shown to be very nearly 2.—In a recent paper

(.-l/m. Cli. Ph , March 1886) MM. A. Bartoli and E. Stracciati

have discussed both of these formula:, and have applied them to

cases in a manner never intended by the authors. They have

expanded Mendeleeff 's formula into the series

V!=l + kt + k'^t"- + k^'^ + . . . .

which is a geometrical progression, and they have objected to it

that the results of Pierre, Kopp, Hirn, Thorpe, &c., do not

give for the coefficients of/, t-, ('', quantities in geometrical pro-

gression. The results of these observers are given in the usual

form

—

F, = I + at + i/' + cl^ + . . . .

but, owing to unavoidable errors of experiment, the constants c,

d . . .of different observers differ very largely, and Mendeleeff 's

simple expression gives the results of all quite as accurately as the

facts will allow. MM. Bartoli and Stracciati have then criticised

the expression given by the authors, and have applied it to de-

termine the critical temperature of water from its expansion to

200°, whereas the original expression is only given as applicable

as far as the boiling-point. They have further recorded a

number of critical temperatures calculated by the formula to

tenths of a degree, for which the constant a would require to be

known to '025 per cent., whereas there is no reason for sup-

posing it known to within i per cent, or more.

Zoological Society, April 6. — Prof. W. H. Flower,

F.R.S. , President, in the chair.—The Secretary exhibited, on

behalf of Mr. J. B. Martin, F.Z.S., a large tusk of the Indian

Elephant (Elephas itidkus), about 6 feet long and weighing over

100 lbs., stated to have belonged to a " rogue elephant," with

only one tusk, which had been killed at Goruckpore in 1S36.

—

Mr. Sclater exhibited the heads and horns of two species of

Antelopes obtained in the vicinity of Lamoo, East Africa, be-

longing respectively to Strepsiceros iiniaidsanA Dainalis sairgal-

ensu.—Mr. F. E. Beddard read a paper on some points in the

anatomy of Chattiia chavaria.— Prof. Flower communicated a

paper, by Miss Agnes Crane, on a Brachiopod of the genus

Atretia, from Port Stephen, Australia, described in manuscript

by the late Dr. T. Davidson, and proposed to be i ailed Atretia

braderi.—Mr. J. G. Goodchild, H.M. Geological Survey, read

a paper on the disposition of the cubital coverts in birds. This

communication described the principal modes of imbrication of

the cubital coverts, as observed in healthy living birds of all the

leading carinate forms, and pointed out that there is a certain

correlation between particular styles of imbrication and various

other characteristics connected with the pterolysis, the myology,

the visceral anatomy, and osteology of the birds in question.

The paper concluded with some observations upon the origin of

the features described.— A communication was read from Dr.

Giinther, F.R.S., containing some further information on the

melanotic variety of the South African Leopard which he had

previously described.

Geological Society, April 7.— Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S.,

President, in the chair.—Edward George Aldridge, Charles

Brownridge, James Dennant, Charles Lane, Prof. H. Carrill

Lewis, and William Matthews were elected Fellows of the

Society.—The following communications were read :—On
glacial shell-beds in British Columbia, by G. W. Lamplugh.

Communicated by Clement Reid, F.G.S. This paper was

divided into two parts, relating respectively to Vancouver Island

and the Fraser Valley. Having to spend nearly a month at the

city of Victoria in 1884, the author had leisure for the investi-

gation of the geological features of the district, but he expressed

his regret that, at the time, he was unacquainted with the pub-

lications of Mr. Bauerman and Dr. Dawson on the subject.

The most important shell-beds were disclosed in an excavation

for a dry dock at Esquimault, V. I. Here a fissure in an igneous

rock had been filled in by glacial beds. Shells were most

numerous on the north side of the dock in Boulder-clay, asso-

ciated wdth irregular sandy seams, the whole being softer than

the general mass. The containing rock was not glaciated at

this point. Leda, Nucula, Cardium, Tellina, Mya, and Saxi-

cava are the principal genera. There was great difference in

the state of preservation according to position ; the shells below

the water-line being remarkably fresh, while acidulous waters

engendered by vegetable decay had attacked the upper portions.

The author concludes that the whole mass of drift, including

the shells, had been pushed up by ice in its passage southwards.
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The general mode of occurrence was very similar to that at

Bridlington. He further observed that the rocks were not

striated in the first instance by these shelly clays, but he be-

lieved the glaciation to have taken place through the action of

harder substances, and that afterwards a milder term set in,

when an Arctic fauna established itself in the neighbourhood,

after which fresh ice pushed the sea-bottom along with other

accumulations into its present position. The shell-beds in the

Fraser Valley are about 100 feet above sea-leve). Three sec-

tions of glacial beds were given. The stratified clay in which

the shells were found contains no pebbles, and, though soaie-

what disturbed, has evidently been deposited where it now
occurs.—On a lower jaw of Machairodus from the " Forest-

Bed," Kessingland, by James Backhouse, F.G.S.—A contribu-

tion to the history of the Cetacea of the Norfolk " Forest- Bed,"

by E. Tulley Newton, F.G.S.
,;

Edinburgh

1 Scottish Meteorological Society, March 29.—Half-

yearly Meeting.—Mr. John Murray read the Council's report,

which stated that since last July the only change that had taken

place in the Society's stations was the loss of the station at

Sandwick, in Orkney, and the establishment of a new station in

the neighbourhood, at Swanbister. The three Members of

Council who retired by rotation were Dr. J. B. Russell, Glas-

gow ; Dr. J. D. Marwick, Town Clerk, Glasgow ; and Prof.

Alexander Dickson ; and their re-election was recommended.
In July last the membership of the Society was 698 ; it was
now 712. In addition to the inspection of stations and the

ordinary work of the Office, the Secretary had been engaged
with the discussion of the Ben Nevis observations, and the work
was now far advanced. Some time had also been given to the

preparation of a fourth paper on the climate of the British Isles,

dealing with the mean monthly distribution of the rainfall, based

on the twenty years from 1S66 to 1885. Mr. Omond was also

engaged in the discussion of the Ben Nevis observations.

During the summer and autumn the Observatory on the Ben
had been utilised by Mr. H. N. Dickson for hygrometric

observations ; and Prof. Vernon-Harcourt ami Mr. Harold
Dickson, both of Oxford, had also spent some time at the

Observatory in August conducting experiments and observations

on the intensity of light in flames. The researches at the

Scottish Marine Station were being prosecutei.t with vigour and
success. Messrs. Mill and Morrison were engaged in collecting

and tabulating all the observations which had been made around
the coasts, and combining them with those made by the ob-

servers in connection with the Marine Station, the object being

to obtain a more exact statement of the temperature conditions

of the sea around the coast at different months of the year and
at different depths. Observations had alsi been continued

on the Firth of Forth by these gentlemen with very interesting

results. It was shown by Mr. Mill on a former occasion that

the winter condition of the Firth was one of uniformly-rising

temperature from the river to the sea, and from the surface of

the water to the bottom ; while the surrimer condition was one
of uniformly-falling temperature from river to sea, and from
surface to bottom. The winter condition commenced in Sep-
tember 18S5, nearly two months earlier than in 1S84;
the temperature of the water had been everywhere lower
than in the winter of 1884-85, and at the present date there was
no sign of the transition to the summer state. Two gentlemen
in the north had been observing the temperature of the River
Thurso at the mouth, and at a point twelve miles inland. The
river, it is shown, responded rapidly to changes of temperature.
During the greater part of the winter the water kept close to the

freezing-point, though never actually freezing, except at the

margin ; uhile the sea had been uniformly from 10° to 5°

warmer than the river, and its temperature had never been
below 40?.—The Treasurer, Dr. Sanderson, stated that a

member, who did not wish his name disclosed, had given 100/.

to be distributed—50/. to Mr. Omond, 30'. to Mr. Rankin, and
20/. to Mr. Miller. The donation was "in acknowledgment of

their services in the important work in which they were engaged,
from an admirer of their indomitable pluck."—An interesting

paper by Mr. Omond was read on the rainfall and winds
at Ben Nevis Observatory. The winds, arranged in order of
greatest frequency, are N., S.W., W., S.E., S , N.E., N.W., and
E.,— the N. E. and E. winds being remarkably few in number. In
their relation to the rainfall, the order of the winds for wet-
ness is W., N.W., S.W., N., S., N.E., S.E., and E.

The direction from which most rain came during 18S5 was
probably a little to the north of west, and the quantity dimin-
ishes as we go round the compass in both directions, until the

driest point is reached a little to the south of east, the east

winds having thus a very low figure both as regards frequency
and the quantity of rain precipitated by them. Again, arranging
the data for the amount of rainfall per 100 hours of each wind,
the following is the order: N.W., W., S.W., S., N., N.E.,
S.E., and E.,—the E. and S.E. winds being very dry. With a

falling barometer the average daily rainfall amounted to

o'587 inch, while with a rising barometer it was 0'4S3 inch.

—The next paper was on rain-band observations on Ben Nevis,

by Mr. Rankin, first assistant at the Observatory. The obser-

vations have been made on a scale of o 10 5, and the mean
results of the rainfall for three and twelve hours respectively

after tlie observations showed that the rainfall increased steadily

in amount with the figures of the scale. Grouping the obser-

vations according to season, it is shown that the subsequent
rainfall was less with a higher, and greater with a lower, tem-
perature. Very interesting observations were referred to, which
were made in those states of the atmosphere, of no infrequent

occurrence on the Ben, when aerial strata of great dryness
and of complete saturation are superimposed on each other.

—In a paper on the recent literature of the rain-band, Mr. H.
R. Mill remarked that, although the spectroscope had been
shown by many observers to give 80 per cent, of rain or of no
rain occurring in a given time, results of great scientific value

could only be expected when, as at Ben Nevis Observatory, it

was combined with a complete series of hourly meteorological

observations.—Mr. Buchan gave, in reference to the weather
of the past winter, a short analysis of the temperature of Scot-

land during the past 122 years. During this long period the

last 15 years showed the coldest 15 consecutive summers.
Each of the 15 Junes was below its average temperature, except

June 1873, which was o°'2 above it. The mean of the Mays
was i°'6 under the average ; the Junes i°'2 ; and each of the

other months from April to December from o°'4 to o°'9 under
the average. The means for January, February, and March
were above the average. During these 122 years there had
occurred 38 hard winters, extending from two to six months
each. Of these 38 winters 18 were followed by good summers
and 20 by bad summers, and while of the 18 good summers 2

may be classed, in respect of the temperature, as very good, 8

of the 20 bad summers were very bad, and proved most dis-

astrous to the grain crops.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, April 19.—M. Jurien de la Graviere,

President, in the chair.—Note on some new methods for deter-

mining directly the absolute value of refraction at various degrees

of altitude, by M. Loewy. After brief reference to the ordinary

methods, including one recently proposed by the autho himself,

the paper goes on to explain a new process by means of which
the refraction may be directly determined at all degrees of alti-

tude,—an operation hitherto supposed to be impossible. It

concludes with the description of a method for immediately
ascertaining the effect of temperaiure and barometric pressure

on refraction.—-On the diurnal variation in direction and inten-

sity of the magnetic force in the horizontal plane at Greenwich,

as deduced from Sir G. B. Airy's observations made during the

years 1841-76, by M. Faye. The author deals with the im-

portant series of diagrams appended by the Astronomer- Royal
to the volume of Greenwich Observations for 1S84, embodying
the diurnal variations in horizontal direction and intensity of the

terrestrial magnetic force for the thirty-six years ending in 1876
inclusive. As a general result it would appear that the mag-
netic curves, as exhibited in the 430 diagrams of Sir G. B.

Airy's series, contract and expand periodically in direct agree-

ment with the greater or less prevalence of the solar spots, and
also with great regularity according to the seasons, the summer
curves being invariably far greater than those of winter.—On
the remains of fossil reptiles discovered l>y M. B'ritsch in the

Permian formations of Bohemia, by M. Albert Gaudry. These
fossils, now collected in the Palseontological ?\Iuseum of Prague,

are grouped in twelve genera representing a whole series of

quadrupeds of a comparatively high order, obtained in

strata where, till lately, no animals had been found higher

than the order of fishes. Compared with those of the Second-

ary epoch, all these Primary reptiles are of sm.iU size and
imperfect development, inferior in these respects to the

Actinoderm, Enchirosaurus, and Stereorachis fi-und in the
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biuiniinous schists and other formations of corresponding age in

]•' ranee.—On the fluorescence of the earths provisionally named
Za and Z/3, by M. Lecoq de Boisbaudran. In opposition to the

views of Mr. Crookes, the author endeavours to show that these

are really two distinct earths, not one substance identical with Mr.

Crookes' YtjO.,, whose different fluorescent bands become
diversely modified by the presence of foreign bodies.—On M.
Marignac's earth Ya, by M. Lecoq de Boisbaudian. At the

author's suggestion, M. Marignac, discoverer of this rare earth,

has at last definitely named it gaiioliniiim (symbol Gd).—

A

second note on the origin of the electric discharge of lliunder-

clouds, by M. Daniel Colladon. A remarkable coincidence is

pointed out between the author's observations and some electric

phenomena observed at the same time near Shrewsbury, and
reported in the Monthly Meteorological Magazitic for Sejitember

1S85.—On a mathematical essay by Prof. Battaglini, presented

to the Academy l)y M. de Jonquieres. This is a reprint from
tlie Gioniali lii Malciitaticlu; containing a demonstration of the

tlieoiy of Cremona transformations, with some fresh develop-

ments of the same theory.—On the blight known as ladies

iikiosJes, which attacks the peach-trees in the fruit gardens of

Montreuil and other districts near Paris, by M. Prillieux. The
cause of this local disease i^ traced to a parasite of the order

Coryneum. .':olutions of salts of copper or diluted sulphuric

acid are proposed as remedies.— On the results of direct astro-

nomic observation compared with those obtained from MM.
Henry's photographic system, by M. Flammarion. The dis-

crepancies between M. Wolf's chart and MM. Henry's j^hoto-

graphs are attributed to errors of observation on the part of M.
Wolf, and the author concludes that the photographic record is

far more accurate and altogether more trustworthy than direct

observation. The ten stars marked on M. Wolf's chart, but

which do not appear on the photographs, are stated to have no
existence in the firmament.—On the reduction of the Abelian
integrals, by M. H. Poincare.—Theorem on the binary forms,

by M. d'Ocagne.—On the thermo-electric properties of the

iodide of silver, by M. H. Le Chatelier.—Note on the vanadates
of ammonia, by M. A. Ditte. The paper deals with neutral

vanadate, bivanadate, yellow and red trivanadate, and other
combinations formed by ammonia and vanadic acid.—Trans-
formation of the protochloride of chromium into a sesqui-

chloride : mechanism of tlie dissolution of the sesquichloride of

anhydrous chromium, by M. Recoura.—On the acid fermenta-
tion of glucose, by M. Boutroux. The cause of fermentation is

traced to a micrococcus greatly resembling the organism already
described by the author under the name of Micrococcus ollongiis.

—A further survey of the vegetation of South Tonquin, by MM.
Ed. Bureau and A. Franchet. The paper deals with a collec-

tion made in the hilly district south-west of the Song-Ivoi
delta, by the Abbe Bon, and presented to the Paris Natural
History Museum by the Abbe Hy. It comprises 857 species

grouped in 124 families, and tends to confirm the im-
pression that the flora of Tonquin has no special features, but
forms a transition between those of China and India.—A new
example of alternating generations in the fungus family (Cron-
artixin asclepiadeiim and Peridermiuin Pini cottico.'um), by M.
May. Cornu.—On the acrogenous development of the repro-
ductive bodies in the fungus family, by J. de Seynes.—On the
Iheoiy of earthquakes, by M. Stanislas Meunier. A number of
fresh observations are advanced in support of the author's view
that underground disturbances and eruptions are primarily due
to the infiltration of surface-waters.—On the geology of East
Tonquin, by M. E. Jourdy. From a protracted study of this

region the author infers that in the interior the Carboniferous
underlies the Triassic formation, while on the coast the Coal-
Measures, here of infra-Liassic age, rest directly on the Car-
lioniferous limestone in one of its folds.—On the disappearance
of the nuclear chromatic elements and progressive appearance
of the chromatic elements in the equatorial zone, by M. Ch.
Degagny.—On the mycosic nature of tuberculosis, and on the
bacillary evolution of its pathogenic fungus, Microsporon fitrfur,
by MM. Duguet and J. Hericourt.

Berlin
Physiological Society, February 12.—Dr. Miillenhoff

informed the Society that a treatise of the great astronomer
Kepler had quite recently come under his notice, containing,
under the title of " Neujahrsgeschenk, oder der sechsstrahlige

Stern des Schnees " ("New Year's Present, or the Six-rayed
Snow- Star"), a very clear and accurate description of the struc-

ture of the bee's cell. Kepler described the bee's cell as a rhom-
bendodecahedron in which one trihedral pyramid was replaced

by a straight terminal surface. The speaker further set forth

the observations he had made on the way in which bees filled

and preserved in their cells honey and pollen. The bee,

which, according to the most recent determinations of Dr.

Loew in the Botanical Gardens of Berlin, was able to force

its way into most flowers, lia\ing first completely filled its

capacious honey-stomach, crept into the cell, and, with its

tongue, licked a small spot of the posterior uppermost edge
many times, and on this spot, so moistened, it deposited a

honey-drop. On this honey-drop other bees next discharged

their honey till the whole cell was filled with the viscid liquid.

Eight bees sufficed to fill one cell. Eacli deposited honey-mass
got covered with a kind of pellicle that at a small spot was
bitten through by the next succeeding bee, which then laid its

honey at this opening, the honey penetrating into the interior.

The filled cell was closed with a wax lid. The pollen brushed
off the blossoms by the bees was, by admixture of a little honey
or water, converted into a dough-like substance, and pressed

into cells intended only for working bees till they were half

filled. The rest of the cells were then filled with honey in the

same manner as were the pure honey-cells. Finally these too

were closed. When the cell was filled either with honey or

with pollen-dough and honey, a drop of formic acid secreted

from the poison-gland was infused through the lid by means of

the sting. This formic acid, as had been proved by numerous
experiments, preserved the honey, as also every other solution of

sugar, from fermentation. Indeed formic acid in the propor-

tion of i/io per cent, was altogether a very good preservative.

Pollen, which was not covered with honey, got very soon

mouldy.—Dr. Benda made further communications re-pecting

spennatogenesis, first premising that the observations of his own
which he communicated at the last meeting (vide N.^ture,
l''ebruary 1 1 , p. 360) had been published some months prior to that

date by an English investigator, Herbert Brown. The simil-

arity between the drawings of Mr. Brown and his own was
striking. If he had thus been forestalled in the discovery of the

new facts by his English contemporary, he had yet been able to

observe a series of further details beyond the limit of what had
hitherto been ascertained, ,=everal of whicli he communicated.

—

Dr. Gad had been engaged for a number of years in experiments

on respiration, and both in those experiments carried out by
himself and in those executed by his students he had obtained

the same results. The problem was to establish whether the

centres situated in the medulla oblongata and above it in the

brain automatically discharged the movement of inspiration and,

expiration or only stimulated one group of respiratory muscles,,

actions which were to be characterised as normal excitations

due to automatic activity and proceeding from the blood, not

operating in a reflex manner. These centres were usually

called automatic, but in the opinion of the speaker they would

be more correctly described as autochthonous, seeing they were

excited only at the particular place and spot, and not set in

motion by any stimulus derived from the outside. To study the

normal activity of these centres Dr. Gad examined the respira-

tory processes in the primaiy stage of dyspncea, when the

medulla oblongata was ill-supplied with air. The bad ventila-

tion was brought about either by the animals having breathed

the air so long that they were obliged to inhale air that was now
grown vitiated, or having to breathe a mixture of nitrogen with

less oxygen than was contained in atmospheric air, or a mixture

of atmospheric air with carbonic acid ; or the normal exchange of

gas was restricted by tracheostenosis, or by heavy bleedings, or

by the Kussmaul-Tenner experiment, in which, as was known,

the flow of arterial blood to the brain was dammed off. In

all the cases above enumerated, only augmented inspiration was

always obsen-ed—never increased expiration. In the Kussmaul-

Tenner experiment a lassitude of the inspiration set in veiy soon

before the spasms had yet begun, a circumstance which called

forth the appearance of an enhanced expiration. The method

adopted in these experiments was considered by the sjjeaker un-

objectionable. Into the trachea of the rabbits there was fixed a

cannula, which, by means of a double-direction tap, might be

connected with the outer air or with very large gas repositories.

The animal found itself in a small closed air-proof box com-

municating with a small, shallow box, the upper lid of which

consisted of a movable mica ])late, with recording lever. Each

inspiration of the animal raised the lid, and consequently the

recording lever, which marked on a rotating drum the cun-e of
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respiration. At each expiration the lid sank with the pen. Dr.

Gad concluded from his experiments that, by bad ventila-

tion of the respiratory centres atitomatic or autochthonous

expiration could never be induced, but always inspiration

alone. V11. Gad further endeavoured to ascertain what was the

limit of deficiency ofoxygen and of carbonic acid admixture under

which the first traces of dyspnoea shoived themselves, and found

that the animals were more sensitive to the excess of carbonic

acid than to the deficiency of oxygen. An addition of 3 per

cent. CO., was sufficient to excite dyspnoeically augmented

inspiration, while they could very well stand an air of 18 per

cent, oxygen. The quantities of COj which were mixed with

the respiratory air were increased to 26 per cent, without the

result being other than increased in.spiration. Regarding the

several series of experiments and their results. Dr. Gad would

communicate a more special report at a subsequent meeting.

Meteorological Society, March 2.—Dr. Weinstein spoke

on the earth's currents which were observable in the telegraph

wires by the disturbances they caused in the message ser-

vice, their intensity at times exceeding that of the batteries

of eighty Daniell employed for telegraphing. In order to the

observation of the earth's currents, two equal metal plates had

since the time of Faraday been sunk into the ground and

connected by a wire, in which a galvanometer was inter-

calated. The deviations of the galvanometer needle might

be induced as well by an earth- current as by a current which

arose from the contact of the earth-plates with the earth. In

the latter case, however, the current would be very weak when

the plates were at a great distance from each other. The case

being, in point of fact, otherwise, however, the currents in

question were accordingly earth-currents. The measurement of

them was achieved by means of self-registering apparatus, either

in the way of photography in England or mechanically in

Germany ; the earth -current was conducted through a coil,

that, suspended in the interval between a rod magnet and a

hollow cylinder magnet, w.as, under the oscillations of the

current, drawn in or pushed out, and, by means of a lever, in-

scribed these movements on soot-blackened paper. The direc-

tion of the current in the body of the earth was found by obser-

vation of two circuits forming a right angle with each other. In

Berlin one circuit proceeded eastwards towards Thorn, the other

southwards towards Dresden. The observations made in Ber-

lin showed a direction of the earth's current from north-east

to south-west, while in England the direction went more from

north to south with a slight deviation towards the east, and in

France a direction from north to south with an inclination

towards the west was observed. The earth-current showed a

perfectly regular daily variation. In the night the earth-current

is slight ; from 8 o'clock in the morning it regularly increases,

attains its maximum precisely at 12 noon, thence sinks rapidly

till 4 p.m., whence it continues uniformly weak, not to revive

till the following morning. A course precisely analogous

to that of the earth-current was manifested by the earth's

magnetism, the connection of which with the electricity of

the earth attracted attention from the very beginning, when

disturbances made themselves observable. To demonstrate with

perfect precision the coincidence of the two phenomena it was

necessary to take for the purpose of comparison not a single earth-

magnetic element, but the earth's total magnetism. Thecarth's

electricity and the earth's magnetism showed, moreover, in their

regular daily course, their affinity, by the simultaneity with which

their disturbances occurred. This simultaneity was so precise

that in one case the distance between Berlin and Wilhelmshaven

could be determined from the time when the disturbance of the

earth's current made itself felt in Berlin and the time when the

magnetic disturbance occurred in Wilhelmshaven. This simul-

taneity of disturbances at distant points of the earth pointed to

a cosmical cause. Thus in August last year, at the very time

when in Paris the emergence of an altogether unusual solar pro-

tuberance was observed, a magnetic disturbance was registered

in Petersburg, and a disturbance of the earth's current in Berlin.

The earth's current and the earth's magnetism showed further in

common the periods of eleven years which coincided with those

of the solar spots. In respect of the earth's current, this period

could not indeed be demonstrated to a certainty, seeing that the

regular observations made respecting it were yet of too recent

date ; but the regular course of the oscillations warranted the

conclusion of a like period being drawn. A period of from two

to five days in which the earth's current and the earth's mag-

netism showed in their oscillations alternately larger and

smaller amplitudes had, in addition, been detected, although

the explanation of the phenomenon was not yet forthcoming.

With reference to the question which phenomenon was the

primary, the earth's current or the earth's magnetism, opposite

views were entertained. The earth's electricity was assuredly

not strong enough to magnetise the body of the earth ; but,

on the other hand, against the assumption that^ the earth's

currents were induced by the oscillations of the earth's magnetism

an objection might be raised, namely, that in such a case the earth's

currents would have to be proportional to the velocities of the

oscillations of the earth's magnetism, and not to the oscillations

themselves. This question can only be decided by further

observations and by experiment. In a wide circle out of telegraph

circuits the induction effects of the earth's magnetism might

be studied and compared with the earth's currents. The speaker

discussed the different theories of the earth's electricity set forth

by Faraday, De la Rive, Lamont, Edlund, and the Brothers

William and Werner Siemens, without declaring himself de-

cidedly in favour of any of them. In conclusion he drew atten-

tion to the series of ditferent jerks which showed themselves in

the self-registering curve of the earth's currents on the occasion

of every thunderstorm. A jerk of this description on the part of

the pointer' seemed to correspond with each lightning-flash.
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